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REPORT 

OF THE 

COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, 
Bureat OF FISHERIES, 
Washington, October 10, 1919. 

Sm: In presenting this report in which is given a résumé of the 
varied activities of the Bureau of Fisheries for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1919, I take the liberty to express appreciation of your sus- 
tained interest in and ever-ready, helpful criticism of the Bureau’s 
work and to acknowledge your potent assistance which has made it 
possible for the Bureau to assume larger functions of public usefulness 
than it ever had before and has prepared the way for still greater 
service and achievement. To state that you have made permanent 
impress on this Bureau’s career is but to repeat what is generally held 
by the responsible employees in office and field. 

This occasion is taken to reaffirm the critical condition that has 
been created by the long continuance of inadequate compensation in 
all grades of the service. The prospective recommendations of the 
Joint Congressional Commission on the Reclassification of Salaries are 
confidently expected to meet and counteract the disorganizing situa- 
tion now confronting the office force in Washington; but the labors of 
the commission will be futile, so far as this Bureau is concerned, if 
provision is not speedily made by Congress for the rectification of 
salaries in the field. 

RELATIONS WITH THE FISHERY INDUSTRIES. 

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES. 

Inasmuch as outside of Alaska the Bureau exercises no jurisdiction 
over the fisheries, its relations therewith are necessarily confined to 
advisory, investigational, educational, and informative work to meet 
the special requirements of the country at large, the individual States, 
and various branches of the fishery industries. 

The need for food production and food conservation during the war 
and post-war periods has afforded unprecedented opportunities for 
increasing the consumption of fish and incidentally for developing 
uses for by-products of the fisheries. Appreciative of these oppor- 
tunities, and being desirous of contributing its full share of effort dur- 
ing the great national emergency, the Bureau has made use of all 
available means to secure the fullest practicable utilization of the 
country’s aquatic resources. ‘To this end it has cooperated effectively 

5 



6 REPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 

with Federal and State food administration representatives and other 
governmental agencies, with producers, with the trade, with civic 
organizations, and with other elements of the population. By lec- 
tures and practical demonstrations it has shown directly to some fif- 
teen thousand housewives the value of fish as food and the best and 
most economical methods of preparing it for the table, and in this way 
it has been enabled to show the merits of many of the little-used or 
neglected fishes which are fully the equal of more valued species, 
thereby increasing the fisheries and the markets for such forms at a 
time 3 a they were needed most. It has augumented materially the 
saving and use of waste products of the fisheries, as, for example, the 
conversion of fish waste and waste fish into oil and fish scrap for ferti- 
lizer or fish meal as an animal feed, and the making of leather from the 
skins of aquatic animals. New or foreign methods of preservation 
have been introduced and wasteful practices have been discouraged. 
Investigations of the basic principles governing the methods of preser- 
vation of fishery products, for which there is a long-felt want, have 
been initiated and are yielding important results. A fishery-products 
laboratory in which such investigations can be continued under accu- 
rately controlled conditions has been built and equipped, and a tem- 
porary experimental field laboratory has been placed in operation. 

The Bureau has also given greater attention to the collection of 
fishery statistics, which afford the only available, reliable basis for 
determining the condition and trend of the commercial fisheries of 
the country, serve as a guide for the enactment of necessary protec- 
tive legislation, and indicate the need for and results of fish-cultural 
operations. The monthly returns of the quantities and values of the 
fish landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass.; Portland, Me.; and Seat- 
tle, Wash., by American and Canadian vessels have been submitted 
by local agents and published as monthly and annual bulletins for the 
use of the trade. A statistical canvass of the fisheries of the Great 
Lakes, together with Lake of the Woods, Rainy Lake, and Lakes 
Kabetogama and La Croix, was made during the year, and a special 
bulletin on the subject was issued. In addition, there have been 
initiated and are nearing completion a comprehensive canvass of the 
fisheries of the South Atlantic and Gulf States for the calendar year 
1918, and canvasses of the shad and river-herring fisheries of the Poto- 
mac River and of the shad fishery of the Hudson River for the calen- 
dar year 1919. 

Plans are being developed for taking statistical canvasses with 
sufficient frequency to include all of the major geographical divisions 
of the fisheries once in a five-year period. To complete this work 
satisfactorily and take up such special canvasses as are required from 
time to time will require a somewhat larger force of statistical agents 
and clerks. 

INCREASING PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF FISHERY PRODUCTS. 

The Bureau has encouraged west-coast whaling companies to save 
and market whale meat for food and has rendered effective assistance 
in bringing the merits of whale meat to the attention of consumers. 
In 1918, 30,000 cases of the meat were canned and 195 tons were frozen 
for market, the latter being utterly inadequate to supply the demand. 
Equipment has now been provided for an output of 50,000 cases of 
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canned meat and 1,000 tons of frozen meat in 1919. Samples of the 
canned meat examined by the Bureau were found to be of good quality 
and to constitute a cheap and wholesome food. It is reported that in 
1918 the principal whaling company on the Pacific coast, with sta- 
tions in Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska, took 999 whales, 

of which about 200 were of the sei species (Balzenoptera_borealis) 
whose meat is light-colored and particularly good for canning. At- 
tention has been given to the renewal off the coast of Maine of a fishery 
for whales, the flesh of which is to be marketed for food, and various 
persons connected with the fisheries are considering the practicability 
of such an undertaking. Interest has been aroused in Texas in the 
use of the meat of porpoises, which are reported to occur in numbers 
on the coast of that State. It has been ascertained that the oily 
taste which may be more or less objectionable to some persons can be 
overcome by removing the connective tissue which lies between the 
blubber and the meat. Some difficulty was experienced in inducing 
fishermen to provide the markets with supplies sufficient to satisfy 
the demand. An economic circular containing 32 recipes for prepar- 
ys Nee meat of whales and porpoises for the table has been issued. 

eing convinced that the production of fish in the States border- 
ing on the Gulf of Mexico could be materially increased if larger 
markets to care for the surplus catch were provided, the Bureau co- 
operated with representatives ‘of the Department of Agriculture and 
the Food Administration in securing the introduction of Gulf fish 
into Nashville, Louisville, Indianapolis, and neighboring points, 
and introduced approximately half a million pounds of fish from 
points in Florida into these cities. To effect relief for unsatisfactory 
shipping conditions, similar service was inaugurated between 
Chincoteague, Va., and the markets of Philadelphia and New York, 
and a number of shipments were made under supervision of Govern- 
ment agents. 

Nearly 14,000 cases of canned river-herring products (fish, roe, and 
sh wets sea herring and gadoid buckroe, valued at over $54,000, 
were introduced to the markets of Atlanta, Birmingham, Montgomery, 
Knoxville, Nashville, and Chattanooga, largely as a result of exploita- 
tion work conducted by agents of the Bureau. 
On the fishing banks in the Gulf of Mexico groupers are more 

abundant than snappers. The demand for snappers has been in 
excess of the supply, while that for groupers has normally been insufh- 
cient to care for more than half of the catch, with the result that 
quantities of these wholesome, white-meated fishes have been wasted, 
and valuable time has been lost by the fishermen in searching for 
the highly prized snappers. During the war, owing to the reduc- 
tion in the size of the fleet, most of the groupers taken could be mar- 
keted. Recently, with an increase in the number of vessels operating, 
the catch has again exceeded the demand. The Bureau has, there- 
fore, carried on extensive exploitation measures in inland cities of 
the South in an effort to stimulate sufficient demand to care for the 
entire catch. Restaurants and cafés, in particular, have been en- 
couraged to use these fishes. A placard recommending groupers and 
an economic circular containing 29 recipes for preparing them for 
the table have been issued for the use of the trade. 

The lack of a market for the catch of black drum, the destructive- 
ness of this fish to oysters, and the excellent quality of the: canned 
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product have led the Bureau to undertake a special movement to 
popularize the fish, and an assistant was detailed to visit fishing 
centers on the Gulf coast for detailed information regarding abun- 
dance, seasons, etc. Of points on the Florida coast, Cedar Keys 
appears best suited for the establishment of a fishery, the fish being 
reported as plentiful throughout the year. An even larger supply 
appears to be available at Point Isabel, Tex., where about 70 per 
cent of all fish taken is reported to be black drum. At this place the 
fish are caught throughout the year with pocket nets; that is, drag 
seines provided with pockets. The information gathered will be 
brought to the attention of those interested in establishing a fishery 
or a cannery for this fish. 

Efforts have been put forth to stimulate the production and con- 
sumption of many other products, including alewives or river her- 
rings, carp, crevalles, eulachon, red drum, robalo, rockfishes, sea 
catfish, rays, sharks (fresh, salted, and smoked), the roe and buck- 
roe of fishes, sea mussels (canned), squid, ete. 

DEMONSTRATIONS IN FISH COOKERY. 

No recent activity of the Bureau in the field of practical fishery 
work has met with such universal favor among producers, dealers, 
and consumers as its lectures and demonstrations in the methods of 
preparing and cooking fish. 

Demonstrations were first given in Seattle, Wash., in May, 1918, 
with the object of showing housewives the best and most economical 
methods of preparing and cooking fish and of acquainting them with 
the merits of many of the common fish and fishery products with 
which they had little or no acquaintance. This work was extended 
to 15 other cities and towns in the States of Washington, Oregon, 
and California, and was highly commended in every center. In 
February, 1919, when the supplies of fish in the cold storages of 
the country were about double the normal holdings and there was 
imminent the possibility that large quantities of this good food might 
have to be destroyed for lack of markets, the demonstrators were de- 
tailed to the Middle West, to give a series of demonstrations in St. 
Louis, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, and Cleveland. 
At these meetings housewives were encouraged to use frozen fish and 
were given instructions in buying and preparing them for the table. 
Stewards’ associations, home demonstration workers, food-conser- 
vation officials, community-service organizations, and others were 
interested and benefited by the instructions given. The value of the 
work was well vouched for by the trade in its reports of increased 
demand for frozen fish, and many housewives commented on their 
previous failure to use such fish, believing them to be of poor 
quality, if not actually unfit for food. In May a successful series of 
Ae astra Gans was held in Boston and Cambridge, Mass., after 

which the work was brought to a close for lack of funds. 
To enable State and local agents of the States Relations Service 

of the Department of Agriculture to carry the benefits of this work 
to the housewives of their respective communities, demonstrations 

were given in St. Augustine, Titusville, Miami, West, Palm Beach, 

and Key West, Fla.; at the Agricultural and Mechanical College of 
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Mississippi; in Savannah and Valdosta, Ga.: and before a gathering 
of State agents in Washington, D. C. 

In all, some 125 demonstrations were given, the average attend- 
ance being about 100 persons. In this work the Bureau was parti- 
cularly fortunate in obtaining the services of a highly trained and 
skillful demonstrator, ably assisted by two persons, one of whom was 
a man with wide acquaintance with the fisheries. From every city 
in which demonstrations have taken place expressions of apprecia- 
tion of their usefulness and importance have been received, and many 
women have acknowledged that they had been using little or no 
fish, largely because of some groundless prejudice, and have testified 
to the value of this work to them. 

This entire program was made possible at a most opportune time 
by the use of money alloted by the President from the fund for the 
national security and defence. The total cost of the work was less 
than $12,000. it is with very great regret that announcement must 
be made of the failure of Congress to grant any money or authority 
for continuing this highly beneficent service. 

FISH-COOKERY EXPERIMENTS. 

As an essential factor in the Bureau’s campaign for inducing the 
wider use of aquatic products as food, more particularly those that 
have been wholly or partly neglected, an experimental kitchen has 
been equipped, and workers expert in domestic science have been 
employed to determine the best methods for preparing new or little- 
known fishery products for the table. The information assembled 
has in some cases been forwarded directly to the trade, in others it 
has been arranged for publication in the Bureau’s economic circulars 
to further the use of particular products. In addition, a cookbook 
on aquatic foods has been prepared for publication. 

INCREASING THE USE OF WASTE PRODUCTS OF FISHERIES. 

There is, on one hand, an increasing demand for new and enlarged 
sources of supply of protein feeds for hogs, cattle, and poultry, and 
of oils suitable for paints, varnishes, hydrogenation, and many other 
uses. Considerable quantities of fish waste and waste fish, on the 
other hand, which should be used to supply these deficiencies remain 
unutilized for lack of small, inexpensive plants suitable for caring 
for this waste, and because of lack of knowledge on the part of pos- 
sible producers of apparatus and methods required and other diffi- 
culties by no means insurmountable. 

The Bureau needs, and has made request for, the creation by 
Congress of a new position so as to permit the employment of a 
sit id trained technologist to devote his entire time to these 
problems. Such work would annually result in the saving of fishery 
products possessing a value many times the cost of investigations. In 
the absence of proper provision for this work, the Bureau is attempt- 
ing to render such service as its limited facilities will permit. 

neouragement has been given to manufacturers of fish scrap to 
convert all suitable material into fish meal as feed for domestic 
animals. Attention has been directed to the perfection of details 
of manufacture, and, as a result of these efforts, manufacturers in 
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the Chesapeake Bay region are prepared to produce and market 
from 2,000 to 5,000 tons of this feed in the 1919 season, provided a 
sufficient number of users of such feed can be acquainted with its 
merits and interested to purchase it. In the development of markets 
and in acquainting farmers with the value of such feeds, the Bureau 
of Animal Industry of the Department of Agriculture is lending 
effective cooperation. It is also conducting hog-feeding experiments 
with meal made from fish and fishery products, as, for example, men- 
haden meal, grayfish meal, and shrimp bran, to determine their 
quality as compared with other feeds. Such tests as have been 
completed indicate that fish meal is fully the equal of tankage. 

On the west coast, including Alaska, the increasing demand for 
fish meal is reflected in the rapid increase in production. According 
to the Pacific Fisherman, the production in 1916 amounted to 2,640 
tons of meal and 776 tons of fertilizer, in 1917 to 5,297 tons of meal 
and 1,390 tons of fertilizer, and in 1918 to 7,773 tons of meal and 
802 tons of fertilizer, all of which was inadequate to satisfy the de- 
mand. In 1918 the reported yield of the menhaden industry of the 
Atlantic seaboard was 16,017 tons of dried scrap, much of which it 
is believed could better have been made into fish meal, and 33,187 
tons of acidulated scrap. 

During the war fish oils commanded unusually high prices, followed 
by a decided drop after the signing of the armistice. As a result 
of the increasing demand for these oils, prices have since approached 
their former high level. The falling off of the flax crop, the lack of 
supply, and the abnormally high prices of linseed oil have compelled 
the paint industry to ale new sources of drying oils required in 
paints and varnishes. It is believed that in the future menhaden oil 
and possibly other fish oils will be more extensively used in making 
certain types of paints and varnishes. Investigations to determine 
the fitness of various fish oils for such purposes have been arranged 
for. It is estimated that the production of fish oils in the United 
States, including Alaska, in 1918 amounted to approximately 
6,000,000 gallons, of which 3,943,100 gallons were menhaden oil, a 
considerable increase over 1917 for both items. 

In addition to the foregoing work, the Bureau has given attention 
to the possibilities of increasing the use of shrimp waste, to the 
methods of handling fish waste and waste fish employed in California, 
and to assembling samples of meal and oil for chemical examination, 
and has furnished a large number of interested correspondents with 
literature on the subject, including extracts from various publica- 
tions not readily obtainable, and has placed them in touch with 
manufacturers of machinery employed in the industry and with 
markets for the products. 

DEVELOPMENT OF AQUATIC SOURCES OF LEATHER. 

The development of the aquatic leather industry, to which the 
Bureau has been giving considerable attention, has progressed 
satisfactorily. Nets of the special type developed by the Bureau for 
the capture of sharks and other powerful fishes are now being em- 
ployed in taking these forms in commercial quantities. One leather 
company has established fishing plants at Morehead City, N. C., and 
Fort, Myers, Fla., to provide regular supplies of shark hides for tan- 
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ning amen and has a tannery for converting these into leather. 
Another company has acquired a site at Edmunds, Wash., where it 
plans to tan and finish into leather all kinds of aquatic hides, such as 
sharks, whales, hair seals, etc. Other companies are experimenting 
with these products and will later engage in the industry. 

Difficulty was at first experienced in removing the Lea from 
shark skins in a satisfactory manner. Suitable methods have now 
been devised for doing this before the sharks are skinned and from the 
cured skins as well, and the removal of the shagreen ‘has also been 
accomplished at the close of the tanning process. 

Following the Bureau’s suggestions, etl parts of the shark are now 
being utilized. Besides using the skins for tanning into leather, the 
valuable liver oil is extracted and marketed, the remainder of the 
fish is converted into fertilizer or fish meal, and experiments are 
in progress to develop suitable methods of preserving the flesh for 
food purposes. The Washington Institute of Industrial Research 
is moobanting with the Bureau to determine the fitness of shark, 
grayfish, and skate-liver oil as a drying oil for making paint and 
varnish. It is claimed that these products have sufficient value to 
support the fishery, thus permitting excellent leather to be made 
from the hides at low cost. 

According to the Bureau of Standards, which has been cooperating 
with the Bureau of Fisheries in this work, fish leather such as that 
made from shark skin has a more spongy and fibrous texture than 
mammal leather. When pulled open at right angles to the surface, 
it often exhibits a laminated structure similar in appearance to that 
of a loosly-matted felt. Material is being assembled to enable that 
bureau to determine more definitely the qualities of fish leather, such 
as durability, pliability, porosity, water A Neen oy wearing qualities, 
and to make further tests as to tensile strength. Tests made at 
the Bureau of Standards of such samples as have been submitted 
indicate that fish leather usually possesses less strength than mammal 
leather, such as calfskin or wl ex but that it is soft and pliable 
and has ample strength for many uses. As the industry grows it 
is expected that special uses will be found, dependent upon the in- 
herent differences of hides from different fishes. One such use to 
which attention is being given is the employment of pieces of grayfish 
skin in place of the usual clip or fastener on garters, ‘ile small denticles 
catching in the webbing of the stocking. 

Leathers of excellent appearance ev i quality are now ak made 
from porpoise hides, and it is believed that hereafter the skins of 
these animals will be utilized, not wasted. 

As the hides of the sharks give the greatest promise because of size, 
abundance, and quality, the Bureau is continuing to devote special 
attention to the development of the shark fishery and to determining 
definitely the properties of the various products and the uses_ to 
which they are best adapted. It has been the practice of fishermen 
to operate most ante for those fishes for which the demand is 
ee and to permit such predatory forms as the sharks, possessing 
ittle or no value, to multiply and to increase their depredations upon 
the more highly prized forms. This is an added reason for the devel- 
opment of a fishery for sharks and of uses for the products. 
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PRINCIPLES GOVERNING PRESERVATION OF FISH BY SALTING. 

During the lack of proper laboratory facilities the Bureau, with the 
cooperation of the National Research Council, was enabled to carry 
on at Johns Hopkins University Medical School, Baltimore, Md., 
an investigation of the problems of preserving fish with salt, and Dr. 
E. V. McCollum kindly volunteered to supervise the work at that 
institution. Experiments were conducted later at fishing centers in 
Virginia, North Carolina, and Florida. 

The primary object of the investigation was to devise an improve- 
ment in the present methods of salting fish and to find an acceptable 
way of salting fish at summer temperatures, particularly in the 
Southern States, where difficulty in the warm months is encountered. 

Incidentally, the work has added materially to our knowledge of the 
basic principles governing the salting process. The fish used in the 
experimental work were squeteague and river herring. The rate 
of penetration of salt into fish and the decomposition of the protein, 
as indicated by the amount of amino-acid nitrogen formed, were used 
as criteria of the efficiency of salting methods. 

Sulphates and also salts of calctum and magnesium, as impurities 
in common salt, were found to retard the penetration of salt into fish 
muscle, but to produce a firmer, whiter flesh than pure sodium chlo- 
ride. By reason of retarded penetration, salt containing these 
impurities permits fish to spoil at a lower temperature than salt not 
containing such impurities. Of these deleterious substances, the 
calcium salts are the only ones present in commercial salt in a large 
enough quantity to have a marked effect on the quality of the fish. 

The removal of all blood and viscera, including roe and milt, appears 
to be an important factor in the salting of fish in warm climates. 
Experiments made indicate that the blood spoils at a temperature at 
least 25° F. lower than the spoilage temperature of the flesh of fish. 

An investigation of the chemical changes taking place in the fat 
and protein of fish during storage is in progress, and a report of the 
completed work is being prepared for publication. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A PROCESS FOR RECOVERY OF WASTE BRINE. 

It has been the usual practice among fish curers to discard the 
used brine employed in brine-salting fish, and also to some extent 
in the dry-salt process, and to make new brine for new lots of fish. 
Much salt has been wasted, the recovery of which was impracticable 
for a number of reasons. For example, the brine is loaded with a 
large amount of organic matter, blood, mucus, soluble proteins, 
methylamines, bacteria, etc., whose removal would be expensive; 
and, since salt was comparatively cheap and used in large quantities, 
any recovery process must of necessity produce results at low cost. 

Recent investigations of the Bureau have shown that a better 
quality of fish may be (ad a by using higher grades of salt and 
have indicated the possibility that salting could be successfully accom- 
plished in warmer climates. Without some recovery process the 
cost of refined salts may be prohibitive. 

For these reasons the Bureau undertook to develop a process of 
purifying fish brine without expensive evaporation. Advantage 
was taken of the absorption by exceedingly fine precipitated particles 
of a tasteless and inert substance of the suspended and dissolved 
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organic matter, which is subject to decay. It has been demonstrated 
that the precipitate does remove most of the organic matter, and a 
plant has been installed in a fish-packing establishment at Gloucester, 
Mass., for trial. If this recovered brine can be rendered suitable for 
use again, the old brine used in preserving the fish brought to this 
plant will, when recovered, supply most of the salt needed for future 
use. At the present time, when the price of salt is about $16 per ton, 
as compared with $3 three years ago, this is an item of importance. 
The recovery process provides for the filtering off and drying of the 
= a product rich in protein which may be converted into 
ertilizer or fish meal. It is expected that this process, in conjunction 
with improved methods of salting requiring high-grade salt, to which 
reference has been made, will mark an advance in salting methods. 
The development of a practicable recovery process should enable 
the fish trade to use high-quality domestic salts in place of crude 
foreign grades. 

As this work is still in the experimental stage, the results, including 
complete description of details of apparatus, will not be disclosed 
unti a practicability of the rosthin: 1as been satisfactorily demon- 
strated. 

URGENT NEED FOR EXHAUSTIVE INVESTIGATIONS OF PRESERV- 

ING METHODS. 

In no branch of the fisheries is there greater need for exhaustive 
study than in the methods of preservation of fishery products. The 
methods in common practice are largely empirical, and in many cases 
the basic principles governing the operation are not definitely known. 
There is waste of time, labor, fuel, and materials, and the fisheries 
remain undeveloped from the lack of knowiedge of suitable methods. 
To solve problems which in many cases are of vital importance to 
the welfare of communities, well-equipped fishery-products labora- 
tories and a well-trained corps of skilled technologists are required. 
With adequate provision for these it would be possible to conduct 
many important investigations under accurately controlled conditions 
and render inestimable service in developing the fishery industries. 
To appreciate the handicap under which the fisheries labor, one has 
but to recall how amply agriculture is supplied with both Federal and 
State experiment stations, with skilled investigators and agricul- 
turists trained in colleges and universities provided for the purpose, 
and how greatly it has benefited thereby, while the fisheries hae 
utterly lacked any such advantages, and their development has in 
consequence been retarded. During the past year provision has been 
made for one such laboratory for the Bureau, and one university has 
established a college of fisheries in which the methods and problems 
of the fisheries will receive carful study and a corps of students will 
be trained for the industry. 

FISHERY PRODUCTS LABORATORIES. 

Through an allotment of $125,000 from the fund for the national 
security and defense, approved and authorized by the President on 
July 2, 1918, the Bureau has been enabled to build a fishery-products 

35286°—21——-2 
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laboratory in Washington, D. C., to provide equipment, and to 
initiate investigations of importance to the industry. 

The building is 45 by 80 feet, with two floors and an attic, and is 
of hollow-tile and concrete construction. On the first floor there 
are a large mechanical laboratory, low-temperature rooms for storage 
and refrigeration, chemical laboratory, incubation room, stock room, 
and a built-in smokehouse. On the second floor there are a labora- 
tory, a fishery-products exhibit and demonstration room, an experi- 
mental kitchen, and offices. 

The mechanical laboratory contains equipment for the canning, 
freezing in brine, drying, and smoking of fishery products, hydraulic 
press, filter press, grinder, steam boiler, vacuum and compressed air 
pumps, and various other appliances. For canning purposes there 
are a complete plant for sealing the cans by a double seamer, a retort 
with controlling and recording instruments, complete apparatus for 
sealing and processing glass containers by vacuum process, and 
another apparatus for processing tin containers, also by a vacuum 
process. In the experimental drier the heat, humidity of the air, and 
volume of air driven over the product can be controlled and registered 
and the weight of the material can be recorded, so that the exact 
conditions governing the drying of various fishery products may be 
worked out. An experimental plant for freezing fish in brine has 
been imported from Denmark and has been shown to persons inter- 
ested in refrigeration. This plant, which was the first of its kind to be 
brought to and used in this country, enables the Bureau to demon- 
strate to the trade a new method and to afford the scientific staff of 
the laboratory a means of investigating the various types of brine 
freezing and comparing them with the customary freezing in air. 
The built-in smokehouse is of hollow-tile and cement construction, 
lined with white, glazed wall tile, provided with a flue, iron door, 
ventilators, shaving pans heated with gas, long-distance recording 
thermometer, and dampers for control of heat and ventilation. 

The refrigeration plant is equipped with a 5-ton carbon-dioxide 
machine, and three rooms of different temperature are provided. 
The chemical laboratory is supplied with soapstone furniture, im- 
proved cabinets for classifying and holding chemical stock, viscosi- 
meter, refractometer, polarimeter, colorimeter, specific-gravity bal- 
ances, supercentrifuge, apparatus for determination of amino groups, 
apparatus for gas analysis, and other equipment needful for chemical 
study of materials and processes. That the factors which influence 
the character of the product may be known, measured, and con- 
trolled, provision has been made for recording hygrometers and 
thermometers, thermostats, pitot tubes, and pressure and vacuum 
gauges. 

In the absence of a laboratory of this kind for a guide, much study 
and effort had to be expanded in working out plans and details of 
equipment. The building was completed durmg the year, and 
several important investigations therein have already been instituted. 

This laboratory has been planned and ltl dpe for the study of 
the general iva beria of the industry, to enable its investigators to 
try out new methods and suggestions for improvement of common 
practices, and to overcome difficulties encountered in the field. It 
is intended for a workshop in which the properties of fishes and 
fishery products may be subjected to careful and thorough investiga- 
tion and uses developed therefor, a place in which to perform the 
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manifold examinations and analyses demanded of this Bureau in the 
interests of the fisheries. 

There is need for other similar laboratories in or near an important 
fishing center in each of the main geographical divisions of the coun- 
try, for the study of the special problems of those divisions, for the 
conduct of investigations which can only be conducted at the seat 
of the industry, and for aiding in the perfection of apparatus and 
methods used in the capture, preservation, and preparation for market 
of the fishes of the region. The work of =A of such laboratories 
should be under the direction of the Washington laboratory and 
coordinated with it and with the laboratories in other centers. 

On the coast of California there is now special need for work in 
this field. Although noteworthy progress has been made in the 
development of its fisheries, for example, those for tuna and sardines, 
there are still large, undeveloped fishery resources in the barracuda, 
mackerel, rockfishes, etc. Desirous of lending assistance to the 
fishery industries of this region, provision has been made for a tem- 
porary laboratory for the study of some of the more pressing problems. 

After some six weeks study of the advantages of the various fishing 
centers of southern California, suitable temporary quarters in San 
Pedro were obtained for the establishment of a small experimental 
plant. The equipment of this plant was completed within three 
months, and during May and June, 1919, investigations in the canning 
of mackerel, barracuda, rockfishes, smelt, pilchards, and tuna were 
initiated. According to a schedule which has been worked out, 
each species is subjected to 16 preliminary methods of packing, all 
of which may be run at one time. At the conclusion of the cannin 
the packs are subjected to uniform storage conditions. At the en 
of six weeks these preliminary packs are examined as to firmness, 
ene taste, quality, etc., and analyzed to determine whether 
there has been a chemical change. Adopting the methods of the 
most promising of the preliminary packs, finished packs—that is, 
packs to which condiments or special packing oils have been added 
or in which the fish is subjected to some special treatment—are next 
put up. These final packs range from the simplest and most inex- 
pensive to the most complicated and exclusive form of treatment. 
In order to determine the keeping qualities of the various methods 
with reasonable certainty, it is a to examine samples at the 
end of 3, 6, and 12 months. If the product is in good condition and 
excellent in quality at the end of a year, it is felt that the process 
may be given to the trade. Careful records are kept of all operations 
and of the weight and amount of ingredients used. If the market 
price of ingredients is known, it will be possible at any time to deter- 
mine the cost per case. Perhaps the most promising of the packs 
made during the year were those of the mackerel packed in olive oil, 
tuna style, and kippered and canned in cottonseed, corn, or olive 
oil. This species, generally known on the east coast as chub mack- 
erel, is reported to be very abundant, but owing to the limited de- 
mand comparatively small quantities are now brought in by the 
California fishermen. 

NEW ENGLAND VESSEL FISHERIES. 

The vessel fisheries at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, 
Me., the three principal New England fishing ports, were more than 
ordinarily prosperous during the calendar year 1918, notwithstanding 
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the presence of enemy submarines along the coast and on the fishing 
grounds for some time during the summer and the consequent loss of 
a number of fishing vessels. This condition was due largely to the 
increased demand for fishery products and the prevailing high prices 
during the war period. 

The fishing fleet discharging at these ports in 1918 comprised 521 
sail, steam, and gasoline screw vessels. They landed at Boston 2,830 
trips with 109,476,041 pounds of fish, valued at $6,587,754; at Glou- 
cester 3,414 trips with 74,175,499 pounds, valued at $3,062,605; and 
at Portland 2,506 trips with 21,849,613 pounds, valued at $881,189; a 
total of 8,750 trips and of 205,501,153 pounds of fresh and salted fish, 
having a value to the fishermen of $10,531,548. This total includes 
60 trips landed at these ports by 21 Canadian fishing vessels, amount- 
ing to 5,602,749 pounds of fresh fish, valued at $218,625. These 
fish were landed in accordance with an arrangement with the Canadian 
Government, as an emergency war measure, granting reciprocal priv- 
ileges to fishing vessels of both countries, one feature of which was that 
Canadian fishing vessels were permitted to land their fares at Ameri- 
can ports directly from the fishing grounds. Canadian fishing vessels 
began to utilize this privilege in April and continued during the re- 
mainder of the year. The larger part of these fish, or 4,668,620 
pounds, valued at $164,946, were landed at Portland. 

There was a decrease of 534 trips in the total number for the three 
ports as compared with the previous year, but an increase of 30,070,567 
pounds, or 17.14 per cent, in the quantity, and of $2,170,216, or 25.95 
per cent, in the value of the fish lama The catch of cod increased 
27.19 per cent in quantity and 52.57 per cent in value; haddock, 24.49 
per cent in quantity and 27.12 per cent in value; and pollock, 83.07 per 
cent in quantity and 66.08 per cent in value. The catch of halibut 
increased less than 1 per cent in quantity, but had 37.88 per cent 
greater value. There was considerable falling off in both the quan- 
tity and value of hake, cusk, mackerel, swordfish, and tilefish. 

The fishery products landed at these ports by fishing vessels each 
year are taken principally from fishing grounds lying off the coast of 
the United States. In the calendar year 1918, 68.10 per cent of the 
quantity and 70.86 per cent of the value of the catch landed by Ameri- 
can and Canadian fishing vessels were taken from these grounds; 4.36 
per cent of the quantity and 4:70 per cent of the value were from 
grounds off the coast of Newfoundland; and 27.52 per cent of the 
oe and 24.43 per cent of the value, from fishmg grounds off 
the Canadian Provinces. Newfoundland herring constituted 3.10 
per cent of the quantity and 3.15 per cent of the value of the prod- 
ucts landed during the year. The herring were taken on the treaty 
coast of Newfoundland, and the cod and other species from fishing 
banks on the high seas. All fish caught by American fishing vessels 
off the Canadian Provinces were from offshore grounds. 

Cod.—Cod ranked first in importance in both quantity and value, 
the catch, fresh and salted, amounting to 71,824, 427 pounds, valued 
at $3,617,205. 

Haddock.—The catch of haddock ranked second to that of cod, 
amounting to 66,671,541 pounds, valued at $3,199,276. 
Hake.—The yield of Heke has fallen off in the past few years. In 

1918 the catch was 5,280,829 pounds, valued at $273,085. In 1916 
over 13,000,000 pounds were taken, and in 1910 the quantity landed 
at Boston and Gloucester alone was nearly 20,000,000 pounds. 
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Pollock —The pollock catch was much larger than usual, the quan- 
tity landed being 26,560,620 pounds, valued at $962,085. 

Cusk.—The output of cusk was small as compared with recent 
years, amounting to only 2,658,260 pounds, valued at $103,031. 
The catch of this species has usually been about three million to 
upward of six million pounds. 

Halibut.—The catch of halibut was 1,781,004 pounds, valued at 
$302,280, which was 14,940 pounds more than in the previous year, 
with $83,048 greater value. 

Mackerel.—The total yield of fresh mackerel taken by the American 
fleet in 1918 was 69,314 barrels, compared with 111,932 barrels the 
previous year, a decrease of 42,618 barrels. The catch of salted 
mackerel was 13,030 barrels, as compared with 32,162 barrels the pre- 
vious year, a decrease of 19,132 barrels. The aggregate quantity 
of mackerel landed at Boston, Gloucester, and Portland by the fish- 
ing fleet during the year was 10,158,467 pounds, valued at $1,188,924, 
of which 7,582,414 pounds, valued at $853,639, were fresh, and 
2,576,053 pounds, valued at $335,285, were salted. This quantity 
includes 29,152 pounds of fresh mackerel, valued at $2,423, from the 
Cape Shore, landed by Canadian vessels. 

n 1919 both the purse seiners and gill netters in the mackerel 
fishery had a comparatively good season. The mackerel landed by 
the southern fleet were mostly large and medium fish, and sold from 
8 to 18 cents per pound, according to market conditions. The total 
catch of mackerel up to July 1 was 38,787 barrels fresh and 6,452 
barrels salted, compared with 29,259 barrels fresh and 8,079 barrels 
salted the previous year. 

PACIFIC SALMON FISHERIES. 

Outside of Alaska the Bureau’s connection with the salmon (and 
other) fisheries of the Pacific seaboard consists of very extensive 
cultural operations addressed to the salmons in all the coastal States, 
biological and other investigations of the salmons and salmon waters, 
and interest in the welfare of the vast industry dependent on the sal- 
mon supply. 

The conduct of salmon culture is, by law, contingent on the enforce- 
ment by the States of measures for the adequate protection of the 
salmons, so that the money and effort devoted to the work of artificial 
ies eae may not be wholly or partly vitiated. The question 
as arisen as to whether certain practices of the salmon fishermen are 

needlessly wasteful and destructive. If the answer is affirmative, 
remedial action by the States is clearly demanded if the Bureau is to 
continue the operation of its hatcheries. 
A feature of the salmon fisheries which has attracted much atten- 

tion in recent years and has been widely discussed is the taking of 
salmon by lines and nets at sea, on the feeding grounds of the schools, 
under conditions that necessarily involve the destruction of large 
numbers of immature fish on which the future of the industry depends. 
This practice which for years has been followed in Monterey Bay, 
Calif., has more recently been taken up and very actively engaged in 
off the Columbia River, off the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and to a less 
extent in other sections. 
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The Bureau conducted an inquiry into this matter by a biological 
assistant who is devoting his entire time to Pacific salmon problems, 
and in August, 1918, made known the results of the inquiry. The fol- 
lowing data are extracted from the published report: 

In Monterey Bay chinook salmon are taken exclusively by troll, and 
a large percentage are immature. Accurate figures are not yet avail- 
able, but well over 50 per cent of the fish seen at Monterey are dis- 
tinctly immature. This is shown by the age as determined by the 
scales, by the size of the fish, and by the size of the eggs in the 
ovaries. 

Off the mouth of the Columbia River within the past four years 
trolling and purse-seining have increased rapidly. Four years ago 
there were no purse seines and but few troll boats operating in this 
section, probably not more than 20 or 30. In 1918 there were 
several dozen purse seiners and probably 2,000 trollers fishing just 
outside the mouth of the river. An examination of some of the fish 
brought in by this gear disclosed many immature specimens among 
them, although these constituted a rather small proportion of the 
catch at the time the examinations were made, August 12 and 13. 
However, at one of the canneries at Astoria there was about a ton of 
small fish which had been taken by troll, called locally “grayling,” 
and a cursory examination showed that they were practically all 
immature. It should be noted that all reports available, derived 
from various sources, agree that the proportion of small and pre- 
sumably immature, fish is much greater earlier in the season, particu- 
arly during May and June. 
Outside the Strait of Juan de Fuca purse-seining has been carried 

on for anumber of years. Silver salmon constitute a large proportion 
of the catch. The center of the industry is at Neah Bay. A report 
by Dr. Charles H. Gilbert (‘The Salmon of Swiftsure Bank,’’ 1918) 
contains a description of the fish taken here and shows that the ma- 
jority are more or less immature. 

Practically all of the fish taken thus by troll and purse seine in 
the open ocean are feeding and their stomachs are full of food. 
Within a few hours after they are taken from the water auto-digestion 
sets in and the fish soon become soft. The ribs loosen and the bellies 
frequently beceme so soft that they break through. Such fish are 
spoken of as being “belly-burned.”” At Monterey this is not a serious 
matter, so far as ouvir observation goes, as the fish are delivered soon 
after being caught. In the Columbia River and Puget Sound regions, 
however, the fish are frequently in poor condition before they are 
delivered. The small fish seen in Astoria were in very poor condition 
and appeared hardly fit for human food. They were soft and badly 
“belly-burned” and the odor arising from them was most unpleasant. 

The economic waste resulting from this fishing may be summa- 
rized as follows: ; 

i. Waste resulting from the taking of jish before they have attained 
full size—A large number of these fish lack one, two, three, and 
even four years of being mature, and in this time would increase to 
from twice to 20 times the weight when taken. This loss may be 
to some extent offset by the fact that fish are taken which before 
reaching maturity would fall prey to enemies other than man. 
There must be, however, comparatively few fish of the size taken 
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by trollers and purse seiners which would thus be captured by pre- 
dacious animals. The results of the marking experiment with Yes 
Bay sockeyes on the Columbia River indicate that between 5 and 
10 per cent returns may be expected from 4-inch fish planted in fresh 
water approximately “150 miles from sea. It seems very unlikely, 
therefore, that any considerable loss takes place after the fish have 
migrated, become accustomed to life in the ocean, and reached a 
size of from 14 to 10 pounds. Undoubtedly a very high percentage 
of such fish would survive until fully mature. The taking of these fish 
before they reach full size is nothing less than sacrificing large future 
returns for much smaller immediate returns, and, as already shown, 
the quality of these smaller immediate returns is low. 

2. Waste resulting from the spoiling of fish—The poor condition in 
which many fish taken in the open ocean reach the packing houses 
has previously been commented on. At the best, this must result 
in a poorer quality of food and at the worst the salmon becomes so foul 
that even the most unscrupulous packer will discard them—a total 
loss. In cleaning the small fish, those below 5 pounds in weight, the 
butchers usually cut the body just back of the pectoral fins instead of 
removing deealy the head, as is customary in cleaning the larger 
fish. Although there are no accurate apivad boating on this, the prac- 
tice must increase the waste due to cleaning from about 25 to 40 
per cent. 

3. Waste resulting from the injury of fish hooked but not landed.— 
This is undoubtedly much larger than is generally supposed. No 
data are available, and they would be difficult to obtain. Not in- 
frequently, however, the fishermen report that they have lost as 
many as they landed. A conservative estimate would perhaps be 
2 fish lost for each 10 landed. Fish which have been hooked are 
frequently taken by gill nets and traps within the Columbia River. 
Occasionally the hook and spoon is found embedded in the jaws, 
but more often the jaws are split and badly torn. Many of the fish 
hooked and lost undoubtedly die, but what percentage is unknown. 

The Bureau duly brought this subject to the attention of the 
fishery officials of the States of California, Oregon, and Washington, 
and assured them of its desire to assist them in any feasible manner 
in meeting this menace to the salmon industry. Up to the writin 
of this report the Bureau has received no request for assistance an 
is not advised of any remedial measures that have been adopted by 
the States Drceutd. 

VESSEL FISHERIES OF SEATTLE. 

The fishing fleet of Seattle, Wash., landed 834 trips during the year 
1918, consisting of 17,091,695 pounds of fresh fish, having a value to 
the fishermen of $1,887,653, from the fishing grounds along the coasts 
of Oregon, Washington, and Alaska. The largest quantities were 
taken from Gray’s Talal Grounds, Flattery Banks, west coast of 
Vancouver Island, Hecate Strait, and Portlock Bank. The products 
included halibut, 10,244,200 pounds, valued at $1,528,846; cod, 
85,300 pounds, valued at $2,202; sablefish, 4,354,950 pounds, valued 
at $271,167; “lingcod,” 1,784,600 pounds, valued at $62,292; rock- 
fishes, 620,770 pounds, valued at $22,899; and sturgeon, 1,875 pounds, 
valued at $247. Compared with the previous year, there was an 
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increase of 214 trips by fishing vessels, and of 2.64 per cent in the 
quantity and 8.56 per cent in the value of the products. The catch 
of halibut was not so large as in the previous year, but there was a 
notable increase in the production of sablefish, “lingcod,” and 
rockfishes. 

The fishery products taken in Puget Sound and landed by collect- 
ing vessels during the year amounted to 10,605,323 pounds, valued 
at $912,598. This quantity included 8,929,745 pounds of salmon, 
valued at $811,028, and the remainder consisted of steelhead, herring, 
smelt, flounders, sole, crabs, and various other species. Compared 
with the previous year, there was a decrease in the products landed 
by. ae vessels of 17.28 per cent in quantity and 7.68 per cent 
in value. 

FISHERIES OF GREAT LAKES, LAKE OF THE WOODS, AND RAINY.LAKE. 

A canvass of the fisheries of the Great Lakes and certain contiguous 
waters for the calendar year 1917 was completed by the Bureau 
during the past fiscal year. The fisheries of the Great Lakes were 
ascertained to have employed 9,221 persons, the investment was 
$10,555,669, and the products amounted to 103,759,223 pounds, 
valued at $6,297,969. The principal species taken, including fresh, 
salted, and smoked fish, were carp, 7,163,347 pounds, valued at 
$334,888; ciscoes, 53,429,325 pounds, valued at $2,609,917; “blue 
pike,’”’ 2,102,803 pounds, valued at $140,025; “wall eyed,” 2,496,691 
pounds, valued at $298,271; sauger, 3,929,172 pounds, valued at 
$240,035; sheepshead or drum, 2,901,994 pounds, valued at $70,936; 
suckers, 5,361,138 pounds, valued at $204,825; lake trout, 13,325,389 
pounds, valued at $1,285,085; whitefish, 6,190,748 pounds, valued at 
$723,167; and yellow perch, 4,206,011 pounds, valued at $245,223. 
With the ciscoes are included lake herring, chub, longjaw, bluefin or 
blackfin, and tullibee. 
Compared with the returns for 1908, published by the Bureau of 

the Census, there was an increase of 8.06 per cent in the number of 
persons engaged and of 119.27 per cent in the investment, but a 
decrease of 2.69 per cent in the quantity with an increase of 67.14 
er cent in the value of the Heals Compared with the statistics 

for 1903, collected and published by the Bureau, there was a decrease 
of 1.20 per cent in the number of persons engaged, an increase of 
41.22 per cent in the investment, and an increase of 20.37 per cent 
in the quantity and 129.39 per cent in the value of the prod 

In the fisheries of Lake of the Woods and Rainy Lake, including 
Lakes Kabetogama and La Croix, 195 persons were engaged; the 
investment was $177.210; and the products amounted to 2,167,169 
pounds, valued at $118,508. The principal species taken were ciscoes, 
whitefish, pike, pike perch (‘ wall-eyed pike’’), and suckers. 

BIOLOGICAL INQUIRY. 

STUDY OF FISHES. 

Salmon investigations.—There are so many significant questions 
concerning the habits, migrations, and propagation of the salmons in 
Pacific States and Alaska that the Bureau has long felt it desirable to 
attack their solution in a more adequate manner. With the begin- 
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ning of the last fiscal year a special assistant was engaged for contin- 
uous study of the habits of salmon entering streams of the Pacific 
States. The investigations previously undertaken in Alaska have 
also been continued. While the investigations in Alaska have been 
productive of some results which it has ‘been possible to apply with 
profit in the fish-cultural operations and in the fishery regulations in 
that section, they must be continued for a further period before results 
of such definite character are secured as to warrant the publication of 
areport. The Bureau has now in hand a report presenting the data 
previously accumulated as bearing upon the migrations and growth 
of young salmon in the Sacramento and Columbia Rivers. 

In the course of the year special biological inquiries were directed 
to the salmon taken in trolling and purse-seining operations off the 
coasts of Washington, Oregon, and California. The practical appli- 
cation of the ascertained facts to the regulation of the fishery is else- 
where referred to. 

One of the results of the hearings of the American-Canadian Fish- 
eries Conference in Seattle and Vancouver was an arrangement to 
conduct a joint investigation of the rate of migration of sockeye 
salmon from salt water into the Fraser River. Early in July, 1918, 
marking experiments on a large scale were undertaken by representa- 
tives of the Bureau of Fisheries and the Canadian Government in 
cooperation. Although the run of this species was very light that 
year, more than 4,000 fish were tagged and liberated, and a consider- 
able number of these were subsequently recovered. Results of 
notable interest and practical importance were obtained and are 
covered in a report which is in course of publication. 

Special interest also attaches to the results gained during this fiscal 
year from experiments in marking young sockeye salmon planted in 
the Columbia River in the spring of 1916. At that time about 50,000 
yearling sockeyes hatched from eggs received from the Yes Bay 
(Alaska) hatchery and reared in ponds of the State hatchery at 
Bonneville, Oreg., were marked and liberated in the Columbia River. 
Salmon of this species have been found to return in the fourth and 
fifth years. Many of the marked fish returned during the summer 
of 1918, the fish being then in the fourth year of life. The marked 
fish recovered in the Columbia River (being of Alaskan stock) were 
found to be distinctly different in size and general appearance from 
the Columbia River bluebacks, representing the identical species, but 
resembling in every way the fish from the Yes Bay region, where the 
eggs were taken. Salmon of the Yes Bay type average about 6 
pounds, whereas the Columbia River bluebacks this year averaged 
about 3 pounds. The large size of these fish is particularly significant 
as indicating that for at least one generation heredity rather than 
environment determines the size of the fish. This opens prospects 
for improvement in the quality of the run of fish through carefully 
conducted cultural operations. 

Pilchards on the northwest coast.—During January, February, and 
March, 1919, a preliminary inquiry was conducted into the occur- 
rence of pilchards on the northwest coast suitable for canning as 
sardines, especial attention being given to the following localities in 
Oregon and Washington: Coos Bay and Coquille River, Umpqua 
River, Yaquina Bay, Alsea Bay, Siletz River, Tillamook Bay, Netarts 
Bay, Columbia River, Willapa Harbor, and Grays Harbor. 
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It was learned that somewhat irregular runs of pilchards occur 
generally along the coast from April to October, especially in the 
regions of Coos Bay and Umpqua River. While it is believed that 
the fish are eminently suitable for canning as sardines or otherwise, 
the Bureau has not felt that the general trade conditions existing in 
the canning industries justified its giving immediate encouragement 
to new ventures in the canning of fish on the northwest coast or 
elsewhere. It is expected that further inquiries and observations 
may be made at an appropriate season. 

The paddlefish.—One of the important fishes of the Mississippi Basin 
which is diminishing in numbers and seems threatened with extinc- 
tion is the paddlefish, which is valued to some extent for its flesh 
but principally for the roe, which is useful for preparation as a rela- 
tively high grade of caviar. Up to the present time it has never been 
possible to secure definite information regarding the breeding habits 
of this fish. Realizing that a special effort must be directed at this 
problem before it may become too late, the Bureau, in cooperation 
with the conservation department of Louisiana, undertook a special 
study of the breeding habits and propagation of the paddlefish during 
the latter half of the fiscal year under report. Definite results were 
were not secured, but it is believed that a groundwork was laid 
which may contribute toward solution of the problem with further 
attempts. Meantime it is interesting to record that experiments 
initiated at the fisheries biological station at Fairport, Iowa, in 1914, 
have shown that the paddlefish will live and grow for periods of 
years while inclosed in an artificial body of water such as the storage 
reservoir of the station. 

Spawning of squeteague—An investigation into the spawning 
habits and condition of the squeteague in Delaware Bay was con- 
ducted in May and June, 1919. It was found that spawning began 
a little before the middle of May and continued until the middle of 
June or later. Many fish were examined, townet hauls for the float- 
ing eggs were made, and temperatures and salinities were determined. 
This body of spawning fish supports an extensive gill-net fishery, 

which is pursued in small skiffs, the New Jersey law limiting each boat 
to the use of 50 fathoms of gill net. Experiments were made in the 
artificial fertilization of eggs from the fish thus taken; this proved 
to be entirely feasible, and the eggs so fertilized were returned to the 
water directly on the grounds. 

It is evident that it would be productive of good results if the com- 
mercial fishermen should become educated to the desirability and 
advantage of saving the ripe eggs from fish taken for market during 
this season, fertilizing the eggs and returning them to the water. 

FISH IN RELATION TO MOSQUITO CONTROL. 

In a previous report mention is made of the practical services 
Eidered ba this Bureau in cooperation with the Bureau of Public 
Health Service in protecting the health of soldiers in Army canton- 
ments. A report of investigation and operations conducted in the 
pcinity of Camp Hancock has been published conjointly by the two 
yureaus. 
In an effort to determine as precisely as possible the conditions 

of effective control of mosquitoes by fish, the Bureau has continued 
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its cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology at Mound, La., where 
experiments are conducted looking to the improvement of health 
as regards malaria in rural communities and to the protection of farm 
labor in the South. 

Experiments of like nature are being prosecuted in northern waters 
where, though mosquito-borne diseases are less prevalent, neverthe- 
less the economic losses attributable to the prevalence of mosquitoes 
are of great significance. 

EXPERIMENTAL FISH CULTURE. 

Previous reports have dwelt upon the importance of fish-cultural 
experiment work and the progress in this field which has been made 
in connection with fisheries biological station at Fairport, Iowa. 
The experiments and investigations have continued to show favorable 
progress, and at the close of the fiscal year the Bureau had taken steps 
to apply some of the results hitherto gained at Fairport for the 
improvement of pond fish-cultural operations at several of its regular 
stations. The field of experimental work in fish culture is so broad, 
so complex, and so little surveyed, that it is a matter of regret that 
the means are wanting for the effective prosecution of studies of this 
character under the very diverse conditions encountered in different 
as the country and with reference to a greater number of species 
of fish. 

SHELLFISH INVESTIGATIONS. 

Oysters.—The problems of oyster culture continue to be of such 
critical importance that the Bureau has been impelled to devote to 
their solution as great a measure of its resources as could legitimately 
be applied to one object. While the investigations have not been 
localized more than was essential for the accomplishment of useful 
results, the primary seat of activities has been in the vicinity of 
Milford, Conn., where a temporary field laboratory is maintained for 
studies of the oyster. 

Examination of the waters of this region revealed the fact that a 
large number, perhaps more than half, of the leased grounds have 
ceased to be worked because of the small yield of oysters thereon, 
which is due, in turn, to the general failure of set. The strike of set 
during the past two years has, in fact, been practically negligible. 
Consequently, the investigation has been directed primarily toward 
ascertaining the cause of the failure of the set. 

Following suggestions arising from earlier investigations, it was 
endeavored in 1918 to work out suitable methods for following up 
the movements of the oyster larve with the view of ascertaining 
just where to place cultch immediately before the time for spatting 
or setting to occur. The centrifugal machine used during the season 
of 1917 for separating larve from the water was largely superseded 
this year by a series of screens or sieves of copper-wire cloth of suc- 
cessive stages of fineness from 40 to 200 meshes to the inch. Passing 
samples of water through the sieves seems to yield as satisfactory 
results as the centrifuge in separating the oyster larve from other 
objects of different sizes, besides possessing the advantage of roughly 
classifying the larvee according to size and age. 
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The first free-swimming larvee were found July 16, 1918; the period 
of greatest abundance was from August 9 to 26, and none was observed 
after August 30. As the larvee were found to be free-swimming for a 
period of about 20 days, it is evident that the bulk of the spawning 
occurred about August 1. Set was found during the last week in 
August on most of the beds in water not over 4 or 5 fathoms deep, 
but practically all of this set died except that which attached in the 
very early part of the season. 
A tentative conclusion drawn from this investigation is that it is 

of prime importance to secure an early setting, such as results from 
the spawning of oysters in the shallow and warmer waters of harbors 
and mouths of rivers. Since it is just such beds that are generally 
most affected by pollution in the form of sewage and trade wastes, 
which may be fatal to the life of the free-swimming larve, it is evi- 
dent that the matter of the possible effect of polution on the occur- 
rence of oyster set demands serious consideration. With the coopera- 
tion of the water laboratory of the Bureau of Chemistry studies 
have, therefore, been undertaken with regard to the nature and the 
effect of the pollutants introduced in the shallow waters. 

Further investigations relating to the natural propagation of 
oysters have been conducted in rea South Bay, Long Island, and 
arragansett Bay, R. I. 
A very serious condition has manifested itself in oyster beds of a 

large section of the York River in Virginia, where for several years 
the oysters have been rendered virtually valuelessfor market. Exam- 
inations of the oysters, begun in November, 1918, revealed the fact 
that they were affected with a green coloration associated with 
watery and lean meats. This condition is quite distinct from that 
known as “green gill”’ and does not appear to be in all respects of 
the character of greening which in other localities has been attrib- 
uted to the storage of copper. No cause has yet been found for the 
condition observed, which is, perhaps, a very indirect result of 
disturbance of environmental conditions. The investigation is still 
in progress, and the Bureau expects to continue it by regular periodic 
observations for such period of time as may be necessary to arrive at 
definite conclusions. Since chemical problems are involved, the 
Bureau has enlisted the cooperation of the water laboratory of the 
Bureau of Chemistry in the further prosecution of the study. 

A poor condition of oysters presented itself, likewise, in Apalachi- 
cola Bay during the early winter. After careful investigations were 
conducted by the Bureau, the condition was attributed to a de- 
ficiency of rain in preceding months. At a later time, and after a 
period of iiasee rainfall, it was learned that the oysters had 
attened and resumed a normal condition. 
Late in the fiscal year the Bureau was enabled to undertake at 

slight expense, by cooperation with the New Jersey State Agricul- 
tural Experimental Station, a study of the feeding, growth, and 
propagation of oysters in the vicinity of Barnegat Bay. 

The service of the Bureau to the oyster industry has been rendered 
more effective by the cooperation extended by several State depart- 
ments, notably in Connecticut, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, 
and Rhode Island. 

Sea mussels.—The sea mussel is one of the largely unutilized 
resources of the North Atlantic coast. While it has not been difficult 
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to create a demand for sea mussels properly prepared, and while some 
packers have been interested to preserve mussels for market, difficul- 
ties have been encountered in obtaining at the right time an adequate 
supply of mussels in condition for use. During the fiscal year 1918, 
the Bureau conducted a reconnoissance of the mussel beds of the 
southern coast of New England and along the shores of Long Island 
Sound. In the fiscal year 1919 a similar investigation was made on 
the coast of Maine, with valuable aid from the commission of sea 
and shore fisheries of Maine. A summary of the results as reported 
by the investigator may be given: 

1. A survey of the mussel beds lying near low-tide level was made 
between Portland and Eastport. The most important beds were 
centered in six regions: Casco Bay, Medomak River, St. George 
River, Deer Isle, Kvencl aiitis Bay, and Jonesport. 

2. Within these limits more than 1,200 acres of natural mussel 
beds were located which were estimated to yield 1,279,000 bushels. 
Not more than 10 per cent of this area supported a growth of first- 
class, marketable shellfish. The rest of it was covered with a small, 
undersized stock of poor quality that would never amount to any- 
thing unless transplanted to deeper water and more advantageous 
situations. 

3. The best beds lie at or below low-tide mark and yield from 
2,500 to 5,000 bushels per acre. 

4. Artificial cultivation, by transplanting young or seed mussels 
from beds situated between tide winks to areas in deep water, where 
conditions are favorable for growth and fattening, would result in 
an enormous production of marketable shellfish. 

5. There is no oyster industry on the Maine coast with which a 
mussel industry might conflict. 

6. The water of the bays and estuaries on the Maine coast is unusu- 
ally pure and free from pollution, which makes them most desirable 
areas for the production of marketable mussels. 

7. There is a small demand for Maine mussels in Chicago which is 
being supplied from the beds in Frenchmans Bay. 

8. Several of the leading packing houses located on the North 
Atlantic coast are interested in the canning of mussels and are taking 
steps to put the product on the market. They should be encouraged 
in this effort by help in solving the problems that arise in the han- 
dling and preserving of the shellfish and by advertising any products 
of real merit that are produced. 

9. It is believed that the development of a mussel fishery is a 
ractical thing and that it will add considerably to the wealth and 
ood supply of the Nation. 
Fresh-water mussels.—The investigations and experiments bear- 

ing upon the propagation of fresh-water mussels, conducted in con- 
nection with the fisheries biological station at Fairport, have continued 
to yield valuable results. One of the most significant experiments 
was conducted in the Mississippi River at Lake Pepin during the sum- 
mer of 1918, when fish, after infection with the glochidia of fresh- 
water mussels, were kept in an inclosure 12 feet square, erected in 
shallow water in the lake. This small pen was provided with a 
board bottom over which a thin layer of sand was laid, and after it 
was placed in water of suitable depth in the lake it was stocked with 
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172 fish of various species bearing an artificial infection of glochidia 
of the Lake Pepin mucket (Lampsilis luteola). Seventy-nine of the 
fish were retained in good condition beyond the period of 14 days 
regarded as necessary for the completion of the stage of parasitism. 
In all, 11,199 living young Lake Pepin muckets were taken from the 
en on September 23 (besides 502 individuals removed on previous 

aie). his represented an average yield of a little over 80 living 
mussels per square foot in addition to a few of other species re- 
sulting from natural infection. This experiment is of much signifi- 
cance as bearing upon the success of the artificial propagation of 
the Lake Pepin mucket. 

Miscellaneous studies of shellfish—While it has not been feasible 
to continue actively the investigations of the blue crab which have 
been so successfully prosecuted in the fiscal years immediately pre- 
ceding, the Bureau has completed reports dealing with the blue- 
crab fishery of the Chesapeake Bay and with the life history of the 
blue crab. These reports, which were in process of publication at 
the close of the fiscal vear, will undoubtedly be of material value to 
State authorities concerned with the protection of the crab and the 
piesety ation of the fishery in undiminished force. It has been grati- 
ying to learn that a greatly increased catch of blue crabs in these 
waters has ensued, in consequence, as it is believed, of wise protec- 
tive measures based in great part upon the results of the Bureau’s 
investigations. 

At the Key West, Fla., biological station, inquiries into the habits 
and growth of the spiny lobster have been continued, and upon the 
basis of useful information furnished to the State authorities of 
HSE At more effective protective measures have been enacted into 
aw. 
Through the cordial cooperation of the United States National 

Museum, the Scripps Institution for Research at La Jolla, Calif., 
and the California Fish and Game Commission the Bureau was 
enabled, at scant cost, to conduct investigations into the life history 
of the spiny lobster of the southern coast of California. Results of 
substantial interest were obtained. 

The Bureau also continued, during a portion of the fiscal year, its 
examination into the shellfish resources of the northwest coast. 

AIDING PRODUCTION AND PREVENTING WASTE. 

In view of the shortage of food supply which has confronted the 
country, the Bureau deemed no service more important than that 
which could be rendered to combat conditions responsible for losses 
of preserved fish or wastage due to a lack of coordination of supply 
and demand, in addition to preventing waste of surplus catches of 
fish and bringing new species of fish into the market. Some of these 
problems could best be attacked by methods of scientific inquiry, 
such as the investigation of the preparation of fish by methods of de- 
hydration and the study of methods of preventing the deleterious red- 
dening of salt codfish. In some instances the situation seemed to de- 
mand not investigation, but action, and in such cases the scientific per- 
sonnel of the Bureau was ready and effective for the performance of 
any service that the situation seemed to require. Consequently, it 
is proper in connection with the report of scientific investigations to 
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mention the cooperative services rendered in the campaign for in- 
creased consumption of fish from the Gulf of Mexico involving efforts 
to facilitate capture, transportation, and sale of the fish; the givin 
of demonstrations and personal instruction in the proper cure of 
Alaska herring; the partial equipment of an experimental fishery- 
products laboratory in southern California; and the conduct of ex- 
periments in the preservation of fish by methods of canning, salting, 
and smoking. 

While legislation for the protection of fish and shellfish is a function 
of the several States, it is one of the primary objects of the scientific 
activities of the Bureau of Fisheries to acquire and distribute such in- 
formation as will be useful in the framing and enforcement of wise 
protective laws. Allusion has already been made to assistance 
afforded the authorities of several States with regard to the protec- 
tion of the salmon, the blue crab, and the spiny lobster. Coopera- 
tion of like nature has been extended in relation to various other 
fishery resources, notably the fresh-water mussels. 

It has been evident for a number of years that the future of the 
fresh-water mussel industries was largely dependent upon the adop- 
tion of proper measures of conservation. An important step in the 
direction of conservation was taken when, following a series of 
investigations by the Bureau of Fisheries, Congress authorized the 
conduct of the artificial propagation of mussels in connection with 
the establishment of the fisheries biological station at Fairport. The 
success of artificial propagation, however, is dependent upon the 
adoption and enforcement of appropriate protective measures, and 
for this phase of conservation the States alone are responsible. It 
is not only important that the several States concerned should en- 
force measures of protection, but, since the mussel resources are 
frequently found in interstate streams, it is an essential condition 
of the best results that there should be identical or concurrent leg- 
islation among the several States exercising jurisdiction over the 
different portions of a stream. 
Much interest in the matter of concurrent legislation has been 

manifested not only by the manufacturers of pearl buttons and the 
mussel fishermen, but by responsible officials of several States as 
well. The Bureau of Fisheries has also endeavored to cooperate 
with all interested persons in the devising of protective measures 
which would be effective in the accomplishment of the desired re- 
sults without creating greater disturbance of economic conditions 
than is inevitable. Having been informed that serious efforts were 
being made in several States of the Mississippi Basin to have pro- 
tective legislation enacted by the legislatures then in session, the 
Bureau prepared a statement treating of the necessity for measures 
of conservation, and this statement was comprised in a_ paper 
entitled ‘‘Fresh-Water Mussels: A Valuable National Resource 
Without Sufficient Protection,” issued in February and widely dis- 
tributed in the States concerned. 

It seems not inappropriate to direct attention to the fact that the 
scientific activities of the Bureau have suffered in consequence of the 
wide disparity between the salaries paid in the Bureau and those paid 
for work of similar character in other branches of the Government 
service, and more especially in outside institutions of learning or 
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research. In consequence of this condition, it is found impossible 
to keep the lower positions continuously filled, and the effective per- 
sonnel is always less than the nominal personnel as authorized by the 
Congress. That a gratifying degree of progress in investigational 
work has been made during the fiscal year under report is due in 
great measure to the labors of loyal and self-sacrificing assistants 
who have devoted themselves permanently or temporarily to national 
service through the Bureau of Fisheries. It is only fair to them 
that this statement should be made. 

BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES. 

Owing to exceptional conditions none of the Bureau’s biological 
laboratories were in regular and full operation during the fiscal 
year 1919. 

The laboratory at Beaufort, N. C., had been surrendered to the 
Navy Department for the period of the war, the Bureau having 
entirely withdrawn except as the experiments in terrapin culture’ 
were continued in such manner as to prevent the loss of valuable 
stock or the interruption of experiments which involved observa- 
tions and records during periods of several years. At the close of 
the fiscal year negotiations between the Department of Commerce 
and the Navy Department were in progress looking to the return of 
the station to this Bureau. 

The Woods Hole (Mass.) laboratory was largely occupied by the 
Navy Department, and the Bureau had either abandoned tempo- 
rarily or transferred to other points the investigations normally 
conducted at this station. 

The Fairport (Lowa) biological station was in fuller operation than 
any other, but since it had been impossible to replace immediately 
the main building destroyed by fire in December, 1917, the station 
was operated during the summer of 1918 with a reduced force. 
Nevertheless, through the loyal cooperation of the permanent per- 
sonnel of the station and the cheerful submission by temporary inves- 
tigators to service under conditions of discomfort and inadequate 
facilities, the progress of the work of the station suffered much less 
interruption than might have been expected. Some important 
phases of the work of this station have already been alluded to in 
connection with various special subjects. 

In the early part of the fiscal year advertisements were made 
soliciting bids for the construction of a fireproof building at Fairport, 
as authorized by Congress with the appropriation of $80,000 for its 
construction and equipment. Notwithstanding that the Bureau had 
made a special effort to reduce the cost of the building as much as 
possible without sacrificing the essentials of safety and efficiency, the 
lowest bid received was found to be beyond the available appropria- 
tion. Steps were taken immediately to revise the plans, partly by 
the elimination of some desirable facilities and partly by the most 
careful attention to such details of construction as might permit a 
reduction in costs without sacrifice of value. Bids were again solic- 
ited during the spring of 1919, but again none was received that came 
within the amount of the appropriation. It was, therefore, deemed 
unavoidable that a supplemental estimate be submitted to the 
Congress. This having been done, an additional appropriation of 
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$10,000 was made available, and the work of construction is in 

progress. 
At the Key West (Fla.) biological station further progress in con- 

struction has been made, and the station is rendering a useful, if as 
yet somewhat limited, service. The inadequacy of the appropria- 
tions granted for the construction and equipment of this laboratory, 
as well as for its personnel, are matters which will be presented to 
the Congress in connection with the estimates for the fiscal year 1921. 
The activities of the station at present have to do with the spiny 
lobster, with results as indicated on a preceding page, and with the 
habits, distribution, and propagation of marine fishes. 

The Bureau maintains no biological laboratory on the west coast, 
although it enjoys at times the courtesies of other laboratories existing 
on that coast. It has also several assistants engaged actively in in- 
vestigations localized in Pacific Coast States. Since a local head- 
quarters has been found desirable in addition to the office main- 
tained at Seattle, the Bureau has reopened an office in San Francisco. 
With one resident officer in charge, this office serves a very useful 
purpose, not only as a headquarters and base of supplies for inves- 
tigators and other employees, but as an agency for the transaction 
of local business of the Bureau and for the dissemination of informa- 
tion to the public. Appreciation of the service of this office is at- 
tested by the increasing number of persons who call to consult the 
Bureau’s publications, to secure its economic circulars and memo- 
randa, or to solicit information on diverse subjects relating to fish 
and fisheries. 

PROPAGATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD FISHES. 

RESUME OF THE OPERATIONS. 

The artificial propagation and distribution of food fishes, together 
with the various collateral activities closely associated therewith, 
were attended by serious drawbacks in 1919. Difficulty in obtain- 
ats and retaining the services of qualified men at the compensation 
allowed by Congress; the increasing cost of labor, materials, and 
supplies; and increased charges for the movement of fish-distributing 
cars, amounting to more than 50 per cent since January 1, 1919, were 
among the circumstances that combined to retard operations and 
that compelled most careful planning, efficient execution, and sus- 
tained interest and zeal in order to maintain the magnitude and 
quality of the work without exceeding the funds available. 

Nevertheless, the year’s output of food and game fishes was larger 
than ever before. The total number of fishes and fish eggs distrib- 
uted was about 5,876,985,000, an increase of 718,000,000 over 1917, 
and about 1,778,000,000 over 1918. Nearly 733,000,000 of fertilized 
eggs were sent out from the Federal hatcheries; most of these were 
from the commercial species of the Great Lakes and from Pacific 
salmons, and nearly all were consigned to State hatcheries, where 
incubation was completed, the young being planted in local waters. 
Upward of 440,000,000 eggs of marine fishes were obtained from 
commercial fishermen of New England, fertilized and planted on the 
spawning grounds, in addition to the large numbers handled at the 
hatcheries. Over 4,500,000,000 of young fish were distributed as 

35286°—21——3 
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fry, mostly lake trout, whitefish, cisco, and pike perch on the Great 
Lakes; shad, salmon, yellow perch, and striped bass on the coastal 
rivers; carp and buffalofish in the interior waters; and cod, haddock, 
ee and flounder on the Atlantic seaboard. The output of 
ngerlings, yearlings, and adults was upward of 151,000,000, with 

catfish, carp, chinook salmon, sockeye salmon, brook trout, rainbow 
trout, and crappies predominating. Although the distribution of 
fish in the fingerling stage decreased about 10 per cent from 1918, 
this falling off was practically confined to one species and indicates 
no slackening of effort. On the contrary, facilities for fingerling 
production are being increased, particularly as regards the salmons 
of the Pacific coast. 

Comparing the general distribution of 1919 and 1918, it may be 
noted that there was an increase in cisco, rainbow trout, Atlantic 
salmon, landlocked salmon, buffalofish, carp, shad, pike perch, yellow 
perch, crappies, pollock, and haddock, and there was a decrease in 
whitefish, chinook salmon, steelhead salmon, and lake trout. 

Summary BY SPECIES OF THE DISTRIBUTION or FIsH AND FisH Eaas DurRING THE 
FiscaL YEAR 1919. 

Adults, 

Species. Eggs. Fry. eae Total. 
lings. 

12, 639, 830 12, 639, 830 
19,754,060 | 437453" 060 
2).596,335 | 113, 696,335 

84, 024, 250 
25, 000 

Whitefish : 310, 365, 000 
Lake herring (Cisco).........-.--------------- 146, 700, 000 232, 880, 000 
Chinook Salmons ooo ooo acne ote eswie safe = = 11, 802, 500 47, 219, 250 
Sockeye salmon......-........-..-.-.-....... 24, 140, 100 101, 538, 320 
Silver salmon... .---.------------ 2-5-2200 - ene [oee seen eee eee 9, 809, 750 
Te toheche] eto pee hin) Wes 36 Sage se aeee Soceee eee Gees Toace Step 5, 796, 460 
(Qari yee bei ee ee soe eres cect ae tcentuicdc del BaeocAsaseSneS: 9,917, 400 
Atlantic salmon. -2-/- 2/9050 e= <p nnn ne rs ne [arene eee eae 2,390, 700 
Landlocked salmon.....-.....-...----------- 405, 125 1,012,555 
Steelhead salmon......-.-...-.---.-/-+------- 805, 000 2,426, 415 
eg DOW ebE OU n fee ele ele a a =e ee 2,939, 820 6,387,510 
Blackspotted trout...............-.-.--....-- 133, 000 3, 208, 100 
Ih Oye ln (UES araempcts shat et 945249 Soar esapiseri|+) So sahocres sige: 73, 000 73,000 
LNA AY nga y 56 BSB Be eset See ete: 3, 068, 000 28, 495, 475 765, 180 32, 328, 655 
IBTOOK LOUD. ae am ae = = ote nto tas atm ioe a arte 107,000 4, 158, 050 7, 638, 615 11, 903, 665 
Grayling sso. 6 oven n ene Seiee aie wpa ee rial ens we a ainla lea 2b; O00 I Soa eeeat esis 275,000 
Sid Chie ae te nae SeciGasAeoDDbo aie sposasqscowaue 3,000, 000 654575000" teen menace 9, 437, 000 
it) kore brat eyed egeprac. oer tas seems id Sacer erote a. sos) bese sicko 90 oe 375, 935 375, 935 
Vinge cic a bho ot Rs ee et EE Se eed She eSeeles Sad Bose deadnasssac 18, 975 18, 975 
GPA Pes! Ce Sal cok kes c etl s ante eer remain tiem annie caisaee heme] smigisicte nee ee 15, 837, 865 15, 837, 865 
Tar pamoth . DIACK PASS. co6 cp omic ne enon etl Spore ya ciniee ies 425, 045 1, 100, 420 1,525, 465 
Smialimornth: black Wass..c.c ca. ss esse erences) eee ee eee 195, 700 43, 745 239, 445 
122070) oy) CLE eee Ee eee Hee an sane dacocat 4 enecr tee 5ee Sal Proce joe 36 Soot 75, 460 75, 460 
UE 0G WEG CC Se eps Sep cenonoae sesem a Poteda iecseescs|| see sesscbad-2-- 1,060 1,060 
Sys VS es AL e sae ppp S28 Ss ee So eee ee 5 454 5e 3, 050 1,350, 115 1,353, 165 
[end ep clip RS Se RRs 35 cee pope Aare eee 406, 200, 000 175,550, 000 10,710 581, 760, 710 
MGUO WIIG E sercee ees te oe aoa ane ae 22, 660, 000 179, 289, 500 2, 353, 800 204, 303, 300 
WEE Te CrClie oe aoe hl ee = eae oe 8e a nits | entree sara 2,035,000 |.....-------.- 2,035, 000 
AVE Us CoE a Ree stead seoee| peer cbecienist. | SPRScieass Sauce 8, 865 8, 865 
Yellow bass.......2.22202020e 02 eee ene eee ee e[e ne cece ese e ne neeeecgeeccaeeece 600 
Striped (DASS cee ane = nee meee me ne eee dnm Saino] 5 PA Oy CU aie em eae 18,540, 000 
Mackerel... ooo ooo c ese ccocwe enn anccccrccecses|secresectscseecs| Oy GUO) OUUI. awasiccnlnnmc ia 9,508, 000 

ads oboe PLU REE cs 8 2 boc ano ~ ee) | (2485870, 000i 5 164 Sols O00 Tae ete = - Soa 308, 201, 000 
1505 Cr) epee ee gS Py 8 ee ces Pomoceeereeerns emt netrer LOU bys aa scodee 703, 972, 000 
Haddock... 0.2. cbeeeb cli. lice dec cclt eee =| 9 200,990,000 || | 120; b0Z,000)|2 8 ois 2. 329, 982, 000 
Winter flounder... obec Soap cess seer ene memes pee me =-\pn m= | ie DOSY MOSSOUU I eiielai dace sin ae 2,654, 192, 000 
Miscellaneous fishes............-.---- 3 : =e 1,000, 000 747, 250 1, 747, 250 
WIGDSLEE AS» «<6 325-12 cosa potent eee eeee Sect Tk wey OUUy OPO Eeremeetsn a= ca 7,500, 000 

DPotal.):1)2::iu1). ATS ee 151,774, 480 | 5,876,985, 350 
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HATCHERIES OPERATED. 

There has been no addition to the list of regular hatcheries operated. 
A hatchery provided by the National Park Service of the Department 
of the Interior was constructed under the supervision of the Bureau 
in Glacier National Park and is being maintained as an auxiliary of 
the Bozeman (Mont.) station. Its special function is to maintain 
and increase the supplies of fish in the various waters of the park. 
The construction of the hatchery in Rhode Island has been further 
delayed by the inadequacy of the available appropriation, and 
Congress will have to provide a substantial addition to the original 
sum in order that the hatchery and other necessary structures may 
be completed. The shad hatchery in Maryland near the mouth of 
the Susquehanna River, whose operations were suspended by order 
of the Secretary because of failure of the State to conform with the 
requirements imposed by Congress, has remained closed, and its 
equipment has been largely transferred to other stations. 

The hatchery work as carried on at the 70 main and auxiliary sta- 
tions in 1919 was located in 33 States and Alaska. The following list, 
arranged in alphabetical order by States, shows the fish-cultural 
stations and auxiliaries in operation during 1919, with the fishes 
handled at each. Mere egg-collecting stations are not included. 

Marin AND AvuxitiARY FisH-CuLruRAL STATIONS OPERATED DURING THE FISCAL 
YEAR 1919, 

State and locality. | Species handled. 

Alaska: 
IM oh wn ennai e oanes Sockeye and humpback salmons. 
Yes eA oe Peep Do. 

Arkansas: Mammoth Spring....... Largemouth and smallmouth black basses. 
California: 

Oo eee Chinook salmon. 
B Do. 

E Do. 
..| Blackspotted, brook, lake, and rainbow trouts. 

.| Bass, sunfish, catfish. 

.| Whitefish. 

Rescued fishes. 
Do. 

ee Toe Do. 
EMER, Gren ated lds. % Brook and rainbow trouts, bass, sunfish. 
CE ie i Rescued fishes. 
North McGregor........... 0. 

Kentucky: Louisville. ............ Brook and rainbow trouts, bass, sunfish. 
ne Atchafalaya...........: Buffalofish. 

aine: 
Boothbay Harbor. ............ Cod, haddock, flounder. 
AO eae Sigel Atlantic and landlock salmons, brook trout. 
Repent BAKO Ss ido dees atin. Landlocked and steelhead salmons, brook trout, smelt. 

Grand Lake Stream ....... Landlocked salmon 
Maryland: Bryans Point.......... Shad, yellow perch. 
Massachusetts: 
tacts a sane aces ue ade Brook and rainbow trouts, smallmouth black bass. 
0 Sa Cod, haddock, pollock, flounder. 
oD LL as ee Cod, flounder. 

Michigan: 
N LT, ss Pe ee Brook and rainbow trouts, smallmouth black bass. 

oo Se ae Lake trout, whitefish. 
Bayi Citywest tiisise..21... Pike Perch. 
RIN ache a oe ai aa Lake trout, Steelhead salmon, whitefish, pike perch. 
RROD Des dick Acgut Sh. bs Pike perch. 

Minnesota: 
MOAR pRB Na ode SPs nop oss =’ Brook and lake trouts, whitefish, pike perch. 
ee TT eee Black bass, rock bass, rescued fishes. 

Mississippi 
Co Ey ee Black bass, crappie, sunfish, warmouth bass. 

Vin Dt i rey Rescued fishes. 
Missouri: Neosho.................. Catfish, rainbow trout, black bass, crappie, sunfish. 

4 Auxiliary of the Springville (Utah) hatchery. 
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Marin AND AuxmtArRyY FisH-CuLturAL Stations OPERATED DuRING THE FiscaL 
YEAR, 1919—Continued. 

State and locality. Species handled. 

Montana:: 
Bozeman...... Bere erect Blackspotted, brook, and rainbow trouts, grayling. 

Glacier National Park .....| Blackspotted, brook, and rainbow trouts. 
New Hampshire: Nassau.......... Beco and rainbow trouts, landlocked salmon, smallmouth black 

ass. 
New York: Cape Vincent.......... Brook and lake trouts, whitefish, cisco, yellow perch. 
North Carolina: 

Edenton...... Shad, black bass, sunfish, yellow perch, white perch. 
Weldon. . ..-| Striped bass. 

eae Put in Bay Carp, whitefish, pike perch, yellow perch. 
regon: 

Clackamas: 2. of scm cas bases Ging and steelhead salmons, blackspotted, brook, and rainbow 
routs. 

Applegate 2:2 -sa-e5 fe: tee Chinook, silver, and steelhead salmons. 
Rogue! Rivere < --so5ece0.2: Gino Silver, and steelhead salmons, blackspotted and rainbow 

routs. 
Upper-Clackamas..-....... Chinook, silver, and steelhead salmons. 
Willamette Falls. ......... Shad. 
St; Helens4:42-:2-fe- a Do. 

South Carolina: Orangeburg.....-. Catfish, black bass, Sunfish. 
South Dakota: Spearfish. ......... Blackspotted, brook, lake, and Loch Leven trouts, steelheadsalmon. 
Tennessee: Erwin..............--. Brook and rainbow trouts, black bass, sunfish. 
Texas-Foan MACOS. .-- =. seccsee ce Black bass, sunfish. 
Ptah: Springville. <.5.2. 2222.4 Blackspotted, brook, and rainbow trouts. 
Vermont: 

Sts sohusbury.\25--s--cce cee Brook, lake, and rainbow trouts, landlocked and steelhead salmons, 
smallmouth black bass. 

WOH 2G ns sosenns cece = Brook and lake trouts, landlocked and steelhead salmons. 
DWANLOM se eret cas sme nee Pike perch, yellow perch. 

Virginia: Wytheville.........-.... Brook and rainbow trouts, black bass, sunfish. 
Washington: 

Baker Dake... -.~.s-con-c-sneee Chinook and sockeye salmons. : 
BirdSvi0wW, =s5cc-=soe> 2 ssee= ae Chinook, chum, humpback, silver, sockeye, and steelhead salmons, 

blackspotted trout. 
Darrington... = =-.2e0 Sseee Chum and silver salmons. 
IBEInnON Sees ns. ceee ease Chum, silver, and steelhead salmons. 
Sulfate so cae poe see eose Chinook, silver, and steelhead salmons. 
(ai eee ea See oe Chinook, silver, and sockeye salmons. 

Drcksbushis-2s-asesss esa seer Chum, humpback, and silver salmons. 
Quilcensee <3 sce. ssc seos sees Chinook, chum, humpback, silver, and steelhead salmons. 
Big White Salmon@........... Chinook salmon. 
Little White Salmona........ Chinook, chum, and sockeye salmons. 

West Virginia : White Sulphur 
BDUNGS snes ones hea eet epee ec Brook and rainbow trouts, black bass, sunfish. 

Wisconsin: La Crosse.............. Brook and rainbow trouts, rescued fishes. 

Wyoming: 5 
SECT Ui(a ie: be St ee ee tee BE BS Blackspotted, brook, and rainbow trouts, steelhead salmon. 
Yellowstone National Park b..| Blackspotted trout. 

a Auxiliary of the Clackamas (Oreg.) hatchery. b Auxiliary of the Bozeman (Mont.) hatchery. 

Five special railway cars employed in distributing the output of 
the haishariae traveled 97,571 miles, and detached messengers in 
charge of special shipments of fish traveled 425,966 miles. Distri- 
butions were made, as usual, in every State and Alaska 

The United States Railroad Administration adopted a new tariff 
for the movement of fish cars, which went into effect January 1, 1919. 
The charge for a one-way movement of a car is 10 one-way adult 
fares, with a minimum charge of $15. This is a material increase 
over the average rate formerly paid by the Bureau. The United 
States Railroad Administration also adopted new regulations gov- 
erning the transportation of live fish in cans and fish eggs in crates 
in regular baggage service. Effective May 1 in southeastern terri- 
tory, June 15 in eastern territory, and April 1 in western territory, the 
baggage tariff was changed to provide for handling not to exceed 
twenty 10-gallon cans of fae fish or 20 crates of fish eggs, or 20 such 
containers combined. 

During the year there were received 8,603 applications for fish 
for interior waters, most of the applications bearing the indorsement 
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of a Senator or Representative in Congress. It has been possible 
to take favorable action on practically all of these appnee tans, the 
only exception being in the case of the smallmouth black bass, 
the demand for which is far in excess of the output of the few hatch- 
eries at which this species can be successfully produced. 

RELATIONS WITH THE STATES IN FISH CULTURE. 

Practical cooperation with the States has continued to prevail 
throughout vhe country. In several States egg-collecting stations 
have been operated jointly, the eggs taken being developed in the 
hatcheries most conveniently located or from which distribution of 
the resulting fry could be most advantageously accomplished. 

Large numbers of eggs and limited numbers of young fish have been 
donated to the State fish commissions. This cooperation was ex- 
tended to 29 States and covered upward of 670,000,000 eggs and 
over a million young fish, as shown in the following table. On the 
other hand, various States have made similar donations to the Bureau. 

ALLOTMENT Or FisH AND Fish Eaes to Stare Fish Commissions DURING THE 
Fiscat YEAR 1919. 

[All figures are for eggs unless otherwise indicated. Fingerlings are designated a and fry b.] 

State and species. Number. State and species. Number. 

California: Chinook salmon........... 11, 802, 500 || New Jersey—Continued. 
Connecticut: Steelhead salmon. ..............--- 25, 000 
3 i Sp el NE pi Sie eh te 21,100 bh NE a go a ie SR Eo 9 BS Se 21, 500, 000 
MING. sasuc ite t oct. Acposes.. 23,600 || New York: 
Lo GSS Jas ae a1, 400 bo Uc NR atic leapt oy TS 1, 800, 000 
Mellow perch... foe sells. a 1,625 DYMILGMSNYS.. coseussletewactesn-< 9, 000, 000 

Idaho: Rainbow trout. ............-. 50, 000 TR OTT ns hae ent ad « 32, 500, 000 
AeEA WY HICUOR.. 23-5... ..2c--n- 5, 000, 000 Landlocked salmon. ............. b 15, 000 
Indiana: Pike perch................. 8, 050, 000 Steelhead salmon. . .......-...... 200, 000 
Iowa: DGWOCITI UGGS. ss -cabaddeganas- 2100 

Rainbow trout................... 70, 009 Ponta. 35) cihdeitisccaszavese 2100 
TS a a a ee @ 13,000 tl Gir, 0: | CASE fe: eS Y See 60, 000, 000 
a Ee A eg a a Gruen Clee Ole WKEIUGIEGIE. oa. 5. 55 Sc aveus tees ee 10, 800, 000 

Kentucky: | Oklahoma: 
JO i: 5 a aS ea @ 150 Mainnow trot. ..--.2.-m<0<0sbs- a7, 800 
Rainbow trout... a 4,250 Black bass, largemouth. . a3, 600 
UE On a a a +100, 000 Black bass, smallmouth a 400 

Maine: Landlocked salmon. ......... 405, 127 || Oregon: 
Hare’ lackspotted trout............... 121, 000 
A | ee 50, 000 EE DUG TOU bits coh < ssa 765, 000 
eS ees Re eee a 2,900 Sockeye salmon...............-.- 3, 440, 100 
OS ee ee a 1,415 || Pennsylvania: 
oe a ei b 1, 000, 000 Te a en eae eo cn me perth 37, 070, 000 

Massachusetts: Pike perch........... 5, 100, 000 Take Herring: ipciet 126 weak. ide 88, 700, 000 
Michigan: EARS DOIG. stn ole ss bos ckn as sban~s 15, 050, 000 

RGEE MOUUH, 5. DRG b kb tenon acstees 1,000,000 || Rhode Island: 
(| POY See ie eee 20, 000, 000 Black bass, smallmouth.......... b 7, 500 

Ca ce paige eet pl a fiyeel Beigel 288, 800, 000 PAE PRENEE a ce eS ana rons 6 200, 000 
Minn a: South Dakota: 

SO ee ee ae & ee 250, 000 Brogky CLOUs; «3 saxahenos sua andes a 45, 000 
Ratubow trout: . 200026... ti 50, 000 Rainbow trout..............-.--- @ 50, 000 
Steelhead salmon. ............... 125,000 || Tennessee: Rainbow trout........... 42, 700 
Lp eae a on 500 Mgt perme 

_ 160, 000 t SALON 2 eset cases 
Missouri: Yellow perch. ............. ‘tadhe: 40, 000 WIRE IG cinvac shakin ch tiess 16, 200, 000 
Montana: ashington: 

oot ee ee ee a 2,400 Retnbowtrout.<s): s:es<ieeiduv=y 100, 000 
oa ee TA ee ae a3, 000 Steelhead salmon. ..............- 230, 
Rainbow trout................... 1,000, 000 || Wisconsin: 
EAT iS ALTE aie 2700 Ca Je dgugltarina lens a7, 200 
Clo ee a1, 300 WeMvChet. 2. setae sede. stained. cu 20, 000, 000 
OUI DO Ns nigwisn vn es shes dary> a780 lack Aadssddasbhaneséoduneew a 5,000 

Nevada: Rainbow trout. ............ 25, 000 || Wyoming: 
New Hampshire: Rainbow AeOUb tas itt £4. oe 100, 000 
BAD OW THUG 6 on ay odo dene ds --- a 2, 224 Steeh fs ee aes , 
PIO PRC badd tdwove ns Jed. cope 6, 000, 000 670, 716, 427 

New Jersey: OWS catia sles sVba bps SPs o @ 165, 544 
MOON CUS is cesde dca seeks <x 35, 000 6 1, 362, 500 
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PROPAGATION OF COMMERCIAL FISHES OF GREAT LAKES. 

While there were many discouraging features connected with the 
propagation of the commercial fishes of the Great Lakes, the aggre- 
gate output of the hatcheries was nearly twice as large as in 1918. 
Unfavorable weather during the spawning season, together with the 
scarcity of skilled labor, tended to reduce the numbers of lake trout 
and whitefish produced, but the poor showing in that branch of the 
work was in part compensated for by the large increase in the out- 
put of cisco and pike perch, the production of which was six times 
greater than in the preceding year. 

For the first time in its history, the Duluth hatchery was stocked 
with pike-perch eggs collected in State waters, this being made 
possible through an arrangement with the State authorities for co- 
operative work at Pike River. The Bureau’s share of the operations 
was 40,000,000 eggs. 

A temporary hatchery established at Bay City, Mich., on Saginaw 
Bay, was ee with apparatus from other Michigan stations 
and supplied with water from the city mains for the purpose of 
utilizing the large number of pike-perch eggs which were reported to 
be obtainable from the commercial fishermen of that region. The 
fishermen cooperated to the fullest possible extent in supplying eggs, 
and the success of the collections far exceeded all expectations. 
Consignments of eggs from this station were as follows: Two 
hundred and eighty-eight million eight hundred thousand to the 
Detroit State hatchery; 60,000,000 to the New York Conservation 
Commission, and 29,250,000 to the auxiliary hatchery of the Bureau 
at Charlevoix. The 95,400,000 eggs which were retained at Bay 
City were lost owing, it is supposed, to chlorine used by the city 
authorities for clarifying and purifying the water. It is evident that 
favorable work in pike-perch propagation may be done at this point, 
and the establishment of a hatchery with a capacity of at least 1,000 
jars is desirable. This plant could handle other fish besides pike 
perch, and there is particular need for artificial propagation ad- 
dressed to local ciscoes or lake herrings. 

In the Lake Michigan and Lake Huron fields covered by the auxil- 
iaries of the Norihvalle station, it was necessary, owing to lack of men, 
to reduce the number of egg-collecting points formerly operated, 
which condition, combined with abnormally warm weather and a 
small run of fish, resulted in the taking of only 33,269,000 lake-trout 
eggs, less than half the previous year’s record. Whitefish eggs for 
the substation at Charlevoix to the number of 35,548,000 were secured 
from Lakes Michigan and Huron and were hes ete by ship- 
ments of 64,680,000 eggs from Lake Erie, all of poor quality. In 
the whitefish operations of the Put in Bay hatchery in Lake Erie, 
420,650,000 eggs were collected, all but 50,000,000 being obtained 
from fish taken by commercial fishermen. A considerable propor- 
tion of these eggs were consigned to the various State fish commis- 
sions, and upward of 126,000,000 vigorous fry were liberated from 
the Put in Bay hatchery. 

The Cape Vincent hatchery had an unusually successful season. 
For the first time since its establishment, no lake-trout eggs were 
shipped from other stations, full reliance being placed on home col- 
lections. Whitefish eggs to the number of 93,510,000 were secured 
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from fishermen of Lake Ontario, the great bulk of this take coming 
from the Canadian side of the lake under an arrangement with the 
fishery authorities of Canada. The hatchery was overstocked, and 
consignments of eggs were made to New York, Pennsylvania, 
and Canadian hatcheries. Fisheries at Fair Haven and Sodus Point 
yielded 218,000,000 eggs of the cisco, and fisheries in the eastern 
end of the lake produced additional eggs that brought the total to 
239,950,000, of which 146,700,000 were transferred to hatcheries in 
New York, Pennsylvania, and Canada. The immediate output 
of the Cape Vincent station was 86,180,000 cisco fry, all planted in 
Lake Ontario. 

In the usual operations on Lake Champlain addressed to the pike 
perch, 245,350,000 eggs were taken at the newly acquired site near 
the mouth of Swanton River, and after considerable numbers were 
shipped to applicants the remainder were incubated at Swanton, 
yie tom 71,500,000 fry which were depen locally. 

An attempt is being made to establish a run of chinook salmon 
in the St. Lawrence River and Lake Ontario, and to this end chinook 
salmon eggs in limited number are being sent from the Pacific coast 
to the Cape Vincent hatchery. The first shipment, consisting of 
820,000 eyed eggs from the Little White Salmon hatchery on the 
Columbia River arrived at Cape Vincent in November, 1918, and 
798,400 fry were hatched therefrom. Some of the young reared in 
troughs took food readily and made splendid growth and had small 
mortality. The result of this shipment was the planting of 627,000 
advanced fry and 150,000 fingerlings. 

Mention should be made of the inauguration of whitefish hatching 
at Bear Lake, situated in Idaho and Utah. A field station, auxiliary 
to the Springville hatchery, was established at Paris, Idaho, in the 
autumn of 1918, and several million eggs were secured from fish 
taken by net fishermen. The experience gained will be valuable in 
planning for the continuance of this work, which is demanded in 
order to perpetuate and maintain the whitefish peculiar to this lake. 

CULTIVATION OF POND AND RIVER FISHES. 

The numerous stations throughout the country that are concerned 
with the maintenance of the supplies of fish in the rivers and minor 
waters of the interior have in general been successful in meeting the 
ever-increasing demands that Rave been made on them for trouts, 
basses, and other species. 

The demand for auch trout far exceeds the productive capacity of 
the hatcheries when reliance is placed solely on the eggs obtainable 
from brood fish and from wild fish in waters available to the various 
hatcheries. It has, therefore, been necessary to supplement the 
local collections by considerable numbers of eggs purchased from 
commercial fish-culturists. During the year 1919 approximately 
11,000,000 such eggs were distributed among 15 stations. The other 
brook-trout eggs that were handled in 1919 consisted of 900,000 
collected from wild fish in Vermont, 4,350,000 from wild fish in 
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, and smaller numbers from domesti- 
cated fish, the total number from all sources being 16,463,200. The 
output of 11,903,665 included 7,638,615 distributed as fingerlings. 
All pending applications for brook trout have been filled by liberal 
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allotments, and carload shipments have in addition been made to 
various national forests, the deliveries being to officers of the Forest 
Service who superintended the planting of the fish. 

The demand for rainbow trout is next to that for the brook trout. 
Considerable collections of eggs have, as usual, been made from 
domesticated fish held in ponds at the Wytheville, Erwin, White 
Sulphur Springs, Manchester, and Neosho stations, but the bulk of 
the eggs—namely, 7,357,100—has come from wild fish in Montana, 
Wyoming, and Utah. <A new and very promising field for collecting 
eggs of wild rainbow trout has been located in Sage Creek, Wyo., 
about 70 miles from the Saratoga station. The Madison Valley 
field in Montana, operated from the Bozeman station, was unusually 
productive, and 3,935,000 eggs of exceptionally good quality were 
secured, an increase of nearly a million over the record season of 
1918. The collection of grayling eggs in this same locality was the 
smallest for a number of years. 

The landlocked salmon is in great demand in its native State of 
Maine and in various States to which it is not indigenous. The 
sources of egg supply in 1919 were Green Lake, Fish River Lakes, 
and Grand Lake Stream, the number of eggs obtained being 213,000, 
914,000, and 345,000, respectively. The first duty of the Bureau 
as regards landlocked salmon is to maintain the fish in its home waters. 
As these waters are extensive and many of them are depleted, and 
as the number of fish available for distribution is limited, many appli- 
cations from outside States have had to be refused. 

The available supply of basses, crappies, sunfishes, etc., has been 
about the average of recent years. The Mammoth Spring station, 
the principal source of smallmouth black bass, suffered a serious 
reduction in output owing to the loss of brood fish by flood. The 
extension of facilities for black-bass culture is constantly in progress, 
but the demand can not be adequately met with the existing stations, 
and an increase in bass stations is needed, particularly in the south- 
western section of the country. 

In the second season’s operations at the temporary field hatcher 
on the Atchafalaya River in Louisiana, the output of buffelofish 
was materially increased. From fish caught for market the Bureau’s 
agents, in cooperation with the State department of conservation, 
were able to save 136,200,000 eggs, from which 110,940,000 fry were 
hatched. Extremely unfavorable weather interfered with the work 
and reduced the output. 

CARP CULTURE. 

Carp culture, discontinued many years ago, has been resumed, 
as yet on an experimental scale, on Lake Erie in response to a strong 
local demand from carp fishermen and carp dealers. The western 
end of the lake is the scene of extensive carp fishing, in connection 
with which there are maintained large inclosures in which carp are 
held alive pending shipment to market. The Bureau’s operations 
consist in taking eggs from the fish caught in seines in the Portage 
River, Ohio, which would otherwise be lost, and hatching them at 
the Put-in Bay station, the fry being returned to the local waters in 
which the carp spawn naturally. During the fiscal year 1919 
the young carp thus produced and liberated numbered 22,800,000. 
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Widespread interest in the carp among landowners isevidenced by 
the large number of applications submitted from all parts of the 
country for carp for stocking private ponds. In view of the unsuita- 
bility of the carp for many waters and the prejudice against it that 
exists partly because of the mistakes made in the original plantings, 
the Bureau refers all applications to the fishery authorities of the 
respective States and defers to their recommendation in acting on 
applications. Without the State’s imdorsement the requests for 
carp are denied. 

PROPAGATION OF RIVER FISHES OF ATLANTIC SEABOARD. 

Fairly successful results attended the work of the shad hatcheries 
on the Potomac River and Albemarle Sound, the fry planted number- 
ing 68,558,550, as compared with 39,168,800 in 1918. Most of this 
output is to be credited to the Bryans Point hatchery, but the Edenton 
hatchery had a noteworthy increase over all recent years. 

The striped-bass hatchery maintained on the Roanoke River as 
an auxiliary of the Edenton station experienced drawbacks owing to 
flood water. During the very short spawning season (Apr. 29 to 
May 11) 17,942,000 eggs were collected; the fry hatched therefrom, 
numbering 13,540,000, were deposited locally. 

In the artificial propagation of the Atlantic salmon, designed pri- 
marily to perpetuate the run of that species in the Penobscot River, 
870 adult fish were collected in spring and held in pens, and from the 
700 survivors at the spawning time 2,613,400 eggs were obtained, 
the brood fish then being released. The eggs were hatched in 165 
days at a mean temperature of 38° F., and the young, numbering 
2,390,000, were deposited at suitable points in the Penobscot, Dennys, 
Pleasant, and Narragaugus Rivers. 

At the Bryans Point hatchery the usual excellent results were 
secured in the propagation of yellow perch. Adult fish that had been 
caught for market were obtained from fishermen and held in live cars 
until their eggs were deposited. The fry from this source, all planted 
in the Potomac and. tributaries, numbered 153,679,500. 

PACIFIC SALMON OPERATIONS. 

Throughout the Pacific States and Alaska the Bureau’s salmon- 
cultural operations in the season 1918-19 were hampered by war ac- 
tivities and by the highcost of materials and the high cost and scarcity 
of labor. Noimprovements or repairs at the stations other than those 
of a minor and pressing character were attempted, and those were 
done mostly by the regular station force. The untoward conditions 
were aggravated by the impossibility of maintaining a complete 
personnel in the statutory positions; at times in certain fields more 
than 50 per cent of the regular positions were unfilled. A further 
drawback was the influenza epidemic. 

Satisfactory operations were conducted at the two Alaska stations, 
the collection of eggs of the sockeye salmon at the Afognak hatchery 
Bane the largest since the eruption of Mount Katmai in 1912, when 
all the sockeye salmon inhabiting lakes and streams in the ash belt 
were destroyed. The take of eggs in these waters has been gradually 
increasing since 1914, when 7,380,000 were obtained, rising to 54,681,- 
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000 in 1918, with indications of a still greater improvement during the 
1919 season. At the Yes Bay hatchery 47,300,000 sockeye salmon 
eggs were secured, as against 34,950,000 in the previous season. An 
innovationin the holding and rearing of young salmon has beeninaugu- 
rated at Yes Bay by the treatment of the hatchery creek. The water 
Shi through the creek is controlled by a 6-foot gauge, and a 1,000- 
oot space at the upper end is divided into numerous feeding ponds by 
placing semicircular rock dams across the stream, while a wire trap 
has been placed at the lower end of the creek for the capture of Dolly 
Varden and cutthroat trout, natural enemies of the young salmon in 
this region. At the lower end of the lake an area of about 4 acres has 
been screened off and about 6,000,000 young salmon have been placed 
therein for rearing. 

At the various hatcheries in Washington the salmon of all species 
liberated have aggregated 38,378,285, of which 21,103,025 were finger- 
lings, while 1,791,000 additional fingerlings were on hand at the end of 
the fiscal year. At Birdsview, the principal station in the vicinity of 
Puget Sound, the collections were less extensive than in the previous 
year, but at Baker Lake the season’s outcome was, on the whole, an 
improvement over several previous years. In continuance of the 
efforts to establish a run of humpback salmon in the off years, con- 
signment of eggs have been sent from the Alaska stations, and the 
uae young have been planted in various tributaries of Puget 
ound. 
In the Columbia River and throughout the Oregon fields the work 

at all salmon stations was seriously handicapped by long-continued 
drought and by the activities of the commercial fishermen, which re- 
sulted in the escapement of only a limited number of fish to the spawn- 
ing grounds. At the Little White Salmon station 10,693,000 chinook- 
salmon eggs were obtained, and from these 9,177,500 No. 24 finger- 
lings were produced. At the Big White Salmon station the egg collec- 
tions were relatively large, aggregating 10,665,000, the young from 
which were planted locally as No. 24 fingerlings. 

Salmon hatching in California, at Baird and subsidiary stations, 
was less expensive than in previous years, owing to low stages of the 
Sacramento River resulting from a drought. The success of the sal- 
mon work in this field is imperiled by the irrigation dam at Redding. 
No fish are able to pass over this dam excepting, possibly, a few of the 
early run, which may get over before the slide boards are put in place. 
No fishway is available, and people living in the vicinity are continu- 
ally using spears and hooks in the capture of the spawning fish con- 
gregated below the dam. The State authorities have promised to 
install fish ladders, but even with that advantage the future opera- 
tions are doomed if fishermen are allowed to continue their operations. 
At the Mill Creek station 17,284,500 chinook-salmon eggs were col- 
lected, of which 11,164,500 were shipped when eyed to the State 
hatchery at Sisson, and 2,304,000 were transferred to Baird. The 
remaining eggs produced 3,498,800 fingerlings of Nos. 14 and 2 sizes, 
all of which were planted in the creek. At Battle Creek, formerly one 
of the most productive salmon stations on the Pacific coast, only 
5,384,000 eggs were obtained. Of these, 638,000 were shipped to the 
Sisson hatchery, and from the remainder 4,509,000 fry were hatched 
and reared to the fingerling stage before liberation. Nospawn-taking 
operations were conducted at the Baird hatchery, and there was no 
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noticeable run of salmon in the McCloud River. The work at this 
ioneer salmon hatchery was reduced to the care of the eggs shipped 
a its Mill Creek auxiliary. The output, consisting of 2,280,000 

Nos. 14 and 2 fingerlings, was planted in the McCloud River. 
The season of 1918 was one of the most successful for shad produc- 

tion on the Pacific coast. Two field hatcheries operated at Willa- 
mette Falls and St. Helens, Oreg., as auxiliaries of the Clackamas 
station, collected 17,265,000 shad eggs from the fishermen’s catch. 

CULTIVATION OF MARINE SPECIES. 

Marine-fish culture, conducted at the three New England stations— 
Boothbay Harbor, Me.; Gloucester, Mass.; and Woods Hole, Mass.— 
was as a whole successful. 

Perhaps the most effective branch of this work is that addressed to 
the winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes), a species that within a few 
years has assumed great commercial value in Massachusetts and is 
now rapidly growing in importance in Maine, giving employment to 
many persons and yielding good returns at a time when there is little 
else for the fishermen to do. At Boothbay Harbor egg collections 
from local waters, especially Linekins Bay, aggregated 1,326,408,000, 
from which 1,279,256,000 fry were hatched and planted, a very high 
ince. At Gloucester, where the catch of gravid flounders was 
elow the average for the past three years, 152,020,000 eggs were 

taken, and 138,990,000 fry were obtained therefrom, the percentage of 
hatch being about 91.5. The flounder work at Woods Flole was the 
most extensive in the history of the station. Most of the eggs, aggre- 
gating 1,433,613,000, were obtained from Waquoit Bay fish, but other 
points on Vineyard Sound and Buzzards Bay yielded considerable 
numbers, while at a field station established at Wickford, R. I., on 
Narragansett Bay, 323,238,000 eggs were secured and sent to Woods 
Hole for incubation. The output was 1,098,130,000 fry and 137,816,- 
000 eyed eggs which latter had to be planted because of the crowded 
condition of the hatchery. 

The hatching of eggs of the shore cod was on such a small scale as to 
be practically a failure at all stations. There was a fairly large collec- 
tion of eggs for the Gloucester hatchery, but the low Jenaee of the 
water produced a heavy mortality among the eggs undergoing incu- 
bation and made undesirable the sending of other eggs which, to the 
number of several hundred million, were in consequence deposited 
on the spawning grounds. 
A force of spawn takers working among the Gloucester haddock and 

pollock fishermen. took large numbers of eggs from fish that had been 
caught for market. Upward of 1,110,470,000 pollock eggs were col- 
lected and 702,250,000 fry were hatched and planted. An experimen- 
tal shipment of pollock eggs from Gloucester to Boothbay Harbor was 
intended to peLeany the way for regular consignments on occasions 
when the Gloucester hatchery is overflowing. The pollock eggs, 
“ep Xe on trays surrounded by snow and rockweed, and packed in a 
field s P ing case, arrived in good condition after a 12-hour railway 
trip and hatched with normal loss. Haddock eggs to the number of 
332,740,000 were obtained; 127,190,000 of these had to be planted 
owing to the low density of the hatchery water, the remainder pro- 
ducing 129,400,000 fry. 
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The possibility of saving enormous numbers of eggs of marine fishes 
by placing spawn takers on fishing vessels was experimentally tested 
in March and April, 1919. Three spawn takers were detailed to ac- 
company fishing craft to Georges Bank with instructions to take eggs 
from any ripe cod and finddock that might be caught, fertilize, meas- 
ure, and plant them overboard. As a result of seven trips, 73,200,000 
haddock eggs and 58,950,000 cod eggs were thus treated. Two men 
made four trips on trawl-line vessels and took 32,600,000 haddock 
eggs and 26,280,000 cod eggs during 46 days. One man spent 30 days 
on three trips on an otter trawler, and during that time secured, fer- 
tilized, and planted 40,600,000 haddock eggs and 32,670,000 cod eggs. 
The value of work of this nature would seem to depend on the active 
cooperation of the fishing vessels. If the operations are to be of a 
magnitude that will make them worth while, a man or several men on 
each fishing vessel should be assigned the task of fertilizing the eggs of 
the ripe fish brought aboard the vessel. 

LOBSTER HATCHING. 

Lobster hatching has practically been abandoned. The Bureau 
was never able to conduct it on a scale sufficiently extensive to pro- 
duce any noteworthy effects on the supply, in the face of incessant 
fishing and a very general disregard for provisions of law affecting 
ege-bearing and short lobsters. 

From the remnant of 8,000,000 lobster eggs carried over from the 
previous year’s operations at the Boothbay Harbor station, 7,500,000 
larval lobsters were produced and liberated in local waters in July. 
At the request of the Maine authorities, 2,000 stripped lobsters which 
the State had purchased and still owned were held at the Bureau’s 
pound at Pemaquid from the beginning of the fiscal year until Septem- 
ber. When the lobsters were collected, it was discovered that a very 
heavy mortality had resulted, only 624 lobsters being found. 

Lobster hatching in recent years was possible only under conditions 
that violated fundamental principles of business and biology. The 
Bureau was willing to continue the work year after year in the hope of 
bringing about a widespread observance of law by affording the fisher- 
men a means of disposing of their berried lobsters and by constantly 
keeping before the fishermen the need for saving the lobster eggs and 
immature lobsters. This course, however, could not be indefinitely 
continued under prevailing conditions, and Congress has now placed 
such limitations on the expenditure of the fish-cultural appropriation 
as to make it doubtful Lb Eide the lobster hatching can be legally 
conducted in the existing situation. . 

The outlook for the lobster from the standpoint of the public is dis- 
tinctly gloomy in most sections, but the fishermen, as a rule, are well 
satisfied so long as the present outrageous prices prevail. A recent 
episode, doubtless typical of numerous communities, serves to indicate 
how difficult is the task that confronts the State officials. The lob- 
stermen of a certain locality were called together and informed of the 
desire of the State to secure their support in carrying out the provi- 
sions of law for the protection of egg-bearing and short lobsters. The 
meeting then voted on the proposition, and more than 80 per cent of 
the lobstermen in the community signified their intention to continue 
to ignore the law. 
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The small appropriation made by Congress in an act approved July 
1, 1916, for a lobster-rearing plant proved entirely inadequate, even 
when the capacity of the proposed plant was materially reduced from 
time to time in an effort to bring it within the appropriation. Re- 
quest for asupplemental appropriation was not approved by Congress. 
In these circumstances, the appropriation has been turned back into 
the Treasury in the expectation that the project may be revived later 

RESCUE OF STRANDED FOOD FISHES. 

An outgrowth of the fish-cultural work that has assumed very 
eat value and importance is the salvaging of food fishes from land- 

faked ponds, pools, and bayous in overflowed districts of the Missis- 
sippi valley. These fish, in the natural course of events, are destined 
to perish and be entirely wasted when the shallow ponds in which 
they have been left by the receding waters become dry or frozen. 
During the fiscal year 1919 headquarters for rescue work were estab- 
lished at eight points on the Mississippi extending from Minnesota 
and Wisconsin to Mississippi and Arkansas; and seining parties 
from the various fish-cultural stations and the biological station at 
Fairport covered a wide extent of territory and made collections in 
excess of those of any previous year. Especially effective work was 
done from Homer, La Crosse, Bellevue, and North McGregor. When 
the season closed about December 1, there had been salvaged over 
55,000,000 young fishes, representing practically every important 
species inhabiting those waters, with buffalofish, carp, catfish, crappie, 
and yellow perch predominating, as shown in the following batiiel 
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Practically all the fishes thus saved are replanted in the adjacent 
ublic waters, but a few are consigned to applicants in various States. 
n 1919, 55,173,000 fish, more than 98.9 per cent of the total collec- 

tions, were restored to the Mississippi and tributaries. 
Plans have been completed for conducting these operations on a 

larger scale than heretofore during the fiscal year 1920, and the indi- 
cations are that the results in 1919 will be more than doubled. The 
extent of the work that may be accomplished depends mostly on the 
funds that are available. There are productive fields yet untouched, 
especially in the central section of the Mississippi valley, and the 
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saving of these valuable food resources by systematic annual rescue 
work is of vital importance to the maintenance of the fisheries of the 
region. The Bureau will expand its efforts to the full limit of finan- 
cial possibility, and should be reinforced by all the States, some of 
which up to the present time have exhibited no interest and assumed 
no responsibility. 

SOME NEEDS OF THE FISH-CULTURAL SERVICE. 

Among the more urgent needs in the Bureau’s fish-cultural work 
is an increase in the number of hatcheries. The new establishments 
are desired for States or regions not now provided with hatcheries 
or only inadequately served by existing hatcheries. In addition to 
the foregoing, there should be several salmon hatcheries provided for 
Alaska. 

There should be congressional recognition of the invaluable service 
rendered by the Bureau in salvaging food fishes in the overflowed 
districts of the Mississippi Basin, and liberal financial provision should 
be made for its continuance and extension. 

Throughout the fish-cultural service there is an underpaid per- 
sonnel. If the standard of efficiency is to be maintained there must 
be provided at once a revised salary scale that will retain desirable 
men and induce others to enter the various grades. Noteworthy 
results in the artificial propagation of aquatic animals and in the 
stocking of our interior and coastal waters can not reasonably be 
expected from a staff that in many cases is changimg more quickly 
than appointment papers can be prepared and delivered. 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF FRESH-WATER MUSSELS. 

The active efforts taken by the Bureau to maintain by artificial 
means the supply of pearly fresh-water mussels, on which depend 
important fisheries and an extensive button-making industry, 
have presented the usual aspects. The work is conducted under 
the supervision of the fisheries biological laboratory at Fairport, 
Iowa, at various favorable points in the Mississippi Basin from 
Arkansas northward. 

During the fiscal year 1919 about 136,907,365 young mussels, 
or glochidia, in a condition of parasitism on fishes, were liberated 
in public waters as compared with 209,132,825 liberated in the 
revious year. This decrease was due chiefly to unsatisfactory 

febor conditions, which made it difficult to keep efficient seining 
crews steadily employed, with a resulting reduction in the fish catch. 
The principal reduction was in the Lake Pepin field, the output of 
ie was 35,423,125, as compared with 91,226,800 in 1918. 

Four species of commercial mussels were propagated, the leading 
ones being the common mucket (Lampsilis ligamentina) and_ the 
Lake Pepin mucket (Lampsilis luteola), the others being the yellow 
sand-shell (Lampsilis anodontoides) and the pocketbook (Lampsilis 
ventricosa). The inoculated fish hosts were liberated in the Missis- 
sippi River off Fairport, Iowa; in Lake Keokuk, Iowa; at New 
Boston and Oquawka, Ill.; in the Mississippi River at Lake Pepin, 
Minn. and Wis.; in Lake Pokegama, Minn.; and in the Black River 
in the vicinity of Pocahontas and Clover Bend, Ark. 
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The cost of production during the year was $0.0689 per thousand, 
practically double that of the previous year. The increased cost 
was due to the greater cost of labor, equipment, and materials. 
Overhead charges and an allowance for depreciation amounting to 
$0.0236 per thousand are included in this computed cost. In con- 
nection with this work, 51,600 adult and 653,600 fingerling fishes 
were reclaimed from landlocked waters in the overflowed lands and 
liberated in public waters. Of the fishes rescued, 150,949, or approxi- 
mately 21 per cent, were infected with larval mussels before release. 

Experimental plants of adult mussels from the Mississippi River 
and from Lake Pepin were made in the Roanoke and Shenandoah 
Rivers in Virginia. 

The following table shows the details of the work of artificial 
propagation: 
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ALASKA FISHERIES SERVICE. 

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SERVICE. 

The duties devolving on the Bureau in connection with the gen- 
eral fisheries of Alaska include the enforcement of law and regula- 
tions with regard to the salmon fisheries, the collection of statistics 
and the dissemination of statistical and other information, the 
inspection of private salmon hatcheries, the investigation of the 
aauatig resources, the improvement of the physical condition of 
salmon streams, the holding of public hearings on proposed regula- 
tions for the protection of the salmon su le: and the submittal 
to the Secretary of Commerce of recommendations embodying modi- 
fications of existing regulations. 
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During the calendar years 1917 and 1918 the Bureau, in coopera- 
tion with the Washington-Alaska military cable and telegraph 
system of the War Department, informally maintained for the benefit 
of the fishermen of Alaska an intelligence service which covered the 
towns of Ketchikan, Juneau, Petersburg, Wrangell, Sitka, Skagway, 
Valdez, Seward, and Cordova. The information thus furnished 
daily appears to have been of value, and the service met with approval 
throughout Alaska. Being desirous of extending this work aa hav- 
ing it receive official recognition from Congress, the Bureau submitted 
an estimate for an appropriation of $600 for the establishment in 
Alaska of a local fishery intelligence agency. The appropriation 
was not made, the work was not authorized, and the Bureau was 
criticized for the efforts already put forth. 
A comprehensive report on the fisheries of Alaska and the Bureau’s 

activities in relation thereto has been prepared by the chief agent 
of the Alaska service and has been published as a public document 
under the title “Alaska Fisheries and Fur Industries in 1918.” 
This report should be consulted by those who desire detailed informa- 
tion. 

MAGNITUDE OF THE ALASKAN FISHERIES IN 1918. 

When the 1918 season closed, a new record was established in 
the fisheries of Alaska, for every branch of the industry advanced 
over the year which had previously shown the highest development, 
namely, 1917. The following figures for 1918, with comparisons 
for 1917, show the persons employed, the capital invested, and the 
value of the product as prepared for market: 
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It is the salmon industry which gives to the fisheries of Alaska their 
ereat importance, and it was the salmon industry that contributed 
most notably to the increases that occurred in 1918. The value of all 
salmon products was $53,514,812, of which $51,041,949 represented 
canned fish to the number of 6,605,835 cases. Thus, 50 years after 
Alaska became a part of our national domain, the salmon resources 
alone yielded a product valued at over 74 times the purchase price of 
the territory. The 135 salmon canneries in operation were 17 more 
than in 1917. The changes in apparatus of capture included an in- 
crease in pound and trap nets and seines and a decrease in gill nets. 
The relative importance of the different kinds of gear remained about 
the same. Seines took 38 per cent of the salmon in southeast Alaska 
and 39 per cent in central Alaska, but only 4 per cent in western 
Alaska; pound trap nets are credited with 58 per cent, 48 per 
cent, and 4 per cent in the respective regions; while gill nets, which 
took only 2 per cent in southeast Alaska and 11 per cent in central 
Alaska, took 90 per cent in western Alaska. 

The number of salmon taken for commercial use in Alaska in 1918 
was 101,454,688, against 92,600,495 in 1917. The red salmon aggre- 
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gated 35,338,065, and the output decreased 1,158,982; the hump- 
backs or pinks numbered 48,316,362 and increased 3,441,091; the 
cohos or silvers numbered 2,911,681 and increased 807,428; the catch 
of chums, ranking third, amounted to 14,160,818 fish, an increase of 
5,633,240; while of the kings, the largest species, 727,762 were taken, 
an increase of 131,416 over the previous year. The total catch in 
southeast Alaska was less than in 1917, while both central and western 
Alaska showed a larger output. Placed end to end, the salmon taken 
in Alaska in 1918 would extend more than 14 times around the world 
at the equator. 
Owing to increased attention received during 1918 by the herring, 

the output of that species took second rank among the fisheries of 
Alaska, displacing the halibut, which for many years had held that 
osition. ‘The advance was due to a greatly increased pack of pickled 
erring, in response to the Bureau’s efforts to introduce and estab- 

lish the Scotch cure in Alaska. This stimulus to the herring industry 
was exhibited also in the much larger quantity of herring pickled 
after the Norwegian method, which had previously been the only one 
followed. The year’s herring output was valued at $1,819,538, of 
which amount $748,605 represented Scotch-cured herring. 

The Alaska halibut fishery in 1918 was engaged in by 118 steam and 
gas vessels, and represented an investment of $2,594,292. The catch, 
amounting to upward of 13,869,000 pounds, valued at $1,667,686, 
exceeded the 1917 output by 716,000 pounds and $547,000. 

The cod fishery has shown but slight fluctuation in recent years. 
In 1918 the vessel catch in Bering Sea, usually about two-thirds of 
the total output, was somewhat under that of the previous season, 
while the catch at the shore stations, chiefly on the southern shore of 
the Alaska peninsula, was sufficiently increased over 1917 to offset 
the vessel shortage. The aggregate output of the cod fishery was 
upward of 14,000,000 pounds, valued at $957,000. Dry-salted fish 
constituted the bulk of the products, namely, nearly 11,000,000 
pounds, with a market value of $778,000. . 

The only other branch of the Alaska fisheries of prime importance 
is whaling, which is conducted wholly from shore stations. The 
number of whales taken was 448, most of which were finbacks; this 
was 25 more than in 1917. The value of all whale products was 
$834,000. 

FISHERY PATROL. 

The patrol maintained by the Bureau during the fishing season of 
1918, while by no means pireata or satisfactory, was more effective 
and comprehensive than ever before. The regular vessels were sup- 
plemented by hired craft and the regular force of wardens and agents 
was augmented by special employees, as far as the funds available 
would permit. 

A detailed statement of the work of the patrol in 1918 in detecting 
violations of laws and regulations and in prosecuting the offenders in 
the Alaskan courts is given in the s ial repent on the activities of 
the Alaska service for that year. ‘There have been numerous con- 
victions, mostly for failure to observe the weekly close season, for 
setting gear within prohibited distances of other gear, for fishing in 
closed waters, etc., and substantial fines have been imposed. 

35286°—21——4 
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The great need of the Bureau in its task of enforcing laws and 
regulations for the protection and control of the salmon fisheries of 
Alaska is larger appropriations for providing additional facilities in 
men and vessels, so that every important fishing district may be 
fully covered. 

Late in the fiscal year, plans were made to inaugurate a vigorous 
patrol for the fishing season of 1919, but these for the most part 
could not be put into effect until the season was well advanced, owing 
to the failure of the appropriations to become available. Among 
the new features of the 1919 patrol was the use by the Navy Depart- 
ment, at the solicitation of the Department of Commerce, of subma- 
rine chasers in enforcing the fishery laws and regulations, employees 
of the Alaska service being carried on these vessels. 

NEW REGULATIONS FOR SALMON FISHERIES. 

Following announcements and hearings in accordance with law, 
end on the recommendation of the Commissioner of Fisheries, the 
Secretary of Commerce has promulgated orders providing new 
regulative measures for the perpetuation of the salmon supply in 
streams of southeastern ATaglen the Copper River, and the Yukon 
River. The text of the several orders is as follows: 

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA WATERS. (ORDER PROMULGATED DEC. 21, 1918.) 

A hearing having been given at Seattle, Wash., November 25, 1918, after due notice 
in accordance with law, for the purpose of determining the advisability of making 
salmon-breeding reserves of certain waters in Alaska, and all persons having had full 
opportunity to be heard, it is hereby ordered, by virtue of the authority vested in me 
by section 6 of ‘‘An Act for the protection and regulation of the fisheries of Alaska,” 
approved June 26, 1906, that until further notice all fishing for salmon, or other fishing 
in the prosecution of which salmon are taken or injured, in all hereinafter-described 
waters of southeastern Alaska east of the longitude of Cape Spencer, be and is hereby 
made subject to the following limitations and prohibitions in addition to the general 
restrictions already applicable by virtue of existing laws and regulations: 

1. That fishing with all forms of apparatus is prohibited in all streams less than 500 
feetin width at the mouth at mean low tide and in all lakes and other waters tributary 
to such streams. 

2. That all fishing with purse seines and drift gill nets and all other movable fishing 
appliances, other than set nets and beach seines, is prohibited within 200 yards out- 
side the mouth at mean low tide of all streams less than 500 feet in width at their 
mouth, except at the mouths of the Chilkat and Chilkoot Rivers, where the prohibited 
distance for all fishing appliances shall be 500 yards. 

3. Thatall fishing with traps, stake nets, and other fixed fishing appliances, and set 
nets and beach seines is prohibited within 500 yards outside of the mouth at mean low 
tide of all streams less than 500 feet in width at their mouth. No exceptions will be 
made in favor of any fixed fishing appliances heretofore operated within the prohibited 
areas 

4, That the driving of salmon downstream and the causing of salmon to move out- 
side the protected area at the mouth of any stream are expressly prohibited. 

5. That this order does not supersede but supplements sections 3 and 4 of the order 
promulgated by the Secretary of Commerce on November 18, 1912, which, respec- 
tively, prohibit all commercial fishing for salmon or other fishing in the prosecution 
of which salmon are taken or injured ‘‘in Anan or Humpback Creek, its lagoon, lakes, 
and tributary waters, together with the region within 500 yards of the mouth of said 
creek,’ and ‘‘in Naha stream, its lagoon, lakes, and tributary waters, above a line 
connecting the points known respectively as Loring Point and House Point.” Like- 
wise this order does not supersede but supplements the order promulgated by the 
Secretary of Commerce on October 25, 1915, which similarly prohibits fishing (a) ‘‘in 
all waters tributary to Barnes Lake, Prince of Wales Island,” (b) ‘‘in Hetta Creek, 
its tributary waters, and the region within 500 yards of the mouth of said creek,”’ and 
(c) ‘‘in Sockeye Creek, its tributary Boca de Quadra hatchery waters, and the region 
within 500 yards of the mouth of said creek.”’ 

This order becomes effective January 1, 1919, 
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COPPER RIVER. (ORDER PROMULGATED DEC. 20, 1918.) 

A hearing having been given at Seattle, Wash., November 22, 1918, after due notice 
in accordance with law, for the purpose of determining the advisability of amending 
the order of December 29, 1917, effective January 1, 1918, establishing a salmon-breed- 
ing reserve and limiting fishingin the Copper River, Alaska, its delta and its tributary 
waters, and all persons having had full opportunity to be heard, it is hereby ordered, 
by virtue of theJauthority vested in me by section 6 of ‘‘An Act for the protection and 
regulation of the fisheries of Alaska,”” approved June 26, 1906, that until further 
notice all fishing for salmon or other fishing in the prosecution of which salmon are 
taken or injured, in the Copper River and its delta and all tributary waters, Alaska, 
be and is hereby made subject to the following limitations and prohibitions in addition 
to the general restrictions already applicable by virtue of existing laws and regulations: 

1. Commercial fishing is prohibited in waters of the Copper River delta from 6 a. m. 
on January 1 to 6 a. m. on June 10 of each year, and in the waters of Miles Lake and 
Abercrombie Canyon from 6 a. m. on January 1 to 6 a.m. on June 15 of each year. 

2. Commercial fishing in the waters of the delta shall be limited to set nets and drift 
gill nets. Nosuch net shall exceed 800 feetin length. The lateral distance interval 
between all set nets in the waters of the delta herein referred to shall be not less than 
600 feet. 

3. All fishing is prohibited from the head of the delta to the foot of Miles Lake at all 
times. 

4. All fishing in Miles Lake shall be limited to set nets. Nosuch net shall exceed 
800 feet in length, and only one such net shall be extended out from shore from one 
location. Nooffshore nets will bepermittedinthelake. Throughoutthefishingseason 
the shore of the lake shall be considered asit was on June 15. The lateral distance 
interval between all netsin Miles Lake shall be not less than 600feet. No fishing will 
be permitted along the west and north shores of Miles Lake from the north end of Mile 
49 bridge to the north end of Miles Glacier, nor along the islands and sand bars between 
the bridge and the head of the lake. . i 

5. Fishing in Abercrombie Canyon shall be restricted to the use of dip nets operated 
by hand, such nets not to exceed 16 inches in greatest diameter. No fishing will be 
ermitted at any point on the east side of the canyon or river above the head of the 
ake. 
6. No fishing will be permitted at any time in the waters of the Copper River above 

Abercrombie Canyon, or in any of the waters tributary thereto, except in the case of 
local residents who may take limited numbers of salmon for domestic use: Provided, 
That such “a shall at no time be upon the spawning grounds of any salmon. 

7. No net shall be placed in any other than substantially a straight line. 
8. Forthe purposes herein considered, the delta of the Copper River shall be regarded 

as including all waters south of an east and west line passing through Mile 27 on the 
Copper River & Northwestern Railway, as at present established, and inside of a line 
500 yards off the mouth of each slough and outlet of the Copper River beginning with 
Alaganik Slough on the west and ending with Gus Wilson Slough on the east, including 
Pete Dahl, Walhalla, Gus Stevenson, Little King Salmon, Castle, Storey, Big King 
Salmon (or Copper River proper), Duck, Russian, and all unnamed sloughs between. 
For the purposes of this order, the mouth of each slough will be regarded as at the edge 
of the grass banks at the line of mean high tide. ; 

9. The lower end of Miles Lake shall be considered as at the bridge of the Copper 
River & Northwestern Railway at Mile49. The head of Miles Lake shall be considered 
as at the point where the river enters the lake, this point to be as indicated by notices 
posted by duly authorized representatives of the Bureau of Fisheries. 

10. Abercrombie Canyon shall be considered as extending from the head of Miles 
Lake to Tunnel Point on the Copper River & Northwestern Railway. 

11. Forthe purposes of this order the following definitions are adopted: ‘‘Stake net,”’ 
a gill net attached or affixed to piles or stakes. ‘‘Set net,’’ an anchored gill net, one 
end of which may if desirable be fastened to a stake or other object on shore. 
slay oe becomes effective January 1, 1919, and supersedes the order of December 

; - 

YUKON RIVER. (ORDER PROMULGATED DEC. 14, 1918.) 

_ A hearing having been given at Seattle, Wash., November 20, 1918, after due notice 
in accordance with law, for the purpose of determining the advisability of establishin: 
a salmon-breeding reserve of certain waters in Alaska, and all persons having had ful 
opportunity to be heard, it is hereby ordered, by virtue of the authority vested in me 
by section 6 of ‘‘An Act for the protection and regulation of the fisheries of Alaska,’’ 
approved June 26, 1906, that until further notice all fishing for salmon or other fishing 
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in the prosecution of which salmon are taken or injured, in the Yukon River and all 
tributary waters, and in all waters of its delta to and including the area 500 yards 
outside each mouth or slough of the delta at mean high tide, be and is hereby made 
subject to the following limitations and prohibitionsin addition to the general restric- 
tions already applicable by virtue of existing laws and regulations: 

1. Thatin 1919, and in each year thereafter unless otherwise ordered in the manner 
prescribed by law, not to exceed 30,000 cases (48 one-pound cans per case, or the 
equivalent thereof) of canned salmon, 1,000 barrels (200 pounds net weight each) of 
pickled or hard-salted salmon, and 200 tierces (800 pounds net weight each) of mild- 
cured salmon, of all species, shall be prepared for commercial purposes or export; 
these quantities to be apportioned, after a conference with the local representative of 
the Bureau of Fisheries, as equitably as practicable among the persons or companies 
with established plants. Promptly at the end of each calendar week each individual 
or company shall submit a statement to the said representative of the Bureau of Fish- 
erlesshowing the number of cases, barrels, and tierces of salmon thus prepared to date, 
and shall submit also a record of the number of salmon of each species taken daily. 

2. That nosalmon to be prepared by canning, pickling, or mild curing for shipment 
from Alaska shall be caught above the junction of the Clear River with the Yukon 
River near Andreafski. 

3. That commercial fishing in the waters of the Yukon delta shall be limited to 
Kwikluak Pass, commonly known as the south mouth or channel. 

4. Thatthe use of traps or pound netsin the Yukon River and its delta is prohibited. 
5. That no gill net, seine, or other net used in the Yukon River and its delta shall ex- 

ceed 700 feet in length. 
6. That all commercial fishing, except for local requirements, is prohibited after 

August 31 of each year. 
This order becomes effective January 1, 1919. 

PRIVATE SALMON HATCHERIES. 

In conformity with law, the two private salmon hatcheries 
operated by canning companies in southeastern Alaska have been 
inspected, their methods have been approved, and the issuance of 
tax rebate certificates has been recommended. The hatcheries 
on Naha Stream and Quadra Lake liberated 35,057,000 red-salmon 
fry in the year ending June 30, 1919, and were entitled to remission 
of. taxes to the amount of $14,022.80. A third private hatchery, 
on Hetta Lake, was not running in the year named. 

The conditions under which the private salmon hatcheries were 
established and have since been allowed a rebate of taxes in pro- 
portion to the number of red-salmon fry hatched and planted no 
longer carry weight. The owners should be relieved of this respon- 
sibility, and such hatcheries as may be necessary should be Govern- 
ment owned and operated. The existing hatcheries, if found desir- 
able, should be taken over by the Government at a fair valuation. 

COMMERCIAL FISHING IN ALASKAN RESERVATIONS. 

During the fiscal year 1919, the Secretary of Commerce, on the 
recommendation of the Bureau, issued five permits for fishing 
operations in the Aleutian Islands Reservation, pursuant to the 
regulations issued jointly by the Departments of Commerce and 
Agriculture under the terms of the Executive order of March 3, 1913. 
The number of such permits in force on June 30, 1919, was 24. 

In the Afognak Reservation licenses were issued to about 45 
natives who desired to engage in commercial salmon fishing. They 
made a fair catch and had good financial returns owing to the action 
of the Food Administration in fixing the price of salmon at a higher 
figure than the natives had ever before received. The number of 
salmon taken was 126,700, of which 70,790 were humpbacks and 
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50,660 were sockeyes. Most of the catch was sold to a fishing com- 
any at Kodiak. The natives seem satisfied with the Bureau’s plan 

for apportioning the fishing grounds among the fishermen, so that 
pathind is prevented and all enjoy an equal opportunity. 

ALASKA FISHERY LEGISLATION. 

For about eight years legislation affecting the fisheries of Alaska 
has been pending in Congress. Protracted hearings have been 
held, and a large amount of testimony and data has been presented 
to the appropriate committees of the two houses. The necessity for 
a radical revision of the existing salmon law has been especially 
pointed out by various agencies and persons interested in the welfare 
of the fisheries of Alaska, and congressional committees have made 
favorable reports on bills embodying new legislation. 

No new fishery laws have, however, been enacted; and the fisheries 
of Alaska, at the most critical period of their history, remain subject 
to laws which have been shown to be obsolete and inadequate. The 
Bureau of Fisheries is thus placed at a great disadvantage in admin- 
istering the salmon fisheries of Alaska and can not justly be held 
accountable for conditions, practices, and developments which, ° 
while having the full sanction of law, are not necessarily compatible 
with the perpetuation of the supply and in some respects are directly 
in thereto. 

he law of June 14, 1906, prohibiting aliens from engaging in the 
fisheries of Alaska, should be amended so as to give full force to its 
beneficent purpose. The high prices recently commanded by 
salmon have attracted an unusually large number of persons to the 
fisheries of Alaska, including many aliens. Instances have come to 
light where persons who renounced their declaration of intention 
to become citizens in order to escape the selective draft, and have 
not since changed their civic status, are claiming or exercising the 
privilege of operating independently in the fisheries of Alaska, a 
right that should be restricted to bona fide citizens. 

t is the consensus of opinion among persons well informed regard- 
ing the halibut fishery conducted off the Alaskan coast that there are 
wasteful features of the fishery which are imperiling the halibut 
supply. The situation is difficult to handle, but at least one measure 
of protection is feasible and meets with general approbation, namely, 
a close season during several winter months Ghan the fishery is 
most hazardous, least productive, and most wasteful. This matter 
was fully considered by the American-Canadian Fishery Conference 
which held hearings on the Pacific coast in 1918 and recommended 
remedial legislation which, to be effective, should be uniform in the 
United States and Canada. This matter should receive the early 
attention of Congress. 

ALASKA FUR-SEAL SERVICE. 

OUTLINE OF ACTIVITIES. 

In the general administration of the Pribilof Islands, the duties 
devolving on the Bureau are extremely varied. They comprise (1) 
the purchase, transportation, and distribution of supplies for the 
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natives of the seal islands; (2) the transportation of Government 
employees and natives to and from the islands; (3) the maintenance 
of schools; (4) the maintenance of a medical staff; (5) the general 
care of the natives; (6) the handling and investment of funds belong- 
ing to the natives; (7) the care of ‘buildings and other Government 
property; (8) the supervision and protection of the seal herds; (9) 
the maintenance of a patrol for the protection of the islands against 
possible raids; (10) the taking, preserving, packing, shipping, and 
selling of sealskins; (11) the operation of a by-products plant for 
utilizing seal carcasses; (12) the protection and care of herds of blue 
foxes, and the taking, shipment, and sale of their pelts; (13) the care, 
utilization, and improvement of reindeer herds; (14) the construction 
of roads, the maintenance of proper sanitary conditions, the improve- 
ment of landing facilities, etc. The activities in these and other lines 
are discussed at length in the report entitled ‘Alaska Fisheries and 
Fur Industries in 1918,” by the chief agent of the Alaska service. 

The advance in the cost of practically every article required for 
the Pribilof Islands has for several years necessitated a reduction in 
the requisitions to a point that makes impossible the purchasing of 
any reserve supplies. When, as in 1919, the passage of the bill 

‘carrying the appropriation for this service is delayed until mid- 
summer, a serious situation arises from the exhaustion of the stocks 
of food, medicine, fuel, and clothing. This emphasizes the need for 
a substantial reserve supply of indispensable commodities, to be used 
in emergencies, and should give force to the Bureau’s appeal to Con- 
gress for a small special appropriation for this purpose. 

Most of the supplies destined for the Pribilof Islands and the prod- 
ucts therefrom were transported on the Bureau’s steamer Roosevelt, 
which made two voyages to the islands during the fiscal year. In the 
spring of 1919 the Roosevelt was surveyed wit a view to determining 
necessary repairs. It was found that dry-rot had started in the ship’s 
timbers to such an extent as to make repairs inadvisable. The ves- 
sel was accordingly sold at public auction at Seattle on July 15, the 
sum of $28,000 being realized. 

The appropriation of $20,000 that became available on July 1, 
1918, for the construction or purchase of a power vessel for the 
Pribilof Islands proved inadequate, and Congress subsequently pro- 
vided a supplemental appropriation of $7,500. This has enabled the 
Bureau to obtain by purchase an acceptable craft, which will be 
extremely useful. 

The increase in the seal herd and in the commercial sealing opera- 
tions, taken in connection with the important international aspects 
of the matter, warrant and demand the presence at the islands of an 
increased personnel competent to deal with the seals in the most 
efficient manner from the scientific and industrial standpoints. In 
the estimates of appropriations for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 
1920, provision is made for additional members of the staff, including 
a superintendent, to have general direction and coordinate the admin- 
istrative affairs of the Pribilof Islands, and a biologist whose contin- 
uous studies and observations would be the Bureau’s guide in the 
management of the seals and other animals of the islands. The re- 
cent acquisition of means for independent interisland communica- 
tion at all times makes possible the employment, to better advantage 
than formerly, of general officials. 
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CONDITION OF THE FUR-SEAL HERD. 

The growth of the seal herd under the conditions now existing is 
continuous and satisfactory, averaging about 10 per cent annually. 
The census in recent years has been under the supervision of Dr. Gy 
Dallas Hanna, and represents a vast amount of painstaking field 
and office work. The methods of the census, the basis for the various 
computations and estimates, the results, and a discussion of the fig- 
ures and their significance may be found in the report cited in-a 
special section devoted to the census. 

The revised figures of the 1918 census indicated that the seal herd 
comprised 496,432 animals of all ages as of date of August 10, in 
addition to 33,881 seals taken for commercial purposes during the 
year. The unrevised but substantially correct figures of the 1919 
census give the full strength of the herd, as of date of August 10, as 
524,260 seals of all ages, exclusive of 26,390 taken for commercial 
purposes during the census year, a net increase of 27,828. The 
number of pups born in 1919 was 157,172, as against 142,915 in 1918, 
the respective figures for breeding cows being the same. 

The great disproportion in the number of old male seals, arisin 
from the total prohibition of commercial sealing during the period o 
five years ending in 1917, has occasioned much concern and received 
special consideration. In the taking of seals, efforts have been di- 
rected to the establishment of a proper proportion of breeding 
animals, through a reduction in the number of old surplus males. 

QUOTA AND TAKE OF SEALSKINS. 

The 1918 quota of seals to be killed was first fixed at 25,000 and 
later increased to 35,000. The number actually taken to August 10 
was 33,881, 26,881 on St. Paul Island and 7,000 on St. George 
Island; in addition to which there were taken on St. Paul Island 622, 
and on St. George 387, a total of 1,009 seals, in the fall of 1918 for 
the food purposes of the natives. 

The quota for 1919 was set tentatively at 35,000 skins, but the 
number taken through August 10 was only 25,381, of which 22,027 
were on St. Paul Island and 3,354 on St. George Island. Seals were 
present in sufficient numbers easily to meet the quota, but there was 
a scarcity of labor on the islands owing to the quarantine during the 
influenza epidemic, which prevented the transportation of additional 
native workmen from the Aleutian Islands, and also made it impossi- 
ble for white assistants from St. Louis to reach the Pribilofs. Fur- 
thermore, there was much additional labor involved in taking and 
handling the skins of the larger surplus seals whose utilization is 
demanded. These circumstances reduced the number of skins that 
could have been taken under normal working conditions. 

FOXES AND REJNDEER. 

The blue foxes of the Pribilof Islands are regarded as having fur 
of better quality than those from any other region. They are 
trapped, under careful supervision, during a short period in winter, 
the natives being paid $5 apiece for each fox skin secured. The 
foxes on St. George Island are more numerous and in better physical 
condition than on St. Paul Island. In the winter of 1918-19 trap- 
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ping was conducted for five days in December on St. Paul Island, 
and 119 blue-fox and 25 white-fox pelts were obtained. On St. 
George Island trapping was done during parts of December, January, 
and February, and 548 blue and 5 white pelts were taken. Efforts 
are being directed to the improvement of the breed of foxes on St. 
Paul Island. 

The reindeer, of which 40 were introduced on the Pribilofs in 1911, 
have flourished and increased, and the surplus males are now furnish- 
ing a limited amount of fresh meat. It is believed that in a short 
time, with the present rate of increase, these animals will become a 
much more important factor in the food supply. In the summer of 
1918 there were on St. Paul Island 160 reindeer, including 40 fawns, 
while St. George Island reported 114 reindeer of all ages at the end 
of the calendar year. Twenty animals were used for food on both 
islands in 1918. 

RECEIPTS FROM SALE OF PRODUCTS. 

During the calendar year 1918 two public auction sales of fur-seal 
skins were held at St. Louis by Funsten Bros. & Co., agents of the 
Government. The skins, numbering 8,100 and representing seals 
taken during 1917, were offered in a dressed, dyed, and machined 
condition, ready to be made into garments; the gross price received 
was $375,385, an average of $46.34 per skin. The net proceeds were 
$257,333.21. A feature of each sale was a small lot of “wigs’”— 
skins of the largest size, taken from old bulls—which brought the 
highest prices, although in former years, when “ wigs” were disposed 
of abroad in a raw state, they were in little demand and were sold at 
only $6 to $10. The demonstration by Funsten Bros. & Co. that the 
skins of old bulls have an excellent fur and that they can be made 
available for all the purposes for which the pelts of younger males 
are used is one of the most interesting and important developments 
of the American sealskin industry. 

In the calendar year 1919 there have been two auction sales of 
sealskins taken in the previous calendar year. The skins numbered 
15,275, and the net proceeds therefrom amounted to $1,026,728.84. 
At the last sale, held in September, the average price of sealskins was 
$91.35, an advance of 30 per cent over the first sale, in April. The 
estimated net value of all the seals taken in 1918, allowing for the 
unsold skins at the prices received at the September sale, is 
$2,467 ,334.45. 

The fox pelts resulting from the previous season’s trapping were 
sold at public auction in St. Louis on October 7, 1918. They num- 
bered 692 blues and 19 whites, and brought $57,099.50 and $1,080, 
respectively, gross, and $51,898.64 net for the two grades. The 
average gross price for blues was $82.51. The fox pelts taken dur- 
ing the fiscal year 1919 were sold on September 10, 1919, and brought 
the highest prices ever obtained, averaging $195.90 for blues, an 
advance of 135 per cent over the previous year’s sale. ‘The approxi- 
mate net revenue from this sale is $123,285. 

The seal-island natives have been encouraged to collect old seal 
bones when their other duties permit, and are paid for such collec- 
tions. During 1918 they obtained about 300,000 pounds, which 
were shipped to Seattle and San Francisco on Government vessels 
and sold under contract, netting $3,891.03. 
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MINOR FUR-BEARING ANIMALS OF ALASKA. 

COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE MINOR FUR BEARERS. 

The Bureau collects statistics of the furs shipped out of Alaska 
each year, using for this purpose special blanks that are supplied to 
postmasters, express offices, commercial companies, and individual 
shippers. Postmasters have cooperated effectively in securing full 
reports on all mail shipments, and the customhouse records are 
available for checking up other shipments. 

The quantities of furs sent out of Alaska in 1918 were in excess of 
the records for previous years, with the exception of lynxes and foxes 
and their value surpassed all other seasons. The compiled figures, 
exclusive of the fur seals taken on the Pribilof Islands, indicate 
$1,363,600 as the value of the furs shipped out of Alaska. Most 
important of the fur bearers were red fox, worth $342,496; white 
fox, $181,240; lynx, $199,992; mink, $159,718; and muskrat, $103,948. 

Fur farming is receiving much attention in Alaska, but the results, 
as a whole, are not very satisfactory. The Bureau has had reports 
of many more or less unsuccessful ventures. Foxes are the favorite 
animals handled, with occasionally martens, minks, and muskrats. 
At the end of the calendar year 1918 three islands under the juris- 
diction of the Department were under lease for the propagation of 
fur-bearing animals. A number of other islands are available for 
this purpose. 

REGULATIONS AND VIOLATIONS. 

The 1917 regulations for the taking of fur-bearing animals were 
substantially unchanged for 1918. The period of total prohibition 
of beaver trapping was extended to November 1, 1923. On the 
recommendation of the Governor of Alaska and other disinterested 
persons, the open season for taking foxes in the region draining into 
the Arctic Ocean north of the sixty-eighth parallel was extended 30 
days, so as to include April 14. On September 18, 1918, there was 
issued a new order A Sbitie the use of dogs in pursuing or killing 
any fur-bearing animals for which a close season is prescribed. 

here have been various prosecutions and seizures of furs for vio- 
lation of the regulations for the protection of fur-bearing animals. 
The principal infractions of the regulations are sale of unprime skins 
obviously taken out of season and possession or sale of beaver, 
marten, and fur-seal skins. The confiscated furs have been disposed 
of at public auction in Seattle, and have yielded several thousand 
dollars in revenue to the Government. 

TRANSFER OF CONTROL. 

The Bureau is administering to the best of its ability the laws re- 
lating to the terrestrial and arboreal fur bearers of Alaska, but the 
duty is incongruous to its legitimate functions. The pursuit of 
foxes does not constitute a fishery. The cultivation of minks can 
not be successfully conducted in a fish hatchery. If Congress desires 
to retain jurisdiction over these animals, control should be vested in 
the Bureau of Biological Survey of the Department of Agriculture. 
The proper alternative course would be to transfer the jurisdiction 
to the Territory. 
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MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS. 

APPROPRIATIONS AND ALLOTMENTS. 

The appropriations for the Bureau of Fisheries for the fiscal year 
1919 aggregated $1,183,140, as follows: 

SE ET (cl: Benepe ager he? 7 78 eR Aree pee ete Ae EE OS Sk I $437, 940 
Miscellaneous expenses: 

Administrationesees oe se 5S. EE aS, Ae ee 10, 000 
Propagation. of food fishes... ...:/ S502 2141)! ie Se) 1s see ees Sc eee 400, 000 
Maintenanceror vessels: {..2. -c Se Pea. 2 ba 4a ee eee oa eee 95, 000 
Inquiry respeciine dood. fishes): see pe foe 4 sh eee + eh eee 50, 000 
Diahismea lima wI Ty. sos. f 6 Jc. Dene <2 oe eS ee omeeine 2 > ee 7, 500 
Profecianmpponre fisheries. 5. vi esee Ss oc. Santee eens Bet eee 3, 000 

Protecting seal and salmon fisheries of Alaska (including deficiency of 
BAA OO) Sees f:. J... «Lies . holy ilies Beek okt 84. wtetene Cgaee oeeeees 144, 700 

Improvements at the Berkshire (Mass.) trout hatchery..........---.------ 2, 500 
Establishment of an auxiliary hatchery, Lake Champlain.............-.-- 5, 000 
Vessel for Pribilof Islands (including deficiency of $7,500)..............---- 27,500 

A detailed statement of the expenditures under the regular and 
deficiency appropriations will be submitted in accordance with law. 

Three allotments from the appropriation for the national security 
and defense were made by the President during the year, as follows: 
On July 2, 1918, $125,000 for a fishery-products laboratory in Wash- 
ington, D. C.; on July 2, 1918, $25,000 for increasing the food-fish 
supply; and on January 11, 1919, $10,000 for the same purpose. 

VESSEL SERVICE. . 

The steamer Roosevelt reached Seattle on July 7, 1918, from the 
Pribilof Islands and at once made ready for capes trip, taking on a 
miscellaneous cargo of general supplies, lumber, machinery, salt, 
coal, etc. Departure was made July 26, and the vessel arrived at 
Unalaska August 21, where she took on additional fuel and a ship- 
ment of salt which had been sent by commercial freight to that place. 
Two additional round trips between the island and Unalaska were 
made to transport the freight stored there. On the return voyage a 
large shipment of sealskins and a quantity of old bones were carried 
from St. Paul Island. Bad weather was encountered which pre- 
vented the bringing out of any products from St. George Island. The 
vessel reached Seattle at midnight, October 3. On her next voyage 
the Roosevelt left Seattle October 15, and arrived at the islands No- 
vember 3. The landing of cargo was delayed by storms, and it was 
necessary to go to Akutan for additional fuel before discharging all 
freight. Final departure from the islands was made on December 12, 
the vessel reaching Seattle with a cargo of sealskins, bones, etc., on 
January 3, 1919. 

On January 17 the master of the Roosevelt reported the vessel to be 
in need of overhauling, refitting, and repairs to put her in seaworthy 
condition, and this report was confirmed by officers in the Steam- 
boat-Inspection Service who surveyed the vessel. Arrangements 
were made to have the required work done at the Bremerton Navy 
Yard, but an examination of the ship by construction officers of the 
Navy elicited the report that repairs amounting practically to rebuild- 
ing would be necessary to put her in satisfactory condition and that 
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the cost and time involved would not be justified. Accordingly, on 
June 4 the Roosevelt was condemned and after the customary adver- 
tising was sold at public auction to the highest bidder on July 15, 
1919, for $28,000. 

Four vessels of the Bureau which were placed at the disposal of 
the Navy Department for the period of the war have been returned 
in good condition. It is understood that the military services of all, 
as part of the auxiliary fleet, were important and useful. The Alba- 
tross was under naval control from November 19, 1917, to June 23, 
1919; the Fish Hawk from July 18, 1918, to July 1, 1919; the Haleyon 
from May 14, 1917, to August 5, 1919; and the Phalarope from 
December 6, 1917, to July 29, 1919. Both the Fish Hawk and the 
Phalarope were Spisbsacell in Navy work for considerable periods 
prior to their being formally taken over. 

With the special appropriation for a vessel for the Pribilof Islands, 
the power schooner Lider was purchased at Seattle for $26,500. This 
boat, formerly a deep-sea halibut vessel known as the Jdaho, was built 
in 1913 and is of particularly seaworthy construction. She is 88 
feet long, and 19 feet beam, and is equipped with a 110-horsepower 
Frisco standard engine with the usual auxiliary machinery and fuel 
tanks of sufficient capacity to give a cruising radius of 5,500 miles. 
She will be further equipped with wireless apparatus, and as part of 
her duty will be guarding the fur-seal rookeries, she will be furnished 
with a light gun. 

There have been transferred to the Bureau by the Navy Depart- 
ment the motor boats Enterprise (S. P. 790), Polly (S. P. 690), Cobra 
(S. P. 626), and Calypso (S. P. 632). The two former will be used in 
fish-cultural work on the Maine coast, and at Cape Vincent, N. Y., 
respectively, and the two latter as patrol boats in southeast Alaskan 
waters. 

COOPERATION WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES. 

The Bureau of Fisheries cooperates with numerous other Govern- 
ment bureaus, and is glad to acknowledge the helpful attitude which 
exists throughout the public service. 

Relations of public importance have been maintained with the 
National Park Service, Department of the Interior, in Yellowstone 
and Glacier National Parks, where the Bureau conducts hatcheries 
and supplies fish for the stocking of park waters, while the National 
Park Service affords various facilities to this end. Shipments of fish 
are made to other national parks on the request of the proper offi- 
cials. The attraction which the national parks have for the general 
ublic is increased by the angling facilities they afford; and the 
ureau is in cordial accord with the movement to secure larger 

patronage for our unrivaled national recreation grounds. 
The-Bureau of Indian Affairs has entered into an agreement with 

the Bureau to promulgate better fishing regulations on the Quinault 
River in Washington, where a salmon hatchery is maintained for 
the benefit of the Indians. It became necessary to revise the regu- 
lations governing fishing by the Indians, and this was successfully 
accomplished after many conferences between officials of bot 
bureaus. 
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The Reclamation Service has tendered assistance in planting fish 
in streams and reservoirs that come under its control, and has pub- 
lished articles prepared by the Bureau in regard to the stocking of 
waters. 

The Forest Service has taken the greatest interest in the stocking 
of streams in forest reservations throughout the country. Its dis- 
trict forest supervisors have been receiving fish at the railroad sta- 
tions and taking them back into mountain streams, by pack horse in 
many instances, in especially constructed cans belonging to the For- 
est Service. This work has extended throughout the Rocky Moun- 
tain region, to Minnesota and Wisconsin, to the White Mountains, 
and to the Alleghanies in North Carolina. The fish thus handled by 
the Forest Service are placed in mountain streams and such waters 
as are heavily fished by tourists, thus affording much pleasure to a 
large and appreciative public. The increased use of automobiles by 
touring parties, and the movement to construct good roads through 
the forest reservations are causing more people to seek the reserva- 
tions each year, and angling is one of the principal attractions. 

With the Bureau of Chemistry the Bureau has cooperated in the 
examination of various fishery foods, with reference to the correct- 
ness of labels and the suitability for human consumption. The two 
bureaus worked together in introducing half a million pounds of 
Gulf fish into interior markets. 

The States Relations Service South of the Department of Agri- 
culture and the Bureau of Fisheries have cooperated effectively in 
various ways, the principal one being in giving demonstrations of 
the methods of preparing and cooking fish; these demonstrations 
ee at points in Florida, Mississippi, Georgia, and in Washington, 

The Bureau of Animal Industry has cooperated with this Bureau 
in bringing about an increased production of fish meal and calling 
the attention of agriculturists to the value of this product as animal 
food. The part taken by the Bureau of Fisheries has been to interest 
persons in the fishery mdustries in the production of this product, 
while the Bureau of Animal Industry carries on feeding tests and 
finds markets for such material as is produced. 

Reference is made elsewhere to the work of the Bureau, undertaken 
in connection with the Public Health Service, in eradicating mosqui- 
toes in the extra-catonment zone at Camp Hancock, Ga. L[Experi- 
ments in mosquito control are being jointly conducted by the Bureau 
of Entomology and the Bureau of series in Louisiana. 

The Coast Guard has rendered invaluable service, as heretofore, 
in connection with the Alaska work of the Bureau, more particularly 
with regard to transportation of persons and supplies to the Pribi- 
lof Islands. 

In October, 1918, the Coast Guard cutter Bear made a special tri 
to Seattle for the purpose of bringing out Assistant Agent A. ¢. 
Reynolds for urgent medical treatment. A small shipment of fur- 
seal skins from St. George Island was also carried. In response to a 
request from the Secretary of Commerce, on February 12, 1919, the 
Secretary of the Navy advised on March 3 that the commodore 
commandant of the Coast Guard had been directed to detail the 
cutters Unalga and Bear to maintain the usual patrol for the pro- 
tection of the seal herd. The Bear sailed from Seattle on May 14 
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and carried as passengers for the Bureau four employees from the 
plant of Funsten Bros. & Co., who were to assist in the sealing work 
on the islands. A small quantity of emergency supplies also was 
transported. Because of the quarantine established on account of 
the epidemic of influenza, these passengers could not be landed at 
the islands by the Bear and were taken to Nome and subsequently 
returned to Seattle. 

The Fuel Administration issued orders making it imperative that 
the Bureau’s stations and distribution cars be supplied with coal in 
such quantities and at such times as might be required. Had this 
not been done many of the stations would have been compelled to 
shut down, and the car service would have been crippled in its efforts 
to distribute fish. 

The Food Administration and the Bureau together worked out 
regulations governing fishing during the war period, and cooperated 
in other ways. 

Respectfully submitted. 
. H. M. Smiru, 

Commissioner of Fisheries. 
To Hon. Witiiam C. REDFIELD, 

Secretary of Commerce. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FISH EGGS DURING 
THE FISCAL YEAR 1919. 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK. 

EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF OPERATIONS. 

During the fiscal year 1919 the Bureau of Fisheries produced at 
its fish-cultural stations 5,876,985,350 fish and fish eggs and dis- 
seminated them throughout the country, its distributions embracing 
every section of the United States and the coastal regions of Alaska. 

Approximately 95 per cent of this output consisted, as heretofore, 
of the salmons, shad, whitefish, pike perch, yellow perch, lake trout, 
cod, pollock, haddock, and winter flounder, which constitute the 
more important commercial species; all of which fishes were planted 
by the Bureau either on or adjacent to the spawning grounds from 
which the eggs originated or in nonproductive waters where the 
natural conditions appear to favor the development of new and 
profitable fisheries. 

Though relatively small in numbers of fishes produced, that branch. 
of the work pertaining to the production of fishes suitable for stocking 
interior waters is in reality a very important part of the Bureau’s 
activities. Aside from its economic value, sata is large and is 
constantly increasing, its prosecution necessarily involves contact and 
cooperation with the general public, thus serving to arouse and 
stimulate an interest in the fisheries which can not be other than 
beneficial in its effect. Among the fishes most extensively propagated 
for stocking ponds, lakes, and streams, both public ane private, are 
the various trouts—brook, rainbow, and blackspotted—the large- 
mouth and smallmouth black bass, rock bass, sunfish, crappie, and 
catfish. Various other species are also handled in limited numbers. 

While the output of the pondfish cultural stations is annually 
expanding, it is far from being sufficient to meet public requirements. 
The deficiency is made up to some extent from the collections of young 
food fishes which are found in large numbers in the temporary lagoons 
rin 4 during certain seasons of the year in the high-water zones 
along the Mississippi River and some of its tributaries. Early in the 
year these rivers overflow their banks and spread out over miles of 
territory, and in the warm shallows thus formed many varieties of 
native food and game fishes deposit theirspawn. With the subsidence 
of the floods the young fishes resulting from such spawn are im- 
prisons in the thousands of depressions existing, at depths rangin 
rom a few inches to several feet. Here they are exposed for sever 
months to the depredations of game birds and aquatic enemies and, 
if not removed, all of them finally perish with the drying and freezing 
of the pools. The great bulk of the immense numbers of fishes 

35286°—21——-5 3 
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which the Bureau annually rescues from these temporary waters is 
returned to the original streams, but a small percentage is used to 
supplement stock for distribution to applicants, and it is only in this 
way that the heavy demands for pondfishes can be met. 

This work of conserving fish life in the Mississippi River Valley, 
instituted on a small scale by the Federal fishery department many 
years ago, has been gradually expanded as facilities permitted, so 
that during the fiscal year 1919 the results of such operations aggre- 
gated 55,818,817 fish rescued, of which all but 610,021 were returned 
to their native waters. This latter comparatively small number was 
transported for distribution in other sections of itis United States by 
means of the Bureau’s distribution cars. 

Inquiries recently instituted by the Bureau show that remarkable 
success is being attained in the stocking of interior waters with fish 
furnished from its stations. Most of the reports received on this 
branch of the work are favorable, but the results in the case of farm 
onds are especially encouraging. ‘Thousands of such ponds, though 
ormerly destitute of fish life, are now claimed by the owners to be 
yielding an abundant supply. 

ASSIGNMENT OF FISHES TO APPLICANTS. 

On receipt of a request for fish, the Bureau supplies a blank calling 
for a complete description of the waters to be stocked, and when the 
application is submitted the information contained therein is used as a 
basis for determining the species to be assigned. 

SELECTION OF SPECIES. 

The experience of the Bureau has demonstrated that in nearly 
every case it is preferable to introduce a species native to the locality 
of the waters to be stocked, and in specifying his choice of fish the 
applicant should bear this in mind. Nonindigenous fishes are 
furnished only upon the recommendation of his State fishery 
authorities, and, even with such indorsement, the Bureau reserves the 
right to exercise its judgment in the matter. 

Predacious fishes like black bass and perch are not suitable for 
waters inhabited by trout, and the Bureau refuses to entertain 
applications for these or any of the other spiny-rayed fishes for 
introduction into waters in Idaho, Washington, Oregon, California, or 
the western portions of Montana and Wyoming, believing that their 
presence in such waters might prove harmful to the important 
salmon and trout fisheries of those States. Species belonging to the 
Salmonide are not supplied for waters which already contain fishes 
that are known to prey upon them. In order to obtain carp for a 
private pond or lake, an applicant must first secure the indorsement 
of his State fishery authorities and must satisfy the Bureau that there 
is no way for them to escape into public waters. The right is also 
reserved to substitute a more desirable food and game species in 
place of the carp if the description of the waters named in the appl- 
cation indicates that they are suitable therefor. 

Eggs of certain species of fish are furnished to State hatcheries on 
request and occasionally to applicants who have hatching facilities, 
with the understanding that the product will be deposited in public 
waters. 
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SIZE OF ALLOTMENTS. 

In planning for its distributions the waters from which the Bureau’s 
egg collections are obtained must have first consideration. Aftersuch 
provision has been made the remainder of the available stock is 
allotted to applicants for stocking public or private waters. 

In determining the size of allotments to be made on applications 
the Bureau is governed by the number and size of the requested 
species available for distribution, by the extent of the water area to 
be stocked, and by the distance to which the fish must be transported. 
In every case the Bureau aims to supply only a sufficient number of 
young fish for the establishment of a bined stock, and it is expected 
that the recipient will take steps for their protection until they have 
had time to mature and stock the waters through natural repro- 
duction. 

TIME AND METHOD OF DELIVERY. 

Certain species, notably the brook trout and rainbow trout, are 
planted whenever possible during the fingerling stage; but, as the 
rearing facilities are limited, the stock must be reduced in the early 
S — to prevent overcrowding. ‘Thus a part of the output is annu- 
ally shipped in the fry stage. The distribution of the basses and other 
pondfishes begins about three weeks after they are hatched, and 
extends over a period of several months, the last lots of fish sent out 
ranging from 2 to 4 inches in length. The basses, sunfishes, crappie, 
yellow perch, and other fishes rescued from landlocked ponds and 
pools in the Mississippi River Valley are from 3 to 6 inches long when 
distributed. 

It is the policy of the Bureau to fill applications in the order of 
their receipt and to deliver the fish assigned as soon thereafter as 
possible, but there are certain conditions connected with the distribu- 
tion work which should be thoroughly understood by prospective 
pepe. 

he cost involved in making shipments of fish compels the Bureau 
to exercise the utmost economy in arranging its distribution work. 
The delivery of special consignments and those intended for distant 
points must be delayed until a sufficient number of applications from 
the same section of the country have been received to warrant the 
expense of a messenger shipment. ‘The Bureau can not carry a stock 
of fish for delivery on demand, and when the supply of one year is 
exhausted no more are available until the crop of the succeeding year 
is ready to be sent out. The shipment of trout from the Bureau’s 
eastern stations begins early in March, and all applications received 
after that time are carried over until the following year. Trout dis- 
tributions from stations in the Rocky Mountain regions are made 
between May and October, and, in order to insure early attention, 
applications from that part of the country should be in the Wash- 
ington office of the Bureau not later than May 1. Theso-called warm- 
water fishes, including black bass, sunfish, and crappie, are shipped 
between May and December, and requests for them should be sub- 
mitted ag to May 1. 

The fish are shipped in railroad cars especially designed for the 
purpose or in baggage cars, accompanied hy a messenger, and the 
delivery is made at the applicant’s railroad station without expense 
to him. When an application for fish is received by the Bureau the 
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person submitting it is immediately notified of the species assigned 
thereon and the approximate time when delivery may be expected. 
Full directions for the reception and care of the fish are also sent to 
him. Prior to the shipment a second notice is sent, usually a tele- 
gram, specifying the exact time when the assignment will arrive at 
his railroad station. Jn the event that for some unforseen reason it 
becomes necessary to postpone the delivery the applicant is notified 
accordingly. 

CHARACTER AND SIZE OF OUTPUT. 

- During the fiscal year 1919 the Bureau propagated and distributed 
some 60 species of fish and lobster, as shown in the following list. 
Fishes rescued from overflowed lands in the Mississippi Basin and 
restored to original waters or distributed in other sections of the 
United States are included. 

List oF Species HANDLED. 

THE CATFISHES (SILURID): 
Horned pout, bullhead (Ameiurus nebulosus). 
Marbled catfish (Ameiurus nebulosus marmoratus). 
Mississippi catfish (Ameiurus lacustris). 
Spotted catfish, channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus). 
Yellow catfish (Leptops olivaris). 

THE SUCKERS (CATOSTOMID#): 
Mongrel buffalofish (Ictiobus urus). 
Common buffalofish (Ictiobus cyprinelia). 
Smallmouth buffalofish (Ictiobus bubalus). 
Common sucker, white sucker (Catostomus commersonit). 
Common red horse, mullet (Mozxostoma aureolum). 
Black sucker (Hypenteliwm nigricans). 

THE CARPS (CyPRINIDE): 
Asiatic carp (Cyprinus carpio). 

THE SHADS AND HERRINGS (CLUPEIDZ): 
Shad (Alosa sapidissima). 
Alewife (Pomolobus pseudoharengus). 
Skipjack (Pomolobus chrysochloris). 

THE SALMONS, TROUTS, WHITEFISHES, ETC. (SALMONIDA): 
Common whitefishes (Coregonus albus and C. clupeaformis). 
Lake herring, cisco (chiefly Leucichthys artedi). 
Chinook salmon, king salmon, guspant salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha), 
Silver salmon, coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch). 
Humpback salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha). 
Chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta). 
Blueback salmon, redfish, sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka). 
Steelhead salmon (Salmo gairdneri). 
Rainbow trout (Salmo shasta). 
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar). 
Landlocked salmon (Salmo sebago). 
Blackspotted trout, redthroat trout (Salmo lewis). 
Loch Leven trout (Salmo levenensis). 
Lake trout, Mackinaw trout (Cristivomer namaycush). 
Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis). 

THE GRAYLINGS (THYMALLID2&): 
Montana grayling (Thymallus montanus). 

THE sMELTS (OSMERIDA): 
Smelt (Osmerus mordaz). 

THE MACKERELS (SCOMBRIDZ#): 
Common mackerel (Scomber scombrus). 

THE SUNFISHES, BLACK BASSES, AND CRAPPIES (CENTRARCHIDZ): 
Crappie (Pomozis annularis). 
Strawberry bass (Pomozis sparoides). 
Rock bass (Ambloplites rupestris). 
Smallmouth black bass (Micropterus dolomieu). 
Largemouth black bass (Micropterus salmoides). 
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THE SUNFISHES, BLACK BASSES, AND CRAPPIES (CENTRARCHID®)—Continued. 
Bluegill sunfish (Lepomis pallidus). 
Redspotted sunfish (Lepomis humilis). 
Longeared sunfish (Lepomis megalotis). 
Common sunfish (Ewpomotis gibbosus). 
Warmouth, goggle-eye (Chznobryttus gulosus). 

THE PERCHES (PERCID#): 
Pike perch (Stizostedion vitrewm). 
Yellow perch (Perca flavescens). 

Tue pIKes (Lucip2): 
Little pickerel (Lucius vermiculatus). 
Common pickerel (Lucius lucius). 
Muskallunge (Lucius masquinongy). 

THE BASSES (SERRANID2): 
Striped bass, rockfish (Roccus lineatus). 
White bass (Roccus chrysops). 
White perch ( Morone americana). 
Yellow bass ( Morone interrupta). 

THE pRuMs (ScIAENID#): 
Fresh-water drum, lake sheepshead (A plodinotus grunniens). 

THE cops (GADID#): 
Cod (Gadus callarias). 
Haddock ( Melanogrammus xglefinus). 
Pollock (Pollachius virens). 

THE FLOUNDERS (PLEURONECTID®): 
Winter flounder, American flatfish (Pseudopleuronectes americanus). 

CRUSTACEANS: 
American lobster (Homarus americanus). 

The following table gives the different fish-cultural stations and 
substations operative in 1919, the period of operation of each, and 
the number of fish and eggs, by species, furnished for distribution 
by each station, through propagation, through collections from aux- 
iliary stations, and through rescuing fish from overflowed lands of 
sy acme Basin. It will be noted that transfers of fish and 
eggs from station to station are frequent. Such transfers are made 
in the interest of economy and convenience where the shipments 
consist of eggs, and give advantageous distribution centers in the 
case of young fish. 

STaTIons OPERATED AND Output or EPacu ror Fiscat YEAR 1919. 

[NoTr,.—See explanations of reference characters on p. 12.) 

Fingerlings, 
Station and period of Snort sie : pecies, Eggs. Fry. yearlings. Total, 

operation. and adults. 

Afognak, Alaska:4 
Entire WOAES. 5 its asus Humpback salmon.....|............- 2,142,000 | 5.00.50. 2,142,000 

Sockeye salmon........ 20, 700, 000 11,906,000 | 13,677,000 46, 283, 000 
Atchafalaya, La.: ’ 

Mar-Apr a Buffalofish............- [eee cc cc ueg ene 110,940,000 |............ 110, 940, 000 
Baird, Calif.: 

Entire Year..5.-.....-. CHOC: MAACREL S's 4 alias. Shan sta vlliws sone tees 2, 280,000 2, 280, 000 
Battle Creek, Calif— } | 

Entire year...........|..... G0. 126 Fateewa ic BBS O00 | ate eaten ess 4, 509, 000 5, 147, 000 
Mill Creek, Calif. — 
Psi en rl See pepe RA UN fo oo see sets 3, 498, 800 14, 662, 800 

Baker Lake, Wash.: | 
Entire year...........|...-- IG. sce dune tere Teer evcsssabeuilasace cones. ones Pe 

Sockeye salmon........|..........-.- Napebows ane ae 8,622, 000 8, 622, 000 
Birdsview, Wash.b— 

Entire year........... PM IAEKE DOGO WOU be sre nl een es bce ers |sukde sane dee ex 154,000 154,000 
Chinook salmon... ceclisevsssecswes 24, 320 162, 000 186, 320 
Chitrrit sANTGON «6. 2s eagte on or es 848, 840: |. dosaboue ee 848, 840 
Humpback salmon... ..|......5.....- 1,000; 000 |... .s/seecues 1,969, 000 
SALVE BAINION «ovis on coaleae seb we'seut 4, 687, 520 769, 600 5, 457, 120 
BOCMPS PRION 5... Wal dev swe evs vebA | vo wrusidaleddes 45, 560 45, 560 
Steelhead salmon. . .. -. 25, COU i ates ay dvitien 198, 865 223, 865 
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STATIONS OPERATED AND Output or Eacu ror Fiscan YEAR 1919—Continued. 

[Notr.—See explanations of reference characters on p. 12.] 

Station and period of 3 Fingerlings, 
“ Species. Eggs. Fry. yearlings, Total. operation. aud adults. 

Baker Lake, Wash.—Con. 
Darrington, Wash.— 
Mar.-June........---- @hum/salmon’. 2: <..-ss.-|- so ee eee 6195000") coe eee 619, 000 

Silver/salmon os Sos. -.| i. eae DSS900! |e aa see ee 18,900 
Duckabush, Wash.— 

Entire year......-..-- Chum salmon =: -65%..\.<|2 so saneeeeees 2,780,000 | 2,803,160 5, 583, 160 
am pback salmon. 2 2|hs eee Bee ere 369, 958 369, 958 
Silver 'salmoni. 2-22-2222). o 2 eo ae sa a awe 208, 380 208, 380 

Quileene, Wash.c— 
Entire year........... Chinook|salmonzese=<.clSteac. aoe 18°250) | 32s eeeere 18, 250 

Chum salmon seg2 6 cepa eee 1,545, 000 2,405, 600 
Humpback salmon =. ...)) 2. ee eare 885° 500": 2 Seen 385, 500 
Silver'salmonea. 22.2 -/2.|. 5. SAE eae ans 354, 000 
Steelhead’ salmrons—-2-2|\) ¥ 750,000) hee eee 220, 000 

Sultan, Wash.— 
Entire year........-.. Ghinook salmontooes och 2. se esse ee| 246,430) | - se eee 246, 430 

Silver'salmone 222 2S2ne|-cetcccascewn| | 2y0ots O00) |Memeeeten ses 2,157, 600 
Steelhead salmon: - + ce. Pal eeies ae ve ee a A 92, 500 

Berkshire, Mass.: 
Entire WOatsenace sane Brook troub 2c. 5 eso aeeee a eee Ee eee eee 542, 300 

Rainbow trout. ....-..- 12,000 
Smallmouthiblack bass-} 2 22-225 cleave eee 2000s| Feces ees 2,000 

Boothbay Harbor, Me.: 
Entire year..........- Biewiulowas see oe eee = Ree 25; OOOH) SAE CrEE 25,000 

COG) Ee eee Saas oa leek ace eee iti oll OO THOUD 3] eae ene 1,067, 000 
Mlounden. =< os J se.5-.- | cere cemeenn| Le eeQs nO NOUR eae re A .-|1, 279, 256, 000 
add echkte <2 oe s.ene selene se mcmenes 192, 
Wopsteleeeseseeeceeaean 7,500, 000 
Pollock} see emtenesse es Soek a. heel Ae ee 0004 sree ee 1,714, 000 

Bozeman, Mont.: 4 
Entire year.-.-..----- Blackspottad iroutess = -|2t esac ee alec ee eater ; 945, 750 

Brook trout 688) 350 
Graylinets(tomecscesec) anes ke eee 275, 000 
Rainbow trout..-...-.- 50/0004) etecpeeeeet ty 2, 449, 750 

Glacier Park, Mont.— 
Mar.—June...........- Brook trout (sce 25 eas. SSS 2 350 000-2 ea eee 350, 000 

Yellowstone, W yo.e— 
July—Sept..-.c2-- 22: Blackspotted trout.....| 12,000; 200,000 |............ 212,000 

Bryans Point, Md.: f 
Feb.-May........-..- 3] CE) 3 | Se A A ae ae le 44/864, 550! | sco measecce 44, 864, 550 

VGlOWsperchi-seche wee aliod Soest. - eae 153,679; 500))|/S2c2ce Senses 153, 679, 500 
Cape Vincent, N. Y.:9 

Entire year.......--.- Brook (LOUt on stee Elo. ceene aaa 658,500) || So sses- ec ces 658, 500 
Chinook ssimton 2425.6. al esceseeeenees 627, 600 777, 600 
Lake herring..........- 146,700,000 | 86,180,000 |............ 232, 880, 000 
WAKO trOUtE asses wees |eoeae meee 461: 97D) anos sheen » 467,975 
Wiehitetish?: 222-622-027 25, 450, 000 41 B70 R000 fee 67, 120, 000 
Wellow, perch teens = teee e eee 7. 000, WOOF c a cmaes ee 7, 000, 000 
Miscellaneous fishes. ...].........--.. 1, 000; OOOH E52 See ees 1,000, 000 

Central Station, Washing- 
ton, D.C 

Entire year Bir hae RE Brook troutes5.3- 2-50 bse ce acduawe (oe aeceeeiae. fe 16,000 
Rainbow trowte= sitter efoto esa elem eee 8 - i 11, 500 
Bligd’) 3c) ek Sete S00000 |:.: scene 300, 000 
Wihitetishes —..2.12 sn. OOOO |<). 2. etsieeee 750, 000 
Vellow.perchics= o-oo 5 |S eaeoeeee 27500; 000)! 20 oeigemee 2, 500, 000 

Clackamas, Oreg.: h 
Entire yual........--- Blackspotted' trouteon .-)o5cc0c5cesenol meee peer eecen 80, 000 

Brook trout. .2.-s..e==- [di acag ese al enemeeeeoe ts 64, 400 
Chinook salmon.....--- cecal bas aah hb ees 3,081,000 
Rainbow trots: 2 ose wltees cco aect lsc eee eee ‘110, 800 
Steclhead salmon wsso..)2622222.2 4. eee 25, 000 

Applegate, Oreg.— 
Entire year.......---- Ohinook salmonz2ecs222|($.2222: 2 eS. 30, 850 

Silver salmon’. oa.2 aes) goose eee es ol sc ae eee ee 494, 650 
Steelhead salmon...... 500;000:|.. °c aeeassaee 532, 000 

Big White Salmon, 
Wash.— 

Entire year.......---- Chinook salmon: .))..s2|0- oi fee see = «|| eee ele 9, 102, 000 9, 102, 000 
Little White Salmon, 

Wash, i— 
Entire year. ..° 05 -c22-).2ce- lO.) Seite ccne vedo wclige date eee Oe eee 9,177, 500 9,177,500 

Chum: salmon s 2325s. -2)).2-seeeeeeess AGORBOO! | a 2'ecice cot 460, 8 
Sockeye salmon s55--.25|\.2ssteesseess | es aeee cee tines 939, 960 939, 960 

Rogue River, Oreg.— 
Entire year.......-.-- Blackspotted trout: .\.:|-.2.:sseeeeaee |e secs ee 37, 700 37,700 

Chinook SAlMON! sos 55,3 2|-.5 Se aeseeees| ese. ae eee a 1,002, 100 1,002, 100 
Rainbow troup. sae .2 2:2 eee sees eee ee sem 48, 000 48, 000 
Silver. salmons osc c.5-'.|). ac aeeeee oe kee sees 2 97, 590 97, 500 
Steelhead salmon 5. 2.205. eater. Necee ee eree toss 775, 000 775, 000 
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Stations OPERATED AND OurTreutT oF EacuH ror Fiscat YEAR 1919—Continued. 

[NotEe.—See explanations of reference characters on p. 12.] 

Station and period of 
operation. 

Clackamas, Oreg.—Contd. 
Upper Clackamas, 

St. Helens, Oreg.— 
July-June 

Willamette, Oreg.— 
July—June 

Washougal, Wash.— 

Duluth, Minn. :/ 
Entire year........... 

Weldon, N. C.— 
Apr.-May OS sheet. 2 

Erwin, Tenn.:* 
Entire year..........- 

F rt, Iowa: 
mtire year........... 

Green Lake, Me.: 
Entire year........... 

Homer, Minn.: 
Entire year........... 

Fingerlings, 
Species. Eggs. Fry. yearli Total 

and adults. 

Chinogksaimonse. ses22 pe 22 = 22 a) oes 1,211,000 1,211,000 
Silver salmon........-- | Ce ee baie 1d eee 2, 200 2, 200 
Steelhead salmon.......|......------- je eee Aa eS 10, 500 10, 500 

Shad 11,716, 700 

3, 449, 000 

305, 000 

213, 450 
8,904 

400 
66, 900 

Black bass 37, 100 

ALIBNIGIG BOIMONs soc 22 fee en gen ean « 2,390, 000 700 2,390, 700 
ROOK BIQUMS << bp ac secewinae aneraner 516,000 63, 200 579, 200 
Landlocked salmon....!........-...- Ut ee Se 90,925 

White perch...........|....--------- 2,035, 000 |<. ce. ons-s- 2,035, 000 
ga LD ag oe Cee A By J ited ai [egress SL 114 114 

IE BE os ohn oleae cdbay eaeed 

Rock bass 
Smallmouth black bass. 
Sunfish 

Black bass 

Pike and pickerel......|... 
Smallmouth black bass.|. - . 

Brook Oui. ass shekilenoveascs eect ot <M RM) Chane vecncs 48, 480 
Landlocked salmon 72, 757 91,704 

34,938 34,938 

Black bass. .. 174, 366 174, 366 
Buffalofish. . . 586, 890 586, 890 
EEO ee 10,083, 500 10,083, 500 
Cattish. (2.2... 6,615, 225 6,615, 225 
Crappie... 250. 8, 037, 335 8,037,335 

MOMMY Joa ce os, 3 18, 500 18, 
Pike and pickerel 327, 250 327, 250 
Rock bass.........: 4,600 4,600 
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Stations OPERATED AND Output or Eacu For Fiscat YEAR 1919—Continued. 

[NotTEe.—See explanations of reference characters on p. 12.] 

Station and period of 
operation. 

Homer, Minn.—Contd. 
Entire year......-..-. 

La Crosse, Wis.: 
Entire year. 

Leadville, Colo.:7 

Louisville, Ky.: 
Entire year......---.- 

Cairo, Ill.— 
Sept —Octecis2e 222 tis. 

Mammoth Spring, Ark.: 
Entire year....-..-..- 

Manchester, Towa: 0 
Entire year.......--.- 

Bellevue, lowa— 
ADLy=DeG. cocsecd- = oe 

North McGregor, lowa— 
July-Dec.....- Sass 

Meredosia, Tll.: ? 
Entire year........-.- 

Species. 

White bass... 2... .-2ssee 
Yellow perch...---.---- 
Miscellaneous. ...------ 

Black bass: .. 2<--soss6- 
Brook trout..:.=2-=----- 
Buatslofish-.- 22-2222 

Sunfish ! S220 se e2 se tee 
Yellow perch....------ 
Miscellaneous. .--.----- 

Blackspotted trout... .. 
BrooktTout...--0-5---= 
Dake eroutececs 4 heen 
Loch Leven trout... -.-- 
Rainbow trout. -.-....--- 

Blkek bass: :2-2-se-2 a= 
Brooktrout==---------- 
Crappie 
Pike perehise- = -seeece- 

Smallmouth black bass. 
Sunfish 
Yellow perch....-.-.---- 

Black Passe) 2-2 ee - 
Buffaloifish {3 75222.-~ 
Catfish....--..--------- 

BIG Dass: Sees seen 
Rock bass. 
Smallmouth black bass. 

Brook: trowutss oe ee Hao 
PikG POLCN see - =~  e 
Rain Owe troubesoeee cee 
Rock bas 
een aliatoeti black bass. 
Sunfish 

Black Dass so5> one 
Buffalo AST se eee 

Sunfigh is eine Sen eee 
SWIHILO: PASS) «oie ponies ae 
Yellow perch.... 22.2. 
Miscellaneous.......--- 

Black bass 262 ssese4564 
Biutalo fishss cs.cees 25 
Carp 
KOMIaIRNS 2. Sok eeeaeeeeee 
Oragple cc. .) -~--sercr a 
Pike and pickerel...... 
Rfitiphien slosh oxen ss 
Winite' bass... 2.5 22..73 
Yellow perch... ae 
Miscellaneous........-. 

Black bass..... 
Buffalo fish. ... 
Carp 

Eggs. Fry. 
\Fingerlings, 
yearlings, 
and adults. 

Catfish Si a pie 2 renee eee rT BL a 

Total. 
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Srations OPERATED AND OvutTrut oF Eacu ror Fiscan YEAR 1919—Continued. 

[Note.—See explanations of reference characters on p. 12.] 

Station and d pes of 
operation, Species, Eggs. 

Meredosia, Tll.—Contd. 
Entire year.....------ Crappie 2d. 222: <a ea 

Bmfish = oe Sa ae oe ee cee 
Wellow bass 2565 $3528 4s Pass e-2=2 
Wellow perchesto 5-2 ocean a = = 

Nashua, N. H.: 
Entire year. ..-..-..-- Brook tromGss: soc 5eceecieee tases ee 

Landlocked salmon. ...|.....-------- 
Rambow tlrolles ness ees ee 
Smallmouth black bass.|........--.--- 

Neosho, Mo.: ¢ 
ieriLire Year. -.-..-- Black: pases 34- he 530s) sot ere 

Cathightt 25S Ri ee ess 3 0s 25. 
Grappid = eae ere 523s 5 
Rainbow trout.....-.--- 82, 700 
Mock bass. ceases ete soe ee os. 
Smallmouth black bass.|_........---- 
Lie SE: eee! Sa 
Yellow perch..........- 160, 000 

Northville, Mich.: / 
Entire year.......--.- Braco (rods .2e 2. lS. os ne at 

mamibow thotts te. oC21C foc 5.22eeS 
Smallmouth black bass.)........----- 

Charlevoix, Mich.: r 
Entire year. .......--- AROCLOR: 35% <--=5 = 1,518, 000 

PUR ORCLL fons 2s ne an 
Steelhead BONO Sarees, ote 
Wiiitelish 2: 325.52.-252. 15, 280, 000 

Detroit, Mich.— 
Apr.—-May ........---- (RED Deneh ses Sooo ass 

Bay City, Mich.— 
eee ee elses fe ee 348, 800, 000 
burg, S. C.: 

mtire year..........- DRG DAS ts. to reocls 3 o-oo at 
Ce tril eee, SE te een |e nea ae 
in ee See ee Sp, ERE ent 

Put in Bay, Ohio: * 
Entire year.......-.-.. 61s ek ape ae al | REN see e 

EARS PECIE. Joc cs - se tant 23, 100, 000 
Wy ROE wie elena 70, 920, 000 
GUS CK Clase kee ace <h Cub he ann nam 

Quinault, Wash.: 
Entire year.......-... Ginttk SaNNOls 3s «on Seade «cna ans 

Ue ne ee (OS ae 
Sockeye salition 2c... fo. s tutes 

St. Johnsbury, Vt.: ¢ 
Entire year........... Brook trout........-.-- 7,000 

Aad SIRI, Sen 5 6 lh OS aa le Seno 
Landlocked salmon....|........-...-- 
RIEDOW ThOUGs Sudens tote. cece ss 
Smallmouth black bass.|..........-.- 
Steelhead salmon.......)...........-- 

Holden, Vt.— 
Entire i ey een STO CHONG dats oo ano ofodsne cnx ee 

aly GOOG ah sek oes sesh. ceo bs iis Je 
zandlocked salmon... ..}.........---- 
Steelhead salmon.......|.........---- 

Lakewood, Vt.— 
ye Pike perth. 226 c055- 522. 29, 300, 000 

Yellow perch: :22.2:.2.-. 22, 500, 000 
San Marcos, Tex. 

Entire year........... PETS ge ee ee eae 
Cripnis.« fsa eet thts toe db ee 
eo aa Re ee 8 a sees 
Sunfish sche eee bo sstecsé 

Saratoga, Wyo.: 
Entire year........... Blackspotted trout.....)............- 

BCGOK THOS it os sees eetfete tsetse ee 
Rainbow trout......... 805, 000 | 
Steelhead salmon.......|.........-.-- 

Spearfish, 8. Dak.: 
Entire WRON Edit 65 0 isis. Blackspotted trout.....]...........-. 

PerOOK Urol. «5: | os oeeeluede esas ess 
Lake trout, 23490. Steleepee caer ee 
Loch Leven trout... 2. isis 3... .%. 
MAMUOW CONS... > a iaeecces. ess 
Steelhead salmon... ..<i)sneee sana. see 

Springville, Utah: ° 
Entire year..........- Blackspotted trout. . ... 121,000 

RIGO: CRO Gl cs cov bs d|sedemeaaee ee» 
Rainbow trout......... 400, 000 

5,678, 000 

52,715 
2, 210 
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Stations OPERATED AND OutTPuT oF Eacu ror Fiscan YEAR 1919—Continued. 

[NoTE,—See explanations of reference characters below. 

Station and period of 
operation. 

Springville, Utah—Contd. 
Paris, Idaho— 
Feb.-May 

Tupelo, Miss.: 
Entire year......-.---- 

Friar Point, Miss.— 
July-Dec 

White Sulphur Springs, 
W. Va.: 4 
Entire year........-.- 

Woods Hole, Mass.: 
Entire year........--- 

Wytheville, Va.:” 
Entire year 

Yes Bay, Alaska: 2 
Entire year........... 

Gross total 
Loss in transit 

Species. 

Crappie 
Sunfish 

Black bass=.-226--eee 
Bufislofishi se) fees 
Catfish 
Crappie: <.).gecs = 422 seee 
Rockibass-. o.saceeeaeee 
Sunfish 

Rock bassic oct sacs 
Smallmouth black bass. 
Bannish fee cc vee eee 

Rock bas 
Smallmouth black bass. 
Santishes soe eae 

Humpback salmon..... 
Sockeye salmon 

1, 495, 000 

319, 700 

20, 384, 000 

9, 508, 000 

4,548, 516, 830 
1, 176, 505 

4, 547, 340, 325 

Fingerlings, 
yearlings, Total. 
and adults. 

viata neanes 1,495, 000 

73,165 392, 865 
675 675 

56, 650 56, 650 
1,059 1,059 

30, 443 30, 443 
4,950 4,950 

121, 276 121, 276 
26,389 26, 389 

440 44 
69, 125 69, 125 

861, 300 861,300 
137,050 137, 050 

2, 400 2,400 
840 51,340 
900 

C3220 eer 20, 384, 000 
BPRS A of) 1, 235, 946, 000 
432 SOeieee 9, 508, 000 

12,925 12,925 
103, 300 103, 300 
464, 200 
10, 350 10, 350 

360 360 
3,115 3,115 

asa de eles eee 930, 000 
8, 679, 700 39, 829, 700 

151, 832, 593 |5, 878, 219, 968 
58, 113 1, 234, 618 

151,774, 480 |5, 876, 985, 350 

NOTES TO REFERENCE CHARACTERS IN PRECEDING TABLE. 

For convenience in handling, transfers were made as follows: 
ak to Baker Lake, 5,760,000 humpback salmon; to Quinault, 5,000,000 sockeye-salmon eggs. a Afo 

+ Birdsview to Charlevoix, 25,000; to St. Johnsbury, 50,000 steelhead-salmon eggs. 
¢ Quilcene to Holden, 50,000; 

> 

d@ Bozeman 

trout eggs. 

to Green Lake, 50,000 steelhead-salmon eggs. 
to Spearfish, 25,000; to Manchester, 25,000; to Clackamas, 200,000; to Northville, 25,000; to 

Wytheville, 75,000; to White Sulphur Springs, 25,000; to Rogue River, 100,000; to Birdsview, 50,000 rainbow- 

e Yellowstone to Spearfish, 345,000; to Saratoga, 427,000; to Birdsview, 105,000; to Clackamas, 105,000; 
to Glacier Park, 265,000 blackspotted-trout eggs. 

/ Bryans Point to Central Station, 875,000 shad eggs, 3,120,000 yellow-perch eggs. 
9 Cape Vincent to Central Station, 500,000 whitefish eggs, 1,500,000 lake-herring eggs. 
% Clackamas to Central Station, 20,000 chinook-salmon eggs. 
i Little White Salmon to Cape Vincent, 820,000 chinook-salmon eggs. 
J Duluth to Leadville, 25,000 lake-trout eggs; to Manchester, 2,000,000; to La Crosse, 5,000,000 pike-perch 

eggs. 
E Erwin to Cold Springs, 2,000 rock-bass fingerlings. 

Harbor, 2,100,000 pollock eggs. 
m Grand Lake Stream to Craig Brook, 100,000 landlocked-salmon eggs. 
n Leadville to Glacier Park, 500,000 brook-trout eggs; to Saratoga, 206,000 rainbow-trout eggs; to Cedar 

Island Lodge, 100,000 brook-trout eggs in exchange for rainbow-trout eggs. 
o Manchester to Northville, 24,700; to La Crosse, 100,000 rainbow-trout eggs. 
P Meredosia to Neosho, 1,000 catfish fingerlin 

t Gloucester to Boothbay 

» Neosho to Meredosia, 5,000 rock-bass 
trout eggs. 

r Charlevoix to Holden, 50,000 lake-trout oBgs 
* Put-in-Bay to Duluth, 22,400,000; to Char 

to Louisville, 2,000,000; to La Crosse, 7,000,000 pike- perch eggs. 

Ss. 

dgeriings: to Erwin, 51,000; to Central Station, 15,000 rainbow- 

evoix, 64,680,000; to Central Station, 800,000 whitefish eggs; 

¢ St. Johnsbury to Berkshire, 50,000; to Central Station, 17,960 brook-trout eggs. 
u Saratoga to St. Johnsbury, 50,000; to Leadville, 206,000 rainbow-trout eggs. 
v ae to Saratoga, 608,400 brook-trout eggs. 
wD ytheville to Erwin, 23,000; to Neosho, 22,000; to Manchester, 24,000; to Central Station, 10,000 rainbow- 

trout eggs. 
x Yes Bay to Birdsview, 406,000 humpback-salmon eggs; to Little White Salmon, 1,059,900 sockeye- 

salmon eggs. 
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The eggs hatched at the main stations and substations listed in the 
foregoing table are in many cases obtained from auxiliary sources, 
usually temporary stations occupi 
some instances, mere camps, which are shifted from year to year. 

ed during the season only or, in 
In 

the Great Lakes and off the New England coast collections are made 
by the Bureau’s vessels or boats in favorable localities. The follow- 
ing temporary stations and collecting points operative for the periods 
indicated, furnished eggs of the given species for the main hatcheries 
during 1919: 

Eac-CoLLecTInG STATIONS FOR FiscaL YEAR 1919. 

Station. Period of operation. Species handled. 

Baker Lake, Wash.: 
Pan WAAR Se ok ce November to June...........- Chum, silver, and steelhead salmons. 
Illabott Creek, Wash......-.--- November to February. .----- Chum and stlver salmons. 

Bozeman, Mont.: 
Madison Valley, Mont.. -| March to June...............- | Grayling, rainbow trout. 
Clear Creek, Wyo...-......---- July and) June..2. 22.22. acs Blackspotted trout. 
Columbine Creek, Wyo..-.--.|..... Oo OER TEES aes See | Do. 
@ub Creek; Wyo.-.......2222.42.2.- Oe Jaca e BBL SG. Fee: Do. 
Pelican Creek, Wyo......-...-|..... 2 eae, Bie OS Ne Do. 
Soda Butte, Wyo.............|..... tM Vk ELE Fee Nee Do. 

Cape Vincent, N. Y.: 
ete Pong Disy ..-.3 22: 5 INGVOmMbers .-<cs tte ~ teases Whitefish. 

PMG AY, Ns Nai oc ccetslewake pee eee er oe .-| Lake herring, whitefish. 
Fair Haven eey, ) es EE Sa Oe a [Pe Sh A Cee Pee Lake herring. 
Meaning Crock) N.Y ..- <4 $3522)) 222. vl teak ea ae Reker Whitefish. 
rans ay) oN eas... 4 eek 1 ee | See) es Oe Yellow perch. 
Henderson Harbor, N. Y......| November..............------ Lake herring. 
Pigeon Istana N.7y -......2922.)00... ree CeCe ee eee Lake trout, whitefish. 
BOGHBAEGIND SIN 8 a o(2 222 Seen nl oc'n 4s Ok aakettictauckeseeeaaetes Lake herring. 
= Ty eee ee Whitefish. 
Stony Island, N. Y........... October to November......... Lake trout. 
Whree Mile’ Bay, .N. Y..--..02.).2... GO cciuncstsbesaweenecss ses Lake herring, whitefish. 

Clackamas, Oreg.: 
Eagle Creek, Oreg..........-.-. March to Jwnes ds ses secck se ss8 | Steelhead salmon. 
Elk Creek, Oreg...........---- October to April...........--- Blackspotted trout, silver and steel- 

head salmons. 
Leadville, Colo.: 

Antero Lakes, Colo............ May to JUNG so. nc caserixee sss Blackspotted and rainbow trouts. 
Crysta] Lake, Colo............ PIOVEMDOR da ot auhe a cae weaker Brook trout. 
Engelbrecht Lakes, Colo...... October to November.......-. Do. 
Evergreen Lake, Colo.........|..... AG ue tnkh abekences sscsss <n Do 
Northfield Lake, Colo.........|..... Op uacdeoe iat deuce cian Do. 
Turquoise Lake, Colo..-.......|..... Oa ite eee ath he doc aayt Do, 
Woodland Park, Colo.........|..... 7 et oS) a SP > Do. 

ayn ~~ Mich, d k h NG MADNESS © vcvaccnwdvadecled san Oa ssccbscbacteus cies. Lake trout, pike perch. 
Chtebeyran, Mich. ....- 20040525). 222 RG; Saece oe Cen khh hee bia ty Do. 
BOA, (MENU Gane ease dorbddce te rat oR aes are See ee Do. 
Co Gl ee es Ae ES RD aca! Se she Pera sence wha 9 Do. 
Hammond Bay, Mich......... MOWEIIDE J45 deh vase uv ece tan Whitefish. 
DeAIE MELON Sur ainwad saa ches tle aee WO ded el ivecise vs ceed aia Lake trout. 
Manistique, Mich............. October to November.......-.- Do. 
Mackinaw City, Mich.........]..... PUR kta cus cee Ae anes Do. 
Naubinway, Mich............- PRU wo 6u obs wv abe bunn ssi Whitefish. 
Northport, age ial ies (ett AD Be ee perry re Lake trout. 
eT i (a Gn ge eatacten Site wyantacs Whitefish. 
St. James, Mich. 25.5. 20.--ce)-0008 CC ee ME Es Lake trout, whitefish. 
REE OLTIE, MACNN « oc va aan eae sl seas (1) SRO 4 Fe BRO Whitefish. 

Put in Bay, Ohio: 
Catawba Island, Ohio........- November to December....... Do. 
Kellys Island, Ohio...........|..... A ate A ap EPR Do. 
Isle St. George, Ohio.......... November, December, April. .| Whitefish, pike perch, 
Middle Bass, Ohio............|..... Toa merry ager a Whitefish. 
Monroe, | ASS FAI 8 AE es SS 8 0. ad 
Fort Clinton, Ohio............ November to December, April | Whitefish, pike perch, carp. 

November, December, April..| Whitefish, pike perch. 
and June. 

By) a1 en ae 
St. Johnsbury, Vt.: 

Chittenden Dam, Vt.........- ADTLIUO MEY recta ctncsccaasees 
py Ce is September to November...... 
Lake Mitchell, Vt............-|..... ORY. 3 Ee Saw fad at 

Saratoga, Wyo.: Lake Creek, Wyo.| Aprilto May................-. 
Spearfish, 8. Dak.: 

8 sho... ’ “November to April 
oods Hole, Mass.: Wickford, R.I.| February, May 

On see - cocccanswapedcedunss 

Steelhead salmon. 
Brook trout. 

Do. 
Rainbow trout. 

oo and Loch Leven trouts. 
do, 

Brook trout. 
Whitefish. 
Flounder. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF OUTPUT. 

The following table shows in summarized form the total disposi- 
tion of all fish and eggs propagated and of all fish rescued from 
overflowed lands and restored to original waters during the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 1919, or, in other words, the total output with 
all losses in transportation deducted: 

SumMARY, BY SPECIES, OF ToTaL DisTRIBUTION OF FisH AND Ea@s, Fiscan 
YEAR 1919. 

Fingerlings, 
Species. Eggs. Fry. yearlings, Total. 

and adults. 

Catfish: poste 2 sa cee Se ae eee ages ae eee eamel biotic cdeieee oeeies 12, 639, 830 12, 639, 830 
Carpe ey eee oon ie aes | tepals 23,699,000 | 19, 754, 060 43, 453, 060 
Biiftalofishi ss \.50. 4 205 «2. oes cee eee oe nee 111, 100, 000 2,596, 335 113, 696, 335 
Shade soe esas cesta a Rae E se toa bes |e eaenemaree 8410245 200 )|a.- cece eee 84, 024, 250 
JEN OL i SS SE SS See seins ledaosatnsscetoce 29, 000)! Se aa eaters 25, 000 
VAULT 721151 A Se ees nee ee a | 111, 650, 000 1985715, 000) |-2see . sees 310, 365, 000 
ARS MOITIIS (CISCO): ooo oo cient as-is os 146, 700, 000 £6180) O00}. 35 =. eseeee 232, 880, 000 
Bilverisalmon. 2.852. 2. eae nate as er eee |stats eee wesceles 7, 464, 020 2,345, 730 9, 809, 750 
Ohinook-salmons 25. 522-255 seee == eee ae 11, 802, 500 1, 016, 600 34, 400, 150 47, 219, 250 
Bockeyo SalmoMs: 2224-24-82 sea scoe mame 24, 140, 100 39, 756, 000 37, 642, 220 101, 638, 320 
eam pbacksalmon’-= = -Aaeeen teehee a! on eerie setae 5, 426, 500 369, 960 5, 796, 460 
Chine sal onesie 7)6 2s asses ee ao alanis} cece cee ee eens 6, 253, 640 3, 663, 760 9,917, 400 
Steelhead salmon..-..-..<.<2..5.2..------- 805, 000 128, 125 1,493, 290 2,426, 415 
ABN CIC SALONS. o-oo san eee ea ee aoa! a ee aes eats 2,390, 000 700 2,390, 700 
andlocked salmon) = 22022 so. s8S4- eisai 405, 125 424, 870 182, 560 1,012, 555 
Rambow. trout. o. 2-2. naseseeere eee eeaee= 2, 939, 820 38, 500 3,409, 190 6, 387, 510 
Blackspotted troute2 22s o2-pae 22s 2 oe ae | 133, 000 200, 000 2, 875, 100 3, 208, 100 
Loch even trout ts. 2seeesnesee a peeeee lio ak Gueecea sees lebemeneeetace sem 73,000 73, 000 
aK OrOUb soo soles eae aoe 3, 068, 000 28, 495, 475 765, 180 32, 328, 655 
IBTOO BOUG soos case oe . ena | 107, 000 4, 158, 050 7, 638, 615 11, 903, 665 
Graylinie. 2. soe: eee ascee sees eee a [peter a eee 210 000s ee eee ae Seen 275, 000 
S111. a ae SE ON ARE SE are 3,000, 000 6;434,000))||eeeoe scene 9, 437, 000 
Tdi ycvele Ui oitel (ei qn) be oh ee deeor Garac sar lmeeae coc totems edema sr 375, 935 375, 935 
Fresh-water drum.+2-: ..-=:s.2-s2-2-t2-=" Pee ee nea hese od Serre 18, 975 18,975 
CTAPDISS == sine e eer ee tee eee ote eee eee an ee emente das taceb ieee es 15, 837, 865 15, 837, 865 
Largemouth black bass.......-.----------- Bopsenetan steeoct 425, 045 1, 100, 420 1, 525, 465 
Smalimonth black Pasei- poss 45 - se ~ anes ee we ele ee cie 195, 700 43,745 239, 445 
PGC K OS nee eee sans a eee ee eee Ea EE CP EHSREserinss o-coseed ganas ac 75, 460 75, 460 
Warmoutn Dass: o 22. ceen5- cote ence =e anetche ste das be senses speceee 1,060 1,060 
Surihish (Dream )..2 sce. een sense eee ee aews|eeacmucmeasects =< | 3,050 1,350, 115 1,353, 165 
IPIKeMperCses a. tenn ceca emer pene ae 406, 200, 000 175, 550, 000 10,710 581, 760, 710 
Mellowiperchisn sc. sscece ase ebehassssea ere 22, 660, 000 179, 289, 500 2,353, 800 204, 303, 300 
Winktemerch cess cesar. spa a mee ece eee ae | ea alae oeisteletet stars 23 0d05 O00) = -aeeeeeeee 2,035, 000 
WHO DASE: «26s 055 oa 5 sheen deed aie See done ae eee | a Oo ea Se 8, 865 8, 865 
W ollow base ees ase eacer ee soe seein nu| se anreeseeise =a bier eee amin 600 600 
Striped Dass oases eee oo eee Soe eb on ae ewe smecieceiinuct's 135 (5405 000 W | eescnnn nieieee are 13, 540, 000 
Mackerelsc-2 a) oe te sees ene eee ee oe eionis see cea wens tens OF DORs OOO emtnetste a aeale 9, 508, 000 
Os ee eo hacen br sapere 243, 870, 000 GA ISSL O00 Eanes cence ee 308, 201, 000 
Pollock 22.2 oo eee are es eo lneseueocnaee ere TOSS 971 2I000 We makes 2th 703, 972, 000 
Haddodiin et 2.2 eee oe shee eee eee 200, 390, 000 120 SUZ OOO Nemisis semices epee 329, 982, 000 
Winter flonnder!! "3.2. o-oo ee ceb es eae eee eee eens 2,604 2925 000 Ei in oe cee ses 2, 654, 192, 000 
Miscellanaeons HANGS <2) =~ oo eee sean eee nce e ese 1, 000, 000 747, 250 1,747, 250 
obster: e222 ee 2 So eae clea aee eee maaeees fs DOU OOO) | sie: a7. 3 Sinaia 7, 500, 000 

Totalcs oboe. ct a2 oo saeceeee eek ae 1, 177,870,545 | 4,547,340,325 | 151,774,480 | 5,876, 985,350 

For convenience in reference the three tables immediately follow- 
ing give summaries of certain phases of the total disposition of fish 
and.eggs for the fiscal year 1919—(1) allotments of fish and eggs 
to State fish commissions; (2) shipments of fish and eggs to foreign 
countries; and (3) fish rescued from overflowed lands. 
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ALLOTMENTS OF FISH AND FisH EaaGs To STaTE FisH Commissions, Fiscat YEAR 1919. 

[Eggs are indicated by an asterisk (*); fry, by a dagger (+); all others are fingerlings.] 

State and species. Number. State and species. Number. 

California: Chinook salmon. ..--..... *11, 802,500 || New York: 
Connecticut: Wake \herrme..: 22.22 23 eee *32, 500, 000 

CODER Soe be cpr SE Be 1,100 (ake rong $2058 56 ooo. #1, 800, 000 
Cpaanite ee ee Se. 2 22 3, 600 Landlocked salmon........-..-. 715, 000 
Siri Tie -. =A eee 1, 400 PIES Pench sss es.) LS ook eee *60, 000, 000 
Ad ene ee ae i re : 1,625 Steelhead salmon............... *200, 000 

Idaho: Rainbow pon oe oe a oo Pele cere passa Seu ees 7. 
Tinos: Whitefish -.--....:...-.--.: : 211 pe eee er 1 
Indiana: Pike perch................ #8) 050, 000 Meidielidths 2c eo ek. +9, 000, 000 
Iowa: Cine wi hitetish.- 32502522 tere. 2S *10, 800, 000 

PME SIORQH 2a a 2-o--- =~ ------ === #5, 000,000 || Oklahoma: 
Rainbow trout.............-.--- *70, 000 Black bass (largemouth). ..-...- 3, 600 
ASS cos aoc ose s 52a aed 13, 000 Black bass (smallmouth)........ 400 

es a : JH Rainbow trout. 2: 50 2262-5. 7, 800 
“TS rn a ee regon: 

Rainbow trout.....-....-..--..- 4, 250 lackspotted trout.......-....-. *121, 000 
Wet paren: 82 2552s 25 7100, 000 Rainbow-trout..- -.2-=5-.~..12.:: ¥*765, 000 

Maine: Landlocked salmon......... #405, 125 Sockeye salmon............-.... *3, 440, 100 
a ar aw |, Pennsylvania: 

Bhtuow trOut.-o-- -a5.-5--2..5- *50, 000 | Peake Herrin’... .nsd-o 5-5 45- n: *88, 700, 000 
Vion ayn be SS eee ee 2,900 | Pike Pera. ~ ie hacye eo. ee *15, 050, 000 

Saanetnatsdbs tities 72077972 41,0007000 || Rhode Islands 7777770770777 acai WONISEIBNOSS 5.25.) osu. : ode Island: 
Massachusetts: Pike perch. ......... *5, 100, 000 | Pikeman s, s51 5-5 Cas Le oe +200, 000 
Michigan: Black bass (smallmouth)... .... t7, 500 

Lei aes Se eee ee *1,000,000 | South Dakota: 
pRE TRMCM dene cancnto< cde > seas *288, 800, 000 STOO GLOMbevew os os mess ca nasenes 45, 000 
LEE 1 bs Saee Aa Se *20, 000, 000 Ratnbow trout: 3.2.2... .5. 8... 50, 000 

ee = peep Rainbow trout.......... *42, 700 
oh ee ee eee oe F /ermont: 

DP Us | ee ae ae ee *250, 000 HIRO DOIG: vet oiw,0 oe awe ten *16, 200, 000 
Son ibe POU rece. ote ea ne a vd - Ale ae BAIN of aye 62 se *50, 000 

Das Yellow vey Lgherkovked 160,000 || Raibow trout..............+-+. *100, 000 
‘ - Cos canada: ree $40,000 Steelhead salmon............... +230, 000 

Montana: 700 || Wisconsin: 
[SU PE ed 2 eee ee 3,000 lage DARK oe ers bec seuce ocd 5,000 
Do ii Se ee ee 2,400 GB EUNIDA iia lc Salant wanton = awe 7, 200 
— EE ak Ser oe aan w WREILOUAINS 2S noe oe oe ones og ae *20, 000, 000 

piste UO SPARS 5025 75. § yoming: 
eMUW POLO ont .cn.e peeks 2 #1, 000,000 HaInoow Wouters. F255 bestest, ce *100, 000 

_ congested TOTS eg oa teh *25, 000 Steelhead salmon..........-.... *50, 000 
evada: W trent odes): oo 

New Hampshire: *6, 000, 000 *670, 716, 425 
Pike a lla 2, 225 Motahics ctit-s.cesstascecereee tl; crn 
Maindow trout: .....2.:...4..... i 

New Jersey: *35, 000 
Rainbow. trout. ................. #25, 000 
Steelhead salmon............... *21, 500, 000 
PE OEMIW TICKOM wg 5 dSees e's wlaca las 

SHIPMENTS OF FisH AND Fisu Eaas To Fore1GN Countries, Fiscan YEAR 1919, 

[Eggs are indicated by an asterisk (*); all others are fingerlings.] 

Country and species. Number. Country and species. Number. 

Canada: Canadian Government— Mexico: Nacozari— 
ERAS ois dno 2 ene s os o's al #25, 500, 000 BACK. DESH. ta sarees sen sineerysi2 5,000 
Sockeye salmon.................. *20, 700, 000 Strawberry bass. ..........2-... 5,000 
Whi =} ETS a pO FS #9, 000, 000 oer 

55 000 Pobalisn s4ansedesezisonssr40ics {ay 000 

Pan 
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DisPosiITION OF FisH Rescuep, Fiscat YEAR 1919. 

Restored to | Delivered Restored to | Delivered 
Species. original to appli- Species. original to appli- 

waters. cants. waters. cants. 

ACK ASS <8. ee 173, 443 272,511 |; Smallmouth black bass. ... 2, 190i ost aeee 
ipHralansh ce: 423. Sea are 2,593, 360 20075")| Sunfish § io. gee oseeeeee 986, 692 80, 960 
WAT og Sa cwacsteen ee ee 19, 752, 602 960 || White bass_../2..222...).. 8,665" ceececaree 
GTA EH RR BRS BE See 12, 479, 146 188; 300: || Yellows basses 42 Sgeperee aoe. ceeeee meee 600 
Crappie se -.2 ese eee 15, 725, 416 92,875 || Yellow perch...-..-....... 2, 333, 598 20, 840 
Dyrtims4-c2 cone ecw eee pe seni (7 ee oe Miscellaneous............. 747, 250) ken eee 
Pike perchisscs. eae eon POLO Wea wcue ae ae ss 
Piers -c: S ie eee eee STE Ry Al Ree Topal..2 cesses ctoe 55, 208, 796 610, 021 
“Rock ass) ic: eect oe LOM Sree 

On the pages following is shown in detail the distribution of fish 
eggs, fry, fingerlings, yearlings, and adults, by species, by States or 
countries, and by municipalities, alphabetically arranged, and by 
waters, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919. 

The distribution was composed largely of pnperlieey yearlings, 
and adults, though quite a number of eggs and fry of some species 
were distributed. Insucceeding pages figures preceded by an asterisk 
(*) indicate an ege distribution; those preceded by a dagger (7), a fry 
eg All other enumerations represent fingerlings, yearlings, 
and adults. 

° 

Tota DIstRIBUTION OF FisH AND Fisn Eaas, By Spectres, FiscAL YEAR 1919. 

CATFISH. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. _ Number. 

Alabama: Connecticut: 
Abanda, Harris’s pond!) - ...<--\<>- 125 Hartford, State fish commission..... 1, 100 
Andalusia, Langston’s pond.......-.. 450 Winsted, Park Pond..........-.--.- 1,000 
Calhoun, Cane Creek....-.-.-..:-.-- 125 || Florida: f 
Dadeville, Knight’s pond.....-.---- 125 || DeFuniak Springs, Chipley Park 
Eufaula, Clark’s (8a) ke shseognode. ar 200 AD) apes as Soos saeiaaossdoode Sic 240 
Gurley, "int River... 052-22--<- 200 Lakeland, Mirror Lake.............. 150 
Peterman, Rumbley Pond.......... 120 || Georgia: 
PhilCamphbell, Morrison’s pond..... 300 Augusta, Tarver’s pond.........---. 70 
Red Level, Butler’s pond. .......... 81 Boneville, Wilson’s pond.......-...- 70 
Sellers, Mineral Pond..............- 400 Columbus, Hollywood Pond........ 150 

Arizona: Covington, Hereford Lake........... 75 
Benson, Murray’s pond........-...- 150 Crawfordville, Chapman Creek. ..... 70 
Bisbee, Artesia Pond...............- 150 Decatur, Morgan’s pond..........-... 200 
Cochise, Bonny Rancho Ponds...... 300 Gibson, Walker’s joni (a POS SAe eevign 600 
BUrnGy’S|POUGs. 45252005 sanchinbieer 150 Halloca skaine’s Dong). obec ~inaeceee 225 
Dreamy Waters Pond............. 150 Hamilton, Spears’s pond......-.---. 75 

Globe, Roosevelt Lake.............. 1,950 Harris, Bonner’s pond..........--.. 225 
Nogales, Alamo Lake............... 300 La Grange, Lee’s pond....-....-..--. 300 

Pasiire POn0 ness nese nes eees 150 Lumpkin, Perkins’s pond........-.- 200 
Skull Valley, Coughlan’s pond..... 400 Monroe, Felkers’s pond.......------ 50 
Tempe, Tempe Drainage Canal... ... 150 IWewman, Bar Pond.......--..-....- 300 

Arkansas: Palmetto, Roan’s pond..-......---... 300 
Black Rock, Black River........... a 490 Sparta, Archer’s pond............... 140 
Conway, Cypress Pond.............. 400 Waco, Bailey’s Pond cc. wesc 210 
Everton, Anderson’s pond........-. 500 Warm Springs, Cane Creek.........- _ 600 
Harrison, Mill Creek. ............--- 300 Howler Lake. 22.02.60. cmeeaas eee 600 
Heber Springs, Peter Creek........- 100 Warm Creek. .......-------------- 148 
Some Little Red River, South Illinois: i 

hOfkes soles weene ei teten acme ace ss= 200 Alexander, Bergschneider’s pond.... 600 
Kerlin, Prices pond 4 Oo 545.:eis0s< 80 Alpha, Crescent Lake. .......------- 800 
Poe, Indian CroQke a smes nae sono 200 Apple River, Apple River. ......... 600 
St. J oe, Buffalo River..-.---.-.....- 1,000 Aquauka, Mississippi River.......-. a 2,100 
Tokio, McLarty’s pond. ............ 500 Blanding, Mississippi River......... a 129,600 

California: Summit, Deep Creek Pond. 400 Cairo, Mississippi River......-.--.-- a 97,000 
Colorado: Carrollton, Walnut Hall Lake...--.. 600 

Debeque, Libbey’s pond. ....--.-.-- 600 Council Hill, jee HRLVeL sos 2221-250 750 
Elizabeth, Greyhound Lake........- 300 Freeport, Richland Creek. ...--....- 150 
Flagler, Crystal Spring Creek........ 300 Galena, Mississippi River. . .. ------- a 226, 430 
Republican River, South Fork.... 600 Hudgens, Hudgens Lake....--.-.---- 200 

Hillside, Angico Pond.............-- 2,000 McConnell, Pecatonica River.....-.--. 150 
Longmont, Dawson Lake........... 700 Meredosia, Illinois River..........-. a 1, 287,800 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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Torat DIsTRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH Eaas, py Species, FiscaL YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

CATFISH—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Tilinois—Continued. 

Sand Prairie, a og River: .;..- 
Scales Mound, Fevre 

Towa: 
Bellevue, Mississippi River--........- 
Fairport, Mississippi River.........- 
Harpers ¥err , Mississippi River... . 
Hurstville, Migs issippi River......-. 
Lime Springs, Upper Iowa River. .-- 
McDolans Dam, wey t's River... 
Manchester, Maquoketa River..-..... 
North McGregor a River. . 
Smiths yp hie ae Mississipp iver.~. . 
ny use, ississippi River. ...... 

Kentucky: : 
East Cairo, Ohio River.............. 

ary. 
Catoctin, Potomac River............ 
Glendale, Folly Run.........-.-...- 

Mill, Patapsco River......... 
tts: 
Ashburnham Pond...... 

Wrigh 
Lenox, Lake Mahkeenac............ 
OO A fs ie 
Worcester, Lake Quinsigamond..... 

Michigan: 
Bruce Crossing, Kennedy Lake...... 
Cressey, Crooked Lake.............. 
Jackson, Vandercook Lake.......... 
Sidnaw, Sidnaw Creek.............. 
Vanderbilt, Round Lake............ 

Smolsz Pond. 
Minnesota: 
Cass Lake, Lake Mabel.............. 
Homer, Mississippi UA ee See 
Red Wing, Mississippi River........ 

Mississippi: 
Brookhaven, Smith’s pond.......... 
Centreville, Ashwood Pond......... 
Friar Point, Mississippi River....... 
a mee = Stowers. gr wie 

ville gden’s pond......... 
Missouri: = 

atten ween nnee 

ld Channel] Pond......... 

West AIRNH LAOs. 5.5. -2-5-...... 
Miles City, Yellowstone River....... 
Roy, Box ‘Elder Co Oe | 

Be ge32 

# SE53E5 SESh es 
PP 

@ 41,500 

| 
] 

Disposition. Number. 

Nebraska: 
Bingham, Dimond Lake..-.......... 300. 
ome Pakos.. Seer oe eee 600 
Lower Anderson Lake. ........... 600 
iiylor takes tes stele oo ks! 300 

Nevada: Thorne, Fletcher Pond....... 900 
New Hampshire: Nashua, Nashua 
BUT VGR | ae eet ASS 2 $et 360 

New Mexico: 
Abbott, Abbott Lake............... 800 
Albuquerque, Rio Grande River.... 600 
Centreville, Forker’s pond........-..- 150 
Clayton, Boggs’s pond. ............. 200 
Engle, Elep t Butte Lake........ 400 
JalyDryant's pond: =7208) "2227234 150 
Las Cruces, Hay Stack Pond........ 200 

Rousules'pond:- 24-022 <8 200 
Onava, Armstrong Lake..........-.- 400 
Portales, Eden Valley Ranch Pond.. 150 
Manges PUNG-. 2-522. 5.2222 see esas 150 

New York: 
Cohocton, Cohocton River........... 400 
Cornwall, Popolo Lake. ...........-.- 750 
Hamilton, Chenango Canal.......... 400 
Hancock, Summerset Lake.........- 400 
Newark, Coffey Lake...............- 400 

North Carolina: 
Badin, Tallassee Lake..............- 30 
Burnsville, Bay Mine Lake. ........ 300 
Corinth, Buckhorn Pond............ 30 
Pee Dee, Blewett Falls Lake......-.. 30 
Raleigh, Millburnie Pond........... 30 
Statesville, Catawba River.......... 1,500 
en Dakota: Ross, Robertson’s pond 200 

0: 
Blanchester, Moormeir’s pond....... 100 
Bremen, Fairview Lake..........-..- 200 
Columbus, Little Walnut Creek... .. 600 
Cridersville, Moyer’s pond........... 200 
Findlay, Reeg’spond............... 100 
Greenfield, Paint Creek. <<. ::-2:.:.- 900 
St. Marys, Miami and Erie Canal... . 900 

| _Woodsfield, Waterworks Pond...... 100 
Oklahoma: 
Cleveland, Mead’s pond............. 200 
Mill Creek, Blue River.............-. 900 
Muldrow, McDole’s ji3 abs MELe ae 200 
Seminole, Silvers’s pond. .........-. 200 
Shawnee, Dunlap’s pond............ 400 
Stillwater, Hunter’s pond........... 200 
Usna, Hilton’s pond. ............... 100 

Pennsylvania: 
Arcola, Perkiomen Creek, Keysers 

Beit. fat sepa dc andes eas aee 600 
Perkiomen Creek, Plush Dam..... 600 
Skippack Creek.........--.-.----- 600 

Burnside, Susquehanna River.....-. 800 
Collegeville, Perkiomen Creek. ...... 600 

BIO paGK Creele «ce. o ac vontinencne sce 600 
Doylestown, Randt Mill Pond...... 100 

Ona Meith. tose dees cnet Seles 2 100 
Gap, Pequea Creek.............- dp 5 1,380 
Gratersford, Perkiomen Creek, 

DOW WAM tn waadonabenes ire 600 
Perkiomen Creek, Upper Dam.... 600 

Green Lane, Perkiomen Creek, 
PATON MNS ah edna dsec ve antter 600 

Perkiomen Creek, Upper Dam.... 600 
La Porte, Celestia Pond............. 200 
Lake Mokomo.................--. 200 

Moscow, Ergood Pond.............. 400 
Oaks, Perkiomen Creek..........-.- 600 

S01 Lee BA id Patent lay Re 600 
Orwigsburg, Moyer Pond........... 340 
Pen Argyl, Johnsonville Pond... ... 100 
Lake Pauponoming............... 100 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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Toran DistRIBUTION OF FisH AND Fisu Eaas, sy Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

CATFISH—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. || Disposition. Number. 

Pennsylvania—Continued. Utah: American Fork, Utah Lake.... 3, 000 
« Pen Argyl, Seguin Pond 100 || Vermont: 

pmalls PondS-ceesssenes seeeees... 100 Brattleboro, Connecticut River... .. 180 
Perkiomenville, Perkiomen Creek. -. 600 Lily Pond. c3= 22 os- teen eee eee 40 
Phoenixville, French Creek......... 600 || Virginia: 
Rahns Station, Perkiomen Creek... . 600 Byllesby, New River, Buck Dam... 400 
St. Clair, Kaufman Pond............ 680 || ‘New River, Byllesby Dam........ 400 
Schwenksville, Perkiomen Creek Coeburn, Gibson Pond.............. 250 

LowenmDanie oe. -.- sas & Ree 600 Ivanhoe, Cripple Creek.............. 400 
Perkiomen Creek, Upper Dam.... 600 Rik Creekveneavee 2 Les. = Capea 400 

Sewickley, Clinton Pond..........-- 800 New River: .. 5 .cisccekune sane 400 
Spring Mount, Perkiomen Creek. - -. 600 New Market, Strickler’s pond....... 200 
Valley Forge, Schuylkill River-...... 900 Woodsplane, Travis Mill Pond...... 800 

Valley Creek Pond................ 300 Wytheville, Reed Creek, Stones Dam. 500 
Yerkes, Perkiomen Creek.........-. 600 |} West Virginia: 

South Carolina: ; Berkeley Springs, Sleepy Creek... .. 1,000 
Chester, Welch Fork Creek.........- 80 Cowen, Barbe’s pond....:.......... 300 
Eureka, Slaton’s pond.............- 1,000 Littleton, Wolf Run....5.-.2ct-cees 150 
Lowndesville, Rocky River.......-. 800 Philippi, Sugar Creek..........-...- 900 
Salley, Cook’s pond................- 1,600 Sleepy Creek, Sleepy Creek.......... 1,000 

South Dakota: Wisconsin: 
Conata, Huether’s pond............- 300 Bagley, Mississippi River........... a 70,000 
Dallas, Valley View Lake.........-.-. 800 Beaver Dam, Beaver Dam Lake.... 2, 400 
Faith, Stewart’s pond..............- 200 Boulder Junction, Grassy Lake. --.- 1,000 
Fort Pierre, Reese’s pond........... 500 Campia, Hemlock Lake............. 600 
Sorensen Pond. 5 562.5. sce sock cee! 500 Clayton, Mississippi River.......... a@ 82,100 

Quinn, Johnston’s pond............. 300 Hazelhurst, Little Wind Pudding 
Reeder, Duck Pond <2 2.2.3.2 seen. 400 WAKO AE ole oe ciara stan Seis ye siete 

esisey’s' POU | ..ce2 2 eens tees 400 La Crosse, Mississippi River.......-. a 764, 100 
Spearfish, Johnson’s pond..........- 300 State fish commission............- 7, 200 

Nelson’s pond -..oic.seceoe : 300 Lynxville, Mississippi River a 70, 000 
Trip, Mogek’s pond...... 400 Narrows, Balsam Lake.............. 600 
Tyndall, Merkel Lake... : 400 || New Lisbon, Lemonweir River..... 900 
Wall, Babcock’s pond... 32. .t..2.see 300 Prairie du Chien, Mississippi River - a 101,000 

Tennessee: Solon Springs, Lower Twin Lake.... 150 
Cleveland, Mitchell’s pond.......... 1,000 Tomah, Water Mill Pond.-.......... 10, 800 
McMinnville, Collier’s pond......... 250 || Wyoming: 
Ramer, Huggins’s pond..... paemee ie 500 Rozet; Jackson’s pond?. ccceesese ee 300 
Springfield, Old Deerlick Pond...... 250 South Hay Creek Pond....-...... 600 
Tullahoma,Cumberland Mill Spring Upton; Gossisjpond) 2 vo ese ee eee 300 

1271s CS ROMA Pe BA ied a! paar 1, 250 
Walling, Orchard Lake....-.......- 500 Total Oyj seem Mekeicia mens eee 12, 639, 830 

Texas: Belcherville, Belcherville Lake 400 

CARP. 

Arkansas: Black Rock, Black River. - @ 885 || Maryland: Lanham, Cook’s pond..... 
Illinois: Massachusetts: Norfolk, Hillside Pond. 15 
Aquaka, Mississippi River.....-..-.. @ 1,345 || Minnesota: 
Blanding, Mississippi River......... @ 189, 000 Clearbrook, Olson Lake......--...-- 
Dallas City, Lake Keokuk.......... a1, 235 Homer, Mississippi River........... @ 10, 083, 300 
Galena, Mississippi River........... @ 2, 205, 000 Red Wing, Mississippi River-....... a 271,460 
Meredosia, Illinois River............ a 18,700 || North Carolina: Monroe, Shute’s pond. 
New Boston, Mississippi River-..-... a 21,390 || Ohio: 
Sand Prairie, Mississippi River.-.....| @ 1,445,000 Oak Harbor, Portage River..-..-..-. t 11,000, 000 

Iowa: Port Clinton, Portage River......... 711, 800, 000 
Clutier, Simsen’s pond.............. 375 || South Carolina: Macedon, Bogy Branch 
Fairport, Mississippi River.......... + 899, 000 PONG <sbeiewewscecc scene eee Bpi-fe 15 

Mississippi River... . 2... odesuers a 2,687 || Wisconsin: 
Hurstville, Mississippi River........ a 65, 000 Bagley, Mississippi River..........- 
Lanesville, Mississippi River........ a 107, 000 Clayton, Mississippi River. -. - 
McDolons Dam, Mississippi River... a 29, 000 Frenchtown, Mississippi River 
North McGregor, Mississippi River..| @1, 230, 000 La Crosse, Mississipp1 River... ws 
Pleasant Creek, Mis: ssippi River. - . a 148, 900 Lynxville, Mississippi River........ 
Smiths Ferry, Mississippi River..... a 801, 100 ——_—_—_—_ 
Waukon, Mississippi River.-......... @ 15,000 Total { 19, 754, 060 

Kansas: Tribune, Rafter’s pond....... ZOOS ee. Oe ieee cn os alae +23, 699, 000 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
> Exclusive of 2,400 lost in transit. 
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Totat DiIsTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FisH Ec@s, By Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

BUFFALOFISH. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Arkansas: Black Rock, Black River-.-- @24,850 |} Louisiana: Atchafalaya, Atchafalaya 
Illinois: ‘River and tributaries... .<. 2222.2 

Aquauka, Mississippi River. .......- 280 innesota: 
Blanding, Mississippi River-.-...-..- @ 150,100 Homer, Mississippi River $: a 584,690 
Cairo, Mississippi River ...-.-...-.- @ 24,000 || | Red Wing, Mississippi River.......- @ 4,075 
be aya a ae ae tes ; a a Friar Point, Mississippi ae 

ity, Lake Keokuk. ...-..--..- al, IVER cna sae caste snore eee hsoe a 
Galena, Mississipp: River.....---.-- 276,700 || North Carolina: a 
Highland, Dubach’s pond........... 100 Badin, Tallassee Lake..... 125 
Meredosia, Illinois River @17,000 Corinth, Buckhorn Pond.. 75 
Meredosia Bay ----.------- _ 100 Pee Dee, Blewett Falls Lake 125 

New Boston, Mississippi River- ----- 35, 035 Raleigh, Milburnie Pond. ..- 75 
youn Prairie, Mississippi River... -- #323,600 | Rock Hill, Catawba River... 7 
owa: 0: 
Bellevue, Mississippi River... -.--.-- 210,075 Port Clinton, Lake Erie...... 1,110 

Fairport, Mississippi River.......... { t 1 we SY >5Sanmnnre-ors 1,110 
McDolons Dam, Mississippi River-.-. @ 26, 000 Clayton, Mississippi River... . 2104, 000 
North MeGregor, Mississippi River. - 42812, 000 La Crosse, Mississippi River-.. 3,000 
Pleasant Cree issippi River... @ 136,500 Lynxville, Mississippi River. ......- 218,000 
Smiths Ferry, Mississip i River..... 42126, 400 Prairie du Chien, MississippiRiver. . 280, 000 

eed Magill, Mississippi River... ..-. a 2,000 Wyalusing, Mississippi River... .... a 24,000 
entucky: je ee 
East Cairo, Ohio River....... 2 20,000 Total { +111, 100, 000 
Haags Spur, Prairie Lake ZEDONG NO EN Sage artis We eos Gee Cs 2, 596, 335 

SHAD 

District of Columbia: Highway Bridge, | Oregon: 
Potomac River 7 300, 000 St. Helens, Willamette River.....-. ¢ 11, 716, 700 

Me pend: — ni eet aie Falls, Willamette River.| +3, 449,000 
TO! reek, Potomac River... , 632, 7 irginia: 

e Creek, Potomac River... +5, 385, 330 Craney Island, Potomac River. ....- $816,840 
Pascataway Creek, Potomac River. -| t 10,355, 660 Little Hunting Creek, Potomac : 
Pomonkey Creek, Potomac River...| 3,744, 280 LA): ga ee Peehies Oa a 73,549,520 
Swan Creek, Potomac River......-- T 4, 207, 450 Occoquan, Potomac River.......... + 4,879,970 

North Carolina: Edenton, Albemarle Pohick, Potomac River...........-.. +4, 292,770 
th By RE Re ena + 23, 694, 000 eal ede i as 

5 is) 1 RR oe SRR Va TET AS Te +84, 024, 250 

ALEWIFE, 

Maine: Damariscotta Mills, Damaris- 
a SEE CEES er f 25,000 

WHITEFISH. 

Td:i.10: Fish Haven, Bear Lake.......| 1,295,000 ||} New York: 
nois: ng Grove, State fish com- n Otty Shoal, Lake Ontario. . .. F Illinois: Spring G State fish Allan Otty Shoal, Lake Ontari +560, 000 

TUISMMMEMEEA Sas oUcsas ad eee waa ones *5, 000, 000 Bear Point, Lake Onatrio........... +4, 300, 000 
Michigan: Cape Vincent, State fish commission.| *9,000, 000 

Alpena, Lake Huron.........-.---.- 43,611,000 || Charity Shoal, Lakg Ontario........ $900; 000 
poems Hammond Bay......-... | 73,611,000 Dutch Point, Lake Ontario......... +3, 250, 000 
Crystal alls, Anderson Lake.......! 240, 000 East Charity Shoal, Lake Ontario... +200, 000 
i ae pea waa 240, 000 Fox Island, Lake Ontario........... i 550, 000 

Detroit, Aquaritim.................. 280, 000 Fuller Bay, Lake Ontario......... 3, 150, 000 
State fish commission ...........-.. | *20, 000, 000 Galloo Island, Lake Ontario...... $875, 000 

Escanaba, Lake Michigan........... t?, 128, 800 Grenadier Island, Lake Ontario... .. +6, 400, 000 
Gilchrist, Lake MOCO AN. . 2. .avwened 1, 216, 400 Hardscrabble Shoal, Lake Ontario. ee op 
Gould City, Lake Michigan. ........ +912, 300 Hayes Point, Lake Ontario. ........ 525, 000 
Houghton, Lake Superior........... | $3,750, 000 Henderson Harbor, Lake Ontario...| 3,150,000 
Marquette, Lake Superior........... 3, 750, 000 Mud Creek Bay, Lake Ontario. .... 800, 000 
Norwood Reef, Lake Michigan...... | 738,000,000 New York, Aquarium............... 500, 000 
8t. Tense Lake Huron............. 1, 520, 500 Niagara Falls, Niagara River....... 750, 000 
Sand Bay, Lake Michigan...........| 4,000, 000 Plattsburg, Lake Champlain........ 750, 000 

Minnesota: Point Peninsula, Lake Ontario.... 800, 000 
Duluth, Lake Superior.............. 410,000 Port Henry, Lake Champlain....... 400, 000 
Turner, Wilson |S Se ee | $300,000 ||} Pulaski, Lake Ontario. ............. 1, 000, 000 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 

35286°—21——-6 
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Torat DistripuTion oF Fish AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

WHITEFISH—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number 

New York—Continued. Ohio—Continued. : 
Rouses Point, Lake Champlain. .... +350, 000 Put in Bay, State fish commission. .| *10, 800,000 
Three Mile Bay, Lake Ontario...... 71, 510, 000 Toledo,-LakeMmnie--2..22 ke ence +10, 000, 000 
Tibbetts Point, Lake Ontario....... 2,000,000 || Pennsylvania: Erie, State fish com- 
Van Schaick Shoal, Lake Ontario..., 73,000,000 BEV SSLON «cdma ene cians em ante eee +37, 070, 000 
Watkins, Seneca Lake. .............| +750,000 || Utah: Provo, Utah Lake.............. 7200, 
Wilson Bay, Lake Ontario.......... 74,350, 000 || Wisconsin: 

Ohio: Amnicon River. Lake Superior...... +210, 000 
Isle St. George, Lake Erie.........-. 6, 300, 000 Madison, State fish commission. ....| #20, 000, 000 
Kelleys Island, Lake Erie......-..-.- 725,000,000 |} Canada: South Bay, Dominion of 
Marblehead, Lake Erie...........-.- 710, 000, 000 Canada coro. sees = see eee *9, 000, 000 
North Bass, Lake Erie.............. 725, 000, 000 ———_— 
Port Clinton, Lake Erie............- $15, 000, 000 Total *111, 650, 000 
Put in Bay, Lake Erie........-.-... FSD CUONOOO Wl. 5) Tyee aren aicpenat cs eran ech ms ciel 7198, 715, 000 

LAKE HERRING (CISCO). 

New York: New York—Continued. 
Allan Otty Shoal, Lake Ontario..... 1, 800, 000 Point Peninsula, Lake Ontario......| 1,495,000 
Bear Point, Lake Ontario........... +7, 900, 000 Three Mile Bay, Lake Ontario. .... +3, 500, 000 
Charity Shoal, Lake Ontario. .....-. 74, 200, 000 Tibbetts Point, Lake Ontario....... ib 500, 000 
Dunkirk, State fish commission ..... #32, 500, 000 Van Schaick Shoal, Lake Ontario...} 42,100,000 
East Charity Shoal, Lake Ontario... +500, 000 Wilson Bay, Lake Ontario........- T9, 650, 000 
Fair Haven, Lake Ontario.......... +1, 225, 000 || Pennsylvania: Erie, State fish commi- 
Fox Island, Lake Ontario......-...-. +9, 400, 000 SLOSS ek ate secon eee ee ee 88,700, 000 
Fuller Bay, Lake Ontario.......-..- 79,350, 000 || Canada: Kingsville, Canadian Gov- 
Galloo Island, Lake Ontario......... 7, 500, 000 CLNMOCU Use oases e-eatiriesemeseceees *25, 500, 000 
Grenadier Island, Lake Ontario...-. 714, 800, 000 — 
Hayes Point, Lake Ontario. ........ $540, 000 Total {F8e! 700, 000 
Henderson Harbor, Lake Ontario...) 71,320,000 Pa bare ares tae SET +86, 180, 000 
Mud Creek Bay, Lake Ontario. ..... 76, 400, 000 

SILVER SALMON. 

Oregon: Washington—Continued. 
Applegate, Applegate Creek......... 494, 650 Hamilton, Alder Creek... .2-..--2-.- +2, 087, 000 
Estacada, Clackamas River......-.-- 2, 200 Quilcene, Big Quilcene River...-.... 274, 000 

Be ee RONG Riveri.c sss oe se- = 97, 500 Little Quilcene River............. ae ed 
ashington: d c 
Birdsview, Day Creek.........-..- 515, (00)|| 7 Sealey one { 419, 400 
EO 2,600, 520 || Sultan, Elwell Creek.......-.-++-+-. +2, 157, 600 

Brinnon, Walcotts Slough.......---- 55, 000 Total {t 7, 464, 020 
Darrington, Bennetts Slough.......- +18, 900 Serra, 2 2 alta Ra eee 2, 345, 730 
Duckabush, Duckabush River...-.- 153, 380 

CHINOOK SALMON. 

California: Oregon: 
Baird, McCloud kiver...........-..- 2, 280, 000 Applegate, Applegate Creek........- 30, 850 
Battle Crcek, Battle Creek........-- 4, 509, 000 Clackamas, Clackamas River....-...- 2, 981, 000 
Mill Creek, Mill Creek............-.. 3, 498, 800 Willamette River 10.2). see 00, 000 
Sisson, State fish commission........] *11, 802, 500 Fstacada, Clackamas River........- 889, 500 

New York: River Mill, Clackamas River.....-..-. 322, 000 
Allan Otty Shoal, Lake Orttario..... +58, 000 Trail Rope wl yele cose eee 1, 003, 100 
Cape Vincent, St. Lawrence River. - } 133, 000 || Washington: 
Carleton Island, St. Lawrence River. + a a4 ae pale aot a 2 en 86, 500 

é ‘ 4 ig ite Salmon, Big ite Sal- 
Charity Shoals, Lake Ontario....... { 30, 000 mon River...... Dh te ee) igi t , 102, 000 
Dutch Point, Lake Ontario......... 8, 500 - 2) oe 

Fox Island, Lake Ontario..........- t zi oo nit wk tor a 

“ : . 35, 000 Little White Salmon, Little ite 
Fuller Bay, Lake Ontario........... ’ 15, 000 Salmon River..... EE Svcs nee 9, 177, 500 
Grenadier Island, Lake Ontario. . ... { t Ap ad Quilcene, ae, ea ae 1 08’ a 

Hardscrabble, Lake Ontario.........). $33,000 || @uinault, Quinault Lake............ 109, 400 
Hayes Point, Lake Ontario. ......-.. 128 ne Sultan, Elwell Creek................ } 246, 430 

: . . 39, ae Tibbetts Point, Lake Ontario....... { 2 000 #11, 802,500 
Van Schaick Shoal, Lake Ontario. .. 25, 000 Patalcsnes css Soret ee ee +1, 016, 600 
Wilson Bay, Lake Ontario......-.-- 8, 000 34, 400, 150 
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Torat DISTRIBUTION OF FiIsH AND FisH Ea@s, BY Species, Fisca, YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

BLUEBACK SALMON. 

Disposition. Number. I Disposition. Number. 

Alaska: ] Washington—Continued. 
Afognak, Hatchery Creek........... 73, 971, 000 Little White Salmon, Little White 

Letnik Laka 712, 745,000 Salmon River. ...2<<2s.-secss aes. 2 939, 960 
ae ea ae 8, 327, 000 Quinault, Quinault Lake 1, 200, 000 

Yes Bay, Hatchery Creek.-.-.......-- Tt 26, 650, 000 re ; Sake Sua 5, 678, 000 
takeumeDonald -~..-.:--.-...-5-- 8, 679, 700 || Canada: Frasier River, Canadian Gov- 

Oregon: Bonneville, State fish com- ISURINBNU saute canae ces otn aes en sees =e *20, 700, 000 
TO LNT. 4 ate ee *3, 440, 100 — 

Washington: *24, 140,100 
Baker Lake, Baker Lake............ 8, 622, 000 OLR ee aa assassaeeore se a0se ees +39, 756,000 
Birdsview, Grandy Creek........... 45, 560 37, 642,220 

HUMPBACK SALMON. 

Alaska: || Washington—Continued. 
Afognak, Hatchery Creek..........-. + 483,000 | Duckabush, Duckabush River...... 369, 958 

Letnik River......... ink AER TE S 9: + 1, 659, 000 Quilcene, Big Quilcene River.......-. + 385, 500 
Yes Bay, Hatchery Creek.........-.. F 930, 000 | —_—_—___—_—_ 

fig om Sane Total { + 5, 426, 500 
Birdsview, Grandy Creek........-. 18 ALLL | PnOne Ortigia srl aires pate pre 369, 960 

CHUM SALMON. 

eee pea necks #04210 Washington—Continued. 
irdsview, Gran OOK s Fagan ks 5 4 ‘ 8, | : P : : +1, 165, 000 Brinnon, Walotts slough: eae +1, 850, 000 || Quilcene, Big Quilcene River....... { ae 000 

arrington, Bennetts Slough.......- , Little Quilcene River 380, 000 

Duckabush, Duckabush River...... { } meat \ 890, 000 
Little White Salmon, Little White Total + 6, 253, 640 
POO EAVEEs Josue cesar scsesoede + 460, 800 | =: ia ace Es Oh Ga tS EE 3, 663, 760 

STEELHEAD SALMON. 

| 

Maine: | Vermont: 
Farmington, Clearwater Lake....... 1,011 || Brattleboro, Newton Pond... 1,000 
Grand e, Grand Lake........... 34,938 Castleton, Lake St. Catherine 4, 500 
Hiram, Hancock Brook............. ' 400 || Holden, Chittenden Dam............ 10,086 
ras, Green TAKS. ..J22.522...---50% 11, 232 Middlebury, Leicester River......... 4,500 

Massachusetts: Woronoco, Big Pond..| 1,300 Middlebury River... 2.2 .02252 22% 4,500 
Michigan: Readsboro, West River............. 600 

Charlevoix, Paddock Creek.......... $28,125 || Roxbury, State fish commission..... *50, 000 
GA ee Sere 24,358 ashington: 

Minnesota: St. Paul, State fish com- Birdsview vy sty Creeks w20s7. 2. 198, 865 
SENT EEE scedcebdosescasiacdescuus * 125,000 Quilcene, Bi Quilcene River....... 170, 000 

Nebraska: Stevenson, Skamania County waters. * 103,000 
Alliance, Niobrara River............ 4, 800 Sultan, Elwell Creek................ 92, 500 
Andrews, Russell Lake.............. 6,000 Vancouver, Clarke County waters... * 102,000 
Witte fiver. ......+..:..<........ 9,000 Washougal, Washougal River. ...... + 100, 000 

New Jersey: Hackettstown, State fish Yakima, Naches River.............. * 25, 000 
COMMISSION. .....-0-2+-------------- * 25,000 || Wyoming: 

New York: rls Beulah, Miller Creek................ 2,500 
Albany, State fish commission...... * 200,000 Lander, Atlantic Lake.............. 6, 000 
Oakdale, applicant...........-.-.--- * 100, 000 PISUTISOM UBEE pe a sae seas «dese ase 3,000 
Eagling Gow Pond... ..-tcscneos >=. 440 Lender Creek .. 5. .<<-sasescecess 3,000 
je ee ee 880 Fopo Agia River a/v... 5. seeees 6,000 

Port Henry, Lincoln Lake.......... 4,500 SUAS LAKE. cose ass np-(< Sunk te ae 3,000 
Rosedale, Clear Creek...........-... 880 || Rock Springs, Fremont Lake... .... 20, 000 
EEE, BOUMCA a pos 0 os nous onvw ess * 25,000 Saratoga, Upper Lake Creek........ 5,000 

Oregon: North Platte River..............-. 16, 000 
re he tc eae (io. See 32, 000 Sheridan, State fish commission... .. * 50,000 

ackamas, Clackamas River........ 5, 000 
Mecca, Shitike Creek................ 20, 000 * 805, 000 
Trail, Rogue River.........-........ 775, 000 Vital 2). bon est daasds <deuswaty + 128, 125 
Upper Clackamas, Clackamas River. 10, 500 1,493,290 
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Torat DIstRIBUTION OF FisH AND Fisu Eaas, spy Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

ATLANTIC SALMON. 

Disposition. Number. | Disposition. Number. 

Maine: Maine—Continued. 
Blanchard, Piscataqua River.......- 1} 500 Monson, Davis Stream.............. + 52, 500 

Salmon. Brook. se oe a: 52, 500 Oakfield, Mattawamkeag River, 
Brownville, Pleasant River. ........ + 325, 500 Mast Branchin cess .-.2 2s neneeeee + 243, 100 
Cherryfield, Narraguagus River....-. + 437,500 Orland, Orland River............... 7 
Columbia Falls, Pleasant River.--.. ¢ 437, 500 Shirley, Piscataqua River, West 
Dennysville, Dennys River......-.- ft 437, 500 Branch? sisesesoes je tcce noe ae eee + 52,000 
UMe tied faoes re 7 52, 500 
rindstone, Penobscot River, East + 2,390, 000 
BARRIOS ca +194, 400 Total... -..-+-2--2--2e2eesee eee { aut 

Katahdin Iron Works, Pleasant River + 52, 500 

LANDLOCKED SALMON. 

Maine: Maine—Continued. 
Belgrade, Great Lake...........---- +6. 000 Princeton, Big Lake: .....-2.-----20 + 10,500 
Brooks, Passagassawaukee Lake. -.. , 000 Grand Balis Pond=-os-ose-seeseeee + 6,000 
Bro’ eld, Burt Meadow Pond... +2, 400 Sebago Lake, Sebago Lake.......... + 9,600 
Caribou, State fish commission. ..-... * 405, 127 Stockholm, Square Lake.s25sexsus T 18, 000 
Dan forth, Grand "akesi2 tes e.c ee t 24, 000 Walkers, Squa Pan Lake...... a 9,000 
Dedham, Green Lake...........---- 32, 000 Webster, Chemo Lake.............-. 7,500 
Dexter, Lake Wassookeag.........-. 6,000 |} New Hampshire: 
Main Brookise cscs caster ees cesses + 10,500 Bristol, Newfound Lake. ..........-.. 456 
iPnfiermPond ssc crepe rscweseen sacs +6, 000 Canaan, Clark Pond ¢42.05 502508 lege 

East Orland, Toddy Pond...-....... Tie 925 Comming Fronds tcse-ssseteeseee 1,000 
Elisworth, Beech Hill Lake........- 10, 500 Dyne! Pond: 2. Sosous coke eee oe 800 
Farmington, Clearwater Lake....... + 6, 000 Sweet, Ponds: 2-.-ssnee=seceemeee 800 

Crystal Make oso esses stan 6, 000 Tewksbury: Ponds ss s+ eseseceeeee 800 
Horest wWarram ake oc. aasc--ce sce 6, 000 Colebrook, Diamond Pond.........- + 2, 400 
Franklin, Molasses Pond.......-..--- Ty bon Hardee ng rondo.) bo Aes 5,000 

4 A . | 7,500 aconia, Wintlisquam Lake..-....... 6, 000 
Grand Lake Stream, Dobsis Lake... { f 17, 000 Ne orl, Cold Pond. Panel 5,000 

11, 445 otter Place, Pleasant Lake......... 5,400 
Grand Lake............----------- { 28, 738 || New York: ’ i 

Guilford, Piper Pond: 2.822.228 + 6, 000 Forestport, Honnedaga Lake..._.... + 6,000 
Hartland, Great Moose Lake........ + 15, 000 Nehasane, Big Rock Lake..........- 3, 000 
Holeb; Holeb' Waker 3-222-222-2522 20 7 3,000 hake Vile ee see esas acrecee 4,500 
Houlton, Drews Lake.............-. + 12,000 North Creek, Moose Pond........... 3, 000 
Indian Landing, Indian Landing Newcomb Lake................... 3, 000 

BOOK. {= caacacete con cmc cuouseeens + 7,000 Port Henry, Lincoln Lake. ......... 7 6, 000 
Island Falls, Mattawamkeag Lake. . + 10,500 Port Jervis, Cahoonzie Lake......... 400 
Jackman, Lake Wood.......-...-.-. 5,000 || ‘Thurman, State fish commission... +15, 000 
Kineo Station, Moosehead Lake.. ... 7,500 || Vermont: 
Moose Rivers -- sestect = 1a aos ; a Beecher Falls, Connecticut Lake... 2, 400 

10, P a5 ir 3, 600 A 3 000 Canaan, Big Averill Lake........... i 500 

? i i ? + 9,000 Little Averill Lake. ...........-.. 300 

19 Newport, Salem Pond............... 300 
58,443 || Orleans, Willoughby Lake.......... 600 
10, 000 
+8, 000 * 405, 125 

otal ay)8-see-tde toa + 424, 870 
Brgok kbs ose ace setae ee 10, 000 182, 560 

RAINBOW TROUT. 

Alabama: Munford, Salt Creek........ 7,200 || Arkansas—Continued. 
Arizona: Saint Joe, Richland Creek..-........ 1, 200 
Ash Fork, Chino Creek... ....--.-..- 2,000 Tomahawk Creek..-.......-..-.--- 3, 000 
Sycamore Creek................-.. 2,000 || Colorado: 

Benson, Kiper’s Pond 5, 000 Alma, Lake Emma. ......-.-.-.-..-. 3,000 
Clarkdale, Black Canyon Creek... .. 2, 000 Basalt, Frying Pan River..........- 1,000 
Globe, Ash Creek. omit 3.2 220.3 10, 000 Bear Creek, Bear Creek. - --- 1,000 
Grand Canyon, Hermit Creek....... 2,000 Buffalo, Wigwam Creek... - 1,000 
Tempe, Salt River............-.-... 3, 000 Cebolla, Cebolla Creek... 1,000 

Arkansas: East Elk Creek.......-.--.....-.-. 1,000 
Cravette, Spavins Creek..........-.- 1,685 Gunnison) Rivereesoss------- deepe 1,000 
Decatur, Rees Creek Pond. ....... 500 Cimarron, Little Cimarron River. .-. 1,000 
Harrison, Buffalo River...........-. 1,500 Colorado Springs Cheyenne Lake... 2, 000 
Crooked Greek. oc csmeneee soe ne 9,000 Cotopaxi, Lake Creek Lake......... 2, 000 
bone Creek : 522s 22 essen ee: 7, 800 Spruce Creek Lake..............-.- 1,000 

Rogers, Spout Springs Pond....-.... 100 Creede, Rio Grande River..-.......-. 2, 000 

a Exclusive of 7,000 fry lost in transit. 
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ToraL DistrisuTION oF FisH AND FisH Eaos, py Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

RAINBOW TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Colorado—Continued. 
Denver, Bear Creek...............-. 
Durango, Cascade Creek............. 
Genneca Creek. -e 23.2. e2el chek 
iP Oiitomebe 2 = 2-2. Sk 

Edwards, Eagle River..............-. 
Lake Creek 

Fairplay, South Platte River. ...... 
Fort Collins, Cache La Poudre River. 
Gunnison, South Beaver Creek...... 
Worrell CLEGK. o5 oo. a... sence BR 

Marquoise Lake.) :.\.052 22.2 050. 2. 
Loveland, Pig Thompson River and 
rsa te 1 ae Ae ee ae 

Mieke River... -~....--020.22. 
Buckhorn River, North Fork. -... 

Fox Creek....... 

West Creek..... Perret oe ae 
Lyons, North St. Vrain Creek. ...... 
Ouray, Lake Lenore................ 
Parlin, Tomichi Creek...)........... 
Parshall, Grand River. 

Salida’, Little Cocheto pa Creek...... 
Marshall Creek. ............ eo 
(ypc a a re 

Sapinero, Gunnison River........... 
iio 2 See a eee et 

Snowmass, Capitol Creek............ 
PMIUR IE OOR fen cos cre cues b-cKSL cs 
Woody Creek........: Sexe utn Sod 

RRR SOO cg kek wn onatese tuts 
Sulphur Springs, Big Slough Pond.. 
Deep Slough “= d 
LOS oO eae Ee ee 

Walsenburg, Orchard Lake.......... 
Wasatch, Beaver Dam Lake........ 
TS a BEE 

Woodland Park, Bear Lake......... 
Northfield Lake...........2..22.2. 

ma 
Dillard, Beanert Creek.............. 
Helen, Chalahoochie River.......... 
Lakemont, Tiger Creek.............. 
Rabun Gap, Bettys Creek........... 
Poe Mountain BD ctian wn SR 

Manchester, Spring Branch......... 
North MeGregor, Bloody Run..... 
OO.) Sey eS : ae 

Number. 

NWN Nee Ree we eee we Se 

—_ 

ao Ce Oke 

we wwe 

~ 

ND ND ee ewe wee ue eeu we 

tht et fet bet BD et 

-—~weewew ee ~weweuevuwenw wee 

~~ 

In como inn CON ee ee et et BD tt -_ 

* * RERo- 

* 
SS 

| 

S8SES285222322223252 S252523ESE8SS8 

§ S8Sssse SESEE SSSESESES SEESSE FS 

Disposition. 

| Kentucky: 

| 

Bowling Green, Drakes Creek. ...... 
Jennings Cr E 

Baltimore, State fish commission. . . 
Brown, Turkey Branch............. 
Carrollton, Greens Run... 
Friendsville, Savages Pon 
Kensington, Cedar Pond.... 
Oakland, Big Youghiogheny River 
Muddy Creeks. 3200 2S 

Rawlings, Mill Creek. ... : 
Ruxton, Callendar House Pond. 
Takoma Park, Sligo Creek.......... 

Massachusetts: 
Athnl. Bake fle. 2.5 3 222... ce 
Great Barrington, Williams River... 
Lowell, Burgess Pond.. Bees eet 
Forge Pond). 3: -1050.003 

Amasa, Little Hemlock River...... 
Bessemer, Pine Creek............... 
Powder Mill Creek, East Branch. . 

Buchanan, McCoyes Creek.......... 
Samipson Creek... 293.520) het 

Grayling, Tillula Lake.......... 
Houghton, Dees Pond... 

Lake Paine........... 

Pokagon Creek. ..... . 
Summerville Creek... ..... 

Petersbur 

Deep. LAKG..< .. bas LOR ve 
Caledonia, Crooked Creek... .. 
Crooked Creek, South Fork. 
Crystal Valley Creek 
Dexter Creek............ 
East Beaver Creek... 
Thompson Creek... . 
West Beaver Creek... 
Winnebago Creek... 

Clearbrook, Falk Lake... 
Dover, Bear Creek...... 
Cascade Creek....... 
North Branch... 

Ely, Garden Lake. aoe Ne 
Lewiston, Enterprise Creek. .... z 
Hemingway Creek................ 
Whitewater Creek, Middle Branch. 
Whitewater Creek, South Branch. . 

Minneapolis, Nine Mile Creek....... 
ile Creek, Right Branch... 

Minnesota City, Bear Creek... e 
Middle Valley Creek... . 
Rupprechts Creek,... 

— 

Nee wD NNN 
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2 § SSS2SS82222225SS222SS2222 
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Torat DiIsTRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH Eacs, By Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

RAINBOW TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Minnesota—Continued. 
Minnesota City, Speltz Valley Creek. 
Pillager, Peterson Creek 
Plainview, Wattewater River, North 

h 
Preston, Camp CreeKk...-..--.-..--.- 
North Branchisse2350. 3-5 5 22-2 
Partridge Creeki2... ot. se-2 c.f s< 
South Branchesen, oeece-ne esos. 
Spring Crook so-so st eae 5 2 
TrOUtEvind ONCOK. ea sseeens oe set 
Watson Creeks: 2 bosece utc. tes 
Willow Greek.= -...252%.5.-4.284622 

Rushford, Beaver Creek..-....------- 
Cooledge Creeksai. 2-: 3- o set ssetee 
Daley Greek. 3 --25 2-4 ee nee 
interprise Creeks. .- -. =. 22252228 
Merguson Creek...--....-.------2= 
Gribbmi Creek: 3: 222) eee 
Hazzard Creek...------------ oe 
“ese ee Creek 
Meade Creek. .---- 
Onstine Creek... - 
Opheim! Creek-22- 5 222 2. -.eee eae 
Overland @reak.- > -- seen eee 
Pine Creek 
Rush: Crebks-se8 se ee=aSeoa- te se 
‘Trout Run Creeks. 220s) 225-4 
West Beaver Creek.....-.--------- 

St. Paul, State fish commission. .--- -- 
Stockton, Stockton Creek..-....--..-.- 

Stockton Creek, East Branch.....- 
Stockton Creek, South Branch.... 
Straight Valley Creek........-.-.- 

Winona, Big Trout Creek........... 
@oednr Crapkas-nesr sa ncseneeosn neon 
East Burns Valley Creek. ..-..-.-.- 
Harve yore SAeee She esate et 
Hicks Valley Creek..........---.-: 
Little Trout Creek.-.-....:--.2...- 
Morey Credkei 2c cess eee 
Morrison Creek... .<. -- =... isswss 
Murray Valley Creek........--.--- 
Pirie | Creekcss 4. o--2 = eee ee eae 
Pleasant Valley Creek......-..---. 
IWiscoyiCreek:i;-=---<2-ss-baceeee 

Missouri: 
Aurora, Spring River.-..-...--.----- 
Crane, Crane Creek..........--.- 
Greer, Greer Springs Creek 
Joplin, Arrowhead Lake. ......-.----. 

Montana: 
Anaconda, State fish commission... - - 
Belgrade, Cottonwood Creek........- 
Billings, Andersen’s pond. ..-...-.--- 
Spring Creek 

Bozeman, Asbestos Creek. ...-..----- 
Brackett Credk:< 2-2-0- sees: J- eae 
Bridger Creak ite teewsee sees. 5 feck 
Buck Creeks se Osteasssevieens ale 
Dailey Creek... 2.22 .ssbee= 0 bene’ = 

Number. Disposition. Number. 

| Montana—Continued. 
13275 Bozeman, Middle Creek.........---- 10, 000 
1, 275 North Cottonwood Creek... ...--.- 2, 000 

North! Dwi akers. 5.223 peeeeeer 2, 000 
3, 000 Ole ‘Olson Dakerst222 <..- osc see 2, 000 

850 Pass Creck:-s esac cece sees eee 2,000 
425 Pine Creek tise cacsces-- hee eee 2, 000 
425 Reese Creeks). sete ns-ocee se eee 2,000 
425 Rocky Creokit ssins24.:. aaeemoese 2, 000 
425 Ross Creeks. seca. E Sclsaale. eee ee 10, 000 
425 Sage Creek... 5 5-2-.5--- 5,2 8e eres 2, 000 
850 Sales Creek... 22.$22')222 20. Ae 2, 000 
850 Sixteen Mile Creek...-.-..-------- 2,000 
425 Sour Dough Creek. :....- 432224262 8, 000 
425 South Meadow Creek......-------- 2,000 
425 South Taylor Creek: .-:-2s2-- see 2,000 
425 South TwiniWake= 1-2 Ss2.0-- see 2, 000 
425 Specimen Creek--......--- <3 --t--m= 2, 000 
425 Spring Hill Creek. .....----.-+.-.-- 2, 000 
425 Ston yulaAke@ ner seca scesam alee 2, 000 
425 Sun River, North Fork. ...-..-.---- 50, 000 
425 Mavylor Creeks encanise esses 2, 000 
425 Teepe Creek. .........00--55 2, 000 
425 Thomas Greek. fe. aacesten ces F 8,000 
425 West Bear Creek..........-------- 2, 000 
850 Butte, Big Hole River.-:--.--.-- 2.2: * 230, 000 
850 Darby, Rye Creek Ponds...-.-..-.-- 3,750 
850 Forest Grove, Bear Creek.......----- 1,500 
425 McDonald Creek, South Fork. ---- 10, 500 

* 50, 000 Harlowton, Agnes Creek.......------ 1,500 
850 American Forks Creek.......---.-- 2, 250 
850 Big Blk Creek}: 2 oecc staeee se seeae 2, 250 

1,275 Caroless\ Creek. .a--. cena sseeeee 2, 250 
850 Crooked ‘Creek. -....---- css Seep 2, 250 

1,275 Daisy. Dean Creeks -2-- sees e ee 2, 250 
1,275 RISDICTCO Koes nee ile ae ete ie eee 2, 250 
1,275 Haymaker Creek.........- SA Spee 2, 250 
1,275 opley\ Creckaaecmetseise-cinaeeee 6, 000 

850 Mebo Creeks 25.262 sceiesiteninn ene 2, 250 
850 bebo Haketes ss ieee cece es eeeeeaes 2, 250 

1,275 eithleml me Creclc.- ose aecee cee 2, 250 
425 Little Spring Creek...........----- 1,500 
850 IMC VOyCreCke 2 Semen an -ineeieea emia 1,500 
425 Meadow Creek: --. =. 720. a55s-senrr 1,500 
850 Mexican John Creek......-.-.--.--- 2, 250 
850 Miller'Creek. 25: senate eee 2, 250 

Muddy Creek. ../.2-. 22-0222 -0. 2. 1,500 
10, 000 Musselshell River -- 1. -.e/<--ee 2, 250 
1,600 Spring Creek es. as sonenee ners 3, 000 

10, 000 Swimming Woman Creek...-.--.--- 2, 250 
300 al Allebaugh Creek... 2, 250 
100 Castle Creek.......-- 2, 250 

12, 000 Comb Creek......... 2, 250 
5, 000 (Coyote Creeka2 2... 3 scene aeeees 3, 000 
2,051 Hensley Creole oe... snncteeeeee 2, 250 

430 Musselshell River, South Fork... - 2, 250 
6, 000 RobinsoniCreek: - =. << s2.<seereee 2, 250 

10,000 || Libby, Bootjack Lake...........---- 5, 000 
10, 000 Martinsdale, Checkerboard Creek... - 3,000 
8,000 Cottonwood Creek...........-..--- 1,500 
4,000 Cottonwood Lake..........2....-- 2, 250 
8, 000 Du Rand Lake:.2 toss ees seeeee 1,500 

800 Magstatt Creek: <~ o.ocemteseieee ea 1,500 
1, 200 Musselshell River, North Fork.... 2, 250 
1, 200 Spring Creek. -- -o- scimesenel mae 12, 000 

Missoula, Belmont Creek. ....-...----- 4,000 
* 1,000, 000 Blackfoot River..........--------- 6,000 

16, 000 Blackfoot River, North Fork...-.- 8, 000 
2,000 Clearwater River.........-.-.-.-.. 6, 000 
4,000 Cottonwood Lake.........-..--..- 2,000 
2,000 row Creekzereee as sare ses uacieeee 4,000 
2, 000 Hlbow Takomer acess re. ---< ater 8, 000 
§, 000 Wi Cree kceeran sacle =a <=) 4,000 
2, 000 ake Inez. skeracsusstscee tw site eee 10, 000 
2, 000 Mission’ Creeken sss smc ts wo teers 4,000 
6, 000 Wine Mile. Creek: .. Sco. 20.2 0 aae 4,000 
4,000 Owl Creek ae cca semoen nice Saeekie 6, 000 

10, 000 Placid Lake: 2.205... 2228s o.. Geiser 10, 000 
2, 000 Post OLreekioe sn eae woes aloe to ae 4,000 



DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FISH EGGS, 1919. 

Tota DisTrrBuTIoN oF FisH AND Fiso Ecas, py Spectres, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

RAINBOW TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Montana—Continued. 
Missoula, Rock Creek...............- 

Beglbyebakes. oo... =. te 
Norris, ison Lakeand tributaries. 
MealevnireGn =o tess... 2... tee 

Ravalla, Would Fish Lake.........- 
Townsend, Crow Creek..........---- 
DEE CEB Kiet gee memiets nw 35 os 
Sprne Creeks........--2--.<22.4122 

tefish, Beaver Lake. ...........- 
WETTER PAROS © Foo iemcnos ode 

White Suplhur Springs, Sheep Creek. 
SUE ee ee ete, 

Winston, Meyers pond...........-..- 
Yellowstone, Lower pany te Creek. 
Madison Creek, South Fork.....-- 

Nebraska: 

Colclesser, PineCreek ..............- 
Crawford, White River.............. 
Glenn, White River................. 
Gordon, Snake River................ 

Nevada: 
Ely, State fish commission.......... 
Verdi, Truckee River... ............. 

New Hampshire: 
Lebanon, Cole Pond...............- 
Nashua, Silver Lako................ 
Newport, Sugar River.............. 
Pike, LakoChristine-................ 
Suncook, Hampshire Brook........-. 
PPS BLOOM foodie wes akin on ate 
PRE UO ciwacrocksicedeoscbes 

New Jersey: 
Crawford, Rahway River........... 
Hackettstown, State fish commission 
Oak Ridge, Stony Brook Lake...... 

New Mexico: 
Bernalillo, Los HuertosCreek. 

izoza Eagle CRORE is censy 
Chama, Brazos River. 
Chama River....... 
Chavez Creek... 
NutritasCreek......... 

Lujon Valley Creek . 
Mora River... . 
Rio de Lia Casa.......5.2.22...257- 
Rio de Las Lunas and branches... 
TecoleteCreek . . 
Siewmrr bake =. =< 2--5252.225525 25 

High Rolls, FresnalCreek........... 
Mountainair, TajiqueCreek......... 
Perea, Los Nutrias Creek............ 
Santa Fe, Santa Fe Lake............ 
Taos Junction, Ben Hur Lake....... 
Water Bird Lake.................. 

Tularosa, Rio Tularosa..........---- 
Ute Park, Cimarron River.......... 

New York: 
Ardsley, Sawmill River............. 
Batavia, Goulds Brook.............. 
Benson Min 

Elmira, South Creek................ 
Genoa, Little Salmon Creek......-... 
Hornell, Big Creek.................. 

ORDiasdati<ssccohnn» « 

aa Bf ~I —] 

rr nwnwnwnw sr SarSe5$ < SSSSESE2S SESESE v_we ssw 

.ewvvewewevewvevuevwvwvwevevuvwvevwws 

sescsssssg geeeseesesszssseeeeezes = WON WWOWWNNS ~eewpewrvvuevwvvw 

Disposition. 

New York—Continued. 
Hornell, Canisteo Creek..........--- 
Canisteo River=<<.2-55-1) 22.02 
CarrValley Brook...........-.---- 
poeley Creek « 2s ss5ccccescnce sete 

Hunter, Schoharie River...........- 
Tlion, Millers MillCreek ............- 
Ithaca, Enfield Creek............... 
Napanock, Youngs Ponds. 
New York, Aquarium...... 
North Lansing, Nelson Metzar Creek. 

SalmoniGrpakess ese sh 
Oneida, Cowasselon Creek. 
Oneida Creek... ... 
Sconondoa Creek 

Racquette Lake, Lake Mohegan. 
Shekomeko, Pugsley Hill Creek 
Syracuse, Butternut Creek.. d 
Limestone Creek . J. 2 2.. ....-<----- 

Trumansburg, Mecklenburg Creek... 
Reynoldsville Creek..... Eee Te 

Watertown, Black Creek...........- 
wi bbare Ordo ek see. 

Wellsville, Brimmer Creek .........- 
Cryder Creek....... aa eee 
BYERS Gronks oietiake ws ass sense 
OlGs Ore, Hs ee acs eee 
Fulmer Valley Creek...........-.- 
@enessad Rivers. Jos sie sew 
Jeripn iy Cred £25 Vses ee ee 
Maran Greek 522 peeersusonwrscces 

Vandermark Creek...............- 
North Carolina: 
Bessemer City, Toms Creek Lako. - . 
Black Mountain, Long Branch...... 
Swannanoa River, North Fork.... 
Swannanoa River, Sugar Fork.... 

Boone, Howard Croeek........------- 

Newton Mill Croek.............-.. 
Elk Park, Blevins Creek............ 
Me eG Ole as hiale svebdoesnsh ee 
Tattle HleCrwek 9.2. cchsece..5 

Franklin, Rabbit Creek ............. 
Green Mountain, Toe River.......-. 
Horseshoe, Mills River.............. 
Hot Springs, Little Creek. .......... 
Dio Branoliss. ta520cscdet wc eeeae 

Lansing, Big Horse Creek ........... 
Little Horse Creek .......-.-.---.. 

Lenoir, Gragg Creek................- 
OU: HINO OLGOK « . sp ckdebansaeen 

ba 
Linville Falls, Linville River........ 
Marshville, Thomas Pond........... 
Micaville, Locust Creek............. 

Boutin Tod iver ss) yo i os22oenuen 
Montezuma, Lindville River........ 
North Wilkesboro, Reddies River... 
Pickens, Estatoe Creek.............. 
Whitewater River................- 

Poplar, Flat Branch... ............. 
Lekerd Pine, Grassy Creek.......... 
Ux6do, Cabiti Cr6gk si onascccsanee 
GPT CUM RULER ates tc ae ede vases nwiiued 
BOCK CIBER ccbectel ee ecesss oheaeda 

Waynesville, McElroy Creek........ 
North Dakota: Fullerton, Maple River 
Ohio: Middlefield, Orchard Pond..... 
Oklahoma: Oklahoma City, State fish 
SRUATIEMILI y c.w ogo opac e's iss cn weed es 

Oregon: 
Booneville, State fish commission... 
Clackamas, Spring Creek............ 

vv 
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26 DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FISH EGGS, 1919. 

Torat DistripuTION OF FisH AND Fisu Ecos, sy Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

RAINBOW TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Oregon—Continued. Pennsylvania—Continued. 
La Grande, Catherine Creek........- 25, 000 Johnstown, Mill Creek .............. 400 
Fern Springs Pond ae. =... cee 1,000 Miller) Ruane 5 se ee 400 
Take Union... cc. cee oes 5, 000 Mishler Runaeeate eh see Bans ee 400 
Meacham Creeks. sce. ewe 7,500 Pickens Runkes soo. 3 ho ee 400 
PowderiRivetecs so: seecie sees 7,500 Powder Mill Run. ................ 400 

Mecca, Shitike Creek...........- as 10, 000 Richer Runes)... ... 5a eee 400 
Warm Springs River.... 2 10, 000 Roaring Run.. fee 400 

Medford, Crater Lake......... 20, 000 Salli ine see eee eee 400 
Oregon City, Clackamas River. - -. 20, 000 Shannon/Rumnee... 4s seeeeeene 400 
rail ROPUeRIVel nwo cies.csie e's cles ne 28, 000 Sugar Runic. cs casuenccn coe eee 400 

Pennsylvania; Tub Mill Run 2253. 5555. eee 400 
Cedar Hollow, Valley Creek and King of Prussia, Trout Creek and 
SEH CHGS eee es. oes onsen eee 2,400 TANGhES 2. oon 2, 400 

COMMUN bie Greek. ....0..s-eeecaene 2,000 Listonburg, Whites Creek.........-- 4,400 
ONDSIGFOG se in ma siccdons=aseuee 2, 000 Mance, Wills Creek........=.-...---+ 6, 000 

Coudersport, Allen Creek...........- | 800 Marietta, Shooks Mills Creek......-.- 3, 000 
LEh ad 25 Die, Sie een ie HEN Code acl! pee = 600 Mill Hall, Fishing Creek........-...- 4, 200 
WANMEn Ghul ec. Se ln ae ean eee | 1,000 Heards Creek. 2k.) cuca tt eae 700 
Cold Sprmeion ee ce e soere 600 ong Rumi |. 0s... oeeer seer eres 2,100 
COG TRUS - wares con eee os ae ee 800 Mill Lane, Valley Creek............- 3, 600 
Goyal Creeke-s.<- ocmesaes chse ee 600 New Centerville, Gulph Creek and 
Crouching.) ote ee cee ees 1,000 branches <a 52-¢ccnncne eee 2, 400 
Davis ROD ee eee ae a 600 Trout Creek and branches....-.-.- 2,400 
1 DES HStYG £4 18 hoe alten seat ts Sree 3 eee 800 New Ringgold, Cold Run..........- 1, 200 
Enlliger Creek ssc stec se eee sees 600 Oil City, Hemlock Creek. .......-..- 2, 800 
KenyoniCreelkcs te ese cocee 1,000 Norway) Rum. 2.5 -ecreindeciee ene 1,400 
INetzvariCreekso site. ert ae 1,000 Porcupine Rin. se ees see areee 2,100 
eG yGs RUT eset nee cee meee 600 Paoli Roads, Valley Creek and 
Salten'Croble:e arnt sece ee crce neces 800 branches .:; -jsce00 eos ee eget eee 1,800 
Sherwood Branch.............-.-- 600 Pittston, Poor House Creek... -.-.- 3, 600 
‘SNAG oH SH So ep A Re adh at So he ety Sel 1,000 Spring Run... 5--.5-25-necseeee 7, 800 
MOL Branchhss*.e8er gee eae ce 2,000 Ralphton, Quemahoning Creek, 
SLEVENS IRIN steer ate bre seer 600 North Branch. 222222272525 scHeee 1, 200 
SWOT UN Ge pe eee ace a etceree 600 Renova, Drurys Rune - sees s eee 1,000 
Whitney Creek-:...-......+--< af 2,000 Hyner Rum. 2. bocce eee eee 1, 200 
Whitney Creek, East Branch 1,000 Ringtown, Dark Run. + -2-.2-\--2c--0 1, 200 
Whitney Creek, West Branch... .. 1; 000 Girard Pond). .-.¢.o-c.> /cacbaesee 1; 200 
Woadardsianes posses eee & 600 Little Catawissa Creek........-.... 1, 200 

Ebensburg, Roaring Run. .......... 1,000 Trexler Run) so. s.ccsecrance See eeee 1, 200 
Gouldsboro, Lehigh River.........-. 4, 200 St. Peters, Rock Run ..<))2.2s224-05 1,800 
Hamburg, Maiden Creek............ 1,800 || Smithfield, Mill Run................ 2/100 

pine Cregk:2) iiss. ssscece ceases secs 1, 200 Somerset, Beans Run............... 1, 200 
Hoadleys, Middle Creek............. 1, 800 Blue Hols Run. ...--cos-c uence 1, 200 
Hollidaysburg, Cave Run........... 1, 400 Kimberly Rum. scescuessenceeeee 1, 200 
Honesdale, Everhart Run..........- 1, 800 Milford Creek’... --0. 3. <cseemeeeee 1, 200 
Howellville, Valley Creek an Trout Run, Four Mile Run......... 500 
TAN CHES sess Shae sae ae ae 3,000 Grays RUN see octes nee eee eee 500 

Hydetown, Anderson Run.........- 400 Lycoming Creek... ..-.22-sceseeee 500 
PATTOUNE A scecien catec tee hee 400 Bix Milo-Kun’...2.2.0-2seee.neeenes 500 

DUNnawiR ss see see ee eee 400 Trout RUN: sco cset enaeeeeees 500 
MER COU sentlit = Sean ee ee cae eee 400 Uniontown, Big Sandy Creek....... 800 
GHianvR nine sss sses see teeter tenes 400 Seaton Lake. -nccnccut te yeeaeeee 800 
13 Uoloaker(e) Od yb bey See Ct CES Sete ee 400 Waterville, Dam Run............... 500 
Melanin ine sssesetes tee 400 Little Pine Creek. ............-20- 500 
MOOR VEIN aes o Soae ene ee eee 400 || Long Mork Creek....2.2) oe see 500 
Morris shunit= 2) Sas wane ae semen 400 Lower English Run............... 500 
CLT Fl 220 PS es 400 Otter Rumi: aoccs tecsece so - chee 500 
Stony, Hollow Rune.) 2.5287) os 400 |} Sebring Oreék.2 - 2.28 sceeeee 500 
UD DSiteiees nos cree eo eee eee 400 Williamsport, Mill Creek...........- 500 

Indian Head, Camp Run...........-. 600 Scotch Mill Creek. .... % 500 
Indian Crodkses. sacs nas. eee 600 Sugar Camp Run... 500 
MOUNTAIN esos eee ate 400 Waller Ritnies: sss 500 

TIvyland, Pleasant Plains Pond...... 600 Windber, Big Paint Creek Aer 1, 400 
Jersey Shore, Larrys Creek.........- 1, 600 Dark Shade Creek.............--.- 700 
Johnstown, Alwine Run............ 400 Little Paint Creek....-.-.-........ 1, 400 

Baker Bie ceseeen es ee 400 Little South Fork Run............ 2,100 
Bens Creek and branches.......-.- 1, 200 Piney Rilnossecesenememae ce a. te aac 1, 400 
Big Mill Crecke sesso ee. re 400 Shade: Creekisiseacescansas totes 700 
Big Spring Ryness sees ss ks ee 400 Slanna ‘Ritiesiee ee eee so cce ates 2,100 
Canfield Kiuntss=seaseeesecss ost. 400 UPAR UD ee teeter Ac 2240s aie 700 
Card Machine Run...............- 400 |) Wentz Rittemesecsee cece nc. gceeer 1,400 
Clear Shade Creek......-......---- 400 || South Dakota: 
Dalton Ruris 200 oS ee Noe ee 400 Buffalo Gap, Beaver Creeck.......... 10, 000 
Henaries Creek: oo: bese eee 400 Guster, Dolishbond 222225205". eens 600 
Minckson Runs. si sstscsssecc sce 400 Englewood, Ward Creek............ 1, 200 
Spnris Mall Ruy eon see tee 400 Fruitdale, Park Spring Branch...... 500 
mre) Fern (A\ cies ee ees eee oe 400 Hill City, Spring Creek.............. 16, 800 
Eanrel Rat (B)scssceeccee eee eee 400 Merriman, Lake Creek Pond........ 2, 000 
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South Dakota—Continued. | Virginia—Continued. 
Mystic, Little Rapid Creek.......... 3, 600 Charlottesville, Tiverton Branch. -.. 3,000 
Newell, Kirby Lake................. 1, 200 Dillwyn, Eldridge Pond. .-........-- 650 
Pine ae yeane Cronk. 5... a 2sa5 1,640 East Falls Chure , Holmes Run... 150 

Yellow Thunder Creek............ 1,640 Mourn Miles. «3.2.2. enge- ec 150 
Rapid City, Barker Pond........... 2, 800 Fairwood, Wilson Creek. ..-..--....- 11, 900 
Bax Jeldor Creek... < <tnsca see a5 2, 250 Lorton, Charles Run..........-.---- 400 
Cottonwood Lake..............--- 2, 800 Marion, Holston Creek--.....-.-..--- 1,000 
ROCA OPED So ons ameec Sep cw oma) 500 Narrows, Dry Branch.........-.--.- 3, 000 
Lower Box Elder Creek.........-- | 2, 250 Kimberling Creek..-........------- 3,000 
Minnninee Creek... 0. ..-.---cn28- 1,700 Natural Bridge, Crawford Creek.-.-.. 8, 000 
UCTS 2) eae 2,250 || Pearisburg, Clendennin Creek.....-- 4,000 
Schambers Creek... ...-......-.---- 700 |! Dine BRANCh 6s oes ease cheese 2,000 
Pee ROG os oes ee woaws 2, 800 || MaTiCreak. co. 26 5s cata Si28 omc 4, 500 
Spring Canyon Creek.............. 2,100 |, Nobusiness Creek - .........-.----- 2,000 
POnenONORK bts Sos S ott wld 2,100 Pemberton, Little Beal Creek......- 2,000 

Spearfish, Chicken Creek............ 3, 500 Pembroke, Little Stony Creek.... 1,500 
Cold Spring Creek................- 840 |} Pohick, Pohick Creek. --...........- 6, 000 
OT ee eee 2,100 |} Purcelle, Reed Creek..........-.---- 6, 000 
Hilton Gulch Creek..............-. 4,000 || Speedwell, Peach Bottom Creek..... 1,600 
PS ET AUQONS ooo. 2-2 as aee ena snk 840 || Stuart Draft, Coles Run..........-.-- 1, 200 
OS) a ee 700 Sugar Grove, Dickey Creek..-......- 4,200 
Riverview Branch. ............-.- 1, 400 Teas, Holston River, South Branch. . 28, 000 
PANG S PONG <2 ooo. onde 560 Timber Ridge, Lackey’s pond..... 1,000 
State fish commission. ............ 50, 000 Trout Dale, Fox Creek....--.-....<< 22,500 
PINPICRMINURC RE te oe 7 Peanmel Greeks 220.5 .b2<c- wae 3,500 
Summers’s pond.........-.-.----- 700 |) Pigwe Creek 2 oes soece see 4, 200 
RNOHERMARATION «oo, oc o.oo ooo tala we 1, 400 Piupn Creek... 52 Ss ccslodse sas een se 2,800 
Webb Knight Branch...........-. 6, 000 Bingshiie Creek... i626 <=. -2- en 2,800 

Sturgis, Bear Butte Creek.-.........- 11, 100 Staley Crodk- -s05.s0--.-.-soeces 5,600 
PARC RNS solo noe cose «cou e seas 1,000 Wallace, Beaver Creek. -.......-.---- 1,500 
Spring Draw Creek............-.-- 500 White Top Gap, Burgess Creek... -. 1,500 

aterworks Lake...............<. 6,000 || _ Wilda, South River........-..-...-- 9, 000 
Tilford, Morris Creek Pond........-- 500 || Washington: 
Vale, Cottonwood Creek...........-- 8, 000 Boyds, Sherwood Creek.......-.---- 10, 000 
Wall, Miller Reservoir...........--- 500 Colville, County Game Commission. . * 50, 000 

Tennessee: Tind, York BAKG..c..<;--2<---.0+s% 10,000 
Chattan , Rainbow Lake........ 3,000 || Moab, Newman Lake. ........-.-.-- 12,000 
Crabtree, Roaring Creek..........--- 1,000 Montesamo, Satsop River-........-.. 12, 000 
Elkmont, Little River.............. 13,000 Orient, Meadow Lake..........-..-- 8,000 

State fish commission. ..........-- *42,7' Republic Deep Laks - oo 2.555.455 - 14, 000 
Erwin, Birchfield Creek............. 5, 400 Tacoma, Clear Lake.......0.202.-.-- 7,500 

Birchfield Pond..................- 5, 800 Vancouver, Battle Grounds Lake... * 50, 000 
North Indian Creek....-.-.-.-.--- 20,400 || _ Walla Walla, Ford’s pond........... 300 
BROCRIOROOK: so asec cs tucesew sewers 6,000 || West Virginia: 

Etowah, Bullet Creek..........-.... 500 Bemis, Cheat River, Shavers Fork... 1,000 
Farner, Conasauga Creek..........-. 10,000 Berkeley Springs, Brushy Fork Run. 2,800 
Turtletown Creek...........-.---- 10,000 || Fayette, WolfCreek..............-. 800 

Greenville, Nolachucky River-....... 4,500 Hazleton, Beaver Creek.....-......- 2, 100 
ePREAAROMOO NCES nt ah ie niin « pit 4, 500 Martinsburg, Tuscarora Creek......- 3, 500 

McFarland, Big Lost Creek....-..... 9,000 Mill Creek, Tygarts Valley River 
Ut Se eee 6,000 Sid DYANChOss 2... 20 spats os 22a - 9,000 

+ Sycamore Pond.......... 6, 000 Richwood, Big Laurel Creek. ....... 12,000 
Sevierville, Little Pigeon River... ...| 20,000 Cranberry River. . -oss002 cosa 000- 8, 000 
Somerville, Loosahatchie River. .... | 8, 000 Terra Alta, Dority Creek..........-. 1,400 
Tellico Plains, Lake Tellico.......-. 1,200 || Thomas, Boyer’s pond..........-.-- 800 
Wartrace, Ellwood Pond...........- 2,000 STING CLOG oa eae pep ns stab 1,500 

Utah: WV OIE RECs. 1,2. 25-5 bade stage ve 2,000 
TakemePond.... i 3,900 || Webster Springs, Gauley River... 4’ 300 
Logan, Hyde Park Ponds........... 1,125 White Sulphur Springs, Howard 
ae 1,125 OG 55 sev ads duce ean cc ka tant 10, 250 

Murray, Froiseth’s pond............ 1,500 || Wisconsin: 
Ogden, Lofgren’s pond.............. 500 Aniwa, Plover River................ 300 
ES Spa ep ele 400 || Arcadia, American Valley Creek... . 450 
Ts ee ae Se 1,000 Davis Valley Creek..............- 1,000 
WV ARIE PREIOIAL 39 fo ww» oo 50 wx hess 600 Hingiien Creek vs. 2s ons nav sd aanneee 675 

EQOVO, ETOVOMAVEE.....--- 2222425 10,000 Glencoe Creek........-...+-..--+-- 1,450 
Springville, Hobble Creek........... 10, 000 Lewis Valley Creek...-.-.........- 1,675 
wo | eee 277, 500 North Branch Creek.............. 1,000 

Vermont: Groton, Wells River........ + 8,000 Rainy Valley Creek............... 1,000 
bigs nee RBiley'Gredkk:..sssGlsiaie J+ dave 1,000 

A don, streams along Va.-Car.Ry. 51, 500 Btatiy Crodke a Us soeitews s dannieae 1,000 
Alleghany, Sweet Chalybeate Creek. 12,000 Tompson Valley Creek............ 1,000 
Atk mider-Murror Pond........ 500 Travis to) ee Pee Ser 1,000 
Blacksburg, Big Run Creck......... 500 Mion ORGCI ss esekass June daeseads 450 
Boone Mill, Boon’s pond............ } 200 aumandee Creek................ 1,000 
Buchanan, oe ee n---- wed 2,000 MOUCTS CHOC os se witnae asks sentonees 1,000 
Buena Vista, Hollow Branch........ 8,000 Athens, Black Creek................ 3,000 
Byllesby, Chestnut Creek..........- 7,000 Bangor, Brush Hollow Creek... 600 
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Disposition. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 
Black River Falls, Allen Creek..-...--. 
Robinson, Creek-2 -- 222220. 2 een 

Blue Mounds, Bohoris Creek..--..--- 
Frames Creekios.2 22 ie. 22 eee 
McKinley Creek. ......-..-.------- 
Royjacks Creek......-----...------ 
Ryans Credlesesseanse so. cens ssa 
Mopper Creckeeeesese sees aaa 

Brie, Bre miVvere sos .- 2-62 = 
Little Brule River......---------- | 
McDougal Wakes: 22-8222 252.22. 

Chippewa Falls, Duncan Creek. - - - - 
Pa mtiOreeke ss --ee s2oo S = a ee 

Couderay, Devils Creek. --.--------- 
Mody @reekee eee e< ae 
sy Creska ans 2s- cee aoe aero 
iene iCreeksss 4200-22) wae eee 
Squaw Creek 
Wandiall Creek: 2: s2.22 2252.2 2c 

Donaldson, Big Tamarack Creek... - 
Black: Oaksliakeze pecs ssaa scans 
Little Tamarack Creek.....------- 
Mill Creek ese ee neces 
Pickerel Cregk----s-2 snares ae 
Portage Creek 202-0222 232-422 
Spring Crosk==2e- ee eee 

Ettrick, Affeldts Creek.....-..---.:- 
Beaver Creek, South Branch... --- 
Wangs Crock. tess teece a. caneaes 
(ATSONSICreek=- sete cL ee eas oe 
McConnon Creek.......----------- 
Olson Creeks oe ee eee ee eee 

Fond du Lac, Brownsville Creek. -.- 
Camp Ground Creek..-.....------- 
Gallet Creek... +2 sa san cscs 

Silver Creek: 22... osee see ess 
Woolen Mill Creek: -...-:.:--..2.- 

Hawthorne, Three Buck Lake......- 
Independence, Bennett Creek. --...- 
Gooke Creekiss2-.ceh 323 =~ = 22 eas 

Wickham! Creek=5>.io2-s.e5-esee-sc 
Ladysmith, Hemlock River... 
Laona, Peshtigo River--....-.-- 
Lavalle, Carr Valley Creek.-.......- 
Jenson Creek: .- <2 22-2. one nemo] 

Maiden Rock, Lost Creek..-...-.--- 
Travis Spring 'Creek.....:..--..-:- 

Minocqua, Johnson Creek......-..-- 
Norwalk, Brieske Creek..........--. 

Buckholz Creek-<-:2222i223 2. 

Marneven Creek. <...2sccca---paresce | 

Spring Creeks: se ssse 32-2322 722 
Dar Creeks ssscaseesrarocecec ce see 
Woodlift Credk:s2-c2-22-2~>---5-5- 
Zitlow Creek: 2 s2scet ee ee 

Oakfield, Fond du Lac River........ 
Pembine, Paulson Creek. ---..-.----- 
Smith Creek ss..ssaseerse = ees =. ate 
Erestie Crecki iss ties ssescs sc: ee ane 

Rice Lake, Long Lake Creek.....-.- 
ed’ Cedar Rivers; -2s-1-2-c---4-- 
Spring Creek.... 
Wellow Rivers..-225ssseeee eee oe 

River Falls, Kinnickinnick River. -. 

Number. 

1,000 
1,000 

Disposition. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 
River Falls, Kinnickinnick River, 

Corcoransbranche so) eee 

Salmo, Raspberry Creek......-..---- 
Dioux Riversaseee eee ewe eeine 

Solon Springs, Moose River. -......- 
Stanley, Scovins Creek.-....-....-.- 
Stone Lake, Hovey Lake........-... 
Tigerton, Steinke Creek. .-....-..-.. 
Tomahawk, Armstrong Creek....... 
Lanweh Creck.......----++-2020--- 
iPickerel'Creeki ees eee ee 
Rickie Creeks 3.222 32S heer cesar e 
Spirit River, Middle Fork.......-.. 
Spirit River, North Fork........-. 
Spirit River, South Fork........-.. 

Waukesha, Genesee Creek.......---- 
Jerico Creeks 3.2. 22/22 2s eee 

Waterville Creek... - 2.) 55-s2--- 
Waupaca, Chain of Lakes ase 
Hartman Creek ae 
Little Wolf River, South Branc 

Westby, Aarnes Creek.........-.... 
BakkiniCreek 25 eo sec ee eee 
Black Bottom Creek.........-..-- 
Boggs Creek occa eee ee 
Bohemian’ Creek=) 225: B22 te eens 
BrookvilleiCreek-s2- ee eee eee eee 
Brush Creeks seen eects 
Cannon Valley Creek.-......-.-... 
Clark Creeke2 ee ease eee 
Clements Creek.:-20.2-. 2.2--2-2-<- 
Duck Hep Creekssorar-ee es eee 
Bsofes Creek -2).28- 22st sacs sea 
Preming Creckso. =. case ee ee ees 
Goplen Creek...2222 22-21 5-222 5.323 
Fiapen! Creek. secre. css = sce nae 
Hanson'Creek: =~ = 22-22-25 es-eeee 
Harrison) Creakes sot acaenc er eee 
Hay Creeki2t 2.22.2 ee eee 
lormbyiCreekoces =o se cee see 
Jensen Creek: 5... ---22s2225-682 2. 
Suge Creve eee ee eke eeeeeere 
Kickapoo River, West Fork....... 
Knapp Creek 
aneher Crepkiseereasec ccs sae ee 
Lunde Creek pense erect 
McGeary Creek........--.2...--.-. 
Mineri@reckzsensar cues o+ «so oee ee 
Norlinsky Creek. --5-. -.--- 22-2 ooe 
North Bear Creek. . - 
North Billings Creek mek 
Oium Creek.-------. 

Seas Creekiie.. -sccc5c: Sse ssbere ee 
Sending Creeks... 52-22 ssseessese 
Sherve Creek... <-.2--s:t52eses0--=6 
Sidie Creeékt 72. =: Saeeeeeece- ee 
Simonson Creeks: 5-24-5225" 426>-: 
Skate Creck--leeseeeee eer <0 cmt 
South Bear Cregkeesress+--esesc-s 
South Billings Creek...-..-.-..-.. 
Spillman’ Creekoessseere=-----=--4 
Sveum Creekisccsess2:--s-2--toene 

Aorson’ Creeks «<=> 5 +. see ee 
Timber Coulee Creek........--.--- 
Twenty-Four Valley Creek........ 
Van Ruden Creek........--..----- 
Wieaster Cropiies.: 25. 22eeeareae 

Wyoming: 
Alladdin, Caldwell’s pond..........- 
Beulah, La Plant Creek..........--- 

Number. 

wee Se 

CN PNR wh we 
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} 
Wyoming—Continued. Wyoming—Continued. 
Beulah, Sand Creek................- 10,000 Lander,Popo Agie River,North Fork. 2, 100 

Wirllowsondss: soo. 1,500 Bare Credie sae <n- --= Sass eareee 2, 100 
Big Lake, Big Lake-_-..............- 280 rs] OTT ad Cy es) ee ER ae 2, 100 

y Belknap Gregka sen fon 12,000 BEUSWwIGLeGks te aceon asia Cotas 2, 800 
A i il 6,000 Sweetwater River. .- 2.2.20. .2/.s<c 2, 800 
Bonlder Creak= <2 <-—-  foc.2 1. 223-5 12,000 Whe Rivero aoscas sone at ~20 oe 2, 800 
Briticher Creek. .--. ----.-.--- 22:5. | 12,000 Laramie, Bear Lake.........-.....-. | 20, 000 
BGLEMPOUK: CLOCK « «5022 no 2 oo 5 | 12,000 dT ne EL eae nee 20, 000 
Heal Cropk= 52 f- h ohan pawn scine 12,000 State fish commission. ..........-- |  *100,000 
Wish Hawk Creek ....-.--...--+~-== 12,000 alephone Dake. -. 2.0. cst sens 20,000 
LOTT 7) 2 re 12,000 Manderson, State fish commission. - | *113,000 
BMINORUGK tA ate. o. cannon na nsanee 12,000 Opal, State fish commission......... |  *227,000 
TTT | a i ener 12,000 Ranchester, Wolf Creek. ...........- | 9,000 
Shoshone River, North Fork...... 12,000 Rock Springs, Half Moon Lake...... 8,000 
stal Springs Lake, Crystal Sand Creek, Sand Creek............. 1, 680 
ne a ee FE 280 Saratoga, Cedar Creek............... 14, 000 

Evenston, Chesney’s pond. .-.......- 4,000 ae GMO. | ao. ooadcko ween asaw 15, 000 
Jackson, Crystal Creek............ al 10, 000 eke Cronin 8. ee nn. sonia 5,000 
Lander, Beaver Creek.......-.------ 2, 800 North Platte River............... 75, 000 

eh i or 2, 100 South Jack Creek. .....-...=.---5« 15, 000 
Bull Lake Creek............-.---. 2,100 South epene tr) RR REE ae 15, 000 
Dinwoodie Creek...........-.----- 2, 100 SSORIHE GMOGK cS seks ey anes 15, 000 
ULSES27) eee ao 2, 100 South Redwater Creek, South Red- 
SS ic) See ae ae eee 2, 100 water Creele <.o<.2c cok ocean tens 560 
Little Popo Agie River...........- 2, 800 Sundance, Miller Creek............ 2, 800 
Edttle Wind River. ...-.......-.<«+ 2, 100 
OE a ree | 2, 800 *2, 939, 820 
SO eee ene nees 2, 800 NGS LR NE ne arc ae ae | + 38, 500 
Bopo Agi River ...........0s<a0,. 2, 800 3, 409, 190 

BLACKSPOTTED TROUT. 

Arizona: Douglas, Turkey Creek ( West) 6,000 || Colorado—Continued. 
Colorado: Hillside, Dismore Creek ponds. . .... 3,000 

Austin, Dirty George Creek. ........ 6,000 Hotchkiss, Clear Fork Creek. ......- 6,000 
ee 12,000 Smith Fork Creek.........---..... 8/000 
BUMHOO CROOK. 22.0555. csk nen nnp 10,000 Hot Springs, California Creek. i 4,000 
PRNELGEOOM On ong ae scecatecuen ones 8,000 Carnero Creek, Middle Fork....... 4,000 
PRIN TOOK. Cac eraunscavavest st 8,000 Carnero Creek, South Fork........ 6,000 

Colorado Springs, Cheyenne Creek, Hodding Creek... .............-.-. 4,000 
North Fork. ........ AE ES 4, 500 MHOAIG Creek J.J.ccavelavwacscee es 6, 000 

Little Fountain Creek........... 6,000 Mirrors CPGOK aH eed. a at oe 4,000 
Crested Butte, Coal Creek..........- 6,000 BACUAUNC CYOOK. Uedese cnet or eesar 6,000 
OE ge eT ee eae 12,000 BNOOD CHG Liaw da orem avains sadee 4,000 

se Creek, Fig Pond............ 2,000 Idaho Springs, Bear Creek. ........- 6,000 
Sos 1s Ut pg OA ER ile Me 10,000 EL OR ORM id tee tah ac ae aie ae 3,000 

De Beque, Big Creek ............... 3,000 Leadville, Big Union Creek. ........ 2,000 
ONO LAK. | 8222205... -2seee 2,000 OX CLOCK. 2 coon see sn vada semaces 12,000 
yi) oS ee ae 4. 3,000 Mimetald Cress ooo cen ank oceans 10,000 
Buzzard Creek. ..................- 3,000 MUINIpire COGIC. <'s'. a pws sana cenesn 2,000 
URES Sa gm oe sot an ses oe 2,000 Musgrove Lake.................-- 2,000 
2 CO eee 2,000 Malta, Big Evans Creek............- 3,000 
Hawxhurst Creek.......-...------ 2,000 AKG CROOK. 4) ous etndestecnee nse 5,000 
Were CORR oy os oe 14, 000 Minturn, Gore Creek......-........- 8,000 
SeemerOOK. Sone ss aero. sears 2,000 Moffatt, North Crestone Creek... ..- 16,000 
EMME are Seen at wand 2,000 ite Alte Credic. soo 22 Jn2.0-'-t saat 6,000 
i) SRR ae 2,000 New Castle, Middle Elk Creek...... 8,000 
1 RR eal ed Sapa ae See 2,000 Pando; Kaple RIVE. <2... 5.-s=5---5-3 14,000 
2 7 SO ele a 2,000 | Paonia, East Muddy Creek........-. 14,000 
Plateam Greek... ......5.----.0.22 3/000 Henderson Creek..........---.--+- 6,000 

Dillon, Beaver Ponds.............-. 2,000 ORTOY CEOBIE! 222 Jatesecesaneahee ae 10,000 
0 pe epee Fe 6,000 West Muddy Creek. ........-..0<. 8,000 

(ES Sk eee ere 4,000 Puzzler, Shadow Creek............-- 1,000 
Meadow Creek. 2230... 2. eek nase 4,000 Ridgeway, Cimarron River......... 10,000 
TE ee, 6,000 Cow Creeks Fresh kd 8,000 
Oe ae 4,000 Salida, Big Cottonwood Creek....... 4, 500 
PUROERU OROMB lose coe cceedecnan 4,000 Sapinero, Pass Creek............-. Py 8,000 

Divide, Loshbaugh’s pond........-. 2,000 pper Taylor River on os<6 on -\- "net 10,000 
Edwards, Lake Creek...........-.-. 12,000 Victor phages 1 if PL Y 8,000 
Empire, Clear Creek, North Fork. .. 4, 500 Woodland Park, Carroll Lakes...... 12,000 
Fairplay, South Piatte River....... 87000 Northfield Lake...........-.-- Bi 8,000 
Florence, Middle Creek.............. 3,000 || Idaho: 
South Hardscrabble Greek ........ 9,000 || Ashton, Black Pond.........--+-+«- 7,500 

Grant, Geneva Creek..........-.---- 8,000 Hauser, Hauser Lake.............-- 12, 250 

a Exclusive of 29,750 fingerlings lost in transit. 
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Michigan: Detroit, Aquarium.......-.- *12,000 | New Mexico—Continued. 
Montana: || East Las Vegas, Gallinas River-..-.. 

Alberton, Rancourt’s pond......-.-- 1,750 | Rioide lai Gash vests ces heuer 
Belgrade, East Gallatin River....-.-. 14,000 Trout Springs Creek....-..-.-.---- 
West Gallatin River.............. 16,000 Embudo, Agua Piedra River.--...-.-. 

Belton, Lake McDonald.........---. 32,000 AM eTIStONaNkiivens: vate ec ase 
Glacier Park, St. Marys River...---- 105, 000 Eathle RioGrandes: ic. eee 
Two Medicine River. .......--.-.-- 105, 000 RO JUN tase Peels eek s pee 

Heron, Blk Gnroeks: = =52554.52c0k2%~- 10,500 RIO Prreplar age Verses hey 28 eee 
Lewistown, War House Lake. ..-.-. 20, 000 Rio santaibarbarae-- eee eeeeeee 
Libby, Fisher River........-------. 20,000 Glorietta, Bradleys Pond.......-...-- 
Missoula, Bear Creek............-..- 8, 000 Jacks’ Croekeeave cop ot hee ee eae 
BeavenGragk <se6 tice SG 58 bce S 6, 000 Pecos Rivers t.< coerce pee 
Bitter Root River......-...--...-- §,000' || Ortiz, Los! Pinos River--~..-..--¢2-- 
Blanchard Creek. /-). 2... 62252222! 8,000 | SantAntonioiRiver...c2 see nee 
IBMbIBT Creeicn Pane ce nen os oe eee 6,000' |} .Raton, City Wakess 2 22 ec2 seca 
@amds Crock: 222.2222. aso eee 8, 000 SugariteCreeks).202 hee ee 
Cottonwood Creek....-.....------ 6,000 || Santa Fe, Nambe River...........-- 
Weer Creak nth. .2 nti eeacsaaace 4,000 || Rio Capuline-t.. 42 teense eee 

4,000 |, Rio Mediges* 2.22: Lee eee eee 
8, 000 Santa Fe Creeks: . £22222: 5-8 eee 
6,000 |) Masucque Crecks soe see es seen 
8, 000 Silver City, Dry Creek.........-...-- 

Graves Creek .2520 3s. 2 Seo eee ee 6,000 Taos) batir Crackae+2seeeeeee ss eeere 
Hayes Creek. 2522+22-2. 22. 4,000 ucero.Creeks.-2 bso 562 teen 
Johnson: Creek. <:--3..252 22s 6, 000 Roti@redktences: shee eee eee 
HSTAMIBnOreOka. eae oe eee &, 000 Rio: Hondo. eel en tec dace eee 
Marshall Creeki2ci ce chaos 2a eee 6, 000 aos Creokecpee ven see eee eee eee 
Maller Greek~-22<<-2sceense ete eee 8, 000 Ute Park, American Creek.......--- 
MOH LOUL CTOpE:.. ane seco ce ween eee 8, 000 Bitter Greek. ::.-.....--2-2.)coeee 
OntcetoCrenken ocean eee 6, 000 CimarronsRivertl- oe se. eee 
Patties Creeks. sa.scs2schicccoeeeeee 6, 000 Clear Croele estate eee 
Raster Crooks seossc5 occ cece eee 6, 000 Hargle Nest Creek: =... -.-cece sees 
Rattlesnake Creek 8, 000 Fast Cieneguilla Creek...........- 
Six Mile Creek 8, 000 Godse Crecktncere een eaters 
Twin Creeks........ 6, 000 Hewitt Creek... -- 
WALTON OKA 23555. 555 c ce cerk! 4,000 Nine Mile Creek... 

Noxon, Pilgrim Creek..............- 8, 750 RediRivert sos: Se eee eee eee 
te McDonald Creek. ...........- 4, 500 Dolby, Creek sa-b een ee eee 
Saltese, Big Sunday Creek........-.- 7,000 West Agua Fria Creek............ 
Brimstone Creeks. 22 << 22 s2=ni055)=- 8, 750 Wooten, Fresnal Canon Creek, 
Dominion Creek: 2-sF-5 -os se = 8, 750 Northjhorkec 2-2 2c2-) tee ee eee 
Packer Creek, West Fork........- 8,750 || Oregon: 
Rainy Creakeoacc225 06+ -2e seen 8, 750 Bonneville, State fish commission. - - 
Randolph Creeks. 220 eee 8, 750 Forest Grove, Dairy Creek.........- 
Randolph Creek, East Fork.....-. 8, 750 Galesi\Creeiee So... erate nasa 
Randolph Creek, North Fork... -. 7, 000 PattoMiGreski 22 = 2os nec woke cea 
Bt. Revis Rivelsoeecee ssc. oleae ee 12, 250 Scoreing' Creek. 2222. os see oie 
St. Regis Slough Ponds.........-.. 1,750 La Grande, Grand Ronde River, 
Silver Creek 8, 750 CS Ton yt) atl 8 0) loa a ae eens oS 
Silver Lake 8, 750 Oregon City, Molalla River and 

Thompson Falls, Prospect Creek... . 8, 750 PrIDWbAM estes ec: <=. ves cence 
Thompson Riveri-- 0s . seen es- 14, 000 Trail WROPME RLV Or:-.. --- +... se eee 

Three Forks, Madison River........ 20,000 || South Dakota: 
Trout Creek, Trout Creek..........- 10,500 || Big Stone City, Big Stone Lake..... 
Troy OAD TeMIOCLOOK . 5 sen-< Sec cee 8, 000 Englewood, Hanna Creek........... 
Warland, Five MileCreek.........-- 10,000 || Hanna Creek, East Fork........-. 
Whitefish, HaskillCreek..........-. 10, 000 Gandis Creeit:--. >. ./-- 5.2 Soa 
StillwaterRiver.......----sses=45- 20, 000 Spearfish Creek, South Branch.... 

Whitepine, Big Beaver Creek. .-....- 12, 250 Ward Creekes... 52-00. S22 ee eee 
White Sulphur Springs, Checker- Hill City, Newtons Fork Creek...... 

Donrd Cregks o he wiae oe o 8, 000 Palmer Gulch Creek........--...- 
Waplo@radienc. 6 oe. «sce = sesece ee 8, 000 Patterson Gulch Creek..........-- 
Bight MileCreek.c 22s o22. -Sos5i se 6, 000 Spring Creek 2. . eee ee anc 
FonriMileragk: a. Seseecce oy se ve 8, 000 Sunday Gulch Creek............-.. 
Little BirchiGreek: kt -- 25-25. -- 8, 000 Hot Springs, Beaver Creek........-.- 
Willow Credits testes ceecesaes: 6, 000 Rapid City, Deer Creek...........--. 
Woods Gulch Creek.........-..--- 6, 000 Mockhart Pondsecrccee. vices. haere 

Nebraska: Andrews, White River..... 7, 500 Marphiy 2 ondeatermes:o--- > scene 
New Mexico: Rapid Creekeaeeo- oe 22 = << cnbe 
Albuquerque, Jemez River.........- 9, 600 Rounds PovwGee --c--- = ---/- cee 
Buckman, Alamo Canyon Creek. -.. 6, 000 Schamberswrondies.-25 2.5 oo hee 
Chama, Canones Creek.......-.----- 14, 000 Sickler Polite sce... <22+ acne 

Bnsanads River... eeesenee ss, 8, 000 Spring Creek serene v5 --k- ce eee 
Lower Chama River.....------.-- 8, 000 Rochford, Gimlet Creek...........-.. 
Tierra Amarilla Creek......-.-...-. 8, 000 South Box Elder Creek, Branch of. 

Cimarron, PonilCreek........-.-.-- 6, 000 Spearfish, Boneta Spring Branch.... 
ShureeCreek........0-.-02---2---- 7, 200 Little Sand Creek..../...2......-- 

Number. 

DS 00 0 NI 

S32828858 
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Tora DisTRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

BLACKSPOTTED TROUT—Continued. 

| 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

South Dakota—Continued. | Wyoming—Continued. 
Spearfish, Sand Creek............-- 000 @ody; Grow Creekas2. 2 sc. 2che5-255¢ 7,500 

Silver Spring Lice ee ee 6, 000 meg Pan Creek o-oo as 6,000 
Tilford, Morris Creek.........-.....- 4, 500 GMATE Greek. es cec once w ccs sse 6,000 

Utah: Site wy Creeks fascnss Sones Sn few 6,000 
Springville, Spring Creek............ 213,550 Mpeerepks (oo oS eeascsee ssf oe 6,000 
Strawberry Reservoir, Strawberry WERWOLEOKS oss cnn geen 5 =< 6,000 
LS eee | 40, 000 RRPOLOGES eS cee ateesaeiew ees cn ton 10, 500 

Washington: Shoshone Lake......-.--..-.--..-- 15,000 
English, Cranberry Lake..-.....-..-. 10,000 Sweetwater Creek........---.-.--- 7,500 
LA rh eee ee 14,000 Wii Crook... 2325 2h 5250 2282055: 6,000 
verett, Fleming Lake............-. 12,000 Encampment, Encampment Creek... 30,000 
Lake Armstrong. .......---.-.-.-- 10,000 Encampment Creek, North Fork... 20, 000 
LAG eee 14,000 Little Snake River and Branches... 30,000 
TIGNERREDs  ia naan > ae de! Sb sc 6,000 Miner Creek and Branches... .....-. 20,000 

Montesano, Cook Creek....-.-----.--, 4,000 Soldier Greeke.---.. cane sacet sane 20,000 
North Bend, Pratt Lake. ....:...... 6,000 Laramie, Lewis Lake. .............. 30,000 
Northport, Deep S100) ee ee eee | 14,000 icokoutLAKG..~ -sicnscwves oases 35,000 
Beep Creek: Lake. .-....-.<-<- 2.2. 18,000 0 UPN CER er ee ee 35,000 
VETS TTR oc: ee eR | 14,000 Powell, Ishawooa Creek. ............ 10,500 
USL) a 4,000 Marquette Creek. .....-2./...<5.-- 7,500 
Stevenson, Boles Creek............-- 2,000 Murray Credies2 o.- -<26s snes <5 4,500 
SS 3,000 Saratoga, Cedar Creek............... 24,000 
Little White Salmon River........ 6,000 Bowral tana s soon a5 on aetesce es: 20,000 
SS ee ee 10,000 airs Sree oo een econ eau 20,000 
Washougal River. ........-......- ! 6,000 |) South Spring Creek..........-.... 5,000 
Washougal River, North Fork. . - . 3,000 Sundance, Miller Creek.............. 4,000 
Re OL eS pa eas See 6,000 |} Thumb, Clear Creek................. + 35,000 
POO REOMSTORK: 35am wn o<' ane ecend 4,000 |, Columbine Creek.................- + 30,000 

Tacoma, Carney Lake............... 10,000 WU ONOEI. Ss ora dase sens cosas + 45,000 
ot a 1 6,000 EIS LOR BI CT OG ooo ss cee tnminio + 90,000 
OU, a ane 14,000 Wamsutter, Battle Creek............ 20,000 
South Prairie Creek. ........-....- 12,000 Big Sandstone Creek. ............. 20,000 
MOIPN I CPRO Ko 3 in n- = sos 22556. 4! 12,000 Little Sandstone Creek. .......-... 15,000 

Vancouver, Big Creek..............- 10,000 Little Snake River............-... 25, 000 
2 TS Sa) a See a eee ees 10,000 

Wyoming: * 133,000 
Clearmont, Clear Creek.............-. 9,000 AO GA sb. iota wicks ov awh wane be + 200,000 

Trigper Lake........-.-2.....-.0.. 3,000 2, 875, 100 

LOCH LEVEN TROUT. 

| 

Colorado: Parkdale, Arkansas River. . 60,000 || South Dakota—Continued. 
South Dakota: Rapid City, June Pond............. 1,000 
Rapid City, Ash Creek.............. 4,000 Lemond Porid. 2... soses-sessdes. 1,000 

SR, RAI wale Seen away ade nns 1,000 PM ONOR: odie s dua danas mednaie 4,000 
REPRE ROWE Jo Use een. s<-< a5 ccs 1,000 -- 
Oo lol Og Sa ee ee ee 1,000 | WORN tee delay axeethatide aa 73,000 

LAKE TROUT. 

Colorado: Leadville, Twin Lakes. ..... 20,000 || Michigan—Continued. 
Massachusetts: Woronoco, Big Pond.. 1, 200 Isle Royale, Lake Superior.......... t 272, 500 
Michigan: Long Point, Lake Superior.........- 800, 000 

Alpena, Lake Huron..............-. ¢ 200, 000 Marquette, Lake Superior........... 625, 000 
Beaver Harbor, Lake Michigan....-.| + 1,136,640 || Munising, Lake Superior............ 625, 000 
Beaver Head Reef, Lake Michigan ..| + 2,275,840 Nine Mile Point, Lake Michigan... .| + 2, 288, 640 
Belle Isle, Aquarium...........-.... *18,000 || Norwood Reef, Lake Michigan....... $1,144,320 
Rig Rock Reef, Lake Michigan. ..... + 1,144,320 Rock Harbor, Lake Superior........ 7 600, 000 
Charlevoix, Lake Michigan.......... + 4,577, 280 St. Ignace, Lake Huron............. +100, 000 
AIC RUMI b dies 6c bso bia vo ote Tt 200, 000 St. eoeen, Lake Michigan.......... + 200, 000 

aie fish aeeniodion ss can ite 9 $00, mod Tobens Harbor, Lake Superior...... 1 og 000 
eboy; ammon \ BP i ; ’ , 000 

Dablis Shoal, Lake Michigan. ....... +1.114'399 | Washington Harbor, Lake Superior.\{’ 1300" iy 
Escanaba, Lake en bath @ uae 500, Wrights Island, Lake Superior ..... +600, 000 
Fishermens Home e Superior. . . 600, 000 || Minnesota: 
Fishermens Island, Lake Superior... 400, 000 Beaver Bay, Lake Superior......... ¢ 400, 000 
Fishermens Reef, Lake Michigan....| 2, 28%, 640 Bovey, Watson Lake................ 6, 000 
Fish Island, Lake Superior........-- 400, 000 ae Bay, Lake Superior.....-.... + 300, 000 
Frankfort, e Michigan........... 100, 000 Deer River, Deer River..........--- 20, 000 
peer Sos yd Oo ee 200, 000 Duluth, Lake Superior. ............. 26, 500 

Tron iver, Piockerel Lake..2..22....| '"t0,000|| Brench River, Lake Superior........ Ae 000 
RROD a ae nce OSs co) os De Pr x 15, 000 Grand Maraias, Lake Superior... ... ¢ 600, 000 
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ToraL DistRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LAKE TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Minnesota—Continued. Vermont—Continued. 
Grand Portage, Lake Superior - - . - -. + 600, 000 Newport, Echo Pond........-.----- 660 

Knife River, Lake Superior........- { ea ae i ne Aico asco eae 
St. Paul, State fish commission... .. *250, 000 Wiloughby Lake amen een 660 
Spring Brook, Carver Lake...-....--- 10, 000 || Wisconsin: ; 

Sucker River, Lake Superior... ..-. { t peer ue ae been Lake......-.-.---- bi 
Susie Island, Lake Superior......... +200, 000 Windfall lake. 2.0... 2:.0¢ceuee 20, 000 

get: Hampshire: A Donaldson, Black Oak Lake.....-.-- 20, 000 
e Tarleton, Lake Tarleton... ---- 710 Drummond, Lake of the Woods..--- 3,000 

NEE ay iongibontioecu.s0. =! 3, 000 aoe Rat ear wichciens froth Paes 15, 000 
e ork: or in, ake Superior....2-:...- fi 
Albany, State fish commission - - - - - - | *1,800,000 || Wyoming: z ea Ne 
ees ef Lone ecient ae A ty Heh SEMEN ake. ccgeneeeweee 2,000 
abriels, Lake Meacham.....-.-.----- , 900 Bull Lake Creek... us.-ce8= oe 2 

Grenadier Island, Lake Ontario. ---- 7177, 725 Crowheart Lake.....-.5--..-22---4 2 O00 
Lake Clear, Lake Placid....-.....-.- 7 14, 500 Bry Dake eon. 22t ae 2, 000 
Port Henry, Clear Pond...-...------- t 24, 000 Lake of the Woods. tee 2, 000 
Port Jervis, Bauer Lake.........-.-- 715, 000 Inewis bakes. <- cassaceee qeeeeeenee 2; 000 
Watkins, Seneca Lake..........-.-- 7 35, 000 Bilas Lake. e.ccccu ce keeee cece 2, 000 

South Dakota: Fruitdale, Reclama- eo ee 

MOM LCSOLVOM a no. 6 occ s eee 27,975 *3, 068, 000 

Vermont ne Pond a [Pe 
Canaan, Big Averill Lake........--- | 1, 000 ; 

BROOK TROUT. 

Alabama: Anniston, Jordan Brook.... 4,500 |, Colorado—Continued. 
rer ated uneau, applicant.....------- *50, 000 pm ae ‘i ae Creek. naeher den 5, 000 

$ oveland, Bi iver...-- 
Arkansas Junction, Turquoise Lake. 113,500 || Lyons, N orth St. Vrain Creek. A ee 18° 00D 
thes Siding, Bilk Creek.........---- 10, 000 South St. Vrain Creek.....-------- 16, 000 
oulder, Four Mile Creek. ....----.- 45, 000 Maddox, South Platte River. ...-..-. 40,000 
ea ee et ee a at Malta, Empire Creek............-..- 8,000 
ee pas smear ecco ae Bae Mancos, Echo Creek........--------- 5,000 

y, Bea reek. .-.------- 30, 000 Monte Vista, Alamosa River. .-...--- 10,000 
East Beaver Creek. .......-.-.---- 20, 000 Conejos Riven ens. hance geen 10, 000 
Sells Lake........- eogokgosbsreeees 6, 000 Rock Creek, South Fork.........- 10, 000 

Colorado Springs, Erie Lake.....-.-- 5,000 || Osier, Los Pinos River.......-..-.-- 15,000 
ADE LAK: cee ont eee ae eet 60,000 | Pagosa Springs, San Juan River, 
waa ates phen pisses gee men ees 9,000 | West Monks oon. eee anes 20,000 
—_ = ce i val Taylor Canon Creek. ...---.------- 10,000 
arenes ee sag ee ee Siena Pando, Hagle River......--.-------- 50, 000 

Crested Butte Slate River ; ey. 10, 000 | rans eel Ore terranes 30° a 
Cripple Creek, Rule Creek Lake..." 4,000 |||," Sattedo Greci 172020202. 0c 0) ae 
Gaerne ee S00 | eee ee an GAL Gens a eee 50° 000 adium, Sheephorn reek. janes 10, 000 

SMIb, Coach +2’ 000 Salida, Willow Dale Ponds........-- 24,000 
. ee os 3 x reek. ...----------- f 0 Silverton, South Mineral Creek....-- 10, 000 
oe oe Co. eee eee eee ee eee eh He South Fork, Bear Creek. ..........-- 10, 000 

Divide, Copland Greek. .2222222122.. D000 ||) eee Coker 2 ce pee 
Dolores, Stoner Creek......--------- 10, 000 Rio Grande, South Fork........-- 10,000 
West Dolores River..-...-.------- 10, 000 Aa * alaeeiiel i Eld Lake Fld 6000 Steamboat Springs, Cody Lake....-. 2,500 

F Slag EAT oN ae a Tbe 12’ 000 Gold Creek Lake,:..-.-. Gase232- 10, 000 

Fort Collins, Cache La Poudre River. 60, 000 2 hale sr rclek tinea ee = i pert 
Lone Pine Creek..........-------- 15,000 ||), cetera ee con eae ce it 
Glenwood Springs, Gritaiy Grosie-"| 18,000 | mpomasvilie, imglehrecht Lakes:-—"] 0,000 
au felo Cras il OUR LONG 2= = 5000 Timber Spur, West Dolores River... 12,500 
Siie Gein. 5 000 Trinidad, Purgatory River.......-..- 40, 000 
g ‘ive: pay oa) se 10,000 Purgatory River, Middle Fork... 40,000 
Se Gal. 7500 Troublesome, Rabbit Ear Creek... . 5,000 
Wii ~ Once eee 19° 500 Troublesome Creek, East Fork. ... 10, 000 

sailiaidio: Balan Lebsieeick wee. 95° 000 Troublesome Creek, West Fork. -- 10,000 

Leadville, Arkansas River.......... 30,000 || «pedium, Bis Bebe Creek. <3 ooo Oe Fail Mion Crack ee 12’ 500 Victor, Bison Creek.............2-2. 8,000 

iaike Ofeek.osa-t-ccseeyactents21|. 1/0 2)000 || | (ikeapene Yemen 1” 3 Sai F000 
Lake Creek, South Fork........... 12,000 ||" xia Ue eet ae pid 

; aa ampa, Binewakel is... AR 5,000 
Tennessee Creek..........--------- 24,000 Chatfield Lak 10,000 
Timberline Lake........---------- 8,000 ted ha taba siete ty oS 55 ’ 

a Exclusive of 2,204 fingerlings lost in transit. 
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Totat DistripuTION oF FisH AND FisH Eags, sy Species, FiscaL YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

BROOK TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Colorado—Continued. 

De gic eer rer 
Middle Sas Greek. <2. <.8225-24 

Worth Hunt Creek ===. -.--..s2as2 

Belen Bronk oseseso-idecs teste 
Forestville, Cold Brook. .-----.-....-. | 
Hartford, Abbot Pond.-.....-....-.-- } 
0 Oo eee 
Siairton rook... 2222 ose St. suse J] 
Priverbrouk. 2... ses8s. 22cbs0/4. 
Wesiimdok Creak=-..:-.>--25e225 J: 

PipesdalG Brook... .22 2054. 7S; 2 
LO) re ee 

Norwalk, Wilson Brook. -......-..-- 
Stepney, Pepper Street Brook....... 
Washin 

Wood Brook 
Waterbury, DeBishop Pond -....... 

BEMUMRI WOE Sc ig-s con cksenes SasUEo, 
Wauregan, Blackwell Brook... ..... 

Georgia: 
Blue Ridge, Rock Creek............. 
Nacoochee, Bel] Branch...........-. 
Simmons Branch 

Idaho: 

BI ddd ra ewe kore: 
py og | a ee ae 

Franklin, Bear River...........27.. 
Payette, Shamberger’s pond......-. 
Pocatello, Marsh Creek.............. 
Pf) 8 ee oS ee 

Presta, Dear Lake. 26220 }ou!.. iu 
OME. 03-0022 2-8. KIA 

Indiana: 
Michigan ees eee Brook ....... 

lowa: 
Calmar, Glenwood Creek............ 
Manchester, Spring Branch......... 

Kentucky: 
Bowling Green, Jennings Creek - . . .. 
South Union, Clear Creek........... 

Maine: 
Belfast, Kimball Brook............. 
Bigelow, 8 1) ES es KP 
Bingham, Bean Pond.............. | 

oe Be a a ee 
BOWE FOU sesbeswns. seals ).o2e.2] 

Number. 

_ 

s“Is7s1 0 01 

a 

Wee ee ee 
— 

WORM NOonnoocn ae) 

$5535323335S2252232223S33333S3SS 3223222222228 

uw “~~ © vw . 

Re eal hed he “ewe eure we ww 

DOT Wt 09 CO “sew wwe 

or - 

38 
~ 

ve 

a a a) 

~~ 
OO meee toe . ggg geueseeee § 

Disposition. 

Maine—Continued. 
Boundary, Boundary Pond.....-.-. 
TEN LE TG Se ee Se 
MnGeP ands. 2 555 2 SUS es a 
tnknown Pond! ss. 2.2.25. .22222 

Brownfield, Little Saco River... .-.-- 
Bhepsrds Riverss>>s.ss0ss25 25222 

Bryant Pond, Christopher Lake..... 
Byron, Garland Pond..........----- 
Corinna, Alder Brook-.......-..---- 
Cornish, Berry Brook..../...-..-..- 

Mine Pont 22 si5o530ca7254 0k. 
Blaney: Ponds. ass so52ce 45324 
rattan Ponds ese s sss ash seeneeeee 

Dennysville, Cathance Brook... .... 
SPOTS HAVENS 2 os 523 EB SD. 
Wilson Brooks 4325 s05s0scse eee 

Jimmie Brook 
Whtte BEOOIK.. so o5ssccleeerteeee st 

Eagle Lake, Eagle Lake.......-..--- 
East Orland, Craig Pond.........-.- 
Gully Brook 
IATIS POEs 2 55 CIE Pe IS eS 
Patten Pond 2: 222.5252 252.2228 

Ellsworth, Beech Hill Lake...-..... 
Branch Pons. sao3 Ys s2isee dc hoes 
PALA PONG t. 2< 5/5225 ci co2e sete. 

Franklin, Donnells Pond........-..-. 
Fryeburg, Buck Brook...........--. 
Cinys Bronk. ty)5 2 2235 Pee 5, oe 
COOL Filvers so0.c A oa So 
Lattle Cold River............-.:..- 
Little Saco River....-. ed so soe 
Wards Pond and Brooks........-. 

Gilead, Wild River and tributaries. . 
Grand Lake Stream, Grand Lake... 

Island Falls, Mattawaumkeag Lake. 
Jackman, Attean Lake.............. 
BOR Fe Osetra cigw Dred Eee 
Clearwater Pond ...22/2).922 22.43 
Cold Stream Pond... 2552.2 2..%.: 
rocker Pond os Anse set es oe. 

Garider Brag: 5 5352. .ceeee cee 
Matcuery Brook soe s5.csetee eke 
Horseshoe Pond 02.0... e 9058-2 

BOUS PONG ass cue puaceeees ttyl 
Moone River. ins so 8 77 ug. ie 
Sandy Broo wait. os sie aeeaae 
PIBGKOTE k Oth coe n scat eet 

Kennebago, Kennebago Lake. ...... 
Kineo, Carry Brook 
Mons River. 7. cu eee ts Pores 

Lincoln Mills, Alder Brook.......... 
Livermore Falls, Tilton Pond....... 
Machias, Fulton Lake............... 
Mattawaumkeag, Wyman Brook.... 
Monmouth, Cochnewagan Lake..... 
Moodys Crossing, Weymouth Pond.. 
North Anson, Embden Pond........ 
North Belgrade, Messalonskee Lake. 
Oldtown, Birch Creek............-.- 
“TICOOM EOL Ls oi is wise Trt Af 

Number. 

+ 9,000 
T 9,000 
+ 9,000 
7 9,000 
+ 12,000 
7 12,000 
+ 9,000 
79,000 
Le rogy 
6,000 

To too 
9,000 

+ 6,000 
+ 12,000 
7 15,000 

9,000 
6,000 
3,000 
3,000 
12,000 
75,000 
10,000 
12,500 
6, 200 

+ 24,000 
t 100,000 

75,000 
12,000 
18%qoo 
6,000 

+ 12,000 
9,000 
6,000 
3,000 
73,800 
Tae 
50,000 

+ 18,000 
6,000 
6,000 
6,000 

+ 12,000 
t 12,000 
Teoe 
6,000 

8,700 
+ 15,000 

6,000 
6,000 
9,000 
9,000 

+ 15,000 
9,000 
6, 000 
9,000 
9,000 
9,000 
6,000 
9,000 
9,000 
6,000 

+ 12,000 
2,000 
8,000 

+ 10,000 
3,000 

, 000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 

11,400 
15,000 
15,000 
12,500 

+193, 200 
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ToraL DisTRIBUTION OF FISH AND Fish Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

BROOK TROUT—Continuod. 

Disposition. 

Maine—Continued. 
Pembroke, Boyden Lake...........- 
Portage, Portage Lake. ............- 
Portland, Beaver Brook............- 

Hbrest Lake: sss. ee 
Iuittle Rivers-sasse a ee 

Presque Isle, Presque Isle River..... 
Squapanmilake: ee) ee oy sc ce 

Princeton, Huntley Brook. -.......-. 
Saco, Boothby Brook..-..........-.- 
Burhan Brook: ss .- 522 22.5:4c08e6 
WarLeny Brook. oosi.oc.20 cee 
Dep PB LON kee tei ee etn? 
HOODS BROOK. secon Shared see Some 

Freshwater Brook......... 
Goose Fare Brook..... 
Harmon Brook........ 

Sebago Lake, North Branch......... 
Sherman, Davis Pond............-..- 
Skinner, Barrett Pond...........-.- 

(BOM BIOOK ss osc nc ceeons cece 
dngiansPond 2. cc: cea cee ee 
WowelliPond os 2355 Fae eee 
Twin Island Ponds js.0.25.226 228 

South Orrington, Douglas Pond..... 
South Paris, Abbot Pond..........- 
Concord Ri 
phage Ponds. s2-s. ono eee ee ae 
mpear Creeks. 27-2 4cas bay Bae 
Twenty Mile River................ 
WashburnjPonds! 52 53.ceascsen 

Unity. Unity Pond sess ee ee 
Walker Siding, Squa Pan Creek..... 
Whitneyville, Arna Meadow Brook. . 
Winthrop, Lake Maranacook........ 
Woodland, Anderson Brook......... 

Maryland: 
Academy Junction, Towsers Branch. 
Anne Arundel, Stoney Run........- 
Carrollton, Greens Run............- 

Reeds! Rin: 02 52-8: eee 
Cumberland, Dickerson Run........ 

Mg erett Clee ss ses ements 
Deer Park, Watson Lake.....-...-.. 
Frostburg, Bear Creek.........-.-.- 
Big Aurel. ccc. shee ey eee 
PoezlerRun es: seo eee eae 

Spikeritin s Sel sh eae 
WO MiUleHRUN. 2 2s2nc secs. keene ce 

Hampstead, Indian Run...........- 
Kitzmiller, Lost Land Run, East 

Les fs Se ee a ee aT 
Lost Land Run, West Prong...... 
MUON RUT ae eee eas a oe ae ee 

Lonaconing, Mud Lick Creek........ 
Mullikin, Eglinton Run...........-. 
Oakland, Cherry Creek.............. 
MHC vu eosees cys. oe eae 

Ruxton, Callendar House Pond..... 
Takoma Park, Sligo Creek.......... 

Massachusetts: 
Athol, Thrower Brook.............- 
Barre, Gaston’s pond.........- 
Clinton, Berlin Brook......- 

Clamshell Pond Brook. . 

Walton, Cady Brook:--22:cce5<8ee see 
WandsorRiver...-..2 2s csoeeet 2 

Great Barrington, Alford Brook....- 
Dalzell Brook... = 5 3 eee 

Number. 

SSSSSSSSSSSS2S8 

3338 

ee et 

Ss S 

D2 DODD DW DD OO DDO PDP DE POW PLO OO OW 09 DD He RIO LO HS 

PO adel ata ea at at tal eel ete a ee te ate ia eek "ed ete) 

. 

2338 
i 

+ 

pe EE 
4,000 
3,000 

500 
500 

5,000 
2; 200 
2; 000 
6, 000 
4,000 
5, 000 
2; 000 
2000 
1,000 
1,500 

4,000 
2,000 
1,000 
2,000 
2,000 
2; 000 
4,000 
8,000 

500 

Disposition. 

Massachusetts— Continued. 
Great Barrington, Egremont Brook. 
Goadsle Brookes. <5.) 02. ook 
Groen Rivenetes (oo 22. es oe 

KonkapotuRiver. 2.2. ieee 2 mene 
ee Brookes 22th re. nce 
Muddy tBrookinsso05..ccseeee cee 
Roaring Brook... 3555s eee 
Seekonk) Rivero.) .5 0.55. 
Spring Brookes oso 
Swann Brook. (cask ee eee 

Hinsdale ox Brooke s< sa. scenes 
Washington Pond Brook........-. 

Holyoke, Paddy Hill Brook 
Spruce Corner Brook..........-.-. 

Hoosac Tunnel, Cold River........- 
Paddleford Brook-...-2--2. te 2 

Lenox, Belden Brook. -.............- 
Wokum | Brookssca ssn paca 

Millbury, Cronin Brook............- 
Monterey, Meadow Brook.........-- 
Mountain Brook........-.-----1-22 
Ransome! Brook=22. Sess eure 

North Dana, Silver Brook........... 
Northampton, Walker Pond........ 
Orange, Stevens Pond ........--....- 
Whitney; Bondo e- ee eeeeeee 

Palmer, Burleigh Brook............. 
Pittsfield, Clark Brook.............. 
Jacoby Brookes as. pceen eee eee 
Sackett Brooks. cL) 2 eae ee 

Secum Brook. 22320.22 552 eee 

Shelburne Falls, Bare River. ....... 
South Lee, Bear Mountain Brook, 

East Branch 
Bear Mountain Brook, West 
Brane 

Potash Brooks... . 225 0seseeoeeeee 
Sandy, Mill’ Brook: ....2..-22eeeia! 

Michigan: 
Alpena, Beaver River............... 
Comstock Creek... 2... 20a see 

Baldwin, Baldwin Creek............ 
Baraga, Grandville Creek............ 

Plumbago!Creek-.- 5.cesesueeeene 
Neulah, Betsy River2ig.iessese- oe 
Branch, Weldon Creek...-.......-.- 
Calumet, Agate River............... 

Beaver Creok:: 2222 ageeeee em ee 

Hagle Rivers .csu ee eeew so e Mowe 
Garden) City Rond? 22). --2 2.382 
Garden City River.........-...-.. 
Gratiot River.-.....-. «ee 
Hills Creek.......- 
Horseshoe Creek 

+ —" ~ 

Number. 
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Torat DistRIBUTION OF FIsH AND Fish Ea@s, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

BROOK TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Michigan—Continued. 
Calumet, Mosquito Creek ....-....-.-- 
North American River....-....--- 
Old Cliff Meadow Pond..-.-......--. 
One Mile Farm Creek...........-- 
Raw seck.-2-. 2.5... -.2-.22ct8 
Penne WtVOr oo C22... =~ 3 
White Birch Creek... ............- 

Charlevoix, Horton Creek.........--. 
Inwood Creek .........--.----- 

Cheboygan, Laperal River-.--....-..- 
Clare, Chard Creek. 22-: ...222--22cct 

Five Lake Creek. ... 
Halstead Creek.... 
Lowry Creek.... 

Connors, Gilchrist Creek...-.......-. 
Peeve, 60s FONG -..... 22sec slot 
Eagle Mills, Morgan Creek........... 
East Tawas, Indian Creek........... 
DMPO OO Re ie des cngc dick sacs 

Cah Cn) ee 
Manison, Net River... . iso... cid. se 
Franktiort, Betsy River...-.......-... 
Gaylord, Au Sable River........... 
Hale, Smith Creek..........-..-...- 

See 4c... 2eeeas 
Tennent , Barnhart Creek. ........ 
MIR OREM Se o's wine s'p'y vg ad us nhieu 
Escanaba Riverand tributaries. . . . 
NO) EA Ee a 
SoC ee eee 

Jac Crouches Creek............ 
Lake Linden, Spring Creek.......... 
Lake Mine, Fire Steel Creek......... 
Little Lake, Connors Creek.......... 
Marietta, Slagel River. ..... 
Mastodon, Mastodon Creek 
Onaway, Rainy Lake... 
Tomahawk Creek........ 

Ontonagon, Cranberry Rive 
Cunningham Creek................ 
DORE COO. «. diwad ata nohett 

Oscoda, Fine River... -.-.......2... 
Park Siding, Reservoir Creek........ 
Parma, Raymond Creck............ 
Pellston, Jo HiVGletas betas 222 -<k 
Petosky, Heber Creek............... 
Raco, Sullivan Creek................ 
Rockland, Rockland Creek.......... 
Roscommon, Au Sable River, South 
PS TIER 5 Gan de Jannah ect= sates 

Sidnaw, Sidnaw Creek.............. 
Trimountain, Cushman Creek....... 
Wingleton, Baunan Creek........... 
Sweetwater Creek................. 

Wee eee ese w eee wees ssneee 

35286°—21——7 

Number. 

eh 

SP VS SOS be bet SV we ~ Ne ee 

BS380 

SSSSSSSSSSSESE5 

tt EE ray 

DON DAI 

ou =e 

Serr 

-_=> 

= 

wwweuwuwwswewwww ww 

SSSSSSSSESESEESES: 

+ 

hot od ad 

+ a Es 

as 

eel SSsoseeso> 

ae ae Ss — 
UVM oR SNe ne 

3 
== 

=p RRR SS: 

Seeeee 
15,000 

SESSSSSSSS285 

Disposition. 

Minnesota—Continued. 

aerone Croek. 25.00. .5-.05---eee 
Duluth, Amity Creek, West Branch 

Wrench, Siivers 22 to 5.1. sect 
Gooseberry River. .....-..-..-t:-: 
Knife River....... Be chinks San tees 
Little Cloquet River..........-..- 
PPaTIG OWENS oo ee aa kas cee 

Ely, Burntside River..-.........--.- 
Gan) tO ae) ee ee a 

Section Thirty Creek.........---.- 
Mazeppa, Trout Creek.. 
Preston, Camp Creek....- 
St. Charles, Campbell Cree 
Demouth Creek.......- tts 
Drakes Creek.........--- ot 
Ferguson Creek. ........--.---.-- 
Hemmingway Creek..........-..-- 
Holms' Creek... 5. nevi tants <alele 
Holts Oreek. . 5-0 ...45 acdsee 
Lora BrancGhs. <5. 5. aatieist saree 
Siddls 'Brangh. <\.. scan sete ee 
Nichols Crepk. = ooo as ete 

Muincy Creek -<<cexk 3-2ewse use 
Hout BranGh sets wi aoasoa <a 

Whitewater River................. 
Spring Grove, Bee Creek............ 

MiGeiord Crear... <i .<<sstdaass sete 
Upper Bear Creek.............-... 

Twin Valley, Marsh Creek. .-....... 
Two Harbors, Crow Creek........... 
Encampment River..............- 
Knife River and branches......... 
Little Stewart River.............. 
ly he: a ee eer ae 
pM inge tl Oy 42) See le eee ee 
Splitrock Creek, North Branch.... 
BLO WEY br ROLY Ol an tn on ckius yea eats 
Spon GPOBIE. <2... 5 Patol ans ae dem 

Mussellshell River, American Fork 
COULEL CROBK 0 oo coc amer Fuse Ptemad 
Swam 
West Boulder Creek.............. 

Billings, Bare Crock. 2... soc. he nee 
Bozeman, Angell Creek............. 
Baker Greek...........---.------- | 

BOStWICR ClOUKi. sees ~nvsduc sande | 
ACS CLOG: 0p te nica nn - od tn / 
CODID OLG0iog 5... once n eth e aston hee 
MOREY GROG Non doa acs saaecesnassde 
Cockerill Creek. .......2....+sse00 

WAT CLOAK a nn cies wagatrre sl 2 eae 
Sgn | eS res 
IES WEG ne xn pointes «akan eee 
IR CROGK, ose ou dG. wees eon 
Gallatin River, Middle Fork. ..... 
Heeb Creek eee eee eee eee ee ee eee ed 

Number. 
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ToraL DISTRIBUTION OF FisH AND Fish Eaas, By Species, FiscAn YrEar 1919— 
Continued. 

BROOK TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Montana—Continued. 
Bozeman, Jaekel Creek ............- 
Kennedy Creeks f2-aeseas.sseeee et 
Lansing Creek. e2e2c2-5---sse-2 
Martin Croek-2 3553222) on--8-- 
Meadow Creek. ........----------- 
Middle Creek i265 pee eee ee 
O%Dell'Creekoo ea woes eee es See 
Pass Creckece-ncap canta Cecil 

Salesi@reekecer eee eae. nise sce 
Smith Grecke sone at a0--- ase 
South Dryi@reck--.5--5---.---<5-2 
Beane Ni Cre@k =. 225 5-1 e mc 
StORVIOLGGK ) sins cseamc sees al 
Bhuckey Creek. =. 52ee+ sk kb - 
Sun River, North Fork----...-.---- 
Thompson Creek..-.....---------- 
Tice Credkiw=-. seh eee ese 
Wild Rose ond - 5-5 -- eee 

Brisbin, Brisbin Creek. -..-..-.-..--- 
Chestnut, Goose Creek. -......------- 
Columbus, Stillwater River-.-.....-.-- 
Darby, Bitter Root Creek. .-...-..--.- 
Robinson’s pond.......----- Be 

Dell, Big Sheep Pond... 
Emigrant, Pine Creek....- 
Forest Grove, Bear Creek. - -.- ee 

Tyler Creeks cece eceam perce eee ee 
Fort Benton, Shonkin Creek. .....-- 
Gardiner, Upper Rock Creek......-. 
Gilman, Sun River and tributaries. . 
Glacier Park, park waters.......--.- 
Harlowton, Big Elk Creek... ......- 
Boyd Creek. cect reccnecseesaeaeee 
Bozeman Fork Creek. .....---.--- 
Little Spring Creek..........-.--- 
Warm Spring Creek..........-.--- 

Homestake, Homestake Reservoir... 
Lame Deer, Lame Deer Creek.....-. 
Muddy Creek: = -.-<.n2-c2s--0e 2 

Lennep, Allabaugh Creek. ........-- 
Bozeman Fork Creek....--...----- 
Comb 'Creeks..%. 222-42. t-te 
Coyote Crodk:.. 32.2225. 55-55-5252 
Musselshell River..........------- 
Warm Spring Creek........-..--.- 

Lewistown, Casino Creek.........-- 
BaveCreeksconcccc enc eee eee at ce 

Libby, Granite Lake....:...-.-:---: 
Howard) sake: ..ce--¢ 2 3¢22~ a ee 
Jackson Creek.........-- 
Many Creekks § au 2 

Livingston, Blood Lake «th 
Hlbow Creek 20 cen eee seers 
Mleshman’ Creek: : . 2525.55.22 22% 
Mortimer Creek... --=---2252.2--22 
Strickland 'Croek= 21222632. 2222 23- 
Summerland Creek............--- 
Yellowstone River............---- 

Lodge Grass, Lodge Grass Creek. - - - 
Rotten Grass Creek..........-.--- 

Martinsdale, Richmond Creek....... 
Missoula, Browns Lake...-.-......--- 
Dusault Creek............-------- 
Kleinschmidt Lake.............-- 
Lo Do Gipaksse 2 ewes utsiceoe es 
Opsela) DAKOs ere eeeaah eh ass cen ee 

Norris, Madison Lake and _ tribu- 
Vavies . <0 duster rele a neeens 

Piper, McDonald Creek...........-- 
Red Lodge, Rock Creek and branches 
Townsend, Dry Creek.......-.------ 

Greyson’ Cresk:: cdapeceuse t= 322. 2 
Ray Creek .2 sacs eee oooh ae 

Two Medicine Lake, Two Medicine 
Dake.s: i463. 02s eee ete 

Whitefish, Lazy Creek...,........-. 

Number. Disposition. 

Montana—Continued. 
Whitefish, Swift Creek. ...........- 

Wihitefish) Lakes. soot se 
Winston, Vermont and Beaver Creeks 
Yellowstone, Cougar Creek. -.....--- 

Gneiss Creek... 2. --2-.-5--2222- 
Nebraska: 
Chadron, Dead Horse Creek......--- 
Gordon, Antelope Creek.....-....-. 
Warabee Creeks smi: <= <saece eenene 
Snake Creek. ..-../-=.--0-55-00eeeee 
Spring Creek... oo. eee ee 

hite Clay Creek. -.-.-...2- mene 
Wounded Knee Creek........-.--- 

New Hampshire: 
Baileys, Grandview Brook........--. 

inperson Brook... j.0.--2seoee 
Mason Brook. <2 -cs2-cesstoeeees 
Moulton Brookes: : 35-220. eeeee 
Palmer Brook... <-..-<,sc-c5-c2sand 
iParker Brook... 2 -s2cesn= eee eee 
(Plaisted| Brook. ..c2.2<...ccsceeens 
Priscila Brook: =. .-<--295s--eeeeer 
Roberts Blrook= 8: <2 ee nce s aaee 

Bartlett, Bartlett Brook...-.......- 
Louisville Brook....-...s-s<sses 

Bethlehem Junction, Beaver Brook. 
Galo Rivers ce cac scene oeede seen 
Golf. Link Brook:..ce-..ceseneeceee 
Little River brooks..............- 
State oad Brook. seas--ce. esenene 
Mwo Horse Brook... jecacecesseseae 

Bradford, Massasecum Lake... --..- 
Bristol Brayley Brook. .icessmnqse see 

Cass; Mill Brookin 4:.-.-.<sismea see 
Cockermouthy River.........-...-- 
Danforth Brook. .2.. i205. 202-ee- 
Dickerman Brook.........-.--.--- 
Dick Brown) Brooke. os ssee eee ees 
Fowler River... -<.ccseoes tosses 
George Brook: -..02 shes sesacue eee 
Kimball Hill Brook. :..- 022 -02--.2 
Noyes Brook. 232. csscecsee a seeere 
Patton Brook:. 2.) Ai eee 
Rowell Brooks... - ssas2ose0eshee 
Smith Riveves ccc oescc sees 
Taylor Brook... cence eo encore 
Ten Mile Brook.-= 522-5 ists sees 
Welton Brook...2-20-000 Sian 

Canaan, Bicknell Brook..........-.. 
Burnt. EU Brook.... 5 2s s.cs5 sae 
Merrill Brookn-cies22. 2 oe ceeeeeae 
Rogers: Brook. 32.-.2-./o. deen 
DtOLY BD EOOKa eta in n= eee oe 
Wendell Brook... 
Wiricht Brooks. ..--2:2.¢022-5)9e 

Charlestown, Benware Brook... ..--. 
Great Brook... 3.2 2<22<.s'2-- dees 
Reservoil Brook-'. > -'.52-02--2 seems 

Cherry Mountain, Cherry Mountain 
Brook seccesee32 - 7421 8 eee 

Tsrae)] Riveressss 2: -2cs2use eee 

Christine, Lake Christine. -.-.-.--...- 

Concord, Bog Meeting House Brook. 
Canterbury Brook...........-..-- 
Dolloff and Stumpfield Brooks. . -. 

Crawfords, Saco Pond.....-........- 
Saco Riversosioose cue ccs ener 

East ite Winkley Brook..... 
Enfield, Cole Pond...........-.----- 

TL STIOV OF IBYOOKs ors oe ora rate ose eee 
Lovejoy Brook... 225-6. oe eieee 
WV OlIS Brogkew otc. s. = --ceneaeee 

Glen, BackiBrook..vc2c.+.-. 5 seer 
(Beg Brookige sass s0- <2 - - sa cee 
Mkins’s PONG. .2222.'). 0s escenee 
Fernald Farm Brook.............. 
Goodrich Brooks-232c0s222en eee 

Number. 

vs 
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Toran DisTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, FiscAan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

BROOK TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

New Hampshire—Continued. New Hampshire—Continued. 
Glen, Rocky Branch. .-...--........ + 3,000 Newport, Blood Brook.............. 4,000 
Gorham, Barnes Brook..-..-......-. 13 000 Guts Brook co. - 20) css cele nape 4,000 

Barrett) brooks... ..---.-.--=---.22 3,000 ShedG brook: 2.2 oy en. 2- noche toe 2,000 
Bear Spring Brook...............-. 7 2,000 Walker rogk: 200 Bet cnigut 2,000 
EAS C7) Ee St eee 7 2,000 North Conway, Cedar Brook........ 7 1,000 
Glen Cottage Brook............... 7 1,000 Kearsare Brook... .-.. .scesc sea 7 3,000 
Glen Geananerook sccl<.... 20-14 7 1,000 PORTE 0 ea te ate 7 3.500 
Jenny Lind Brook..-...........-.. 7 2,000 North Woodstock, Ammoosuc River 70,308 
Josh Billings Brook.............-.- 7 1,000 Bastman Brook... .........<--q.» 600 
Lead Mine Brook..-............-.. 75,000 Jackman Branch. —. 5... sooeess 600 
madison Brook. 2. 2<... 2223.21. 2 7 3,000 Je@bnanl Brooke as eke ek Jil ek 12,840 
nce Ewen Re? Pee, So sS2di4 2 7 4,000 BMSh IVER. 2 5 8 kt dk ee ho 600 
Lg) a kere 7 2,000 Pemigewassett River, Middle 

Greenville, Furnace Brook.-......... 4,000 1201's) Se ee a re ee Ie er" 600 
Hill, Bartlett Brook................ 2}000 || Perry, Christine Lake... _........... 1,000 
rine DIOOK...2......-.. 222i th: 2,000 Pittsburg, Connecticut Pond..-....-.. 75,000 
MIDE Gs een es Hast Li: 2,000 Goon Brook: 2253252 < fcc tates T 8,000 
ieeror Beavis. = Ce 3,000 Pst, Inlet Brook: ..<.. 5.5 4e>. 225: | 12,000 
Riptide BrGOk. <. .....i253 5. sea 4,000 Perry usranolis ote oc Scot wot 15,000 
Gile Meadow Brook.............-.- 3,000 Second Connecticut Lake......... + 5,000 
PE ENOOR. a. ISS ent ka 2,000 Plymouth, Yeaton Brook.........-.. 900 
PROUMILAN ESPOOK 22 <2 ..2-senacoath ae 5,000 Potter Place, Cole Pond............. 7,000 

Intervale, Intervale Brook.......... +7, 500 Towwow River, Hume Brook....... 2,000 
Lebanon, Bliss Brook...... adel SO 3,000 Terie roel oo. fuduttuses tel“ 5 2,400 

Great Brook..........-.-.......-- 6,000 || South Brookline, Rockwood’s pond. 3,000 
OG) Se ee ee 3,000 Whitefield, Carroll Brook. ........-. t 4,000 
0) 3,000 Witton: Blood Brook. . J... -saan44¢ 6,000 
RIREMESIIIRC So coc crete acteccaces 2,000 Hodgdon Brook... .-.-<--2sotomas 4,000 
Py EOOK Ss x...s » Hebd Bentacd. 4,000 Woodsville Wild Ammonoosuc 

Londonde Solvent “dss. Sara ‘ 500 VOR See eer ce ase os oheate 900 
Lyndeboro, Woodward Brook...... 2,000 Woodstock, Eastman Branch....... 600 

anchester, Baker Brook........... 3,000 || New Jersey: 
Barnard Brook.........--......... 1.000 || Bernardsville, Hill Brook..........- 1,000 
1) a a ee 7, 995 Clementon, Cold Creek...........--- 1,500 
PaO TIAN TOOK. wana cnaga0dat Sree 7,000 Greenloch, Big Lebanon Creek.....- 1,000 
Pep REO Ss 2a Sa aan e ober 8,000 Oak Ridge, Stony Brook Lake...... 1,500 
iG) Ree Res eee ee ore 7,995 Oxford ce, Pequest River..... 1,500 
Modedon Brook... . 0.2 -2cctwes ces 5,000 Ridgewood, Belmar Spring Pond... 500 
Little Cohas Brook.............-... 7,995 Whippany, Badgley Brook.......... 500 
Massabesic Lake.................. 8,000 Woodbury, Richey Run. .........-- 1,000 
BID PAWN eae ouck sheesh. sedis 3,000 || New Mexico: 
Lo ae ee oe 3,000 Carizoza, Rio Bonito, South Fork .. 5,000 
LE Sa ee ees 2,000 Cimarron, Ponil Creek.............- 17,500 
BROBOOLE BSTOOK 5 oun < << enwies acacs 2,000 OUROOLEAVOR., -- ccna tece cd onems 15,000 
TTL) eae ere ee 10, 995 MATT ROH MNS oscars cer stese ane 10,000 
Sweetwater Brook...............- 3,000 Cloudcrofts Bluewater Creek........ 10,000 
ey) See ee ees 7,995 East Las Vegas, Calf Canyon Creek. - 5,000 
UCM IROOM. «2.2 dan o6b Joat' a 7,995 Coyote River.............. presasee 15,000 

Milford, New Boston Brook......... 6,000 Gallinas River, South Fork........ 15,000 
Sa) oe aan 4,000 Gallinas River, Youngs Fork...... 7,500 

Nashua, Bartemus Brook. -.......... 2,000 MOOR IOOAGRG1 = 5, i Locgecccarnceas 15,000 
PONY OOO ou 25's onan oxo ~ 5 saree 6, 460 Winsor Creeks. 246-53 -cicnensas-se 10,000 
Brick Yard Brook....2.. ..<icec acct 4,920 Three Rivers, Three Rivers, Branch 
PGAIEO Oia ae cas den dae ony kbanubie 2,000 (SREY Fee Oe riddled Wi Ss OE Dn eggs 7,500 
MSTA NOOR a a a cain aaa a ncaa deans 2,000 Tularosa, Rio Ruidoso.............. 15,000 
CLOWEI BOGE Sais oes coer Fae 2,000 Ute Park, Cimarron River..-....... 20,000 
ive Pr ee aes 1,000 || New York: 
ey POs Sea eaudyivecen- whoa > 2,000 Adams, Sandy Creek and branches. . | 12,000 
NCR SSR a waits duce Galicia hs 1,000 Albany, Emerich’s ponds........... 15,000 
Four Corners Brook............... 1, 230 Ardsley, Grassy Sprain Brook....... 2,000 
Glover Brook. ......2.2.--se0nss- 3,000 |} Arena, Mill Brook..........-.....-.- + 5,000 
SIVOCIEEEES POU Mes dogo a oo sca Cap iwi 1,000 Babylon, Sumpwam Brook......... 4,000 
Po) ae ee ae 3,000 Bangall, Cold Spring Brook......... 1,000 
Lyd EEO Neda 9 haath ganas 2,000 Honey Meadow Brook.........--. 1,000 
MARV ROUBIIeGs 125k da gceues «i 2,000 WhATtO BROOK. 6.5 <s.nnncen cen uae o 1, 200 

INGTICOOK: BOOK. 5 o.c.oc vain owecienen 3,000 Batavia, Mills Brook.............--. 2,000 
Norman Howe Brook............. 2;.000 WOLCNOEK . coats cece. 3,000 
Old Maids Brook.................. 1,000 Beaver River, Beaver River........ ¢ 10,000 
UE A rr ae 3,000 Bessemer, Eddie Pond.........-...- 1,000 
OD J SO a SS 3,000 Big Moose, Silver Lake.............- 4,000 
Pemigewassett River.............. 4,000 witchell Lake...... AAS pee 6,000 
Riverside Farm Brook............ 1,000 ||. Brinckerhoff, Wickopee Creek....... 1,600 
RE OPINED) ROOM ie Se kaie cw eee wcdne 2,920 Cambridge Camden Brook.......... 5,000 
Bocond Brooke wes ds voedenedin isa 3,000 PHOMSON STOO !....5-.---.acneuray 1,000 
Silver S BRS Pere ed wr eicelcges 3,000 UO WTIOUMOUK. 200 sae bs ances ata 2,000 
ScIA TIN ROUR piney for's2.8 oo cob wp 3,000 MBA YTING ISTOOK sso eseccvcceccuhena 2,000 
pi hy eae * ae ee 6,000 REVO) SoM ETOOK Ions i cna eked eee 5,000 

Newbury, Lake Sunapee............ 18,000 SOHOPITIOEY ESTUOK oh cet vocenecuneee <> 3,000 
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Tora, DistrisuTion oF Fish AND Fish Ecos, By Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

BROOK TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

y York—Continued. New York—Continued. 
cir aig ai em pareMmetea et 44,000 || North Tlion, Steele Creek..........-- 47,000 

Take Kordes cececececeusc ese eee +5, 000 North Lansing, Glenn Smith Creek. - 73,000 
Sagamore Lake. -.-+...-.---0sce+-- 75,000 GulfiCregiceesn sees. <5. so eceeee +3, 000 

Catskill, Black Brook.......-.------ 1, 750 eeter Cragiceser.-->---- ===> ee +3, 000 
Haines Brook...........--.------- 71, 750 Northville, Buckhorn Pond......-.-- +7, 500 
Kirkstown Creek... 7A, 750 Oneida, Oneida Creek..........-...-- +8, 000 
Saxes Brook--)-e--cccmeccce eG 71, 750 Sconodoa Creek. ..........-.---.<- $7,000 
Shinglekii] Creek..........-.------ 73, 500 Oneonta, Charlotte River---..---.-- +12, 500 
Bicelynssook- =~) 2-222 cc sce eee 1, 750 Oswego, Carpenter Creek... -- : +4, 000 
Voss Kall Creek; 222.2220 62 eheene 1,750 Pawling, Swamp River. --- 6, 400 
Whippoorwill Brook.......-.------ 1,750 Pittsford, Lily Pond.-..-.--- +2, 000 
Whitcomb Brook.........-.------ 71, 750 Port Henry, Cheeney Pond 3,000 

eet BRO eres Te reg Wed erent ann meetiaaes ee ene FANAGOIDTOOK.-2:2=-2-.e-seenneme 2000 tee rOut se ONG Hea ea seers: « os) Seems 
fe hte Frontenae Crystal Springs oi Ear rate! eee Brooke.) 26 {2,500 

ONGRt ween cece tote eee eeeee. 2 Se Aer : 
spare a haben Creek..... 4p, 000 Se BASS ate nor von 

() <i SGloi Eccwe cet ness sepa 5 mk Creekescere=pesc=baeeeeeta 
Cole Hollow Brook Loeb eee eee 5,000 Potsdam, Clear Pond. ...-.-..--.-.- +5,000 
Dibble Hollow Brook.....-.-.------ +5,000 Preble, Tioughnioga River.....-.-.-- +5, 000 
East Worcester Creek. ......------ $7, 500 Quaker Bridge, Creeks Run......--- +3, 000 
West Creek $5,000 Hotchkiss Run +4, 000 Ost Crpatcs bc pas ee eee eceeaee ahkdss RUNG. soos. <3 cceewe oe 
Wiese BulbiGreok s esiCisceis $5,000 PlerceRturt.....cco desta) Hoeeeees $3,000 
West Middleburg Creek.....------ 2) 500 Quaker Ran. .....2<:..0), eae +5,000 

Cranberry, Cranberry Creek... .--.-- TP 200 Richland, Salmon River, North tka 
Elmira, Baldwin Creek......-------- +4, 000 IBTANCD scene ncee accent pece sce tees ale! aud 

Secure who eee ae aaa by ae Rome, Fish Creek, East Branch..... { 2’ 000 
FOL. OTOOK.. cc ccc ws ccwem = «acces 2 

Catherine Creek.......------------ +5, 000 Salamanca, Morton Pond. ........-- 1, 000 
Comish/Creek=- 2-2 ---.----- === 74, 000 Prosser PONG --ces sane eee ete $3,000 
Cranberry Creek +3, 000 Santa Clara, Deep Pond.......-..-.- +3, 000 
Goldsmith Creek +3, 000 Deer Pond). ..2 22. ¥eecse eee e ees +2, 000 
Horsehead Canal +2, 000 Dimmick Brook. -----e-eeseoeeee +3, 000 
Jackson Creek-.-<..---=-----= : +4,000 Goose Pond Brook......-.-------- - $3,000 
Miller Brookt@... > veto ece ee +2, 000 Guide Board Brook... +2, 000 
Newtown Creek......------------- +7, 000 Sprne Ponds eercaeneeees 71, 000 
Neeley redken neces e eee wee. eet 8,000 Saugerties, Plattekill Creek. . Bs +5, 000 
Sing Singi@reak ese eee nee i Reservoir Creek...-.....-.--.---- +5, 000 
Smith’ Creek. eee see ees 2 $3,000 Schenectady, Poentic Kill Creek.... +5, 000 
Texas Creek...) 2-2 ine eaves = 3, Schenevus, Elk Creek..............- +12, 500 
Wynkoop Creek.:.....-...-..------ 1 O00 South Lansing, Ernest Teeter Creek. $2,000 

Forestport, Little Woodhull Creek. . tonan eee reeds eras viet 13, bay 
Gabriels, Buck Pond.......-.-----.-- ateline, Indian Brook ..........-.-.- 
Clear Pond SISO ERE eee ees +5,000 Syracuse, Bear Creek...........--... +4;.000 
RICE BrOOKs 225 sue ee  oe eee 3,000 Bear Trap Brook... ~cccemiactceeaee +3, 000 
Di. ROGINIRIVOD. nes ee eee eee 3 7,000 Bishop Brook .-2-e-5s- eee eee +2, 000 

Genoa, Fred Green Creek. .--------- +2, 000 Buttemiut Creek 2-2. s-ecaoceasoees +4, 000 
Game] Creekiioc- 0 oo. aioe o2 == 3,000 Carpenter Pond Brook.....-...-.. +3, 000 
Pine Hollow Creek....-..---------- ty 000 Chittenango Creek. .........-.--.- +5, 000 

Groton, Owasco Creek......-..-.---- +5, 000 abivs Brook: 5.<-'--\ 95-2 +4, 000 
Hopewell Junction, Wortlekill Creek 2,400 Mellows Brook .....5.-.2.-cerseeee +2, 000 
ae vee laa ke Hollow Creck. : Sd Os ener en ars eleigle nee Sone nee 18, eo 

ite Creek soe ee ee ces ree i Deki 2 sce entaee i 
Sea a rebel wa -seces 17,500 panting ee See etalatalet ot tee 12,00 

a, New kee se sass OLVINS PONG... isca4 ase eee 
MRpath Woeribe Orosk Oe one eree eee 1 000 eoonaaee oe West Branch... ht 

DSPTAtLOmCroGiie a. ace oases ae ceee 5,000 eck Brook..(. 2). ..\s0.0= steseeeere 
Maas: Weer Creek wage naes eels sears O00 IPOOIS Brook: --. 424-0023 eee 5,000 
La Fargeville, Cold Creek “ic 000 Redhead Brook......-.----------- 2,000 
Lake Clear, Chub River....-. se +4, 000 South Hollow Brook............-- 1 O00 
Lake Plains, AuSable River..-....--- +10, 000 Spofford Bro0k-2--peasesaeere ee ae 8, 000 
Liberty, Neversink River.......-..- 2,500 Stony Brook... TP O00 

Whive Gulpeur Greek ne cz.-| 42500 || "Van Becgen Brogkisc. 200 22-1... 23000 Vhite S IWOCTOGK. ceo sc ane aae ergen Brook. ---..--- 5.22.2: 
Long tae West, Bear Pond. 4.6 4°00 Tappan, Palisades Creek ............ 1,600 

(CHarigyver OUdeces sane. o.s- sc e sae 2,000 Utica, Homer City Brook........... 3,000 
LOOT ONC eee nn arene 2 +8, 000 Voorheesville, Cold Springs Creek -. . +5, 000 

Lyons, Glenmart Creek......-..-.-- 4,000 New Scotland Creek............... +10, 000 
Mild PO CY oles semesters ote seein 3 4,000 Walton, Beers Brook..............-. 00 

Malone, Deer River........-.-.----- 5,000 Bramley Brooker +. 2-2. ssh 2,500 
Hatch Crock Jos.cetersicavecen- +. 5, 000 Chase Brookes sere- 2 sea - ss eee 2,500 
PTOUt Riv Ole -neceea arena mas < 187000 Dry dGuMSTOOK sree - =. s eee 2,500 

Millbrook, Bubbs Hollow Run....-. 2,400 TOE 00) 8 op Se meegemeeeacgeonsoo- 2,500 
Howards ‘Pond’ 2. fevece- wes ebanee 1,600 Hinman Hollow Brook.....-....-. 2, 500 
srt per No: Creek te sss i ai Mellory Brook Boat o fad sce eae aa fee Oh ne een a 3’000 || Sue Miallorvieiiagdk.s. co... aa 

Sullivan Glen Brook ren -ceras nea 1,000 Marvin Hollow Brook..........--. 500 
New York, Aquarium..,..-...-----. 5,000 Oxbow Hollow Brook....... moe 2,500 
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New York—Continued. Pennsylvania—Continued. 
Walton, Pines Brook..............-- $2,500 Coudersport, Baker Creek........-.-- 800 
hind Broek. .205-<5.05..-- 62-5: <2 $2,500 Claris Creek... 05. 2Sis-2.ceseseee 400 
PECOUIPREOGKe sens ooarsh~- --~-Ua $12, 500 Dingman Run and branches. -. -.- 1,600 
WiEVore 2) ) ae 72,500 Dry Bune S225 = 5.23555 2 cacao tae 800 

Whitehall, Castle Creek..........--.- 2,000 inwiehs Creek. .-...2295.45.554 2.58 400 
SG WT) a ee 2,000 Mart dina. cdo nekt cas a skee eS 400 
TAIL Pi) ee ee - 2,500 MUSCAT = tad eos carcass wae 400 

Woods, Cranberry Pond..........-- 73, 000 ia ine. < o-= ee te A 800 
aver Hack Fond... .......-2222:- Tom TSS Nis a ae St eee 400 
GT TEE 2 ree 3,000 Gordon firm... 2652 5.64 ee 400 

North Carolina: Graves Rum: ...) 23255. 400 
Asheville, Mineral Creek..--....-.-- 10, 500 Howland Bum). - = <.3805 Seite 400 
Canton, Crawford Creek............- 6,000 Reont innate Fo acce ahi ck sete s 400 
UST Oi) a 6, 000 USUT SOR Se ee 400 

Pele. Eis COOK 2 5-42 a scies =a 5,400 Knowlton Run~ 3.5 ...52--2505.52 400 
LT ee 3, 600 Lehman Rune 5.0 wisicn cose en see 400 
PERRO ROCK. cone 3. oes bat 3,600 OSG Hee Gen sa ee 400 
ior eae Se ee 3, 600 Tmt Retin 5. .co-~.soeeb eee 400 
Slab Camp Branch..........------ 3,600 TAOS ER ga toe aes 400 
CUBR LE eee 3,600 Mill Creek and branches....-.....- 2,000 

Ela, Cooper Creek........-.-.------- 3,000 Mitchall Creek... --~-..292ud=20-% 400 
Little (ate SP ee eee ee 3,000 MORO UR o.ciccincsnaaccbet Sone see 400 

E Willow Creek, South Prong 4,500 NGINIR MRA id toe icon sate ees 800 
moscos. Dixon Creek. ....-.cosesceus 6,000 UB ee EE 400 
Horseshoe, North Mills River and Cr ao RE BTS ! 400 
oh: Te a eer 17,500 PTORNOM PDEs tcc ncn aataaantaeee 400 

Lake Toxaway, Bear Wallow Creek.. 11, 400 Reed Ron... ..-.2-6: ete it! 800 
French Broad River, East Fork... 7, 200 ROGHO RUIN 5 ois 5 nabs Stine Je 400 
PMS OO Mey aon wa ow a s5= 5.0055 4,500 ook, Bur :(4 )in<..fackk 2 Fetches 400 
SS fs 0 a eee 4,500 Hack Bim :(B)sst dea cee es 400 

Lenoir, Anthony Creek............. 10, 500 Brisrwood Kun .ns5<-..-.n-searcks 400 
Piper Cove Creek... > - «.. tccc heen 3,000 SLOOP UD so \5'a ke hapa nxt ins mdaciddege 400 

Linville, Big Grassy Creek... ....... 5,000 Thompsaan BUNS .sn.<28s 2s awe kees 400 
Grandmother Creek.......-...---- 6,000 FORD POUT can a wees Suk So 800 
Kawana Lake......-.. Pee 3,000 WENO ROOM con. 52 xanenn saan ase 800 
ARV IG) MAVEN «occ oan0sacainnaannd 10, 000 Wadsworth Bun... .2-..<.230-20 32 400 
Linville River, West Fork...-..... 5,000 TU TG ERITD 8 os Bp bie hasta acttgaatds aes 400 
Litule Grassy OS RE 5,000 Curry, Three Spring Run........... 3,000 
icaville, South Toe River. ..--.--.. 8,000 Downingtown, Broad Run.......... * 3,000 

Newland, Squirrel Creek...........-. 6,000 Easton, Browns Creck.............- 500 
Pisgah Forest, Davidson River and VIG CHOB Ri cian nn mmwtndnw ates 1,500 
1 Se a eae 26, 000 UTE RAT TRON cg Soca onan eee 500 
CTL eer ee ees 26,500 East Petersburg, Erbs Run......... 1,000 

Poplar, Pigeon Roost Creek......... 7,500 MEFOST FRU << sian WARS eH ae 3,000 
Samarcand, Drowning Creek, Middle DIGSLOUCEE BRON ites an anaes aeSen 3,000 
INN od is aise = aie gd Sat BKM dc 5,400 Bnine CresKevsit geosects svties 1360 3,000 

Tuxedo, Grassy Creek.............. 5,400 Ebensburg, Barker Run............ 2,000 
G Creek, Briar Fork....-.... 5,400 Blacklick. Run. ......Jidsbsendese 3,000 
Jims eee Be SOE PREY PRET RE Fey 5,400 Little Conemaugh Creek. ..-...... 3,000 
RR etd cy. das in wena oe don 5,400 RROATINE FRU. 66a edawinn ove ok ae 5,000 

Ohio: Si. eG ge) ee ees 2,000 
Canton, Nimisillen Creek...-..--.... 2,500 Stewart Bun. sicesseacey sa taba’ 2,000 
Mansfield, Coles Brook.............. 2,000 THGO8- FRU 5 y's «ne gine 8 eon ess 2,000 
Urbana, Cedar Creek........... Sah 3,000 || Emporium, Big Run..............- 400 

Oregon: Clackamas, Clackamas River.} 50, 400 BOUDRY IRs . vin seen pan < eae take 400 
> lvania: OATS Bi oa x0 hoo n5~ da aeseaedaubs 400 

Austin, Big Moores Run.........--.. 1,000 CHO FEO as one So 400 
Hype 1 eae 1,000 CIBAN CHOGK ¢c05 dsnnnenenadiu dads 800 
Little Moores Run. ../...........- 1,000 CODE BN cnn Serine s veannernsdive 800 
INOUMMIIMEIM a so cons score ccacw saan 1,000 Driff wood Bites d «6. case sane ta 1,600 
Vp 0 a a ee aa 1,000 East Cowley Creek..........--.-.- 400 
Pdi (dO a 1,000 Winey FOU. 3 senna pentane xan 800 

Blairs Mills, Horse Valley Run...... 5,000 Five ir M6 FEU os ois daxtinkes bh onanteds 400 
pot ee Broad Run.....-.. 6,000 Woot Mile Him. 22. ss. .apeseenee 400 

NOME ARES a6 dp noe see os aby & 6,000 Balt Mile Ror... . 5. <qes4haatanwen 800 
Burrows, Pine Creek, West Branch. . 1,500 FAVA RON bese ay os oepnrsscohee 800 
Cairnbrook, Beaver Run............ 5,000 Hunts Run, MeKennon Branch... 400 
Carbondale, Lyon Creek..........-. 1,800 WOWIS SO ssn s'es open daveunadancn 800 
Coburn, Fishing Creek.............. 3,000 Little Himte‘ Ron. 2.0 ccsccccandas 800 
Horner House Run............... 2,000 DICKO YS Ul cs cn nar an'a ss epidae wae 400 
pins ht) Sip ee ae eee 3,000 NORUN, CHORE od o's «saw tae PaWhabeae 800 
Pine Sect hep Po aaa 2,000 ANE RED a wea tar agkid oie ie ia dhe 800 
0 i a ae 2,000 DECRG CKODKS. bia cep cdne oon edinid 800 
Sinkitig CROGRS oc cccccs cc cscscce 2,000 SFOUIISOM BUD ox ccvcacesewncscent 400 
Spring Bank Run................. 2,000 RRUGR RUT ws 226 sahecy os a cama 800 
Synagogue Creek.................- 2,000 BPCUMTI ORAL o's 5-3 ace'nc 0X anc nno tthe 800 

DCRICRII PNR oe oreo. cei ones 2,000 VUNG EUs oer pcpie nines ave shies 800 
WwW ROOM FONE cans dhe wnss os 2,000 RRMA OMAR a no ix'an = wey o'v,«'dind th ee 1, 200 
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Pennsylvania—Continued. 
Emporium, West Cowley Creek. - -. - 
Farrandsville, Lick Run. - 
Garret, Brush Creek. ....- 
Wares Run ses-25.=5- 

Glen Mawr, Kettle Creek.....--..-- 
Ogdonia Creek.........- 
ROCK EME see scence cmt. 

Glen Union, Baker Run...---..---- 
Mil Ronee a2 s- eet 
Scootac Creek, North Fork.....--- 
Scootac Creek, South Fork.-....-.- 

Glynden, Britton Run.... 
Green Point, Trout Run, Northwest 

IBTATICD BES onpctsic Jaceenes 

STIG ih eee ae sea ae 
Lemont, Branch Creek.... 
Center Furnace Branch. 
Collier Runiac-o<ooe ee 
Mairi. =o: a,.easore 
Rock Spring Creek. . 
Shingletown Creek. 
Sinking Creek.... 
Slab Cabin Creek... 
Spring’ Creek. «<sckseces 
Stone Creek............. 

Lewistown, Knepps Run......-.-..-- 
Mountain Spring Run... 

Listonburg, Whites Creek.......-.-- 
Manns Choice, Breastwork 
Van UN eee cose eceeee 
TanrelWRUn sc secic new cea 

Marietta, Charles Run..... 
Collins Creek............ 
Donegal Creek.........- 
Gladfelter Run.........-. 

Mifflin, Solouff Run...... 
Mill Hall, Cedar Run..... 

Ckerry: Runs: 6. et 
Fishing Creek..........- 
Fox Hollow Run.......- 
Te) (rhuehd Sb baleen seeps ee 
Little Bear Creek....... 

Montoursville, Ocdonice R 
PV SLUSMEING - <-\o2 cebae bee 

Rung 

whale SR 

Mount Union, Long Hollow Run. -. 
Muncie, Turkey Run...... 
Oil City, Norway Run.... 
Orviston, Big Run 
Eddy Lick Run. 
HISyS HONS. sso ceceus cee 

Paddy Mountain, Penns Creek...-.-. 
Pen Argyl, Bushkill Creek 
Cherry Valley Creek..... 
Green Walk Creek... ..- 
Reynolds Creek......... 
Ross Common Creek. ... 
Ross Valley Creek....... 
BPIUce BUN vec ckcecszet 

Penn Haven Junction, Drakes Creek 
Ge apa Alder Run... 
ATOR cextkticter- 
Barker RuUn. Wik. csctests 
Bark Shed Run......... 
Beaver Meadow Run.... 
BGMer Eitlss: oc cke sce ss 
Benners Run........... 
Bigelow Run...........- 
Bilger Hun. copes cacws: os 
Black Bear Run.......- 
Black Moshanon Creek. . 
Cold Creeké is psec: scxce 
Dayton Run ssseracee see 
Norge Runs: gseseieeee 
Four Mile Run: ...222s. 
Hutton Run ss..a.2-aene 
Huzzard Bun. ..¢ss2en2- 
Little Barker Run.....-. 

Number. 

we ee 
> 

oo oo oosd 

SSSSSESSES2SSSS 
= 

PA BDO ST SP DOO RR ST ST OUND Ft OO He OO C9 NO Ort t 

ss 

S =) 

SS ee 
ac oo coo 

Disposition. Number. 

Pennsylvania—Continued. 
Philipsburg, Little Beaver Run. --- 
MOraviagiaaee ee oo 25 252A 
Shields Rinlw see sons. ss 5 ose 

Stan Rina reee ce cco an boosts 

Trout BUM CA yore cco ccoc seen 
AM oye rad 71046 G( (183) 5 5 Oe, 

Phoenixville, Mashalmac Creek. --.- 
Reading, Willow Creek.............. 
Renovo; Halse ances oscce eee 
wo MileuRMne acer cos eh tie eee 
Young Womans Creek..........--- 

Rockport; indian Runs. 2.22 sseee ee 
Scranton, Lake Sheridan Creek....-. 
Somerfield, Beaver Creek.........-.-- 
TMD RON ect sen Cetin tcicicd sa eee 

Sonestown, siagles Mere Creek... .-- 
Trout Run, Dougherty Run 

WolhRunies te ee eee 
Troy; Bullard’ Creek. soos eee see 

Dry Runes se ee eee 
Wactory. Runes eee tes aee eee 
Guittin) Creek: Goa nee nce a eenee 

Morgan ‘Creekiis. 282-0 ieee nee 
Morgan Creek, North Branch. - --- 
Porter!Creek nee cctc mab s setae 
Sugar Creek, North Branch...-..-. 
Tioga Rivér-ct-- ts. .eee ee eee 

Uniontown, Chaney Run......-..--- 
TeaurelRin £25 ce eee ae eens 

Walnutport, Wild Creek........--.-- 
Waterville, Canoe Bottom Run..... 

Pine Bogomesosees corse e eee 
Waynesboro, Cress Creek.......----- 
Whiteland, Lionville Run.......-..- 

IWihiteland Ue iin wy 7eee soe een ee peee 
Williamsport, Big Bear Creek......- 

Dry) Runisessiesst. ous oe eee 
Hoagland Rite ois. cccceceemeeee 
Hoagland Run, Sandy Branch.... 
Learys Creek, Spooners Branch... 
WiOlt Runes S285 i 25.22ce gene 36 

Windber, Berkebyle Run 4d 
Biscuit Spring Run............--- 
Clear Shade Creek..........------- 
Cub Runtis: faescscs (hse eee 
Mager Runs .icsccecceseneeeee eee 
Mickel Runs: 72.25.45 520585 eee 

One MiletRunsseeteese se ree 
Piney Rim sere heen ase 
Roaring Fork Runs +... 2-228 
Seese Rinses ete er ee 
Shinglé Runs esses. ees 
Bab Rie ser Soo 

York, Conewago Creek.......--..-.- 
Youngdale, McElhattan Run....-.-- 

Rhode Island: 
Greene; BeariBrook:,....522ocescce- 
BullockiBrooks.....- 1. fehsndeses 
@ottrellibrook®<522.0 2). Aeron 
He (RIVED AYOOKises..sn.2ece reser 

ee ee See eee we 

DN ll ll el OO SO cl Se ne wae NS 

bh et et et wees 

-_ 
J 

SESE ESSESELESSSESES SEES EES LESS LESS SEE SEES S SES SESE SESE SE SeoS222222222222222: 

00 ND HD 09 OTD 0 Rt 0 Ft 0 ND TEIN 00 tt et et et et TOO DO Ow 

eS 

DAD - 
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Rhode Island—Continued. South Dakota—Continued. 
Greene, Muddy Brook. ............. 6,000 Spearfish, Creamery Pond.......... 1,000 
Bn better g Aateae Brook... -.<2-<cue Ay oa Shes cee see ae bene 2,000 

HoariipyisrOOk=--\) 22 2... as. seen ock Spring Branch........... 1,500 
RPRACGUBLOOK., 2028 cask ence aknee 4,800 PrTSkTINC LOG Fee eos desc s dene 2,000 
‘omaquog Brook, East Branch... 3, 600 Mrnest Branchi-2.22 sss =ser255 8 2,000 

Tomaquog Brook, West Branch... 4,800 Farmer Jones Creek.............-.. 2, 400 
South Carolina: Pickens, Surveyors Higgins Gulch Creek.............. 5,000 
SoHE ORORKS es ooo oo aac caawecescaeat 7, 200 Henwood Branch..............--- 4,500 

South Dakota: Lindley Spring Branch... saa38 4,800 
Custer, French Creek...............- 8, 000 McoGreaver Creek: - 22°. . sc 2.35--.. 7, 250 
Deadwood, Trucanos Pond........- 1,500 MoVeys Oreck oes sse gs BS 5,000 
Elmore, HannaCreek..............- 3, 000 Mendow/ Creek. - e225 25<.4e5ee 5s. 800 

PIMOAIHsi Cregk..2.%..-...--.2c050 6,009 Mall Creaks cbt c=. eae sie 2,000 
Englewood, California Gulch Creek. . 1, 200 Mordaia Greek? <5 22 525s cite ckt 7,750 

Little Spearfish Creek............- 6, 000 Oak Spring Creek:.. < . 2.532222: 750 
(2 L Us| to ee re er 10,000 Osk Spring Pond - -..2....2sccess- 3,750 
2 tay Creek, South Branch.... 1, 200 Owens Croake 26 F252 £8 SS, eee 1,500 

ildeat Gulch Creek. ............- 3,000 Park Creeks. 25: 2-2 2'22scces chimes 2,000 
Fairburn, French Creek............. 6, 000 Pettigrew Creek................--. 2,000 
ME TORN 0222-5. 25.2 son gown 4,000 Red Water Creek................. 18, 000 
EGY iS) ae i ane 6,000 Riverview Branch..............-. 5,000 

Hermosa, Iron Creek............--.- 6,000 Schmidt Creek. [2.226222 2,000 
Hill City, Battle Creek............... 10, 000 Spearfish Creek. 22.i2cb sscicceoes< 20,000 
Newtons Fork Creek.............. 8,000 pLaoco Greak.. fe cae 3,000 
Palmer Gulch Creek............... 6,000 Summers's’ Pond::..2:--<..-<.-22- 2,000 
Patterson Gulch Creek...........- 5,000 Woomey Gragk. ss 2c s055-5 aptane: 1,000 
RIP GROOM ce oe sg oan cnc a nants « | 20,000 LOWE OTrOblnss. eek os: 2 fos eye soe 6,000 
Sunday Gulch Creek.............. 5,000 Willow. Creek. 6. = 23. dicen stae 4,000 

Ice Box Canyon, Spearfish Creek... 7, 200 Sturgiss, Bear Butte Creek.......... 24,000 
Keystone, Battle Creek............. 3,000 Deadman’ Creek: 22s 5.2.25: loa.snes 4,000 
Nahant, Little Rapid Creek......... 16,000 || Tilford, Morris Creek................ 3;500 

Carer sss... si... esas side 7,000 || Vetal, Cedar Creek..........-.--.... 5,000 
Nemo, Box Elder Creek............. 30, 000 Little White River................ 15,000 
MMR OLGOR ©. ooo, 55 056 s4.2~sddoeee 3,000 || Tennessee: Elkmont, Jakes Creek..... 6,750 

Meee CLOCKS 562 pL Ls<ckstageswcce 1,000 |} Utah: 
Pine Ridge, Porcupine Creek........ 13,500 Burrville, Small Creek.............- 2,500 
White Clay Creek................. 4,500 Fish Lake, Fish Lake..............- 18, 500 
0 LTA pe AS ee eee 2, 500 Payson, Payson Creek.............- 2,500 

bt y Beaver Creek: J... ...2.+---. 29, 000 Reg Tomas ERB et ES ie eal 2,500 
Rapid Cit , Antlers Creek........... 1,000 EFNVO, PYOVOMMLVOr =o: ouccsees Sop cn 26, 800 
Box Elder Creek.............-.... 6,000 Richfield, Fish Lake................ 13,500 
CAE ol a a ee 500 8 ringville, Hobble Creek........... 12,000 

MOU ONOOKS Ian no cota eded a 1,000 Thistle, Thistle Creek............... 2,000 
Ue) ee Cee bere. 3,000 || Vermont: : 
Bilectric Light Pond..... 2.2.22... 2,000 Barre, Martin Brook..............-. i pit 
ererOutig VAKOs. 5.2... .222-250~ 1,000 Barton, May Pond.......5.....<«...- 3,000 
Indian School Lake............... 1,000 Bennington, Basin Brook........... 7,445 
MUL ONUOM iis, da Sek cccas oestrus 3,000 Bate KODE Ss? cclcseetunOesasctee 6, 445 
POMMEEROOK Gat ate wdewccelad dang. 2,000 Battenkill River. ..........0...... 4,000 
Se eae 1,000 Bickford Hollow Brook........... 7,450 
MMEING ROMO 6a Fo ec sb ace. cove dues 1,000 EFUPPORSURTOUK= wears. tice sees ted 5,450 
PUOUSOOR soso c cadens as<«ceastes 3,000 BUsINAIN TOnk: sol Se ee 5,445 
iy a ee ee 3,000 Chase Bronk 225525 eh ees 4,450 
Rapid Creek and branches........ 41,650 DIOWEY: DIOOK sooo. a'das eat sacaee - 1,000 
MEN igi shaas dos baa ota aa 1,000 Duck Fond Brook... 24. 57. .2.- 5, 450 
Schambers Creek..............22:. 1,000 DUMyiuUG DOK. <n ee ee ee ke 5,445 
Schambers Pond. ..............5.. 1,000 VPN SLOG Kies a ss eee aes 4,450 
gs ae eee 1,000 Furnace Lake Brook.............. 5, 445 
Sickian Fonds:6.)2, seit. be 1,000 Glastenb YOO sfc es seas 8,445 
LE Se ee 4,000 Hatchery Brodk: ook es 2-8 2,000 
= nem BROOKS swt ies auxin ~seee od 6,000 Little Hell Hollow Brook.......... 6, 450 

otenin Creeles 3.36221 5 36c65.05 4,000 North Bennington Pond Brook... 3,000 
Rochford, Castle Creek.............. 6,000 Perry Thompson Brook........... 6, 445 

MPORM Ss woven s ok ath teste eda 3,000 Nake Branches. esses 3,000 
PGtGracn PONG seis soi sc sewnesa ees 500 ReldeY Brookes 2.55 Frese 2 7,450 
RIMOU IMU SEN bb cohuewsssercancel 1,000 Rockwood Brook... .........0..-2 5,445 
Ch) ys ae ee ee 1,500 Bango BroGks iia ev esc fowco 5,445 

Savoy, Little Spearfish Creek... .. 7 4,000 Stratton Brooks..2 5.50 c<cecsecene 6,450 
DASIRMER VOM shad anes acawew sescd 19,000 Warm Brook ose se £ oe 8,445 

Spearfish, Bill Cook Creek........... 4,000 Webb Brock. 2332 tees ik 7,450 
Bridal Veil Creek................. 8,000 Brattleboro, South Pond............ 1,000 
Camp Three Branch.............. 2,000 Burlington, applicant............... * 2,000 
care - go > a pie epee A ia Canaan, Averill Brook.............. 1? et 

Cy | ae a ee , : 4 far Gare 67900 Big Averill Lake.................- { 0 
Coxes Lakes... 25 Woes. boo 0d 3,000 Bianek BYovk... beens ste 6, 000 
Coxes Lake Creek.............-... 4,000 01S Brookes. wesc JL 8,000 
Crago Bram). tah ccccss chess 1, 500 SEPRG BIOOMy wkvus sc ccuwsiewereseebe 9, 000 
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Vermont—Continued. Vermont—Continued. 
Canaan, Forest Brook .....-.-.------- f 6, 500 Morrisville, Darling Brook . - --.-.---- +2, 000 

Rorest Taba een eee { + 3,000 Gieen Rivers eee ete eee seace +5, 000 
200 Match Brookeer cress. 2.2 pees 1.500 

Lewis Lake. .2..020-024-02-seeeerE { ie a en ee 262059 SPIE SiS by 000 
; ‘ eNall Brook.......-.-- Tittle ‘svar Brook:.-1)<-eaoa 6,000 ||)! Potash Breet 00-0 ae 

Little Averill Lake..........------ Vie 0 Shippy Brook......-..-..--------- 41,500 

Morrill Brook......20+--++208+-+++ e700 || | connie egos 
Rtas ai oe { 13,000 || ewbort, Bue Brook (4)<.00 0 te 000 

) 2 

Nulhegan River... ..-.2-+.-0+0: +10, 000 ee een Waa one 
Number Six Brook.......--------- , 000 [ fp ni. 1 in ‘ 

Roaring Brook.............22-ss-- + 6,500 pay Bir eWaamay ici 1% 12, 000 
Second Black Brook............-- +5,000 Wad Broke imeem Oe 12,000 
Swanson Brook: ..2./..-:8222 2.022 79,000 Widder Bresk ete... oe 12,000 

Vellow Brook 121.0 eeeenee ee eee +7, 000 tan gees PE abhi 2 | TR 2 12,000 
Danville, Joes Brook........--.----- + 5,000 TerAboE ER eens eae 14,000 
Edgewater, Niggerhead Ledge Brook F 2,000 ear bik ea ees Ne Perm Rea | 12,000 
Ely Bannock Brook 000 Oreutt Brook Lys aaa a 72 000 

7 DADNOCK: DLO Keen nea oo 50. 000 Papenaw Brook....---.----------- 9” 000 

Groton, Darling Pond..-....--.------ { i 17° 426 Tice Brook...--------------------- 1 000 

Hardwick, Abutment Brook-.-....-. +1000 er House iid cist ene 12,000 

Bailey Brook 2° 000 Ware Bm Se ss75 47 12, 000 
Sati LP peat RIC AB” 1, one Watson Brook....... +2000 
Bunker Brook..... ek 1, Norwich, Lake Mitchell.... +80, 000 

irre epi 17 MT EHe Os Sack Te bb0 Orleans, Donaldson Broo +2000 

Cold Spring Broake solo bag 2s eee +1,000 ee es lic; HORE 2,000 
Cooper Brook. .-4 20 eee eae ee +2; 000 Dutton Brook..----.-------------- 2, 000 

Currier Brook LGR SS SEU A Te 523. +1, 000 Gailup Brook Reiser Tote er +3 000 

pide ana RE CELE 1? 000 Hannat Brook.......----.-------. +2, 000 
High Trestle Brook--...-........- +2, 000 Hog Trotigh Brook ----< <0 77 sachge +2, 000 

Kocler Brook ----- ee as : : : i +2,000 Trasburg BEOOK- =a teat 42,000 

Lake Wapanacki......--------.-.- +1000 sei “ho tay tLe ae 12,000 

Lake Wapanacki Brook........... +1,000 Matth ae Bago eet Le een 76, 000 

Wann nye roOks a=. = see oan ne 1” 000 peep herpes Witte Cty 2,000 

Norris rook renee eee nee iY 000 Nigger pong SULA Nttad Adee, 3, 000 
Paine Brags be eset ete ee enone +2 000 lees mm eo nee apogee 12, 000 

Pierce Brook. ...-.-------- 1000 Wigeins Bregk sos scx aac ase 12, 000 
Porter Brook......--------+00---+- TF 000 WHTlOEDDY BAW El brat enesenrs +6, 000 
Tucker Brook.....--.------------- +2, 000 ee ee AG Pont tee el 42,000 
Warren Brook oP OE Lee eee +. 000 aa Jo nsors Poe Sis ieee 500 

Holden. Bassett Brook....--..------ +2).000 lainfleld , Gare Btodl «3p ans aban +1, 000 
Beaver Brook eee aha ae 1’000 K ingsbury Brook. -...------------ 72 000 

a i , Peacham Ponds. .eeees er eeeeee +5,000 
mova BF ale pelt Silas Lt NIE 1,000 Randolph, Adams Brook.......-.--. +2000 

Ceci acita Bronk eee wines Ate NPE Ty ie ee naa {1,500 
Gauri Bribie ee 2’ 500 Ayers Brook.../..-.----- peer tb { 73,500 

Fitzgerald Brook.. ..-.------------ 700 Bass Brook rl 
Furnace Brook and branches... --- +22, 000 Bear Hill Bisel Sees 1,000 

Horton WOOK. -.-.22 ase nee 1.000 aoe perenne 5: 2,000 

Taterts Pond © venseoterte ee L 500 ibeedles Pond! se. -s=e. eee { 1, 000 

2 vbleee oet weet eee ee eee e ete eeee 1000 Blanchard Brook..........-----.-- 1 an 
SvOOd BDIOOK.....---------------- r¢ ? 

Randaliprodk. - 0.2 ce eee 42 nan arn niee Hae Pcie er 5/2 1,500 

Ripley Brook. sees nese 1000 Cl oF aa ae Lie ee a 2,000 
Sand Spring Brook..........------ $3,000 Tache Brook 1b: SSS hes ena 2, 000 | 

School House Brook.........------ 1.000 Gt a Ot tl ace 1,500 
Spring Wake. t 2.2.2 so oqneepeeee "595 Gulf B ie CIAL SCS ee ee 1,500 
Sugar Hollow Brook..........--.- +3, 000 aioleaan code i ee ee Ua 
Valley View Brook............---- $2,000 E aaa Ail: Brook. tole eee 71, 500 
Wardwell Brook......------------ 1000 power ‘Kc ditieebbies oe aep 2,000 
Willow Brook......- Da 8 2. 2 000 pomp OI Ae een ee 1,000 

Hyde Park, Hyde Pond............. th 000 Morse B St Le ae on 
Lunenburg, Baker Brook........... +1, 000 Mud P. ae Bek iin jhe cnhmeree hol gi 1,000 

Mallohintooke teats... a-aaus 1000 se Breck eee ton ate #000 
Uink Wiehe fo oo ss aes 17 000 Bice tate ARS ve shine 

Lyndonville, Pond Brook..... eae +5, 000 Riford B ee ee ae alah 
Manchester, Battenkill River, West e Lo ag e enica li veal 3,000 

Branch. .2>eees ote ad SO +5, 000 peedne Sas C2 a Re ae te 71,500 

Manchester Depot, Battenkill River. +8,000 De ne EER RRP oa as taal 42,000 
Baca Ban eect. 5’ 000 ey Brook.....--------+---+- +2, 000 

Marshfield, Beaver Pond....-...--.. 1 O00 Scar rene ae. amie ‘in ie 
Middlesex, Great Brook..........-.- 3”000 aber Brooktaee.. ae Too ac rOOK....---.--.-.] {3,000 || ‘Taber Brook... ...---.-0+---++-+- 

Morrisville. bitlines Brook et ot ate 13000 | Sr Nick ee) ame 1,500 
Bpebon Bitvoks ieee ade sade b00 | Sie seon Tene eae | a ie 
Copper Brook.....ccsscescccsceues +2,000 | Rutland, Phalen Brook...-.-..-.-.. $2; 000 

a 
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2 Number. | Disposition. Number. 

Vermont—Continued. | Virginia—Continued. 
Rutland, Wheeler Brook.....-...... $3, 000 Stokesville, Briery Branch.........- 3,000 
Williams Brook..................- 1000 Bateipirver< 2. ot... ca ae 3.500 

St. Johnsbury, Bacon Brook...-_.... 4,000 TWOTGHTRI VERS on Penance tee 3,875 
Carpenter East Brook............. 72,000 Sugar Grove, Panther Creek........- 3,000 
Carpenter West Brook...........- TP O00 Vienna, Little Difficult Run........ 6,000 
wal ie ee 4,000 Troutdale, Big Fox Creek........_.. 3,000 
Gapisrpoiec ene ee. 76, 000 Little Laurel Creek................ 2,000 
LEU Sn 21) +5, 000 MD Gree kas, Ohl os Ree ae Ses 5,000 
WEA TOOK. <0 25. 3 ee ae +7, 000 Ripshine reek 2-2 2si 7° ok 1,000 
SULT S07 Le ee ea ee ped * 715, 000 Woodstock, Little Stony Creek... 2,000 
VTE 3) 7) a ae 71,000 |} Washington: 
CRON ERI VEN Shee oo en ce +18, 000 Boyds, Sherwood Creek...........-- 350 
5S gl 1 SO ee eee +3, 000 Everett, Martha Lake...........-..- 7,000 
Lees a 73, 000 Oakville, Cedar Crook. oo 7,000 
WUE is) 73, 000 Stevenson, Sehr arge Bp pete peels *50_ 000 
Bipepers iver... 2... 2. -..2<5-- 20d 43,000 || West Virgi 
Spaulding Brook................-. 74,000 a er, P Baniisauoss River, Left 
Walter Andrick MWK. a2. oe +4, a ORES ICE StS SS Se eae ne Sass 15,000 
\Sylae i) A ee +3, 000 Bey mel Wiles Cradis 23 6 os e02 2 oe 400 

St. Johnsbury Center, Richards Davis, Blackwater Creek............ 11,000 
LoS Lei Se ae ee $4,000 Elkins, PRIORI UT eee nee ae 300 

BIMISTOORS <6 5. -- 1 Seman sens $5,000 Isner Run Laurel Branch......... 300 
Sharon, Standing Pond........... 300 Grafton, Wells’s Pond. ............. 800 

Sheldon Junction, Adams Pond... 1,000 || Hambleton, Elk Lick Creek... ___ || 3,000 
Bakersfield Brook................. 2,000 WiteriCroek s.6. Cot oF ie eee a 4,000 
Cold Hollow Brook................ 2,000 BEOR TIN CURT ay ish ocr Sete nao 2,000 
EES 2) ae ee 1,000 Hendricks Otter Croek 22.2 22k: 600 
Ladd Trout Brook ................ 1,000 Ifoleomb, Holcomb Run............ 4,000 
Mineral —— eg ee et 1,000 Horton, Gandy Cepek <5 555282 ee 8, 000 
Bap Brody Brook... ---. 2.52.5. 2,000 Lumber i Nfs ie OE a eae 200 
fat, MGQHTIS ESDOOKS —- <5 maaan 1,000 Wolf foe Sioa see se soto nee 200 
Stoneville Brook.................. 1,000 eariington, (AVE ee 12, 000 

South Royalton, Alco Pond......... $3,000 Midvale, Ty rts River, Middle Fork 126, 000 
South Ryegate, Baleys Pond........ $500 Mill Creek; yegarts Valley River... 55, 400 
bate fond a er eee Sal 1,000 Moorefield, Turn Mill Run.......... 4,000 
Muday P Pond Rae: et pee iy 500 Nevin, Bl Quarry Run. ......... 9,000 
Seott rook eae eee eh a Yan we 74,000 Newlon, Buchanon River, tributary 

Wallin Mgchiahh Brooke. <<< 52. TF op EE OE ERP 15,000 
7h eee te ee ee 3,000 erases WRU RNR 300 

Wells River, Wells River. .......... t10;000 || Reedsville, Fields Greek..2.222222771 2,000 
West Hartford, Meadow Brook...... 2, 000 Richwood, Big Rocky River........ 7,000 
Rockland Brook................... 2,000 Cherry River, North Fork.. . 15,000 

<2: pre tala White River, branch Cherry River, South Fork.....-._- 15,000 
eee ee er ue Cold Knob Fork Creek...22..2. 22 7,000 

Woodstocis Beaver Meadow Brook. . 2,000 EADIMEORO GUAR 62 Son neds seen 7,000 
Gallup Brook..................... 2,000 Improvement Run................ 5,000 
PEPE LON <2 cao cnr sd Spe ide 3,000 Little Laurel Creek................ 10, 000 
North Bridgewater Brook......... 1,000 Vy os) epee ROR SE Beek 15,000 
Ottauguechee River.............. 6, 000 Sitlington, Sitlington Creek......... 8, 000 
South Barnard Brook............. 3,000 Stony Bottom, Woods Run......... 300 
South Pomfret Brook............. 73, 000 Terra Alta, Elseys Run............. 4,000 

Virginia: Thomas, Blackwater By ge le 600 
Barbours Creek, Barbours Creek. . 1,500 Blackwater River, North Fork... 3, 000 
Buena Vista, Chall: Mine Run....... 2,000 EOUPO) SEU i ota ns eosee aoe eee p 1,000 
Indian Gap Run.................. 1,000 WOrph rants co oss ike soce ns 600 
RAMEY Re NG 5 ooo. ooh cage 3, 000 Wildell, Greenbrier River........... 7,800 
Robinson Branch................. 2,000 Winterburn, Greenbrier River... 5,000 
— Forge, Belle Cove Creek... .. 2, 000 RAGRIO BiVGlos Aisn5Steléseos see, 5,000 

llesby, Chestnut Creek........... 3,000 || Wisconsin: 
rs aa Buck Mountain Adams, Duck Creek... .2.2002 2.2.52. 1,000 

ee ME tee eee 6,300 SACKROM UTOGI. 5. pate secke sense sue 2,000 
Baa} Falls Church, Four Mile Run.. 150 Schoonover Creek................. 1,000 
MEER oS tala) olen whee Tak 150 Algoma, Black Ash Creek........... 2,000 

Elkton, Green Meadow Pond. 1,000 || Alma, Beef Valley Creck............ 2/000 
Fairwood, Wilson Creek............ 4,000 ROBT CLUGles a oas = toot ene baw eee 2,000 
Galax, Goodson Creek............... 3,000 LOE CoE gee sir ble Ps 2,000 

MARIEGN RMI 5 oon csc caccnces 2,000 SPUD AON Ns a oss vere coe 2,000 
arrisonburg gt Lt. Sea is 3,000 Johns Valley Creek................ i 2,000 

Hunters, Rocky Run........... 222. 200 Little Waumandee Creek......... 2,000 
paenieg MUM... ........-.0<- 400 Norwegian Valley Creek........... 1,000 

Mount Solon yd Branch. |. i 5.3. 625 Waumandee Creek...............- 1,000 
Natural Bridge, El C reek ie cadet 6, 000 ULE aS 1 IR BF RNS. lei 4 1,000 

Hell Gate Creek....°.............. 3,000 Antigo, Kennedy Creek............. 1,000 
Pearisburg, Sugar fin Ree 1,000 Schmitz Creek.................... 1,000 
Purcelle | tae 6, 000 Arcadia, American peer Creek. . . .| 1,000 
Riverside, Stony Creek.............. 2,000 Bulls Valley Crees sic, csceeeeeeee 1,000 
mowden, Cashaw Creek. ........... 2,000 Eagle Valley Creek...............- 1,000 

Staunton, Ramseys Run............ 7,000 Eagle Valley Creek, North Branch. 1,000 
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Wisconsin—Continued. 
Arcadia, English Creek............-- 

Gilmore Valley Creek...........-- 
Haines Creek.) 20.45< 955 < -eee ie 
North Creek) 32220282) Se eee 
Riley Creeks? 7.2 Se eee 
Rohn Valley. Creekzc 22. 552 oan = 
Spring. Crepe 22 once eee ee eee 
Spring Valley Creek............-.- 
Thomas Valley Creek.-........--- 
Travis Valley Creek...........---- 
PTO Crepes ce ee ee, eee 
Wichen Valley Creek...........-.- 

Augusta, Bear Grass Creek.......-.- 
Beef River and branches. se 
Bridge Creek............- 
Browns Creeks... .-2 <2 

Hathaway Creek............---..- 
Hay Creakceis 2225 3h es Eee 
mand: Cregk 2 Shy ee tee 
Whippoorwill Creek.............-- 

Barneveld, Jones Creek. ..........-- 
Smith (Branchs* oe: See eae 
ETON Creeks nsec tee corer 

Black River Falls, Douglas Creek... . 
iKoanyoniCrepk.. <--eceeeceaseceeene 
(Perry Creski ae wT So eetnesee 
Roaring Creeks... en neat a eee 
Sand 'Crepkaga actor acemast ee 

NanawiCreeki. ose vik eee 
Mown Crenks sono os. nae ce sates 
LEOUt Creeks eis ee eee 

Blair, Lake Coulee Creek.......--.-- 
RepersoniCreak f-2 065i seeiecee: 
Trump Coulee Creek...-...------- 

Bloomer, Duncan Creek...-....----- 
Hgvilreeie sc oo. ce gee ar or eaee 

Trout Creek, North Fork... 
Blue Mounds, Austin Creek. .-..-.--- 
Canin Creekict.- access coc ccecase sa 
Garioot Creakinescss-- cece elses 
Walnut Hollow Creek.....--.----- 

Boscobel, Coon Branch......-.----- 
Brandon, Rock River, tributary of. - 
Broce; Alder Creek. 25-22-52 smee ne 
Brule, Little Brule River.....------ 
Cashton, Berens Creek...---..------- 
Bohemian (Cropk.. 5222-2 eeceees 
Brash Creeks oo. ost scep eee eee 
Cannon Valle 
Coles Valley Creek..........------ 
Hagen Credkis 2 cos-s2 <b acmacee 
Halls Valley Creek... -2-teace-se 
Hay Hollow Creek..........-..--- 
Heiker Creeicc so. cto. eee ccee eee 

Oium Valley Creek...........----- 
Patilson Creekse. so se spee ons dooce 
Pleasant Valley Creek... .-.-- saci 
Russell Valley Creek.....-.-- ane 
Timber Valley Creek. .... 
Twenty Four Mile Creek..... i 

Chippewa Falls, Duncan Creek.... -- 
Paint Creeks. scccor eee esos 5 sa 

Couderay, King Creek......-.--.---- 
Eoar Creek... o-aete eaters aed 
Wielreor Cred. 65: fo esesecee =~ 
Windfall Creski sti. cscecceus- cow 

ss 
—) 

Disposition. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 
Cumberland, Sand Creek.......-.--- 
Dodgeville, Brewery Branch.......- 
Conley Creek 
Dodge Branches ses ee ee 
Haminds! Branchsses sc. soos eee 

‘Treborvilledsranch! 282.5 .-2s-seee 
Meagers Creek ji 32229 2 ee 

Donaldson, Spring Creek......------ 
Tamarac Creek co. 5. 5: eee enceeeee 

Eau Claire, Bessie Creek.......----. 
Clara Creek 
Grace Creek. . 
Sand Creek... 
Shady Creek ess sous sees see 
‘Willow: Creeke) 2a en oeeceeceees 

Edmund, Furnace Hollow Creek.. - - 
Spring Valley Creek.........------ 

Eleva, Adams Creek..........------ 
Anderson: Creblkece<cacdaee senses 
Bemet Valley Creek........------- 
‘Big Crecksze es eis ant ete eae ee 
Bollinger Creek. 2405.52 2$2 canes 
Q@rystal Creeks. 1.44.8 c5eee eee 
Hawkinson Valley Creek..-.-.----- 
Haze Valley Creek......-..------- 
HoveniCreeks\.coccecenen- seeeseee 
Lindsay Creek 
ROSSA Creek sce cee see cee eee 
Tollefson CreeKs22s 42-5. saseee sess 
Trout Creeks. sceese cs cccuseeees 

Elk Mound, Beaver Dam Creek..... 
Fond du Lac, Dotyville Creek......- 
Bdon Creekisi< cteaccsoncsuueeeeee 

Mulvey Creek. $222.02 25- 552 t32 
Rock’ Creeks sor ae. S teeees ora 
Stroup Creekesso-a as cece 

Fountain City, Bohris Valley Creek. 
Eagel Valley Creek............---- 
Freid Valley Creek. 
Huber Creek.....-- 
gape Valley Creek... 
Schaffner Valley Creek......------ 

Grand Marsh, White Creek....--.-.- 
Grand Rapids, Drainage Creek... .-. 
Wve IMile' Creeks. Ssese seen ence 
HarveyiCreaks sone cec cece see seeee 
eynni@reelkscee 22s 23 te es eee 
Seven Mile Creek..........-------- 
Sprine Branch? o.2 22-2 .2 kee 
Mmwo Mile Creek .2. 222 2eceseae 
Wakele 

Hatfield, 
Hawkins, Manning Creek.....-.---- 

Skinner Creek, North Fork....-- Bc 
Skinner Creek, South Fork...-.--.- 

Hayward, Mineola Creek......-..-.-- 
Hazelhurst, Kitty Creek....-.------ 
Rocky Creek. eaeoe nee ens 

Hillsboro, Billings Creek.....-..---- 
Hortonville, McNutt Creek....-.-.-- 

Mill Pon 

Independence, Borst Creek.. - ------- 
Bruce Creek 

Plumb Creek....... 
Moskos Creek.....---- 

Kilbourn, Gilmore Creek... -.. 
La Crosse, Burns Valley Creek. ...-- 
Mormon Coulee Creek.....-------- 

Number. 

23 oo 

eee eee eS OO SESSSSSESs 

NNN BENDER Re eet 

i) © oO 

$223522322S33322333338E3 ee eS eee ee Ee WNWNWNNENNWWe Be ee eee Dee 

2,000 

. 

= [JS] & La — 
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4 t | 

Wisconsin—Continued. Wisconsin—Continued. 
Ladysmith, Badger Creek. -.-..-..--- 290 Menomonie, Torgerson Creek ......- 1,000 
Beaver @reek.--222°2--- 22-2... 220 pirat; Chenkieete ante coe eee 1,000 
= — -ag5 Ee oe yoley Viele Credkate2cc8) eee 1,000 
fect) Soy) a ee eae ance Oredics reece oe chee 1,000 
a 4 “ates = tributaries. . . ron ee He re 1,000 

attoon, Wiese Creek............-.-- af ashinmrn Créelkcsots coe oe 1,000 
; Menomonie, Adams Creek.......---- 1,000 Watterson Creek..........-------- 1,000 

Anderson Creek.--........-------- 1,00 Wilson Creek and tributaries... ... 2,000 
I | re 1,000 iWiGlt Graaiokist ny pus TZ ee 1,000 

. Lr 07 es 1,000 Merrill, Averill Creek...........---- 2,000 
} Big Beaver Creek............----- 1,000 ares Greeks. ue Seles en 2,000 
: LES ONES 2a ae a” 1,000 Big Hay Meadow Creek.......---- 2,000 

Big Meadow Creek........-..----- 1,000 Divs Croaks ot Sens Sek ce 2,000 
Big Missouri Creek...-.....-.----- 1,000 French Ridge Creek...........---- 2,000 
Big Otter Creek.--....--..---:---- 1,000 Johnson Cregioe 27) 2202 5-125... 2,000 
oe See aa 1,000 Little Hay Meadow Creek......--- 2,000 
2 Oey, 1,000 Pat Smith Creek. ..........-....-- 2,000 
ee ae ees 1,000 Pine River and tributaries. ......- 6,000 
Bubbling Springs Creek... ----.---- 1,000 Prairie Greek. Soy. 0c. ween eye 2,000 
PSG SE en ee 1,000 Millston, Covey Creek. ............-- 1,000 
Carmmpnell@reek $2322 2555..<.00--08 1, 000 Glen Crbalie 7-2 once ce. oe are 1,000 
Miner tordews 26345 s85oc.5.- 208 1,000 ange Crete co Be 1,000 
Mantiers OLeek ols 2 vos sen. nn to 1,000 amber’ Creekens <3 towne 1,000 
Rain Cinepk 42 9285 32 6555555000220 1,000 LA Rant Cred is sec ns) canes 1,000 
Cranberry Creek . 2. 222532. <.2222-- 1,000 ME RITE COO osha ay ate ba te = os 1,000 
Sueredies 2 5. coco re A Ee 1,000 wire Craskess, 5. oto 1,000 
MPONUR GH. Jes. 22st ean ome 1,000 Patterson Creek.............-..-+- 1,000 
NOWIEY OECOK Ss 82s scc2cccet oe oe 1,090 isco Creek) .es* i226... oo 1,000 

{ Dushane Creek.........---...----- 1, 000 Ronorotz Creek -. 2.0... 122 sa 1,000 
Kan Galle River... .-.----.--2..-- 1,000 Pump House Creek.............-- 2,000 

Picky reeNde 2.2 eels cack agen 1,000 Robinson Creek... 26.2.0... see = 2,000 
Eighteen Mile Creek.............-- 1,000 Bonky Cred? 2 7. oa ota oe 1,000 

FRRBGOMORNE? 5 5552551) ee 2,000 Soeennd'Oreak.5. 6.5 ee 1,000 
Galloway Creek.........--.---.-.- 1,000 Stanton Creeks 2005.22. 0ces ges nn 1,000 
Li a ee ee 2,000 ryinnn ONOGk 2.0 326 t e anne e 2,000 
Loa errr Papers 1,000 Minocqua, Davidson Creek.........- 500 
Hay Creek and tributaries....... 4,000 Howarm reek. 3200 soi oc nos 1,500 
PREM AOONOG TS 12 ln hs wan a otal 1,000 itty Orne; -2. 0s oes oe gos eee 1,500 
UT go SR SEE: Sea See 1,000 Little Tomahawk Creek........... 1,500 
Oe ene a mene 1,000 Lor 8 | a ile fe ieteise ne Scpiee 1,500 
OS EO) EE A ee 1,000 Scotchman Creek. ................ 1,000 
ER a AE eo 1,000 Shampine Creek...............-.- 1,000 

. aati OPC ian oases eae 1,000 Three Mile Creek.................. 1,000 
| Bolinson Oredke << o.oo. cee ne 2,000 Mount Horeb, Aavang Creek........ 800 

eT ET et lb 1,000 Gh Creeks soo caes us ate 3,200 
; MEMPUNGS ONGOkes << 5 07s... 0k cs eee 1,000 Dolhantry Crége: . oso! lol pkiae 2,400 
| oe a Snes RPA ls eid artice sua ee fo ee sted yaece Creek. uisacs 800 

ema errr r tees eias. ea. tagstes 
Little Beaver Creek............... 1,000 Waskeness Creel. 2200022007077" 2, 400 
Soo Elk ny oem: fon fo thenMg oy Shida naka ee erate ol 1,600 

Missouri Creek............-. ; WUADTRITITR ASPOOMK cow, 5:0 crus ya's kia bnie'n's ok 1,600 
Little Otter Creek................. 1,000 Mount Horeb Branch............. 1,600 
Little Sand Creek................. 1,000 INGon OPeei co.cc So doh eees 800 
MOM ONOGIS «24. we eee 1,000 Springdale Creek... 22... 0..... 26s 800 
ry OC Se See eee 1,000 Srmon Crag co 2 ooct kul hos eale 2,400 
eArthy Creek: .<...5......c0088 1,000 Muscoda, Byrds Creek.............. 1,600 
pa CU RSSGRE Ie hare aire oe St, 2 1,000 oon Credky: >. en oo. Goveeos 2,400 
br ler Creek...... aud Fats wiuim sw apis olen 1,000 Fox Hollow Creek. ............... 800 

ud Creek and tributaries........ 3,000 Gault Hollow Creek..............- 1,600 
ROU OTOCR Sc AAS ee 1,000 FEoosieD GRO S ool uces tes as 2,400 

| Pumior Creeks: ss.) 6 ua eee 1,000 Padian Creek fox sce. ce etaesansne 800 
| ermer Credit) nis. 2 i ee 1,000 ST wernOr BYGKOs A 2 ae aint 800 

— RSOR rhe SLE = es 2,000 Kinkinie Crock. osc. cet acess oud 1,600 
pie Credkis f< 5. fete e ss eee 1,000 pA Wie CFGRk jaca ss coe dans bae 2,400 

mroper Credit css. 5.5). 6 5s. 1,000 IME OPORM Ss ops nea ks ues Pein aee 800 
Seperder CreGms soo ose ooo 2 ees ceme 1,000 PUOMARGUTOOK . 260 apsccuveussocus 800 
My reek ks SS); ht ee 1,000 Bix Mile Orage sod oon ek nw sabeay 2,400 

me Creakisess eine eee 1,000 Studnicka Branch................ 800 
rate Ofdeiantat ei iiek ys. obedes 1,000 Neenah, Herziger’s pond...........- 1,000 
oD Cn EP ee ee 1,000 New Lisbon, Brewer Creek.......... 500 
Oe ete 1,000 WORGl LOO. 3. fed Sela githaal 2,000 
imonson | ee ea ae 2,000 Wonribait CP6AE Sa. J. xs acan Oy conned 500 

peitigeas Conan eae soe: 22 5-4 ee 1,000 Little Lemonweir River........... 1,500 
one apemees sakes eae 52s oe 1,000 Macomber Creek. .........2.s00-0 1,000 
. er Oreeinba se trtee ca: o: 5 ee 1,000 DROAUS TORK << oo ep cashes daee re 500 

; J of Sy See eee ie 1,000 PROMOTE CLOCKS aco ae oy anee nda ahos 2,000 
Pants GOR ghs55% 55525225 -55050 1,000 WOUBLEL OPOOK, «525655 douse ows 2,000 
Ppamenty C8O@ibs sats ssd6 cic. 2. one 1,000 Norwalk, Roy Creek................ 5,000 
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Disposition, Number. Disposition. 

Wisconsin—Continued. Wisconsin—Continued. 
Pembine, Boulder Creek. ..-.-.------- 1,500 Tunnel City, Stillwell Creek. ....... 

Pemenie Creek:.2 2225-2 -seeas eae 2,500 Unalaska, Sandy Cooley Creek... - -. 
Silver Creekit...) oho eee 1,500 Warrens, Beltz Creek........-.-.-.-- 

Phelps, Muskrat Creek......-------- 2, 000 Castle ‘Rock Creek. on 25.4 :.<<cusche 
Twin Creek... 220.23. -en se aeeeeee 1,500 Dompky; Creeket sas. 22 -tacasscsiais 

Plainfield, Ten Mile Creek........-..- 3,000 Wish Greeks eas senate sees 
Portage, Prentice Creek......-.-.-.- 4, 800 Mowery Creeks on -. ede mee ee 
Wintergreen Creek.....-..--.-..-- 4,000 Mill Creeks sete os es 20555 ee tae 

Prentice, Erick Nelson Creek..-..--- 580 Reed Creek .c ieee. +s 5-5 aes 
Hanson’ Creeks soascene see eee 580 Sand @réekoo2 en s-- Ss eee sieeeeas 
Hunziker Creek: -< 2.050232 - sean 290, Second ' Creek: S20 822 s-552~ anaes 
JuMpURIVEn=- 2 see ate eee sees 580 Whiskey; Creekss 22. s-~ teak arene 
Mauldeni Creek! 623 ois -2 ene = 870 Wyman! Creek 22 42.0 2-5 ager 
Nyeberg Creek. ......:5...-.--.-- 580 Wascott, Wascott Creek...........-- 
Sandeen Creek.........----------- 580 Waukesha, Capt. Lawrence Creek. - . 
Welch Creeks 2280 cos ase cae oe 580 Garrett Creek. 2-2 oe sce ecco 

Rice Lake, Cobb Creek.......-.-.-.- 290 Genessee Creek... -). -occees sets 
Ridgeway, Strutt Creek......---.--- 1, 600 Kuhtz Creeks. <-65- pee semaeret= 
WillinmishSnedk 25 555) ooee Sees. 1, 600 Menicks @reek2o 2... 2 nee eas 

River Falls, Kinnickinnick River, Pa7ik:Creckseen sce sectors 
South Horkes 2ss 02 Heese aes 580 Rice Creek... 2c i iekesc cence eee 

Sheboygan, Krueger Creek...-..-..-- 1,000 Smith’ Creek eto. son sae 
Pigeon River and tributaries.....-. 4,000 Warner Créeék. - 2s (2.22 ss see2 et 

Sheboygan Falls, Mullet River....-. 2,000 Wricht' Creek. es. oo en eee 
Solon Springs, Buckety Creek....... + 1,000 Waupaca, Dopp Creek........-.-..- 
Sparta, Ash Cred. csesc rss. agence” 1,000 Wmmons Creekies--e- acest e sce 
ATT OLCGk eta so cans dose ane} aes 1, 000 Nélean Creeki 252 555 8 erictoats 
Manich' Crag 222 sis 5 32 ses ceeseecee 1,000 Nicolls Creeko os sees asec eae 
SduawiCreakess2i 015) sso mee se 2, 000 Pearli@reek soso eee ewe 

Spring Brook, Godfrey Creek, West Pest House Creek................. 
DORK SA Soe oe ao cae eae nes + 1,000 Radley Creek. 2. ---- 2 eee ase 

Spring Brook Branch.....-.--.--- + 1,000 Robinson Creeki2222s--5 eo. eee 
Superior, Big Balsam Creek........- t 3,000 Wausau. Black Creek.............--. 

AmMpire Creek..3 4222523552 sheer t 3,000 Four Mile Creek..--- 2-72... -2 22252 
Tigerton, Tiger Creek....-.......--- 2,009 HreemaniCreek-c2o--- 0222-2 eae 
Tomah. Alien Creekticcss-c--65 +556 1,000 + Gin Moore Creek....-.....-.-.---- 
Ash Credits e585 s 248 Aes 1,000 LattieiRib Rivers: 2-4. 5- eee 
PeariCreeks sss sas ts sos es Ths ore 1,000 Eittie Trap iRiver.c-\----s-ce-e eee 
Brandy Oreck erence soccer ss 1, 000 Pineiiversece: cick sei ee eee ee 
Brush Creeks. 522 S23 SSS eee 1,000 Pine River, North Branch........ 
Ghifton Creeks: 5225214 hee ees 1,000 Plover Riv er sosce-- eos cee 
Cole Creckin oS asste spac ee cata ea 1,000 Spring Waker ese e sae eo eee 
Council Creeks 34.) 203 s2 es sees 1,000 Trapp River-2 sce cuss. fence eeeeeae 
Council Creek, South Branch...... 1,000 Westby, Carlson Creek. 
Meer Creeks aay sso s Sa 1,000 Dickson’ Creek: 2.5225. sos. see 
Dixon\ Creek 22 i546 ease eens 1,000 Regen Creek. = 2.2226 -e cae ee eeee 
TJennings|Creek so28- ee one se seis 1,000 fanson Creek, o..osm- se cnc 
Lia Crosse Rivers 2.2 coa en ae 1,000 HolteC@réek. © 2... 3-2---.sseaep sane 
Tha lear Creek 225s s se eee os 1,000 Welson’Creek-=-252--2-cas se eee oe 
Mill Creek, North Branch.......-- 1,000 Peterson Creek: «22-5222. ose en ee 
MudiCrecky <i s s eeee 1,000 Whitehall, Adams Creek ............ 
Prairie Creeksa es oe ce as 1,000 Breed Creek: 2. <\.-)-ncecceeemeeeee 
Prairie Farm: Creek-* = -/5- 5222-054 1, 000 GaswallCréck..:. 3.2. ..25: 2 oenceaee 
Sand' Greeks tess isos eee 1,000 ook Creék.- 2023 205.3 Ee eae 
Silver Creeks: 22 oo ee 1,000 GCouron Creak - .-- 3.222 Sea ees 
Sparta Creek. 3 /2se ee ee eee coe 1,000 Giiran Creek. 222220. eet eee 
Sonsw Creekss eee 333-32 eee 1,000 HMATTOTOEK : 3. c= tian ae ane eae 
Stony: Creekeis 2.2540 1,000 Freeman Creek.........---2<-s-e-+ 
Swamp Creek. 3222.32 oe eh eee 1,000 Waniem Creéks 2232-0 -hea-ccere see 
Ptr Creelcte ede ick ss Uh ee 1,000 arnaen Creek 2:2. 025.25 eeee 

Tomahawk, Beery Creek........-..- 500 Mansel Creek. 3) 5. toe. ce meeeene 
Big Pine Creek and branch........ 2,500 ating Creeale 22.2 eee 
aA ViCregice oe eee. oe een 1,000 IRadder Creek: .2 255.220 .cee sewn aeiee 
rttie Pine Crack 2-22 S72 eee 1,500 ake Creek... 23.200 002 Sears oe 
Meadow Creek 1,000 Libakken Creeki.< -.2..-ca--seeees 
Spring Credeeee eee cee sss see. 500 McKenzie Creek...-...--.------0<- 
Squaw Creek... 1,000 Pike Creek, East Fork............ 
Trout Crodia! Fees eee eae eis 1,500 Holsrnd Creekitceere- sas elo5-'-\-1- 

Trempealeau, Fox Cooley Creek..... 1,000 Mavilor Creckisn eee nis eso se 
French Creeks sheercee se scs ees. ook 1,000 Porrerson Creeks ese sae cas smo. «cies 
Holcomb Cooley Creek ........-.-. 1,000 WolaiCredkin Saeeee sees sss vein 
Norway Cooley Creek.-..........-- 1,000 Webb Creek. 
Pine Credk eos Reece ee neeees = 1,000 WURLIS CLOCK con comasenceae acco aciae 
Damsarac Crock.< = -e serene nas ae 1,000 Wood Crock) eiteresas on. cacceee 

Tunnel City, Hacket Creek.........- 1,000 Wilton, Dorset Creek.........----.-- 
Riches Creek. ...'0-ueskewssceeaas 1,000 Gorkes Creek ite re omns- sanis sn eeme 
Sparta Creek, East Branch.......-. 1,000 McCanns Creek........-.---------- 
Spring Bank Creek...............- 3,000 Notus Creek. (cvoscece see sees ene 

Number. 

~ 

$3322233332238 
Pat et at tN EN Bt et Dt 

wr eee a a ee a ee a) ~ 
800 

800 

eS SS eS we 

SSSSS8SSSSSSSSSEEES58 
T=) o> oo 

SSS82SSSSSSSES8 

33222332 
ss 

oooo 

Dt ee eR ee NON NN ON NH Oe De the weveeveewveve ve eee eee ee ew ee EO $3238 
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Torat DisTRIBUTION oF FisH AND FisH Ecas, spy Spectres, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
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BROOK TROUT—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. 

Wisconsin—Continued. Wyoming—Continued. 
Wilton, Sleighton Creek............ 1,000 Lander, Bear Creek............-.-.- 
Winneboujou, Bass Lake.....-.---_- $13500 i takes ee ES 

DiiGus \ i eee rr $5,000 DP tell Os (rl ag Se ge aa oe 
Cedar Island Lake. -.--...-.....--. $1,500 LDS OTe REA a eee ae 
einlgniorek es -----~---.~-5-- = $2,000 WHE rpakast ere ee voces cece coe 
GSU US ae eee 71,000 WY URGB Ke eens enna ee 
LUTTE Lo Te See A eee 72,000 Dyy; Cronk Wakes: co. soe. = a. oe 
(pi T TRG Cc ee oeeeeeree 71,500 Dunou Tea snc t re et owes 
CUR EMR = 3-2 os = = = - <5 <2 on 71,500 Rarlow Groakit st Secit. soo! 324-4 
Nebagamon River-.----------.-.. ts 500 Horse Grepkn ts ieee es 
Pineapster. ee 1,500 Jakies Fork Creek. ................ 

Winter, Casey Creek ...-..-.......... 71,000 Johnson Greakh 20 oc shes! 
Knapp Stout Creek..............- $2,000 Little Warm Spring Creek. -....... 
McDonald Creek ....-....-..--...- $1,000 Little Wind River, forks of...._... 
LEE by) eae ener 71,000 Seong Cneeke. <= ie eb ner ue 
Spring Creek...........-.-- ee $2,000 Bost TAkpScecs * sosce ats ae 

Wyoming: McKenney Crock: oc. 354.6 3.2c- 
eulah, Davis Pond..-.-.-..---.-.-..-- 1,500 Meadow; Creales.- 7) Sscissias Se... 
Po) Or 13) eS Cee 5,400 Btnek: Greek s52. 220- ee ee casn 

South Redwater Creek ............ 1,500 Sheep Creek. --.-.----.----.-.2.... 
Bonneville, Bonneville Lake........ 1,800 Shevden Crook 5. 2.220.552 - sae a: 
Canyon, Brush Creek...--.......... 20,000 Rimnpe PAR es on. sok coc ns t. 

Little Rock Creek...---------...-- 20,000 Aprivie Grek pace asst assess sss 
Clearmont, Crazy Woman Creek, NIE COGN ca fee eee ey, 

RAGING ces code we ac 750 SON MR oe care pee eee ate oes 
Magdalena Lake........-......... 750 WIUOW | O1G0Kce ace vaceeencch sono 

Cody, Aldrich Creek..-............. 400 Laramie, Brooklyn Lake............ 
TO ae See rane 600 Deep TAR re Oe 

TASC a ae 1,050 Norn Gap DARKS a3. o.ccccc us aemnee 
SOL oS a a eo 700 TOWEL UAKD < oo eon 350s Seabee nase 
Clearwater Creek.................. 1,750 Lysite, Railroad Lake............... 
OA og once ain ans 2 = nsnn as 1,050 Manderson, Medicine Lodge Lake... 
BREANOTEL CONGGE: «60-22 526 rea nnas as 1,050 Paint Rock Creek, North Fork. ... 
PEEP IORONORK ono oon vn ew an setae 1,750 ROHLUNE ABD. Jo aceon amass a 
CDS) a es eS eee 1,050 Newcastle, Cold Creek.-.--.......... 
Gooseberry Creek.....-.-.--.----- 1750 || Powell, Blackwater Creek. .......... 
Gunbarrel Creek ..-...--..-.--..-. 1,050 Bull Greek. seo eure st) ack 
| a ae eee 350 Ranchester, Prune Creek.-........... 
Hou RWOOR. 2.5.. Aides tosh 350 Wolu Creek... <=. Sas & 22g. Jess 
PEIORA EOE. oo cewcce shear eet a 600 Rock Creek, Rock Creek............ 
Little Rocky Creek................ 1,050 Sand Creek, Sand Creek............. 
MENON LOGK. 2,-5.0. .tisL ie) 700 Saratoga, Calf Creek................. 
Mawton Orcek.2-. 3 .i5 32. 5205.4.8 700 Cater Crack. oo oc 5.2. on ace 
Cn) a ere 700 Continental Creek. ................ 
Pat O’ Hara Creek.....-.-... att of 1,000 Cottonwood Creek................. 
Rattlesnake Creek ............--.. 600 Hage CROK 3. oma Iasi. Ss 
Rattlesnake Lake. ................ 1,000 DARA Crag oo2 x .dieut sieese ek 
Ue ey Sees eT 400 01 | Ree LO PP 
Prva Craek 2s i ish 350 North Platte River................ 
GRR DR ache ok $onk So an ec ee 400 [9g .7. (8... 7) a Pee eam e 
POU GSEOR KG whscwe-- oo. teesel BGs 400 PORNO, OXOGK ss 652s ascaudusy te 
mrigits GOK co... 245555 se eae aes 400 §a06 Cregke. acs...» ction eeweled J 
PRUE oi oa nin So wnip wana sae 1,000 Spring Creek, forks of............. 
TMU WOO OOK. stn sx ~ aw eaa ee eide 400 Sheridan, Kemp Creek.............. 

Encampment, Beaver Creek. ....... 25,000 Shoshoni, Gross Creek............... 
PFO OOK oe oiscteitnwe nde SIE das 25,000 Sundance, Miller Creek..-........... 
Cow Ciask S20) feiss 35, 000 Yellowstone, Blacktail Creek... ..... 
Encampment River...........-... 30,000 CRITE CGR oa olan cere oa 
Salmon Crock. _ 00150202508 J0sae 50,000 EAVAGIROK s ccdecavederss eae ssuan< 
Spring Fork Creek................ 25,000 

Grey Bull, Shell Creek.............. 4,900 
Lander, Atlantic Creek.............. 900 Petal ¢ svck. Seater. bos he sts 
Baldwin Creek: 555.1 {suse 1,800 

GRAYLING. 

Z E g 

_ . 

g55252222 2222222 222 253S22SS23SS2S5SSSS525 288 25882288558 

_ 

— 

Leutieed 

SSSGNURSERARSw o vee eee wee 

3 
10, 500 
10, 500 

000 

es EY 5) Be RR eee ees 

a Exclusive of 13,800 fry and 11,142 fingerlings lost in transit. 
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Torat DistrRIBUTION OF FisH AND Fish Eaas, By "Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
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SMELT. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Maine: New York: Tuxedo, applicant ........ * 3,000, 000 
Holeb, Unknown Pond..........-.-- + 4,000, 000 a 
Otis, Green DLake!=-< 222 202-6 ae tee T 2, 437, 000 Total * 3, 000, 000 

yc SED Se + 6, 487, 000 

PIKE AND PICKEREL. 

Arkansas: Black Rock, Black River. - a 215 || Minnesota: 
Tllinois: Homer, Mississippi River........... @ 327, 250 

Galena, Mississippi River.........-. ai15 Red Wing, Mississippi River. .....-.. a 85 
Sand Prairie, Mississippi River... ... a 267 {| Wisconsin: ; 

Towa: Clayton, Mississippi River.......... a 8,700 
Bellevue, Mississippi River.........- a 417 La Crosse, Mississippi River... ...... a 30, 700 
Fairport, Mississippi River........-.- a 240 —_—_—_—_———- 
North MeGregor, Mississippi River-- a 3,100 Wotaless2 soot ete Sele eee 375, 935 
Pleasant Creek, Mississippi River. - . 9148 
Yellow River, Mississippi River... -. a 4,700 

FRESH-WATER CRUM. 

Towa: Bellevue, Mississippi River... - a 477 
Minnesota: Homer, Mississippi River - a 18, 500 

Gta lake uhsenc Unt ee aha SaMeennes 18,975 

CRAPPIE. 

Alabama: | Tlinois—Continued. 
Alton, Queenstown Lake..........-- 60 Coulterville, Adami’s Pond ......... 80 
Courtland, Big Nance Creek......... 50 Dallas City, Lake Cooper.........-.- @ 10,775 

Arizona: Globe, Roosevelt Lake... ... 900 Freeport, Pecatonica River......... 2, 550 
Arkansas: Alma, Big Clear Creek... -. 50 Galena, Mississip L River-...-/.>-.0ees a 2,173, 000 

White River, West Fork.......... 50 Marshall, Spring Lake............-.. 200 
Arkadelphia, Arnold’s Pond. ....... 22 || Meredosia, Illinois River........-.--- a 33,000 
Arnold, ittle Red River........... 400 Naperville, Boecker & vonOven Pond 200 

Most Creekie ce te cet ans ae see 400 Natural Products Lake........... 500 
Meadow. Creek: ..c cd jeceinwecccenee 400 New Boston, Mississippi River-...-- @ 48,335 

Black Rock, Black River........-... a 8, 580 INOrs, Hevre RIVEl. sess -e.-c. see eee 750 
Edgemont, Caney Creek.......-..-.- 300 Orangeville, Richland Creek...-...- 1,050 
Red River, Devales Fork......... 300 Yellow Creek... -2--2--seeresceee 1,125 
Red River, North Fork..........- 400 || Quincy, Spring Lake................ 375 

Elba, Hurricane Creek............-- 200 Salem, Salem Pond...............-- 
Tn Cregeen ce peace te cseuee 300 Sand Prairie, Mississippi River... @ 1,373, 000 
Moon Credkics cide nces ccaneecaenee 200 Seales Mound, Apple River.......-.. i 
Red Rivers: 24.220 scene se = eee 200 Warren, Apple River........-...... 1,500 

Everton, Anderson Pond.........-.- 100 Winslow, Pecatonica River... .. 53 1,050 
Partain, Little Red River.........-. 600 || Indiana: : 
Pine Bluff, Hillerest Lake......-.-.- 36 Hddy, Long Lake: ..-)..-.<2sns0seeee 150 
St: Joo, Cave: Creek--<... 20250-22825 100 Indianapolis, Sugar Creek.........-- 300 
Texarkana, Hogane Lake.........-.- 40 Sellersburg, Belknap Lake.......... 300 
Zack, Bear Creek. 292 JJicac ies ok 300 Warsaw, Little Tippecanoe Lake... 450 

TUSHICTOGK: = 5° ciscnice swteeceeee eee 200 || Towa: 
Colorado: Earlville, Plum Creek........... 400 

Pueblo; Club Lakes... 22. sccte<-0 600 Fairport, Mississippi River-..... @ 23, 825 
Dake MINGUS = 2 oon owcine ce te 200 Lime Springs, Upper Iowa River.... 

Connecticut: Hartford, State fish com- MecDolons Dam, rere River... a 40,000 
MIMBHIOM selec ee elon den eins oe 3, 600 Manchester, Maquoketa River...... 13, 060 

Delaware: Wilmington, Bellvue Pond 1, 250 Mud Hen, Mississippi River......... @ 16,000 
Florida: Lake Wales, Starr Lake...... 330 North McGregor, Mississippi River..| 4 831,300 
Georgia: Pleasant Cree Mississippi River...| @ 316, 250 
Americus, McMath’s Pond.......... 21 Smiths Ferry, Mississippi River.....| @ 467,000 

Muckalee Creek. .........-.------- 42 Waukon, Mississippi River..-....... @ 8,000 
Crawfordville, Cox Lake..........-. 3 || Kansas: 

Illinois: Edmond, Gresh’s Pond.......-...-- 200 
Anris’ Duck Pouderorecc se. 2 oc-s- 20 Edwardsville, Cement Lake......... 300 
Apple River, Fevre River.........-.- 750 Horest Lakelesescscsc en snce. neces 500 
Aquauka, Mississippi River.......-. a 3,785 Holton, Rafter’s Pond .............. 400 
Blanding, Mississippi River.....-.... 2 180,000 enora, SpringhPoudss- so. - -e2 ese 200 
Cairo, Mississippi River.........-.--- a 159, 000 ‘Parsons, Club (PONGSS 2 .<-- =. =<. t-> 25 
Carrollton, Lake of the Woods. ..... 60 Pittsburg, Country Club Lake...... 100 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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/ 

Disposition. | Number. | 

Kentucky: 
East Cairo, Ohio River..-....-.-...- 2109, 500 
Haags Spur, Clear Lake.......-...--. a 25,000 

Prainio Wake! so. 22 {5e- Jase .c5 26,000 
Louisville, Lake Lansdowne. ...-.... 375 
uisiana: 
Homer, Shaw’s pond......-.-...---- 40 
New Iberia, Iberia Lagoon. ....-..... 12 

Maryland: 
Baltimore, Gwynn Oak Lake....... 200 
Bethesda, Quarry Pond............. 75 
wes 2 Park, Pasture Pond......... 250 

Massachusetts: 
Berkshire, Sandisfield Lake. ........ 1,050 
Concord, Punkatassett Pond..-.-... 150 
Lowell, Ames’s pond.......--------- 450 

Michigan: ) 
Allenville, Brevort Lake.......-...- 300 
Channing, Sawyer Lake...--.-..--.. J 266 
Clyde, Round Ee ee tide Grace 300 
Crystal Falls, Anderson Lake.. .... 190 
MOTH EARS... <<-5255 6 sy sccs es 100 
OT: 1 33 
UST) i ea 33 
Stager alors <5. - 5255.32. 225 sess 34 
Upper Holmes Lake. ......-.---.. | 100 

Houghton, Fales Lake..-.-....-.--.-..- | 100 
Vu: fe | 200 

Iron River, Sunset Lake............ 100 
Jackson, Grass Lake. .......-.-.-....| 590 
Marquette, Mud Lake............... 34 
Northville, Cooley Lake.......-..... | 300 
Twin Lake, Mid Lake............... 300 
INORG TARO. coos cbs en tn e-em 600 

Minnesota: 
Clearbrook, Lindberg Lake.......... 142 
Duluth, Lake Antoinette............ 160 
Fairmont, Amber Lake. .-. ad 300 
HSE LEDs. 2 00k <0 a. 300 
George Lake.........-. aa 390 
Hall ee ~ 300 
Sisseton Lake...........- j 7 300 | 

Homer, Mississi ---| 28, 007, 225 | 
to, Lake eal 200 

Lake Washington.....-.- ay 200 
Norwood, Eagle Lake.......- a 400 
REVO EetBeeree c+. ---cecusvs 400 

Red Wing, Mississippi River..-...... 210,730 
Sherburn, Fox ers eee 400 

Mississippi: 
Ashwood, Thompson’s pond........ 25 
Canton, e Ki 100 
Corinth, Kemper Lake 375 

DD RGMMIEO. «oes sc an-- ss. 40 
jbewel Font ee a23, 4 

i verdale 
Grand ligerer'e pond 150 
Woodville, Buckridge Pond.. 50 
Lake Clement. ...........-. 20 
Lewis’s pond..... 20 
McGehee’s pond... bate 20 
Sessions’s pond per ibeei anew s encdltas 25 
Whitstone’s pond 50 

Missouri: 
(ATIRORG, (MIME CRORE. ~ accccmtuudes.ceain 600 
Carthage, Coolbrook Lake. . ts 25 
Diamond, Cedar Lake........ 100 
Jones Ammann Lakes. . 375 
Merwin, bin Lakes.......... 350° 
Monroe City, Hardy’s pond - avd 125 
Pleasant , Schader’s pond....... 150 
peg Finley Creek.............-.. 200 

est Plains, BL VIOW aSis ince sh.034 400 
Montana: 

Glendive, Yellowstone River........ 750 
Miles City, Yellowstone River... .... 750 

Nebraska: Rushville, Big Bend ond. 100 

Disposition. Number. 

New Jersey: 
Butler, Glen Wild Lake...........-.. 375 
Towaco, Surprise Lake.............. 750 

New Mexico: Carlsbad, Tansill Lake. . 100 
New York: b 
Albany, State fish commission. - .-.- 100 
Clemons, Long Pond.........---.---- 150 
Fishkill, Bennywater Pond........- 300 

Brinkerhot: Pond .<..< 5... --4-. 300 
Lockport, Red Creek........--..-.-- 150 
N ewburgh, Orange Lake........--.-. 300 

Salisbury Mills Pond............-.. 300 
Wurtsboro, Masten Lake............ 150 

North Carolina: 
Angier, Spring Branch..........-.-- 200 
Battleboro, Davis’s pond.........-.- 200 
Bryson City, Tuckaseigee River... . - 400 
Burlington, South Piedmont Pond.. 200 
Franklinton, Seven Springs Pond... 200 
Greensboro, Cool Spring Pond......- 300 

ingham Mill Pond.......-...- 300 
Hickory, Cliffs Lake. ..........----- 200 
High Point, Furlough Lake...-...-.-- 500 
Kinston, Jericho Pond.........-.--- 400 
Littleton, Warren Pond..........-..- 500 
Marshville, Fairview Pond.....-.. “ee 100 
Pendleton, Stephenson-Skye Mill 

IE occ dees ue oat miss tiene nsse 400 
Raleigh, Lakewood Pond........-..- 400 
Neuseoco Club Lake. ...........-- 600 

Rosindale, Clark Mill Pond. ........ 300 
Oklahoma: 
Alsuma, Grooshart Pond.......-.... 100 
Antlers, Locke Lake.......-......-. 500 
Ardmore, Lake Marie............... 200 
CS ae eal ae 100 

. ety orupay ee periec reste -= 400 
arnegie, Stinking Creek ......-....- 600 

McAlester, M. K. & T. Lake..... asm, 400 
Madill, City Lake 300 

Frisco Lake. .... 200 
TARO POON... 5. ic os oo Sone 200 

Marietta, Harvey Brothers Pond.... 100 
Marietta Club Lake............... 300 
TN ch ofl: a oe Pos ye Ae a 100 

Mill Creek, Blue River. 1,000 
Pawhuska, Chapman Lake 100 
Hatt Beto Vicecas<< 100 

Perry, Woodruff Lake. . .. 400 
Rock Island, James Lake . 100 
Spiro, Bowman’s pond.... 100 
Stillwater, Lowery’s pond 300 
Tulsa, Tribes Lake..........-- 400 

. Wewoka, George Cooper Pond...... 300 
Wister, Clear Lake............-.... 300 

Pennsylvania: 
Canton, Towanda Creek. 225 
Moscow, Foundry Pond 150 

Krotser Pond.... 150 
Md) Pond fo3 so cso oe Soc ce asm g ese onl 150 

South Carolina: 
Batesburg, Strother Pond........... 400 
Greenville, Southern Power Pond... 400 
Leesville, Shealy Pond.............. 300 
ieee 4S Edi ner hi ities 300 
Seneca, PAE IONE oo oie coccnc as 100 

South Dakota: ci 
Milbank, Big Stone Lake........... 500 
Tyndale, Merkel Lake........-...-. 800 

Tennessee: 
Covington, Sheltondale Pond. ...... 250 

in, West Harpeth River, 
MAMBO UN Oli s Sods a aa 500 bp snail 45 

Memphis, Stephenson Pond......... 20 
Nashville, Lake Kewalco........-... 261 
'exas: 
Belcherville, Belcherville Lake... ... 1,300 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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Tora DistRtBUTION OF FIsH AND FisH Ea@s, By SPEcIES, FiscAaL YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

CRAP PIE—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. | Disposition. Number. 
| 

Texas—Continued. Wisconsin—Continued. 
Brenham, Club Lake..............-- 140 Lake Millicent, Lost Lake. ......... 71 
Lake Henry = os seek ae 70 Rocky Waker Te. Se ee 71 

Burton, Watson’s pond..-......-..--- 70 Lavalle, Cazenovia Mill Pond....--.. 400 
Virginia: Lynxville, Mississippi River. ..-...- «8,000 
Beaver Dam, Beaver Dam Pond..-- 200 || Manson, Manson Lake........-..-.. 160 
Cohoke, Mill’ Creek Pond............ 300 || Mason, Bass Lake...... Lube all 250 
Crewe, Crystal Lake... ..-.-.-.-...- 300 Mercer, TrudeWake. 22.22... .2 24502 1,000 
Disputanta, Disputanta Pond....... 400 New Auburn, Axe Handle Lake... . 350 
Emporia, Jones Pond .....-.-..--:.. 400 Silver Liakese sees ke SUT seen 300 
Gretna, Fitzgerald ’s mill pond....-. 250 New Richmond, Cedar Lake..-...... 200 
Hanover, Lake Aylett..........-..-- 400 Little Round Lake...........-..-- 200 
Hewlett, Mount Ida Pond... -...-.--- 100 ower Pine Wake- o.:- -.-) <2 200 
Fvanhoe; Mill Creek... ..---.--2-225: 625 Middle Pine Lake...-.......-.--.. 200 

Ipaintencreek.- = 5226 Cate eee 625 Upper: Pine Wakes. Pi. Se eases 200 
Kinsale Wharf, School Pond....-.-- 100 Norrie, Kelleys Pond...-..-.-.----. 200 
Richmond, Joliys Mill Pond. ..-.-.- 200 ake Go Rompe sss. ee eee 200 
Lakeside Lake...2 22-2. -222-2222 300 | ake Wiausatt ee et 2 200 
Suburban Dakes-" = o2ke oes 300 Lone Ricolbuke 222 22. eee 200 

Stony Creek, Sapponey Creek-.----- 400 Mayflower Lake............-.- 5 200 
Suffolk, Lake Savage........-..-.--- 400 Mud Lake: 33-228). fe Sa ae 200 
Sweet Hall, Custis Lake. ..--..--..-- 100 Plowman Waker esses see 200 
Wytheville, Reed Creek, North Road Lake: =: 90. 3seaesewo te seees 200 
O00) d Bee See ece cose seo Sled 500 Smith) Wakes 3-s-60-d25-seee eee 200 

Zuni, Darden Lake.............----- 400 Stony Lake: 2s239-s sees aces 200 
Niblett Mill Pond............-.-.- 400 Osseo, Osseo Mill Pond... .........-. 500 

Wisconsin: Prairie du Chien, Mississippi River.. @ 199, 300 
Athens, Black Creek........-.------ 300 Reedsburg, Bay View Pond......... 300 
Blair, ‘Trempealeau River... Ses: 2 1,000 Gray Rond sss37-2-eceee see 500 
Trempealeau River Pond.....---- 2,000 Lawton?s pond)... ico. - sae: seo 500 

‘Boyd, Pike Pakerses2 eon en cee 300 Oshortie’s pond). oo. sae eee 400 
Vollgw ssivento eee eee 260 || Richfield, Friess Lake............... 200 

Centuria, Deer Lake. ..........---.- 500 Solon Springs, Beauregard Lake... . 80 
Chippewa Falls, Glenn Loche Pond. 300 Somerset, Bass Lake.—..—.25.5--2.22 300 

Walters Pond...............------ 300 Superior, Amnico Lake. .....-.-..-. 160 
Clayton, Mississippi River. ...--.--- @ 126,000 yiman ‘Lakess..2</o-e. 82s eeeee 80 
Frenchtown, Mississippi River. ----- @ 8,000 Tomah, Water Mill Pond.........-. 300 
Gordon, Snider Lake........-....-.- 80 Tomahawk, Beaver Lake............ 150 
Hayward, Calhoun Lake.........-.. 200 Take! Mabelle : 2022.30 22s ee ee 150 

Charlie Bakes. oor st. s sooo ee 200 Daly Wakes st se ea eee 150 
Hallie lake ss. 22383222 sn ees 200 Mirror Lake: 22245950 s eee 150 
Harbiett Wake. noe eee eens eee 200 Somo Lake: i.i.2 2 422=62 5 sees 150 
Horse aketcet soc -ce sae e ace 200 Twin Lakess.-<3.-5t hs oe eee 150 
RiCe Wake.. 22222. S ooo ee ee tes e 200 Eyalusing, Mississippi River........ @ 10,000 

La Crosse, Mississippi River... ..-.- a@1,507,800 || Mexico: Nacozari, Huacal Dam... .... 5, 000 
Lake Millicent, Five Island Lake... 71 

Dake Millienti once ec Sees tao eee 71 Totalion cts Fe oosacd ects eee eee 15, 837, 865 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS. 

Alabama: Alabama—Continued. 
Alexander City, Foshee Mill Pond Florence, Little Cypress Creek. .....- + 6,900 

QreGE TS Sencs arctan ese sashes nsaee + 2,000 Sweetwater Creek.........-2.-...5 + 3,000 
Eliliahee Creek: | 202 aoa ase sue tae + 4,000 Gantt, Huckaba’s pond............. 3, 000 
Sunny Leve’ Oreek...7..---.-..---- + 2,000 Gantts Junction, Gantts Quarry 
bel ry ape alg: Ep SARE yy fhe 7 3,900 AKO. = bocce see eles Berens H 3) ue) 

Anniston: Blue Ponds. 222 222.0 2 ee + 2,000 co Soe 3 
Hughes Mill Pond.........-.-..... +2’000 || Geiger, Liars Club Lake............ { ” 450 
DCR OROOK i's cio 'v00 5-5 eg eee seee + 3,000 Gordo; Kirk's pond’7oe sess ee ene 200 

Ashland, Jefferson Lake............- + 2,090 Grand Bay, Jackson Creek.........- + 4,500 
Atmore, Hurricane Pond..........-. ' oe preens bore, UP tee Pore Basch Sees a ae 

= “ 9, 0 yreenville, Sirmon’s pond.......--- 
Bayou la Batre, Bayou la Batre....{ T1055] Grimes, Bdwards’s pond... 2.2... + 1,000 

Carl Cregie senses cap sores See nse ft 2,000 Haleyville, Horseshoe Lake. ....--... 630 
Brierfield, Mahan Creek............- + 6,000 Wilson Lake........-- UR IRS ahs tee 200 
Calvert, Tombighee River........... 1,225 Hartselle, Big is ial Dakewsiof. ists + 3,000 
Decatur, Beaver Lake......-........ 2,090 Hough Creek Pond..--.-.-.-3..-2. + 3,000 
Delchamps, East Fowl River, Heflin, Snake Creek... --..---2--.22 t 2,000 

DIANCHGS Otee e tenses ee cent + 13, 500 Tiuntsville, Braham Spring Pond... . 225 
Epes, Maniece Lake... 2.22.2... ee 1,000 Kushla, Chickasawbogue Creek + 11,000 

Monette Pondt. ses ain ree 1,500 Lineville, Smith’s lake........... 1, 000 
Fayetteville, Cedar Creek.........-- 4,000 Loxley, Nish) River........-...- + 6,900 
Pennywinkle Creek.............-- 3,000 || MeBElderry, Cheaha Creek ........... +3, 000 

Florala, Lake Jackson..........-.--- 2, 100 Madison, Bradley Pond............- + 4,500 
Miler Ponds. asso eee ere es 700 BLOMAUg Hee ONGey acP seman tent f 4,500 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters, 
b Exclusive of 2,462 fingerlings lost in transit, 
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Toran DIsTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscau 

Disposition. 

Alabama—Continued. 

Banier spine 2c: = == Soe 
SAU a ET see ea eS 

Maide Marion, Moore’s lake...--.---- 
Mobile, Bayou Sara...-...-.- at 4 
Big Creek 
CrichvomeOMens soon. os ses nee 

pare it Sal ee ee 

BECUM A) re) 
Eittio @reek---~-- = -2--: ae a: 
Mallar termes eee cess 2 2 oe 
Wieter PAG 22 555-2- 32) oe 
ShelliBayoress 5-52 22-22, et 

Montgomery, Cain’s pond. ......---- 
Crescent take eee eee ke 
Serdan’s poms 2-5 - => 

Mountain Creek, Faulkner Pond... 
Taber Pond 

Mount Vernon, Cedar Creek......... 
malt Crock. =>: 2876-2 25° eee GD ef 

Oneonta, Warrior River and 
Es Bee i -  e ee 

Sellers, Findley’s pond......--...--- 
Sheffield, Lake Wilson: 22-272 -=552: 
Speigner, Speigner Lake............. 
Sterrett, Bear Creek................. 
NI WRCOR. S22. scasdeessousaes 

Sulligent, Northington’s pond... .... 
Talladega, Cheaha Creek............ 
Choecolocco Creek... .......-.....- 
Lge 200: Sie, See ate BE 
Roberson Mill Pond.............-. 
Rock Spring Lake.... 
pilver ees ais.:... ce eeeeeecs 

Town Creek, Town Creek........... 
inking wed... su syeapesed= 26% 
Northcutt’s pond 
Silver Lake........ 

Holbrook, Becker Lake... . <e 
Humboldt, Hooker Lake....... Cte 
Lukachukai, Lukachukai Lake. .... 
Tempe, Tempe Drainage Canal... .. 
Williams, Cataract Ponds...... wet 
Winkelman, Meyer’s pond.......... 

ant aa: Long Creek na yt) Se eee ee ee 
Arkadelphia, Caddo Creek... ..-... 
Atkins, Illinois Bayon. .... ree 
Batesville, Blue Creek... .. 
Ruddell Lake............ 

Berryville, Kings River.... 
Black Rock, Black River. - 
Canway, Golds Lake....... 
Owen Lake............ 

Corning, Black River. . Bet! 
Corning LAR is prugeieks ecadesos ss. 

Cotter, White River................. 

51 

q YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Number. Disposition. Number. 

Arkansas—Continued. 
76,000 El Dorado, Dumas Pond..........-- 600 
77,500 ploan/S besa eo sere ee keane 1,500 
7 3,000 Fayetteville, Davidson Lake........ 100 
+ 7,500 Gurdon, Rawl’s pond............... 300 
+ 4,590 Hardy, Spring Rivers 22.) 12.52.28 400 

675 Harrison, Huzzah Creek............. 1, 200 
+ 3,000 Hermitage, Ferguson’s pond........ 400 
2,050 ‘Hapa; Atien’s pond i. 4 228222 eS. 300 
1,000 Galley Tako sass A oe axe 900 

73,000 Little Rock, Spring Lake. ......--.. 600 
1,050 Guna; Lake Chicot: 22-222 225.2 222222 1,000 

7 4,000 Mammoth Spring, Tracey Creek..... 200 
2,000 Monticello, Wood’s lake... .......... 800 

7 4,000 Morrillton, Morrillton Lake. ........ 400 
1,990 Oil Mill Pond........ ae SL 300 
1,050 Nashville, Orchard View Pond...... 1,500 

7 2,000 Paragould, MUM DAKG = 22252325555. 600 
4,000 Readland, Grand Lake............: 2, 000 
2,000 Rasboro, Lumber Company Pond... 600 
2,000 Russellville, Big Piney River....... 600 
3,000 Minols Rivericessc so Aes 600 
1,500 Illinois River, North Fork. ....... 600 
1,500 Springdale, Lower White River. .... 300 

South Osage River. ............... 300 
3, 375 | Walker Bake: i22<55255 P55 TE? 200 

100 West Brush Creek........2.05..5. 200 
80 Warren, Lucas’s pond............... 400 

+ 3,000 Saline Rivers 57. 2i sade 65 6232252556 500 
t 2.000 Womble, Ouachita River, South 

150 MOM foses sodas ovaccecacdsceute tons 600 
+ 2,000 || Colorado: 

630 Colorado Springs, Douglas Lakes. . .. 500 
+ 2,000 Craig, Yompa)River...62.52....-22. 500 
1,500 Greeley, Timnath Lake............. 500 
4,000 Paonia, Winter’s pond.............. 120 
2,000 Pueblo, Club Lakes: .:...22002.3543. 2,100 
4,000 Tabernash, Thompson’s pond....... 400 

240 || Connecticut: 
2,000 Jewett City, Ashland Pond......... 400 
4.000 || Rockville, Crystal Lake........ ys 300 
1,000 Shipsic Lake... .-...2522...31. “wa 300 
2,000 Wallingford, Quonnipaug Lake..... 400 
3,000 || Delaware: 
3,000 Delaware City, St. Georges Creek. . . 225 
1,125 Felton, McCauley Mill Pond........ 150 
3, 000 Frankford, Derickson Creek. . : 200 
1,350 Laurel, Trussom Pond....... 200 
3, 350 Wilmington, Hockessin Pond....... 150 
1,000 || Florida: 
2,000 DeFuniak Springs, Buffalo Lake. . 1,400 
1,650 Chipley Park Oisccivisnice 7,400 
200 Lily Pad Lake........... 1,750 

1,500 Ehren, Lily Pond............ 700 
Fruitland Park, Crystal Lake 700 

240 Take Myftle.ssscssces sess 700 
240 Gainesville, Cashalton Lake. . 700 
200 Hague, Layne’s pond............ 350 

5, 600 Kissimmee, Lake Tohopekaliga..... 2,100 
80 Lady Lake, Lake Dream... = 700 
160 Lake Hermosa..... ‘ 700 
80 Path Lake ssss.<s555 - 700 
200 Sunset Lake............. FA 350 
320 Mohawk, Mohawk Lake... Z 1,050 
100 Olive, Olive Pond......... Z 700 

Pomona, Lake Broward..... P 1,750 
1,600 Quincy, Dixie Pond........... ‘ 700 
1, 200 St. Petersburg, Lake Maggorie. 2 1,400 
600 Stella, Turner’s pond........ 4 1,050 
600 Walden Spring Branch.... ' 700 
600 Tallahassee, Wards Mill Pond : 1,400 

1,600 Tampa, Mango Lake....... 1,400 
a725 Windemere, Lake Butler. . 1,400 
400 BAG LON i stseksdeccveswese 1,400 

1,900 || Georgia: 
800 Albany, Kinchafoonee Creek... 5, 000 
800 Muckalee Creek............-- 5, 000 

t 2,000 Americus, Muckaloochee Creek...... 5, 000 
800 Ashburn, Tharpe’s pond............ 350 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters, 

35286°—21——_8 
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Torat DistrrBuTION OF FisH AND Fisu Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Georgia—Continued. Tllinois—Continued. 
Atlanta, ast Lakes esscsecses----t7 6, 000 Nora, Pevre Rivets scec....-<scceseh 200 
Augusta, Carmichael Pond......--.- 4,000 Sand Prairie, Mississippi River. - --. a 20,200 

Old Brad Merry Mill Pond.....-..-. 3, 000 Sciota, Yellow Creek ...............- 160 
Bainbridge, Lake Carlford....-.....- 700 Shawneetown, Wimbo Lake........ 200 

Lake Dotiglas? <2: 2.0 Js ecss-3s0n- 1,050 Warren, Fevre River....-...-..---- 600 
Boston, McRae Lake............-.-. 7 Indiana: 
Bowman, Campbell Mill Pond...-.. 2, 000 Albion, Neufer’s pond 225 
Box Springs, Lake Mohigniac...-... +3, 000 Angola, Crooked Lake 375 
Byron, Crawford Lake...........-.. 3, 000 Bluffton, Old Erie Stone Qua 
Canton, Johnson’s pond......- ea 1, 000 Pond et eee cee soe cee 200 
Cartersville, Euharlee Creek 1,250 Wabash Riverton seme. - so-so 500 
Chula, Cypress Pond........-....--- 1,400 Bremen, Lake of the Woods. . - 375 
Clarkston, Sam’s pond .......-..--.- 1, 000 Corydon; Himibdkences--------<.cce 80 
Comer, Gholston’s pond...-...-.---- 2, 000 Corydon Junction, Buck Creek...... 240 
Crawfordville, Little River, North IHartman’spondeeness..s-c> decree 80 

PLONE. sb. = Sess bade ee eke 2,000 Quebbeman Lake................. 80 
Douglas, Vickers’s pond.....------- 1,050 Culver, Lake Maxinkuckee.....-..-- 1,200 
Fairfax, Satilla River-..-...-.--....- 1,400 Eddy, Atwood Lake.......-..-.-.-- 300 
Griffin, Lake Rushton...-......----- + 2,000 Hackenburg Lake.......-...-..-.- 300 
Kibbee, Black Pond’ -...--.=--<ss3s 3, 000 Meesic Lake so). sccscccec cc stssene 300 
Kite, Meeks’s pond-.-..--.....-.---.- 1, 000 Whitmer Lake. ..- <so6 s2s225--5-- 400 
La Grange, Lazylands Lake......-..- 3, 000 Elkhart, Boston Lake....-.......--- 500 
Leary, Daniel’s pond---..-.-.----...- 700 Hillsboro, Coal Creek .-..--..-.----- 60 
Lithonia, Watson’s pond...-.-.--.--- 2,000 Hobbs; Catr’s pond. =-5-.-c-scsueece 70 
Lumpkin, Deason Lake.....-.------ + 2,000 Huntingburg, Ferdinand Lake....-.. 120 

Geeslin Pond. - cen -seheese eel + 2, 000 Indianapolis, Little Eagle Creek. . - - 125 
Bay shOUG ess seeaese scene. =e + 2, 000 Winite Rivet. -oacseeee pees 175 

Macon, Halcyon Lake.......-.--.-.- + 4, 000 Kendallville, Long Lake. ....-.--.-- 400 
Nelson Mill Pond. .-..-.----------- + 3, 000 Logansport, Binns’s PONG eeecceces 60 
Riggins MilWPoOnd sc. ccss-nes + 3,000 BrandtismouGs.-ssdeeacs emcee ace 90 
Willow WoakOle-epseeaiecee- eos + 3, 000 Pipe Creeks. sacs ees nee eee eee 150 

Marietta, GolfClub Lake. .-.-.-.-.--- 1,500 iynmn) Clank’spond =: is ea-<eeeee esis 200 
Narshallville, Haslam’s pond..-.--- 4, 000 Michigan City, Tee Lake...........- 450 
Millen, Buckhead Creek..-...-...-- 3, 000 Mill Creek, Fish Lake............-.- 575 
Millhaven, Brier Creek......--...-.- 4,900 Muncie, South Lagoon ..... 300 
Montezuma, Lewis Mill Pond....... 4, 000 New Albany, Indian Creek . 240 
Mount Vernon, Palmer’s pond.....- 3, 000 Oak Knoll Pond.......-.- 80 
Newman, Wynn’s pond...---.-.----- + 3,000 Paoli, Lick Creek...-......-<.- 3 150 
Nunez, Ohoopee River.....--------- 6,000 Toe Oreek: #! cosas ecotcccs deems sone 60 
Oglethorpe, English Pond...-..-....- 3, 000 Pierceton, Webster Lake......-....-. 160 
Poulan, Chapman’s pond...--..-.--- 350 Pittsboro, White Lick Creek, Middle 
Claments's POG \a2.---esscner esse 700 FROTK ts eo se toc ae cereale Seer 80 

Raymond, Raymond Lake. - ---.-.- + 4, 000 Ramsey, Crystal Pond....-......... 80 
Rome, Dykes Creek...--..--.-------- 1,500 Rochester ,*Dudgeon’s pond .....-...- 400 
Dykes Creek, West Fork...-..---.- J 1,500 Shelbyville, Flat Rock River. .....- 240 

Sharpsburg, Pitman’s pond...-.....- + 1,000 Terre Haute, Greenfield Bayou. . -.. 180 
Soperton, Henry’s pond.....-.-.--.- 2,000 Valparaiso, Wahob Lake......-...-- 220 
Stillmore, Durden’s pond..--....---.- 2, 000 Veedersburg, Coal Creek -..-..-.-..- 100 
The Rock, Stafford’s pond. ....- Gucci + 3,000 Warsaw, Tippecanoe Lake.........- 200 
Valdosta, Lake Spurlin..........-.. 700 White Pigeon, Stone Lake.......... 300 
Woodland, Flint River...--.-----.- 4, 000 Wilkinson, Perry Lake.....-....... 40 

Mlinois: Towa: VRE | 
Alpha, Crescent Lake........-..-.-- 210 Bellevue, Mississippi River. .......- a715 
Antioch, Huntley Lake. ......-..--- 160 Creston, Summit Lake.........-...- 420 
Apple River, Fevre River........--. 200 Earlville, Plum Creek......-...-.-.- 150 
Aquaka, Mississippi River-.......-. @195 Fairport, Mississippi River.....-.... 5,516 
Blanding, Mississippi River.-.......- a2,300 Harpers Ferry, Mississippi River... . a2,625 
Brighton, Stubblefield’s pond.....--. 100 Le Mars, Dalton Pond. .--.......... 100 
Carrollton, Walnut Lake. .....-..-.- 250 Lime Springs, Upper Iowa River. - - 5,400 
Colfax, Gillam’s pond........---.-.- 50 Manchester, Maquoketa River. .-.... 400 
Coulterville, Mlinois Central Lake. -. 250 Mason City, Lime Creek. - -....-...- 150 
Council Hill, Fevre River....-...... 200 North McGregor, Mississippi River-. a1,300 
Dallas City, Lake Cooper. .-.-.....-.- a820 Ottumwa, Loch Burns Pond........ 270 
Decatur, Club Lake....b<.0so<02se3 575 Pleasant Creek, Mississippi River... 2,350 
Freeport, Richland Creek .......-.-.. 80 Smiths Ferry, Mississippi River..... a 950 
Galena, Mississippi River..-.....-.- a7,297 || Kansas: 
Grayslake, Huntley Lake.....-...-- 160 Caney, Havana Country Club Lake.. 400 
Hudgens, Hudgens Lake............ 250 Chanute, Shadow Lawn Bond: =. sece 300 
McConnell, Pecatonica River.....-.. 40 Kincaid, Grindstone Lake. ......... 225 
Meredosia, Illinois River. ...------..- 26,000 Silver Spring Lake.............-.. 225 
Moline, ake lv0snc-. wetace =e 8 90 Olathe, Twin Lakes..............:.- 300 
Naperville, Du Page River........-. 220 arsons, Club POnGR:....-<nien 8 seme 25 

Natural Products Lake... .....-.- 150 Pittsburg, Country Club Lake...... 400 
New Boston, Mississippi River..-.... a2,660 Quinter, Saline River............... 500 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. 

Kentucky: 
Baskett, Baskett Lake.........-.--- 
Bowling Green, Morris’s pond - ..... 
Bristow, Gott’s pond 
Hays’s pon 

Campbellsville, Pitman Creek. ...... 
Cave City, Ford’s pond ........-..-.. 
Covington, Michels Pond...-........ 
Crab Orchard, Clearwater Lake. .--- 
Daniel Boone, Boone Lake.-.....-.- 
East Cairo, Ohio River......-.------ 
Edgoten, Ingleside Lake. ........--.- 
Eminence, Sanford’s pond ...-....-..- 
Eubank; Caney i ae ae 
Fulton, Fall’s pond ......---.------- 
Guthrie, Meadow Grove Pond. --..- 

Spring Credo =< 225. 4.---------5- 
Herndon, Smith’s pond ....-.-.----.. 
Hodgenville, Beams’s 
Nolin River, South 

Horse Cave, Taylor’s pond .....--.-.. 
Vancleve’s pond 

Louisville, Douglas Park Lake-....- 
Lake Lansdowne...........-.----.. 
Mora Robertson Pond-.-.-.. 
Mt. Sterling, Karrick’s pond ........ 
Munfordville, Wood’s pond. .....-.. 
Petroleum, Big Trammell Creek. - -. 
Richmond, Lake Reba. .-..-..------.- 
Shelbyville, Bullskin Creek-..-.-.... 

Clear Cregic. ...sssccene sesndumseusé 
Somerset, Meece’s pond......---.-.- 
South Park, South Park Lake. ..... 
Trenton, Chiles Pond........---.-.. 

Crutchfield’s pond ...........-.... 
Mc Elwain’s pond ................ 
Maplewood Pond..........---.... 
Halley's pand .......scactogene-s sau 
Wright’s pond ..........---2.-.-.. 

Pine Grove, Weymeth Lake........ 
Louisiana: 
Ashland, Drigger’s pond .....-.-.... 
Abbeville, Vermillion River......... 
Eunice, Gourney Lake.............. 
Goldoma, Harlan’s pond.....---.-.. 
Tota, Hayes Lake. .-.......---2+.4.. 

Lejetie Bone. 252 2.5..0 >see. 
LaFayette, Francez’s pond Ca éAa. 
Lake Charles, Perkins’s pond. s-ui:: 
Mansfield Wemple’s pits PAs Seer me 
Peason, Peavy Wilson Lake..-...._. 
Urania, Lake Urania.........---.... 
Wisner, Pennebaker’s pond....-.... 

Maryland: 
Antietam, Potomac River........... 
Baltimore, G Oak Lake. .-...: 
Lake Rikiitisy 2s ei eeds. 25 hk 

Cambridge, Blackwater River....... 
Chicacomico River.........-...-.. 

Robinson, agothy 
Taneytown, Big P 
Timonium, § 
Trappe, Wrights 
Worton, Montabello Lake 

Disposition. 

Massachusetts: 
Edgarti 

Bruce Crossing, Spring Lake. -......-. 
Calumet, Rice Te pe ear 

Onn Lake. so <n so 
Champion, Fis 
Lake Michigamme. ........-.-.... 

Comins, Pond Lake................. 
Crystal Falls, Fortune Lake......... 
Holmes Lake......- a easels a 
Lower Holmes Lake. ............. 
aiit HeVORcs era cece pe oesk ws en 
Batirond LAKES <n cick sgemccese uns 

Tobin ARG. oo5 essen. owen = Seas 
Dunham, Lake Celeste.......-...-.. 
East Tawas, Sand Lake............. 
Gwinn) Bass Lake: 2.2... .icsangeehe 
ee ee Elm River Lake......... 
TARO LOVE. cack Vinee h toe owniinwe » 
TAKS Geral: sis desn0<-sden sc feena 
Brisko RIVGE. c.0's ses wonkeent oem 5 

Tron Mountain, Powder Lake. ...... 
Iron River, Iron Lake..........-.... 

IMOrPIBOTUN AKG: os iis on ma weldeb dai 
ROUE DAKGO.4). 5.6 tend ca eee Scans 

Keweenaw Bay, Mud Lake. ........ 
Lake Rowland, Lake Rowland...... 
Little Lake, Little Lake. ........... 
Low Moor, Forbs Lake............. 

Horseshoe Lake..........---.-.... 
Klippells Lake... ..0ccseecenssense 
TKO LOWLY «towne tis dite She cw oes 
Paliner LAkO.s: Jo scu pees evs waseue 2 
WOME SGU. oss eacawegnceabbharceuy 

Marquette, Lake Van Iderstine. . ... 
Mass, Courtney Lake. .............. 
Michigamme, Gibson Lake.......... 
Lake Michigamme. ........-.-.... 

Munising, Annie River.............. 
Negaunee, Horseshoe Lake.......... 

Perit LARGs 2k. sve stc tu cbuiws leew 
POAT LAK) oo cus wet aviel deeeaes 

Painesdale, Stonington Lake........ 
Pentoga, Chicagoan Lake........... 
TACHA TAKS soos sawn eas . 

Republic, Allens Lake........ 
Os tReOh siedaswacas 

rd te a ap ie 
chigamme River. 

Porterfield Lake. .-.. 

Rose City, Wagner Lake.... 
Sand River, Lake Lillie............. 
South yrs t Otter Lake 
Stager, Little Tobin Lake 
HOU LAK se. ec cals doves 
Stager Lake..... ivecdea 

State Line, Moon Lake.... 
Toivala, Lake Eva........ 
Trout Lake, LAK .0' scsi. eeu 
Watersmeet, Lake Cisco............. 

@ Rescued from over flowed lands and restored to original waters, 
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TotaL DistRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH Eaas, By Sprcres, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Michigan—Continued. 
Wellsburg, Avery Lake 

Soldiers'Lake? se. oe scre eee 
Minnesota: 

Barnesville, Nyeng Lake............ 
Solum Lakes. ee ee ee 

Bernum, Biotakes oes. 2225228 2c 
Hanging Horn Lake.....- ee eee 

Biwabik ; Bass ake ss sss eres. - 
Carlton, Chubtiaker 2. 3" 
Chatfield, Root River,North Branch. 
Chaska: Pierson Dake:.c2 2 222-2. 
Chisholm, Dewey Lake............. 

PENCHUAROL sus F NS 5c es meee ne 
Sturgeon Wake 2021 2.25 Bae 

Clearbrook, Johnson Lake........... 
Cokato, Skipstrom Lake............ 
Cologne, Miller Lake................ 
Cottonwood, Cottonwood Lake...... 
Duluth, Deep Water Lake. ......._. 

Little Beaver Creek, branch of. ... 
Pike bakes 2S pees aa gern ee 

Fairmont, Amber Lake............. 
Budd Maker ss se sys seas sea?! 

Fergus Falls, Forfoot Lake 
Wenstrom Lake............. eee 

Gilbert , Cedar Island Lake.......__. 
Hackensack, Little Whitefish Lake . 
Herman, Bernice Lake.............. 
Holdingford, Lake Marie............ 
Homer, Mississippi River. .......... 
Knife River, Harriet Lake.......... 
Tettegouche Lake. ...-...-.......- 

Le Roy, Upper Iowa River......... 
Lindstrom, Little Lake............. 
Mankato, Lake Francis............. 

Lake Washington......220:.202/222. 
Mazeppa, Mazeppa Power Lake..... 

Rochester Power Lake............ 
AUMbIO Kiversivss.ssosccses ee 
Zumbro River, North Branch..... 

Miroe: Rileyakoe se oss 245558 tee 
Morris, Crooked Lake.....:...5-.:-- 
Pine River, Crooked Lake........... 
Red Wing, Mississippi River........ 
Rochester, Zumbro Lake........._.. 

ZUMDIOUR VEN So asse. soe eee 
Rosemount, Lake George..-........ 
Rutledge, Long Lake. 2.2.22. .022252 
St. Cloud; Block Wake... 5.22.02 
St. Paul, Mississippi River.......... 

State fish commission............- 
Sherburn,, Fox Lakes. 280. 2222 
Tamarack, Round Lake............. 
Trail, Halverson Lake.............. 
Victoria, Auburn Lake... 
Winona, Lake Winona.. ue 
Wright, Ox Eye Lake........2...... 

Mississippi: 
Aberdeen, Burk Gallop Pond....... 

WONGR WSO e, cc sts caries reese 
Jones's Pond . 225. 25s ee te ioe 
STs AROr ise tee oso SU ee 

Armory, Gallop’s pond.............. 
Bay Springs, Yelverton’s pond...... 
Blue Springs, Hall’s pond........... 
Canton, Big WIGIEO Aaa oilers bain = 3.5 Sie 

Black ton/s onde ceese ee eae 
Carbai2 o's pouds-wJo.umeet § ee 

Cedar Bluil, Cottonwood Pond...... 
Chunky, Moore’s pond..........-.-.. 
Collins, Beauty Pond.....-.....-.-. 
McQueene’s pond. ..........-....- 

Number. Disposition. 

Mississippi—Continued. 
Columbus, Byler Lake 
Harvey taken: 

Corinth, East Lake... 
Hinton Gaketeess 22.2. Ee 
Hamberthisond ss. 0- 2. -.sos. sos 

Cotton Plant, Guyton’s pond...-.... 
Crystal Springs, Goodwin’s pond... 
D’Lo, Finkbine Log Pond .......... 
Fayette, Carother’s pond...........- 
Friar Point, Mississippi River.....-. 

Moon, Lake: Sains sto. 5 cee 
Fulcher, Snow’s pond..........-...- 
Guntown, Gum Pond..............- 
Hattiesburg, Ogden Mill Pond...... 
Hazlehurst, Lake Hazle............. 
Holm; Helmispondeses. =) 5 ss cscs 
High Point, Dempsey’s mond <= scene 
Hillsdale, Batson’s pond.......-...- 
Holly Springs, Dunlap-Williams 
Ponds Sh hoe acne cae ease 

Ratlifiis pond [seg S32 ee 
Kosciusko, Bailey Lake.........-.-- 
Eastman-Gardiner Pond.........- 
Long*Pond=< /2 25200 ee Seen ee 

Louisville, Fulton Pond.-.....-..... 
Louisville Club Lake............-. 

McCool, Smith Spring Pond......... 
Macon) (Club Lakes 2322. 256s 

Gutler’s | ponds sg7237 See eee 
Thompson’s pond. + 212-4 1.22 

Magnolia, Minnehaha Creek... ......- 
Vanpipahos Rivericeas- sss eee ee 

Meridian, Waterworks Lake..-....... 
Mobile, Franklin Creek.............. 
Natchez, Sligo Pond...............- 

Springfield Pond............--2023 
New Albany, Bias’s pond........... 
Branyan's;pond: qs. 2 she wees 
Hife’s. pond 354. ds5s5 eee ee 
Hall’s pond 2:2 .5--t2ke eee 
Barker’s pond '.3)-fauyesse oose eoeee 
Potts Pond. 205 5 ees 
iRobbins’s" pond! (A) i sss-o5.-eneeee 
Robbins’s pond (iB) 222 225-2 a2seese 
Hobbins’s pond: (C)ze2 2 eae 

Pachuta, Ohalti Lake.........2....- 
Pecan, Franklin Creek.............- 
Goode Mill’ Lake. eu jee ees see 

Picayune, East Hobolochitto Creek . 
Tate's lake. 2.5.22 eee eee 

Plantersville, Park Lake..........-.. 
Red Oak.Lake':.2:..-peeceeeee 

Pontotoc, Ferguson’s pond........-- 
Highland! Pond. 25s s-p-eseeeeeae 
Mable Lake ..2ses.s en eeeoeees 
Moss Pond?si teeter see 

Ridgeway Dake!ss.-..4-4------o- { 

Port Gibson, Gage Pond.-........... 
Woodburn Lake ieecs.t-o2- sascmen 

Richton, Smith’s pond......--..--.. 
Saucier, Hester Creek........-..---- 
Scooba, Trammell’s pond..--......-. 
Scott, Lake Bolivar.......-.-...--..- 
Starkville, Pearsons Caldwell Pond. 
Stephenson, Foster Creek Mill Pond. 
Sturgis, Daniel Lake...:... 022.220 

Parker Slough sercccs cs pedemines 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters, 

Number. 

200 

600 
800 



» New Hampshire: 
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ToraL DISTRIBUTION OF FiIsH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Wortham, Lee’s pond............-.- 
Missouri: 

Little Indian Creek............... 
Little Pimey Creek * .. 2.222.522 

Carthage, Coolbrook Lake..........- 
Cedar Gap, Cedar Gap Lake......--. 
Deepwater, Club Lake. -............. 
Houston, Big Piney River.......... 
Indian Cree 

es 

Kansas City, Fairmont Lake........ 
Lebanon, Ballinger Pond........... 
ite Urban Lake...\........... 
Little Blue, Dierks Lake............ 
Merwin, Corbin Lake............... 
Neosho, Hickory Creek.............. 
Nevada, Radio Springs Lakes....... 
Oasis, Visti DABS Gee te ee 
Phillips, McMenus’s 
Pleasant Hill, Baldwin Lake........ 
Rolla, Little Piney River........... 
Saginaw, Walker Lake.............. 
Springfield, Kunzman’s pond......- 
West Plains, Lake View............ 

Montana: 
Glendive, Yellowstone River........ 
Miles City, Yellowstone River...... 

Nebraska: 
Glan, Meadow Brook Lake.......... 
Rushville, Davis’s pond............ 

~ 7 Seong Fallon, Cottonwood Canon 
a A IS 3 

Newport, Crystal Lake.............. 
LOOgG BatGbs . ......20 ames. see 
Rockybound Pond................ 

New Jersey: 
Asbury 

Piso! 7.) ee 
Cedar Crest, Cedar Crest Lake... .... 
Chatsworth, Cranberry Lake. ...... 
Elberon, Poplar Brook Lake........ 
Gibbstown, Repaupa Creek......... 
Towaco, Surpriso Lake.............. 

New Mexico: 
Aztec, Animas River............... 
Carlsbad, Black River.............. 

VOCOS TV Glvs is. foewin cddaeve os Soe 

LAK Et MwA oan cee kas 
Gallup, Ramah Lake............... 
Las Vegas, Horse Lake.............. 

NG) BOCUTIGE Tak ss bape ws pass 
LaQuesa Grande Lake............ 
Little LAK .sdesdag.bitetass/5ets 
Orgarl LAKG sas A vais sh ovis bw doa 
Pecos Bridge Lake... ......52.....- 
Hound Lake: gio Pisces titec ts oe 

Magdalena, V. T. Lake.............. 
Monero, Horse Lake................ 
ara, Curio Lake... .sc5s) Bs 

Number. 

Py 

Ses 

Rsisssss 

cSES82SySe8E5 

geggeSsee 
to rg on 

" " 

= za 

Corinth, Efmer Lake......--........ 
Cornwall, Popolo Lake.............. 
Davenport Center, Sherman Lake... 
Elmira, Chemung River............ 
Hamilton, Woodman Pond......... 
Lyons, Canandaigua Creek.......... 
Canargua Creek. ..........-.--..-- 

Montour Falls, Catherine Creek... _. 
Mount Kisco, Wood’s pond........-. 
Mount Vision, Gregory’s pond...... 
Newark, Canandaigua Creek ........ 
CORR AOR fet maces ce re aoe ae oe 

North Carolina: 
Aberdeen, Marie Pond....:......... 
Sand Til imke. 85425 2 secon on 

ARboro; City ‘Pond: .oo25 202 5.2. 6 
Bayboro, Bay River................ 
Bostic, Rocky Broad River......... 
Burlington, 1 
artim Mill Ponds =o een. eee 1 
Old Willow Brook Pond.......... 1 
ECGS ee ee See eae 1 
Stinking Quarter Pond........... 1 
Woaurors Perid t 4000. cose ee oe 1 

Calypso, Sutton’s pond............. 
Cary, Holleman’s pond............. 
Charlotte, Catawba River........... 1 
Clinton, Great Coharie Creek... .... 
hg TR ES, a ey eal 

Corinth, Yarborough’s pond.......- 
Dunn, Jernigan’s pond 
SUNCH Me Gnd; $e ohne 

Durham, Angier Pond. ............. 
a io Pe aia ae BS sed 
WERIDOTE ie Olah Se ern ce ee ng 

F.lkin, Carter Falls Pond........... 
ROME RLIVOR, 33h bel Sao ad 

Ellerbe, Howell’s pond............. 2 
QUICKPAMONG 228. pe esses esas anee 2 

Fayetteville, Morrison’s pond. ...... 
Flat Rock, King’s pond............. 2 

3 
4 

- 

Oftsray LARA: is. 2 208s oe pea nas 
Sinytie'’s pond... 2: 2 -tessstassere 

Graham, Pine Hill Pond............ 
Dhompson Pond s2scuvessse ee ake 

Greensboro, Revolution Pond...... 3 
Seminole Pond. ..4.3.2.254..cc-2e- 

Havelock, East Creek..............- 
Hendersonville, Bane’s pond.......- 
POW A OMG esis secs ete se eascdee 
ig yne'S PONG: 2 22.4 evens eas 
Maybank’s pond .5 3.233 «0.00008 
Scheppergrell’s pond ........-....- 
Vincent’s ponds 

peers Catawba River, Henrys 

Knightdale, Mill Pond.............- 
Lenoir, B uffaloCreek..............- 

TOW) Mall POUG 23 i522 xcccccs seas 
Cataw ie iver. sces0 licen cee 

SEEESSSESSERSSSS SESERESSSEEE 

Disposition. Number. 

New Mexico—Continued. 
Onsya, Rive bakes: .-..-...0cex-sec 160 
Raton, Barilla Mesa Lake..........- 80 

iBrannarnil ake sss! Sie. Sk Se 40 
Dargis Pao ads Aen es 2 40° 
Eagle Nest Lake. ....:-........... 40 

Roswell, Penasco River............- 200 
Wound Wakes sss 3 oe a to 200 

Santa Rosa, Storage Lake........... 300 
| _ Springer, Reservoir No. 2........... 320 

|| New York: 
|| Albany, Nassau Lake............... 600 

Binghampton, Susquehanna River. . 500 
Cattaraugus, Clear Pond............ 100 

SSSNSSS5 
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Totat DistrIBuTION or FisH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. 

North Carolina—Continued. 
Marion, Little Buck Creek. ......... 100 

Lofte Mill Pond eee eee 100 
Morgan's pond Sen eee poe eae 100 

Marshville, Austin’s pond.........-. 700 
Lanes Credit et se see eee sain 450 
Simpsons Gnd ens eee eet were 1,400 

Mount Airy, Minnick’s pond.......- 3,400 
New Bern, Brices Creek...........-- 900 

INGHSe Vee eeaee cat ance cee 1,100 
TrONGuRVOD ere cet occ ees ssc 1,100 

Newport, Lake Oxley.........------ 7 200 
Newton, Pinchgut Creek Pond.....- 200 
Norlina, Watson’s pond.........---- 200 
Princeton, Holt’s pond............-.- 600 
Raeford, Beaverdam Pond.......... 400 
Raleigh, Boone’s pond.........----- 400 
DoctorsaAke (A) -..- 2-5-5 ecu 400 
Doctors Lake (B).........- Efe 400 
Neuseoco Club Lake. - ... 600 

Randleman, Bullrun Pond. 200 
Richfield, Morgan’s pond 100 
Salisbury, Graf’s pond...........--- 100 
Samarcand, Drowning Creek..-...-.. 4,000 
Dake Tamarianaoceenc eee eae 2,000 

Shulls Mills, Watauga River.....-.. 1,700 
Smithfield, Holts Lake.............. 1/300 
Stokesdale, Enoch’s pond.........--. 300 
Sylvia, Cullowhee Creek. ........--- 2,000 

Scott Creek 2. eee eee ke 2,000 
Tuckaseigee River...........-...- 5,000 
Tuckaseigee River, Left Fork..--. 3,000 
Tuckaseigee River, Right Fork. - . 3,000 

Tarboro, Fishing Creek. ...........- 400 
Wake Parks soso. cau tecnas aiateraents 400 
SPAT ARIVOl. see on pases waee eee 400 

Warren Plains, Dillard’s pond. ...-.. + 200 
Tharrington’s pond.....--.--.-.-- + 200 

Washington, Broad Creek. ........-- 600 
Chocowinity. Bay... deecce ese nselcs 600 
Chocowinity Creek...........--.-- 600 
espess Mil PONG pee scecene taker 600 
Upper Broad Creek..-.......--..- 600 

Winston-Salem, Ariston Pond. . . 2, 800 
Woodside, Lake Lilly.............- + 200 
Youngsville, Moores Pond. .....-.-- + 400 

North Dakota: 
Dazey; Hnsion Lakes. ....2-2-5-42 <4 120 
Douglas, Nelson-Darlson Lake. . .- - - 160 
Tangedah) Lake............ 120 

Forman, Lake Tjor.........- os 160 
Lake Williams, Lake Williams... -- 160 
Mercer, Brush) Dake. .-2..s<.sen-—> 240 
Pétrel \City Vakes. o- so seee ae see 72 
Spring Wake oo... es ncoe meee aoe 90 

Valley City, Moon Lake...........-- 240 
Winner, Dog Ear Lake...........-.- 125 

Ohio: 
Akron, Bast) Lakes 5... 5-.csasesb=s 150 
ASOHPALAKO.. ccs jose uae nents 150 
Nesmith Lake... .ccccsseceeeee a 150 
Ox DAKA.. eo S505 ees recite 150 
IWOStSLAEG.. 5-25 can en atente serie ae 150 

Alliance, Westville Lake...........- 375 
Antwerp, Maumee River..........-- 500 
Bedford, Tinkers Creek. ...........- 150 
Berea, Diamond Lake............- 500 
MARA AGIAN ooo ccccole an -nbeeer ae 500 
Riddle’s pond yee seo. tue es! 625 
RikyiUaker ee arene esas oss sap . 625 

Berlin Center, Spring Lake.........- 1,500 
Blanchard, Gardner Quarry Pond... 200 
Cambridge, Brush Fork Creek.....-. 625 
Chillicothe, Lake Rowena........... 250 

Paint Crégicc. pecs at wae tan aes 875 
Cleveland, Shaker Heights Lake. . -. 225 
Columbus, Rocky Fork Creek....... 625 
Crestline, Sandusky River 300 

Walker Lake: ee Fe 225 
East Monroe, Lees Creek..........-. 300 

Disposition. 

Ohio—Continued. 

Rattlesnake Creek............---- 
Rocky Fork Creek ........-...--.- 

Leetonia, Independent Eagle Lake. - 
Lemoyne, Quarry Pond............ : 
Rockland pPonds. 2c sesc0. eee 

Luke Chute, Muskingum River ..-.. 
Lyndon, Buckskin Creek. . ....--.-- 
Malta, Muskingum River.........-- 
Mansfield, Walker Lake...........-- 
Marietta, Duck Creek ............--- 
Mentor, tca'Pond.:... cede eee 
Millersburg, Douty Creek ..--.-...-- 
Killbuck River....... 
iPaintiCreek.-s- 545-6 

Nelsonville, Hocking Rive 
New Concord, Muskingum River... - 
Oakwood, Auglaize River........--.- 
St. Marys, Auglaize River.........-- 
Holls\Pond =... -¢.2.seeeeeeeeeee 
Lake Sti Marys... stechcotenenest 
St..Marys) River... ....os0-6s-eeneee 

Salem, Pigeon Pond...............- 
Sebring, Westville Lake............- 
Sidney, Tawana Creek...........--- 

Turtle. Creek... . - ec5 eae eee 
Warsaw Junction, Walhonding River 
Wellington, Waterworks Pond...... 
West Milton, Stillwater River...... 
Woodsfield, Waterworks Pond...... 
Xenia, Anderson Fork Creek. ......- 
Caesars Creck...:..0¢ escecccasnece 
Little Miami River...............- 

Oklahoma: 
Alauma, Grooshart Lake. ..........- 
Antlers, Locke Lake..............- 
Ardmore, Lake Marie..............- 
Macks Lalas. :ogivuet ted toed 

Wnid; Clear Creekis . ooh e.scesneeueee 
Erick, Gillum?s pond’. .2..2+-eeces 
Haddock’s pond). Las be eee 

Guthrie, Fairview Pond..........-- 
Helena, Indian Pond...............- 
Unruh’s pond........ 

Ketchum, Duck Creek ......-.- ye 
Kingfisher, Uncle Johns Creek. . - .-- 
McAlester, M., K. & T. Lake.......-. 
Madill City: Lake... ..2.-22-eeeee 

Hrisco bakes) oo... co. ck cece 
Lake ‘Pettijoon: 6) 8255 eae 

Mangum, Cave Creek..............-- 
Marietta, Club Lake....-............ 
Harvey Brothers Pond..........-- 
Peak. (Pond... otcdacee eee 

Pauls Valley, Liberty Lake-.-.-...... 
Pawhuska, Chapman Lake.......... 
Hatt Lakes. 3.02 peek eee 

Number. 
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ToraL DisTRIBUTION OF FisH AND Fisn Ecas, sy Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Pennsylvyania—Continued. 
Arcola, Perkiomen Creek........-..-- 
Skippack Oreok..s2-.4-><-..------ 

Avondale, White Clay Creek.-....... 
Collegeville, Perkiomen Creek...-..- 
ne a OY Rea oe one oo oe 

Columbia, Chickies Creek. -.-.......- 
PGRION Whee acene soko s sauce san 
Susquehanna River..............- 

Denver, Kings Pond..............-: 
PIBDOS ARM Sascn os sees eo. nee 

Downingtown, Brandywine Creek. - 

Green Lane, Perkiomen Creek... -.. 
Huntingdon, Juniata River-.......- 
Juniata River, Raystown Branch . 
Standing Stone Creek............. 

Lancaster, Conestoga Creek. ........ 
Mill Creéka 2s eee 

Landisville, Chickies Creek.......... 
Lewisburg, Buffalo Creek........... 

BOUL Ha. So ee cas cee nee denen eed 
Chillisquaque Creek.......---..-. 
Pons OLGGE. - dos, ti tAstesecaenase 
Sprnce CreGks sco s aes ee nee 
Susquehanna River.............-- 

Lititz, Hammer Creek............-- 
Media, Crum Creek...............-- 
Ridley Crogise-cocete- oat enone 

Montoursville, Loyalsock Creek. .... 
Montrose, Elk rae Be eR Ey py! 

Lak MietOnd sist > cece 
By fib Te ee ee eee 

New Castle, Little Neshannock 
Creek 

Neshannock Creek. .........-.---- 
Slippe 

Nevwtaat, eshaminy Creek.......... 
Northampton, Crystal Pond. .....-. 
Oaks, Perkiomen Creek.........-.-- 
Schuylkill River. 252.552.002.222. 

Orbisonia, Aughwick Creek......... 
Bisckiuwe Creek... 33202. 2222. 
Shade Gap Creek.......2........-- 
Spee Crook. ..Js.5igcese 2 ee 

Peach Bottom, Susquehanna River - 
Pen Argyl, Broadhead Lake. ....... 
Lake Pauponoming.............. 
Lesizys Pond. f2s2fstenes. 22: 
Snydersville Creek..............-. 

Pequea, Otter Creek...............- 
uehanna River..............- 

Perkiomenville, Perkiomen Creek... 
Willow Grove Lake... 

Quarry ville, Conowingo Creek....... 
3S Lake Pdalsveu tes ssscvse. 

es 

Yellow Croghan tustivosd uss 7. 
Roherstown, Little Conestoga Creek. 
St. Clair, Kaufman Pond............ 

Number. Disposition. 

Pennsylvania—Continued. 
Schwenksville, Branch Creek... -.-.-- 
Perkiomen Creek...........--.---- 
West Swamp Creek.............-. 

Selinsgrove, Middle Creek........... 
Sellersville, Perkiomen Creek,North- 

east Branch 
Slatington, Bowman Creek....-....-- 
Empire Pond PAN acueneeteccce oss 
IBMmpire PONE) (OB) oon temps - 
Trout Creek ONO .- 6.0. sanace a scm 

Somerfield, Little Sandy Creek... .-. 
Spartansburg,-Clear Lake-..........- 
Spring Mount, Branch Creek....-..- 
Perkiomen Creek............--- at 2 

Susquehanna, Susquehanna River. . 
Troy, Sugar Creek Shayleg (lary 49 aero be 
Uniontown, Corley Lake......-.---- 
Valley Forge, Schuylkill River...... 

Valley Creek Pond 
Warren, Alleghany River..........-. 
CONneWAPO Creek... -2- 220 ic. 4/0u=<- 

Wind Ridge, South Wheeling Creek. 
Wheeling SS Se 

Wrightsville, Susquehanna River. -. 
Yerkes, Perkiomen Creek 

BE TIDHOK COON. feces csaceemnncs 
Zeiglersville, Perkiomen Creek. . .-.. 

South Carolina: 
Aiken, Bauskett Pond.............. 
Prana Ss DOUG coe. .e asenaenssde= 4 
Staub’s pond Sn HES, se iy Rk oyna eh Be 
Tarrant’s pond 

Bennettsville, Egypt Mill Pond..... 
I GCHIER fe OMG pal farsa te Bt ont cence 

Camden, Jordan’s pond...........-.. 
Raitt Crotk (e522 

Columbia, Crystal Lake............. 
Goodwill Pond.................... 
MONTOIUH BUN s . acandncde< nase ss 
BR I a6 coe co ann cipa's pone 
Sylva DOUG «.< -scccurnsasnemsn « 

Creston, Boggy Gull 
Darlington, Lowder Lake........... 
Denmark, Pearson's pond.-.....-... 
Eastover, Jumping Run Pond 
Edgefield, Mountain Creek. ......... 
Ehrhardt, Clearwater Lake......... 
Fort Mill, Carhertt Lake............ 
Gary, Singley Mill Pond..-.......... 
Gaston, Sandy Run Pond........... 
Great Falls, Catawba Lake......... 
Greer, Mill Ponte ee eta. 
Hartsville, Black Creek Pond....... 

Pres iWOOd JRERG =n oo ke roe ae Ne 
Jefferson, Big Rocky Creek Pond.. - 
Landrum, Hosiery Mill Pond......-. 
Langley, Aiken anufacturing 

Sonrpeny Ponds se soen rc. ce. 
Langley Mills Pond............... 

Lexington, Barre Pond, Lower...... 
Barre Poud, Upper... .v-.2-saa0- 
DYGUSH Mill Ponts Sees ccseceesces 
ARON RON siete neuen akves ae me 
Twelve Mle FON )220) ooo so lee 

Lowndesville, Rocky River......... 
Marion, Little Pee BAVers co 
Monetta , Jordan’s pond............-. 
ONCE DUNG s tr eon ae cues ss 

Neeses, Pearson’s pond...........:.- 
Orangeburg, Davis’s pond.......-... 

ALISDOMMAVEE tatpe nate 2b aetosacd 
BISUCrYy DYANON 24, av ntss''es eve as ds 
UB UCE OUT a ei isacials wa dabiasv ae 
OMPNOIE SPUN a a cels's's''s oc eae 
PLOtuy Pond cos. ssa. sce wees 
Maver Branco. ss. tccn cus eee ot 

Ridge Springs, Raughman’s pond... 
Boatwright’s pon 

BSSSSSSSSSSSSSRSSSS3S3 SnsZ 

KNOW WNOROWwWo v_eewrwewewewwwww S22S32SS238 
» Ion 
Ss 

ov 

‘ 

600 

Ce RRM Ree Che art wweweeweveww SSSSSSS5ESS5S2S5 
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Toran DistRIBuTION oF FisH AND FisH Eeas, By Spectres, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition, Number, 
See ee et ee 

South Carolina—Continued. Texas—Continued. Ruby, Spring Pond............_..:. 200 Birome, Birome Pond............... 200 St. Matthews ; Wannamaker’s pond. 1, 200 Blooming Grove, Oil Mill Pond..._- 580 Seneca, Price’s pond (A)........__.. 75 Blossom, Tomerlin’s DONC. con cee 385 75 Bonham, Bonham Club Lake...__.. 600 
4,000 Boyd Club Lake 300 
3, 000 City Lakesai es" 4 1425 2,100 Meadows lakenitee ti oe : 300 

75 Russellsipondyeete. ee eae 300 200 Brenham, Club Lake 765 
175 Schroedernslakaees oi ee 28 

Brookston, McBath’s pond......._.. 300 400 Swan bakes rem oe OSS 300 300 Brownsville, Resaca de la Guerra 7 
‘ Gor ore Ree aeeen cae sawn eee 

400 Brownwood, Brooke Smith Lake.... 800 
88 Club Ake weries oe sree 1, 600 

600 Jake Richardsons.)¢22: 1). Sad 800 300 Burnet, Hamilton Creek............ 400 400 SDRC rea ewok rcs sees eee 400 
400 Cara, Ross's pond soo. s8 ee aoe 200 176 Carrizo Springs, Ehler’s pond....... 200 176 Center, Runnell’s pond.............. 12 600 WoodtParkilake cers. sna e 12 

Chapel Hill, Jackson Creek......._.. il Athens, Goodfield Creek. ........... 100 Jackson) Lake a) tions ME Ore 17 en Mile Credk: jt ee See Ae 100 Old\River Takes 05 sae 17 $2, 200 Childress, Lake Keeler.............. 125 +3, 000 Chireno, Highland Pond............ 250 +1, 000 Teutsch (ake. =. soa 250 +4, 000 Clawson, Clawson Lake............. 580 $21, Cleburne, Country Club Pond....__. 400 
900 Clifton, Brandes Lake............... 200 900 || Clute, Lake Caro...........2.2227771 196 

1, 500 Taketackson ssise es maaan 196 1, 000 Colorado, Lone Wolf Creek. . 100 
+6, 000 Columbus, yee pond... see 300 

250 Cooper, City Lake................... 300 
250 Corsicana, Burke Pond.............. 200 
400 Orphan Home Lake............... 80 +2, 000 Refinery Reservoirs............... 800 1, 500 Waterworks Pond..... = 200 800 Cotulla, Nueces River............... 80 24 Crockett, Bobbitt Lake........_.... 400 
420 Hicanéy Lake wero. ose sue 400 
75, Cuero} CneroCreek.. 22. 2 eee 125 +5, 000 Guadalupe River.................- 125 +10, 500 McCoyiCreak is eae 125 +2, 000 Daingerfield, Donald Dell Pond..... 100 

250 POW: Takes. 2. sects aed ae eee 100 
420 Dalhart, Rita Blanca Creek...._.._. 225 
100 De Kalb, Jones’s pond.............. 770 
200 May’sipond 2.2.2 ee 385 200 Meneeks monde sss. 55 yao 770 
80 Ttussellis ponds: 52. ee eee 770 

Denton, Bayless’s pond............. 70 
400 Wilkerson’siponds) 2-5) aan 40 Valleyview Pond). 20 -tp see ae 400 Detroit, Moss Bank Pond........_.. 385 Alto, Hooyer’s pound... eee 580 Erice’sipond. oy 4cs eee eee 385 Amarillo, Amarillo Creek, Middle Diboll Conn’sipondise. eee 500 ROLE etn mates» wince >the Ce 300 Dublin, Rucker’s pond............_- 400 Annona, Denison Ranch Lake...... 385 Blectra; City Lake, 2. 9) eaeeee aie 125 Grooms Lake. =. 22sec ee 385 Meadow Lake........ 125 POTLEISE ONG? ceed. sca he ee 385 Elgin, Burke’s pond pe 25 Archer City, City Lake.............. 1,140 Carlson’s ponudss 4 S35 sh 25 CarvenilaKe soo s245 52s... cee ee 250 Fisheris Lake........ 35 DTIgHRIPONG es oso 202). 5 Sod oe 250 Fromme’s pond...... 25 Arcola Junction, Clear Lake.....___. 197 Sandahl's mond aogoe2 8 see ae 25 Austin, Insane Asylum Lake... 100 Engle, Veselka’s pond 250 Ballinger, Coyote Creek............. 50 Ennis, Gatewood’s pond 200 Mazzy Creekne ese toed. 50 Herring Lakemieseesentan=tt aes 200 Mnstanp Creek ieee ea. 50 Band Lakes ee coc. vc) eee 200 Pony CreekiC eee he tn 50 Falfurrias, Monten’s pond........... 180 Winters Lake. 22 ees 125 Ferris, Malone’s pond............... 350 Beaumont, Holdebrand Bayou... 300 Wester’s pondiasev des saz 5c5 bone 350 Big Wells, Claybank Pond.......... 200 Flatonia, Vyojala Lake. ............ 300 Minnehaha Wakes. .530.5.05- sec. 200 Wheeler Lake........ me seek ae oe 300 Thomson's ponds) .sse.8 ease se: 200 Fletcher, Village Creek.............. 12 

ES 
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ToraL DistRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Texas—Continued. 

Franklin, Garner’s pond... -.-.-....---- 
Freeport, Sulphur Lake..-...-....--- 
Frisco, Henson’s Tt eo ee Ss 
Garrison, Fern Lake....-.-.....-..-.- 
GEeRIM AAR 2-5 2-0 5-2 ose see 
PC Ho en 

Gaston, Round Lake.........-...--- 
Gatesville, Coryell Creek. .........-- 
Cow House Creek. .............--- 

Giddings, Albers Home Lake-....... 
Clear Knot arti oes S22 
Hobmpn habe poses... a2 8 8 
iri) ope 1s Up a eae 
Mneree sport) ooo LS: 
ism Oak nee FE Re cs St 2 
BEE RIS OU. waht ccs. sane s.d 
PS DUST ee Ses ee LD. 

Gilmer, Clu 
"ib = Re ay 

Goldthwaite, Lake Hull...........-.. 
Gonzales, Willard’s Bond) ey 
Grand Saline, Big B Lake.........-. 
Carrington OS pre rae 
Clark’ sink@arecsuan..< 5 tuk fo Jae 
Germany Pond. =: -.28ie5. 232. 
Lefts dofts ais Layee a ee 
Taes’s pends enc . 5.8. Seas eee oo 
Thomas Laks... 5S loss dese wees a8 

Grapevine, Chamblee’s pond........ 
Greenbrier, Crow Lake.............- 
MEL EBRD. cu blec bob ee see aoe 

Deason Lake......... Gee Peecseens 
RBG APN 4 = Sco deo ose sac ces 

Honey Island, Cochran’s pond...... 
House, Saw MobPabd: 22. ....0cs0 
Thom 

Hub pensar Pond. 22.5.3 
Hunt on, Carter-Kelly Pond..... 
Huntsville, Felder’s pond........... 
Irene, Irene Lake. .................- 
: bbe oe eee eee 
acksonville,Crysup’s lake.......... 
Haberlie’slake.................... 

eee ween 

, Burleson Creek.......... 
pond 

School Creek lis invesdees coe.socsae 
SulphurCreek.................... 

0, Willow Lake. .............. 
Laure, Lambright’s RESP S 

12 

eBSSSSySEEUEEE 

Disposition. Number. 

Texas—Continued. 
Leroy, Hay Barn Pond.........-.-- 200 
Schroeder’s pond. - ...7.....¢ 5.03.2 200 

Lindale, Lindale Lake.............- 373 
Toni LAker. cccdsocedescsecss seeee 373 
Linden, Fant Lake. .............- 75 

Llano, Stribling’s pond. .-..........- 400 
Longview, Martin’s pond. .......... 620 
Tpit, 'Giim akorete Fe was cus tee 420 
Lueders, Brazos River, Clear Fork. - . 800 

Little Fish Creek............--..-- 800 
Layford, Ritama Lake.............. 12 
McCoy, McGhee’s poridin! S323. 2302 2k 200 
Mabank, Croft’s pond ..............- 200 
Madisonville, Robinson’s pond...... 24 
Manor, Chamberlain’s pond...-.....- 75 
Marlin, Fortune Lake............... 200 
Jolson EAS octet eee cat 200 
Reed spond ost tsses tee: 200 
Snields Cake: oc pudcucever eau e ee 200 

Mart, Willow Bakes. 3.002.233 400 
Menard, Celery Creek............... 75 
Coglin Creek. .......... pe ee 75 
Llano River, forks of.............. 75 
Sarr Saba River crue ei s0... 2 tes 75 
Woartck DAE. cscvewencivd see 75 

Meridian, Bosque River............. 200 
Mertens, Myrick’s pond............- 200 
Mesquite, Dallas Mesquite Lake..... 220 
DODSOW EAS 2. 22.0. eeean terete 220 
Lawrenee Lakes <3 2.6.3.2 eat 220 

Mexia, Jones’s pond.........+-..-.-. 125 
OTZEI Ss PONG: cee acai ae eves. Se 125 

Midland, Bryam Place Pond........ 100 
Mineola, Club Lake (A)............- 374 
Club Lake (B) Se ianabhe ean: see 374 
Cind Lake (Cys. sc ddses Meee t 374 
Goldsmith’s pond (A)...........-. 373 
Goldsmith’s pond (B)...........-. 373 
FIAYG PONG = ct. cets oneeer phew sens 373 
Heed’ s PONGY so kctee eee Caas >: 374 
Sarber Club Lake................. 373 
WOUS LGeee 5152502535 oind ars ces 373 
WALD Wi LARPs 6 sigh abt cheese nck = 374 

Millett, Eclipse Pond..............- 100 
Mineral Wells, Country Club Lake. . 500 

Blin Oregk cdeaccadestesacccsaens 400 
FIGMIRA PONG S <5 5sn cent hece cee ee cook 400 
PAOD NENG ORNS. Sass chucsrenb nate 400 

Moody, Acree’s pond..............-- 200 
Stampede Lake: 2.20.00 svaresseee 130 

Mount Calm, Clark Lake............ 580 
aah iO Ee ee VP rer Pee 580 
Wolfe Creek Lake..............-.2 580 

Mount Pleasant, Ellis-Kelly Club 
RAK. tAsbsiteccace si cst eameneeeee 300 

Mount Vernon, Blakey’s gic LASS 300 
Mullen, Leisure Land Lake......... 400 
Naples, Sullivan Sanford Pond...... 1, 600 
Navasotta, Zulch Lake. ............. 100 
Newcastle, Terrell’s pond........... 300 
Newsome, Elwood Lake. ..........- 200 
Newton, big Cow Creek Pond....... 225 
Caner. Creeks Sancta fuse eect 225 
Blige bake: i zeerrcretséseccst oe 225 
CINTA ODOIe ss cress ccceut ces ee 225 

New Willard, Lumber Company 
RIMM deal sdiwasicew ute in thn dat apd 580 
esha oo ge eg tiie ee] 
ormangee ae OMS Sedan ese 1 

Northrup, Falkes Pond............. 420 
North Zuich, H. & T.C. pond...... 125 
South Zulch Pond. ............... 125 

Olney, Adam’s pond................ + 700 
PICO, NOM EONGreiro. ascc eu se ous 18 
Bee PONGS 25. Sass ase eee eeeoe 17 
Ponth ‘Find Pond... sockeye 17 

Paint Rock, Ames Lake............ 125 
Palestine, Elkhart Lake............. 400 
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ToraL DisTRIBUTION oF FisH AND Fisu Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. 

Texas—Continued. 
Paris, Conrady, Lake... - 55-5: eeeeees 400 

Frazier Lake so.5.:-. S92 cere 400 
Jenkins’s pond )).25. - 50> 400 
Jones’s pond <).2.5-2..aes68 seer 400 
Loraine Lake oes. ce ere nae ee 400 
Scott. Pond: ..: 32 heer tenes 400 

Passadena, Sanders’s pond........-- 70 
Phelps, Cline’s mill pond.-.-......-- 400 
Pittsburg, Cotter-Willes Pond...--.- 100 

LilyeP and S-sassee s co2 ch cast 300 
Port Arthur, Number Seven Lake. - 300 
Quanah, Groesbeck Creek......-.--- 225 
Randolph, Cat Tail Lake........--- 300 
Rhome, Railroad Pond....-.....--- 600 
Richmond, Smithers Lake.-........- 300 
Riviera, Pataluma Pond...-......-.- 12 
Rochelle, Sellman Lake.....--.--.--- 100 
Rock Island, Moore’s pond. -.....-.-- 125 
Rosebud, Caddo Club Lake 420 
GItY TESOLVOINS | o5.05- 2 es ven sapenee et 840 
Hlson’s pond’. 22. sense ee 420 

Round Rock, Brushy Creek.--....-- 300 
San Angelo, Concho River.......--- 125 
iows Creek. cc). cep see eee 125 

' San Antonio, Breckenridge Park 
DAKO cM Rae ok eee oe ae I 270 

Harripan Wako... speek o-aLuee ene 300 
Mellvaine’s pond « < ..\s2<2 2s Sete 75 
Pipe Creek: Waker sseeseeers- sass 600 
Zoological Park Pond...........-- 90 

| San Augustine, Ballard’s pond..-.-. 12 
| San Benito, Novotney Lake......... 12 
| Sanger, Duck Creek........-.------- 300 
| Sarita, Santa Rosa Lake.........-.- 12 

Seguin, Geronimo Creek.........---- 300 
Guadalupe RIVED ot ooe cose Ee 300 

Sherman, Chapman Lake..-.-.....-- 40 
Cottonwood Lake.........-.--.--- 1,600 
Takewood, Pond). 2.25 cn-eac¢s 24 
Ropers's pond: 28-2 Scene ee aes 15 
Seven Mile Pond..........--.-.--- 15 

PPETI Ice ONG ooo. nee esc aepaeceee 200 
Stafford, Lester Lake........-...--- 300 
Stanford, City Lake..............-.- 675 

WISH Creeks = soos onsen hacee sane 800 
Harrell’s pond. j).2222--eees-eeee 200 

Sterling City, North Concho River... 125 
Strawn, Burton Lake........-.----- 150 

loyra Wakes il ceca ceeee eae 150 
INO: OUAK OS oot cus ota eee 200 

Streetman, Sims’s pond...........-- 125 
Sugar Land, Biltmore Lake........- 300 
Sulphur Springs, MeLaughlin’s 
DONG 4... Sas nce ce ee ae aoe 100 

Sweetwater, Santa Fe Lake.......-- 400 
Taylor, Burns Lake. - ..--20se2-2---- 400 
Mample, Lake Polk. 2-20-42. ceas 250 
Tenaha, Columbus Lake.........--- 24 
Terrell, Cate Ranch Lake......-..-- 510 
Cottonwood Lake.........-...---- 220 

Texarkana, Chub Lake....-..-...--.- 385 
hiee MOOtes DAKO) oo Lar ttn 1,600 

DPEMOIG WORKS | 2 owes eee anata 600 
Thorndale, Ellison’s pond..-........- 400 

GravesSipouue: «. o.oo. accase + eee 400 
Timpson, Porterfield’s pond... .-..-- 325 

WilChers, BONM 5. cc. Swen. 52ers 500 
Trinity, Paytous pond. .2 27.0.7. 72 400 
Troup, City Waterworks Pond....-. 620 
Tyler, Chinquapin Lake..........-.- 373 
Country Club Lake.............-- 373 
Lakewood Wake: vit st. sock... 5 373 
Park Clap Laker ces es oe gansta: Mone 200 
Stare DAKO: ese ee ced Sa 300 

Valley Mills, Lake Elmo.. 200 
Vernon, Anderson Lake.. - 125 
Voth, Pine Island Creek... sgl 12 
Waco, Arnstrong Lake.........-.--- 50 
Axtell Gakeu 2 oto bee fee caer 50 

Disposition. Number. 

Texas—Continued. 
Waco, Coopefs pond.......-.-222:22 50 
Bim Lake.ccseheeeeee: ht Ee 464 
Escondida haketa:t.siitiess. 388 464 
Everman ilakeere. o.....,.. see 50 
Goodman Valley Lake...........- 464 
Hickory Creekeee-c ee. 22. ako 464 
Mann balkceseennes.2eem.ts teste toee 464 
Manpin. Wakeses: is. tee ce eee 464 
Meadors baketere ste. 5.38 ee 464 
Oak akesaueseeee o.oo eseees 514 
Sloneuakesemerer 20)... bee 464 
Smith's pondeeees.2. see 4. eee 50 
Spring Walker. eesesees bac 50 
‘Teal Lake=" Utne eee.! eons ba 50 
Waco Club Pondttt a... noes 100 
White Rock Farm Pond. 50 
Wildwood Lake ......- 464 

Waelder, Hopkins Lake..-... ma 300 
Walnut Springs Katy Lake.....-.. 400 
Webster, Rice Canal Pond.........- 196 
Welfare, Joshua Creek......-..------ 400 
Wichita Falls, Hodge Lake...--.-.-. 250 
Wichita Valley Pond........-.-.- 200 

Winnsboro, Lake Erie...........-.- 100 
Wills Point, Lake Crystal.......-..- 220 

Olwens?§ ponday.¢-2 e-eeeeee eee 220 
PHORM GK soe ceo: cet eee eee 220 

Utah: 
Marysville, Panguitch Lake. ......-. 500 
Price, Kilpack’s pond... 5.2. 2551-22 300 

Vermont: 
Barton), Parker PonG ss cccs.-2= see 300 
Brattleboro, Lily, Ponds. =) aecee ae 75 

Virginia: 
Abingdon, McBroom Mill Pond..... 300 
Alta Vista, Stanton River..-........ 200 
Azherst, Campbell’s pond: See see 100 

Piney. Creeks. -2-0 . = :ceus sceeeesees 300 
Arratt, Johnson Creek Pond.....-.. 100 
Basic, Shenandoah River, South 

Mork: ..f £2... beers te seed see 880 
Beaver Dam, Beaverdam Pond..... 7 40 
Blacksburg, Sinking Creek 2.22 ghee 165 
Blackstone, Dobson’s pond ....----- 120 
Blaine, Blackwater River..........- 400 
Bon Air, Cedar Crest Creek Pond. - - 1,700 
Boydton, Sydnor Old Mill Pond... - 110 
Burkeville, Ellett’s pond.........-..- 80 
Charlottesville, Willow Spring Pond. 300 
Clifton, Morris’s pond ..............- 200 
Crimora, South River .......-..----- 80 
Danville, Lanier Pond .-........-..-: 300 
Dry Fork, Harper’s pond.........-. 200 
Edinburg, Forest Service.......-.-.- 300 
Emporia, Jones (Pond . ...-. sh ekeer ee 200 
TAOS PONG=-.. soca. oars een eee 50 

Fredericksburg, Harris Pond..-...... 600 
Miller Wake s.22 84 copes pees 600 
Rappahannock River.......--.--- 2, 200 

Hanover, Lake Aylett.....-.-----..- 160 
Harriston, South River....-.....--- 80 
Henry, Smith River.........-.----- 700 
Jefferson, Sandy Creek.......-.-.--- 500 
Kinsale, Schools Pond.......-.-.--- 200 
Lee Hall, Small Stream..........-.- 200 
Lexington, Kerrs Creek......-.-..-- 300 
Maple Mill Pond fe aicee ee eee eeebs 200 

Louisa, Williams Mill Pond......... 400 
Lynchburg, Lee’s pond............- 156 
Maiden, Hening’s pond..-..-.......-. 300 
Martinsville, Brown’s pond......... 200 
Massaponax, Massaponax Pond..... 400 
Meadow, Eberhard’s mill pond...... 200 
Meadow: Pond it. . gen -a--n-e beeen 300 
Minshull’s pond..... 200 

Middletown, Cedar Cree 300 
Milford, White’s pond 40 
Moccasin Gap, Holston River, North 

ODE. . oot ot eae kat aaa aanad 400 
New Castle, Craigs Creek...........- 400 
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Toray DistrRIBUTION oF FisH AND FisH Eaas, py Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. 

Virginia—Continued. 
aa Castle, Johns Creek. .-......... 200 
Orange, Mt. Sharon Pond........... 200 
GDETISOR Iver. <5. sc ose 300 

Palmyra, Rivanna River............ 300 
Pamplin, Baker’s pond..-.-........ 200 

Pembervan, Flannigan Mili Pond... 400 em! gan Mill Pond... 
PPrenhoun PON: 6... 222.2. -2 2 ae 400 

Petersburg, Ashen Creek............ 400 
Philpot, Smith River.-............- 400 
Port Republic, Shenandoah River, 
Sho 01 ee 120 

Richmond, Jollys Mill Pond..-.-..... 160 
King William Mills Pond........- 120 

Rocky Mount, Giles Mill Pond...... 400 
Power Pon 400 

Suffolk, Lake Sav 400 
Sweet Hall, Custis Lake 120 
Swords Creek, Clinch River, Maiden 
RBIs oe me a ne een 400 

Vickers, New River..... ae wind 160 
Wakefield, Airfield Lake..... cee 400 
Walker Ford, James River... Aue 400 
Waverly, Shingleton Pond... sake 400 
West Point, Goddins Pond.......... 450 
Wilson, Hobbs’s pond...........-.- 80 
Woodstock, Shenandoah River, 
Pe os ee 2 400 

West Virginia: 

Berkle Springs Sais’ Crk mag 300 erkley Sp , Sleepy Creek... ... 
Central, Arnold Creek..............- 240 
Charles Town, Evetts Run.......... 200 
Shenandoah River............---- 1,400 

Clarksburg, Davisson Run.......... , 540 
CHIR MARKO. 4 27022 « toi tencac dn uaeied 800 
Dundon, Big Buffalo Creek..-.... 300 
Elm Grove, Big Wheeling Creek - . 700 

Martinsburg, Patterson’s pond. ..... 500 
Paw Paw, Cacapon River........... 375 
Philippi, Sugar Creeks 3.2 2st 522% 200 
Romney, Potomac River, South 

oe ee eee 2,250 
Walkersville, Monongahela River, 
NOPE Dranel. <2 5525 25Jss iui ls 200 

Weston, Monongahela River, West 
Mie ak sever. Vad cece dates 800 

Wisconsin: 
Alma, State fish commmission. ..... 3,600 
Baraboo, Dell Creek Pond........... 150 
Ellendale Springs Pond........... 150 
WOM VGM EON. 62... 290250552500 150 
yf SIOUR LONG . 5 i325 seeveeels 150 

Ji CS eae oe 15 
MRIIEOE MRM Ags 5546555505545. <404 450 
INGETOWS Cre0kess 2255. 665520. 2 otpae 150 
Osborne Point Pond...........-.. 150 
Pickere]l Slough Pond............- 150 
eat Landing Pond..........- 150 
Smiths Slo i 150 
Sontit Bay Pond ) 22 o3s4..0. 2.52% 150 
SPrinh Shinto ei ss-.-2-5-.2=-4- 150 
Timmes Mil] Pond...............- 150 
Twin SI} iC EE eee 150 

Bayfield, Siskiwit Lake............. 280 
Beaver Dam, Beaver Dam Lake.... 1,200 
Birchwood, Birch Lake............. 70 
Black River Falls, Black River... . 300 
Py A 300 
i Oiyg ots i ee 300 
SteDDUE DANG soe. ccc cecncccse 300 

Blair, Trempealeau River.......... 500 
Bloomer, Ax Handle Lake.......... 125 

Big Beaver bie Gcsdescs-<s eee ecep- 125 
Book Uee@emesiudees sociales ac as4e 125 
CHG TRO rete ris sed ed ence as 125 
COPTIOI TIMRG: cca ditatecads.scsa--- 125 

C) ES ees 125 

Disposition. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 
Bloomer, [sland Lake............... 

tard Pe 4 rae 
Lake Como....... 
Little Beaver Lake.. 
Gong ake. =. ...<.. 

Pickerel Lake. 
Pike Lake-...-. 
Rice Lake... 
Rock Lake... 
Round Lake. . 
Salisbury Lake 
Shattuck Lake.. 
own Line Lake.... 

Bowler, Heaberlein La 
Centuria, Deer Lake.........-...-.. 
Chippewa Falls, City Pond.......... 

SIGWIS PAK G yo Pete See wes aa oe 

Ones Creeks 506s cca canada th Jape 
WelitpoyeaVOR 38 eo scccas a =e pen ren 

Clayton, Mississippi River..-....... 
Coloma, Carter Lake.......-..-..-.:- 

Pleasant Dake-..2-2..20+ pcos 
Comstock, Pipe Lake....-...-.---.. 
Cumberland, Beaver Dam Lake..... 

PRAROMMAKOS.=..<c con teee oraney Renee 

Pink YG LAKOs 2 << s220 seo teeee 
Eau Claire, Dell Pond............... 
Elecho, Otter Lake.......sj.<.c5es iss 
Aci i) ds a a ee fo 

Elmwood, Eau Galle Mill Pond..... 
Fisher Lake, Fisher Lake........... 
Fond du Lac, Long Lake........... 
MOUNTED Cov suacwanscvtecadocen 
Malic Bakes. os sjesce 3 ondeaes 200 
SOUR BORG, 2655 2s mcnccen ans aden 
PPO HARE. as as sich tewanh veces eae 
WOME LEG. Siw anstues chen vege oad 

Fox Lake, Fox Lake.......-.....-.. 
Fredonia, Milwaukee River......... 
Galesville, Lake Marinuka...-...... 
Gordon, Big Eau Claire Lake....-... 

BOY LGEG, i463 cas gascavde sede 
OX DAKO s ois) os cna decree Gries ds 
PICkGrel LAKGs 6 ad savascsscedduens se 
Robinson LAK. .65515842. oe 
Sherman Lake. ..........-...-.-.. 

Hartford, Collins Lake...........-.. 
MUG DAG 625 6 cc cectseedareda ss es 
Murphy-Maloy Lake.............. 

Hatfield, Lake Arbutus............. 
Hawthorne, Lake Minnesung....... 
Lake Nebagammon............... 

Hayward, Andrew Lake.........-.. 
Anthony PAMGss 555552243 25005-92. 
Arrow POO sais s53secdaaes seed 
BYGIS ARO T ss i565 2253 sees 24ss8 0-8 / 
Balsa Pakeias. 542552925255 26.80 / 
Barney Lake.si 22552092252 5e070 4, 
Bean 
Bie Lakeiirss; pois scesds vitesse 

HOMO TIORGs 2iicdelseccreaiss gaa 
CADIOSIAKG:52'9553 sicfuscades eee ee 
Cathe bake: £222 235482423 bie. 
Carpetitar ake. sis) 2232 .ts5iSee5 
Ce ned: So oe. so cs casts cena 
Ciinnaws BAkGl 2.2. tsar resins 
RU EM hoa hes so aketre bn cube 
RNOLD ls, aoc res: se soke ede 
COO LARD ss tcaclbaceteedn ove svany 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 

Lables iss 2602 eziestiant hl 

Number. 
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Totat DISTRIBUTION OF FIsH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 
Hayward, Crab Lake.....--..--.2-- 

Crandell Lake:.-s-:: -245-2253- 
Crystal Uakkos* 2s2 casos sees eee eee 
Dandy DLakes.22:2: 222.20 
Fagle Lake.i-c2 scsascckcsaneaoeee 
Hilbow Dake: 2: .22-.2s324o42. 2 see 
Hlmo Lake. -\si2sS-ssssccees seen ae 
Mord). Lake! iosssssse4s2- 
Forest Lake. 44 
Wox) Lake ss. 2230 hess tees ee 
Frances Lake 
Wredic ake: 2.32 2-42.42 -453 2" 
Frog Lake.) cscs. 05 (sen Seenase 
George Lake. < cs2ss2s0—2-2. 00s 
GiblinWake:s. i222 55.2 02. ce ne sete 

Hallie Lake. . . .- 
Harriett Lake. 
Barry LakGsccccccecscs cece 
Hazen. Smith Lakes ccs scones! es 
PM plenuakes. 255) solos soe. ee Ce 
Hellweg Lake......- Un Gee. eee 
Mennylsake se ceases ss 
Hemlock Lake 
Horse Dake. -.282cnnseeceeceee cc 

Jag Wakes ss. sc. saestasese es = ae 
James Dake 23 55. SA ches c8 er 

Littlelong Wake: i: %<: --eses=se- 
LAICOMAK ON os once aon ue nee ! 
Manleiakkesies. ti 0S .4b sth tee. { 
Many Lake! :: 222.2252. 
Mayo Lake 
Minnie Lake 
Muscalonge Lake.........-..----- 
ew iluike: sss 82s0 0 <n eee 

Org Lake: s24. 35 =k ae ok 2 ree 

FPAnoOs enue ke sacosae deotee = eEcses 
Rereribakel 4.2 osetia eae: 

Bohaduon oakega. hee ee eae 
Rainbow Wakes. <-i5 oss: asses 
Razor back ake! 22 430 ce eee te | 
Rivgkinlsr6-. oe ot eee 

SUNS AiAKO.. 62. te cote eee 

Spirit Lakoor oo Sacto scmemeeee 
Spruce Wakeiw o. acncoe= anti 
Sanitrel baketes-2-52-ses. seceeees 
Slar Varese eo sensotean= sccsere aa 
Storm Lakes esss ces ac tyssescnes 
Sunday Lake 
Tener Lake.. 
‘Tompkins La 
Thomas Lake 
Toba Lakes. od steemee see aies wares 
Purtle Lake sthesee a eeeenc cos 

Winnesbo Lake. tooo seece. ivacd 
Witch Lakeli oo 222 eve ec eee ee 

Number. Disposition. Number 

Wisconsin—Continued. 
100 Hayward, Witz lake. .......-:.--.- 190 
100 Hazlehurst, Lake Katherine.......-- 200 
100 Wind Pudding Lake....-- ESE (c- 200 
100 Heafford,| Bassduakessle:< 22s se aes 200 
100 Manson ake@oae eosic cence se eee ae 200 
100 Stag Lake: ss cescsset cece sence 200 
100 Fiudson, Burkhardt Pond.........-- 300 
100 Independence, Bugle I.ake. 2,120 
100 Elk Lakes. ae ee 1, 656 
100 La Crosse, Mississippi River....-.-..- a 11,360 
100 Lake Beulah, Lake Bewlah.........- 400 
100 Lake Millicent, Bingo Lake.......-- , 100 
100 Boscoe Bay Lake...........-.-.-. 100 
100 Ruabar Lake?.2./ 3200S eS ae 100 
100 Crow Wakes 2 tea isseeees Goes 100 
100 Bagle ake: os52soncedere cca cee 100 
100 TWeart Dake sect scctotaneeeseeouee 100 
100 Tost alee. 255: 20. eo ee Bee eee 100 
100 Lower Pike ligkessist ee 100 
100 Pike Lake: : 2.5 2 taauceetoceeee ee 100 
100 Pine Treethakesnsiyesseces sane 100 
100 Spring Wake.-4 5425-084. lee teses 100 
100 Swanson Wake.se 2205) ee 100 
100 "Twin, Lakes. accsdeen: see eee 100 
100 Lake Nebagammon, Lake Neha- 
100 PAMMOD 35002 sess snc bes eee 300 
100 aona, Birch Wake. 25-24 seers ce 300 
100 Gilver|Dakes.52-stises soccareeeees 300 
100 Lavalle, Durens Mill Pond.......-.. 200 
100 MavalleiPondee sass eee eee 300 
100 Madison, State fish commission. ...- 1,400 
100 Mattoon, Raker Lake...../--......- 100 
100 Dollar Lake..2-.staetcoucee eee ee 200 
100 Johnson Wakehee. eee eee eee 200 
100 Menomonie, Asylum Bend Lake. .-- 200 
100 A tlasta hake csr = cctinet mcemetoee 200 
100 Caryville Wake ts.) chet. see 200 
100 Cedar Lakes.s.3 ccc See. eee 200 
100 Cutof Dake... oe ee 200 
100 DoyleLake-.c-cs-cher coos neeeeee 200 
100 Dunnville Coutoff Lake........-.- 200 
100 Eighteen Mile Lake............... 200 
100 Goose lakessen2e- dacckes coereeee 200 
100 Bay Riversys sss ees ae ae 200 
100 Lake Menomonie..............--.- 200 
100 Manbeek Cutotl Lake............ 200 
100 Manley Bend Lake...............- 20 
100 Miller Dake isaaacc- shettete de seuss 200 
100 Moore Farm Lake.............---- 200 
100 Mud Lake. .o3 ccs ota meteeice Tee 200 
100 Pithiake se.) scot tcenee eee 200 
100 Red Cedar River 200 
100 Rowe Lakece ce esssccdane keen 200 
100 Stump Lake 200 
100 Wilson Lake 200 
100 Mercer, Trude Lake 1,000 
100 Muscoda, Cross Lake 300 
100 Mixon Wakes 0 on 4ce oe eee eee 300 
100 High Bank Lake. 52. ..s.0.teeneere 300 
100 Kendall Lake. cscs. 4o0sceeseee 200 
106 Mill Creek Pondi2 .. 4: 2.2 aroun 300 
100 Moore Lake. so ¥scsed 5... centeaen ee 300 
100 Pufientod Wakesi2----sepeeeeeeee 300 
100 Narrows, Cedar Lake.........---...- 500 
100 Nashota, Pine Lake.............<-.- 400 
100 New Lisbon, Fish Lake............. 375 
100 Lake Junbeatinasseen-nceeee eso ocben 375 
100 Lake Van Kainenisecc.ntie. acs dene 375 
100 Liemonweiraslverie- acces. sedeee 375 
100 Little Yellow River 375 
100 Yellow Hivereenssseess see cae 375 
100 New Richmond, Willow River...-. - 60 
100 || Norrie, Bass Lake.........-..-....-. 100 
100 Haliway Waker ae ccs tase o cee 100 
100 Lake Go:'Toniftteraces. s<- cs eens 100 
100 Lake Waisatieensceo. sc vce eee 100 
100 ong Rich akigueer sense woe ae 100 
100 Mayilower alkenes ern come 100 
100 Mud) Lake. eter eee oes 100 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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Tora, DISTRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH Eaes, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

LARGEMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Wisconsin—Continued. Wisconsin—Continued. 
Norrie, Pike Wake: <o-22--2<.2 2.x 100 Sheboygan, Pigeon Lake.......-.-.-. 

Rite ake tis oes ea ase a2 ----288 100 Solon Springs, Cabin Lake. -.......-- 
12 lt 27 ee ee ae 100 ARE St. UTOUR en cee cass ewes 
Short Portage Lake. ...---...----- 100 Sullnyan sd ake ses se ko ee 
SHAR (ls Ste 100 Pian Wake! one at tase a cstoas oe 
Gah 92. Se =e So Seeceeepee Bee 100 South Range, Lyman Lake.......-- 
IG ENS te ee 108 Superior, Amnicon Lake-......-...-- 

Park Falls, Oxbow Lake 70 Maw Wake: s. 5 2... te nanos 
Siitsivinsyl Url: es er ene 70 1A PAS Ag DE es Re ee A 2 ye 

Pembine, Bass Lake.....-....--.... 150 Three Lake, Columbus Lake..-.....-. 
(WAC i 150 VOY T 2 SRi rc yaa he Oe 
Tamdquist baAReE.----5--.-----.5.2 200 Eagle Chain of Lakes........-.---- 
Te oe) 5 ee 150 TslanGy WAKO feo feces Ses sn 

Phelps, Big Bass Lake 100 Tatinel TARE. cinco. ce -5 osc r dn gues 
Big Twin Lake.........-.-...-...- 100 Little Fork Lake.......-.......... 
Tats 1, (P) SEC" 0h ee rs ee 100 Riri? LARS ean sod sn ear 
Little Bass Lake. .......--. 62 -p ee 100 LOE CW A eg ne a By Sa 
Lone tales 2 -~-----.-- Bone, 100 Planting Ground Lake............ 

Phillips, Bass Lake...............-. 100 POU INS geet eo anarian 4 
COnnGYSs BMEer <5 =-= pao 100 Spirit Lake@s os s..-26 anek He - 20 
Cranberry Dake. -.....--....-..-. 100 a yivn net Be) eee ees Se eae 
Crane-Chase Lake. ................ 100 Tomahawk, Bass Lake.............- 
Dardis Vakowws ~.---.-9 saeco a 100 Burrows Lake......---.-.-.------- 
CGE LGR cece <<. «soc ene emeies ne 100 Be ee ee a a 
Grassy Lake 100 Si CEN AO Se ee eee 
Lake Sixteen 100 CRCSTONG LAC. 60 52955 o pine Nee 
Lake Ten. ...-....---.----«6 100 Crystal Lake. 52. .<- 2. << sanmaiceanns 
Leroy Lake 100 Deer TARGs 2 56in-- 2 a senatinen seers 
Little Dardis Lake... . : 100 Hall Moon LARC... so aee cas, ane 
NY! ee ee oa oe 100 Hancock Lake. . os. -5cise. sr s5<- 
Ue ae eee ae 100 Pate (ARO {coc < cca ete ine ena es 
Miitiow Bake. ..---...2. 22.2 6asse- 100 Ming MONGLcoa-. sys -acbn cae o nan 
Musser Lake. ....--.- See Ag: Hel Ge 100 TARO OlAt ee. <>< ona con eens 
[eR YA Ce ae eee 5 SS 100: |? (+ ake Gears: 2. So 2oe eae. 2a 5-5 ene 
pA Ee ee oe 100 TARO JIMA. Ss set tet n< eves eaten 
Pr 0 eae ora 100 DAKO DNOMOBON oot saris wees 
Wrornenter TARD 5.00.5 cee ccn ase t 100 MANEOMVIGEOY. soc recon n-Sdewes 

Prentice, Worcester Lake : 300 Muscalonge Lake............-..-.- 
Reedsbur. Gy OU no anna nell he 200 PRTG sous Gop k onan ocak ke Seep 
Wrror Lake sissies ee ed 300 MOG EROS cr osth etna bentan ercsae 

Reserve, Grindstone Lake........... 300 TO Olin ian b ss ticneson ee 
Lake Court Oreilles. . eS ee 300 Round Lake... --...<...-.---.--«5- 
Little Lake Court Oreilles......... 200 Sawyer UAKC2. « sad lecnaspsccs ass 

Rhinelander, Bass Lake............. 25 Seven Isle Lakoy/2. 27.0%. 2-20 2-5- 
Pier HWOCWEEO: Bhs lose eoe A 25 SUV OE RAC! gles 6 stehe oman nny wes 
MGOE: TeGL Grows << ewehaeens Sos 25 Sinn MAROR 52 Sane eh na dasteld 
OE 0 7) a ee 25 BGM GD ARGs Sd avcdhnss cat ane etn as 
PMBOGRIUAKG> .. - 2 -<nscnc pwns 25 Samia der assselo seed. 625.08 ~t 
Jennie Weber Lake............... 25 Swamnprhaks. cose o6 5. us RSs <n 
OE ee ort ee 15 TOMB a WRI RAVGE oe 'os5 han ne ctcen as 
(v7 Si, Se ye 8” ee 15 Wisdonsit Biver 052-5 5cy «be see 
Lake Thompson............... aba 15 Wisconsin River Vond............ 
RGRRRIANL URC. 2. one ss cadeneas wae 15 Wabeno, Ada Lake................. 
pty | ee | an 15 Biees DAKO: tsi th ek ey es oats 
One ake: =. 5. 2. fea 4 15 PienGh GARG. e.o. 05. tare te es 
Pear ARG. 0c 2003s. Saat geet eee 15 Little Long Lake.................. 
PENG BARD ads oc.2 a5 one a dea seign faa 15 Barah Takis. bias o's ks cane opensuse yh 
Shepard: Dake 2. (2202-22 32a 15 Range Line Lake................. 
Silver Lake. ...- Bas 50 Richardsom Lake... <-5/.5. 2535. 3.% 
Squash Lake. . Ape 50 Shoe Lake..... at PE ANS! 

- Stone Lake. .22 = 2 ss treasac aon 50 PUI WARS St8322 cre ooo sn ciess' de 
Sugar Camp Lake................. 75 Wausau, Big Rib River............. 
Thunder Lake. .............-..... 75 Lake Wausau........2.2.---20.+ 
Town:Line Lake.......-.-----.-.. 75 Ping, Biverisiss3itoS3>232vavanvecs 
Washburn Lake....-......----.... 75 West Bend, Big Cedar Lake......... 
Wolf Lake... .-...-----.-.-----+-. vb Wild Rose, Kosel Lake.............. 

Rib Lake, North Harper Lake. ..... 60 OT: Iv 7 ere Tee Beat 
North Spirit BAN ssi S000. 20 Vek 60 || Winter, Barber Lake...............- 
South P LARGO TS « 2509545 2. 224 60 Bronett Lake - 24224... 2.523.054. 

Rice Lake, Tuscobia Lake.......... 300 RATA TR Bs a rare wi id a otte  d 
Richfield, Friess Lake............... 375 || Wyoming: 
Rosholt Mill POM wads vee sd S 750 Cheyenne Lake Minnehaha......... 
almo Siskiwit Lake............... 160 PORE NLBNG <3 625455 053d ga o's sede 
uk City, Crystal Lake... 80 || Mexico: Nacozari, Huacal Dam....... 
Koenig Mill Pond................. 80 
Take SWOUSOD << csp ras 16ers. sn Totala 

Sheboygan Falls, Lake Ellen........ 625 WEONE 202 2a Sn ehpaatenew shes <eay 
Long Lake «daw sales baw S nb gine s's's3 625 

ao 2 Exclusive of 805 fry and 3,360 fingerlings lost in transit, 
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‘Yoran DistRIBUTION oF Fish AND Fisn Eaas, By Spectres, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

SMALLMOUTH BLACK BASS. 

Disposition. 

Alabama: 
Birmingham, Black Creek Pond. --. 
Central Waterworks Lake. ......-.. 

Tuscambia, Town Creek.........--. 
Arkansas: 

Hardy, Forty Island Creek......-... 
Sprine River-ee ssa sees eee 

Hot Springs, Alum River. ..-....---. 
Glazy Pole Creek........-----.--- 
Saline River, Middle Fork. -....-.-. 
Saline River, South Fork. ---..-..- 

Tmboden, Spring River. --...-.-.-.---- 
Mammoth Spring, Myatt River- ---. 

PrACGYy Orgnicuece 225 cas ocean 
Mountainburg, Cedar Creek -..------ 

BIOs Bayouse st eweeceeethe > Leeee ee 
Colorado: Littleton, Ken-Caryl Lakes. 
Delaware: Wilmington, Brandywine 
Oris ee ae, aed Fe Se Se a ee = 

Georgia: Toccoa, Toccoa Creek Pond. - 
Illinois: 

Antioch, "Third ake: --bs-se..tee- = 
Lawrenceville, Beaverdam Pond..-. 

RODISONM-UAKDs ce eee soe see eee 
Indiana: 
Crandall, Indian Creek....-..--.---- 
Depauw, Blue River......--..------ 
Indianapolis, Buck Creek. .-.......-- 

Maple Creeks. 232-5 s 26 oe et epee 
Fall Creek:s$2 222306 Joss 22s 

Jeffersonville, Silver Creek.......-.. 
WWHIte Rivers. * eecc nese ees eseees 

Muncie, White River-....-.-.-.-.-- 
New Albany, Graff Pond......-... 
Enidian (Creek eet nese ce eee ee ae 
Little Indian Creek.......-.-.---- 
Silver Creek 22822 ho. ee eae 
Silver Creek, Muddy Fork. ....... 

IPaonE PACK More koe sist pom eeo een tee 
St. Paul, Flat Rock River...-.--..-- 
Sellersburg, Balknap Lake.......... 

GHODA WAKO) sane e ee sore seek 
Terre Haute, Wabash River... ..-.- 

Towa: 
Chester, Upper Iowa River... -.-... 
Manchester, Maquoketa River... -.-. 
Mason City, Lime Creek... -...-.--..- 

Kentucky: 
Adairviile, Red River........---..-. 

Red River, South Fork........... 
Cynthiana, Licking River, South 

Work Ae eo serene cs ee eee eee 
Lawrenceburg, Salt River..-....-.-. 
Louisville, Douglas Park Lake...-.. 
South Park, South Park Lake... ... 

Maine: 
.Bath, Lake Nequassett.......-.---- 

Aly PONG occ: oioheteredens ee 
Boothbay Harbor, Campbell Pond. . 
Bridgton, Highland Lake......-..... 
Ellsworth, Walker Pond..........-- 
Fryeburg, Kezar Lake............-. 

ovewell Pond 
Gray; DryiP ond: 23, tee crea ese 
Livermore Falls, Davids Pond...... 
Oakland, Little Pond............... 
Poland, Lake Thompson........-... 
Sandy Creek, Woods Pond........-.. 

Maryland: 
Cumberland, Castleman River... ... 

E’vitts Creekie< 3 ocietoen Cee teed 
Fifteen MileCreek................ 
Sidling Hill Creek................. 
PROWEUOTOOK: 32 eee Me aes oe 

Number. Disposition. Number 

aa Mag nae ae 
reat Barrington, Lake Buel... .-.-- 3,000 

400 Lake|Garfioldesseeesceerecsscnckee T 000 
400 Huntington, Norwich Pond.......-. +1,500 

Westfield River, East Branch. .... +1,500 
+2, 000 bee, Goose iPondeeteecs ses... 22cece +4, 000 
+4, 000 Greenwater Pond...............-- +1, 000 
+3, 000 Laurel Lakes casei ae veces 8 +2, 000 
+4, 000 Lenox, Lake Mahkeenac..........-. +1,500 
+4, 000 Stockbridge Lake............-...-. 41,500 
73, 000 Littleton, Spectacle Pond.........-- 80 
+5, 000 Richmond Furnace, Cranberry Pond. +500 
73,000 Shelburne Falis, Ashfield Pond. . ... $1,509 

960 DeerieldiRivereeeeessnsn kee +1,500 
200 Reservoirs 2,3 and 4..........---. 74,500 
300 || Michigan: Gladwin, Lucas Lake... .-. 400 
300 || Minnesota: Red Wing, Mississippi 
900 RUIVGR. wes heh a Ue Sa lacieean eee a2,190 

Missouri: 
300 ‘Anrora: hlat Creek: le2) fees seen 100 
200 Rolla, Big Piney Creek.-..........- 100 
Fs Cane Spring Creek. ...........-..- 300 

675 ittle'Piney River-2. 2222/22 100 
200 Salem, Meremec River .-....-..-.... 400 
200 Sparta, Finiey Creek...............- 100 

New Hampshire: 
1,000 Keene, Spofford Lake..........-.... +1,500 

400 Newport, Rocky Bound Pond. ..... 1,500 
600 Plymouth, Ellsworth Pond--....... th 000 

+4,000 West Ridge, Perley Lake........... +1,500 
74,000 || New Jersey: 

400 Hackettstown, Budd Lake.......... 300 
+4, 000 Guard Dock'Pond ess .s----- saeco 400 

600 Mountain Lake..........-.....--. 600 
200 Newburg) Ponds occmeteceseee see 300 
400 ‘Waterloo Pond. ~~ 2 -5-- s2--+-9ee 300 
400 McAfee, Wildwood Lake............ 300 
600 || New Mexico: Santa Fe, Catron’s Pond. 200 
400 || New York: 
300 Montcalm Landing, Eagle Lake..... 71,500 

+5, 000 Take Georsens sense tben ap inee sea +500 
+5, 000 Port Henry, Deadwater Pond....... 200 

200 Dake Champlain >= on. ce-— ecsee eae 500 
600 DakeINokoOmiss ..--c<mc<xte semen ed 500 

Ledge Laker er cee es sas saiserieae 200 
+500 Wawamaissa Lake. -... er Ae 200 
820 Whitehall, Metawee River... ....... +500 

1,500 || North Carolina: 
tows, Sit LONG. ..=+--eee aeeaee 100 

200 Lenoir, Buffalo CreekPond.......... 200 
100 Rutherfordton, Coxe’s Pond. ....._. 450 

Green RIV fe.- 2 ecee sen coeeeee 900 
600 qreen River Lake................. 450 
800 Upper Broad River............... 925 

+5,000 |) Oklahoma: Oklahoma City, State fish 
+38, 000 GOMMISSION cc cacc esas «seisci becca eae 400 

Pennsylvania: 
+1.500 Birishioll, Deer Lake. ...25-.-.-eshes 200 
+1, 000 Delaware River-........:----s0ee0 300 
+1,500 Morest Lake: cs... spe enn aesn eae 300 
+ 2,000 Wake Taments socnci-ccccrek eee ee 300 

60 Canton, Lake Nepahwin............ 300 
+ 2,500 Easton, Delaware River............ 400 
$1,500 Echo Lake, Echo Lake............. 3 300 

200 Kennot, Pusey: Lake... scccskeaee 300 
41,500 Lancaster, Conestoga Creek......... 200 
71,500 Lititz, Conestoga Creek............. 300 

2 Pequea, Pequea Creek. ..........5.. 300 
$3,500 Pittston, Susquehanna River....... 1,000 

Slatington, Maiden Creek. .......... 300 
400 Trout Run, Little Pine Creek....... 700 
400 WV COMING CYBEK. fone.c nn. -n.ccean aoe 300 
300 West Chester, Brandywine Creek. . . 300 
400 Whitford, Blue Hole Pond.......... 300 
400 || Rhode Island: 
400 Apponaug, Fresh Pond............. + 1,000 
800 Gorton Pong sss scan he sb Beet + 1,000 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to originat waters, 
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Tora DisTRIBUTION OF FisH AND FisH_ Eaes, py Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

SMALLMOUTH BLACK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Rhode Island—Continued. Virginia—Continued. 
Apponaug, Woquogonsett Pond_... + 1,000 Emporia, Three Creeks..-.... . ates 180 
Providence, Gorton Pond.........-.. 7 1,000 Front Royal, Shenandoah River... - + 5,000 

Piraring Sees +2}000 || Harriston, South River. .........--- + 2)500 
Moswausicut Lake.....-.-........ 71,500 Hot Springs, Jackson River......... + 6,000 
Quiduick Reservoir - ---..-...-.-.. 7 1,500 Stanley, Shenandoah River, South 
Southwood Ponds...............-- 7 500 Lund et SE eee er eaant ee tocsees +5, 000 
Woquogonsett Pond.............. t 1,500 || West Virginia: 

Woonsocket, Scheeneconet Pond.... 1,500 Charleston, Elk River....-.........- + 9,000 
Tennessee: Glendon, Birch River............... fF 12,000 

Bluff City, Holston River..........- 450 Patterson Creek, Patterson Creek. -. 500 

Chattanooga, Middle Creek.......... { MOL Cet ti + 6,000 
North Chickamauga Creek. ......- 1,000 White Sulphur Springs, Meadow 
Johnson City, Watauga River..-.. 600 POG Sq cere tgs cets viene aa aaa 840 

Murfreesboro, Stone River........... + 16,000 || Wisconsin: 
Rock Island, Caney Fork River...-. 73,600 Fond du Lac, Devil Lake..........- 200 

Vermont: Take De Nevetliss.2.c.ue S55 s0<5. 400 
Castleton, Lake Bomoseen... ........ ¢ 500 Mercer, Trude Lake. ...............- 3, 600 
Hydeville, Lake Bomoseen........-. 7 500 

Virginia: 3 Total a { T 195, 700 
Ashby, Shenandoah River.......... CORON Lhe! esq es ta hea eras 43, 745 
Emporia, Meherrin River. .........- | 180 

ROCK BASS. 

Alabama: Michigan: 
Anniston, Coldwater Creek.......... 300 Jackson, Browns Lake.............. 400 

Negiitte panitics. esr o= S52 usa 400 Michigan Centre Pond. ........... 400 
Willbous Ponds. cose ssc. asec atk es 200 Twin Lake, Twin Lakes............ 400 

Arkansas: WRU WLAN Ose ate cea 5 Seis onic J Baw els 400 
Bentonville, Bella Vista Lake....... 600 || Minnesota: Homer, ere Ha River. 6 200 
Eldorado, Hudson’s pond hee. 524 || Mississippi: Friar Point, Mississippi 
Harrison, Buffalo River............. 200 RAVER SusdtepatSo penn ee rnugher <hekc: b 440 

OL 19 0S SRS Re ae ee ana ay 200 || Missouri: 
Flat Rock Creek ...<..22-...-2-.- 200 Aurora, Flat Creek. .... Pride 2.05 600 
i OT Se ee eee 200 Cabool, Crater Pond 200 

Lewisville, Spirit Lake.............. 786 Cuba, Huzzah Creek 800 
St, Joe, Cave Creek.................- 100 Joplin, Sloan’s pond 250 
Springdale, North Osage Creek. ..... 400 QINAS, MAROR. fe 6 trey apace at 400 
RAMA ROS 5c 2c. ssa hseuaee 400 Houston, Arthur Creek 400 
Richland Crock... .....54eee0.s ec 400 Reeds, Young’s pond 200 

Colorado: Longmont, Dawson Lake... 1,090 Rolla, Little Piney Creek... 400 
Delaware: Wi gton, Sedgely Lake. 200 St. James, Bourbois C 400 
Georgia: -) ebae Finley Creek 200 

Roberta, Lowe’s pond.............. 1,000 Steelville, Meremec River .... 400 
Rome, Dykes Creek................. 1,000 || Montana: Corinth, Springdale Pond.. 20 
Stilesville, McGowan’s pond. ....... 150 || New Jersey: White House Station, 
Stone Mountain, Nicholes’s pond... . 150 Paul Poupe, Pond si 25 1ssse 2 Ny. 200 

Tllinois: Warren, Apple River......... 2,500 || New Mexico: Cutter, Elephant Butte 
Indiana: MAB. 4 Si saeu en ste rd ie aees 200 
Fen Kessing’s pond......... 200 || New York: Davenport Center, Char- 
Jefferson le, Q. M. Depot Pond. . 600 LOLS BAVOl sede bdiy cn arse eee tae! 200 
Muncie, Main Lagoon.............:- 800 || North Carolina: 

Towa: Hendersonville, Imbersley Pond 500 
Manchester, Maquoketa River....... 2, 250 Norlina, Fleming Pon 400 
Spirit Lake, State fish commission. .. 13, 000 ate 350 

on 325 
Kincaid, Grindstone Lake......-.... 200 Owens Creek Pon 400 

Silver Spring Lake...............- 200 Rogers Lake.... 325 
arene Shocco Lake.... Se OAS 500 
Cave City, Phoebe Ann Pond......- 500 North Wilkesboro, Hendren’s pond. 550 
Horse Cave, Page’s Pond...........- 500 Moddies Hivers ..232 fois. 3i0023.. 1,000 
Louisville, Lake Lansdowne........ 600 Raleigh, Doctor’s Lak 500 
Olive Hill 3 5 Saree 300 Hood Mill Pond..... 500 
Rich Pond, Willow Shade Pond..... 1,000 Milburnie Pond... 400 
Roulette, Burke’s Riri eens 4 waste 500 Neuseoco Club Pond 3, 750 
South Park, South Park Lake....... 1,650 Peachtree Pond..... 1,000 
ullivan, Amerson’s pond........... 300 Rural] Hall, Pstree’s pond. 500 

Maryland: Smithfield, Holts Lake... 600 
Easton, Shannahan’s pond.......... 200 Woodside, Lake Lottie... 300 
Hagerstown, Antietam Creek........ 1,200 || Ohio: 
Lewistown, State fish commission... 2,900 East Monroe, Lees Creek.... 100 
Robinson, Magothy River........... 300 |; Greenfield, Paint Creek. .... 100 

a Exclusive of 4,900 fry and 1,125 fingerlings lost in transit. 
» Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters, 
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Torat DisTRIBUTION OF FIsH AND Fiso Eaas, By Species, Fiscan Year 1919— 
Continued. 

ROCK BASS—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Ohio—Continued. 
Greenfield, Rattlesnake Creek. .....- 
Rocky Fork Creeks. 5. 3-5 2. Seen 

Oklahoma: Lyons, Harper’s pond....- 
Pennsylvania: 
Doylestown, North Branch Creek. -. 
Swartzlander Mill Pond........... 

Meadowbrook, Farm Lake.......... 
South Carolina: 
Columbia, Messer Mill Pond......... 
St. Mathews, Millwood Pond.....-.. 

Tennessee: 
Cleveland, Fillauer’s pond.......... 
Franklin, West Harpeth River, 
Murphy Works) <2 2.3 essere. ee 

Harriman, Lovely Springs Pond... . 
Morristown, Light Company Pond.. 
Murfreesboro, Stone River.......--. 
Prospect Station, Griffin’s pond..... 

Texas: 
Brenham, Brenham Club Lake...... 
Center, Hillcrest Lake............-.- 
©hiton. Dahl's pond -:--- 23.25 .-.eee 
Floresville, Father Zarb Pond.....-. 
Fort Worth, Westside Lake......... 
Jacksonville, Alexander Lake....... 

Churchill Lake..".............-.-- 
Crystipiiakes.soseee ee tenate nce 
Deversux Lake. - 2.22 ec see 
Poplin Wake: oso 68 ecco sacs nek oe 
Goodson Wake=- homens ee sees 

Number. Disposition. 

Texas—Continued. 
100 Jacksonville, Haberlie Lake......... 
100 (Hood! Ponds Steeear ees ne iam 
200 Tawrence Wakevweso. ssc. se eee 

Long Lake.......... ees he tweets 
200 McReynolds Lake........-.. a 
200 Park hake se ees ercee ne. 
200 Pussler Lake.........- 

Kemp, Shaw Lake.......- : 
300 Lampasas, Culver’s pond..--.-..-... 
300 Loraine, Bauman’s pond...........- 

McDade, Bermuda Pond....--.....-. 
500 Moody, Gent Pondis 5:4: 522)[2 3228 

Overton, Strickland Lake. .......... 
1,000 Pittsburg, Willow Lake....-......-. 
1, 200 Stamford, City Lake......-......--. 

335 || Virginia: 
6, 000 Ashland, Willow Spring Pond... ... 
1,000 Buffalo Station, Buffalo Creek. ..... 

Danville, Strawberry Pond.......... 
110 Emporia, Fountain Creek........... 
60 Slagel’s pond... -2-<. eee aceneeee 
45 Thnee CLrages:. acc. oe ane cee eee 
75 YarrelliPondsicn- cscs teste eeeee 
65 Seven Mile Ford, Rice’s pond....-.. 
50 Thaxton, MeMilfan’s ponds 5a ae 

WARMOUTH BASS. 

Mississippi: Tupelo, Gum Pond....... 1,060 | 

SUNFISH (BREAM). 

Alabama: 
Abbeville, Cowpen Creek......-. wut 

Manzey's PON =. + 32 se ase ees 
East Choctawhatchee River.....-- 
DSPYS WAKO: scot nnn stas uae see ee 
Huntto’s pond -s 425s soeeeee cee 
Starling’s pond)s2. 32.5. 224-222 e< 
Vanii's millinondee ssc508 2. ose 

Andalusia, Langston’s pond.......-. 
Anniston, Allen’s mill pond......... 
Bynum’s mill pond.............-. 
Hughes Mill Pond .......... 
Loyd’s mill pond............ 
Nesbitt’s pond... 2.5 223. ae 

Arlington, Dismukes’s pond........ 
Bankston, Gardner’s pond.......-.-. 

Gladden'sipond: <2... = sseewe oer 
Belle Mina, Beaverdam Creek......- / 
Benton, Bozeman Pond..........--.- 

Black Belt Pond 3. 20225225 22552 
Birmingham, Hollis Pond........... 
Booth, Shanks’s MONS - 5 ssceos2 eee 
Thompson's pond’: -2--...0.2-laen 

Calhoun, Bell’s pond................ 
Carrollton, Kilpatrick’s pond..-...... 

Miller's Ponds. p see: pean oe no See 
Childersburg, DeLoach’s pond...... 
Chocoloco, Brickyard Pond......... 
Clio, Ruch’s ponder. gsrsnsseees \ lac 
Comer, Holly Creek.s2.2 5. 2.1.5. -t2 
Cooper, Edwards’s pond............ 
Dadeville, McIntosh’s pond......... 

Alabama—Continued. 

1,000 rarland, Joyner’s pond...........-- 
1,000 Gaigers, Liars lake-=.. 22.5.0 cocce 
1,000 Goodwater, Power Pond.........-.- 
1,000 Greenville, L. & N. Pond.........-- 

750 Hannon, Three Springs Pond....... 
300 Headland, Baker’s pond.......2..-.. 
800 Hardwick'spond. Joc: ees sb ses 

1,500 Jennie Lind Pond...............-- 
450 Pasturevuake:.<-sneeeecstessentts 
400 Spivey Mill Pond.....-....-...-.. 
450 Tluntsville, Braham Spring Pond... 
400 Jasper, Bankhead’s pond............ 
450 LaFayette, Hall’s pond..... 
300 Louisville, Flournoy’s pond. 
300 Mathison’s pond.......... 3 
600 ‘Walt’S PONG... i susdeoneceoeee ee 
900 Luverne, Kendrick-Ruff Pond...... 
900 Matthews’s pond (A).....-.....-- 
750 Matthews’s pond (B).............. 
400 Simmons’s'pond?2.\cuae- sneer 
600 McCalla, Beil’s pond............-.5. 
600 Marion, Perry Lake................- 
600 Woodfin’s pond ste ests Se : 
200 Midway, Willow Lake...........-.- 
200 Miliport, Cash’s pond -25-.2.-...522- 
200 Millry, McLemore’s pond. .-.......-.- 
200 Martin’s mill OU Bee oak =~ atta 
300 Milstead, Spring Hill Pond........-. 
300 Monroe, Lake Dark #8 c.c. cet, 
300 Montgomery, Line Creek...........- 
200 Shooting Club Lake........-.----- 

a Exclusive of 1,400 lost in transit, 

Number. 

S228e3 nysagssessseses _ - 
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Tota DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FisH Eacs, By Spectres, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

SUNFISH (BREAM)—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Alabama—Continued. California: 
Murphy Station, Roberts Pond....-. 500 Mecca, Dunn’s pond .....--..-.-.--- 120 
New Brockton, Folsom’s pond...... 1,000 San Diego, Ellens Pond..........-.. 200 
Oneonta, Little Warrior River. ..... 400 || Colorado: Paonia, Winter’s pond...... 400 
Opelika, Crest Lake. -......-.-.-.-.-- 800 |} Connecticut: ayia 

EQS TE a See = 400 Hartford, State fish commission. -... 1,400 
Orrville, Lake Wallace.............. 200 Wintergreen Pond: .....-..-...-.. 400 

Moseley’s pond....-.-..--.-....-. 200 Stamford, Robins’s pond....-......- 200 
Recess se are Mill aake See eee 1, pe lel Wilmington, Bellevue Pond. 600 
eterman, Brantley’s pond. .-......- 5 orida: 
= pan Nr = Se cies Spee “ pet Springs, Chipley Park 

epton, Dee’s pond..-.-....---..-..-- Lake. ......-...----------+--+------ 200 
‘Riderwood Upper Choclahana Lake. 990 Greensboro, Cowen’s pond...-.-.-..- 450 
a J 2 hd pia ap eee see a rae aw Strawberry Lake-.........-- 600 
amson, McCall Pond........-.--..- P ia: 

Seale, Benton’s pond.......-.....-.- 450 Alamo, Kent’s pond. .....-.-------- 200 
DGIEy A GOUG se oon n non mnseeus 450 Alvaton, Swygert’s pond. ........... 500 

Sellers, Boyd’s pond........-.-.-..- 250 Americus, Muckalee Creek. ..-...-..-- 300 
Selma, Stoddard’s pond......--..... 400 Athens, Hodgson’s y 20 10 Ae gee gee Bestel 300 
Whites Pond. . wn ene n eee en eee eee 400 Mitechell’s pond Casio os canes 300 

Three Notch, Thornton's pond... aay Ss NoriPapands cece tosses 20 ree Rieti a emOss 2.4! » «AO.  INOris’S PONY 02. oo. oe ese see ap ep 
ee J se wh era eT ET ‘ 250 Au a wena poude..- cues e 150 

oung 1 (1 eee , 500 “rche ond ........------------- 300 
Pirkei Springs, Hardee’s pond..... 600 ee ae Ae ee reek 300 
rizona: liney Pons .- oar mane ase <on ee 450 
Benson, Boyles’s pond.....-----..-- 120 Beach, Sweet’s pond.....----------- 500 
Lit Dat Rea 6 eae ea eee 120 Bishop, Hattaway’s pond........... 100 
Merrlilis pound --2-- (2 ----------.- 120 Boneville, Mil] Creek Pond... .-.... 450 

Cochise, MEOW S PONG. oo os anne soe 120 Bostwick, Anderson’s pond......... 190 
Globe, Sleeping Beauty Pond....... 300 Buena Vista, Bridge Creek Pond.... 600 
Nogales, Pasture Pond.............. 120 Shorts Mill Pond.....--.--...-.--- 150 
rkansas: ! Chipley, Culpepper Pond. ..-........ 150 
Arlberg, Abb Smith Creek.......... 452 Clarkston, Pasture Pond....-.-.-.-.-.-. 100 

Arlberg Creek........-...--.-....- 452 Coffee, Harrison’s pond. ....--..-.--- 250 
Littie Red River....-.--.--..-..... G04 Colbert, Fortson’s pond.....------.. 150 
Sugar Camp Creek...-......-...... 452 Hopkins’s pond....--..---.------- 150 

Barber, Indian Pond.............--- 200 Columbus, Bussey’s pond......-.... 150 
ee ad =< Leaf A la yi LY Sectonaref 8 aor Rae Ai teat & cay Sed 150 

PROPOR. to ens asthe ace : SEATS ce OTL oe en ere ae oa te 150 
Black Rock, Black River. .-........ a3,245 || Conyers, Farmer’s pond......---...- 100 
Bonanza, Smith e ORit ss teeter ues 400 alker’s pond........-- Sei iat ll? 200 
Elba, Hurricane Creek.............. 200 Cordele, Williams’s pond............ 600 
oh aig oe cc cee wc eenccneeneneee a Fs 5 ona Chapman Creek. .... 400 

LE OS Pe x ee eee Ge, * phot yale 
Emerson, Randall’s pond........... 200 * Hardins Greeks i... tty o-es kes se sae ot 

Preveris’s pond:<52-- ><! c-.. 265. 400 Cyclonetta, Cycloneta Ponds........ 500 
Everton, Anderson Pond..........- 400 Douglas, Railway Pond.....-..--.-... 450 
Harrison, Buffalo River............. 678 Dub Dreamland Lake........... 350 

Carlton Branch. ..........--...... 500 Edna, Lake Kilkare................. 500 
BEPNOE RTE. 25: = 5o22deae ss 2-122 500 Fitzgeraid, Dickson’s mill pond..... 500 
UPRRMEE DONG. aus ccdawy sa 9 40rs ome 452 Fort Valley, Magnolia Pond... .-... 600 
(TONG «2 SS secs cease koe 232 Fowlstown, Dasher’s pond.......... 400 

Heber Springs, Peter Creek. ........ 678 Guysie, McCrea’s pond.......-----.. 500 

Sen Dred. ..2c.ss, a She ||/Setiepncny Merlats pone cher 450 reek. .....- wa'sbnvgacee ss on, Morris’s pond........-.... 450 
a Little Red River, South Hogansville, Lazylands Pond....... 500 

po aE eee er 1,130 Holly Springs, Steeles Pond......... 250 
ern > je UGS 22 = Sous ese 400 Macon, Hogans Branch. ..........-- 450 
Leola, eee 150 Sherw Credle 25st sean doe 300 
Marshall, Bear Creek..............-- 678 Madison, Oak Branch Pond......... 200 
Pj ee 678 Manor, Greezy r@eRs. site sb. 250 
BOMAMMMEUOE 30383 355553:555-4.06 678 Monroe, Lake Linda.............-.. 300 
FROGS ete dass focgsse sc stances 678 THawieris HONG fos oh demise ns edn pny 100 
) Li > ASS ae ee, 678 Mystic, Willis’s pond........---.... 300 

Mi er, Cave ee 1,130 |} Nicholls, Kirkland’s pond........-.. 500 
i — ok ssecacasce 1,130 ole ae tall RRC et 1 oie at 

sson Farm Pond.......... Aoininw E ONUASs 6535/4. susr abe, 
Pangburn, Little Red River........ 904 || Ocilla, Holt Pond..........2.2.2.... 300 
Pine Bluff, Kennelwood Pond...... 400 Paulk’s pond mn Be En 3x 600 
hg’ ERMISMVGM OCR ee ree danscaccass. 452 Wale S PONG CH )L, bsasese seks see: 450 
St. Joe, Cave Creek.................. 200 Paulk's pond (C)A LT ee eo acolo 300 
g a a based UE ee aE ee 400 Pavo, McGraw Pond...............-. 500 

©, Spirit Lake............ 1,200 Raymond, Raymond Lake.......... 750 
exarkana, Hogans Lake........... 300 Reynolds, Horse Creek Pond........ 450 

Waldo, Hosier’s pond............... 500 Rockingham, Camp Head Creek. ... 500 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 

35286°—21——-9 
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Tota DIsTRIBUTION OF FisH AND Fish Eaas, sy Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

SUNFISH (BREAM)—Continued. 

Disposition. 

Georgia—Continued. 

Tifton, Cypress Log 
Gum Bond>.. 1.0 eee ee eee 
IPrice’s Pon == Jao eee cee 
Webb’s'pond eee eee eee 

Tucker, Tanner’s pond.........-...- 
Ty Ty, Black Gum Pond........... 

Gibbs Pond 
Valdosta, Jones’s pond.............- 
Vidalia, Rountree’s pond. .........- 
Willacoochee, Paulk’s pond (A). ...- 

Paulk’s pond (B) 
Woodbury, Gilbert’s pond..-......:- 
Powers-Sims Pond 

Illinois: 
Alpha, Crescent Lake. .............. 
Apple River, Apple River. -......... 
Aquaka, Mississippi River.........- 
Blanding, Mississippi River......... 
Cairo, Mississippi River............- 
Dallas City, Lake Cooper..........-.. 
Freeport, Yellow Creek............- 
Galena, Mississippi River..........- 
Meredosia, Tllinois River...........- 

Meredosia Ba 
New Boston, Mississippi River. ..... 
Nora; Apple River). sce. e sence nee 
Quincy, Spring Lake..............- 
Sand Prairie eee et Riversee ce 
Scales Mound Apple River........- 
Scioto Mills, Richland Creek. ....... 

WellowiCrebkes . vac cee oc csnencne ns 
Stonefort, Hill Farm Pond.........- 
Warren, Apple River. .............- 
Winslow, Pecatonica River. ......-.. 

Indiana: 
Brazil, American Sewer Pipe Pond. . 
Cambridge City, Paul’s pond. ...... 
Cicero, Bandonner’s pond........... 
Corydon Junction, Hartman’s pond. 
Eddy, Dallas Lake: 22 i= 22.22 2k 
Elberfield, Fiedler’s pond........... 
Huntingburg, Ferdinand Lake. ..... 
Indianapolis, Sugar Creek........... 
New Albany, Blue Itasca Pond..... 

Falling Run Creek. ....scccsscs0- 
Ramsey, Fairview Pond...........- 

Towa: 
Bellevue, Mississippi River......... 
Fairport, Mississippi River.........- 
Fort Madison, Dobson’s pond....... 
Lime Springs, Upper Iowa River. -. 
Lovillia, McDonald’s pond.........- 
Manchester, Maquoketa River...... 

ississippi River... 
Smiths Ferry, Mississippi River: ..-. 

L SAVED.. @ wcoee 

Garnett, Cedar Creek. ..........-.-- 
Parsons, Club (POnds=--peseseses esos 
Pittsburg, Country Club Lake. ....- 

Disposition. Number 

Kentucky: 
Adairsville, Red River.............. 100 
Bowling Green, Blue Hole Pond.... 400 
Campbellsville, Public Utilities Lake 800 
Covington, Michels Pond............ 400 
East Cairo, Ohio River........... Bae a 106, 000 
Haags Spur, Clear Lake............. @ 15,000 

Prairie Take eee 02 0 bor ae @ 12,000 
Horse Cave, ees pond: Sees 200 
Jeffersonville, Q. M. Depot Pond.... 600 
Lawrenceburg, Carroll’s pond....... 600 
Witherspoon Lake................ 400 

Lebanon, Nattingly’s pond.......... 200 
Louisville, Bear Grass Creek. ....... 11,000 
Cane Run Creeks. -..- 0-2 .2-..2225 10,000 
Harrods Creekit ee. see eee 6, 000 
Make Wansdownerccaseete: menneee 5, 200 
aon Willowbrook Pond........ 200 

ayfield, McCall’s pond. ......-.... 450 
Mount Sterling, Greene’s pond...... 300 

Reid/s pong! sees enero 400 
Munfordville, Wood’s pond......... 150 
Nichlasville, Hooverhurst Ponds... 600 
Olmstead, Paris’s pond............. 200 
Science Hill, Keller’s pond.......... 200 
Shelbyville, Clear Creek............- 200 
South Park, South Park Lake. ..... 15,500 
Trenton, Crusher Pond..........-..- 300 
Manle lawn bond tees sess eteeeee 300 

Willard, Porters pond eeeeose cesses 200 
Louisiana: 
Bayou Sara, Parker Pond........... 1,000 
Homer, Shaw’s pond...............- 400 
Longstreet, Longstreet Pond........ 175 
Mansfield, ‘Wemple’s PONG ees aseeee 405 
Rushton, Breedlove’s pond....-.... 450 
Wakefield, Cutrer’s pond...........- 500 

Maryland: 
Aberdeen, Glenburnie Pond. ....... 200 
Baltimore, Gwynn Oak Lake....... 125 
Glendale Folly Rm es ataesee cere 600 
Great Fails, Potomac River......... 600 
Hoods Mill, Patapsco River......... 200 
Lansdowne, Sulphur Berne Lake. 200 
Laurel, Waskey’s pond............. 200 
Lewistown, State fish commission 1,415 
Owings, Sewell Pond. .............- 200 
Riverdale, Heurich’s pond.......... 800 

Massachusetts: 
Concord, Punkstasset Pond........- 200 
Mowell-Ames: Pound secs sess ceneeeee 600 

Michigan: 
Crystal Falls, Lake Marie. ..... sae 55 

tittle) Tobin Wake: occ. ccse ss cece 55 
Railroad Dake? (525.5 ccc see eee 55 
MopinWake seca. cass sce sees 55 

Gwinn, Norine Lake............:... 200 
Holton, Horseshoe Lake. .........-. 250 
Norwegian Lake..............-.-- 250 

Houghton, Lake Eva............... 220 
Munising, Annie River...........-.. 110 

Minnesota: 
Arco, Lake Stay..cess-csecenes aaneee 
Homer, Mississippi River........-.- a 610, 200 
Red Wing, Mississippi River. ....... @ 8,950 
Rochester, Lake Florence.........-. 150 
Lake Shadyio-venc.ceccsweeccs eee 700 
Mayo Park Pond nies seaeet see 200 

Stockton, Bigelow’s pond........... 500 
Tamarack, Round Lake. ..........- 600 

Mississippi: 
Amory, Spring Lake. ......c.cc0sece 600 
Ashwood, Hughes’s pond........... 500 
Thompson’s pond. ..........----+ 500 

Bay Spring, Willow Spring Pond... 600 
Canton, Big Lakeveuue. Joc an. see 1, 200 

Ring’s pond saecrae steep acceer 600 
Round Wakes sects eesceee 900 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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Toran DistTRIBUTION oF FisH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

SUNFISH (BREAM)—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. 

Mississippi—Continued. 
Centerville, Cox’s pond. ............ 1,000 
Midway Pond<c---.--..---..t<as 
Montrose Pond (A)..............- 
Montrose Pond (B).............-. 
Mayfiald’s pand.o2.:=-:-..2----<.: 

Columbus, Bank’s pond. ...-......- 
PRED WHS en sates: 23s sna scdes sce 
Myrtle Terrace Lake...........--.- 

Crawford, Richard’s pond........... 
Decatur Bevey 6 conn 5 epee ae 1 
Duffee, Ca WernS PON. . 22052 s-as- 
Durand, Dodd’s pond............... 
Elliott, Micr’s pond SE djasat stom aaeae 
Fayetteville, Coffey’s pond.......... 
Friar Point, ‘Mississippi River. .-4-44 
Grenada, Pasture Pond...-.......... 
Hazlehurst, Carter’s mill 
Jackson, Clearwater Pon 

Lauderdale, Wadsen’s 
Meridian, Asylum Pon 
Ue ee ee ee 
Country Club Pond...........-.-- 
WIREMOE DOUG... «is wacstewe as deaasee 
WOLCEWORES LAKe..... 02021 220--5% 

prone oy City, Green Creek Pond 
Monticello, Fair River Pond 
Mooreville, Ward Mill Pond......... 
Natchez, Kenilworth Pond.......... 
Morgantown Pond................ 
Peale’s 

Neshoba, Blue Fountain Pond...... 
Newton, Everett’s pond............ 
INOS, ETING'S PON <0 62-20 ce0keak ans 
Picayune, Puyper’s pond........... 
Pocahontas, Middleton’s pond (A).. 

Middleton’s pond (B) 
Raymond, Meadow View Pond..... 

GUMIATS DOUG. « .. -maiees onvsssee 

_ . 

SPSSSSSSESe55 gees 28S BEE SESESSSL TE SESSUSTE S SSUSLSS LISELI SSS SSSR SSSELSSSSE 

— vy ~ 

_ - 

Voosburg, Donald’s 
West Point, Palo Alto Pond........ 
Woodville, Harris Pond 
Henderson’s 5 = = 

ret ee 
Oy re 
1G 1 eR eS eee 
ORGBII SO Si tiosiier n= sacnda, 
a ee 
MEE Cs BS ee a eee -_--* 

eee eee 

Pond. Aha ase ees ab «a5 
Rolla, Gasconade River............. 
North Spring Creek............... 

= ~ 

\ 

Disposition. Number. 

Missouri—Continued. 
Saginaw, Walker’s pond............ 200 
St. James, Meramec River. ......... 750 
Springfield, Kunzman’s pond....... 300 
Sweet Springs, Shrader’s pond...... 300 

Nevada: Fallon, Cottonwood Canon 
reeks. 2h .5 sosuee oe ese ato e 150 

New Jersey: 
Branchville, Lake of the Woods...-.. 200 
White House Station, Paul Poppe 

POTS A Beacon tase see oe soe 200 
New Mexico: 

Aztec, Animas Sunfish Pond.......- 200 
Cambridge, Nunns Ranch Pond. ...| 150 
Cutter, Elephant Butte Lake....... 600 
Deming, Ruebush’s pond..........- 150 
Lake Valley, Greeley Lake.......... 240 
Las Cruces, Hackberry Pond........ 200 
Orange, Justis’s pond............... | 120 
Portales, Eden Valley Ranch Pond. . 450 
Good win’s pond... sc lesssit. <4: 5. 120 

Raton, Lojek’s pond................ 400 
Vaughn, Lucero’s pond..........-.- 300 

New York: 
Albany, State fish commission. ..... 100 
Altamont, Summit Club Lake. ..... 400 
Central Valley, Leo’s pond.......... 200 
Derby, Shepard’s pond............. 100 
Far Rockaway, Emmerich’s pond... 400 
Knowlesville, Spring Brook Pond... 100 
Monticello, Von Isakoric’s pond..... 100 

North Carolina: 
Badin, Tallahassee Lake..........-- 2,000 
Benson, Hardee’s pond............. 200 
Bessemer, Beaverdam Pond........ 400 
Bryson City, Tuckaseigee River... .. 800 
Burlington, Big Alamance Pond.... 500 

Little Alamance Pond. ........... 500 
Moser Mill Pond. ... 2... ei 32k 400 
Stony Creek Pond.....2:.....5.-. 500 

Cary, Jones’s pond...........---..-- 200 
Kg & DONA . 22075246 eset wo 200 

Clayton, Hinton’s pond............. 200 
Clinton, Mill Pond: 635.2 descevel 300 
Corinth, Buckhorn Pond............ 400 
Elkin, Laster’s TONG Sheen x clecs tad 500 
Fayetteville, Bonnie Brook Pond. .. 400 
Garner, Wilder’s pond.............. 200 
Goldsboro, Little River............. 500 
WONUS OUUU POG on ns cncetaa ats 300 

Graham, Sag pte MON elt 5 ees 400 
Greensboro, Lakewood Farm Pond. 500 
Hazlewood, Welch’s pond........... 200 
Hope Mills, Parker’s pond.......... 600 
Julian, Chockley Pond.............. 500 
Kinston, Kennedy’s mill pond...... 250 
Kittrell, Clear Pond................. 100 
Knightdale, Willow Club Pond..... 300 
Liberty, Major Hill Pond........... 500 
Louisburg, Jones Mill Pond......... 300 
Lumberton, McMillen Pond......... 400 
Mine Creek Pond. ................ 400 

Macclesfield, Warren’s pond......... 200 
Marshville, Marsh’s Pond. sss 5n5 os 200 

MOOLS'S DOU a0. cage -Wsaedee phi 200 
Mayodan, Balsam Pond............. 500 
Maysville, White Oak River........ 1,300 
Morven, Martin’s pond.............. 600 
Williamspon’s pond............... 800 

Mount Airy, Brooks’s pond......... 1,000 
Nashville, May’s pond.............. 400 
North Wilkesboro, Hendren’s pond. 900 

Hickory Grovoe Pond............. 500 
Pee Dee, Blewett Falls Pond........ 1,800 
Pittsboro, Hinton’s pond............ 200 

IROO8'S DOT 5 o's.o bias sstaidaus aiitiels 100 
Potecasi, Hicks Mill Pond...........) 400 
Raleigh, Hinton Creek Pond........ / 300 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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Disposition. Number. 

North Carolina—Continued. 
Raleigh, Milburnie Pond............ 300 
Neuseoco Club Pond............-.. 1,000 

Roseboro, Willow Oaks Pond....... 200 
Ruffin, Cox's pond see ees ee: 500 
Salisbury, Harkey Pond..........-.. 500 
Statesville, Beechwood Pond........ 500 
Washington, Broad Creek Mill Pond 300 

Hodges’s ponds. 2.0.0: 200 
Upper Broad Creek... ¢ 200 

WaSeNEGKUS MONG: \ oe cicclocoec cee ce 200 
North Dakota: 
Petrel City Wakews eit seieet eae 600 
_Margason’s pond............--.--- 400 
0: 

Akron, Turkey Foot Lake. .......-. 200 
Cincinnati, Bullskin Creek Pond.... 100 
Fernwood, Floyd’s pond.........-... 100 

Oklahoma: 
Alderson, Mountain Lake.........-.- 200 
Ardmore, Lake Provence............ 400 
Claremore, Walnut Lake...........- 625 
Helena, Schmidt’s pond............- 80 
Kiowa, Barranger’s pond............ 100 
Meridian, McDaniel’s pond........-. 80 
Oklahoma City, Lord’s pond........ 160 
Pauls Valley, Williams’s pond.....- 160 
Spiro, Bowman’s pond...........-.- 200 
Stillwater, Needell’s pond.........-.- 80 
Westville, Haupt’s pond.......-.-.- 100 

Pennsylvania: 
Chicora, Craig’s pond............--.- 100 
Downingtown, Mcllvaine’s pond. 200 
Doylestown, Cooks Run 100 
Deep Run... 2. tee ae 2h 3 100 

Elmhurst, Lake Worth. ............ 200 
Everett, Juniata River, Raystown 

Branly ..seeena eee ae eee eee 300 
Gap, Ellmaker Creek...............- 200 
Kaylor, Sugar Creek Pond.........-. 100 
Lancaster, Pequea Creek..........-- 300 
McKeesport, Margaret Pond. .-....-. 100 
Mars, Overbrook Pond..........-..- 100 
Moscow, Bearbrook Lake. .......... 100 

Hartford) Pond essere ot ee eee 100 
ives Ponds oS ee eee soak 100 
Rattlesnake Pond....:2..../...-.- 100 
Hayle Pond... see ee a 100 
Water Company Creek....-. Crees 100 
Wilson\Pond:. scence eee Le 100 

New Bethlehem, Leatherwood Creek 100 
Marshall’s pond......-..-..-.---2- 100 

Pen Argyl, Broadhead Lake. ..-...-. 100 
Johnsonville Pond .............-. 100 
Lake Pauponoming............-.- 100 
Lesizys Pond!) Sei ee Sees 100 
Seguins Pond) -...¢..,. 5 100 
Smalls Pond se 3s) oe at 100 
SnydersvilleCreek...............- 100 

Phoenixville, Valley Forge Creek.... 450 
Safe Harbor, Meadow Valley Run. .. 250 
St. Claire, Kaufman Pond.......--. 300 
Saltsburg, Marshall’s pond.........- 200 
Slatington, Meadow Brook Pond.... 200 
Wynnewood, Indian Pond.......... 100 

Rhode Island: Tiverton, Church’s 
ONG sss erent et secee est ae 100 

South Carolina: 
Aiken, Beaver Pond................ 2,000 
Belton, Belton Mills Pond. ......... 1,000 
Blaney, Brown’s pond...........-.. 800 
Camden, Little Pine Tree Pond...... 600 
Central, Issaqueena Mill Pond..... 400 
Chapin, Kelly’s pond. .........-.-.. 400 
Charleston, Laurel Spring Pond..-.. 600 
Clover, Clover Cotton Pond......... 400 
Columbia, Cobb’s:pond? Ai ees 800 
Lawrence’s pond. -2: 2222525 2..02.. 1,600 

| 
Disposition. Number. 

South Carolina—Continued. 
Edgefield, Hollingsworth’s pond. - -. 
May’s pond 

Edgemoor, Atkinson Pond.......--- 
Edmund, Thresher Pond. .....-.--- 
Graniteville, Coldwater Creek... ..-.- 
Greenville Southern Power Pond... 
Greenwood, Beaverdam Creek. - .--- 
Reedy Creek uscesiee. sooo) Ue ee 
Willow Brook Pond..........----- 

Langley, Langley Mill Pond. ......- 
Town Creek) Bonds. 2 Vin! = Sse 

Livingston, Strauss’s pond...-.---.- 
Lydia, Marcos Mill Pond.........--- 
McBee, Cedar Creek..-:....-.-.----- : 
Gum Pond. eeeee eas eee ee 
Sand HillPond.- 222 eae 

McCormick, Huggins’s pond...-..--.. 
Mars Bluff, Black Creek..........-.- 
Mount Croghan, Klondike Pond. - -. 
Mountville, Holmes’s pond......-.-- 
Newberry, Matthews’s pond..-.-...- 
North Augusta, McKie’s pond. ..... 
Orangeburg, Edgewood Pond......- 

MidistowRiver ss cece ee ee ae eee 
Bish) Pond ss oes ee 

Stony Creek Pond...- 
Rockton, Castles’s pond......-...--- 
Ruby, McGregor ’s POnG.L eee 
Moore’s:;pondocscceteue cs seer eee 
Wilson?sipondeitk Ss See eee 

St. Matthews, Hains spond. e2-ereee 
High! HilliCreeki ieee terpenes 
Pine Creek Pond. -222 12-23-0222! - 
Riley?s;pond Ls aes sae ee ee 
Spigener’s ponde...t- = sees -eeee 

Salley, Cook’s pond’. 2.2.7.2. ei. 
Sharon, Rainey’s pond.......-.-..-- 

Thomson's'pondss-< ssn eee eeeees 
Society Hill, Carrigan Pond......... 

> ‘McCown Mill Ponds..<2s-eee 
Rocky Dundee Pond.............. 
Spring Pond... ...2. 2200 se aoe 

Sumter, Barkley’s pond............- 
Midway Park Pond .2212. 3.0 t ae 

Walhalla, Owens’s pond...........- 
Woodford, Stear Branch Pond...._. 
York, Wallace’s pond -...2-.. eam 

South Dakota: Elk Point, Aase’s pond. 
Tennessee: 
Jackson, Long’s pond......-.---.-.- 
Lexington, Henry Pond.. 
Perryville, Brandon’s pon 
Persia, Barn’ Porid .<cekctisesee eee. 

Roland, Pond = itecee--eeseeceeee ae 

Wasso, Byrd’sipond's.-..+-ecbeee soe 
Texas: 

Alice, Adams’sipond-.cser25 220 we 
Alleyton, Willow Creek Lake. ...... 
Alto, Willow Poudessemet 4240 ace 
Aquilla, Robertson’s pond.......... 
Austin, Willow Lake.............2.. 
Bangs, Hall’s\pond. 222 2. St aeee 
Bardwell, Sullivan’s pond....-.....- 
Wright’s pend scents: oo 

Bedias, McAdams’s pond. .........- 
Wilson’s pond 25s. + eee 

Ben Arnold, Crevan Lake........... 
Big Wells, Webb’s pond.........-.- 
Buck, Bigby’s pon 
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Texas—Continued. Texas—Continued. 
Caro, Lackawana Pond....-..------- 50 Nacogdoches, Mamie Ross Lake..... 50 
Childress, Crew’s pond...........--- 25 West End | ae ee Ne Mids Z 50 
Clawson, Clawson Lake. ..:...-..--- 100 Wilsen?Spond wacpo-b io scsu)- see 100 
Coleman, Hillside Lake..-........--.- 25 Navasota, Zulch Lake. .............- 125 
Collinsville, Hollingshead’s pond. . . 65 Paint Rock, Lacy’s pond........... 25 
Corsicana, Burk Pond...........-.-.- 146 Palestine, Campbell Pond .......... 35 
Derden wipe LEG: Orme ee oe $250 Crystal Pake-:..5-oo-<c-s seem aess 35 
Mdon’s ponders. 3 fee<sss2222s2224 36 Pearsall, Malone’s pond..........-.- $250 
Refinery Reservoir.......--------- $250 Pecan Gap, Shady Pond............ 25 

Crockett, Burton Lake.........-.--- 33 Pleasanton, McCoy’s pond.........-. $500 
Wasteide Pake-uc-.........-2--<2-- 33 Purdon, Moore’s pond.......-.----- 100 
Hack Makerere: 2 ones <c 2s -/oes sevens 33 San Angelo, Adams’s pond. ........ 25 
@asumng Pakoees- 02522-23552 35 33 San Augustine, Fults’s pond........ 45 
Tanplefeot Bake... 50. .-5<0 00000 33 San Marcos, Alexander’s pond...... 80 

Cross Plains, Hart’s pond........--. 25 San Saba, Moore’s pond.........-.- 25 
Dekalp, Mays pond... ...--22 222298 20 Walters) pond cree sceseesese—e 25 
Denton, Hoffman’s pond..........-- 65 Barner ith Wake: oe ees chews 30 
Siboll, Gonn’s pond........-.-.----- 50 || Sherman, Chapman Park Lake... 195 
Dilley, Edwards’s pond........-.--- $250 Stamford, City Lake...............- 200 
Ennis, City Lake.........--.-.----.- #150 | Sterling, North Concha Pond... ----- 25 
aL es en ee ees. 3 7150 North Concha River. ..........-.- 25 

Eustace, Cook’s pond. .-....------.-- 30 || Stratford, Beaver Lake...........-.- 25 
Falfurias, Lakota Pond........-.--.- $250 || Streetman, Grayson’s Lake. .......-. 37 
Franklin, ~aed B ROH aan 35 Wate, Willow UAke. 2.5227 -sc-ceacs 80 
Fredericksburg, Vorauer’s pond..... 50 Taylor, Thonig’s pond.............. 65 
Gary, Graves’s pond. <2. 2222522: 202. 90 Teague, Henderson’s pond.......... 38 
Wee nand 2. 20322-2222222861 2. 30 || Thorndale, Heintze’s pond........-. 65 
eRe Oper stoke Peo ene 30 INGHGK’S ONG Sts ise sass seen as 65 
PeeDOE SONG econ eee 45 Schiwalt’s pond. -<25.ca-c-cesnee 65 

Giddings, Mertink’s pond..........- 32 Worley’s pond sas ee ween nee 65 
Gorman, Scales’s pond.............. 25 Timpson, Garrison Lake...........- 50 
Grapeland, Fulton’s pond.........-. 33 Vernon, Harriss Pond..........-.-.- 25 
TIT: Sel pe ee Ree dnd Spee 33 ‘Waelden, Rabb’s pond. ...........- 40 

Green, Dadisman’s pond............ 30 Whitesboro, Crabtree’s pond........ 65 
Hallsburg, Holmes Lake...........- 400 Whitesboro Stock Pond........... 65 
Henrietta, Gilbert’s Ngee = gee ep 50 Winnsboro, Willow Lake. .......... 75 
Houston, Hyacinth Ce 7 Ne eal 52 || Virginia; 
Huntington, Wilroy’s pond....... 50 Alton, Coleman’s pond............. 200 

Huntsville, Hampton’s pond....... 51 Ashland, Willow Spring Pond. ..... 100 
Lake Birmingham................ 51 Beaver Dam, Beaver Dam Pond.... 200 

Jacksonville, Alexander’s pond..... 100 Turner’s pond 300 
Csi ais Ra RS face tle 100 200 
Cc 1 ELE ee aa ah ee 100 400 
MRpeKe o pund-.2. si. ok oe 100 100 
MIS EAE, nn cca ee ee 100 100 
Meera ORAS Sr aes oS ere RLS 100 400 
Lh TOME 2 RIE A Sel ila ee See 100 200 
Ra Mee OIE Soa toro - 100 
Smith Lake............ 100 2,000 
Tucker Lake......... 100 Jarratt, Mayes’s pond. 200 
‘West Lake......... 100 Limeton, Mauck’s pond. 100 

Kemp, Shaw Lake....... 50 Manasas, Clover Hill Pond 200 
Kingsville, Flato’s pond... .. 50 Middletown, Cedar Creek. . 200 
Lampassas, Townsen’s pond. 35 Milford, Terrell Pond. .... 100 
Laredo, Rio Grande Pond.... $250 Petersburg, Lees Mill Pond 500 
Leggett, Hayes Lake....... 26 Suffolk, Lake Cahoun..... 800 
Llano, Collier’s pond..... 35 Lake Kelly.......... 2,000 
Lockhart, Harris’s pond.. 32 Sweet Hall, Custis Lake. 300 
Lometa, Conradt’s pond... . 85 Troutville, Harvey Pond 200 
Longview, Lake Devernia.. : 65 Victoria, Smith’s pond.. 100 

Pecan Lake.............. : 75 Yale, Stottart’s pond... - 300 
Loraine, Baumann’s pond. : 50 Zuni, Nebtill Mill Pond............. 800 
Louise, Ivy’s pond... ..... : 50 || West Virginia; 
McDade, ermuda pond... 50 Charles Town, Shenandoah River... 600 
Mabank, Chamblee’s pond. 50 Clarksburg, Davisson Run..... ~ 400 
Marion, Hoese’s pond...... 26 Point Pleasant, Squawk Creek 200 

Linne’s pond........... 50 White Sulphur Springs, White Sul- 
VOC fl 50 phur Springs Lake...............-. 900 
ee a rowder Lake..... 25 || Wisconsin; 
LOU a aS ee 25 Japan plough; ee River. a 1,500 

Midland, Bryan Place Pond... ..... 40 La Crosse, mj ig iver. @ 15,500 
Mineola, Bowdoin’s pond........... 50 La Forge, Big Slough Pond 500 
Sand § oh a i 50 Evans Pond....... ‘ 500 

Nacogdoches, Harris Pond.......... 100 MIGENDOO RIVED iirc wee case oe 500 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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Wisconsin—Continued. Wisconsin—Continued, 
La Forge, Seeley Pond.............. 500 Muscoda, Hoyt Lake............... 300 
Slayback Pond: 2-378 pees. of 500 Jones Lake........ 300 

Lake Millicent, Clubine Lake. ...... 100 Pospickial Lake. ..... 300 
Heart Lakertee es sek se: 100 Somerset, Pine Lake.......... 3 400 
Mther Makes eres sess ccescek 100 Sicor Lakes, eee iia ee 400 

iiaeese Me le teal at oH 450 ; 
ason, Kern Lake.............----- 750 1,350, 115 

Muscoda, Big Cat Pond.........---. 300 Totala.........-.--.--------seee { ” +3050 
MISTON UGARCS swe pene tees nes aceeee 300 

PIKE PERCH. 

Connecticut: 7 Michigan—Continued. 
East Hampton, Midwood Pond..... +'100, 000 Roscommon, Higgins Lake....-.-... +600, 000 
Hazardville, Scantic River........-.. 200,000 St. Ignace, St. Martins Bay..--. 2 + 400, 000 
New Canaan, Lake Sisowitt......... 200,000 Traverse City, Boardman Lake. +400, 000 
Stratford, Fresh Pond..........-..- 200, 000 Watersmeet, Anderson Lake........ + 150, 000 
Wilmantic, Wamgumbaug Lake.... 300, 000 Weelington Tank, Bass Lake--..... + 100, 000 

Tllinois: Miller Vakoq cess ccecceee oscars + 100, 000 
Antioch, Druse Lake...............- + 300,000 || Minnesota: 
Grayslake, Druse Lake.............- + 400, 000 Chisholm, Clearwater Lake...--.... + 100, 000 

Indiana: : Dewey lakers. ec eee ee +100, 000 
Columbia City, State fish commission.| * 8,050,000 Teland Wakes. eee eee eee + 100, 000 
La Grange, Mongo Mill Pond....... 10 000 McCormick Wake. 222. --------+ + 100, 000 
Logansport, Fletcher Lake.......... 160, 000 Shoepack Lake. -)..- 2. $2.0. 222-5. + 100, 000 

Iowa: : i Crookston, Mill Pond...-..--------- 250, 000 
Fraser, Des Moines River........-.-- 600, 000 Deer River, Deer River........----- 500, 000 
Rockford, Shell Rock River......... 600, 000 Erskine, Head Lake.........-.--.-.- 100,000 
Spirit Lake, State fish commission. -| *5,000, Lake Lena, Lake Lena........-.--.- 100, 000 

Kentucky: Louisville, Ohio River--.-} +1,500,000 Lake Ten, Take Ment) cosas + 100, 000 
Massachusetts: New Hampshire: 

East Walpole, Bird Mill Pond...... + 100, 000 Claremont, Rockybound Pond...... thon 
Forge Village, Forge Pond.......... + 200, 000 Meredith, Lake Waukewan......... 300, 000 
Framingham, Waushakum Pond... 200, 000 Nashua, Horseshoe Pond..---------- 200, 000 
Great Barrington, Lake Garfield. . .. 100, 000 Mobinson Lond seeeee cee eee 200, 000 
Hudson, West Pond........-...---- yf 100, 000 Warren, State fish commission. -.... * 6, 000, 000 
Lowell, Knopps Pond..-..--......... 100,000 || New Jersey: 
Merrimack River.............--.- + 200, 000 Branchville, Culver Lake..-.-..-.-.- 200, 000 
Round Ondine cee es ewe ae + 100, 000 Denville, Cedar Lake.........------ 200, 000 

Newburyport, Lake Attitash...-..-.-. + 500,000 || New York: 
Palmer, State fish commission. - - - -. * 5,100, 000 Albany, State fish commission. . -..- * 60, 000, 000 

Michigan: Cobleskill, Bear Gulf Lake..-........ + 100, 000 
Bay City, Saginaw Bay.........---.- +3, 200, 000 Roosman Vlie Lake...........---- 200, 000 

State fish commission............. #288, 800, 000 Congers, Rockland Lake.......----.- 300, 000 
Bergland, Lake Gogebic.....-...... Hee 000 Cornwall, Popolo Lake.........----- 300, 000 
Beulah, Crystal Lake. ..... =2ne 600, 000 Highland Falls, Roe Lake..-.---.-.. 100, 000 
Brighton, Worden Lake. -- 200, 000 New York City, Aquarium. . --| *2,000, 000 
Calumet, Medora Lake.............. 150, 000 Peekskill, Lake Mohegan. .....--.-- 200, 000 
Channing, Lake Helen...........-.- 150, 000 Pleasant Valley, Bowers Pond...... 200, 000 
Charlevoix, Cunningham Lake...... + 1,000, 000 Port Henry, Lake Champlain. ..-.-.. 400, 000 
Lake Michigan. ooi2-.-seeecs-ceas + 6,000, 000 Westport, Deadwater Lake.....-.--.. + 200, 000 
Matchett Dake. =... s.cccecse cee 71,000,000 || North Dakota: 

Crystal Falls, Deer River.-..-...... + 250, 000 Bottineau, Lake Mettigoshee. . -.--.- 1300'000 
Mortine Wake... =< 5s ea sees 150,000 Wimbleton, Spiritwood Lake..-.... 200, 000 
PAO MAbIO@ 82 os. oce costs occas rae 150,000 |} Ohio: 
Michigamme River...........-.-. 200, 000 Columbus, Scioto River.......-..--- +300, 000 
liye uy bel 0: 1 <: aap ie ig ree eee Se 100, 000 Isle St. George, Lake Erie. .........- +9, 700, 000 

Dunham, Lake Celeste. ............. 150, 000 Kellys Island, Lake Erie......--.--- + 10,000, 000 
Ewen, Ontonagon River............ 200, 000 Lake View, Indian Lake..........-.. + 300, 000 
Gwinn, Bass Lake.................. 150, 000 Middle Bass, Lake Erie........---.- + 10, 000, 000 

Wittle Taken oe serene Senta oe ote 200, 000 Port Clinton, Lake Frie..........-.- +5, 000, 000 
[Meal TAK Se ciccsice sence es moieeso= ee 150, 000 Put in Bay Lake Wries.. 0 sc. cs cscs 1307000° 000 

Tron River, Chicagoan Lake......... 300, 000 Sandusky, Lake Witloescs. 0: ton: 10, 000, 000 
Stanley Wako on date nnn mseos--<2 200, 000 Toledo, Lake emcee. ce -- 6 <r ape + 10, 000, 000 
Sunset: Lakes. 2 ase nce eee we once 200,000 || Pennsylvania: Erie, State fish com- 

Ishpeming, Beaver Creek...---....- 100, 000 MUSSiOn - ./: | ane ewes erie stiles * 15,050, 000 
Grass River.) soso stench tte ee + 150,000 || Rhode Island: Providence, Wallum 
Mink Creek). ogee ce anoees +50, 000 Lake:..... cs cis eee eee ec recenee 200, 000 
Mulligan Creek..........-..--.-.-- + 100,000 |) Tennessee: Manchester, Duck River... 200, 000 
Otter Creek. 3523.50 aecseaeeteae ee | 200,000 || Vermont: 
Silver Lakes ssc. c.ccstneoere tee 200, 000 Bennington, Barber Pond..-.-..-.-.-. 200, 000 

Little Lake, Godin’s lake + 50, 000 ake Hancock ameter crit. <= coe Se 200, 000 
Republic, Martel Lake............-- + 150, 000 North Bennington Pond......-..-. 200, 000 
Milwaukee Lake... .2c\coc2esce-- t 150, 000 Woodford City Big Pond......... , 000 

a Exclusive of 3,520 fingerlings lost in transit. 
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| 
’ Disposition. Number. | Disposition. Number 

Vermont—Continued. || wisconsin—Continued. | 
Brattleboro, Connecticut River..... +300, 000 Couderay, Namakagon Lake........ + 100,000 
Hunts Meadow Lake.............. 1100" 000 Utica Wakes 222. eS ene +200, 000 
STE PN Ee oe 100, 000 Wound (ako 46 hess ce. sock. eo +200, 000 
Gs BRINE ee en a oo 26 Se SS + 100, 000 peas Tia essa So secede otek +200, 000 

Burlington, State fish commission... |* 16, 200, 000 ONOn LAK T «oa ote Wase esos an +100, 000 
Gansan Wallis, Pond... -..... 22s. + 200, 000 Gordon, Bardon Lake............... +200, 000 
Enosburg Falls, Lake Carmi-....... t 400, 000 Sti Croix bakes-*o-45.) secaeeese +200, 000 
Hardwick, Lake Greenwood........ 400, 000 La Crosse, Black River.............. + 5, 000, 000 
Lake Champlain, Lake Champlain. .| ft 60,000, 000 Mie) PIN Vere ees. eee ee a 10,710 
Rocky Point, Groton Pond...-...... 400, 000 Tomahawk, Big Rice Lake.......... t 100, 000 
Vergennes, Otter Creek............. 200, 000 qlear Wake oe OSC ees esc as kee 150, 000 
Wells, Lake St. Catherine........... 750, 000 ineir Gnne.: > kaos eet) eee oe 100, 000 
Wells River, Connecticut River..... 300, 000 Viittle Somo River. 2... 5....2-44..% 100, 000 
Windsor, Runnemead Pond........ 200, 000 Muskallonge Creek...............- 100, 000 

Wisconsin: Muskallonge Lake................- 100, 000 
Chippewa Falls, Lake Wissota-..... 400, 000 Picikprel Take: oo eee 7 oe oe 100, 000 

O’Neills Creek. ...........-2..---: 200, 000 PpioeielVen. Aho a caeetu coe 100, 000 
Couderay, Bass Lake...-..........-. 100, 000 Silver bas. 02. oo tcen th a aaweet 100, 000 
LL ee ee ore cea 100, 000 Skanawan Creek.................- 100, 000 
Petia Dake. oo. =... ates Scr 250, 000 Skanawan Lake... 2: <2. -cesu52 5 100, 000 
BIS ONG PAK. 2.2 oi55 ses 5~5- 1 200, 000 BOMO SAVERS <2 cos ocr on ene eet ase 100, 000 
Big Couderay Lake............... 150, 000 Spirit River: -2.5/.4 Ha; dees 100, 000 
LS oa Ce 150, 000 omahawk River................. 100, 000 
Linn UT) 7 2 ae a i te 250, 000 Wanter, BHRS AES. 802. et, 100, 000 
IBUISILALN DCS S oo. otc Catensacnas < © 100, 000 Blagk Dan Dale. coca. <cee ease 100, 000 
iE SCC LY) Se ee ee eee 250, 000 —_—_—_——— 
ESTIBOTD AKO. Sen cute ns es se 150, 000 *406, 200, 000 
PIAESUMU EMEP a coco naa fences ewe es 100, 000 PROGR Oo, orn ctnc ts cee hee wa $175, 550, 000 
Little Couderay Lake............. 100, 000 10, 710 

YELLOW PERCH. 

* | 

Arizona: | Maryland—Continued. 
Globe, Roosevelt Lake.............- 800 | Broad Creek, Potomac River........ +19, 209, 940 
Williams, Cataract Ponds........... 625 || Cumberland, Potomac River........ 200 

Connecticut: | Potomac River, North Branch... 
Ents CM ORIG. tas cue wse Saco 200,000 | Piscataway Creek, Potomac River. .| +19, 209, 940 
PATA SS ee 5 a ce Son ns 200,000 | Swan Creek, Potomac River........ , 604, 970 

Greenwich, Wildwood Lake......... 100,000 || Massachusetts: Pittsfield, Pontoosuc 
Hartford, State fish commission... a | eT ras nee ee 800, 000 
Meridian, Hanover Pond............ + 300,000 || Michigan: Brighton, Big Worden Lake 300 
Stamford, Robins’s pond............ 250 | Minnesota: 
District of Columbia: Highway Bridge, Homer, Mississippi River........... | a2, 208,020 
ROONING RAVE os do jis ccctvscsccswss 2, 500, 000 Red Wing, Mississippi River........ a3,110 

Tllinois: Mississippi: Meridian, Waterworks 
Alexander, Davenport Lake........ 375 | A eer Me Beye tee 1, 250 
a le inde pa sive Bell Set a Son Missouri: «te vio 

ina, ppi River... ae a P ; 
Meredosia, Illinois River. 25,900 || Neosho, State fish commission....... { + 40; 000 
Nora, ry eee 250-5 42- 300 Newton, Hearrell Creek...........-..- + 90,000 
Quincy, Spring Lake. .... 625 St. Louis, Wabash Club Pond....... 1,000 
Scales Mound, Fevre }..ver. pa 150 |} Montana: 
Warren, Fevre River................ 600 Glendive, Yellowstone River........ 360 

Indiana: Miles City, Yellowstone River... .... 420 
Huntingburg, Ferdinand Lake...... 125 || New Jersey: 
Indianapolis, White River...-...... 125 Butler, Hennions Lake.............. 80 
Kimmell, Lake Lucid. .............. 200 Hackettstown, State fish commis- 

Towa: RUN. caagaee dees oe ite gt ee * 21,500, 000 
Palisades, Overpeck Creek se 80 
Towaco, Surprise EMEOLS. 3a5 -S5hcce 80 

New York: 
Cape Vincent, St. Lawrence River..| + 2,000,000 
Grass es St. Lawrence River... .. 3,000, 000 
New York City, Aquarium.......... 1,000, 000 
Perch Hole, St. Lawrence River. ..-| ¢ 2,000,000 

North Carolina: 
Highlands, Hawkins Pond 50 

South Park, South Park Roseboro, Baggett’s Thelen s casa sexs 50 
Vine Grove, Weymouth Lake....... Ohio: 

Maryland: Apple Creek, Fountain Valley Pond. 100 
Aberdeen, Glenburnie Pond........ 200 Isle St. George, Lake Erie. .......... 1 ONO O00 
Accokeek, Potomac River........... + 19, 209, 940 Kelleys Island, Lake Erie.... 6, 000, 000 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
» Exclusive of 1,150,000 fry lost in transit, 
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Tora DistrRIBUTION oF FIsH AND FIsH Eeas, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

YELLOW PERCH—Continued. 

Disposition. Number. Disposition. Number. 

Oklahoma: Sentinel, Spring Lake....- 50 || Virginia: 
Pennsylvania: Boydton, Sydnor Old Mill Pond.... 54 
Arcola, Perkiomen Creek...........- 90 Byllesby, Meadow Creek..........-- 300 
Canton, Lake Nepahwin............ 100 Dogue Creek, Potomac River. ....-- 138, 419, 870 
Everett, Juniata River, Raystown Edinburg, Forest Service..........- 200 

Branehs . Soe ery ney see i aoe 200 Emporia, JonestRhondeve!? ache: ame 30 
Gratersford, Perkiomen Creek. ..._.. 90 [LAVIOL'S PON eas aterm choke eee 30 
Harrisburg, Wildwood Lake........ 100 Little Hunting Creek, Potomac 
Landisville, Chickies Creek.......... 300 River. 65-2 Sansa pees ee: eee +9, 604, 970 
Lititz, Hubers Pond ...............: 200 Pohick Creek, Potomac River.......| +88, 419,870 
Mance, Berkely Pond............... 200 || Wytheville, Reed Creek... .. F 600 
Walker Wakes nge. so22 25 scree 200 Reed Creek, South Fork. ......... 300 

Oaks, Perkiomen Creek...........-- 90 || West Virginia: 
Phoenixville, French Creek.......-- 300 Berkeley Springs, Sleepy Creek. . ... 400 
Pottstown, McFarland Sheep Farm Clarksburg, Davisson Run..-.....-- 400 

Onset Shee oa ate 150 || Wisconsin: 
Powys, Lycoming Creek...........- 100 Blair, Trempealeau River. .......... 750 
Schwenksville, Perkiomen Creek.... 90 Trempealeau River Pond........... 750 
Slatington, Cartright Pond.......... 40 Galesville, Lake Marinuka.......... 1, 250 
Meadow Brook Pond...........-.- 40 La Crosse, Mississippi River........- a 76, 260 

Spring Mount, Perkiomen Creek... .. 90 Rice Lake, Rice Tiake.........---.2.. 185 
ean Mountain Takers so) : 150 ——_—_——_—_—— 
Valley Forge, Schuylkill River... ... 150 *22, 660, 000 

Tennessee: ROLAND = Ss ecternctorn terete ata a see +179.289,500 
Nashville, Buell’s pond............- 250 2, 353, 800 
Springfield, Murphy’s pond......... 125 

Vermont: 
Miles Pond, Miles Pond............. +700, 000 
St. Johnsbury, Shadow Lake........ +300, 000 
West Danville, Joes Pond..........- 1, 000, 000 

| 

WHITE PERCH. 

North Carolina: Edenton, Albemarle 
BOUNG oepaset eco. Gace eee ceases 72, 035, 000 

WHITE BASS. 

Arkansas: Black Rock, Black River. . a 560 || Minnesota: 
Tlinois: Homer, Mississippi River........--- a 1,500 

Galena, Mississippi River........--- a1, 256 Red Wing, Mississippi River.-....... a 250 
New Boston, Mississippi River...-... a 225 || Wisconsin: Clayton, Mississippi River. a 1,000 
Sand Prairie, Mississippi River.... -. a 500 —— 

Towa: Bellevue, Mississippi River... .. a 2,574 Totals. ese kc. Gases eee 8,865 
Kentucky: East Cairo, Ohio River.... a 1,000 

YELLOW BASS. 

Mississippi: Meridian, Waterworks 
Ls 

BP | 

STRIPED BASS. 

North Carolina: Weldon, Roanoke 
Histcss> 3 eee ee este es +13, 540, 000 

a Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
b Exclusive of 750 fingerlings lost in transit. 
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Tota DIsTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FisH Eaas, By Species, FiscaL YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

MACKEREL. 

Disposition. | Number. Disposition. Number. 

Massachusetts: Massachusetts—Continued. 
Falmouth, Buzzards Bay........... 7,179, 000 Woods Hole, Vineyard Sound ...... t 215, 000 
Gosnold, Buzzards Bays...-......... 2,114, Total +9. 508-000 

Olal...----..----------+------- ohne, ? 

CoD. 

| 
Maine: Boothbay Harbor, Boothbay Massachusetts—Continued. 
LEE ae ee ee eee ee 7 1,067,000 | Lackeys Bay, Vineyard Sound...... + 1,507,000 

Massachusetts: ‘| Naushon Island, Vineyard Sound ...} 71,370,000 
Beverly, Massachusetts Bay......-.. | 7.20, 550,000 || Rockport, Eki TAB oe ee +15, 100, 000 

Gloucester, Atlantic Ocean. ........ Viewer se ioe 
Great Harbor, Vineyard Sound..... 7 10, 644, 000 Total a { + 64,331,000 
Jobs Neck, Vineyard Sound......... ep 8 DOD oe ge eats Ge SE Rae * 243 870,000 

POLLOCK. 

| 

Maine: Boothbay Harbor, Boothbay | Massachusetts—Continued. 
MERE ent os, co cee tee eae 71,714,000 Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay... .- + 17,520,000 

Massachusetts: Rockport, Atlantic Ocean. .......... + 207,120,000 
Beverly, Massachusetts Bay .....--- 7 69,340,000 Ipawioly Bay 25. S35. 2 ceo ee ae + 36,180,000 
ee Ocean. ........- 7 309,098,000 || 
Remy Bay... -.<cc se caccee {15,000,000 MEET as ir Boe 20, + 703,972,000 

Manchester, Massachusetts Bay ..... | 748,000,000 |) 

HADDOCK. 

Maine: Boothbay Harbor, Boothbay +199, 000 aye ay emer ey re 
Ca aS be ae ae ee ee ockport, antic Ocean 

Massachusetts: ‘ NORWICH DAY Soc. foes cote sed aeas 
Beverly, Massachusetts Bay......... eee Ny 

Gloucester, Atlantic Ocean. ........ {| hbo '900'000 Jo CSA Aa RE Rene 
Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay..... | + 19,270,000 | 

WINTER FLOUNDER. 

Maine: | Massachusetts—Continued. 
Boothbay Harbor, Boothbay Harbor 112, 893,000 MV BUUO BAG. 525 5555 eee daca. $229, 702, 000 
ERAS aan o det o nckctwsaas'- 7470, 441, 000 Gloucester, Annisquam River. ...... +7, 710, 000 
RAO O bed ccscassdunsacescct 67, 303, 000 Gloucester Harbor................ I 320, 000 
Olt Se a ee 58, 269, 000 Tpswith BAY. 20.0 )26.52 .s2 cae 17, 880, 000 
iVio gt arp 64, 278, 000 Gosnold, Hadley Harbor............ '+109, 978, 000 

Bristol, Robinson Cove.............. | $24,196,000 LAREBYS IOV 5.2 66d os nls dassewcos ee 7110, 871, 000 
Cundy Harbor, Hen Cove........... +79, 402, 000 Manchester, Massachusetts Bay..... $12, 150, 000 

NBG GUE (Ch) EE aes } 19’ ons’ ooo | Provincetown, Provincetown Har- 
East Boothbay, Linekins Bay...-.. TY | aa “ERS SINR Bi Salat eam a $30, 144, 000 
Pemaquid, Johns River............. tru at oon | Rockport, Atlantic Ocean........... +4, 640, 000 
Pemaquid Harbor................. 75,621,000 || Vineyard Haven, Lagoon Pond.....| $64,118,000 

Rockland, Rockland Harbor........ 54, 775, 000 / Woods Hole, Eel Pond.............. 56, 551, 000 
Southport, Ebencook Harbor....... 22° 686; 000 Great Harbor....................- 50, 410,000 
Thomaston, Seal Harbor............ $115, 696,000 | RAthe HASDON F352 75 es nae aoe 74,516, 000 

Massachusetts: | New York: Edgemere, Jamaica Bay. .| 764,966,000 
Beverly, Massachusetts Bay.........| {21,290,000 || Rhode Island: Wickford, Wickford 
Chilmark, Menemsha Pond......... HWELG: OUI OUO © MIMIHE ooyo . 2.4ly.s ceed cvee ne +116, 920, 000 
Falmouth, Falmouth Harbor.......| 34,916,000 || |_—___——______ 

Quissett Harbor................... +174, 167,000 |) WDGlise tee sok Soe ses ee eee Sex: 2,654,192,000 

a The eggs were taken, fertilized, and planted on spawning grounds. 
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Toran DistRipuTION or FisH AND Fisu Eaes, By Species, Fiscan YEAR 1919— 
Continued. 

MISCELLANEOUS FISHES. 

Disposition. 

Arkansas: Black Rock, Black River. . 
ois: 

Aquauka, perecia WAVvOratc-< see 
Galena, Mississippi River........... 

Maine: 
eo, Harbor, Harpswell Har- 

OD Seine iS Soca oe oie Sa 
Hodedon\ Cove cr ee 
Johnson Coven; 2 -soe oer eee 

Number. Disposition. Number. 

2655 || Maryland: Baltimore, State fish com- 
MISSION |.) Sa ae eh Ee a oe 1, 000, 000 

a95 |; Minnesota: 
236, 550 Homer, Mississippi River........... a70, 400 a1,915 Red Wing, Mississippi River........ a3,025 

Wisconsin: 
a 40,570 Clayton, Mississippi River.......... a70, 000 a1,455 La Crosse, Mississippi River......... a352, 600 a 44,000 Lynxville, Mississippi River........ a8, 000 a20, mn Prairie du Chien, Mississippi River... a 20, 000 

a11,900 747, 250 2.66, 000 POLL. eee eee eee tees e eens { +1, 000/000 

LOBSTER. 

Maine—Continued. 
Pemaquid Harbor, Johns Bay....... $2, 000, 000 +2, 000, 000 Southport, Ebencook Harbor....... 71, 500, 000 +1, 000, 000 

1, 000, 000 A) RE MAAR EE los ors SAR atic b's $7, 500, 000 

@ Rescued from overflowed lands and restored to original waters. 
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RACK WITH UPSTREAM TRAP, DUCKABUSH RIVER, WASH. 



ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF THE SALMONS OF 

THE PACIFIC COAST." 

Revised and enlarged by Henry O'MALLEY, Field Assistant, U. S. Bureau of 

Fisheries, in Charge of Operations on the Pacific Coast. 

THE SALMONS OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 

There are five species of salmon on the Pacific coast belonging to 

the genus Oncorhynchus, namely, the chinook, spring, king, or 

quinnat salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha) ; the blueback, sock- 

eye, or redfish (Oncorhynchus nerka) ; the humpback or pink sal- 

mon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) ; the silver or coho salmon (Onco- 

rhynchus kisutch); and the chum or dog salmon (Oncorhynchus 

keta). Among the features which distinguish the Pacific salmons 

from the Atlantic salmon are the larger number of rays in the anal 

fin and the invariable habit of spawning but once and then dying; 

the Atlantic salmon may spawn several times. 

The characters noted in the following key will usually be suffi- 

cient to distinguish the different species of Pacific salmon: 

Chinook caianee, stcalea in longitudinal series, about 135; py- 

loric ceca, 110 to 200, averaging 150; gillrakers comparatively short, 

from 20 to 25 in number, 9 being above the angle; rays in anal fin 

from 14 to 19, average 16; branchiostegals, 14 to 19, average 16. 

Body robust; head conic; caudal fin lunate. Color above dusky, 

sometimes with bluish or greenish tinge; sides and belly silvery; 

head dark, with metallic luster, back and sides with prominent spots, 

usually X-shaped. 
Blueback salmon.—Scales in longitudinal series, about 130; py- 

lorie ceca, 75 to 100; gillrakers comparatively long and slender, 

from 30 to 40 in number; rays in anal fin, 14 to 18; branchiostegals. 

13 to 15. Body rather slender; caudal fin lunate; anal and dorsal 

fins low. Color, sides silvery, no spots on back, which is frequently 

bright blue. 
Tumpback salmon.—Scales very small, 200 or more in longitudinal 

series; pyloric coeca very slender, about 180 in number; gillrakers 

short, from 20 to 25; anal rays, 15; branchiostegals, 11 to 12. Color, 

bluish above, ~via on sides; lower part of back, adipose fin, and 

tail with numerous black spots, largest and of oblong form on tail. 

Silver salmon.—Scales large, about 130 in longitudinal series; 

pyloric caeca comparatively few and large, 40 to 110 in number, 

* This paper represents a revision and enlargement of the chapter on “The Salmons 

of the Pacific Coast,” from the Manual of Fish-Culture, published in the Report of the 

U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries for 1897, a first revised edition of which was 

published separately in 1900. The chapter was subsequently issued in separate form 

under the title “ Artificial Propagation of the Salmons of the Pacific Coast.” 
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4 ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF PACIFIC SALMONS. 

average 70; gillrakers long and slender, 20 to 25 in number; anal 
rays, 11 to 15, average 13; branchiostegals, 12 to 14. Body long; 
head short, conic; snout blunt; eye small; fins small, caudal deeply 
lunate. Color, bluish green, sides silvery, finely punctulated, as in the 
chinook, but not so conspicuous. 
Chum salmon.—Scales of medium size, about 150 in lateral line; 

pyloric ceeca, 140 to 185; gillrakers from 20 to 25; 18 or 14 rays in 
anal fin; branchiostegals, 13 or 14. Form of chinook, but head 
longer and more depressed. Dusky above and on head; paler on 
sides; very fine spots on back and sides, often wanting; tail deeply 
lunate, plain dusky or finely spotted, with black edge; other fins 
blackish. 

These salmons are the most important group of fishes entering the 
rivers of North America. The steelhead (Salmo gairdneri), popu- 
larly regarded as a salmon, also inhabits the waters of the Pacific 
coast and adds to the importance of the salmon tribe. 

In recent years the annual catch of salmon in the Pacific Coast 
States, British Columbia, and Alaska has been approximately 
585,000,000 pounds, with a value, as placed on the market, of nearly 
$40,000,000. In 1918 the quantity of salmon canned was 7,829,212 
cases of forty-eight 1-pound cans. 

CHINOOK SALMON. 

The chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha) is also known 
by other names than those given above, as Columbia, Sacramento, 
and tyee salmon. It is one of the most important of the salmons, 
being superior in food qualities and attaining a vastly larger size 
than any of the others. When fresh from the ocean, it is a very 
handsome, resplendent, well-formed fish. The flesh is of a rich red 
color in the greater number of individuals, but all runs contain a 
smaller or larger percentage of fish having white meat. Buyers cut 
into the shoulder of the fish for arriving at the color. The white 
meat is equally as good as the red as a food, but the rich red fish 
have the greater market value, both in the fresh condition and for 
canning. 

No other salmon in the world compares in size with the chinook. 
In the Yukon River, Alaska, it occasionally attains a weight of 
over 100 pounds; and in the Columbia River there have been well- 
authenticated cases of specimens weighing over 80 pounds. Far- 
ther south the size is smaller, although in the Sacramento River indi- 
viduals from 50 to 60 pounds in weight are not rare. In the Columbia 
20 pounds is a fair average, and in the Sacramento about 16 pounds. 

The known range of the chinook in American waters is practically 
from Monterey Bay (latitude 364°) to the Yukon River, but indi- 
viduals have been seen in Norton Sound, somewhat north of the 
Yukon, and as far down the coast of California as the Santa Bar- 
bara Channel. However, it is not known to spawn naturally in 
any stream south of the Sacramento River. It extends across Bering 
Sea to Kamchatka and south to Hokkaido, Japan. 

Fish of this species prefer the larger rivers, like the Sacramento, 
Columbia, Skagit, Nushagak, and Yukon, and they are very per- 
sistent in making the ascent. The summer and later runs seek 
spawning grounds not far from the ocean, but the first or early 
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spring runs ascend to extreme headwaters. They have been seen 
crowding up rivulets forming the headwaters of the Sacramento 
and Columbia Rivers with nearly half their bodies exposed above 
water. No matter how far the headwaters are from the ocean, some 
of the run will proceed till forced to yield to an impassable obstruc- 
tion. On reaching their goal the early fish remain several weeks in 
deep, quiet holes before going on the spawning grounds. The rate 
of ascent varies with climatic conditions, the season, and the condi- 
tion of the rivers, which are affected by melting snow during the 
spring and summer and by rains in the fall months. They proceed 
very slowly at low-water stage, sometimes lying for weeks or months 
in deep pools, and rapidly when the water is at a moderate stage; but 
at extreme high or flood stage they remain quiet until the water 
begins to fall and clears, when they resume their journey. 
When they first come from the ocean the sexes are very similar in 

appearance, but as the time for spawning approaches a difference is 
noted between them, becoming more pronounced as the season ad- 
vances. The developing ova of the female produces a round, plump 
form, while the male becomes thin, his head pesapca and his upper 
jaw curving like a hook over the lower. His eyes sink; large, power- 
ful, white, doglike teeth appear on both jaws; and the fish acquires 
a gaunt and savage appearance. From the time they reach fresh 
water their appetites decrease, and their throats and stomachs gradu- 
ally shrink, until, at the near approach of the spawning season, they 
have become entirely incapacitated for food, and the desire and the 
ability to feed has left them entirely. The great reserve of flesh and 
oils brought with them from the ocean enables them to keep the vital 
organs active until their mission is accomplished. After reproduc- 
tion they die on or near the spawning grounds. This singular fact 
has been disputed, but its truth has been proved conclusively and re- 
peatedly. After they are entirely spawned out they remain on the 
beds, deteriorating rapidly, the flesh shading off to a tone, dirty pink, 
and they become foul, diseased, and much emaciated. Their scales 
are partly absorbed and, in the males, wholly enveloped in the skin, 
which is of a dark-olive or black hue; blotches of fungus appear on 
their heads and bodies; and in various places there are long, white 
patches where the skin has been partly worn off. Their tails and fins 
become badly mutilated, and in a short time the fish die. 
They are found feeding in Monterey Bay in any month of the 

year when food is there. On their way to the spawning beds they 
reach this body of water about the second week in January and may 
be caught with hook and line. In February they may be observed 
in numbers in the Sacramento River. In the Columbia River they 
appear in March but are not abundant until April or May. They 
arrive in southern Alaska in May and farther north in June, while 
it is probably still later before they ascend the Yukon, where the 
running season is short and may not exceed a month or six weeks. 
The early runs in the Columbia River are usually from one to three 
weeks in passing from the mouth of the river to Clifton, a distance 
of about 20 miles. They first arrive at The Dalles, 200 miles up the 
river, in the middle of April, and are found in numbers at this 
point about the middle of June, two months after appearing in 
larger numbers at the river bay, thus covering a distance of about 
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100 miles a month. As the season advances the rate of progress up 
the rivers is more rapid. 

The spawning season varies in different rivers and covers a period 
of at least four months. The spring run begins to spawn at the head- 
waters of the Willamette and Salmon Rivers, tributaries of the 
Columbia, in August, while the summer run at the Little White 
Salmon and Big White Salmon stations, nearer the ocean, begins 
spawning about September 20. At the Clackamas (Oreg.) station, 
eggs are secured from the fall run from the last of September to 
about December 1. 

For the deposition of their eggs chinook salmon invariably seek 
a shallow, gravelly riffle, where the water is a foot or more deep, 
and the current sufficiently swift to carry and spread the eggs and 
milt. There is no doubt that in many instances the so-called nest, 
which is an elongated cavity or depression, often several feet across 
and 12 or more inches in depth, is started by either the male or female 
in advance of actual spawning, but as a general thing it is formed 
by the fish in the act of spawning. At this time both the male and 
female turn on their sides and by contraction of the abdominal 
muscles, which produces a quivery motion of the body, effect the 
simultaneous emission of milt and eggs. At about the same time 
a forceful movement of the tail and posterior part of the body serves 
to loosen the gravel and propel the fin forward more or less, thus, by 
frequent repetition, enlarging the depression and covering the eggs 
with the loose gravel. It seems evident that this is nature’s provision 
for the protection of the eggs, during the incubation period. With 
every effort made by the fish in the extrusion of the eggs and milt 
the depth of the covering is increased, and this serves not only to 
screen them from the light, which is conducive to the growth of 
fungus, but also protects them from the prying eyes of trout and 
other active aquatic enemies. 

The length of time consumed in spawning is largely governed by 
the number of eggs a female contains and also by the temperature of 
the water. In some instances all of the eggs will be deposited within 
a day or two, while in others spawning will extend over a period 
of a week or 10 days. 

Both the eggs and the fry are subject to destruction by freshets 
washing them out of the gravel or covering them so deep that, if they 
are not actually killed by the pressure on them, it becomes impossible 
for the fry to work their way out. In many streams spawning occurs 
during high-water stages in the fall, the eggs in numerous instances 
being deposited in gravel which is entirely above the water later m 
the season. Many eggs are lost also by trout lying close in behind 
the salmon and catching them as they are emitted. Some are rooted 
out of the nest, and the natural enemies take their toll as the fry 
emerge from the gravel. It is the instinct of the fry to lie quiescent 
until the umbilical sacs have been absorbed, when they leave the nest 
in search of food. 

Experiments conducted some years ago by John P. Babcock * have 
demonstrated clearly that only those eggs in natural spawning which 
are embedded beneath from 5 to 6 inches of sand and gravel produce 

@ Some experiments in the burial of salmon eggs, suggesting a new method of hatching 
salmon and trout. Transactions, American Fisheries Society for 1910, pp. 3938-395, 
Washington, 1911. 



U. S. B. F.—Doc. 879. PLATE II. 

FIG 1.—CHINOOK SALMON. BREEDING MALE. 

FIG, 2.—-BLUEBACK SALMON, ADULT MALE. 

FIG. 3.—HUMPBACK SALMON, ADULT MALE. 



U. S. B. F.—Doc. 879. PLATE III. 

FIG. 1.—SILVER SALMON. BREEDING MALE. 

FIG. 2.—CHUM SALMON. BREEDING MALE. 

FIG, 3.—STEELHEAD. 
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alevins that live to attain the fry stage, and that the eggs not so 
covered are either consumed by active natural enemies or are de- 
stroyed by the vegetable mold known as fungus. The experiments 
have shown that the burial of freshly fertilized eggs of Pacific 
salmon in sand or gravel to the depth stated does not smother them, 
but that eggs so treated will hatch, and the resulting alevins will 
possess the instinct and power to work their way gradually to the 
surface after the disappearance of the food sacs, at which stage of 
development they are not attacked by fungus. Eggs buried under 
from 2 to 3 inches of gravel were found to produce alevins coming 
to the surface before the sacs had been absorbed, and they were 
therefore subject to fungus, a very large percentage of them being 
destroyed in that way, as well as by the more-developed forms of 
aquatic life. The sacs of fry resulting from eggs buried less than 4 
inches deep are so thinly covered when they reach the surface that 
few, if any, of the fish survive the effects of fungoid growths, and, as 
such growths are very common in the beds of streams where large 
numbers of salmon have spawned and died, it follows that very 
heavy losses of eggs must occur on eggs naturally deposited. 

The yield of eggs from the chinook salmon will average from 3,000 
to 6,000 per fish. The eggs are of a deep, salmon-red color, measur- 
ing about one-fourth of an inch in diameter, and are heavier than 
water. 

In view of the enormous annual catch of this salmon for com- 
mercial purposes, the necessity for its propagation became mani- 
fest at an early period in the history of the Pacific fisheries. For- 
tunately, it is readily susceptible of artificial production on a large 
scale; otherwise the supply in western rivers would by this time 
have nraterially fallen off. Since the work began in 1873 on the 
McCloud River it has grown to larger proportions. It now engages 
the attention of all the coast State governments, as well as that of 
the Federal Government, and the work is steadily growing in im- 
portance. 

As the salmon ascend the rivers they are caught by gill nets, fyke 
nets, pounds, weirs, seines, wheels, and other devices, but in the 
Sacramento and Columbia Rivers the greater numbers are caught 
as they head upstream with gill nets drifting with the current or 
tide. In the rivers they are comparatively safe from enemies, but 
immense numbers are destroyed at the mouths of the streams by seals 
and sea lions. 

This species has been introduced into Australia, New Zealand, and 
Europe, but so far as is known New Zealand is the only country 
where its acclimatization has been effected. Efforts have been made 
to establish it in Atlantic streams of the United States, but with- 
out permanent results. In some of the fresh-water lakes of New 
England the chinook salmon has been introduced purely for angling 
purposes. In such instances permanent fisheries can not be ex- 
pected save by restocking. 

BLUEBACK SALMON. 

This species (Oncorhynchus nerka) is known in different regions 
under the names of blueback, redfish, Fraser River salmon, and sock- 
eye. It ranks first of the salmon in commercial value, being es- 

35286°—21——10 
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pecially important in the Fraser River and in Alaska. The color of 
the flesh is a rich red, which persists after canning. Large quanti- 
ties are canned on Puget Sound, in British Columbia, and in Alaska, 
and its commercial value to that territory is indicated by the fact 
that during the calendar year 1916 the total pack on the Pacific 
coast amounted to 2,482,048 cases. Of this total 2,119,442 cases were 
put up in Alaska, at a valuation of $13,147,994. Comparatively few 
red salmon are sold fresh in the United States. 

It is next to the smallest of the salmons, the maximum weight 
being 12 pounds, but it seldom attains a weight of over 6 pounds in 
any instance.? 

It ranges from Columbia River, Wash., to the far north. In gen- 
eral it ascends only such rivers as rise in glacial and snow-fed lakes. 
Practically nothing is known of its ocean life. Straggling speci- 
mens occur in the Quinault River late in December. It ascends the 
Columbia River in June and July, and at Kodiak Island it comes 
in numbers in June. There the heaviest run is in June and July, 
spawning occurring in August and September. In the Fraser River 
the largest runs enter during July and August, and in the water- 
shed of this river spawning occurs from late October to the end of 
December, being at its maximum during November. Quinault and 
Baker Lakes, together with their tributaries, may be considered 
typical spawning grounds for this fish in the United States, and in 
those regions the spawning season extends from early September to 
late December. 

The individuals of this species enter only such streams as have 
lakes at their headwaters, usually reaching the vicinity of the latter 
several weeks in advance of spawning time. Many of them deposit 
their eggs along the lake shores in depths of from 1 to 12 feet of 
water. Others ascend the creeks or rivers flowing into the lakes and 
spawn on the riffles in a way similar to that of the chinook salmon. 
The average number of eggs per fish ranges from 2,500 to 3,000. 
Except in the breeding season, the color is a clear, bright blue above, 
with silvery sides and belly. At spawning time the body becomes 
blood red and the head light green. The male loses his symmetrical 
form and develops an extravagantly hooked jaw. 

HUMPBACK SALMON. 

The humpback salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) is the smallest 
of the Pacific salmons, its average weight being only 5 pounds and 
its maximum rarely 9. Its range is from Puget Sound northward, 
probably as far as the Mackenzie River, and it is also common on 
the Asiatic coast. The southernmost spawning record is in the San 
Lorenzo River at Santa Cruz, Calif. In Alaska it is the most abun- 
dant and generally distributed of the salmons, and in that region 
there is an annual run of the species. In Puget Sound waters, how- 
ever, it makes its appearance in numbers only in alternate years. No 
satisfactory explanation as to the cause of this phenomenon has been 

4So-called landlocked forms occurring in various lakes weigh only one-half pound 
when mature. They are commonly referred to as little redfish and have long been re- 
garded as merely dwarfed forms of the anadromous species. At one time they were be- 
lieved to ascend also from the sea; later it was conclusively proved that they are perma- 
nent residents of fresh water, and there is strong evidence that they constitute one or 
more distinct species. 
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given. During the fall of 1916, which is known as the off season in 
Puget Sound, 1,887 cases were packed. This shows a healthful in- 
crease over the seasons previous to the Bureau’s attempting the estab- 
lishment of an annual run in this region. 

In nutritive value the fresh-run humpback is scarcely inferior to 
any other salmon. While the flesh has a very fine flavor, it is 
paler than that of the chinook or blueback salmon, and it loses its 
color when canned. The total amount of this species canned during 
the calendar year 1916 was 2,036,077 cases, of which amount 1,753,546 
cases, valued at $6,446,168, were packed in Alaska. 

The humpback salmon usually seeks the smaller streams for repro- 
duction, depositing its eggs a short distance from the sea, sometimes 
within a few rods of the ocean. At Kodiak Island, Alaska, where 
it is often very abundant, it arrives in the latter part of July, the 
run continuing only a few weeks. Spawning occurs in August. The 
eggs, of which there are about 2,000 per fish, are smaller than those 
of the chinook, but larger than those of the blueback and paler than 
either. 

Shortly after its arrival from the ocean, and with the approach 
of the spawning season, it develops on its back a prominent hump, 
which, with the distortion of the jaw, gives the fish a very singular 
appearance. As is the case with the other salmons, it dies on the 
spawning bed or after being swept to sea by the current. 

SILVER SALMON. 

The silver salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) is also known as silver- 
sides and coho salmon. It is a beautiful fish, having a graceful form 
and a bright, silvery skin. Its flesh is usually of a bright-red color; 
but, as this fades on cooking, it is less highly regarded for canning, 
though large quantities are thus utilized on the Columbia River, 
Puget Sound, and the short coastal streams of Oregon and Wash- 
ington. 

In 1916 the total pack was 715,815 cases, of which 265,184 were 
put up in Alaska. Its range is from Monterey Bay to northern 
Alaska, and as far south on the Asiatic coast as Japan. It ascends 
the rivers to spawn in the fall and early winter, when the waters 
are high. In most of the rivers which it frequents there appear to 
be two well-defined runs, the early run ascending to the headwaters, 
while the later run is found in the streams nearer the ocean. The 
early run is composed of small-sized specimens. In Alaska the aver- 
age weight of this salmon is nearly 15 pounds, and in the streams far- 
ther south about 8 pounds. It rarely attains a weight of 30 pounds. 
The average egg production per fish is about 3,500. 

CHUM SALMON. 

The chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta) is the least valuable of the 
Pacific salmons, although it is canned and dried in large quantities 
on the Pacific coast and in Alaska. Its average weight is 10 pounds, 
and the maximum is about 20 pounds. It is found from the Colum- 
bia River northward, being especially abundant in Alaska. It is 
taken occasionally in the Sacramento River. When just from the 
ocean, the flesh is of a very pale red color. At that time it is a very 
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good fish, but it deteriorates rapidly in fresh water, and it loses its 
color in the can. It spawns in shallow riffles and creeks, usually at 
no great distance from the ocean. Large quantities are packed in 
Oregon, Washington, and Alaska. The production of canned chum 
salmon in 1916 amounted to 1,500,332 cases, of which 715,238 cases 
were put up in Alaska. 

STEELHEAD. 

Another anadromous fish found in Pacifie coast waters is the steel- 
head (Salmo gairdneri), commonly known as steelhead and steel- 
head trout, and in many instances erroneously classed with the 
Pacific salmon in the State laws. It resembles in form, size, and some- 
what in general appearance the salmon of the Atlantic coast, but is 
distinguished from the Pacific salmons by its short anal fin of not 
over 12, and usually 9 or 10, rays, square tail, small head, rounded 
snout, comparatively slender form, light-colored flesh, and its spring- 
spawning habit. Its average weight in the Columbia is about 12 
pounds, but specimens weighing 42 pounds have been found in the 
Skagit River. 

Its range is very extended, reaching from Santa Barbara on the 
southern coast of California to the Alaskan Peninsula, and perhaps 
to the Arctic Ocean. It is found in almost all the streams of the 
Pacific States which empty into the ocean. The only run of this 
species of commercial importance in the Columbia River begins in 
late June and is in full force in July and early August. It reaches 
Seufert, Oreg., about the close of the blueback run, and some of the 
fishing wheels catch practically nothing else. This fish feeds while 
in fresh water, and does not always die after spawning, but it de- 
teriorates from the time it enters fresh water until the following 
spring, and spawns between the months of February and May. Its 
movements in other rivers on the coast are not materially different, 
except that it enters the southern rivers earlier and the northern 
rivers later than it enters the Columbia. Like the chinook salmon, the 
steelhead ascends for long distances, and it has been found as far up 
tributaries of the Columbia as the ascent of fish is possible. The 
number of eggs per fish ranges from 6,000 to 8,000. The greater quan- 
tities of steelhead trout are caught during the winter and spring 
months and are utilized in a fresh state, large quantities being 
shipped to eastern markets in refrigerator cars. However, during 
the calendar year of 1916 cases of this species to the number of 
24,999 were packed. 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION. 

Artificial propagation having been first applied on the Pacific 
coast to the Sanne salmon, the description of methods which follow 
is based mainly upon the practices employed with that species. In 
1916 the number of salmon and steelhead eggs collected by the 
Bureau of Fisheries, expressed in millions, was as follows: Chinook, 
108; blueback, 105; humpback, 32; silver, 13; chum, 29; steelhead, 
14. These were collected at the Afognak and Yes Bay stations in 
Alaska; at stations located on tributaries of Puget Sound and in 
the Quinault Indian Reservation, Wash.; at Clackamas and its aux- 
iliaries in the Columbia River Basin and in southern Oregon; and 
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FIG. 1—SALMON HATCHERY, AFOGNAK, ALASKA, 

FIG. 2.—SALMON HATCHERY AND REARING PONDS, YES BAY, ALASKA. 
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at the California stations on tributaries of the Sacramento and 
Klamath Rivers. In addition, the private hatcheries operated by 
the salmon-cannery interests of Alaska, known as Fortmann, Kar- 
luk, Quadra, Hetta, and Klawak, which have been hatching blue- 
back salmon for years, collected in 1916 over 87,000,000 eggs. The 
normal capacity of these five establishments is 197,000,000 eggs per 
annum. The Bureau’s two hatcheries in Alaska have each a capacity 
of 72,000,000 eggs. 

CONSTRUCTION OF RACKS, 

The eggs found in salmon that are captured for commercial pur- 
poses are in a green state, and, therefore, in all hatchery operations 
of importance it has been found necessary to provide for the egg 
supply by installing requisite devices for the capture and retention 

OP a LIE Lilt TN 

Ha ‘l 
Fic. 1.—Three-legged rack horse or trestle: A., horse head; B.B., horse legs; 0.0.0., 

12-inch boards to make sides of crib and also to act as braces; D.D.D., leg braces 
Taiet _ support bottom of crib; #£.H.H., bottom of crib; X.X., bracket for support- 
ng walk. 

of the brood fish. Such fishing is conducted at or near the spawn- 
ing grounds. 

The site selected for the placing of the racks should be in a good 
spawning locality. The upper rack is placed at the head of a riffle, 
and the stop or lower rack is installed just below a deep pool, the 
distance between the two depending upon topographical conditions, 
There is thus provided between the upper and lower racks a proper 
spawning and fishing area, with a deep pool for a resting place for 
the immature fish. In this inclosure the fish are held until removed 
for stripping. The racks are designed to control the movements of 
the fish regardless of the water stages, as failure to do so means the 
loss of a season’s take of eggs. 

The usual form of rack constructed in the rivers of Washington 
and Oregon and in most of the streams in California is built on 
trestles or three-legged horses, their sizes depending upon the char- 
acter of the streams to be closed, and their length upon the depth 
of water and the angle or slope to be given the rack. The legs are 
made of pile timber from 8 to 12 inches in diameter. The upper leg 
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is longer than the other two, which are of equal dimensions, and is 
attached to them at an angle of 90°, the spread between the others 
being about 60°. The legs are braced and held in place by poles 
about 4 inches in diameter, which are spiked to the sides midway 
from the ground to where the legs are joined, and, as an extra pre- 
caution, an additional brace is nailed across the two rear legs. 

The braces strengthen the bottom of the crib, which is made of 
1-inch rough lumber, and the 12-inch boards composing its sides 
serve as an additional brace to the legs. Such a crib will hold from 
100 pounds to almost a ton of rock, the amount varying with the 
size pf the braces used and the current which it is expected to with- 
stand. ° 

The trestles are set from 8 to 12 feet apart directly across the 
stream on the site selected for the rack, the distance between each 
being governed by the size of the stream and the strength of rack 
desired. The trestles are then lined up and loaded with stones, and 
two stringers from 8 to 12 inches in diameter are put on and spiked 
to the upstream side of the forward leg. While the position of the 
stringers must be governed to some extent by the height of the rack, 
it is usual where the rack is of ordinary construction to place the 
upper stringer about 30 inches above the water surface and the 
lower one midway between that point and the river bottom. ‘On 
large streams a third stringer is sometimes used to good advantage. 
Where the bed of the stream is of hard formation 2 by 3 fir pickets 

are put down even with the bottom at intervals of 14 inches and 
nailed to the stringers, the 2-inch surface being placed to the current 
and the upstream edge beveled in order to present the least possible 
resistance to the current. In streams with soft shifting bottoms it 
is often necessary to drive the pickets. As a further precaution 
against the escape of the salmon by the loosening and displacement 
of the pickets by the current, or by the struggling of the fish, a 
block 3 inches long by 14 inches wide is nailed to each picket at a 
point halfway between the lower stringer and the bottom. A layer 
of bowlders and rock from 3 to 5 inches in diameter is then placed 
in front of the rack at the point of the pickets to close effectually all 
openings between the ends of the pickets and the river bottom; and 
brackets for supporting a walk are nailed to the downstream side 
of the trestles, thus providing a means of keeping the rack cleared of 
débris at all times. ; 

In streams where shingle bolts, cordwood, and driftwood occur, a 
gate is provided for their passage, and the necessary sheer booms are 
constructed in front of the racks to guide tne timbers to the opening. 
The gate should be built between two trestles which have been placed 
8 feet apart, and the open space connected by a stringer placed below 
the surface of the water at a depth of at least 18 inches. Pickets are 
attached to this stringer in the usual manner, except that they must 
be sawed off even with its top, and the sides of the space are squared 
up and walled with 1-inch lumber. 

The gate is constructed of 1 by 4 inch strips 12 or more feet long, 
which are placed on edge at intervals of 14 inches, well blocked and 
braced. It is then hinged to the stringers in such a manner that it 
will swing freely. One way to accomplish this is to bore holes 
through the ends of the strips and insert 1-inch pipe, the ends of 
which, projecting a few inches on either side of the gate, allow it to 
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» 

Fig. 

3.—Front elevation of barricade shown in figure ‘ 

turn in eyebolts in the side walls. To pre- 
vent the fish passing through when the gate 
is open, a 12-inch board should be nailed 
across its under side at such an angle that 
the current rushing against it will lft the 
lower end of the gate just above the surface 
of the water. Floating objects coming 
down the stream are carried onto the gate, 
which sinks from their weight, and as the 
current carries the object on the gate closes 
automatically. 
Racks constructed in accordance with 

this method will often stand submerging 
several times in the course of a spawning 
season, and at its close remain practically 
undamaged. 
A barrier that has stood the test of sev- 

eral years and has proved that it will oper- 
ate successfully in almost any stage of 
water is described in the following para- 
graphs.t The design is to be credited to 
A. H. Dinsmore, former superintendent of 
the Baker Lake (Wash.) station. 

A permanent barrier at the Birdsview station, 
an auxiliary of the Baker Lake station in Wash- 
ington, is of novel construction and calls for 
more than passing notice. This barrier is located 
in a portion of Phinney Creek, where formerly 
there was a dam built for the purpose of obstruct- 
ing the passage of steelhead trout. When the 
dam washed out, a new channel formed and the 
river bed was very much broadened. 

The first step in the construction of the new 
barrier was the laying of four heavy log stringers 
across this new channel from the abutment on the 
north to the new bank on the south side of the 
stream. The logs were let down through the dam 
foundation to low-water level on the north side, 
and the deep channel under them on the south side 
was filled with brush and gravel. The logs were 
spotted down to form a practically level bed, 
reaching the width of the stream. Heavy piles 
were then driven behind each stringer to form 
alternate single and double rows extending up and 
down stream. The log stringers were next 
planked over, forming a platform 18 feet wide, 
similar to a regular dam apron, extending from 
the north abutment to the final row of piles on the 
south side, a distance of about 140 feet. 

By planking the sides of the single row of piles 
and all around the double rows and filling the 
space with rocks, piers 4 feet high and approxi- 
mately 2 feet and 4 feet wide were formed. 
Through each pier at the bottom, behind the 
upstream pile, openings 1 foot square were left, 

@Titecomb, John W.: Fish-cultural practices in_ the 
Bureau of Fisheries. Bulletin, U. S. Bureau of Fish- 
eries, Vol. XXVIII, for 1908, part 2, pp. 728-732. 
Washington, 1910. 
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connecting the spaces between the piers. These spaces, 12 in number, are 
approximately 8 feet wide and are filled by swinging gates hinged to a 3 by 12 
inch timber, spiked securely to the piers on either side and forming a dam or 
flashboard across the space above. By the insertion of other flashboards above 
this one a tight dam 4 feet high can be quickly formed at any time. The 
utility of this feature will be explained elsewhere. 

The gates are made of 1 by 4 inch fir set on edge and nailed to 2 by 4 inch 
joists, being strengthened by 2-inch blocks set between the rack bars and nailed 
to them and the joists. ‘These blocks thus determine the width of the inter- 
stices in the gates. At the upper end of each gate an auger hole is bored 
through the bars and blocks, to accommodate a 2-inch iron pipe, which passes 
through the entire upper end of the gates. Ringbolts clasp these pipes and are 
fastened to the 3 by 12 inch timber forming the flashboard, acting as hinges 
upon which the gates swing. At the lower end of each gate a wide board, 1} by 
16 inches, is secured by means of braces, forming an angle of 45° with the 
lower end of the gate. 

At an ordinary stage of the stream the downstream ends of the gates rest on 
supports which hold them a foot or more higher than the upper ends, the water 
passing down through them to the floor of the apron, where it runs away. The 
fish working up under the gates to the dam board find the cross passages 
through the front end of the piers and finally reach the trap. It was expected 
that during freshets the current acting on the flashboard would always keep 
the lower ends of the gates above the surface of the water, and up to a certain 

Fic. 4.—Side elevation of barricade shown in figures 2 and 3. 

point this expectation was realized, but at very high stages of the stream the 
large quantity of gravel in the water soon clogs and sinks the gates. As the 

_ gates are only two-thirds the length of the apron, however, and rise toward the 
lower end, the water shoots over them with such force that it is projected some 
distance below the end of the apron, and fish attempting to scale the obstruction 
fall far short of the ends of the gates. The barrier has been watched many 
times when fish were jumping and when the largest drift ran clear, and none 
has ever been seen to pass it. 

By means of the dam boards entire control of the current can be had during 
ordinary stages of water and any desired quantity sent to any section of the 
barrier. Thus a strong current can be maintained through the trap section, 
leading the fish to it, and when it is desired to remove the fish from the trap 
the water can practically all be turned to some other section of the barrier. 

One of the greatest difficulties in maintaining traps in the streams in this 
section is due to the tremendous quantities of gravel carried in the water 
during freshets, a sufficient amount being frequently deposited in front of a 
trap at such times to change the course of the stream. With the present 
form of barrier no trouble is experienced from this source, the insertion of the 
dam boards and the opening of one space at a time quickly clearing away the 
accumulated gravel. 

The ninth and tenth piers were continued upstream by driving three ad- 
ditional piles above each. The piers form the sides of the trap. Its floor is a 
plank bottom, similar in construction to the apron, and the front is barred by 
1j-inch pickets placed 1} inches apart, the fish entering by the usual upstream 
V of pickets. To protect the trap from high water the two piers between 
which it is located were carried to a height of 8 feet. When it is desired to 
fish the trap, the gate at its head is closed and entrance is made from below 
by means of a door in the north side of the V. 
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The upper end of the fishway of the old dam was left in place, the narrow 
passage between it and the new trap protecting the spaces at the south end of 
the barrier from the current and from drift. These spaces have been racked 
above and below to form commodious pens for males and unripe females. The 

south end of the barrier 
is protected by a substan- 
tial abutment. 

The maintenance of the 
racks in Phinney Creek 
has been a very heavy 

Tea, item of expense in past 
years, and the trap was 
frequently carried away 
by freshets just at the 
height of the season, al- 
lowing large numbers of 
fish to escape and con- 
siderably reducing the 

—_--—— season’s take of eggs. 

Concrete piers have 
been used in some of 
the California rivers, 
but they are now con- 
sidered too expensive 
for fish-cultural work 
onan economical scale. 
In some of the streams 
in that State piles are 
substituted for trestles. 
These are sawed at the 
proper angle, capped 
with timbers of the 
right size, and used 
for supporting the 
rack stringers. In con- 
structing racks in this 

9 =e 

Section on line A—A of figure 

5.— 

eeeteuseseaacan TTT MOTTE) WORGERORBADERE 
FSI) AEE ___eE way the pickets are 
=== (= usuaHy placed in sec- 
= SSS = tions and hoisted into 

position by means of a 
S=SSSSSS= ae derrick. Mudsills are 

embedded in the gravel 
beneath the rack and 
a floor placed thereon. 

OBTAINING SALMON FOR 

PROPAGATION, 

The manner of cap- 
turing the brood fish 
varies in accordance 
with the nature of the 
stream where the work 

is conducted. On some rivers the upstream trap is successfully used 
in connection with the head rack (Pl. 1). The tray used is sometimes 
a square or oblong inclosure; at other times it is a pen constructed 
of lumber. In either case the entrance is made on the principle of 

x <n — =o 
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the ordinary pound net. In their eager efforts to pass upstream 
the fish go through the V-shaped mouth of the trap, and, having 
once entered, they seldom find their way out. The trap is usually 
covered to prevent the escape of the fish by jumping. 

In streams where the current is strong, as in Oregon and Wash- 
ington, the fish are sometimes taken on the riffles by means of gill 
nets; but, as many are killed or injured when so caught, this method 
should be employed only as a last resort. 

In the comparatively slow streams of California it is customary 
to employ drag or sweep seines of suitable length and depth, which 
are operated below the head rack and above the retaining rack. 
Where the natural conditions will permit, the most economical 

means of capturing salmon is by the use of a downstream trap. The 
use of this device necessitates that the upper rack be placed across 
the river at the head of a spawning riffle having a good fall. The 
wings of the trap, constructed on the same principle as the rack and 
with openings provided near the shore ends for the entrance of the 
salmon to the spawning waters below the main rack, are run down- 
stream from one or both shores, as local conditions may require, and 
at their convergence the trap is located. The trap, which is usually 
about 5 feet wide, is made of smoothly dressed siats or poles, the 
small ends of which are nailed to a light sill sunk in the bed of the 
stream, with a space of 14 inches between each pole, to allow the 
water to flow through freely. From the sill they rise in a gentle 
incline downstream to a level a few inches above the point where 
the water runs through, and they are then sprung down and nailed 
to sills, forming the bottom of the trap. The sides of the entrance 
and the trap proper are usually made of poles or pickets placed 
horizontally, with sufficient space between to permit water to escape 
freely. The sides of the entrance are well braced to withstand the 
pounding of the salmon when rushing into the trap in numbers, and 
on either side of the trap live pens for holding the ripe fish are 
constructed. Across its entrance a grating is placed to prevent the 
fish from being carried into it when not in use. 
When the trap is to be fished, the openings in the lead are closed 

and the grating at the entrance removed. The seine is laid out at the 
head of the riffle, whence it is rapidly carried by the current down- 
stream toward the trap. The fish on the riffle become frightened at 
the seine and run downstream. Following the converging leads and 
traveling rapidly with the current, they are driven into the mouth 
of the trap. Before they can turn, their momentum carries them 
high and dry onto the trap floor, where an attendant picks them up, 
liberates the green fish in the water below, and places the ripe males 
and females in their respective pens. The fish which try to turn 
back before reaching the trap are caught by the heavy leaded seine 
and held against the lead racks until the fishermen find them. 

At the Big White Salmon station of the Bureau of Fisheries suc- 
cess has been attained by purchasing salmon from the fish-trap men 
and towing them in live cars to an inclosure made by racking a 
spring creek having a soft, sandy bottom, which is particularly 
adapted to the successful ripening of immature fish. The death rate 
of the fish while being held there to ripen is small, and the eggs 
taken from them are of excellent quality. 
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At Baker Lake the fish are taken in a web trap as they enter the 
lake and are impounded in a slough at the head of the lake and held 
there successfully for several months. When mature, they are re- 
moved from the inclosure by means of a drag seine. 
Where immature salmon are to be held for any length of time, an 

inclosure with a soft, muddy bottom should be provided for the pur- 
pose, it having been found by experience to be far superior to a 
gravel bottom. 
A rather novel method is employed for capturing silver salmon 

and steelheads where the barrier preventing the ascent of the fish 
chances to be a dam or a natural fall. At an advantageous point, 
where the water pours over the crest of the barrier and where the 
fish are known to jump in their attempt to ascend the river, a device 
known as a jumping box is installed, being placed back of the fall 
at a sufficient height, so that when the fish jump they will be likely 
to fall through the water into it. The length of this box or trough 
is governed by local conditions; its width varies from 18 to 24 inches, 
and it is given a fall of at least 12 inches to each 10 feet of length. 
A covered flume with a sharp fall connects it with a live box, which 
is placed in the stream in such a manner as to insure its protection 
so far as possible from high water, and at the outlet of the flume 
leading to the live pen a downstream V is placed. This, together with 
a secure cover, serves to prevent the escape of the fish from the pen. 

In the operation of this contrivance the fish fall into the jumping 
box, and before they can regain their equilibrium they are carried 
into the live pen and are held there until removed. Care must be 
taken to prevent overcrowding in the pen, as, when the fish are jump- 
ing from 6 to 9 a. m. and from 3 in the afternoon until sundown, 
they are apt to be taken in such numbers that loss from smothering 
will result, unless the pen is emptied at frequent intervals. 

TAKING AND IMPREGNATING THE EGGS. 

When chinook-salmon eggs are taken on a large scale, say from 
a half million to three or four millions per day, as is customary at 
the Little White Salmon station on the Columbia River, spawning 
usually occurs daily throughout the egg-collecting season, it being 
impracticable to hold the fish in pens for any length of time, as they 
injure themselves more or less in fighting against confinement, and 
many eggs are dropped. 

The females are placed in pens by experienced men, and ripe 
ones only are put in. Of the signs that indicate ripeness in a female 
salmon the separation of the eggs in the ovaries is the surest. Spe- 
cific signs are all fallible, however, and the spawn taker must rely 
mainly on an indescribable ripe look, which is neither color, shape, 
nor condition of organs, but a general appearance which shows at 
a glance that the fish is ripe. This knowledge can be gained only by 
experience. 
An attendant gets into the pen containing the females and catches 

a fish by the tail with his left hand, on which is worn a woolen 
love or mitten as an aid in maintaining his hold. He kills the fish 
y a blow on the head with a club and, casting it on the trap floor, 

repeats the operation until from 40 to 50 have been killed. At some 
stations it is customary to cut off the tails at the base of the caudal 
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PLATE VIII. 

FERTILIZING EGGS OF CHINOOK SALMON, BIG WHITE SALMON (WASH.) 
STATION. 
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with a broadax, so that the fish may bleed freely. While this is not 
absolutely essential, it prevents the eggs from coming in contact 
with a large quantity of blood. The fish are washed by dashing 
water over them, the blood escaping through the open floor. 

Male fish are then thrown out from their pen and left long enough 
to undergo the exhaustion necessary to permit their being handled 
without much difficulty. 
The spawn-taker uses a “ straight-jacket,” as it is called, merely 

for the convenience of holding the fish. This is a sort of trough 
made the average length of a salmon and hollowed out to fit its gen- 
eral shape. A female is picked up by the gills and placed in this 
device. With a sharp, short-bladed knife the spawn taker makes an 
incision from the vent through the thin abdominal wall along 
the side, and the eggs flow out into a spawning pan or bucket held 
by another attendant. This is immediately passed to a third man, 
while a fourth man picks up a male fish. Grasping the tail of the 
fish with his left hand, and thrusting its head under his right arm, 
or in the case of a larger fish, between the knees, with his right hand 
he presses the milt out upon the eggs as soon as possible after they are 
taken. The eggs and milt are then thoroughly mixed by stirring 
with the hand. After being allowed to stand for a few minutes the 
milt is washed off, and the eggs are transferred to buckets and car- 
ried to the hatchery. Here they remain undisturbed until they have 
become water hardened and separate, when they are measured into 
egg baskets. The male fish is returned to the stream for use in fu- 
ture spawning operations. 

Blueback salmon in Alaska begin to leave the lakes in late August 
and September and ascend the streams to their headwaters to spawn. 
At suitable places near the mouths of such streams the fish are inter- 
cepted by racks, and seining operations are conducted in the waters 
below. The seine used, which is about 300 feet long, is loaded on 
a boat at a point below the rack, and, one end being held on shore, the 
remainder is distributed to posts projecting from the rack to the far- 
ther side of the stream. From here the boat continues downstream 
in a long sweep until the seine is played out to form a semicircle. 
The end last played out is operated by a man in waders, while the 
boat with the lead rope continues on to the starting point on the shore. 
At a given signal men stationed along the rack release the seine and 
follow it as it is hauled toward the shore, the two ends being brought 
together so as to completely envelop the fish, which are gradually 

- worked toward the center. The seine is then stretched or hung on 
horses or tripods, and men equipped with woolen gloves grasp the 
corralled fish by the tail, segregate the sexes, and distribute them in 
boxes conveniently placed for the purpose. These boxes, supported 
on legs about 3 feet long, are made of three-fourths-inch lumber and 
divided by partitions into from 8 to 10 cells, each of them large 
enough to hold a fish placed in it head foremost, leaving about 6 
inches of the tail protruding. 
An operator stands at a box in which females have been placed and 

assorts them to determine as to their spawning condition, placing the 
ripe ones in another box and throwing the unripe ones back into the 
stream. A second man stands at the box containing the ripe fish and 
removes them one by one, killing them by a blow on the head with 
aclub. They are then placed on a spawning table having a top 2 by 
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10 feet in dimensions, 6-inch sides, and legs about 3 feet long, with a 
slope toward the operator at the other end. Across the table, for 
convenience in taking the eggs, is placed a small platform or bridge 
1 foot in width, with a slope of about 30° toward the upper end of 
the table, the face of which is studded with sharp-pointed nails one- 
half inch long to hold the fish in place. 

The spawn taker removes a fish from the table and places it on 
the platform with the head toward him, his left hand resting near 
the middle of its back. With his right hand he rips open the ab- 
domen from a point between the pectoral fins to the egg vent by 
means of a sharp-bladed knife, having a guard which permits the 
blade to project three-fourths of an inch. If the eggs are ripe they 
are easily removed by slightly inclining the fish toward the lower 
side of the board, where they gently fall into a pan placed to re- 
ceive them. The dead fish is then thrown aside and the operation 
repeated. After two females have been spawned a man at the op- 
posite side of the table removes the pan, replaces it with an empty 
one, which has first been moistened with water, and passes the pan 
of eggs to the operator handling the male fish, to be fertilized. After 
fertilization has been accomplished, the eggs are turned into a wash- 
ing box and held in a quiet current in the stream to clean up. This 
box somewhat resembles a corn popper in its construction, béing 
made of fine-meshed wire and provided with a long handle and a 
hinged cover, with a clasp to hold it in position. In its bottom is 
a small trapdoor, operated by a lever near the end of the handle. 
After remaining in the stream a few minutes the eggs are emptied 
through the trapdoor into a bucket submerged about a foot under 
the surface of the water. Here they are held for half an hour to 
harden and are then carried to the hatchery, measured, and dis- 
tributed in standard salmon-hatching baskets, 50,000 being placed 
to a basket. 

HATCHING APPARATUS AND METHODS. 

The hatching apparatus usually employed is the so-called stand- 
ard salmon trough, with wire-cloth baskets. The troughs, which are 
generally constructed of cedar and redwood from 14 to 2 inches, 
dressed, are 16 feet long, outside measure, and 14 by 64 inches, inside 
measure. They are arranged in pairs, two or three pairs being 
placed end to end on different levels, with a fall of about 6 inches 
between each pair. 

Metal partitions divide each trough into compartments just 
enough longer than the baskets to permit of their being raised and 
lowered and subjected to slight tilting. The essential feature of this 
trough is the perfection of water circulation attained by means of 
cross partitions or riffle dams inserted at either end of each compart- 
ment. These partitions are made of No. 20 galvanized sheet iron 
and are held in place by saw scarfs in the sides and bottom of the 
trough. 

The first rifle dam is placed 74 inches from the head end of the 
trough, reaches entirely across, and extends from the bottom to 
within about 14 inches of the top. Two inches below this point 
a similar dam extends across the trough, reaching from the top to 
within 14 inches of the bottom. Twenty-six inches farther down 
similar dams are arranged, and so on throughout the entire length of 
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the trough, with the exception of the space between the second and 
third and the fourth and fifth compartments. Here the dams are 
placed 2$ inches apart for the accommodation of iron braces, which 
prevent the troughs from bulging. Only one dam is used at the 
foot of the trough. This reaches across and extends from the bot- 
tom to within 13 inches of the top. In the center of the space at the 
foot of the trough is a 2-inch outlet, provided with a hollow cedar 
or metal plug, placed at the proper height. The water is thus forced 
to flow under the upper dam upward through the basket of eggs, and 
thence over the lower dam, etc. The troughs are provided with can- 
vas covers stretched upon light frames and made sunproof by satura- 
tion with asphaltum varnish, which is also thickly applied to the 
interior surface. 

The egg receptacles are oblong-mesh wire-cloth baskets about 134 
inches wide, 24 inches long, and from 54 to 6 inches deep, thus allow- 
ing them to project an inch or two above the surface of the water 
in the troughs. ‘'When wooden-rimmed baskets are used, the rim rests 
on the top of the trough and holds the basket 1 inch from the bottom. 
Arranged in this way the water passes under the riffle dam at the 
head of the compartment, beneath the basket, and then upward 
through the eggs. The metal rim, which has been adopted in recent 
years, is supported by metal lugs fastened to the edge of the basket, 
rests on the top of the trough, and holds the basket in the same posi- 
tion as the wooden rim. In both cases the basket, when in operation, 
should be kept flush against the lower riffle dam of the compart- 
ment in which it is placed, to force the ascent of the water through 
the eggs. 

The number of eggs that can be incubated in a basket depends 
upon the species of salmon and the volume of the water supply. 
This varies with the chinook from 20,000 to 30,000; blueback, from 
50,000 to 60,000; silver, from 30,000 to 35,000; humpback, from 40,000 
to 50,000; and chum, from 33,000 to 38,000. 

The eggs suffer no injury from being in numerous layers, as water 
is constantly forced through the mass, partially removing the pres- 
sure. The baskets are constructed of galvanized wire containing 
from four to six meshes per inch, three-fourths of an inch long, the 
size of the mesh varying with the size of the eggs to be handled. The 
oblong mesh permits the fry to pass through onto the bottom of the 
troughs when hatched, but it is not large enough for the passage 
of the eggs. The advantages of this apparatus are: (1) The top 
of the basket is above water, so that the eggs can not overrun or 
escape; (2) by tilting one end of the basket a little, or by lifting it 
and settling it back gently in place, the bad eggs are forced to the 
top and can be easily removed with the ordinary egg picker; (3) 
space is conserved, as the basket provides many times the number of 
eggs that could be accommodated on trays with an equal volume of 
water, the proper flow per trough being from 10 to 15 gallons per 
minute; (4) the ease and facility with which the mud can be dis- 
carded make it possible to remove all sediment collecting on the 
egos by gently moving the basket up and down in the water several 
times. 

The period of incubation of salfion eggs depeils upon the water 
temperature. A very safe rule to follow is one originally formu- 
lated by Seth Green: | 
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In a temperature of 50° F. the eggs will hatch in 50 days. Every additional 
degree of warmth lessens the incubation period by 5 days, and every degree 
lower than 50 prolongs it 5 days. 

Salmon eggs are very hardy during the first few days, and while 
in this condition they are thoroughly gone over for the removal of 
the dead ones. At some stations it is customary after doing this to 
cover the eggs and leave them undisturbed until the spinal column 
is well formed, when the delicate stage has passed. This is not ab- 
solutely necessary, however, where skilled operators are employed. 
Men experienced in the work can handle the eggs throughout the en- 
tire period of incubation, and this is the most efficient method to pur- 
sue. When the number of unimpregnated eggs is great enough to 
warrant, they may be most advantageously removed by means of a 
salt solution, which should be applied only after the spinal column 
is well formed. 
By means of this solution, which should consist of one part salt 

to nine parts of water, one is able to distinguish dead or unfertilized 
eggs at an early stage of development. ‘The solution is held in a 
water-tight box or trough of 1-inch lumber, 40 inches long, 18 inches 
wide, and 12 inches deep. Inside of it is a second box of one-half 
inch lumber 3 inches less in width, 3 inches deeper, and provided 
with handles and a screen bottom. The dead eggs are removed with 
a net or scoop made of basket wire. The trough or outer box is filled 
to within a few inches of the top with water, and salt is added grad- 
ually and dissolved until the proper density is attained, this being 
determined by testing a few good and bad eggs in a small portion 
of the solution each time salt is added. This has been demonstrated 
to be a more satisfactory method than weighing or measuring, as salt 
readily absorbs moisture and varies in purity. 

The box with the screen bottom is placed in the solution, wedged 
down, and a full basket of from 35,000 to 60,000 eggs poured into it. 
In less than one minute the good eggs will settle to the bottom, and 
the bad ones can be removed with the wire scoop. The inner box 
can then be lifted out and the good eggs returned to the basket and 
to fresh water, the whole process not requiring over three minutes. 
One solution can be used over and over again by adding suflicient salt 
to maintain a uniform density. 

The box or trough was adopted because of convenience in handling 
and because it furnished the necessary amount of surface, a very 
important feature to consider, as the bad eggs, if crowded, would 
cause the good ones to float by mingling! with them. Quite an ex- 
tensive use of this method of cleaning the eggs has shown no delete- 
rious results, and where there are over a thousand dead eggs in the 
basket at the time the empties are turned, the use of the solution will 
effect a saving of labor. 

PACKING SALMON EGGS FOR SHIPMENT. 

Cases made of 1-inch lumber and of suitable size for packing on 
horses or mules are used for moving eyed salmon eggs over rough 
mountain trails from the collecting fields. The bottom of the case 
is lined with a thick layer of moss and covered with a piece of mos- 
quito netting. On this a layer of eggs is spread and covered with 
netting. Successive layers of moss, netting, and eggs are thus ar- 
ranged up to the middle line of the case, where a firm wooden parti- 

35286°—21——11 
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tion is fastened on. The packing is then resumed as before until the 
case is filled, when the cover is screwed on, and the eggs are ready to 
be transported. 

For shipping eyed salmon eggs to various points in the United 
States what is known as the Atkins-Dinsmore case has been quite 
generally substituted for the old tray-shipment method described on 
page 84 of the Appendix to the Annual Report of the U. S. Com- 
missioner of Fisheries for 1897. Eggs can be transported in the 
Atkins-Dinsmore case as soon as the eye spot is plainly visible and up 
to within a few weeks of hatching. When shipped at too late a period 
of development, however, the eggs will hatch en route and the em- 
bryos perish. 

This method of packing eggs * * * has the special advantage of making 
a comparatively light package—a factor of great economic importance in trans- 
portation. The outside case may be an ordinary box of suitable dimensions. 

, cleat 

¥x3 

Fic. 7.—Atkins-Dinsmore shipping case. Plan. 

In it are packed, surrounded by moss, several boxes made of three-eighths-inch 
boards. and usually 12 inches wide by 15 inches long by 84 inches deep, each 
box containing a mass of 10,000 to 20,000 eggs in mosquito netting, with moss 
around all sides. No ice is used, care being taken that the packing be done 
in a temperature below 50°, that all packing material be kept in a place 
slightly below freezing point, and that the moss in which the eggs are packed 
be sprinkled with snow. This method of packing is an economical one for 
shipments of eggs of Salmonidse during cold weather, but can not advanta- 
geously be used for eggs of spring-spawning fishes unless there is available a 
cold-storage room in which to do the packing. Recently the superintendent of 
the Baker Lake (Wash.) station, who has had oceasion to ship eggs of steel- 
head trout and Pacific salmon in warm weather, has packed them in light 
cases with alternate layers of moss, and then placed two tiers of these thin. 
cases side by side in an outer case with a large hopper of ice over the whole, 
the drip passing down between the two tiers of inner cases. The chief ad- 
vantage of this case for long-distance shipments is in the fact that less ice 
is required than in other forms of cases using ice, with a consequent saving 
in transportation charges. It can also be used in warm as well as cold weather.? 

«Titcomb, John W. Loe. cit., pp. 743. 
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While the methods described above have been successfully em- 
ployed in the transportation of eggs across the United States and 

Fic. 8.—Atkins-Dinsmore shipping case. Longitudinal section. 

Fic. 9.—Atkins-Dinsmore shipping case. Cross section. 

also to Europe without an attendant, shipments of eggs to points 
south of the Equator, usually leaving this country in winter and 
arriving at their destination im summer, have called for more than 
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usual attention to the methods of packing them, and a caretaker is 
quite essential. 

The Argentine shipping case, successfully used under such condi- 
tions, has been described by John W. Titcomb as follows: 4 
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Fic. 10.—Argentine shipping case. 
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A highly efficient form of shipping case has been developed during the past 

few years for the transportation of eggs of the Salmonide from this country 
to Argentina. This case is 3 feet 6 inches long, 2 feet wide, and not exceeding 
30 inches high, outside measurement, and is constructed of selected tongued 
and grooved, lumber. It has double walls, with bottom and top common to 

2Titcomb, John W. Loc. cit., pp. 747-749, 
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both, the 2-inch space between the walls being filled with nonconducting mate- 
rial, preferably tightly packed shavings. Between the inner wall and the 
stack of trays is a 22-inch space for ice, separated from the trays by perfo- 
rated zinc. Between the latter and the trays, in a three-fourths-inch space, 
are the vertical supports of the zinc, viz, double corner supports, one being one- 
half by 13 inches, the other being one-half by 1 inch; two intermediate sup- 
ports of ones Thiie by 1 inch material, which are prov ided on either side of the 
case and one at each end; and cross braces of one-half by 1 inch material, 
which extend from the uprights to the inner walls of the case. 

The ice hopper, 3 inches in depth, and having the same outside dimensions 
as the trays, rests upon the latter and fills the space between the uppermost 
tray and the top of the case. It has a perforated zinc bottom, and, to facili- 
tate handling, cleats of small ropes are attached to it. The top of the case is 
insulated with a 2-inch thickness of nonconductor covered with sheet zinc, this 
insulation fitting closely into the chest when closed, and thus covering not 
only the ice hopper, but the ice spaces around the sides as well. In the bot- 
tom grooves lead to a three-fourths-inch drain hole, which is provided with a 
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Fic. 11.—Argentine shipping case. Section. 

cork. Two cleats seven-eighths by 3 inches are attached lengthwise to the 
bottom on the outside. 

The trays are one-half inch deep, 27 inches long, and 9 inches wide, inside 
measurement, the frames being of one-half by one-fourth inch material. The 
bottom of each tray is covered with wire cloth, No. 25 gauge, about 12 meshes 
to the inch, stretched tightly to prevent sagging and consequent uneven dis- 
tribution of the drip water. A narrow binding of cloth is tacked around the 
bottom of each tray to prevent the wire edge from catching on the mosquito- 
net covering of the tray beneath. On the inside ends of the trays are fastened 
short lifting cleats, and wedges hold the trays securely in place. The bottom 
tray rests on three one-half-inch cleats extending lengthwise of the case, one 
at either side and the other in the middle. It is important to have the trays of 
uniform size that they may be interchangeable. 
The trays and interior of the case are coated with asphaltum. To facilitate 

opening from either side, four hasps are used, two on each side of the case. 
Two rope handles side by side are placed on each end of the case, with a 
cleat of three-fourths-inch material just above the holes for each handle. 

Eggs selected for shipping should barely show the eyespots without the aid 
of a glass. In packing, a layer of damp moss is spread one-fourth of an 
inch deep as evenly as possible over the tray bottom, and upon this is placed 
a covering of mosquito net or bobbinet. The eggs are laid upon the netting 
one or two layers deep, spread to within one-half inch of the tray frame, and 
covered with another piece of netting to keep them separate from the moss, 
which is sprinkled in a light layer over it, filling the tray. The netting is cut 
large enough to extend over the outer edges of the tray, so that the eggs may not 
be disturbed when a tray is lifted for examination. 
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On shipboard, as the greater part of the journey is made, the cases of eggs 
are kept in one of the fruit or cold-storage rooms having a temperature of about 
38° F. To this room the attendant has access, and it is his duty daily to 
moisten the eggs by pouring through the ice hopper water of the same tem- 
perature as the eggs, 34° to 35°. The ice compartments are frequently re- 
plenished, and the eggs are picked over whenever necessary. 

It will be seen that the method of caring for the eggs is not novel. The 
chief improvements in the case are to make it easy for the caretaker to handle 
the eggs in the crowded quarters of a ship’s storage compartments and to 
facilitate handling each individual tray. 

WATER SUPPLY FOR HATCHERY. 

One of the most important factors to be considered in connection 
with salmon propagation is the water supply, which should always 
be taken from a stream that salmon are known to frequent for spawn- 
ing. Spring water or water from a spring-fed creek is objection- 
able, as it shortens the incubation period, bringing out the fry at 
an earlier period than if hatched under natural conditions and at 
a season of the year when the natural food supply in the streams is 
at its lowest ebb. 

In choosing a site for a salmon hatchery the matter of conveying 
water thereto at a proper height for a gravity service should be 
planned for, if possible. The supply may be conducted through a 
substantially built flume or by a pipe line, the dimensions of either 
to be governed by the extent of the work contemplated, having in 
mind the further development of the plant and the size of the pond 
system it is desired to establish. The point for the intake should be 
selected with the view to its protection, so far as is possible, from 
the ravages of floods and ice. This may be accomplished by means 
of piling or sheer booms. In some cases the construction of a low 
dam will be required in order to raise the water to the proper level 
to enter the flume or pipe line. 

Water taken from an open stream always contains more or less 
sediment, necessitating the use of a filter for the elimination of the 
greater part of it. A small quantity of sediment in the water supply 
is not objectionable; in fact, it is apparently beneficial. 

Where a proper fall can be secured, with a sufficiently rapid cur- 
rent at the point of intake, the water can be delivered by means of a 
current wheel, provided climatic conditions are favorable to its 
operation. A wheel for this purpose should be constructed on the 
order of a large undershot water wheel, with buckets on the outside 
of the rim. As the wheel revolves the buckets fill and empty into a 
trough or tank connecting with the supply flume leading to the 
hatchery. 

CARE OF THE FRY. 

The eggs of the chinook salmon, as do those of the other Salmonidee, 
hatch very gradually at first, only a small percentage coming out the 
first day. But the number increases daily until the climax is reached, 
when large numbers of young burst their shells in a single day. 
Great care and vigilance are required at this time. The vast numbers 
of shells rapidly clog up the guard screens at the outlets of the 
troughs, which should be kept as free as possible by thorough cleans- 
ing from time to time. 
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After all the eggs are hatched and the baskets and riffle dams are 
removed from the troughs, each trough is divided into three equal 
compartments for holding a certain proportion of fry by inserting 
in the saw scarfs which carry the riffle dams 7 by 14% inch screens, 
made of No. 9 gauge zinc. The size of the perforations, which are 
horizontal in shape, should be governed by the species handled, and 
the four outer edges of each screen should have a one-half inch mar- 
gin of unperforated metal. The number of fry that can be held until 
the absorption of the yolk sacs ranges from 30,000 to 50,000 per 
trough, varying with the species and the water supply available. 

In the deep trays the newly-hatched fish are mixed with unhatched 
eggs, and the advantage of the oblong mesh in the bottom of the 
trays becomes apparent. This mesh is too narrow to allow the eggs 
to fall through, but the hatched fish, being comparatively long and 
narrow, easily slip through the long meshes into the space below. 
They should be assisted by gently raising and lowering the tray at 
intervals, taking care not to raise them out of the water, as at this 
tender age a slight pressure against the wire of the tray will often 
produce fatal injuries. On this account too much caution can not 
be exercised in regard to handling them out of water during the first 
stages of the yolk-sac period, for the injuries can not be seen at first, 
and nh the death of the fry is the first warning that they have been 
injured. 

After the eggs are all hatched and the young fish are safely out of 
the trays and on the bottom of the troughs, their dangers are few, 
and they require comparatively little care. Almost the only thing 
to be guarded against at this period is suffocation. Even where 
there is an abundance of water and room, with a good circulation, 
they often crowd together in heaps, or dig down under one another 
until some of them die from want of running water, which is not an 
inch away from them. ‘The best remedy in such a case is to thin 
them out. 

FEEDING THE FRY. 

In recent years it has become well recognized that real success in the 
ropagation of the Pacific salmons is determined in large measure 
y the extent to which the young are reared to the fingerling stage 

before liberating. The former practice of planting defenseless fry 
in wholesale numbers a short time before the final absorption of the 
yolk sac is now almost obsolete. This pertains particularly to the 
blueback and silver salmons and in less degree to the chinook, for 
these are known to pass a part or the whole of their first year’s exis- 
tence in fresh water, a period of residence that has been determined 
conclusively, chiefly as the result of general investigations and study 
of salmon scales conducted in recent years by Dr. C. H. Gilbert, of 
Stanford University, Calif. 

The demand for fingerlings which has naturally followed this 
recognition of the great value of fingerlings over fry has developed 
the necessity for a cheap food, one that will furnish proper nourish- 
ment for the young fish and be available in large quantities, as the 
cost of liver, which has long been a favorite article of food for young 
fish on the west coast, has become prohibitive, except for occasional 
use and to afford a change of diet for a short period. 
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One of the first cheap foods to be utilized in large quantities by the 
Bureau of Fisheries was the Columbia River smelt, which was first 
tried at the Oregon stations about five years ago. These fish can be 
purchased during the run at the height of the season for $20 per ton 
at a cold-storage plant in Portland, Oreg. An additional charge of 
$20 per ton covers sharp freezing and storing for a period of six 
months, and this, together with transportation charges, makes the 
average cost of the fish about 24 cents a pound delivered. 

Smelt have been fed both raw and cooked. When used in the 
raw state the fins and heads are removed, and the fish are ground once 
through the coarse plate of an Enterprise meat chopper, after which 
they are run through the fine plate twice. However, this method has 
not proved very satisfactory, as smelt are very oily, and, in feeding, 
difficulty has been experienced in keeping the troughs clean. Intes- 
tinal trouble is also feared from the innumerable small, sharp bones. 

The method which has given most satisfactory results is to place 
the smelt in 50 or 100 pound lots in a farm kettle and cook them 
until the bones become softened. After this a quantity of the 
cooked mass convenient for handling is placed in gunny sacks and 
permitted to drain thoroughly. The mass in the sack is then trans- 
ferred to a press of convenient size, operated by an ordinary house 
jack, and is pressed into cakes 12 inches square and varying from 34 
to 4 inches in thickness. The burlap forming the sack is peeled 
away and is serviceable for further use. Quantities of this food can 
be prepared at one time, and, if kept in a cool, dry place, will remain 
in a wholesome condition for several days. When needed for food 
it is grated by means of a homemade power grater and screen, the 
degree of fineness depending upon the age of the fish to be fed. 
After this operation it presents the appearance of coarse meal. It 
can be scattered over the surface of the water and is cleaned up by 
the fish before it reaches the bottom. Prepared in this manner it 
makes a good, clean, rich food, and the fish take it readily. Its cost 
is also very moderate. 

Beef and hog melts have been successfully used in conjunction with 
mush, both for the purpose of varying the diet, and with the view of 
eliminating the use of liver in large amounts after the fish are a few 
weeks old. The cost of this material will average about 3 cents per 
ound. 
Culled canned salmon, or “do overs,” have also been employed to 

good advantage in the feeding of young salmon. The contents of 
the cans are first thoroughly heated and then pressed and grated 
in the manner described above in the preparation of smelt. Par- 
ticular attention is invited to this method of using canned salmon 
as fish food in view of the fact that considerable complaint has been 
made as to the results of its use in the past. If prepared in the 
manner specified, the material is certain to give satisfactory results. 

After several years’ success in the feeding of canned salmon it 
occurred to representatives of the Bureau that the fish used in a 
spawning operation, if properly preserved and prepared, would 
make a good and inexpensive food. Instructions were accordingly 
issued to all the west coast superintendents, including those in 
Alaska, to put up a quantity of the spawned salmon, and it is ex- 
tensively used at those stations at the present time. After being 
relieved of their eggs the fish are skinned, split, and carefully boned. 
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They are then placed in tanks or barrels, with alternate layers of 
salt, water being added in sufficient amount to keep the brine well 
over the top layer. 
The material has also been prepared by dry salting in dairy salt 

and packing it in a dry, tight box or other container, weighing it 
down in a solid mass. The fish are then taken out, rinsed in fresh 
water, and hung over a pole in the dry house. A slow heat is applied 
at first to toughen the fiber, following which they are kept in the 
dry house until quite hard and dry, when they are packed in boxes 
between layers of papers to absorb any moisture and held in a dry 
storage until needed. 

Still another method was tried at the Bureau’s California stations, 
where a quantity of sundried or sun-cured salmon was prepared with- 
out salt, the climatic conditions being favorable for curing salmon 
in that manner until late in the fall. 

Several methods of preparing this food were adopted. In all 
cases, however, the fish were first soaked well, preferably overnight, 
in running water, to remove the salt. Some were then cooked, 
pressed, and grated; others were prepared by grinding in an Enter- 
prise meat chopper and mixing the meat with a mush made from 
middlings. Quantities have also been prepared and fed in the raw 
state. In all forms the material has proved excellent, and when 
used in conjunction with small quantities of liver or plucks, to vary 
the diet, the results have been eminently satisfactory. Its cost, based 
on the lots which have so far been put up, has averaged 1 cent a 
pound. When prepared in large quantities, it should be materially 
cheaper. 

Most excellent results were attained with this food at one of 
the Puget Sound stations of the Bureau of Fisheries. In a slough 
where several hundred thousand fish had been placed at the time 
of the absorption of the yolk sac, sides of salted salmon were laid 
on the bottom. As the meat softened, hundreds of young fish 
could be seen working on it, and it was finally all devoured. The 
fish remained in the slough under the care and observation of an 
attendant, attained a rapid growth, and developed into splendid 
fingerlings. 

Under such an arrangement the expense of salmon rearing is 
reduced to a minimum, and work of similar character should be 
encouraged on all salmon streams where the natural conditions are 
favorable. 

In connection with rearing operations the importance of providin 
a mixed diet can not be too strongly emphasized. If the principa 
food consists of the prepared fish, a food of liver and mush should be 
iven frequently. Where this is done as often as once a day, it will 
e found to produce the most rapid growth. No matter how good 

any one food may be, nor how cheaply it is prepared, the best possible 
results will be attained where a variety is used. 

PLANTING YOUNG SALMON. 

When the salmon have reached the proper age for distribution, 
they should be released on or near the natural spawning grounds, in 
the most protected spot that can be found. It is unwise to liberate 
young salmon before they have absorbed the yolk sac, and where the 
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necessary facilities exist it is advisable to feed them until they have 
attained a length of at least 24 inches, as fish of that size are much 

more likely than fry to elude their enemies. 
The following information bearing upon the ages at which salmon 

should be planted is taken from reports of Dr. C. H. Gilbert, Pro- 

fessor of Zoology, Stanford University, on investigations made by 

him for the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries and for the commissioner of 

fisheries of British Columbia: 

The blueback spawns normally either in its fourth or fifth year, the chinook 
salmon in its fourth, fifth, sixth, or seventh year, the females of both species 
being preponderatingly four-year fish.% 

The young of both blueback and chinook salmon may migrate seaward 
shortly after hatching, or may reside in fresh water until their second spring. 
Those of the first type grow more rapidly than the second, but are subject to 
greater dangers and develop proportionately fewer adults.% 

[In the case of the blueback salmon] examination of scales from all the 
important blueback streams of the Province has shown for each basin that 
adult fish are derived from yearling migrants, to the practical exclusion of 
those which migrate as fry. Out of some 8,000 bluebacks of the 1913 run, 
only 12 fish seemed with some probability to have developed from fry migrants. 
It would seem, then, that with few exceptions the fry of this species perish 
after entering the sea. The only alternative to this conclusion is that fry 
develop in the sea in precisely the same manner, at the same rate, and with 
all the local peculiarities marking those of their own basin, which develop for 
a year in their native lake. To one acquainted with all the facts, such an 
hypothesis appears impossible and absurd.? 

The deplorable waste occasioned by the loss of vast numbers of fry can not 
be checked, it would seem, in the case of such progeny as are the result of 
natural spawning. They can not be held back from migrating as fry if the 
instinct seizes them. But the case is different in hatchery practice. Here 
[British Columbia] it is still the custom to release the young as soon as the 
egg sac is absorbed and free feeding begins. But, in view of the conditions 
here pointed out, it would appear to be imperative that the fry of the year 
hereafter should be held in troughs or ponds and fed until midsummer, when 
the time for downward migration will have passed. They can then be deposited 
in the lake, with full confidence that they will pass to sea as yearlings the 
following spring.® 

Silver salmon Spawn normally only in their third year. The young migrate 
either as fry or yearlings, but adults are developed almost exclusively from 
those which migrate as yearlings. 
Chum salmon mature normally either in their third, fourth, or fifth year; 

humpback salmon always in their second year. The young of both species pass 
to sea as soon as they are free Swimming.@ 
The term “ grilse” as used for Pacific salmon signifies conspicuously undersized 

fish which sparingly accompany the spawning run. They are precociously 
developed in advance of the normal spawning period of the species. So far as 
known, the grilse of the chinook, silver, and chum salmons are exclusively 
males, of the blueback, almost exclusively males, except on the Columbia 
River, where both sexes are about equally represented. The larger grilse meet 
or overlap in size the smaller of those individuals which mature one year later 
at the normal period.@ 

The great differences in size among individuals of a species observed in the 
spawning run are closely correlated with age, the younger fish averaging con- 
stantly smaller than those 1 year older, though the curves of the two may 
overlap.” 

«Gilbert, C. H.: Age at maturity of the Pacific coast salmon of the genus Oncorhyn- 
chus. Bulletin, U. 8. Bureau of Fisheries, Vol. XXXII, for 1912, pp. 21-22. Washington, 
19138. 

» Gilbert, C. H.: Summary of Contributions to the life-history of the sockeye salmon. 
(No, 1.) British Columbia. Report, Commissioner of Fisheries, for 1913. pp. R10-R11. 
Victoria, 1914. 
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ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF STURGEON. 

Part 1. REVIEW OF STURGEON CULTURE IN THE UNITED STATES. 

By Guen C. LEACH, 

Assistant in Charge Division of Fish Culture, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries. 

A number of attempts have been made in the United States at 
various times to propagate the sturgeon by the artificial manipulation 
of the eggs, but in every instance they have been rendered practically 
null by certain unusually persistent difficulties. An account of the 
efforts may be of interest and value, particularly in view of the fact, 
as appears from the accompanying paper of Prof. N. A. Borodin, 
formerly connected with the Russian department of agriculture, that 
most of these obstacles were overcome in the course of some experi- 
mental work performed under his direction as chief specialist in 
fish culture in that department. 

The first attempt at sturgeon propagation by a representative of 
the United States Government was in 1888 at Delaware City, Del., 
in the course of an investigation of the sturgeon fishery by Dr. John 
A. Ryder (Bulletin, U. S. Fish Commission, 1888), but experiments 
along that line had been conducted by Seth Green at New Hamburg, 
N. Y., as early as 1875, and were described by him in his book en- 
titled “ Fish Hatching and Fish Catching,” published at Rochester in 
1879. 
The eggs for the experiment at Delaware City were obtained from 

fish landed for the market. A number of such fish were examined, 
but of the various lots of eggs secured only one small lot was suc- 
cessfully hatched. In this instance they were taken by opening the 
female fish, and after fertilization had been accomplished by the 
application of milt secured in the customary manner, the eggs were 
spread in a single layer over the cheesecloth bottoms of shallow boxes 
and anchored in a small sluiceway where there was a constant current 
of water. 

The same drawbacks—viz, difficulty in finding ripe eggs and milt 
at the same time, imperfect aeration of the eggs during the incuba- 
tion period, and the unusual tendency of the eggs to develop fungus— 
were again encountered in the course of a second attempt to propa- 
gate sturgeon at Delaware City by Dr. Bashford Dean in 1893. The 
work of that year disclosed the feasibility of using as a fertilizing 
medium milt secured by the removal of testes from male fish which 

3 
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were not sufficiently matured to void the secretion by the applica- 
tion of external pressure. The milt was separated from the cut 
testes by straining through a coarse cloth and proved just as effec- 
tive as that taken from live fish, even after being held for several 
minutes in the rubber-bulb container. In an effort to overcome 
past troubles, the style of hatching apparatus was changed. The 
eggs were spread evenly under water on shallow trays in boxes 
whose sides and bottoms were covered with metal gauze. The ne- 
cessity for quick handling soon became apparent, as the viscid nature 
of the eggs causes them to cling so firmly to any surface with which 
they come in contact that they are invariably injured in the attempt 
to loosen them, and it was found that if not placed on the trays 
within 10 or 15 minutes after being fertilized they would form into 
a gluelike mass, which speedily became compact and hard. After 
allowing sufficient time for the eggs to become firmly attached, the 
trays containing them were fitted into the boxes and anchored in 
various places in the river bed. 
By the end of the second day thereafter the eggs in the boxes, 

which had been moored in marginal waters having a sluggish cur- 
rent and carrying much silt, were found to be entirely enveloped 
in fungus and dead. Those placed where the water current was 
strong and comparatively free from sediment had sustained a loss 
of 60 per cent by the close of the fifth day from the same cause, 
while those which had been installed in a strong current in salt 
water showed practically no fungoid growth and were hatched in 
good condition. 

In the spring of 1890 Frank N. Clark, superintendent of the 
Northville (Mich.) station, made preparations for the collection of 
sturgeon eggs at Fox Island, Mich., and under his direction 142 
female and 32 male fish were examined between May 26 and June 14. 
Examination showed that 23 of the females had already spawned, 
98 were very immature, the eggs in 6 were nearly ripe, and 5 were in 
spawning condition. Of the males 21 were hard, 2 almost mature, 
and 9 entirely so. In all, 20,000 eggs were secured and fertilized 
by cutting open and squeezing the milt sacs after moistening them 
with water. Much difficulty was experienced from adhesion, three 
hours of constant stirring being required to break up and separate 
the bunches of eggs. Ninety-five per cent of them were developed 
to the eyed stage, but shortly afterwards a growth of fungus began 
spreading in the floating boxes in which they were being incubated, 
and, as a result, very few of the eggs were hatched. Had it been 
possible to incubate them in whitefish jars it is estimated that at 
least 85 per cent would have been saved. 

In the course of experimental work conducted in 1901 on the Mis- 
sisquoi and Lamoille Rivers, tributary to Lake Champlain, efforts 
were made to hold green sturgeon in artificial inclosures for ripening. 
These efforts proved utterly futile, as in every instance the eggs 
caked together in a hard mass and development was arrested. Not- 
withstanding the great difficulty experienced in securing ripe eggs 
and milt together, 1,500,000 eggs were taken and fertilized, and 
their viscosity was effectively overcome by the method that is em- 
ployed for the separation of pike-perch eggs. They were then suc- 
cessfully hatched in McDonald jars, the incubation period being 
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about six days in a water temperature of 65° F. The fish from-which 
they were secured were taken especially for the work, and their vio- 
lent struggles when caught frequently resulted in the loss of many 
of their eggs. Such losses were unavoidable, as it was possible to 
distinguish a ripe female only when the eggs ran from it after it was 
taken from the water. 

In 1911 experimental sturgeon propagation was undertaken in 
Minnesota in the Lake of the Woods region. In advance of the 
season’s run of fish an inclosure large enough to hold 30 adult stur- 
geon was constructed in Rainy River, and a hatching apparatus of 
sufficient capacity to accommodate 3,000,000 eggs and fry was set 
up in a convenient building. During the spring 16 sturgeon were 
captured in a pound net and transferred to the pen. Though held 
for several months under apparently favorable conditions, they 
failed to mature, and in the following October they were released 
without having produced any eggs. Another trial was made in the 
following year with the same results. 
From the observations made it was concluded that sturgeon do not 

spawn until the water has attained a temperature of 60° F.; that 
the eggs do not ripen in fish held in confinement; and that unless 
nearly ripe males are available when the eggs are taken no results 
can be expected. The spawning season at the various grounds has 
always been short, seldom exceeding three or four days. It is be- 
lieved that jars similar to those used in the propagation of white- 
fish and pike perch are the most suitable form of equipment for the 
development of sturgeon eggs. 



Part 2. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF STURGEON IN RUSSIA. 

By Nicoras A. Boropin, 

Formerly Chief Specialist in Fish Culture, Russian Department of Agriculture. 

Every fish-culturist knows how difficult it has been to secure any 
genuine success in the artificial propagation of any species of stur- 
geon of the genus Acipenser. There must be acknowledged almost 
complete failure in both America and Europe as far as practical re- 
sults go. One drawback has been the dirficulty of keeping sturgeon 
eggs alive and sound, owing to their liability to be attacked and 
killed by Saprolegnia and other kinds of fungus. Yet another and 
very serious matter has been the scarcity of sturgeon in the rivers 
and lakes; in fact, these fish in many waters have become practically 
exterminated, and there has been no possibility of securing ripe eggs. 

While America and western Europe have lost most of their stur- 
geon supplies, Russia still remains rich in sturgeons, especially the 
rivers emptying into the Caspian Sea—the Volga, the Kura, and the 
Ural. Even in these waters, however, there has occurred positive 
diminution in the number of sturgeon, and it is the general belief 
that, in order to prevent the entire extermination of these fish, it is 
quite necessary to resort to artificial propagation on a large scale. 

Just prior to the outbreak of the war the central administration 
of the fisheries in Russia received a special appropriation for stur- 
geon propagation. Three of the commercial species were selected for 
attention, namely, Acipenser ruthenus, a small fish living in the Volga; 
and A. guldenstadti, a Russian sturgeon, and A. stellatus, or starry 
sturgeon, both living in the Caspian Sea and ascending the Volga, 
Kura, and Ural Rivers in spring. Temporary stations for the propa- 

gation of A. ruthenus were established and operated in the Volga in 

1913, 1914, and 1915; one station for the propagation of A. gulden- 
stadti was erected on the Ural in 1915, and another on the Kura in 

1914, for handling both the starry and the Russian sturgeons. 
There are not at hand the exact data on the work accomplished as 

regards the number of eggs hatched and fry planted, but the figures 
for A. ruthenus run into tens of thousands and for A. stellatus and A. 
guidenstadti into several hundreds of thousands. Most of the fry 
were planted several days after hatching, but a considerable number 
of fry of the Russian sturgeon were reared for several months, and 
some specimens were carried in an aquarium for five or six months, 
until they became too large for their quarters. 

There have been some interesting developments in sturgeon propa- 

gation in Russia in the past few years, and I will try to describe the 
methods employed. 

6 
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Two of the most important deductions from the investigations 

made during the experimental work are that sturgeon eggs become 

ripe and suitable for impregnation only when the male and female 

fish are kept together in the same pond or reservoir and that the 

spawning act takes place probably only at night. These two observa- 

tions explain, why it has always been very difficult to get ripe eggs 

from sturgeons caught during daytime or kept in ponds or inclosures 

with the male and female fish in separate compartments. 

In our experiments, specimens of A. ruthenus have been held in 

large ponds, and their eggs have become ripe. Russian sturgeon have 

been retained in a reservoir about 32 feet long, 11 feet wide, and 6 

feet deep, supplied with a current of water pumped directly from 

the Ural River. One night these fish spawned, and two days later 

there were found in the mud at the bottom of the pond thousands of 

eggs. Some of these fish hatched into healthy fry, but, as is always 

the case under natural conditions, most of them had not been fer- 

tilized, and therefore they perished. 
With regard to artificial propagation of sturgeon, as elaborated 

by Russian fish-culturists in the latest work, the methods have been 

as follows: As the eggs flow from the female sturgeon they have a 

tendency to become united into a glutinous mass, which must at 

once be prevented. We received good results by stripping the eggs 

into a wire screen, washing them thoroughly with river water, and 

then putting them in a tin pan and fertilizing them with milt diluted 

with water. Several minutes later, before the eggs had become 

sticky, we again washed them thoroughly with river water, which at 

this time in the Ural and Kura Rivers is very turbid and of a yellow 

color, because of the enormous quantity of clay and sand in suspen- 

sion. By such use of muddy river water analogous to the employ- 

ment of swamp muck or of starch for overcoming the adhesiveness 

of pike-perch eggs in the United States, we counteracted the sticki- 

ness of the sturgeon eggs, which thereafter lose that quality and 

become easy to handle in any fish-hatching apparatus. We obtained 

quite good results in using two very different kinds of apparatus, 

namely, the Williamson trough and the Chase jar; but in both cases 

we preferred to employ not running water, which is always a little 

muddy, but filtered water without circulation and with constant 

aeration. 
After three or four days of development the eggs hatched, and 

thousands of fry were obtained. For the first four or five days the 

young do not require any external food, having a sufficient quantity 

of nourishment in their yolk sac; but after that period we introduced 

into the troughs and jars living food consisting of the smallest 

fresh-water crustaceans (Daphnia, Bosmina, etc.) collected in small, 

warm waters with fine-meshed nets. The fry soon begin to search 

for these crustaceans. When they become larger and accustomed 

to take food, we begin to feed with chopped earthworms, of which 

young sturgeon are very fond. Fed in this way sturgeon grow very 

rapidly, attaining during the first month a length of about 14 inches 

and during five months 10 to 11 inches. Fry of two to three months 

Phy slivede begun to closely resemble the adults and are very pretty 

sh. 
35286°—21——12 
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SOME PLANTS OF IMPORTANCE IN PONDFISH 
CULTURE. 

By EMMELINE Moore, Ph. D. 

Contribution fronf the U. S. Fisheries Biological Station, Fairport, Iowa. 

INTRODUCTION. 

It is a matter of importance in the production of pondfish to con- 
trol the growth of aquatic vegetation. This can not profitably be 
done until it is known what plants enter directly into the fish dietary 
or contribute indirectly to the support of the various animal forms 
upon which fish feed. 

There is little precise knowledge of the natural food of the ad- 
vanced fry and young fingerlings of our ponds and streams. Nearly 
all of the examinations of the food content of fishes refer to the ad- 
vanced fingerling stages or to adults. The importance from an 
economic standpoint of securing information about the natural 
forage of very young fish is seen at once. So far as we know, only 
a small percentage of the fry reach maturity, and by more or less 
vague explanations the failure has been referable to our lack of 
knowledge of the food relations in their environment. 

This investigation, conducted at the U. S. Fisheries Biological 
Laboratory, Fairport, Iowa, refers primarily to the aquatic vegeta- 
tion in the food of fish which are reared in ponds and considers the 
problem from the following standpoints: What plants contribute 
directly to the food of the advanced fry and fingerlings? What 
plants contribute indirectly to their food by providing forage for the 
various animal forms upon which fish feed? The investigation 
covers the period of the summer months during two seasons, June 
20 to August 31, 1917 and 1918. 
The data presented illustrate the dependence of the young fish on 

food, mostly animals, which in turn feed on plants. The determina- 
tion of these plants, which are the basic source of the food supply 
in the ponds, forms the chief contribution of this paper. Numerous 
examinations have been made of the food content of young fish, in 
which the direct use of plants by them is revealed. The results have 
been formulated into tables (p. 14) which supplement the data al- 
ready at hand in the researches of Forbes $4589)» Pearse (1918), 
Reighard (1915), and others, and indicate plant values among the 
ee plants, the filamentous alge, and various microscopic 
plants. 
The method pursued has been to study the plant population and, 

correlatively, the contents of the digestive tract in various species of 

5 
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young fish. An inventory (Table 1) was taken of the plant popula- 
tion in certain ponds,* covering all forms, the larger rooted aquatics, 
the floating forms, including the filamentous alge, and the plankton. 
Simultaneously with the inventory an examination was made of the 
food found in the digestive tracts of the young fish taken from the 
ponds at regular intervals. By this means it has been possible not 
only to identify the food but to determine the character of the forage 
grounds of the fish and to consider the various plants and the animal 
associations of importance in the economy of the pond. 

Collections of fish were made at weekly intervals and, if not ex- 
amined at once in their fresh condition, were kept in an alcohol- 
formalin preserving fluid until needed. In examining the food the 
method of Pearse (1918) was employed, that is, the food content of 
the digestive tract was pressed out upon a glass slide, moistened, 
and examined under the dissecting and compound microscopes. All 
figures in the tables referring to food content represent volumetric 
percentage estimates. Measurements in lengths are given in milli- 
meters and exclude the caudal fin. 
A brief and general description of the ponds under investigation 

will assist in making the interpretation. The accompanying map 
from an earlier publication of the Bureau shows clearly the position 
and arrangement of the ponds at the Fairport station. They are 
grouped in six series, A, B, C, D, E, and F, respectively, the ponds 
in each series being numbered independently. The investigations 
here recorded were concerned only with series B and D, the former 
composed of six small, the latter of nine somewhat larger dirt ponds. 
The areas of the specific ponds studied, that is, 16B and 1,2,3,8,and 
9D, vary from 0.22 to 0.85 acre. Water is supplied to each 
through inlet pipes connected with a large reservoir, which in turn 
is supplied from the Mississippi River. The depth varies from 
about. 6 inches near the inlet pipes to 7 or 8 feet at the outlet. Plants 
common to the ponds of the region have been introduced; marsh 
plants such as cat-tails, Sagittaria, Bidens, and Eleocharis occupy 
the shallower portions; sedges bind the borders of the deeper por- 
tions; and floating and rooted aquatics flourish within the pond 
area. Various aquatic insects and other animal forms have found 
their way into the ponds, and practically natural conditions prevail. 

BASS, CHIRONOMID, AND ALGAL RELATIONS. 

Tt is shown in Table 2 that the chironomid larve are among the 
most important single items of food taken by the young of the 
largemouth black bass during the summer. The larve of a certain 

species of the chironomids removed from the digestive tract were 
identifiable and later checked up with specimens taken from the ponds. 
These proved to be Orthocladius nivoriundus Fitch., a species com- 
mon in the ponds and the one upon which the bass chiefly fed. The 
body walls of this larva are thin and transparent, and when lightly 
crushed under a cover glass the food content can be readily deter- 
mined with the microscope. It was this identification of the alga 
in the crushed specimens taken from the bass that gave the clue 
to the chain of food relations subsequently to be described. 

®See accompanying map showing topography of the ponds under investigation. 
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PLANTS IN PONDFISH CULTURE. 7 

Previous to the identification of this chironomid in the fishponds 

the inventory of the plants had disclosed the interesting association 

of the larval stage of this insect with the alga, Mougeotia genuflexa. 

The alga was exceedingly abundant and produced a most remark- 

able and beautiful formation. This formation, or algal mat, as it 

may be called, was composed of delicate, light-green filaments of 

gossamer-like threads which were interwoven intricately in the form 

of loose-meshed rolls suspended near the surface of the water. The 

author’s attention was attracted by a large number of elliptically- 

shaped bags, or cases, lightly held in the meshes of the algal mat. 

These proved to be the larval cases of the chironomid in question. 

While foraging for food the larve move in and out of their cases, 

retaining their hald, meanwhile, by their caudal hooks. In feeding 

they draw toward them filaments from the loose meshes of Mou- 

geotia, or they forage directly from the outer walls of their cases, 

to which this alga is applied in the construction of the case, renew- 

ing the filaments as fast as they become depleted. The larve con- 

tinue to feed upon this alga as long as the supply lasts, which is 

generally only until the middle of July, for by that time this species 

of alga, which flourishes during the early part of the season, has 

passed the stage when floating mats are readily formed. There- 

after it becomes scattered through the partial disintegration or break- 

ing up of the filaments. It is at this time that the characteristic 

“knees” or swellings in the cells occur which give to this form of 

Mougeotia its specific name, genufleza. It is while engaged in 

these feeding operations that the larve fall prey to the bass. 

Several hundred larvee of Orthocladius nivoriundus were examined 

to determine to what extent other alge contributed to their food 

supply. The determination is a simple matter. The larve are 

lightly crushed under the cover glass by a slow, forward movement 

of the thumb, a slight pressure being sufficient to push out the con- 

tents of the digestive tube. The material is teased out under the 

microscope, and the problem becomes one of identification of the 

alge. Almost without exception larve taken from the mats of 

Mougeotia showed a forage value of 100 per cent of this alga. From 

larvee taken at random in pond 3D, from habitats in which other 

alge were the chief constituents and Mougeotia appeared only as a 

small factor in the heterogeneous assortment, this alga again formed 

the bulk of the food. Specimens of O. nivoriundus were hatched in 

a watch glass to which had been added a variety of alge as well as 

Mougeotia, and it is interesting to note that the young selected the 

latter invariably. It is not surprising, for Mougeotia is one of the 

most delicate of the filamentous forms and possesses a brittleness 

which apparently recommends it to the larvee, for when observed in 

their feeding operations they were seen to snap off filaments in one- 

cell and two-cell lengths with great rapidity. This preference for 

Mougeotia was observed in the very earliest stages of larval growth, 

and it continued to be shown to pupation. 

Later broods of Orthocladius nivoriundus, of which there appeared 

to be three during the summer, found their natural forage among 

other algee which succeeded Mougeotia genuflewa, such as M ougeotia 

spherocarpa, Spirogyra nitida, S. majuscula, CAdogonium, I ydro- 

dictyon veticulatum, Lyngbya, and various microscopic forms present 

in the algal mats. 
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IMPORTANCE OF ALGAL MATS AS FORAGE, 

The larva of the chironomid, Orthocladius nivoriundus, forms an 
important item in the dietary of the largemouth black bass. In 
turn the alga Mougeotia and other filamentous types supply forage 
for the chironomids. Thus these common pond plants contribute 
in a material way to the support of the bass. 

Nearly all of the aforementioned alge are commonly distributed 
in ponds. Where they do not occur and the region is within 
their range, they can easily be introduced into the ponds by trans- 
ferring a roll or wad of the alga before it dries out. If the alga is 
to be transferred by mail it should be rolled in a wet cloth, wrapped 
in thick paper, and dispatched at once. 

Unfortunately the notion exists that algal mats serve no useful 
purpose, and wasteful practices prevail in the seining operations. 
Without discrimination they are raked out, thrown upon the bank, 
and left to decompose, regardless of kind or function in the economy 
of the pond. The author’s observations thus far on the value of 
algal mats, which may be called locally “ moss,” “ moss blanket,” or 
“water moss,” lead to the conclusion that discrimination must be 
exercised if the ponds are to be properly stocked with useful forage 
plants. For help in such discrimination the species which com- 
monly produce the algal mats, or “moss,” floating on the surface of 
ponds, are given as follows: Cladophora crispata, Hydrodictyon 
reticulatum, Pithophora edogonia var. vaucherioides, A’dogonium 
martenicense, Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum, and Spirogyra species. 
Generally not one form alone produces the mat or blanket but a com- 
bination, as Cladophora and Pithophora; Hydrodictyon, Cidogo- 
nium, and Cladophora, etc. 

Blankets in which Cladophora, Pithophora, and Rhizoclonium 
are the prominent forms appear to be least desirable, though the 
subject warrants further investigation. This blanket complex re- 
produces and forms a coarse, thick mat which readily covers a pond 
and shuts out the light. Under control, however, this mat may be 
regarded as useful. It should be conserved near the edges only. 

FIELD CHARACTERS OF VARIOUS ALGAL MATS. 

The following field characters will asgist in discriminating the 
different kinds of algal mats or blankets: 

Mougeotia genuflera when abundant forms a loose, filmy, floating 
aggregation of delicate, light-green, gossamerlike threads lightly 
suspended near the surface of the water and easily wafted about 
by the wind. It is as difficult to scoop up in the hand as a floating 
spider web would be. This alga does not accumulate in sufficient 
quantity to become detrimental, since its filaments are so delicate and 
form so loose a mesh that light is not appreciably shut out by it. 

Mougeotia spherocarpa is also a delicate alga, though a little less 
so than I. genuflewa, and its growth habit is different. It has a 
light yellow-green frothy look and floats on the surface of the water 

as a thin film. It is found in the sheltered places usually, though 
it may spread over a small pond as a surface film when undisturbed 
by the wind. The frothy appearance is due to the very active photo- 

synthetic capacity of the alga, the oxygen bubbles being confined, 
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meanwhile, in the meshes of the filaments. This alga compares 
favorably with M. genufiexa as a food producer. It appears in. 
abundance in the ponds later in the season than the foregoing species 
and has been observed repeatedly in the examination of the larval 
food of Orthocladius, Pseudochironomus, and Stratiomyia. 
Spirogyra species are generally a vivid green. They more often 

form a part of an algal complex, though they may occur nearly pure 
in round mats of varying size. They can be identified easily by the 
slimy, silky feel of the single threads or filaments. When held out 
of the water the single threads drip and curl up on drying. 
Spirogyra webert may develop in a pure stand enveloped in a mass 
of transparent jelly. 
@dogonium martenicense often forms the upper layer on the mat 

of Cladophora. Upon aging, it fades to a pale yellowish color and 
acquires a soft cottony feel. Chironomids are active feeders upon it. 

@. sp.* does not form a mat but occurs as an epiphyte on the 
larger aquatics and on the coarser filamentous algz. The slender 
naias (Naias fleavilis) and the water-weed (Llodea canadensis) may 
become completely swathed in it by midsummer. It isanextremely 
small form of G2dogonium which in the aggregate takes on an olive- 
green look. It has the characteristic cottony feel. All things con- 
sidered, it doubtless affords forage to a greater number of pond 
herbivores than any other alga of the ponds. Chironomids, snails 
(Planorbis and Succinea), and the blunt-nosed minnows, as indi- 
cated by their food contents, show a preference for this alga. 
Pithophora edogonia var. vaucherioides consists of short filaments 

which on aging look and feel like coarse, dark hair. It is generally 
to be found with Cladophora and in the mat-forming stage occupies 
the stratum beneath it or becomes interwoven with it. 

Cladophora crispata forms the coarsest and thickest algal mats in 
our ponds. The mats, or portions of them, have a coarse, heavy look 
and a harsh feel. When the mat is lifted out of the water it feels 
tough and gives one the impression of handling wet, coarse, brown 
paper or coarse loosely-woven cloth. 
Hydrodictyon reticulatum, or water-net, is easily distinguished 

when floated out on the hand by means of the characteristic four to 
five sided meshes. It may form in sufficient abundance to produce a 
heavy mat covering the surface of small ponds. 

These “rough and ready” field characters should assist the un- 
initiated in discriminating the most common and widely distributed 
representatives of the mat-forming alge of our pond waters. It is 
recognized of course that the microscope, together with keys and il- 
lustrations, is the only sure method of identification. 

BOSMINA AND VOLVOX ASSOCIATION. 

The plankton studies in pond 2D showed a conspicuous association 
of the small cladoceran, Bosmina longirostris, and the green alga, 
Volvox, species perglobator and spermatosphwra. The association of 
these organisms, Bosmina and Volvox, is important in terms of fish 
food. ‘The Bosmina afford a direct means of subsistence to the young 
bass; and the Volvox, through their contribution to the food supply of 
the Bosmina, an indirect one. 

“A valuable forage species unidentified to date but probably near howardii. 
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By reference to Table 2, it is seen that the young bass find in the 
small Bosmina a favorite natural food. It was selected by them 
from a varied and abundant zooplankton consisting of cladocerans, 
copepods, and rotifers. In the smallest fry examined the Bosmina 
content reached 100 per cent. For example, in the examination sev- 
eral specimens under the average of 12.2 mm. measured 10 mm. and 
11 mm., and in all cases, the smaller the fry taken from the environ- 
ment of Volvox, the larger the percentage of Bosmina in the food 
content, indicating that this is not only the earliest but the pre- 
ferred natural food of the young bass. 

It was found that Bosmina occupied the upper stratum of water in 
the open areas as well as the more sheltered weedy portions of the 
ponds. Their presence is indicated to the naked eye by the appear- 
ance, as it were, of a fine sprinkling of dust particles continually 
gyrating in the surface film of water. They occur in the greatest 
numbers just below the surface, and in this location they are accessi- 
ble to the fry as they rise to feed. 

The Volvox accumulated also in the upper stratum of water. The 
pulse of this alga coincided with that of Bosmina, but declined before 
any distinct diminution of Bosmina was noted. Further observa- 
tional studies disclosed the direct dependence of Bosmina upon Vol- 
vox for subsistence. 

Plankton catches from the upper stratum were taken repeatedly, 
and the feeding habits of Bosmina observed under the compound » 
microscope. It was rarely possible to identify the food once taken 
into the digestive tract, because in most cases the mandibles grind 
the food particles beyond recognition. Occasionally, however, par- 
ticles slip by whole, and when these could be seen through the trans- 
parent body walls the animal was lightly crushed under a cover 
glass to make the identification more sure. Bits of broken ccenobia 
of Volvox were identified, and these graded into the ground material 
characteristic of the digestive tract. In most cases the feeding hab- 
its were observed directly by watching the maneuvers of the living 
animal. Volvox was in the reproductive stage, and organisms with 
antherozoids, or sperms, were exceedingly abundant. The Bosmina 
in their feeding operations attached themselves to a bundle of ripe 
antherozoids, and by a rapid movement of the legs, characteristic of 
all cladocerans, winnowed the sperms within the body walls, from 
whence they were wafted into the mouth. This continued until the 
bundle of antherozoids was appreciably diminished, and the Bosmina 
whirled off to other feeding grounds, in which the constituents were 
often too small to identify as they were wafted into the body. Vol- 
vox, however, continued to remain a source of nutriment until its 
decline. 

This interdependence of the organisms, Bosmina and Volvox, was 
observed in pond 1D also, but the plankton pulse was not manifested 
by so large a quantity of Bosmina in this pond. 

SCAPHOLEBERIS AND MOUGEOTIA ASSOCIATION. 

It was found that Scapholeberis mucronata, a larger cladoceran, 
succeeded the Bosmina in the food of the older fry, and investigation 
followed to determine its food relations among the alge of the ponds. 
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Plankton catches showed a larger percentage of Scapholeberis in 
pond 1D than in all others. Attention was then concentrated upon 
this pond. Plankton studies were made from various regions in the 
pond to determine the specific plant habitat of the cladoceran. This 
proved to be the scum or film produced by the alga, Mougeotia 
spherocarpa, im the quieter portions of the pond. In these regions 
the algal complex teemed with Scapholeberis, the feeding grounds 
being conspicuously localized in the region of the Mougeotia fila- 
ments. 

The examination of the food content in the digestive tracts of 
Scapholeberis revealed a miscellaneous diet of small unicellular and 
palmelloid alge which abounded in the Mougeotia complex. The 
most common forms were small diatoms, and such green alge as 
Spherocystis, Odcystis, Czlastrum, and Schizochlamys. 

The association of this cladoceran with the Mougeotia complex 
adds another point in favor of the introduction and cultivation of 
Mougeotia to supply a natural forage in fishponds. 

The Scapholeberis pulse in pond 1D attained its maximum in late 
July and early August. At that time it supplied a fair percentage 
of the food of the largemouth black bass (Table 2) and a high per- 
centage of the food of the bluegill (Table 3). 

Ponds 1D and 2D have differed in the contribution they made to 
the food supply of the young fish in the matter of quantity as well 
as variety. This was particularly true of the Bosmina pulse which 
occurred in both ponds simultaneously but to a lesser degree in pond 
1D. Birge and Juday (1911) state: “The answer to the question 
of why different bodies of water differ so widely in productivity is 
wholly beyond our knowledge.” In these ponds, however, a partial 
explanation may be sought in the difference in kind and quantity of 
living plants as well as in the accumulations of débris during suc- 
ceeding seasons. 

In physical features the ponds are similar. They are equally deep, 
and they are surrounded by a similar vegetation. They have been 
treated alike, that is, they have been wintered full, not dry. Such 
draining as has been necessary to conduct the seining operations has 
been temporary only. Physiologically, however, they are more or less 
distinct because of the dissimilar character of the vegetation in them. 
Pond 1D has been richly stocked with floating alge which at times 
have covered the surface. Few of the larger rooted aquatics are 
present. Pond 2D has no algal mats or blankets, but fully one-tenth 
of the surface area has been covered by the large-rooted aquatic, 
Potamogeton illinoensis, interspersed in places with the nonrooted 
Ceratophyllum, or hornwort. In these ponds are present, apparently, 
the requisite conditions to produce a conspicuous plankton pulse of 
great economic value in terms of the natural forage of fish fry by 
supplying in quantity organisms which are preferred by the fry 
during the early days of feeding. 

DAPHNIA AND APHANIZOMENON ASSOCIATION. 

Data in the tables show that a high percentage of food is supplied 
by the daphnids. They are recognized herbivores in the ponds, and 
it remains to explain their particular plant preferences and associa- 
tions. 
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A remarkable illustration of such an association was presented dur- 
ing the present season in the studies connected with pond 9D, in 
which Daphnia pulex, one of the largest of the daphnids, was pro- 
duced in enormous quantity by natural means. The blue-green alga, 
Aphanizomenon flos-aque, contributed directly to its support and 
proved to be the most desirable food of a heavy, natural culture of 
Daphnia pulex. 
The author’s first observation of this association in the pond oc- 

curred on June 21, 1918. At this time a “bloom” of the Aphani- 
zomenon was approaching its maximum. It was so abundant that 
the water appeared blue-green and oily. A few hand strokes of the 
dip net would bring up a quart of it in concentrated form. The 
individual colonies are ordinarily microscopic, but during the acceler- 
ation of growth in “ bloom ” production the colonies are considerably 
augmented and become readily distinguishable. They appear as 
flocculent masses, 7 to 16 mm. long and less than half as wide. 
They are delicate and tissuelike and assume the form of flattened 
spindle-shaped masses lightly suspended in the water at all depths, 
from the surface to the bottom of the pond. Practically a pure stand 
had developed, for there were few representatives of other floating 
algee present. The station records noted the presence of the alge in 
May. From that time until June 21, the date of the author’s first 
observation, multiplication must have taken place with great rapidity, 
and it continued to do so until the maximum was reached in the 
interval of July 24 to 30, when the alge could be rolled up from the 
bottom like mush. 

This conspicuous growth of alge in the pond was attended by one 
equally remarkable in the number of Daphnia produced. The 
Daphnia swarmed among the alge, forming practically a pure cul- 
ture of Daphnia pulex. A rough estimate by volume, obtained by 
the gravity method, showed approximately 75 cc. per cubic meter. 
Accurate determinations were difficult because of the accompanying 
algal débris in the concentrations. When the algal maximum was 
attained the Daphnia pulse had already begun to decline. Cypris, 
copepods, and rotifers increased in the zooplankton and Clathro- 
cystis, Volvox, and Pleodorina in the phytoplankton. 

The daphnids fed continuously upon the Aphanizomenon. The 
entire process of feeding could be observed easily by placing them 
in a watch glass or in a hollow glass slide and observing them with 
the compound microscope. The flocculent masses of the alga were 
wafted into the open walls of the body and fed forward toward the 
mouth by the action of the legs in the manner so aptly described by 
Birge (1918). During the feeding operations the Daphnia were 
offered a mixed plankton, but invariably they retained only the 
Aphanizomenon in the food current streaming toward the mouth. 
Observations on the feeding habits were continued from time to time 
during a period of five weeks, and it was easily seen that the abun- 
dant natural forage provided in Aphanizomenon was one of the de- 
termining factors in the high productivity of Daphnia pulex. 
By reference to Tables 4 and 5 it is seen that Daphnia formed a 

high percentage of the food content in the orange-spotted sunfish and 
catfish with which the pond was stocked. Data are not at hand for 
the very young catfish since it was desirable not to disturb the ponds 
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by seining during the breeding period, but the large size of the 
fingerlings (Table 5) at the date recorded seems worthy of note and 
readily explainable in terms of an abundance of desirable natural 
food. 

The succession of causes, physical and physiological, which have 
led to the remarkable acceleration of growth in the alga, Aphani- 
zomenon, and the accompanying culture of daphnids is not easy to 
explain; yet it is desirable to record the method of treatment of the 
pond which has produced this extraordinary development. The pond 
covers an area of 0.66 acre and is free from floating plants. In the 
shallow portions there are submerged aquatics such as Naias and Pota- 
mogeton pusillus; and around the edge, a little of the blanket-form- 
ing alga, Cladophora crispata. In general it is an open pond free 
from the larger aquatics or their accumulations. It could easily have 
become “seeded down” by spores of Aphanizomenon through inlet 
waters from the supply reservoir which in turn receives the river 
water. This alga is common in the supply waters and is distributed 
in season to the ponds. Daphnia pulex are also common in the ponds. 
A contributing cause of the great “wave” of Daphnia is possibly 
due to the fact that the pond has been wintered dry during successive 
seasons, the freezing and drying processes affecting the winter eggs 
of the daphnids beneficially. 

MAYFLIES IN THE FOOD OF BASS. 

Reference to Table 2 indicates the importance of mayfly larve in 
the food of the young largemouth black bass. The mayflies are 
herbivores. The researches of Needham (1905), Morgan (1913), 
and Clemens (1917), on the life histories of these insects have shown 
that they subsist on a variety of plants in our lakes and streams, the 
familiar articles of diet being diatoms, unicellular and filamentous 
algee, and the larger aquatic plants, the latter generally in a partial 
state of disorganization. Unfortunately, time has not permitted in- 
vestigation of the plant associations of this group of insects in 
smali ponds. From the few records of examination, however, it may 
be forecasted that an important habitat preferenge of some species of 
the larve is among the larger potamogetons. 

THE DIRECT FUNCTION OF PLANTS IN FISHPONDS. 

The tables show a forage value of plants which can not be regarded 
as merely accidental. By reference to Table 7 it becomes evident that 
the young of the buffalofish favor an admixture of animal and plant 
substance. The absence of grit in the digestive tract and the presence 
of plant materials, such as the staminate flowers of Elodea, for ex- 
ample, which are found only at or near the surface of the ponds, illus- 
trate the wide range of their feeding habits. The high percentage 
in the food content of the flagellate plants, Pandorina, Eudorina, and 
Pleodorina, is suggestive of the value of the small things among the 
pond plants. 

The most conspicuous function of plants in the fishpond is found 
in their indirect relations, in their contribution to the forage of 
myriads of animal forms upon which fish feed. This paper has 
emphasized this function of plants in its consideration of animal- 
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plant associations, and it is through a more complete understanding 
of such associations that the method of rationing the ponds to in- 
crease their productivity by natural means can be approached. 

SUMMARY. 

1. Chironomid larve are among the most important single items 
in the dietary of young bass. 

2. The identification of the food content and plant associations of 
the chironomids indicates the importance of cultivating certain 
algal forms in the ponds to provide adequate forage requirements. 

3. Mat-forming alge of certain types provide valuable forage 
areas for chironomids and cladocerans. 

4. The Bosmina-Volvox association is of special importance in 
providing the first forage materials for the bass fry and the young 
bluegill. 

5. The Seapholeberis-Mougeotia association is important in pro- 
viding a later food for the advanced fry stage. 

6. The Daphnia-Aphanizomenon association develops a heavy cul- 
ture of daphnia. 

7. Plants are of importance directly in supplying a high percentage 
of food to the advanced fry of the buffalofish. 

8. The blunt-nosed minnow in a pond habitat subsists mainly upon 
slants. 
: 9. The rationing of ponds for a continuous and abundant supply 
of natural forage must depend upon a more precise knowledge of 
the animal and plant associations. 

TABLES. 

[Norn.—All figures in the tables referring to food content represent volumetric per- 
centage estimates. Measurements in lengths are given in millimeters and exclude the 
eaudal fin.] 

TABLE 1.—INVENTORY OF AQUATIC PLANTS IN CERTAIN PonDs oF SERIES B anv D, 
FarrpPort, lows. 

[P means present; A means present in abundance.] 

June, 1917. June, 

Aquatic plants. 

1D. 2D. 3D. 8D. 16B. 9D. 

Flagellates: Euglena sanguinea-....-.....|--.------- Py | aebeesers eee ee cee iP P 

Blue-green alge: 
Aphanizomenon flos-aquee .....-.-----|----------|---++----- ie Pit debleceteae A 

WHCTOCGYSUS: 22. J... sors 2 sean aon eee lene eee |oeainn ere =| Sn nieteieinn’s P da Vere eA cc: 
CISENTOCYSDIS»s wel cece ec ee eeee A 
Colosphrerium]. 7-2 322s 5e ce tee 
Merismopedium 
Oxeildtorias (i557 oti Pee tone S 
Lyngbya martensiana.........- 
Anabeena circinalis ext 
Anabzena flos-aque......-..-. 3 
Rivilaria Tinvensee wean ce eos ca - ee ee ce ene [pecans > < iy P 

Diatoms: 
INS VICI ee oon eee ae neater. acl A P P 1 
SVNGA0S Mee eee eee sates te eh eaecle iv iP iP A 
PIGUIOSIPINEs © cco pee oes sece So nialensee |fon en cine semen. + <a> aeeeere Ie 

A 
iv 

> 

COCCOTIEIS Ss eee bok ae es soso P 

a Inventory not exhaustive but sufficiently detailed to serve as a working basis. 
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TABLE 1.—INVENTORY OF AQUATIC PLANTS IN CERTAIN PONDS OF SERIES B AND D, 
Farrport, Iowa—Continued. 

June June, 1917. 1918.” 

Aquatic plants. 

Pond Pond Pond 
8D. 16B. 9D. 

Green alge: 
Cosmarium pyramidatum............- ees Hoste a5.o5 = 
OS CU ee ee es ee iP hog 

ie) A oO = 5 : ° E : ta") 
hho 

ty Staurastrum Boymorphnm ...2 22... eeege eee P 
ROIGMABIEEIG) sere tas soos 22 eon eee eee se od le 
POP EN DOA See Sew a mane clon s 5 a= eee . 

te 
Spirogyra communis. ...............-. i 
5 [te CAN Ee ee eeenee em, ae 

Wht 

Neg : 6 
rh rohghy oe 

| RTT SSR aE SRP a ES fai: eee ONE RPE ea |” De i in (en ee 
Menpoctia penulloxd. . fos. 552785352 a)eeasccce caf- ese eee oe A 
MUCOUS rio 52 Sth ors o Foose eel seact cucelanawscaeee A 

* MuGoritis GlOgans. ...\. 22-2. cnene acs P iy be 
Vy oo a ne ane eae sy 1h 
DORER: SEMEN HIGEON RRC e Noo a So eee | ee ia ecu tore olf tasers Hh oan somne|Soaere cane 
CELE LES BEE ee eee eee (Aeti (e Se iy P 
RARE cies Oe oo a tne ale pew anes =e ob aa one cess leg 
PRR DIR Ua ooo dente asta soomu ase es eal pat adn pn on Memes caen|acep cee ess 
TCIM 2s toe ee ae oe ta oes nekees | ab paw carcs ie 
Poi Sg ee oe oe ee ee | fe Se ee a (Pf Aastiiee. tore ss eee alee orn owe. Nec eae es 
VE ee ee Sere eee! eee ae ee Vy | 
EGGUTOCICEY ON FHUICOIASIR. 6225 5 oon ds) db ace onnas|eaevnsawes ts 
Pediastrum duplex.................... P I z 

Rhizoclonium herogiyphicum epee) eee | Cae eee 
Pithophora cedogonium var. vauche- 
EMME Dt tec ode wien a data cos cdce leat A P 

SSP PPP 

Potarnogctolt ARCMIN SoU Uc doct veules watanded 
ee ID ease dou Sioa sda we wanbrevens cen aliuawiee wae 
RP DOMUA  toarh a Nev edrtese asae dears st[eocaksJaJdliacemna <s = 

Bacteriol et ate. downeaplenteces soc _ 
Blodes canadensis.........0:..<s.0000e-. | P A 

3 > is] a is Ne ry > 

HP dy W Muerte ODIIHENS son. e 20s as es ae kee 
DGxtie TUOT 2 ope gencayedasobon acs 
PAGCOR MINIONS: OUI Joanie Hoye nab chilaalawert ce ab alneodcnei~< 
acto hg QOUICIBINNL denacecase 
PUY AEE DLV Nas 5 5 sae 2 mce.cers conse MRE petra ne nkawan Slane. sees al tee eat - Ny 
Castalia odorata. ....-.....-..----.---- 

> 

ee] e & a iF 

- : 

PPS ees eee ees Pee ree, 

35286°—21——-13 
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TABLE 2.—Foop CONTENT oF LARGEMOUTH BLACK Bass (MICROPTERUS SAL- 
MOIDES), ADVANCED FRY AND FINGERLINGS, IN CERTAIN PONDS AT FAIRPORT, 
Iowa. 

Animals. 

ns | os 
. Cladocerans. 8 = 
Fa gE | 3 

Date. en ' 1 = = 
2 GB) 8 = og AS ‘) a at it q 
5 S| 33 Ss i 3 4 ra g 5 : | 3 e Gata == |S) av 3 = = q r=] 

ue) > & Ao} ew g 5 Q = 3° iS) Bole | & 2 12" (48) ae | 2 Sueees 
& eo 4 tig [a | SS | otie l a aii ees 

1917 No. | Mm 
JUNO DSA ate ee se eee 3D Pe UME is crete ells 2:clote =| sta 2 el eet ee S| olor oll eee Ova |ae eee 

1918 
Pay Gee Ue ee eee ee 3D Meigs o- 8. Gen Perea lier oe ean) pean wer) ADey ashe 
Fag Ph eos when ae 3D ye gegen Bee Sea 63.5 | 4 1104 lee 
pet Rag CSAS eg og AL 2D 16 | 12.2 | 60 6 ig 6 oll eee He ey al 1.2 | 16.8 0.9 

Do. ioe eee 3D Gis aw cietas tates 2 Da alcts cioece 2. Oeasce lltomene 1 eee 
Bs ih gyi fee Sarees See ees 1D yt I: P97 (Al ease (Peds eee aes 6 Bio Ne seem elon ae as Bore lane 

AD {oie SEER ged Se Ee Be 2D 3] 31 Ue Hea Bee Braeden i | Bee ec c UGod \eaccee 
1 Dice na 3 3D LS tieGsO) len onto lame 26 1 Ti Seatac eee oid Peeosee 

Vy ray pe oe Shere a 3D Bt ve eee al Galanen: Pee eS aS BO | Sse 
RE Rese ween aces cece 3D AN AS Sr | Searev ssa y LAO ace is 10) 2528S beers 6725 |eeeeus 
JAG rim SA SS SS SINE 3D tial Uae: 1 Jaleo FS ee | ee ea 16 3 6. | es ese eer AS i Wieser 

Animals—Continued. Plants 

1 wu 

. . 3 Ss 

8 | B Aas . 
= Poel ies cael aa Bi 3 ot 

Date. R i] 3 2 S12 . | 4 
8 i onl —_ #0 oO Is ele i ® | g 3 a 

Elble lel sl|e| a lssles| | a)! lk 
8 = S| ‘3 a | o |to om : dq | 2 
© bm o 5 %& am 8S i/e2\/488| x 3° a |a 
= =| iz o Safe iC) ° 50 3° a vz! ah Pe oe c= Mea i eS ses > On| el tees 
3 3 3 a SR eae a SO Sees 
ala Ala ls El Sie |= Ae eae 

a Bosmina and Volvox association. 
b Scapholeberis and Mougeotia association. ; i 
ce Chiefly Orthocladius and Cricotopussp., Tanypus decoloratus Mall,and Pseudochironomusrichardsoni 

Mall, The identifications of chironomids were made by Dr. R. A. Mutkowski and Dr, O. A. Johannsen. 
d Mainly Dytiscid beetles. : 4 ; 
e From H. F. Schradieck’s unpublished reports. The larvee in the food content were identified as 

Orthocladius nivoriundus, The alge upon which these chironomids had fed consisted of 100 per cent 
Mougeotia genuflexa, 

ee 
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FINGERLINGS, IN CERTAIN PoN 

1918. 

a Chiefly Tanypus decoloratus Mall and Pseudochironomus richardsonij Mall. 

Date. 

Date. 

VANCED FRY AND FINGERLINGS, IN Ponp 9D, Farrport 

1918, 
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LINGS, IN Ponp 9D, Farrport, Iowa. 
TABLE 5.—Foop CONTENT OF CHANNEL-CAT (ICTALURUS PUNCTATUS), FINGER- 
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TABLE 7.—F oop CONTENT OF BUFFALOFISH (ICTIOBUS BUBILUS AND I. CYPRINELLA), 
ADVANCED FRY AND FZNGERLINGS, IN PoND 16B, FAtRPortT, Iowa.% 

Animals. Plants. 

q 

F : Sa/,/5./8 : Slog ; 
acai g| 2 a|#|. \28| 8 |Se\2s| q | 4 

se oS Se pee) eellee |) aol ee | Be) So g 3|8\3 2 |= |23| 8 |22|2"| 3 | 2 
S/S!) empties Oe Pen Poesy S Bos 
ae |< | -aeeer oS «hb & lm aid Ia oie 

See Se 2 es a eee eee 

7 No. | Mm. 
eelype es sa en A Pe em el ee Se i BN eS Beer TA Ee 5.5 
Rilke Se 20] 19.9] 3.1) 15.2 BTR ee GAM FAB IL || a Bi RE 
Ag (24. Lrreieee  . | 15 | 29.6] 6.2] 25.8] 6.8] 12.2] 0.1 ]...... 11} 46:4 2 32 

————<—<—<—<$—$<$—— 

Plants—Continued. 
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917. 
ih ea eee 3 tal Bee Betis 4 18026) |) ko leases. 8 Ost ee OSG | eee 
TES O71 SSS Benes ae PES ty ee 15 a eS ean 4.2} 1.5]19.8| 9 6 
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a Fry hatched in jars May 17 to 22, 1917, and transferred to pond May 25, 1917. 
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THE SALTING 
OF FISH.“ 

By Donatp K. Tresster, Temporary Assistant, Division of Fishery Industries. 

Contribution from the Fishery Products Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 

INTRODUCTION. 

THE NEED FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

Although fish have been preserved with salt since prehistoric times, 
little experimental work has been done with the view of improving 
the existing methods. The fisherman who salts his own catches of 
fish or who cooperates with his neighbors in salting fish has neither 
the time nor the money to experiment that he may improve his prod- 
uct or save labor and waste products. With a few exceptions, the 
fishing industry has not attracted large capital for extensive opera- 
tions. It has not been exploited, therefore, as has the meat-pack- 
ing industry. 
Much work has been done in the hatching of fish eggs, stocking 

streams and lakes, and increasing the aquatic life of this country 
generally. But until recently little had been done to conserve the 
fish after being taken or to utilize as food fish which had hitherto 
been neglected. Little of the river herring, sea trout, Spanish 
mackerel, kingfish, sea bass, scup, and drumfish in our southern 
waters had been utilized until within recent years, when refrigerator 
cars and cold-storage plants came into use. 

It required the stimulus of the enormous demand for food caused 
by the great world war to awaken an interest in fish salting and to 
arouse a demand for better methods. It became apparent that if the 
methods of salting fish could be improved so that fish might be 
salted with safety pica! hot weather in any warm climate the food- 
fish supply of the United States would be greatly augmented. 

@This work was undertaken in cooperation with the National Research Council, Council 
of National Defense, and was at first conducted in the laboratories of Johns Hopkins 
University, where the author had the benefit of the advice and direction of Prof. B. E, 
gg ate a oping of plant physiology, and Prof. EB. V. McCollum, School of Hygiene 
and Publie Health He is also indebted to Prof. J. J. Abel, of the department of 
pharmacology of the same university, for the use of his laboratory for the conduct of 
part of this work. 

The results achieved, the conclusions reached, and the recommendations made in this 
paper have their origin in experiments done on a small scale and are not to be taken 
as having been proved by commercial practice. 

5 



6 THE SALTING OF FISH. 

There is a lamentable lack of control over the salt-fish product 
produced in any plant. In some places the standard of quality is a 
white, colorless fish. Yet in those localities it is doubtful whether 
the fish salters understand the factors controlling whiteness. In 
other localities a very hard, rigid fish is desired. In such regions 
there is a great demand for Turks Island salt, for it is quite gen- 
erally understood that this salt produces a hard fish, although very 
few understand why. Before this experimental work had been fol- 
lowed two weeks the experimenter learned that the qualities of the 
finished product, such as color and hardness, could be controlled en- 
tirely. This alone made the work worth while. 

It has long been known that it is exceedingly difficult to salt fish 
in the ordinary way during hot weather, and few attempt it. Ap- 
parently no one had tried to find out why fish spoil so quickly while 
being salted during the summer. 

For centuries fish have been cured either in brine or in dry salt 
without the addition of brine. There has been much discussion con- 
cerning the value of the two methods. It was, therefore, worth while 
to determine the relative merits of the two methods of applying salt 
to fish, even though no information relevant to the problem under 
consideration should be obtained. 

The inexactness of the present methods has been pointed out to 
show the need for such experimental work as is reported in this 
paper. Correct interpretations of experimental work should lead to 
more exact procedure in salting fish. A more uniform product should 
be obtained. The results of the experimental work should explain 
the reason for some of the methods in use to-day. The consideration 
of the scientific aspect of fish salting should bring forth a spirit of 
research for better salt fish. There should be a demand for high 
standards for salted fish. At present in some parts of the country 
the salt-fish buyers have practically no standards for estimating the 
quality of the salt-fish product. This is in part because of the difli- 
culty in estimating differences in quality of salt fish. 

At the present time (summer of 1919) the price of salt river her- 
ring is very low. This is chiefly because the quality of salted herring 
sold during the past few years has been so poor. The salt river her- 
ring on the market has a very strong “ wild-game” taste. If certain 
precautions were taken, this could be entirely avoided. The resultant 
product would then be of much better quality than that to which the 
public is accustomed. It is doubtful if a better price could be ob- 
tained for salt river herring under present conditions. If higher 
standards were demanded, however, it should sell for a higher price. 

In North Carolina and Virginia the buying public has become so 
accustomed to purchasing very hard, dry fish that soft fish in brine 
will not sell, although it may be better in quality. There is little 
ground for the argument that dry, hard fish is of greater culinary 
value. On the other hand, without investigation it would seem rea- 
sonable that a wet, soft fish would be more palatable when cooked 
than a fish “as hard as a board.” 

Most fish salters are aware of the fact that they must not store their 
fish in hot places during the summer months; yet no attempt has 
been made to determine the best conditions for storing salted fish. 
Fish have been stored both dry (“tight packed,” packed in layers 
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with solar salt between layers of fish) and in brine (pickle) ; yet no 
investigation has been carried out to show which of these two meth- 
ods is the better. The “tight-pack” method is almost universally 
used in the South, whereas in the North fish, with the exception of 
cod, haddock, cusk, and pollock, are just as universally stored in 
brine. 
Much may be done to improve both the methods of salting and of 

storing fish. If better methods were used, salted fish, even the “ com- 
mon herring,” would regain its place in public favor. The fish salter 
would gain immensely thereby, for as the quality improves so will 
the demand. It is hoped that this work may be the beginning of a 
movement looking toward a better salted-fish product; that it may 
encourage the fish salter to control his product and produce a fish of 
the best possible quality. A proper understanding of the factors 
affecting the product will surely lead toward the improvement of 
methods. 

PRESENT COMMERCIAL METHODS OF SALTING FISH. 

The methods of salting fish in use to-day vary greatly in different 
localities. The writer found, in going from one fish-salting plant to 
another, that many fish salters were not familiar with all of the 
methods of salting fish. It is wise, therefore, to give a brief descrip- 
tion of the methods in use in various parts of the country. This will 
make clear the reasons for the procedure followed in the experimental 
work, There may also be a better understanding of these different 
methods, and if they are correctly understood the fundamental prin- 
ciples of salting fish will be clear to the reader. 

In this work no mention is made of the mechanical details of clean- 
ing, hauling, lifting, or drying fish. Attention is given to only the 
important points which affect the quality of the finished product. 
The writer has visited five fish-salting centers and has observed the 
methods employed. The procedure followed in salting fish in these 
places will be described briefly. No attempt has been made to in- 
clude all of the different processes or the procedure for all varieties 
of fish. The description merely includes the most important methods 
and the general procedure. 

GLOUCESTER, MASS. 

In Gloucester the business of salting fish is very extensive. It is 
characterized by greater organization and larger companies than 
elsewhere. The reason for the organization is to be found in the 
large number of fish caught in that vicinity and in the continuity of 
the catches. Fish are brought into Gloucester in large quantities 
every working-day of the year. Employees may, therefore, be hired 
ae the entire year and the plants worked on a larger scale than else- 
where. 

The cod, haddock, cusk, and pollock are caught together and are 
salted in the same general way. When they are unloaded from the 
vessels, the fish are sorted as to kind and size. During the cold 
months these fish are salted either in kenches (regular piles or layers 
of fish) or butts (very large barrels, of about 300 gallons capacity). 
In the warmer months all are salted in butts, as the fish would spoil 
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if they were not covered with pickle during the “ striking” or salting 
process. The fish are thrown “ face up ” (cut surface, flesh side up) 
into the butts and sprinkled with salt as they are thrown in. Great 
stress is placed upon the even distribution of the salt. Between 6 
and 7 bushels are used to each butt of fish. Turks Island salt is 
ordinarily used. Each butt yields approximately 500 pounds of dried 
cod. The rule holds: The warmer the weather the more salt used. 

The fish are piled high above the top of the butt. The last few 
layers, those exposed, are piled with the backs up. A pile of salt is 
placed upon the top of the fish. By the day following the salting, 
the fish have settled below the top of the butt and the pile of salt 
has almost disappeared. Five or six more pecks of salt are then 
added to strengthen the pickle. Ordinarily the fish are allowed to 
remain in the butts from 10 days to 3 weeks. Only 3 days are re- 
quired for the salt to penetrate through the fish, the remainder of the 
time being required for the fish to “strike through,” or harden. 
After 3 days the flesh of the fish is still quite soft, but during the 
next 18 days it gradually becomes harder. If there is a large supply 
of fish on hand and if the demand is slack the fish are left in the butt 
much longer than 3 weeks. However, if allowed to remain there 
for too long a time the salted fish become yellow. This happens in 
the space of 2 months or less in hot weather, but in cold weather 
the fish may be left in the butts almost indefinitely. The amount of 
salt added (6 or 7 bushels) is far in excess of the amount actually 
taken up by the fish and dissolved in the pickle. This excess salt is 
used later in making more pickle. 

After the fish are “struck” they are taken out of the butts, the 
slime is washed off, and the fish are piled in kenches about 4 feet 
high, face up, with the exception of the last few layers, which are 
piled face down in order to keep the top layers clean (free from 
dust). Weights are placed on top of the kenches to compress the 
fish and to squeeze out the pickle. Since the object of the kenching 
is to allow the fish to drain and partially dry, they are piled on racks 
about 8 inches above the floor. This enables the pickle to run out 
from under the piles of fish. The length of time during which the fish 
are left in the kenches depends mainly upon the weather and upon the 
amount of fish already upon the flakes. (See below.) During warm 
weather the fish are likely to spoil, so they are watched very closely 
and are repiled whenever there is danger of spoilage. The more 
often the fish are repiled the less time they must remain on the flakes; 
but the fish salters usually do not repile them more than once, since 
it requires a great deal of time. However, if the season is a rainy one, 
and they do not dry rapidly upon the flakes, the fish are rekenched 
several times. 

After the fish are somewhat dry they are placed upon flakes for 
further drying. A flake is a rack (a lattice bed about 8 feet wide) 
built in the open, about 30 inches above a floor. The drying yard is 
known as the flake yard and is often located on a roof. The degree 
to which the fish are dried depends upon the trade. If the fish are 
to be sold in the southern States, they must be drier than if they 
are to be sold in the immediate vicinity. The length of time the fish 
must remain upon the flakes to dry to the required degree depends 
entirely upon the weather, The lower the humidity, the less time is 
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required for drying. The higher the velocity of the wind, the more 
rapidly the fish dry. When there is a driving wind two or three 
lots may be dried in a single day. When the weather is poor, how- 
ever, it may take a week or more to dry a single lot. If the sun is 
hot, great care is taken to prevent the fish from becoming sunburned. 
Canvas is placed a few feet above the flake, and this prevents the 
direct-burning action of the sun. When the day is too hot, the fish 
are not placed upon the flake. If rain is imminent, they are collected 
and put under waterproof boxes on the flakes. 

After drying, the fish are sorted as to quality and size. A first- 
quality fish should be uniformly white, have no bloodstains, possess 
a “sweet ” smell, and be one of the thicker fish. After the fish are 
sorted they are hauled to the packing room. Before packing they 
are sprinkled with salt containing 0.4 per cent boracic acid, the 
amount of this mixture applied depending upon the climate of the 
region where the fish will be sold; the warmer the climate, the more 
of it used. This sprinkling of the dried fish with boracic-acid mix- 
ture is peculiar to this class of fish. No other salt fish is piled in 
kenches or dried on flakes. If the fish is for export, it is tied in 
bundles and packed in boxes or drums. 

Although the method of cleaning, the cut appearance of the 
various fishes, and the amount of salt used all differ, mackerel, whit- 
ing, alewives, and herring are usually salted by the same general 
method in Gloucester. The exact procedure followed in salting one 
particular fish varies with the season and the trade, however. 

The cleaned (cut) or round (uncut) fish are dipped in salt, the 
fineness of the salt and the quantity used depending upon the variety 
of the fish and the season of the year. The dipped ish are packed 
in layers in barrels or butts, salt is scattered over each layer, and, 
as in the case of cod, a small pile of salt is placed on top of the fish. 
The fish are then allowed to make their own pickle, and within 24 
hours enough has been formed to cover them. The pile of salt on 
top of the fish is replenished on the second day. 
Ample time is allowed for the fish to become thoroughly “ struck,” 

or salted, before they are touched again. This period is usually at 
least 30 days. The fish are then repacked tightly in barrels. In most 
cases a small amount of salt is aikod over the top. The barrel is 
then headed and a bunghole bored in it, after which it is rolled on 
its side and filled with 100° brine (saturated salt solution). 

REEDVILLE, VA. 

Along the Chesapeake Bay, in the vicinity of Reedvyille, Va., there 
are about 40 fish-salting plants. Almost the only fish salted on a 
large scale is the alewife, or river herring. There is little organiza- 
tion among the fish salters of this region, due, in part, to the very 
short season. At Irvington the plants often operate no longer than 
six days. At Reedville the plants operate for about three weeks; 
however, the rush season lasts only a week. 

The packers in this vicinity salt fish in a way distinctly different 
from that used in any other section of the country, with the excep- 
tion of Havre de Grace, where for the most part, a similar method is 
used. The washed, cut river herring are dumped into large vats filled 
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one-sixth full with 100° pickle (saturated salt solution). As the fish 
are placed in the tanks salt is scattered over each layer. Each day 
the fish are roused (stirred up) with large paddles and more salt is 
added, usually in sufficient quantity to make the pickle saturated 
(100°) ; but the procedure varies in the different plants. Some fish 
salters (those in the vicinity of Irvington) keep their brine at 70 
per cent saturation (70°). Even if the brine used at the start is 
saturated, by the following morning, when the fish are stirred for 
the first time, the pickle is not stronger than 60°. If a very large 
excess of salt is added when the fish are put in, this lowering-of the 
concentration of the salt solution may be obviated to a considerable 
extent; but, as the fish are immersed loosely in a large excess of 
pickle, there is a tendency for the salt to sink to the bottom of the 
vat. As a result the pickle on top is always below saturation, 
whereas the bottom layers are saturated, or very nearly so. 

At the end of from 7 to 10 days the fish are scooped out of the 
vats and hauled to a draining floor, where they are placed loosely in 
piles about 18 inches deep. "They are allowed to drain and dry for 
three or four days. Then the salted river herring are packed tightly 
in layers in barrels, and a quart of Turks Island salt is scattered 
between each two layers of fish. No brine is added to these barrels, 
as the fish are sold dry. It is to be noted that in this region brine is 
added to the fish when they are salted, and after salting they are 
sold dry; whereas in Gloucester the alewives are salted with dry 
salt, without the addition of brine, and are sold in brine (pickle). 

EDENTON, N. C. 

Most of the fish salted in this region are river herring, or alewives. 
Most of the fishermen salt their own catches of fish. The fish-salting 
plants are, therefore, small, even smaller than those in the vicinity 
of Reedville. The season here is also short, usually lasting about 
six weeks. 

In this region greater care is taken to wash the cut (cleaned) fish 
more perfectly. As a result, the salt river herring produced is of a 
little better quality than that produced elsewhere. "The fish are mixed 
with salt with shovels and are shoveled into butts without any par- 
ticular packing. They are allowed to remain in the butts from 8 to 
12 days, after which they are piled on the floor to dry and drain for 
three or four days, in the same way that they are handled at Reed- 
ville. They are then packed tightly in barrels. About a quart of 
Turks Island salt is scattered over each layer of fish; no brine is 
added. 

HAVRE DE GRACE, MD. 

In Havre de Grace practically the identical procedure is followed 
in salting fish as in Reedville, Va. Aside from one plant, in which 
some fish are salted by a modified “Scotch” method, there are no 
important differences from the Reedville method. This modified 
“ Scotch” method involves the salting of the round (uncut) alewives 
with dry salt. The fish are packed tightly in barrels, covered, and 
allowed to develop their own pickle. This method is similar to the 
one followed at Boothbay Harbor. However, at Boothbay Harbor 
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the fish are “gibbed” or “ pipped.” ‘That is to say, the gills are 
cut out, and the viscera, with the exception of the roe or milt, are 
pulled out. The fish are sold in brine. 

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, ME, 

Herring is the principal fish packed in Boothbay Harbor. Most 
of the fish are Scotch-cured here. In this process the pipped fish are 
mixed with fine salt by hand without being washed. They are then 
carefully packed in barrels. Salt is sprinkled over each layer. A 
day or so later the barrels are filled up with herring of the same day’s 
pack. After 9 or 10 days the barrel is drained of the old pickle, and 
the fish are washed with it without unpacking. The barrel is then 
completely filled with fish and filled through the bunghole with 
100°, or full-strength, brine. The peculiarity of this method is that 
the fish are not washed before being salted. Therefore, every bit of 
blood in the cut fish either remains in the fish or goes into the pickle. 

SUMMARY. 

As stated previously, no effort has been made to include all the 
variations the different methods of salting fish. Neither has 
any attempt been made to discuss any detail other than the mode 
of applying the salt to the fish. From the above description it is 
seen that all the methods include but three general modes of appli- 
cation of salt to fish: 1. The fish are immersed in a solution of salt 
which is kept saturated, or nearly so, by the addition of salt from 
day to day. 2. The fish are packed in water-tight containers with 
dry salt and are allowed to develop their own pickle. 3. The fish 
are packed in piles (kenches), and the pickle is permitted to run off 
the fish as it is formed. 

The last-mentioned method is used only in cold weather, in an 
emergency when there are no containers at hand. Such is often the 
case on ships fortunate enough to make extraordinarily large catches. 
As it is practical only in cold weather, the method is not available 
for much commercial fish salting, and therefore no experimental 
work with it has been attempted. 

The brine method of salting fish is chiefly used along the Chesa- 
peake Bay, in the Reedville (Va.), and Havre de Grace (Md.) re- 
gions. This method has the big disadvantage of requiring more labor 
than the dry-salt method. Some salt must be added nearly every 
day, and the pickle must be watched closely to prevent it from be- 
coming too weak. The fish must be roused (stirred up) every day. 
This is done with large paddles of various sizes and shapes and re- 
quires the expenditure of considerable energy. The fish produced 
by this method are much softer and contain more water than those 
produced by the dry-salt method. They appear similar to partially 
“struck,” dry-salted fish. However, the fish are more plump and 
seem more like fresh fish than the dry-salted product. 

The dry-salt method involves no rousing i salting and necessi- 
tates but one addition of salt, provided the fish are properly salted in 
the beginning. Usually the fish salted by this method are tightl 
packed in barrels or butts and not disturbed. This prevents the salt 
from falling to the bottom, as is the case when the brine-salted fish 

30286°—21——14 
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are roused. Fewer scales are knocked off, and the fish have a 
wrinkled, shrunken appearance. If a lot of dry-salted fish is mixed 
with a lot of brine-salted fish, the fish can easily be separated, so 
marked is the difference in their appearance. 

STORAGE OF SALTED FISH. 

There are three general methods of storage: 1, the brine; 2, dry, 
with salt; 8, dry, with boracic acid. The quality of the fish on the 
retail market depends to a considerable extent upon the temperature 
and method of storage. No experimental work on storage was done. 
The fish are kept in their own pickle or put in fresh saturated 

brine, or packed dry. If the pickle formed by the fish is dirty in 
appearance, it is discarded and fresh pickle (salt solution) is added. 
New brine is always added if the salt fish are likely to be stored in a 
place which is not cool. Fish dealers say that the “blood pickle” 
is likely to “sour” if kept in a warm place. 

If the fish are packed dry, as are the cod in Massachusetts and the 
alewives in the South, they are packed either with salt or with 
boracic acid. The cod is sprinkled with salt containing 0.4 per cent 
boracic acid before packing. A considerable quantity of coarse salt 
is thrown over each layer of alewives as they are packed in the 
barrels. 

In all cases the salted fish must be kept at a low temperature if 
they are to be stored for any length of time. The fish salted in 
Massachusetts and Maine are held in cold storage until the time of 
shipment. In North Carolina and Virginia the fish are held in 
“cool storage.” Fish stored exposed to the air are very likely to 
“rust.” Rusting is due to the oxidation of the fish oil and gives the 
fish a dark-brown color. Packing in brine prevents this to a large 
extent. 

PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

This work was instituted in order to work out, if possible, a 
method of salting fish applicable in warm climates. Xt present 
none of the methods known are applicable for commercial purposes 
in a climate where the temperature averages above 70° F. Great 
care must be taken if the mean temperature rises above 60° F. The 
logical way to work out any new method is to study the existing 
methods first. This study should show whether some method in use 
to-day can be so improved that it may be used at a higher tempera- 
ture. If, after the present procedures have been given a trial and 
their shortcomings discovered, no existing method can be adapted for 
warm Climates, then the need for a new method will be shown. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SALTING OF FISH. 

At the beginning it was evident that, if the various methods 
were to be fairly judged, the influence of the factors affecting the 
salting of fish would have to be known. Then, if all known methods 
were found incapable of being modified for use at higher tempera- 
tures, the relative values of the various factors would have been 
found, and improvements in the present methods might be i 
gested without further work. There would also be a basis of knowl- 
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edge with which a new method could be worked out. Besides, this 
plan of procedure would give data of great value. The application 
of correct interpretations of these data would lead to improved 
methods and a more uniform product. The relative importance of 
the factors influencing the salting of any fish being then known, the 
fish salter should be able to produce any desired product by modify- 
ing his conditions. 

It has always been known that the relative freshness of a fish has 
an influence upon the quality of the salted fish. LEveryone is aware 
of the fact that if fish are stale great care must be exercised in salt- 
ing them in order to obtain a desirable product. There are no data 
in the literature which show how stale a fish may be and yet be 
salted satisfactorily. This result depends upon the efficiency of the 
method. 
Any method that may be used to salt fish at high temperatures 

may also be used to salt stale fish. Since there is so little control 
of the present method of salting, little valuable data on this process 
could be obtained unless the available methods of salting fish were 
standardized so that uniform procedure would be followed in all 
cases. 

Commercial fish salters are often very careless in allowing their 
fish to become stale before they salt them. The writer found it 
necessary to obtain the maximum temperature of salting perfectly 
fresh fish. Evidently the thoroughness of cleaning and washing the 
fish has an influence on the temperature at which they can be salted 
and also on the quality of the product. It is a well-known fact 
that unbled animals have a “ wild-game” taste. The chief differ- 
ence between the taste of domestic ducks and wild ducks is due to 
the fact that wild ducks are shot and not properly bled, whereas 
domesticated ducks are carefully bled. Fish salters are well aware 
of the fact that more care must be taken in the salting of round or 
uncut fish than in curing cut fish. Blood, milt, and roe are sub- 
stances which decompose readily. Is it not possible that the presence 
of these substances in fish lower the maximum temperature at 
which they can be salted ? 

In the destription of methods it was mentioned that there are three 
ways of applying salt to fish. The kench method of dry salting can 
be used in only cold weather. Prior to these experiments no one had 
shown which of the other two methods was the better during hot 
weather. In Massachusetts the dry-salt method is used the year 
oT yet in Virginia the fish salters are firm advocates of the brine 
method. 

The resistance of the skin to the penetration of salt is another fac- 
tor of importance in salting fish. Almost every fish salter will 
inform you that the salt penetrates more rapidly through the cut 
surface of the fish than through the skin. Would it not, then, be 
feasible to skin the fish before salting in warm weather? 

Different modes of procedure are followed when various kinds of 
fish are salted. This in itself is evidence that the species of the 
fish is an important factor to be considered when working out any 
method of salting fish. The amount of fat in the different species of 
fish varies greatly—from about 0.09 per cent in cod to about 16,2 
per cent in fat mackerel. The fat in a fatty fish might alter the 
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permeability of a fish tosalt. The fat of different fishes varies widely 
in chemical composition and physical constants. Some fats may 
spoil more readily than others and thus affect the keeping qualities 
of the fish. Fish of different species vary in chemical composition. 
Everyone knows that some fish soften and spoil much more readily 
than others. Fish of the same and different species vary greatly in 
shee The surface exposed to the salt depends upon the size and 
shape. 

MODE OF PROCEDURE IN EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

The chemical changes which fat undergoes during salting and 
storage were not studied, so that any points presented on this sub- 
ject are merely casual observations which the experimenter noted 
during his work. The writer used but four species of fish in this 
work; naturally, therefore, it is not certain that the work applies 
to all varieties of fish. Most of the work was done with the sque- 
teague (Cynoscion regalis) and the alewives (Pomolobus estivalis 
and pseudoharengus). No marked differences were observed in the 
changes taking place during the salting of these fish. The writer 
ventures the opinion that the rules observed as to the protein decom- 
position (flesh decomposition) will apply to nearly every species 
of fish; but he doubts whether any observations concerning the 
chemical changes occurring in the fat of one species will hold good 
for all others, for the various fat constants of the oil of different 
species vary considerably. The rate of oxidation of these fats would 
vary nearly as much as the composition, because certain fish oils are 
much less saturated than others and would oxidize much more 
readily. 

With the exception of the chemical changes taking place in the 
fat and the fact that the species studied were few in number, the 
writer believes that he has covered in this paper all of the most 
important factors influencing the salting of fish. The two factors 
not studied in detail embrace such a large amount of work that 
they were considered as separate problems. 

Few important chemical investigations concerning the salting of 
fish have been carried out. Previously the problem had been con- 
sidered mainly from the bacteriological standpoint. Various investi- 
gations concerning bacteriological problems had been attempted, 
but no methods of estimating the rate of salting, the rate of protein 
decomposition, or the freshness of fish were to be found in the litera- 
ture. The investigator had, therefore, to work out and standardize 
methods applicable for his purpose. This in itself was no small 
task. The writer does not claim that the methods used are perfect 
or that other procedures could not be used to better advantage but 
rather admits that they may be improved upon. However, the pro- 
cedure was uniform, and the results obtained checked satisfactorily in 
most cases. They must, therefore, be accepted as relative if not exact. 

It seems obvious that the more rapidly salt penetrates the flesh 
of the fish the sooner decomposition of the tissue will stop. This 
statement is based on the assumption that decomposition of the 
tissue ceases when the fish is thoroughly salted. But this is not 
exactly the case. Decomposition is not stopped; it proceeds almost 
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infinitely more slowly. The decomposition products are also 
changed in nature, but no toxic compounds are developed. Later 
the salted fish may spoil because of unfavorable storage conditions, 
but it is not likely that the spoiled fish will produce harmful results 
if eaten. In order, therefore, to learn how fast salt penetrates a fish, 
a method was required which would enable the experimenter to 
determine the rate of penetration. This should enable him to judge, 
at least from one standpoint, the value of different salts. 

The rate of penetration of salt into fish was followed by cutting 
sections of the fish at different depths from the surface. These sec- 
tions were ashed and the amount of chlorine in them determined. 
The amount of chlorine in the dry salt fish was then calculated. 
This was done from day to day, and thus the increase in salt con- 
tent of the inner sections was determined. The rate of penetra- 
tion of any salt into fish is not an absolutely accurate criterion for 
judging the quality of that salt, for certain impurities in the salt 
might have a preservative action surpassing that of the salt. 
Then it was necessary for the experimenter to learn the best method 

of cleaning fish preparatory for salting and to judge the necessity of 
absolute freshness. The rate of penetration does not afford a means 
of judging between two methods of application of the salt. It 
was necessary, therefore, to choose some means of estimating the de- 
composition of the flesh of fish and to adapt it for use with salt 
fish. A wide choice was not permissible, for a very large number of 
determinations must be run simultaneously and quickly. The ap- 
paratus required had to be simple and easily transported, as it was 
necessary to take the laboratory to the fish, as it were, in order to 
obtain fresh fish. The estimation of the rate of amino-acid forma- 
tion was chosen as an indicator of the rate of protein decomposition. 
The reasons for this choice will be explained further on. 
A limited amount of histological work was carried on in order 

to determine if possible the difference between the effect on the cell 
structure of the salted fish of pure sodium chloride and of sodium 
chloride adulterated with other chlorides, A complete record was 
kept of the macroscopic changes of each lot of fish. All the ordi- 
nary qualities were observed, such as color, odor, hardness, brittle- 
ness, taste, and general appearance. For the sake of brevity only 
the most notable changes are recorded in this paper. All edible 
samples of salted fish were cooked at the end of the experiments and 
their palatability noted. In these culinary experiments the fish 
were cooked in such a way that their flavor was in no way disguised. 

The writer presents in this paper only those conclusions that seem 
to him to have been proved beyond doubt. The results may be ac- 
cepted as facts for the river herring and the squeteague. It is very 
probable that they hold for other fish, but further work must be done 
to prove this point beyond doubt. In no case are the figures abso- 
lutely exact; but there is little doubt that they are relative to each 
other and that they may be. compared with confidence. The 
writer hopes that this research will create such an interest in the 
chemistry of fish salting that other researches of a similar nature 
will be instituted. 



EXPERIMENTAL. 

I. INFLUENCE OF IMPURITIES IN SALT IN SALTING FISH. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Nearly every fish salter is a firm advocate of the use of some brand 
of commercial salt. A few fish salters realize that the foreign solar 
salts produce fish of a quality different from the domestic vacuum 
pan salts, but nearly all of these fishermen think that the difference 
in the product is caused by the variation in the size of the salt grains. 
Very few think that the impurities in the salt affect the hardness, 
whiteness, and other properties of the salted fish. Only a few salters 
understand the real meanings of the trade names by which the salt 
is sold. Many believe that “ ground alum” refers to the quality of 
the salt sold under that name and would be surprised to learn that 
this name refers merely to the fineness of the salt. 

Fishermen say: “That grade of salt rots fish.” ‘The action of the 
salt on fish is not clearly understood by all fish salters and salt deal- 
ers. This work on the influence of impurities is worth while, even 
if it merely explains the effects of the common impurities in salt. 
This will give the fish salter some criterion for judging the value of 
the various salts. 

COMMERCIAL SOURCES OF SALT. 

The greater proportion of the salt used in this country previous to 
the war was solar salt prepared in Europe or in the West Indies. 
Most of this European salt is made by evaporation of sea water 
along the coast or on islands in the Mediterranean Sea. The chief 
reason for the use of this salt is the cheapness of transportation 
facilities from those parts of the world to the Atlantic seaboard, 
where most of the European salt used in America is consumed. A 
great, deal more material is exported from the United States to 
Mediterranean ports than is imported from these ports. Steamers 
are very anxious to bring cargoes from the Mediterranean Sea to the 
Atlantic ports, and therefore they are willing to transport the salt 
to our shores for a very small price. 

However, during the war this supply was almost cut off. The 
price of salt in the United States rose to a very high figure, and 
the greater proportion of the salt used was domestic. Fish salters 
who had previously been prejudiced against the use of American 
salt were forced to use it, and many of them became convinced that 
it was equal in quality, if not superior, to foreign solar salts. 

16 
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METHODS OF MANUFACTURE. 

Domestic salt is prepared by one of the following processes: Steam 
evaporation, vacuum evaporation, direct-heat evaporation, or solar 
evaporation. 

Most of the salt produced in the eastern part of America, close to 
the regions where fish are salted, is manufactured by steam evapora- 
tion. The product produced by this method, in jacketed kettles, 
grainers, and vacuum pans, is a fine-grained salt. For some reason 
there is much prejudice against the use of fine-grained salt for fish 
salting. Because of this prejudice very little salt produced in this 
way was used by fishermen previous to the war. During the war, 
when the supply of coarse-grained salt was limited, a large propor- 
tion of the fish salters began the use of fine-grained salt partially to 
replace the coarse-grained salts. 

The salts produced by direct-heat evaporation are usually coarser 
grained than those produced by steam evaporation. To-day this 
process is seldom used except where it is possible to utilize waste 
heat, and since such a small amount is prepared in this way, this 
method of production is not considered an important factor in the 
salt supply. 

Unfortunately for the fish trade, nearly all of the domestic solar 
salt is produced in the arid regions of the West. The only place in 
the East where this method of evaporation is practiced is in the 
vicinity of Syracuse, N. Y. Because of the very high freight rates 
eastward across the continent, the cost of the western solar salt on 
the Atlantic coast is almost prohibitive. 

Pure salt is pure sodium chloride. There is no brand of commer- 
cial salt on the market that is 100 per cent pure. There are, however, 
salts on the market which are 99.95 per cent pure. Most of the 
American salts are of greater purity than the foreign salts; however, 
there are a few British salts of great purity. The limited analytical 
data available to the author indicate that British salts, with the ex- 
ception of Turks Island are, on the whole, of much greater purity 
than French, Spanish, and Italian salts. The reason for this prob- 
ably is to be found in the method of manufacture. The southern 
European salts are mainly solar salts, whereas the British salts, be- 
cause of the climate, must be prepared in some other way. 

The ordinary procedure in the preparation of solar salts is to allow. 
sea water at high tide to run, or be pumped, into low-lying lands, 
forming ponds. The outlet to the sea is then closed, and evaporation 
is allowed to proceed. As the brine becomes more concentrated and 
more nearly saturated it is run into other ponds. Finally, when the 
saturation point has been reached the brine is run into crystallizing 
ponds. Here the usual procedure is to allow evaporation to proceed 
until the brine becomes high in magnesium chloride and low in 
sodium chloride. Usually when a concentration of 32° B. is reached 
the mother liquor is drained off and discarded. From the above 
brief description of the process it will be seen that solar salt is likely 
to be impure. Since sea water is high in calcium and magnesium 
chlorides, it is likely that solar salt will be high in these constituents 
if it is crystallized but once. 
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ANALYSES OF COMMERCIAL SALTS. 

The following are analyses of various typical commercial brands 
of salt: 

ANALYSES OF VARIOUS SALTS USED FoR CuRING FISH.2 

eae Spanish pomes 
cis salt, sa Determinations. Tra- oe , | Diam add 

pani.> a Flake.c 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
Soditini chlorides: £5 95-255 = 2 hoe sean Oe seen tists - ee mice tae eile SER eee 95. 82 98.05 99.78 
Oaletum chiomder = sec - cee sen a hs aeeietie ine ni neieiseme ie esia lees .32 349) | Paces eceee 
Calenim'sninhatens goto. == bens - cence saeco ere tee tam mine e cma secre ete Sema et ects |ainintae a easy 37 
Magnesium chloride. ...----- 1519 Jo 22ck aeeee -00 
Magnesium sulphate 1.75 . 80 -00 
BANGS Tet eee co ae cctee ois Cette OP ca ae ere Umea apatite 15 - 06 -00 

aThe sulphates were all calculated as magnesium sulphate and the calcium as chloride, except in the 
ease of Diamond Flake salt, where no magnesium was found. In this case the sulphate was calculated 
as calcium sulphate. 

b These results were calculated to a moisture-free basisfrom the data in the table, page 18, Bitting, A. W., 
Bureau of Chemistry Bulletin No. 133. 

ec Analyst, J. F. Stepbl. 
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These analyses are given in order to show the large amounts of 
‘impurities contained in some salts and to point out that it is possible 
to purchase on the market salts that are very nearly pure. It is to 
be noted that the chief impurities are calcium, magnesium, and sul- 
phates. It is not known in just what chemical combination these 
occur in the salt, but this makes no difference. The analyses are given 
on a moisture-free basis in order that they shall be relative to each 
other. Further, the amount of moisture contained in salt is of little 
importance to the fish salter; except that, of course, damp salt con- 
tains less salt per ton than dry salt and, therefore, is more expensive 
if it is purchased at the same price. 

INFLUENCE OF IMPURITIES ON RATE OF PENETRATION OF SALT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Former work on rate of penetration—Bitting (1911), of the 
Bureau of Chemistry, tried some experiments to show the effect of 
fineness of salt upon the rate of penetration of salt into codfish. 
Bitting’s data show that in various coarse and fine salts there was 
little difference in the rate of extraction of water from the tissues 
or in the rate of penetration of salt into the fish. However, in his 
work no consideration was given the chemical composition of the 
salt. To make the work comparative, a single salt ground to dif- 
ferent degrees of fineness would have to be used in salting all of the 
experimental lots of fish. Bitting used various domestic and for- 
eign salts which were of different degrees of fineness, but which 
varied widely in chemical composition. It is stated that the cod 
used were small in size, but no information was given regarding 
the uniformity of size, which is a very important factor, as salt 
will penetrate to the center of a thick fish much less readily than 
it will penetrate a thinner fish. Nor does Bitting give any informa- 
tion as to his method of obtaining a 50-gram sample from a fish. 
Before the experiments could be repeated the exact size of the fish 
used would have to be known and also the exact method of sampling. 
The writer doubts that any method of sampling a fish other than 
sampling a section of given thickness a definite distance from the 
skin or flesh side of the fish would be accurate enough to show dif- 
ferences in the penetrating powers of different salts. 

Importance of rate of penetration.—A consideration of the cause 
of souring had suggested that the souring is a decomposition of the 
inner meat of the fish before the brine strikes through and stops the 
decay. Various writers had observed an antagonism between the 
bivalent metals and monovalent metals in their passage through 
membrane. This suggested that the small amounts of calcium and 
magnesium, which exist in commercial salt as impurities, might exert 
a pronounced retardation on the penetration of the sodium chloride 
into the fish. An attempt was, therefore, made to measure the in- 
fluence of these metals on the penetration of the sodium chloride into 
fish. If it were found that these impurities in salt caused the salt to 
penetrate more slowly, then the use of purer salt would lessen the 
danger of spoilage, for the fish would strike through more rapidly 
and less time would be allowed for decay of the inner portion; 
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An attempt was, therefore, made to measure the rate of penetra- 
tion of pure salt into fish as compared with the rate of penetration 
of mixtures of sodium chloride with the common impurities in salt; 
that is calcium, magnesium, and sulphate. 

METHOD. 

It was fortunate that the writer began his experiments on the 
rate of penetration of salt with chemically pure sodium chloride, for 
this led to the discovery that the impurities in salt were largely re- 
sponsible for the physical characteristics of the salted fish. The 
fish chosen for this work was the squeteague or weakfish (Cynoscion 
regalis), which could be obtained in a nearly fresh condition almost 
all the year around in Baltimore, where the experimenter was work- 
ing. This fish is of medium fatness and was obtained on the market 
in quantity at any desired uniform size. It had been planned to 
try any improvement that might be worked out on the alewife or 
river herring. The squeteague was more similar to the river herring 
than any other fish that could be purchased throughout a long 
season. 

After considering many possible methods of determining the rate 
of penetration of salt into fish it was decided to determine the per 
cent of chlorine in different sections of the fish from day to day. 
The layer from onehalf to 1 cm. in depth was found by experience 
to give the most uniform results. 

Thus far the work has been applied to but one fish, the squeteague. 
The writer does not claim that the results of the work on this one fish 
can be applied without change to all varieties of fish. Different 
results might be obtained if a fat fish, such as the mackerel, had 
been used. Clark and Almy (1918) give the fat content of a com- 
posite sample of weakfish, on May 1, as 2.34 per cent (fresh basis) ; 
on September 25 a similar composite sample contained 0.52 per cent. 
However, they observed also that different squeteague in the same 
school and various schools differ greatly in their fat content. 

Fish in good condition and of as nearly uniform size as possible 
were obtained from wholesale fish dealers of Baltimore. After cut- 
ting the length of the belly, eviscerating, and removing the heads, 
they were salted with dry salt of known composition. The salt used 
was Baker’s analyzed, chemically pure sodium chloride, or mix- 
tures of this with other salts of the same grain size. This salt was 
just a little smaller grained than a alum, or packer’s salt, 
which is so widely used in the fish-salting industry. The salts were 
thoroughly mixed, so that all portions were of uniform composi- 
tion. The fish were rolled in salt, and salt was sprinkled over each 
layer of fish, as is the practice of the trade. For every three parts, by 
weight, one part of salt was added when first salted. 

After the fish had been in salt 24 hours one part, by weight, of 
salt was added for every 15 parts of fish. Later, at the end of six 
days, 1 part, by weight, of salt was added for every 30 parts of 
fish. The fish were placed belly down in 2-gallon stone jars. The 
above procedure was carried out in order to duplicate, if possible, 
the method of salting fish in use at Gloucester. 

In the different experiments the temperature of salting was kept 
as near 68° IF. as possible by surrounding the jars with running 

_——— 
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water near this temperature. The temperature did not vary more 
than 2.7° from the average. The fish were sampled at about 48- 
hour intervals. In sampling, a transverse section, about 3 inches in 
width, was cut from a fish. A layer, 0.5 em. in depth, was cut from 
the outside of the fish, which had been exposed to the brine. A 
second layer, underlying first layer 0.5 em. thick, was then cut for 
a second sample. These samples were then dried at 100° C. and 
ground up. The percentage of chlorine was then determined by 
first carefully ashing the fish.in silica dishes and afterwards titrating 
the chlorides with tenth-normal silver nitrate, using potassium chro- 
mate as indicator. The inner section (one-half to 1 cm. in depth) 
was found to be of the most uniform composition. Analysis of dif- 
ferent fish from a single lot showed that this layer did not vary 
more than 1 per cent in chlorine. 

DISCUSSION. 

The results of the work which has been completed are given in 
Tables 1 to 4 and are shown graphically in the curves, figures 1 to 4. 
The work shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4 was all done at the same time 
with fish of the same relative freshness, and the temperatures of the 
brines were kept uniform. The work reported in Table 1 was done 
at a different time with a different lot of fish of somewhat larger size 
and heavier scale. Asa result, the data in Table 1 are not comparable 
with those given in the other tables. 

The results of the analyses of the dry fish samples are shown in 
Tables 1, 2,3, and 4. The figures in all cases refer to the per cent of 
chlorine in dry fish. In Table 1 the analyses of sections of fish salted 
with a salt so prepared as to contain 1 per cent of calcium chloride 
and analyses of sections of similar squeteague salted with pure salt at 
the same time under identical conditions are presented. 

TABLE 1.—RETARDATION OF PENETRATION OF SALT INTO FisH DvE To 1 PER CENT 
or CaLcIuM CHLORIDE IMPURITY, EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF PER CENT OF 
CHLORINE IN Dry SAMPLE, aT 62.5° F. 

Per cent chlorine after— 

Analysis of salt used. Section of fish. 

1 day. | 4 days. |7 days. |10 days. 

Pre sodivnm GHG: .c..nnscupboudbeemtictscedass Outer te: Sore ddan 9.8 16.2 19.6 19.5 
DO. 0. oro ne were tenccnsccuccscoscccsbeteensscace RII ie heere aa aah 2.6 11.0 16.0 18.7 

1 a ent calcium chloride, 99 per cent sodium | Outera........... 8.7 10.8 15.2 16.6 
chloride. 

DG se Nabetdsoudascnd ccdnduneweuunDabacageeeses ARE Ua woxcaasaoa 2.5 7.9 14.1 14.4 

. 

20 to}cm. b4tolcm. 

It is to be noted that the sections, both inner and outer, of the fish 
salted with pure salt ran higher in chlorine content than those salted 
with salt containing 1 per cent of calcium chloride. 

In Table 2 data are presented which were obtained from the salt- 
ing of another lot of squeteague with pure salt and from a similar 
lot salted with salt so prepared that it contained 1 per cent of mag- 
nesium chloride impurity. 
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TABLE 2.—RETARDATION OF PENETRATION OF SALT INTO F1sH % Dur To 1 PER Cent 
OF MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE IMPURITY, EXPRESSED IN PER CENT OF CHLORINE IN 
Dry SAMPLE, AT 68° F. 

Per cent chlorine after— 

Analysis of salt used. 

lday. | 3days. | 6days. | 9 days. 

a Inner section of fish, to 1 cm. 

In this case, also, the chlorine content of the inner sections of fish 
salted with pure salt is higher than that of similar sections of fish 
salted with the salt containing 1 per cent of magnesium chloride. 

Table 3 shows that an increase in the amount of magnesium chlo- 
ride to 4.7 per cent caused a further retardation. 

TABLE 3.—RETARDATION OF PENETRATION OF SALT INTO FIsH DUE To 4.7 PER 
CENT OF MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE IMPURITY, EXPRESSED IN PER CENT OF CHLORINE 
IN Dry SAMPLE, aT 68° F. 

Per cent chlorine after— 

Analysis of salt used. SGqatoe Geel |= 

1 day. | 3 days. |6 days. | 9 days. 

Pure sodium chiorider:: +. 5..82- 20 ches seal eee. 8 |) Outeriatie cases 14.6 19.0 22.7 22.7 
Dew te 285s. 8A LE, ea eee Ee Triner't si seeees. 9.8 16.0 19.7 22.4 

4.7 per cent magnesium chloride, 95.4 per cent | Outera........... 10.1 17.1 17.8 18.1 
sodium chloride. 

DLs foes seis 22. oe Pea fe ee age ee Se inner! bests: ssnee 5.9 12.7 L7od 18.1 

a0 to4cm. bitolcm. 

Table 4 shows that the presence of the sulphate ion in solution 
caused a greater retardation than the consequent lowering of the con- 
centration of the chlorine ion should cause. 

TABLE 4.—RETARDATION OF PENETRATION OF SALT INTO FIsH® DueE To 10 PER 
CENT oF Sopium SULPHATE IMPURITY, EXPRESSED IN PER CENT OF CHLORINE IN 

Dry SAMPLE, AT 68° F. 

Per cent chlorine after— 

Analysis of salt used. * 

lday. | 3days. | 6days. | 9 days. 

Pure sodiuny Chloride sso - 5. soeceenmeteeReeeene@ariaeir vances .0 <6 a 9.8 16.0 19.7 22.4 
10 per cent sodium sulphate, 90 per cent sodium chloride....... hh 10.5 15.3 abril 

a Inner section of fish, 4 to 1 cm. 

Further than a retardation of the rate of penetration of the sodium 
chloride, calcium chloride and magnesium chloride had noticeable 
effects on the physical appearance of the salted fish. Both the cal- 
cium chloride and magnesium chloride as impurities in salt made a 
much harder fish than pure sodium chloride. Calcium chloride, eu 
parently, was most active in this regard. Pure sodium chloride, 
when used dry for salting fish, produces a soft, yellow-meated fish 
which will bend when held in the hand. Five per cent of calcium 
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chloride as impurity is sufficient to produce a very stiff, hard fish. 
One per cent of calcium chloride produced a softer fish, but yet one 

which was much harder than that produced by pure sodium chloride. 

Four and seven-tenths per cent of magnesium chloride, as impurity, 

produced a fairly hard, stiff fish, with a very bright, shiny appear- 
ance. 

Both calcium chloride and magnesium chloride, as impurities in 
salt, caused a very noticeable whitening. This whitening could easily 

ie | ere Eh 

‘gas 2BReeP 
18 | | 

fe ee See 

Se ae SE 
bas SS ERS Cd ns 

10 y, Py 

6 Va AS ee ee 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fic. 1.—Curves show retardation of penetration of salt due to 1 per cent of calcium 
chloride impurity (section 4 to 1 cm, depth). Figures at left indicate per cent of 
chlorine in dry fish; at bottom, time in days. 

be followed, as it was first observed in the outer portions of the fish 
and moved toward the center until at the end of from 10 to 13 days 
the fish was uniformly white throughout. Calcium chloride was 
most active in this regard. 

Figures 1 to 4 illustrate graphically the data presented in the 
tables. In each case the time in days is plotted along the ordinate 
(horizontal line). The percentage of chlorine in the dry fish is 
plotted along the abscissa (vertical line). 

Figure 1 shows how the percentage of chlorine in fish (the amount 
of sodium chloride contained in the fish) increases for 10 days. The 
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salts used were pure sodium chloride in one case and sodium chloride 
containing 1 per cent of calcium chloride in the other. It will be 
noted that after seven days the chlorine content of the fish salted 
with pure salt is nearly 2 per cent higher than that of the fish salted 
with salt containing 1 per cent of calcium chloride. The chlorine 
content of the fish salted with pure sodium chloride continues to in- 
crease rapidly, whereas the chlorine content of the squeteague salted 

Li 
/ 

Bits 
Frc. 2.—Curves show retardation of penetration of salt due to 1 per cent of magnesium 

chloride impurity (section } to 1 em. depth). Figures at left indicate per cent of 
chlorine in dry fish; at bottom, time in days. 

with salt containing calcium chloride increases very much more 
slowly. 

Figures 2 and 3 show that the marked slowing up in the penetra- 
tion of the salt into fish, due to the presence of magnesium chloride, 
begins in about six days after salting. 

Figure 4 shows that the marked slowing up of the penetration of 
the salt into fish in the case of salt adulterated with 10 per cent of 
sodium sulphate occurs almost immediately. The amount of im- 
purity used in this case was far in excess of any amount ever found 
in any commercial salt. It is doubtful whether small amounts of 
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sulphates found in commercial salts would have any appreciable 
effect on the penetration of salt in fish. 

SUMMARY. 

1. Small amounts of calcium chloride or magnesium chloride, as 
impurities in salt, retard the penetration of the sodium chloride into 
the squeteague. 

Fic, 3.—Curves show retardation of penetration of salt due to 4.7 per cent of magnesium 
chloride impurity (section one-half to 1 cm. depth). Figures at left indicate per cent 
of chlorine in dry fish; at bottom, time in days. 

2. The sulphate ion has a similar, though less noticeable, effect. 
3. Calcium chloride and magnesium chloride, as impurities in salt, 

cause a firmer, whiter fish than pure sodium chloride. 

INFLUENCE OF IMPURITIES ON RATE OF PROTEIN DECOMPOSITION.® 

INTRODUCTION. 

When the consideration of obtaining the relative values of different 
methods of salting fish was first taken up, the rate of penetration of 

«The analytical work reported in this section of the paper was done by J. F. Stephl, 
temporary assistant, U. 8S. Bureau of Fisheries. 

35286°—21——15 
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chlorine into the fish was chosen as a criterion. The writer realized, 
however, that this alone was hardly a satisfactory criterion. Even 
if the salt penetrates fish with equal rapidity, it is no proof that the 
fish are keeping equally well. Different moisture contents would 
cause unequal keeping qualities; also, some impurities in the salt 
might have a greater preservative action than sodium chloride. 

——an inwix® 

a 
Bis 
ae 
Ba co 
(it 

] 2 3 4 5 6 rf 8 9 10 

Fic. 4.—Curves show retardation of penetration of salt due to 10 per cent of sodium 
sulphate impurity (section one-half to 1 cm. depth). Figures at left indicate per cent 
of chlorine in dry fish; at bottom, time in days. 

It was considered essential to have some means of measuring the 
amount and rate of decomposition of protein in order to judge as to 
how much decomposition took place while any given lot of fish was 
being salted. If the amount of decomposition at the end of the salt- 
ing process were known, the real value of any salting method as a 
means of preserving fish would be known. 
When proteins decompose, they break up, first, into simpler pro- 

teins, then into polypeptids, and then into amino acids. It is very 
difficult to measure accurately the amounts of simpler proteins and 
polypeptids in fish. However, the total amino-acid content of fish 
and brine is easily determined, 
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A number of experimenters have found that the amount of amino 
acid formed is an index of the total protein decomposition in meat 
and fish. Hoagland, McBryde, and Powick (1917), working on the 
decomposition of beef during cold storage, found that the amino- 
acid content of beef increased relatively more than any other con- 
stituent. They found that the amount of amino acid formed varied 
directly with the length of the storage period. They say: 

The increases in amino nitrogen represent an accumulation of the end prod- 
ucts of proteolysis and furnish an excellent index of the extent of protein 
autolysis. They are produced by the combined action of various proteolytic 
enzymes—protease and erepsin in particular—upon muscle proteins and their 
cleavage products. * * #* 
Amino nitrogen showed greater actual and relative changes than any other 

nitrogenous constituent. This result was to have been expected, since this 
constituent represents, in a large degree, an accumulation of the end products 

of proteolysis. 

Bradley and Taylor (1917) used the estimation of amino acids by 
the formol-titration method to measure the rate of digestion of pro- 
teins. 

Ottolenghi (1913) found that the amino-acid nitrogen content of 
meat was the best index of decomposition of meats. He used the 
amino-acid content to trace the ripening of meat to ascertain when 
active decomposition sets in. He found that only Sérensen’s formol- 
titration method for determining amino-acid nitrogen and the micro- 
scopic examination for bacteria were of practical use for his purpose. 
Other methods were found to require too much time and elaborate 
manipulation. 

METHODS. 

Determination of amino-acid nitrogen.—It was necessary to use a 
method of estimating amino-acid nitrogen which did not require a 
complicated apparatus. The procedure had to be short, so that a 
large number of analyses could be made in a day. The formol-titra- 
tion method is the only one that fulfills these requirements. There- 
fore, the amino-acid nitrogen was estimated in all cases by Sérensen’s 
formol-titration method as modified by Benedict and Murlin. 
The writer is well aware that this method is open to many objec- 

tions. There are many slight errors due to the loss of diamino acids 
by precipitation, the high results given by some amino acids, and 
the low results given by others, etc. But for use as a measure of de- 
composition of protein a method does not need necessarily to give the 
exact amount of amino-acid nitrogen present in the fish or brine. If 
it gives results which are relative in all cases, it is sufficiently ac- 
curate for use where the results are used as an index of decomposition. 

The procedure in the determination of amino-acid nitrogen in 
pickle was as follows: Twenty-five c.c. of brine were measured into 
a beaker. A quantity of 10 per cent phosphotungstic acid in 2 per 
eent hydrochloric acid, sufficient to precipitate all the protein, was 
added. This was allowed to stand overnight. The solution was then 
filtered and the precipitate washed. One c. c. of a 0.5 per cent solu- 
tion of phenolphthalein was added and barium hydrate in substance 
until the solution turned a permanent red. After standing at least 
half an hour the solution was filtered and the precipitate washed. 
The solution was then neutralized with half-normal hydrochloric 
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acid. Enough tenth-normal sodium hydroxide was then added to 
turn the solution very slightly pmk. Then 10 c¢. c. of neutral 40 per 
cent formalin were added and the solution titrated with tenth-normal 
sodium hydroxide. A blank on the formalin was run and this sub- 
tracted or added, as the case might be. 
When the determination was made on the fish, the procedure was 

varied as follows: Sections were cut from four fish. These were cut 
into small pieces and mixed. Twenty-five grams of this mixture 
were weighed out and then ground in a mortar for 5 minutes. 
Twenty-five grams of salt were added, and the sample was washed 
out of the mortar. The sample was then made up to 250 c. c. volume 
and was allowed to stand on ice overnight; then sufficient was filtered 
off through a dry filter to obtain a 50 ¢. c. sample which was treated 
as in the case of the brine. 

Before sampling the salt the residual salt was thoroughly mixed 
after draining off the brine. A 25-gram sample was then weighed 
out. After dissolving the salt in water sufficient phosphotungstic 
acid was added to precipitate the protein and ammonia present. 
From this point the procedure was the same as for the brine and 
fish. In every case, after precipitation with phosphotungstic acid, 
the supernatant liquid was tested to see if enough phosphotungstic 
acid had been added. 

Salting of fish—Great emphasis was placed on uniformity of 
procedure throughout this experimental work. The experiments 
concerning protein decomposition as affected by the impurities in 
salt were carried out on river herring caught in the Albemarle 
Sound. These fish were purchased from fishermen and were iced as 
soon as they were brought ashore. This was about 14 hours after 
capture. They were then immediately cleaned thoroughly. The 
following procedure was followed in salting lots numbered FA-1, 
FA-4, FA-5, and FA-6. These results are reported in Table 5, 
page 32. 

The heads and all viscera were removed and the fish split along 
the belly to the vent. They were then soaked in ice water for an 
hour. The under side of the backbone was scraped free from blood, 
and all blood was washed out. The fish were then drained free from 
water, weighed, and salted. The river herring were rolled in salt 
and packed tightly, belly up, in layers in kits. Some salt was 
sprinkled over each layer of fish. No brine was added; the fish de- 
veloped their own pickle. When packed, a weight of salt equal to 
one-third the weight of the fish was added. The following day a 
weight of salt equal to one-twelfth the weight of the fish was added. 

The salt used was either the commercial brand of salt known as 
Diamond Flake, or mixtures of this salt with chemically pure salts 
of similar degrees of fineness. Diamond Flake salt is a fine-grained 
salt prepared in Michigan, the analysis of which is given on page 18. 

Previously, an experiment had been run to determine whether the 
impurities present in commercial Diamond Flake salt were of suffi- 
cient importance to cause a variation in its preservative action on 
fish from that of chemically pure sodium chloride taken as a stand- 
ard. The result of this work showed that the differences in the 
amounts of amino-acid nitrogen formed in these two cases was 
within the limit of the experimental error. 
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The kits of salted fish were immediately placed in a large, con- 
stant-temperature vat capable of holding seven small kits. The kits 
were held at a definite constant temperature throughout the salting 
period. In this case the temperature of lots FA-1, FA+4, FA-5, 
and FA-6 was held at 79° F. 

These large, constant-temperature vats were steel tanks. They 
were about half filled with water, which was electrically heated. 
A framework was built around them, and the space between the 
framework and the vats was filled with sawdust. They were fitted 
with wood covers and were also covered with paper and oilcloth. This 
effectually thermally insulated them. Hasselbring thermoregulators 
operated a relay system which regulated the operation of the heaters. 
A water motor drove the stirrers, which efficiently kept the vats at a 
uniform temperature throughout. In this experiment the tempera- 
ture did not vary more than 1° F. from the average. 

Analysis of fish—Samples of the fresh fish were analyzed at the 
beginning of the experiment. It was found that uniformly cleaned, 
fresh alewives have practically the same amino-acid content. In the 
case of the well-cleaned and well-washed alewives this is about 0.02 
per cent amino-acid nitrogen (fresh basis). This fact might be 
utilized in judging freshness of fish. 

At the end of the experiment the fish, brine, and salt were weighed 
and sampled. The samples were analyzed for amino-acid nitrogen, 
according to the method described. The total weights of amino-acid 
nitrogen in the brine, residual salt, and fish were calculated. These 
were added together, and the total weight of amino-acid nitrogen 
contained in the fresh fish subtracted from their sum. This gave the 
total weight of amino-acid nitrogen formed. This figure was divided 
by the original weight of the fish in kilograms. The result is the 
weight of the amino-acid nitrogen formed per kilogram of fish. 

This work is based on the supposition that the greater the decom- 
position of protein the greater will be the amount of amino-acid nitro- 
gen formed, inasmuch as the chief product of autolysis is amino- 
acid nitrogen. Where decomposition takes place so rapidly that the 
chief action is bacterial, amino-acid nitrogen is also formed; but in 
this case it is merely an intermediate product as the end products of 
bacterial action are ammonia and nitrogen. In such cases am- 
moniacal nitrogen ought also to be determined. The experimenter 
was always limited by lack of time and facilities for elaborate 
chemical work. This is inevitable unless the investigator has the 
use of a complete chemical laboratory close to a large continuous 
supply of fresh fish and has the help of a corps of assistants. 

As long as there was but little spoilage of fish in the experiment, 
the results of the amino-acid determinations from different lots salted 
under identical conditions checked excellently. But when the spoil- 
age was great enough to cause the formation of foul-smelling gases 
and was quite evidently of a bacterial nature the amounts of amino- 
acid formed did not show what was anticipated. Surely, in such 
cases the ammoniacal nitrogen ought to have been determined. 

The results of the analyses and calculations are given in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5.—EFFECT OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE AND MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE IN SALT ON 
RATE OF AMINO-ACID FORMATION IN SALTED FIsH.2@ 

[Lots D refer to samples dry-salted, and lots S to those brine-salted.] 

Salting period. 

Weight |= Weieht 
of salt elg Amino-acid Tot No. Method of Analysis of S35 Aver- of nitrogen in 

cleaning. salt. nin age fresh fresh fish, 
need ferns Length.) fish. 

ure 

Per cent. Kgs. a Days. | Grams.| Per ct. | Grams. 
FA-1:D...... Heads removed; | 5.0 calcium chlo- | ¢1.66 79 7{| 4,000} 0.02 0.80 

eviscerated; well ride; 0.37 cal- 
washed. cium sulphate; 

94.78 sodium 
chloride. 

ue. C= DE a ees Goss eeeeteee 5.0 magnesium c1,25 79 7 | 3,000 -02 . 60 
chloride; 0.37 
calcium sul- 
phate; 94.78 so- 
dium chloride. . 

A=5: DY. 0 a-ak ols. eee! 99.78 sodium chlo- | ¢1.25 79 7| 38,000 02 . 60 
ride, Diamond 
Flake. ; 

A=6:3,D 2252 22)-< 0% Gok. s2eeieee. eee Goiw.5.. B33 c1.25 7 7 | 3,000 - 02 - 60 
DA-8:S......| Heads removed; |---.. Cs fo Re oe ae b6, cl 75 9} 5,000 - 022 1.10 

eviscerated with 
exceptionofmilt 
and roe. 

DA=9:5 24 S5.2é Jace Os eases 94.78sodium chlo- | 56, ¢1 75 9} 5,000 . 022 1.10 
ride; 5.0 sodium 
su Ip hate; 0.37 
calcium sul- 
phate. 

. ; : Amino-acid 
Total amino-acid nitrogen at ae 

end in— open formed. 

Lot No. Fish, Per Physical condition of salted fish. 
‘is : 

- . brine, Kilo- Fish. | Brine. | Salt. ? | Total. am 
and ai 
salt. eS fish. 

Grams. | Grams.| Grams.| Grams.| Grams.| Grams. 
A-1D 3" 2. 20 0. 53 0. 07 2.80 2.00} 0.500 | Good; hard; whitened. 
FA-4:D....-- 1.17 - 52 - 05 1.74 1.14 . 380 Do. 
FA=5'D os oe0 1.00 50 -07 1.57 .97 -323 Ras ‘hard; yellow-white. 
FA-6:D.....- 1.07 -48 - 06 1.61 1.01 336 
DA-8:S.......] 2.46 2.09 | None. 4.55: 3.45 - 69 Cintained 2 bad fish; total number, 25. 
DA-9:S......- 2.82 1.97 | None 4.79 3. 69 .74 | Contained 3 bad fish; total number, 25. 

a The fish in this experiment were salted four hours after capture. > Brine. e Salt. 

DISCUSSION. 

Effect of calcium and magnesium salts—It should be noted that 
the amounts of impurities, calcium, magnesium, and sodium sulphate 
that were added are great. The combined amounts of calcium and 
magnesium salts occurring in commercial salts is seldom over 4 per 
cent. The analyses given on pages 18 and 19 show the composition of 
various commercial salts. 

More amino-acid nitrogen was formed in lot FA-1 than in lots 
FAM, FA-5, or FA-6. Lots DA-8 and DA-9 were cleaned in a 
different manner and were salted in brine instead of dry salt; so these 
results are not comparable with the results of the lots numbered FA. 
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Lot FA-1 was salted with salt containing calcium chloride as im- 
purity. This increase in the amount of amino-acid nitrogen formed 
was about 50 per cent over the weight of amino-acid nitrogen formed 
when pure salt was used. In other words, there was a half more 
decomposition of the protein when the salt contained 5 per cent of 
the calcium chloride than when no calcium chloride was present. 
Five per cent of calcium chloride is only the equivalent of 1.8 per 
cent of calcium. This is a greater amount than was contained in 
any whose analyses are given in the tables of salt analyses. 

Salt sample number MD 16102 contained 1.33 per cent calcium. 
However, it will be noted that the total impurity amounted to 7.3 
per cent. Lot FA-—4 was salted with salt containing 5 per cent of 
magnesium chloride. In this case 0.380 gram of amino-acid nitrogen 
was formed during the salting period. This is 15 per cent more than 
when pure salt was used (FA-5, FA-6). However, 5 per cent of 
magnesium chloride is 1.28 per cent of magnesium, which is double 
the amount of magnesium likely to be found in any commercial salt. 

If the salt analyses given previously are consulted, it will be seen 
that the Trapani salt sample 1s the only one that contains a very large 
amount of magnesium and that this amount is less than 3 per cent 
of total magnesium salts. It seems unlikely, therefore, that the 
amounts of magnesium salts contained in commercial salts have any 
appreciable deleterious effect on the fish-curing properties of any 
salt. 

Effect of sodium sulphate-——Samples DA-8 and DA-9 were. pre- 
pared for salting by cutting off the heads and cutting the length of 
the abdominal cavity. All viscera were removed with the exception 
of the milt or roe. As the milt and roe were left in the fish, it was 
impossible to wash the fish thoroughly, or to remove all the blood. 
For this reason the maximum temperature of salting was great] 
lowered, even though all other conditions were identical. These fis 
were salted in brine. For every gram of fish taken 1 ¢. c. of brine 
was used. At the time of salting a considerable excess of solid salt 
was added. From time to time more solid salt was added. The fish 
were stirred daily. Sufficient salt was added to keep the pickle sat- 
urated at all times. The amount of salt required for this purpose was 
about one-fifth of a gram of salt for every gram of fish. 

The samples were taken at the end of the salting period. They were 
analyzed, and the calculations were made in the manner previously 
described. Lot DA-8 was salted with nearly pure salt. The salt 
used in lot DA—9 contained 5 per cent sodium sulphate as impurity. 
These lots were salted just above the maximum temperature for fish 
cleaned in this way (containing roe, milt, and blood). Any differ- 
ences in the preserving or penetrating powers of the salts used should 
show up very noticeably under these conditions. Yet there is only a 
difference of 7 per cent in the amount of amino-acid nitrogen formed. 
There is a little more decomposition in the case of the salt containing 
the sodium sulphate, but the difference is slight. There is usually 
not more than 2 per cent of sulphates contained in commercial salts. 
Had the amount of sodium sulphate been reduced to 2 per cent it is 
likely that the difference between the preservative power of the im- 
pure salt and the pure salt would have hardly been noticeable. 
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These results concerning the rate of formation of amino-acid 
nitrogen check with those on the penetration of chlorides; that is, 
where there was a slowing up in the rate of penetration of chlorides, 
there is an increase in the rate of amino-acid formation. The 
changes are approximately the same, except in the case of the effect 
of the sulphates. The results obtained from the work on rate of 
penetration of salt adulterated with sodium sulphate show a marked 
decrease in the rate of penetration, due to the impurity. The in- 
crease in rate of production of amino acids due to the presence of this 
impurity is very slight. However, the work on the rate of penetra- 
tion was done with salts containing 10 per cent of sodium sulphate. 
It may be that this marked retardation takes place only at high con- 
centrations of sodium sulphate, when there is a marked hardening 
of the tissues. 

DISCUSSION: 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS ON FISH. 

This work on the preservative action of different salts was done on 
alewives, whereas the penetration of salts were followed in sque- 
teagues. The hardening and whitening action of calcium and mag- 
nesium salts was marked on alewives; but it was less noticeable than 
in the case of squeteagues. Five per cent of sodium sulphate had 
practically no whitening action on alewives and very little hardening 
action. It may be that 10 per cent of sodium sulphate in salt is 
required to bring out the whitening power. No lot of alewives was 
salted with salt containing more than 5 per cent of sodium sulphate. 

A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OF RESULTS. 

The writer believes that the hardening action of calcium and mag- 
nesium salts on the tissues of the fish is responsible for the retardation 
of the penetration of the chlorides. This, in turn, is at least partially 
responsible for the lesser preservative action of the impure salts. 
Sodium sulphate evidently acts only when in greater concentrations 
than it is ordinarily found in commercial salts. Its deleterious action 
as an impurity is, therefore, not to be feared. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION, 

When fish are salted at any temperature averaging below 50° F., 
salts may be chosen that will produce the desired quality of salted 
fish. When a hard, white fish is desired, salts high in calcium and 
magnesium salts may wisely be chosen. However, if % soft, pliable 
fish is desired, pure salts should be used. 
When the average temperature of salting is above 50° F., greater 

care should be used in the selection of salt. This becomes of par- 
ticular importance when the fish are salted, either round or contain- 
ing blood, roe, or milt, as these fish are much more likely to spoil than 
when they are thoroughly cleaned. In this case the smaller the 
amounts of calcium and magnesium salts present the more desirable 
the salt. Fish salters working in warm climates should strive to 
obtain salt containing less than 1 per cent of total calcium and mag- 
nesium salts. Sulphates are never present in large enough quanti- 
ties to lower the effectiveness of the salt as a preservative. 
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EFFECT OF FINENESS OF SALT. 

The writer considered the fineness of salt as of little importance, 
save in a physical way. Inasmuch as his time was limited, he con- 
ducted no experiments to determine the optimum degree of fineness 
of salt for use in fish salting. This factor is entirely eliminated 
when fish are salted by the brine method. When small fish are salted 
with dry salt, care must be taken not to use too coarse a salt, such as 
Turks Island. When such a coarse salt is used, great difficulty will 
be encountered in obtaining a uniform distribution of the salt 
throughout the barrel or butt of fish. Nearly all of the salt used will 
be on the outside of the fish. If, however, fine salt be used, a con- 
siderable portion of the salt will be inside the abdominal cavity. 
This abdominal cavity usually is quite moist; so almost immediately 
a strong pickle will be formed which will begin to penetrate the fish. 
Fine salt certainly has the advantage of being easier to distribute 
evenly throughout a container of fish regardless of the size of the 
fish. However, in the case of cod and other large fish fine salt gives 
the fish a somewhat different appearance. In such cases, when the 
weather is cold, appearance should be the first consideration. If 
such large fish are salted in warm, southern climates, less considera- 
tion can be given to the appearance of the product. In such chi- 
mates the first considerations must be the composition of the salt and 
its uniform distribution throughout the container of fish. 

SUMMARY. 

Calcium and magnesium salts and various sulphates cause a re- 
tardation of the penetration of salt into fish. These salts also cause 
a less perfect preservation of the fish during salting. This was 

‘s increased amounts of amino acids formed during the salt- 
ing period. Calcium is most powerful in this regard. Magnesium 
salts cause a considerable increase in the rate of decomposition dur- 
ing salting, other conditions being the same. But this effect is not 
nearly so great as that caused by calcium salts. Sulphates do not 
cause an appreciable increase in the rate of decomposition at the 
concentrations at which they are present in salt. The fish salter 
working under adverse conditions in warm climates should use care 
in the selection of his salts and choose salts that are low in calcium 
and magnesium. 

II. A COMPARISON OF EFFICIENCY OF BRINE AND DRY SALT FOR 
SALTING FISH. 

INTRODUCTION. 

At present fish are salted either by the use of dry salt or brine 
and salt. Before improvements in either method could be suggested 
it was considered essential to know the relative merits of the two 
methods at various temperatures. The work presented in this sec- 
tion of this paper was undertaken, therefore, with that aim in view. 

The dry-salt method involves the packing of fish with salt in a 
water-tight container. The water and body juices of the fish dis- 
solves sufficient salt to make enough “pickle” to cover the fish. A 
small pile of salt is usually placed on top of the container to press 
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down the fish and keep them covered. The fish are not disturbed 
until the end of the salting period. 

In the brine method of salting fish the procedure is as follows: 
Fish are dumped into a vat containing enough brine nearly to cover 
them, and a considerable quantity of valt is added along with the 
fish. Each day more salt is added, and the fish are stirred in the 
“pickle.” The purpose of adding the salt is to maintain the brine 
as near saturation as possible. 

In these experiments these two methods were given a trial. The 
commercial methods were imitated as closely as possible in order to 
fairly compare the methods. 

DETERMINATION OF RATES OF PROTEIN DECOMPOSITION. 

METHOD. 

Ninety pounds of reasonably fresh squeteague (Cynoscion regalis) 
were obtained. The fish had been caught two days previously and 
had been kept on ice. There were 120 fish in all, making the aver- 
age weight three-fourths of a pound. They were cut down the 
belly and eviscerated. The tails and heads were cut off, and the 
fish were washed in ice water. 

After cleaning there remained 23.4 kg. of fish. These were divided 
into 12 lots. Six lots of 1.3 kg. each and six other lots containing 
2.6 kg. each were weighed out. To each of the smaller lots were 
added 1,300 c. c. of saturated sodium chloride solution and 250 
grams of pure, dry sodium chloride. The fish of the larger lots 
were rubbed in chemically pure dry salt and then packed in 
glass dishes, cut surface down, and sodium chloride was sprinkled 
over each layer. The 2.6 keg of fish just made two layers; 990 
grams of salt were used in this way on each lot. The salt used in 
this experiment was chemically pure “Baker’s analyzed” sodium 
chloride. This salt is a little smaller grained than “ ground alum.” 

One of each of the lots of fish was then placed in a different con- 
stant-temperature compartment. The fish were permitted to remain 
in this constant-temperature apparatus for nine days. The brine- 
salted lots of fish were stirred daily. The temperature in any one 
compartment did not vary more than 1° F. from the average. The 
brines were sampled and analyzed for amino-acid nitrogen on the 
first, third, fifth, seventh, and ninth days. At the end of the experi- 
ment the fish and salt were also analyzed for amino-acid nitrogen. 
In the case of fish to which the brine had been added not more than 
25 grams of salt remained undissolved. The amount of amino-acid 
nitrogen in this small amount of salt was considered negligible. In 
all cases, however, there was an excess of undissolved salt at the end 
of the salting period. 

The method of sampling the fish, brine, and salt was described 
in the first section of this paper. The method of analysis of the 
samples for amino-acid nitrogen was the formol-titration method, 
which was described on page 29. 

DISCUSSION. 

Table 6 shows the titration values obtained by the formol titration 
for amino acids of 25 c. ce. of the brines. These figures are given 
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to show the rate at which the amino acid diffuses out into the brine. 
They also point out a means of forecasting spoilage of fish. 

TABLE 6.—INCREASE IN AMINO-ACID CONTENT OF BRINES. 

[Figures refer to c. c. N/10 NaOH amino acid contained in 25 c. c. of brine: Lots D 
refer to samples dry salted; lots 8S, to those brine salted.] 

Brine collected after— 

Tem- 
Lot. per- 

19 67 ature 
Prareeil Hours: 5 days. | 7 days. | 9 days. 

Cues Cut. Cre: Guic. Cock polte 
4.7 5.0 5.1 5.1 6.5 63 
1.3 2.0 2.1 27 3.4 63 
4.7 4.9 5.6 5.4 dad 70 
1.4 2.4 2.3 2.7 4.2 70 
4.4 5.2 5.7 5.9 7.6 75.5 
1.4 2.6 2.5 3.2 4.4 75.5 
4.4 5.1 7.0 7.6 8.5 80 
1.2 ard 3.0 4.2 a5.3 80 
4.1 4.8 8.7 29.6} @10.1 87 
1.3 3.4 3.7 a5,2 a7,2 87 
4.4 7.2 | @10.3 | 413.0] 216.0 93 
1 Fe | 3.4 a4.6 a6.6 a9.5 93 

| 

a Spoilage of fish noted. 

Apparently the water contained in the fish diffuses out more rap- 
idly in the case of the dry-salted fish. Above 86° F. suflicient brine 
to cover the fish was formed from the dry salt in 15 hours. About 30 
hours were required for the lots at 70 and 63° F. to form enough 
brine to cover all the fish. The Jots at 75.5 and 80° F. formed suf- 
ficient brine to cover the fish in somewhat less time. The gradual 
increase in the amino-acid content of the brines of the brine-salted 
fish (S) was probably due to the slow diffusion out of the water con- 
taining the amino acids dissolved in it. The immediate rise of the 
amino-acid titration value to about 4.5 c. c. in the dry-salt method 
was probably due to the rapid movement outward of the water in 
the fish. 
When the amino-acid titration values rose above 9 c. ¢. in the dry- 

salted lots, the fish (D) were found to be spoiled. This was observed 
in five days at 93° F. and in seven days at 87° F. The lot at 80° F. 
did not spoil in this case. 

In the case of those fish salted in brine (S) when the formol-titra- 
tion value rose to 5 ¢. c. N/10 alkali, the fish were observed to be 
spoiled. This was noted at five days for those at 98° F.; at seven 
days for those at 87° F.; and at nine days for those at 80° F. 

Taste 7.—VoLUMES oF BRINE FormMED Durtna SALTING. 

{Lots D refer to samples dry salted; lots 8, to those brine salted.] 

Weight | Vol- 
Lt. of fish, |¥ lume. Lot. of fish. | ume. 

Git. KQ. C. e. 
fT Se ay $6 730 
See oc... 1.3| 1,625 
BME inl) latitJidiscsc. 2200. 2.6 850 
1: te 1.3] 1,670 
CWB: iy CE 2 Ble a aa ae ie 2.6 680 
“Labial deat dear peal eit wane 1.3| 1,620 
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The figures in Table 6, together with the volumes of the brine 
given in Table 7, were used to calculate the total amounts of amino- 
acid nitrogen formed in the brines. These figures are given in 
Table 8. 

Taste 8.—Torat Amount oF AmtINo-Acip NITROGEN FoRMED IN BRINES. 

[Lots D refer to samples dry salted; lots 8, to those brine salted.} 

Total amount amino nitrogen after— 

Temper- 
Lot. ature. 

19 hours. | 67 hours.| 5 days. | 7 days. | 9 days. 

Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. a i 
of De. .5 Te Sie? AR A en een 0. 203 0. 215 0. 220 0. 220 0. 311 63 
eee te eet BS cs ogee cho oseeanee - 115 - 168 .176 - 238 . 304 63 
3 OEE Sims UP Oe Aes 0 SNE Pe ie ae Sea SC oe 217 224 . 254 . 250 . 328 70 
(SS aa Sa ee ee ee Ae oe ae ee oe - 130 .215 . 205 - 247 . 380 70 
4 | DY. 2) Spal ba ee a earner - 201 - 238 . 259 . 270 . 349 (aie 

SL a eee 9 eee Beet sere yee eige: . 133 . 242 . 233 . 298 - 412 (one 
| D ea Se a Mee ae eee at Oy eae . 192 - 222 .310 . 367 - 412 80 

ralees oe tae sis 5 2c A Se a eee . 112 . 246 ~2id . 392 - 498 80 
6 1D en eee ers eran 8 See . 197 . 230 414 | - - 505 - 532 87 
oh ts ee ea re ee See. eee . 126 317 345 - 488 677 87 
7 Des. 2662 Se sae Cees oe Le eee . 168 ota - 392 - 499 . 614 93 

Geese Bis Se ee Se ee eee ee - 104 .310 417 . 602 . 867 93 

In order to make the figures in Table 8 comparable, the total 
amounts of amino-acid nitrogen formed were divided by the weights 
of fish salted in the different lots. These figures are presented in 
Table 9. 

TABLE 9.—AMOUNT OF AMINO-ACID NITROGEN FORMED IN BRINE PER KILOGRAM 
or FIsH. 

[Lots D refer to samples dry salted; lots S, to those brine salted.] 

Amino-acid nitrogen per kilogram of fish after— 
Temper- 

Lot. above: 
19 hours. | 67 hours.| 5 days. | 7 days. | 9 days. 

Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. ons 
Shasta pa hes mast eae Os Sw RS IS he Seta als ote 0.078 0. 083 0.085 0.085 0.119 63 

4 . 089 - 129 . 135 . 183 . 234 63 
. 084 - 086 . 098 . 097 . 126 70 
. 100 .165 .158 . 190 . 292 70 
-077 . 092 . 099 . 104 . 134 75.5 
. 102 . 186 .179 . 228 . 316 15.18 
.074 . 086 .119 . 141 . 158 80 
- 086 . 189 . 210 . 300 . 883 80 
- 076 . 089 . 159 - 195 . 208 87 
. 097 . 244 . 266 any ih . 510 87 
. 065 -105 - 151 - 193 . 236 93 

en os ee a /ooee | | 288 :320 1465 666 93 

At the end of the experiment samples from each lot were cooked. 
All the fish salted at 87 and 93° F. were spoiled. About 20 per 
cent of the fish salted in brine at 80° F. were spoiled. None of the 
fish salted by the dry-salt method at this temperature (80° F.) were 
spoiled. Fish salted with dry salt at 80° F’. were eaten both by Prof. 
B. P. Livingston and the writer and were pronounced satisfactory. 
All fish salted at lower temperatures were in good condition. The 
results of the cooking trials check with the amount of decomposition, 
as shown by the total amount of amino acids formed in Table 10. 
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A composite sample of the fresh squeteague gave on analysis 0.022 
per cent amino-acid nitrogen. This figure was found to be fairly 
constant for squeteagues but was higher when the samples had been 
iced for a long period. 

In Table 10 the various amounts of amino-acid nitrogen formed in 
the brine, fish, and salt are given; also the total amino-acid nitrogen 
formed and_the total amount of amino-acid nitrogen formed per 
kilogram of fish is given. 

TABLE 10.—ToTaL AmMouNT oF AMINO-AcID NITROGEN FoRMED DuRING SALTING 
PERIOD.@ 

[Lots D refer to samples dry salted; lots 8, to those brine salted.] 

Average | Weight 
Amount | Amount | tempera- Amino-acid nitro- 
ofsalt | of brine | ture of gen in fresh 
used. used. | salting. eae fish. 

period ; 

Grams. Cie. Se) Grams. | Per cent.| Grams. 
O00" 15. 24200.b- 63 2, 600 0. 022 0.57 
250 1,300 63 1,300 . 022 286 
i (eae ah 70 2, 600 022 572 
250 1,300 70 1, 300 022 «286 
ial | BE eee 75.5 2,600 022 572 
250 1,300 75.5 1,300 022 286 
at de pats ES Fi 80 2, 600 022 572 
250 1,300 80 1,300 022 286 
O00. 2... 9825222 &7 2, 600 022 512 
250 1,300 87 1,300 022 286 
gly Eee ee 93 2, 600 022 572 
250 1,300 93 1,300 022 286 

Total amino-acid nitrogen at | Amino-acid nitrogen 
end in— | formed. 

Th Physical condi- 
Lot. Fish Per crease | tion of salted 

’ -j 2 

Fish. | Brine.| Sait. | Prine, | ota. | prom |, Ove aN 
ag » . and nib ay dry-salt 

salt fish meth- 
i od. 

Per 
Grams.| Grams.|Grams.| Grams.|Grams.| Grams.| cent. 

12 ot elie Alpe h oO a i eS 0.660 | 0.311 0. 056 L020. 0.466.) 0, 178 |. c2.- G 
BPO PE, 2 ae e300 . 304 . 000 . 637 . 351 . 270 54 Do. 

ib) is DES See ae | .676 . 328 -065 | 1.068 496 3 es Do 
| Oe ee ee eee 1 ee 285 . 380 000 665 . 379 . 292 54 Do 
3 A) BREED | SE AE 783 . 349 053 1. 185 613 SE Ve fas eg Fair 
ER eS PO eet See . 332 -412 -000 | .744 .458 . 352 49 Do. 
1 0 RES A Re nr) 6.934 .412 .078 | 1.424 . 854 Pho Sl eee Do. 
iis to ak oe ee 6.461 -498 000 - 949 . 663 . 510 55 | Spoiled. 
BY 2 ae POP! ons malas ake eee 61. 276 - 532 068 | 1.896 | 1.324 SMALE | h aSdee tas Do. 
See ae se ee ee eee Sof 6. 594 - 677 000 | 1.271 . 985 . 756 48 Do. 

7 Dh tM ae wants x own weet 61.492 614 096 | 2.202} 1.630 SOCAN as cans Do. 
A dee an eR ED hee Pony 6 .610 867 000 | 1.477) 1.191 916 45 Do. 

@ In this experiment the fish were cleaned after two days’ icing by removing the heads, eviscerating, and 
washing carefully, and were salted for nine days. 

6 Number is slightl y high because of the accidental discard of the sample by one of the writer’s coworkers. 
The result given is from anie taken three days after the fish had been removed from the constant- 
temperature compartments. The fish were kept at 64.5° F. during those three days. However, any slight 
error would be the same for all samples. 

These figures show that the total amounts of amino-acid nitrogen 
formed are much greater in the case of the brine-salted fish. The 
increase varies from 48 to 55 per cent. This seems to prove that 
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the brine-salt method is not as eflicient in preserving fish as the dry- 
salt method. 
The writer wishes to point out the value of the amino-acid con- 

tent of fish and brine as a criterion in estimating and detecting 
spoilage. Any two lots of the same fish may be compared and their 
relative freshness determined. This may be used for either fresh 
or salted fish. If the fish have been salted by the same process, this 
may be done quite easily by determining amino-acid nitrogen in 
the brines. . 

It also seems probable that the increase in amino-acid content 
could be used to forecast spoilage of fish during the salting period. 
A rapid rise in the amino-acid content of the brine would warn the 
salter that his fish were in danger of spoiling, and the salter could 
remove them to cold storage or use stronger brine. 

RATE OF PENETRATION OF SALT. 

In addition to following the formation of amino-acid nitrogen in 
fish salted by these two ways, the rate of penetration of chlorides 
into squeteagues was followed. This was accomplished in the same 
manner as the determination of the rates of penetration of different 
salts described on page 22. 

METHOD. 

The general procedure in these experiments was as follows: Fish 
of a uniform size (3.5 cm. thickness) were salted with pure sodium 
chloride by the two methods described on page 36. These two jars of 
fish were placed in a constant-temperature compartment and sampled 
at the end of 1, 4, 7, and 10 days. The temperature of the fish' did 
not vary more than 1.44° from the average of 69.44° F. The samples 
were dried and ashed and the chlorine determined by titration with a 
silver-nitrate solution. The results are given in Table 11. 

TABLE 11.—PENETRATION OF SALT INTO SQUETEAGUE, EXXPRESSED IN TERMS OF 
PER CENT OF CHLORINE IN Dry SAMPLE, AT 70° F. 

Per cent chlorine after— 

Method of salting. Section of fish. 
1 day. | 4 days. | 7 days. |10 days. 

Dry Salted <5 acon 5 co tet arson eee ena eee eer Onteri@eaae'.s oct e 9.8 16.2 19.6 1 
a ee eee eet em Re ero .2.2 1 eat 2.6 11.0 16.0 18.7 

Brine salted. 2. <2 esesene = Aone ane eee eee Outerwy. 5-22 oss 8.4 15.3 17.3 17.8 
OSCE ob cect ee. ccd Ree ace otetan =e eee eee Inner Bis... <. 2eS2 1.8 8.3 a2 16.7 

a0Qto}cm. b4tolcm. 

DISCUSSION. 

The percentage of salt in both sections is higher throughout in 
the case of the dry-salted fish than in the brine-salted fish. This 
shows that the salt penetrated more rapidly in the case of the dry- 
salt method. More data could be given which verify the results 
of this experiment. 

This work agrees with the results obtained by the estimation of 
the rate of amino-acid formation. For, when the salt penetrates 
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more rapidly, as in the case of the dry-salt method, less amino acids 

are formed than when the salt penetrates more slowly. However, 

the retardation of the rate of penetration is less marked. This sug- 
gests the possibility that small differences in salt content of fish may 
be responsible for much greater differences in the rate of decom- 
position of the fish. 

Figure 5 illustrates graphically the data given in Table 11. It 

should be noted that the difference in chlorine content gradually 
increases. 

‘ Be 3 

: Saas 

a Be ajar hc ac 

i peapeieptioa py sf 

‘! od an ae A 

z ie ae ee ae 

Sag cee ae : Fok 

‘4 

4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fic. 5.—Curves show comparative rates of penetration of salt into fish when dry salted 
and when brine salted (section one-half to 1 em, depth). Figures at left indicate per 
cent ot chlorine in dry fish; at bottom, time in days. 

DISCUSSION, 

PHYSICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PRODUCTS OF THE TWO METHODS. 

Dry-salted fish are invariably harder than brine-salted fish. This 
is probably due to the difference in moisture content. Brine-salted 
fish are about 7 per cent higher in moisture than dry-salted fish at the 
end of a salting period of 10 days. Dealers who “ tight pack ” their 
fish state that dry-salted fish require very little draining, whereas the 
brine-salted fish must be drained and dried for at least four days. 
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Dry-salted fish have a shriveled appearance, due to their drier con- 
dition. ‘They are also brighter in appearance, as a less number of 
scales have been knocked off. 

HYPOTHESIS TO ACCOUNT FOR RESULTS, 

There are three important means of preserving foodstuffs, namely: 
1. By destruction of bacteria and enzymes, which is accomplished by 
sterilization with heat. 2. By desiccation, or removal of water; bac- 
teria do not thrive, nor are enzymes active in the absence of water. 
3. By the addition of a preservative, which inhibits the growth of 
bacteria and the action of enzymes. 
When fish are preserved by salting, we make use of the two last- 

mentioned means of preservation. The salt not only penetrates the 
fish but also dissolves and removes water. In some way dry salt re- 
moved more water from fish than brine. In the case of the dry-salt 
method the salt content of the fish is greater. The lesser decomposi- 
tion taking place during dry salting than during brine salting is evi- 
dently due to these two facts. 

It is not clearly understood just why the salt penetrates more 
rapidly when the dry-salt method is used. After stirring a vat of 
fish which are being brine-salted, the concentration of the upper 
layers of pickle immediately begins to decrease. It decreases most 
rapidly just after the fish are put in. In large vats of fish, the pickle 
sometimes becomes as weak as 60° (60 per cent saturation), even 
though there may be solid salt in the vat. Of course, this diluted 
brine is not so active as saturated brine. Also, it may happen that, 
although the pickle appears saturated according to the hydrometer 
reading, that in contact with the fish is not saturated, for water con- 
tinually comes out of the fish and dilutes the brine in the vicinity of 
the fish. It would be well to try an experiment comparing the brine- 
salting method with the dry-salt method and have both brines stirred 
continually. The writer believes that both methods would show up 
equally well in such a test. 

DRY-SALT METHOD MORE ECONOMICAL, 

The dry-salt method involves a little more work at the beginning 
of the salting period; for more labor is involved in thoroughly dis- 
tributing the salt throughout-a large quantity of fish than is re- 
quired to make up a brine and put the fish and salt into it. But after 
packing the fish into butts with dry salt, no further labor is required ; 
whereas, brine-salted fish must be “roused” (stirred up), and salt 
must be added every day during the salting period. ‘“ Rousing” is 
an operation that requires considerable time and labor, and since the 
fish must be roused eight or nine times, the total labor expended in 
this process is large. There is no reason, therefore, for the brining 
of fish in order to save labor, as in the long run this process is not 
economical in respect to labor. 

At present the used pickle from both processes is thrown away. It 
is the custom to save the surplus salt used in the dry-salt method. A 
great deal more pickle is left at the end in the brine method. This 
involves a greater loss of salt, when it is discarded, than when the 
smaller amount of dry-salt pickle is thrown away. The dry-salt 
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method is, therefore, more economical in regard to salt, as well as to 
labor. 

SUMMARY. 

1. The formation of amino-acid nitrogen was followed in the brine 
during the salting of fish by two methods—salting by use of dry 
salts and salting by use of brine. 

9. The total amount of amino-acid nitrogen formed during salt- 
ing was calculated. 

3. More amino acid was formed by the brine method of salting. 
4. The estimation of the amino-acid nitrogen content of fish and 

brine was suggested as a means of detecting and also forecasting 
spoilage. 

5. The rate of penetration of salt into the squeteague when salted 
with dry salt and when salted with brine was determined. Salt 
applied dry goes into the fish more rapidly. 

6. Samples of the fish salted by the two methods under considera- 
tion were cooked. It was found that all of the fish salted with dry 
salt at 80° F. were edible. Those salted with brine were unfit for 
consumption. 

7. The dry-salt method was found to be more economical both of 
labor and salt. 

These results show that the dry-salt method of salting fish, as 
practiced commercially, is much more efficient in preserving fish,than 
the brine method. The dry-salt method is also the more economical 
of the two. 

III. INFLUENCE OF METHOD OF CLEANING FISH FOR SALTING. 

INTRODUCTION. 

IMPORTANCE OF METHOD OF CLEANING. 

It has always been known that the method of cleaning a fish pre- 
paratory for salting has an important influence on the quality of 
the product. From the first the writer noted that the salt penetrated 
more rapidly through the cut flesh of fish than through a surface 
covered with skin. This was first noticed while following the pene- 
tration into the fish of salt containing calcium chloride. The cal- 
cium chloride produced a marked whitening of the tissue. This was 
observed to proceed more rapidly on the cut side of the fish than on 
the side covered with skin. 

The common practice in rating the quality of a salted herring or 
alewife is to break the fish open so that the backbone is exposed. 
The odor of the dark red or brown spots is then observed. The 
experienced fish salter knows that these spots are the first parts of the 
fish to spoil. They are caused by the coagulation and partial de- 
composition of the blood. Most fish salters seem to realize that the 
blood is the most unstable substance contained in fish, for they rate 
the efficiency of different procedures in fish salting by the amount 
of blood that the processes “draw out.” They are well aware of the 
fact that round fish can not be salted at as high a temperature as cut 
fish. Numerous fishermen have advised the writer that very little 

35286°—21——16 
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trouble would be encountered in salting any fish if care would be 
taken to scrape the blood away from the backbone and then wash 
all the blood out of the fish. 

These and other similar observations showed the importance of 
the mode of cleaning as a factor in fish salting. A series of experi- 
ments was, therefore, carried out for the purpose of learning which 
method of preparing fish for salting was the best. 

COMMERCIAL METHODS OF CLEANING. 

Uncut fish—Large quantities of herring and alewives are annually 
salted round, or without cutting. Some of these are washed, but 
other fish salters do not wash their round fish. 
Pipping.—When herring are salted by the Scotch method, they are 

pipped or gibbed. This involves the cutting of the fish at the throat 
so that the gills and viscera are all removed, with the exception of 
the milt and roe. The head is not cut off. When fish are cut in this 
way it is difficult to remove the blood contained in the abdominal 
cavity. 
Beheading —‘ Headless roe” fish are prepared by partially cutting 

off the head of a roe fish, usually river herring; then the head is 
pulled off in such a way that the viscera, with the exception of the 
roe, are pulled out. Little blood may be washed out from fish 
cleaned in this manner. In some cases this procedure is altered by 
cutting the fish down the belly in addition to beheading. 

Cutting—The greater proportion of the river herring are salted 
after the heads and bellies have been cut off. In most cases this is 
done by the cutter in one operation. 

Cutting and scraping.—tIn some vicinities small quantities of river 
herring are salted after being cleaned perfectly. The heads and 
bellies are cut off, and then the abdominal cavity is scraped until all 
the blood under the backbone and all the membranes are removed. 
Fish cleaned in this way are usually consumed locally. 
Splitting—Larger fish, such as the mackerel, cod, haddock, cusk, 

and the like, are usually eviscerated and split. This is considered 
essential for proper salting. 

EFFECT OF CLEANING ON PROTEIN DECOMPOSITION, 

METHOD. 

The work on cleaning was done on the river herring. Two hun- 
dred and fifty pounds of river herring were purchased from a local 
Albemarle Sound fisherman. These fish were iced as soon as they 
were received from the boat, which was about two hours after their 
capture. The fish were divided into 8 lots: 2 lots of 1,000 grams 
each were salted round; 2 other lots were pipped; 2 lots were cleaned 
by cutting off the heads, cutting the fish the length of the belly, and 
removing the entrails, with the exception of the milt and roe; and 2 
lots were cleaned by cutting and scraping. The heads and viscera 
were removed, including the milt and roe. These fish were then well 
washed, and blood and membranes were scraped out of the abdomi- 
nal cavity, Great care was taken in this case to remove all visible 
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blood, including that underneath the backbone. All the lots were 
then weighed out. Exactly 1,000 grams of cleaned fish were taken in 
each case. They were salted in dry Diamond Flake salt, which is a 
fine, pure, granulated salt. Three and a third kilograms of salt were 
used on each lot during the first packing. The following day 833 
grams of salt were added to each lot of fish. 

One lot cleaned in each way was placed in each of two constant- 
temperature compartments, which have been previously described. 
One of these constant-temperature compartments was regulated for 
79° F. The other was set for 88° F. Both these temperatures, it 
will be noted, are very high for salting fish. The results of these 
experiments are given in Table 12. 

TABLE 12.—DEVELOPMENT OF AMINO-ACID NITROGEN IN FISH CLEANED IN VARIOUS 

Ways.2 

Average 
tempera-| Weight | Amino-acid nitro- 

Experiment No. Method of cleaning. tureof | of fresh | genin fresh fish 
salti fish. (4 hours). 
peri 

Ee Grams. | Per cent.| Grams. 
Lo) Se eee No cleaning; salted round...............-.- 79 . 0.029 2.90 
LS ee PNG oes oan Sond eee ae LES eee 79 1,000 -027 2.70 
UES a ee Head cut off; abdominal cavity split open; 79 1,000 022 2.20 

viscera removed, with exception of milt 
and roe. 

AMA b a cdddmcdens Cleaned perfectly; milt and roe removed. 79 1,000 . 020 2.00 
TAU e dee aks sacase Nocleaning; salted round.................. 88 1,000 - 029 2.90 
eee a Lop 4j 0. ee eee St OP eee are 8 eee 88 1,000 . 027 2.70 
Amd ocastansavaas Head cut off; abdominal cavity split open; 88 1,000 - 022 2.20 

viscera removed, with exception of milt 
and roe. 

WASSbcccgetiacads Cleaned perfectly; milt and roe removed. - . 88 1,000 - 020 2.00 

Amino-acid nitro- Total amino-acid nitrogen at end in— gen formed. 

SS nt Penna!) COLGILION. OL 

Fish, Per Ash. 
Fish. Brine. Salt. brine Total. | kilogram 

and salt. fresh fish. 

Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Gra 
7. 88 v¥ 0. 2 

ms Grams. 
52 10. 6 ier: 0.77 | Badly spoiled; bloated. 

6. 66 2.09 29 9.04 6.34 .63 | Spoiled. 
6.80 2.06 .19 9.05 6.85 68 Do. 
3.83 1.70 13 5. 66 3.66 .37 | Excellent condition. 
10.70 3.08 35 14.13 11. 23 1.12 | Badly spoiled; bloated. 
7.75 2.40 -20 10.35 7.65 .76 | Badly spoiled. 
7.72 2.45 -22 10. 39 8.19 - 82 Do. 
4.60 1.95 14 6.69 4.69 .47 | Excellent condition. 

4 In this experiment the fish were dry salted for nine days, four hours after capture, with 4,166 kilo- 
grams of Diamond Flake salt (99.78 per cent NaCl). 

DISCUSSION. 

The remarkable thing about this experiment is that all the fish 
salted were entirely spoiled except those cleaned perfectly. Even the 
lot of perfectly cleaned fish which was salted at a temperature of 
88° F. throughout the salting period was found to be in perfect con- 
dition at the end. These fish were cooked and sampled by six per- 
sons. All pronounced them to be far superior to the commercial salt- 
fish product. One critic went so far as to say that they were on a 
par with the fresh river herring. 
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The results of the chemical analyses for amino-acid nitrogen in the 
various samples verifies these observations. Both perfectly cleaned 

lots ran very low in amino acids. This 
shows definitely that there was very 
little protein decomposition. 

The results given in Table 12 show 
that round fish spoil very easily when 
salted. This is a very poor way to salt 
fish unless the weather is very cold. On 
comparing BA-2 with BA-3, and BA-6 
with BA-—7, the writer is forced to the 
conclusion that it makes very little dif- 
ference whether the fish are cut the 
length of the belly or not. It may be 
that those cut open, BA-8 and BA -, 
were infected with bacteria during the 

Cot Surtace process. At these high temperatures 
Te Gor hitenihie oer Rah fatioe bacteria seem to thrive even in the pres- 

1 day in brine. ence of the salt. This was evidenced 
: by the bloating of all the round fish, 

Skin due to the accumulation of gas in the 
. belly. This also took place in some of 

Whi te the pipped fish. i 
The writer wishes to point out that 

Dark the only difference between lots BA-3 
and BA-4 and between lots BA-7 and 
BA-8 was that BA-3 and BA-7 con- 
tained milt, roe, and blood. These sub- 
stances were, then, alone responsible for 
the spoilage. No other factor could be 
the cause, as the procedure in handling 
was the same in every respect. The 
question then arises as to which caused 

Cut Surface the spoilage—the blood, roe, or milt. 
Previously a similar experiment had 

Fic, 8.—Whitening of fish after 10 been attempted, except that the work 
ays in brine. : : : : 

was carried out in a commercial plant 
and was merely qualitative. This 
experiment was not quite so suc- 
cessful, for at a lower tempera- 
ture, 80° F., some of the fish 
spoiled. However, the majority 
were in excellent condition. 
Upon examination, the spoiled 
fish revealed that the work of 
removal of blood before salting 
had been carelessly done, for 
blood was found under the back- 
bone, above the vent, in every 
spoiled fish. None of the good 
fish showed traces of blood. Un- 

Cut Surface fortunately, no attempt was made 
. 7—Whitening of Ssh after 6 daye t) salt milt and roe at high) temr re 
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peratures. Such experiments would show whether these substances 
are partially responsible for the spoilage. However, both the milt 
and roe must be removed if all of the blood be taken out of the fish. 
This is, therefore, a point of secondary importance. 

ACTION OF THE SKIN. 

METHOD. 

The skin of fish is known to be a membrane which is more or less 
impermeable to the passage of dissolved salts. In the work on pene- 
tration of different salts it was noted that the penetration of salt into 
the fish took place much more rapidly through the cut flesh than 
through fish covered with skin. In the experiments on the penetra- 
tion of salts containing calcium salts as impurity the passage of the 
salt into the fish could be followed very easily, for as the salt passed 
into the fish the fish became very white. This gave an easy way of 
estimating the rate of penetration of the salt into the different parts 
of the fish. The fish were cut on different days. The depth of the 
whitening was measured and the cross sections were drawn to scale. 
The diagrams are given to show how much more rapid the penetration 
of the salt is through the cut surface than through the skin surface. 

Figure 6 shows the appearance of a cross section of a squeteague 
after it had been in salt for one day. The whitening had pene- 
trated 5 mm. on the cut surface, but the whitened condition was 
found only 1 mm. under the skin. Figure 7 shows a cross section 
of the fish after it had been salted for six days. At this time the 
line between the light and dark portions of the section was not so 
distinct. Figure 8 shows a section of the fish near the end of the 
salting period, which was 10 days. There is yet a portion of the fish 
which was not white. This shows that the fish as yet was not 
salted uniformly throughout. The fish became entirely white 
throughout on the thirteenth day. 

In order to gain a more accurate idea of the retardation of the 
penetration of the skin by the salt, some experiments were tried to 
determine the relative rate of penetration of salt into skinned and 
unskinned fish. In these experiments both skinned and unskinned 
squeteagues were salted in dry salt by the ordinary procedure, as 
described previously. The salt used contained 1 per cent of calcium 
chloride. This is about the purity of the average salt used for the 
salting of fish. 

The penetration of the chlorides into the fish was determined by 
analyzing different sections of the fish from day to day. The pro- 
cedure followed has been described in the first part of this paper. 
The results of the analyses of the sections from one-half centimeter 
to 1 cm. in depth are given in Table 13. 

TABLE 13.—CoMPARATIVE RATE OF PENETRATION OF CHLOoRIDES® INTO SKINNED 
AND UNSKINNED FisH,” ExpRESSED IN PER CENT OF CHLORINE IN Dry F1sH. 

- 

Per cent chlorine after— 
Mode of cleaning. 

22 hours.| 4days. | 7days. | 13 days. 

iva tantatens tf edeyahtos'>iesn a0 no cuncdoedigedhe abate 9.7 19.8 20. 2 20.3 
| 11.9 18.9 20.3 

a Analysis of salt used, 99 per cent sodium chloride, 1 per cent calcium chloride. 

b Inner section of fish, 4 to 1 em. 
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DISCUSSION, 

These data show that salt penetrates skinned fish at approximately 
double the speed it enters unskinned fish. Therefore, skinned fish 
may be salted in about one-half the time required for unskinned 
fish. Of course, it is not practical to skin most fish before salting; 
but these results show the great advantage gained in splitting a 
fish wherever this procedure may be followed. In hot climates the 
length of the salting period, the period of danger, may be cut in 
two. 

St. Johns River shad are successfully salted in Florida by the 
present methods. Attempts at salting St. Johns River alewives have 
repeatedly failed. The reason for the successful salting of the shad 
may be because the shad are split and washed before salting. The 
alewives are salted without splitting. Due to this splitting, the salt- 
ing period of the shad may be shorter than the salting period for the 
alewives. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS. 

This work on the methods of cleaning: proves beyond doubt that 
the chief cause of spoilage of fish during salting in hot weather is 
the decomposition of the blood contained in the fish. This seems to 
show that the problem of salting fish in warm climates is in reality 
& very simple one. 
What must be done, then, in order to salt the alewives of the 

Florida rivers successfully during warm weather? The only change 
from the North Carolina method necessary is that greater care must 
be taken to remove every bit of blood and viscera. This can be ac- 
complished if the roe and buckroe are removed in the cleaning opera- 
tion. These may be canned profitably. After cleaning, the under 
side of the backbone should be scraped so that all the blood and mem- 
branes in the abdominal cavity are removed. A 20-penny nail is an 
instrument that can be conveniently used for scraping the backbone. 
The head of the nail may be ground thinner on an emery wheel. This 
operation sharpens the head so that it cuts out the membranes with- 
out much pressure. A single operator can easily scrape out a thou- 
sand fish in an hour. After scraping the fish they should be soaked 
in cold water for at least one-half hour. This dissolves practically 
every trace of the blood. It is good practice to wash the fish in a 
false-bottomed wheelbarrow with a powerful stream of water. After 
soaking the fish they should be packed in dry salt. 

The above method of cleaning fish pays, even though the salting is 
done in a climate where this procedure is not essential; for extra 
washing and cleaning produces fish of much finer quality than those 
produced by the old methods. The up-to-date canner is using every 
possible precaution to avoid the presence of blood in his canned fish, 
so as to produce an entirely white fish. The well-washed fish when 
salted does not undergo a discoloration due to the presence of blood. 
The strong taste of salted river herring is eliminated in the washing. 

Perfectly cleaned fish, salted at high temperatures, should bring 
a better price than the old dirty-looking product produced in the 
North. The public would soon learn of their improved quality. 

All large fish salted in warm weather should be split, and care 
should be taken to remove the blood. This should be less difficult in 
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the case of the split fish, for the blood would be almost entirely ex- 
posed to view. The splitting would also greatly decrease the length 
of the salting period, due to the more rapid penetration of the salt. 

SUMMARY. 

River herring, cleaned by various methods, were salted at very 
high temperatures. All save those from which all roe, milt, and 
blood had been removed spoiled. Perfectly cleaned river herring 
were salted at a temperature of 88° F. It was concluded, therefore, 
that the chief cause of spoilage of fish during salting is the decom- 
position of the blood remaining in the fish. The rate of penetration 
of salts into skinned fish was compared with the rate of penetration 
of salt into fish before skinning. It was found that salt penetrates 
skinned fish at about double the speed it enters unskinned fish. This 
proves the great value of splitting fish preparatory to salting. These 
results are of great value in a practical way, for they show that if 
proper care be taken in the cleaning of fish, it is probable that they 
may be salted in any hot weather anywhere in the United States. 
With only an hour’s extra work per thousand of river herring, these 
fish may a prepared for salting in hot weather. The salt-fish prod- 
uct prepared by this extra care in cleaning is of much better quality 
than the commercial salt fish. 

IV. INFLUENCE OF FRESHNESS IN SALTING FISH. 

INTRODUCTION, 

Staleness in fish is undesirable. However, more or less staleness is 
always unavoidable. It seems reasonable to suppose that during 
colder weather staler fish may be salted than during hot weather. 
Few data in the literature concerning the limits of freshness are of 
value, for there are no standard methods of judging staleness. Most 
writers on the subject have used various physical criteria to estimate 
the relative freshness of stale fish. Some of the physical qualities 
that have been used as criteria are: 1. The presence, or absence, of a 
reddish discoloration on the ventral aspect of the backbone. 2. The 
odor. 3. The manner in which the flesh separates from the back- 
bone. 4. The appearance of the abdominal walls. 

The use of such criteria leaves too much to the judgment of the 
investigator. In other words, the personal equation plays too promi- 
nent a part. There are really but two ways of fairly stating the de- 
gree of freshness of any fish. The first and most accurate way is to 
give the number of hours since the fish was caught and the tempera- 
ture at which it has stood for that time; the other is to state its chemi- 
cal analysis. The per cents of amino-acid nitrogen and of ammoni- 
acal nitrogen are particularly indicative of the condition of the fish. 

In experiments previously described the number of hours the fish 
had been out of the water before they were salted has been given 
wherever possible. Since it was impossible to obtain live fish, stand- 
ard freshness was considered as a fish transported in a boat at atmos- 
pheric temperature for two hours. ‘Then the fish were iced and 
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cleaned, and after oeing iced for two hours were salted. There was, 
of course, the error caused by the difference in temperatures of differ- 
ent days. However, since at no time was the atmospheric tempera- 
ture above 80° F. , little decomposition took place in the two hours. 

Since fish spoil so quickly during hot weather, an attempt was made 
to find out how fresh they must be in order successfully to salt them 
at various temperatures. This should show whether the cause of 
spoilage during salting in hot weather was through the use of stale 
fis 

Insufficient work has been accomplished to obtain any very definite 
data concerning the necessary freshness of fish for salting. Unfortu- 
nately, the wor "k was carried out at too high temperatures, and all of 
the stale lots of fish spoiled. 

METHOD. 

Kighty pounds of glut herring (Pomolobus estivalis) were ob- 
tained after they had been out of the water for four hours. During 
this time they had been kept at approximately 60° F. They were 
divided into five lots and kept at 64° F. One lot was immediately 
cleaned, washed, and dry salted according to the usual method. 
After 16 hours a second lot was cleaned, washed, and salted; and 
after 24 hours a third lot was cleaned, washed, and salted. The first 
three lots were cleaned by beheading and eviscera ating the fish, with- 
out removing the milt and roe. After 33 hours the two remaining 
lots were cleaned and salted. One of these lots was cleaned in the 
same manner as that of the first three. The other was cleaned more 
perfectly. The milt and rce were taken out, and the blood was 
scraped out from under the backbone. These fish were given an 
extra washing. 

The five lots of fish were allowed to stand 15 days (from day of 
catch) before the analyses were made. For this reason the amounts 
of amino acids found were higher than in comparative lots which 
were analyzed at the end of nine days. The total amounts of amino- 
acid nitrogen formed were computed as before. The results are given 
in Table 14. 

TABLE 14.—DEVELOPMENT OF AMINO-ACID NITROGEN IN FRESH AND STALE FIsH 
AT 64° Fr.@ 

Time 
between Weight | Amino-acid nitro- 

Experiment No. capture Method of cleaning. of fresh gen in fresh 
and fish, fish, 

salting. 

| TTours. Grams. | Per cent.| Grams. 
7 teas WS oS aA ee 4 | Head and viscera removed, with the 6, 000 0. 022 1.32 

: exception of the milt and roe; 7 
| washed once in ice water. 

1/29 AS ee a ees | 20°}. 2.22 doris Nebet scl l peels 6, 000 +022 1. 32 
) IES, see Bl eae ey. ee a ene Fao 6, 000 . 022 1.32 
Dn ON Mies ce oe ge ater 35 |..... Ci Cr eA «Se eat mie ie! Bf 5, 500 . 022 1791 
Z-Bedaiae sas Js eeuar tee 35 | Head, blood, and all viscera removed; 5, 500 - 020 1.10 

washed twice in ice water. 
} 
j i 

a Tn this experiment the fish were dry salted for 15 days with 2,200 grams of chemically pure sodium 
chloride. 
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TasBLE 14.—DEVELOPMENT OF AMINO-ACID NITROGEN IN FRESH AND STALE FISH 
at 64° F.—Continued. 

Total amino-acid at end in— Amino-acid formed. 

. : 3 Physical condition 
Experiment No. Fish, Per kilo- 

Brine, | Salt. |brine,and] Total. | gram of fish. 
Salt. fresh fish. 

Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. 
oS eee 5. 06 1.19 0.51 6.76 5. 44 0.91 | Good. 
Bead cok caiacoscheueeeee 7.28 1.51 -43 9. 22 7.90 1.32 | Tainted. 
7 ee eer eee 7. 86 1.53 44 9. 83 8.51 1.42 | Spoiled. 
er ee ean 8.54 1: - 40 10. 54 9.33 1.70 | Badly spoiled. 
| = ee be ee? 4. 54 1.51 .30 6.35 5.25 -95 | Tainted. 

DISCUSSION. 

Sixty-four degrees Fahrenheit is very close to the maximum tem- 
perature for salting fish containing blood, milt, and roe. For this 
reason all the stale fish spoiled. However, a comparison of the re- 
sults obtained in lots Z4 and Z-—5 shows quite plainly that the roe, 
milt, and blood are the first portions of a fish to spoil at lower 
temperatures. This suggests a method of dealing with all stale fish. 
Evidently much staler fish may be salted if they are perfectly 
cleaned than if they contain blood, milt, or roe. 
Two other experiments at higher temperatures were tried which 

verify these results. The other experiments were conducted at 75 
and 79° F., respectively, which temperatures were so high that all 
the fish spoiled. These experiments were almost exact duplicates of 
the experiments reported in Table 14; hence they will not be de- 
scribed in detail. The fish were cleaned and salted at 4, 10, 14, and 
28 hour intervals. Four lots of fish were kept at 75° and four at 
79° during this period. The 4, 10, and 14 hour lots were only par- 
tially cleaned, the roe, milt, and blood being left in and the fish 
washed but once. The 28-hour lots were cleaned perfectly, the roe 
and milt being removed and the blood scraped out. Lot Z—5 was 
treated in the same way. All of these lots were salted in brine. The 
results of the calculations of the total amounts of amino-acid nitro- 
gen formed are given in Table 15. 

TABLE 15.—DEVELOPMENT OF AMINO-ACID NITROGEN IN FRESH AND STALE FIsH 

AT 75 AND 79° F.¢ 

Time Average P : : 
between tempera-| Weight ny ein 

Experiment No. capture Method of cleaning. ture of | of fresh B fish 
and saltin fish. (4 hours) 

salting. period. ‘ z 

Hours. a ib Grams. | Per cent.| Grams. 
LURE ner errr 4 | Head and viscera removed 75 5,000 0. 022 1.10 

with exception of milt 
and roe. ashed once in 
ice water. 

Uf As ee A en 10 |----. nl Se eee 3 eee 75 5,000 - 022 1.10 
Raia aides a0. 14) |. 283 Cha Sa eT eae 75 5, 000 . 022 1.10 
DAHT4. 5 a cncncaasesee 28 | Head and all viscera re- 75 5,000 - 020 1.00 

ma Blood washed 
out. 

DNs duns pans nite a's 4 | Head and viscera removed 79 5, 000 022 1.10 
with exception of milt and 
roe. Washed once in ice 
water. 

I i aes ay Ae AO howe a G0 cv aydetadaaude cans: 79 5, 000 - 022 1.10 
PARAS, Shock dy sali 7a ees yea are meeenee Jorn pee 79 5, 000 . 022 1.10 
a ey pee en eee 28 | Head and viscera removed. 79 5, 000 020 1.00 

Blood washed out. 

3 In this experiment the fish were salted for nine days in 5 liters of brine prepared from Diamond Flake 
éalt {NaCl 99.78 per cent) and 1 kilogram of this salt. 
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TABLE 15.—DEVELOPMENT OF AMINO-AcID NITROGEN IN FRESH AND STALE FiIsH 
AT 75 AND 79° F.—Continued. 

Total amino-acid nitrogen at end | Amino-acid nitrogen 
in— formed. 

Experiment No. hee eueion 

Fish, brine Per kilo- i i Fish Brine fos dsait.’| Total. gram 
[lees fresh fish. 

Grams Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams 
DA=8....=-- 2852552348 2. 2.09 4.55 3.45 0.69 | Tainted. 
DA=-Li st ae 8 3.50 2.11 5.61 4.51 .90 | Spoiled. 
DA=19: -*.. Sse Se 3.36 2.45 5.81 4.71 - 94 Do. 
DARKE 2 SS liao rae 2.15 2.51 4. 66 3.66 .73 | Tainted. 
DARI ie ect coe 3.00 2.00 5.00 3.90 .78 | Spoiled. 
DAKE to Sesgascenwecae 3.43 2.56 5.99 4.89 -98 Do. 
DAS R yet Ser oe ee ek 3.64 Oe a 6.35 §.25 1.05 | Badly spoiled. 
1D YOY ae ae ee 3.34 2.94 6. 28 5. 28 1.06 | Spoiled. 

Comparisons of the analyses of lot DA-12 with the analyses of 
lot DA-14 and of DA-5 with DA-7 show that thorough cleaning 
permits the salting of staler fish, for there was no more decomposi- 
tion in the case of the thoroughly cleaned 28-hour fish than in the 
case of the 14-hour fish containing milt, blood, and roe. A compari- 
son of DA-8 with DA-11 plainly indicates that at high tempera- 
tures great care must be taken to obtain absolutely fresh fish for 
salting. Evidently there is a temperature somewhere between 50 
and 60° F., above which fish can not be kept for any length of time 
without spoiling. 



GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

I. Influence of impurities in salt in salting fish—Calcium and 
magnesium salts and sulphates, as impurities in salt, retard the 
penetration of salt into fish. Salts containing these impurities, there- 
fore, cause fish to spoil during salting at a lower temperature than 
salts not containing such impurities. Of these three impurities, 
calcium is the only one present in commercial salts in large enough 
quantities to have an appreciable effect on the quality of the salt. 

Il. A comparison of the efficiency of brine and dry salt for salting 
fish.—F ish packed in dry salt, without any addition of brine, may 
be kept at a higher temperature than fish salted in brine, for less 
decomposition takes place if no brine be added. The dry-salt method 
is the more economical method of the two. 

Ill. /nfluence of method of cleaning fish for salting—The re- 
moval of all blood and viscera, including roe and milt, is absolutely 
essential for the salting of fish at high temperatures. Blood spoils 
at a temperature at least 25° F. lower than the spoilage temperature 
of the flesh of fish. 

IV. /nfluence of freshness in salting fish—During warm weather 
freshness of fish is essential to successful salting. However, much 
staler fish may be salted if all blood, roe, and milt are removed in 
cleaning. 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF FACTORS. 

The predominant factor in controlling the qualities of the salt- 
fish product and the maximum temperature of salting is the thorough 
cleaning of the fish, so as to effect the removal i all viscera and 
blood. If fish are perfectly cleaned, it appears possible to obtain a 
white, sweet-tasting salt fish at any American summer temperature. 
If the fish are not perfectly cleaned, it is impossible to salt them at 
any temperature averaging above 70° F. by any known method of 
salting, regardless of the kind of salt used or the mode of applica- 
tion of the salt. 

The factor of second importance is freshness. When the tem- 
perature of the fish is above 70° F., the fish must be salted the same 
day that they are caught, if they are to be successfully cured. At 
lower temperatures this factor is of less importance, until at 32° F. 
this factor is practically eliminated. That is to say, at this tempera- 
ture fish may be kept for long periods and yet be salted successfully. 

Next in line of importance comes the method of application of 
salt. Fish iced for two days (see p. 36) may be delltad at about 
4° higher temperature by the application of dry salt rather than 
brine. Fine salt must be used for small fish. 

Of next importance is the composition of the salt. This factor 
may be easily controlled by the purchase of salt of known purity. 
This affects the physical qualities of the salt fish. Commercial salts 
high in calcium lower the maximum temperature at which fish may 
be salted by any known method. 

53 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF RESULTS. 

The probability that fresh fish may be salted without danger of 
spoilage in any climate in the United States is of considerable im- 
portance. The only requirements for salting fish at high summer 
temperatures are: 

1. All viscera and blood must be removed in cleaning. 
2. All large fish must be split. 
3. The fish must be salted in a reasonably fresh condition. 
4. No brine should be added in salting. 
5. Salts low in calcium must be chosen. 
These requirements do not involve great changes in the methods 

of salting now employed. In reality they merely require more per- 
fect cleaning and greater care in the selection of salt. The fish of our 
southern waters that are as yet not utilized may be salted without any 
difficult changes in the present methods, and thus a great saving may 
be effected. 
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DESIRABLE SPECIES; ADULT, NATURAL SIZE. 

BULLFROG (RANA CATESBEIANA). 



FROGS: THEIR NATURAL HISTORY AND UTILIZATION. 

By A. H. Wricut, Cornell University. 

INTRODUCTION. 

From time to time since Seth Green’s day efforts have been made 
by our best fish-culturists to raise frogs; but in all this period no 
definite successful mode of procedure thas been evolved. Some of 
these workers became? ‘‘skeptical”’ and from ‘‘personal study and 
experience” were made ‘‘unbelievers.’’ Others wrote about frog cul- 
ture in an effort to supply information when they had nothing to 
give. Still others gave what little they had of value and com- 
mented: ® ‘Weare just as glad as you are that this bullfrog story is 
finished.” Finally, the most serious group* announced complete 
success in ‘their preliminary experiments,” and their efforts were 
sincerely appreciated by both the public and the culturists; but these 
oo were abandoned. 

everal writers have taken advantage of the public’s intense desire 
for knowledge on this subject and have perpetrated all sorts of hoaxes 
and fakes on the credulity of their readers. Periodically some news- 
papers write of mythical ‘‘frog farms’”’ for space fillers. Magazines 
occasionally accept similar articles, which should never have seen 
the light, and at present one must needs be on guard against the 
half-digested, hastily issued, worthless literature which would lead 
the uninitiated to believe the problem is entirely solved and that frog 
culture is wholly feasible. Too frequently the public seems to be fe 
on prettily written, fanciful speculation, and, as a consequence, frog 
culture receives much undeserved ridicule. 

Notwithstanding all this deception and lack of definite procedure 
and in spite of the fact that little of importance has appeared to 
encourage it, the public continues to be vitally interested in the 
possibilities of frog culture. Many a reader of ‘‘The Virginian,”’ 
after the dissertation on the ‘‘frawg business,’ has asked if there is 
really anything in it. The experiments which were started several 
years 230 at the Pennsylvania State fish hatcheries aroused astonish- 
ing and widespread public comment. The commissioner of fisheries 
of Pennsylvania said :4 

The interest was confined not to Pennsylvania alone but extended to nearly all 
parts of the United States. Newspapers, trade papers, and magazines commented on 

a Mather, Fred: Modern fish culture in fresh and salt water, pp. 301, 302. New York, 1900. 
» Dyche, L. L.: Ponds, pond fish, and pond-fish culture, p. 158. State Department of Fish and Game. 

Kansas. Topeka, 1914. 
¢ Report, os of Fisheries of Pennsylvania from December, 1904, to Nov. 30, 1905, p. 51. 

Harrisburg, 1906, 
4 Loc, cit. pp. 51, 52. 
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our work in this direction at considerable lengths, and all approvingly. Letters 
from private citizens were received from nearly every State in the country asking 
for further information. These were followed by communications from fish com- 
missions and fish-culturists in the same vein. 

In former years, at the sessions of the fishery and fish-cultural 
societies, frog culture was a frequent topic of inquiry, though not of 
extended discussion. To-day the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries receives 
countless inquiries and requests for literature, for information, and 
for possible sources of breeding stock, and this report is written to 
supply the information which must precede all careful experimental 
work on frog culture. ; 

The difficulties encountered in many of the preceding efforts have 
arisen from lack of knowledge of the natural history of our native spe- 
cies of frogs. Such knowledge is an absolutely necessary premise to in- 
telligent, successful endeavor. Often the best of the previous experi- 
menters were not sure whether they had ~bullfrog or leopard-frog 
spawn, and thought that possibly the bullfrog bred twice a year 
when it breeds but once a year, or considered that bullfrog tadpoles 
transformed the same year they were hatched or in the followin 
spring, neither of which conditions obtains. A careful critica 
study of most of the previous efforts reveals uncertainties of this sort, 
one of the most marked of which is the lack of positively identified 
stock with which to begin. Here, asin every other farming enterprise, 
it is necessary to have the seed or stock true toname. Fortified with 
this precaution and equipped with some of the cardinal points in the 
life history of the species to be raised, the prospective frog culturist 
stands a far better chance of success than in a blind “‘hit-or-miss” 
endeavor. 

COMMERCIAL FROG HUNTING. 

SOURCE OF SUPPLY. 

The market is yet solely reliant upon the natural supply of frogs. 
Of this industry, previous to 1900, F. M. Chamberlain, of the U.S. 
Bureau of Fisheries, remarked as follows: 
The business of taking frogs for market has greatly increased in recent years. It is 

now carried on in all sections of the United States and is of economic importance in 
about 15 States, while in nearly all the remaining States and Territories frogs are taken 
for local or home consumption [in quantities] of which it is impossible to get a statis- 
tical account. The States supplying the largest quantities for the markets are Cali- 
fornia, Missouri, New York, Arkansas, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, and Indiana. More 
frogs are taken in New York than in any other State, but on account of their com- 
paratively small size their value is less than in Missouri and California. The Canadian 
rovince of Ontario also yields arather large supply of market frogs. Asascertained by 

inquiries of the U. S. Fish Commission, the annual catch in the United States is but 
little less than 1,000,000, with a gross value to the hunters of about $50,000. The 
yearly cost of frogs and frog legs to the consumers is not less than $150,000. 
The localities in which especially important frog hunting is done are the marshes of 

the western end of Lake Erie and Lewis and Grand Reservoirs, in Ohio; the marshes of 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, Calif.; the valley of the Kankakee River, 
Ind.; Oneida Lake, Seneca River, and other waters of northern New York; and the 
St. Francis River and the sunken lands of the Mississippi River, in Arkensas and 
Missouri. 

* %* * he prices received for frogs vary greatly and depend on the condition of 
the market, the size of the frogs, and the locality. Dressed legs yield the hunters 
from 124 to 50 cents a pound, and live frogs from 5 cents to $4.a dozen. In the Kan- 
kakee Valley, Ind., for example, the prices received by the hunters are 75 cents a 

aA manual of fish-culture based on the methods of the U. S. Commission of Fish and Visheries. Revised 
edition, pp. 252, 253. U.S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, Washington, 1900. 
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dozen for large frogs, 10 cents a dozen for medium-sized frogs, and 5 cents a dozen for 
small frogs, while in San Francisco the market price is $3 to $4 a dozen. 

To the above list of States yielding a considerable supply of frogs 
in 1900 there should be added [Illinois and Minnesota. Of the latter 
C. H. Townsend writes :* 

The most valuable product of these fisheries is the frog, the value of the catch in 
1899 constituting nearly one-fourth of the entire fishery yield of the State. _The species 
taken is the ‘‘meadow frog,’”’ which is quite small, the average weight being between 
land 2 ounceseach. * * * Professional frog catchers are said to make from $5 to 
$10 per day during the best of the season. Most of the catch is shipped direct to 
Chicago. 
The frog industry in this State was started about 1895, and has grown in importance. 

In 1899 over $5,000 worth were taken in the vicinity of Minneapolis alone. Litchfield 
was the next greatest frog-producing center in the State that year. In 1900 this in- 
dustry had shifted from the latter place to Smith Lake, where one dealer purchased 
over $5,000 worth during the year. 

By the year 1900, then, the following 10 States contributed a large 
roportion of the market frogs of the country: California, Missouri, 
Son York, Arkansas, Minnesota, Illinois, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, 
and Indiana. 

In 1908, 250,000 pounds of frogs’ legs, with a value of $42,000, 
were reported for the whole of the United States. The 13 States 
which furnished this total were: 

States. Quantity.| Value. States. Quantity.| Value. 

Pounds. Pounds. 
Mapai 240027... J 67,000 | $11,000 || Tennessee................-.... 5, 000 $1,000 
UA 7 a a ne 66, 000 7A UATE 1 11s ee eae See Sea wee 4, 
we Th i ed Rah ae ae 38, 000 Bj Ouurl) Vileiiiacs.2. ce s2e.. econ es 3, 000 7 
BUEAMNAS.<S pe bd.. ... cass e- 27, 000 4,000 Lowass acc 2b 25 - 25 5 cc, Ah ph as 2, 500 300 
BENNER Je tee enna nis anna 25, 000 CPUs I DLA WAIO Nash nap dcrmce nae ne 1,900 700 
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At least 8 of these 13 States are along the Mississippi River, and 
6 of them fall wholly within that district. The Mississippi River 
division contributed 193,000 pounds; the Gulf of Mexico division, 
38,000 pounds; the Great Lakes division, 17,000 pounds; and the 
Atlantic coast division, 11,000 pounds. Thus it is apparent that 
the Mississippi River States are becoming more important in com- 
mercial frog hunting. Before 1900 Missouri and Arkansas were the 
principal States in this region furnishing frog legs. By 1900 Minne- 
sota and Illinois were added to the list, and by 1908 Louisiana, 
Wisconsin, Tennessee, and Iowa began to contribute appreciable 
quotas. 

In the previous summation New York does not appear, but in 
1915 and 1916 in the Oneida lake region the following is noted 
[One firm conducted] a gross business of about $15,000 per year in frogs alone. One 

customer bought between June 1, 1915, and March 1, 1916, $1,687.50 worth of frogs’ 
legs. When sold per hundred, live weight, large and small, the price ranges from 30 
cents to $1.50 or averages $1.05. The legs sell per pound, large and small, from 10 to 
50 cents, and average 35 cents per pound. An expert can dress between 1,500 and 
1,600 frogs per hour, but an average rate is about 1,000 per hour. 

a Townsend, C. H.: Statistics of the fisheries of the Mississippi River and tributaries. Appendix to 
Report of the Commissioner, U. 8. Commission of Fish and Fisheries for 1901, p. 726. Washington, 1902, b Fisheries of the United States, 1908, pp. 26, 28, 33, et seq. Washington, 1911. 

¢ Adams, Chas. C,, and Hankinson, T. L.: Notes on Oneida Lake fish and fisheries. Transactions, American Fisheries Society, Vol. XLV, No. 3, June, 1916, p. 163. New York, 

/ 
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METHODS OF CAPTURE. 

There are various methods of capturing frogs. The boy’s favorite 
device is the fish pole, with the line baited with red cloth, worms, 
grasshoppers, or other insects; and this method is yet frequently 
employed by the market hunter. A more common method, however, 
is clubbing. Many of us as boys used to choose a good strong club 
about walking-stick length. With this instrument we skirted the 
edges of the swamps, lakes, or marshy creeks in the spring or early 
summer, traversed the clover or hay fields of the uplands in July 
about cutting time, or hunted in the wet lowlands a little later. 
Some of the men and boys occasionally put nails in the end of the 
club, but this more cruel method avails little. The frogs which were 
killed were put into a bag or strung on a cord by loops tied about 
their loins. They were dressed immediately after the trip. 

{In Minnesota]¢ frogs are also taken by sticks and gunny sacks. In using sticks the 
frogs are usually killed and then sold in a dressed condition for food. Gunny sacks 
in a wet condition are used in their capture by being thrown over the frogs. Frogs 
are kept alive for market in gunny sacks placed in running water and covered with 
hay or straw to keep out the frost. 

Some expert froggers are very adept at separa them alive by 
hand. A frog catcher will hold one hand over or in front of the prey 
to attract its attention and capture the game by a sudden movement 
of the other hand. ; 

Several methods are based on the migration of the frogs in the fall 
or spring. In the central New York region in late September, 
through October, and even in November, frogs are frequently en- 
countered working their way down the hills toward the swamps 
around or at either end of some of our Finger Lakes. Many reach 
the swamp in the fall, and many winter in the ravines and enter the 
swamps in the spring. In many cases State roads or other similar 
and partial barriers skirt our lakes—that is, steam railroads, electric 
railways, etc.—and the frog catchers make use of these. A calcium- 
carbide can or a barrel placed at the swamp end of a culvert may 
yield numerous frogs which are traveling down the ravines, and the 
swamps or ditches dug at the base of the hills and at the swamp’s 
border may give good returns. 

{In Minnesota] frogs are caught in various ways, but chiefly in pits dug between 
sloughs and the adjoining high grass. The season for their capture in this manner is 
usually in the fall, when they are returning to the water. These pits are about 3 feet 
long, 2 feet wide, and 2 feet deep. 

There are many other variations of this pit, posthole, ditch, or 
excavation method. In Oneida Lake an outgrowth of the pit and 
can methods is the use of screens. 

[This form of capture] is used in the fall when the frogs migrate from the fields and 
swamps toward the lake for hibernation. This migration is not regular, it takes place 
mostly at night, particularly during warm rains, after a light frost. Taking advantage 
of this migrating behavior, cheesecloth screens, about 18 inches high, supported by 
sticks, are placed along the shore to intercept the migrating frogs. At intervals of 
two or three rods nail kegs, carbide cans, or posthole-like excavations entrap the frogs 
which, failing to surmount the screen, wander along it and fall into the traps. The 
frog catcher has only to collect the frogs from those traps. Late in the season one may 
find Neate sized frogs, mice, and other small mammals drowned and frozen in these 
small wells. 

a Townsend, C. H.: Loc. cit., p. 726. 
b Adams, C. C., and Hankinson, T. L.: Loe. cit., pp. 161, 162, 
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FIG, 1.—GREEN FROG (RANA CLAMITANS). DESIRABLE SPECIES; NATURAL 

SIZE. 

FIG. 2.—""WESTERN BULLFROG" (RANA AURORA). DESIRABLE SPECIES; 

NATURAL SIZE, 
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FIG. 1.—LEOPARD FROG (RANA PIPIENS). DESIRABLE SPECIES; 

NATURAL SIZE, 

FIG, 2.—PICKEREL FROG (RANA PALUSTRIS). DESIRABLE 

SPECIES; NATURAL SIZE. 
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The screens have to be placed far enough back from the lake shore to avoid water 
rising too near the surface and thus destroy the traps. On the swampy ground the 
holes are similarly obliterated by the water. To overcome this difficulty, Mr. A. W. 
Thierre, of Lower South Bay, has devised a trap of woven wire screen; with a one- 
half-inch mesh. If this trap was placed at an opening in the screen, which is not 
the case, it would allow the undersized frogs to escape and to reach the lake and find 
proper winter quarters, while the screens tend to destroy both the smaller kinds of 
frogs and immature individuals of the larger species. This wire trap has an inclined 
suriace up which the frogs crawl, and from which they fall into the trap cavity, and 
from which they seldom escape. Thierre also uses a large minnow box to store his 
frogs until delivery to the dealers. ; 
By means of the screens and traps a single night’s catch may amount to about 500 

pounds, from about a half mile of screen in a good locality. As much as $70 has been 
paid for a single catch. 

In many regions, as in central New York and elsewhere, the pro- 
fessionals come to. know where the frogs hibernate and often dig 
them out of the mud in large numbers. In the Erie Canal, after the 
water is withdrawn, many frogs are taken from the mud or even 
from beneath the ice of some of the pools. 
A favorite method of capture at night is to use a bull’s-eye or any 

form of bright light. The frogs are dazed and in most cases can be 
caught by hand or approached near enough for their easy dispatch. 
Sometimes in the deeper waters and swamps two men are needed for 
this form of capture, one to row the boat and the other to locate and 
shoot the prey. The lantern may be on the prow of the boat, carried 
in the hand, or worn on the head, as with alligator hunters. ‘The rifle 
and spear and gig are used mainly in [linois, Arkansas, Missouri, and 
Tennessee. The spear may be one of several sorts, three-pronged or 
single, or merely a nail or a straightened fishhook in the end of a pole. 

COMMERCIAL FROGS. 

DESIRABLE SPECIES (PLS. I, II, AND III). 

The six eastern edible species fall into two groups of three each: 
Those with more or less uniform dorsal coloration on the back, and 

with an eardrum larger than the eye in the male, namely, the green 
frog (Rana clamitans), the bullfrog (R. catesbeiana), and the southern 
bullfrog (2. grylio). 

Those which are blotched or spotted on the back and with the ear 
of the male not larger than the eye, namely, the leopard frog (Rana 
pipiens), the southern leopard frog (2. sphenocephala), and the pick- 
erel frog (2. palustris). 

In the western States three species enter into commercial catches. 
They are the yellow-legged frog (Rana boylii); the western frog (R., 
pretiosa) ; and the ‘‘western bullfrog” (R. aurora). 

The above nine forms are all true frogs (Rana) which have teeth 
on the upper jaw, no adhesive, enlarged disks on the ends of the fin- 
gers and toes, and no large parotoid gland back of each eye. Most 
of them are smooth of skin, and all reach an adult length of at least 
3 inches, not counting the hind legs. 

EASTERN SPECIES. 

Green Froc.—The green frog (PI. II, fig. 1) is larger than a leqp- 
ard frog and has two ridges down its back. The forward UBpe parts 
are bright green; the posterior region, brown or olive. ‘The under 
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ee are white, with some marbling; in the male the throat is yellow. 
‘his species reaches 34 to 4 inches or more in length and extends in 

range from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson Bay, occurring in practi- 
cally all of eastern North America. 
Buiitrroe.—The bullfrog (PI. I) is much larger than the green frog, 

and the two are often confused. The bullfrog has no ridges down 
either side of its back. On its upper parts it may vary from yel- 
lowish green to a dark brown, ae its under parts are yellowish 
white, with some mottlings. In size it may ach 8 inches, and its 
range is from eastern North America to the Rockies. 

THE SouTHERN Buturroe. —The southern bullfrog is quite similar 
to the common bullfrog and varies from brownish olive to bone brown 
or blackish brown above, with some prominent, scattered black spots. 
The under parts often have a network of black or brown and yellow, 
one of the most striking ventral colorations of any North American 
frog. This species has a more pointed snout than the bullfrog, pos- 
sesses a narrower head (measured at the eardrums), and has all the 
hind toes except the fourth proportionally longer than the same toes 
of the bullfrog. Of this form, the author has taken no specimens over 
5 or 6 inches in length, while the extreme for the bullfrog may be much 
more. The known range of the southern bullfrog is in the extreme 
southeastern United States. 

Leoparp Froe.—the leopard frog or meadow frog (Pl. III, fig. 1), 
the most widespread and most common form of North America, has 
all the under parts white or whitish. On either side of the back is a 
rominent fold, which is narrower and higher than in the pickerel frog. 
etween these two main folds sometimes there are other smaller folds. 

The spots between the two folds are irregular in outline and in posi- 
tion, are not necessarily opposite, and occupy less space than the 
background color, which varies from bronze to green. The spots 
below the lateral fold are less regularly placed and never so large as 
in the pickerel frog. The leopard frog reaches a length of 34 to 4 
inches and is found from the Sierra Nevada Mountains eastward and 
from the extreme north to Mexico. 

Tue SouTHERN LEoparp Frog.—The southern leopard frog is 
very similar to the common leopard frog and varies from it in a very 
few characters. It usually has a distinct white spot in the middle of 
the eardrum, unlike the leopard frog, in which it is generally absent. 
Then, the head of the a es form is contained 2.5 times, or less 
than 3 times, in the length of the head and body combined, while 
the common form has it 3 to3.5 times. Furthermore, in the southern 
species the snout is acuminate or pointed and is contained about 1.5 
times in the head, while in the other form the snout is less pointed and 
is contained 2 or more times in the head. This species may reach 
the size of a common meadow frog and occurs in the southern States. 

PickEREL Froc.—The pickerel frog (Pl. ITT, fig. 2), in life has the 
under parts of the legs and belly orange yellow. On either side of 
the back is a broad, low fold of skin. Between these folds there are 
two regular, more or less opposite, rows of dark, squarish spots, 
which occupy far more of the back than the light-brown, ground 
color. Below each back fold the spots are larger and more regular 
than in the leopard frog. The pickerel frog reaches a length of 3 to 
34 inches and is found from the central plains to the Atlantic sea- 
board and from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson Bay. 
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FIG. 1.—SPADEFOOT (SCAPHIOPUS HOLBROOKII). POSSIBLE SPECIES; 

NATURAL SIZE. 

(After Overton. Mus. Brooklyn Inst. Arts and Sci. Sci. Bull., Vol. 2, No. 3.) 

FIG. 2—COMMON TOAD (BUFO AMERICANUS). 

POSSIBLE SPECIES; NATURAL SIZE. 

FIG. 3—WOOD FROG (RANA SYLVATICA). 

POSSIBLE SPECIES; NATURAL SIZE, 
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WESTERN SPECIES.@ 

The western species are somewhat confusing. At present Camp 
(1917) recognizes three species, while Cope (1889) held there were four.? 
The three species are Rana boylii, the yellow-legged frog; Rana pretiosa, 
the western frog; and Rana aurora (both aurora and draytoni), the 
so-called ‘‘western bullfrog.” 
Yettow-LeceeD Froc.—The yellow-legged frog has the ear or 

tympanic region not darker than the rest of the head, possesses no 
red in its coloration, and has the fold along the upper lip colored like 
the rest of the body. These creatures are 24 to 34 inches in length 
and occur in California. They have been less used for food because of 
their skin secretions. 
WesTERN FRoc.—In the western frog the hind leg, when brought 

forward along the body, has the inner angle of the bent heel reaching 
to the eye or nostril, but never beyond. The back and top of the 
head has prominent, inky-black spots. This species attains a length 
of 3 to 4 inches and extends from Nevada and northern California 
throughout Oregon and Washington to Alberta and east into Mon- 
tana, Wyoming, and Utah. 
“WESTERN Buiirroa.’’—The “western bullfrog” (Pl. II, fig. 2), 

unlike the western frog (R. pretiosa), has no inky spots on the 
back and top of the head, and the heel reaches to or beyond the 
nostril. These creatures may have their skin very smooth (aurora) 
or roughened (draytoni), have the lateral folds of the back indistinct 
(aurora) or prominent (draytoni), possess unspotted or dotted backs (aurora) or have regularly placed, light, centered spots (draytoni), e medium, 3 inches long (aurora), or large, 4 inches (draytoni). fies ‘western bullfrog” extends from Puget Sound to Lower Cali- ornia. 
These last two forms, the western frog and the “western bullfrog,” usually have the tympanic region darker than the rest of the head, red often present in the coloration, and the fold along the upper lip usually white or lighter than the rest of the head. 

POSSIBLE MARKETABLE SPECIES (PL. IV), 

There are several species of true frogs which are smaller, such as the wood frog and its relative, the northern wood frog; the mink frog (Rana septentrionalis) of extreme northeastern United States and Canada; the carpenter frog (R. virgatipes) of New Jersey and the Carolinas; or the jocal and rare gopher frog (2. xsopus) of Florida. ie will, doubtless, never become feasible to use these species in frog 
culture, 

The wood frog (Pl. IV, fig. 3) is either light or reddish brown above, with a darker brown streak or mask on either side of the head. Underneath it is a glistening white. The northern wood frog is like the wood frog; but the length of the hind leg to the heel does not exceed the combined length of the head and body, while in the 
a The author is indebted to Charles Lewis Camp’s “Notes on thesystematic status of the toads and frogs of California ”’ (University of California Publications in Zoology, vol. 17, No. 9, pp. 115-125, Feb. 3, 1917, University of California Press, Berkeley) for most of what follows on the western forms. The author al + ne SL rae from the Pacific coast collected by Profs, J.C. Bradley, W. A. Hilton, A. C, Chandler, ans 1€ writer. 
> Cope, E. D.: The Batrachia of North America, U. 8. National Museum Bulletin No, 34, 432-447 Washington, 1889. 
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wood frog it does. The mink frog, like the bullfrog, has no fold of 
skin on either side of the back, one joint of the fourth toe is free of 
web, and the male has the eardrum larger than the eye. This form 
is small, the body being from 2 to 3 inches in length. The mink frog 
is light olive with irregular spottings on the posterior back and sides, 
with the hind legs spotted or banded. The carpenter frog has no 
lateral folds, two joints of the fourth toe are free, and the animal is 
brownish, with four yellowish or golden-brown, longitudinal stripes 
on the back. The under parts are yellowish white, with alternating 
dark and light stripes on the hind legs. The gopher frog, unlike the 
pickerel and leopard frogs, has a hind leg to heel length shorter than 
the total length of the head and body and has its spotted dorsal skin 
also quite warty. 

The spadefoots (Pl. IV, fig. 1),* with vertical pupils and sharp spades 
on their hind feet, are almost large enough to be of value in the mar- 
ket, but are uncertain in habits. The toads (P1.IV, fig. 2), with paro- 
toid glands just back of the eye and with warty skins, may some day 
serve as food, though a greater prejudice will have to be overcome 
than in the case of the frogs. 

UNDESIRABLE SPECIES. 

The tree frogs, with no parotoid gland back of the eye and 
with disks on the fingers and toes, comprise most of this class. 
The males of these creatures can always be told from true-frog 
males, because the area under the chin is always colored darker 
or differently from the rest of the under parts, while true frogs 
rarely have such a coloration. Rarely a male green frog or other 
species may have a yellow or another color under the chin, but it 
is not sharply indicated, as in the tree frogs, and does not appear 
discolored. 
Common among these tree frogs are some with small disks and a 

length of 1 inch or less; namely the cricket frog (Acris gryllus) with a 
triangle between its eyes, webbed feet, and prominent, alternating, | 
dark and light longitudinal bands on the back of the thighs; and the 
swamp cricket frog (Pseudacris) with webs small or absent and with 
a more or less smooth skin. 

The tree frogs proper, with large disks, are several in number, of 
which the peeper, the tree toad, the Carolina tree frog, the Florida 
tree frog, the Pacific tree frog, and the southern tree frog are most 
common. None reach much beyond 2 or, at the most, 24 inches 
in length. The brownish and smooth peeper (Hyla crucifer) (Pl. 
XXII, fig. 16), is recognized by an X-shaped mark on its back. The 
tree toad (H. versicolor) (Pl. XI, fig. 3) of the eastern United States 
is grayish brown or green; is rough of skin; and has a light spot below 
the eye and a network of dark and yellow on the posterior part of the 
thighs, while its relative of the southwest (H. arenicolor) has no net- 
work on the thighs. The tree toad of the piney woods (4. Mies 
has the posterior surface of the thighs, with round yellowish or 
white spots, but not a reticulation or network. The Carolina tree 
frog (H. cinerea) is grass-green above, with a straw-colored stripe 
along the side of the head and body, while H. evittata of Maryland 
and Virginia has no such stripe. The green of Anderson’s tree 

a See footnote, p. 22. 

————— 
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toad (H. andersonii) is bounded beneath by a white line and this by 
a purplish brown or purple color. The Florida tree frog (H. gratiosa) 
of Florida and Georgia, the largest (24 inches long) of all our tree 
frogs, has many roundish spots on its dorsal surfaces and very large 
disks. The Pacific tree frog (Hyla regilla) and the southern tree frog 
(H. squirella) have the thighs with no particular color pattern, are 
not pure green on the back, like the Carolina tree frog, and have the 
body not so slim as in this form. One occurs on the Pacific coast and 
the other in our southern States. 

Our narrow-mouthed toads, unlike the true frogs, have no teeth in 
the upper jaw, are never 2 inches in length, have the eardrum hidden, 
and possess a peculiar fold of skin on the top of the head. 

CULTURE OF FROGS. 

BREEDING HABITS. 

Those frogs which appear in the early spring usually begin croaking 
at once on proceed to pair and ovulate with little or no intervals 
between appearance and egg laying, while those which appear last 
wait for longer periods between emergence and croaking and between 
croaking and ovulation. It has been much in vogue to say of many 
species that they breed ‘‘in early spring,’ but many of our forms of 
which this has been said do not breed until summer. The males in 
many cases resort to the breeding grounds before the females, and 
the females may wait until their eggs are mpe before they enter the 
water. Or, as 1s the case with some toads, the two may meet on the 
trip to the water and become mated before the destination is reached. 
The croaking or mating male seizes the first female within reach and 
maintains his embrace until the eggs are laid. Sometimes in gre- 
ganjous species six or eight males strive for one female, and often the 
emale is killed. Fertilization comes exactly at the extrusion of the 
eggs or slightly after it. 

At first no envelopes about the eggs are apparent and the egg 
mass may feel soft and sticky. After a few minutes this substance 
absorbs water, and each egg then is revealed to be a spherical body 
closely surrounded by a membrane and by one or two jellylike 
envelopes. (See fig. 1.) Some eggs have only the inner envelope 
resent. This gelatinous substance comes from the oviduct and 
orms, When swollen, the egg capsules, tubes, bands, films, or masses 
to which we are so accustomed. The egg masses (Pls. XIII to XIX) 
are spherical in the wood frog, the pickerel frog, and in some of the 
other true frogs; plinthlike in the leopard frog and southern leopard 
tr08 a spiral m the various toads; a surface film in the green frog, 
bul frog, and tree toad; and a submerged film or mass in the swamp 
cricket frog. In the peeper and cricket frog the eggs are separate. 
The wood, pickerel, and leopard frogs lay their whole complement in 
a short time; the film form of the green frog, bullfrog, and tree frog 
takes longer, the first two maintaining the same position and the 
latter moving about during the process. With the toads and spade- 
foots some time is consumed in laying their spirals or bands. In the 
peeper several hours may transpire before the eggs are all laid. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION. 

The eggs hatch in from 3 or 4 to 25 days, depending on the tem- 
perature conditions. At hatching, the larve have a distinct neck, 
with a prominent head and body. The tail is very small or absent. 
On the ventral side of the head is an invagination or depression 
which is to be the mouth. Behind this comes the ventral adhesive 
disk or disks, which help the little creature to attach itself to the egg 
mass or to hang itself upon some plants. In front of the mouth are 
two deep, dark pits which later become the nostrils. On either side 
of the head appear swellings which become the external gills. The 
eyes do not yet appear. 

As development goes on the external gills appear as branched 
organs, two or three on a side; the eye shows as a ring beneath the 
skin; and the tail grows and presents a middle muscular portion 
where the muscle segments clearly show. This middle part supports 
a thin, waferlike tail fin the parts of which are called, respectively, the 
lower and upper crests. The nasal pit shifts in position and becomes 
the nostril, and the vent opens. The mouth appears, and dependence 
on the yolk of the belly ceases. Soon the external gills begin to dis- 
appear, a lateral flap or fold of skin connects the head with the body, 
and the neck region disappears. Beneath this fold internal gills 
develop. On the left side, the lateral flap does not close completely, 
but leaves an opening, the spiracle. The water passes into the mouth 
over the internal gills and out this hole on the left side. On the 
mouth a membranous, fringed lip, with upper and lower portion, 
comes into being. At the portal are horny jaws or mandibles. 
the upper and lower portions are rows of horny teeth. The eye is 
no longer a covered pigmented ring, but is now at the surface. The 
intestine has become much elongated and coiled. The buds of the 
hind limbs begin to appear. The fore limbs start to develop beneath 
the skin. When the hind limbs have reached considerable size the 
left arm comes out through the spiracle and the right arm breaks 
through the skin. : 

The process of transformation is now on. The tail crests decrease 
in size, and the creature begins to live on its tail; that is, absorbs it. 
The gills vanish, and the lungs begin to serve as the sole respiratory 
organs, if the skin be not considered. The eye assumes eyelids. 
The tadpole mouth fringe, with its horny jaws and horny teeth, is 
discarded, and a true frog mouth begins to appear. The long intes- 
tine becomes wonderfully shortened, and the small frog, with a vestige 
of a tail, is ready to leave the water. ‘This process is termed trans- 
formation or metamorphosis. 

SELECTION OF STOCK. 

Most of the inquiries which the Bureau receives center about 
poe literature concerning frog culture or about the supply of 
»reeding-frog stock, frogs either unmated or mated, eggs, or tadpoles. 
At the present time no supply bureau or hatchery can offer certified 
eggs or tadpoles of a pection ar species, and rarely can mated pairs 
be supplied. Some of the dealers in zoological supplies and some 
hatcheries can furnish frogs and might at certain seasons offer to 
furnish mated pairs. But such, which are paired in captivity, would 
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PLATE V. 

FIG. 1.—HABITAT OF THE LEOPARD FROG; A LARGE CAT-TAIL AND SEDGY 

SWAMP. 

FIG. 2.—HABITAT OF THE PICKEREL FROG; THE BACKWATER OF AN UPLAND 

STREAM. 
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FIG. 1.—HABITAT OF THE GREEN FROG; A PERMANENT POND (FOREGROUND) 

NEAR A STREAM (BACKGROUND). 

FIG. 2.—HABITAT OF THE BULLFROG; A MILL POND FILLED WITH STUMPS, 

FALLEN TREES, ETC, 
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usually be undesirable; they might lay in transit, break the embrace 
en route, or never lay at all, as is generally the rule. A more ex- 
tended discussion of the five or six groups of stock follows: (1) Indi- 
vidual frogs; (2) mated pairs; (3) eggs; (4) tadpoles; and (5) 
transition stages. 

INDIVIDUAL FROGS. 

In many ways it — oe that the easiest and most certain 
method of securing stock would be to begin with the individual frogs. 
To be sure, they are to be found throughout the active period of the 
ear—that is, from the early thaws of spring to the hard frosts of 

fall-dene one must know their breeding season or he may carry them 
almost a year before the first eggs are secured. If the material come 
from a supply bureau, there is no certainty as to the period of previ- 
ous captivity, the amount of freedom the frogs had in such quarters, 
ete. equently it has been found that with the leopard frog, green 
frog, and bullfrog the males were first captured and the females taken 
later, sometimes two or three weeks afterwards. To hold the males 
in captivity or in close quarters tends to reduce their breeding 
woe mh Or, if females be captured just before breeding and be 
rought into the hatchery to await the subsequent capture of im- 

pulsive breeding males, the chances are that in rare cases the female 
may lay without the male, or that, by the time a pair or airs are 
mated in the laboratory or hatchery, one or the other member may 
be weakened, and the pair may continue in the embrace several 
weeks until the death of one or both individuals. In most cases such 
a mated pair proves unfruitful. Over and over again has the writer 
taken gravid females and mated them with captive males or with 
males subsequently taken, and in almost every instance no eggs were 
laid or, if so, they were frequently infertile. 

If, however, the experimenter has a good pond or water inclosure, 
with more or less natural conditions, he might stock it with indi- 
vidual frogs and not encounter the above difficulties so inherent in 
confining frogs in close quarters. If the prospective culturist wishes 
to start with the individual frogs, he must choose or determine what 
species he prefers or what his region offers. At present the four 
principal eastern species for the frog market are “sol wbeseem frog, the 
pickerel frog, the green frog, and the bullfrog. 

If the leopard frog be chosen, the person who purposes to breed 
this species can usually secure enough frogs from the swampy marsh- 
lands (Pl. V, fig. 1), or backwaters and overflow ponds of streams 
in his own neighborhood. The leopard or spring frog appears from 
its hibernation in the muddy bottoms of our marshes and ponds 
when the streams have just freed themselves of ice and the lowlands 
are overflowing. When the temperature of the water reaches 41 
to 50°, they may confidently be expected to appear in num- 
bers. From the middle of March to the middle of April is the 
period in which to expect them to appear for breeding. In early 
spring, whenever a low guttural croaking is heard in swampy 
stretches, it is that of the leopard frog. The croak is wholly iii 
the shrill notes of the peeper and swamp cricket frog or the short 

a The dates of first appearance, spawning, etc., of the commercial species were determined for the latt- 
verdad Ithaca, N. Y., but might well apply for northeastern United States if not for all o1 northern United 
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rattlelike note of the wood frog, all three of which are frogs too small 
to be considered commercially. 

In the shallow water, along the edges of swamps, or on the banks of 
dead streams or backwaters one can find many leopard frogs. In the 
early spring—in fact, at all times during the breeding period—they 
can best be taken at night with an electric flashlight or acetylene lamp, 
lantern, or jack of any kind. Later in the spring the frogs are more 
easily captured during the day. To be sure that the captor has 
individuals of both sexes, he must be able to distinguish them.- The 
male of a leopard frog has the thumb of the fore foot much enlarged 
on the inner edge site has a vocal sac between each ear and shoulder. 
These vocal sacs can be demonstrated by seizing the frog around 
the waist just in front of the hind limbs and alternately squeezing and 
relaxing the pressure. In this way a male will inflate the sacs. 
The ripe females are very gravid and swollen and have no vocal 
sacs and no enlarged thumbs. It seems advisable to have an equal, 
or preferably greater, number of males than females to insure all the 
females being mated. It seems to be the condition at the sexual 
congresses of this species that the males exceed the females in num- 
ber. Of course there is some evidence that a male may mate the 
second time in a season, but this is not fully established. Rehaeotl 
the author has put his captives in close quarters to obtain ame 
matings and then placed the pairs in the pond or inclosure meant 
for the breeding purposes. To keep them mated more than two 
or three days at the most in the laboratory or hatchery may result 
in a long embrace, and this defeats the purpose of the operation. 
If the culturist plans to begin with adult breeders, he can secure 
individuals of this species without great difficulty, because it is so 
gregarious at the time of the breeding assemblies; he will have a little 
more difficulty in locating the smaller gregarious breeder, the pickerel 
frog, and doubtless even a lesser measure of success in the case of the 
more solitary green frogs and bullfrogs. 

It is yet a doubtful question whether the pickerel frog will become 
as important a commercial form as the leopard frog, green frog, or 
bullfrog. It is slightly smaller than the leopard frog, and the acrid 
secretion of its skin may militate against its availability. Whoever 
wishes to experiment with it will not find it in exactly the same 
habitat as the leopard frog. The leopard frog is essentially a frog 
(in its greatest abundance) of the cat-tail swamps, sedgy marshes 
(Pl. V, fig. 1), and grassy overflows (Pl. VII, fig. 1), while the pick- 
erel frog is more often found in sphagnum bogs, marl ponds, 
cold streams, in the shallows of mill ponds, or in the quiet waters 
of bayous (Pl. V, fig. 2), away from the currents of our clear 
streams. It usually appears from hibernation about the same time 
as the toad and later than the leopard frog. When the air tempera- 
tures approach 48 to 58°, Up boa frogs begin to appear and become 
numerous at 58 to 67°. They hibernate in the water, and when it 
reaches 45 to 53° they come out of their winter sleep. In point of 
time this outcoming occurs between March 19 and April 25. The 
croak of the male is low and grating, and usually to the tyro this 
will be a poor guide for their capture. The male is usually smaller, 
darker in color, and with the thumbs enlarged, as in the males of 
the leopard frog. 



U. S. B. F.—Doc. 888. PLATE VII. 

FIG. 1.—HABITAT OF THE LEOPARD FROG AND TOAD; AN OVERFLOW AREA 

OF A STREAM. DRIES UP IN MIDSUMMER. 

FIG. 2.— HABITAT OF THE TOAD AND PEEPER; A SHALLOW MEADOW POND 

WHICH DRIES UP IN MIDSUMMER. 
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FIG, 1—HABITAT OF THE WOOD FROG; A WOODLAND POND. 

FIG, 2—HABITAT OF THE MINK FROG; A BEAVER POND FILLED WITH 

WATER LILIES, DORSET, ONTARIO. 
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The green frog is one of the solitary species. In habitat it is not 
as restricted as the bullfrog. Both occur in swamps, and in our 
deeper, larger ponds and reservoirs. In the smaller ponds and pools 
only the green frog is present. In fact, along watercourses there is 
hardly a small pond (Pl. VI, fig. 1) which can not claim a green 
frog. In the swamps only does the leopard frog exceed it in abun- 
dance. The latter often inhabits the less permanent situations; the 
green frog usually chooses more permanent, deeper bodies of water. 
The green frog starts to appear when the air reaches 54 to 61° and 
uite commonly at 61 to 69°. It also, like the leopard frog, pickerel 
rog, and bullfrog, hibernates in the water and awakens when the 
temperature of the water reaches 46 to 58°. It most assuredly is 
not ‘‘the first species heard in the spring.” In fact, it does not 
begin to croak until a month after its first appearance. Then its 
low-pitched, short ‘‘bass-viol’’ note is very distinctive. The male 
of the green frog also has enlarged thumbs, and, in addition, has a 
ellow throat and a tympanum larger than the eye, while the female 
as a tympanum only equal in size to the eye. This species, being 

solitary, would be hard to secure alive in sufficient quantities for 
breeding purposes unless more effort were expended on its capture 
than it was actually worth. Wherever they are common, as in bi 
mill ponds and small lakes, one might take enough to determine 1 
oie ago frog be the species most desired. They are best taken at 
night. 

Finally, in the East, the bullfrog appears to be the most desirable 
because of its size. One commonly associates the bullfrog with 
marshy bayous, buttonbush swamps, mill ponds (Pl. VI., fig. 2), or 
lakes. They are not, however, as restricted in habitat as some 
texts might lead the reader to infer. The author has found them 
along both upland and lowland streams, in clear brooks which fed 
cold, marly, sphagnum ponds, and along watercourses laden with 
such marshy vegetation as lizard’s-tail, marsh cress, arrowhead, 
ickerel weed, and swamp loosestrife. Rarely Hs have appeared 

in small numbers in temporary or very small ponds, a more jopical 
home for the green frog. Such distribution can ordinarily be ex- 
se by the loss or draining of a former mill pond or reservoir 
abitat near by, and such records are more accidental than normal. 

These frogs seem to prefer mill ponds, hydraulic lakes, reservoirs, 
and kindred bodies of water. The author’s best collecting grounds 
were a clear, glacial lake in a New England kettle hole, with a slight 
suggestion of the sphagnous flora about it; a pond in a clear trout 
brook; a large reservoir for a hydraulic laboratory; a disused mi 
hes and a wooded lake whose shifting water level had made a 
ringe of overhanging dead trees, floating logs, and submerged roots 
and limbs. In every case the shores were more or less wooded, but 
more important are two factors: Shallows where the species can 
transform; and brush, stumps whose roots are at the sive of the 
pond or overturned and driftwood along the banks. 
When the bullfrog comes out, at least seven of the species which 

appear in the spring are entirely or almost finished with their spawn- 
ing. The bullfrog is such a wary form that in some years its presence 
is not suspected until June, when croaking begins. When the air 
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reaches 68 to 75° (certainly 76 to 79°), the appearance of the bull- 
frogs may be expected, provided the temperature of the water bot- 
toms is 57 to 64° or averages 64 to 69°. They are the last frogs to 
appear and come out from May 11 to June 4. They begin to croak 
He two or three weeks after emergence from hibernation. 
When croaking begins, the males often take certain perches in 

which they keep a proprietary interest. About one pond the author 
once located seven such places, each with its possessor, only once 
finding two in one place. The characteristics of the stands can best 
be described by presenting the following list of positions occupied by 
certain frogs in one pond: The first was on a board in water filled 
with brush; another was perched on a log among brush beneath a 
float of a boathouse; the third was on the bank among some limbs 
extending into the water; the fourth was by an overturned stump 
whose roots were partly out of the water and partly submerged; the 
fifth was among some driftwood along the Aine the sixth was a 
stationary float; and the last was at the base of a tree fallen into the 
ond. At these stands one could have had good success in captur- 

ing the frogs at night. This habit of maintaining perches obtains 
more particularly when the species is not especially numerous in a 
pond or lake. When, however, the numbers of males about a lake 
are numerous enough to make their night croaking seem a real 
chorus, and when they are abundant among the fallen logs and brush 
of the swampy borders of lakes, it is not likely that any one individual 
holds a favorite site to the exclusion of the others. In such places 
one can easily take, in an hour or so, 30 or 40 adults with the aid of 
either flash light or acetylene light. 

If one wishes to secure them by day he may adopt the device of 
the familiar red flannel on a hook or ordinary fish bait. At the 
breeding season one occasionally finds them in grassy situations. 
Here they lie on the surface of the water. One has only to wade 
among them to capture them by hand. At first they may become 
frightened, but soon they reappear. Whenever bullfrogs are hard 
to find or scarce in certain bad seasons let the collector search out a 
former mill pond whose dam is gone, and in the temporary small 
ponds remaining he can frequently find the frogs in their cireum- 
scribed quarters. 

The males have the first finger enlarged (PJ. XII, fig. 4) and enlarged 
tympana. They begin croaking 15 to 30 days before actual spawning 
takes place. In some ponds the males are very much in evidence. In 
one Tale when the bullfrogs were laying freely, as many as 10 males 
were found within a space of 8 feet. Here among the dead branches 
of overhanging elderberry bushes (Pl. XIII, fig. 1) they were hidden 
because of the dense mat made by the shrubs. At this time in midday 
the author had no difficulty in capturing, by hand, in half an hour, some 
25 males, while only three or four females were observed. This was in 
the middle of June. Later in the season the females appear more in 
evidence. Doubtless these easy captures of a supposedly shy form 
were naturally due to the fact that it was their breeding season. 
The author is, however, coming to believe that this species is as ges 
of capture as any other large frog. Even after a bullfrog has lett 
the water’s surface one may capture it while it is swimming beneath 
the water, for it is very slow as compared with some of the other 
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FIG. 1.—HABITAT OF COUCH’'S AND HAMMOND'S SPADEFOOTS AND OF TWO 

TOADS (BUFO WOODHOUSI!I AND BUFO COMPACTILIS), SIERRA BLANCA, 

THEA, 

FIG, 2 HABITAT OF THE SOUTHERN BULLFROG; OVERFLOWED AREA AND 

TANGLED SWAMP OF A CLEAR SOUTHERN STREAM, THEODORE, ALA. 
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PLATE xX. 

FIG. 1—HABITAT OF THE CRICKET FROG; A SHALLOW GRASSY AND SEDGY 

MEADOW POOL, DINWIDDIE, VA. 

FIG. 2—HABITAT OF THE DESERT TREE TOAD (HYLA ARENICOLOR) AND OF A 

TOAD (BUFO PUNCTATUS); A ROCKY CREEK IN A DESERT MOUNTAIN PASS, 

DRAGOON, TEXAS PASS, ARIZ. 
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forms. If one wish to stock his inclosure or ponds with adults, let 
him do it by the first of July, or preferably by June 1. 

The southern bullfrog is one of the common forms of the deep- 
wooded swamps and of the water-lily-filled watercourses of such 
areas and is often called the swamp bullfrog. Equally frequent is 
it in the vast, open, swampy stretches or “‘prairies” of the Ever- 
glade, Okefinokee, and other famous southern swamps. The bright 
green and yellow of the under parts make it very conspicuous when 
in hand. Often these creatures will not dive until within an oar’s 
length, but in the main this species is a shy form. Occasionally the 
author has taken them when visiting trap lanterns in aquatic situa- 
tions. 

The southern leopard frog is similar to the common leopard frog 
in habitat, mating, and general habits. 

MATED PAIRS (PLS. XI AND XII). 

Some articles on frog culture advocate stocking the suitable wa- 
ters with a sufficient number of mated pairs of mature frogs. To 
the writer the main consideration in using individual breeders or 
mated pairs is that it positively proves to the beginner the identity 
of the species with which he is stocking his waters. Heretofore the 
most creditable published attempts with eggs or tadpoles taken 
afield leaves one with the impression that the experimenter was not 
absolutely sure whether he had good or worthless species. If mated 
pairs be the starting point, avoid pairs mated in captivity by some 
one other than yourself, for you do not know their period of cap- 
tivity. If mated by the person concerned within one or two days 
after being taken in the field, return them to the out-of-door envi- 
ronment at once. The only sure source of fertile pairs is the field- 
mated pairs. The writer finds that in at least nine different species 
of frogs the pairs captured afield usually remain mated, no matter 
how long the journey to the laboratory or hatchery or pond, how- 
ever roughly handled, or however hot the glass jar (not advisable) 
became from sun exposure. If they broke apart on the trip, they 
soon resumed mating and seldom released ebeic hold when trans- 
ferred from aquarium to aquarium or from pond to pond. 
When mated pairs are secured in the field, one can reasonably 

expect them to ie the following night or the next day unless the 
temperature of the water drops suddenly. Rarely a pair may wait 
several days before ovulation. The prospective frog breeder can 
identify his material by the mode of embrace. All of the four prin- 
cipal commercial eastern frogs belong to the true-frog (Rana) group, 
in which the male holds the female behind the forearm with eat 
aierened to the breast of the female (PI. XI, figs. 1 and 2). This is 
the so-called poole. embrace, and any mated pair with pectoral 
embrace found after April 25 is almost positively one of the four 
principal marketable eastern species. Before April 25 the wood frog 
pairs might be taken; but if the characters of this species already 
described are remembered, no mistake will be made. 

DestraABLE spectes.—Of the four principal marketable eastern 
aRectee the mating of the leopard frog is easily the most familiar. 
This species is not restricted to night courtship, although most of it 
occurs at this time, and more mated pairs can be secured at night with 

35286°—21——18 
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a light than in the daytime. One can frequently observe the mating 
behavior of this species during the day, if he can discover a spot where 
the species has already begun ovulation. The author has taken most 
of his mated pairs under such conditions. Before they are mated the 
males may be heard croaking at the surface. Occasionally when 
wading through an area in which eggs are numerous, one hears croaks 
which at first puzzle him; they come from the mated and mating 
frogs beneath the water and often reveal the position of the game on 
the bottom. At such times, one finds several males and gravid 
females about and under sticks. More rarely, the pairs appear at 
the surface. The period of mating begins April 1 or before, but the | 
bulk of it does not come until the middle of April; it continues for 
about three weeks, extending to the first or middle of May. 

Like the leopard frog, the pickerel frog is gregarious at the breeding 
time and often gathers in small, restricted areas for egg laying. ‘This 
facilitates its capture. The beginning of mating usually comes the 
last week in April, the earliest record being April 5, the average 
April 23. This species mates by day or night. The author has seen 
very vigorous matings at all times of day. Often, within a smal! area 
6 feet square or less, one can find 12 to 15 pickerel frogs mating or 
pairs in egg-laying positions. The mating places are often, but not 
always, in shallows. Along one shore, within a short stretch, the 
author has counted 20 or more frogs actively mating, to say nothing 
of those in the water. In one instance, in a space 3 feet square, 
were 21 unmated males, 5 mated pairs, and 8 fresh egg masses (rep- 
resenting 16 more frogs). Usually with most of the frogs, mated 
pairs, captured in the field, laid the night of the same day of their 
capture, but the rule did not always hold true with the pickerel frog; 
in fact, it seemed the exception. To find pairs of pickerel frogs 
which had mated in the laboratory waiting two or three days before 
ovulation was not surprising, but frequently pairs from the field 
waited from two to five days before laying. ith two instances in 
different years (one, in an early season, the other in a late season) 
the eggs were laid after remaining in the embrace a week. In 1912 
a pair continued in the embrace two weeks before ovulation. This 
delayed deposition makes the pickerel frog less desirable than the 
leopard frog. 

The green frog is a solitary species. This habit makes it difficult to 
capture mated pairs in the field. One might better begin with the 
eges or tadpoles or adult breeders. ‘The mating is more active at 
night than by day. It does not begin before the latter part of May. 
With captive individuals it has been noted as early as May 22. The 
interval between first croaking and actual mating may be considerable. 
In his night collecting the author not infrequently located places 
where a male might be found croaking several nights in snccession. 
Egg masses have subsequently been recorded in such spots so often 
that it has been found a good plan to keep such localities in mind 
when searching for eggs by day or night. About such masses the 
original or other males are afterwards frequently found for varying 
periods. In fact, many have been captured in this way. 

The bullfrog is as shy as the green frog, and only about places 
where they are abundant could one ever hope to capture an appre- 
ciable number of pairs. 
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FIG. 1.—GREEN FROGS. EARDRUM NORMAL IN FEMALE, EN- 

LARGED IN MALE. 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 

FIG. 2.—LEOPARD FROGS. PECTORAL EMBRACE. 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 

FIG, 3.—TREE TOADS. AXILLARY EMBRACE. FIG. 4.—COUCH'’S SPADEFOOTS. 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) INGUINAL EMBRACE, 
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The author found the southern bullfrog at the breeding season in 
the swampy tangles of buttonbushes and white alders, where the 
water was waist deep and the bushes 8 to 12 feet high. In southern 
Alabama he recorded croaking males as not uncommon in over- 
flowed areas and swamps (PI. IX, fig. 2) of clear streams, especially — 
if overgrown with a thick mat of cat briars (smilax) and arrow 
arums. In the main their croakings consist of four or five notes 
and are wholly unlike the call of the northern bullfrog. To some 
eople there is something of the human voice in their call; to others 

it sounds like an alligator. If the ventriloquial males be in tangles 
they are hard to discover. ‘These croaking males may also occur 
along the deep-wooded, overflowed banks of southern rivers. The 
males have the eardrums enlarged (see green frog, Pl. XI, fig. 1) 
and the first finger swollen. (See bullfrog, Pl. XII, fig. 4.) 

PossrsLe Species.—At all seasons, except the breeding time, the 
wood frog is silent and retiring. In water at the spring congress they 
are difficult of approach. At ordinary approach the best one can 
hope for is only a series of surface ripples. Such assemblies may not 
last more than a day orso each year. Anywhere from 50 to 200 males 
have thus been observed floating at the surface. The scene resembles 
a small toad assembly, in which there is the same scrabbling and zeal 
of mating. They disappear simultaneously on seeing anyone, and 
on going through the pond a minute later one would wonder where the 
200 males could be, to say nothing of the females. At the approach 
of the breeding season the males have the thumb much wollen and 
the webbing in the hind feet with margin convex, not concave, as in 
the females at all seasons and in males at other seasons of the year (Pl. 
XII, figs. 1 and 2). The period of mating has begun in some years 
as early as the middle of iNiioct and may rarely extend to May 1. 
The species is customarily at the height of sexual ardor the last week 
of March or the first week in April. They mate to some extent by 
day, but more frequently during the night. 

n the common toad the males are noticeably smaller than the 
females, have dark throats, and at the breeding season possess dark- 
brown excrescences on the inner upper side of the first. two fingers 
(rarely on the inner edge of third finger) and on the inner carpal 
tubercle. Both sexes repair to the water about the same time. 
The migrations begin early in April, but the toads have been recorded 
migrating to breeding localities as late as June 14, by which date 
many of the early breeders are leaving or have left the ponds. 

The males far outnumber the females, and the furious actions 
incident to the first meetings of the two sexes, or following the ar- 
rivals of other toads, are long sustained and exhausting. The male 
embraces the female by digging its forearms into the axilla of the 
female, the fore fingers of the male being folded up. (See tree toad, 
Pl. XI, fig. 3). In this way it is clearly seen how the dorsal horny 
excrescences of the first three fingers of the male come into use. 

In the west and southwest six species of toads may continue to 
breed as late as July or August, dependent on the rains, and in each 
eeee the male has the same kind of excrescences on the fingers and 
the same form of embrace as already described for the common toad. 
Because of their greater size two of these six might be of more com- 
mercial importance than our common toad, They are Bufo wood- 
housvi and &, alvarius. 
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The hermit spadefoot toad ¢ appears suddenly after prolonged rains 
in April and May or sometimes June or July. At the breeding season 
it is fond of sprawling out on the surface of the water as a wood frog 
does; and it is from this position that it croaks. This species gathers 
in large breeding assemblies like toads, and the matings are as 
spirited. The male seizes the female just ahead of the hind legs 
(inguinal fashion), a form of embrace not known in any other Ameri- 
can forms except in the narrow-mouthed toads and possibly Ascaphus 
true, of Washington. 

The same form of embrace (PI. XI, fig. 4) and dependence on rains 
seems to hold true of Couch’s and Hammond’s spadefoots of the south- 
west and west, where the writer has observed their breeding habits. 
In these regions, after long droughts} these creatures and other 
species of toads at night almost literally pour down from the moun- 
tains or in the desert to any temporary streams (PI. IX, fig. 1), pools, 
or ‘‘tanks,” and their strange choruses can sometimes be heard from 
one-half to a mile away. The croaks of the Couch’s spadefoot 
are given from the edges of swift-flowing, temporary streams or 
ponds and resemble the mewing of a cat. The males of Hammond’s 
spadefoot float more or less on the surface of the water and, like the 
hermit spadefoot, dip the posterior portion of the body as they croak. 
Sometimes when both species are breeding in the same place at the 
same time cross embraces between the species ensue. 
UNDESIRABLE Species.—In the undesirable species such as tree 

frogs, like the peeper and tree toad (Hyla), the cricket frog (Acris), 
and the swamp cricket frog (Pseudacris), the mating embrace is 
axillary (Pl. XL, fig. 3), and any mated pair with such a form of em- 
brace is an undesirable species, unless it be the possible form, the toad. 
The narrow-mouthed toads (Gastrophryne) have the inguinal form 
(Pl. XI, fig. 4) of embrace, and no desirable form normally mates in 
this way. The possible form, the hermit spadefoot (Scaphiopus) 
does mate in this manner, and sometimes a weakened male toad 
(Bufo) with normal axillary embrace or a weakened male frog (Rana) 
with normal pectoral embrace may seize a female just ahead of the 
hind legs (inguinal fashion) in leu of the normal embrace, 

EGGS. 

Several experimenters have suggested that to rear frogs for the 
market one could best start with eggs easily procured in nature. 
This apparent ease, however, has often led people to work with un- 
desirable stock; and even some of the experimenters themselves have 
not been absolutely sure to which species of frogs the eggs belonged. 
With certain precautions as to the identity of the material, it is a 
convenient point at which to begin the work. It is, however, highly 
essential that one know the undesirable frogs and their aa 
tree frogs, swamp cricket frog, peeper, cricket frog, and the large 
tree frogs; the narrow-mouthed toad; and the oak toad; and also 
the possible forms—the wood frog, other smaller frogs, the toad, and 
the spadefoot. 
DesIRABLE Specres.—lIn the early spring the leopard frog is the 

second true frog to begin ovulation. It prefers cat-tail swamps 

a Overton, Frank: Long Island fauna and flora. The frogs and toads. Museum, Brooklyn Institute of 
Arts and Sciences. Science Bulletin, vol. 2, No. 3, pp. 28-30. The author wishes to thank Dr, Overton 
and the Brooklyn Museum for the generous loan of P1. IV, fig. 1, and Pl. XVIII, fig. 4. 
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FIG. 1.—A SURFACE FILM OF BULLFROG EGGS ATTACHED TO THE TIPS OF 

ELDERBERRY BUSHES. 

FIG. 2.—AN EGG AREA OF LEOPARD- FIG. 3.—A SURFACE FILM OF GREEN- 
FROG EGGS, THE EGG MASSES ON FROG EGGS AMONG VEGETATION. 

THE BOTTOM OR ATTACHED TO 
VEGETATION. (After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No., 197.) 
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(Pl. V, fig. 1), marshy expanses of other types, grassy overflows 
(Pl. VII, fig. 1), and shallow, dead streams. In other situations than 
these it breeds sparingly. In some places it begins laying before 
April 1, and the period of ovulation may extend to May 15. In 
general, when the air temperature reaches 43 to 48°, and certainly 
when it averages 51 to 55°, the leopard frog begins spawning. The 
temperature of the water varies from 43 to 45° at the beginning of 
breeding to 50 to 65° at its crest. The leopard frog may lay at any 
time of day, even at noon, but more frequently it spawns at night. 
Leopard frogs have a tendency to congregate in large numbers and 
often 40 or more bunches of eggs are recorded within small circum- 
scribed areas (Pl. XIII, fig. 2). At such times, when an area is ap- 
roached, the mated pairs often seek cover under the bunches which 
ave already been laid. 
The egg masses of the leopard frog may be attached to submerged 

cat-tails, twigs, sticks, grass, etc., or as often may rest on the bottom 
unattached. Several times the water’s surface has been observed to 
be so low that the tops of the bunches appeared at the surface. The 
bunches of eggs occur in the open, unprotected, marshy expanses, 
or in overflows where the edges and bottoms have’ plenty of grass. 
One will often find the egg masses interspersed with alge and dead 
leaves, which so fill the shallows that the bottom can not be seen. 
As a rule, the leopard frog tends to seek shallower water and more 
swampy localities than the wood frog. The egg mass at ovulation 
is 1 or 2 inches in diameter. After it has expanded it is plinthlike 
or flat, the greater diameter varying from 3 to 6 inches, the smaller 
from 2 to 3 inches (Pl. XIV, fig. 2). The eggs of this species might 
be confused with those of the wood frog, which lays during the same 
period. The differences between the two are elaborated under the 
wood frog (p. 28). Under normal field conditions the eggs hatch in 
from 13 to 20 days. 

The southern Lgtoad frog, as well as the northern leopard frog, 
breeds normally in the spring, and hence is called the ‘‘spring frog,” 
but eietetally its breeding period may extend until July 4, or 
later, after the first eggs of the species are hatched and the tadpoles 
transformed. 

The egg mass of the southern leopard frog is plinthlike (Pl. XVIII, 
fig. 2), and the individual eggs are hardly distinguishable from those 
of the northern form. These masses may occur attached to vegeta- 
tion along the quiet side shallows of streams or unattached upon 
the bottoms of pools, or they may be laid in swampy situations. 

The pickerel frog, as far as the recorded situations show, seeks 
clear water, and, in the main, is usually found in the upper stretches 
of our clear streams. It frequents ponds heavily laden with dead 
leaves of quiet backwaters (Pl. V, fig. 2). The eggs are frequently 
found in the shallows of mill ponds, rocky holes of ravines, or low- 
land pools of wide, meandering streams. The bulk of egg laying 
occurs during the last week in April and the first week of May. 
Usually the period extends from April 23 to May 15. One may 
expect this species to begin laying when the temperature of the air 
reaches 50 to 61° and most certainly when 65 to 69° are recorded, 
provided the temperature of the water is 51 to 64°. 

The eggs of the ie ah frog are almost invariably submerged 
and attached to sticks, twigs, or tufts of grass stems. The species 
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usually seeks the shallows for egg laying, although not exclusively. 
Almost every year some egg masses are found in the middle of 
ponds where the water is 3 feet deep or more. It tends to lay in 
special areas (Pl. XVII, fig.3), as do the wood frog and the leopard 
frog. At one time, in an area 3 by 3 feet, 18 bunches were depos- 
ited. In another spot of the same dimensions 31 bunches were 
found. All of these areas gave excellent illustrations of the placing 
of bunches one upon another. The greatest number of bunches 
observed upon one support was a case in which 7 were noted. 
Quite frequently on one tuft of grass, or on a stick, one finds one 
or more farickies of eggs of the spotted salamander, a bunch of 
leopard frogs’ eggs, and as many as two bunches of pickerel frogs’ 
eggs immediately above them—seldom below, because laid later. 
At the time of deposition a bunch may be 1 to 2 inches in diameter, 
but it soon expands to 34 or 4 inches. It is usually firm and globu- 
lar (Pl. XV, fig. 3). The egg complement of the pickerel frog 
may be from 2,000 to 3,000. The bright yellow or orange lower 
and the brown upper halves of the eggs of the pickerel frog make 
them the most easily distinguishable of all our true frogs’ eggs. In 
nature the eggs may hatch within 11 to 21 days. 

The green frog begins ovulation in the late spring or early summer, 
the extreme dates ‘being May 23 and August 10. When the air 
temperature reaches 65 to 74°, or the temperature of the water 
surfaces 68 to 76°, the green frog may be expected to begin breed- 
ing. Surface temperatures are probably very influential in con- 
trollimg the breeding habit, because of the position of the eggs after 
they are laid. When the air temperature reaches 80°, the species 
breeds commonly. During June and the first part of July the eggs 
of this form are very common; thereafter they diminish in numbers 
until the last of July or the first of August, when a few stragglers 
deposit the last eggs of the breeding season. This species lays 
mainly at night, but the author has twice seen it laying during the 
day. 

The mass of the green frogs’ eggs floats on the surface of the water. 
The typical form (Pl. XV, fig. 2) is a disklike film of a single 
layer of eggs, loosely attached or free. The eggs have the upper 
halves black and the lower halves white or creamy white. They 
may be found in the middle of the Lee where it is filled with a 
cover of algz at the surface, or with hornwort, water milfoil, Chara, 
Nitella, or similar water plants, which make a mat of vegetation 
from the bottom to the surface, or where isolated patches of grass, 
water plantain, etc., grow in the middle of a pond. Usually, with- 
out such conditions, the masses occur about the edges of the pond 
(Pl. XIII, fig. 3), attached to grass, smartweed, etc., either growing 
in or extending into the water. In 100 or more cases hardly an 
exception to the surface deposition has been noted, but a few appar- 
ent exceptions have occurred. One egg complement was found in a 
somewhat scattered mass on leaves and twigs partially submerged. 
In another instance some of the complement was at the surface 
and the rest in water 4 to 6 inches deep. Inasmuch as such masses 
were found some time after deposition, a rise in the level of the 
pond could easily have brought about this anomalous condition. 
Another variation in the location of the egg mass is occasionally 
recorded. The mass may be attached to grass stems, the point of 
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FIGS. 1 AND 2,—FORM OF EGG MASSES. 

1, Egg masses of wood frog, both masses globular; 2, egg mass of the leopa 
frog, mass plinthlike, not globular. (After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 
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FIGS. 1 TO 3.—FORM OF EGG MASSES. 

1, Egg mass of the swamp cricket frog, several such bunches laid by one female; 

2, egg mass of green frog, a surface film among vegetation; 3, egg masses of 

the pickerel frog, globular mass, frequently in tiers. (After Wright, Carnegie 

Publ. No. 197.) 
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attachment being some 4 or 5 inches below the surface of the water. 
This attachment serves as the apex of an inverted cone, and _ the 
base of the cone spreads out on the surface of the water. This 

_ also may be due to a rise in the level of the water. Rarely a mass 
more than a foot square is recorded. Some of these masses may 
be composite. In a certain pond, where numerous frogs had laid, 
two bunches had been placed so close together as to make a film 
15 by 10 inches. In another case a mass Just as large was secured, 
and the evidences of its double’ nature were even more evident 
than in the preceding instance. 

For several years small isolated packets of eggs were found on 
the water’s surface, distributed in the manner of tree toads’ eggs, 
but without their individual characteristics. They could not have 
been those of the swamp cricket frogs’ eggs, for this species lays 
very early in the spring. At last it was discovered that, as egg 
development went on, the egg masses of the green frog often lost 
their circular disklike form, assumed irregular shapes, and sepa- 
rated into small masses of 25 or more eggs, a natural process due 
to the jelly becoming loose as hatching approached. But the egg 
packets observed were composed of fresh eggs. In those instances 
the wind or strong currents, or both, caused them to float away 
from the original mass. 

The bullfrog begins egg laying at air temperatures of 71 to 72°, 
or at water temperatures of 66 to 71°. On the average, however, 
breeding comes at an air temperature of 80° and at a water tem- 
erature of 70 to 71°. The bullfrog lays the last of June or in July. 
he author’s breeding record for this ie extends from June 16 to 

July 10. Doubtless it begins earlier some years or extends beyond 
July 10 in belated seasons. The writer has taken females with ripe 
ova the last of July. Ovulation usually occurs at night, at which 
time the species is most active. The haltens is a solitary form, 
yet at the height of breeding a mill pond (PI. VI, fig 2) may have a 
dozen or more pairs in it, and some lakes may be well enough sup- 
ee them to furnish the famed bullfrog choruses of June 
and July. 

Usually the egg masses of the bullfrog are found among brush or 
under similar cover (Pl. XVI, fig. 1). The disk form so prevalent 
in the egg masses of the green frog obtains with this species as well. 
Tn one instance the egg mass covered a space of 2 by 24 feet, or 5 
square feet; in a second case, 2 by 2 feet; and in a third, 2 by 13 
feet. The size of these masses is a sufficient criterion for identifica- 
tion, since it is very unusual to find an egg mass of the green frog 
which covers a square foot. The first of these three egg films was 
deposited upon a mass of driftwood and brush, which was at the 
surface; the second was found among some fresh white branches 
that extended into the water from the edge of the pond. In rare 
cases the masses become stringlike, due to shifting water levels. 
One such mass was found attached to the roots of an overturned 
stump in shallow water and another in brush beneath a boathouse 
float. Sometimes bullfrogs lay their films in midpond around 
stumps, or attach the surface egg film to the tips of overhanging 
bushes which extend into the water (PI. XIII, fig. 1). The winds 
often break these films into pieces and distribute them along the 
shores of the lake or pond. The mass is glutinous and is not firm 
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and hard, as in the wood-frog, leopard-frog, and pickerel-frog eggs, 
which are laid earlier in the season. In the last of June and through 
July only one other common frog is breeding; namely, the green 
frog. The green frogs usually deposit their eggs upon vegetation. 
They lay on or among grass, water plants, and alge, or along grassy 
edges of ponds, while the bullfrog almost invariably lays in brush. 
The egg complements of the two species are also different in size. 
The green frog seldom lays more than 3,500 or 4,000 eggs, while the 
bullfrog may lay from 10,000 to 20,000. Usually, the egg of the 
bullfrog has not the distinct middle envelope of salle which is found 
in the green frog’s egg (fig.1, Fand D). Furthermore, this middle 
envelope in the eggs of the green frog often is elliptical, and not round, 
asin the eggs of the leopard and pickerel frogs (fig. 1,@ and B). 
In nature, the eggs hatch in four days or less. 

D 
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A. Egg of common toad in two jelly envelopes or tubes, the inner of which is divided by cross 
partilions. B. Egg of pickerel frog. Inner envelope and egg proper of same size as egg of leopard 
frog (@) but outer envelope smaller. C. Egg of peer The one envelope and the egg proper to- 
gether appear the duplicate of the egg of the tree toad (£) when it is stripped of its outer envelope. 
D. Egg of green frog. Unlike the egg of the bullfrog, it has an inner envelope. LF. Egg of tree toad. 
The outer envelope often ragged in outline. #. Egg of bullfrog. Unlike the other four frogs, it bas 
no inner envelope. G. Egg of leopardfrog. Egg proper black and white, not brown and orange as 
in pickeral frog (B). H. Egg of wood frog. It has the largest egg proper of these eight species and 
larger envelopes than the confusing pickerel-frog (B) and leopard-frog (@) eggs. (After Wright, Car- 
negie publication No. 197.) 3 

F 

Fic. 1.—INDIVIDUAL EGGs (three times natural size). 

The eggs of the southern bullfrog are not known, and we are not 
very familiar with its breeding habits. In Georgia, Florida, and 
Alabama the writer has chanced upon this species in full croaking 
season in June and July. This species is reputed to lay small eggs 
in large masses on or at the surface of the water in the early summer, 
and if this be true the habits of this form are closely similar to those 
of the northern bullfrog. 

Posstste Specres.—The hermit spadefoot toad is one of the 
most erratic and transient of our toads or frogs. It suddenly appears 
after a shower, and egg laying is soon over after an ear-splitting 
chorus of croaking lasting a few days. Breeding usually occurs in 
April but occasionally persists until August. This species breeds 
in quiet pools and ponds (PI. VII, fig. 2). The eggs are enveloped 
in a gelatinous band (Pl. XVIII, fig. 4), the cross section of which 
includes several eggs. In the common toads the eggs occur in one 
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18 INCHES IN MASS OF BULLFROG; A SURFACE FILM 

DIAMETER LAID AMONG DEAD STICKS AND OLD BOARDS. 

FIG. 1.—EGG 

197.) No. gie Publ, ht, Carne (After Wrig 

S ATTACHED TOA TOAD EGG FIG. 2.—A SURFACE PACKET OF TREE- 

POND-WEED LEAF, 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 



FIG. 1—COMMON TOAD EGG STRINGS CURLED ABOUT VEGETATION. 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No, 197.) 

FIG. 2—THE STALKED EGGS OF THE DESERT 
TREE TOAD (2). 

cod. PS ae, 

FIG, 3.—AN EGG AREA OF THE PICKEREL FROG AND TWO MATED 

PAIRS; EGG MASSES ATTACHED TO VEGETATION AND STICKS ON 

THE BOTTOM. 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 
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or two lines or files within one jelly tube. The eggs of the spade- 
foot usually hatch in a very short period. 

While the hermit spadefoot lays eggs in bands like the European 
forms of this family, the spadefoots of the Southwest—namely, 
Couch’s and Hammond’s spadefoots—may strew them on the 
bottom of the ponds. These eggs may be singly placed or be in 
more or less agglutinated masses doomed one egg deep and may be 
laid as late as mid-August. This peculiar arrangement of the egg 
complements may be due to the absence of suitable vegetation, 
since Strecker® has seen Couch’s spadefoots lay egg bands which 
became attached to grass, etc. 

The life histories of several smaller true frogs are unknown. These, 
including Cope’s frog, the yellow-legged frog, and Rana onca, are 
too small to be considered. 

The wood frog usually chooses still water for spawning, rarely 
backwaters or bayous of streams. It prefers the leaf-laden ponds 
(Pl. VIII, fig. 1) and transient pools of wooded districts, though 
not wholly restricted to such localities. Occasionally the author 
has seen the frogs migrating to swampy cat-tail stretches for spawn- 
ing and has both observed and heard them in such situations. Two 
of his best collecting spots were a grassy pool and a high upland 
pond, both of which were out in the open and ordinarily dried up 
in midsummer. In wooded districts he has found them even using 
pools no more than 1} by 4 feet in area. When the air temperatures 
average 53 to 58°, one may go out with some expectation of finding 
the wood frogs spawning, provided the water temperature is at 
least 41 to 48°. Banaieee reaches its height ‘usually at about 53 
to 60°. The average date of spawning is about April 4; the author’s 
earliest record is March 19; fie latest first record, April 14. In 
general, wood frogs spawn most frequently in the first half of April, 
though occasionally earlier or later, depending on the season. In 
some years, when spring opens early, as the last of March, the spawn- 
ing begins with a rush, and the species may be practically through 
laying within from four to six days after the beginning of ovulation. 
Most of the egg complements are laid at night, yet the author has 
frequent instances in which the eggs were laid during the day, both 
in the laboratory and in the field. In the laboratory, they have 
been observed to lay throughout the day; in the field, there have 
been numerous indications that eggs were laid during the day. 
This species is prosarions at the breeding season. Where the first 
bunch of eggs of the season is laid, one is quite certain to find other 
wood frogs depositing their complements later. In this way the 
whole egg content of a large pond may frequently be massed in a 
small limited area (PI. XVIIL fig. 3). 

The eggs of the wood frog may be deposited either near the edges 
or in the middle of the pond. ‘They are usually attached to grass 
stems, weed stalks, twigs, or brush; but, in rare cases, they may 
rest free on the bottom. In this species the egg bunches tend to be 
attached more frequently than in the case of abe leopard frog. In 
rare cases, wood-frog and leopard-frog masses are found on the 
same twig. The egg mass, at the time of laying, may be an inch in 
diameter. Within one-half hour to two hours it assumes a diameter 

# Strecker, J. L.; Notes on the life history of Scaphiopuscouchii Baird. Proceedings, Biological Society 
of Washington, Vol. XX1I, p. 203. Washington, 1908. 
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of 2 or 3 inches. Freshly laid masses are always of a very bluish 
tinge. The eggs are usually found in shallow water, 6 inches to 2 
or 3 feet deep, though occasionally eggs have been in water of a 
greater depth. The eggs of the wood frog are to be confused only 
with those of the leopard frog. In the former, the egg mass is 
elobose (Pl. XIV, fig. 1); in the latter it is plinthlike. In the 
eopard-frog egg, the middle envelope is evident to the naked eye, 
which is not true of the wood-frog egg (fig. 1, G and H). The 
eggs of the wood frog are free, and the outer envelope of each egg 
keeps its spherical form more exactly than in the case of the leopard 
frog, where the eggs are closer together and both they and the outer 
envelopes smaller. The eggs of the wood frog are 3.6 to 5.5 mm, 
from each other, while in the leopard frog the eggs are 2.6 to 3.6 
mm. apart. The two egg masses can be separated easily in the 
field by inverting the mass, thus revealing the lower side of each 
egg. In the eggs of the leopard frog the whiteness of the egg mass 
becomes very apparent, but in those of the wood frog the general 
effect is not decidedly that of whiteness, because of the evident 
encroachment of the black of the upper half upon the lower side. 

The northern wood frog doubtless has breeding habits similar to 
those of the eastern wood frog. 

The life history of the common toad will serve well enough as an 
example of the life histories of our more common toads. At thespawn- 
ing season hundreds of pairs may be recorded laying at one time; 
and in one instance 10 pairs were secured within an area 1} feet 
square. Any water hole, ditch, or transient pool may contam one 
or more toads at this season. They seemingly prefer the shallower 
waters and are apparently not particular whether it be grassy (PI. 
VII, fig. 2), weedy, or swampy (Pl. VII, fig. 1), or whether the bottom 
be free or covered with fresh or dead vegetation. So long as water is 
at hand, their main desideratum is met. In choice of a breeding 
spot, then, the toad is easily suited and will use a greater variety of 
localities than any other anuran. This species may begin spawning 
when the temperature of the air is 50 to 51°, but the crest of the 
breeding season is reached at about 70°. Spawning may begin 
when the water temperature is as low as 51° but reaches a maximum 
when the water temperature is about 56 to 66°. The toad begins 
ovulation about April 23, the earliest examples recorded being 
April 5. The crest of ovulation comes about April 30. ‘Thereafter 
the number of spawning pairs diminishes. By May 15 or 20 the bulk 
of the laying is about completed, and by May 20 or 25 nearly all the 
toads’ eggs are hatched. In June there are a few stragglers. In 
rare instances the species lays through July. So, spawning in this 
species occasionally extends far beyond the transformation time of 
the first-hatched toad tadpoles of the season. Egg laying takes 
place both by day and by night. The female toad lays from 4,000 
to 7,000 eggs. The eggs are laid ordinarily in quiet water; it may be 
shallow, but not always so. The eggs are found in pools and ponds, 
artificial or natural, in marshes, Dankiertes ditches, ete. The 
strings may rest merely on the bottom or be twined about vegetation 
or sticks which happen to be near at hand (Pl. XVII, fig. 1). The 
eggs are laid in long, spiral tubes of jelly (Pl. XIX, fig. 2), Each 
eg, with its quadrangular envelope, is incased in two tubes of jelly, 
one tube within the other. (See fig. 1, A.) The hatching period is 
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FIG. 1.—A SURFACE FILM OF TREE- 

TOAD EGGS. 
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FIG. 1—EGGS OF PEEPERS LAID FIG. 2.—TWO EGG STRINGS OF 

IN THE AQUARIUM. THE TOAD; A STRING FROM 

EACH OVIDUCT. 
(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 

(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 
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very short. In general the eggs hatch within from three to five days. 
In colder seasons, the eggs may not hatch until 8 to 12 days have 
assed. 

: UNDESIRABLE SpectES.—The swamp cricket frog, one of the first 
to appear in the spring, lays small bunches of eggs attached to sticks, 
leaf stems (Pl. XV, fig. 1), etc., in every transient pool, pond, or 
ditch, as well as in the swamps. In each bunch are 20 to 100 eggs. 
Usually the bunches are beneath the surface, but the mass is seldom 
over 1 to 14 inches m diameter. The eggs, however, are black on 
the upper half and white on the lower half. Besides, the largest 
individual eggs of this species may be as large as the smallest green 
frog or bullfrog eggs, which, however, are not laid until summer. 
Furthermore, the smallness of the mass enables one to distinguish 
the swamp cricket-frog eggs from any of the desirable frog-egg stock. 

The peeper, together with the swamp cricket frog, makes up the 
shrill chorus from, our swampy situations in early spring. They 
often occur in the same situations as the leopard frog, but the eggs 
of the peeper (fig. 1, C) are laid separately (Pl. XIX, fig. 1), do not 
occur in masses, and are hard to find. Hence there is little danger 
of their confusion with those of the leopard frog, though laid at the 
same time, 

The cricket frog is one of the first forms to appear in the spring and 
according to several authors breeds in March, April, and May or even 
later. Abbott® says the small masses of eggs are attached to blades 
of coarse grass along ditches in the meadows. The writer recently 
found them breeding actively on June 1, They had chosen a shallow 
(1 to 4 inches deep), grassy meadow pool (Pl. X, fig. 1). The eggs 
were attached singly to sedge stems or were strewn singly on the 
bottom. In one or two instances three or four eggs were close 
Dani Many of the eggs were in water not more than an inch 
in depth. ; 

The larger tree frogs, like the common tree toad, Carolina tree frog, 
and the pine wood’s tree frog, lay their eggs from the very last of 
May to July. The color of the eggs is brown on the upper half and 
cream or yellowish on the lower half. On the criterion of color alone 
they might possibly be confused with those of the pickerel frog, 
which deposits eggs, the u per halves of which are brown and the 
lower yellow or orange. ie latter species, however, lays its eggs 
from April 20 to May 20 before the tree frogs begin. Besides, its 
egg masses are spherical, 2 or more inches in diameter, and are found 
beneath the surface of the water. These tree frogs lay at the same 
period that the green frog and the bullfrog do and, as do these, lay 
their eggs in films on the water (Pls. XVI, fig. 2, and XVIII, fig. 1). 
But the bullfrog and green-frog eggs occur in large films 2 to 8 inches 
in diameter, while the tree-frog films areseldom over 1} inches. Occa- 
sionally, the large egg films of the bullfrog and green frog break up 
into smaller films, but then they can be distinguished from the tree 
Poe by the fact that the e g is black above and white below. 

he narrow-mouthed toad is a form whose life history is not wholly 
understood. Brimley” holds that it breeds from May to August, and 

a Abbott, C. C.: Notes on the habits of the ‘Savannah Cricket Frog.’”’ American Naturalist, Vol. XVI, No. 9, p. 707, 1882. 
b Brimley, C. 8.: Batrachia found at Raleigh, N.C. American Naturalist, Vol. XXX, p.501. Phila- 

delphia, 1896. 
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the author’s limited experience with the species suggests that the 
eges are usually laid durmg the spring or early summer. Deckert? 
found their eggs on August 28. The eggs were “laid in oblong, jelly- 
like sheets or flat masses about 14 inches long and 1 inch wide. The 
ege masses contain about 100 to 150 eggs.” 

he oak toad breeds in May and June, most of the egg laying 
doubtless occurring before June 15. The egg string is laid in warm, 
shallow ponds, and many of these eggs or the subsequent tadpoles 
are dried up by the rapid evaporation of the very transient breeding 
pools. The oa string or file is a small edition of the southern toad’s 
na string, the former being much smaller in diameter than the latter. 
A female oak toad may deposit 500 to 600 eggs, while a common toad 
produces 4,000 or more. The eggs of the oak toad are slightly smaller 
than those of the common toad. 

TADPOLES (PL. XX). 

For the average layman the tadpole might prove the easiest start- 
ing point in attempting frog culture: Individual breeders must be 
secured just before mating; to take mated pairs is more difficult; the 
egg period is short and the chances of finding eggs restricted by time 
and the expertness of the seeker; but the tadpoles of some of the best 
species may be had at almost any time, the green frog remaining a year 
in the tadpole stage and the bullfrog two years. There are a few car- 
dinal considerations to be borne in mid: Any large tadpole of the east- 
ern United States found in the ate before May 1 is, so far as we 
now know, either a green frog or a bullfrog tadpole. Usually tadpoles 
taken after September 1, and almost surely after October 1, must be 
of the green-frog or the bullfrog species. Throughout the summer, 
when the other tadpoles are bert? if a tadpole be at least 2 inches 
or more in length, it is generally either that of a leopard frog, pickerel 
frog, or bullfrog, all desirable species. In proportion to their size, 
these commercial frogs have smaller eggs than the smaller species of 
frogs, and, consequently, the period of tadpole development and 
growth to adult form may also consume more time both actually 
and relatively. 

DerstRABLE Sprcres.—The tadpoles of the leopard frog transform 
during the same season in which the eggs are laid. The eggs are 
relatively larger and the size at transformation is smaller than in the 
green frog and the bullfrog. Usually 71 to 111 days elapse between 
egg laying and the change to small frogs, or 60 to 80 days elapse between 
the hatching of the eggs and transformation. The tadpoles of the 
leopard frog are very seldom found after August 15. The distinctive 
marks are: Crests of the tail (aot muscular portion) conspicuously 
lighter than the body, almost transparent, and marked with widely 
scattered fine spots or specks; belly deep cream color with bronzy 
iridescence; greatest length, 3 to 3.4 inches. (See Pl. XX, fig. 4.) 

The pickerel-frog tadpoles change into frogs the same season the 
eggs are laid. The developmental period from the es6 to trans- 
formation consumes from 87 to 100 days; the period from egg 
hatching to transformation 76 to 85 days. The distinctive marks of 
the tadpole are: Tail crests not transparent or translucent, as in the 
leopard frog, but opaque, very fate sometimes almost purplish 

@ Deckert, R. F.: Further notes on the Salientia of Jacksonville, Fla. Copeia, No. 9, p. 1,1914. 
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FIGS. 1 TO 11—MATURE TADPOLES, NATURAL SIZES 

, 2-year-old bullfrog tadpole; 2, 3 to 5 months old bullfrog tadpole; 3, 1-year-old bull- 

r tadpole; 4, leopard-frog tadpole; 5, 1-year-old green-frog tadpole; 6, pickerel-frog 

1 le: 7, 3 to 6 months old green-frog tadpole; 8, tree-toad tadpole; 9, peeper tadpole; 

10, wood-frog tadpole; 11, common toad tadpcle. ‘(After Wright, Carnegie Publ. No. 197.) 
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black, and usually marked with aggregate spots or blotches some- 
what like the green-frog tadpole. In the pickerel-frog and leopard- 
frog tadpoles, in spite of the coppery iridescence on the belly, the 
elongate intestine shows through the skin, while in the green-frog 
tadpole the deep cream color hides the view of the intestine. The 
Ditercl-fros tadpoles never reach 3 inches in length. (See Pl. XX, 
fig. 6.) 
"The sreen-frog tadpole requires one year for growth before it 

becomes a small fully formed frog. The same factors operate for this 
extension of time as in the case of the bullfrog tadpole. The tadpole 
of the green frog, however, has to attain a size slightly more than 
one-half that of the mature bullfrog tadpole, and the larval or tad pole 
eriod is, therefore, one-half as long. The distinctive marks are: 

Pail greenish, mottled with brown; belly deep cream color with very 
little or no iridescence; no round black spots; never over 34 inches 
in length. (See Pl. XX, figs. 5 and 7.) 

The bullfrog tadpole requires two years or more for growth be- 
fore it transforms or becomes a frog inform. This long period of 
development results from several causes, among which are these: 
The eggs are relatively small and are laid late in the season; and 
the larve or tadpoles are hatched in an immature state and have 
to grow to a comparatively large size before they change into small 
bullfrogs; that is, the mature bullfrog tadpole may be three times 
as long as a wood-frog tadpole or twice that of,a pickerel-frog or 
leopard-frog tadpole. Any tadpole over 34 inches in length will 
prove to be that of a bullfrog. The distinctive marks are: Belly of 
a straw or maize yellow color; the body and the tail (except the 
lower crest of fin) with regular round black spots; and fine yellow 
dots all over the body. (See Pl. XX, figs. 1, 2, and 3.) 

PosstsLtgE Specres.—With the exception of the toad, the tadpoles 
of several possible forms are not well enough known to describe posi- 
tively. e toad tadpoles seldom reach more than from 1 to 14 
inches in length. The small size required enables the tadpole to 
develop quickly into the toad form. The period of development 
from the egg to transformation is from 50 to 65 days; from the hatch- 
ing to transformation, 41 to 60 days. The distinctive marks of the 
tadpole are: Body very dark or black (not greenish) in appearance; 
crests of the tail cloudy transparent or aes translucent and not 
high; tail tip often more or less rounded. (See Pl. XX, fig. 11.) 

The tadpole of the wood frog develops in one season; usually the 
period of development from the eggs to transformation extends over 
about 90 days, though the range may be from 61 to 115 days. The 
tadpole period and breeding time of the wood frog coincide with 
those of the leopard frog. The tadpole of the wood frog never 
becomes more than 2 inches long. Like that of the leopard frog the 
belly of the wood frog has a bronzy iridescence, but it is more pinkish 
in the latter along the upper-jaw region, while the wood-frog tadpole 
has a cream-colored line; finally, the mouth of the tadpole of the 
wood frog has three rows of teeth on the upper jaw and four rows on 
the lower jaw, while all the desirable species have two rows of teeth 
on the upper jaw and three on the lower. (See Pl. XX, fig. 10.) 

UNDESIRABLE Specres.—Some of the more frequent tadpoles 
which should be avoided are those of the narrow-mouthed toad, the 
tree toad, the peeper, the swamp cricket frog, and the cricket frog. 
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The narrow-mouthed toad, so far as known, transforms the same 
season during which the eggs are laid. This period was formerly 
considered to be 90 to 100 days, but Deckert’s® captives required only 
16 days from hatching to transformation, an amazingly short period. 
The largest of the tadpoles of this species reach a length of 13 inches 
and are very easily distinguished from those of other species. The 
body is very flat, and the depth of it is contained 14 times in the 
width, while other tadpoles have round bodies; there is no spiracle; 
there are no horny-edged mandibles, and the lower lip of ordinary 
tadpoles is not present, while the upper has either a faint row of teeth 
or none at all. The color of the tadpole is quite conspicuous. On 
the back and sides it is a uniform brown or olive black. Along the 
middle of the muscular part of the tail there is a bright, clear, white 
band one-fourth to one-half inch long. Along either side of the belly 
there is a similar white line, and most of the belly is of this clear 
white. All in all, it is our most remarkable tadpole. 

The known tree-frog tadpoles of this country, with the exception 
of the peeper, have the two rows of teeth on the upper lip and two 
on the lower, thus differing from the desirable frogs which have two 
rows on the upper and three on the lower. Furthermore, the upper 
tail crest (this is also true of the peeper tree frog) extends onto the 
back almost to between the eyes, which are lateral, visible both from 
the back and belly. In the tree-frog tadpoles the eyes are not 
visible from the lower side of the animal, and the tail crest seldom 
reaches onto the back beyond the vertical of the spiracle. 

The common tree-toad tadpole takes about 50 or 60 days for 
development from the egg to the transformed tree toad. Sometimes 
the period may be no longer than 45 days or, in other cases, as great 
as 65 days. These tadpoles can be distinguished at once by their 
long tails, which are 2.2 to 3.5 times the length of the body and 
scarlet or orange vermilion in color, with black blotches more promi- 
nent near the margins of the crests. The belly is conspicuously of a 
white or light cream color, slightly iridescent, and the intestine does 
not show through. These tadpoles reach a length of 2 inches. (See 
Pl. XX, fig. 8.) 

The peeper tadpole may have the rows of teeth two and two, as in 
American tree frogs in general, or some of the tadpoles may have a 
small third goateelike row on the edge of the lower lip. The peeper 
tadpole transforms about 90 or 100 days after egg laying and never 
exceeds 1.3 inches in length. The tail is only 1.4 to 2.1 times the 
length of the body. The tail crests are clear and usually heavily 
igmented with purplish black blotches near the outer edges. (See 
], XX, fig. 9.) 
The ap cricket frog spends about 75 to 100 days in passing 

from the egg to transformation. The tadpole is the darkest in color 
of any tree-frog tadpole; the body is brownish black all over, and the 
back and the upper two-thirds of the muscular part of the tail have 
the same color. The lower third of the muscular portion of the tail 
is whitish. The tail crests are transparent and practically unspotted, 
a character which is distinctive in an adult tadpole. The rows of 
teeth are 2-2, or 2-2 with a slight suggestion of a third lower row. 

—# == $$$ eee 

a Deckert, R. F.: Loc. cit., pp. 1, 2. 
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The tadpole of the cricket frog develops in about the same length 
of time as that of the peeper. The tadpoles of the former transform 
the same season the eggs are laid and seldom exceed 14 inches in 
length. They are larger than peeper tadpoles, have the crests 
blotched like tree-toad tadpoles, but have not the scarlet color of 
these creatures. The conspicuous character is the arrangement of 
coloration on the muscular part of the tail. There are four long 
bands—the first a brown band from body to tip of the tail; above 
this a cream white band, followed by another brown band to tail tip; 
and this surmounted by another short cream white band. There are 
two rows of teeth on the upper lip and three complete rows on the 
lower, as in the case of some of the frogs. 

TRANSITION STAGES (PLS. XXI AND XXI1). 

Many of the attempts at frog culture have consisted in carrying 
eggs through hatching or even in carrying tadpoles through to trans- 
formation; but the efforts have ended at the latterstage. In nature, 
there is always considerable loss of tadpoles particularly just before 
transformation, and hitherto, in captivity, the same trouble has often 
been encountered. Some culturists might, therefore, prefer to begin 
their first efforts with the transformed frogs which have passed the 
critical stage, and thus avoid this large percentage of loss of stock. 
In many ways it is,easier than gathering mated pairs or eggs and 
ought to be almost as successful as the capture with a seine of tad- 
poles or of individual adults at breeding time. At the approach of 
the transformation the tadpoles continually remain in the shallows. 
To be forehanded, a person might pull a minnow seine along such 
an area, particularly if it be somewhat or quite weedy, and obtain 
four-legged stages with the stumps of the tail remaining. These 
complete the tail absorption in a few days and are often easier of 
capture than the spry small frogs along the bank. If one try to 
make the captures immediately after transformation is wholly com- 
pleted, he will have considerable success with leopard frogs and pick- 
erel frogs and often secure 50 to 100 frogs at one time. The aquatic 
forms, the small green frogs and bullfrogs, however, immediately leap 
into the water at one’s approach and never start landward through 
the weit as the young leopard frogs and pickerel frogs so com- 
monly do. 

DesrraBLe Specres.—All of the four principal desirable species 
for the frog market (the leopard frog, the pickerel frog, the green 
frog, and the bullfrog) transform at an average size of 1 to 2 inches, 
while all the possible or undesirable species usually transform at sizes 
below that of 1 inch. Of course, the danger comes in the layman 
mistaking a growing undesirable form for a transformed frog of a 
desirable species; but if he thoroughly learns the cardinal characters 
of the four adult commercial frogs no error should occur, for the young 
frogs are sufficient replicas or duplicates of the adults to make their 
identification easy. 

Most of the leopard-frog tadpoles change to small frogs in July, 
although a few may wait until August before complete transforma- 
tion. ‘The average range of dates extends from June 30 to July 25, 
with the bulk of the transformations occurring in mid-July, the latest 
ones recorded being on August 6. At the approach of transformation 
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the young come out into the open shallows or rest at the edges of 
the ponds in the thick mats of vegetation. If the season has been 
very rainy and the mortality consequently low, a region may have 
almost a plague of small frogs. Then temporary ditches, holes, and 
transient diggings are filled with these creatures migrating from the 
water over the land, and these constitute the so-called rain of frogs. 
This shows the apparent ease with which young transformed leopard 
frogs can be captured at such rare occasions with pitfalls, but ordi- 
narily the operationislesseasy. Ifthe pond about which the frogs are 
transforming have a heavy growth of vegetation the frogs prove 

Ondesirable Spectes: 

Swamp cricket frog 

Peeper 

Narrow-mouthed toad 

Cricket frog 

Carolina tree frog 

Pacific tree frog 

Tree toad 

Posstble Spectes: 

Spadefoat toad 

Common toad 

Wood frog 

Mink frog 

Destrable Spectes: 

Southern leopard frog 
Western bullfrog 

Yellow-legged frog 

Western frog 

Pickerel frog 

Leopard frog 

Green frog 

Southern bullfrog 

Bullfrog 

Cength in tnohes 2 Tl ee ee 25 8 65 4 45 6 6.5 6 668 # 

Fig. 2.—Transformation and adult sizes of frogs. Length of continuous line equals the transforma- 
tion size. Length of continuous and broken lines gives adult size. Adult size determined by largest 
adult in author’s collection. 

difficult of capture and are quickly lost in the weeds; therefore, the 
sure method is to seine the swampy area or pond just before the final 
stage is reached. At transformation a young leopard frog is, on the 
average, 1 inch long, the range of size being 0.75 to 1.25 inches. 
(See fig. 2 and Pls. XXI, fig. 4, and XXII, fig. 6.) 
The southern leopard frog transforms during the last of June and in 

July. The transformed frogs range from 0.75 to 1 inch in length, 
the average being seven-eighths of an inch. (See fig. 2 and Pl. 
XXII, fig. 5.) 

The pickerel-frog tadpoles may begin to transform the last week 
in July, but by far the greater number of larve transform in August. 
Occasionally some tadpoles do not transform until September 1 or 
rarely until October 1. The length at transformation averages 1 

inch; and the range of size is 0.75 to 1.1 inches. What has been said 
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11 12 13 14 

TO 16.—TRANSFORMATION SIZES, NATURAL SIZES. FIGS. 1 

1, Bullfrog; 2, mink frog; 3, green frog; 4, western frog; 5, southern leopard frog; 6, leopard 

frog; 7, pickerel frog; 8, wood frog; 9, narrow-mouthed toad; 10, common toad; 11, spadefoot 

toad; 12, Pacific tree frog; 13, swamp-cricket frog; 14, cricket frog; 15, tree toad; 16, peeper. 

(Photos of 2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 from spirit specimens.) 
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of the leopard frog is more or less true of the pickerel frog. A capital 
lace to secure transformed and half-grown pickerel frogs is along the 

Funke of the headwaters of our clear streams. (See fig. 2 and Pls. 
XXI, fig. 3, and XXII, fig. 7.) 

The newly transformed green frogs vary in length from 1.1 to 1.5 
inches, the average being 1.3 inches. Most of the transformations 
occur in the latter part of June and throughout July. Usually, by 
the first of August transformation for this species is largely, but not 
wholly, completed. In a species which lays from the last of May to 
the middle of August, or later, it is evident that some transformations 
may occur at any time within the same limits. This form spends one 
winter in the tadpole stage and is a year old before it changes to the 
frog form. Of all the commercial forms, this has proved the hardest 
to collect in numbers at the transformation stage. The long period 
of transformation, the smallness of some of the ponds and of their 
green-frog tadpole content, and the shyness of the species make it 
more difficult to secure a quantity of young green frogs than a similar 
number of young bullfrogs. It does not seem at present a convenient 
starting point in the culture of the green frog. (See fig. 2 and Pls. 
XXI, fig. 2, and XXII, fig. 3.) 

The bullfrog tadpole spends two winters as a tadpole. Inasmuch 
as the eggs are small and deposited late in the season (usually the last 
of June or in July), the tadpoles are small when winter arrives. The 
whole of the next season is consumed in growth, and it is not until 
another winter is passed that the larvee begin to approach transfor- 
mation, which usually comes in July—that is, two years after egg 
deposition. More rarely does the tadpole spend a third winter before 
transformation. According to all of our data, transformation occurs 
in July or later. An average of the first dates recorded places the 
beginning of transformation at July 15, The species evidently does 
not begin transformation before July 1, and the period of transforma- 
tion often extends to August 15. In one year, when first recorded 
on July 30, tadpoles were found which would require two weeks more 
before transformation. In another year several were found trans- 
forming on August 20, and a few other tadpoles which appeared as if 
they might transform in October or November or during the next 
season were found. The mature tadpoles begin to come out in the 
shallow waterinearlysummer. Here they hide in the Chara, Nitella, 
hornwort, water milfoil, etc., or they rest beneath the lily pads, pond 
weeds, and other surface plants. Another favorite place of trans- 
formation is among the pickerel weed, arrowhead, and water plantain, 
which afford an overhead cover. Occasionally, around ponds where 
shallows are absent, stumps of trees, fallen logs, and trees fringe the 
edge, and their roots extend out into the water. These are favorite 
transformation sites for the species. At this period they are present 
in hundreds, or even thousands. The transformed individuals present 
a spirited sight as one approaches. They are shy, and long before 
one gets within range start skipping over the vegetation, giving the 
alarm note so characteristic of the species when surprised. Equally 
interesting is it when they occupy perches along the stumpy edges of 
deep ponds. It seems as if a wave of little Ralticocs keeps going 
before one as he skirts the pond. Inasmuch as this species requires 
two years to mature, it might naturally be expected that with vary- 
ing conditions the tadpoles would be of diverse sizes at transforma- 

35286°—21——19 
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tion, due to inequalities of growth. This supposition is borne out 
by observation. In none of the species under consideration is there 
such a range of size at transformation as in the bullfrog, which at this 
period varies from 1.7 to 2.35 inches in length, with an average of 2.1 
inches. (See fig. 2 and Pls. XXI, fig. 1, and XXII, fig. 1.) 
Some of the southern bullfrog tadpoles may transform in the very 

last of May, and the minimum transformation size recorded is 13 
inches. (See fig. 2.) 

PosstBLE SpecrEs.—The toad tadpole is among the first of the 
season to transform. When transformation is taking place, the 
shores of some ponds are black with myriads of little toads, their 
numbers being particularly noticeable when they leave the shores 
and cross near-by roads and streets. Transformation begins the 
last of June and may continue into August and rarely into Septem- 
ber. The author’s earliest record of transformation is June 8. The 
average date is June 21. The size at transformation is small, rang- 
ing from 0.3 to 0.5 inch in length, the average being 0.4 inch. (See 
fig. 2 and Pls. XXI, fig. 8, and XXII, fig. 10.) 

The wood frog usual y begins transformation about July 1. The 
transformation may begin as early as June 8 or extend to August 1, 
and the transformation size varies from 0.5 to 0.85 of an inch, the 
average being 0.6 of an inch. (See fig. 2 and Pls. X XJ, fig. 6, and 
XXII, fig. 8.) 

The hermit spadefoot toad transforms from June to August and 
ranges in size from 0.3 to 0.5 of an inch at the time of transformation. 
(See fig. 2 and Pl. XXII, fig. 11.) 
UNDESIRABLE Species.—The undesirable forms, when full grown, 

are small and the young transformed frogs are also small of size, 
none of them ranging over 0.8 of an inch and most of them having 
an average size of 0.3 to 0.7 of an inch. 

The narrow-mouthed toad tadpole may transform from the middle 
of June to September or October. The average size at transforma- 
tion is 0.5 of an inch. (See fig. 2 and Pl. XXII, fig. 9.) The tree 
toad transforms largely during the last of July and the first of August. 
The size at transformation varies from 0.5 to 0.8 of an inch, the 
average being 0.6 of an inch. (See fig. 2 and Pls. XXI, fig. 5, and » 
XXII, fig. 15.) The peeper tadpole usually begins to transform as 
early as duly 1, although the average date is July 6. The range of 
transformation is from June 12 to August 1, and the range of size is 
0.35 to 0.55 of an inch, the average being 0.4 of an inch. (See fig. 
2 and Pls. XXI, fig. 7, and XXII, fig. 16.) The swamp cricket frog 
usually has finished transformation by July 1 and may transform 
as early as June 1. At transformation the frog is 0.3 to 0.5 of an 
inch in length. (See fig 2 and Pl. XXII, fig. 13.) The cricket frog 
transforms from June 1 to July if the eggs be laid early, or in August 
if the eggs be laidin June. At transformation it averages a greater 
length than the swamp cricket frog, being 0.5 of an inch in length. 
(See fig. 2 and PI. II, fig. 14.) 

RATE OF GROWTH. 

The rate of growth from transformation to the full-grown adult 
condition (ag. 2) is veryimportant. If a frog requires a long period 
to reach adult estate, then such a factor is one item which militates 
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against the species as a desirable frog for cultural purposes; and other 
favorable factors must counterbalance if the species is to be kept in 
the preferred list. If, in nature, two years are required for the bull- 
frog to ie through the tadpole stage and five or six years more to 
reach a length of 6 inches, in order to make its cultivation worth 
while, the dangers and enemies to which it is subjected during those 
seven or eight years must be overcome or reduced, or else the 
numbers of bullfrogs must be increased by careful handling to 
allow for the great losses in the course of their growth. Through 
many years the growth of our food fishes has been observed at cur 
numerous fish hatcheries, but there is next to nothing in the litera- 
ture of this country concerning the growth of frogs. Some authors 
have assumed that if, just previous to hibernation in the fall or at 
the outcoming in the spring, the collector found three or four groups 
of different sizes, these groups had been hatched in as many succeed- 
ing years. There are, however, great variations. A species which 
laid from May to August might, in the following August, include 
some frogs 14 of a year old and some 1 year old. For growth studies 
it is imperative that not only the average and range of transforma- 
tion size, but also the time of transformation, be known; for exam- 
ple, a small frog little beyond the transformation size if found in 

ay must be almost a year old, because rarely, if ever, does any 
frog transform earlier than June. The results which the writer 
presents in the following table are merely tentative conclusions based 
only on measurements of frogs of all sizes collected at random over a 
period of 10 years. 

EstmateD Sizes, RANGE, AND AVERAGE OF CERTAIN FroGs at YEARLY INTERVALS 
or GrowTH, SHOWN IN INCHES. 

Trageteine- 1 year old. 2 years old. 3 years old. 4 years old. 

. Aver Aver : laws anon |AV€F-| panon |AVer- 
Range age Range age, Range age, Range age, Range. age. 

Pickerel frog........ 0. 75-1.1 1.0 | 1.1 -1.75 1.5} 1. 75-2.1 1.875] 2.1 -2.45| 2.3 | 2.45-2.75) 2.6 
Leopard frog........ - 72-1. 25) 1.0 | 1.25-1.75 1.5] 1.75-2.2 | 2.0 | 2.2 -2.5 | 2.35 | 2.5 -3.0 | 2.7 
Green frog...--...... 1.1-1.5] 1.3 | 1.5 -2.05| 1.8) 2.05-2.6 | 2.25 | 2.6 -3,15] 2.85 | 3.15-3.85] 3.5 
Billifrog. 2. fF set 1.7 -2.35] 2.1 | 2.35-2.85) 2.6) 2.85-3.6 | 3.25 | 3.6 -4.4]4.0 | 4.4 -5.2]| 4.75 
Wood frog. 22.6.4 5.. -5 -0.84 62) .84-1.15 1.0} 1.15-1.59) 1.375) 1.59-2.05) 1.8 | 2.05-2.55] 2.25 
LYOO WORM wo oss Sc eee- 56-0. 81 62} .81-1.15 Ke} de dOmksO | 2.870) Us See AO” |acecccseeslawauas 

In most of these forms the frog reaches the breeding condition in 
four years, and in the case of the pickerel frog, leopard frog, and 
reen frog some individuals may possibly breed when 3 years old. 
he bullfrogs which reach 7 or 8 inches in length must require 

seven or eight years for such a growth. In all the forms, a growth 
of an inch a year is unusual, the normal rate being from 0.35 to 0.75 
of an inch a year. The wood frog reaches maturity in four years, 
and the tree toad in three years. In both, the rate of growth is 
apparently about 0.35 inch a year. 

FOOD. 

The food problem is one of the crucial questions in the feasibility 
of frog culture. No very systematic seasonal study of the food of 
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our frogs has ever been undertaken and successfully completed. The 
toad has been quite thoroughly studied throughout its feeding sea- 
son.? The best food investigation of any of our frogs (Rana pijmens) 
covers a very short feeding period from August 8 to 22, w ite the 
food of the bullfrog has aroused interest and some attention because 
of some of its bizarre tendencies. As a consequence, the food of the 
tadpoles, transformed frogs, and adults of our commoner species 
can not be spoken of as positively as would become scientific par- 
lance. A summary of what has appeared will have to suffice until 
comparative studies which are in progress are forthcoming. 

FOOD OF TADPOLES. 

In the earlier days armchair scientists held that the food of a tad- 
pole had to be almost or quite wholly vegetable in nature, because 
of the elongate intestine the creature possessed; but even casual 
observers have noted with what avidity tadpoles assemble around a 
dead fish. The taxidermist knows very well to what a bone-clean 
condition tadpoles reduce carcasses of mammals, birds, or cold-blooded 
vertebrates. Several experimenters in frog culture have maintained 
that they could raise tadpoles on dressed submerged fish or on liver, 
a well-known fish food. These animal tendencies in the diet of an 
apparent vegetarian extend even to the devouring of their own kind 
under stress of unusual circumstances. It must, however, be remem- 
bered that most of this animal food, if not all of it, is dead and immo- 
bile. Seldom do they prey on larger aquatic animals or even on the 
smaller forms, unless these incidentally occur in the food stream which 
is mainly vegetable in character. ‘Their animal-feeding proclivities 
are mainly those of scavengers, and it is therefore hardly correct to 
call them carnivorous or omnivorous, as has been done by some. 
Up to the present time there has been no serious extended examina- 
tion of the food of tadpoles, because of the enormity of the task and 
on account of the previous uncertainty of the identification of the 
frog species to which they belonged. 

FOOD OF TRANSITION STAGES. 

This period when the tadpole changes to a small frog is a critical 
time in the life history of any individual frog and is in many ways 
the most important point of attention for the frog culturist. The 
creature makes a complete change of form, becomes truly carnivo- 
rous, spends some of its life on the banks or in the fields, and there- 
fore can not be expected to adjust itself in an instant to a new exist- 
ence. Dr. Philip A. Munz, who is studying the food of transforming 
and transformed frogs, presents the following preliminary and pro- 
visional summary from his examinations: 

Thus far a fairly representative series of each of the following species of Rana has 
becn studied: R. catesbeiana, the bullfrog; R. clamitans, the green frog; R. sylvatica, 
the wood frog; and R. palustris, the pickerel frog. In each species the same general 
tendencies are evident: 

a Kirkland, A. H.: The habits, food and economic value of the American toad. Hatch Experiment 
Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, Bulletin 46, April, 1897, Amherst, Mass.; also, Usefulness 
of the American toad, U. 8. Department of Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 196. Washington, 1904, 
Garman, H.: Kentucky Experiment Station Bulletin No. 91. 1901. 
Hodge, C. F.: Nature study leaflet. Worcester, Mass., 1898. 
b Drake, Carl J.: The food of Rana pipiens Schreber, Ohio Naturalist, March, 1914, Vol. XIV, No. 5, pp. 

257-269, Columbus, 
 ., 
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(1) The larval alimentary canal is very long, but slightly differentiated in its vari- 
ous portions and filled with ooze and silt scraped up from the objects in the pond and 
containing many species of diatoms, blue-green and green alge of filamentous and 
nonfilamentous forms, small pieces of green plant tissue, and bits of fibers and other 
nondecaying material found in ooze. As yet I have found no tadpoles containing 
animal tissue, but as is generally known, they nibble off small pieces of flesh when 
it is available. Insects, mites, spiders, etc., are quite universally absent from the 
larval food; even the small water crustacea are rarely met with. 

(2) After the fore and hind legs are both in evidence and the horny plates of the 
tadpole mouth are shed, the tail is gradually shortened and the alimentary canal 
shortens to become dilated anteriorly and posteriorly, forming the stomach and the 
rectum, the latter communicating with the cloaca. During this time there is prac- 
tically no food taken in, although the fat in the body cavity is scarcely reduced in 
amount; evidently the material available as the result of the absorption of the tail 
is sufficient. The epidermis is evidently shed often during the absorption of the tail; 
for in many cases, especially in the bullfrog which is large enough for it to be more 
apparent, epidermis is present in the alimentary canal; this tendency to swallow the 
cast epidermis seems quite universal. Occasionally a few algal filaments seem to 
become entangled in it and are then present in the stomach contents. 

(3) After the tail is reduced to a mere remnant with a length of 1 to 2 millimeters 
(0.4 to 0.8 of an inch) and the mouth has increased to several times its former size, 
the alimentary canal has become from one-sixth to one-tenth of its larval length, and 
the young frog again begins feeding, now taking mostly artimal food. The range of 
forms consumed is very great, each species of frog apparently eating anything alive 
and moving and yet small enough to swallow. Crustacea, Isopoda, Acarina, Arachnida, 
and almost every group of Insecta have been found. The forms fed upon are not 
aquatic to any extent, but feeding is done largely above and near the water. Natu- 
rally such life as is to be found onor near the ground is most available and the stomach 
content is largely ground beetles, plant lice, springtails (Collembola), leat hoppers, 
snout beetles, spiders, mites, sow bugs, ants, and small flies. Of the molluscs, snails 
are occasionally met with, and of the vertebrates only a few have been observed, such 
as young frogs and toads in young bullfrogs. 

he differences in selection of food may come under two categories: (a) Those 
due to the size of the species of frog—the bullfrog, for example—can and does eat much 
larger forms than can the smaller species, and yet it also takes the smallest mites; 
and (b) those due to the location and nature of the ponds from which the specimens 
were taken; for in different locations are to be found different food materials. But as 
yet I have been able to observe no difference in the range of insects or other forms 
eaten by each species, 

y way of summary, then, the tadpole is largely herbivorous; the transforming 
individual does but little or no feeding, and the young frog is carnivorous, eating 
plant and inorganic materials perhaps as a matter of accident while seizing insects 
or other prey. 

FOOD OF ADULTS, 

Growing and adult frogs are carnivorous. To be sure, they may 
accidentally take in vegetation or mineral matter, but this is an 
incident to their pursuit of moving prey or synchronous with the 
swallowing of their own cast skins. If their prey remains quiet 
it may escape. If our frogs pursued their prey in the water as do 
fishes there would be no particular need for a tongue, and some of the 
most aquatic frogs of the world have little or no tongue as a conse- 
quence. Practically all of the frogs of the United States are pos- 
sessed of a good, thick, adhesive protrusible tongue, which is fastened 
at its forward end. The posterior end of the tongue can be shot 
forward and then quickly retracted with the prey affixed or held. 

It must be remembered that our frogs do not pursue their prey 
beneath the water; therefore it becomes evident that practically 
all food prehension for our species takes place at or above the water's 
surface, on the shores of bodies of water, on the banks of streams, 
in the meadows, or in some cases in the trees. Some remain in 
favorable position and capture the passing prey; others hop toward 
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their prey until within range; still others occasionally stalk their 
prey; and a fourth group, like the tree frogs, may at times leap into 
mid-air for their game. _ 

The tongue is the main organ of prehension, but the forefeet are 
often used in a ludicrous manner to help in forcing into the mouth a 
difficult or cumbersome object. If one tries to force food or other 
objects into the mouth of a captive frog, however, the same feet may 
often be employed to prevent the operation. 
A general summary of the various food elements as thus far deter- 

mined by previous authors follows. 
VEGETABLE MATTER.—What Kirkland ¢ found true for the toad 

obtains more or less for our species of true frogs. He held that— 

Vegetable material formed less than 1 per cent and from its character appears to 
have been taken by accident and can not be properly considered as food. Since the 
toad takes the greater part of its food from the ground by means of its large, fleshy 
tongue, nothing can be more natural than that a small quantity of vegetable detritus 
should be swept into the mouth along with the insects on which the animal feeds. 
The most common vegetable substance found in the stomachs is grass, both dry and 
fresh. Bits of rotten wood, broken acorn shells, seeds of the linden ( Tilea americana) 
and maple (Acer saccharinum) and bits of apple parings have also been detected. 
All these vegetable substances were usually associated with a large quantity of ants 
and other terrestrial insects. 

Possibly the more aquatic frogs, like the bullfrog and green frog, 
might take more vegetable matter than the more terrestrial leopard 
frog or wood frog. The former have a feeding ground where the 
algal carpet of the water’s surface may be the alighting ground for 
the prey, or where the wet, broken vegetation of the shore may be 
the hiding ground of numerous insects. ! 
MINERAL MATTER.—Of this habit Kirkland writes the following:¢ 

The mineral matter found in the stomach forms slightly more than 1 per cent of 
the total contents and consists of gravel, sand, and, in a few cases, coal ashes. When 
a large piece of gravel is swallowed it is regurgitated; this I have proven by experi- 
ments on toads in confinement. Otherwise the gravel passes through the alimentary 
canal and may be found in the castings. Since the toad does not masticate its food, 
but depends on the stomach for the whole process of trituration, it is probable that 
the gravel when present assists in grinding the strongly chitinized bodies of beetles, 
etc., yet in the majority of the toads examined there was no gravel present in the 
alimentary canal, although many of the stomachs contained finely ground beetles. 
A proper inference from the above is that gravel is not essential to digestion in the toad, 
and the writer inclines to the opinion that, as in the case of the vegetable matter, 
the presence of gravel in the stomachs is the result of accident rather than of design. 

AnimAL Marrer.—No doubt, in the case of our four principal 
commercial species this element constitutes from 97 to 98 per cent 
of the food, as in the toad. 

Mollusks.—Mollusca are seldom eaten by the wood frog and pick- 
erel frog and constitute about 1 per cent of the food of the toad and 
about 3 per cent of that of the leopard frog. Mollusca no doubt 
enter to an appreciable extent into the diet of the more aquatic 
forms of anurans. Surface ® found the green frog alone had eaten 
mollusks to any extent, while Dyche* found 12 of his 30 bullfrogs 
had eaten snails, one having 9 in its stomach. 

Worms.—These enter into the nocturnal toad’s diet more than into 
that of any other species and constitute 1 per cent of its diet. Worms 

a Kirkland, A. H.: Loe. cit., pp. 13-14. 
b Surface, H. A.: Bi-Monthly Zoological Bulletin. Division of Zoology, Pennsylvania Department 

of Agriculture. Vol. III, Nos. 3 and 4. 1913. 
¢ Dyche, L. L.: Ponds, pond fish, and pond-fish culture, pp. 150-153. State Department of Fish and 

Game, Kansas, Topeka, 1914. 
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have been recorded in the food of the leopard frog but are rare in 
the food of the other four common species of frog. 

Spiders.—Spiders and their relatives are eaten by the smaller 
forms like the cricket frog, swamp cricket frog, peeper, and tree toad, 
as well as by all of thelargerforms. ‘‘Spiders occur in the stomachs 
of the toad in all months, but form only 2 per cent of the total food.’’% 
In the case of the leopard frog, according to Drake,? they constitute 
27 per cent of the food of the species and are, next to beetles, the 
largest single item, while in the wood frog, oe frog, green frog, 
and bullfrog, spiders form 8 to 12 per cent of the food of these forms. 

Crustaceans.—The smaller forms, like the cricket frog, swamp 
cricket frog, peeper, and tree toad, very rarely, if ever, eat small cray- 
fish, and only in very shallow water or in pools which are drying up 
do the leopard frogs attempt an extensive diet of crayfish. There 
are no records of these creatures being used as food by the pickerel 
frog, wood frog, or toad, the two latter being quite terrestrial. The 
more aquatic creatures—that is, the green frog and the bullfrog—eat 
them, the first to the amount of 4 or 5 per cent, while the last, being 
larger, makes them 20 or 25 per cent of its whole diet. The opposite 
condition obtains in the case of the sow bugs, since the bullfrog does 
not eat them and the green frog very seldom, while the more terres- 
trial leopard frog may make sow bugs 4 or 5 per cent of its food. 
These creatures ee 2 per cent of the toad’s food, and the pickerel 
frog also occasionally eats them. 

ae eae Myriapods [according to Kirkland ¢] form a constant 
article of diet for the toads. * * These creatures form 10 per 
cent of the food for the season.” They constitute 1 or 2 per cent of 
the food of the leopard frog, 4 or 5 per cent of the food of the pickerel 
frog, and 5 or 6 per cent of the food of the green frog. 
sade -Trinéctn are the main food reliance for frogs, tree frogs, 

and toads. Five orders, possibly a sixth (Diptera), enter largely 
into their dietary list. e five principal orders are Coleoptera, 
Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Hemiptera, and Orthoptera. The evi- 
dence serves again to prove that these amphibians get most, if not 
all, of their food above the water or outside of it. 

Coleoptera, mainly ground, lamellicorn, and click beetles, and 
weevils constitute 27 per cent of the food of the toad, while in the 
animal food of the leopard frog beetles form 33 per cent of the whole, 
the principal groups being ground, tiger, and snout beetles. Inthefood 
of the wood frog, prcbapal trog and green frog the proportion is equally 
large, while in the diet of the bullfrog the beetle element is surprisingly 
large; no doubt, water beetles of the surface enter into the food of 
the bullfrog more than into that of the other species of frog. 

Lepidopterous (moths and butterflies) larve prove very tempting 
morsels to toads and make up 28 per cent of their food, while this 
order constitutes 13 per cent of the leopard frog’s diet, about 15 to 
17 per cent of that of the wood frog, pickerel frog, and green frog, 
and only about 5 or 6 per cent of that of the bullfrog. 
Hymenoptera form an appreciable part (19 per cent) of the food 

of the terrestrial forms like the toad. In the diet of the smaller tree 
frogs and of the young of the larger forms, hymenoptera (ants, etc.), 

@ Kirkland, A. H.: Loc. cit.. p. 15, b Drake, Carl J.: Loe. cit., p. 265, 
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together with flies, replace the beetles of the adults. In the food of 
the wood frog and of the pickerel frog this order of insects consti- 
tutes 4 pe cent, or less, andis a negligible factor in the green frog’s 
and bullfrog’s diet. 

Orthoptera: Roaches, crickets, and grasshoppers make up a promi- 
nent part of the food of the adult leopard, wood, and green frogs, 
while mole crickets not infrequently enter into the diet of the bullfrog. 
Orthoptera furnish 3 per cent of the animal food of the toad. 

Hemiptera: Bue enter but slightly into the food of the wood frog 
and bullfrog, form less than one-half per cent of the food of the toad, 4 
per cent or less of the leopard frog’s diet, 8 per cent of that of the 
green frog, and 12 per cent or more of that of the pickerel frog. 

Diptera: Flies and their relatives form 14 per cent of the food of 
the leopard frog and one-half per cent of that of the toad. They are 
rather a negligible factor in the food of the large forms, while in such 
creatures as the cricket frog they may play a prominent rdéle. 

Vertebrates.—Vertebrates enter but seldom into the diet of any 
but the largest forms, such as the bullfrog. Dyche* records the finding 
of bullheads, crappies, sunfish, goldfish, bullfrog, and other frog tad- 
poles in the stomachs of bullfrogs. There are extant records of 
unusual food, like young ducklings, sparrows, mice, snakes, and young 
newly hatched alligators, in the food of this same species. The other 
frogs are too small of maw to essay the devouring of any vertebrates. 

ENEMIES. 

No article is more sought for or more relished as a food by a diver- 
sity of animals from fish to man than frogs. The latter’s defense con- 
sists In concealment and in the possession of poison glands in the skin, 
neither of which means is aggressive in its nature. Insects and plants 
may prove a more constant fare, but to any fair-sized animal a frog 
diet is one of the preferable menus, if obtainable. 

INVERTEBRATES: One would naturally think the insect and small 
animal life of the inland waters was a negligible factor in the reduction 
of the number of frogs, tree toads, i toads. But for the tender 
early larval stages and even for the more mature tadpoles these are 
very serious foes. Anyone who has collected a miscellaneous mass 
of aquatic life and put it all in one jar knows from dear and sad 
experience that these small creatures of the water often prey upon 
and kill the confined tadpoles and small frogs. In the open, es- 
pecially at night, has the writer seen adult peepers and swamp 
cricket frogs or their tadpoles in the fatal grip of giant water bugs. 
Other aquatic bugs, like the well-known Zaitha, walking sticks, and, 
not least, the back swimmers, make life precarious for tadpoles or 
miserable for adult frogs in the water. The water beetles, especially 
their larve (water tigers) and dragonfly napa also take their 
heavy toll of tadpole lives. Many of the smaller, almost microscopic, 
crustaceans, like daphnia and others, are reputed to be incessant 
enemies covering the whole bodies of the tadpoles. Some of the 
larger AusioeasLia the crayfish, may possibly take the live tadpoles, 
but it can not be definitely stated that they do. . Mosquitoes, gnats, 
etc., pester frogs and tree frogs when out of the water, but in general 
little is known of this matter, because it usually happens at night 
when man is seldom observant. 

aDyche, L. L.: Loc. cit., pp. 150-153. 
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FisHes.—Fish which are almost wholly restricted to the same 
habitat as frogs might be considered the most serious foe of the 
early aquatic stages of the frogs and toads. It is very doubtful, 
however, if their depredations compare with those of the aquatic 
snakes. In the quiet waters where tadpoles frequently resort the 
worst depredators are the members of the pike family. From the 
lunge down to the little grass pike is a series of forms which revel in 
frogs and their tadpoles. Equally appreciative of small frogs and 
tadpoles are basses, but some of the larger, like the smallmouthed 
bass, are not abundant in the habitat of frogs. Forms of the quiet 
water, like the largemouthed bass and sometimes the rock bass and 
others of similar habits and of equally large maws, feed on them. 
The omnivorous catfishes sometimes eat the voung tadpoles, the 
growing frogs and the trouts especially do. The horned dace and 
some of the larger voracious minnows occasionally eat the newly 
hatched larvee of frogs. 
AMPHIBIANS.—The aquatic salamanders, like the newt, frequently 

pull off eggs from a frog’s egg mass for food. The larger forms, like 
the mudpuppy (Necturus) and hellbender (Cryptobranchus), may 
eat frog’s eggs or larve if favorably situated. Among frogs there 
are several species whose adults do not stop at fratricide or can- 
nibalism. In fact, it is one of the factors which has led some frog 
culturists to abandon bullfrogs, which will feed on anything from 
insects to small alligators, not even sparing their own progeny. 

Reptices.—In this group we find some of the most inveterate 
and merciless foes of frogs. In the southern States an archenemy 
is the alligator. Among the turtles the snapping turtles lie in wait 
for frogs and their tadpoles, while the more alert and active soft- 
shelled turtles may at times pursue them. The equally vicious 
musk turtle also is a foe of the frog. The spotted and painted 
turtles and some of the other ‘‘sliders’’ or so-called terrapins are 
said to feed on tadpoles, but of this the writer has no first-hand 
evidence. 

The snakes, both aquatic and semiaquatic, are the worst pests 
the frog has to meet. Among the cold-blooded vertebrates there 
is no more relentless preying of one thing upon another than the 
persistent hunting by day or, better, by night of a ribbon snake or 
water snake for frogs. i. fact, frogs are, par excellence, the food 
of the aquatic snakes. Several of the semiaquatic garters eat or 
prefer true frogs, cricket and swamp cricket frogs. The very 
este water snakes (Tropidonotus) of several species, are the worst 
offenders and at. times feed exclusively on frogs. The rainbow and 
red-bellied (Farancia) snakes also feed on frogs or their tadpoles. 
On the land the spreading adder is the main enemy. The black 
snake and garter snakes are quite partial to them, and the pilot 
snake, copperhead, or ground rattlesnake do not scorn them. 
Birps.—Whoever plans to raise frogs must beware of several 

of our largest and most distinctive forms of birds. The herons 
and bitterns are the most serious frog eaters. Their long legs and 
toes equip them for wading, and their long necks and bills are adapted 
either for a silent waiting game or a ee. stalking search. ‘They 
frequent the shallows where the tadpoles and transforming frogs are 
abundant. The great blue heron, the little green heron, the little 
blue heron, and some of the less familiar forms of the South wait 
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long periods or slowly patrol in the open stretches of lakes, ponds, 
and streams for their game. The bitterns inhabit the cover of the 
marshes and stalk their prey. Among the hawks, the various 
species of kites feed upon frogs, but because of their rarity are a 
negligible factor. The marsh hawks eat some frogs. The despised 
Cooper’s hawk rarely takes to a frog diet, while the red-shouldered 
hawk and sometimes the broad-winged hawk eagerly seek frogs. 
Into the diet of owls frogs seldom enter, the barred owl most fre- 
quently being the depredator. W. B. Barrows ¢ found that no food 
occurs more regularly in the crow’s stomach than frogs and toads. 
In April to July it is the largest live animal item, except insects, in 
the crow’s diet. Of the kingfisher frogs need to beware, though 
they are seldom seen with frogs or tadpoles, fish being the usual 
fare. Bronzed grackles eat frogs but rarely. The totipalmate 
birds, like the snakebird, cormorant, and pelican, are largely fish 
eaters, but they, no doubt, pursue and capture some frogs. Several 
ducks are reputed to eat frogs, and one, the hooded merganser, is 
often called the “frog duck.’’? It would also be well to bear in mind 
the charge that domestic ducks eat the tadpoles and occasionally 
the transformed and transforming stages. 
Mammats.—In this country the four-footed mammals which eat 

frogs are very few. Most of these belong to the weasel tribe. The 
skunk enjoys a good frog when he can catch it, and the mink quite 
frequently varies his diet with them. The weasels are occasional 
depredators, but are not comparable to the house or brown rat, 
which tries anything and everything it can catch. The muskrat is a 
nuisance in any pond and should be held with suspicion, as should 
the raccoon. Some individual domestic cats have been known to 
develop a fondness for frogs, and particularly for tadpoles. 
Man is not content with cleaning up and draining the “‘frog holes” 

or swampy stretches, but he kills the frogs at all seasons. Few, if 
any, of our State legislatures see fit to protect them and establish 
open and closed seasons. As a result, they are taken mainly when 
they congregate for breeding purposes, and such a toll hardly accords 
with the ideas of conservation held at the present day. 

Nine-tenths of the wild supply is secured at the breeding season 
or just before breeding. Such a profligate expenditure can not long 
escape our attention. As thoughtless youths many of us often 
counted our strings of 100, and some of us hunted them regardless 
of the season. 

In the eastern United States the four important commercial forms 
should not be killed in the wild state before the following dates: 

LBO DAT TRO of Oe ae x aUEN ei kia bien oie May 1, or, better, May 15. 
PAC ROREUENOR sorte mat a momers pa ass oe wc ss as May 10, or, better, May 20. 
Oro ee sip ihre te OPI ER July 1, or, better, July 15. 
Groen irom re tise ses Goes s eiihivee ss July 15, or, better, August 1. 

a Barrows, W. B., and Schwarz, E. A.: The common crow of the United States. U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy, Bulletin No. 6, pp. 50,51. Washington, 1895, 
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FRESH-WATER TURTLES: A SOURCE OF MEAT SUPPLY. 

By H. Watton Cxiark, Scientific Assistant, and JoHN B. SoutTHaty, Shell 
Expert, Fisheries Biological Station, Fairport, Iowa. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Among the aquatic food resources of the United States to which 
but little attention has as yet been given are the several species of 
edible turtles and terrapins of the rivers and lakes. One species 
of turtle, the famous and much-sought-after diamond-back terra- 
pin, has indeed long been utilized to the fullest extent consistent 
with the preservation of the species; and in recent years its propaga- 
tion on privately controlled farms has been inaugurated. The green 
turtle of the sea has also for a long time been so generally esteemed 
and extensively fished as to have been brought into actual danger 
of extinction. It is worthy of note that, while these two species 
have been regarded as delicacies of a high order, their relatives of 
the interior waters have been comparatively little utilized, at least 
under their proper names. It seems quite probable, however, that 
certain species of fresh-water terrapin have been rather widely used 
as an illegitimate substitute for the diamond-back terrapin. Within 
the last year or two a more general interest in the subject of the use 
of fresh-water turtles as food appears to have developed, and the 
Bureau has received many inquiries for information in regard to 
methods of capture of turtles and the preparation of their meat for 
the table. It is the aim of the present paper to supply answers to 
these inquiries, so far as the information is at present available. 
The data herein presented have been secured by the authors through 
correspondence with dealers in turtles and by personal visits to many 
markets in the larger and smaller cities of the Middle West and to 
various points of commercial fishery, principally on the Mississippi 
and Illinois Rivers. 

THE SNAPPING TURTLE. 

DISTRIBUTION AND HABITS. 

Commercially speaking, by far the most important species of the 
Mississippi Basin is the snapping turtle, Chelydra serpentina (Linn- 
zeus) (Pls. I and IL), known also in different localities and under 
different conditions as the snapper, mud turtle, and mossback. Its 
position in the market and in the consciousness of the people, the 
methods of its capture, and the like, are so closely bound up with 
its natural history that, in order to properly estimate its economic 
status, it is necessary to give in some detail the main facts regarding 
its habitat and habits. 

3 
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In the first place, it has a broad geographic distribution, its range 
extending from Nova Scotia to the Equator and westward to the 
Rocky Mountains. It is, therefore, one of the most widely known of 
turtles; and the New Englander who has migrated to the banks of the 
Wabash, the Ohio, or the Mississippi, or to the prairies of Illinois, 
recognizes it at once as an old acquaintance. This wideness of dis- 
tribution indicates a hardiness and an ability to live under greatly 
varying conditions. 

Not less important than its wide geographic distribution is its 
varied habitat. It is found in a great many different situations— 
in lakes, ponds, rivers, creeks, marshes, and bogs, and often travels 
overland a considerable distance from water. Only those familiar 
with the faunas of woodland ponds know the pretty, speckled tor- 
toise ; only the travelers along shaded creeks know Blanding’s turtle; 
and to those who dwell afar from the larger lakes and rivers the 
soft-shell is known, if at all, only through the medium of books or 
museums. There are few, however, to whom the snapping turtle 
is a complete stranger. 

In addition to its great variety of habitat, the leisurely habits of 
the snapper make it familiar. When approached it does not beat a 
hasty retreat, as do most other animals, but holds its ground against 
all comers. Many who are fairly familiar with the pond turtles 
and terrapin know them principally as a sudden splash from a log, 
and many who visit the sand bars where the soft-shells love to bask 
know them principally as a streak over the sand, as a splash at the 
water surface, and as a wake like that made by a big fish. The snap- 
per, however, is the living embodiment of the status quo. He is will- 
ing to wait for the closest and most scrutinizing inspection; and, 
closely gazed upon, his appearance may have much to do with his 
being used as an article of food. One could not exactly call him 
handsome; a better statement would be that he looks good enough to 
eat. His corpulent, bulging body, projecting in rolls from his inade- 
quate shell gives above all else the impression of meatiness. The 
rough skin, not greatly unlike that of a freshly plucked chicken, and 
the narrow cartilaginous bridge and small plastron all suggest easy 
preparation, much edible material, and little waste. 

All the other details about this species—manner of capture, the 
peculiarities of the market, and, finally, the methods of cooking— 
are, as will be observed, closely connected with its life history and 
habits. 

SEASONS AND METHODS OF CAPTURE. 

During the summer the snappers are rather unsocial. They are 
solitary in habits, the individuals being widely scattered, so that it is 
difficult to take an accurate census of them. Because of these solitary 
summer habits, there is, generally speaking, very little fishing for 
this species in that season. There may, of course, be local exceptions; 
thus it was reported that throughout at least part of the summer of 
1913, along the Grand River, Mich., there was an active turtle fishery, 
both snappers and soft-shells being caught in seines and shipped to the 
large near-by cities, such as Detroit and Chicago. In general, how- 
ever, the summer is a dull season for turtles. One market man re- 
marked that “the turtle is like the oyster, only in season when the 
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name of the months contains an ‘r.’” Nearly all the othermarket men 
explained the situation by saying that “practically all the turtles are 
used for soups, and few people eat soups during hot weather.” The 
situation is perhaps a little more complicated; it may have to do also 
with capture and storage. In summer occasional snappers are picked 
up while on their migrating trips; a few are now and then caught on 
set lines; and fishermen sometimes catch them in their seines or in 
baited hoop nets set for fish. It is doubtful whether any of these 
occasional summer-caught snappers get into the general market. 
The greater number are released, and a few are locally consumed. 

During the autumn and early winter the snappers collect in con- 
siderable numbers and hibernate in suitable locations. In the vi- 
cinity of Muscatine, lowa, it was stated that a favorite place for 
turtles to hibernate is in muskrat holes. According to report, as 
much as 5 tons of turtles have been taken from the various muskrat 
holes in one season. Our informant also stated that as many as 26 
individuals have been found in one muskrat burrow, while at another 
time 1,420 pounds were obtained in one run. From 500 to 1,000 
pounds of turtle were estimated as a recent catch for one day. 
Along the sloughs of the Mississippi they congregate about and 

under old logs. <A specific instance was cited of a fisherman who 
obtained 20 snappers, weighing from 10 to 20 pounds each, under a 
log in one of the sloughs of the Mississippi River. 
Along the Illinois River, the Cedar Hier of Iowa, and, indeed, 

wherever there are springy places near large bodies of water, the 
snappers “mud up” for the winter. 

It is from their hibernating places that the greater number of 
snappers found on the market are taken, and the captors are usually 
fishermen or trappers. The methods of capture employed for the 
various forms of winter quarters—whether muskrat holes, old logs, 
or springy places—are all, so far as could be learned, very much the 
same. The implement used is a stout hook, made by bending an 
iron rod at one end, sharpening the short or hook end, and leaving the 
other as it is or driving it into a wooden handle to make it better to 
manipulate during very cold weather. If there is much ice, it is 
cut and the hook probed or prodded about until a turtle, which feels 
much like a chunk of wood, is encountered. It is then pulled out by 
the hook. It is somewhat difficult to land large turtles, although they 
are benumbed and offer little resistance. ‘The turtle catchers rely 
upon their hunting instinct to discover the turtles, and when a good 
place is found many can be taken from it, as indicated in the account 
given above. . 

Activity in snapper catching may be stimulated or depressed by 
widely different circumstances. The general wage scale probably 
has little influence, since fishermen and trappers are as much at- 
tracted by the fascination of their calling as by its emoluments and 
are not likely to desert their profession for a better-paying job. A 
high price for pelts and furs may divert greater attention to trap- 
ping. One fisherman said that the existence of saloons greatly 
helped the turtle market, as they dealt extensively in turtle soup. 
Under favorable conditions the turtle catcher can make very fair 
wages and still sell the meat at a reasonable price. During the 
winter of 1918-19 a market man reported: “Turtle meat is the 
cheapest meat I can buy.” 
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SHIPMENT AND STORAGE. 

Generally speaking, the men who catch the turtles make no 
attempt to hold or store them but ship them to market as soon as 
they can collect a sufficient quantity. 

The turtles are usually shipped in barrels with holes bored through 
the bottom and through the sides for ventilation and with burlap 
nailed over the top. In this condition, of course, the contents are 
not open for observation, and a thriving turtle fishery may be in 
active operation in a particular region unknown to the general 
public. Since barrels have become expensive, the catches are some- 
times shipped in crates similar to those used for chickens. 
Upon arrival at the larger markets the containers may simply be 

stored in a cool place, where the turtles will remain in hibernation, 
ready for disposal by wholesale or retail as the market demands. 
It is with the return of warm weather that the storage question be- 
comes important. 

A good many dealers do not attempt to hold turtles at all but 
pass them to the consumer as rapidly as possible. In the basement 
of a large wholesale market at Chicago, a cool moist situation, there 
is a large turtle pen, or, rather, a series of pens, which will hold 
about 25 tons of the living animals. They do very well here until 
summer arives, when the loss is considerable. Here the snappers are 
washed off occasionally, but the problem of feeding them has not 
been satisfactorily solved. 

It might do much toward stabilizing the market if the intermedi- 
ate buyers along the rivers, in order to be ready for early fall deliv- 
ery, would establish large pounds to retain the spring catch, as well 
as the occasional turtles taken during the summer. It was stated 
that there was formerly a storage pen at Clear Lake, IL, where 
25,000 or 30,000 turtles could be satisfactorily kept; but that in 
recent years, owing to changed stream conditions, together with 
the consequent diminution in abundance of the animals, the pen 
has been abandoned. At Grafton, UL, a pound was observed which 
has been in existence about four years and which was originally 
designed to retain carp, as well as turtles and terrapin. It is located 
near the river and comprises a pond supplied by seepage from the 
river and by rainfall. The size of the pond varies, therefore, accord- 
ing to weather and stream conditions, but at the time observed its 
dimensions were about 207 by 135 feet. This pond, having banks 
of considerable steepness, occupies nearly the entire area of the pen. 
The walls are riprapped with stone and surmounted by a wire fence 
of 1-inch-square mesh. The pound was said to contain 4,000 or 
5,000 terrapin and 2 tons of snappers. It was observed at Grafton, 
as elsewhere, that quantities of terrapin are always estimated by 
number, and snappers by weight. ‘Two kinds of terrapin were dis- 
tinguished; the river terrapin described as “rough,” which proved 
upon examination to be Graptemys lesueurii, and the “pond ter- 
rapin,” described as “striped,” which proved to be Pseudemys 
elegans. The former was regarded as much superior to the latter. 
During the summer, according to information furnished the authors, 
the turtles had been fed on fishery waste and on hog lights, of which 
they appeared to be very fond. They were being shipped to the 
markets of Boston and Philadelphia. 
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SOURCES OF SUPPLY. 

Dealers at Chicago mentioned their source of supply as the Central 
States—Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Indiana, South Dakota, and 
Michigan—although they also received snappers and terrapin from 
Kentucky. Specific localities mentioned were Winona, Minn., and 
Guttenburg and Muscatine, Iowa. At one time the Illinois River 
was an important source of supply during the winter, and parts of 
it, especially toward the mouth, continue to be so. Kofoid states:¢ 
“The Illinois River and’its backwaters, under present conditions, 
contribute annually * * * 15,000 dozen turtles” (probably in- 
cluding both snappers and terrapin). During the progress of the 
investigation of the Upper Lllinois in June, 1918, there was no fishing 
at all on account of the closed season on fishes and, naturally, no cap- 
ture of turtles. 

MARKET CONDITIONS AND PRICES. 

The amount of turtles handled by the markets of the large cities 
does not, of course, indicate the quantity which is consumed locally. 
As stated above, the winter is by far the most active market season. 
However, along the rivers the turtles are eaten the year around, 
whenever they can be obtained, fried soft-shells being especially con- 
sumed during the summer. The wholesale market in Chicago pre- 
viously referred to handles about 10,000 snappers a year, valued at 
$5,000. Its buyer thinks he could handle a ton a week. Another 
market handled 1 to 14 tons a month. The snappers on the Chicago 
market range in weight from 5 to 25 pounds each. At Peoria they 
were said to reach a weight of 30 pounds, the average being 7 or 8 
pounds. According to the census of 1908, the Mississippi River Basin 
produced 713,000 pounds of turtles and terrapin, with a value to the 
fishermen of $25,000. 

In these days of uniform prices for standard commodities ,a strik- 
ing feature of the turtle market is the variety of prices. A turtle 
catcher at Muscatine, Iowa, stated that he could get 5 cents a pound 
live weight or 10 cents a pound dressed at Davenport. He said there 
was more money selling them alive, as they dressed off more than 
half, and also the trouble of dressing them had to be considered. 
One dealer in Chicago sold in wholesale lots at 8 cents a pound and 
retailed at 10 cents. A buyer quoted them at 6 to 7 cents a pound 
live weight. At St. Louis it was said that “turtle meat is selling 
higher than ever before, it being now (June, 1918) about 18 cents; 
whereas it used to be from 12 to 15 cents a pound.” 
A published commercial price list (Chicago, 1918) quoted live 

snapping turtles, usually 10 cents per pound, falling to 9 cents for the 
week of June 8, to 14, and rising to 11 cents July 20 to 26, 1918, and 
turtle meat, strictly fresh, 16 to 17 cents, rising during the progress 
of the summer. In the early part of the season frozen turtle meat 
was listed at 15 cents. 
Many of the points covered above regarding source of supply, 

prices, and amount handled can best be illustrated by quoting from 

* Kofoid, C. A.: Plankton studies. IV. The plankton of the Tllinois River, 1894—1899, 
p. 562. Bulletin, Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History, Vol. VI, 1901-1903, 
Art. Il. Champaign. 
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a letter received June 4, 1918, from a fish company in La Crosse, Wis., 
which goes into the subject with unusual fullness of detail: 
We receive turtles from all of the commercial fishermen of the Mississippi, 

no one in particular fishing for them especially, as usually they are caught in 
such small lots that the average fisherman does not make much of an effort 
to gather them up. Usually the price this last year has been from 8 to 4 
cents, and, getting them in such small quantities, the fishermen figured not 
money enough in them to bother with them. 
We also get quite a few from the Indians who are moving about up and 

down the river. The general selling price has been (Philadelphia) from 7 
to 12 cents, the high price being in the extreme‘cold weather, and x‘sually the 
wholesale price runs from 44 cents f. 0. b. shipping stations, and the average 
quotation from the wholesale houses in Chicago and other places is from 7 to 
9 cents. 

The following is the amount that we have handled since November, 1917, and 
conditions were such that we have had to carry quite a lot of this stock on 
hand, aS we were unable to sell it at all times or very readily: 

Pounds. 

INovembers i+ ets ee eo 2 Ee are Cee ee 13, 166 
Decemberi2= 82 eee OEE CLES a ee = 2, 551 
Januaryos2- 22-5 oo es ek ee eee 1, 689 
Mebruary) 22222 22s Se ee eee ee Cee Se ee 90 
March 22252 i ee See ie Bee ee ee ee 2 1, 496 
Aprile. o 222-2522 58 5 Pee eo ee ee 5, 206 

yh Me Ree Oe SEE See eS ee 5, 411 

Totals 2a te a ee ee eee ee 29, 609 

The demand has been diminishing from year to year. Ten years ago we 
used to handle them by the carloads and could always find a ready market in 
New York, whereas at present there is very little demand in New York; in fact, 
practically none. 

The kind of turtle we are handling is what is known locally as the mud or 
shapping turtle. There is some demand for the soft-shell turtles, but not 
enough to warrant our handling them. 

At Grafton, Ill, it was stated that Boston afforded the best 
market for terrapin and Philadelphia for snappers. 

PROPORTION OF WASTE, 

In the consideration of any article to be used for food the item of 
waste is an important feature, since this must be accounted for 
somewhere between the producer, or in this case the captor, and the 
consumer. The opinion of dealers differed somewhat as to the 
amount of waste in the snapping turtle. It varies considerably ac- 
cording to the manner of cleaning. One dealer thought the turtles 
would dress off more than half, large ones dressing off less than 
small ones. Another thought a 12-pound turtle would dress off to 6 
pounds, and a 5-pound one to 3 pounds. A dealer at Fort Madison, 
Iowa, said that by discarding the shell they would dress off two- 
thirds, but that the shell could be used in making soup, serving as a 
soup bone. One dealer added that “in making soup the liver and 
eggs are used, so there is not so much waste.” In the Washington 
market some snappers were seen dressed for sale. The epidermis hav- 
ing been scalded off, and the scutes or epidermal plates of the shell 
removed, the remaining portion presented a very attractive appear- 
ance. Along the backbone of the turtle is a considerable mass of 
flesh known as “tenderloin,” which in rapid or “shop” cleaning is 
discarded with the shell, but in careful cleaning is saved, thus re- 
ducing the waste. At Pekin, Ill., where turtles were cleaned rapidly, 
discarding tenderloin, liver, and eggs, as well as shell, a 14-pound 
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snapper furnished 6 pounds of meat. At Fairport, Iowa, one which 
weighed 11 pounds produced 54 pounds of meat when carefully 
dressed, with tenderloin saved, but shell, liver, etc., discarded. The 
relatively small difference in market prices between live turtles and 
turtle meat among practiced dressers and dealers (10 cents alive, 17 
cents dressed) does not account for so much waste. since one must 
also consider the labor of dressing the meat. 

In considering the subject of waste it may be of interest to com- 
pare turtles with other familiar objects, such as fish and poultry, 
which may be bought either whole or dressed to suit the wishes of 
the buyer. The proprietors of some of the fish markets on the 
Mississippi (Muscatine, Iowa, and New Boston Ill.) and on the 
Illinois (Peoria), who have much experience weighing fish, since 
they buy them living from the fishermen and sell most of them 
dressed, were consulted in this regard, and their reports agreed 
very closely. Carp were reported to dress off about 30 per cent, or 
from 30 to 40 or 45 per cent, the higher percentages applying to the 
females full of roe, which is usually discarded. Butfalofish were re- 
ported to dress off somewhat less than carp. Catfish differ greatly, 
according to kind and condition, but dress off on the average 60 
pounds to the 100. At the Fairport biological station two ripe male 
carp weighting 5 pounds 8 ounces were dressed. The head, scales, 
and entrails weighed 1 pound 3 ounces and the milt 8 ounces, leav- 
ing the weight of the dressed fish 3 pounds 12 ounces, a waste of 
31.8 per cent. In looking through publications at hand devoted to 
poultry, under the subject of waste, cocks were reported to dress off 
23.4 per cent, cockerels 26 per cent, hens 24.2 per cent, and pullets 
25.8 per cent of the live weight. These wastes, of course, leave bones 
out of consideration. For fuller estimates and comparisons of the 
absolute amount of wastes of various fishes the reader is referred to 
a publication by Dr. W. O. Atwater, published as an appendix to the 
report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries for 1880.2 
Unfortunately our data on the flesh of turtles are not in such a condi- 
tion that they can be compared with the fish discussed in that article. 

To one who has not watched the process it might appear that 
turtles would be difficult to dress. There is not nearly the labor 
involved in cleaning a snapper, however, that there is in plucking 
and dressing a chicken, and a novice would acquire the knack even 
more quickly with the reptile than with the fowl. The bones and 
joints are not so thoroughly ossified in the turtle and offer less 
resistance to the carver. Along with economical considerations it 
may be mentioned that one dealer remarked that “8 pounds of 
turtle will make soup for 50 people.” Another phase of the subject 
which has to do with economy, but which is more closely related 
to the subject of cooking, will be discussed in that connection. 

QUALITY OF FLESH. 

The value of turtle flesh as a food and the extent to which it can 
be used as a substitute for other meats is a question to be solved 

a Atwater, W. O.: Report of progress of an investigation of the chemical composition 
and economic values of the fish and invertebrates used for food. Appendix D, Report 
of aoe Sepa a U. 8. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, for 1880, pp. 231-286. 

ashington. 
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by nutrition experts, by chemists who can compute its value in 
terms of calories, carbohydrates, proteins, digestibility, etc., and 
by experiments with “ diet squads.” This is fundamentally the most 
important question. Certain it is that the white and the deep-red, 
dressed meat as displayed in the fish markets is very attractive in 
appearance. 

Scarcely less important, however, is the question of its gustatory 
qualities; for whatever gives zest to our necessary foods is by no 
means to be despised. References in literature to the relative merits 

‘of different species of turtle are rather few. Nash*@ says of the 
common soft-shelled turtle (Amyda spinifera): “The flesh of this 
turtle is considered a delicacy; ” and of the snappers: “ Their flesh 
is considered good and in some localities they are much sought after 
for making into soup.” 
The flavor of the snapper, like that of other sorts of game or 

meat, varies somewhat according to the habits of the individual 
animal and according to the method of preparation. Perhaps the 
best method of approach to this phase of the subject is a consideration 
of the habits of the turtle. 

The snapper is very voracious, feeding on frogs, fishes, crayfish, 
young water birds, etc. It has been accused of catching and eating 
young ducks. Those examined at Lake Maxinkuckee, Ind., had been 
eating snails (Vivipara contectoides), and seven individuals exam- 
ined at the Pekin (IIl.) market, caught at Fort Madison, Iowa, in 
June, 1918, contained solid masses of mud. Two had fragments of 
crayfish in the mud, one a piece of wood, and another the bones of a 
frog. A large one caught at Fairport, Iowa, a good deal earlier 
in the season had its stomach practically empty. 

In the summer the snappers may be caught far from water, in 
grassy places, or in mudholes and puddles, and those caught in one 
place would doubtless differ in flavor from those caught in another. 
The turtle from the mud puddle would taste differently from the one 
caught on the grassy sward, just as beef from cattle and milk from 
cows grazing in a garlicky meadow differ from the products of a 
blue-grass pasture; just as the canvasback duck well fed on wild 
celery is the delight of epicures, while the same species feeding on 
the fetid Chara is as distasteful as any coot and the celery-fed coot 
excellent eating, and as a carp from a warm, muddy puddle is soft 
and rank, while one from a cool clear stream or pond is firm and 
excellent. Doubtless, the hibernating turtles taken from their winter 
quarters have approached a uniformity of flavor. 

Still, taking the snapper by and large, it is sufficient to say that it 
has been exceedingly difficult to find, either spoken or printed, any 
words of disparagement. At Lake Maxinkuckee, it is true, the opin- 
ion was expressed that old snappers have a rank flavor and are 
tough; but the animals were there taken in summer from the beds 
of fetid Chara, which, when fed upon, will give even the choicest 
waterfowl a rank flavor. In addition to this, they naturally haunted 
the muddier parts of the lake, and, as has been said, subsisted on 
snails. Also, the delicious soft-shells were very abundant in that 
region, and the snapper would naturally suffer by comparison. In 

@ Nash, C. W.: Manual of the vertebrates of Ontario. Published by Dept. of Education, 
Toronto. 1908, : 
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most other places the snapper met with praise on every hand. Many 
had eaten no other kind of turtle but snapper, and it was liked in 
a great variety of ways. 

In many respects, indeed, the eating of turtles may be well com-. 
pared to the consumption of mushrooms. They are looked upon as 
a viand rather than as a food. Unknown or untried kinds are re- 
garded with suspicion. The flesh of the box turtle is reported on 
pretty good authority to be unwholesome, and one man along the 
Mississippi asserted, but probably without reliable evidence, that “ the 
striped turtles are poisonous.” ‘The general use of the snapper ismuch 
like that of the morel, or sponge mushroom. Persons who eat turtle 
at all eat this particular kind because they know it and are not so 
certain about the others. Those who had had experience with vari- 
ous sorts of turtles would always compare the snapper with other 
species. Some, but rather few, and these usually people fond of a 
pronounced gamy flavor, liked the snapper best. One man inter- 
viewed said: “ The meat of the snapper is more like beef, while that 
of the soft-shell is more like chicken.” An almost universal opinion 
was that the snapper contains several kinds of meat. One man said 
it contains 6 or 7 kinds; another, 7 to 9 kinds; and still another, 14 
kinds. 

The living snapper has a somewhat musky odor, but this may dis- 
appear or be diluted to a pleasant aroma by cooking, since no one 
complained of it. The meat of old snappers is said to be rather 
tough. One man said it was rendered stringy by cooking too long, 
and in making soup should be cooked only until the flesh left the 
bones. It may, indeed, be these two qualities—gaminess and tough- 
ness—that have made the snapper preeminently a soup turtle. Per- 
sons who discussed the matter of turtle soups asserted that “all turtle 
soups are really vegetable soups in which turtle takes the place of 
other kinds of meat.” Some of these soups are highly spiced and 
flavored. One dealer reported that “restaurants are the only ex- 
tensive users of turtles, and the snapper is used only for soup, which 
is not in much demand during hot. weather.” In the markets of the 
large cities there is little or no family buying of turtles, and the 
citizen who is accustomed to buying live chickens and either having 
them delivered or carrying them home would not think of doing 
the same with a snapper. Even the dressed meat is rarely bought 
for individual or family use. In the small river towns, however, 
there is more individual buying and a greater number of methods of 
cooking are in vogue. In one instance, at Pekin, Ill., when a half 
barrel of snappers, 10 in number, was received, 7 were immediately 
dressed for local sale. Usually, however, the people prefer soft-shells 
when they can get them. 

THE ALLIGATOR SNAPPER. 

The alligator snapper, IJ/acrochelys temminchki (Harlan), which 
is found principally in the southern part of the United States, is 
similar in general habits to its smaller and more northern relative, 
the common snapper. It is especially abundant in the swamps of 
Louisiana, where an active fishery is carried on at certain seasons. 
It reaches an immense size, examples weighing as much as 219 
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pounds having been reported. Its sale is confined chiefly to southern 
markets. As it is too large to ship in barrels, it is prepared for ship- 
ment by drilling holes with a breast drill through the edge of the 
upper and lower shells on each side of the neck and feet, running 
wires through and fastening it so that the head and legs can not be 
protruded. The shell of one reported to have been taken at Han- 
nibal, Mo., was seen by the senior author in St. Louis. The turtle 
was reported to have weighed 27 pounds. 

THE FRESH-WATER TERRAPINS. 

COMMERCIAL SIGNIFICANCE, 

Within the Mississippi Basin the word “terrapin” is either a 
book name or a commercial term applied by market men to such of 
the hard-shelled turtles as find their way into the trade. Along the 
upper Mississippi and Illinois Rivers the only terrapin likely to be 
used is the Le Sueur terrapin, Graptemys lesueurit (Pls. III and 
IV). Along the upper Illinois a turtle, which from the description 
was supposed to be this, was referred to as the “ Genetta.” In the 
fish markets at Chicago lots of Le Sueur’s terrapin and the elegant 
terrapin, Pseudemys elegans (Wied) (Pls. V and VI), were mixed 
together in barrels, no market distinction being made between them. 
Some of the elegans were said to be from Memphis, and they were 
called “Texas terrapin.” In the turtle pen on the lower Illinois 
(Grafton) elegans was about as common as lesueurid, and was known 
as the “ pond terrapin,” the other species being the “ river terrapin.” 
At St. Louis the only terrapin seen at the opening of the turtle season 
in autumn was elegans. At Grafton lesueurit was the most highly 
esteemed of the two. Throughout the area under discussion there 
is another terrapin, the map turtle, Graptemys geographica (Le 
Sueur), so very similar to the Le Sueur terrapin that anyone but a 
specialist (and this includes both zoologist and fisherman) is likely 
to confuse them. The map turtle is probably as good as the others, 
but we saw none on the market. It apparently does not reach so 
large a size, however, and this may help explain its absence. 

Exceedingly few terrapin are used even by the dwellers along the 
rivers, who are familiar with all sorts of aquatic food. This is prob- 
ably due, not to their lack of excellence, but to the abundance and 
well-known qualities of the snappers and soft-shells, which have the 
additional advantage of larger size. The stimulus to the capture and 
sale of the terrapin, which is as yet rather feeble, comes from a 
demand in eastern cities, such as Philadelphia and Baltimore, where 
the diamond-back has been long known and esteemed and where 
the transition to other terrapin is easy. Along the Mississippi one 
man, an old fisherman who had at one time been a restaurant pro- 
prietor and famous for his cookery, said that they were most excel- 
lent eating. One of the fish dealers on the Illinois River said that 
terrapin is as good as the soft-shell, and each when fried is superior 
to chicken similarly prepared. In the Chicago market, unlike the 
snapper, which is sold by the pound, the terrapin are quoted by 
the individual or by the dozen. At one market they were quoted at 
from 25 to 30 cents apiece, and a fair sample weighed 2 pounds 
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and 11 ounces. Another dealer quoted them at 75 cents to $3 per 
dozen. 

Along the Illinois River a little more was learned about the 
terrapin market. No actual fishing was in progress, butaturtle buyer 
from Philadelphia had visited the various fish markets and had dis- 
tributed some information about its pecularities and market require- 
ments. He stated that the terrapin were used as a substitute, or par- 
tial substitute, for diamond-back, and that for this purpose the males 
were not desired. What was wanted was the egg-bearing or “ queen ” 
terrapin. (At the Washington market in the autumn of 1917, when 
the first western—Le Sueur’s—terrapin were coming on the market, 
it was learned that one of the “ egg terrapin ” was mixed with several 
diamond-back to make “ diamond-back soup.”) The river fishermen 
were unable to distinguish the sexes; but the Philadelphia buyer 
could do so, and readily picked out the “queens” from a lot of 
terrapin at hand, discarding the rest. During the summer of 1918 
“queen” terrapin were being quoted at that place at $1 each. At 
St. Louis, in October, is was learned that the market men there dis- 
tinguished the female of at least Pseudemys elegans by its much 
longer claws. There was no opportunity to verify this by dissection ; 
but some of the turtles—a numerically small proportion of those at 
hand—had much longer and sharper claws than the others, and 
there was no marked intergradation in this respect. This may be a 
correlation with their habit of digging for the purpose of laying 
their eggs. The long-clawed terrapin, assumed to be females, also 
generally exhibited a different marking on the under side of the 
plastron. Late in the autumn (1918) a barrel of elegant terrapin, 
a few individuals of which possessed exceedingly long, sharp claws, 
was noted at Chicago. 

Both at Chicago and St. Louis the market men reported that the 
only local buyers of terrapin were the Chinese, who are also buyers 
of the diamond-back shipped from the east. One of the proprietors 
of a fish market stated that the Chinese used the terrapin chiefly 
medicinally, “to clear the blood,” and that by calling at a Chinese 
restaurant designated by him further information and a recipe could 
be secured. Upon visiting the place a very accommodating Chinese 
chef furnished the following information: “Turtles are good for 
internal troubles, for the blood, and especially for tuberculosis. 
They are cooked together with herbs imported from China and for 
which there is no English name. According to one recipe, the bones 
of the turtle are removed and the under part of the shell is boiled 
two or three hours with the skeleton of a duck. According to 
another, the meat is boiled in a double boiler with strong alcoholic 
wines, whisky, gin, ete.” He added that he partakes of turtle in 
this manner only a few times in a year, when he feels in need of a 
tonic, stating that it makes him feel like a new man. Diamond-back 
terrapin was said to be the best turtle to use for this tonic, but, as 
it is very expensive, the hard-shell turtle, “Texas terrapin,” is used 
as a substitute. Both from the remarkable similarity of the last 
given recipe to that of ordinary diamond-back-terrapin soup, and, 
from the statement of a native of China that the people of that 
country do not eat turtle, we are inclined to suspect that the use of 
terrapin is an American extension of the native bill of fare. 
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The most probable reason for the exceedingiy limited use, one 
might almost say the nonuse, of the terrapin within the Mississippi 
Basin is the unfamiliarity with them. They rarely stray any dis- 
tance from considerable bodies of water and are not often seen by 
the general population. To the frequenters of river and lake shores 
they are, however, the most commonly seen of turtles. 

Other features that have prevented their coming into use are 
their relatively small size, 2 pounds being about the average, and the 
amount and hardness of shell, making the percentage of meat rela- 
tively small and difficult to get at. So long as there isa great 
abundance of other forms of game and fresh food the only reason for 
resorting to them would be the superior flavor of the flesh, and they 
would be sought after as luxuries rather than necessities. Their 
appeal would be to the taste rather than to the satisfaction of hunger. 
There is, of course, the deep-seated feeling that nothing common can 
be a luxury, as is indicated by the old contracts that servants should 
not be fed shad too frequently and by the fable about the farmer 
and crayfishes. 

That the terrapin is of excellent flavor would appear from the 
testimony of those who have tried it and from the fact that it can be 
successfully substituted for the diamond-back. As a rule, it inhabits 
clean waters. The different species of terrapin differ in their food 
and feeding habits, and doubtless in their flavor, to a corresponding 
degree. 

METHODS OF CAPTURE. 

Because of their habits, the manner of the capture of the terrapin 
is entirely different from that of the snapper. They do not crowd 
together in hibernating places during the winter and can not, there- 
fore, be taken in numbers during that season, as the snappers are. 
In the summer they are gregarious, crowding together in great 
numbers on projecting logs and banks. They can be easily taken in 
traps, a number and variety of which are known along the Illinois 
River. By simply sinking a box in a place full of snags and brush, 
a goodly number of terrapin will manage to drop in. A fish dealer 
reported that one man had a waterproof box sunk in water by weight- 
ing it with stones. He visited it daily, removing 30 to 40 turtles. 
Another form consisted simply of a box with an inclined board for 
a slide leading up to it. The turtles climbing up the slide to bask 
crowded the end ones into the box. A still more complicated form 
had the slide so placed on a pivot that if one or more turtles got 
beyond the pivot and overbalanced the lower end they were dumped 
into the box. The success with which an old sunken boat on a bar 
in Lake Maxinkuckee was observed to catch terrapin indicates the 
effectiveness of any of these devices. The gunwale of the boat would 
be crowded with the basking terrapin; and upon anyone’s approach 
they would plump at once into the water, about half of them landing 
in the boat. The boys in the region, out of sport, caught 50 or 60 
of the animals in one afternoon in this manner. 

A method used in trapping the “slider,” a species of terrapin in 
the southeastern part of the United States, doubtless would also 
prove efficacious. A projecting log is chosen and a heavily leaded 
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net placed entirely around it, except at the lower or entering end. 
The turtles climbing up on the log to bask keep pushing the foremost 
one off, and, if anyone approaches, all but one or a few at the lower 
or entering end of the log drop into the net. By this means great 
numbers can readily be taken. 

SHIPMENT, STORAGE, AND MARKETING, 

The shipment, storage, and marketing of the terrapin are the same 
as that of the snapper, except that, as has been said, practically all 
are sent to eastern markets. In the local markets they are sold by 
the individual or by the dozen instead of by weight. 

THE SOFT-SHELL TURTLES. 

Among the possible aquatic resources of the country an important 
place is occupied by the soft-shell turtles, of which there are two 
common species—the spiny, or common, soft-shell, Amyda spini- 
fera (Le Sueur) (Pls. VIL and VIII), and the smooth soft-shell, 
or leatherback, Amyda mutica (Le Sueur). These turtles are gener- 
ally northern in their distribution. They are confined chiefly to the 
larger streams and lakes and are therefore rather unfamiliar objects 
to the general population. They never stray far from the water’s 
edge and are very timid in disposition, taking to the water with 
exceeding swiftness when alarmed, so that even those who spend a 
great deal of time along rivers and lakes rarely get a very good view 
of uncaptured specimens. They are gregarious, assembling in con- 
siderable numbers on banks and sand bars. 

COMMERCIAL SIGNIFICANCE. 

The soft-shell turtles are seldom found in the markets. None was 
seen in the Washington market nor in Chicago, where it was re- 
ported that “they could not be given away, much less sold.” And 
yet, where well known, the soft-shell is regarded as the most delicious 
of turtles. It is, indeed, a species of soft-shell turtle which is reared 
in Japan, much as the diamond-back terrapin is beginning to be 
raised in this country. 

One reason for the absence or rarity of soft-shell turtles on the 
market is that they are too little known at the great market. centers 
and too well known at the place of capture. No general demand 
has been created, and no special efforts are made to capture them. 
Numbers are incidentally caught by various forms of fishermen’s 
gear, such as set lines, seines, and hoop nets, especially baited “ fid- 
dler nets” (the nets used to catch channel catfish). These inci- 
dentally caught turtles are not usually allowed to get beyond the 
fisheman who catches them; they are consumed mostly in the imme- 
diate locality where caught. In the small towns along the Missis- 
sippi and Illinois Rivers they are the favorite food turtles. The 
snappers are shipped to market and the soft-shells consumed locally. 
The dealers attribute their absence from the markets to several rea- 
sons. They do not stand shipment as well as other turtles, being of 
a more deltoute nature. They are flatter and not so meaty as the 
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snapper; so there is more waste. The soft-shells, therefore, rank 
with those “home-consumption” delicacies, the famous honey 
banana, the emerald-gem muskmelon, and the fall pippin apple, 
which are too good for the market place and can not retain their 
original flavor after passing through the hands of the middlemen. 
The fish dealer at one of the towns visited shipped out a barrel of 
snappers, but when visited later it was found that he had a goodly 
number of soft-shells on hand. “They do not get beyond me,” he 
explained. 

The soft-shells are prized, not only for soup, but for frying; and 
for this purpose the younger individuals, weighing from 1 to 1} 
pounds, are preferred. In making soup the shell may either be used 
or discarded. 
The soft-shell loves the clear water over sandy bottoms and 

prefers a good current. Its principal food, to judge from a few 
specimens examined, consists of crayfishes. Both its habits and habi- 
tat are therefore conducive to an excellent flavor of flesh. 

METHODS OF CAPTURE. 

On account of their habits, the soft-shells can not be taken in 
quantities by the methods used for either the snapper or terrapin. 
They are gregarious, like the terrapin, but, as a general thing, they 
do not seek elevated positions in basking, any good sand bar proving 
satisfactory. They would not drop in numbers into boxes, and they 
do not “mud up” in large numbers, as do the snappers during the 
winter. They are rather hard to get in an ordinary seine. During 
the summer of 1907 several hundred were seen basking on one of the 
sand bars of the upper Mississippi not far below St. Paul. The sand 
bar was surrounded by a long net, with the expectation of bagging 
several barrels of turtles. These all took to the water and the net 
was drawn in. Only two turtles were obtained, the net having 
passed over the others, which had, no doubt, simply flattened down 
close to the bottom. 

As previously stated, most of the soft-shells are captured inci- 
dentally on set lines or in hoop nets operated for fish. They can 
readily be caught in baited hoop nets, and one fisherman said that it 
was easier to get them, when desired, than it was to capture snappers. 
The nets must be visited at least every 12 hours, especially in warm 
weather, as the imprisoned turtles soon drown. Prof. Jacob 
Reighard in Ward and Whipple’s “ Fresh-water Biology,” page 66, 
gives the following description of a turtle net :¢ 

Turtles are best taken in a turtle net, which is a form of fyke net. It should 
be of heavy twine and coarse mesh and, if it is desired to keep the turtles alive, 
should be modified as follows: The terminal section of the pot is made cy- 
lindrical or the whole pot may be made with square hoops. A circular opening 
is cut in the upper side of the terminal section of the pot and to this is attached 
the lower end of a cylinder of netting which extends to the water’s surface. 
The upper end of this cylinder is attached to an opening cut in one side of a 
wooden box, provided on the opposite side with a hinged lid fastened with a 
hasp. The box is supported at the surface of the water on poles set in the 
bottom. When turtles reach the terminal section of the pot, they are able to 

“Reighard, Jacob: Methods of collecting and photographing. pci III of Fresh- 
fe Pioloey, by Henry B. Ward and George C. Whipple. John Wiley & Sons, New 

ork, 1918. 
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enter the box through the cylinder of netting and are thereby saved from 

drowning, which would ensue if they could not reach the air. They may be 
removed through the lid at the convenience of the collector. 

SHIPMENT. 

In the upper Mississippi and in some of the glacial lakes in the 
northern part of our country the soft-shell is exceedingly abundant 
and if made use of would offer a considerable amount of meat to the 
inhabitants of those regions. The market men say that it can be 
beheaded and rough cleaned—that is, with just the viscera removed— 
and shipped on ice. In this condition it keeps as well as fish similarly 
treated. Frozen, they say, it remains in perfect condition and is as 
good when thawed as when fresh. Handled in this manner, it could, 
if there were a sufficient demand, furnish a considerable meat supply 
to a large area. 

Taking the country at large, the turtles are much more scarce than 
formerly. From along the upper Illinois River comes the complaint 
that the turtles, especially appreciated there, are “ becoming very 
scarce” or “ practically exterminated ” and that the local market de- 
mand is greater than the supply. This exhaustion is attributed to 
the draining of the feeding areas of the turtles and the building of 
levees. The State law of Illinois protects both turtles and terrapin 
of any size under a 7-inch shell. All that has saved the turtle to this 
day is probably the fact that it has remained more or less unap- 
preciated. 

ENEMIES OF TURTLES. 

In spite of the various means with which nature has endowed the 
turtles for their welfare—the protecting shell of all of them; the 
timid disposition of the terrapin, which prevents them from wander- 
ing afar from safety and causes them to drop into the water at the 
first sign of alarm; the inconspicuous colors of most of them; the 
timidity and swiftness of the soft-shells; and the longevity of such 
as have passed the vicissitudes of early life—they are subject to many 
dangers and, on the whole, seem to be scarcely holding their own. 
A good many young appear to perish during the first winter. Musk- 
rats kill a few of the smaller species, but do not appear to molest 
those of larger size. Leeches often accumulate on turtles in con- 
siderable numbers, and, though they may never directly kill them, 
they doubtless greatly lessen their vitality. In the Japanese breeding 
establishments old turtles devour their young, and this may oc- 
casionally happen in nature. Doubtless carnivorous animals often 
dig up the nests and devour the eggs, as one often finds eggs scattered 
about and evidence of digging where the turtles make their nests. 

By far one of the most important enemies is man. Fishermen 
finding turtles in their nets or on hooks often kill and discard them, 
instead of either releasing or using them. Many persons make it 
a practice to rob turtle nests by the wholesale, either for so-called 
sport or to use their eggs for fish bait. By digging into the sand 
bars used for nesting places hundreds of eggs can be taken and de- 
stroyed in a short time. Many turtles, especially soft-shells, are 
drowned in hoop nets used by fishermen. 
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PREPARATION OF TURTLES FOR THE TABLE. 

KILLING THE TURTLE. 

Notwithstanding the formidable appearance offered by the shell, 
the killing and dressing of turtles is a comparatively easy matter, 
and the men at the fish markets soon become expert at it and can 
kill and clean them with surprising rapidity. The first step is to 
get the animal to protrude its head. In the case of the snapper, this 
is easily accomplished by presenting to its head a stick of suitable 
size for the reptile to snap. It takes tenacious hold, and the head 
can readily be pulled out. The heads of the other species may be 
made to protrude by applying pressure, as with the foot, to the back 
or upper part of the shell. After the neck is well stretched out the 
turtle can readily be decapitated. At fish markets, where many 
turtles are dressed, the cleaners usually have a killing plank with 
a sharpened spike driven through at an angle, and the spike is thrust 
through the chin during the process of stretching. 

Once beheaded, a sharp knife is run around the edges of the skin 
where it joins the shell and the skin pulled back over the legs to the 
feet, which are then disjointed. The lower part of the shell or 
plastron is then removed by cutting through the bridges which 
join the upper and lower shells, cutting close to the lower part of 
the shell. With snappers and soft-shells, in which the bridges are 
rather soft and cartilaginous, this can be done with a sharp knife. 
With the terrapin the bridge may be cut with a hatchet or saw. 
Having cut the bridges, the plastron or under shell may be readily 
removed by inserting a sharp knife just under it and lifting it off. 
This done, the entrails may be extracted with very little trouble, and 
the four quarters easily taken out from the carapace or upper shell. 
If one wishes to save the tenderloin in the upper part or “ceiling” 
of the carapace, the ribs may be cut with a hatchet. To the reader 
this may appear to be a lengthy and complicated process; but, as 
stated above, it is a simpler process than killing, plucking, and dress- 
ing a chicken. 
A visit to a place where turtles are being dressed by professionals 

would prove very instructive. It need hardly be said that each has 
his own method as regards the smaller details. Some cut off the 
feet before skinning; others skin down to the feet and then dis- 
joint. Some even cut off the feet before decapitation, but this is un- 
necessarily cruel. The smaller turtles and terrapin are often killed 
by dropping the living animal into boiling water just as lobsters 
and crayfishes are killed. This is a convenient method and not 
especially cruel, as death is practically instantaneous. With a large 
kettle the same method might be used for the soft-shell and snapper. 

RECIPES, 

Doubtless one reason for the general nonuse of turtles for food 
is the lack of knowledge as to just how to prepare them for the 
table and the lack of experience with turtles properly cooked. To 
meet this deficiency, the following recipes, which have been obtained 
from various available sources, are offered. A few have been gleaned 
from cookbooks, but most of them have been procured from per- 
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sons noted locally for their preparation of turtles. Special thanks 
are due to Henry Lemm, of Pekin, Ill, and to Mrs. Saunders, of 

the Saunders Fish Market, St. Louis, Mo., for choice recipes. 

SOUPS. 

These recipes apply especially to the snapper, which is the great soup turtle 

of the Mississippi Basin. They could, doubtless, be applied to terrapin and 

soft-shell also, as they are as good for soups as the snapper. 
In making soups, cook the turtle only until the bones leave the flesh. Many 

eook too long, which makes the flesh stringy. 
1. Turtle soup—aA favorite way to cook snapper is to make the soup like 

old-fashioned beef soup, with any assortment of vegetables desired, with the 
turtle meat cut up into small pieces. 

2. Turtle soup—Make up a soup stock, without vegetables, but add egg. 
8. Turtle chowder.—One-half pound turtle meat, 2 medium-sized potatoes, 3 

onions, 3 carrots, any other vegetables wanted, as parsley, all diced into the 
pot; add 144 pound of salt pork diced, 1 teaspoonful pepper, 1 level teaspoonful 
of butter, and cook about 2 hours over a slow fire. This is fine, a regular 
turtle chowder. With soft-shell turtle cut up the shell also, and cook for 4 

hours. 
4. Soft-shell turtle soup—uUse turtle meat same as for beef soup, adding a 

slice of bacon and onion to modify the flavor. (Soft-shell turtle meat is also 
good with noodles.) 

5. Turtle soup @ la ereole—This is the ancient recipe for turtle soup, and 
it is safe to say that when once eaten after this delightful way no other will 
seem quite so savory. Cut the turtle meat into small pieces. Let it brown 
in a pot with a little lard, cut up several onions, a slice of ham, and a little 
garlic, and stir and mix with the turtle meat. Then let the mixture brown 
well. Put in some flour and mix, pour a quantity of the soup stock into the 
pot, let it cool, and add a knee joint of veal. Let it simmer for an hour, then 
put in some thyme, laurel leaf, parsley, shallots, and when everything is cooked 
add more parsley and a couple of slices of lemon chopped fine. Just before serv- 
ing add a wineglassful of Madeira wine, or, in lieu of this, 34 that amount of 
lemon juice. 

6. Terrapin soup—uUse the meat and eggs from 1 terrapin, put into a stew- 
pan with 2 tablespoonfuls of butter, and let it simmer until quite hot through- 
out, keeping the pan closely covered. Serve with the following sauce: 1 beaten 
egg yolk flavored with nutmeg and mace, % cup currant jelly, 1 pinch of 
cayenne, salt to taste, 1 tablespoonful of butter. 

FRIED TURTLE. 

Although the turtles generally preferred for frying are medium-sized soft- 
shells weighing from 114 to 3 pounds, many like fried snapper. For frying, the 
younger and more tender snappers are to be preferred, although the older ones 

can be used by cooking correspondingly longer. 
7. Fried turtle—Cut the turtle meat into small pieces, add salt and pepper, 

roll in flour, and fry in one-half lard and one-half butter until brown, then 
add a little water, cover up, and steam until done (about % hour). 

8. Fried turtle—Fry as above; when browned add some catsup, a few mixed 
spices, a glass of wine, or, in lieu of this, 2 tablespoonfuls of vinegar and a 
little water ; cover, and steam until done (about 144 hour). 

9. Fried turtle—Some cooks prefer to fry dry, without steam; in this ease 
one must cook slowly, and of course old turtles must be cooked longer than 
young ones. 

10. Fried turtle-—Simply parboil the turtle meat and fry in butter. 
11. Fried turtle—Put the turtle meat into salt water for a short time, re- 

move and wipe dry, sprinkle with corn meal, and fry in hot grease, or use 
butter, salt, and pepper, and thicken with barley. (The person who furnished 
ape ae generally preferred snapper to other turtles, and had this species 
n mind.) 

12. Fried snapper.—Put the turtle meat into salt water overnight, take out, 
wipe dry, sprinkle with flour, and fry in plenty of grease. Fry slowly until 
brown. This is said to be better than fried chicken, For this old turtles are 
said to be as good as young. 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 

The following recipes were obtained at St. Louis and apply to the native 
turtles used there. They were meant to apply especially to the snapper; it is 
believed, however, that they could be applied to the more delicate soft-shell, 
where procurable, with even better results. 

13. Steamed turtle-——Take fresh turtle meat, fill with black pepper and a bit 
of butter, steam until the flesh separates from the bones, then add black sauce 
(the soy-bean sauce to be found in Chinese restaurants) or Worcestershire 
sauce. 

14. Turtle cutlet——Take lean turtle meat, pound until like hamburger steak, 
dip into egg, roll in meal, and fry in hot fat. This tastes like veal cutlet. 

15. Simmered turtle—Take 1 pound turtle meat, wash, cut into cubes, brown 
in fat (lard or butter) with 1 large or 2 medium-sized onions, simmer until 
tender, add Chili pepper while simmering. To serve, pour over boiled rice. 

16. Curry of turtle—Take 1 pound of turtle meat, brown as above, with 1 
large or 2 medium-sized onions. Put into the pot 1 medium-sized potato, 1 
carrot, the onions which have been cooked with the turtle, a small piece of 
parsley, 4% teaspoonful of pepper, 1 teaspoonful of salt, and 1% teaspoonful of 
curry powder. Add the browned turtle meat to the mixture in the pot and let 
simmer until tender. Make molds by hollowing out cups of boiled rice and 
serve in the molds. This tastes like curry of chicken or curry of veal. 

17. Turtle rivola—(a) One-half pound turtle meat, best chopped through 
a food chopper, add 2 onions, cook until tender, add % pound of cheese and 
salt and pepper. 

(b) Take 1 cup flour, 1 egg, 4 teaspoonful salt, make a thick batter, roll out 
thin into a sheet of noodle dough, and cut into 2-inch dice. 

(c) Take 1 spoonful of minced turtle meat, lay on the diced noodle dough, 
fold over 3 corners and inclose the meat, cook like noodles in the water that 
the turtle meat was cooked in, to which a spoonful of butter has been added. 

18. Turtle sausage.——Cook 2 pounds of turtle meat until tender, run through 
a food chopper, add 2 eggs, drop into hot fat or fry right off the spoon until 
brown. 

While the following recipe was originally intended to apply to the diamond- 
back terrapin, it would doubtless serve very well for the fresh-water species, 
and possibly for snapper or soft-shell turtle also: 

19. Stewed terrapin with cream.*—Place in a saucepan 2 tablespoonfuls of 
butter and 1 of rice flour, stir over a fire until it bubbles, then stir in a pint 
of thin cream, 1 tablespoonful salt, % tablespoonful white pepper, 44 table- 
spoonful grated nutmeg, and a very small pinch of cayenne, next put in 1 pint 
of terrapin meat, and stir it all until scalding hot. Move saucepan to back 
part of stove, where contents will keep hot, but not boil, then stir in 4 well- 
beaten yolks of eggs. Do not boil, but pour immediately into tureen contain- 
ing 1 tablespoonful lemon juice. Serve hot. 

«From the ‘‘ White House Cook Book.”’ 
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SNAPPING TURTLE, CHELYDRA SERPENTINA (LINNAEUS). 
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SNAPPING TURTLE, CHELYDRA SERPENTINA (LINNAEUS), 
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LE SUEUR TERRAPIN, GRAPTEMYS LESUEURII. 
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ELEGANT TERRAPIN, PSEUDEMYS ELEGANS. 
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ELEGANT TERRAPIN, PSEUDEMYS ELEGANS. 
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SOFT-SHELL TURTLE, AMYDA SPINIFERA. 
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SOFT-SHELL TURTLE, AMYDA SPINIFERA. 
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BLUE POINTS, FROM NEAR BLUE POINT, LONG ISLAND. 

About one-half natural size. 



THE OYSTER AND THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE 
ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTS. 

By E. P. Caurcui1, Jr., Assistant, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The taking of oysters constitutes the most valuable fishery of the 
United States and one of the most valuable in the world. The 
annual yield in this country is about 30,000,000 bushels, with a return 
to the fishermen of nearly $15,000,000. At least 99 per cent of the 
oysters of the United States are produced on the Atlantic and Gulf 
coasts, as shown by the following table: 

OystTER PRopuctT OF THE UNITED STATES. 

[From statistics collected by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries.] 

| - 

Region. Private grounds. | Public grounds. Total. 

Bushels. Value. Bushels. Value. Bushels. Value. 
New England States (1910)....| 5,549,318 | $3,439, 450 92,7 $157,584 | 5,942,021 | $3,597,034 
Middle Atlantic States 
Cb) Paes 7,090,883 | 5,204,124 | 11,815,193 | 4,059,432 | 18,906,076 | 9, 263,556 

South Atlantic States (1910)... 456, 194 171, 298 1, 244, 804 192, 886 1, 700, 998 364,184 
Gulf States (1918)............. 1, 227, 969 528,123 | 2,165,526 578,597 | 3,393,495 | 1,006, 720 
Pacific Coast States (1915). .... 152, 560 548, 005 3, 544 8,619 156, 104 556, 624 

Lj ae eg a en aaa 14, 476, 924 | 9, 891, 000 | 15,301,770 | 4,997,118 | 30,098,694 | 14,788,118 

The report of the Commissioner of Fisheries for 1913 stated that 
the total number of persons engaged in the oyster industry of the 
United States was 67,257, the yearly wages paid amounting to 
$10,876,801, and that the investment in vessels, apparatus, property, 
etc., Was over $17,000,000. P 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. 

On the eastern and southern coasts of the United States oysters are 
found from Wellfleet, Mass., on the inner shore of Cape Cod, to the 
southern extremity of Texas. The industry on these coasts is 
bounded by the same limits. Although in past times oysters were 
found in Maine and New Hampshire, practically none occurs there 
now, and these two coastal States alone have no oyster industry. 

The location of the main oyster beds in each State concerned and 
the principal towns in which the industry is centered are cited below. 
The Atlantic and Gulf coast is not lined with a solid bed of oysters 
along its entire length. Oysters are not found in the open sea, but in 
coves, bays, estuaries, and mouths of rivers—in a word, in partially 

2 Report U. 5, Commissioner of Fisheries, 1913, p. 40. Washington. 
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6 THE OYSTER AND THE OYSTER INDUSTRY. 

inclosed waters rendered brackish by drainage from the land. This 
fact will become more apparent during the reading of the ensuing 
paragraphs. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

The main oyster beds are in Wellfleet Harbor, in the waters in the 
vicinity of Chatham, in Cotuit Harbor, and in Poponesset Bay. 
Some oysters are also taken from Centerville Harbor and from the 
mouths of Wareham and Taunton Rivers. The principal towns con- 
cerned are Wellfleet, Chatham, Cotuit, and Falmouth. The oysters 
are shipped in the shell or shucked, on ice. 

RHODE ISLAND. 

The main oyster beds are in Narragansett Bay, the industry being 
centered at Providence, where there are about a half dozen oyster- 
houses. ‘The oysters are shipped in the shell or shucked, on ice. 

CONNECTICUT. 

Although oysters are found along practically the entire coast, the 
principal beds are inside Thimble Islands, in New Haven Harbor, 
Milford Bay, Bridgeport Harbor, South Norwalk Harbor, around 
Great Captains Island, and in the deeper water offshore from these 
places. All the oysters are shipped in the shell or shucked, on ice. 
There are 6 oyster houses at South Norwalk, 16 at New Haven, and 1 
each at Milford, Stony Creek, Guilford, and New London. 

NEW YORK. 

The oyster beds of New York are in the waters around Long Island. 
The oysters are shipped in the shell or shucked, on ice. There are 4 
oyster houses at Greenport, 1 at Suffolk, and 2 at Northport, on the 
north side of the island. On the south, West Sayville and Patchogue 
are the centers of the oyster trade, there being extensive beds in Great 
South Bay. New York City is the great center of the oyster trade of 
the State. 

NEW JERSEY. 

The main oyster beds are in Raritan, Barnegat, and Great Bay, on 
the eastern coast, the oysters being handled chiefly at Tuckerton and 
Keysport; and in Delaware Bay, on the west, especially in Maurice 
Cove and vicinity. The oysters from this region are shipped from 
Bivalve, where there are several houses handling oysters in the shell 
or shucked, on ice. 

DELAWARE. 

The oyster beds are in Delaware Bay, mainly from Bombay Hook 
to below the mouth of St. James Creek. Most of the oysters are 
marketed through Bivalve, N. J. 
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° MARYLAND. 

The principal oyster beds are in the Chesapeake Bay, there being 
some, however, in Chincoteague Bay and Potomac River. The num- 
ber of oyster houses at the main centers of trade are as follows: Cris- 
field, 40; Baltimore, 28 (15 being oyster canneries); Cambridge, 25; 
Oxford, 15; Annapolis, 13; Tilghman, 8; and St. Michaels, 6. There 
are about 160 oyster houses in allin theState. Baltimore is the only 
city in the State where oysters are steamed and canned, and is the 
most northerly point on the coast where this process is employed. 

VIRGINIA. 

The waters covering the main oyster beds of the State are those of 
Chesapeake Bay, Chincoteague Bay, and the eastern coast of Accomac 
and Northampton Counties, and the Potomac, Rappahannock, York, 
and James Rivers. There are about 35 oyster houses, 19 at Norfolk 
and Portsmouth, 2 at Hampton, 1 at Phoebus, 3 at West Point, 
2 at Urbanna, and others scattered about in Northampton, Middle- 
sex, Lancaster, and Accomac Counties. The oysters are shipped 
in the shell or shucked, on ice, none being canned. One firm prepares 
an oyster powder from the dried meats. 

NORTH CAROLINA. 

Four-fifths of the oyster beds of this State are in Pamlico Sound. 
There is one cannery at each of the following points: Beaufort, 
Morehead City, Washington, Vandimere, Davis, Bay River, and 
Sea Level. There is one shucking house, or ‘raw house,” as such a 
oe is termed in the South to distinguish it from a cannery, at 
ewbern and several at Wilmington. 

SOUTH CAROLINA. 

Most of the oyster beds are in St. Helena and Port Royal Sounds 
near the southern extremity of the coast. There are five canneries 
at Charleston and six at Beaufort, besides two or three at smaller 
cities. 

GEORGIA. 

The oyster beds are found along the entire coast line, especially 
in St. Catherines, Sapelo, Do Boy, Altamaha, St. Simons, St. Andrews, 
and Cumberland Sounds. There are 18 canneries in the State— 
four at Savannah, and the rest scattered along the coast. There are 
five wholesale dealers in raw oysters, besides several retailers at 
Savannah, Brunswick, and other points. 

FLORIDA. 

The principal oyster industry of the State is located at Apalachi- 
cola, where there are four canneries and nearly a dozen raw houses, 
the oysters coming from Apalachicola Bay and contiguous waters. 
There is a small oyster business at Carabelle and some beds at Cedar 
Keys. A few oysters are canned at Fernandina, on the east coast. 
There is a small local oyster business at other points in the State. 
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ALABAMA. 

The oysters are found in the lower part of Mobile Bay and the 
east end of Mississippi Sound. There are 13 dealers in oysters in 
Mobile, but most of the oysters are opened or reshipped in the shell 
at Bayou Labatre and small adjacent points on the Mississippi 
SE a: The only oyster cannery in the State is located at Bayou 
abatre. 

MISSISSIPPI. 

The principal oyster beds in this State are in Mississippi Sound, but 
90 per cent of the oysters opened in the State are brought from 
Louisiana waters, especially from St. Bernard Parish. At Biloxi 
there are 12 canneries and 6 raw houses, the only city having a 
larger number of canneries being Baltimore, Md., which has 15. 
The following Mississippi cities have one cannery and one or two raw 
houses each: Gulfport, Pass Christian, Bay St. Louis, and Ocean 
Springs. 

LOUISIANA. 

The principal oyster beds are in the waters on the east of St. 
Bernard Parish, although important beds are found on the coast of 
Terrebonne and Plaquemines Parishes, and others are being devel- 
oped to the westward. As a result of experiments conducted by the 
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries between 1906 and 1909, valuable oyster 
beds were established in Barataria Bay. These were subsequently 
broken up by a hurricane and the oysters washed about to different 
parts of the bay. From the natural propagation of the oysters so 
scattered several beds developed which have grown to be of consider- 
able value. There are about 24 wholesale oyster dealers in New 
Orleans. One cannery is located near New Orleans, two farther 
down the river, two or three at Houma in Terrebonne Parish, and a 
new one is just starting at Franklin. 

TEXAS. 

The principal oyster beds of this State are in Galveston, West, 
Matagorda, Lavaca, Espiritu Santo, Aransas, Mesquite, and Corpus 
Christi Bays. There are from two to six oyster-shucking houses at 
Corpus Christi, Port Aransas, Rockport, Port O’Connor, Port Lavaca, 
Seadrift, Palacios, Matagorda, and Galveston. There are no oyster 
canneries in this State. 

OUTPUT OF VARIOUS REGIONS. 

Chesapeake Bay produces more oysters than any other body of 
water in the world. Some notion of the size of the industry there 
may be gained from Plate XVIII, aarp 1, showing the coat fleet 
operating out of Cambridge, Md., which is only one of the several 
large oyster centers on this bay. Virginia and Maryland, within 
whose borders Chesapeake Bay is embraced, lead the United States 
in oyster production with over 5,000,000 bushels each annually.? 

aSmith, H. M. Oysters: The World’s Most Valuable Water Crop. National Geographic Magazine, 
March, 1913, p. 261. Washington. : 
>Report, U. 8. Commissioner of Fisheries, 1913, p. 41. Washington. 
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U. S. B. F.—Doc. 890. PLATE III. 

FIG.1.—SPERMATOZOON OF MALE OYSTER. Magnified 1,700 diameters. (AfterStafford.) 

FIG. 2.—OYSTER EGG. Magnified 600 diameters. 

FIG. 3—FREE-SWIMMING LARVA OF OYSTER, ABOUT 10 DAYS OLD. Magnified 

300 diameters. 

FIG. 4.—FREE-SWIMMING OYSTER LARVA WITH VELUM, OR SWIMMING ORGAN 

EXTENDED. Magnified 300 diameters. 
(Figs. 2, 3, and 4 drawn by J. S. Gutsell.) 
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Connecticut is third with over 4,000,000 bushels. Rhode Island, 
New York, New Jersey, and Louisiana produce over 1,000,000 
bushels annually. 

DESCRIPTION AND ANATOMY.2 

CLASSIFICATION. 

The oyster of commerce in the United States, with the exception 
of certain parts of the Pacific coast, is the so-called “eastern oyster,” 
belonging to the species Ostrea virginica, Gmelin. It is a member 
of the group of molluscs popularly known as bivalves, since it has 
two valves, or shells, which are joined at the narrower ends by a 
hinge. 

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE. 

The figures in Plates I, XX, and XXI, though reduced in size, 
give an idea of the usual mt and appearance of the oyster. The 
average length of the shells of the marketable size is about 5 inches. 
Oysters, however, may grow to much greater dimensions, and under 
certain conditions of growth, such as crowding or development on 
a mud bottom, are forced into various distorted or elongated shapes. 
_ The shell of the adult oyster varies greatly in thickness, ranging 
in extreme cases from somewhat less than one-fourth inch to an 
inch and one-fourth. The usual thickness is from one-fourth to 
three-eighths inch, decreasing to paperlike thinness on the margins 
of a rapidly growing shell. 
The exterior is marked by laminations and more or less concentric lines of growth; 

it is often covered by a yellowish cuticle, but is sometimes white and flinty in appear- 
ance. The inside of the shell is generally white, somewhat tinged with purple near 
the margins, and with a more or less pearly luster. The muscular impression is gen- 
erally nearer to the posterior margin than to the hinge; it is a well-defined scar, kidney- 
shaped in specimens of ordinary size, but becoming more elongate in very large indi- 
viduals; in young specimens it is pale, but it afterwards becomes purple or almost 
black. The left, or lower, valve is deeply concave within, the upper valve being 
flat or, usually, slightly concave. The animal portions are large, nearly filling the 
shell, and the mantle border is comparatively narrow. 

ANATOMICAL FEATURES. 

The two valves of the shell of the oyster are held together at the 
hinge by a dark-colored elastic ligament so placed that it tends to 
throw the free ends of the valves slightly apart when the large 
muscle of the oyster is cut or relaxed. The main structures of 
interest making up the body of the oyster are shown in Plate IT and 
in text figure 1. Plate II represents an oyster lying in the left valve, 
which is deeper than the right, and more cup-shaped. ‘This is also 
sae always the valve by which the oyster is attached to rocks, etc. 
The flatter right valve is represented as having been removed. The 
narrow part of the oyster is the anterior or front end, the mouth 
being located in that region. The broad part is the posterior or 
rear end. ‘The back or dorsal side is at the top of the picture and 
the ventral or under side below. The oyster, however, being at- 
tached by its left side, may rest in the water in any conceivable 
position, depending on the surface to which it has fastened itself. 

a4The brief account of the anatomy and life history of the oyster is based chiefly on the researches of 
Brooks (1895), Julius Nelson (1888-1893 and 1900-1915), and Stafford (1913). 

6 Moore, H. F. (1897, p. 266.) 
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Each valve or shell is lined with a thin membrane called the mantle, 
fringed on the edge and attached to the shell over nearly all its ex- 
panse, but free along the margin. The right mantle has been re- 
moved with the shell in Plate il In about the center of the body 
is the large adductor muscle, by the contraction of which the oyster 
closes its shell. As stated above, when this muscle is relaxed or 
cut, the ligament in the hinge forces the valves apart. The main 
body of the oyster lies between the right and left sides of the mantle 
and is attached to it and the adductor muscle. It wil thus be seen 
that the oyster is held to the shell by the mantle and the muscle. 

In Plate II part of the body wall is represented as having been re- 
moved with the right side of the mantle, thus exposing to view the 
liver or digestive gland and the cesophagus or gullet leading from the 
mouth to the stomach, which opens into the intestine. This extends 
downward and backward beneath the muscle, then curves sharply 
and runs forward on the left of the stomach to the wsophagus, 
where it again turns to the rear and extends backward to che vent 
or anus above the muscle. 

In a thin-walled sac, the pericardium, immediately in front of the 
muscle, lies the real heart of the oyster. (The adductor muscle is 
often erroneously referred to as the ‘‘heart,’’ since when it is cut 
the oyster eventually dies from inablility to close its valves.) The 
circulatory system of the oyster is of the ‘‘open”’ type; that is, the 
arteries do not terminate in capillaries which lead to the veins, as 
in man, but deliver the blood, which is colorless, into large spaces, 
or lacune, between the tissues. The blood, as it spreads through 
these lacunz, bathes the various cells of the body and is then gathered 
up by the veins and collected in the auricle or lower chamber of the 
heart. It then passes into the ventricle, or upper chamber, which 
contracts and forces the blood through arteries to the different parts 
of the body. A hinged valve between the two chambers of the heart 
prevents the blood being driven back into the auricle. 

The nervous system of the oyster (not shown in the figures) is 
very simple, consisting of two ganglia or knots of nervous matter, 
lying just over the gullet and two nerves passing back from them, 
one on each side, to another pair of ganglia beneath the adductor 
muscle. Smaller nerves extend from these two pairs of ganglia to 
the various parts of the body. 

At the anterior end of the bay four thin lips or palps hang free in 
the mantle cavity and extend backward from beneath the mouth for 
about one-third the length of the body, the posterior ends lapping 
under the ends of the gills. The latter, four in number, are somewhat 
similar to the palps in appearance, and extend backward and upward 
in crescent ee as eae in Plate IJ. Microscopie examination 
shows that the gills are covered on both sides with very fine hairs or 
cilia, arranged in rows. ‘These beat back and forth and, when the 
oyster is lying with the valves open, cause a current of sea water to 
pass on to the gills. The water is forced through fine openings on 
the surfaces of the gills into water tubes inside the gills and thence 
into the cavity above them. As the water passes through the gills 
the blood is aerated as in the case of a fish. io Plate II the openings 
of the tubes can be seen on the inner edge of the gills. The right 
mantle having been removed, the cavity into which the water passes 
is exposed. It lies in tne space just above the inner edge ot the gills. 
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From this cavity the water passes behind the adductor muscle and 
out between the edges of the valves of the shell around the rear end 
of the gills, at a point in the upper left of the figure. 
The food of the oyster consists entirely of minute animal and vegetable organisms 

and small particles of organized matter. Ordinary sea water contains an abundance 
of this sort of food, which is drawn into the gills with the water, but as the water 
strains through the pores into the water tuw: the food particles are caught on the 
surface of the gills by a layer of adhesive slime ,. ‘~h covers all the soft parts of the 
body. As soon as they are entangled the cilia strike -zainst them in such a way as 
to roll or slide them along the gills toward the mouth. When they reach the anterior 
ends of the gills they are pushed off and fall between the lips, and these again are 
covered with cilia, which carry the particles forward until they slide into the mouth, 
which is always wide open and ciliated, so as to draw the food through the cesophagus 
into the stomach. Whenever the shell is open these cilia are in action, and as long as 
the oyster is breathing a current of food is sliding into its mouth.¢ 

The food then passes to the stomach, is acted on by the fluids from 
the liver, and moves along the intestine. The nutritive portion is 

Fia. 1.—Diagram of dissection of oyster to show reproductive organ, consisting of the branching tubules 
spread over the dotted portion. au, auricle of heart; d, external opening of reproductive organ; 9, 

lls; M, adductor muscle; m, mouth; p, palps; ve, ventricle of heart; y, posterior end of gills. About 
natural size. (After Moore.) 

absorbed and the feces are thrown out the vent in long, ribbonlike 
form and carried outside the shell with the stream of water passing 
out from the chamber over the gills. 

The position, form, and general appearance of the reproductive 
organs of the oyster are the same for both sexes. Really there is but 
one reproductive organ, which consists of a mass made up of micro- 
scopic tubules and connective tissue lying between the folds of the 
intestine and investing it and the stomach and liver in such a manner 
as to cover the visceral organs when the opened oyster is viewed from 
either side. In Plate Il most of the reproductive organ has been 
removed, a small portion being shown about the folds of the intestine. 
Text figure 1 represents an oyster with the left valve and mantle 
removed, showing the reproductive organ as it appears from the 
left side, covering the visceral mass and partially surrounding the 
heart and adductor muscle. Numerous ducts arise from the organ, 
unite into one and open at point d below the adductor muscle. A view 

a Brooks, W. K. (1880. p. 9.) 
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of the right side of the organ would present practically the same 
appearance, there being a similar system of ducts opening on that 
side beneath the muscle. Through these two openings the genital 
products are discharged into the water at spawning time. 

LIFE HISTORY. 

TI”. OF SPAWNING. 

The oyster may spawn when the water reaches a temperature of, 
68° F., but spawning proceeds at normal speed only when the water 
is 70° or above. For this reason the spawning period varies in 
different regions, depending on the temperature of the water, which’ 
is regulated by the depth of the water and the general meteorological 
conditions. Shallow bodies of water, even though in more northern 
latitudes, often become warm as early or earlier than deeper waters 
farther south. In the north, where the season is shorter, the spawn- 
ing period is relatively short, often lasting only two or three weeks, 
while in the south oysters may be found in a spawning condition 
from early spring until fall. . 

In Long Island Sound, the bulk of the oysters spawn about the 
last of July; in Great South Bay, spawning occurs from about 
June 5 until after the Fourth of July. in New Jersey waters spawn- 
ing begins about June 1. Spawning extends in Chesapeake Bay 
from May until September. Od the Gulf coast, spawning begins in 
March and spawning oysters may be found as late as November. 

REPRODUCTION. 

In spite of the fact that the sex of the oyster can not be distinguished 
by the external appearance of the shell, of the body, or of the repro- 
ductive organs, the sexes are separate. Some oysters are male, the 
reproductive organs developing spermatozoa or milt; other oysters 
are female and produce ova or eggs. While it has at times been 
stated that the sex might change from year to year, an oyster being 
perhaps male one year and female the next, or the reverse, there is 
no evidence on which to base this belief, except some inconclusive 
researches made nearly 50 years ago and not borne out by sub- 
sequent investigations. It can be almost conclusively stated that 
the sex of the eastern oyster is permanent and does not change 
during the life of the individual. 

The sexes can be distinguished only by an examination of the 
products discharged by the reproductive organs. The spermatozoa 
and eggs are so extremely small that a lens must be employed to 
distinguish one from the other. The eggs (Pl. III, fig. 2) vary from 
roughly pear-shaped to oval or nearly spherical and measure about 
+z of an inch in diameter. It is estimated that a female oyster will 
produce over 16,000,000 eggs. The male genital products, or sperma- 
tozoa, are many times smaller than the eggs. Each spermatozoon 
(Pl. ITI, fig. 1) is made up of a head about zp455 of an inch in 
diameter, pointed at one end and flattened at the other. To this 
flat base is attached a very slender threadlike tail about 20 times 
the length of the head. This tail lashes about and moves the 
spermatozoon around in the water after it has been discharged by 
the male oyster. 
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” Fertilization of the eggs occurs in the water. The oysters, male 
and female, lying about over the bottom, at spawning time discharge 
the reproductive elements into the water where they mingle as chance 
may bring about. The more numerous the oysters on a particular 
bed, the greater the chance of the actively moving spermatozoa 
meeting the eggs. The spermatozoa swarm around the eggs, many 
about each one, until a spermatozoon penetrates the egg membrane, 
the head only of the spermatozoon passing on in, the tail dropping 
off. The material of the head unites with that of the egg, and 
heel changes in the latter are thereby initiated. 

he single cell of the egg begins to divide into many cells and to 
change its form and in the course of from 5 to 10 hours develops 
into a small oyster larva, which swims by means of fine hairs or cilia 
on the outside of its body. A shell then begins to develop and soon 
covers the entire body, so that the larva resembles a tiny ee clam. 
A definite organ of locomotion also appears, consisting of a disk, 
known as the velum, borne on the end of a thick stalk which is pro- 
truded from between the valves of the shell in front. The disk 
bears cilia which by their movement enable the larva to swim about 
rapidly (Pl. III, fig. 4). When the velum is retracted the larva 
settles to the bottom. 

The larva is now about two days old and measures about 0.08 mm. 
in length. As it increases in size certain elevations, the umbones, 
can be noted on the upper part of the hinge, one on eachside. Shortly 
one valve becomes much deeper than the other, and the umbo on 
it much more prominent than that on the right side, and by this 
characteristic the oyster larva may be readily distinguished under 
the microscope from the larval form of any other bivalve. The 
deeper valve is the left one and that by which the oyster later becomes 
attached. During the advanced stages of the larval form, the left 
umbo is very conspicuous, jutting back in aimost the form of a 
hook (PI. III, fig. 3). 

The period passed through by the oyster larva from the develop- 
ment of the cilia, a few hours after fertilization, until it ‘‘sets’’ or 
‘“strikes’’ is known as the free-swimming stage. Although the 
larva swims about freely in the water, being so small, its move- 
ments and location at any particular time are largely subject to the 
tides and currents. The free-swimming period lasts from about 14 
to 18 days in the more northern waters and a somewhat shorter 
time in the southern. The warmer the water the more rapidly 
eb occurs and consequently the shorter the free-swimming 
eriod. 

‘ At the close of the free-swimming period, when the oyster is about 
one-third of a millimeter (one seventy-fifth of an inch) long, it ‘‘sets”’ 
if the proper conditions are present. It attaches itself by the left 
valve to some surface in the water, a rock, shell, stake, in fact almost 
any object (Pl. IV). 
The first essential is that the surface should be clean and that it should remain so 

a sufficient length of time to enable the young oyster to firmly establish itself. So 
long as this condition obtains, the nature of the material seems to matter but little. 
In most bodies of water the spat fixes itself at all levels from the surface to the bottom 
but in certaif parts of the coast its place of attachment is confined to the zone between 
high and low water, the midtide mark being the place of maximum fixation.@ 

aMoore, H. F. (1897, p. 274.) 
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Once secured, the swimming organ disappears and the oyster never 
wanders again of its own volition. 

GROWTH. 

The shell is secreted by the mantle, the membrane lining the shell. 
Horny material is first deposited over the outer surface of the mantle 
and to this is added lime, forming the familiar hard shell. As the 
mantle increases in size with the general growth of the rest of the 
body, and as it can be extended somewhat from between the edges 
of the valves, new shell material is added to the inner surface of the 
valve and to the outer edge. This makes each valve thick in the 
central portion, sloping to a condition of extreme thinness at the 
edges. The outer edges of the valves of a rapidly growing oyster 
are so thin and knifelike that care must be’exercised in handling 
them to avoid cutting the fingers. 

The rate of growth of oysters varies widely, depending on tem- 
perature, density and food content of the water, season of the year, 
and other factors. Its growth is more rapid in the warmer southern 
waters than in the colder northern. In Long Island Sound about 
four years are required for an oyster to reach a length of 4 to 5 inches, 
or marketable size. In southern waters that size is reached in two 
years. Oysters if left undisturbed may attain a length of 8 to 10 
inches or more. While the exact age which an oyster may reach 
can not be definitely stated, oysters have been found which appeared 
from the number of layers in the shell to be at least 15 years of age. 

Oysters which have unrestricted space for growth acquire the normal 
shape shown in Plates I, XX, and XXI. When crowded together, 
the shape becomes modified, even greatly distorted at times. Often 
numerous set will fasten upon a relatively small piece of cultch, and 
as growth proceeds a crowded cluster of oysters will result. If 
broken Hike by pressure of growth or by artificial means, their 
shape will improve. 

The crowding of oysters reaches its climax upon the ‘“‘raccoon”’ oyster beds. Rac- 
coon oysters are usually found in localities where the bottom is soft and the only 
firm place which offers itself for the attachment of the spat is upon the shells of its 
ancestors. Temperature and other conditions are favorable, growth is rapid, the young 
oysters are crowded into the most irregular shapes, the shells are long, thin, and sharp- 
edged, and eventually the mass of young is so dense that it crowds out and smothers 
the preceding generations which produced it and offered means for its attachment. 
Oysters crowded in this excessive manner are poor-flavored, as well as ill-shaped, 
but both defects are corrected if they be broken apart, as may be readily done, and 
planted elsewhere.4 

FACTORS OF ENVIRONMENT.? 

TEMPERATURE OF WATER. 

The fact that the oyster is found from Cape Cod to Mexico shows 
that it can become adapted to living in waters of considerable differ- 
ence of temperature and in certain regions may withstand wide 
changes during the course of the seasons. In Long Island Sound 

aMoore, H. F. (1897, p. 275.) 
» The outline of this section, “Factors of Environment,” and of the one following, ‘‘Natural Beds,” and 

the details of certain topics therein, specifically stated in each such case, are substantially as prepared by 
Dr. H. F. Moore, Deputy Commissioner of Fisheries, for an uncompleted revision of his ‘Oysters and 
Methods of Oyster Culture’’ (1897). 
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the temperature over the oyster beds falls in winter nearly to 32° F., 
the freezing point, and in summer rises to 72° in deep water and 
75 to 78° over the inshore beds. In Chesapeake Bay oysters in 
certain shallow water beds withstand variation from the freezing 
point, below 32 to 90° F.¢ In the Gulf of Mexico the usual range 
of temperature over the oyster beds is from 50 to 90° F. The rela- 
tion between temperature and the spawning of oysters has been 
discussed on page 12. 

DENSITY OF WATER. 

The higher the proportion of salt contained in sea water the 
greater the density. Therefore, it is common practice to estimate 
the proportion of salt by measuring the density of the water with the 
salmometer. This consists of a glass bulb with a narrow stem at one 
end on which are gradings reading from 1.000 to 1.031. The bulb 
is weighted at the end opposite the stem, so that it will sink some- 
what below the surface, leaving the stem projecting from the water. 
The less salt in the water the less the density and the lower the 
salinometer will sink. Fresh water is arbitrarily considered as 
1.000 and the point on the stem of the salinometer to which the water 
reaches when the instrument is placed in fresh water is so marked. 
Grades are marked below that on the stem, the bulb rising higher 
in the water the greater the density. The highest grade is usually 
1.031. For convenience three bulbs are usually used, one reading 
from 1.000 to 1.011, one from 1.010 to 1.021, and one from 1.020 to 
1.031. Common sea water usually reads from 1.025 to 1.026 on the 
salinometer. Oysters are found in water ranging in density from 
1.002 to 1.025, but can not withstand densities lower than 1.007 
for indefinite periods. In general they seem to thrive best in 
densities between 1.011 and 1.022. 

Oysters are not usually found out in the main body of the sea- 
water, away from the influence of the fresh water from the streams, 
where the density is 1.025 or more. It will thus be apparent that 
oysters have become adapted to a certain range of densities, and 
natural beds have grown up at points fairly close to shore or in 
inclosed bays where the salinity of the seawater is modified by the 
inflowing of fresh water. 

MUD, SILT, AND SUSPENDED MATTER.? 

A bottom composed of slightly shifting sands or of very soft mud 
into which the adult oysters wail sink and on which the minute spat 
can gain no firm support is alike unfavorable to oyster culture and 
to the development of natural beds. If, however, hard objects be 
distributed on or above such bottoms they will become collectors of 
spat so long as they remain clean and free from slime or sediment, 
and if it be desired to produce permanent beds or to catch the float- 
ing spat for the purpose of seeding other beds it is manifest that, 
the scouring action of the currents being equal, waters containing 
a minimum of sedimentary matter are to be preferred to those more 
or less laden with mud. 

@ Moore, H. F. (1897, p. 280.) 
+ Moore, H. F. Proposed revision of “Oysters and Methods of Oyster Culture’? (1897). 
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In this connection a distinction must be drawn between beds used 
for seed production and those employed in growing and fattening 
stock for the market. Oysters will eanuentel erow more rapidly 
in silt-laden waters, on muddy bottoms, or in their vicinity, than 
they will elsewhere, as such places are usually more productive of 
food organisms, owing to the larger amount of dissolved material 
available for the sustenance of the minute plants which constitute 
a considerable part of the food of the oyster. 

Even adult oysters may be destroyed, however, by heavy deposits 
of silt such as often result from freshets and crevasses. For the 
purposes of seed culture or the establishment of self-perpetuating 
beds the most desirable waters are those which contain an abundance 
of microscopic vegetation with a minimum of euspen eae inorganic 
particles, although an organic slime such as rapidly forms on sub- 
merged surfaces in some localities is as effective m preventing the 
fixation of spat as is inorganic sediment. In many places in Chesa- 
peake Bay and in the bays on the New Jersey coast the sediment, 
as well as the bottom ead is largely composed of finely comminuted 
fragments of seaweeds and other vegetable matter the rapid deposit 
of which soon covers with a flocculent film the surfaces of all objects 
exposed to it, excepting when the currents are sufficiently strong to 
exert a scouring influence. During warm weather this organic 
deposit is likely to undergo rapid decomposition, the toxic products 
of which sicken and kill tae oysters. 

The more or less constant dribbling of fine material upon the 
bottom has comparatively little effect upon adult oysters, operating 
mainly to cover the shells and prevent the attachment of spat or to 
stifle the young oysters after attachment. This rain of fine material 
occurs almost everywhere but especially where the currents are weak, 
and it is generally in the latter localities that it is of sufficient volume 
to be obnoxious. 

TIDES AND CURRENTS. 

The effects of tides and currents upon the development and growth 
of oysters are quite important. The genital products, cast directly 
into the water as previously stated, are moved about so that more 
opportunity is afforded for the contact of the spermatozoa of the 
male with the eggs of the female. 

The free-swimming larve are carried to and fro by the tides and 
currents, and thus when large enough to set are often some distance 
from where they were spawned. The importance of this fact in the 
method of oyster culture by planting cultch is very great and the 
matter is discussed under a separate section on page 31. 

Tides and currents tend to prevent the fouling of material upon 
which the larvee set by washing away silt and débris. In still water, 
as in an inclosed bay, the suspended débris has an opportunity to 
settle upon the cultch and form a slime and film which prevents the 
attachment of the larve. If the larve have attached, the deposit 
is often sufficient to smother them. 

Since the food of oysters consists of microscopic materials found 
in the water (see p. 19), it follows that currents affect the distribu- 
tion of the food of the oyster. In still water, nearly all the organ- 
isms might settle to the bottom or those in the neighborhood of the 
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oyster might become exhausted. Currents keep the material agi- 
tated and cause a fresh supply to sweep across the oyster beds. 
Movement of the water also brings a fresh supply of oxygen to 

the oyster which aerates the blood by oxygen derived from the water 
passed through its gills. 

DEPTH OF WATER.® 

The known vertical range of oysters under natural conditions is 
from or near high-water mark to a depth of about 130 feet, the 
latter extreme occurring over densely stocked and productive beds 
in Patuxent River, Md. Im a large part of the oyster region of 
South Carolina the natural beds occur almost exclusively between 
high and low water marks, and some of the beds of Florida are 
similarly situated, the oysters growing on the aerial roots of man- 
groves, as they frequently or generally do in Porto Rico and others 
of the West Indies. In places on the Gulf coast oysters set and 
grow in limited numbers in the grass on the edges of the marsh 
prairies above the level reached by many high tides, but in such 
situations they are frequently killed by freezing. 

In the Mississippi delta region a good set is often obtained on 
cultch planted at or near high-water mark, but the young oysters 
are removed to deeper water before cold weather arrives. 

Elsewhere oysters are rarely planted in this country on bottoms 
exposed at low water. In most places comparatively shallow depths 
ranging from 2 to 12 or 15 feet are utilized in oyster culture, but in 
Long Island Sound the practice has been successfully extended to 
depths of 60 feet or more. 

FRESHETS, STORMS, AND ICE.® 

Freshets occur with more or less frequency in the rivers discharg- 
ing near the oyster beds of many of the South Atlantic and Gulf 
Coast States, and with them are to be classed the crevasses or breaks 
in the levees which sometimes accompany high water in the coastal 
streams of Louisiana. 

The effects of a freshet are twofold. The most immediate effect 
is that, owing to the vastly increased volume of fresh water dis- 
charged, the salinity of the water over the oyster beds is reduced 
far below the normal and in many cases becomes fresh or practically 
so for considerable periods. As already stated in another connec- 
tion, this is often fatal to the oysters already on the beds, and, even 
when this is not the case, the production of a set is inhibited during 
the prevalence of the abnormal conditions. 

Freshets also carry large quantities of mud and débris scoured 
from old channels and washed from the land, and as the currents 
slacken in the bays and estuaries, where the oyster abounds, their 
carrying power diminishes, and the materials are dropped on the beds. 
If the deposits so made be deep, the old oysters may be killed, while 
even a light deposit is sufficient to prevent the attachment of spat 
until it be again gradually scoured from the shells and other hard 
bodies on the bottom. 

@ Moore, H. F, Proposed revision of ‘Oysters and Methods of Oyster Culture’’ (1897). 
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It sometimes happens that a freshet of unusual severity, while 
disastrous in its immediate effects, results eventually in an increased 
productiveness of the beds. If the disaster be due to a prolonged 
freshening of the water without an undue deposit of silt, the shells 
are often left in a much-improved condition. This is apparently 
due in part to the more active scouring action of currents of more 
than usual velocity, but mainly to the destruction of the organic 
slime, which often covers the shells in sea water, and the cultch is 
thereby left in a more favorable condition for the attachment of 
spat carried from more or less distant beds. The fresh water also 
exterminates the drills which feed on the little oysters, and, as Dr. 
Moore’s observations of improved sets under the conditions described 
indicate that sets usually occur in waters of rather high normal 
salinity, where the drill ordinarily thrives, it is probable that this 
action of the fresh water is no unimportant beneficial factor. The 
oysters, from the nature of their reproductive and developmental 
characteristics, are able to reestablish themselves much more rapidly 
than their enemies. 

Gales, to have an effect on adult oysters in moderately deep water, 
must be of extraordinary severity, but they frequently do great 
damage or exterminate beds int shoal water. The waves sometimes 
pick up the oysters and throw them on the beach, but more fre- 
quently they are destroyed by being buried in situ by sand, sea- 
weeds, and débris piled up by the sea. Cases are known of where 
well-established beds have been overwhelmed by such deposits and 
others in which thick strata of sand between layers of old shells indi- 
cate a succession of such disasters in the more or less remote history 
of the beds. 

Sometimes the eroding effect of currents and waves will uncover 
the buried oysters and shells, and the beds will again reestablish 
themselves through the attachment of young; but in other cases the 
beds are permanently destroyed. ‘The former is the usual result 
when the reefs rise rather abruptly from the surrounding bottom, 
and the latter is frequent when they are but little elevated above 
the general floor of the sea. Planted beds, which usually lie at the 
general level of the bottom, are usually permanently covered. 

Gales are sometimes agents in the establishment of new beds, 
carrying oysters and shells to surrounding barren bottoms, where 
they form a nucleus that gradually develops into economic impor- 
tance. Certain productive beds at the eastern end of Mississippi 
Sound, by character and by repute, appear to have been so estab- 
lished. 

The free-swimming larve are more susceptible to the weather 
conditions than are the adults, and cold rain storms, which would 
have no effect on the latter, undoubtedly kill large numbers of the 
swimming young. This was first noticed by Ryder and has been 
amply corroborated.¢ deh 

Ice is occasionally destructive to oyster beds quite independently 
of the factor of temperature. When heavy ice grounds at extremely 
low tides, it sometimes crushes the oysters or presses them into 

a The author and J. 8. Gutsell, during the study of the occurrence of free-swimming oyster larve in 
Great South Bay, 1919, found that the average number in 50 gallons of water was 8,339 on July 8. A vio- 
lent squall and rain followed, together with a drop in temperature of 5° F. On July 11, as soon as collec- 
tions could be made, the average number had dropped to 3,558 larve per 50 gallons of water. 
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the bottom, and occasionally they freeze fast to the underside of 
the ice and are carried away when it floats. 

FOOD OF THE OYSTER. 

The food of the oyster consists of microscopic plants and animals 
and organic detritus growing or found in the water on and above 
the bottoms on which the oysters lie, or carried to such waters 
by currents. 
A large proportion of the oyster’s food is made up of the plant 

forms which are known as diatoms. There are many species of 
diatoms, typical forms being shown in text figure 2. Diatoms are 
found in more or less abundance in almost all waters, varying greatly 

Fic. 2.—Typical diatoms, which make up a large part of the food of the oyster. Magnified about 500 times. 
(After Moore ) ’ 

in numbers in different places and at different seasons in the same 
place or in the same season of different years. 

Diatoms derive their sustenance from the various organic mate- 
rials washed down from the land and held in solution in the water. 
These organic fertilizers consist of decayed and decaying vegetable 
and animal matter gathered up from the land by the water result- 
ing from rains and carried down streams and rivers to the sea. The 
food supply of oysters is thus directly affected by the character of 
the soil adjoining the tributaries leading to the water over the beds, 
by the kind and amount of forest or other vegetation and animal 
life on that soil, by the industries carried on there, and by the amount 
and seasons of rainfall. 

While a large portion of the food of the oyster is made up of 
diatoms, considerable numbers of microscopic animal forms are 

35286°—21——22 
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also eaten. The recent work of Dr. T. C. Nelson® shows that a 
larger proportion of the oyster’s food is of this nature than was 
formerly supposed. Copepods, or ‘‘water-fleas,” the free-swimming 
larvee of snails and bivalves (including the oyster), worms, rotifers, 
and protozoa have been found in the stomach of the oyster. These 
animals, like the plants, are found in greater or less abundance in 
all waters. A systematic effort to ascertain the food content avail- 
able for oysters in any particular water should include the determi- 
nation of the quantities of the suitable animal as well as plant forms 
resent. 

i Dr. Nelson kept under observation a number of oysters in water 
shallow enough for a system of wires and levers to be connected 
with the shells in such a way that the opening and closing of the 
valves were recorded on a revolving smoked drum or chimograph 
in the floating laboratory above. It was found that, during the 
summer months at least, the oysters remained open, and conse- 
uently feeding, for 19 to 20 hours out of 24. Feeding is thus evi- 

deatlg a fairly continuous process during the warmer months. 
Organic detritus or débris resulting from the decay and disintegra-: 

tion of plant and animal life undoubtedly contributes to the food 
of the oyster. As the diatoms and other plant forms become broken 
up some of their fragments are ingested by the oyster, and a certain 
amount of nutriment is derived therefrom. After death, animal 
forms disintegrate and release fats, albumens, etc., into the water. 
It has been found that the fresh-water mussel may make use of 
such products, and probably the same is true in the case of the 
oyster. 

NATURAL BEDS. ® 

DEVELOPMENT AND DESCRIPTION. 

A natural oyster bed is an area of the bottom on which oysters 
have become established without the voluntary and intentional 
agency of man. In law, the term is usually held to include only 
such bottoms as bear oysters in sufficient quantities to make fishing 
for them by legitimate methods a means of reasonable livelihood 
or areas which have formerly been such and whose present char- 
acter indicates a reasonable likelihood that they may again become 
productive. The only difference between natural and _ artificial 
beds lies in the fact that the latter originate by the intentional act 
of man, whereas the former arise from natural conditions purely, 
from accident, or from unintentional human agency incidental to 
other works and purposes. In most cases the natural beds, and 
especially the larger ones, have been produced by the operation of 
factors in which man has no part, and we know nothing of their 
origin. In a few instances, small beds have been caused by ship- 
wrecks and other accidents; but on the other hand there are many 
beds, some of them very productive, which have grown on ashes 
and similar material thrown overboard from vessels and upon shells 
culled from the live oysters by oystermen and strewn at random 
over the bottom. Whatever their origins, all oyster beds, if left to 

a Nelson, T.C. Forthcoming report, N. J. Agricultural College Experiment Station. 
b Moore, A. F. Proposed revision of ‘Oysters and Methods of Oyster Culture”’ (1897). 
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themselves will assume the same general physical and biological 
characters in so far as their environments permit. 

The natural beds of the Atlantic and Gulf coast practically all lie 
like islands in a sea of mud more or less soft. In some places the 
oysters are in clusters rooted in the mud, in others the substratum is 
hard to a greater or less depth, but examination will show that this 
hardness is in most cases superficial, and below it lies mud of a con- 
sistency corresponding to that which surrounds the bed. There are 
a few beds which have grown on rocky bottom, and there is a larger 
number lying on firm, unshifting sand; but there are few rocky out- 
crops on the coast south of New England, and most sandy areas tend 
to shift more or less and engulf such oysters and shells as may be 
lying on them. The oyster is an inhabitant, par excellence, of the 
muddy bays, sounds, and lagoons, and in them attains its best 
development. 

In tracing the history of any oyster bed, reference must be made 
to the nature and characteristics of the young oyster as it develops 
from the egg. As has been explained on page 13 the embryo oyster 
is a minute organism endowed with certain feeble powers of locomo- 
tion, which are sufficient for awhile to keep it suspended in the water 
and permit its being carried by the currents. In some cases it may 
be carried several miles from its parents before the setting stage is 
attained. The chances are many that when this happens it will lodge 
on mud and end its story, for so small is the larva at this stage that 
a mere film of ooze suffices to stifle it. If, however, by rare good 
fortune it, at this time or just before, comes into contact with a ahell, 
pebble, twig, rocky ridge, or other clean body, whether at the bottom 
or not, it speedily attaches itself and continues its growth. 

So abundant is the supply of larve in any prolific oyster region 
that ordinarily several or many will attach to each square inch of 
clean surface, and a shell may furnish attachment for a hundred or 
more. Under such circumstances there soon begins a struggle for 
existence that is none the less rigorous for pie 2 purely passive. As 
the young oysters grow there is not room for all, and the more vigor- 
ous ones, themselves distorted by the crowding, overgrow, stifle, 
starve, and eventually kill those of slower growth or less advanta- 
geously situated. At the end of the first year there has developed a 
cluster of perhaps from two to a dozen young oysters growing on the 
original shell, all projecting upward and crowding one another into 
long, narrow shapes. Upon the projecting mouths of these shells 
there is another set of spat on the succeeding year, and as this grows 
some of the survivors of the earlier generation are in their turn 
crowded and killed. The result of this is that in the course of a few 
ib there is formed a cluster like an inverted pyramid with its apex 
eing gradually driven into the mud by the increasing weight above, 

while its broad base is made up of several generations of living oysters 
attached to the dead shells which constitute the middle parts. The 
oysters around the edge where they have room to grow are often of 
fair shape and quality, while those more centrally located are irreg- 
ular, long, narrow, and usually poor, owing to their crowded condition 
and difficulty in obtainin toon 

From the decay of the hinge ligaments of the dead valves, the cor- 
roding effect of boring animals, and the solvent action of seawater on 
the limy shells, these top-heavy clusters tend to break up under their 

~ 
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own weight and under the force of the waves. On hard bottom the 
disintegrated parts are rolled about and more or less evenly distrib- 
uted, resulting eventually in the production of other similar clusters 
scattered at intervals. On soft mud the shells can not roll so readily, 
and they fall and remain close to the base of the original cluster, 
where, if not completely engulfed, they form places of attachment for 
new generations. If the mud be very soft they sink for a short dis- 
tance and accumulate until they harden the bottom and form a firm 
support for the shells which fall later, and which in turn are covered 
with a growth of young. 

As these phenomena recur year after year the original single cluster 
gradually extends around its edges now more or less at the top until 
it becomes converted into a little bed composed of a dense mass of 
clusters, with its boundaries sharply defined and limited by the soft 
mud surrounding it. A number of other clusters have probably been 
Bromine simultaneously on the same muddy bottom, and, the areas 
etween becoming narrowed and obliterated, there results a great 

flat bed made up of a number of smaller patches separated by a 
muddy network. Where a deep, muddy channel occurs the oyster 
growth usually stops near the edge of the slope, the shells which would 
else serve as aleh sinking down into the deep soft ooze. Opposite 
the mouths of smaller streams, even where there is no such deep chan- 
nel, the oyster growth is also inhibited, partly by the freshness of the 
water, but principally and often entirely by the deposit of silt which 
soon spreads its thin coating over everything lying on the bottom. 
In some cases the beds may be completely interrupted, but in others 
they are continuous in their offshore part, passing by and inclosing 
the unfavorable area as an oval or subtriangular barren, muddy patch 
pummaundegy excepting on its shoreward side, by productive oyster 
ottom. 
It is difficult to say what may have been the condition of the nat- 

ural beds in Chesapeake Bay before they were disturbed by man, but 
at the present time they are essentially in the condition so far de- 
scribed, though with their boundaries often ill-defined and the clusters 
usually smaller and less dense as a result of tonging and dredging. 
They usually exhibit no great depth of shells, though the bottom is 
more or less hardened by their accumulation in the underlying mud. 
They usually extend alongshore, their greatest length in the direction 
of the currents and their width extending from a couple of feet below 
low water toward, and often to, the edge of the deep, muddy 
channels. 

In South Carolina and adjacent regions the beds are of essentially 
the same type, excepting that they are smaller and narrower, and 
particularly that they are crowded closer to the shores and almost 
entirely confined to the area between high and low water, a situation 
impossible in Chesapeake Bay and more northern regions, owing to 
the killing cold of winter. 

Further development in the history of natural oyster beds beyond 
the stage which has been described results in a gradual thickening of 
the deposit of shells and the production of a short reef or lump, with 
a more or less distinct Moule of water over its top. The living 
oysters standing vertically in the dense mass, with their growing tips 
directed upward and kept clean by the currents, present the on a 
available place for spat fixation. Hach year the set occurs on preced- 
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ing generations, raising the living parts of the bed higher above the 
bottom, while the interstices beneath become filled with old shells, 
fragments, sand, and mud to form a compact mass. Eventually, in 
phalow water, the living oysters approach low-water mark or in some 
parts of the coast rise above it, where their progress is arrested by 
cold or long periods of exposure to the air. 

Each year a set may occur only to be killed in winter, the dead 
shells, fragments, sand, and mud piling up under wave action, until 
the crest may become raised to a level several feet above high water, 
uaa a shell island usually surrounded by a more or less dense 
growth of live oysters. Such islands are not uncommon in the South 
Atlantic and Gulf States, and they frequently accumulate in time a 
growth of grass and brush, which more or ae obscures their true 
character. Sometimes the material is thrown up around their edges 
atoll-like, leaving a depression in the middle in which muddy deposits 
collect and support a growth of brush. In places where the bottom 
is composed of very soft mud the sides of these lumps are compara- 
tively steep and soundings will change 1 or 2 feet within a few yards, 
the difference being due to the depth of shells and oysters. 

In open waters, not especially subject to freshets, where the cur- 
rents are moderate and the silt carried not excessive, such lumps 
tend to maintain a round or oval outline, with no great difference 
between the long and short diameters; but where the currents are 
rapid or the bodies of water constricted, there, as soon as they rear 
themselves well above the bottom, they show a strong tendency to 

ow transversely to the tides, eanially if the water be silt-laden. 
uch long, narrow reefs are common in the rivers of North Carolina 

and in the bays and rivers of Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas. 
In James River, Va., and probably in other rivers of the Chesapeake 
region, the beds, while often showing their greatest extent in the 
direction of the current, usually have their shoalest parts trans- 
versely to it or are made up of aseries of transverse shoals and ridges 
composed of a dense mass of shells and fragments. 

The reasons for this transverse development are as follows: The 
upgrowing reefs form partial dams or obstructions to the flow of the 
currents, and, in accordance with well-known laws, cause eddies or 
backwaters on both the side presented to the current and on that 
sheltered from it, in tidal waters the two being periodically reversed 
with the reversal of the tide. When the velocity of a we taden stream 
is checked, it deposits part of its load in the slack water, and, under 
the conditions stated above, mud falls on the upper and lower sides 
of the reef, while the somewhat accelerated flow around the ends 
scours the shells and keeps them clean and fit to receive fresh sets of 
young oysters. These factors operate more energetically the more 
eavily silt-laden the water, and they would become nonoperative in 

perfectly clear water. Not only does heavily silt-laden water deposit 
more mud when its velocity is checked, but it scours more energet- 
ically when its velocity is accelerated, the particles of sand and other 
materials carried in suspension, acting as so many small brushes to 
rub off such materials as may have previously lodged. The greater 
volume of water passing the ends of the reef has still two other 
effects —it brings a large number of swimming larvex in contact with 
the shells and it carries more food to the oysters living there. Clean 
eultch, abundant larvee, and ample food, three principal factors in 
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heavy production and rapid growth of oysters, are, therefore, found 
better fulfilled at the ends of the reef than at the sides lying across 
the currents. This tendency to transverse growth once established 
is increased with every increase in the length of the reef, the jetty 
effect, retarding the flow of water in one place and accelerating it in 
another, becoming more pronounced. 

It frequently happens that reefs similar in general character to 
those just described begin their development from or close to the 
shore, usually at projecting points. They grow, of course, principally 
at their outer ends and extend outward from the shore at right angles 
2 ae current, Maintaining a nearly uniform width throughout their 
ength. 
In the foregomg description of natural beds consideration has been 

given solely to the oyster itself, but the conditions are always com- 
plicated by the presence of other organisms between which and the 
7 en there are more or less complex biological relations. Some of 
the minute forms, especially the plants, constitute the oyster food, 
while many of the larger species either prey actively on the oyster or 
its young or compete with it in the struggle for food, oxygen, and 
space in which to grow. 

DEPLETION. 

eaten by enemies; and many fall at setting time on soft bottoms 
and are smothered. The percentage that finally reaches the adult 
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stage is relatively small. For that reason too complete removal of 
the adult oysters from a bed destroys hope for an ensuing generation. 

During the past 40 years certain methods of oyster culture have 
been Biselp pied, especially in certain regions, whereby new beds have 
been built up and a constructive system of increasing the oyster 
supply has been initiated in addition to the negative one of restric- 
tions on fishing, such as close seasons and the hike. Biologists have 
become concerned in this work, and efforts have been made to pro- 
mote, by experimentation, methods for the improvement of oyster 
culture. 

CULTIVATION. 

From the table on page 5 it will be seen that about half’ the 
oysters produced in the United States are taken from private or 
lanted beds, the rest coming from natural or uncultivated areas. 
Tt will also be noted that in New England over 90 per cent of the 
oysters are produced on planted beds, that in the Middle Atlantic 
States the natural beds are considerably in excess, and that in the 
South Atlantic and Gulf States the proportion of natural beds is 
much higher yet. The table shows, however, that the value of the 
oysters from the planted beds is nearly twice that of those from the 
natural. This is due largely to the better quality and shape of the 
oysters produced by cultivation. 

It is intended mainly to set forth here the methods of oyster culture 
which so far have proved to be commercially successful on the 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts, together with such suggestions concerning 
their improvement as biological science has to offer. Since there yet 
occasionally arise false hopes that the so-called artificial propaga- 
tion, or the hatching and rearing of oysters in tanks or ponds, as is 
done in the case of fish, is on the verge of practical accomplishment, 
it may be well to dispose of this matter before proceeding to the 
treatment of the successful methods mentioned above. 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION. 

This attempted method of oyster culture can be treated most 
simply by stating that its perfection and practical application are 
substantially no nearer solution than when the problem was opened 
up by Brooks (1880, pp. 10 to 18). He succeeded in artificially 
fertilizing the oyster eggs with spermatozoa of the male oyster and 
in rearing some free-swimming larve to the age of four or five days. 
Brooks’s methods are in themselves not difficult, and the experiment 
has been repeated time and again both by biologists and laymen. 
Owing, however, to the immense practical difficulties of restraining 
the microscopic larve in receptacles or tanks and at the same time 
poe for a change of water and the introduction of the proper 
ood and removal of waste, no one has succeeded in rearing many 
of the larve until they attach to cultch. It would seem, moreover 
impossible to do this on a scale sufficiently large to be of practical 
pea ne in the oyster industry. 

e same statements are true regarding the adaptation of this 
method, in which attempts were made to substitute for the tanks 
ponds connected by narrow inlets or ditches with tidewater. While 
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elaborate designs have been constructed for the manipulation of 
such ponds and the catching of set on cultch placed in the ponds 
or the connecting ditches, none has proved to be of any practical 
value whatever. The principal difficulty seems to have been that, 
in the effort to confine the set to the pond, too scanty an inlet was 
provided for the entrance and exit of the tide, and the oysters suffered 
in consequence. In the cases where efforts were made to catch the 
set on cultch placed along the connecting canal, if the latter were 
broad enough to allow sufficient rush of water to keep the cultch 
clean, most of the set passed out to sea. 

Oysters, on the other hand, will reproduce, grow, and fatten in 
ponds or inlets to which the tide has access in sufficient volume to 
render the water properly saline, provide the requisite food, and 
remove the débris. The set from such oysters is at the mercy of 
the tide; some may be caught in the pond or inlet, and some will 
be carried outside. In France ponds or “claires” are profitably 
maintained for the growth and fattening of oysters. e seed 
oysters placed therein consist of set from outside oyster beds which 
has been caught on collectors placed in the water along the beach. 

While it can not be said that the problem of so-called artificial 
propagation may not be solved at some future time, for the present 
it must be emphasized that oyster culturists should base no false 
hopes on the practical application of this method. 

n view of the barren results of 40 years’ experiments in this line, 
it is best to devote attention to the amplification and perfection of 
methods which have proved to have a certain measure of success 
and which are applicable to the industry as carried out on such a 
vast scale in the United States. 

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

PROCURING GROUND. 

In order to carry on oyster culture either by catching set or plant- 
ing seed oysters, it must first be ascertained whether ground for that 
purpose can be leased or otherwise obtained from the State and, 
if so leased, whether public sentiment is such that the laws will be 
respected and enforced. In some States ample provision is made 
for the rental of oyster grounds and the lessee is protected. Oysters 
are not taken from his beds any more than corn is taken from a 
man’s cornfield. In other States conditions have been in the past 
such that protection of leased ground, if attempted at all, was an 
absolute failure. Considerable improvement is noted, however, ‘in 
this respect within recent years. 

In selection of ground for locating oyster beds care must be exer- 
cised to avoid waters into which trade wastes are discharged in 
quantities sufficient to kill either the free-swimming larve or the 
oyster after it has set. It has been found that certain trade wastes 
from factories are injurious to oysters if present above certain con- 
centrations. Further, the Federal and State health laws must be 
borne in mind in order to avoid grounds condemned by health 
authorities because of pollution by sewage. Stringent laws forbid 
the use of such grounds for raising or fattening oysters. 
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MARKING BEDS. 

Some States employ competent surveyors, and oyster beds are 
laid out with the aid of ranges, such as important natural objects 
or special signals set for the purpose. The planters then place stakes 
or buoys along these lines in such a way that each man knows exactly 
where his boundary line lies. Such practice is to be highly recom- 
mended as tending to avoid disputes and litigation. 

METHODS OF OYSTER CULTURE. 

Owing to the great size of the oyster beds, to the large number of 
oysters handled, and to the high price of labor and the relatively 
low price of the product, it is not practicable in the United States 
to use the intensive methods of oyster culture employed in European 
countries, such as France, or in Japan. In those countries, special 
devices are used for catching the oyster spat and the individual 
oysters are removed by hand from the collectors and placed on 
specially prepared bottoms or in ponds for growth and fattening. 
In the United States, oyster cultivation, in general, is limited to 
operations which can be carried on by mechanical means on a fairly 
large scale over areas of considerable size, thousands of bushels of 
oysters being involved. 

Oyster culture in the United States involves two main methods, 
the catching of spat, or ‘“‘set,”’ on artificially oe cultch and the 
planting of ‘“‘seed”’ oysters. Where oyster culture is practiced one 
or the other or both of these processes is carried on, depending on 
the region and the desires of the planter. 

CATCHING OF SPAT, OR ‘‘SET.”’ 

As stated previously, for some days after hatching the young or 
larval oyster is free-swimming. At the close of that period, it 
becomes attached to some fairly smooth, hard surface in the water, 
usually rocks, shells, etc., on the bottom. Once fixed, it is there for 
life and never wanders but proceeds to develop and grow. Failing 
to make such an attachment, it dies. Both eile free-swimming and 
for a time after fixation the oyster larve are referred to by oystermen 
as “‘set.’ 
Advantage is taken of this habit of the oyster larve, and artificial 

means are employed to increase the area of suitable surface upon 
which to “catch a set” of young oysters. Various sorts of material 
are put down to provide a suitable surface upon which the set may 
become attached. The material used for such a purpose is known as - 
cultch. The most commonly used cultch is oyster shells, although 
the light thin shells of other bivalves, especially the “jingle” shells, 
are sometimes employed. Oyster shells, being available in great 
quantities from the opened oysters, may be returned easily to the 
bottoms, thus providing the cheapest, most abundant, and most 
suitable form of cultch for the large beds cultivated by American 
oyster planters. 

After a set is thus obtained on the shells it may be left there to 
mature into oysters of marketable size, or the shells with the attached 
set may be taken up and shifted to other beds. This is commonly 
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done in the fall after setting occurs, but sometimes set is allowed to 
grow for a year or two and then treated as ‘‘seed,’’ which is discussed 
on page 33. 

This method of oyster culture is more extensively practiced in 
Long Island Sound, Narragansett Bay, on the southern side of 
Long Island, in New Jersey waters, and in Louisiana than elsewhere. 
The bottoms are cleaned up by dredging from them the old shells, 
débris, etc. This is done in May, after the close of the season. The 
shells are put down during the last half of June or the month of July. 
In Long Island Sound the old rule was to begin ‘‘shelling” the day 
after the Fourth of July. In Louisiana the shells are put down in 
June, since the oysters spawn earlier there because of the higher 
temperature of the water. 

For shelling purposes in northern waters, the shells are usually 
loaded upon large scows (PI. V, fig. 1) and towed out to the grounds by 
steamers or gasoline boats. Then while the scow is towed slowly 
back and forth over the beds, the shells are shoveled overboard by 
men on the scow (PI. V, fig. 2). If the ground is new and somewhat 
soft, sufficient shells are put down to form a firm coating such that 
the upper layers remain clean and exposed above the mud. In any 
case, enough shells are put down to form a fairly level continuous 
layer over the bottom. 

In northern waters, examination is made about September 1 to 15 
to see whether a set has been obtained. Since many factors—such 
as time of spawning, condition of the cultch, temperature of the 
water, storms, currents, etc.—enter in to affect the setting, this is the 
most critical point in the cultivation of oysters by this method and is 
the one at which the most failures occur. If no set of consequence 
has fixed on the shells, sometimes they are left until the following 
season and “harrowed”’ just before setting time by dragging over 
them an oyster dredge with the bag removed. ‘This stirs them up 
and cleans them somewhat, so that often a fairly suitable surface is 
provided for the attachment of set. Often, however, they are 
dredged up and heaped upon the ground beside the oyster house. 
Here they dry, any oyster enemies upon them dying in the meantime, 
and may be used over again next season. In case a set (by which the 
oysterman means a sufficient quantity to be of commercial import- 
ance) is found upon the shells, they are either left, in order that 
oysters may develop on that bed, or are shifted to other beds. 

The shifting is accomplished by dredging up the shells, set and all, 
with ordinary oyster dredges or, rarely, by lifting them with tongs. 
Sometimes the oysters are moved after attaining the age of one or 
two years, since growth and fattening proceed more rapidly on some 
beds than on others, due to differences in food content of the water, 
etc. In certain places oysters become green, and their sale is hin- 
dered by the unsightly appearance. When shifted to certain other 
beds, this color is thrown off in the course of a few months and the 
oysters are marketed. 

The planting of cultch to catch set is mainly performed on “bar- 
ren” ground, that is, bottoms practically free from oysters. Such 
ground is leased from the State or purchased outright by the planters. 
Some States make ample provisions for such procedure, and the 
lessee or owner has complete protection for his oysters. In other 
States public sentiment has not supported efforts to provide for leas- 



U. S. B. F.—Doc. 890. 
PLATE IV. 

OYSTER SPAT OR SET TWO OR THREE WEEKS OLD ON INSIDE OF 

OYSTERASHELE: 

Natural size. (After Moore.) 



U. S. B. F.—Doc. 890. PLATE V. 

FIG. 1—LOADING SHELLS ON BOAT FOR PLANTING. 

FIG. 2.—PLANTING OYSTER SHELLS IN LONG ISLAND SOUND IN ORDER TO 

CATCH SET. 

The large scow loads of shells are towed by a gasoline boat or steamer, 
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ing of ground for this purpose and dependence is placed largely on 
natural beds for the supply of oysters. 

In some few cases a State plants a limited amount of cultch upon 
certain partially depleted natural beds for public benefit. In gen- 
eral, however, the natural beds are staked off and reserved for general 
public use by the “natural growther” subject to certain restrictions, 
mentioned elsewhere. 

The principal considerations involved in this method of oyster cul- 
ture are character of the cultch, character and preparation of the 
bottom, time for planting cultch, the proper location of cultch beds 
with respect to tides and currents and the spawning oysters, and the 
location of beds of spawning oysters. 

Oultch—While formerly limited use was made in the United States 
of various forms of ars Seas as tin cans, bits of pottery, brush, 
pebbles, “‘jingle”’ shells, and oyster shells—only the last three mate- 
rials have proved to be of practical value, and at the present time the 
cultch mead consists almost entirely of oyster shells. A few “jingle” 
shells are known to be employed at one point.in Long Island Sound. 
Oyster shells are large fae afford surface for the attachment of quan- 
tities of spat (PI. IV). As this grows, overcrowding is apt to result, 
since the shells are too heavy to be broken apart by the pressure of 
the developing set. ‘This is overcome by breaking apart and culling 
the clusters thus formed. 

The advantages of oyster shells as cultch consist largely in their 
general adaptability, presenting a smooth surface for the attachment 
of the set, and their abundance and convenience, since an oyster- 
shucking house has only to turn about and convert its shell pile into 
spat collectors by the use of its own boats. At the same time the 
gradual disintegration of the shells provides lime for the succeeding 
generations. 

“Jingle” shells, or silver shells, belonging to the species of Anomia, 
and scallop shells are thinner and more fragile than oyster shells. 
Consequently, they make a superior form of cultch, since the pressure 
of the growing young oysters aaa them apart and the formation of 
clusters is prevented. Unfortunately, the supply of such shells is so 
limited that very few are now used. 

Character and preparation of bottom.—lf the bottom at the point 
where it is Decred to plant cultch is sufficiently hard to support Tt a 
layer of shells is spread upon it broadcast, as previously Aagtined 
In case the bottom is soft, it may be prepared by putting down sand 
or gravel in sufficient quantities to support the shells. Often, how- 
ever, the bottom is stiffened merely by the use of shells. Sufficient 
uantities are put down and allowed to sink, until a substratum is 
ormed firm enough to support a layer of cultch several inches or a 
foot thick above the ground. A bed on which cultch has been placed 
for several years in succession will gradually be made firmer by the 
setting of a part of the shells. 

Time for planting cultch.—Since sea water always contains more or 
less suspended débris, which gradually settles upon the bottom or any 
object thereon it follows that cultch will more or less rapidly become 
coated with a layer of slime or débris. If this becomes too thick the 
oyster larve are prevented from setting upon it. Movement of the 
water by tides and currents obviates this difficulty somewhat by 
washing the débris from the cultch. In bodies of water where there 
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is little movement, especially in inclosed bays or the like, the deposit 
accumulates upon the shells rapidly. Such waters, while often very 
desirable for growing or fattening oysters, are for this reason poorly 
adapted to catching set. 

It early became apparent, then, that it would not suffice merely to 
spread the cultch at any season of the year most convenient to the 
planter. Cultch should be put down just as shortly before the bulk 
of the free-swimming larve yeaches setting time as it is possible to 
do it. In general this has been ascertained by experience in the 
various regions where this method is practiced. For example, in 
Great South Bay it is planned to complete ‘‘shelling” by July 1. In 
Long Island Sound shelling often begins immediately after the 
Fourth of July and is completed early in August, individual planters 
having different ideas as to the best time for planting cultch. In 
Louisiana cultch is put down in June. 

In the case of the large oyster firms, owing to the great quantity of 
shells handled, it is impossible to concentrate all the shelling into a 
few days preceding setting time. Such firms often require a month 
or six weeks in which to complete the process. The best that can be 
done is to make this period coincide with the weeks immediately pre- 
ceding setting time. 

The proper time of year for planting the cultch has been fixed ap- 
proximately at certain seasons for each locality, largely by experience 
derived from the results of some years’ practice in this method. The 
appearance of the adult spawning oysters is noted at intervals each 
year and the time of planting varied a few days or weeks one way or 
the other. The aim has mainly been to have the cultch down before 
rat appreciable quantity of spawn has been thrown out by the oysters. 

t has been thought until relatively recently that the oyster larve 
set within 3 or 4 days after the spawn was thrown out. It is now 
known that from 14 to 18 days elapse in New Jersey waters and 
northward, and a somewhat shorter period in the warmer waters of 
the Southern States. With this longer period in mind, it will be seen 
that the time of setting is at least two weeks subsequent to the throw- 
ing out of the spawn. In case the spawning period is extended over 
several weeks, the problem is complicated. In the more northern 
waters, especially in Long Island Sound, the spawning period has 
been found to be short, hardly more than two weeks in length, the~ 
bulk of the spawn being thrown out in the course of a few days. In 
such case, keeping in mind the two weeks free-swimming period of the 
larvee, it is possible to judge the time of putting down cultch quite 
accurately. 

Since seasonal variations affect the time of spawning, it follows 
that no exact date which will hold good for each year can be set 
for planting cultch. As a result of a survey of the free-swimming 
larvee made by the Bureau of Fisheries, it was found that the setting 
time of the bulk of the larve in Long Island Sound in 1918 occurred 
during the week of August 10 to 17. In 1919 there was no setting 
time in Long Island Sound, since no larve developed to setting size, 
owing, doubtless, to the abnormally low temperature of the water. 
In 1919, in Great South Bay, setting began about July 1, but the 
bulk occurred July 15 to 17. These data were secured by following 
the development and movements of the free-swimming larve by 
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means of examinations of samples of water of definite volume taken 
in various places from day to day.% 

This method consisted essentially in noting the number and size 
of free-swimming larve found in samples of water taken daily over 
the oyster beds by pumping 50 gallons through a net or bag of 
No. 20 bolting silk. By the study of a considerable number of 
samples taken each day the general abundance and size of the 
larve could be ascertained and the setting time predicted several 
days ahead.® As the larve approach setting time, with the accom- 
panying increase in size, the left valve of the shell becomes very 
prominent, as stated on page 13. This renders them readily dis- 
tinguishable from other bivalve larve, and it is easy, after a little 
practice, to recognize them under the microscope. 

It would seem that the advent and development of the larve 
could be noted by this means each season. The State commissions 
could hire a biologist for a month to make the examinations or 
train one of their own members to do the work. The development 
and movement of the larve could be followed in a few representative 
places in the waters of the State and exact information relative to 
setting time ascertained and imparted to the oyster planters. After 
a few years it would be found that the time varied within certain 
fixed limits, and examinations would need to be made only to learn 
the variation within that period for the particular year. 

Location of cultch beds.—The different oyster planters have deter- 
mined by experience the locations at which beds of cultch are placed. 
After a term of years each man has found the portion of his ground 
on which cultch may be placed with what seems the most likelihood 
of getting a set. Individual planters have their own views as to 
the proper position of the cultch in relation to the beds of spawning 
oysters. Sometimes beds of cultch and of oysters are placed side 
by side; sometimes several are located alternately. Some planters 
place a certain number of spawning or ‘‘mother oysters’? about in 
groups on the cultch bed. 

Since the free-swimming larve are carried about by the tides and 
currents, it becomes of importance to follow in each locality the 
movements of the larve in order to ascertain as nearly as possible 
the place in which they will set. This involves a study of the tides 
and currents and the directions in which and the distance to which 
they carry the larve in any particular bay, cove, or river mouth. 
Accurate knowledge of these facts would enable one to state where 
the cultch should be placed in relation to the spawning oysters. 
Since the tides and currents depend on the contour of the bottoms 
and coasts, they are the same from year to year, unless disturbed 
by storm. The data, once accumulated by perhaps two or three 
years’ study, would have permanent value. 

Investigations calculated to ascertain the advantages of such 
knowledge of the movements and points of aggregation of the free- 
swimming larve were carried on in 1919 by the United States Bureau 
of Fisheries, using Great South Bay, oni Island, as a testing 

«Churchill, E. P. Jr., and Gutsell, J. S. Reports on Investigation of Oyster Larvein Long Island 
Sound, 1918 and 1919, and Investigation of Oyster Larve of Great South Bay. (Contains methods.) 
Forthcoming reports, U. 8. Bureau of Fisheries. 

b Dr. T. C, Nelson (1916), in his study of the occurrence of free-swimming oyster larv in Little Egg 
Harbor, N. J., was able to ascertain the relative abundance of the larv@ in different areas and to predict 
the setting date about 10 days in advance. 
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eround.? The method of examining samples of water for numbers 
of larvee described on page 31 was employed. It was found to be 
possible to ascertain from day to day during the spawning season, 
lasting, roughly, from June 5 to July 17, the number of larve per 
gallon of water at various representative stations in the bay. In 
this way the points of aggregation of the greatest numbers of larvee 
were determined and charted on the map. Beds of shells had been 
placed at various points in the bay. The quantity of set caught on 
the different beds substantiated predictions based on the data 
derived from the study. The heaviest set was obtained from the 
beds located at the points in the bay where there had been the 
greatest accumulation of larve. To be specific, it was found that 
the tide caused the larve to accumulate along the channel from 
about Ocean Beach on Fire Island Beach to the inner United States 
channel buoy, in the direction of Sayville, Long Island. Cultch beds 
should be placed along this channel where the bottom is or may be 
made suitable. 
By the use of methods such as just described the distribution of 

oyster larve could be worked out for any particular region. The 
possibilities of this procedure have been discussed above in connec- 
tion with the recommendation that such lines of investigation be under- 
taken for the various oyster waters, perhaps by State authorities. 

Location of spawning beds. —Oftentimes the catching of set depends 
as much on the location of the spawning oysters as on the position 
of the cultch. Both are important, and sometimes the best results 
can be accomplished only by the providing of the proper relationship 
between the two. Spawning beds should be placed where conditions 
are most favorable for spawning, at the same time putting the cultch 
at a point where the larve from the bed will be carried back and forth 
across it by the tides or be accumulated over it by eddies or cross 
currents. 

For example, in Great South Bay, Long Island, which is large and 
shallow, the oysters are placed about over the bay at various points 
where they grow and fatten best, the catching of set from them being 
a matter of rather secondary importance in this locality. As a 
matter of fact one place is as favorable as another for the spawning 
of the oysters, the bay being of fairly uniform depth and salinity. 
As stated above, the Jarve accumulate in the channel, and cultch 
should be placed there. 

In Long Island Sound a different condition prevails. The catching 
of set has been a large feature of the oyster industry there. Cultch 
beds were planted at greater or lesser distances offshore or in the 
lower part of the mouths of rivers. Owing to a recent failure of the 
set there, investigations have been made by the United States 
Bureau of Fisheries during 1917, 1918, and 1919. It has been found 
that in the past the bulk of the set consisted of larvee from natural 
oyster beds in the shallow waters of bays, coves, and river mouths, 
where the water became warm relatively early in the season and 
the spawning occurred early enough for the larve, carried out by 
the currents to shell beds in deeper waters, to develop, set, and 
acquire a fair size before the close of the short summer season 

a Churchill, E. P. Jr.,and Gutsell, J. S. Investigation of Oyster Larve in Great South Bay. Forth- 
coming report, U. 8. Bureau ef Fisheries. 
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of that locality. These inshore beds are practically exhausted now, 
and dependence is being placed for set upon the oysters planted in 
deeper water offshore. The deeper water warms up slowly, and the 
oysters spawn so late that the crest of the warm season is over 
before setting occurs and very little set is obtained from them. In 
Long Island Sound spawning beds should be placed in the shallow 
inshore waters to take the place of the original natural beds. Cultch 
beds should be placed where they have been heretofore, outside or 
in the lower part of the mouths of rivers\ outside or alongside the 
oyster beds. 

In this connection, as stated earlier, the fact that certain waters 
are contaminated with factory trade wastes must be borne in mind. 
It has been found that the upper waters of certain harbors in Long 
Island Sound contain such a concentration of trade wastes that 
oyster larve are at once killed by it. No adult oysters are now 
found in such waters. As these wastes are carried out nearer to 
the mouths of the harbors they are diluted and are at least not so 
immediately fatal to the oysters, but ultimately the effect is cer- 
tainly harmful. Some of the wastes also probably contribute to 
the green discoloration of the meats of oysters found in certain beds. 
Vigorous efforts should be made to require the reclamation of trade 
wastes by the factories and to prevent their discharge into waters 
otherwise fitted for the maintenance of sea-foods. 

General desirability of planting cultch—The method of oyster 
culture by means of catching set on planted cultch is the most 
promising one at present. Small seed oysters may be placed on 
bottoms where, due to improved conditions, they will grow faster, 
acquire a more desirable shape, and thus bring a better price. But 
by putting down cultch in places where there was none before set 
may be caught which otherwise would have perished. By this 
method the actual number of oysters in increased. This method 
should be developed further in some such manner as suggested above 
and brought into more general use. 

At several points on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts no cultch is 
lanted, the shells being burned for lime or used in building roads. 
n some of these places the oyster beds are becoming seriously 

depleted. This is especially true of Chesapeake Bay. Investiga- 
tions carried on there by the United States Bureau of Fisheries 
during 1919 showed that, while there were abundant free-swimmin 
larvee during the spawning season, the vast majority of these perishe 
from lack of cultch upon which to attach themselves. It would 
seem highly desirable to cease disposing of the shells for lime or road 
building and to clean up the oyster bottoms and plant the shells on 
them to catch set. The general improvement of the oyster beds and 
the consequent increase in revenue from them would far outweigh 
yr rs ier small amount now received for the shells as at present 
andled. : 

PLANTING SEED OYSTERS. 

In the method of oyster culture by planting seed the start is mado 
with small or “seed” oysters instead of shells. Such seed oysters 
may vary in size from set of a few months’ growth, about the size 
of one’s finger nail, to oysters of nearly marketable size in some cases. 
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They are usually, however, small oysters attached to old shells or 
other material upon which they originally caught. Sometimes, if 
fairly large, the individual oysters are removed from the old shells 
or the clusters broken up before planting. Seed may be bought or 
taken by the planter from his own or natural beds. 

Very little seed is now taken from Chesapeake Bay and planted in 
Long Island Sound, although the importation of ‘“‘southern”’ oysters 
and seed was formerly an extensive practice. The oyster beds of 
Maurice Cove in Delaware Bay are kept up by the planting of seed 
taken from the natural beds in the bay. Seed oysters are planted 
in Chesapeake Bay to some extent and in York River, Va. To a 
lesser extent the planting of seed oysters is carried on in other States. 
In many of the Southern States the clusters of small ‘‘coon”’ oysters 
are broken apart and used for seed.. Such coon oysters grow in 
abundance along the shores and naturally are so thickly crowded 
together that they acquire a long, narrow shape and are quite 
indifferent oysters. If the clusters are broken apart and the oysters 
put down on suitable beds when an inch or two long, they grow into 
fair-shaped, marketable oysters in about a year in southern waters. 
Seed oysters are planted at various times of the year, depending on 
the local conditions, in some places in the fall, in others in the spring. 
A number of oystermen make a business of taking shells bearing 

set from natural beds and selling it to the large planters to be placed 
on their leased beds as seed. No shells are planted upon natural 
beds, except by the State in certain cases, the set attaching to shells 
left by the death of adult oysters, or to rocks, débris, etc. The 
material bearing the set is taken from such natural beds by the use 
of tongs (Pl. XI) or by light dredges lifted by hand or hand wind- 
lasses on a sailboat (PI. XV, fig. 1). 

In nearly all States it is illegal to use other than a sailing vessel 
on natural beds and in most instances the dredge must be lifted by 
hand or by a hand windlass, although sometimes it is lawful to 
lift the dredge with a donkey engine on deck of a sailing boat. The 
purpose of restrictions on the use of steam and power in dredging 
is to limit dredging on natural beds to the use of the less efficient 
apparatus in order to conserve the supply of oysters. In most 
States such “natural growth” may not be taken from the beds 
during certain of the summer months, the purpose being not to 
disturb the beds during spawning and setting time. 

In northern waters it requires from four to five years for an oyster 
to reach marketable size (a length of from 4 to 5 inches, measured 
in the shell). In Chesapeake Bay three years is sufficient, while 
in the South marketable size may be attained in two years. Oysters 
grow more rapidly in the warmer waiters. 

In oyster culture by the method of planting seed the main con- 
siderations are the kind of seed, character of the water, food supply, 
bottom, sowing the seed, and caring for the beds. 

Seed.—Seed oysters vary in size from the set just caught that 
season and taken up in the fall, when it is about the size of a finger 
nail, to oysters which will attain marketable size within a few months 
after planting. The majority of the seed, however, is not more than 
14 inches long. Itis obtained from ‘‘ natural growthers” who make 
a business, as stated above, of taking seed oysters from natural 
beds and selling them to planters, or by the planter himself gather- 
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ing them directly from the beds. In many places the larger planters 
buy of the “‘natural growthers’’, since steam vessels and heavy 
dredges, such as are owned by the large oyster companies, are not 
allowed to work on the natural beds. The ‘natural growther,” 
with less capital, can afford to maintain a vessel and some hand 
dredges and profitably sell to the large oyster company, which in 
turn obtains seed more cheaply than it could by supporting its own 
‘sailing vessels and crews. In States where such a system is prac- 
ticed, the natural beds are set aside by the State for the ‘natural 
growther”’ with limited capital. 

The material dredged from the natural beds usually contains old 
shells, rocks, and débris, in addition to the oysters. Sometimes the 
whole is bought at a reduced price, but usually the desirable material 
is culled out and the clustered oysters broken apart as far as possible. 

Water.—-As a general rule seed oysters should not be obtained 
from warm waters and put down in those excessively colder. If 
this be done, it will usually be found that their growth is checked 
for some time and that a certain percentage die. After a time, 
however, they become accustomed to the reduced temperature and 
renew their growth. 

In general, the warmer the water the more rapid the growth of 
the oysters. This is due both to the greater abundance of food 
material and to the fact that the bodily activities of the oyster 
lain more rapidly when the organism is warmed to a relatively 
igh temperature. 
The density of the water should be between 1.007 and 1.023. 

Although oysters are found both in water of lesser and of greater 
densities, they do best within the limits stated. 

Food.—The character of the food of the oyster is discussed on 
page 19. In order to profit by planting oysters, a sufficient quantity 
of food for them must be assured. Often certain waters and bottoms 
are suitable for catching set on cultch, but do not possess a suffi- 
cient food supply to enable the oysters to grow and fatten rapidly. 
Other grounds furnish an abundant food supply, but the water is so 
loaded with débris that cultch and set are soon covered. Hence in 
many cases cultch beds are placed in waters of the former character, 
ae the set is caught and later transferred to waters containing more 
ood. 
Care must be exercised not to placo more oysters on the ground 

than can be supported by the supply of food present. On the 
average about 500 bushels of seed are sowed per acre. The food 
content of the water varies greatly from place to place and from 
time to time in the same place. It is affected to some extent by 
the amount of material brought from the land by the streams and 
rivers. This again is dependent on the rainfall. As previously 
stated, diatoms make up a considerable part of the oyster’s food 
and diatom growth is affected by materials washed down from the 
land. A period of excessive drought causes a falling off in the 
diatom content of the water. 

It would be well if a systematic biological study could be made 
of the food content of the water over prospective oyster grounds. 
In order to do this samples of water of definite amounts should be 
strained through No. 20 silk bolting cloth and the number and 

35286°—21——23 
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amount of food organisms and material ascertained microscopically. ¢ 
Estimate is usually made per liter, which is about equal to a quart. 
If it were found from a series of examinations that the food content 
of the water were conspicuously low, it is obvious that the grounds 
in question would not be desirable for the planting of oysters. 

Bottom.—The bottom is cleaned of débris by dredging. If firm 
enough to support the oysters, no further preparation is needed. If 
soft, the surface is hardened by putting down shells, sand, or gravel, 
Salsas uniformly so that there are no holes in the surface as finally 
prepared. 

Sowing the seed.—The seed oysters are removed from the original 
bed by the use of tongs or dredges and are planted in much the same 
manner as shells by being shoveled from boats or scows (PI. V, fig. 2) 
towed back and forth over the grounds. About 500 bushels per acre 
are usually planted, though the amounts vary widely with local con- 
ditions. The oysters are spread uniformly, so that they may not lie 
in heaps and cause some to fail to receive the proper amount of food 
or to be crowded and thus grow irregularly. 

Care of beds.—The beds are generally left untouched after planting, 
except for combating enemies in some cases (see below) sae shifting 
certain of the oysters, if desired, to other grounds for final prepara- 
tion for market. The oysters to be shifted or sold directly are taken 
up by the use of tongs and dredges. After the oysters have been 
removed from the beds the grounds are cleaned up by dredging, 
when they may be used again for planting cultch or seed. 

PROTECTION AGAINST ENEMIES. 

The more ponent enemies of the oyster will be described briefly 
and the methods, if any, of combating each set forth. 

STARFISH. 

There are two species of starfish which may be classed as oyster 
enemies. These are the common star, Asterias forbesi, and the 
purple star, Asterias vulgaris. The starfish opens an oyster by inelos- 
ing it with the arms or rays (Pl. VI, fig. 1), which are provided with 
rows of suckerlike feet on the lower side, and exerting a constant 
outward pull on the valves of the shell, until the oyster is exhausted 
and the valves are allowed to gape at the ends. The starfish then 
protrudes its stomach from the mouth, which is on the lower side of 
the central disk, inserts it between the valves of the oyster shell, and 
sucks in and digests the meat. The set and 1 and 2 year old oysters 
are more subject to the inroads of the starfish, because of their 
smaller size and weaker adductor muscle; but the larger starfish 
prey on oysters as much as 3 feats old. 

In certain waters the starfish are very destructive to oysters, often 
invading and cleaning out a whole bed before the planter is aware 
of their presence. This is true of New England waters and those 
immediately to the southward. They are unknown in Chesapeake 
Bay and constitute a menace to oysters only in the regions mentioned 
in the preceding sentence. In Narragansett Bay and Long Island 
Sound it has been necessary to fight them very vigorously. 



U. S. B. F.—Doc. 890. 
PLATE VI. 

FIG. 1.—STARFISH ATTACKING AN OYSTER. 

(Photo from Dr. H. M. Smith.) 

FIG. 2.—PHOTOGRAPH OF OYSTER SHOWING THE TURBELLARIAN WORM 

KNOWN AS THE WAFER OR “LEECH.” 

The worm has fastened itself upon the oyster and appears as a dark wrinkled body in about 
the center of the oyster meat. Natural size. (After Danglade.) 
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FIG. 1—USUAL STYLE OF “‘STAR MOP" USED FOR EXTERMINATING STARFISH 

IN LONG ISLAND SOUND. 

The stars become entangled in the brushes as they are dragged over the bottom. The mops 
are then raised and plunged into vats of hot water on deck to kill the starfish. 

FIG, 2.—‘DISH-PAN” FORM OF STAR MOP, USED IN LONG ISLAND SOUND, 
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The only practical method of destroying the starfish so far devised 
is by the use of the “star mop” (Pl. VII, fig. 1). This usually 
consists of an iron bar about 10 feet long, to which are attached 8 or 
10 large mops or brushes of heavy rope-yarn about 4 feet long. The 
bar moves on small wooden iron-tired wheels as it is dragged over the 
bottom by a chain attached by three drag bars arranged as shown 
in the figure. The chain passes through a pulley attached to a stout 
post amidships, and the mop is raised and lowered in the same way 
as a dredge. The starfish clmg to or become entangled in the mops 
and are brought to the surface when the apparatus is lifted. Two 
mops are usually used, one on each side of the boat. A long narrow 
vat is generally placed inside the gunwale on each side of the boat. 
These vats are kept filled with water which is heated by steam from 
the boiler circulated through pipes in the vats. Eath mop with its 
burden of “stars” is dropped into the hot water. This is the most 
rapid and efficient method of killing the starfish and removing them 
from the mops. Sometimes only one vat is used, placed across the 
deck before the cabin, and each mop is swung 
around and lowered into it by means of a small 
crane. 

In Plate VII, figure 2, is shown a special form 
of star mop, the ‘“‘dishpan,” devised for use on a 
rocky bottom. The toboggan-shaped body con- 
sists of two pieces of boiler iron, the larger one 44 
by 2 feet and attached to the triangular smaller 
one by four rings bolted on as seen in the figure. 
This allows some independence of movement of 
the two parts. The mops are the same as used yyq. 3— vrosalpinz cinereus, 
with the other form of apparatus. This mop  theoyster drill of the At- 
slides over the rocks more readily than the amas, 
wheeled bar, the brushes falling down between 
the rocks and catching the stars. This style of mop, however, is 
heavy and awkward to handle and is not extensively used. 

“Starring” must be kept up whenever any considerable number of 
the enemy appears and should be of a cooperative nature. It is of 
little avail for a planter to attempt to keep his beds free from starfish, 
unless his neighbor does likewise. 

DRILL, 

There are at least four species of snail-like molluscs known to 
oystermen as drills or screw borers. One of these, Urosalpinz 
cnereus (text fig. 3), attaining a length of about an inch, is found 
abundantly from Massachusetts to the east coast of Florida. The 
eggs are laid in small, yellowish, vase-shaped, leathery capsules,? 
Be an clusters on objects in the water. Another species is 
Thais lapillus, about the size of the preceding. It is found from the 
east end of Long Island northward. Other species of drills (often 
called borers, snails, whelks, or conchs) are Thais hemastoma (PI. 
VIII, top) and Thais hemastoma floridana. ‘These sometimes reach 
a length of 3 inches. They are found on the Gulf coast, where 
they are often very destructive to oyster beds. The eggs are laid 
in tubular capsules about a half inch long, attached by the ends to 

a Moore, H. F. Proposed revision of ‘‘Oysters and Methods of Oyster Culture’’ (1897). 
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shells and other objects in the water (Pl. VIII, center). Masses of 
these capsules are often found covering oyster shells so thickly that 
there is danger of smothering the oysters. From their reddish- 
purple color these masses are often referred to as “red grass.” 

The various species of drill possess a rasplike apparatus which 
can be protruded from the mouth. With this they bore a hole 
through the shell of the oyster (Pl. VIII, bottom) and suck out the 
contents. Drills destroy many young oysters, their thin shells 
being relatively easily penetrated. After the oyster becomes older 
its shell is heavy enough to resist the effort of the drill. 

In Long Island Sound it has been found that about the most 
practical method of lessening the numbers of this enemy is the 
following: The teeth are removed from an ordinary oyster dredge, 
and a bag with meshes of an inch or less is put on in place of 
the usual coarser one. After the oysters have been taken off 
the bed for market or shifting, the specially equipped dredge is 
used and everything left—shells, drills, débris, etc.—is dredged up 

Fic. 4.—Pogonias cromis, or drum fish. At times this fish destroys large numbers of oysters. (After 
Jordan and Evermann. ) 

and dumped ashore to dry. The drills die, and a good deal ef the 
material may then be used as cultch. 

DRUMFISH. 

The fish known as the “black drum,’’ Pogonias cromis (text fig. 4), 
is found at intervals of time and place from New Jersey to Texas and 
is often very destructive to oyster beds. It attains a length of 
several feet and has a heavy body with large stout teeth. The 
oysters are crushed, shell and all, by these strong teeth, the younger 
thin-shelled ones being, of course, especially subject to the depre- 
dations of the drumfish. These fish go in schools and their attacks 
are spasmodic, often whole oyster beds being cleaned out in a short 
time and then, again, no drumfish being seen for several months 
or years. 

Riforts have been made to kill or frighten away such fish by the 
explosion of dynamite, but no particular success has been achieved. 
In southern waters, especially in Louisiana, where oyster beds lie 
in shallow water and there is not much tide, it has’ been found practi- 



U. S. B. F—Doc. 890. PLATE VIII. 

TOP, BORERS OR “DRILLS” (THAIS HAEMASTOMA) OF THE GULF COAST; 
CENTER, SO-CALLED “*RED GRASS,” THE EGG CASES OF THE BORERS; 

BOTTOM, OYSTER SPAT DRILLED BY BORERS. 

Natural size. (After Moore and Pope.) 
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PLATE IX. 

f a 

CONCHS. TOP, CHANNELLED CONCH OR WHELK, BUSYCON CANALICULATUM ; 

CENTER, STRING OF CAPSULES CONTAINING EGGS OF KNOBBED CONCH; 

BOTTOM, KNOBBED CONCH OR WHELK, BUSYCON CARICA. 
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cable to fence the beds with chicken wire strung on posts set in the 
bottom. ; 

CONCH. 

This is also a snail-like mollusc, comprising several species, some 
of which attain a length of from 5 to 6 inches. Busycon carica and 
Busycon canaliculatum (Pl. TX) are the most common. The eggs 
are deposited in flat parchmentlike capsules about an inch in diameter 
and strung together by a cord along the side to form a loosely spiral 
chain a foot to a foot and a half in length. This is cast free from 
the animal and left to the mercy of the waves. It has been found@ 
that the conch opens an oyster by insert- 
ing the edges of its own shell between 
the valves of the oyster when it gapes 
(text fig. 5) and then introducing its 
proboscis and eating the meat. Conchs 
do not occur, however, in sufficient quan- 
tities to destroy many oysters. No defi- 
nite means of combating them are 
employed, although those taken when 
dredging are usually killed. 

MUSSEL, 

Mussels, the common edible species, 
Mytilus edulis, and other species, of the 
Atlantic waters, and Mytilus hamatus 
(Pl. X, fig. 1), of the Gulf coast, are bi- 
valves which, shortly after hatching from 
the egg, attach themselves to material 
on the bottom by a slender thread or 
hair called the byssus. As development 
goes on the number of hairs is multi- 
plied and they become shorter and 

stouter until the adult mussel, at a "o.ohoitnatralsine (After Colton) 
length of 2 to 4 inches, is very firmly 
attached by these threads. The mussels multiply rapidly, and 
dense beds are sometimes formed over the oysters, tending to smother 
the latter. Since the mussels feed upon essentially the same materials 
as do the oysters, there is always danger of a greater or less exhaus- 
tion of the food supply. 

In Long Island Sound the mussel is attacked in the following 
manner: Ihe mussel spawns and “sets’’—that is, attaches by the 
byssus—perhaps a month or more before the oyster. Advantage 
is taken of this fact, and when evidences are found of an alarming 
number of young mussels on the oyster beds, they are ‘‘harrowed”’ 
by dragging over them an ordinary dredge with the bag removed 
or open at the back. This process crushes and destroys the majority 
of the tiny mussels without injury to the adult oysters. If this 
process is carried out on a bed planted with shells to catch a set, 
no harm is done, as the oysters have not yet spawned, and there is 
consequently no oyster set on the shells. 

4Colton, H. 8. How Fulgur and Sycotypus eat Oysters, Mussels,and Clams. Proceedings, Academy 
of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol. LX, 1908, pp. 3-10, 5 pls. Philadelphia. 
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BORING SPONGE. 

Boring sponge (Cliona celata) is the term applied to a yellow 
sponge which Begins its existence by boring (Pl. XXI, lower left 
figure) in the shell of the oyster, where it forms small tunnels, in 
which it lives. The shell is gradually honeycombed, and the oyster 
becomes weak and thin from the effort to seal up the openings where 
the tunnels penetrate the shell completely. The sponge also spreads 
over the outside of the shell and often smothers the oyster by its 
very size. No means of protection against the sponge can be sug- 
gested, but fortunately it does not occur in sufficient numbers in 
Most regions to prove a serious menace. 

BORING CLAM. 

The boring clam (Martesia cuneiformis, M. smithu, and M. cor- 
ticaria) is a species of clam which enters the shell of the oyster 
by boring a small round hole and excavating in the substance of 
the shell, at the inner end of the hole, a hemispherical cavity 
(Pi. X, fig. 2) in which it then spends its life, often attaining a length 
of three-eighths of an inch. The clam usually does not penetrate 
the shell entirely and does not feed upon the oyster. It attains its 
food through the external opening. It does comparatively little 
damage to the oyster. 

WAFER OR “LEECH.” 

This is a turbellarian worm (Pl. VI, fig. 2) of undetermined species 
which on several occasions has destroyed large numbers of oysters in 
the vicinity of Cedar Keys, Port Inglis, and Tampa, Fla. This worm 
is nearly flat, more or less circular in outline, and is about three- 
fourths of an inch long. It finds its way between the valves of the 
oyster and feeds upon the meat, eventually killing the oyster. It 
flourishes in water of fairly high salinity, and its ravages are checked 
by lowered temperatures. No method of combating it can be 
suggested other than a careful working of the beds and the use of 
new air-dried cultch and fresh seed stock. 

TAKING OYSTERS FROM THE BEDS. 

Oysters are commonly taken by the use of hand tongs, patent 
tongs, dredges ‘lifted by hand or hand windlasses, or dredges raised 
by engines or hoisters turned by the engine of the boat. ‘These forms 
of apparatus and the boats on which they are used are described 
below. 

TONGS. 

Ordinary hand oyster tongs are shown in Plate XJ, figures 1 and 2. 
There are two long, flat, smooth, wooden handles about 3 inches wide 
and nearly 1 inch thick, bolted, riveted, or pinned together with a 
wooden pin, scissors fashion, about 44 feet from one end (see figures), 
leaving the long ends for handles. ‘To tne short end of each shaft is 
secured at right angles a light iron bar, about 34 feet long, bearing 
teeth, while above this bar are five or six still lighter bars or heavy 
wires parallel to the bar and attached to the shaft. The ends of the 
bars or wires are fastened together by short wires. The arrange- 
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FIG. 1—MASS OF MUSSELS ATTACHED TO OYSTERS. 

(After Moore. 

FIG. 2—OYSTER SHELLS SHOWING PITS AND CHAMBERS MADE BY BORING CLAM. 

(After Moore.) 
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EIG. 1—TONGING OYSTERS, WORKING THE TONGS ON THE BOTTOM. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 

FIG. 2.—TONGING OYSTERS, LIFTING AND EMPTYING THE TONGS. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 1—PATENT TONGS, USED TO SOME EXTENT IN TAKING OYSTERS 

IN THE LOWER PART OF CHESAPEAKE BAY. 

FIG. 2—-UNLOADING OYSTERS BY MEANS OF A CRANE OPERATED BY A 

DONKEY ENGINE IN THE SMALL BUILDING AT THE RIGHT. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 1.—SMALL SAILING BOAT USED IN TONGING OYSTERS IN 

QUINNIPIAC RIVER, CONN. 

FIG, 2.—SMALL SAILING BOAT USED IN TONGING OYSTERS IN RIVERS 

ON THE COAST OF ALABAMA. 
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ment on each shaft is made with the teeth sloping inward, and when 
the handles are closed the two are brought together, the whole forming 
a basketlike affair, 31 feet long by about 8 or 10 inches deep. In 
operation (Pl. XI, fig. 1), the handles are worked scissors fashion, 
and the teeth forced under the oysters retained in the basket, which 
is then lifted (Pl. XI, fig. 2). Oyster tongs vary in length with the 
depth of water in different localities. In some places, as in_ the 
Rappahannock River, oysters are tonged with’such apparatus from 
a depth of at least 20 feet. 

PATENT TONGS. 

Patent tongs are used quite extensively in Virginia and but very 
little elsewhere. From Plate XII, figure 1, it will be seen that their 
general construction is similar to that of hand tongs, except that the 
handles are of-iron, about 6 feet long and provided with an eye at the 
end for the attachment of ropes for lowering and raising the tongs. 
The basket of the tongs is of considerably heavier material than in 
case of the hand tongs. Patent tongs are employed in water too 
deep to admit of the use of ordinary tongs and are raised and lowered 
by a spool or windlass, as in Plate XIT, figure 1. While being lowered 
the tongs are locked open by the short hook seen on one of the handles 
just above the center pin. When they strike bottom, the consequent 
release of the weight of the baskets on the handles allows the hook 
to become disengaged. The tongs are then ‘‘jigged’’ by jerking 
upon the rope several times, causing the teeth to simk more deeply, 
and then lifted by the windlass. 

* SMALL TONGS AND NIPPERS. 

In very shallow water of perhaps 2 to 4 feet in depth small tongs are 
often used. These consist of two wooden handles about 7 feet long, 
arranged as in the case of the ordinary tongs, but with only a single 
bar on each about 10 inches long, each bar being provided with teeth. 
This instrument is much lighter and more convenient to use in shallow 
water than ordinary tongs, especially where only a few barrels of 
oysters are desired. Such tongs are sometimes called ‘‘nippers.”’ 
In other regions the term “‘nipper’’ is applied to a device of a similar 
nature, except that, instead of ending in a toothed bar, each handle 
terminates in a narrow blunt blade, thus forming true pincers or 
nippers, with which single oysters can be taken or didindved from 
rocks or pilings. 

TONGING BOATS. 

In Plate XIII, figures 1 and 2, and Plate XIV, figure 1, are shown 
various styles of tonging boats. Plate XIII, figure 1,shows a small boat 
used on Long Island Sound; and Plate XIII, figure 2, a small tongin 
boat at Bayou Labatre, Ala. Plate XIV, figure 1, shows the type o 
tonging boat used at Apalachicola, Fla. These boats often ca 
an auxilary gasoline engine besides the sails. Such a boat wit 
engine 1s seen in the figure, returning with a load of oysters which 
have been obtained by tonging. Boats of this sort often have a shal- 
low hold into which oysters are piled until full, after which they are 
heaped on deck. Plate XII, figure 1, shows a boat equipped with 
patent tongs. 
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On the small boats, in compliance with State law, the oysters are 
culled on a board placed across the boat, as in Plate XI. 

DREDGES AND DREDGING BOATS. 

The hand dredge is shown in Plate XV, figure 1. It consists 
essentially of two triangles made of three-fourths inch iron bar, 
joined at the apices, and the bases separated about 18 inches by 
curved bars, as seen in the figure at left. It usually measures 4 or 5 
feet in width. The base of the lower triangle consists of a bar about 
134 inches thick, to which are welded teeth about3incheslong, set about 
3 inches apart. To a ring at the apex of the dredge a rope or wire 
cable is attached, by which the dredge is lowered and raised, either 
by hand or by the hand windlass. Plate XVI, figure 1, shows a small 
dredging sloop or ‘‘skipjack’’ under sail on Chesapeake Bay, the 
dredge on the port side being lifted and the hand windlass visible 
beyond it. In some States, as Maryland, somewhat heavier dredges 
than this are operated by the use of a donkey engine placed on the 
deck of a sailing vessel (Pl. XVII, fig. 2). Plate XVI figure 2, 
shows such a dredging schooner at work. These vessels are pro- 
pelled entirely by sails, it being illegal to dredge with other than 
sails as motive power; the engine merely operates the dredge. 

From one to three dredges are usually operated from each side of 
the boat, each dredge being raised and emptied in turn. Plate XVII, 
figure 1, shows the dredge being thrown overboard and the roller over 
which the chain moves in lowering and raising it. After the full 
dredge is lifted it is allowed to rest on the roller and is emptied by 
pulling the bag forward (Pl. XVII, fig. 2), thus turning it wrong side 
out and dumping the oysters on deck. The dredge is then dropped 
overboard again. The oysters are culled on deck and then coomelee 
into the hold or onto the pile on deck. 

A yet heavier and stouter form of dredge (Pl. XV, fig. 2) is used 
where dredging with power boats is allowed. It will be seen to 
resemble the other patterns, except that it is largely made of heavy, 
flat, iron bars, about 2 inches wide and nearly 1 inch thick and firmly 
braced. The lower part of the bag is of iron mesh instead of cotton. 
Dredges of this sort measure from 5 to 7 feet in width and hold 12 
to 15 bushels of oysters (one oyster company uses larger ones holding 
nearly 30 bushels; these are emptied by mechanical means). These 
dredges are raised and lowered by a heavy chain which passes through 
a pulley on a stout post in the midline forward and then down to 
the hoister in the hold. The hoister is turned by the engine of the 
boat. Plate XIV, figure 2, shows the arrangement of rollers, pul- 
leys, post, and dredges on a gasoline power dredging boat. In 
Long iieland Sound large steamers are often used for dredging on 
leased beds. One company has two steamers each carrying three 
dredges on a side, six in all, each with a capacity of nearly 30 bushels. 
These two steamers are each about twice as large as any other oyster 
steamer in the world, having a capacity of 8,000 bushels (Pl. XVIII, 
fig. 2). 
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FIG. 1—SMALL SLOOP USED IN TONGING OYSTERS NEAR APALACHICOLA, 

FLA., RETURNING WITH LOAD OF OYSTERS. SHOWING OYSTER CAN- 

NERIES IN BACKGROUND. 

FIG. 2—GASOLINE BOAT USED IN DREDGING OYSTERS IN LONG ISLAND 

SOUND. 

In the center is the post to which are attached the pulleys through which pass the chains 
leading to the dredges on each side. When the dredges are being raised and lowered, 
the cnains move over the rollers on the gunwale, 
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FIG. 1.—HAND DREDGES AND WINCHES FOR HOISTING THEM. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 

FIG, 2.—MACHINE-HOISTED DREDGE USED IN TAKING OYSTERS. 
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FIG. 1.—SMALL SLOOP OR “‘SKIP-JACK"’ USED IN DREDGING OYSTERS IN CHESA- 

PEAKE BAY. 

The dredge shown lying on the roller is raised and lowered by the hand windlass over which 
the man is stooping. (Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 

FIG, 2.—OYSTER-DREDGING SCHOONER IN CHESAPEAKE BAY. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 1—LOWERING THE DREDGE. 

(Photo from Prof.E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 

FIG. 2—EMPTYING THE DREDGE. 

In this case the dredge has been lifted by a donkey engine, part of which may be seen at the right. 
(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 1—OYSTER FLEET OPERATING FROM CAMBRIDGE, MD., LYING IN HARBOR, 

Cambridge is only one of the several important oyster centers on Chesapeake Bay. (Photo 
from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 

>———— 

FIG, 2. ONE OF THE TWO LARGEST OYSTER STEAMERS IN THE WORLD, BOTH 

OWNED BY A NEW ENGLAND COMPANY. 

Three dredges lifting 30 bushels each are operated on each side. The capacity of the steamer 
is 8,COO bushels per day. (Photo from H.C. Rowe Co.) 
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FIG. 1—LARGE OYSTER HOUSE AT PROVIDENCE, R. I., SHOWING DREDGE BOAT 

UNLOADING OYSTERS AT RIGHT AND ELEVATOR TO SHELL PILE AT LEFT. 

FIG. 2—UNLOADING OYSTERS FROM THE BOAT AT ONE OF THE LARGE OYSTER 

HOUSES BY MEANS OF A BELT CONVEYER.,. 
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UNLOADING AT WHARF. 

In most cases the oysters are shoveled from the hold or deck into 
large measures or buckets and hoisted to the wharf by a rope passing 
over a pulley and operated by hand or by a crane with a donkey 
engine as motive power, as in Plate XII, figure 2. The buckets are 
emptied onto the wharf and the oysters removed later in wheel- 
barrows; or into wheelbarrows and the oysters rolled into the shuck- 
ing room on a level with the wharf, or sometimes to a storage room 
on an upper floor (Pl. XII, fig. 2). Some large oyster companies 
have arrangements whereby the buckets are lifted directly into the 
storage room, and some have an elevator, the end of which may be 
lowered into the boat and the oysters shoveled onto an endless belt 
or other carrying device (Pl. XIX, fig. 2). 

This carrier transports the oysters directly to the storage room or 
drops them into another endless bucket-chain carrier which does so. 
In ease the oysters are to be canned they are dumped from the buckets, 
which have lifted them from the boat, directly into cars, which are 
then pushed into the steamers inside the cannery. 

FLOATING. 

Brief mention may be made of the practice whereby, in some 
localities, oysters, after being taken from the beds, are “floated”’ 
for a time before being used. This process is accomplished by 
spreading the oysters out in a large shallow barge or float so con-, 
structed that, while resting at the surface, water may freely circulate 
through it, the oysters thereby being covered at all times. Such 
floats vary considerably in structure, often consisting of a rectangular 
fradiaeeork some 12 or 15 feet wide by 20 to 30 feet long, made of 
four large timbers 15 or 18 inches in diameter, with a bottom of 
boards laid so that cracks are left between them. ‘The float may be 
towed to the desired point and anchored either before or after the 
oysters are placed in it. 

The floating is usually undertaken for one of two purposes—purifi- 
cation and cleaning of the oysters. or temporary storage. In certain 
regions oysters from beds which are exposed to sewage are floated 
in waters of a certain degree of saltness designated by the health 
authorities until any possible impurities contained are thrown off. 
In such salt water the oysters do not become bloated, as they would 
if floated in fresh. Oysters are also sometimes floated in order that 
they may free themselves from sand or dirt contained in the intestinal 
tract. 

Some companies maintain floats such as described in which a 
temporary stock of oysters may be kept a day or two in order to have 
a supply on hand to fill extra orders or to tide over a shortage caused 
by failure to obtain sufficient stock directly from the beds, for any 
cause, such as the breakdown of a boat or formation of heavy ice over 
the beds. In this case the floats are placed by the oyster house in 
water of about the saltness of that over the beds. 

The practice of floating oysters in fresh water of crecks and rivers 
for the purpose of ‘‘fattening’’ has largely died out or been suppressed 
by health authorities. The oyster did not fatten in such circum- 
stances, but merely enlarged itself by absorbing creek water which 
the consumer paid for at oyster prices. 
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PREPARATION FOR MARKET OR SHIPMENT. 

Oysters are usually shipped in three general conditions—in the 
shell; shucked, on ice; and canned. The building where oysters 
are handled in either or both of the first two conditions is referred 
to as an oyster house or, in some sections, especially to distinguish 
it from a cannery, as a ‘raw house”’ or ‘‘raw-oyster house.” If 
oysters are canned, the plant is known as a cannery. Plate XTX, 
figure 1, shows the front view of a large oyster house. Oyster houses 
are provided with a wharf of some sort, so that the boats may be 
unloaded directly, as described above. 

IN THE SHELL. 

Oysters are shipped in the shell usually in barrels, sometimes in 
sacks, without ice, although for long distances a refrigerator car is 
often used. In many cases, especially for shorter hauls or transporta- 
tion by river boats, the barrels are not headed, a piece of heavy gunny- 
sack being fastened over the top of the barrel. A considerable 
export trade in oysters to England is carried on from the waters of 
New York and New England. These oysters go in barrels holding 
3 bushels and one-half peck, headed up. Only the best-shaped, 
selected oysters are used for the export trade. 
A large number of oysters are thus handled in the shell, since oysters 

on the half shell have found a place on the menu of the leading 
hotels and restaurants. For this purpose oysters from certain 
beds have come to be esteemed as most desirable. These have 
acquired trade names by which they are universally known and which 
are derived from the locality from which the oysters are taken. 
The best-known examples are the Blue Points from beds near Blue 
Point, a cape on the south side of Long Island; Cotuits, from Cotuit 
Harbor, Mass., and Lynnhavens, from Lynnhaven Bay, Va. There 
is a growing tendency to look upon these terms merely as trade 
names and to employ them to designate any oyster answering the 
requirements of size and shape of these oysters, regardless of the 
waters from which they were taken. 

Blue Points (Pl. I) are small oysters, about 3 to 4 inches long by 
2 to 24 inches in width. They are rather rounded in form and the 
shells are fairly smooth. The meats are small and of very delicate 
flavor, making these oysters very acceptable when served raw on | 
the half shell. For this reason Blue Points have acquired a wide 
reputation. Lynnhavens (Pl. XX) and Cotuits (Pl. XXI) are larger 
oysters than Blue Points and of more angular shape. Because of 
their fatness and flavor they have become highly esteemed. 

Oysters are shipped in the shell to points on the Pacific coast both 
for the market and for planting as seed or for fattening. In 1915, 
over two-thirds of the 156,104 bushels of oysters produced on the 
Pacific coast were raised from transplanted eastern oysters. 

a One firm puts out an oyster powder made by extracting in a vacuum the moisture from oyster meats. 
This powder is sold in small vials packed in pasteboard cartons and is used in making broths amd soups. 
So far as the writer is aware, only one firm puts such a product on the market. 

> Radeliffe,L. Fishery Industries of the United States. Report of the Division of Statistics and Methods 
of the Fisheries for 1918. Appendix X, Report, U.S. Commissioner of Fisheries, 1918, 167 pp. Washington, 
1919, 
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MASS. COTUIT HARBOR, FROM MCOTRUIES,” 
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FIG. 1—SHUCKING TABLE IN LARGE OYSTER HOUSE. 

The oysters come down from the storage room above and out the bottom 
of the V-shaped chute. The worker stands on the bench and places 
the oyster to be opened on the small block on the edge of the table, 

FIG. 2.—WASHING FRESH OYSTER MEATS ON “SKIMMING BOARD." 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 1.—**RIFFLE”’ OYSTER WASHER, ON WHICH FRESH OYSTER MEATS ARE 

WASHED PREPARATORY TO BEING PACKED ON ICE. 
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FIG. 2._SEVERAL STYLES OF CONTAINERS USED IN SHIPPING OYSTERS. 

Shucked oysters are placed in metal or glass containers, which are packed in the boxes or 

tubs with cracked ice about them. 

— 

INTO THE OYSTER FIG. 3.—FIFTEEN CARS OF OYSTERS READY TO BE RUN 

CANNERY. 
Eacr car holds 20 bushels, making 300 bushels in all. The capacity of this cannery is 

1,500 bushels per day. 
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SHUCKED, ON ICE. 

The process of opening an oyster and removing the“ meat’ is known 
generally as “shucking.”” For this purpose the oysters are conveyed 
to tables or stalls of various sorts in the oyster house. In the smaller 
establishments this is done by wheelbarrow and shovel; in the 
larger, the oysters are first taken to a storage room, as described 
above, and then let down through chutes to the individual stalls 
of the shuckers. Plate XXII, figure 1, represents a shucking table 
in one of the large oyster houses. The shucker stands on the bench 
before the table. The oysters fall down the slanting chute to the 
narrow table along the edge of which are seen the blocks on which 
the shucker places the oyster to open it. The shells are thrown 
through pail 4 chutes in the table and fall into the trough seen below, 
whence they are removed by a mechanical carrier. 

The process of shucking requires considerable skill and strength 
of hand and wrist. Various methods are speed and several slightly 
differing styles of opening knives. Some shuckers first break off the 
“bill” or tip of the shell with a small hammer, insert the knife into 
the opening thus made, and cut the large muscle holding the shell 
together. Others scorn such aid, since it takes longer, and by steady 
pressure force the knife between the shells at the tips or the side. 
A skilled shucker moves his hands so rapidly the eye can hardly 
follow the movements. A heavy mitten is worn on the left hand, 
which grasps the oyster, the shell being very sharp on the edges. 
A fair day’s shucking is 10 to 12 gallons.” If the oysters are in good 
condition, ‘‘fat,”’ 12 gallons or a little more may be shucked. The 
average yield of shucked oysters from a bushel in the shell varies 
greatly with the condition and quality of the oysters. If the oyster 
meats are full and plump, they are spoken of as “fat’’ and the yield 
is greater than when “poor’’; that is, the meat thin, watery, often 
semitransparent. A fair average yield is from 6 to 8 pints per 
bushel. 

The “meats” are thrown into a galvanized-iron measure, which in 
some cases is perforated to allow the drainage of excess liquor. In 
some houses, however, the measures are not perforated and are 
partially filled with water into which the oysters are placed as 
shucked. When the measure is full it is taken to the measuring 
window and the oysters measured or weighed. The shucker some- 
times receives a ticket, but in many cases the individual scores are 
marked up on a board by the weighing window and payment made 
weekly. In the smaller oyster houses the shells are thrown by the 
shucker to the floor and later removed in wheelbarrows. In man 
such houses each shucker stands in a sort of movable wooden st 
placed before the table. This stall is 18 or 20 inches wide and about 
waist-high, being Se at the rear so that the shucker may step in 
and out readily. Such stalls keep the accumulating piles of shells 
from encroaching on the space where the worker stands and also 
afford something against which he may lean while working. In 
some of the larger houses, where the shells are not thrown on the 
floor, the stalls are used merely to satisfy the shuckers who have 

@ Many, however, shuck more than thisamount. The author knows ofone man in particular, at Hamp- 
ton, Va., who opened 26 gallons a day. Since his score was marked up and pay given for this amount, 
this record is authentic. 
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become accustomed to their use in smaller places and find it less 
tiring to work while standing in such a stall. 

Shuckers are paid by the gallon; during the winter of 1919-20 
the price was $0.35 to $0.40 per gallon. Some large firms in New 
England employ Portuguese for shucking; in places farther south 
many Negroes are used for this work. Both men and women are 
often employed; especially is this true where colored labor is used. 

After being shucked the oysters are spread out on washing tables. 
These are usually comparatively simple in form, as seen in Plate XXII, 
figure 2, are made of galvanized iron, and measure about 5 feet long 
by 24 wide, the bottom being perforated to allow the water to drain off 
and supported on a wooden framework, as shown in the figure. Some 
of the larger firms use more or less elaborate washing tables, some being 
of the ‘‘riffle’”’ style (Pl. XXIII, fig. 1). This consists essentially of a 
sloping zine platform with ridges or elevations across it which retard 
the oysters as they are washed down it. The oysters receive several 
washings, usually in fresh water from the tap. In some States, 
however, the law requires that the washing be done with salt water of a 
certain strength in order that the oysters may not be bloated by the 
absorption of fresh water. In the larger houses, after receiving a 
preliminary washing on tables similar to that in Plate XXIII, figure 1, 
they are carried by a gentle stream of water down narrow runways 
to tanks on a lower floor (Pl. XXIV, fig. 1). These are made of galvan- 
ized iron and are about 5 feet square by 15 inches deep. Here they 
receive two washings, in some cases compressed air being blown 
from pipes through the water in which the oysters are standing. 
This is thought by those using it to remove more thoroughly the fine 
particles of dirt or bits of shell. The excess water is allowed to drain 
off in the last tank, and the oysters are then packed in various sorts of 
containers, as the tin cans in the figure, which are then packed in ice. 

Usually the oysters are divided, according to size, into three 
grades: Standards, the smallest; Selects, the next; and Counts, 
or Extra Selects, the largest. The usual containers are tin cans, as 
shown in Plate XXIII, figure 2, of a capacity of 1, 3, or 5 gallons. 
The oysters are packed into these without any other liquor than that 
remaining after the excess has been drained off, as stated above. 
The cover is put on, often secured by a string passed over the top and 
attached to fies on each side. The cans are packed in ice singly in 
boxes (Pl. XXIV, fig. 2), or several together in a barrel. Sometimes 
metal containers, shown at right in Plate XXIII, figure 2, are used. 
These are packed in a bucket carrier with ice about them. The 
figure also shows the 5-gallon size tin can, the bucket carrier, the 
short boxes containing tin cans, and a bottle container with paste- 
board cap, holding one-tenth gallon. Thirty bottles are packed in a 
flat, wide box (see figure), with ice over their tops, and a wooden 
cover is nailed on. 

CANNING OYSTERS. 

Oysters were first canned at Baltimore in 1820, and the expression 
“cove oyster,’’ which now seems synonymous with canned oysters, 
was originally given to the small oysters found in the coves on the 
west bank of Chesapeake Bay between Baltimore and the mouth of 
the Potomac.? The industry has spread rapidly in the last 20 years, 
aSmith,H.M. Oysters: The World’s Most Valuable Water Crop. National Geographic Magazine, 

March, 1913, p. 258. Washington. 
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FIG. 1—TANKS FOR WASHING SHUCKED OYSTERS. 

The oyster meats come down the metal trough from the floor above. After washing they are 
placed in the tin cans. 
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FIG, 2.—PACKING FRESH OYSTER MEATS IN ICE FOR SHIPMENT. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 1—CAR OF OYSTERS READY TO BE RUN INTO STEAMER. 

FIG. 2.—INTERIOR OF OYSTER CANNERY; OPENING STEAMED OYSTERS. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 1—INTERIOR OF OYSTER CANNERY, SHOWING TABLE ON WHICH THE 

( ERS ARE PUT INTO THE CANS. 

FIG. 2,—INTERIOR OF OYSTER CANNERY, SHOWING PACKING TABLE, CAPPING 
MACHINE, AND BASKET IN WHICH THE FILLED CANS ARE “PROCESSED.” 
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FIG. 1—LOWERING A BASKET OF CANNED OYSTERS INTO 

hHE KETTEE OR STEAMER TO BE {PROCESSED 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 
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FIG. 2.—BASKET OF CANNED OYSTERS, AFTER HAVING BEEN “‘PROCESSED,” 

READY TO BE LOWERED INTO THE “COOLER,” AT RIGHT, WHERE RUNNING 

WATER IS PASSED ABOUT THE CANS. 
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There are now 15 canneries in Baltimore, which city still leads in 
number of canneries; 16 in Mississippi, 12 being at Biloxi; 18 in 
Georgia, 4 at Savannah, 4 in and about Brunswick, and others at 
smaller points; about 12 in South Carolina; 7 in North Carolina; 
6 or 7 in Louisiana; and 4 or 5 in Florida. 

Oyster canneries, like raw houses, are located on the water front 
with a wharf at which the oysters are unloaded from the boats. 
Plate XIV, figure 1, shows a view of an oyster cannery. At most 
canneries the oysters are unloaded from the boat in large tubs or 
buckets, as previously described, and dumped directly into cars 10 or 
12 feet long, made of iron strips, basket-fashion, as in Plates XXIII 
and XXV. The cars are then pushed on a track into the building. 
Plate XXIII, figure 3, shows a line of 15 loaded cars, 20 bushels in 
each car, 300 bushels in all. The capacity of this particular cannery 
is 1,500 bushels per day. 

The cars of oysters are run into rectangular iron steamers, which 
are often long enough to accommodate 3 cars at once. Steam is 
passed through for from 3 to 10 minutes, depending on the thickness 
of the shells. The cars are then pushed on out the other end of the 
steamer, sometimes being afterwards switched to another track or 
another room by the aid of the device shown in Plate X XV, figure 
1. Theshort piece of track upon which the car rests is also provided 
with wheels, and the whole is rolled onto a lower track running at 
right angles to the first. 

The steamed oysters are then opened directly from the cars by 
shuckers or openers standing alongside (Pl. XXV, fig. 2). Each 
worker has a metal bucket, which is suspended by a hook to the 
side of the car. The buckets are perforated to allow the escape of ex- 
cess liquor. A knife is used, but no such skill or strength is required 
as is necessary in the case of raw oysters, since the steamed oysters 
have been killed by the process and the shells are gaping and easily 
separated. When a worker’s bucket is filled, it is taken to the weigh- 
ing window, payment being by weight, where either the money or a 
ticket is received. Both men and women, and often children over 
the legal age, do this work. In Alabama and Mississippi the work- 
ers are largely of the Slavic races. In those States many of the 
canning firms furnish quarters for their labor, often wood and water 
being included. 

After being weighed, the oysters are washed two or three times 
with tap water in vats or on tables and then carried in buckets to the 
packing table (Pl. X XVI, fig. 1). The general construction of such 
a table is shown in the figure; it is made of wood, of convenient height, 
and about 12 feet long by 6 wide in the wider part and 3 in the nar- 
rower. The packing is usually done by women or girls, who stand 
along the sides of the table. The empty cans are supplied the packers 
from boxes behind them, or often a supply is placed along the edge 
of the table on which the oysters are piled. The packers at the farther 
end (see figure) of the table fill the cans almost full, placing the 
oysters in with the hands. They then put the cans in the rack or 
trough extending along over the table. The bottom of this is an 
endless belt which moves the cans forward until they are stopped 
by the crossbar at the nearer end of the trough. One packer stands 
on each side of the table, which is narrower here, takes the partially 
filled cans from the trough, one at a time, places them on the balances 
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seen in the figure, and fills them up until the correct weight is reached. 
So far in the process there is practically no liquor in the can. Cans 
varying in capacity from 3 to 10 ounces are usually packed. The 
cans are then placed on another belt, which carries them along the 
trough to the left under a length of perforated pipe from. which hot 
brine drops into the cans. 

The belt then takes them to the capping machine (Pl. XXVI, 
fig. 2), where the cover is put on. This is commonly done by the 
crimping process, although some firms still use the method of sealing 
the cover on with solder. The machine shown in the figure crimps 
the covers on 58 cans per minute. 

After leaving the capping machine the cans are placed in large 
circular iron baskets, about 4 feet across, and lowered into a cylin- 
drical metal processing tank (Pl. X XVII, fig. 1). In these tanks 
the cans are heated by steam to a high temperature for a short time, 
after which they are removed and lowered into a circular wooden 
tank or cooler (Pl. X XVII, fig. 2), and cooled with running water. 
The baskets of cans are then wheeled on tracks to the labeling and 
packing room (Pl. XXVIII, fig. 1), where the labels are pasted on 
by girls or women. The finished product is then packed in boxes, 
this work being done by men (Pl. XXVIII, fig. 1). 

DISPOSITION OF OYSTER SHELLS. 

In the larger oyster houses the shells are usually dropped by the 
shucker through a chute leading from the table down to a wide endless 
belt or a trough through which passes an endless scrape carrier. 
These devices carry the shells outside and up an elevator (Pl. XXTX, 
fig. 1) or an inclined plane (Pl. XXVIII, fig. 2). The carrier continues 
over the shell heap, sometimes being inclosed, and drops the shells 
at certain points, which may be varied as the pile grows (Pl. XXVIII, 
fig. 2). In other oyster houses, especially the smaller ones, the shells 
are removed in wheelbarrows, which are rolled on planks up the side 
or across the top of the pile (Pl. X XIX, fig. 2). 

The shells are used for cultch, as previously described; for making 
lime, which is placed on soil as a fertilizer; for poultry grit; for making 
shell roads; and for ballast for railroad track beds. In Plate 
XXIX, figure 1, is shown a kiln in which the shells are being burned 
to make lime, a pile of the burned shells appearing in the foreground. 
The interior of the kiln is cone-shaped at the bottom. The shells 
are deposited in the kiln by the elevator, a certain amount of fine coal 
being mixed in as fuel. The fire in the lower part of the kiln is kept 
burning constantly, and the burned shells are shaken out through 
the grate at the bottom. The shells are then allowed to air-slake, 
and the lime is sold for fertilizer. The burned shells bring about 
$8 per ton. About a ton is put on an acre. A ton of burned shells 
increases in bulk to about a ton and a half during the slaking process, 
A ton of the slaked lime sells for $6.50. 

Crushed shells are used for poultry grit. The shells are first dried 
in a direct-heat rotary drier similar to that used in factories where 
fertilizer is made from menhaden. The degree of heat applied de- 
pends entirely on the ober of moisture in the shells; the greater 
the moisture the higher the temperature required. It is essential 
that a close observance be kept during the drying process, in order 
to regulate the temperature, as shells may be damaged by too much 
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FIG. 1.—INTERIOR OF OYSTER CANNERY; LABELING AND BOXING CANS OF 

OYoreRs: 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 

FIG. 2.—SHELL PILE OF A LARGE OYSTER COMPANY, SHOWING CONVEYER FOR 

CARRYING SHELLS FROM SHUCKING TABLE TO THE PILE. 

(Photo from J. S. Darling and Son.) 
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FIG. 1—KILN FOR BURNING OYSTER SHELLS TO MAKE LIME, SHOWING 

SHELL HEAP IN BACKGROUND AND PILE OF LIME IN FOREGROUND. 

(Photo from Prof. E. N. Cory, Maryland State University.) 

FIG. 2—LOADING OYSTER SHELLS INTO CAR FOR USE IN BUILDING ROADS. 
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heat. If the temperature is too high, the shells are likely to turn 
yellow, and if they are not sufficiently dried they may become soft. 
If they have been sheltered from the weather and are thoroughly dry 
the drying process may be dispensed with. After passing through 
the drier they are carried by a conveyer to the crusher and from 
there to the screen, which is usually of the revolving type and made of 
various-sized mesh to separate the crushed shells into several grades 
or sizes. 

In Plate X XIX, figure 2, shells are being loaded on cars for road 
making. In some cases the shells are partially crushed before being 
put on the roads; in other cases they are put on whole and are worn 
down by the traffic. Plate V, figure 1, shows shells being loaded on 
a scow for planting to catch set. 

The shell heaps are cleaned up annually. Most of the shells are 
used for one of the above purposes. The shell piles shown in the fig- 
ures convey but a faint notion of the actual vast bulk of the oyster 
crop taken annually from the waters of the United States. 

LEGAL REGULATIONS. 

In each State in which there is an oyster industry there are certain 
regulations for its conduct, provided by State law and administered 
by officers and inspectors, appointed in nearly all cases by a State 
fish or oyster commissioner or president of a State conservation com- 
mission. 

The regulations, while necessarily differing widely to meet the 
varying conditions, usually provide for a system of surveying and 
staking off with conspicuous buoys or markers the various’ beds 
leased or owned by the planters and the “natural’”’ beds, the latter 
being those which have grown up naturally and which are open to 
the public. In some States, where there are many leased or privately 
owned beds, this surveying is very carefully attended to, and accu- 

' rate maps of the oyster beds are provided. In others, especially 
those in which there are few or no leased beds, the surveys are poorly 
cared for, and no maps are kept. 

The legal season in which oysters may be taken for market is 
usually restricted to the months of September to April, inclusive. 
The oyster is thus not interfered with during the spawning season, 
which occurs in the summer. 
A cull law is usually provided by which oysters under a certain 

size—2s or 3 inches generally—may not be taken except for seed, 
but must be thrown back on the beds from which lifted. Some States 
allow only sailboats and hand dredges to work on natural beds, 
as in Long Island Sound; some forbid dredging of any sort, ail 
oysters being taken with tongs; some allow dredging only on leased 
beds; some, only in water of a certain depth; and some allow 
engine-driven dredges to be used on boats propelled by sails. 

n most States only a legal resident may take oysters from the 
waters, and a license fee must usually be paid. In some cases oysters 
can not be shipped from the State in the shell, except for seed. This 
compels the establishment of oyster houses within the State and the 
retention of capital in that State. In others, as Louisiana, the oys- 
ters may be shipped out in the shell, but a tax per bushel must be 
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paid to the State by the shipper. Some States require no license fee, 
but the dealer pays a tax per bushel or gallon for oysters sold. This 
nominally throws the tax on the dealer instead of the oysterman. 

Most States make provision for leasing bottoms for the cultivation 
of oysters at a small rental, $0.25 to $1 or $2 per acre, for a term of 
years, the number of acres per person being limited. Provision is 
usually made that the natural beds may not be leased, but must be 
left open to the public. In some of the southern States there is very 
little interest in leasing beds, there being sufficient oysters found on 
the natural beds. In such States there is little or no planting done, 
except a limited amount by the State in the effort to build up certain 
natural beds. 

The health authorities of most of the States provide certain regu- 
lations requiring that oyster beds be located at safe distances from 
sources of contamination, such as sewers, etc., and that oysters must 
pass certain rigid inspection tests for bacterial content before being 
placed on the market. The Federal Government also inspects oys- 
ters which enter into interstate commerce. 

There are many other minor regulations peculiar to the different 
States and growing out of special conditions prevailing in each. The 
details of these may be secured from the State shellfish commissions 
of the various States. 
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ALASKA FISHERIES AND FUR INDUSTRIES IN 1919. 

By Warp T. Bower, Agent, Alaska Service. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The activities of the Bureau in Alaska, administered through the 
Alaska service, paralleled in large degree operations of previous 
years. There were some notable expansions, however, along certain 
lines of the work. In this connection mention may be made of the 
additional attention given to patrol of the fishing grounds for the 
purpose of enforcing the laws and regulations. iii h the detail 
of certain vessels, the Navy Department cooperated and aided 
materially in this phase of the work. The number of stream watch- 
men to enforce the fishery laws at certain important centers was - 
augmented. The success attending this line of work in 1918 war- 
ranted its expansion and further application in 1919. 

Another phase of the work was the collection and compilation in 
systematic form of detailed statistics of the various fisheries of 
Alaska. The annual census of salmon ascending Wood River for 
spawning was taken. A special investigation of the salmon fishery 
in central and western Alaska and one of various problems in 
connection with the Copper River fishery were made. Following 
hearings held by the Bureau at Seattle in November, 1919, salmon- 
fishing operations were made subject to an order issued by the 
Secretary of Commerce under date of December 23, 1919, applica- 
ble to most of the salmon streams in Alaska. 

The work of indicating by means of markers the areas within which 
commercial fishing operations are limited or prohibited received 
considerable attention in 1919. A few markers had been put in 
place in previous years, but recent departmental orders have in- 
creased greatly the number of localities in which fishing operations 
are limited or prohibited; this means that much additional work in 
marking stream mouths must be undertaken as soon as_ possible. 

Inspections of the private hatcheries operated in accordance with 
the act of June 26, 1906, were made. Hatch ee operations under 
the division of fish culture were carried on at the two principal 
stations of the Bureau located at Afognak and McDonald Lake, the 
latter formerly having been designated as the Yes Bay station. 

The scope and magnitude of the work in connection with the fur- 
seal fisheries was in keeping with that of 1918 when regular commer- 
cial sealing operations on a considerable scale were resumed. The 
take of fur-seal skins at the Pribilof Islands in 1919 aggregated 
27,821 pelts, having an estimated value of about $2,000,000. A 
census of the fur-seal herd was made and a special investigation 
was conducted with a view to developing, if possible, improved 
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8 ALASKA FISHERIES AND FUR INDUSTRIES IN 1919. 

methods of taking and curing sealskins. The by-products plant 
erected on St. Paul Island in 1918 for the reduction of seal carcasses 
into fertilizer and oil was operated rather experimentally in 1919; 
it will be operated along more extensive lines in 1920. 

While the natives of the Pribilofs make return to the Government 
in services for supplies of food, clothing, fuel, and shelter furnished 
them, it is necessary that the purchasing, transportation, and dis- 
tribution of the major part of such supplies be attended to by the 
Bureau. In the matter of transportation in 1919, the Bureau re- 
ceived great assistance from the Navy Department, also from the 
Coast Guard. Acknowledgment is hereby made of the courtesies 
thus afforded. 

The enforcement of the law for the protection of fur-bearing 
animals throughout Alaska received attention. In addition, the 
collection and compilation of statistics in regard to shipments of 
furs from Alaska by individuals and companies and the leasing of 
certain islands in Alaska for fur-farming purposes received appro- 
priate attention. 
Two sales at public auction of sealskins and one of fox pelts, taken 

on the Pribilof Islands, were held at St. Louis in 1919 by the selling 
agents of the Bureau. 

The author of this report is greatly indebted to Assistant Agent 
EK. M. Ball for compilation of statistics of the fisheries and prepara- 
tion of accompanying text. Acknowledgment is also made to 
H. D. Aller for assistance in the preparation of text for the section 
regarding the Pribilof Islands, and to H. J. Christoffers for work on 
statistics regarding the seal herd. 

REGULAR EMPLOYEES, ALASKA SERVICE. 

During the year 1919 the following regular employees have been 
identified with the Alaska service of the Bureau: 

REGULAR EMPLOYEES IDENTIFIED WITH THE ALASKA SERVICE IN 1919. 

Name. Position. Headquarters or chief place of duty. 

Ward T. Bower....... Jssetet Chigfagenti:25. 2 fies se3) Washington, D.C. 
Edward M. Balen. ess eee: Assistant agent.............. | Cordova. 
Harry: JOnristotersscesecs oo2|- 552400. cate ce cee esc os sees sce Seattle. ! 
Ernest P. Walker.........-..-- Inspector......-..5-.--------| Tuneau. (Resigned Dee. 15, 1919.) 
Calvin F. Townsend..........|----- O........0.200..-.------| Fairbanks. (Promoted Dec. 20, 1919, from 

ly finchent eel tated Feb. 20, 1919 Shirley’ A. Baker. << .<dccoscois|| ASSISLAMIE SPOMt-..-..5.~<-..)- | Dillingham. (Reinstated Feb. 5 
fas a : after military duty. Promoted Dec. 20, 

1919, from warden.) _ 
HarryiC st asset. /c<-ens | Agent and caretaker........- St. Paul Island. (Resigned Aug. 15, 1919.) 
AG Hs Proctors thes |. sass ae ulseee: GOS ert ee eee | St. Paul and St. George Islands. 
Chavics MaCrom pln. s. 28+. Ss). = ts sO0s Bers sasuke sop acon | St. George Island. (Promoted Aug. 16 

| from school-teacher, St. George Is and.) 
Henry i Aller eo. 82. ee. Storek GGpel coc cs acces savas St. George and St. Paul Islands. 
Q@. Dallas Hanna. -.-2..2.--.. Beh iS ete OE 5 EEL oe St. Paul Island. ; 
Henry H. Stromberger......-.. Physicrin. 9.20: pee se St. Paul Island. (Resigned July 5, 1919.) 
Chatles EB Jobnsonieis. scee- leo. GOs ose ces cen creseees Rea guee Island. (Resigned July 15, 

| © . 

Frank Hi. Guntics cccetess- eae CO: cc cnecneetwe sae eee St. Paul Island. (Appointed July 6, 1919. 
Services discontinued Nov. 1, 1919.) 

John J. Richstein'.2.55...-...< | Setak DOs dddacelabtloeevamoeee St. PaulIsland. (Appointed Nov. 6, 1919.) 
William M. Murphy........... lie d0:-23 625. sb eee Bites Island. (Appointed July 27, 

Herschel Silverstone. ....-..-- | Assistant toagent........... ist a Island. (Appointed Aug. 12, 

George Haley...... ..| School-teacher............--- St. Paul Island. 
Cora ‘Giles Haley. . ; wie. Opieceriesctcces ee seers St. PaulIsland. (Resigned ylian 30, 1919.) 
Lois L. Proctor... .csccsccccas!esc2+0--..cccsccoec---s------' St. Paullsiland. (Appointed) Oct:1) 1919s) 
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REGULAR EMPLOYEES IDENTIFIED WITH THE ALASKA SERVICE IN 1919—Continued. 

Name. Position. Headquarters or chief place of duty. 

Edward C. Johnston.......... School-teacher..........---. St. ha Island. (Appointed Aug. 16, 

tenry C. Scudder: ..........=< Warden: sccock x <6 ....---| Juneau. (Reinstated Jan. 1, 1919, after 
military duty.) 

MRIS GTA 3 522-89 2s 55 eee fe (SE APS 2 Se a SaaS Wrangell. 
TT ASCs ee See = al Bs ee ee Chicken. (Resigned June 30, 1919.) 
Lemuel G. Wingard...........]...-- GOrssci sie doce ot Naknek. 
Penge, A OMPN: Se oosbose dea 2 5G0: i se daactes oaptcdee sc Juneau. (Appointed Apr. 15, 1919.) 
Michael J. Ocenia ee are bee J sep aes oN ee Haines. 
Pens ierd .°. 3-5. ott SS Master steamer Roosevelt...| Seattle. (Resigned June 18, 1919.) 
Mawin Holstad. ... 2 22ss25-55 Master steamer Osprey...... Cordova. 
Jesse 07. Nevill)2 0. 223.4.44 Master patrol vessel......... Auklet. 
rere Nani coc eecte sl sade 27 20D. focctoe cae ede emcees Murre. 
Albert K. Brown........ ee ore Clarkote ce sort ten cerca aameae Washington, D.C. 
Mary 8: Haines. 3:36 se. set doi.. i3oi. ek Saas ane Do. 
Wrliem.«P. Rasin 92-7552 22 ols. o QO: 2 ess nea as ian os Do. 
Marguerite McBride.........--|-.---d0..-..---+-----2-e+2---- Do. 
He winine' Bel. nn ok oe ween ole €0...125. 46s fo06 deaaeeutts Seattle. 
Gladys REGIMEN | Sooeeass=-[aaos 2 | ie ae eae ps Ss Rb ee Do. 

REGULAR EMPLOYEES AT GOVERNMENT HATCHERIES IN ALASKA IN 1919. 

Location and name. ‘ Position. 

‘ea = 
win Wentworth...... Superintendent. 

Harry J. Heuver.........| Foreman. 
Russell Noyes.........-. Fish-culturist. 
Fred R. Lucas........... Do. 
Albert L. Carlton........ Sor oy fish-culturist. (Transferred Nov. 15, 1919, to McDonald Lake 

station 
Alfred Nelson............ Apprentice fish-culturist. 
William M. McFarland..| Apprentice fish-culturist. (Promoted Jan. 1919, from apprentice fish- 

culturist, Clackamas, Oreg. Transferred July 15, 1919, to Puget Sound 
stations.) 

Thomas H. Morton...... og pers fish-culturist. (Transferred Sept. 15, 1919, from McDonald 
aoe? station.) 

OA: a re 
McDonald Lake: 

C. H. Van Atta..... ...--| Superintendent. 
Sapte Ryan.........| Foreman. 
NY RPSL. od cweway <- Te Te (Promoted Feb. 28, 1919, to scientific assistant, Homer, 

inn. 
William L. Stiles, jr..... ee ; (Promoted May 16, 1919, from apprentice fish-culturist, 

aird, Ca 
yy a ae Fish-culturist.  ( Resigned Oct. 20, 1919.) 
Albert L. Carlton........ Fish-culturist. (Promoted Nov. 16, 1919, from apprentice fish-culturist. 

Afognak, Alaska.) 
William A. Cagle........ App rentice fish-culturist. (‘Transferred May 15, 1919, to apprentice fish- 

thee Clackamas, Ores. 
Clarence Houts.......... Apprentice fish-culturist. (Appointed Aug. 1, 1919.) 
William O. C. Owen..... Abirenticn fish-culturist. (Transferred Mar. 5, 1919, from fish-culturist, 

seaville, Colo. Rengoee Oe 30, 1919.) 
Thomas H. Morton...... Apprentice ‘fish-culturist. tated June 20, 1919. Transferred Sept. 

14, 1919, to eee fiah-culturist, Afognak, Alaska.) 
Everett V. Campbell. ... Apprentice fis -culturist. (Appointed Sept. 27, 1919.) 
Hugh Coppinger......... Oh yea fish-culturist. (Appointed Jan. 27, 1919. Resigned Sept. 30, 

DEG ke SERNIGY 5 veo vinck ess Cook. Resign ed Oct. 6, 1919.) 
Stella A. Campbell. ..| Cook. tappolnted Oct. Fy 1919.) 



FISHERY INDUSTRIES. 

As in corresponding reports for previous years, the Territory of 
Alaska is here considered in the three coastal geographic sections gen- 
erally recognized as follows: Southeast Alaska, embracing all that nar- 
row strip of mainland and the numerous adjacent islands from Port- 
land Canal northwestward to and including Yakutat Bay; central 
Alaska, the region on the Pacific from Yakutat Bay westward, includ- 
ing Prince William Sound, Cook Inlet, and the southern coast of the 
Alaska Peninsula, to Unimak Pass; and western Alaska, the north 
shore of the Alaska Peninsula, including the Aleutian Islands and 
Bristol Bay and the Kuskokwim and Yukon Rivers. 

Detailed reports and statistical tables dealing with the various 
fishery industries are presented herewith, and there are also given 
the important features of certain subjects which were the objects of 
special investigation or inquiry. 

WATERS CLOSED TO COMMERCIAL FISHING. 

Section 6 of the act approved June 26, 1906, for the protection and 
regulation of the fisheries of Alaska, is as follows: 

Sec. 6. That the Secretary of Commerce may, in his discretion, set aside any streams 
or lakes as preserves for spawning grounds, in which fishing may be limited or entirely 
prohibited; and when, in his judgment, the results of fishing operations in any stream, 
or off the mouth thereof, indicate that the number of salmon taken is larger than the 
natural production of salmon in such stream, he is authorized to establish close sea- 
sons or to limit or prohibit fishing entirely for one year or more within such stream 
or within five hundred yards of the mouth thereof, so as to permit salmon to increase: 
Provided, however, That such power shall be exercised only after all persons interested 
shall be given a hearing, of which due notice must be given by publication; and where 
the interested parties are known to the Department they shall be personally notified 
by a notice mailed not less than thirty days previous to such hearing. No order 
made under this section shall be effective before the next calendar year after same is 
made: And provided further, That such limitations and prohibitions shall not apply 
to those engaged in catching salmon who keep such streams fully stocked with salmon 
by artificial propagation. 

Pursuant to the provisions of this section, action was taken in 1919 
in regard to the waters of southeast and central Alaska, and also in 
regard to certain waters tributary to Bering Sea. 

Under date of September 24, 1919, announcement was made of a 
hearing to be held in respect to the district extending from Cape 
Spencer on the east to Cape Sarichef on the west, and northward 
on Bering Sea to Cape Newenham. The text of the announcement 
was as follows: 

It having been recommended that the Secretary of Commerce set aside all lakes 
and streams as preserves for spawning grounds and limit or prohibit commercial fish- 
ing for salmon and other commercial fishing in the prosecution of which salmon are 
taken or injured in all such streams and lakes and all waters tributary thereto and 
within 500 yards of the mouths of such streams, in all waters of Alaska flowing into 
the Pacific Ocean between the tongitude of Cape Spencer on the east and the longi- 
tude of Cape Sarichef on the west; also in all such waters tributary to Bering Sea 
between Cape Sarichef and Cape Newenham, notice is hereby given, under the pro- 
Visions of section 6 of the act of Congress approved June 26, 1906, entitled “An act 
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FISHERY INDUSTRIES. 11 

for the protection and regulation of the fisheries of Alaska,’’ that a hearing to de- 

termine the advisability of limiting or prohibiting fishing operations in the above- 

degcribed waters will be held at the office of the Bureau of Fisheries, 1217 L. C. 
Smith Building, Seattle, Wash., on November 20, 1919, at 10 o’clock a. m., at which 
time and place all persons interested will be heard. 

Under date of October 24, 1919, announcement was made of a 
hearing to consider the desirability of amending the order of Decem- 
ber 21, 1918, affecting waters of southeast Alaska east of the longi- 
tude of Cape Spencer. The text of the announcement is as follows: 

It having been recommended that the Secretary of Commerce amend the order of 
December 21, 1918, effective January 1, 1919, limiting and prohibiting fishing for 
salmon, or other fishing in the prosecution of which salmon are taken or injured, in 
certain waters of southeastern Alaska east of the longitude of Cape Spencer, to include 
all streams more than 500 feet in width, notice is hereby given, under the provisions 
of section 6 of the act of Congress approved June 26, 1906, entitled ‘‘ An act for the 
protection and regulation of the fisheries of Alagka,’’ that a hearing to determine the 
advisability of further limiting fishery operations, or of modifying existing limita- 
tions on such operations, in the waters in question will be held at the office of the 
Bureau of Fisheries, 1217 L. C. Smith Building, Seattle, Wash., on November 25, 
1919, at 10 o’clock a. m., at which time and place all persons interested will be heard. 

Following the two hearings on November 20 and 25, 1919, the 
Department, under date of December 23, 1919, promulgated the fol- 
lowing order: 

Hearings having been given at Seattle, Wash., November 20, 1919, and November 
25, 1919, respectively, after due notice in accordance with law, for the purpose of 
determining the advisability of limiting or prohibiting fishing in certain waters in 
Alaska, and to amend or modify the order of December 21, 1918, and all persons hav- 
ing had full opportunity to be heard, it is hereby ordered, by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by section 6 of ‘‘ An act for the protection and regulation of the fisheries 
of Alaska,’’ approved June 26, 1906, that until further notice all fishing for salmon, 
or other fishing in the prosecution of which salmon are taken or injured, in all herein- 
after-described waters of Alaska be and is hereby made subject to the following limita- 
tions and prohibitions in addition to the general restrictions already applicable by 
virtue of existing laws and regulations: 

1. Waters east of the longitude of Cape Spencer. 
(a) All fishing is prohibited in all salmon streams and their tributaries and lakes. 
(b) All fishing, except with purse seines and drift gill nets, is prohibited within 500 

vards of the mouths of all salmon streams. 
(ec) All fishing with purse seines and drift gill nets is prohibited within 200 yards of 

the mouths of all salmon streams, and all fishing with purse seines and drift gill nets 
as well as with all other apparatus is prohibited within 500 yards of the mouths of 
Pe oe River, Chilkoot River, Anan Creek, Hetta Creek, Sockeye Creek, and Naha 
tream. 
2. All fishing is prohibited in all salmon streams, their tributaries and lakes, and 

within 500 yards of the mouths of such streams, flowing into the Pacific Ocean or Bering 
Sea between Cape Spencer and Cape Newenham, except as follows: 

(a) Fishing is permitted in Bering River below a line extending at right angles 
across Bering River from a point approximately 800 feet northwesterly from the 
mouth of Gandil River. 

(b) Fishing is permitted in Copper River and its tributaries in accordance with 
= ay of the order promulgated December 20, 1918, which order is continued in 
ull force. 

(ec) Fishing is permitted at Karluk beyond the zone 100 yards outside the mouth 
of Karluk River where it breaks through Karluk Spit into Shelikof Strait. 

(d) Fishing is permitted in Ugashik River below a line extending at right angles 
across the Ugashik 500 yards below the mouth of King Salmon River. 

3. The driving of salmon downstream and the causing of salmon to go outside the 
protected area at the mouth of any salmon stream are expressly prohibited. 

4. This order does not apply to persons taking salmon with rod, hand line, or spear 
for their personal or family use and not for sale or barter. 
_5. The waters of the Afognak Reservation are covered by Presidential proclama- 

tion of December 24, 1892, and the regulations promulgated by authority t ereof are 
not modified or affected by this order, but remain in full force, 
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6. All previous orders of the Secretary of Commerce imposing limitations or prohi- 
bitions upon fishing in the waters covered by this order, except as hereinbefore indi- 
cated, are hereby superseded. 

7. This order became effective January 1, 1920. 

Limitations and prohibitions upon fishing are applicable in the 
waters of the Yukon and Copper Rivers by virtue of previous orders 
of the Secretary of Commerce. Limitations have been placed upon 
fishing by Executive order or proclamation in the following addi- 
tional waters: Afognak Reservation, Aleutian Islands Reservation, 
Yes Bay and Stream, and the Annette Island Fishery Reserve. 

STREAM IMPROVEMENT. 

In recent years the Bureau has done some work in regard to the 
removal of obstructions and natural barriers from streams in Alaska 
to permit breeding salmon to reach previously inaccessible spawning 
grounds. Not much was done along this line in 1919, as there was 
a shortage of funds and personnel, and for the further reason that the 
Alaska Legislature had provided for a Territorial fish commission, one 
of the functions of which was the removal of natural obstructions 
from salmon streams. The Bureau has been glad to relinquish this 
phase of the work to the Territory. It is hoped that efforts may be 
pushed vigorously, as there is a splendid field which promises big 
returns in the way of conserving the supply of salmon. Employees 
of the Bureau have been directed to cooperate with the Territorial 
fish commission in these operations. 

STREAM WATCHMEN. 

Supplemental to the patrol work of the Bureau as carried on by the 
regular employees stationed in Alaska, temporary employment was 
given to a few men in the southeast and central districts as stream 
watchmen. The general plan was to place these men at certain 
important streams or localities during the salmon season to prevent 
encroachments upon areas closed to commercial fishing. As far as 
means permitted this was done in 1919. The greatest merit of the 
service lies in the prevention of raids on the schools of salmon as they 
congregate at the mouths of the streams. It will grow in value in 
proportion to the number of streams which may be thus guarded. 

Stream watchmen were employed in southeast and central Alaska 
as follows: In southeast Alaska, A. Burks Summers, Cyrus B. John- 
son, Ernest F. Goodner, C. C. Combs, Edward Fay, Walter Campen 
Lester Campen, George W. Mock, and E. J. Hunsacker; in central 
Alaska, Kenneth C. Cole on Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet, 
Newt Casperson at Miles Lake and Abercrombie Canyon, Kristof 
Lahz at Eshamy Bay, W. E. Baumann at Afognak, and John J. 
Folstad at Karluk. In addition, Joseph A. Bourke, a Territorial 
officer, detailed through courtesy of Governor Riggs, assisted in the 
work on the Copper River and Prince William Sound. 

The fifteen persons above named, together with the regular em- 
ployees of the Bureau, constituted a larger force than had been 
engaged any season previously in fishery protective work in Alaska. 
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ALASKA FISHERY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE. 

This service, inaugurated in 1917, whereby the prices paid for 
fish at Seattle and Ketchikan were supplied by telegraph to a number 
of towns in Alaska, was continued through the year 1919. Expres- 
sions of appreciation have been received, and the information is 
believed to be of value to the fishermen. It is planned to continue 
the service. 

FISHERY PATROL. 

BUREAU PATROL BOATS. 

A successful patrol of the waters of Alaska in the interest of the 
fisheries is contingent upon the ability of the officers of the law to 
reach any region at any time. Suitable boats are the means by 
which such work can be accomplished. To meet the situation, the 
Bureau maintains and operates a small fleet of vessels in Alaska, 
admittedly inadequate for the work, but being enlarged as rapidly 
as possible with funds available. This fleet is supplemented by the 
charter of privately owned boats for occasional trips and short 
periods. 

Of the Bureau’s vessels, the steamer Osprey has long been the 
“mainstay of patrol work in southeast Alaska. In June, it was 
transferred to the central district, where the growing needs of the 
service demanded the presence of such a boat. 

The Murre and Auklet remained in the southeast district and were 
regularly employed during the active fishing season from June to 
October. The Puffin, formerly attached to the Roosevelt as ship’s 
launch, rendered some service in the vicinity of Juneau and the Taku 
River. It was sent north from Seattle under its own power early 
in July, but owing to engine trouble did not reach Ketchikan until 
almost a month later and then only by shipment on a freight steamer 

.from a Canadian port. After certain alterations are made the 
Puffin can be used to advantage in stream-protective work. 

Three small launches were chartered for a few days in central 
Alaska for patrol work in the Copper River and Cook Inlet sections. 

The Swan was used on the Yukon River, particularly in patrolling 
the waters of the delta where Yukon commercial fishing was centered 
in 1919. Assistant Agent Townsend covered about 4,000 miles with 
the Swan, from Fairbanks to the mouth and return to Nenana, where 
the vessel was hauled out for the winter. 

Under authority of Executive order of May 24, 1919, in regard to 
the disposition of vessels no longer needed by the Navy Department, 
three vessels which had been used as scout patrols off the New England 
coast, were transferred to the Bureau for service in Alaskan waters. 
Two of these vessels, the Cobra (S. P. 626) and the Calypso (S. P. 632), 
were turned over to the Bureau at Quincy, Mass., in July. In 
October the Wachusetts (S. P. 548) was also secured at the same place. 
A\l of these vessels were towed by the Bureau’s steamer Phalarope 
to the Woods Hole station. Subsequently the Cobra and Calypso, 
renamed Petrel and Merganser, respectively, were towed by the 
Phalarope to the Norfolk Navy Yard, where on October 3 they were 
placed aboard the U.S 5S. Neptune for transportation to the Pacific 
coast. The vessels reached the Puget Sound Navy Yard early in 
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1920. The Wachusetts, since named the Fulmar, is still at the Woods 
Hole station. 

The Petrel was built in 1917, is 53 feet in length, and is equipped 
with a 350-400-horsepower Dusenberg motor, which is said to give a 
maximum speed of 25 miles. Fuel capacity is 600 gallons. The 
vessel originally cost $14,000. 

The Merganser, which was built in 1909, is 43 feet in length, and 
is equipped with a 20-horsepower Alco engine. Fuel capacity is 100 
gallons and speed 9 miles an hour. 

The Fulmar was built in 1914 and is 101 feet in length and 17 
feet in breadth. It is equipped with a 120-horsepower Nlsco Diesel 
engine. The vessel measures 65 tons gross burden. 

It is planned to detail the Petrel and Merganser for duty in south- 
eastern Alaska, and the Fulmar for service in the more exposed 
waters of central Alaska. It will be necessary to make alterations 
on all of these vessels before they are ready for service. The work 
will be undertaken as soon as funds are available. It is anticipated 
that the Petrel and Merganser will be available for duty before the 
end of the fishing season of 1920. 

MILES CRUISED AND CosT oF OPERATION OF CERTAIN FISHERY PATROL BOATS OF THE 
BuREAU. 

Miles Cost of Cost of re- |Subsistence 
Name. cruised. fuel. pairs, ete. | of crew. Total cost. 

Mak loyal’: HOT! pe, oe ede 6, 444 $812.10 | $1,404.41 $344.50 | $2,561.01 
Mure Go oe oe et aie dou chee nciee oaeceees 5,436 782.65 1, 261.75 336. 60 . F 
Gapreytc coe. cee ee ONO FAe Sar e 4,303 | 2,188.60] 1,354 03] 1,027.20 4° 569. 83 

otal ss 3e5 ke bee Se eee eens 16, 183 3, 783. 35 4,020.19 1, 708. 30 9, 511. 84 

«In commission about 6 months. 6 In commission about 10 months. 

NAVAL VESSELS. 

In 1918 the National Council of Defense through its representa- 
tives in Juneau requested the Secretary of the Navy to send vessels 
to Alaska to assist in enforcing the fishery laws of the Territory. In 
the same year, after an extended cruise in Alaskan waters, Lieut. 
Commander Driggs, United States Navy, commanding officer of the 
U.S. S. Brutus, in a report to the Secretary of the Navy, pointed out 
that wastes of salmon had occurred in western Alaska, particularly 
Bristol Bay, and that the present law was inadequate to protect the 
fisheries properly. To meet the situation as thus represented the 
Secretary of the Navy ordered the U. S. S. Vicksburg and two sub- 
marine chasers to Alaska in 1919 to patrol the fishing grounds during 
the period of greatest fishing activity. The Vicksburg with sub- 
chasers No. 309 and No. 310 proceeded to Juneau early in the season. 
Toward the end of May subchaser No. 309 was detailed to patrol 
duty in southeast Alaska, while subchaser No. 310 accompanied the 
Vicksburg to Cordova for similar duty in central Alaska, arriving 
there shortly after the 1st of June. 

In accordance with arrangements made with the Navy Depart- 
ment for the placing of fisheries agents on these boats, Warden H. C. 
Scudder, of the Bureau’s force in southeast Alaska, was detailed to 
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the Vicksburg and was transported to Ikatan, where he remained 
while the vessel went on to Bristol Bay. The Vicksburg’s stay in 
western Alaska was comparatively short, due to the small run of 
salmon and the early closing of the canneries. The return voyage 
began early in July and Mr. Scudder was picked up and brought 
back toJuneau. Enroute the Vicksburg called at Cordova on July 18 
to convoy subchaser No. 310 back to Juneau. Subchaser No. 310, 
which was detailed to central Alaska, made one short inspection trip 
around Prince William Sound and into Valdez for the Bureau and 
afforded transportation to Assistant Agent E. M. Ball to Kodiak, 
but from there was at once ordered to Yakutat in the matter of a 
disturbance over fishing rights of the Indians and was of no further 
assistance to the Bureau in the central district. Representatives of 
the Bureau in southeast Alaska were on a number of occasions 
afforded transportation on the subchasers No. 309 and No. 294. The 
latter replaced No. 309 late in July. The U.S. S. Marblehead was 
also in the southeast district for a short time in connection with the 
fish-trap piracy situation. 

VIOLATIONS OF FISHERY LAWS AND REGULATIONS. 

The case against the Alaska Pacific Fisheries, which company was 
indicted in October, 1918, on 15 counts for failing to close properly 
several of its traps during weekly close seasons in July and August, 
1918, was called for trial at Juneau on June 14, 1919. Motion by 
the defense for a continuance being denied, evidence was presented 
by the Government on five counts of the indictment in respect to 
traps at Grindall Point, Cleveland Peninsula, South Vallenar Point, 
Stone Rock Bay, and Cape Chacon. The jury returned a verdict of 
guilty. The court thereupon imposed a fine of $1,000 for each of 
the five counts, which with the costs of $177.20 made a total of 
$5,177.20 paid by the Alaska Pacific Fisheries for the unlawful 
operation of the traps in question. The remaining 10 counts were 
dismissed owing to the absence of an important witness for the 
Government. 

Another case against the Alaska Pacific Fisheries involving the 
construction in 1917 of a floating trap within the prohibited lateral 
distance of a trap at Village Point, Icy Strait, belonging to the 
Thlinket Packing Co., was also brought to trial on June 14, 1919, 
after many postponements. The company, being denied a further 
continuance, pleaded guilty to the charge and paid a fine of $100 
plus costs amounting to $753.80. 

During the weekly close season on August 23, 1919, a trap of the 
Alaska Pacific Fisheries on Chichagoff Island was found in full 
fishing order. Complaint being entered before the United States 
commissioner at Juneau on September 15, the company pleaded 
guilty and was fined $200 and costs. 

On September 22, 1919, Hugh Whitelaw and Gus Starkloff were 
found fishing in Staney Creek on the west coast of Prince of Wales 
Island. Whitelaw was brought before the United States commis- 
sioner at Ketchikan on October 23, when he pleaded guilty and paid 
a fine of $10 and costs of $3.13. Starkloff was indicted but not 
apprehended during the year. 

35286 °—21——-25 
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On October 15, 1919, a complaint was filed in the United States 
commissioner’s court at Juneau, charging the Deep Sea Salmon Co. 
with the operation of two floating traps on the west shore of Port 
Althorp on Sunday, August 24, 1919. The company pleaded guilty 
and paid a fine of $400 and costs. 

The grand jury sitting at Juneau in September, 1919, indicted 
William Brady, Pat Brady, George Paul, and Sam Goldstine for 
unlawful fishing with a seine in a creek flowing into Gambier Bay. 
On December 9 the case was dismissed by the court, as it was shown 
that the fishing was on the tide flats outside the stream. 

The Petersburg Packing Corporation was fined $200 and costs in 
the United States commissioner’s court at Ketchikan on October 23 
for failure to close properly its trap at Poimt Colpoys on Sunday, 
August 17, 1919. 

On Sunday, August 3, a trap of the Sunny Point Packing Co. was 
found only partially closed. A true bill was returned against the 
company on October 23 at Ketchikan, to which a plea of guilty was 
entered on October 29. A fine of $100 and costs was imposed. 

During the weekly close season on the night of August 2 a trap of 
the Anacortes Fisheries Co. at Lemesurier Point was found fishing. 
The matter was reported to the grand jury at Juneau, which on Sep- 
tember 15 indicted the company and both trap watchmen. The 
case was tried at Ketchikan on October 20 and resulted in a convic- 
tion. A fine of $150 was imposed against the company and $25 
against each of the two watchmen. 
An indictment was returned at Juneau on September 15 against 

the Alaska Herring & Sardine Co. for constructing a trap in Wilson 
Cove, Chatham Strait, within 500 yards of the mouth of a stream, 
this being contrary to the closing order of December 21, 1918. The 
case was dismissed upon transfer to Ketchikan, the company agreeing 
not to reconstruct the trap. 

On July 30 Pete Knutsen and Ole Knutsen were fishing in Peters- 
burg Creek with a gill net set almost entirely across the stream. 
They were indicted at Juneau September 15 on two counts, one for 
fishing within the creek and one for fishing in the estuary at the 
mouth of the creek. The case was tried at Ketchikan and resulted 
in a conviction on the second count. On November 15, 1919, a 
motion for a new trial was filed. 

Complaint was filed on October 10 in the United States commis- 
sioner’s court at Ketchikan against Chris Selness, an alien, for fishing 
in violation of the law. In the course of the trial it was shown that 
Selness avoided the draft for military service by surrendering his 
declaration papers and that he was being paid wages as a fisherman 
at the time of the alleged unlawful fishing. The jury regarded him 
as a partner in the fishing business and accordingly found him guilty 
as charged. He was fined $500. The case was taken to the district 
court on appeal and set for trial at Ketchikan on October 23. After 

the court ruled that the defendant could fish for wages, the case was 

dismissed on motion of the United States attorney. | 
On Sunday, August 3, a fish wheel, marked ‘‘Mc ride & Co. No. 2,” 

was found in operation on the Taku River. Complaint was filea 

before the United States commissioner at Juneau on September 10 

against H. C. McBride, A. H. Humphries, and William Strong. 
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Humphries, appearing for all defendants, pleaded guilty and paid a 
fine of $100 and costs. 

On September 13 William Strong was also indicted as an alien, 
it being alleged that he was a Canadian who had not declared his 
intention of becoming a citizen. This case is still pending. 

On September 16 the grand jury indicted the George T. Myers Co. 
for fishing with a trap near Pinta Cove on Sunday, July 20. On 
September 17 the company pleaded guilty and was fined $250 
and costs. 
On September 15 the same grand jury indicted the Sanborn- 

Cutting Co. for fishing on Sunday, August 10, with a floating trap 
north of Mole Harbor on the west shore of Seymour Canal. When 
the case was called for trial on September 22 the company was con- 
victed and fined $150 and costs. 

Three traps belonging to P. E. Harris & Co. on the west shore of 
Admiralty taead were found in fishing order on Sunday, July 20. 
One of the same traps was also fishing during the close period on 
Monday, August 18. A complaint, covering four offenses, was filed 
against the company in the United States commissioner’s court at 
Juneau. A plea of guilty was entered and a fine of $800 and costs 
was paid. 
He done, 1919, Jacob Hollingstad, John Saarikoski, Kusti Joki, 

and Peter Peterson were accused as aliens of a violation of the act of 
June 14, 1906. MHollingstad, Saarikoski, and Peterson had taken 
out their first naturalization papers more than seven years before, 
but had made no subsequent attempt to attain full citizenship. 
Saarikoski and Joki were each fined $100 and costs, amounting to 
$6.20. Hollingstad, having claimed exemption from military duty 
as an alien, was fined $150 and costs of $9.20; Peterson pleaded 
guilty and was fined $100. Another alien named Dahl was also 
apprehended for fishing after the expiration of his first papers. Upon 
entering a plea of guilty at Ketchikan he was fined $5 and sentenced 
to si Bit thrift stamps to the value of $100 before September 1. 

els Peterson was found fishing with a gill net in Chilkat Inlet 
during the weekly close season on September 1. His boat and net 
were seized and turned over to the United States marshal. On Sep- 
tember 10 a complaint was filed before the United States commis- 
sioner at Juneau, to which Peterson pleaded guilty; he was there- 
upon fined $200 and costs, which being paid, his boat and net were 
returned to him. 

On September 10 a complaint was executed before the United 
States commissioner at Juneau, charging the Pacific American 
Fisheries with failure to close one of its traps on Chichagoff Island 
on July 20 and August 17, failure to close two traps on the east shore 
of Excursion Inlet on August 17, and further, for having constructed 
a trap on the east shore of Excursion Inlet within 500 yards of the 
mouth of a salmon stream. The company pleaded guilty to all five 
counts and paid a fine of $750 and costs. 

On September 15 the Northwestern Fisheries Co. was fined $200 
and costs for the faulty closing of a trap on the south shore of [ey 
Strait west of Point Augusta on Sunday, August 17. 

The Astoria & Puget Sound Canning Co. was charged on September 
15 in the United States commissioner’s court at Juneau with not 
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roperly closing two traps in operation on the shore of Icy Strait on 
aly 20 and August 17, and for having constructed a trap in False 
Bay, Chatham Strait, within 500 yards of the mouth of a salmon 
stream. The company pleaded guilty and paid a fine of $600. 

In answer to a complaint filed before the United States commis- 
sioner at Juneau, Libby, McNeill & Libby pleaded guilty to having 
failed, on July 20, to close its trap located on the south shore of Iey 
Strait, and paid a fine of $200 and costs. 

In September the Hidden Inlet Canning Co. was indicted for con- 
structing a trap in Peril Strait near False Island, within the pro- 
hibited distance of a salmon stream. The case had not been dis- 
posed of at the close of the year. 

The cases against the Carlisle Packing Co. and the Canoe Pass 
Packing Co., indicted at Valdez in October, 1918, for having driven 
and constructed certain fishing appliances on the tide flats between 
Mountain Slough and Cape Whitshed on the western side of the 
Copper River delta, came on for trial at a term of the district court at 
Cordova the latter part of September, 1919. The Government alleged 
that the Carlisle Packing Co. had driven three fish traps along the 
shore indicated, and to each of them a similar appliance was con- 
structed and attached leaving no endwise space between the two 
structures: and that the Canoe Pass Packing Co. had driven one such 
appliance. The companies set up a defense that each of these struc- 
tures as thus joined constituted but a single trap. Trial by jury 
being waived by both companies, the testimony was heard on Sep- 
tember 25 by District Judge Charles E. Bunnell, who found them 
guilty as charged in the indictment. On September 30, the Carlisle 
Packing Co. was fined $450, or $150 for each double trap, and the 
Canoe Pass Packing Co. paid a fine of $150. The costs of the trials 
followed the judgments in both cases. 

At the Valdez term of the district court in October, 1919, the cases 
of the Alaska Packers Association and the Alitak Packing Co. came 
up on appeal from the court of the United States commissioner at 
Kodiak. Each company was tried at Alitak in September, 1918, for 
the construction of a trap on Moser Bay within the prohibited lateral 
distance of another trap, the two traps in controversy bemg owned 
by the companies named. Trial in the lower court resulted in a fine 
of $1,000 and the costs against each company. The case of the Alitak 
Packing Co. was tried first at Valdez and resulted in a conviction. It 
was fined $500, or one-half of the amount of the fine imposed at 
Kodiak; costs of the trials in both courts were added, amounting to 
$563.90. The Alaska Packers Association was acquitted, the testi- 
mony in the case clearly showing that at the time the construction 
of its trap was begun there was not then any other fixed fishing appli- 
ance within 600 yards laterally of its structure nor was any in process 
of construction. A memorandum decision was given in the Alitak 
case on October 24, 1919, by Judge Bunnell which, because of its 
peculiar interest to all operators of fish traps, is quoted here in full. 

The evidence in this case as per stipulation filed for and on behalf of the United 
States by the district attorney and for and on behalf of the defendant corporation by 

its attorney of record consists of all the testimony taken before H. H. Beck, commis- 
sioner and ex-officio justice of the peace at Kodiak, Kodiak Precinct, in the case of 

the United States of America v. Alitak Packing Co., No. 563 in the lower court, and 

the United States of America v. Alaska Packers Association, No. 539 in the lower 
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court; also the testimony of E. M. Ball, called by the Government upon trial had in 
the district court. Both the Government and the defendant waive trial by jury and 
the defendant admits its corporate existence. 
The facts in the case are easily determined. Moser Bay is an arm of Alitak 

Bay on the southwesterly shore of Kodiak Island. At the place where the Alaska 
Packers Association constructed its trap the distance from shore to shore is about 2 
miles. On the 4th day of May, 1918, the Alaska Packers Association began driving a 
trap off the north shore of Moser Bay at a point about 3,000 feet from the shore and on 
a line nearly at right angles with the shore or beach line. The ‘“‘heart,’”’ ‘‘pot,’’ and 
‘‘spiller’’ were first completed and several hundred feet of the ‘‘lead’’ were driven before 
the defendant corporation began the construction of a trap easterly from the Packers’ 
trap. The defendant began the construction ofits trap at a point about 900 feet from the 
shore and on a line nearly at right angles with the shore or beach line. Construction 
work was begun by the defendant on the 4th of June. The same general plan of con- 
struction was adopted by both the Packers and the defendant and both drove from 
deep water toward the shore. The defendant’s trap was completed on about the 15th 
day of June. The Packers’ trap with the exception of about 600 feet of the lead nearest 
the shore was completed on the 7th of June. The work was not continuous, though 
practically so, the witness Seaborg, ‘‘the boss trap man,”’ testifying: 

‘‘We drove pretty much every day, that is, after the ship wasdischarged. That is, 
that iam we got through with the lighter I drove a few piles, working at it every day 
a little.” 

The work of driving the last 600 feet of the ‘‘lead”’ was completed on the 18th of 
June. This 600 feet of ‘“‘lead’’ swings to the east, toward the defendant’s trap, and 
the shore end is about 150 feet nearer the shore end of defendant’s ‘‘lead’’ than it 
would have been had it continued to the shore on the same line with the rest of the 
“‘lead.’? The distance between the shore end of the Packers “lead” and the shore 
end of the defendant’s “‘lead”’ is 952 feet. The distance from the westerly side of the 
“pot” of defendant’s trap to the ‘‘lead” of the Packers’ trap calculated by a line 
re at right angles to the ‘“‘lead”’ of the defendant’s trap is considerably less than 
600 yards. 
The defendant defends on the theory that when it began the construction of its tra 

it was not within 100 yards endwise of any other trap or fixed fishing appliance an 
therefore when the Packers’ ‘‘lead’’ was driven toa point 100 yards distant from a line 
drawn from the outside end of defendant’s trap at nght angles to defendant’s ‘‘lead’’ 
and extending westerly across the course of the Packers’ “‘lead,’’ the Packers must 
cease further construction in order to keep wthin the provisions of section 262 of the 
Compiled Laws of Alaska. Section 262 provides: 

“It shall be unlawful to lay or set any drift net, seine, set net, pound net, trap, or 
any other fishing appliance for any purpose except for purposes of fish culture, across 
or above the tide waters of any creek, stream, river, estuary, or lagoon, for a distance 
greater than one-third the width of such creek, stream, river, estuary, or lagoon, or 
within 100 yards outside of the mouth of any red-salmon stream where the same is 
less than 500 feetin width. It shall be unlawful to lay or set any seine or net of any 
kind within 100 yards of any other seine, net, or other fishing appliance which is heing 
or which has been laid or set in any of the waters of Alaska, or to drive or construct 
any trap or any other fixed fishing appliance within 600 yards laterally or within 100 
yards endwise of any other trap or fixed fishing appliance.”’ 

The position taken by defendant is unique, but it isnot tenable. Congress has said 
that the waters of any creek, stream, river, estuary, or lagoon shall not be fished with 
a fixed fishing appliance for more than one-third of the distance across or above the 
tide waters of such creek, stream, river, estuary, or lagoon; that a trap or fixed fishing 
appliance shall not be driven or constructed within 600 yards laterally or within 100 
yards endwise of 4ny other trap or fixed fishing appliance. It is argued that no right to 
continue to drive or construct is initiated by beginning to drive or construct. It is 
true that the statute specifies no period of time within which the trap or fixed fishing 
ace must be completed, but the failure to so specify can not Ke held to mean 
that no time shall be given. The very nature of the language employed, ‘‘to drive 
or construct,’’ as apphed to the thing to be driven or constructed does not contem- 
plate a completed structure by a single act. Construct means to put together the 
constituent parts of (something) in their proper place and order; to build; to form; 
to make, as to construct an edifice; and the spirit and intent of the statute is fully 
complied with when a trap or fixed fishing appliance once begun and under process 
of construction is being driven and constructed with such speed as existing conditions 
reasonably permit. To have fixed a definite period of time irrespective of weather 
conditions and unavoidable delays would have been equally as objectionable. I 
take it Congress was not attempting to place a bonus upon specially adapted equip- 
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ment and speed in trap construction. No time is fixed for beginning work, nor when 
it must be finished. In this case it probably would not make much difference, for the 
defendant and the Packers are both undoubtedly able to enter a race on ‘“‘trap” con- 
struction on equal terms, but if it is determined that the statute looks forward to, in 
fact invites, a race in trap construction, it is easy to be seen that an independent 
fisherman will never be able to construct a trap if formidable competition seeks to 
render his efforts useless. 

Time, however, is not the only yardstick by which the rights of the trap builder are 
to be measured. Under the provisions of the statute the length of a trap or fixed fish- 
ing appliance must not be greater than one-third of the width of the creek, stream, 
river, estuary, or lagoon across which it is driven or constructed, and when the builder 
of a trap begins his trap at a point offshore and at a distance therefrom less than one- 
third of the width of the stream or estuary across which he is driving or constructing 
his trap, it must be held that within a reasonable limit of time he alone has the right 
to determine how far he will continue to drive and construct his lead toward the shore. 
I find the defendant guilty as charged in the complaint. 

The Canoe Pass Packing Co. and the Northwestern Fisheries Co., 
jointly indicted at Valdez m October, 1918, were tried before the dis- 
trict court at that place in October, 1919. These companies were 
accused by the grand jury of unlawful fishing in Miles Lake by the 
use of set nets at less than the distance interval prescribed by the 
regulations affecting fishing in the Copper River, the indictment, 
covering four counts against each company. The trial began October 
20, and two days later the jury returned a verdict of guilty on all 
counts of the indictment. Motion for a new trial being made and 
denied on October 24, the court imposed a fine of $1,000 against each 
company, or $250 for each count. The costs of the trial, amounting 
to $307.30, were paid by the two companies. 

The Abercrombie Packing Co., similarly indicted in 1918, was put 
on trial October 23. It was alleged in the indictment that the nets of 
this company were set within the prohibited lateral distance of those 
nets of the Northwestern Fisheries Co. and the Canoe Pass Packing 
Co., which were proved by the preceding trial to have been unlaw- 
fully placed. It therefore followed that the conviction of those com- 
panies virtually amounted to an acquittal of the Abercrombie Packing 
Co., which, from all the evidence presented, was the first to set its nets 
at the three points in question. Accordingly the court instructed 
the jury to return a verdict of not guilty on three counts of the indict- 
ment, whereupon the remaining count was dismissed upon motion of 
the United States attorney, as the evidence was insufficient to convict. 

On Sunday, June 15, a trap of the Moore Packing Co., at Knowles 
Head, Prince William Sound, was found in full fishing order, and on 
the following day complaint was filed before the United States 
commissioner at Valdez against the company and the trap watch- 
man. When the matter came to trial the company pleaded guilty 
solely on the ground that it was responsible for the acts of its em- 
ployees. In this case the watchman was uncertain about the day 
of the week, having once closed the trap and then reopened it. A 
fine of $100, and costs amounting to $46.30, was imposed against the 
company. The case against the watchman was dismissed. 

On July 10, John Roach, Harry Hendrickson, E. Carlson, and 
W. T. Wiseman, all fishermen of the Alaska Salmon Co., were caught 
fishing in Wood River, a stream closed to commercial fishing. They 
were arrested and brought before the United States commissioner at 
Dillingham on July 30 for trial. Roach and Carlson, fishermen frém 
San Francisco, pleaded guilty, and a fine of $250 and costs of $20 
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was imposed against each. Hendrickson. a local fisherman, also 
pleaded guilty and was fined $100. Wiseman, a prospector in 
Alaska me sometimes earned a grubstake by fishing, demanded a 
trial by jury. The case against him was dropped, as it would have 
been difficult to have found 12 men in that section who could qualify 
as jurors. ‘This is the second time that any prosecutions have been 
made in the Bristol Bay district. The first occurred in 1914. 

FISH PIRACY. 

In the fishing season of 1919 southeast Alaska was the scene 
of an attempt by a iawless element to carry on salmon-trap piracy. 
Some traps were raided and robbed during the absence of the watch- 
men, or through their intimidation, but these depredations were 
mainly unsuccessful, though one company reported the loss of 60,000 
salmon from this cause. The situation was sufficiently serious to 
occasion the operators no little concern and also to engage the active 
attention of the law-enforcement agencies in the Territory. Vessels 
of the Navy, Coast and Geodetic Survey, Forest Service, and Bureau 
of Fisheries were authorized by the several departments represented 
to take summary action in dealing with the evil. The governor of 
Alaska and the Department of Justice, through the United States 
marshal and his deputies, took a large part in the suppression and 
punishment of this lawlessness. Some prosecutions were made and 
convictions secured, but piracy was brought to an end chiefly by an 
organized patrol under Federal and Territorial authorization and the 
cooperation of several packing companies. 

It would seem that the companies operating traps might evolve a 
plan of self-protection to prevent a recurrence of this disorder, for 
the theory is fundamentally correct that if the salmon obtained 
through piracy can not be sold or disposed of at a profit, the raiding 
and robbing of traps will cease. 

TERRITORIAL LEGISLATION. 

By an act approved May 1, 1919, the Legislature of the Territory 
of Alaska amended sections 1 and 2 of the Territorial revenue act of 
May 3, 1917, chapter 74, Laws of Alaska, 1917. The changes include 
the imposition of a tax on the output of clam canneries, herrin 
canneries, and whale-oil plants; an increase of 1 cent a case on 
species of salmon canned and in addition a tax on the net income of 
salmon canneries; and increased rates on various salted products. 
The act as it applies to fisheries is as follows: 

Section 1. That any person, firm, or corporation prosecuting, or attempting to 
rosecute, any of the following lines of business in the Territory of Alaska shall apply 

for and obtain a license, and pay for said license, for the respective lines of business, 
as follows: 

* 

6th: Fisheries: 
(a) Clam canneries: Two cents per case; 
b) Herring canneries: Two cents per case; 
te} Salmon canneries: Five and one-half cents per case, on Kings and Reds or 

Sockeyes; three and one-half cents per case on Medium Reds; and three cents per 
case on all others. 

In addition to the above tax, salmon canneries shall pay one per cent of their net 
annual income. By “net” income is meant cash value of the pack of the cannery, 
less operating expenses, and repairs and betterments actually made. No deduction 

* * * * * * 
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shall be made as an operating expense on account of depreciation of machinery, 
interest on bonds or money borrowed, or other taxes paid. 

(d) Fish traps, fixed or floating: one hundred dollars per annum, so-called dummy 
traps included; 

(e) Salteries: Ten cents per one hundred pounds on mild cured Red King Salmon; 
Five cents per one hundred pounds on mild cured White King Salmon; 
Ten cents per one hundred pounds on salted Codfish; 
Two and one-half cents per one hundred pounds on all other salted and mild 

cured fish, except Herring. : 
7th: Cold Storage Plants: Doing a business of one hundred thousand dollars per 

annum or more, five hundred dollars per annum; doing a business of seventy-five 
thousand dollars per annum and less than one hundred thousand dollars, three hun- 
dred and seventy-five dollars per annum; doing a business of fifty thousand and less 
than seventy-five thousand dollars per annum, two hundred and fifty dollars per 
annum; doing a business of twenty-five thousand and less than fifty thousand dollars 
per annum, one hundred and twenty-five dollars per annum; doing a business of ten 
thousand dollars and less than twenty-five thousand dollars per annum, fifty dollars 
per annum; doing a business of four thousand and less than ten thousand dollars per 
annum, twenty-five dollars per annum; doing a business of under four thousand 
dollars per annum, ten dollars per annum. 
The ‘“‘annual business” under this section shall be considered the gross amount 

received for the product and for storage of produce for others. 
8th: (a) Fish oil works using herring in whole or in part in the manufacture of fish 

oil, two dollars per barrel. (b) Fertilizer and fish meal plants manufacturing fertilizer 
and fish meal in whole or in part from herring, two dollars per ton. 

ae * * * 

17th: Whale Oil Plants or Stations: One dollar per barrel. 

TERRITORIAL LICENSE TAX. 

Information has been received from the Territorial treasurer of 
Alaska in respect to tax collections made for the fiscal year ending 
December 31, 1919, under the several fisheries schedules of the Terri- 
torial tax law. The following statement is of date of May 22, 1920: 

FIsHery License TAxES CoLLECTED BY TERRITORY FOR THE FiscaAL YEAR ENDED 
Dec. 31, 1919. 

Division Division Division 
Schedule. Nowe a No.3. Total. 

Salmon canneriesss:-. shsceef Ai asc ns see sigeeee sees sme $96,592.52 | $2,442.03 | $68, 228.57 | $167, 263.12 
Berritie Carmnenes oo. e = eens oe ace eee es Up Pheaet eae eB erosacc 683. 58 1, 972. 02 
Clam icannienies:)(2 222 ie, Five is) a eR a neee 0 a| o> gnseeeeene 288. 56 288. 56 
Salteries and mild-cure plants. . 3, 431. 90 50.30 3,191. 47 6, 673. 67 
Wish traps. .ccss. eet 02; GOO: 00} (See aterm aie , 900. 75, 600. 00 
Cold-storage ‘plants;> t55i0 2% ok. = ocean ere ee 020,00 Heme aeeseee 510. 2, 035. 00 
Fish-oil works and fertilizer and fish-meal plants...... 2, 281-00, |hnasscctidcec .- eet C eee 2, 287. 55 
Wihale-oll plants. -5. Sco. ck. . Sees secs T, JOls 00) |e sa a eee 16, 680. 00 24, 411.00 

MOUAN st 2." is de c'deitce foes ss the acdsee meer at ease 165, 456. 41 2,492.33 | 112,582.18 | 280,530. 92 
Additional taxa: oo. 3.2225 22.2 cd ees amie = sine Saree marae siete | Meise teeta tere | eters eter 20,770. 67 

Grand total oe coco Sc eee ane me Leas + sia [ote aap ete etece | eiseese = eaten as ta ener 301, 301. 59 

a Additional tax of 1 per cent of their annual net incomes collected from salmon canneries (not possible 
to segregate by divisions). 

The Territorial treasurer, in reporting collections as above, made 
the following comment: 

Several of the smaller salmon-cannery concerns have not yet made payment of 
their 1919-pack taxes; however, as the amount involved is not large and as it may be 
some time before payment is made, it is not deemed advisable to longer delay in fur- 
nishing your department the desired data. 

Referring to collections under Schedule ‘‘Clam canneries,’’ same are not yet com- 
plete for the year, but the amount involved is only a matter of possibly $200 or there- 
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abouts. Fish-saltery taxes will continue to come in for some time yet, but any such 
taxes now delinquent are all for small sums. 

In addition to amonnt reported in above statement under Sched ule “‘ Fish-oil works 
and fertilizer and fish-meal plants,’’ the sum of $6,492 was also collected under said 
sched ule; however, such item is not included in statement for the reason that it is 
being held on special deposit owing to unsettled litigation regarding the schedule in 
question. 

TERRITORIAL FISH COMMISSION. 

At the session of the legislature early in 1919 provision was made 
for a Territorial fish commission to consist of five members. The 
sum of $80,000 was appropriated for its work. The governor is 
chairman of the commission and the remaining four members are 
appointed by him for terms of two years, subject to confirmation by 
the Territorial Senate. 

The work of the commission in 1919 was more or less preliminary 
in nature. A superintendent of hatchery operations was appointed 
and other employees secured, and fish-cultural operations were 
capably conducted at Juneau. This work was largely the outgrowth 
of operations of the Alaska Fish & Game Club, an organization made 
up of local sportsmen and persons interested in the conservation of 
the fisheries, both from the point of view of the angler and the com- 
mercial producer. Other plans of the commission include the im- 
provement of salmon streams for spawning purposes by the removal 
of obstructions; allotments of funds were made for this work in the 
southeast, central, and western districts. 

Late in the year members of the Territorial fish commission par- 
ticipated in a conference at Seattle to consider the advisability of 
framing additional legislation in respect to the fisheries of Alaska. 

PREDATORY BIRDS. 

From time to time it has been reported that certain birds in Alaska 
feed very largely on the eggs and fry of salmon and other food fishes 
and that their nok er pica are of such magnitude as to threaten 
seriously the supply of fish, especially salmon. Practically all birds 
in this category are protected by international agreement under the 
Migratory Bird Treaty and therefore can not be killed lawfully except 
by specific order. After due consideration of the facts, the Secretary 
of Agriculture issued an order on October 24, 1919, authorizing the 
killing of certain birds at fish hatcheries. The order is as follows: 

ORDER PERMITTING THE KILLING OR TRAPPING OF CERTAIN BIRDS, AT FISH HATCHERIES, 

FOUND TO BE INJURIOUS TO VALUABLE FISH LIFE, 

Information having been furnished the Secretary of Agriculture that grebes, loons, 
gulls, and terns, mergansers, and certain species of the heron have become, under 
extraordinary conditions, seriously injurious to and destructive of fishes at fish 
hatcheries in the United States and Alaska, and an investigation having been made 
to determine the nature and extent of the injury complained of, and whether the 
birds alleged to be doing the damage should be killed; and, if so, during what times 
and by what means, and it having been determined by the Secretary of Agriculture 
that the birds above mentioned have become, under extraordinary conditions, seri- 
ously injurious to and destructive of fishes at fish hatcheries in the United States 
and Alaska, and that such birds found committing the damage should be destroyed; 
_ Now, therefore, I, D. F. Houston, Secretary of Agriculture, pursuant to authority 
in me vested by the ar Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918, and agreeably to 
Regulation 10 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act Regulations approved and proclaimed 
July 31, 1918, do hereby order that the owner or superintendent, or a bona fide em- 
ployee of a public or private fish hatchery in the United States or in Alaska, for the 
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purpose of protecting the fishes at such hatchery, may shoot or trap the following 
birds at any time on the grounds and waters of such hatchery: 

Grebes (Colymbidz), locally also called water-witches or hell divers. 
Loons (Gaviid 2). 
Gulls and terns (Larid2), the latter commonly also called sea swallows. 
Mergansers (Merging), commonly also called sheldrakes or fish ducks. 
The following species of the heron family (Ardeidz)— 

Bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus), locally also called shitepoke, stake driver, 
thunder pump, etc. 

Great blue heron (Ardea herodias), locally also called blue crane, Poor Joe, 
cranky, etc. 

Little blue heron (Florida cxrulea), locally also called scoggins. 
Green heron (Butorides virescens), locally also called shitepoke, fly-up-the- 

creek, scouck, etc. 
Black-crowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax nexvius), also known as 

gros bec, quawk, qua-bird, etc. 
Every bird killed or trapped pursuant to the permission contained in this order, 

and every part thereof, including the plumage and feathers, shall be totally destroyed 
as promptly as possible, and shall not be possessed, transported, or shipped in any 
manner outside of the grounds and waters of the hatchery where killed or trapped 
except for the purpose of destruction as herein directed: Provided, however, That 
such birds or parts thereof may be shipped or transported, as a gift but not for sale, 
to public museums and public scientific and educational institutions, and all packages 
containing such birds or parts thereof so shipped or transported shall be plainly and 
clearly marked so that the name and address of the shipper and the nature of the 
contents may be readily ascertained on an inspection of the outside thereof. 

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS RESERVATION. 

Permits for fishery operations in the Aleutian Islands Reservation, 
which were effective at the end of 1918, continued through the season 
of 1919, with the exception that permit No. 23, granted November 1, 
1917, to the Kuskokwim Fishing & Transportation Co., for cod and 
salmon operations at Trident Bay, was canceled on May 12, 1919. 
The company advised that its efforts had been a failure and it had 
abandoned the location. Six additional permits were issued during 
the season of 1919, which, with the 20 granted previously which 
remain effective, make a total of 26 permits outstanding at. the end 
of the calendar year 1919. 

PERMITS FOR FISHERY OPERATIONS IN ALEUTIAN ISLANDS RESERVATION GRANTED 
During CALENDAR YEAR 1919. 

No.| Date. Grantee. Location and scope of operations. 

36] Jan; 13)):0..K, Quean... ..\,scsseeene Commercial fishery operations; erection of cannery prohib- 
ited. 

37 | Feb. 7] H. O. Wick...............| Tigalda Island. Cod station. 
os) Mar, 25 | T-"R. Gawley:..2.-. ieee Dora Harbor, Unimak Island. Cod station. — 
39 | Apr 12 Standard Fish Co......... Bay of Islands, Adak Island, and Chernofski Harbor, Una- 

laska Island. Commercial fishery operations; erection of 
cannery prohibited. 

40 | Sept. 5 | Buckley Livestock, Fish- | Chernofski Harborand Kuliliak Bay, UnalaskaIsland, Cod 
eries & Transportation and salmon operations; erection of cannery prohibited. 
Co. 

41 | Sept. 6 | Lars Mikkelsen............ Six locations on Unalaska Island, Akun Island, and Tigalda 
Island. Cod stations. 

Two permits for grazing purposes within the Aleutian Islands 
Reservation were granted jointly by the Departments of Agriculture 
and Commerce in 1919. The permit granted to Andrew C. Smith 
on July 5, 1917, for grazing on Umnak Island was canceled, and a 
similar permit issued to the Buckley Livestock, Fisheries & Trans- 
portation Co., which company has taken over his interests in the 

/ 
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reservation. The two permits previously granted the Buckley Live- 
stock, Fisheries & Transportation Co. and Emil Ittner for grazing on 
Unalaska Island and Amaknak (Dutch Harbor) Island, respectively, 
remained effective in 1919. 

JOINT PERMITS IN ALEUTIAN ISLANDS RESERVATION GRANTED IN CALENDAR YEAR 
1919. 

Date. Grantee. Purpose and location. 

Mar. (8) |). O- Wats =e = se o-Ps To graze stock and sheep on Tigalda Island. 
Oct. 13 | Buckley Livestock, Fisheries & Transporta- | To grazelive stock on Umnak Island. 

tion Co. 

AFOGNAK RESERVATION. 

The Afognak Fishery Reservation was established in 1892 by proc- 
lamation of President Harrison. All commercial fishing in the Ter- 
ritorial waters of Afognak Island was terminated, and the two salmon 
canneries in operation on Litnik Bay were closed and finally removed 
from the island. During the next 20 years unauthorized commercial 
fishing was carried on by resident whites and natives, who sold their 
catches to merchants at Afognak and Kodiak. Every locality about 
the island which produced an appreciable run of salmon was fished. 
The catch was used chiefly in the preparation of pickled bellies and 
dried and smoked backs. 

Early in 1912 information was laid before the Department to the 
effect that the natives of Afognak were largely dependent upon the 
salmon fisheries of the island for a Lealihort. To properly conserve 
the fisheries and to assist the natives, an order was issued by the 
Department whereby the natives and white men married to native 
women were permitted to fish in the reservation for commercial pur- 
poses after first obtaining a license. Accordingly, in the spring of 
1912, more than 100 licenses were issued to these people, and in each 
season since then the same privilege has been granted. Necessary 
restrictions have been imposed in order that the salmon runs may 
be protected from close fishing, which might otherwise ensue. These 
restrictions applied to the kind and amount of gear which could be 
used and to the seasons when operations might be carried on. Each 
locality was given special consideration by the establishment of close 
seasons during the summer, for which the general law made no pro- 
vision, the object being to insure some escapement of salmon to the 
spawning grounds. 

The conduct of the work thus begun in 1912 has been continued 
without much change to the present writing. The runs of salmon 
have varied somewhat in the eight seasons which have passed, yet 
there appears to be ne striking difference in the situation to-day from 
that in 1911. The fisheries have survived the disaster of 1912, when 
the eruption of Mount Katmai filled all streams of the island with 
volcanic ash, and salmon are now about as plentiful as before that 
catastrophe. ‘Taking the streams separately, it is observed that those 
on the west side of the island are not producing as many red salmon 
as they did before the eruption, but the island as a whole shows a 
rather uniform production if some allowance is made for the lean 
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years immediately following 1912. The present condition is neither 
particularly encouraging nor discouraging. 

The streams on the east side of the island show a general improve- 
ment in the runs of salmon as compared with several years ago, and 
it seems probable that they will continue to improve under the in- 
creased liberation of fry from the hatchery on Litnik Lake. It is 
of special interest to record in this connection that red salmon 
appeared in greater numbers in 1919 than ever before in Litnik Bay, 
and that the collection of red salmon eggs at the hatchery was the 
largest ever made. In round numbers 78,000,000 eggs were taken, 
and it was estimated that there remained on hand a supply of un- 
spawned salmon sufficient to have refilled the hatchery with eggs 
had opportunity been available. 

The commercial catch of salmon in Afognak waters is shown in 
the following table: 

CatcH oF SALMON By APPARATUS AND Species, AFOGNAK RESERVATION, 1919. 

; By gill 
By seines. miata 

Locality. Total. 

H - . 
Coho. | Chum. bane King. | Red. | Red. 

Tittle Afoprakec. 22. t cee eee eee 5,179 UBL Wie Ele 19,830 | 3,505 | 30,745 
Vatnile Bayes ait: sk er Pee eee eek PAPAL NS Ree hy PES 5 8 in SSE (eee ce ee. 4h 5 
Paramanof Pay=ce-2 s.0 0 eo cae ek ee eaeee 35 235: 1125344 |... 2.263 14,854 | 3,714 | 31,182 
Maliria 3.22252 685.2 Wh Pe a Seba iys ota celine leaeoreeieeets 248 | 1,098 22 | 18,430 | 4,607 | 24,405 
Manger Bay oc ads Sope ees bose cee sel Peet eee OD Bibel cafes eers Phd ee 5, 898 
SealBay. cee. (Sli. Tee a ee eed tee oe eee aie 1,573 ate | TL G34 (Eee eee 13, 234 
Tehue Baty :c606 Stl et, Ee Sp hey oh ep ee Ne eee le aes are ee 75 1,219 1,973 
PAIS Bay. 2 occ le seco atcc sent ees seat Reena Ee Sate eae er onde 2 528". skate 523 

Metal! Bie ts eee at eee aes 10, 417 602 | 22,998 49 | 66,052 | 13,045 | 113,163 

The customary patrol of the fishing grounds in the Afognak 
Reservation was again followed in 1919, William E. Baumann, of 
Afognak, being employed temporarily to carry on the work, which, 
as heretofore, included general supervision of all commercial fishing 
in the reserved waters. 

Litnik Bay was not open to commercial fishing except for silver 
salmon; this accounts for the fact that but the one species was taken 
there. All the red salmon were wanted for purposes of propagation, 
while the run of humpbacks was inconsequential. 

In comparison with the catch of 1918, it appears that cohos 
increased 102 per cent; humpbacks decreased from 70,791 to 22,998, 
a decline of 674 per cent; and reds increased from 50,662 to 79,097, 
an advance of 56 per cent. Chums and kings were taken in negligible 
quantities. The entire catch was sold to the Kadiak Fisheries Co., 
at Kodiak. 

Approximately 90 per cent of the catch was made by means of 
beach seines, the remainder being taken with gill nets. The streams 
are small and clear, hence gill-net fishing is not practicable off their 
mouths. Traps are not permitted, and purse seines are not used 
for the reason that the natives are not prepared to operate them. 
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ANNETTE ISLAND FISHERY RESERVE. 

The Annette Island Fishery Reserve, in southeastern Alaska, was 
created by a Presidential proclamation dated April 28, 1916, for the 
benefit of the Metlakatla Indians and any other natives of Alaska 
who might care to take up their abode on Annette Island. The 
reserve includes Annette Island and a number of smaller adjacent 
islands, together with the surrounding waters, and is administered 
by the Bureau of Education, Department of the Interior, in the 
interests of the resident natives. 

The season of 1919 was the second in which fishery operations 
within the reserve were carried on in accordance with the five-year 
contract entered into with the Annette Island Packing Co. By the 
terms of this contract the contracting company pays a fee of $100 
a year for each fish trap operated and a royalty of 1 cent for each 
fish taken from these traps. In addition the company pays the 
natives for fish taken in seines. The natives also receive payments 
for other services and materials furnished by them. In 1919 the 
fees from the seven fish traps operated amounted to $700; 794,625 
fish were taken from the traps, providing a royalty of $7,946.25; 
and the amount paid the natives for fish taken by purse seines 
amounted to $25,231.85. The total income to the natives, including 
the Metlakatla Commercial Co., from the Annette Island Packing 
Co. for the season of 1919 was $90,032.88. 

COPPER RIVER FISHERY. 

At the close of the fishing season of 1918, it was found that the 
regulations of December 29, 1917, affecting fishing for salmon in the 
Copper River had failed to accomplish the purposes sought by their 
romulgation, namely, an escapement of salmon sufficient to provide 
or the ample seeding of the spawning beds and to supply the needs 
of the natives and other inhabitants of the region. Furthermore, 
it was repeatedly alleged that the regulations were discriminative in 
effect for the reason that operations in the delta district were mate- 
rially restricted while those at Abercrombie Canyon and Miles Lake 
were almost unaffected. It was expedient, therefore, that appro- 
priate action be taken looking toward a revision of the regulations in 
order that the original objects in view should be attained. 

On September 16, 1918, announcement was made of a hearing to 
be held at Seattle, Wash., November 22, 1918, to consider the matter 
of changing the existing Copper River regulations. As a result new 
regulations were promulgated on December 20, 1918, effective 
January 1, 1919. The important changes in the new order were 
the extension of the weekly close season by 10 days in all parts of 
the river, the omission of the weekly close period of 36 hours, the 
prohibition of all stake nets, a reduction of 1,200 feet in the lateral 
distance interval and of 200 feet in the length of all nets the use of 
which was authorized in the waters of the delta over which the 
Secretary of Commerce has jurisdiction, an extension of 200 feet in 
the length of all nets whose use is permitted in Miles Lake, the closing 
of the west and north shores of Miles Lake and the east side of the 
river through Abercrombie Canyon, and a redefining of the delta 
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by the exclusion of all areas not strictly in the river or its outlets or 
within 500 yards outside the mouth of each. 

Under the new definition of the Copper River delta, fishing on the 
tide flats between the grass banks and the sand islands 3 or 4 miles 
offshore was unaffected, except as the prohibitions of the general 
law were applicable. By reason of that fact, the packing companies 
having canneries at Cordova and near the delta put their fishing 
gear in operation in this open field as soon as salmon began to run, 
and they made a very considerable catch before fishing could be 
commenced in the protected waters. Even after the close season had 
elapsed and all waters of the-delta were open to commercial fishing, 
the flats were the preferred grounds and the bulk of the catch was 
made there. When the season was at its height there were approxi- . 
mately 65,000 fathoms of gill nets in operation on the delta. The 
greater part of this gear was used in the form of stake nets, though 
a small quantity was used as set nets in the sloughs, leaving the 
remainder for drift fishing in the channels crossing the tide flats. 

Fishing in the delta district began about the middle of May and 
was diligently prosecuted until early in July, about which time all of 
the companies except the two nearest the field withdrew their men 
for the humpback fishing in Prince William Sound. The excepted 
companies did not stop fishing on the delta until late m August. 
The total catch of salmon in the waters of the delta was 1,129,934. 
seas number 1,096,090 were red salmon; 8,972, kings; and 24,872, 
cohos. 

In Miles Lake, all fishing was by means of gill nets, a total of 3,250 
fathoms being used. Fishing in the canyon was carried on by the 
use of dip nets, there being from 20 to 50 men employed as dip-net 
fishermen, the number varying with the fluctuations in the run of 
salmon. Fishing began both in lake and canyon on June 15 and con- 
tinued until September 16. The following catch of salmon was made: 
Reds, 157,597; kings, 4,092; and cohos, 15,778; or a total of all species 
of 177,467. This entire catch was canned by F. H. Madden at the 
Abercrombie cannery, formerly operated by the Abercrombie Pack- 
ing Co. The following number of cases of salmon was packed: 
Reds, 13,933 cases of 1-pound talls and 1,248 cases of 4-pound 
flats; kings, 1,383 cases; and cohos, 1,461 cases. 

The total catch of salmon in Copper River waters was 1,307,401, of 
which number 1,253,687 were reds, 13,064, kings, and 40,650 cohos. 

Early in the season Assistant Agent EK. M. Ball of the Bureau’s staff 
and Special Agent Joseph A. Bourke, whose services had been tem- 
Narat ty secured by detail through courtesy of Gov. Riggs, erected a 
number of notices on the Copper River delta, indicating the extent of 
the waters affected by departmental regulations. Soon thereafter 
Mr. Ball returned to Cordova and devoted his attention to fishery 
matters in the Prince William Sound region and to the westward. 
Mr. Bourke continued to act for the Bureau during the fishing season 
on the Copper River. Newt Casperson was employed in special 
capacity aii stationed for a number of weeks in the vicinity of Miles 
Lake and Abercrombie Canyon. 

The great importance of the Copper River fishery and the several 
unusual problems involved in connection therewith, especially in 
regard to the extent of the spawning areas, seemed to demand a 
special inquiry into conditions in order that as complete information 
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as possible might be available for future guidance. Accordingly 
arrangements were made for an investigation under the leadershi 
of Dr. Henry B. Ward, of the University of Illinois. Associated wit 
Dr. Ward were Prof. W. A. Oldfather, also of the University of Illinois, 
and J. R. Russell, superintendent of the Bureau’s fish-cultural sta- 
tions in Washington. The party arrived at Cordova on July 17, 1919, 
and proceeded up the Copper River & Northwestern Railway, thence 
taking a local guide and suitable camping equipment. The investiga- 
tion covered several hundred miles of territory and included visits to a 
number of the more important spawning grounds on the tributary 
streams and lakes of the Copper River system. The party returned 
to Cordova September 6, 1919. A complete report submitted by Dr. 
Ward is given on page 119. 

YUKON RIVER FISHERY. 

In 1919 the Yukon River salmon fisheries assumed a position of 
large interest due to the successful operation of a cannery on Kwiguk 
Pass or Slough near the upper end of Kwikluak Pass, the most 
southerly outlet of the Yukon. The commercial utilization of 
salmon dates back to 1918 only, as prior to that year all salmon taken 
from the Yukon were used locally. The canning of Yukon salmon 
was begun in 1918 by the Carlisle Packing Co., rather as development 
or experimental work. The company was entering virgin territory, 
where business prudence required that it make a practical test of the 
feasibility of commercial operations in a region whose fishery wealth 
was almost unknown. Operations were conceded to be of experi- 
mental nature to determine whether the size of the runs of salmon 
would warrant the permanent establishment of a cannery on the river. 
Until that time little was known regarding the number of salmon 
ascending the Yukon River and its tributaries, though it was gen- 
erally understood that a considerable catch was made annually by the 
natives for domestic use. The number thus taken probably did not 
exceed a few hundred thousand salmon each season, or a compara- 
tively small number for a river of such size. The canning compan 
made a total catch in 1918 of 115,531 salmon, more than half of whic 
were chums. 

In 1918 strong objections were made in certain quarters to cannery 
operations on the et ou Toward the end of the season, these 
shine took form and culminated in protests by some of the 
natives and white settlers along the river against the continued 
operation of this cannery, or the establishment of any more, the basic 
contention being that the supply of salmon was not more than 
adequate for local requirements. In contradiction of these repre- 
sentations, the packing company insisted that the runs were of enor- 
mous proportions and that fishing as conducted in the lower reaches 
of the river had made no appreciable impression on the supply of 
salmon and that in all Stobabibiy it never could. 

In November, 1918, a public hearing was held at Seattle, Wash., to 
determine the need, if any, of limits upon commercial fishing in the 
Yukon River as a means of safeguarding the fishery, and to ascertain 
the facts in regard to conflicting opinions and expressions bearing 
upon the entire matter. The information presented at the hearin 
showed the existence of a situation which might become serious 1 
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reasonable protective regulations were not made effective. Bishop 
P. T. Rowe, in charge of Episcopal Church affairs in Alaska, expressed 
the opinion that it was not so much that one cannery might result 
disastrously, but that it might be the thin entering wedge of extensive 
commercial exploitation. At the same time W. T. Lopp, chief of the 
Alaska division of the Bureau of Education, entertained a similar 
view. He felt that some regulation was necessary, but that reason- 
able cannery operations could be permitted with safety. 

The outcome of the hearing was the promulgation of regulations 
which included prohibiting the taking of salmon for export purposes 
from the Yukon and its tributaries above the junction of Clear River 
and the Yukon, and limiting the case pack and the number of barrels 
and tierces which might be pickled or mild cured. The pack of 
canned salmon was limited to 30,000 cases; pickled salmon, to 1,000 
barrels; and mild-cured salmon, to 200 tierces. 

In 1919 the total number of salmon taken from Yukon River waters 
for export was 469,949, divided as follows: Cohos, 37,070; chums, 
327,898; kings, 104,822; and reds, 159. The pack was as follows: 
Cases, 57,085; barrels, 214; tierces, 47. Of the total number of salmon 
caught, it was reported that 29,256 cohos, 194,452 chums, 65,433 
kings, and 159 reds, an aggregate of 289,300 were taken in waters — 
outside the scope of the regulations referred to above. The catch 
within the river was 180,649 salmon. Thus it appears that approxi- 
mately 62 per cent of the commercial catch of salmon in Tulon Hirde 
waters was taken in areas beyond the jurisdiction of the Department 
of Commerce, while only 38 per cent were caught within such areas. 

In addition to the cannery of the Carlisle Packing Co., there were 
four salteries operated on the lower Yukon River in 1919. The 
Delta Fish Co. was located about 2 milcs above the entrance to 
Kwiguk Slough; J. J. Stokes, about 4 miles below Aproka Pass; 
William O’Connor, 4 miles above the entrance to Akularak Slough; 
and the Fuller Fish Co., at the mouth of Andreafski River. Opera- 
tions of all these concerns were upon a small scale, the total pack 
being only 239 barrels of pickled salmon. The Delta Fish Co. was the 
only one that salted in tanks and afterwards transferred their pack to 
barrels for shipment. The pack of J. J. Stokes was disposed of 
locally, as was also the pack of William O’Connor. The Fuller Fish 
Co. intends to operate on a larger scale next year. Part of their 
ack this season was sent to the States and the balance sold locally. 
Fok Lamont has an outfit of barrels, salt, and fishing gear ready to 
begin operations another season. 

During the fall and winter of 1919 concerted action of ecclesiastical 
inception was undertaken to end commercial fishing for salmon in 
Yukon River waters, it being alleged that a continuance of such ac- 
tivities meant the destruction of the salmon runs, without which the 
natives would be unable to survive as aself-supporting people. Un- 
doubtedly the salmon of the Yukon are indispensable to the ordinary 
development of the country and economical maintenance of human 
life therein. Various industries of interior Alaska, such as mining 
and trapping, are more or less directly or indirectly dependent upon 
salmon. Fishing*is not carried on by the resident whites to an extent 
that would constitute an industry. The natives, however, spend part 
of their summers in catching salmon and drying them for winter food 
for themselves and their dogs. Some of them prepare annually quan- 
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FIG. 1.—NATIVE SALMON FISHERY, YUKON RIVER. 

FIG. 2.—NATIVE METHOD OF CURING SALMON, YUKON RIVER. 
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tities of fish over and above their own needs and sell them to trappers, 
prospectors, military telegraph stations, and commercial compa- 
nies at various places along the river. 

In the propaganda circulated by Archdeacon Hudson Stuck late in 
1919 it was asserted that the cannery near the mouth of the Yukon 
was operated under permission granted by the Bureau of Fisheries. 
No such permission was granted, nor was any asked; in fact the De- 
artment of Commerce has authority only to limit fishing operations 

but not to prohibit the establishment of canneries. Allegations were 
made at the same time as to the great privation caused to the natives 
and other residents of the Yukon and tributary waters because of the 
shortage of the salmon in 1919. Undoubtedly there was a light run 
of salmon in 1919 in the Yukon, as there was in practically all other 
waters of Alaska; it was an unfavorable season for salmon through- 
out Alaska. The light run in the Yukon has had its counterpart 
heretofore, as it is a matter of record that in earlier years the runs of 
salmon have been very light. There is authentic record of limited 
runs of salmon as far back as 1879, in which year the natives of the 
Yukon were forced to go to Norton Sound and elsewhere for salmon. 

It seems appropriate to point out that in 1919 there was much high 
water in the Yukon, which interfered with the operation of native 
fishing gear; heavy quantities of driftwood also lessened the take of 
salmon by the natives. Over and above all, consideration must un- 
doubtedly be given to the psychological effect of the establishment 
of the cannery on the natives; they heard that the cannery was 
in operation, hence at once assumed that there would be no salmon 
passing to upper waters. They, therefore, in many instances did not 
make proper effort to take salmon. 

An extensive investigation of the Yukon was made by Inspector 
Townsend, of the Alaska service, who covered more than 4,000 miles 
of Yukon waters on the Bureau’s vessel Swan. He interviewed many 
traders and other residents of the Yukon in order to ascertain the 
actual condition of the natives. In some instances it was found that 
the natives not only had enough fish for themselves, but were able 
to make sales of the surplus; elsewhere shortages were recorded. 
But as the season progressed there was no information from official 
sources received by the Bureau or by the governor of Alaska, which 
indicated that there had been undue privation suffered during the 
year by the natives because of any shortage of salmon. 

In 1918 it was reported that 6,638 whites, 4,269 natives, and 6,183 
dogs were dependent largely upon the salmon of the Yukon. It is 
computed that about 1,100,000 salmon would suffice amply for all 
such food requirements. Present requirements are materially smaller, 
as influenza has since taken heavy toll of the Yukon natives. It must 
not be overlooked that there are various other species of fish in the 
Yukon, such as whitefish, grayling, and trout, available for food pur- 
poses. The whitefish is a close relative of the famous ar hitetiol of 
the Great Lakes. The natives also have an abundant supply of game 
to augment their larder. 

It is not the province of the Department of Commerce in its legal 
relation to the fisheries of Alaska to consider as paramount the inter- 
ests of any particular packing company or of any branch of the fishery 
industry, or any class of people, but under the law it is charged pri- 
marily with the protection of the salmon fisheries. Congress has 

35286°—21——26 
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given the Secretary of Commerce authority to do certain things when 
in his judgment the protection and preservation of the fisheries de- 
mand such action. the Department will therefore give unbiased con- 
sideration to all the information which comes before it touching upon 
the questions involved, but it is not required to accept as correct any- 
thing less than a fair, unprejudiced presentation of the facts. 

The two main contradictory views involving the Yukon situation 
are, first, that of the commercial interests which contend that there 
are large runs of salmon in the Yukon and that the number taken for 
their purposes is but a small fraction of the total; and second, that of 
certain of the natives and others who maintain that the runs are 
small and that no salmon can be exported without a resulting local 
state of privation. The question of large interest, however, to the 
Department is not whether commercial fishing shall cease in order 
that noncommercial fishing may continue, but whether the runs of 
salmon in the Yukon are being or will be depleted under the present 
scale of operations. It is proper that cognizance be taken of any 
condition that threatens to destroy the fisheries, whether it be the 
result of operations by a packing company or by a resident popula- 
tion, or by both. 

There is much to be learned regarding the salmon runs in the 
Yukon before the Department considers further limitations upon 
fishing in those waters. Competent investigators will, therefore, be 
sent to the Yukon in 1920 to study the salmon runs and to ascertain 
the actual conditions of the natives in their relation to the salmon 
fisheries. Further regulations of the Yukon salmon fisheries will 
depend very largely upon the results of their observations. It 
remains true that a just regard for the rights of humanity must 
inevitably weigh heavily in considering the final regulation of these 
fisheries, but it seems now that the Yukon can support at least a 
reasonable commercial fishery for salmon and at the same time insure 
an ample supply for local food purposes in perpetuity. 

CENTRAL AND WESTERN ALASKA FISHERY. 

In order that the Bureau might be in possession of accurate and 
trustworthy information regarding certain phases of the salmon 
fisheries of central and western Alaska, arrangements were made 
for a joint investigation by Dr. C. H. Gilbert, of Stanford University, 
engaged as special assistant, and Henry O’Malley, field assistant. 
Dr. Gilbert and Mr. O’Malley left Seattle on May 12 and returned 
early in September, 1919. While en route to western Alaska, a stop 
was made at Cordova, from which place local trips were made in con- 
nection with Copper River fishery conditions. Thereafter the jour- 
ney to the Bristol Bay region was continued, the overland route from 
Tliamna being followed. A number of weeks were spent on Bristol 
Bay waters and tributaries, following which inquiries were made in 
the Port Moller and Ikatan regions. The conclusion of major field 
work was in the vicinity of Karluk. Much valuable information was 
secured as a result of the investigation. The report of Dr. Gilbert 
and Mr. O’Malley is given on page 143. 
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WOOD RIVER CENSUS. 

A count of the salmon entering Lake Aleknagik, on Wood River, in 
western Alaska, was made in 1919 in accordance with the custom of 
past seasons. Warden Shirley A. Baker had general supervision of 
the work. The actual count was intrusted fo Russell Noyes, fish- 
culturist at Afognak station, who was assigned to this special duty. 
He was assisted in the counting by three men in the employ of the 
Alaska Packers Association. 

The rack, consisting of heavy cotton web attached to piling driven 
across the lower end of the lake just above the outlet, was made ready 
by June 24. It was installed by the Alaska Packers Association, 
some assistance in towing equipment to the lake and returning it to 
the cannery at Nushagak at the completion of the count being ren- 
dered by the Alaska-Portland Packers Association. 

. Salmon made their appearance at about the usual time and con- 
tinued to run through July, as is ordinarily the case. Counting began 
June 25 and stopped July 31. Weather conditions in 1919 were nor- 
mal, and no circumstances arose to differentiate the season from pre- 
ceding ones except the heavy decline in the run of salmon. The 
largest counts were made on July 10 and 11, when 31,035 and 41,519 
salmon entered the lake on those respective dates. Records of the 
enumeration are surprising in that only 3 days out of 37 show a count 
in excess of 10,000 salmon. As compared with 943,202 red salmon 
counted in 1918, the census pres a total of 145,114 red salmon as 
having entered Lake Aleknagik in 1919. Details of the count appear 
in the following table: 

Woop River SALMON CENSUS IN 1919. 

| 

Num- Num- | Nu Date. hae Date. her | Date 

eae ee Gal OEY Benno ot ehane danas Wey fay | Nah el as aR ce 513 
Oe Fe a ee 91 OP: BF. foes f)18) 400 Re SEA ae Fal 7 

1 1th EGO a ERNE Mt 5 LOS, $54 Sevacdh ease 31, 035 ee See eae 827 
ae ack ets 2. ot 208 uta YOURS ROP ere I 41,519 EL Ae SS 513 

a ee 203 7 REE ds | 7,610 i csiihn oan ne 327 
ee inadiocs ocak 219 Wyre hi. achat hl Wie, He BE eee eee 172 

Bille: Lassen aos eos. - 379 i) ROR ee are | 1,530 Ae ee 2 
Boe bo sgt C aie Ky 7 Ce pepe es tage | oats CHE WSAT 59 

Sy eae er ator. TREE ES EP oe 4,795 DA Paste aes 128 
Be PF eet co: 5,111 aes SEES Bas 1, 988 BO Sax, waelosce x: 179 
BE51. 1 SOS: 108 a pe ee te 925 Bie ee Ae es 156 
eee Pe | 6, 831 0 Sh et 8 ost 336 
| RR oe 6 1, 055 DUES bn wrt avn d <= 405 Ji). Ee ee mee s 145, 114 

Upon the recommendation of Dr. C. H. Gilbert, of Stanford Uni- 
versity, who, with Field Assistant Henry O'Malley of the Bureau, 
made extensive investigations for the Government in Alaska in 1919, 
it has been decided to discontinue the Wood River census. As soon 
as funds are available it is planned, as recommended by Dr. Gilbert, 
a gi « similar work at Chignik Lake and probably also at 

arluk. 
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In view of the discontinuance of the Wood River census, it seems 
advisable to present herewith the following tabulation pertaining to 
the work from the time of its inception in 1908 through 1919: 

Woop River Census AND Rep Satmon Run In NusHaGak Bay AND TRIBUTARIES, 
: 1908-1919. 

Nushagak | Wood River Per cent of 
Bay catch. tally. Total. escape, Year. 

J |__| 

6, 140, 031 2,603,655 | 8, 740,686 30.0 
4, 687, 635 893,244] 5,580,879 16.0 
4,384, 755 670,104 | 5,054,859 13.2 
2/813,637 354,299 | 3,167,936 ries 
3, 866, 950 325,264 | 4,192,214 PT 
5, 236, 008 753,109} 5,989,117 12.5 
6,174,097 (a) | eee 
5,676,457 259,341 | 5,935, 798 4.3 
3,592, 574 551,959 | 4,144,533 13.3 
5,679, 818 1,081,508 | 6,761,326 15.9 
6, 078, 965 943,202 | 7,022,167 13.4 
1, 452, 931 145,114] 1,598,045 9.0 

a Count not made. 

SALMON HATCHERIES. 

EXTENT OF OPERATIONS. 

Four salmon hatcheries were operated in Alaska in 1919, two by 
the Government and two by packing companies, and in addition 
some fish-cultural work was carried on by the Territory. The four 
hatcheries referred to have a combined hatching capacity of 280,- 
000,000 red-salmon eggs. The Territorial work was somewhat 
experimental in nature. 

The total collection of red-salmon eggs in Alaska in 1918 was 
142,001,000, from which there were hatched and liberated in the 
waters of Alaska 95,969,700 fry, or 5,579,500 more than in 1917-18. 
In 1919 the take of red-salmon eggs was 119,060,000, or 22,941,000 
less than in 1918. This decrease was due to smaller runs of salmon 
at all the hatcheries except that of Afognak. 

OPERATIONS OF ALASKA HATCHERIES IN 1919. 

Red or sock- | Red or sock- | Red or sock- 
: eyesalmon | eyesalmon | eyesalmon 

Station. eggs taken iherated in ones take 
in 1918. 1918-19. In 1919. 

MoD Orial ibakO 2.6. ack ie'e wo cle ooo ave Seaton tees cme sie sees 247,300, 000 35,329, 700 9, 752,000 
VS rai eee ee ee RE 5 Hebe eee cae eae 654, 681, 000 25, 583, 000 79,178, 000 
WOEDMMANT SS Pee ee dcce ce cece ces e ee ecws facta sbeemee 19,620, 000 15, 205, 000 18, 420, 000 
CA ieee lene ean > oe dail dee een neko coma 20, 400, 000 19, 852, 000 11,710,000 

TR OLAle Pest iad inc ceed Si ceneseneienapiteernatecsest eras 142,001, 000 95, 969, 700 119, 060, 000 

a 3,440,100 eyed eggs transferred to the State hatchery at Bonneville, Oreg., and 1,059,900 to Federal 
hatcheries in Oregon. - : : 

b 20,700,000 eyed eggs transferred to British Columbia, and 5,000,000 to Quinault, Wash. 

HATCHERY REBATES, 

The act of June 26, 1906, provides, among other things, that the 
catch and pack of salmon by the owners of private hatcheries in 
Alaska shall be exempt from all license fees and taxation of every 
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nature at the rate of 10 cases of canned salmon for every 1,000 red or 
king-salmon fry liberated upon certain conditions, which are (1) the 
approval of the character of their hatchery operations by the Secre- 
tary of Commerce, notice thereof to be filed in the office of the clerk or 
deputy clerk of the United States district court of the division of 
Alaska wherein such hatchery is located and the owners accordingly so 
notified; and (2) the filing of proof by the hatchery operators with 
the clerk of the court of the number of salmon fry liberated during the 
fiscal year for which report is made. Duplicates of such statements 
must also be filed with the Secretary of Commerce. The clerk of the 
court then issues to the owner whose hatchery operations have 
been approved nontransferable certificates in such denominations as 
he desires covering in the aggregate the number of fry so liberated. 
These certificates are accepted by the Government in lieu of money in 
payment of all license fees or taxes against the pack of canned salmon 
as above stated. The following table gives the rebates due to private 
operators for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919. 

REBATES CREDITED TO PRIVATE SALMON HatcHEeRIES DurING FiscaL YEAR 
ENDED JUNE 30, 1919. 

Red-salmon Rebate 
Owner. Location. fry liberated. due. 

Alaska Packers Association.................-.-. Wana Stream. 04 25.2, RE 15, 205, 000 $6, 082.00 
Northwestern Fisheries Co...................... Hugh Smith (Quadra) Lake.| 19, 852, 000 7,940. 80 

cai Tas AUB De ai Pons apa tae 2B BES Syed IE RB OS Chet pen reek eee 35,057,000 | 14,022.80 

HATCHERY OPERATIONS, 

M’DONALD LAKE. 

Out of the collection of 47,300,000 red-salmon eggs taken at the 
McDonald Lake hatchery in 1918, a shipment of 3,440,100 eyed eggs 
was made to the State hatchery at Bonneville, Oreg.; one of 1,059,900 
eyed eggs, to Bureau stations in Oregon; and 35,329,700 fry were lib- 
erated in waters tributary to Yes Bay, Alaska. The loss of eggs and 
fry ageresated 7,470,300, or approximately 16 per cent. 

The collection of red-salmon eggs at the McDonald Lake station in 
the fall of 1919 was the smallest that has ever been made, only 
9,752,000 being obtained. Operations were interrupted in the midst 
of the season by high water which damaged the retaining racks and 
permitted the escape of a large number of spawners. No humpback- 
salmon eggs were collected. 

AFOGNAK. 

The Afognak station experienced the most successful season in the 
history of its operations, the total take in 1919 being 79,178,000 red- 
salmon eggs. It was also reported that there were many salmon 
available for spawning still in the lake when the capacity of the hatch- 
ery had been reached. No effort was made to obtain humpback- 
salmon eggs. 

From the collection of 54,681,000 red-salmon eggs taken in 1918, 
a consignment of 20,700,000 was shipped to the Fisheries Department 
of British Columbia for the restocking of the Fraser River, and a ship- 
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ment of 5,000,000 was made to the Bureau’s station at Quinault, 
Wash. Plants of fry and fingerlings in Litnik Lake aggregated 
25,583,000. The loss of eggs and fry was 3,398,000, or 6.2 per cent. 

FORTMANN. 

The Fortmann salmon hatchery of the Alaska Packers Association 
is located at Heckman Lake on Revillagigedo Island, southeast Alaska. 

In 1918, a collection of 19,620,000 red-salmon eggs was made, from 
which were hatched and liberated through nursery ponds into the 
Naha Stream system 15,205,000 fry. The loss of eggs and fry was 
4,415,000, or 224 per cent. Between September 8 and November 22, 
1919, a total of 18,420,000 red-salmon eggs was taken. 

The collection of humpback-salmon eggs in 1918 was 3,660,000, 
from which there were produced and planted 3,235,000 fry, the loss of 
eggs and fry being 425,000, or 11.6 per cent. The number of hump- 
back-salmon eggs taken in 1919 was 600,000, a decrease of 83.6 per 
cent from the previous year. 

QUADRA. 

The Northwestern Fisheries Co. continued the operation of its 
Quadra hatchery, located on Hugh Smith Lake, previously known as 
Quadra Lake. Spawn taking in 1918 began August 8 and was dis- 
continued September 24. It resulted ‘in a collection of 20,400,000 
red-salmon eggs from which there were hatched and planted 19,852,- 
000 fry. The loss of eggs and fry was 548,000, or approximately 2.7 
er cent. 

e In 1919, the collection of red-salmon eggs at Quadra began August 
12 and ended November 14; the total take was 11,710,000. 

GENERAL STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES IN 1919. 

The total investment in the Alaska fisheries in 1919 was $74,181,560, 
an increase of $430,771 over 1918. Of this amount approximately 92 
per cent was invested in the salmon industry. The fishery industry 
gave employment to 28,534 persons, a decrease of 2,679 from the 
number employed in 1918. The total value of the products in 1919 
was $50,282,067, a decrease of $8,872,792 from 1918, or approxi- 
mately 15 per cent. This lessened production was due almost wholly 
to the heavy falling off in the pack of salmon. 

SuMMARY OF INVESTMENTS, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts oF ALASKA FISHERIES 
IN 1919. 

Southeast Alaska.| Central Alaska. | Western Alaska. Total. 

Item. i 

ia Value. oe Value. ¥ ened Value. Number. | Value. 

INVESTMENTS. 

Salmon canning........|...--.- SOD FILL, SQLs nomen $12,897,947 |......|$19, 855, 333 |...........- $66,495, 171 
Salmon mild-euring....)....-... 744636 | 20.070) TASES Eve cn] see eae e tara ne ttomtatee te 741,635 

Salmon pickling....... Se MS robe cin nioe ols anne 236; 2618) csees O54) LOLs oe meseios 2 590, 422 
Salnion,freshis. cesar eee = 104,336 | ccc ocean cciaaleetee ls sien rae a epeteteh atta 104,336 
Salmon dry-salting. ..-- | Wie bashes len oda Sheth eae 103,863 i-3-2a2. 23-8 103, 862 
Halibut fishery «2. . <.22|--5--<r 979,457 |... 5 clome - «ae sie ool ete epee ete cae te ls im tote 1,979,457 
Herring fishery......-.- Bebe & AIBSS7L |i 525. 431,338 |....-.. 50.660.) 2 3024 I 900, 572 

Cod fishery...» 3. stems eget bet oo 938,699 |.....- AWS eee Sea ea ee 1, 286,075 

Whale fishery........-- pa 45/966 | Ue eee 1,248 611] U7 1,790, 867 
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SumMary OF INVESTMENTS, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts oF ALASKA FISHERIES 
In 1919—Continued. 

Southeast Alaska. | Central Alaska. | Western Alaska. Total. 

Item. 
bee ipa Value Value. | Number. | Value. 

INVESTMENTS—contd. 

Be SHOLYy 2 2-0 na nae emcee] aaen = $147, 167 
Crab fisheryeos: =>. = 3-156 2323 200 
Shrimp fishery.....-.--.]...---- 41, 796 

LOMAS Seema eras 74, 181, 560 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

Wittes pera. sscees WG Mol) |=. 2550 8-0.e[beMe len. tasag SacI OOS| 2st scc ccf.) )16, 0204). s3tdec css 
RRR a ear eta weil ag OE ae bie on I aS ae Seger Seed eae cea ccee | 4 Og BCO] .. ccccseces 
‘chniese soe  oaceteaes T5GBG) 13 2555 boo. eet ee ke Se) IRERN eres tl BETO Leck Qe ls 
CUSED Re SSE pc | eee ean I ee ecg 7) | om 7 1) ene a 
PSEC: see tee A MOLON te ae se ae Sa eaey fees. cen Bg 1h) see AD A BB oo EN 

MasiGanS<t 5.224. aah | eae be eet ee Sake SOUL) gee cre ly AO) Wes. cece gel], 2,80L nee. iesc 
OREN ee oe ne ea aes cee EP ee OO ere oat. 2 Salt ROR A Gee cacecde |. yp O87 1500 -« Soacne 

LOE 5 ee ee eb ee | Re <a. 

PRODUCTS 

Salmon: 
1 TEI te SAA cee Se Sete ee Saga Bel Deady BASS oS ree Bl ane a 4,583,688 | 43,265,349 
Ee NIE Pe Spee Te Ba Pe Se Teel Peres | ees ee ae] eee ee eyes ber eeeee b 4,290, 600 916, 800 

ep ek SSeS ees 9 | eee Sait iy ee Reine eae EN wee nee ae b 1,622,000 195, 447 
“Tg PS SE Be wes EE eS ed OP Pe ee) eee ee Oe eee: b 1,552,480 130,355 
UMD gcaplle THR Ahi Ee Sy RR SE | pe Pa oe cael Ane onan Be b 5,208,327 356, 688 
eee een ae ye eoer eerie. 62 ore etree kee aS 2 FM e b 212, 244 17,601 
Tye ENT CLC ET Pee SY FS ee ey ee EeePC) Ree ee eee b415, 000 43,000 
Lipa EG Le IG te ee | plane Ri he Tees 208) i ees See a (a ee Perens €966 966 
By-products, fertil- 

OP Se i Pe as § etd A ee 8 Se A Ss ao oe | ee b 724,000 18, 680 
Halibut: 

MOE. wo pee e SeReet eel Sa date th ise ss SI ss feeder ers dth Pes ai ie oy, Jee b 7,783,179 880, 433 
Ln TES Spee) AP a A (ae ete i ae | ie POS hed Gs eS es Oe v6, 495, 372 670, 147 
PRRTIOGL A259. DASEIRUATE So ati ce SOs UA 2 eee dee ee A LR RN off Pcnth aoe ae 240 25 

Herring: 
Canned (4-pound 
Cin) a = SS Pa is ed eee eee Ped ered ol ery Ce ee ae eR ee a6,357 40,395 

Canned (1-pound 
1 RES ae y Ree EE at ee ep ae emo ere Phe eed ae Sa OK ve Se a95,448 811, 366 
DUR We 2 ae Se Ee (SE PS Fe Bee De ery See a 6510, 000 20, 150 
Fresh, for bait. . + b 1,254, 926 11,210 
Frozen for bait.....|._. b 2,444, 655 24) 246 
Pickled, for bait. . +40, 000 800 
uanen, MeMGn@dtel f21)11. sab co los J AGLer at: oktkce A ue tec ete ce d7, 718, 985 451, 240 
Ee Se, en eS ae Piel Fy eam BO) et FO aie « MME 011,715 1,676 
Pickled? orwegian 
Re ANE cee, CALLS titi s tos b tot Ch Abia 925 wb o.| Seb abat. ALRa dade 62,216,120 147,634 
eC eC eee et a Re oa np ee b1,712,000 56,653 
Oils. 825.2% Sas MULL seed Ne das olipee balk vids Peewee cy cape. whee wodes ¢169,374 110,800 

Cod: 
Se es ee Ei Le Fac gel Ee Rie aplegtl PE kal | PA Peal eae! (A ee) (ae cee a 69,829, 343 773, 297 
igi aiece ows ewes Foe he hei ecias else Se. hen is sti lobia. lib ant echee 6 956, 098 46,014 
BiG 71S Spee -¢ aeas aoe al ber eiee = a! I) Soe) ap aaa aia Die Sagi 086,971 4,209 
BLOORNSES: Pouca ee eet eee esos tl Re aia od 62,900 700 
"DOMSUOG) Fo aac cate baiinia dale 422s detare'e Actes |~ Rac ctthcs oa dbtte ssa tlh eta ae + 18,000 1,770 

Whales: 
ON ono. sate onal eeu heen eo eee «oh ORERMNOR tole Ss 4639015 00. Tee ¢875,374 656, 510 
eC pape el | ene OE ne eel eel he RA Rae | (3 by Fee et ¢377, 032 276,344 
ettilizer, meat. Toh eee ates seule eee, Jd) AS Oe 6 2,060,000 76,420 

Regtitizer, bone. fs. 0 cacalass seek o tisck wal Od, - ae A psacaka xia SoCo eee b 538,000 13,472 
1 EN ei me belek ie) nae 8 akg fey |e oy (gli Maat Red dhe bie eo TE Le 613,647 2,729 

4 746 225 
b 50,000 1,500 
033,765 184,363 

080,977 9, 086 
62,780 408 
62,200 165 

a371 3, 496 

» 509, 369 35,485 
069,048 1,414 

d 80 160 
b 60, 000 21,000 
52,123 1,639 

«seseeeeee! 50,282, 067 

a Cases, 6 Pounds. ¢ Gallons. d Dozens, 
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SALMON INDUSTRY. 

The situation in southeast Alaska is serious. It is certain that 
under present conditions, a repetition of the astounding production 
of 1918 could not reasonably be expected, nor could it be assumed 
that there would be a progressive increase in pack with the passing 
seasons. Fluctuations in runs, which in themselves should not be 
regarded as absolute indicators of conditions, will occur, but a les- 
sened catch is not to be dismissed as an unimportant deveiopment 
in the situation. A diminished catch, together with an inadequate 
escapement of salmon to the spawning grounds, presents what may 
be a serious condition of the fisheries, one which should receive the 
careful and thoughtful attention of both the Government and the 
packers. It is a recognized fact that in the southeast district salmon 
fishery operations are becoming more intensified each season, seines 
and traps alike being employed in greater numbers than before, and 
other movable appliances being operated more assiduously as the 
years go by. In view of these things, it is a logical conclusion that 
the industry can not hold its present position, much less grow, unless 
some provision is made for the replenishment of the fisheries. 

Central Alaska, which is of much greater extent than either of the 
other districts, embraces some localities that showed a greatly reduced 
production of salmon in 1919, while other regions yielded approxi- 
mately as many fish as in 1918, but for the district as a Ean there 
was a heavy falling off sufficient to attract more than passing notice. 
A comparison of the packs in 1918 and 1919 shows that the shrinkage 
was largely in the catch of humpback and chum salmon and that the 
localities most seriously affected were Prince William Sound, Cook 
Inlet, and Kodiak Island waters. Though the decline was felt in all 
sections of the district, there is less cause for concern over the situa- 
tion here than elsewhere in Alaska. 

The season of 1919 was markedly a failure in western Alaska. The 
shrinkage in production was approximately 67 per cent, and it 
affected both canning and pickling operations. The pack of canned 
salmon was the smallest that has been made since 1900 and was 62 
per cent less than in 1918. On the basis that the salmon of 1919 
were four-year fish, a comparison with the pack in 1915 shows a drop 
of 48 per cent; if they were five-year fish, a comparison with the 
pack in 1914 shows a decline of 58 per cent. These percentages 
would have been higher were it not that the pack in 1919 included 
57,085 cases of Yukon River salmon, whereas the packs of 1914 and 
1915 did not include any Yukon salmon. 

The cause of this sudden and serious falling off in the salmon runs 
of western Alaska, and especially Bristol Bay, is not known, but in 
the absence of a better reason it may be attributed to overfishing in 
recent years. Apparently it was not a question of delayed runs, but 
seems to have been due to a real scarcity of salmon. Some persons 
have held that the exhaustion of the salmon fisheries is practically 
impossible, but to those taking a broad view of the situation this 
breakdown of the run of red salmon is acceptable evidence of the 
fallacy of any theory that the runs are impregnable. 

The records of the Bristol Bay district for the last 20 years afford 
a basis for serious study. At first glance they show that the drain 
on the red-salmion run has been steadily increasing, larger numbers 
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of salmon being taken, with few exceptions, in the successive seasons. 
The pack increased from 600,000 cases in 1900 to 1,666,000 in 1918. 
It then dropped to 589,464 cases in 1919, a decrease of about 65 per 
cent. Attention has been directed in the past to these constantly 
increasing catches and the encroachments they meant upon the num- 
ber of salmon necessary for the maintenance of the runs and the cor- 
responding reduction of the safety quota. It may be that the pack- 
ers, who seemed to be devoting all their energies to increasing pro- 
duction, viewed the situation too optimistically during the plenteous 
years and that facts of vital importance were overlooked until the 
sudden break in 1919 from superficially satisfactory conditions. 
While there may be many speculations as to the cause of the let-down 
in 1919, the best explanation is that it was due to overfishing. This 
was in substance concurred in by various salmon packers, who agreed 
to the necessity of further limitation by departmental regulations 
upon fishing at a hearing on the matter held at Seattle in November, 
1919. 

Operations on the Yukon River were greater than in 1918, as a 
pack of approximately 57,000 cases of king and chum salmon was 
made by the one company there established. In addition a few hun- 
dred barrels of salmon were pickled. Approximately 500,000 salmon 
were used in the preparation of these products. All commercial fish- 
ing was carried on below the junction of the Clear River and the 
Yukon, and according to the reports of operators about two-thirds 
of the catch of salmon was made in Bering Sea off the mouth of the 
Yukon. 

SALMON CATCH AND FORMS OF GEAR. 

The greater part of the salmon catch of Alaska is made by three 
kinds of apparatus, namely, seines, gill nets, and pound nets. Sta- 
tistics show that a total of 800 seines were operated in 1919, aggre- 
ating in length 137,284 fathoms. This is a decrease of 38 seines 
For the number used in 1918, but an increase of 6,157 fathoms in 
the amount of seine web. There was an increase of 28 in the num- 
ber of seines in southeast Alaska, and a decrease of 39 and 27 in 
central and western Alaska, respectively. The total number of gill 
nets used in the salmon industry in 1919 was 4,120, the combined 
length of which was 459,937 fathoms, a decrease of 19,175 fathoms 
in the amount of gill-net web operated in Alaska as a whole. Each 
district shows a decline in the use of this form of gear. In southeast 
Alaska there were 3,172 fathoms less than in 1918; in central Alaska, 
4,552 fathoms less; and in western Alaska, 11,451 fathoms less. 
These decreases were due in large part to-the collapse of the pickling 
industry. 

There were operated in connection with the salmon industry 630 
pound nets, of which 484 were driven and 146 were floating, or an 
increase of 78 over the number used in 1918. Southeast Alaska is 
eredited with 301 driven and 143 floating traps, gains of 11 and 64, 
respectively; central Alaska had 172 driven traps, an increase of 6 
over 1918, and 3 floating traps, the first to be used in the district; 
ieee Alaska had 11 driven traps, as against 17 in 1918, a decrease 
of 6. 

Taking Alaska as a whole, there was an increase in the number of 
fathoms of seines of 44 per cent over 1918; there was a decrease in 
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the number of fathoms of gill nets of 4 per cent, and an increase of 
14 per cent in the number of pound nets. In 1919 seines took 36 
per cent of the total catch of salmon in Alaska; pound nets 42 per 
cent; gill nets 19 per cent; and lines, wheels, and dip nets the remain- 
ing 3 per cent. The catch, by apparatus, in 1918 was as follows: 
Seines, 30 per cent; pound nets, 41 per cent; gill nets, 28 per cent; 
and other appliances, 1 per cent. There was an increase in the 1919 
catch by seines of 6 per cent, by Pune nets of 1 per cent, and a 
falling off in the catch by gill nets of 9 per cent. The following table 
shows the proportionate catch by districts according to the principal 
kinds of apparatus: 

PERCENTAGE OF SALMON CauGHT In EFacuH ALASKA District By PRINCIPAL FoRMS 
OF APPARATUS. 

ed Central Alaska. | Western Alaska. 

Apparatus. [aaa Rain eS Ps 

1918 1919 1918 1919 1918 1919 

Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Percent.| Percent. 
BSeines: p25 522 cess eee Socata acclase iene shai 38 46 3 31 4 
Bound nbets. iT esl ESSE eee ee ce eibcere 58 49 48 50 4 4 
Gall yibta Se as sates at ar be ee eee 2 2 1l 18 90 92 

Alaska produced 58,172,665 salmon of all species in 1919 as com- 
pared with 101,454,688 in 1918, a falling off of 42} per cent. The 
decrease in southeast Alaska was 12,095,965, or approximately 234 
per cent; in central Alaska, 12,681,153, or 56 per cent; and in western 
Alaska, 18,504,905, or 67 per cent. This is the largest shrinkage from 
a previous season in the yield of salmon ever reported for Alaska. 
In 1919, the decrease by species was 481,835 cohos, 1,981,698 chums, 
22,421,386 humpbacks, and 18,637,334 reds. Kings increased 
240,230. 

SaLMon TAKEN IN 1919, By APPARATUS AND SPECIES, FOR EACH GEOGRAPHIC 
SEecTION oF ALASKA. 

Southeast Central Western 
Apparatus and species. Alnated! Alaska Alaska, Total. 

Seines: 
Cohdy OT SUVELE so-so ee pee see eee emieace etek 414, 341 91,317 800 506, 458 
CORTE OR KOU eee ae ee ea eee eae 6, 061, 747 696, 139 98, 499 6, 856, 385 
Humpback, on pink 2-25-52 oa ae ees aac ee 10, 459, 348 736, 662 13,343 | 11, 209,353 
RAT OTS PUM G ear ara Foe oe oe ee ee ols 9,516 2,076 4, 826 16,418 
Red, orsockeye...-222:.-522-% Fe heii. Soe os 1,087,611 | 1,491,915 130, 793 2,710, 319 

ft ae hr a ll By Ate 5 Sed nike 18,032, 563 | 3,018,109 | 248,261 | 21, 298, 933 

Gill nets: i 
OOUG 10T SUMOIet <n. oi AS te se oP ee es Sea 335, 739 61, 869 103, 419 501, 027 
CHUM, OD RETA. ~ oe oie <a eo od = sawn sre meets oe 249, 133 87, 432 586, 190 922,755 
Humpback, or pink............. wa oe oe Fee Ce <5 93, 692 58, 049 29, 611 181, 352 
RANG ACT mpUR eee isn. ooh s com deo ne ee 19, 053 17, 646 234, 782 271, 481 
nee So a RRR Eo? 401,561 | 1,580,602 | 7,232,274] 9,214’ 437 

Atl ee 2 ee oe hs oe 1,099,178 | 1,805,598 | 8,186,276 | 11,091,052 

Pound nets: 
CODO; OF SUNGi se watt noth oe via ce fol ns. oc pote wean 794,053 338, 929 325 1, 133, 307 
Chinn, or Metge Abt oes 2 ions 3,083, 663 | 1,180,484 49,962 | 4,314) 109 
Humphack:.orpitietia ee: os ne bow ss 2-2 oe 13, 760, 123 645, 287 2,681 | 14,408,091 
TAN, OF SPU ase eee ee las weip eiomaeeiaee 43, 963 34, 863 26, 944 105,770 
Red; orsockoyot fee. peesiies ici kes oh ae et 1,725,587 | 2,604,659 349,074 | 4,679,320 

Total j). 4. RA. Se AE ZS. 19,407,389 | 4,804, 222 428,986 | 24, 640, 597 
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SarMon TAKEN IN 1919, By APPARATUS AND SPECIES, FOR Eaco GEOGRAPHIC 
Section or ALASKA—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. | Spay ‘ oe bore Total. 

Lines: 
OHO OM SLY OR nee eae ome mesma se tetee note 278, 692 278, 692 
Chum, or keta-.-.....- =e 63, 372 63,372 
Humpback, or pink. . 96, 180 96, 180 
King, or spring. .-..- 564, 606 564, 606 
OSG P GT SDT, os nee BS eae Seneca ceeeet 880 880 

Ming easter cere tet ee | 1,003, 730 1, 003, 730 

Dip nets: : 
ROGET AE RULE oro ws wis pss enon a 4tn sate et eee see ees DUES AY BSA 4 RS 10,362 
UT Sa ee ene eee ae SA ee a : 
LOM OS See ee ea ee ae eee 90; Ci bases Sees Oe 95,775 

OUD See nacppe ssuue oases bacet ane fea Aare JOS {GSD loo 109, 691 

Wheels: 
Chum, or keta...- -- -------- +--+ 2-2-2 - eee nee ee een eee ene ele eee eee eee 22,499 22, 499 
UAE ES A 2 a eee eta be EE A 6, 163 6, 163 

Le OE a ee eee Sites eee 28, 662 28, 662 

Total: i 
Datlosor Hive eure. <6 2 crocs sec. soe eess 2-58 20: 1, 822, 825 502, 477 104.544 | 2,429, 846 
CLEP Ore 2 get: ~ 28 | ee ere 9,457,915 | 1,964,055 757,150 | 12,179,120 
Paci WI a eas oe cee ens 24,409,343 | 1,439,998 45,635 | 25,894,976 
TA ee eee 637, 138 58, 139 272,715 967, 99 
MEAG NOCKEYO!. = co cd feb ees open deen tens 20%s « 3,215,639 | 5,772,951 | 7,712,141 | 16,700,731 

SLE 127 WE, Sal Ane Seater Se aCe eee 39, 542,860 | 9,737,620 | 8, 892, 185 | 58, 172, 665 

SALMON CANNING. 

CHANGES IN CANNERIES. 

Several changes in the ownership of canneries were reported in 
1919. In southeast Alaska, the Mountain Point Packing Co. ac- 
quired the aa of the Alaska Clam Canning Co., which ceased to 
operate in Alaska; the Southern Alaska Canning Co. took over the 
cannery of the Alaska Pacific Herring Co., at Big Port Walter, which 
latter concern was dissolved; the Doyhof Fish Products Co. sold its 
lant at Scow Bay to the G. W. Hume Co. and withdrew from Alaska. 
n central Alaska, the plant of the Lighthouse Canning Co., at Cor- 

dova, was sold to the Hillery-Scott Co.; the Eyak River Packing Co., 
operating a plant on Kyak River, was formerly the Clark-Graham 
Co and the Abercrombie Packing Co. was superseded by F. H. 
Madden. No change in the ownership of the latter cannery is 
understood to have taken place. In western Alaska, the interests 
of the Everett Packing Co., Phoenix Packing Co., and the Fidalgo 
Island Packing Co., all at Herendeen Bay, were consolidated. Their 
canning operations were carried on at the plant of the Fidalgo Island 
Packing Co. The Yukon cannery of the Carlisle Packing Co. was 
moved from Andreafski down to Kwiguk Slough, about 12 miles 
from the mouth. 

NEW CANNERIES.@ 

There were 13 new salmon canneries in Alaska in 1919, 9 of which 
were opened and operated in southeast Alaska. 

a New canneries are indicated by asterisks (*) in the table on page 42. 
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In the central district two canneries, which before 1919 were 
engaged in canning other sea food, began the canning of salmon, 
and one new plant was opened. 

In western Alaska one new cannery was put in operation. The 
Alaska Packers Association built a cannery on the Ugashik River, 
but owing to the small run of salmon it was not opened, and there- 
fore is not included in the list in 1919. 

CANNERIES NOT OPERATED. 

Fourteen canneries in Alaska were not operated in 1919, 9 of 
which were in southeast, 2 in central, and 3 in western Alaska. 
They were owned and located as follows: 

miss, Hidhertes Col ceoees. 2c sepa wetland «Sa CO ee Washington Bay. 
Wate ay WV ANUIATNB os aloe oe eters Bens ie ioe Ne ooo tee ee Moira Sound. 
OT Wis Res ES RORIAIY F524 tala ee icin ca ano teeta = 2 alc mys cn at eI Douglas. 
ES Vie” V Ene lc el Cis ee ee aed asker erate a es Thomas Bay. 
Columbia Salmon Cen. 3385 5s e ee eee te oo Cee Craig. 
Anacortes Wisheries Cg 5 2-232. eais cacao aoe tes on cee eee Shakan 

Santa Ana. 
Hunter Bay. 

Nerthwestern Wisheties Gos... 344.69.3 o2. oo a ae ee Roe Point. 
Orca. 
Seldovia. 

everett; Packing Cos 3 a.8 a <2erse- = cee ns ease saaee seen Herendeen Bay. 
Phoenix Packing Cos2e2 =. joz 6 Sate sagt eiuise wee sana eee ee Do. 
Midnietit Sun Packine- Cos 2322 ees ae on ae ee oe ene Kotzebue Sound. 

The first 4 named above were permanently closed; the other 10 
are reported as being idle rather than permanently closed. 

TOTAL CANNERIES OPERATED. 

In all, there were 134 salmon canneries operated in Alaska in 1919, 
of which number southeast Alaska had 76, central Alaska 30, and 
western Alaska 28. There was no change in the number credited 
to the southeast district; the central district gained 1; and the 
western district lost 2. 

CoMPANIES CANNING SALMON IN ALASKA, NuMBER AND LOCATION OF CANNERIES 
OPERATED, AND NuMBER OF PounD Nets OwNepD By Eacu, 1919. 

[New canneries indicated by *.] 

Canneries. 

Pound 
Company. mR Gao Pr an mee tee | asi 

Number. Location. 

Southeast Alaska: 
TAGS! 11 Gi age Stee 2) Waterfall 20.522 shes es aciecameiete sce | eee 
Alaska Herring & Sardine Co...........-- 15|(SPortWwalter Ue #2 -ase-2 copes 

Chilkoot: 3.2.3. Sos to swapioteedeneee 
Alaska Pacific Fisheries. ............-..-- 3 |¢Chomly ..i 2. eatcoesees boo. Sader ae oe 

Yes Bay 2.2 J. cece ss. haaeeas eae 
+s Loring: 9. tener enone ee eee 

Alaska Packers Association Be ose. s'o 0 ~ EZ 2 {range a tiaitde gs a 

Alaska Packing & Navigation Co......... 1 |sPavlof- Harbors. see... asneee 
Alaska Salmon & Herring Packers (Inc.). il re ni ne deeet 

: 5 Jape Fanshaw *.. 
Alaska Sanitary Packing Co ..........--. 2 (Wrangell ee eae 

American Packing Co...........-.s2-0--- DY SUMCA Ss oo ont eie 
Anacortes Fisheri@és Co.......--------.--- 1 | Basaancvssed bist odsscespeeetnceaties 
Annette Island Packing Co...........-... 1 | Metlakatlanc a08c5.0 cee woine eae oe oes 

#17 floating. b 1 floating. ¢ 4 floating. 49 floating. ¢ 5 floating. 
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CoMPANIES CANNING SALMON IN ALASKA, NUMBER AND LOCATION OF CANNERIES 
OPERATED, AND NuMBER OF PounpD Nets Ownep sy Eacu, 1919—Continued. 

Canneries. 

Company. S el ol 

Number. Location. 

Southeast Alaska—Continued. | 
Astoria & Puget Sound Canning Co...... a) excursioninletes : 25 22455-5225. = es a13 
Auk Bay Salmon Canning Co........--.-- DY Aak Bay ast eee f See ee 6 
Baranof Packing ©o25222-c. . 22-222 ® | Red Blut Bayes sisecte ee see ele sate ee 
PSRERES SECO O02 cso cap noses cs Saceenss Dh Bake Ray Ss. asi oe rot os ae cee 2 
Beauclaire Packing Co ..............----- dP) porte eanclere: *ae—> nce eee e ee 1 
Béegle Packing Co.-:-..-...5...22...2---- BP SISOUCH IRAN Se sents sane seen seer ames a5 
Burnett Inlet Packing Co......--...----- tel BurnOirdmeteeenccs.s soacccnce see ce b5 
Cap@ Fanshaw Fish & Packing Co. (Inc.).- PD} Gane Manshawit sea ceeecertees ter cee ae ata 
Carlson, Jonn Iu, & Co. . 352. 525s scassce MU PRUKSHARBUL Sonceeaccsonss sea aee ts b3 
OIOARS li Aes oes sas SS eces 28s sc Fete ees i lntgeweyville= 28-6 22 ee Roe ee 1 
Columbia Salmon Co. ...........:.------- 1 ergy eae aa as |e 

OER ASIN SS aon eae eek cee ee 
Deep Sea Salmon Co........--------+--+- 2 {Port Tata Re a ie b20 
Douglas Island Packing Co .......-.----- 1 on nda NG Rede 2e See eee. [eee eee 

: Otehikan 2c: 23:2 eee et Fidalgo Island Packing Co............---- 2 {Pitlar Bay oisea A Rede tet 2 
George Inlet Packing Co............--.--- m eoree Otis so 2: essen sean aaa 5 
Haines Packing Co.3-..:..2 222222 22..22%. Pi RetinkerCovesc. ccces- ater asee see etek cee 
TET ea 0 MAR URS 6 eee ae 1 he ewe 2 OE SRR Sasa erat SeO SUAS 

: EOTU ATOR sae ee aie we nee ea ee eee a5 
Hidden Inlet Coming COssie sob ences 2 Hood Bay aot ER Cae SE) ER ier Pali 5 

Hood Bay Packing Co............-.....- 1 Hood Pe Wve viet alee as Sata ee tlh <n 32 
P VENTA DU 8314 eS ee a13 

Hoonah Packing Co.....-.---+++--++----- 2 Hoonah. sg Bee eee e17 
Nakat Harbors. 25:6 ceiie:s «Sahin niciew some 7 

Spaces hppa di spe ele a 2 {Seow Wag. Maret ack co eee 4 
Karheen Packing Co.............-.-..-.-- Ii Pacer OOire ts peeteee a Ade tee meee eset 5 
Ketchikan Packing Co............-....-.. MPG RUCIIREING Sead desec sateen. One aenas | a ee eee 

Libby, McNeill & Libby.............2... DW varatne eee ica wots Gal * 
Marathon Fishing & Packing Co.......... Ll ,Gane Wangnaw css. sce ecce tesco eee b3 
Mountain Point P acking Co.............. E.  WrRRBeMRITOWA «5 scn- 6 su. toes [see 
Myers, Geo. T., & Coos lice nee e- =e 1 | Ghatham. <2. ee edna wn oem 10 
Northern Packing Co. (Inc.).............- D | SumCatl. -.-~ 2.5 -- rh Seen kates wee stuscsw ses 
North Pacific Trading & Packing Co...... My ln Welieeec te oa coe ons eee ts onieteke tine eee 

Northwestern Fisheries Co............-.-- 2 rs BBY -.-2---00-020e0enernnesens a 
Noyes Island Packing Co.........-......- Di Steampoak BAY cater tect te eee. 
Miymple Fisheries Co... 25.5.2. s..82.... iG Cre ct ih Dy Mie eae Oe oe ee os cae 
Pacific American Fisheries................ 1 “pi a PMCb. 253 vaswae cts crenleees d16 

CLT fe SER, SOBRE SSIS SES a 
Petersburg Packing Corporation ......... 2 Srachinetes Bayes ee 3 bo 

Point Warde Packing Co................. 1} Point WALUC:. << «cca seebasons sues tauee = Se 
Bure roda Ps. oo ci5.- <<secse suet Te KOCCHIVAN So hoc ac ckmeewc ws wae etc cs c4 
Pybus Bay Fish & Packing Co........... S| 2 ON EAN ces own nape meen prieninwtiene| acne cas 
yan EONS COW. oo ones oc 52 apes - gURIES: C's GS Olt Re SORE Rat Fe oe 2 
Sanhorn-Ontene CO... 60s cncvccsecesccs PA ARO sale sane Fincen cameo sheet mame b8 
De SO ase eee ae es 4 a SER peat eile Seer Re si) tcl Pramas = 
Sinlley sista ee CO.-. 2200. 5. deedes>... Me Pe UNAND So acces nr ew ole cistame iene mene 5 

Bie POL VW GPY sc aseoss nengna meen. b5 
Southern Alaska Canning Co............. S/ NGiaddra Baxtsues ne ost zEkie ee 9 a5 

| BROSO LINO, cot oP ocx nacho ah omdnd ee gobs 4 
Starr-Collinson Packing Co.............. | 17 Moira SounGe as tue caves ts ode ece wat doce b2 
Straits PRQMNROOL ss. 2 i. tennessee. | I | Skow] Avi, i3.5.02 ces Perso) n7 hl tses9s0< 
Sunny Point Packing Co..<............. 1'| Ketenikan: fccccecet teecenic eo cocee.. 7 
Swift-Arthur-Crosby Co................. 1 | ‘Hiecetalsland cla esl Rtis Lee cé 
Tee Harbor Packing Co.................. Ls | Wee Heathens .dhcsacnctracdaneasncpes a9 
Tenakee Fisheries Co....................- if || JPRARGOWIIIOES.chyonae tet soos tebe eto c7 
Thiinket Packing Co...............s00s- 1 | Womteres ae ek f2i 
Todd Packing Co.......-.....-..--2--20-. | I | Port Stedte tees tiie ~- 5. s-cdea5- c6 
Union Bay Fisheries Co................-- | Union Bayaitie ser 2 236.5..,05 1a. 4 
Ward’s Cove Packing Co ............... Y.) Ward Civnceeeete est co ste ect nec low mcneen 

Central Alaska: 
rent ARABS ee 6 eee ees oe 5 

’ CRIP Mi ee eeeuus acs ceuprcnapeet wes = 4 Alaska Packers’ Association .............. PY Ee A aes ay r 
TAT ROTTAY stad « Swi odes depcceap eine ood avin 

PASSES BOG SOON C0 lis ceostedecuacnwstes DE, |OUR O RM Saree ook bee ced ecedeuendarece c2 
AiRAk PAGING COs 520. 50. seen spaces poe: Li RAE OMOOLAS fabian cise bone) bh oobbs oat 2 
Canoe Pass Packing Co...............--.. URE Vn ns neo acg sera snceeu san a4 
Caslisie Packing Co. ......05...52>-iiesess Li RMDCLCC PIL d So Pala dds be acdc cbuer assoc tee 10 
Columbia River Packers’ Association... .. 1 Cite eR ree ee 6 
at River Hee Shy Ny Beas ests Gat aoe ee: 1} Port Nellie Juan................ Pep Bee 5 
Eyak River Packing Co...............- Ae aU Vai Ryn. phys, b=... 28-0 fbiee PPp ee se ee os 

@2 floating. ¢1 float; ¢ 5 floating 
bAII floating. 43 flosting. 1 4 floating. 
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CoMPANIES CANNING SALMON IN ALASKA, NUMBER AND LOCATION OF CANNERIES 
OPERATED, AND NuMBER OF PounD Nets OwNneEp By Eacau, 1919—Continued. 

Canneries. 

Company. eee 

Number. Location. 

Central Alaska—Continued. 
F. A. Madden... 2 2ean2. Sato eat orcase 1] A berceromDi jie 22% Fae 2(s2 pee ee eee 
Fidalgo Island Packing Co.........----.-- 1 | Port Graham. esseteecce = teas tester seas 4 
Franklin Packing Co.....-..-.-2-2-<:-::<- 1 | SawmillBay *.- 2.2.5 seeeaaseae 7 
Hillery-Scott Co. 2 oe. os ee cee ee aa 1 | Cordova..s-~ 262.4 2-5 ae a eee 2 
Hoonah Packing Co. . =: - (2c. seen 1 | Watallas oo. cect... koe eee Reena 1 
Kadiak Fisheries Co. 122.222. .-2 sense snack A odigkes s. aoe aes 26 ve + cetera a tees 1 
Kenai Packing Co. 2. - 22... <-- bees tees 1 | Drier Bay... - ak s-ent -ceeeotes ees 3 
Libby, McNeill & Libby......-....-...-. 1 |) Weenalss: 2s else tor ea a eee 18 
Moore Packing Colon. seeds eas 1. | Orea Inlet... ant: $n- 3 eee eens 2 

: ; Gilg sooo seen an eee 4 
Northwestern Fisheries Co...........-.... 3h Kena. occ Soo. sencjon see ae eee 16 

UR 2:) ene err are Ame faults Sadie: 

Pacific American Fisheries................ 2 bea ees peice aeeeg se 27 Pe HE 

Pioneer Packing, Co. 2-2 -- s22-<= geecsci-e Vi Cordova: 3.25 o.< se. ose See eee 
San Juan Fishing & Packing Co......... 1:| SOward..:252.2--2-.24 2s eee 
Sockeye Salmon Co.........---.--.--.--.. 1 |) Morzhovol Bay..2- os 2-feante que na-ee 
Surf Packing Cov eo. = ae eases i) Doxedni Harbor * 2. pases ee 
Valdez Packing C0>7 oa: ---aeeeer ee DW Wald 67 xcn8 eo ccnics 3s see ae eee 

Western Alaska: 
a, £2 Re 2 SS 

, soti Naknek River (3)...-.-. ws 
Alaska Packers’ Association ..........---- 8 Nushagak Bay (2)... 

bd sates raver Saale aaltetirs 
, cots Jeter a aN fi Ee a ol 

Alaska-Portland Packers’ Association .... 2 aetacae ig See: 

Alaska Salmon Co...... LS VOO GIR OTs se eran acer ees se 
Bristol Bay Packing Co. 1 | Kevichalk: River2.... co. i. te ee ee 
Carlisle Packing Colo k: 21 f<.-anc aa 1 kiwiewik Slo pin eases ae eee 
Columbia River Packers’ Association ..... 1 | Nushagak Bay...2020) 25-2. -S) eee ee 
Herendeen Bay Consolidated Canneries. . . 1. | Herendeen Bays 2626 7-42 352i eee 

Ekuk : 
Kvichak Bay (Koggiung)....-...-----|-------- 

F F F Tibby villO eo. cS «see aes are sere leer Libby, MeNeill & Libby................. 6 I iackanale oni ee: Skeet ee eee 
INTIS Ce oie aw ele lae = emi rere ieee arate 

: Ugaguk River=: 25.2 25-- 3-3-2 Sees eae [ele ene 
Naknek Packing Con. Foo. eat aeons 1) | (NaknOk River. . <2 ecls-¢ 5 ac.3b ton ate eee 
Nelson Lagoon Packing Co...... eae elie 1) Nelson Uae OOn ee a cep nae ee ee eee 

. . Naknek River. .osven ec e2 ese ee ee eee Northwestern cen = sJewse ence ce oe 2 A ireehapate RR aS a ee ee 
Pacific American Fisheries................ 1} Port Moller#?. 2220 SS ee a eee 

- Naknek River...< c'sscsigaa ce tees ee oleae 
Red Salmon Canning Co...........-....-- 2 {Ggashik River. ho ee eee ee 

STATISTICS. 

The number of salmon canneries in operation in Alaska in 1919 
was 134, one less than in 1918. The mvestment in the salmon- 
canning industry was $66,495,171, an increase of $2,593,774. The 
southeast district shows an increase of $4,770,765; the central dis- 
trict, an increase of $937,266; and the western district, a decrease 
of $3,114,257. 

In 1919, the canning industry gave employment to 25,499 per- 
sons, or 1,003 less than the number employed in 1918. Whites in- 
creased 74, Chinese 36, Filipinos 239, and Mexicans 157. Natives 
decreased 1,124, Japanese 34, and miscellaneous 351. 
A total of 4,583,688 cases of salmon, valued at $43,265,349, was 

packed in Alaska in 1919, a decrease in pack of 2,022,147 cases and 
in value of $7,776,600 from the production of 1918. This is a dro 
of 303 per cent in output and 15 per cent in value from the hig 
records of 1918. Perhaps for the first time in the history of salmon 
canning in Alaska each district shows a smaller pack than was 
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made in the preceding year. Comparing the 1918 pack with that of 
1919, southeast Alaska dropped from 3,375,445 cases to 3,119,260, 
a decrease of 256,185 cases; central Alaska, from 1,391,951 to 771, 907 
a decrease of 620,044 cases; and western Alaska, from 1,838,439 to 
692,521, a decrease of 1,145,918 cases. Comparing the pack by 
species for 1918 and 1919, it is found that cohos increased from 
218,958 to 232,870 cases, a gain of 13,912 cases; chums increased 
from 1,364,960 to 1,365,563 cases, a gain of 603 cases; humpbacks 
dropped from 2,438,954 to 1,611,608 cases, a decrease of 827,346 
cases; kings increased from 49,226 to 95,986 cases, an increase of 
46,760 cases; and reds dropped from 2,533,737 to 1,277,661 cases, 
a decrease of 1,256,076 cases. 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA SALMON-CANNING 
INDUSTRY IN 1919. 

Southeast Alaska. Central Alaska. | Western Alaska. Total. 

Item. Q Q 
uan. r uan y tity. Value tity Value 

INVESTMENT. 
No. No. 

Canneries operated. . . - , 860, 29 |$5, 101, 559 135 |$14,568,726 
Working capital....../.......... 5,8 cS Lee SE 6, 674, 595 |.......... 24, 691, 329 
Nene pas 2 PRR Rp eer es hal OL EE 7) arse ne beet 9 7 < al ee GjPel Olds os. - bene 13, 514, 596 

Power vessels over 
gf ey eee 77 | 1,145,325 535 | 4,528, 562 

Net tonnage. . ACULD | ed oe GS or 1G S61 | 2s one 
Launches under 5 
tons whee dos ccne'a 43 201, 847 339 511,419 

Sailings 2205... 2¢ 33 | 1,118,010 43 | 1,495,510 
Net tonnage CS el eee ee Li rl ae ae 

Batecnceetese ol VE BM) Bb. OBO [Sarak wee eke ioe feat [ea istic: 3 35, 086 
RTE STOO Nt We racboden|tcaceses|ts ce seen use| tnc ass « Ee eee ae eS 

Rowboats and | 
rifles 2h 1,458 | 629, 438 3,521 | 857,944 

Lighters, scows, 
and houseboats 185 | 369,176 823 | 958, 502 

Pile drivers....... 24 64, 605 128 643, 393 
Apparatus: 

TEI ReNSNe cra Shee |) OR O2E TIS PS TGP eee cn alaen ew ence ae 301 131,185 
Seen t © AAO omens, Ay OD Ate oda oe exualg a> ek tag aes ces 3 AT 7 Wa he aa 

Purse seines....... 22 39, 200 4 403, 559 
Fathoms...... BTU ine tee in aloe (eV (eps ES 

Gill nets.......... 2,633 | 482,317 3,974 | 653,855 
Fathoms...... Seats, UES Nie avo ay ao 451, 184 hd cnen as 

Pound nets driven.... 292 | 2,161,187 172} 953,348 11 37, 000 475 | 3,151,535 
Pound nets, floating... 142 | 339,241 3 Eid (eee al pegs ES, Rs 145} 347,941 
Vay ee ee ee eee a ee 35 437 
Fish wheels E 7 1,592 

Wied psohews 66, 495, 171 

« Koreans, Porto Ricans, Kanakas, Negroes, etc. 
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INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts oF ALASKA SALMON CANNING 
InpustTRY IN 1919—Continued. 

Item. 

PERSONS ENGAGED— 
continued. 

Transporters: 
WiILCS sees eae 
Natives 

PRODUCTS.} 

Coho, or silver: 
4-pound flat....... 
1-pound flat....... 
1-pound tall....... 

Chum, or keta: 
3-pound flat....... 
1-pound tall 

Humpback, or vite 
}- -pound Alatec ...fc< 
1-pound flat... .... 
1-pound tall 

‘Potaly.- ui. 

King, or spring: 
s-pound flat....... 
1-pound flat....... 
1-pound tall....... 

Red, or sockeye: 
4-pound flat 
1-pound flat...... 
1-pound tall....... 

Total...........-| 

Grand total... 3, 119, 260 |26, 223, 068 

Southeast Alaska. | Central Alaska. | Western Alaska. Total. 

Quan- Quan Quan Quan- 
tity. Value tity Value tity. Value tity. Value 

No. No. No. 0. 
Ula ow ete ceeeee 75h ehncepee 226) | oso aitets 1,20 Sefdeme ete 

145) 2S ea 19s eRe ASS hese SE abecocoae 36) |!) ee seee 
23 te Li) ereepstie os by see Oe B34: rect je atte 

Blip teteo Sih owe: perk easow soe 1, Soha ae 

feck ee pmaeecae 2 Oddi sete aoe BS SLSilSaseee sas 135668) |Eceseewes 
2, 903»|ecc2ees nik OA: es SeSas Lit fal sees ee Ge 3;.634>|: setcseece 
Tea hl eee ree 536) see eee S65) ene shee 2:°770)|- ace 

O283/ 9%. 4 ee 20) | Set Joe eee PE Seep TL, 43h) ices semeee 
S19T Pee eee PY tt SE e SYK eee Ss ace W577 |e nceee ee 
DD ee cad Py a A Es ee gi as 1, S640 2 scat 
230i. Pago hoee eee CEN ian eee 280) heehee See $53:slleoatoseeee 

12051) Neues = ees A705) so ee a a ee 25, 409 aac wee 

Cases. Cases. Cases. Cases. 
8,597 | $130,524 910 | $10,926 212 $3, 400 9,719 | $144,850 
10,359 128) 680) 32 tt- = alleen somes 79 995 10, 438 129, 675 

150,558 | 1,661,074 | 54,831 | 601,210 | 7,324 88,017 | 2127713 | 2,350,301 

169,514 | 1,920,278 | 55,741 | 612,136] 7,615 92,412 | 232,870 | 2,624,826 

3, 981 3S}:200: [noms SB | Pes ee le ea hse ein 3,981 33, 
1,141,744 | 7, 706, 656 |160,222 | 1,084,132 | 59, 616 496, 459 |1, 361} 582 | 9, 287, 247 

1,145,725 | 7,739,865 |160,222 | 1,084,132 | 59,616 | 496, 459 |1,365,563 | 9,320, 456 

27, 990 286, 607 195 1 835i Sseaeeecleeescene es 28, 185 288, 442 
7, 553 58, 100 Ws oo Be coSen ce enelleses scene losaste ners 7 553 58, 700 

i 488) 979 |12, 420; 147 | 86,449 698 , 213 442 3,544 |1, 575, 870 |13, 121) 904 

1,524,522 |12, 765,454 | 86,644 | 700,048 442 3,544 11,611,608 13, 469, 046 

2,670 45,459 | 2,378 44,791 2,536 46, 797 7, 584 137, 047 
2) 002 27, 981 640 8,052 | 87890} 1327803} 11,532 | 168,836 

25,609 | 295,042 | 9,325] 1087113 | 41,936 | 552,019 | 76,870 | 955,174 

30, 281 368, 482 | 12,343 160,956 | 53,362 731, 619 95,986 | 1,261,057 

53, 620 902,247 | 44,639 755,947 | 23,977 379,430 | 122,236 | 2,037,624 
43,960 | 589,979 | 43,487 | 511,117 | 23/044 | 2947405 | 110/491 | 1,395,501 

151; 638 | 1,936,763 |368,831 | 4,522)995 |524) 465 | 6,697,081 1,044) 934 |13; 156,839 

249,218 | 3,428,989 |456,957 | 5,790,059 |571, 486 | 7,370,916 |1,277, 661 |16, 589, 964 
— _ 4 — — ee ed 

71, 907 | 8,347,331 \692, 521 | 8, 694, 950 |4,583, 688 [43, 265, 349 

@ Koreans, Portc Ricans, Kanakas, Negroes, etc. 
» Cases containing }- -pound cans have been reduced one-half in number, and thus, for the purpose of 

affording fair comparison, all are put upon the basis of 48 1-pound cans per case. 
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1919 Total. 1917 1918 

Cases. Cases. 
30,412 | 26, 238 

362 | 12,786 
162,457 | 179,934 

Cases. 
9,719 

10, 438 
212,713 | 1 

Cases. 
89, 730 
34, 666 

, 139, 682 

26,760 | 3,559 
27530 | 27996 

877, 457 |1, 358, 405 
Wh Sie! etree) 

906, 747 1, 364, 960 

91,403 | 63,557 
6,014 | 20,215 

2,199,559 |2, 355; 182 

2,296,976 |2,438, 954 

12,973 | 6,000 
5,133} 5,267 

Product. 1914 1915 

Coho, or silver: Cases. 
3-pound flat...... 4,579 
1-pound flat...... 285 
1-pound tall...... 152, 199 

oC) a al 157, 063 

Chum, or keta: 
4-pound flat...... SIGH cnkent este 
1-pound flat...... pS il ie edhe Mok <a 
1-pound tall...... 657,918 | 479,629 

17 N lepgaeeiia 290,918 | 663,859 | 479,946 

Humpback, or pink: 
3-pound flat...... 2,103 4,325] 41,491 
1-pound ‘lat... .... 9, 286 3,508 | 14,796 
1-pound tall... ... 974,660 /1, 867,683 |1, 681, 506 

Potal sd. +. 986,049 |1, 875,516 |1, 737,793 

King, or spring: Pinay 
3-pound flat.._... 3, 143 2,404 2,617 
1-pound flat. . 4, 804 3,755 3, 804 
1-pound tall...... 40,092 | 82,092] 59,452 

Pa ee 48,039 | 88,251 | 65,873 

43,845 | 37,959 

61,951 | 49, 226 

124,309 | 137,008 
897612 | 151, 864 

1,936,971 |2, 274; 460 2, 244° 865 

ot -dedn8 1,965, 237 |2, 201,643 |1,932, 312 

Grand total. ... 3,739, 185 (#056, 653 4 500, 293 4, 900, 627 |5, 947, 286 

2,110,937 |2,488, 381 2,533, 737 

28, 185 
7,553 

37, 081 
14, 030 

1, 361, 582 | 5,744; 997 

1,365, 563 | 5,796, 108 

te) ’ 
'1, 575, 870 |12, 003, 261 

1,611,608 |12, 329, 777 

7,584 | 36, 306 
11,532} 34,205 
76,870 | 373,095 

95,986 | 443,696 

122,236 | 600,017 
110,491 | 627,615 

1, 044, 934 |13, 273° 977 

abeae Pas Sf 2,293 
Sata dus 6,006 

1,277,661 |14, 509, 908 

6,605,835 4,583, 688 |34, 333, 567 
i 

@ The number of cases shown has been put upon the common basis of 48 1-pound cans per case. 

AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICE PER CASE or 48 1-PouND Cans or SALMON, 1909 To 1919. 

1917 | 1918 | 1919 

$8.76 | $9.15 | $11.27 
6.14 | 6.27 6.82 
6.44 | 6.58 8.35 

10.40} 9.85 | 13.13 
9.48 | 9.44 | 12.98 

Product. 1909 | 1910 | 1911 1912 | 1913 | 1914 1915 | 1916 

Coho, or silver......... $4.07 | $4.89 | $5.67 | $4.44 | $3.45 | $4.39 | $4.31 | $5.34 
Chum, or keta......... 2.28 | 3.04] 3.72) 2.387] 2.21] 8.87] 2.59] 3.34 
Humpback, or pink...} 2.40] 3.15] 3.94] 2.55] 2.58] 3.50] 2.78] 3.64 
King, or spring........ 4.32) 5.34| 6.48) 5.37] 4.04] 5.01] 4.63] 5.36 
Red, or sockeye.......| 4.53) 5.30] 6.33] 5.45| 4.54] 5.58] 5.82] 6.04 

LOSSES AND DISASTERS IN SALMON-CANNING INDUSTRY. 

The heaviest losses of property in the salmon-canning industry 
occurred in southeast Alaska, the largest single item being the can- 
nery of the Alaska Pacific Fisheries, at Chilkoot, which, with its 
contents, wae destroyed by fire on June 8, 1919. The buildings were 
valued at $20,502 and the contents, composed largely of gear and 
supplies for the season’s operations, at $33,445, thus making a total 
loss of $53,947. Further losses in the same district were small build- 
ings valued at $6,822, boats and floating equipment at $19,123, and. 
gear at $12,448. The total of all reported property losses in south- 
east Alaska was $92,340. 

35286°—21——27 
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In central Alaska a fire at the cannery of the Carlisle Packing Co., 
at Cordova, destroyed a web house and contents, the combined value 
of which was $30,144. Additional losses in that district consisted 
of miscellaneous small buildings valued at $2,000, scows and boats 
at $5,657, and gear at $7,550. In all, property valued at $45,351 
was lost in central Alaska. 

Losses in western Alaska aggregated $11,770, of which amount 
$4,450 represented the value of floating property, including the 
schooner Premier (292 tons net), which belonged to the Alaska Pack- 
ers’ Association, and was wrecked off the southern coast of the 
Alaska Peninsula while making the voyage from San Francisco to 
Bristol Bay. Small buildings and wharfs valued at $2,200 and gear 
Me at $5,120 constitute the other losses of property in western 
Alaska. 

The value of all property lost in Alaska in connection with salmon 
canning in 1919 was $149,461. 

Thirteen lives were lost in this industry. In southeast Alaska one 
fisherman was drowned and three shoresmen were killed; in central 
Alaska one fisherman and one shoresman were killed; and in western 
Alaska two fishermen were killed and three fishermen, one shoresman, 
and one transporter were drowned. 

MILD CURING OF SALMON. 

The mild-cure salmon industry shows a marked advance in 1919 
over that reported in 1918. It was centered almost exclusively in 
southeast Alaska, the investment being credited wholly to that dis- 
trict. <A total of 5,376 tierces of salmon was mild cured in Alaska in 
1919, an increase of 1,428 tierces over the production in 1918. Of 
this number, 5,194 tierces were packed in southeast Alaska, 7 in cen- 
tral and 175 in the western district. ‘There were more than 30 pack- 
ers of mild-cured salmon, chief among which were the following 
concerns: 

Goemsere Fish 'Co.) (Tes) es SMe Seth sates oe es scat geet Washington Bay. 
Tyee. 
Port Conclusion. 
Port Alexander. 

Pacific. MildiGare Cole. ot ae ee or een eas nb Se ate ofan ley Waterfall. 
Ketchikan. 
Cape Fanshaw. 
3 floating plants. 

Columbia & Northern Fishing & Packing Co..........-........---- Wrangell. 
Vendsyssel Packing Co..............-- Ss Ao ae ES ake See a Ee Tyee. 
HR, PROMIPADN. ........-.. capieweiing.s >e eaters ehnee teliaee aeeee Ketchikan. 
Coluimpbia'Salmon Cos-i.25528% stile. O45 LISI GH SES Tenakee. 
Ms BRIG 0. «a 2 -<<- ne ote sti ee dee sca s ae alin a eae es Floating plant. 
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INVESTMENT, PeRsoNS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA SALMON Minp-CurING 
INDUSTRY IN 1919. 

Item. Tierces.| Number. | Value. Item. Tierces.| Number.| Value. 

INVESTMENT.2 PERSONS ENGAGED— 
: continued 

Binns OF 1-4 tA SSSR AR 11 |$89, 388 
abr capital: =. 2..2 |e seeeeee|eeereeeeee 547,006 || Transporters: 
essels: Wihites* cco .c-<se~ <a esscese Yl Seseece 

Power vessels over 5 SSS = 
OO eis Re Se ASS pcoodase 23 | 86,888 Grand" tote tes ee See ee 133) SS oee— 

Net tonnage.....|......-. 407 Tees —= — 

Darel... 25 -seeet eal <2 seeen 1} 3,000 | PRODUCTS. 
et tonnage. ....'-....... LW RES 55 

Launches under 5 Southeast Alaska: Pounds. 
TONS. own aaenannsnfod=<5--= ~ 9} 5,124 Coho salmon.....-.-. 28 22,600 | $4,656 

Rowboats and skiffs.|........ 10 347 Chum salmon....... 2 1,600 140 
Lighters and scows..|..-.-.-- 4| 9,850 King salmon......-. 5, 164 4, 130, 800 |874, 879 

Apparatus: a 
Einés=<-tae2.2503 loeeeeees 4 32 Total.........----| 5,194 |4,155, 000 |879, 675 

yo Te ae [et Sa |e ea 1741,635 || Central Alaska: 
———S= | King salmon.......- ri 5, 600 950 

PERSONS ENGAGED.@ ———— 
Western Alaska: 

Fishermen: King salmon........ 175 | 140,000 | 36,175 
Ati Sa eer ea el a See rH ep eee —_— 

== — Grend total....... 5,376 |4,290,600 916, 800 
Shoresmen: 

CAO ee ee ee col eee 
Cy ee Ras 8 eee cl Cease i} 
RIGRUERD 54.04 toebeis . aa. tk oe Ri itee ees 

Oia addeCananta dab nace SID Ldasese 
i 

2 Southeast Alaska only. 

SALMON PICKLING. 

The salmon-pickling industry of Alaska in 1919 shows a general 
shrinkage in all directions from the high figures of 1918 and in such 
proportions as to be little less than a col ve of the industry. In 
comparing the records of 1918 with those of 1919, some interesting 
facts are disclosed. Southeast Alaska had 7 plants in 1918 as against 
none in 1919, and an investment of $278,306 in 1918, as against none 
in 1919; central Alaska had 2 salteries in-1919 as against 9 in 1918, 
and investments of $236,261 in 1919 as compared with $492,160 in 
1918; western Alaska had 9 salteries in 1919 as against 11 in 1918, 
and investments of $354,161, as compared with $592,491 in 1918. 
There was a total decrease of 16 salteries and a smaller investment 
by $772,535. 

The reported pack of pickled salmon was 8,110 barrels, valued at 
$195,447, as compared with 56,890 barrels in 1918, valued at $1,079,881. 
All pickling operations in southeast Alaska in 1919 were incidental to 
more important undertakings, while a considerable part of the pack 
in central and western Alaska was prepared by concerns engaged 
chiefly in other fishery activities, particularly salmon canning. The 
most important packers in the respective districts were as follows: 
Southeast Alaska, Pacific Mildeure Co. and Columbia & Northern 
Fishing & Packing Co.; central Alaska, Shumagin Packing Co. and 
Universal By-Products Co.; western Alaska, Alaska Packers Associa- 
tion, Bering Sea Salmon Packing Co., Golden Gate Salmon Co., Libby 
McNeill & Libby, Peter M. Nelson, and Alaska Salmon Co. 
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One noteworthy change in the ownership of salteries occurred in 
western Alaska when the plant of Olson Bros., at Koggiung, was sold 
to the Bering Sea Salmon Packing Co., of San Francisco. 

Losses in the salmon-pickling industry were small, consisting wholly 
of miscellaneous gear, valued at $3,550. 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA SALMON-PICKLING 
INpusTRY IN 1919. 

. 

paneeast Central Alaska. | Western Alaska. Total 

Item. 

Quan- Quan Quan- Quan. 
tity. Value tity. Value tity Value tity Value 

INVESTMENT. 
No. No. No. No. 

Salteries...... Pee ee eee Bee te be ee 2] $36,955 9 + $102, 750 11 |$139, 705 
Dieting ears) Shae RN: cul] SESE | hee ele ere 12937369 | Sanam ce 131, 346 |........ 261, 082 

essels: 

AG Net gainneeee dic eR Re rfl Wale funn Weber Petimebin tear) 
Sailing! oh A testi hee ils, ORG ine eal eee Sea ere 3| 49,725 3 | 49,735 

Netiionnages=. she Messe Cees | Se I ae | nee oe aI eee ye ee ae 
Launches'under > tond- cc. 2): so beee|- seen en |beew ee n|eaoeneeane 9] 16,800 9] 16,800 
Rowboats and skiffs.-.......-|....02-:|--cseces 32 1,920 47 10,015 79 | 11,935 
Lighters:and Scows 3.280. o.2c2 2: .cacee| sce sesee|s cases ea beeen 5 6, 800 5} 6,800 

Petia ke ois ulna ows hee aee sal serene ereene ae memes ce lemeee esses 1 2,000 1} 2,000 

Haulsenest 2 00 a oe a eee eee rae 7 800 7 800 
Hathomsie st ose eet ae a Pa PT ee B00) Ste ceeeeee S00) Sees 

Purse SOINGS 2). < kota ts seed eee eee lace eae 1 25800) || se 5e aL e Coa ee 1 2, 800 
Wathinindes coo oo ee ea eee 11h Pee radd) Reaihi 4 PEU1. 200; | 5c 

Bae ee Se Re oe tee ho el Bees See ; fir 3, 850 os 10, 225 2 ree 14,075 

Pound nets, drivan.../22.....|-.:2-<)[scccseecls | 180,000 [22 efecs 0) nena meena 
> 

Wheels.- 2... sssseat 3. Sete Ceres eal felch sane eee en 2 700 2 700 

Total. tte. 6.2555... PEO ee 238; 261 teecwe a S54 51613 eoeeee 590, 422 

PERSONS ENGAGED. ch 

Fishermen: 
Whites 643. 255.5.5. S25. Pet at eet EIS BE OS lsckeceses 66) |Ltrecce tees 104: cee 
INBTIV OR Son caciceue - dab ee an eee eee Lele sevdetiess Pe Fre aro ecchele D283) re eater 

Totaly. Pe seep eee ate eee eae Pee ae ees Et eae ae 88:2. .eeetes 127 ie acta 

Shoresmen: on zg 
Wihites 2.9 sch Bi | ee es AS tes Feces 50y lS 2 cooseee Vit hel OS, 2 
ISSA 0S ee Se re Se | eel ne oe Oilesessencee A caer Lil Beta 
Mexicans. £0624 £1152. 0. 35 Se ee ca ealbs ees |) ae 253) Pc etees 25) |... £3588 

LOUBLI-E ot soc sees re. te. eae CAE Qh | S55 aes FUP be Bae TE 3 109 |. 

Transporters: re a 
Wiites 22. 23.404... 4, Rie See eee PANS BP by 5 eee Quel. Sree Pt eS eee 
NN GIN CR S555. 8 Sado <8 <3 506) ee | Boe rc ee | eee Te eee 2. a acem ee 

DD ee Sis caeuse 155.000 eee eee PANG Eres sae 10 Se speeiae 4 CM ee eT 

Grand totals 27 y2.. 24. ise Pera ee eo BA | a eee 183) 5.2. 26ee 29 267 |Se2cs eet 

PRODUCTS.@ ae ae li if 
: Barrels Barrels Barrels. Barrels 

pees bid ERE a claw 5 =. as sae a a 292 oe 1,202 | 22,148 
Um, OF Keta2- oss sep es. 25.352. 2,08 136 41 5: 138 2,770 

Humpback, or pink.............. 26 260 50 700 45 548 121 | 1,508 
King, or Bpring:27.. 25 5s2e55 5 ~~ 241 4,542 8 232 618 16, 267 867 | 21,041 
Red, or sockey@u:td ssn sb wade 12 355 587 12,380 | 5,183 | 135,245) 5,782 | 147,980 

Total. ic oe ee ee 1,055 | 20,443 876 | 16,471 | 6,179 | 158,533 | 8,110 | 195,447 

@ Each barrel holds 200 pounds of fish. 
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SALMON FREEZING. 

The output of frozen salmon from Alaska in 1919 was prepared by 
six companies in southeastern Alaska engaged primarily in the 
freezing of halibut and the canning of salmon. For that reason, no 
investment is credited to this business and no persons are shown as 
employed therein. The companies referred to were as follows: 
Booth Fisheries Co., Goemaere Fish Co. (Inc.), Juneau Cold Storage 
Co., Libby, McNeill & Libby, National Independent Fisheries Co., 
New England Fish Co. 

There was produced in Alaska in 1919 a total of 1,552,480 pounds 
of frozen salmon, valued at $130,355, a decrease from 1918 of 325,442 
pounds in production and of $40,509 in value. 

QUANTITY AND VALUE oF SALMON FROZEN IN ALASKA IN 1919, By SPECIES. 

Species. Pounds. | Value. 

Coho, orsilver............ 254, 784 $27, 022 
Chum, or keta...-........ = ee 437, 878 28,651 
Humpback, or pink a Ee 356, 680 17, 834 
Me Site MIME W Sodas are adie at sade os oa i= Seema ws es 396, 213 46, 156 
NON RIOR ENU det oi Nate ao eee ns See ais ep ttl aS ie Sawada dade ce baton 106, 925 10, 692 

7 7 ODE Pye acbagapletaann ow Pitburcnic ts kts Sates SERA any RMnSieMll fale 1,552,480 | 130,355 

FRESH-SALMON TRADE. 

The fresh-salmon trade of Alaska in 1919 was confined wholly to 
the southeast district. Nearly all of this business was incidental to 
the canning and mild-curing industry, there being only three firms 
whose chief trade was dealing in fresh salmon. They were Knutsen 
Bros., at West Point, and H. Bergman and the Fresh Fish Co., both 
at Ketchikan. The quantity of salmon sold fresh in Alaska in 1919 
was reported as 5,208,327 pounds, valued at $356,688. This is an 
increase in production of 947,412 pounds, and in value of $20,112. 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA FRESH-SALMON 
TRADE IN 1919.4 

Item. Quantity.| Value. | Item. Quantity.| Value. 

INVESTMENT. PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number. 

oO ting capital. ..... pebkbethltibsow dees $27,685 || Fishermen: Whites............ WGN Pix. woke 
OE TIN. bos noe sc audareett tiem aaabense 27,581 || Shoresmen: Whites............ Sleoegus es 
ES SI | een 2 2,800 |} Transporters: Whites.......... wILON A Sk: 
MGR DORB Ss faa sc 613) Fh he ll 470 ——. 
Seines, haul (100 fathoms) ..... 1 150 ORAL sateen ceeaae sea... 8 Pepper 
Gill nets (105 fathoms)......... 2 150 Py ee ee ete) ees Seo 
Pound nets, driven............ 4] 43,000 PRODUCTS. 
Pound nets, floating........... 1 i Pounds. 

———— COG AF BLUeee ob a. bre «neddeas 1,306,698 | $71,694 
DOUMs.cdarmas sensi svees-|s<capcseas: 104,336 || Chum, or keta................. 420,722 | 15,334 

Humpback, or pink........... 450, 429 9,703 
MATION MOLINE 605 isa acduenes'sm 2,695, 854 | 242,756 
Red, or Sockeye................ 334,624 | 17,201 

Ms ecctl ciate incurs ss 5, 208, 327 | 356, 688 

@ Confined wholly to southeast Alaska in 1919, 
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DRY SALTING OF SALMON. 

The dry salting of salmon in Alaska in 1919 was represented by 
the activities of a single packer, the Kuskokwim Fishing & Trans- 
portation Co., at Apokak. The investment was increased from 
$58,345 in 1918 to $103,862 in 1919, the increase being accounted for 
entirely by the inclusion of the value of certain vessels not reported 
in 1918. 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA Dry SALtTING OF SALMON 
In 1919.4 

Item. Quantity.| Value. Item. Quantity.| Value. 

INVESTMENT. PERSONS ENGAGED—cont. é 
Number. 

PANTS one eee eee secaeae se 1 | $10,000 |) Shoresmen: Number. 
Operating capital: 220-0. - snc. s|asccesen cs 29,162 WhiteS=-2s2--cssscrssc-- aes el ai ee 
Power vessels over 5 toms......- 4] 63,000 Natives 2282- Seaescecenceees 26:4) aac 

Net tonnage.-.....-.-..-... ADS" | LSeancoe Transporters: 
Lannches ss stewes aaecese eee 1 200 WRLTES soso scas See esc Lal Siameee 
Seine and rowboats............. 16 900 ee 
Gillnets, 1,160 fathoms......... 20 600 Totaly: 5-.¢-ceseen eee 39) 15. Ot 

PbO RU anaes See one ra asocacnese 103, 862 PRODUCTS. 
SSS SE Pounds 

PERSONS ENGAGED. Coho; or Sil ver.-<).222-tesecsee 71,670 | $7,167 
Chum yoriketaeesse.ce25 2-.eteteee 15, 104 As 

Fishermen: King, OnSpring-t- 2. eee eee 110, 820 TAT AY( 
WHITES «oe ecceseer essa LOD eercieea ae Red; or Sockeye: ..-.-.....2.-5- 14, 650 1,318 

ANG IIIS Seep oaseescecceas 212,244 | 17,601 

a Confined wholly to western Alaska. 

DRYING AND SMOKING OF SALMON. 

The drying and smoking of salmon in Alaska is not an essential 
branch of the salmon industry, though a considerable quantity of 
salmon is doubtless so prepared and used locally, chiefly by the 
Indians. Statistics of the number of salmon used in this way are 
unavailable, but a conservative estimate would place the quantity 
at 400,000 pounds, having a value of at least $40,000. In addition 
to this, the Juneau Cold Storage Co. kippered 15,000 pounds of 
salmon, valued at $3,000. 

SALMON BY-PRODUCTS. 

The most notable change in the salmon by-products industry was 
the withdrawal from ‘Alsen of the Fish Canners By-Products Co., at 
Ward Cove. This company met with misfortune in 1918 by the loss 
in transit of new machinery intended for installation in its oil and 
fertilizer factory, and as a result it decided not to operate. The 
plant was then offered for sale and remained idle in 1919. 

The Pacific American Fisheries was the only concern in Alaska in 
1919 utilizing the offal and other fishery waste at its canneries in the 
production of by-products. It operated plants in connection with the 
canneries at Excursion Inlet in southeast Alaska, and at Ikatan in 
central Alaska. As these reduction plants were incidental to the 
canning of salmon, no investment in the by-products industry is 
shown for 1919. The products were 362 tons of fertilizer, valued at 
$18,680, and 966 gallons of oil, valued at $966. 
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HALIBUT FISHERY. 

The large halibut banks of the North Pacific Ocean are located 
largely in extraterritorial waters. They are fished by vessels from 
Seattle, Prince Rupert, and Alaskan ports, to which places fares are 
delivered. There are also large banks off the coast of British 
Columbia, Washington, and Oregon, which are visited by these same 
vessels. The impracticability of making the necessary segregation 
of catches, in order to show how much of the total production of 
halibut from the Pacific Ocean should be credited to the respective 
regions, is at once obvious. ‘The statistics appearing herein include 
all catches delivered at ports in Alaska and at Seattle by American 
vessels fishing on Yakutat, Portlock, Albatross, and the banks 
adjacent to the coast of southeast Alaska. A total of 14,278,791 
ounds is thus accounted for. American vessels also delivered at 
rince Rupert and Vancouver a total of 11,761,750 pounds of halibut 

which in all probability came largely from the Alaskan banks. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 

The investment in the halibut industry in 1919 was $1,979,457, as 
against $2,594,292 in 1918, a falling off of $614,835. The industry 
ave employment to 867 persons as compared with 1,186 in 1918, a 
: een of 319. Production increased from 13,869,706 pounds in 
1918 to 14,278,791 pounds in 1919, a total of 409,085 pounds. Values 
dropped from $1,667,686 to $1,550,605, a decline of $117,081. 

e principal handlers of halibut were Libby, McNeill & Libby, at 
Taku; New England Fish Co., at Ketchikan; Alaska Fish & Cold 
Storage Co., successor to the Glacier Fish Co., at Scow Bay; Booth 
Fisheries Co., at Sitka; Juneau Cold Storage Co., at Juneau; National 
Independent Fisheries Co., at Juneau; Ripley Fish Co., at Ketchikan, 
Wrangell, and Petersburg; and the San Juan Fishing & Packing Co., 
at Seward. 

One fisherman was drowned while engaged in halibut fishing 
Minor property losses aggregating in value $10,000 were also reported 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA Hauiput FISHERY IN 
1919. 

Item. Quantity. Value. Item. Quantity. Value. 

INVESTMENT. PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number. 

Fishing vessels: Number. | WHItGS ... <svcseeuesabaseur BGG) |< wieewa was 
Steam and gas......... 94 | $1,140,900 || Natives.................... OS lero tetokns 

Net tonnage....... TS WOE Ne ann cee m gos. |) CRPANGSO. <owetheeee ae ee ee 
WPGEG 6 os ced sé ccsateaen hare areata 560, 000 ————_]-- --— — 
Launches....--...-.-.: 5 11,451 Totaki saisetene ao - a) Pree 
Dories and scows...... 192 10, 200 — a 

Fishing apparatus.....-.-..|.....02.-..- 51,550 PRODUCTS. 
BIGES DROPORGY Cicwasdsv es.) secede untae 205, 356 Pounds. 

———_—__——|— — || Fresh (including local). ...| 7,783,179 $880, 433 
ROMs bn adap aes or Pe niicae a Pee 1, O76; 457-1! BYORI Nata dte dee. ic2 ce. 6, 495, 372 670, 147 

4 [IRA eh Os a er 240 25 

| ike Oa a oa 14, 278,791 | 1,550,605 
i Se ere a 
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HERRING FISHERY. 

The herring industry of Alaska suffered a decided setback in 1919, 
due to a weaker demand for Alaska pickled herrmg. Packers ex- 
perienced great delay in marketing their products, the explanation 
being that the importation of European herring had closed the large 
eastern markets to the Scotch-cured herrmg from Alaska, and that 
the Norwegian-cured herring from Alaska were virtually unsalable. 
A further reason may be given for this unsatisfactory condition, 
namely, faulty packing and poor selection, both of which are matters 
wholly within the control of the packers. Any difficulty they en- 
countered in the disposal of herrmg so packed may be easily under- 
stood. If the industry is to survive and expand, it is imperative 
that goods of high standard be produced regardless of method of 
cure. 

A review of operations in 1919 would indicate that packers recog- 
nized the fact that Scotch-cured herring are preferred in American 
markets to those of any other cure. This is evidenced by the statis- 
tics for that year, which show that the bulk of the pack was prepared 
according to the Scotch formula, though the total production was 
considerably less than in 1918. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 

The investment in the herring industry in 1919 was $900,572, a 
decrease of more than 50 per cent from the amount reported in 1918. 
This was partly due to a change in classification of some operators, 
but a further cause was the failure of a number of packers to resume 
operations in 1919. The number of persons employed was 427, or 
approximately 50 per cent less than in 1918, when 884 were reported. 
The herring products in 1919 were valued at $1,676,170, as compared 
with $1,819,538 in 1918, a decrease of $143,368. Canned herring 
was the leading product, representing in value more than 50 per cent 
of the total output. Scotch-cured herring took second place, al- 
though there was a decline in production of 20 per cent and a shrink- 
age in value of approximately 40 per cent from 1918. The produc- 
tion of Norwegian-cured herring dropped to 11,080 barrels, or a 
falling off in output of 73 per cent as compared with the pack in 1918. 

Losses in the heneiie industry aggregated $7,360, of which amount 
$2,600 represented the value of apparatus and other equipment, and 
$4,760 the value of 281 barrels of pickled herring. 
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INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts oF ALASKA HERRING FISHERY 
IN 1919. 

Sonkhert Central Alaska. esters Total. 

Item. 

Num- r Num- act Value Value. | ‘her. Value. | Number. | Value. 

INVESTMENT. 

Plants operated + os. <n<d<000<2 4 $98, 192 $92, 491 1 | $12,000 11 | $202,683 
Operating capital= 25-2 2¢--2-2:|----2--| 224, 866 |.....-- 257,550 |----.-- BAI283)| oteca cece 506, 699 
Vessels: 

Power vessels over 5 tons... 8 | 41,500 37, 300 1 6,500 17 85, 300 
Net tonnage...........- 195 seerezes-| 184 [-.--2--. MN Bs ties BT Da paeetiake Se 

Launches under 5 tons..... 2/ 6,592 7,500 1 1,000 8 15, 092 
Boats, row and seine....... 22 1, 860 1,375 11 1,000 59 4,235 
Lighters and scows.....--.- 8] 12,500 9,700 2 350 18 22,550 
PUIGOLIVGEssosede cases < Sem e 1 POO jesse clanas os ane|-seaen| Coes oes 1 re 

Apparatus: 
LEMS Sas ae ee eee 6 | 10,500 13, 077 2 530 18 24,107 

0 

Grand totals .. ...s..s..d% WU saad. . ere? ee thing. .«d- OB hooad a055- 
PRODUCTS. Mig wire iad Tt royhG Maw eealiade 1h, 

Canned (pound on ae eee (2 Sl SOEs Me ea eee) eee Cee eer a 6,357 40,395 
CER CUE CANN)... 7 Lele qth Lil ah du seh alae utd haba pat th|hs daeeulsensecces a95, 448 811, 366 
Dry salted for food............. iui tedhe «oss! ideale oe pie da ehh ab 26s és aire poco b 510,000 20, 150 
FORE TOE DAU SS sac~ o55 gocccccs-}ewaccos|coceusas|-s-cnes iitocsallideartelossureseu b 1,254, 926 11,210 
Pp it | a ae pee EEE eet Pee ae ae é ---|5 2, 444, 655 24,246 
PIGRI NOT DAG e ter dedeess + cnnkiawsscnn|asccwreds|ydiWawe low es b 40,000 800 
Pickled for,to0d, Scoteh Cure.....|...~..)sccosesufrccencnlos é 451, 240 
PEE CRRA MEEIL FE Le Pr eels c mew ones ls weteke oewoe ouca|oucvcs's(emsnbamaw 611,715 1, 676 
Pickled for food, Norwegian | 

56, 653 
4 169,374 | 110, 800 

_— | | ET | | | 

« Cases. > Pounds. ¢ Tons. 2 Gallons, 

COD FISHERY. 

The outstanding facts in connection with the cod industry of 
Alaska in 1919 are a decrease in production of 23 per cent as compared 
with that of 1918 and a reduction in the number of operators from 32 
to 19. The most conspicuous withdrawal from this field was that of 
the Northern Fisheries (Inc.), which in 1918 was likewise the most 
conspicuous accession to the list of operators. Other withdrawals 
were said to have been occasioned by the lack of transportation, a 
difficulty which could not be overcome successfully, since no regular 
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steamer service was maintained in western Alaska. Other operaturs 
claimed that their business was injured by the importation of cod 
from Japan with which they were unable to compete. 

Bering Sea retains its supremacy as the chief field of production, 
though very considerable catches were made on the banks of the 
Pacific Océan south of the Alaska Peninsula. Winter fishing in 
the vicinity of the Shumagin and Sannak Islands is carried on rather 
riditfarontlee since the introduction of power dories, previous to the 
use of which it constituted a prosperous industry. The reason as- 
signed for the decline of the winter fishing is that the fishermen are 
not able to handle the additional weight which the installation of 
power in the dories has meant when it becomes necessary to launch 
or haul out their boats. The common dory was easily handled on 
the beaches. 

VESSEL FISHERY. 

Two important changes occur in the list of companies and individuals 
carrying on the vessel cod fishery of Alaska in 1919; one is the omis- 
sion of the Northern Fisheries (Inc.), which did not resume operations 
after 1918, and the other the addition of Lars Mikkelson who pur- 
chased and sent north to engage in cod fishing in the vicinity of the 
Aleutian Islands the steamer Dies, which by reason of its years of 
faithful service to the people of western Alaska, is now the most noted 
vessel in Territorial waters. The small gas schooner Alice, used by 
the Northern Fisheries (Inc.), in connection with its shore station at 
Kodiak, is now shown under the name of the W. J. Erskine Co., while 
the schooners Charles Brown and Azalea and the gas schooner Valdez are 
dropped from the list. The Allen A, belonging to the Alaska Codfish 
Co., was reported a total loss by being blown ashore on Unga Island 
early in the year, but subsequently it was hauled off and towed to 
Seattle for repairs, and finally sold. The Fanny Dutard, owned by 
J. A. Matheson, was withdrawn from foreign trade in which it was 
engaged in 1918 and reentered the Bering Sea cod fleet in 1919. 
No other changes were noted in the vessels operated. 

AuasKA Cop FLEET In 1919. 

. Net 
Name. Rig. tonnage. Operators. 

City of Papeete..........- Schooner-<-.-......- 370 | Alaska Codfish Co., San Francisco, Calif. 
Glendalessss. 312.2222). soe8 GOsree. vencteene 1 Do. 
Maweema........- 392 Do. 
Alasco.... 23 Do. 
Alasco IT. . eats 5 Do. 
LECH ae eee ee 8 Do. 
PRTIO ahaa aac maine oo 9 | Alaska Ocean Food Co., Seattle, Wash. 
Warmny: Diutata... 22.222. 252 | J. A. Matheson, Anacortes, Wash. 

OLB a can ie 3. <.~ 217 | Lars Mikkelsen, Seattle, Wash. 
SO re i ne 235 | Pacific Coast Codfish Co., Seattle, Wash. 
ChigsOWialson....-:...- 328 Do. 
Maid of Orleans.......... 171 Do. 
yA a oe eee 220 | Robinson Fisheries Co., Anacortes, Wash. 
WaOWOUG «cee. tenn... 413 Do. 
HOUUOA Same tetes steer el. 324 | Union Fish Co., San Francisco, Calif. 
Galtlepr sa e252 S.35 Tajet). : 328 Do. 
Beulali-.-- css eee on 339 Do. 
Louise J. Sti re. 328 Do. 

arthal<. oats: febeet- = 14 Do. 
Goldén' State-< cases 223 Do. 
Pirate..i:£.3.s 20 Jgeneer 30 Do. 
Union Flag....... eon AS 10 Do. 
ANS 5: ccs kL 15 | W. J. Erskine Co., Kodiak, Alaska. 
Flogsie-.s «+47. esuauaeueee 10 Do. 
Git cee cs cate coeneeen 7 Do. 
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SHORE STATIONS. 

Only two concerns in southeast Alaska reported having handled 
any cod. They were Libby, McNeill & Libby and the New England 
Fish Co., both of which froze a few tons of cod incidentally in the 
freezing of halibut. The more important operators in central Alaska 
were the Alaska Ocean Food Co., at Port Chatham; W. J. Erskine Co. 
and O. Kraft & Son, at Kodiak; Shumagin Packing Co., at Squaw 
Harbor; Pacific American Fisheries, at Ikatan; and the Union Fish 
Co. and the Alaska Codfish Co., at several stations in the Shumagin 
and Sannak Islands. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 

The investment in the Alaska codfish industry in 1919 was $1,286,- 
075, which is an increase of $14,957 over that of 1918. <A total of 
702 persons were employed as compared with 697 in 1918. 
A total of 10,893,312 pounds of cod was produced, having a value 

of $825,990. This is a decrease of 3,169,648 pounds in production, 
and $131,194 in value. 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA Cop FiIsHERY IN 1919. 

Item. Quantity. | Value. Item. Quantity. | Value. 

INVESTMENT. PERSONS ENGAGED—contd., 
Number 

Value of shore stations......|..........-- $139, 070 |) is rin Number 
Cost oroperawons 7c. 22... --ecssnes~ see 196, 590 BOO Oe onceus ah aniis 173 
eg a Piteanaepdtes A 
Vessels: | Grand total........... 702 

Power vessels over 5 tons 10 114, 644 
Net tonnage........ PRODUCTS, 

Launches under 5 tons. . 
Sailing vessels.......... Vessel catch: Pounds. 

Net tonnage........ Dry salted cod.......... 
i Mp eee Seas WICKIOd COtssec 2-2, 0 a.5 

Pile GEivere.co is ecseses Ui We | oe Re 
Apparatus: A Ce, ka 

Seines (75 fathoms)..... 
Gill nets (75 fathoms)... i) ee ae ee Seer 
PAOD EM feats dt chogaewas © 
el eee Shore-station catch: 

— Dry-salted cod.......... 
TOME UL eco ccctceee ees eee . PPICKIOU COG ie a cau ce witowion 

—————— Btooknsine 6 3.55. hans 
PERSONS ENGAGED. WOU RUGS. 6 0cseesa se cote 

Fishermen: GMAsn « échewapeeaeene 
WRIGOS oc Swadiacaddcdddc 
GREW baw wiaucdasscas. Total: 
OErOOS 2 3-0 o .uddanes Dry-salted cod.......... 

Pickled Cod. scccsvecnews 
"ROE. con uenacadsas Frozen cod). :.<2535c¢ 

Btodkiish .. -ccavncnaecen 
Shoresmen: "TOnGTICS : wae weblion ca.cnn 

pls BL sees wedded 
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WHALE FISHERY. 

SHORE STATIONS. 

Three companies were reported as having engaged in whaling opera- 
tions in Alaska in 1919. They were the United States Whaling Co., 
at Port Armstrong; North Pacific Sea Products Co., at Akutan; and 
the Pioneer Mining & Ditch Co., at Nome, the latter concern taking 
only the beluga or white whale. 

The United States Whaling Co. operated three steamers in whale 
killing, Star I (133 tons), Star IJ, and Star III (97 tons each). The 
North Pacific Sea Products Co. employed a fleet of four steam whalers, 
the Kodiak and Unimak (99 tons each), the Paterson (77 tons), and the 
Tanginak (71 tons). The steamer Elihu Thompson (448 tons) and 
the barge Fresno (1,149 tons) were used as transporting and refriger- 
ating vessels. No losses were reported in this industry. The re- 
sults of the season were exceptionally gratifying, a large number of 
whales being captured. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 

The investment in the whaling industry in Alaska in 1919 was 
$1,790,867, an increase of $439,896 over 1918. Employment was 
given to 311 men, or 14 less than in 1918. The value of the whale 
products was $1,027,200 as compared with $834,127 in 1918. Whales 

the number of 580 were taken, exceeding the number taken in 1918 
y 132. 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA SHORE WHALING 
OPERATIONS IN 1919. 

Item. Number. | Value. Ttem Number. | Value 

INVESTMENT. PRODUCTS. 

Vessels: = 
Steam and gas.......... i 2 Vil eee ee 

Net tonnage pes 132: | ic esareoee 
Bargensss= cece ccc cw cca 68") cae eee 

Net tonnage........ Lge pee 1 
Launches under 5 tons Aili cocereerat ee 
Row boats-<-csce.. 028. ci i Maen Ge 
SOOWS See st cbaeas See ans 
Piledriversweiwes.s - 2 580, Gsasereass 

WValneiol plants... .2......22 309 SS 
Gsshicapitalh 23% 6. .c.5%,.|-2. Seeds 683,139 || (Whale ols cic... <ccctene> ae @ 875,374 | $656,510 
Wages PAldtes Ae. oo cl. F eee 283,379 |] Sperm oil.............- .--|. 2377,032 276,344 

——— || Fertilizer, meat .| 5 2,060, 000 76,420 
PUN Fe eect sais re 1,790, 867 || Fertilizer, bone b 538, 000 13, 472 

————— | ——— |} Whalebone..:....0.05. cece b 13,647 , 729 
PERSONS ENGAGED. IVOLY, SDEVEE ses enasceeesas b 746 295 

Meat, frozensci as. c06 eee b 50, 000 1,500 
WWRILGS oa cede e es aae oc oe ac- 226) se ewectes : 
INGUIN GR ee teepe schemes = ~~. 26) Zcmeeeaee TRotalitsae- cesses cere tesa eae 1,027, 200 
JEDHDESOi es en eeearn a= > ox SON linear 

PGA eee tas ews « SLLG\ aseeeeeee 

@ Gallons. b Pounds, 
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CLAM CANNING. 

The only reported clam canning in Alaska in 1919 was carried on 
by three companies in the central district. Two of these, the Pioneer 
Packing Co., at Cordova, and the Pinnacle Rock Packing Co., at 
Boswell Bay, Hinchinbrook Island, continued operations in accordance 
with the custom of preceding seasons, obtaining their raw product from 
the beds between Hinchinbrook Island and the mainland from Cordova 
to Katalla. The Surf Packing Co., a new concern, opened a cannery 
at Tuxedni Harbor, on the west shore of Cook Inlet, and made a 
small pack. It operated in virgin territory where clams were said to be 
fairly abundant, but on this point there is no trustworthy information 
at hand and nothing is known of the size of areas occupied by the 
clams. As that company was also engaged in the canning of salmon, 
it is shown in that category and not listed as a clam cannery. It is 
also indicated elsewhere in this report that the Pioneer Packing Co. 
entered the salmon-canning business for which reason its classification 
was changed from the clam to the salmon industry, and the invest- 
ments entered accordingly. This leaves the Pinnacle Rock Packing 
Co. as the only concern engaged exclusively in the canning of clams. 
The Lighthouse Canning Co., the pioneer clam-packing concern of 
central Alaska, sold its cannery at Cordova and ceased to operate. 
The Hillery-Scott Co., its successor, did not pack clams. Aside from 
the changes in the character of operations as noted above, the smaller 
pack in 1919 in comparison with that of the two seasons immediately 
preceding would presage a diminution in the supply of clams. 

The investment in this industry in 1919 was $147,167. Employ- 
ment was given to 237 persons, an increase of 55 over 1918. The 
total pack was 33,765 cases as against 43,575 in 1918. The products 
were valued at $184,363, as compared with $214,504 in 1918, a de- 
crease of $30,141. 

INVESTMENT, PERSONS ENGAGED, AND Propucts or ALASKA CLAM-CANNING 
INDUSTRY IN 1919. 

Item. Number. Value. Item. Number. | Value, 

INVESTMENT. PERSONS ENGAGED—contd. 
Me [ye ary ca 

Canneries operated......... 1 $22,000 || Shoresmen: ci A leet ont to 
Working capital 5 ype.cselch 5446555 - 49, 990 Whites} «13 02. 2daneurg - < _—_—_ |—__—_ 
races pald... .scscccowae as ietyiti test. 69, 377 NBUVES: .-2 ia ceadtasees il (eae as 
Vessels: —————S | ——————— 

Power dories..........- 10 3,000 Totaly J... stec cote 2 Sh PR: SEES 
Rowboats and skiffs.... 36 if 800 —————— 

Maawes . £35). Ja5c04 40s 1 1,000 Grand total........... 

Motels. 6c USAT. Es BY SS PER oe 147, 167 PRODUCTS. + 13,874 | $55,496 
if + 19,891 | 128,867 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 3-pound cans @.............. | — 
No. 1 eastern oyster cans... 33,765 184, 363 

Bi, 
ye es ie 185 |..teson EDMAN ong aude ocor<es 

veNecedadvaseccel’ § 4 © leccwctvess 
BIDE 6. Sésuseqaweirg- Vip swonee te 

PR dascens te hte oe 0 EGE, bs adsan mers 

@ 48 per case, b Cases, 
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MINOR FISHERIES. 

TROUT. 

The most notable change in respect to the trout fisheries of Alaska 
in 1919 was the failure to operate of the Midnight Sun Packing Co., 
at Kotzebue, where 2,587 cases of Dolly Vardens were canned in 
1918—the largest single product of the trout fisheries. The cannin 
and pickling of trout almost ceased in 1919; only 371 cases, value 
at $3,496, were packed, largely by four salmon-canning companies 
in central Alaska, and 11 ‘barrels were salted in western Alaska. 
There was an increase in the quantity of fresh trout handled in 
southeast Alaska, the entire sets ii being credited to the Ripley 
Fish Co. The gross value of all trout products in 1919 was $13,155, 
a decrease of $20,529 as compared with the output in 1919. 

Propucts or ALASKA Trout FisHery In 1919. 

Section and species. Fresh. Frozen. Pickled. Canned. 

Southeast Alaska: .| Value. |Pounds.| Value. | Barrels.| Value. | Cases. | Value. 
Dolly Varden. bis2.920%5-2-2526- 2 DRO sc to cecree LIS. eels. Su eeels cee ces. 3 $27 
Stoeltiesd a. Seances gee coeeae as 2,780 S408 So sei - lo co eeinl seestae Ie Oree 

ial? 90a eae 80,967 | 9,086} 2,780 408 R 27 

Central Alaska: ie ie 
DB LD A er Koha eee ae Mein Blea el ena Se beaded: | asssceslbeoaddta|baetsdic 265 2,761 
Steelhead eerste ea eS a EE EES | Sasso saa lee eee aeeeeceelaaecames 12 108 

Motal: csv ba YASS BEAT PES Sen be Sam eae 277| 2,869 

Western Alaska: 
Dolly Varden J... 00220 soso 8th ot) ee cece tee cnses| see aatya| Serene 91 600 

Grand total {ii2. et Ae 80,967 | 9,086 | 2,780] 408 371| 3,496 

SABLEFISH. 

None of the minor fisheries of Alaska shows a greater shrinkage 
in production than the sablefish. Whether it be due to a smaller 
catch or to the failure to save the entire catch can not be stated. 
As sablefish are taken in fishing for halibut and yield but a small 
return to the fishermen, it seems probable that a considerable quan- 
tity may have been wasted rather than that there was an actual 
shortage in the supply. The catch is made chiefly on the halibut 
banks off the coast of Alaska. The total production of sablefish 
was 509,369 pounds, valued at $35,485, a decrease of 826,670 pounds 
in quantity and $31,866 in value; 289,158 pounds, valued at $22,682, 
were shipped fresh, and 220,211 pounds, valued at $12,803, were 
shipped frozen. 

RED ROCKFISH. 

The red rockfish, like the sablefish and other deep-water fishes, 
are taken largely on the halibut banks in connection with that 
fishery. The aexghad for rockfish is somewhat limited, a fact which 
doubtless curtails deliveries to buyers. The total reported produc- 
tion in 1919 was 69,048 pounds, valued at $1,414, as compared with 
338,669 pounds in 1918, valued at $67,351. 
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CRABS. 

John Murphy, at Tenakee, was the only operator in Alaska reporting 
a catch of crabs in 1919. He marketed 80 dozen, valued at $160. 
His investment in the crab fishery was $200. 

Inquiries made in 1919 regarding the methods of canning crabs 
indicate a desire on the part of some salmon packers to engage in 
the canning of crabs if the process is not too difficult and costly. 
This is a matter which merits investigation, as under proper encour- 
agement a new industry may be developed in Alaska. 

SHRIMPS. 

Shrimp fishing in Alaska in 1919 was carried on by one operator, 
the rire Glacier Sea Food Co., at Petersburg. Employment was 
given to 2 white fishermen and 15 Japanese shoresmen. ‘The invest- 
ment in plant, boat, gear, and wages paid was $41,796. The total 
production was 60,000 pounds of shrimp, valued at $21,000. Market 
conditions were unsatisfactory to the company operating in Alaska, 
as the competition originating in southern waters could not be met 
without serious loss. 

MISCELLANEOUS FISHERY PRODUCTS. 

Under this head are classed all flatfish, smelt, “lingeod”’, etc., which 
are taken in small quantities in connection with more nesses oe 
fishery operations. The total output was 52,123 pounds, valued at 
$1,639. 
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GENERAL WORK. 

The major functions of the Bureau in Alaska have been devoted 
primarily to affairs pertaining to the fur seals of the Pribilof Islands 
and the general fisheries operations in the coastal regions. To the 
extent that facilities and funds have permitted, attention has been 
devoted to the minor fur-bearing animals. In his annual report for 
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919, the Commissioner of Fisheries 
again recommended that the Bureau be relieved of the incongruous 
duty of administering the minor fur-bearing animals of the Territory. 
Favorable action by Congress is anticipated in the near future, it 
being probable that jurisdiction will be transferred to the Bureau of 
Biological Survey of the Department of Agriculture.? 

The arrangement made in 1918 with the governor of Alaska 
whereby employees of the Bureau have been named as ex officio game 
wardens and the Territorial game wardens and special employees for 
the suppression of the liquor traffic among the Indians have been 
designated as special wardens in the Bureau’s Alaska service, without 
additional compensation, was continued in effect during the year 1919. 
Some changes in the force of wardens have occurred. The employees 
under direction of the governor’s office identified with this work in 
1919 were as follows: 
Game wardens: Patrick Hamilton, Ketchikan; J. C. Lund, 

Juneau; P. S. Ericksen, McCarthy; J. A. Baughman, Seward; Stephen 
Foster, Nenana; R. E. Steel, Eagle; and M. O. Colberg, Nome. 

Special employees: J. F. McDonald, Juneau; J. A. Bourke, Valdez; 
Thomas P. Killeen, Nome; and John A. Moe, Ruby. 

P. S. Ericksen, of McCarthy, was succeeded by E. A. Young at 
Chitina. 

In January, 1920, the services of Stephen Foster were discontinued. 
The Bureau has continued the employment of Game Warden F. A. 

Martin at Anchorage as special fur warden at a nominal salary. The 
cooperative arrangement with the governor’s office has been of value 
in that a number of violations of the fur-bearing animal law and regu- 
lations, which otherwise would probably have gone unnoticed, have 
received attention. 

Reports have been received that more than the usual number of 
blue foxes have been taken along the Bering Sea coast between Cape 
Avinof and the Yukon delta. The death of so many natives in the 
Bristol Bay region as a result of the influenza epidemic has greatly 
reduced the number of persons trapping and will probably mean 
increased takes by the white trappers, though possibly not so large 
an output from the district as a whole. 

a The act of Congress approved May 31, 1920, transferred jurisdiction over the minor fur-bearing animals 
of Alaska to the Bureau of Biological Survey, Department of Agriculture. 
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REGULATIONS. 

There was no change in the minor fur-bearing animal regulations 
in 1919, but under date of January 9, 1920, the following regulation 
was issued by the Secretary of Commerce, extending the prohibition 
on the killing of sea otters in Alaska: 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 4 of “‘An Act to protect the seal 
fisheries of Alaska, and for other purposes,’’ approved April 21, 1910, it is hereby 
ordered that the killing of any sea otter within the limits of Alaska Territory or in the 
waters thereof is prohibited until November 1, 1925. 

Years ago sea-otter hunting was a lucrative industry in North 
Pacific waters, and, as not infrequently happens, it was conducted so 
assiduously that the practical extinction of sea otters resulted. Pro- 
tective legislation has undoubtedly had a beneficial effect, but the 
reestablishment of sea otters upon a commercial basis can not be 
expected for years to come. It is urgently necessary that every pre- ° 
caution be taken to protect fully this highly valuable marine fur- 
bearing animal. By the terms of the North Pacific Sealing Conven- 
tion of July 7, 1911, the taking of sea otters in waters covered by it 
outside the 3-mile limit is prohibited. In administering the fur- 
bearing animal laws and regulations within the Territorial waters of 
Alaska, it is the policy of the Bureau to support and parallel the 
provisions of the international treaty in respect to sea otters. 

The Bureau has from time to time received advices of a desire in 
certain parts of Alaska for the removal of the prohibitions upon the 
killing of beaver and marten. The Bureau feels, however, that the 
time is not yet ripe for making an open season for these valuable fur- 
bearing animals, as there is no authentic evidence available to show 
that their numbers have been replenished to an extent justifying such 
action. Undoubtedly both beavers and martens are more numerous 
in some sections of Alaska than a few years ago, but this is the best 
evidence that the regulations were needed and have been producing 
beneficial results. A continuance of the same policy for some time 
to come is considered advisable. 

* VIOLATIONS OF REGULATIONS AND SEIZURES OF SKINS. 

On January 22, 1919, Assistant Agent Christoffers cooperated with 
the collector of customs at Seattle in the seizure from an express 
company of 10 trunks containing skins consigned from Seward, 
Alaska, to San Francisco. The trunks were the property of J. H. 
Smith, of Anchorage, and contained 717 beaver skins, 20 swan skins, 
and one can of beaver castors. No claim was made for possession of 
the furs, and the shipper was not apprehended for prosecution. 
On February 1, 1919, Special Warden Martin seized 44 marten 

skins from John E. Carlson at Anchorage. Carlson was fined $100 
and costs, amounting in all to $118.15. 
Game Warden Stephen Foster seized two marten skins, one on 

February 17, 1919, from Charles P. Christiansen and one on March 4, 
1919, from Tom Cook, both in the Kantishna River region. 

United States Commissioner Charles J. Koen, of St. Michael, for- 
warded to the Seattle office three beaver skins which were seized from 
two natives, one of whom pleaded guilty and was sentenced to 20 
days in jail, while the other stood trial, was convicted, and sentenced 
to 60 days in jail. Commissioner Koen also reported that in April 

35286°—21——28 
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and May he sentenced five other natives to terms in jail ranging from 
10 to 30 days for the killing of beaver. The skins were not secured. 
All of these cases originated on the Galsovia River. 

In May, 1919, Game Warden Lucy seized a beaver skin from a 
native named Jim Johnny Mie in the vicinity of Petersburg. Mie 
was prosecuted for having the skin in his possession, pleaded guilty, 
and served five days in jail at Ketchikan. 

In June, 1919, Warden Larson seized a beaver skin from an Indian 
near Ketchumstock. 

One June 22, 1919, Frank O’Farrell shipped 13 marten skins from 
Tanana, which were seized by Deputy Collector of Customs Hillard at 
Eagle and turned over to Game Warden R. E. Steel. Twelve more 
marten skins were seized by Warden O’Connor at Skagway on July 7 
when a parcel-post package addressed from Tanana to O’Farrell at 
Seattle was examined under search warrant. All the skins were 
forwarded to the Seattle office of the Bureau. O’Farrell afterward 
presented a certificate, dated June 26, °1919, that 25 marten skins 
were of Canadian origin. The Bureau, upon the recommendation 
of the deputy collector of customs at Eagle, refused to accept it as 
covering the seized skins, and they were confiscated. 

Examination of mail shipments were made at Skagway under 
search warrants by Warden Philip R. Hough on July 16 and 17 and 
resulted in the seizure of 20 marten shipped by R. L. Smith from 
Ruby, 25 beaver shipped by D. R. Stern from Nulato, and 1 beaver 
by John B. Steppe from the Kantishna region. The skins were 
retained by the marshal at Skagway until released to the Bureau 
by a court order in March, 1920, and were then forwarded to Seattle. 

In July, 1919, certain seizures of illegally taken furs were made 
in Alaska by the United States marshal, these furs having been 
placed in the mail by Peter Vachon of Tolovana. The shipments 
were located by means of search warrants executed with the permis- 
sion of the Post Office Department at the post office at Tolovana and 
on board a vessel near Eagle. The seizures comprised 714 marten 
skins and 699 beaver skins, which at the end of the year were still 
in the possession of the United States marshal at Fairbanks for use 
in the prosecution of the shipper. 

On August 9 customs officials at Seattle seized seven beaver skins 
from James P. Browner, chief engineer of the schooner Ozmo. 
Browner stated that the skins had been given to him by J. W. Felder 
in the Kuskokwim district, and that he did not know that their 
possession was unlawful. No prosecution was instituted; the skins 
were turned over to Assistant Agent Christoffers. 

On September 5 the deputy collector of customs at St. Michael 
seized from a man named Miller 88 beaver skins turned over to him by 
Chris Betsch, a trader, to deliver to a bank at Nome. Other prose- 
cutions were made as follows: Joe Knox, 7 beaver skins seized, sen- 
tenced to 30 days in jail; Sam Tajari, 24 beaver skins seized, fined 
$200 and costs; Chris Betsch, 170 beaver skins seized, fined $200 
and costs. ‘The case against Miller, in whose possession the 88 skins 
were found, was dismissed as it had been shown that the skins were 
turned over to him by Betsch for delivery to the Merchants and 
Miners Bank of Nome. The 289 skins were forwarded to the Bureau’s 
Seattle office in June, 1920, by the United States marshal for sale for 
the account of the Government. 
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On October 17, 1919, Assistant Agent Christoffers, assisted by 
five deputy customs officers, searched the schooner Ozmo, arriving 
from the Kuskokwim River region, and seized 41 beaver and 4 swan 
skins. 

On November 26, 1919, Warden O’Conner seized two marten skins 
from a native named Peter Brown. Prosecution was instituted in 
the United States commissioner’s court at Haines against Brown 
for having illegally taken skins in his possession. He was tried on 
December 29 and was fined $25 and costs. 

On November 30, 1919, Warden O’Connor seized 69 muskrat skins 
at Haines from Harry Lindberg, a fur buyer. Lindberg was arraigned 
before the United States commissioner for having unprime skins in 
his possession, but the case against him was dismissed with the 
understanding that he would testify in behalf of the Government 
against Tom Lahey from whom he had purchased the skins. Lahey 
was charged with trapping muskrats in the close season, but at the 
trial in the United States commissioner’s court at Juneau on Decem- 
ber 13, 1919, the jury returned a verdict of not guilty. The court 
returned the skins. 

On December 21, 1919, N. A. T. Joe was convicted before the 
United States commissioner at St. Michael of killing a mink on 
October 4, 1919. He was sentenced to 60 days in jail. 

During the year two fur-seal skins, which had not been properly 
authenticated, were received by Funsten Bros. & Co. Both had 
apparently been taken by fishermen, one being sent in by John 
Michelson of Sointula, British Columbia, and the other by Charles 
Landberg of Neah Bay, Wash. They were accordingly confiscated 
by the Government and will be sold by the company at public auction. 

SALES OF SEIZED SKINS. 

During the calendar year 1919, the following seized skins were 
sold at public auction: In St. Louis, 8 fur-seal skins; and in Seattle, 
753 beaver, 92 marten, 54 mink, 7 weasel, 3 lynx, 32 muskrat, 1 
cross-fox, 20 swan skins, and 42 pounds of beaver castors. The 
gross amount received was $16,236.27. Commission and other 
expenses amounted to $866.75, leaving a balance of $15,369.52 
turned into the United States Treasury. A few seized skins remained 
unsold at the end of the year. 

FUR FARMING. 

Fur farming in Alaska is largely concerned with the propagation 
of foxes, though occasionally attempts are made to raise in captivity 
minks and martens, but without success. Foxes lend themselves 
more easily to domestication, especially the blue variety, and are 
exceptionally prolific under favorable conditions. Their skins have 
a comparatively high value at this time, which fact, coupled with 
that of easy breeding, constitutes sufficient inducement to the venture- 
some to engage in the industry, notwithstanding that the business is 
attended with risks and discouraging vicissitudes. 
_ As in other undertakings, some Tails were caused by careless and 
indifferent attention to business; others were due to the selection of 
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islands much too small for the purposes intended or too near other 
land, and to improper or inadequate feeding or none at all. 

Fox farming follows two methods, impounding or corral breeding, 
and free-range or island breeding. Under the corral method, propa- 
gation has proved decidedly unsuccessful in most cases, not so much 
in actual breeding but in the rearing of young and the preservation 
of parent stock. Confinement in pens, necessarily of very limited 
dimensions, has two noticeable effects on foxes. Being accustomed to 
freedom in their movements, its denial either makes them vicious or 
morose. In the one case, they become fighters, destroying their 
young, their mates, and companions of the same sex; in the other, 
their time, night and day, is spent in a continual search for a way of 
escape, which if not found increases their misery and is often not ended 
until death supervenes. 

Island breeding has been very successful when seriously under- 
taken. A prime requisite is area great enough to afford considerable 
range to the foxes and sufficiently distant from other land to prevent 
their escape. An ample supply of food is also necessary, for underfed 
foxes become cannibalistic, or puny and weak, if not diseased. If 
the natural food to be found on the island is not sufficiently abundant 
to properly sustain the animals, the deficiency must be supplied by 
the efforts of the fur farmer. His energy in this direction will probably 
determine the degree of success or failure which will attend his labors. 
Foxes at liberty on suitable islands will take care of themselves just 
as long as food is ample and they are not crowded. In the end 
intelligent management is indispensable to successful results. 

From time to time the Bureau receives information from the fox 
farmers in Alaska regarding their experiences and success or failure, 
much of which may be of general interest and benefit to all fur 
farmers. Among those who operated in 1919 and filed reports are 
the following: 

Sholin Bros. & Co., of Homer, report encouraging results in the 
rearing of silver-black foxes in corrals. At the beginning of 1919 they 
had 12 pairs of breeders, 9 of which produced young, the litters varying 
from 2 to 5 pups each. The total increase was 28, all of which were 
successfully raised. Fifteen pairs are being held for breeders in 1920. 
The foxes are fed fish, birds, porcupines, hair seals, and cereals, but 
chiefly fish which is mixed with a cereal and boiled to a porridge and 
fed at evening. The morning meal consists of bread made of shorts 
and a little seal oil. Occasionally meat is fed. These operators have 
found that the foxes do better in pens built 6 feet apart than in those 
connecting or immediately adjoining each other. 

F. Berry, 12 miles northeast of Homer, is also breeding foxes in 
corrals. He started business in 1918 in partnership with Dr. E. F. 
German, of Anchorage, with one pair of silver-black foxes. A litter 
of pups was produced in 1919, but nothing was saved from it, as the 
parent male fox destroyed the young. Mr. Berry gives directions for 
the prevention of worms and internal parasites in foxes, as follows: 

Burn all your old bones, pee them—not too fine—and add equal quantities of 
clean charcoal (burnt in the kitchen stove) of some hardwood; now chop fresh meat— 
something they like very well—and roll it and rub it into the charcoal and pulverized 
bone until it loses all semblance to meat in the mixture, then feed. They will not 
mind the dirt, just so they get the meat. One feed a week like this and your animals 
will never know worms. 
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In the fall of 1918, Abraham Ericksson, at Kenai, purchased two 
airs of silver foxes at a cost of $1,700 and placed them in pens. 
uring the year both males killed their mates. In October he traded 

one male for a female, thus giving him a pair for breeding in 1920. 
Joseph Falardeau, operating a fox farm at the head of Kachemak 

Bay, reports encouraging results in 1919. At the beginning of the 
year he had on hand five male and seven female silver foxes. Three 
eal of these produced a total of nine pups, five being males and 
our females. This enabled him to increase his breeding stock to 
nine pairs. Mr. Falardeau regards it as important that each farmer 
endeavor to raise farm produce, also other products which may be 
required for fox food, to supplement the natural food resources of the 
region, such as fish, rabbits, and birds. Milk and eggs are especially 
desirable as food for young foxes. 
Andrew Siewertson, who is using Perry Island as a fox farm, 

reports that out of a breeding stock of 12 blue foxes he lost 4 fami- 
lies by theft or desertion, raised 36 young, killed 2 for their skins, 
and sold 12 pairs. 

J. D. Jefferson has stocked Bald Head Chris Island with blue 
foxes and the Dutch Group with cross foxes, having entered upon both 
in the spring of 1917. The increase of blues is not definitely known 
by Mr. Jefferson, but he estimates that there are now from 20 to 25 
foxes on the island. One male and two female cross foxes, placed on 
the Dutch Group in 1917, have done nothing. They were taken off 
this year. The islands will be stocked with blue foxes under the 
ownership and management of C. L. Hoyt, who is fox farming on 
Axel Lind Island, a few miles from the Dutch Group. 

Lee E. Dickinson operates a fox farm on Flemming Island in the 
western part of Prince William Sound, having stocked it in 1919 with 
dark-blue foxes. He reports that the foxes are fed fresh fish, chiefly 
cod and halibut, and that they thrive on that diet. This is in striking 
contrast with the statement of Mr. Jefferson, who reported that his 
foxes did not like cod and would not eat it ordinarily unless cooked 
and mixed with other things. 

Passage Island, situated in the entrance of Port Graham, is used as 
a blue-fox farm by J. A. Herbert, of Seldovia. This farm was estab- 
lished several years ago and has been fairly successful. At the begin- 
ning of 1919 the stock consisted of 25 pairs. These produced about 
100 pups, but heavy losses occurred, as approximately 80 per cent of 
the young were killed and carried away by eagles. Only 23 pups 
reached maturity. Twenty-seven foxes were sold for breeding 
urposes, 25 were killed for their pelts, and 10 pairs were held as stock 
or 1920. Salted fish heads were used as food ie, the animals. These 
are easily obtained at the cannery of the Fidalgo Island Packing Co. 
at Port Graham. 

Hesketh and Yukon Islands, in Kachemak Bay, are used for fox- 
breeding purposes by U.S. Ritchie, who began this work more than 20 
years ago. His foxes run at large, and can pass from one island to 
the other at low water. A few were killed for their skins, while 10 
pairs were obtained elsewhere with which to restock, as the old stock 
was degenerating from inbreeding. ‘ 

D. F. Dunagan, H. H. Waller, and J. L. Waller took over the fox 
corrals of N. P. Shular at Anchor Point and will continue operations 
under the name of the Anchor Point Silver Fox Farm. When owned 
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by Mr. Shular, this farm was reputed to be the most successful one in 
Alaska handling black and silver foxes. 

O. Kraft & Son discontinued their fox-raising business on two 
small islands in Kalsin Bay, Kodiak Island, and removed all animals 
therefrom in the winter of 1918-19. The islands were much too small 
and were surrounded by reefs, to which the foxes would go at low 
water and not return before the flood tide cut them off from the island. 
When forced to swim, some of them left for the mainland of Kodiak 
and thus escaped. 

Alex Friedolin continued operations on Hog Island, which he had 
stocked with blue foxes. No young animals were seen in 1919, and 
Mr. Friedolin thinks that the introduction of two strange males 
disturbed the other foxes and possibly caused the young to be killed. 
But one pelt was taken. Three pairs of breeders have been retained. 

In May, 1919, Lars Hansen placed four pairs of blue foxes on Chank- 
liut Island, near the entrance to Chignik, where he had the year 
before planted mice to supply food for the foxes. One litter of young 
was born in 1919, but as the foxes run at large he does not know how 
many there were. 

A. F. Piper, of Seldovia, reports that he has started a skunk farm 
with eight animals which were shipped from the States. 

Peter Petrovsky continued operations on Amook Island. Part of 
his foxes are kept in corrals and others run at large on the island. 
No young foxes were raised in the corrals in 1919. In all, 16 foxes 
were killed for their pelts. 

Rufus D. Blakely, of Ketchikan, reported further on his fur- 
farming operations on Bold Island. Beavers have been established 
in the lake in addition to the muskrats and appear to find a plentiful 
supply of food. Plans for stocking the island with foxes and marten 
are in abeyance. 

Harry D. Colp reported that he has established a fur farm on 
Kupreanof Island near Petersburg. He has five pairs of silver 
foxes in corrals, one of which raised three pups in the ee of 1919. 
A varied diet is given the foxes, consisting of fish, several kinds of 
meats, rice, dog biscuits, and green stuff. Mr. Colp states that he 
does not expect to market any furs for some time as he wishes to in- 
crease his stock. He considers the possibilities of the business good. 

C. E. Zimmerman is using the Brothers Islands in southeast 
Alaska for the propagation of raccoons and skunks. ‘These islands 
were similarly used about six years ago, and it is Mr. Zimmerman’s 
belief that some of the original stock still remains. He placed 
additional animals on the islands in the fall of 1919. 

A. C. Smith, of Haines, reports that he has five silver-gray and 
one cross fox. No pups were born in 1919. One pair of silvers 
died as the result of fighting. 

Aug. Wenzel continued operations on a ranch 32 miles below 
Fairbanks on the Tanana River. He reports having seven pairs of 
silvers and three pairs of crosses. But one pup was produced and 
raised this year. A total of three silver, four red, and four cross 
elts were sold in the spring of 1919. Mr. Wenzel says that his 

Smee are tame and healthy. The food given is principally fish, 
cooked in summer and dried in winter. The rabbits are said to be 
coming back, and will thus furnish needed fresh meat. 

W. H. Newton, of Healy River, reported that there was no in- 
crease in 1919 from his stock of four pairs of foxes; this possibly 
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was due to disturbance incident to clearing off timber near their 
quarters. Four of the animals were killed to cover expenses and 
two pairs were retained for stock. He feeds fish and vegetables 
with the addition of fat scraps. 

L. G. Michael reports excellent results at his ranch near Franklin. 
At the beginning of 1919 he had 7 pairs of breeders, 2 silver and 5 
cross males, and 4 red and 8 cross females; 17 pups were born, of 
which all but 1 were raised. He is retaining a stock of nine pairs 
of breeders. Mr. Michael writes that he feeds the young foxes 
plenty of canned milk, diluted 1 part milk and 2 parts water, with 
a little sugar added, about a tablespoonful to a quart. The adult 
foxes are fed fresh meat almost entirely. Although the foxes are 
all large animals they are confined in corrals. Mr. Michael says 
that the future for fox farming has never looked better. 
A number of fur farmers mention the great number of gulls and 

* other sea birds, and object to the prohibition against killing such 
birds for food for their animals. 

LEASING OF ISLANDS. 

The Department of Commerce has jurisdiction over 12 islands in 
central Alaska which are leasable, or have been leased to the highest 
bidder. These islands and their locations are as follows: 
“A LTICSACTTs age el le Southwest of Kodiak Island. 
OS SRE ea ee Near Kodiak Island. 
NUE RSSTO) oe era ee enn SES gs eo East of Afognak Island. 
RET NU i a ts 10/4 & =e Shumagin Group. 
REIN RTIOKe Coc et Reg Do. 
athe Wakede.: f< rs es a One of Naked Islands, Prince William Sound. 
Oa ye 770) i Prince William Sound. 
UTES MST a ee a aaa ee a Gulf of Alaska. 
RS nd a Ba bas oa 552 One of Chugach Islands. 

LOL ee eae ee do. 
Aghiyuk.....................-.----One of Semidi Islands. 
ACRCR Bn SS ee Do. 

Pearl Island was leased to I. D. Nordyke in 1917, but the annual 
rental has not been paid since that year. The lease has therefore 
been forfeited and the island is again available for lease to the 
highest bidder. 

The islands named below were under lease on December 31, 1919: 

Island Lessee Annual 8 ~ rental. 

CRRREAM sc aredouscnnndepsanast rupee epee Karl Armstrong Kodiak, Alaska..............-......- $200 
se appa Se ey Th es Kodiak Fox farm, Kodiak, Alaska............-..--... 200 
MTOR in od dsn's si nin cs 30552 5 Zanledes ofa C. W. Pajoman and N. I. Greive, Afognak, Alaska... . 200 
cy ts 1) | ae ee See Pee Andrew Grosvold, Sand Point, Alaska................ 205 
REID dienes ida phan we ce .----| Joseph Ibach, Cordova, Alaska............. preety Sate 200 

Chirikof Island, southwest of Kodiak Island.—This island was 
leased on July 1, 1919, to Karl Armstrong, of Kodiak. It had 
previously been used by the Semidi Propagating Co., but was 
abandoned a few D bca ago. Mr. Armstrong reported that on 
taking possession of the island there were found signs of a number 
of foxes and for that reason he will put no new stock on the island 
until after the present trapping season, when he will be able to 
judge what is needed for the future. 
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Long Island, near Kodiak.—On July 1, 1919, a lease for this island 
was issued to the Kodiak Fox Farm. ‘This concern had been using 
the island for several years under a misapprehension that it had a 
valid right thereto through purchase from a former occupant, who 
was found upon investigation to have had no title to the island and 
could, therefore, convey none. This farm is probably the most 
completely equipped of any in Alaska. Extensive extracts from a 
previous report were published in “ Alaska Fisheries and Fur Indus- 
tries in 1915,” and it is thought that the following from the recent 
report of the company will be of interest: 

As previously reported, we had a number of blue foxes in captivity. Subsequently 
these were all liberated, for after two seasons of effort not a single blue pup had been 
born in the pens. Although we tried many experiments, our efforts were unavailing 
and we gave up our attempt to raise blue foxes in captivity. 

Since the blue foxes have been at large, however, the increase has been highly 
satisfactory and the quality of the fur has improved. We attribute this to the care- 
ful selection we have made during each trapping season and to the fact that our foxes 
have been bountifully fed. 
We still continue to feed salmon heads, as this has proved the most satisfactory 

for blue foxes. During the salmon season only fresh heads are fed; but at the same 
time we pack about 400 barrels in salt (about 80,000 pounds) to be used for winter 
feeding. These are thoroughly freshened for about six days in running water be- 
fore being given to the foxes. 
The foxes have segregated themselves in colonies about the island, and in the 

vicinity of each colony a feeding box has been placed. Twenty-two of these are now 
used where food is distributed every other day. 

Breeding records, as originally planned, can not, of course, be kept for the blue foxes 
at large on the island, but by careful selection during the trapping season of only the 
desirable animals to be left as stock the quality of the fur can no doubt be greatly 
improved. We trap only in box traps; the foxes are carefully examined, and if desir- 
able for breeding stock they are marked by ‘*bobbing” the tail and again liberated. 
It is our aim to liberate three females to two males of the best animals trapped. 

During the trapping season of 1919, 33 blue-fox skins were taken, and it was esti- 
mated that 150 animals were left. 

Our efforts in raising silver-gray foxes in captivity have not been successful. While 
we have raised a number of these, and have several now in the pens of the third and 
fourth generation, the percentage of increase has been so small that we have decided it 
would not pay us to continue, so we will kill off the remaining stock and devote our 
efforts to the blues. Furthermore, the wire netting of our pens is commencing to rust 
after five years, and unless this is renewed in a short time there will be danger of the 
silver grays getting loose on the island and killing off the blues. At present prices the 
cost of renewing this wire would be about $6,000 and we do not feel that our experience 
justifies such an expenditure. 

During the winter of 1918-19 we killed 9 silver-gray foxes, leaving 21 silvers and 1 
cross for breeding purposes. Shortly after this 11 of the silvers died, evidently from 
some epidemic among them, although we have been unable to determine the cause. 
Consequently, this season, we have not had a single pup from the silvers. 
Two years previous we had a similar experience, having lost 10 of our breeders 

after the killing season from apparently the same disease. But this loss was more 
than replaced by 17 pups born and all successfully raised to maturity. 
The 10 silvers and 1 cross will be killed this coming winter. We intend, also, to 

take about 50 blues, leaving about 100 on the island for stock. 

Marmot Island, east of Afoqnak.—On July 1, 1919, a lease for this 
island was issued to Charles W. Pajoman and N. I. Greive, of Afognak. 
In October they placed thereon four cross and nine silver foxes. At 
the time of the lease the island was supposed to be barren. 

Little Koniuji, Shumagin Growp.—Andrew Grosvold continues as 
the lessee of this island. In November, 1919, the stock was increased 
dy the addition of 19 pairs of blue foxes. In the year ending Novem- 
ber 15, 1919, Mr. Grosvold took 30 skins. A year later he estimated 
that there were 30 pairs on the island. 
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Middleton Island, Gulf of Alaska.—This island is under lease to 
Joseph Ibach, of Cordova. The number of skins taken in 1919 has 
not been reported, but it is understood that results were satisfactory. 

FOREST SERVICE PERMITS. 

Every island in Prince William Sound at all suitable for a fox farm 
is now being used for that purpose. All of them, except Little 
Naked Island and Crafton (Carlson) Island, are under the control of 
the Forest Service by reason of their location within the bounds of a 
national forest. A number of islands in southeast Alaska within 
the Tongass National Forest are also occupied as fox farms. An 
annual rental is charged and each operator is required to make a 
report to the Forest Service as to the character and volume of bus- 
iness carried on during the year. Records in the offices of the For- 
est Service at Cordova and Ketchikan show information in respect to 
the use of the several islands as follows: 

IsLANDS OccuUPIED FOR Fur FARMS UNDER ForeEsT SERVICE PERMITS. 

Occupant. 

Pini hAGIe | LONG. acca coan cvdncnntbeugeamens=s F. A. Shumaker, Latouche, Alaska. 
Darts 4, 1010)} PIGAUOL Cocos. cece ccc ecaccecenas Do. 
Jan. 10,1913 WIE Sade aw mies =o ice ea wt Andrew Siewertsen, Latouche, Alaska. 
Jo) es Cg eG BU Ts RR John Stainer, Ellamar, Alaska. 
Applied for... ee ee A tec Pee eee Otto Hermsdorf , Latouche, Alaska. 
Gea ODL. DOUG .. 5 senna catscn otek aoe eena=e- H. D. Bush, Granite, Alaska. 
Aug. 11,1919 | Observation................2..-..- Robert E. Towsley, Seattle, Wash. 
rer he IE ee ese sare eee John Peery Latouche, Alaska. 
Det Ste MP AEIIIMITID «oon ooo nan can oop a he Beyer & Davis Cordova, Alaska. 
Jan. 1,1919| Bligh and Busby...............--- Cloudman estate, Tom Cloudman, Valdez, Alaska, 
OTE a ae RS G.W. Fleming, Latouche, Alaska. 
Mr, 10,1019) ) Biemaming. ooo one cee een ne qe sues ® Gordon & Harris, Cordova, Alaska. 
eG 10141 Cleat == 1 o.. co ean wow cca senanees T. A. Haxby, Latouche, Alaska.e 
June 14,1919 eae 88 2 ee oe eee Joseph L. Hill, Katalla, Alaska. 
July 20,1916 | Bald Head Chris................... J. D. Jefferson, Valdez, Alaska. 
Dec. 26,1916 | Dutch Group...............-.-.+-- Do. 
Mt FOl8) | ARITIPCON - oon. co nde wenthgeawan wae Kulper & Baker, Latouche, Alaska, 
Apr. 21,1917 Arthur Laviosa, Ellamar, Alaska. 
Jan. 1,1912 | Naked and Peak................... J. A. McPherson, Ellamar, Alaska. 

Olson and 3 unnamed Ross & Hoyt, Valdez, Alaska. 
R. M. Allen, Petersburg, Alaska. 
Andy Anderson, Petersburg, Alaska. 
Blue Bell Ranch. 
Bold Island Fur Farm Co., Ketchikan, Alaska. 
Cleary Bros., Petersburg, Alaska. 

...-| H. 8. Graves. 
..| Hercules Fox Co., Petersburg, Alaska. 

-| Hoonah Fox Co., Hoonah, Alaska. 
..| L. B. McCoy, Chichagof, Alaska. 
..| ¥V. A. Paine, Juneau, Alaska. 
..| L. A. Stockley, 527 39th Ave., San Francisco, Calif. 

.| Erie Todal, Petersburg, Alaska. 
Wikan Bros. & Co, 
James York, c/o E. Valentine, Juneau, Alaska. 
C, E. Zimmerman, Petersburg, Alaska. 

2 Four Japanese have subleased this island from Dr. Haxby. 

At the present time a number of fur farmers are occupying islands 
which are outside of the forest reserves, and serious complaint is made 
in regard to the difficulty of securing any valid claim on the land which 
they are using for their operations. Apparently the only way to 
secure protection through the General Land Office from trespassers is 
to homestead the land. Some porns for leasing these islands, or 
Siete certain rights to bona fide occupants who are doing valuable 
evelopment work, would seem to be desirable to assure the future of 

the business. Many islands along the coast of Alaska are suitable for 
fox farms. Those outside of forest reserves are open to occupancy 
in like manner as any other public land. 
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SHIPMENTS OF FURS FROM ALASKA. 

As in previous seasons, shipments of furs from Alaska were reported 
on special blanks prepared by the Bureau. Supplies of blanks were 
furnished to all postmasters in Alaska and to commercial companies, 
express companies, and all persons known to be shippers of furs. 
Postmasters indorsed the reports of mail shipments after they were 
properly filled out and forwarded them to the Bureau. 

Reported shipments in 1919 confirm the general belief that the 
fur-bearing animals in Alaska are decreasing in numbers. In spite of 
the continued high prices of furs, there was an increased catch of only 
a few species, the chief of which were ermine, mink, and muskrat. 
The most notable declines were in the catch of foxes and lynx. Asin 
previous reports, the fur year is reckoned from November 16 of one 
year to November 15 of the following year. 

The following table shows the detailed statistics as compiled from 
information furnished the Bureau in regard to furs shipped from 
Alaska in 1917, 1918, and 1919: 

Furs SHIPPED FROM ALASKA IN 1917, 1918, AND 1919. 

Year ended Nov. 15,1917. | Yearended Nov. 15,1918. | Year ended Nov. 15, 1919. 

Species. Num- | Aver- Num-| Aver- Num-| Aver- 
ber of| age stata ber of| age cata ber of| age uaa) 
pelts. | value. pelts. | value. pelts. | value. 

Bear 
Black.) Meteo 1,061) $14.00] $14,854.00] 1,164] $15.00] $17,460.00} 1,388] $16.00) $22, 208. 00 
Brown Eien a ire © 12.00 744. 00 35) 12.00 420.00 44) 12.00 528. 00 

Crlaty ih Cc DE 13| 1700] 2atoo| 42] 20:00; 840.001 76] 20-00 1,820:00 TZUG chee chars arate + p - 00 i I 
Folie: S205 oe @'14d), 40. OO) «(BS 76000) sect ole cea laa aetna! Neen ee coe ts tenes 

IBGAV GR sca 522 S55 aoe 6118} 10.00 1,180.00} ¢109) 21.00 2,289.00) ¢796| 17.76) 14,139.96 
eine Deets AAR 4,639 90 4,175.10] 9,133 1.50) 18,699.50) 18,617) 1.90) 35,372.30 

Ox: 
BlaeksJsese5 80 se 10} 160.00 1, 600. 00 6} 150.00 900. 00 13] 150.00 1, 950. 00 
ae Seer 887) 58.00) 51, 446. 00 740| 85.00 62, 900. 00 566} 130.00) 73,580.00 

Blue, Pribulof Is- 
1 (3 |: eebempyetene 5 Sek 567) 61.11 34, 653. 50 692} 82.51 57,099. 50 667| 195.31} 130, 274.50 

Gr0sa sis. eel 2,669| 35.00] 93,415.00] 1,704] 50.00} 85,200.00/ 1,280] 70.00] 89,600.00 

Rive oe (10743) 120:00] °53°160-00| 4401 140.00) “61'600-001 318] 170.00] -53°860.00 iver pray......-- | 43 5 i - 00 . i f 
White. src} 33682] 28.00 103,096.00] 4,531| 40.00| 181) 240.00] 4,575| 46.00| 210, 450.00 

Thite, Pribilof Is- 
s IEG REARS secsce BS 26. 33 pes i 56. 84 Coan ae 55.33 qs So 00 

OYO; ANCHO Loose es +a oe 8 -40 é -10 : 00 
vitk 21,210| 14.00} 296,940.00] 7,692) 26.00) 199,992.00; 1,085] 42.00] 45,570.00 

Marten Jee ttntasweOs os 41,210} 14.00 16, 940. 00}4 1,023) 19.00} 19,437.00) ¢1,107} 32.00) 35,424.00 
ir Se eee ARES | 18,832} 4.00] 75,328.00] 24,572) 6.50) 159,718.00] 28,040] 9.00] 252,360.00 
arabe Seren aiaaie a pis'efors 72, 264 -45! 32,518.80} 86,624, 1.20) 103,948.80)113,652) 1.90) 215,938.80 

tter: 
Pi ee een 1,308} 15.00| 19,620.00] 1,647| 22.00] 36,234.00} 1,709] 25.00] 42,725.00 

: ig = sl re £2) 344.85 689.70 91] 150.00 150. 00 91) 300.00 300. 00 
eal, fur, Pribilof Is- 

“oo pga oa ee FY: lp ees ae pt soeruiea 30,198} 50.00)1, 509, 900. 00 
Uh | See ee i 0. 00 E js -00 AL) Re EAR bert) ocr ane G 

PRETO a teas oo} <9 117 -05 5.85 153 - 02 3.06} 2,120 -03 63. 60 
cliies2.: b Meine Sat 2 195} 8.00 1, 560. 00 207; 18.00 3,726. 00 284) 19.00 5,396.00 

Wolverine............. 435| 8.00] 3,480.00] 846] 14.00} 11,844.00] 516] 15.00] 7,740.00 

nhs Gerth 0 eae A 1, 338,500. Balede-csaleasted 2, 288, 170568); «| acoues 3, 021, 182. 16 

a The killing of polar bears in Alaska is unlawful. 
b A considerable number were seized skins. It is unlawful to kill beavers in Alaska. 
¢Seized skins. It is unlawful to kill beavers in Alaska. 
d Checked against affidavits permitting shipments. It is unlawful to kill martens in Alaska. 
¢ Includes 93 seized skins. It is unlawful to kill martens in Alaska. 
f Unlawfully killed by natives. 
g Found dead. ; 
h Figures are for shipments during calendar year rather than killings, 
#Taken by natives. 
4 Seized skins. 



FUR-SEAL INDUSTRY. 

PRIBILOF ISLANDS. 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE WORK, 

Commercial sealing operations were continued in 1919 on a scale 
commensurate with the size of the seal herd and the facilities available. 
The policy, inaugurated this year, of improving the seal herd and at 
the same time adding to the Government’s revenue by killing con- 
siderable numbers of the surplus large males taxed the working force 
to the utmost. Careful attention was given to the herds of blue 
foxes, and the value of the pelts secured is ample evidence that 
appropriate methods are being pursued. The welfare of the natives 
was given conscientious attention, and it is felt that they are now 
living under much better conditions as a whole than ever before. 
The by-products plant was operated for a limited period with results 
which warrant operations on a larger scale in 1920. 

Aside from the major features of the Bureau’s work on the Pribilofs, 
numerous other matters in connection therewith received attention. 
Among these may be mentioned the annual seal census, maintenance 
and upkeep of Government property, and a special investigation 
devoted to improving sealing methods, particularly the curing of 
pelts. Details are set forth in the following pages. 

PERSONNEL, 

A list of the Bureau’s statutory employees for the Pribilofs is 
given in the introduction to this report. Details in regard to their 
activities are, for purposes of record, stated below. The work of a 
number of temporary employees is also recorded. 

Agent and Caretaker H. C. Fassett tendered his resignation early 
in the year and left St. Paul Island on the Saturn May 21. Agent 
and Caretaker A. H. Proctor proceeded from St. George Island to 
St. Paul Island on the Saturn May 6 to assume charge of the Bureau’s 
work at St. Paul. Storekeeper H. D. Aller was on St. George Island 
until July 11, when he went aboard the Coast Guard cutter Unalga for 
St. Paul Island. He arrived there July 12, and left for Seattle on 
the Coast Guard cutter Bear October 20. From May 6 until July 10 
he was in charge of the Bureau’s work on St. George. School-teacher 
C. E. Crompton then assumed charge and was appointed agent and 
caretaker, effective August 16. 

Storekeeper Dr. G. Dallas Hanna arrived at the Pribilofs on the 
Saturn May 5 and left on the Nanshan October 13. While on the 
islands he had charge of the seal census work. Dr. Charles E. Johnson 
was in charge of the medical work on St. George Island until relieved 
by his successor, Dr. W. M. Murphy, who arrived on the Nanshan in 
September. Later Dr. Johnson proceeded to St. Paul Island on the 
Nanshan, for temporary duty, where he remained until after the 
arrival of Dr. J. J. Richstein. Dr. Johnson left St. Paul Island for 
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Unalaska on the Eider November 25. Subsequently he proceeded to 
Seattle on a commercial steamer. Dr. J. J. Richstein left Seattle 
October 26 on the Hider and arrived at St. Paul Island November 
23. Dr. H. H. Stromberger was on St. Paul until October 13, when, 
having tendered his resignation, he took passage on the Nanshan for 
Seattle. Mrs. Agnes K. Stromberger, who had been employed as a 
nurse at St. Paul, left at the same time. Dr. Frank H. Gunn arrived 
at St. Paul Island on the Nanshan in September and left the following 
month on the Nanshan. Mrs. Cora Giles Haley, school-teacher, 
tendered her resignation and left St. Paul Island on the Nanshan in 
October. Mrs. Lois Lippet Proctor was employed as teacher in 
the junior school on St. George Island for a number of months in the 
first part of the year and, effective October 1, was appointed school- 
teacher for St. Paul Island in place of Mrs. Haley. Edward C. 
Johnston, who had held a number of positions in the Bureau, including 
that of naturalist on the Albatross, prior to military service, was 
appointed school-teacher, effective August 16, and arrived at St. 
eorge Island on the Nanshan September 6 to take up his work. 

Mrs. Ella J. Johnston was appointed special school-teacher for St. 
George Island, effective September 15. 

Mr. Wm. P. Zschorna, employed temporarily for certain technical 
investigations, arrived at the Pribilofs on the Saturn in May and left 
on the Nanshan in October. Mr. A. Christoffersen, by-products 
expert, also arrived at the Pribilofs on the Saturn in May and left on 
the Nanshan in October. 

PURCHASE AND TRANSPORTATION OF SUPPLIES. 

The regular supplies for the support of the natives and for the 
general operation of the Bureau’s business at the Pribilofs were 
urchased through competitive bids, chiefly at Seattle, Wash. 

Following the practice of previous years, schedules covering the 
greater part of these supplies were printed and distributed in the 
spring to prospective bidders. 

About 100 tons of salt and 15 tons of general supplies were for— 
warded from San Francisco April 16 on the U. S. S. Saturn, Naval 
radio vessel, which arrived at the Pribilofs (St. George Island) May 5. 
The bulk of the season’s shipment was subsequently assembled at 
Seattle and forwarded on the U.S. S. Nanshan, a supply vessel made 
available by courtesy of the Navy Department. The Nanshan sailed 
from Seattle August 22 and arrived at the Pribilofs (St. George 
Island) September 6, 1920. The supplies forwarded consisted of 
approximately 1,300 tons of general freight and 45,000 feet of 
lumber for St. Paul and about 400 tons of general cargo and 15,000 
feet of lumber for St. George. 

About 300 tons of supplies and 26,000 feet of lumber, which could 
not be taken by the Nanshan from Seattle, were forwarded August 28, 
to Unalaska on the Pacific American Fisheries steamer Catherine D. 
The supplies delivered by the Catherine D were then transported to 
the Pribllofs by the Nanshan, which made a trip from the islands to 
Unalaska for the purpose. The Nanshan was unable to make 
delivery of about 155 tons of the coal aboard for St. Paul Island, 
and it was accordingly left at Unalaska for subsequent delivery by 
the Bureau’s vessel Lider. 

ee a 
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FIG. 1.—FISHERIES VESSEL “EIDER,"’ TENDER FOR PRIBILOF ISLANDS. 

FIG. 2—TRACTOR HAULING SEALSKINS FROM KILLING FIELD TO SALT HOUSE, 

ST. PAUL ISLAND, 
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Emergency supplies of coal and salt were Ae at Unalaska 
and delivered at the Pribilofs by the Coast Guard cutter Unalga in 
July. 
The Eider made a trip from Unalaska to the Pribilofs in November. 

Cargo consisted of about 28 tons of the coal left by the Nanshan and 
approximately 20 tons of general supplies, part of which had been 
purchased by natives and some by employees at the St. Paul radio 
station. 

USE OF TRACTORS. 

For use in hauling seal carcasses to the by-products plant and 
sealskins to the salt houses, as well as for uses in connection with the 
upkeep and improvement of the St. Paul Island station, four Gray 
tractors were sent to the island on the Nanshan, arriving in Septem- 
ber. These tractors will supplement the use of mules and autotrucks. 
Eight trailers were purchased and shipped with the tractors. 

he tractors were secured from the War Department from unused 
stock originally intended for military use overseas. After the trans- 
ortation problem at St. Paul Island, especially in respect to the 

fick of roads and sandy character of the surface had been given due 
consideration, the War Department recommended the Gray tractor 
as the most suitable. This is a wide-drive drum type. Instead of 
the customary two wide rear driving wheels, there is a single drum or 
wheel the full width of the road. Some use of the tractors in the fall 
indicates that they will prove a helpful addition to the equipment at 
St. Paul Island. Operations on St. George Island are much more 
concentrated near the village, hence there is less use for tractors than 
on St. Paul. 

STEAMER ‘‘ROOSEVELT.” 

The steamer Roosevelt, which had been used in 1917 and 1918 for 
transporting the major portion of the supplies required by the Bureau 
at the Pribilofs and for bringing back sealskins and other products, 
was found to be in need of extensive repairs. The vessel was placed 
in dry dock at the Puget Sound Navy Yard April 21, 1919, where it 
was estimated that the cost of repairs and improvements would be 
approximately $186,000. A decision was reached that the vessel did 
not warrant such a large expenditure, and steps were taken to dispose 
of it through sale. The Roosevelt was accordingly advertised for sale, 
and on July 15 was disposed of at public auction to Capt. M. E. Tal- 
lakson for $28,000. Final payment was made and the sale approved 
July 30. 

SCHOONER ‘‘EIDER.”’ 

As stated in the corresponding report for 1918 plans were under 
way for acquiring by construction or through purchase a suitable 
vessel of convenient size for local use at the Pribilofs. Early in 1919 
it was realized that the appropriation of $20,000 available was not 
adequate, and that it would be necessary to secure a supplemental 
appropriation from Congress. An additional appropriation of $7,500 
was obtained in a deficiency act approved July 11, 1919. Thus a 
total of $27,500 became available. 

Failing to secure satisfactory bids for the construction of a vessel, 
the Bureau finally purchased the power schooner Jdaho from Lee & 
Brinton, of Seattle, for $26,500. The vessel was renamed Hider. Its 
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registered dimensions are: Length over all, 88 feet; beam, 19.4 feet; 
depth, 9.2 feet: draft loaded, 9 feet. The registered tonnage is 76 
gross and 52 net. | The vessel is equipped with a 3-cylinder 110- 
horsepower Frisco Standard engine, together with appropriate auxil- 
lary machinery. The Fider was built in 1913, and had been em- 
ployed in the offshore halibut fishery. Certain alterations were made 
to the vessel, which provided two additional staterooms and a room 
for wireless equipment. The cost of these alterations were included 
in the purchase price. The vessel was equipped through the Navy 
Deparment with a one-half kilowatt wireless outfit and a 1-pound gun. 

The ider sailed from Seattle October 26 for Unalaska, arriving 
there November 17. Stops were made en route at Kodiak and Kin 
Cove. At Unalaska there were taken aboard about 28 tons of coa 
for St. Paul Island and about 20 tons of supplies for the radio station 
and natives at St. Paul. The vessel arrived at St. Paul November 
23, and after discharging cargo left the 25th. It was necessary to 
keep aboard about 10 tons of coal for ballast. A stop was made at 
St. George, landing mail at Zapadni, and leaving for Unalaska No- 
vember 26. Unalaska was reached the following day. Dr. Charles 
EK. Johnson was a passenger from St. Paul to Unalaska. 

SHIPMENT AND SALE OF OLD BONES. 

One shipment of old bone was made from the Pribilofs in 1919. 
The material was transported from the islands by the U. 8. 8. Saturn, 
and was landed at San Francisco in June. The gross weight of the 
shipment, including sacks, was 106,131 pounds. In determining net 
weight a deduction of 5 pounds per sack for each of the 1,766 involved 
was made, and from the resulting remainder a deduction of 25 per 
cent was made for moisture. The net weight was 72,973 pounds, and 
on this basis the material was sold to the Pacific Bone, Coal & Fer- 
tilizer Co: at $31 per ton. From the proceeds, $1,131.08, there were 
deducted $25.71 for expenses connected with the sale and $527.55 
for making payments to the natives for collecting the bone. The 
balance, $577.82, was turned into the United States Treasury. 

The shipment, by gross weight, originated as follows: St. Paul 
Island, 9,052 pounds unground bone; St. George Island, 56,584 
pounds unground, 40,495 pounds ground. 

The following statements present in tabular form the results of 
bone-collecting operations on the Pribilofs in the calendar years 1916 
to 1918, inclusive. In addition to that shipped, there were cRenits s 
50 tons of bone practically ready for shipment at the Pribilofs at the 
end of 1919. 

EXPENDITURES AND Recermrs Account COLLECTION AND SALE oF Otp Bongs, 
Prisitor IstANDS, CALENDAR YEARS 1916 To 1919, INCLUSIVE. 

Amount 
Net Receipts, iM covered 

Approximate date of arrival at Seattle. weight in ere pic pal th alae oe: Uae 

pounds. of sale. States 
Treasury. 

August, 191i. 2 coe epee aas ase on - 3 Bre seat meric $321. 70 _ $179.68 $142. 02 
January; ID18; 2. > seke tepee asset bees - 252.5 -| 161, 400 $333. 18 2, 087. 82 807. 00 1, 280. 82 
duly, 1918: |: oe eee ane lao = = - } 80, 092 70.75 1,090. 58 492. 21 598. 37 
September} 1918: . Mev se - dadse sla... 97,408 59.10 1,353.31 487.04 866. 27 
JADUNALY, 19192; bo seesaw, > 28,111 65. 83 341.77 140. 50 F 
JUNG, 1QIG eee. os deereeerstacaccnsnet- 72,973 ye p | 1, 105.37 527. 55 577. 82 

| | | FFF 

Total .ii-2s-305 8s ee 472, 154 554.57 | 6,300.55 | 2,633.98 3, 666. 57 

ee a 
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BY-PRODUCTS PLANT. 

It was planned to operate the by-products plant, erected on St. 
Paul Island in 1918 for the reduction of seal carcasses into fertilizer 
and oil, to its full capacity in the season of 1919. Owing to a num- 
ber of unforeseen difficulties, however, principally an unavoidable 
shortage of coal, it was possible to carry on operations for brief 
periods only. The output, including small quantities prepared in 
an experimental way in 1918, was transported to Seattle on the 
U.S. S. Nanshan in the fall. It consisted of 3,000 gallons of oil and 
20,568 pounds of fertilizer, known to the trade as ‘‘meal.’”’ The 
oil and fertilizer were sold separately, to the highest bidder in each 
case. Four hundred and fifty gallons No. 1A clear and 450 gallons 
No. 2A clear were sold at $1.50 per gallon, 850 gallons No. 2B crude 
and 250 gallons No. 3 crude at $1.20, 700 gallons No. 1B crude at $1, 
and 300 gallons foots at 90 cents. The total amount received for the 
3,000 pallane was $3,640. The 20,568 pounds of fertilizer ‘‘meal,’’ 
sold at $75 per ton, the amount received being $771.30. 

A. Christoffersen, a by-products expert, was employed as special 
assistant for several months in connection with the work of the 
lant. 

’ STUDY OF SEALING METHODs. 

In order that the quality of the sealskins placed on the market 
by the Government might be improved if possible, the Bureau car- 
ried on in 1919 a special investigation. uliam P. Zschorna was 
specially employed a number of months for the work. He first made 
a study of the methods of handling sealskins at St. Louis through the 
various processes involved in their dressing, dyeing, and machining. 
Skins which had developed defects in the various processes were also 
noted. The work at St. Louis was then supplemented by field work 
at the Pribilofs. Attention was given to the methods employed in 
driving and killing seals and in the curing of the skins. Quite elabo- 
rate experiments were carried on as to the matter of curing skins, 
and the particular skins involved were later carefully followed in 
the course of regular processing at St. Louis. 

The investigation resulted in a number of recommendations, four 
of which were deemed of sufficient practicability to warrant further 
study and some actual modification of previous methods for the 
season of 1920. They were: First, to make drives whenever pos- 
sible the evening before the killing; second, to expend a greater 
amount of work in handling seals immediately before killing in order 
to keep them cool; third, to cool and clean skins before salting by 
immersing them in salt water for a number of hours; and fourth, to 
employ more elaborate methods in the salting and curing of skins. 
The work will be continued in 1920. The proposed plan of washing 
and cooling skins before salting will be tried out in an exhaustive way. 

The investigation in 1919 also gave attention to the question of 
how much blubber should be left on sealskins of various sizes. As a 
result of the experiments of last season, it seems that skins do not 
cure as thoroughly in places where the blubber is unusually thick. 
The logical remedy cone to lie in removing part or much of the 
blubber. It is possible that it may not be feasible to fully remove 
the blubber on account of the danger of flaying or cutting the skins, 
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especially in the case of the smaller ones. There is naturally less 
danger from this source in removing blubber from the heavy large 
pelts as the hide is much thicker. Tnstructions will be issued that 
1,000 skins be blubbered at the islands in 1920 in order to work out 
the best practice along this line. After results have been observed 
at the dressing and dyeing plant, it will be possible to determine the 
most advantageous course of action. 

NATIVES OF PRIBILOF ISLANDS. 

HEALTH CONDITIONS. 

The health of the natives on both St. Paul and St. George Islands 
throughout the year 1919 was generally fair. The native com- 
munity on St. George Island numbers about 120 people. For the 
full census year from April 1, 1919, to March 31, 1920, not one death 
occurred. When the circumstances and conditions are taken into 
consideration this is a noteworthy fact. 

Undoubtedly more suitable supplies of food and clothing are tell- 
ing in their effect upon the general health of the natives of the 
Pribilofs. Much remains, however, to be done. <A great deal de- 
pends upon the attitude and interest taken in the natives by the em- 
utes of the Bureau stationed on the islands, but present efforts are 
ampered and the best results will never be attained until better 

housing conditions are provided on both islands, as well as facilities 
for obtaining suitable supplies of water for domestic purposes. To 
rebuild the natives’ houses and install a libeRe se | system will 
require an expenditure of funds which can not be allotted from the 
current appropriations for the Alaska service, and specific action, 
therefore, is necessary by Congress in the matter. Such action can 
not be taken too soon, for every year the work is postponed means 
so much added loss. The efficiency with which the Department’s 
work at the islands is performed depends to a degree, which is not 
likely to be overestimated, upon the maintenance of a community 
of strong, healthy laborers. 

The people on the Pribilof Islands were exceptionally fortunate in 
1919 in that they were not subjected to the ravages of the influenza 
which worked such havoc among other native communities in the 
Bering Sea region. At Unalaska, the port through which practically 
all travel between the Pribilof Islands and the rest of the world passes, 
there were upwards of 40 deaths due to influenza, most if not all the 
victims being natives. When the conditions at Unalaska became 
known at the Pribilofs, steps were immediately taken by the physician 
at St. Paul, through the agent in charge, to prevent the arrival of any 
vessel at the Pribilofs coming from Unalaska. The necessary action 
was taken, and while it resulted in depriving the Bureau of some 
assistance in sealing operations, the islands were in all probability 
spared from a very serious epidemic. The results secured by the 
Bureau's physicians during the year were very satisfactory in all mat- 
ters requiring their attention. 

A not unexpected epidemic of colds and allied disorders occurred 
shortly after the arrival of the first vessel at the islands in the spring 
of 1919. This was repeated again, on St. Paul Island at least, upon 
the arrival of the Nanshan later in the season, 
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SCHOOLS. 

Statutory provision is made for three school teachers for the Bu- 
reau’s work at the Pribilof Islands. Since the native population is 
considerably larger on St. Paul Island than on St. George Island, it 
has been the custom for the Bureau to detail two of the teachers to 
the former island and one to the latter. To do justice to educational 
matters on St. George Island, two teachers are necessary, and to hel 
out until other provision is made a temporary assistant is employe 
from time to time at a nominal salary to teach a number of the smaller 
children and to give instruction in household duties to some of the 
larger ones. An additional teacher to give full time to the work is 
urgently needed on St. George. 

The Bureau is fortunate in being able to have the services of persons 
who are genuinely interested in their work, and in the last few years 
the results secured have been highly satisfactory. ‘The Bureau has 
made special effort to provide suitable materials for carrying on the 
school work. The srape of this work includes not only instruction 
along the usual formal lines but in practical matters as well. 

St. Paul_Island.—¥or various reasons the school year 1918-19 was 
shorter than usual. The number of days in which formal instruction 
was given was 116, and the total number of pupils enrolled was 59. 
Percentage of punctuality was 97 and attendance 98. 
Much attention was devoted to the teaching of English. The 

tenacity with which the natives of the Pribilofs cling to the use of the 
Aleut tongue is remarkable. The teachers on St. Paul, when taking 
up their work in the latter part of 1918, after having been absent on 
leave during the summer, noted how much the children had lost in 
their ability to use English in the preceding vacation. Since Aleut is 
not written on St. Paul Island, anything which tends to encourage 
composition upon the part of the children tends to stimulate the use 
of English: 

The teachers state that the school library was well patronized by the 
pupils and that several of the young women of the village are regular 
applicants for books. 

y way of indicating some other lines of instruction afforded by the 
St. Paul school, the following extracts are taken from the report for 
the year 1918-19 by Mr. and Mrs. Haley: 

Sewing has been kept up all the year. The sewing classes are always popular. 
This year there have been three classes: The senior girls, the junior girls, and a class 
of boys. The materials furnished directly by the Bureau have been greatly enjoyed. 
Each of the senior girls has made by hand a pair of bloomers and a hemstitched towel. 
The class of boys (the oldest boys of the junior school) has learned to use thimbles, to 
sew ‘‘over and over,”’ and to hem. This class was started at the request of the boys 
themselves. The junior girls did all their work with one kind of stitch. The sewing 
lessons have alternated with darning lessons, but darning does not appeal to the girls 
as sewing does. The knitting class did not begin until after Russian Christmas. It 
was taught this year, as last year, by a native woman. 

The young women of the island were given an opportunity to come to the junior 
school building once a week after school hours for a reading class. They chose Ameri- 
can history stories for the class work. The severity of the weather during the winter 
made this gathering rather irregular. 

St. George Island.—The 1918-19 school year on St. George Island 
began October 7, 1918, and ended April 1, 1919. The initial enroll- 
ment consisted of 32 pupils—17 girls and 15 boys. Due to the de- 
parture of one boy from the island and the death of another, the enroll- 

35286°—21——-29 
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ment was subsequently reduced to 30. The number of days in which 
the school was in session was 924. On this island also the school 
year 1918-19 was unavoidably shorter than is desirable. The per- 
centage of punctuality was 99.96; attendance, 97.6. 

No important changes were made in the method of instruction fol- 
lowed the preceding year. Special methods devised by the teacher 
on St. George were instrumental in securing and holding the interest 
of the children. Special emphasis was given to encouraging the use of 
English. 

The importance of cleanliness, fresh air, and exercise was made a 
matter of instruction. The book, Gulick’s Good Health, was taken up 
in the reading work of the most advanced class. A very good brief 
history of the Pribilof Islands, going back to the early discoveries of 
the Russians in Alaska, was prepared by Mr. Crompton and was taken 
up as a regular subject in the school. 

Books in the school library were in good demand, an average of 10 
volumes being exchanged daily. The services of a native boy who 
returned from the Salem Indian Training School, Chemawa, Oreg., in 
1917, were utilized to assist with the school work. While the help of 
a native is essential under the circumstances, such assistance can not 
possibly be considered as satisfying the requirement for an additional 
teacher for St. George. 
A temporary assistant was employed to aid in school work on St. 

George. The services of this assistant were devoted to instructing a 
number of the smaller children who had not yet entered the regular 
school, and also to teAching sewing and giving instruction in other 
matters pertaining to domestic economy. 

ATTENDANCE AT SALEM INDIAN TRAINING SCHOOL, CHEMAWA, OREG. 

The Salem Indian Training School maintained by the Government 
at Ohemawa, Oreg., affords an opportunity for the young people of 
the Pribilofs to receive training in addition to that which they obtain 
at the local schools maintained on the islands by the Bureau. 

In 1919, one boy, Laurence Merculief, from St. George Island, 
entered the training school, and four St. Paul boys, John Emanoff, 
Alfey Melovidov, Daniel Shabalin, and Peter T. Kochergin, returned 
home. Agrifina Fratis and Martha Fratis, of St. Paul Island, left 
the school June 15, 1919, but did not return to St. Paul. In the 
spring of 1920 they were at Marshfield, Oreg. 

Prisiwor Istanps Natives aT SALEM INDIAN Trartnina ScHooL, Dec. 31, 1919. 

tag: Iacoane GL! 56 {el Uy Se eae. tee Resident of St. Paul Island. 
Fratis, Ouliana...-. sb cid ata SAS A Soe peepee an eae oe Do. 
Pecan Nicola 222 ).5) 550. ees Coe eee sehen ieee Do. 
Ea CANTI IN ARNE 34) SS. SIE cet Mey Do. 
LGR, CONES. 3.2 ~s--,- - «. . LAG R eee Ae ee eee Resident of St. George Island. 
Morena, weaurence: 2.30. 222s ees eee Do. 

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS. 

Certain of the Pribilof Islands natives have personal funds in the 
custody of the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries as trustee. These 

@ Mother of Ouliana Fratis and employed at the school. 
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funds are still on deposit with the Washington Loan & Trust Co., 
Washington, D. C., and draw interest at 3 per cent per annum, 
calculated on monthly balances. During the year 1919 three new 
accounts were opened by natives of St. Paul Island. 
On January 1, 1919, the balance was $3,174.65. Interest credited 

July 1, 1919, amounted to $47.61, and on December 31, 1919, $46.54, 
making a total of $94.15 for the entire year. Funds in the sum of 
$38.70 were deposited during the year. Withdrawals amounted 
to $213.93. The balance on December 31, 1919, of $3,093.57 is in 
accordance with the itemized statement which follows: 

Prismor Istanps Natives’ Savines Accounts In Custopy oF U. S. Commis- 
SIONER OF FISHERIES, AS TRUSTEE, Dec. 31, 1919. 

ST. PAUL ISLAND. Merculieff, Terenty @........... $37.53 
(ELSI RT 1 O° | ae 23.72 

Bourdukofsky, Apollon........ $87.78 | Pankoff, Agrippina............. 228.78 
Bourdukofsky, Peter.........-- 68°91 | Pankoft< Maria Mis) 2.52. 028 41.87 
Diakanof, Auxenia (Mrs. C. H. Sedick, Feofania ¢.............. 13.09 
ETT) ne eee oes Ss eee ea 24.98 | Sedick, Laventy ¢............. 13. 09 

Emanoff, scram Bese ade ian PAOU 041 MOOICK LCOULY, C21 eon. Secs oe 13.09 
Deep remrrin, OF 02 Se Gi k7"| -Becsele “Marna i's J) ooo 38 
rats scaling 2 393) Le Ssitou. 531.68 | Tetoff, Vikenty M-.:..2....2.. 41. 86 
rats. Marina. Osos io Geccus 90.17 
Matis OMUanaO oot 2 cee 90.17 ST. GEORGE ISLAND. 
MOO CURNANIA. Wo. st oo ae 5 388. 24 
OSS ES ES Re eS eae oe Ape. Gaara Iwary oe og ea eee re 0 236. 68 
Kozloff, Parascovia............. 85.40 | Lestenkof, Michael............- 114. 64 
eenikote Mirletass 22) 2252 2 oo ooo 8.64 | Merculief, Agrifina.............. 62. 65 
Mandregan, Alexandra M........ 9.93 | Merculief, Joseph............... 23.57 
Molovidov, Alfey —..2....2.-... 41.87 | Merculief, Polyxenia............ 11. 92 
Melovidov, Anton.............. 3.60 | Philemonof, Mary@............ 115.14 
Melovidov, losef-...-.......-... 41.87 | Philemonof, Zoya @............ 113. 91 
Merculieff, Dosofey............- 37. bac Shine: Micheli: 32. 232 }-edes 2 28.78 
Merculeff, Makary.............. 37.00) ZACHRTOR EMSTINEl?-.-__ << - .45 
Merculieff, Mariamna.......... 37.53 or 
Proreniety) Patl...30..ccu.dsece 14.70 WOtH ecsceue n= ee asew se 3,093.57 

LIBERTY BONDS, 

The 43 Liberty bonds of the fourth issue, amounting to $2,150, 
were forwarded on July 22, 1919, to the St. George natives who sub- 
scribed to them, with the exception of one $50 bond which was dis- 
posed of by the owner at par value. 

The 44 pei 2 bonds of the third issue, amounting to $2,200, were 
forwarded, on July 22, 1919, and March 30, 1920, to the respective 
natives of St. George and St. Paul Islands, who subscribed to them, 
with the exception of one $50 bond which was disposed of by the 
owner at par value. 

From time of purchase the Commissioner of Fisheries had held 
these bonds in a safe-deposit box at the Washington Loan & Trust 
Co., Washington, D.C. In view of the fact that all bonds have been 
forwarded to their owners, the box is no longer retained by the Bureau. 

2 Deceased, estate undivided. ¢ New accounts opened in 1919, 
b Not living on islands in 1919, ¢ Married to Michael Borenien in 1918. Now deceased, 
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PAYMENTS FOR TAKING SEALSKINS. 

In 1919 the general plan followed the previous year for making 
payments for the taking of sealskins at the Pribilofs was continued. 
By the terms of the contract with Funsten Bros. & Co., that firm 
provides funds for paying persons engaged in killing and skinning 
seals and salting and handling sealskins, or otherwise employed in 
connection therewith, and secures reimbursement from the proceeds 
of sales of skins. Payments in 1919 covered the salary of one general 
assistant, wages of two cooks and of a number of Aleutian Islands 
natives temporarily at the Pribilofs, and payments to Pribilof natives 
in accordance with numbers and sizes of seals killed. It was ar- 
ranged that A. H. Proctor, the Bureau’s agent at St. Paul Island, 
should make the necessary disbursements for both St. Paul and St. 
George Islands. He was bonded in the amount of $15,000 by the 
United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. 

In July, 1919, the sum of $21,000 was deposited by Funsten Bros. & 
Co. in the Seaboard National Bank, Seattle, Wash., to Mr. Proctor’s 
credit. An additional deposit of $2,850 was made by Funsten 
Bros. & Co., on January 22, 1920, to provide for payment of liabilities 
until the beginning of active work in 1920, a total deposit of $23,850. 
Through December 31, 1919, expenses incurred amounted to $22,318, 
leaving a balance of $1,532 to apply on 1920 operations. 

The items of expenditure for the calendar year 1919 paid from 
funds advanced by Funsten Bros. & Co. were as follows: 

Salary of general assistant, April to December...................-.--22-2: $1, 350. 00 
Waces of 2 .cooksc. 013954 IGE Seas SENSE oe ine ats eae eren oer Tee one 750. 00 
Wages of Alentian Islands nativesiatiSt Pauls:--.2- 92222255545. eee ee 4, 055. 00 
Amount earned byst..Paul Islandimatiivess#= 26) ota eee 14, 093. 00 
Amount earned by St. George Island natives..............-...---2--.-+-- 2, 070. 00 

Total... o25 S50 oS OSS 2 bc Hos Se SUS, a eee eee 22, 318. 00 

The natives of the Pribilofs were paid 50 cents each for skins taken 
from seals up to and including those of the 6-year-old class and $1 per 
skin for those taken from seals of the 7-year-old class and upward, 
except that after August 10 payment for skins of the 6-year-old 
class was increased to $1 per skin. No payments were made for 
skins of seals under the 6-year-old class killed for food purposes after 
August 10. 

In determining the respective amounts due individually for sealing 
operations, the Pribilof natives were divided into classes according to 
their ability. Inasmuch as the taking of skins is necessarily cooper- 
ative work, each person can not individually take a definite number 
of skins. 

St. Paul Island.—In the calendar year 1919 there were taken on 
St. Paul Island 24,053 skins. For these, after deducting skins from 
seals killed for food, payments were made on the basis of 50 cents 
each for 18,342 skins and $1 each for 4,822 skins. The division was 
as follows; 
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DISBURSEMENTS TO St. Paut NATIVES FOR SEALING OPERATIONS, CALENDAR YEAR 
1919 

Num- Num. 
Share Share CLASSIFICATION. ner of of eae. Total. CLASSIFICATION. ber of of Gace Total. 

en. men 

MES CISSS =... cccs- 24 | $367.50 | $8,820.00 || Second boys’ class..... 4 $5.00 $20.00 
Second class.......... 11 | 294.00} 3,234.00 | Undividen creditias-2|_ 2-2 Nj es 645.00 
hire class... '.. 5.52. 3 | 239.00 717.00 || Additional compensa- 
Fourth class.......... 2] 183.50 367.00 Lignin rye (St eae h Swale eS pled 228 oe 100.00 
Went Ginse: toe 05 $22" ps 50. 00 100.00 ee 
Boys’ class. <o. sc... 9 10.00 90.00 Motalsciseeseccs Gt [Puke Tags 14, 093. 00 

@ For 645 seals 6 years and over taken Nov. 8 to Dec. 31. Fund later divided as follows: 22 first-clasS 
men, $18 each; 11 second class, $16 each; 3 third class, $13 each; 1 fourth class, $10; and 4 fifth class, 
6 each. 
+ Allowed 2 native foremen. 

St. George Island.—The number of skins taken on St. George Island 
in the calendar year 1919 was 3,768. No skins were taken on this 
island after August 10 except from seals killed for food purposes, and 
no payments were made for taking such skins. Of the 3,768 skins 
taken, payment for 2,768 was on the basis of 50 cents each and for 
586 on the basis of $leach. The natives participating in the opera- 
tions were divided into six classes according to their ability and the 
amount of work performed. The division was made as followe! 

DiIsBURSEMENTS TO St. GEorGE Natives ror SEALING OPERATIONS, CALENDAR 
YEAR 1919. 

Num- Num- 
CLASIFICATION. ber of Piven Total. CLASSIFICATION. ber of | Weer Total. 

men. 4 men. | ch, 

First class...... oe 15 | $78.50 | $1,177.50 || Boys’ class............ 1] $29.50 $29. 50 | 
Second class = 6 63.00 378.00 || Additional compensa- 
Third class. 2 52.00 104.00 MAGIA $s. betel esas he ct wots | 100.00 
Fourth class. . an 5 44.00 220.00 
Fifth class.....2.22... 2 Macs ots ies | The eae 2,070.00 30.50 61.00 | 

aAllowed 2 native foremen. 

PAYMENTS FOR TAKING FOX SKINS. 

As in previous seasons, the natives of the Pribilofs were paid $5 
for each fox skin taken in the season of 1918-19. The 144 skins taken 
on St. Paul Island yielded the natives of that island an aggregate of 
$720, which was divided among 38 persons in amounts varying in 
accordance with their respective earnings. The aggregate of $2,765 
due the St. George natives for the 553 skins taken was divided among 
29 persons in accordance with their respective earnings. The pay- 
ments were made from the proceeds of the sale of the skins 

CENSUS. 

As in previous years, formal record was made as of March 31 of 
certain important facts regarding the native inhabitants of the 
Pribilofs. On March 31, 1919, the number of native inhabitants on 
St. Paul Island was 188 and on St. George Island 122, a total of 310. 
The corresponding figures for March 31, 1918, were: St. Paul Island, 
199; St. Georpultdiand, 123, a total of 322. These figures show a 
total decrease of 12 in the year ended March 31, 1919. When the 
natives away from the islands, prospectively only temporarily, were 
taken into consideration, the total number on March 31, 1918, was 
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335 and on March 31, 1919, 329. On the basis of these last figures 
there was a decrease of 6 in the year ended March 31, 1919. 

RECAPITULATION OF CENSUS OF Natives, Mar. 31, 1919. 

St. Paul Island: 
Resident population Mar: 31,1918... 0020222 0.2 Sa cee ae ae 199 
Births in year, ended Mar. 31; 1919. .. 2... <4... 2. 4asc 0 en tee 11 

210 
Arrival in year (from Atka Island)ox:. .2 2.922. 2.90 fe) 23. - ane 1 

211 
Deathssin “year. :2= 2252 t ee eye oe er de yar nee EO 10 

201 

Departures in year, permanent— 
owt: George: Islan de cee ee oe Bie aac eats alana Cree eee Oe 3 
To Unialaska. 2) ooo Sis. eco: Be Aa A 3 

6 

195 
Departures in year, temporary—To Unalaska...................020---0-000- a 

Total native resident population, Mar. 31, 1919.........................-. 188 
Natives at Salem Indian Training School, Chemawa, Oreg................- 10 
Others temporarily residing elsewhere...........-.-.----------------e0-e-- 8 

Total natives accredited -- oso. . nan a ees gos Seen oe ea Sele eee 206 

St. George Island: 
Resident'population Mar.'31; 1918-5... 2. en PeeWee edn cero eee 123 
Births in ‘year ended, Mar:31;.1919 2. 2c ccna = slarnale sie meeieealnts oe eae 4 

127 
‘Arrivals in year (from St. Paul Island) 222222... 2-2 ae. eae eee eee 8 

130 
Deatiis in year io: i oe aie Sc sete ome sites oe tein ota its aie ane ee 6 

124 
Departures 0-00. - - ae cine sania os aeieinine monn ease soso eee eee 2 

Total native resident population Mar. 31, 1919........................... 122 
Native at Salem Indian Training School, Chemawa, Oreg.....-...........- 1 

Total natives accredited s5ipe ha: «c/o o/s Siac sich cb biok ike Mee bk eae 123 

FUR-SEAL HERD. 

QUOTA FOR KILLING. 

On April 8, 1919, the Secretary of Commerce approved the Bureau’s 
recommendation that the quota of seals to be killed at the Pribilof 
Islands in the calendar year 1919 be as follows: 

Quota or SEALS FoR KILLING IN 1919. 

Age class. St. Paul. | St. George.| Total. 

By ORT OLGS 25. paneer eet ons Se hn 3 os = do beeee idee ee ee 13,000 2,000 15, 000 
4-VOGr O08. as yee eee Bees eho ai eae a oinas oe cin cau cinmebea eee ee 1,700 300 2,000 
S=Vear O1G8 es eee sectse se eee tania sn ats on sis Cee eee a een eet ter 800 200 1,000 
year Glds Qn OVI a scaeee a dataset ned eeepc S Seine os peer = pideean 14, 500 2,500 17,000 

Wotall 33520. 2p adated mere scts 1oceaisesstas ge = epee epee ae 30, 000 5,000 35,000 
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It will be noted that the quota provided for the killing of a large 
number of seals 6 years of sge and upwards. The five years of 
restricted killing of seals, from August 25, 1912, to August 24, 1917, 
rovided for by the act approved August 24, 1912, giving effect to the 
orth Pacific Sealing Convention of July 7, 1911, had resulted in the 

accumulation of a large number of males far in excess of the number 
required to maintain the breeding strength of the herd at a maximum. 
Furthermore, it was felt that this surplus accumulation of males 
meant not only a loss of revenue to the Government through failure 
to market as many of the pelts as possible, but through damage to the 
herd itself on account of the increased fighting on the part of the male 
seals. It had always been believed that the pelts of older males 
taken after the development of the so-called wig were practically 
useless to furriers. Fortunately, experiments conducted at the new 
dressing and dyeing plant at St. Louis on a limited number of large 
skins taken at the Pribilofs had demonstrated that a skin from a 
large seal could be dressed and dyed in such a manner that it com- 
manded almost as great a market value as skins from 3 and 4 year old 
seals. Under these conditions it was deemed highly desirable to 
include a considerable number of large seals in the quota for 1919. 

In establishing the quota it was realized that the inclusion of 
17,000 seals 6 years old or older would involve work possibly beyond 
the facilities of the Bureau to accomplish. The killing and skinning 
of asmall seal and the curing of its skin is an easy task compared with 
similar operations in respect to a full-grown bull seal. It was also 
known that a further difficulty would be encountered by reason of the 
fact that surplus large males would be found on the hauling grounds in 

eatest abundance only in the early part of the season, being less and 
ess in evidence there as the season proceeded. It was thought best, 
however, to fix the quota at the figures which the interests of the 
service demanded and to Acleeebatic much as possible under the 
circumstances. 

Through the year 1919 there were killed 7,731 seals 6 years old arid 
over. While the number taken was very much below the number 
planned, it is believed that much good has been accomplished in the 
way of reducing the number of surplus males and in affording the 
means for increasing largely the Government’s revenue from the 
Pribilofs. 

KILLINGS OF SEALS. 

St. Paul Island.—During the calendar year 1919 there were killed 
on St. Paul Island 24,053 seals. Aside from a few seals killed for 
food and for scientific experimental purposes, they were obtained in 70 
drives, the first on April 5 and the last on December 18. 

St. George Island.——During the calendar year 1919 there were 
killed on St. George Island 3,768 seals. With the exception of a few, 
these were secured in 38 drives, the first on June 3 and the last on 
November 7. 

The total number of seals killed on both islands in the calendar year 
1919 was 27,821. The tables following show details in regard to the 
killings in 1919, 
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Serial 
Date. | No.of 

drive. 

AME bso. d 1 
May 10.... 2 
Mayji-=i be feacess 
May 28.... 3 
June 11 4 
June 15... 5 
June 16... 6 
June 17... 7 

June 19... 8 
June 20... 9 
June 21... 10 
June 23... li 

June 24... 12 
June 26... 13 
June 27... 14 
June 28... 15 
June 30... 16 

nly dee 17 

JULY, 22ers 18 
wuly d=... < 19 
July 623 20 
Ao bay See 21 
July 9s 22 
July 10s 35 23 

July 11....} 24 

Wes. --= 2 25 
July 14... 26 
July 15.... 27 

IDOL seul as. eek 
July 16....| 28 
July 17....) 29 

DOs. a. 30 
Wid 22S LIS 

Dprocsse “32 
JOLY 2oeseel wees 
July 27....| 34 

ALASKA FISHERIES AND FUR INDUSTRIES IN 1919. 

Seat Kivrrnes on Prisitor IsLanps IN 1919. 

ST. PAUL ISLAND. 

Skins 
Hauling ground. se- 

cured. 

Siyntah (oe Lion Rock). 49 
Sete EOs seat ehUecse. casas 64 
Northeast Pompesee . al 
Sivutch (Sea Lion Rock). 115 
POIstoiseoten hohe tenes 84 
Mostochnis se no. sone es 556 
Reais: 25.4 Seiten? 113 
Zapadni and Little Za- 
DAC: Aree eae eee 462 

Morjovi and Vostochni..} 1,288 
Rolovina cee wsco eres 323 
Molstoi hoses AE: 99 
Zapadni and Little Za- 
AGM oS a mite nomic emis 347 

een oT Ae ee eee ak 597 
MON JONIS eee eee as 813 
Viostochrisn eects sane: 613 
Bolovinsses-Sse-nceesee 197 
Tolstoi, Lukanin, and 
RIGO Vie ae eka 286 

Zepaen and Little Za- 
PAGES eevee eee 873 

abrbateh sbeintho te sacratis 1, 042 
Reelens saceeewceicnscceee 369 
Morjovi us Pie ieee 624 
Vostochni.... 1, 241 
Gorbstenzes. 25S s.se< 1,029 
Zapadni and Little Za- 
DAG Sos ace eneccine es 894 

Tolstoi, Lukanin, and 
GROVE oUt ese seste 412 

Gorbatch and Reef...... 719 
| MOT OVE 26 oa ea So eees aaes 919 
WoOsuOCDI sce csnnc cece ee 

Rit ee SETA AAR Sot SES 8 
Gorbatch and Reef...-... 1, 259 
Zapadni and Little Za- 

padni ss. 3) eho ssa. 554 
Tolstoi2e'. cel cen epee eee 168 
We OOM IEE | PER ES ES 184 
Lukanin and Kitovi-..-. 25 
Gorbatch and Reef...... 332 
MapriOvieaseas<laccesce se 658 

Date. 

July 28.... 
July 30.... 
Tele ase 
AUP. Lec 

iWwAMPLSL. 3 

Aug. ere 

Not. Segies 

| Nov. 29... 
Deca wee. 
Dec b.. 82. 
Dec. 
Dee. 

Serial 
No. of Hauling ground. 
drive. 

Spo |AVOstochni.c ce seeeeeeeee 
36 |.Gorbateh ss jas atone ee 
Sy | Reet S. es cedar aes 
Bou DOIStOLcackuignscaet metas 
39 | Lukanin and Kitovi.... 
40 | Zapadni and Little Za- 

padni/: 4.5 3055 eee 
AN a Monjiowmiae. seseet oekeees 
42 i Viostournlcn seme eee 
43) \Gonbatcheead seat eect Lees 
4a? | TROp ER, se) okie oa eee eas 
45 | Zapadni and Little Za- 

padniy 40. 4 eee a 
46'|"Gorbatche 2 2 eee 
47) | Weekes as ote eee eee 
48 | Lukanin and Kitovi-.... 
AQ" *Rolstois. eens ae 8 
BO WeMonjovieweeonen eee ee ene 
S1ys VioStochinil ies. ees aere 
52 | Reef and Gorbatch...... 
88 | COIStOl a. 4. seoaae seem 
54 | Zapadni and Little Za- 

Padme: ssa fee eee 
bo: || MoStochmibasce ness earn 
56, PMOrlovilsp one cose ceeee 
OCH ROIStOL ome joe eae eee 

Skins 
se- 

cured, 

a 

ST. GEORGE ISLAND. 

ee EEE || | a Ln ro ar Tr a — 

June 3-..... 1 
June 6..... 2 
June 10.... 3 
June 12.... 4S 
June 14.... 5 
June 15.... 6 
June 17.... 7 
June 19.... 8 
Junie 21.--. 9 
June 23.... 10 
June 25.... 11 
June 26.... 12 
June 30.... 13 
July oles 14 
July) 3255.2 15 
July 5..... 16 
JULY \7 22 eee 17 
Mily 9. eae 18 
July 10.522 19 
Jlys12. 22 | moa 
July 14.... 21 
July 16.... 22 
July lisse 120 

North and Staraya Artil. 16 
East oe Pe Ee ae Paes = 96 
SEE: (ee aay, ORR Ye 10 
North. and Staraya Artil. 41 
YAWN oh el Reopen, © 33 
HastiClifiss:: Sescsa-esee 5 
North and Staraya Artil. 65 
East Reefand FastCliffs. 127 
North and Staraya Artil. 161 
MASt Reel: . ecedaes cee 36 
North and Staraya Artil 107 
Dapeadwl... 0-5 acecscceens 58 
East Reefand MastCliffs. 219 
North and Staraya Artil. 242 
Aapadni.:.... 003.655 ske 32 
Fast Reef and Kast Cliffs 146 
North and Staraya Artil. 144 
East Reef and KastCliffs. 164 
DRCOG e iti oie nis wn. o:> 5a' 25 
North and Staraya Artil. 287 
East Reefand lastCliffs. 154 
North and Staraya Artil. 149 
Oe teens ress ancce 82 

a Seals killed for natives’ food. 

July 19.... 
July 21.... 
July 23--.. 
July 28.... 
July 30.... 

a» 

Oar 6. 

Octa24.2& 
Oct. 305-22 
Nov. 4.... 
INOW er Owen 
IN GVadesie 

b Seals killed for experimenta! work. 

24) HastiReel..2 gen eecetees 
25 | Northand Staraya Artil. 
26.| Hast. Reef. -.- ct... .eees 
27. | Northisc aos. cee reedas 
28 | Bast: Reef. ...5-5.s.cee-- 
29 | Northand Staraya Artil. 
80 ||, ast Reels... A... seems 
814) Zapaanio2. 2-4 eee 
32 | North and Staraya Artil. 
33 | East Reef and North.... 

See tae as ais 

¢ Seals killed for fox food. 
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BRANDED SEALS. 

Following the practice of previous years, there were killed on both 
St. Paul and St. George Islands in 1919 a number of the fur seals 
which had been branded when pups in 1912. The data obtained 
from year to year have been invaluable and are, of course, made more 
complete with the records of each succeeding year. The great value 
of the data lies in the fact that they are obtained from seals of known 
ages. The animals bearing the brand placed on pups in 1912 are 
the only ones which it has been possible to follow in a scientific way 
from year to year. 

The animals were, of course, 7 years old in 1919. On St. Paul 
Island 11 were killed, on St. George Island 15. The following table 
gives certain information derived from them: 

Recorps oF BRANDED 7-YEAR-OLD MALE Fur Seats KILLED ON PRIBILOF ISLANDS, 
CALENDAR YEAR 1919. 

Serial Car- Car- 5 
No. of |Date of killing. Island. mee [esas | eee etn Trade classification. 
skins. weight. length. Welgnt. 

cath tN eB et PE Se eee 2 eee eee 

Pownds. Inches .| Pownds.\Ounces. 

AP 6600 | June 16,1919 | St. Paul........ 278.0 | 67.75]. 34 8 Wig. 
AP 6601 | June 24,1919 |....- ss ease 337.0 | 73.00 29 8 Do. 
AP 6603 | June 24,1919 |..... do 23.0 | 65.50 31 8 Do 
AP 6604 |....- G03:.9.5sa}o. 500: O | 74.25 48) lose us| Do 
Ty er eG Bee do. 370.0 | 72.75 Ee rae Do. 
P 6606 |....- do....--..|....-d0. 206.0 | 61.50 15 8 Extra extra large. 

AP 6701 | Aug. 22,1919 |....- do 4.0 | 73.25 | ro ee ee | Wig. 
DO 7 ES CP eS -do .5 | 73.25 } 37 8 Do 
Aig). .sdor..234. [52.04 do .0 | 74.50 BOF) siote re Do 
AP 6827 | Oct. 22,1919 |....-do.......... 370.0 | 76.50 44 |-nwnonsncevesecnccsaconesanes : 
G6083 | June 3,1919 | St. George...... 192.0 | 64.50 Ae he: ee | Wig 

G 6084 June 6,1919 |..... Wo}. elt 148.0 | 58.75 (ae 0 
G6089 |..... GT eae Cl 102 5 tee. ob 226.0 | 72.50 <0 RES) ae IgA Dae NES Se Ra ae a, 
G 6092 | June 11,1919 |..... GAL. stecus | 413.0 | 72.00 AD ate e o.8 Wig. 
G 6093 | June 17,1919 |..... Ope’. foe! 191.0 | 66.50 7) (aE Do. 
G 6094 pei pow ele a ae Ge es 349.5 | 74.50 9g bd eh Do. 
G 6095 |....- Ors. £0 24)2540 Vis Sess 360.0 | 72.75 MO! be Sass sex' Do. 
G 6096 |..... C7 ae SES tay Our ter eis 218.5 | 68.25 BO Vendaire is Do. 

G 6097 | June 19,1919 |..... eo tgshii3 215.5 | 63.75 ae \eaeded Do. 
G 6098 |....- tis oe A. edu | a eee 207.5 | 67.25 GAN bak Sed Do. 

Footed Gros Gites ode OO axocsos ns) Pela | OG. 00 Lad ae ee Do. 
G 6100 |....- OOss sxe |ih J. 2 M6. 3546532) 191.0 | 66.00 ESR ee ae Do. 
G6101 |..... GOA vin iil oo | eee RES 486.5 | 78.00 oN By ea Do. 
G6102 | June 23,1919 |....-. rs ee ae 176.5 | 63.50 18; Wish 305 Do. 
G6126 | July 2,1919]..... NSE 323.0 | 68.25 7 ER: Do. 

a Seals were bled before being weighed. 

Information in regard to the branded seals previous to 1919 may 
be obtained from preceding reports of the Alaska Fisheries and Fur 
Industries. It should be stated in this connection that an osteologic 
study of these branded seals is being made by Dr. G. Dallas Hanna. 

AGE CLASSES OF SEALS. 

Determination of the ages of seals killed is based on data derived 
from measurements of seals of known ages. The seals whose age was 
definitely known were those branded in 1912, of which a number 
have been killed from year to year. For practical purposes on the 
killing fields the length of the animal determines the age class into 
which it is placed, the length being the distance from the end of the 
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nose to the root of the tail. The following table shows the figures 
used for determining the ages of male seals: 

AGE STANDARDS oF Bopy LENGTHS OF SEALS. 

Lengths of Lengths of Lengths of Lengths of 
Age. summer seals. | fall seals. Age. summer seals. | fall seals. 

Inches. Inches. Inches. _ Inches. 
Widarlines:: ccs e2e Up to 36.75 Up to 38.75 || 4-year olds.........- 46 to 51.75 48 to 53.75 
2-year O1GS) 2-5-2. 2- 37 to 40.75 39 to 42.75 || 5-year olds.........- 52 to 57.75 54 to 59.75 
3-year olds.........- 41 to 45.75 43 to 47.75 | 6-year olds.........- 58 to 63.75 60 to 65.75 

Acqces or Seats KInLeED ON Prisitor ISLANDS, CALENDAR YEAR 1919. 

Summer (Jan. 1-Aug. 10), Fall (Aug. 11-Dee. 31), 
1919. 1919, 

A 
Grand 

80. total 
St. Total. |St. Paul.| ,S* Total St. Paul. George. otal. 2 5 George. oO ie 

Wearlings: =. 320 ..<-=.0-c==so55-< Cte) Ra 4 (ilssaceeeses 7 1 
P-VGan OlGS. none aera patina saa 123 71 194 60 154 214 408 
S-VGar O1GS each ance eee aes 12, 983 2,059 15, 042 594 226 820 15, 862 
A-v6ar ONS. esc kawesinee seaeesee 2,020 370 2,390 38 28 66 2, 456 
B-VOnr O10S.82 2 son sees eee 1,118 141 1, 259 35 2 37 1, 296 
G-yoar O18) boecrce ee seces aes 2,089 124 2,213 300\\|25. 5.00052 300 2,513 
7-year olds and over.....-..---- 3, 652 586 4, 238 OSD ae eceeee 980 5, 218 
COWS 02 Jo cee nee ce rants tees ce 38 3 41 12 4 16 57 

Mops 2. antes eee sa 22,027 3, 354 25,381 2,026 414 2, 440 27, 821 

a The few cows reported above, about one-fifth of 1 per cent of the total take, shownin the table, were 
accidentally and unavoidably killed. Every posers effort is made to avoid the killing of cows, but per- 
sons familiar with conditions at the islands will readily appreciate that once in a great while a cow is killed. 

CENSUS. 

Following the practice of previous years a census of the fur-seal 
herd was taken in the summer of 1919. The increase in size of the 
herd from year to year renders it increasingly difficult to enumerate 
the animals and each year resort must be had to approximations and 
estimates to a greater extent than before. The difficulties can be 
eliminated to some degree by the erection of observation stations and 
erhaps the construction of walkways through the rookeries. The 
eats will take steps to bring about improvements of this character 
as soon as possible. Full information in regard to the census of 1919 
is contained in the report, printed on pages 106 to 117, by Dr. G. Dallas 
Hanna, who was in immediate charge of the census work. 

The following is a comparative statement of the numerical strength 
of the various elements of the herd in the years 1912 to 1919, inclusive: 

GENERAL COMPARISON OF RECENT CENSUSES OF THE SEAL Herp. 

Class ofseals. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 

Harem bulls........-..| 1,358 1, 403 1, 559 2,151 3,500 4,850 5,344 | 5,158 
Breeding cowS.......--- 81, 984 92, 269 93,250 | 103,527] 116,977 | 128,024 | 142,915 | 157,172 
Surplus bulls...........|.-.-------|-- cece cn celomeweenc a+ loc ceca nsna|ccessnone 8,977 17,110 9,619 
Idis bulls2-¢ 22 5---55-2- 113 105 172 673 2,632 2,706 2,444 2, 239 
Young bulls (chiefly 5- 

year-olds)...........- 199 259 1,658 |... ccccwccleonmnennen|nosccee ss oecaesiss=|sscneincle 
G-year-Old MGlOS. ...... | -ncccn ene e lence enn cs leceecwcncalacenceocne 11, 167 15,397 13,755 8,991 
5-VGaT-OlG MSIGSiee ee eee le seein ceien|- ce - on ul peice ener 11,271 15, 494 14,813 11,941 5, 282 
4-year-old males.......- 100 2,000 9,939 15,848 15, 427 16, 631 7,114 5,747 
3-year-old males.......- 2,000 10,000 13,880 18, 282 19, 402 19, 507 9,117 | 18,596 
2-year-old males.......- 11,000 15, 000 17, 422 23, 990 24,169 26,815 30,159 | 33,081 
Yearling males........- 13, 000 20,000 23,068 30,307 33,645 38, 013 41,595 | 46,444 
2-year-old cows....----- 11,000] 15,000] 17,422] 23,990} 24,245] 26,917] 30,415] 33,287 
Yearling cowSs....-...-- 13,000 20, 000 23, 067 30, 306 33, 646 38, 018 41,608 | 46,447 
Pups. 525-4 cdaapoesee en 81, 984 92, 269 93,250 | 103,527} 116,977] 128,024] 142,915 | 157,172 

Motels cievaeeks 215,738 | 268,305 | 294,687 | 363,872] 417,281 | 468,692 | 496,432 | 524,235 
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SPECIMENS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES. 

In 1919 there were collected for the California Academy of Sciences, 
at San Francisco, a number of specimens of fur seals for its use in 
completing a fur-seal habitat group which is one of an elaborate 
series of groups installed at the academy’s museum illustrative of 
natural history. The material included 3 adults from St. Paul Island 
and 3 adults and 13 pups from St. George Island. All the seals 
involved were animals found dead, with the exception of two acci- 
dentally killed on St. George Island. The appraised value of the 
collection was $43, which amount was paid by the academy and 
transmitted to the disbursing clerk of the Department for deposit in 
the United States Treasury. 

FOXES. 

The fox herds are a very important feature of the Bureau’s opera- 
tions on the Pribilof Islands. They produce considerable revenue 
for the Government each year, and the natives profit through pay- 
ments made to them for taking the pelts. The revenue represents 
real production, for unless the herds were fostered by the Bureau’s 
activities they would be reduced almost if not quite to the vanishing 
point. While the foxes would be able to subsist through the summer 
season on birds and other sources of food which they are able to 
secure unaided by man, few would survive the winter were seal 
meat not provided. 

The fox herd is much larger on St. George Island than on St. Paul 
Island, at least the animals are apparent in larger numbers and the 
take of pelts each year is much greater. On St. George the feeding 
of foxes has been reduced to a system, on St. Paul it has not, but the 
matter is receiving very careful consideration. Natural and other 
factors on St. George have been much more favorable for controllin 
conditions than on St. Paul. In the matter of taking pelts, maha 
of the food supply during the winter is almost as important as the 
supply itself. On St. George Island the beaches where foxes ma 
resort for food are few and limited in extent. The seal-killing fields 
are limited to two, and both being small and close to the sea are easily 
cleaned of seal carcasses. The result is that the foxes are obliged to 
come to certain places for food put out for them. The food given 
them consists of seal carcasses saved from the killings of the precedin 
summer. The foxes accustomed to coming to certain places for food 
are easily induced to enter wire inclosures where the selection of those 
to be killed and of those to be released as breeders is a simple matter. 
On St. Paul Island the open beaches are of considerable extent; 

the seal-killing fields are more numerous and some so situated that 
the removal of carcasses would be more difficult and has not been 
undertaken. It should be noted that foxes will feed in the winter 
season on seal carcasses left on the killing fields since the preceding 
summer. The absence of control of food supply in the winter on St. 
Paul makes it necessary there to capture them in steel traps. A fox 
once caught in a steel trap must be killed, and the selection of animals 
for the future breeding stock is an impossibility. From the stand- 
point of selecting breeders, the beneficial results of being able to 
observe the herd practically as a whole and to handle the individuals 
is strikingly shown in one way by the almost entire elimination of 
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white foxes from the St. George herd. On St. Paul Island the pro- 
portion of white foxes taken each year is very much larger. Further- 
more, the releasing of animals as breeders insures that at least a 
minimum number has been reserved. When foxes are taken solely 
in traps, as on St. Paul, the maintenance of an adequate breeding 
stock must depend largely upon the judgment of the officer in charge. 
Whether it will be possible in time to follow profitably on St. Paul 
the methods employed on St. George is a problem for future solution. 

TRAPPING SEASON OF 1919-20. 

In the trapping season of 1919-20 there were taken on St. Paul 
Island 155 blue-fox pelts and 32 white-fox pelts, a total of 187; on 
St. George Island, 746 blue-fox pelts and 4 white-fox pelts, a total of 
750 pelts. One additional white pelt was secured at St. Paul from 
a fox found dead in March, 1920. These figures show for both 
islands a take of 901 blue pelts and 37 white pelts, or a total of 938 
pelts. The aggregate take was considerably larger than that for 
the preceding season, when 144 were taken on St. Paul and 553 on 
St. George, a total of 697. The take on St. George in the season of 
1919-20 was the largest in many years. 
On St. Paul trapping operations were carried on for about one 

week. ‘Traps were set out December 2 and taken up the night of 
December 9. 

The following extract is from a report submitted by Agent Proctor: 

During the season of 1919-20 fox trapping was prosecuted under rather unusual 
w ather conditions. ‘The temperature was well above the freezing point, the ground 
was entirely free from snow, and light rains fell at intervals. This weather had been 
preceded by lower temperatures that had continued since well back into November, 
and it was therefore believed that the skins would be in prime condition. 

In order that the fox runs would be well defined, the effort has heretofore been on 
this island to so time the trapping season as to get a period of clear weather, with the 
ground covered with a light layer of snow. Trips in the vicinity of the village made 
by the writer and reports from the more remote places by the natives showed that 
notwithstanding the absence of snow the fox runs were well defined in the soft ground 
and dead grass. Under the circumstances it was considered better to make a start 
under the conditions stated than to take a chance of encountering heavy winds with 
drifting snow at a later date. 

Following the practice that has always obtained on this island, foxes were trapped 
in ordinary steel traps placed in the various runways and at other favorable points. 
The traps were secured to the ground by means of a chain and an iron stake driven 
into the soil. The traps and chains were then covered with grass and other suitable 
material to conceal them. 

All the able-bodied workmen, with the exception of the native priest, were engaged 
in trapping, and each individual was supplied with as many traps as he was able to 
look after properly. In all, 42 men were engaged in trapping and an aggregate of 411 
traps were employed by them. 

In determining the length of the trapping period, the length of the immediately 
preceding seasons and the size of the catch were taken into consideration, it being 
thought that if the catch during the first few days of the present season had been 
noticeably large the season could be prolonged safely. A large catch would have 
been accepted as an indication that a greater number of young foxes had been brought 
to maturity this year than during the past years. The catch this season, however, 
during the first few days did not give this assurance, and the season was therefore 
confined to the seven actual trapping days originally determined upon. ‘The traps 
were placed out in the late evening of December 2 and were taken up during the 
night of December 9, allowing seven full days for trapping operations. 

‘The total number of skins secured during this period was 187 for a seven-day season, 
as against 144 skins secured in a five-day season in the preceding year. The average 
catch during the season of 1918 was 29 skins per day, with 39 men and 320 traps. The 
average number of skins taken daily during the present season by 42 men, with 411] 
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traps, was 27 skins per day or 2 less per day than during the previous season. This 
would appear to indicate that the herd had made no such advances in numerical 
strength as to warrant a long period of trapping, with the attendant danger of over- 
trapping and an unwarranted reduction in fox life. 
Under the conditions of fox life on this island it is difficult to see how any estimate 

of the actual number of foxes in existence can be secured. Unlike St. George Island, 
foxes here are rarely seen. During the summer and early fall the writer observed one 
family of two adults with three vigorous young in the cliffs near Zolotoi Sands, and 
several families were seen between Telegraph Hill and Halfway Point Lake and 
between Telegraph Hill and the vicinity of Little Zapadni rookery. A fox is rarely 
seen in the immediate vicinity of the village, though one did appear during the sum- 
mer and loitered for a short time around our chicken house. Therefore, the only 
guide as to the number of foxes in existence is in the number taken from season to 
season. In earlier years this island supported a large fox herd, as indicated by the 
annual takes. The decrease in the herd, as indicated by the annual takes, appears 
to have followed the decrease in the number of seals taken and the gradual diminution 
in available food. 

It would therefore appear that the problem of fox propagation here is, as on St. 
George Island, one of food. During the period from August, 1912, to August, 1917, 
the number of seals taken was limited to the number required for food for the native 
inhabitants. Little, if any, seal meat was available for the support of the foxes, and 
they had to subsist during that period almost entirely on the sea food of various kinds 
thrown up on the beaches. The increased takes of seals during the past two seasons 
have furnished abundant food, but the time has been too short to produce any marked 
effect upon the herd other than to show a satisfactory condition of nourishment, as 
indicated by the weights of the animals secured this season. The lightest fox taken 
this season was a blue female that weighed 44 pounds, taken December 6, at Zapadni; 
the heaviest was a white male weighing 174 pounds, taken at Tsammana on December 
3. The average for the take was about 11 pounds. This may be accepted as a very 
satisfactory average weight for foxes of both sexes and all ages and indicates that the 
herd has found an abundance of food during the past year. Now that commercial 
sealing will proceed steadily there should be no shortage of food, and the physical 
condition of the herd should therefore show a steady improvement. With the 
animals in good physical condition and food abundant during all seasons of the year, 
we should expect larger litters to be brought to maturity and an early increase in 
the numerical strength of the herd. During the past sealing season killings were 
arranged, as far as practicable, with a view to leaving carcasses at various points on 
the island where foxes had been seen or where the ground formation was favorable 
for burrows, and this policy should be maintained. 

As long as foxes are taken in steel traps nothing in the line of selective breeding 
can be considered, as every animal caught, regardless of its condition, must be killed. 
Neither can any effort be made to maintain approximately an equal number of animals 
of each sex. However, trapping by means of steel traps was not known to be detri- 
mental to the herd in former years, when seals were killed in abundance and their 
carcasses permitted to lie on the ground in various places, and there is every reason 
to believe that with the continuation of commercial sealing the herd here can ulti- 
mately be brought to its former flourishing condition. How many years that will 
take can not at this time be foretold. 

It has been suggested that the St. George method of fox trapping be tried on this 
island, but the writer is extremely doubtful as to the success of such an experiment. 
The St. George method of trapping foxes has been carried on only during the period 
of small seal killings and when the two killing fields used were kept free from carcasses 
during the winter season. The St. George killings are practically confined to the 
village killing field and to the killing field at Zapadni. During the period of the St. 
George method of trapping all of the seal carcasses on that island not required by the 
natives for food were placed in a silo and used for food at the village trap after the 
migration of the bird life. This method practically forced the foxes to resort to the 
village for food; that they come there solely for food during the winter season is shown 
by the promptness with which they abandon that feeding ground when the birds 
return to the island. To establish successfully the St. George method on St. Paul, 
traps would have to be built at several points and the killing fields would have to be 
kept free from food during the late fall and throughout the winter. This would place 
upon the working force an additional burden during sealing operations, and it is 
doubtful whether the results secured would warrant the necessary expenditure of 
money and labor at the present time. 
The development of the by-products plant and extension of roads from the village 

to the various killing fields may materially change the conditions in the future, and 
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should that be the case a change in the trapping methods here might then be seriously 
considered. 

All the skins secured here were dried as slowly as conditions at the various stations 
would permit, and it is believed that the objectionable ‘‘papery’’ condition of the 
skin is less noticeable than before. Special attention was given to this phase of the 
work. All the skins have been cased fur side in, in accordance with the instructions 
received from the Bureau. 

On St. George Island fox trapping for the season of 1919-20 was 
carried on in the months of November and December, 1919, and 
January, 1920. Seven hundred forty-six blue-fox pelts, including 1 
from an animal found dead, and 4 white-fox pelts, a total of 750, were 
taken. Two hundred twenty-nine male foxes and 225 females were 
released to insure the maintenance of a suitable breeding stock. It 
appears that the take of skins was the largest in 27 years. It should 
be noted that the number of animals released represents the least pos- 
sible number of animals available at the time as a breeding stock. 
It is a moral certainty that not all the foxes on the island enter the 
traps during the season, and the reserved breeding stock is augmented 
by just the number which does not enter. Foxes released for breeders 
are marked so that if retaken the same season they will not be killed 
or charged a second time to the breeding stock if released. 

In August, 1919, a small wire cage fox trap was constructed at 
Zapadni on St. George Island. It was used in the season of 1919-20 
and was a complete success. It, of course, only supplements the 
fox-trapping house at the village. In 1919 arrangements were made 
for burying in the future the carcasses of foxes killed at the village. 
The plan adopted will remove all possibility of foxes having access 
to the carcasses and feeding on them with possible injurious results. 

In the summer season of 1919 a supply of seal meat was preserved 
on. St. George for use for fox food in the coming winter season. 

In connection with the taking of fox pelts on St. George Island 
in the season of 1919-20 the following report has been submitted by 
Agent Crompton: 
Summary of season.—Cold weather during the latter part of November made it 

advisable to open the season during that month as the foxes were visiting the feeding 
place in great numbers. Accordingly, trapping was begun the night of November 24, 
when 183 animals were handled in five hours, of which number 151 were killed. More 
foxes might have been taken on the opening night had proper facilities for handling 
the skins been available. 

It was a fortunate thing that work was begun on November 24, as the following day 
brought warm winds and rain and for three weeks thereafter the thermometer did not 
register below 35° F. This very unfavorable situation forced the recommendation 
that the release of the breeding reserve be postponed until at least three-fourths of the 
expected catch of skins had been secured. Upon adopting this policy very few 
animals were released until after a total of 450 skins had been obtained. 
Warm weather, with the consequent necessity for securing the skins before un- 

primeness developed, brought about the practice of all-night trapping. On these 
occasions the trap was opened about 7 o’clock in the evening and kept in operation 
until 6 or70’clock the following morning. The foxes which had been caught before 
12 midnight were disposed of at that hour; the remainder were attended to in the 
morning. After the first few nights of such work a system of operation was worked 
out by means of which it could be conducted without interfering with the regular 
duties of the following day. f 

All-night trapping was a decided success and the practice will be made a regular 
feature in future operations. Its advantages are (1) that more foxes may be handled 
during a given period, (2) that fewer nights of trapping are required, and (3) the 
animals are thus given more nights for undisturbed feeding. The work has the single 
danger of being too zealously conducted, in which case the foxes would be deprived 

of food for too long a period, if not permanently frightened off. During the season 
just past it was the practice to trap three or four, and on rare occasions five, nights 
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each week, no one being permitted to approach the fox house during the remaining 
nights. Except in emergencies it is felt that all-night trapping should be confined 
to not more than three nights in seven. 

Observations.—The writer was present in the trapping room during several full 
nights and confirmed the well-known observation that low tides at night interfere 
with fox trapping. On one occasion, when the tide was extremely low during the 
midnight hours, 23 foxes were caught before 9.30 p. m., 3 foxes between that time and 
3 a. m., and 38 were taken after 3 a.m. It was also repeatedly observed that the 
female fox is more nervous and timid than the male. 

Garden Cove and Zapadni.—Trapping was conducted at two points other than the 
village, viz., Garden Cove and Zapadni. The work at Garden Cove, where a string 
trap was used, ended in a complete failure after 10 nights of trapping. It is not 
believed that a cage trap could be advantageously operated there. 

The new cage trap at Zapadni was a great success. One hundred and thirty-four 
foxes were handled there during 20 nights, as against 38 animals in’18 nights of the 
preceding season. Of the foxes handled at Zapadni this season 77 were taken in 
four nights. The trapping work at Zapadni was placed in charge of only the most 
responsible of the native men and these were under definite orders as to the disposi- 
tion to be made of the different classes of foxes caught. Telephone communication 
was continuous. Fox food has been periodically exposed at Zapadni since trapping 
ceased, and it is the intention to prepare a larger amount of food there next season. 

Close of season.—Trapping was vigorously conducted along the lines indicated in 
the preceding paragraphs until, on January 30, the condition of the furs made it 
advisable to close the season. With a grand total of 1,204 foxes handled, this was 
the most successful season on this island since 1900-1901, when 1,335 animals were 
caught. With the single exception of the winter mentioned, it exceeds any season 
since 1890. In point of the number of pelts taken, it surpasses any season since 
1892-93. These results speak high praise for the management of the foxes since the 
close of the last lease, when the herd was in an unsatisfactory condition. 

Condition of furs.—Instructions were received to the effect that observations should 
be made to determine the relation of weather conditions to the primeness of the fox 
skins. Such observations as could be made on the pelts at this place showed that the 
relation is direct. 

During a normal season the fur of the blue fox should certainly be prime between 
the dates December 1 and January 31, if not earlier and later than those dates. The 
skins taken on November 24, 1919, showed very dark on the flesh side, but the fur 
appeared to be in good condition. During the very warm and wet weather of early 
December the skins were fully furred but showed a tinge of reddish brown on the 
guard hairs. However, before the end of that month two unprime skins were noted 
on animals released for breeding, and it is not to be doubted that the unseasonable 
high temperatures of the fore part of the month had caused this condition. The 
statement is ventured that during a normal winter no unprime skins will be seen 
during the month of December. 

During the greater part of January the weather was cold, with the result that the 
unprimeness threatened in the preceding month did not materialize until late in 
a aaa It is the writer’s opinion that some of the finest pelts of the season were 
taken during early January. 

Weights of foxes.—The following figures will be of interest and should be given 
special attention in the consideration of the recommendation which will be offered 
in connection therewith: 

Pounds. Pounds. 

Lightest male fox kiJled.......... 7.00 | Lightest male fox released........ 10. 00 
Heaviest male fox killed. ........ 22.00 | Heaviest male fox released . ...... 21. 00 
Average male fox killed........... 13.09 | Average male fox released......... 13. 72 
Lightest female fox killed......... 5.00 | Lightest female fox released....... 8. 00 
Heaviest female fox killed........ 16.00 | Heaviest female fox released...... 19. 00 
Average female fox killed. ....... 10.10 | Average female fox released . ..... 11. 00 

Nearly all foxes handled were in good condition and carried heavy layers of fat. 
Except in rare cases, where a very vigorous young fox happened to weigh just within 
the minimum limit, all light-weight animals were Killed. Only 9 such males and 
11 females, weighing 10 and 8 pounds, respectively, were released as breeders; all 
others released were above those weights. 

It is recommended that the minimum-weight limits for animals to be released for 
breeding be slightly increased; that the minimum for breeding males be set at 11 
“storys and for breeding females at 84 pounds, an increase of 1 pound on the former 
imit for each sex. Such a course will naturally cause more weights to approach the 
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minimum limits but it is possible that the average may again draw upward in a few 
vears as a result of the practice. If at any time the average weights are found to be 
too near the minimum it will be a simple matter to revert to the former rule and noth- 
ing can be lost by the experiment. When the average weight of all male foxes is 
more than 13 pounds and the average weight of all female foxes is over 10 pounds, 
the minimum limits of 11 and 84 pounds are but proper. 

Breeding reserve-—The recommendation that the breeding reserve be increased to 
225 pairs was made in the belief that such a change was the most certain manner in 
which the number of foxes on the island could be positively increased and, in view of 
the large number of foxes handled, the change could be well afforded this year. The 
release of 225 pairs this season should be followed (asfood and other factors allow) by 
further small increases each season. 

As in previous years, the breeding animals were selected with great care. Weight 
and general vigor, age, condition of fur, and depth of color in the fur were the principal 
points upon which an animal’s fitness was decided. No old or crippled animals were 
released even though the fur was of the best. 

Prospect for coming season.—There is no reason known at this time why the catch 
of foxes during the winter 1920-21 should not exceed the number taken this season 
by at least 200 animals. Ideal conditions attending, a catch of 1,000 skins plus 500 
breeding animals is more than a remote possibility. 

Feeding of foxes.—Feeding of the foxes was begun on October 13, 1919, is being con- 
tinued at this time, and will not be stopped until late April. The food was put out 
in the usual manner in the neighborhood of the trap, the amount being gauged by the 
appetite of the animals. It was always the intention to place more food on the feed- 
ing ground than the foxes could consume in a single night. The largest amount con- 
sumed in a single night was approximately 1,600 pounds. 

Referring to the possibility of needing whale meat for fox food during the coming 
winter, it is no longer felt that such a step will be necessary. After the experience of 
the past winter it is believed that if all seal meat not used as natives’ food 1s carefully 
preserved as fox food and the accumulation judiciously fed during the necessary 
period that no shortage will be encountered. There should be, however, vigorous 
trapping in the early winter for the purpose of reducing the number of feeding animals. 

No efforts will be spared toward making the supply of fox food as large as will be 
possible with the number and sizes of seals which will be available for killing. 

Lack of facilities —There is great and urgent need of better facilities for caring for 
the fox skins. Owing to the lack of room in the crowded shop, it is very difficult to 
handle more than 125 skins at one time. This not only gives poorer results but is 
important when we consider that a catch of 200 skins on the opening night of the season 
may be expected in the near future. 

The proposed new shop will do much to relieve the lack of space and will provide 
a place for the storage of the skins while they are awaiting shipment. 

PARASITES. 

_ Informal discussion of the value to fox-farming operations of more 
information in regard to parasitism among foxes led to a request 
from the Biological Survey in 1918 that a collection of viscera of 
foxes and of other material for examination be made at the Pribilofs. 
The making of the collection was begun on St. George Island in De- 
cember, 1918, and continued into 1919. Material was secured from 
18 foxes, and in addition specimens of fox food were preserved. 

Dr. B. H. Ransom, Chief, Zoological Division, Bureau of Animal 
Industry, rendered a report in February, 1920, based on a study of 
the collection, as follows: 

The intestines and other viscera from 18 blue foxes from St. George Island of the 
Pribilof Islands, killed or dying during the season of 1918-19, have been examined 
for parasites and the following findings noted: 

Ten of the foxes had tapeworms in the small intestine, the tapeworms being a species 
of the genus Mesocestoides, and apparently a new species, although this material is 
still being studied. These tapeworms were present as a rule in large numbers. The 
life history of the worms is not known, but from the distribution of the parasite it is 
surmised that the intermediate hosts are fishes. One of the foxes had one tapeworm 
head, the worm apparently belonging to the genus Tenia, but having only a part of 
ene circle of hooks remaining on the head; this worm has not been identified, and 
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perhaps can not be identified on such a small amount of material in poor condition. 
Eight of the foxes were infested with ascarids, the large round worm of the small 
intestine, which is, at times, sufficiently numerous to cause serious damage. The 
damage due to ascarid worms is not only that which follows from their presence in the 
digestive tract but is also due, as recent investigations have shown, to injuries to the 
lungs occasioned by the passage of the larval ascarids from the blood stream to the 
air passages in the course of their migration through the body. One of the foxes had 
in the small intestine a number of dipterous larvee which have not yet been identified. 
It is likely that these larve were not parasitic but were due to the fox having eaten 
some foodstuff, possibly meat, which had been flyblown. 

In comment on the foregoing findings it may be said that a feature of considerable 
interest is the absence of any hookworms. Inasmuch as hookworm disease is one of 
the most serious pests to be met with in raising foxes or related carnivores, it appears 
that the island on which these foxes are being raised is a particularly favorable loca- 
tion from this standpoint. It would seem that conditions on the island are peculiarly 
unfavorable for maintaining a hookworm infection among foxes, or that the original 
stock placed on the island was fortunately free from hookworm. In any event it 
would appear to be worth while to take precautions to keep this island uninfested 
with hookworm either by not bringing in new stock which might be infected, or if 
new stock must be brought in by subjecting it first to careful fecal examination to 
ascertain the presence of hookworms, and the exclusion of infected animals until fecal 
examination following treatment had shown that the animals were free from infection. 

Of the parasites already present in the foxes the ascarid is probably the most in- 
jurious, but this worm is readily removable by the use of oil of chenopodium accom- 
panied by liberal doses of castor oil. The dose used for dogs is one-tenth of 1 mil of 
wormseed oil per kilo of weight of dog, or 1 mil of oil for a 22-pound dog followed 
immediately by an ounce of castor oil. The amount of damage due to the Mesoces- 
toides is problematical. These tapeworms were present in very large numbers, in 
some instances forming a mass of worms which almost occlude the intestine. It is 
likely that these worms could be readily removed by treatment with oleoresin of 
male fern. The dose for dogs is 1 to 2 drams; for foxes it would be advisable to use 
smaller doses, perhaps 3 to 4 mils. Experiment: indicate that contrary to what is 
sometimes said, the male fern may be followed immediately by an ounce of castor oil 
with good results. : 
An examination of the viscera other than the digestive tract does not disclose any 
rasites, nor was the seal meat, which was sent in as a sample of the food used by the 

oxes, found to be parasitized. The sea urchins were not examined, as we have no 
reason at present for believing that animals in this group need be suspected of being 
intermediate hosts or carriers of any sort for the parasites of foxes. 

REINDEER. 

The reindeer herds on St. Paul and St. George Islands maintained 
themselves in satisfactory condition during 1919. Limited use was 
made of them for furnishing food both for the natives and the Bu- 
reau’s employees. The meat provides a welcome change of diet for 
all; it compares very favorably with beef. 
A question having been raised as to the adequacy of the natural 

food supply on the islands for maintaining animals in larger numbers 
than already existed, the matter was looked into in some detail. It 
is now believed that no concern need be felt on this account for some 
ears, even with the animals increasing considerably in numbers. 
or instance, it was found that there was an area of not less than 4 

square miles on the eastern section of St. George Island covered with 
rich reindeer moss which had not been touched for months, if at all, 
during the season. Observations made on St. Paul Island indicate 
that the moss reproduces itself there much more rapidly than it does 
on the mainland of Alaska. 

It is difficult to establish systematic methods of handling the rein- 
deer on St. Paul and St. George Islands. The animals are wild and 
seldom approach within sight of the villages. To domesticate the 

35286°—21——30 
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reindeer to an extent which would permit of their being driven to 
corrals at will, where selections could be made of animals to be killed 
and of those to be reserved for breeders, would require supervision 
and experience beyond present facilities. The herds, however, in 
their present status are very valuable; they yield a not inconsider- 
able amount of food and cost the Government nothing. 
Owing to the wildness of the reindeer and the considerable expanse 

of territory over which they roam, the task of making even an approxi- 
mately accurate count of them demands the suspension of other 
work to an extent which can not often be afforded. It was estimated 
that the herd on St. Paul Island at the end of the year 1919 consisted of 
35 males and 129 females, a total of 164. Fourteen reindeer were 
killed on St. Paul for food in 1919. A rough census of the St. George 
herd was taken in March, 1919, with the following results: Males, 1 
year old and over, 5; males, less than 1 year old, 19; females, 1 year 
old and over, 60; females, less than 1 year old, 27; a total of 111 
animals. At the end of the year the herd numbered approximately 
123, of which 18 were males and 105 females. Twenty-two reindeer 
were killed for food on St. George in the year 1919. 

The totals of 164 for St. Paul and 123 for St. George give an aggre- 
gate of 287 reindeer on both islands at the end of the year 1919, a net 
increase of 18 over the corresponding total a year previous. In 1918, 
20 were killed for food, and in 1919, 36. 

PATROL OF NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN AND BERING SEA. 

The Coast Guard cutters Unalga and Bear were on duty in the 
‘North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in the season of 1919. 

The Unalga left San Francisco for the season’s cruise April 20 and 
returned to that port October 30. In addition to other multitudinous 
duties of various kinds in the interests of the public welfare, the vessel 
rendered valuable service to the Bureau. Freight and mail were 
transported between Unalaska and the Pribilofs; employees were 
transported between St. Paul and St. George Islands; at St. Paul 
Island a quantity of salt was taken from the village to Northeast 
Point and a quantity of sealskins transported from Northeast Point 
to the village. 

The Bear left Seattle for the season’s cruise on May 15 and returned 
there November 10. From Seattle there were aboard as passengers 
four men employed by Funsten Bros. & Co., who were en route for 
the Pribilofs to assist in sealing operations. The Bear after arriving 
at Unalaska joined in the work of caring for the victims of influenza. 
In line with the precautions taken to prevent the introduction of that 
disease at the Pribilofs, it was deemed best that the vessel should not 
stop there on its way northward from Unalaska. The four passengers 
for the Pribilofs were accordingly taken to Nome where they later 
secured passage to Seattle on the Victoria. Southbound on October 
20, the Bear called at St. Paul Island and took aboard one passenger 
and mail and freight for Seattle. 

While pelagic-sealing operations in connection with the North 
American fur-seal herd have ceased, the presence of patrol vessels 
is necessary as a precautionary measure against the recurrence of 
illicit activities. 
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The Bureau is pleased to make acknowledgment of the numerous 
courtesies extended by the Coast Guard in connection with Alaskan 
operations, and to express its appreciation of the earnest spirit of 
cooperation constantly manifested by the personnel of that service. 

SEALING PRIVILEGES ACCORDED ABORIGINES. 

A considerable number of fur-seal skins were taken in 1919 by 
Indians in connection with operations in the waters off the coast of 
Washington. The taking of the seals was in accordance with the 
privilege granted by the North Pacific Sealing Convention of July 7, 
1911, and the act of Congress approved August 24, 1912, giving 
effect to that convention. In the matter of authenticating these 
skins, the Bureau had the assistance of Mr. A. D. Dodge, superin- 
tendent, U. S. Indian School, Neah Bay, Wash., and of Dr. Otis O. 
Benson, superintendent, Taholah Indian Agency, Taholah, Wash. 
Five hundred fifty-four skins were authenticated by Messrs. Dodge 
and Benson, all of which with one or two exceptions were secured in 
1919. Of these skins 251 were from male seals and 303 from females, 

SHIPMENTS OF SKINS FROM PRIBILOF ISLANDS IN 1919. 

Fur-seal skins.—There were two shipments of commercial fur-seal 
skins from the Pribilof [slandsin 1919. The first was on the Saturn and 
consisted of 106 casks containing 3,624 skins from St. Paul Island and 
14 casks containing 389 skins from St. George Island, a total of 4,013 
skins. The St. Paul skins were placed aboard the Saturn on May 21 
and the St. George skins on May 6. The Saturn left the islands May 
22. The skins reached San Francisco June 5 and were shipped from 
there June 6 via Southern Pacific to Ogden, Union Pacific to Kansas 
City, and Wabash to St. Louis. They arrived at St. Louis June 18. 

The second shipment was made on the Nanshan and consisted of 
863 casks containing 22,829 skins from St. Paul Island and 131 casks 
containing 3,356 skins from St. George Island, a total of 26,185 skins. 
The St. George skins were placed aboard the Nanshan on September 
30 and the St. Paul skins about the same time. The Nanshan left the 
islands October 13 and arrived at Seattle October 26. Thirty-seven 
barrels of skins were shipped from Seattle to St. Louis by express, 
this being done at the request of Funsten Bros. & Co. to insure more 
prompt delivery of raw material to keep the dressing and dyein 
“ir in operation without interruption. The company paid the dif- 
erence in cost of shipment by express over that by freight. The 
remaining 957 barrels were shipped to St. Louis by freight in four 
cars via Northern Pacific to Wiatigecti Transfer and Chicago, Bur- 
lington & Quincy to St. Louis. 

In addition to the commercial skins shipped from the Pribilofs in 
1919, there were also shipped on the Nanshan 19 specimen skins for 
the California Academy of Sciences. Three of these were from 
St. Paul Island and 16 from St. George Island. 

Fox skins.—The fox skins taken in the season of 1918-19 were 
shipped on the Saturn in May. The shipment consisted of 119 
blue fox skins and 25 white fox skins from St. Paul Island, and 548 
blue fox skins and 5 white fox skins from St. George Island, a total 
of 697 skins. ‘The skins were shipped to St. Louis by express from 
San Francisco June 5. 
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SALES OF FUR-SEAL SKINS. 

The fur-seal skins sold by the Department of Commerce in the 
calendar year 1919 were disposed of at St. Louis by public auction 
through the Department’s agents, Funsten Bros. & Co. Two saies 
were held, April 28 and September 10, respectively. The total 
number of Pribilof Islands skins sold was 19,157 and the total price 
bid was $1,501,603.50. ° All had been dressed, dyed, and machined 
before being offered for sale. a 

At the sale on April 28 there were also sold eight other fur-seal 
skins which had been confiscated by the Bureau. These eight 
skins, dressed, dyed, and machined, sold for $75 each, or $600 for 
the lot. These skins are not included in the detailed statement in 
respect to the sale of April 28. 

At the sale on April 28, there were sold 10,102 skins from the 
Pribilofs. The total price bid was $674,491. The maximum price 
was $85 per skin; the average price was $66.77 per skin, an advance 
of 29 per cent over the average of $51.72 received the last preceding 
sale, October 7, 1918, and an advance of 50 per cent over the average 
of $44.58 received at the sale on April 22, 1918. 

At the sale on September 10, 1919, there were sold 9,055 skins 
from the Pribilof Islands. The total price bid was $827,112.50. 
The maximum price was $115 per skin; the average price was $91.34 
per skin, an advance of 37 per cent over the average of $66.77 re- 
ceived at the last preceding sale, April 28, 1919, and an advance of 
77 per cent over the average of $51.72 received at the sale on October 
7, 1918. The following tables give details and summaries in regard 
to the sales: 

Sates or Dressep, DyepD, AND MACHINED Prispitor Fur-SEAL Sxins at Sr. Lours, 
1919. 

SALE OF 10,102 SKINS, ST. LOUIS, APR. 28, 1919. 

| 
Num- Price Num- Price Lot ; Trade Total Lot | Trade Total 

No oceans classification. skin, | forlot. || No. | Lae classification. dat for lot. 

1 BOu SWiese-s5--2cbseeee $81.00 | $4,050.00 || 28 60 | Extra extra large. | $75.00 |$$4, 500. 00 
2 BOE Gone SSS tere 81.00 | 4,050.00 || 29 GON tess dort) et eae: 77.00 | 4,620.00 
3 50) | 23222 GOs Set ceescee 80.00 | 4,000.00 30 60) |e aa 00.2 5220eeee 74.00 | 4,440.00 
4 BO ute S- ra bo SRE See 82.00} 4,100.00 || 31 60) - 22 (Clomeeoncesccose 77.00 | 4,620.00 
5 50/--..- G0: Efss.ter 81.00 | 4,050. 00 32 BOUseeRe Won ..s5223287 75.00} 4,500.00 
6 i Aaa ol): oe ae ae See 85.00 | 4,250.00 33 (4 ee oloR Aneo some soc 75.00 | 4,500.00 
fi DOYIEe Se Ca Us ye he ee ee 82.00 | 4,100.00 34 GON ease (Oke ee eor, 76.00 |} 4,560.00 
8 BO) See Cie Rae ee 84. 00 , 200. 00 35 60") 2nuer- GOL Saws sttc cee 78.00 | 4,680.00 
9 50 OGrseupecaocaee 84.00 | 4,200.00 || 36 GON reece GOs pecoss eter 75.00 | 4,500. 00 

10 71 Fi eee Goss, sete sa 83.00 | 4,150.00 37 (iO eed GO ies Sacoecrt 75.00 | 4,500. 00 
ll hl ae OOe. = ances 2ut 88.00 | 4,400. 00 38 BOR eee (LOS oe clean aie 75.00 | 4,500.00 
12 50 | Wigs; cut, scarred, 39 GO eso: CO si2. See aeee 74.00 | 4,440.00 

yt poe +S es See ¥ 60.00 | 3,000.00 40 i eeeE 0 45, fa eee 79.00 | 4,740.00 
13 2 ee “ti bh ee 60.00 | 3,000.00 |} 41 60 | Extra extra large; 
14 BO! ye ke (O)5 8 ae 62.00] 3,100.00 cut, scarred, ete.| 59.00] 3,540.00 
15 60 | Extra extralarge..| 79.00] 4,740.00 || 42 60 Beato ihe aoe ete ae 57.00 | 3,420.00 
16 OO ote Ae ete 77.00 | 4,620.00 43 LU Bers Momence. .722 58.00 | 3,480.00 
17 Ua eee GOv ec ase we cae 78.00 | 4,680.00 44 6OWeree- (co) ee eee 61.00 | 3,660.00 
18 60jic=sSe hE. eee 76.00 | 4,560.00 45 SO! ieee (31 Se ee ee 62.00 | 3,100.00 
19 OD Ss BO ms Jacks 76.00 | 4,560.00 46 70 1}, Extrealarge.. 23.2. 73.00} 5,110.00 
20 60:1. fs53 O10 See ere ae 76.00 | 4,560.00 47 TQ ie (13 ee Oe Oe 74.00 | 5,180.00 
21 OO sees GO! ceo acke cee cs 78.00 | 4,680.00 48 TO4\'socee OOo stcesns sles 76.00 | 5,320.00 
22 Lg es Cli eer a= Se 79.00 | 4,740.00 49 (th [See ae = OLs! . 5. 22-2 m4 74.00 | 5,180.00 
23 60 |. = OO; -aeesce ae 77.50 | 4,650.00 50 OE eee Ose seem canner 74.50 | 5,215.00 
24 60 |.-.-- (ils Reps ERP 76.50 | 4,590.00 51 TONE G0. 45..52888nerd 75.00 | 5,250.00 
25 CU eee OO. acasteer ree 80. 00 4,800. 00 52 Oboes OF .. < sans eho 76.00 | 5,320.00 
26 GO}... GOL Rees ceae. 76.00 | 4,560.00 53 (Ul ee (7 Fa eee ae ae 79.00 | 5,530.00 

27 cp ae G0i22 spas seers 77.50 | 4,650. 00 54 “(Ua Besse GOs. 2 stsis bese 77.00! 5,390. 00 

er 

a 
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SaLe or Dressep, DyEp, AND MACHINED Prisitor Fur-Seat Sxus art Sr. Lous, 
1919—Continued. 

SALE OF 10,102 SKINS, ST. LOUIS, APR. 28, 1919—Continued. 

Num- Price | Num- Price 
Lot Trade Total Lot | Trade Total 
No. = of} classification. aon for lot. || No. | oe classification. = for lot. 

55 70 | Extra large......-.- $78.00 | $5,460.00 |] 112 40 | Extra extra large..| $70.50 | $2,820.00 
56 i Cee Cee ee 75.00 | 5,250.00 |} 113 55 | Extra extra large; 
57 (0 ee Tt ee ae a 77.00 | 5,390.00 cut, scarred, ete..| 69.50] 3,822.50 
58 Oe DOs. eee von 78.00} 5,460.00 || 114 ve) eee sie ee PEN 63.00 | 3,024.00 
59 ri eee cia ene 77.00 | 5,390.00 |} 115 70 | Extralarge.. 2/2)... 68.00 | 4,760.00 
60 1Oskaces: (Te eae 78. 00 5,460.00 || 116 FOnb ey Dine Ae wes Oates 66.50] 4,655.00 
61 1) ee Gis cen ss ween 77.00 | 3,850.00 || 117 70) Oe eae ees 70.50 | 4,935.00 
62 oa eae Oli: eee 77.00 | 3,465.00 || 118 7S hoagie Oe ae ce oe 70.00} 4,900. 00 
63 70 | Extra large; cut, 119 (i eee “aU ele enn 70.00} 4,900.00 

searred, ¢tc.....- 63.00 | 4,410.00 |} 120 AO Ves eee at ae Rees ae 70.00 | 4,900.00 
64 ee OSs 5 oo centiees 65.00 | 4,550.00 || 121 <7 ee fe bs to Sag Se aa a sd 72.00] 2,304.00 
65 c(i), aes CNS ee Be oe 65.00 | 4,550.00 |} 122 70 | Extra large; cut, 
66 RPMI PO. < Sone) ane 74.00 | 5,920.00 scarred, etc...... 55.50] 3,885.00 
67 Ue) eae 1 Pn 74.00 | 5,920.00 |} 123 55.50} 3,885.00 

68 1 GMOu ee 80.00 | 6,400.00 || 124 55.50 | 1,332.00 
69 £01.33. MD ep Se ae 77.00 6,160.00 |) 125 61.00 | 4,880.00 
70 te Oe SG ee eee 77.00 | 6,160.00 || 126 59.50 | 4,760. 00 
71 BO ba: 7: 1s ec ea 77.00 | 6,160.00 || 127 62.00 | 4,960.00 
72 Oy aa i ee 77.50 | 6,200.00 || 128 70.00 | 5,600.00 

A ee Fe 0 et a ae 78.50 | 6,280.00 |} 129 69.00 | 5,520.00 
74 ot eal Titles wear a 79.50 | 6,360.00 |] 130 69.00 | 5,520. 00 
75 + eae haa ee pee 78.00 | 6,240.00 |} 131 68.00 | 5,440.00 
76 aN | ram (3 he Se ee 80.00 | 6,400.00 || 132 69.00 | 5,520.00 
77 1 eas CO Br ee ee 83.00 | 6,640.00 || 133 67.00 | 3,350.00 
78 GO. 2.. RS St eo 81.00 | 6,480.00 |) 134 70.00 | 3,150.00 
79 UP ee i lS, AOL ee 79.00 | 3,950.00 || 135 
80 55.00 | 4,400. 00 

.00 | 4,800.00 || 136 50.00 | 4,000. 00 
81 -00 | 5,120.00 || 137 50.50 | 4,040.00 
82 .00 | 5,200.00 |] 138 60.00} 5,400.00 
83 00 | 6,210.00 |} 139 63.00 | 5,670.00 
84 .50 | 6,345.00 |} 140 62.00 | 5,580.00 
85 .00 | 6,300.00 |) 141 61.00 | 5,490.00 
86 .00 | 6,750.00 || 142 58.50 | 5,265.00 
87 .00 | 6,570.00 || 143 61.00 | 5,490.00 
88 00 | 6,570.00 || 144 59.00 | 3,009.00 
89 90 | Mediums; cut, 145 

searred, @tc...... 56.00 | 5,040.00 40.00 | 3,600.00 
90 oe eae OE ge Se a 58.00 | 5,220.00 |} 146 37.00 | 3,330.00 
91 50 | Small mediums....| 60.00 | 3,000.00 || 147 39.00 | 3,510.00 
92 1) M8 Gy pa 51.00 | 2,550.00 |} 148 40.00 | 2,640.00 
93 55 | Ilextraextralarge} 53.00 | 2,915.00 || 149 94 | Small mediums....] 50.00 | 4,700.00 
94 45 | [lI extralarge..... 48.00 | 2,160.00 |} 150 74 | Small mediums; 
95 65 | I1I—47 large, 16 cut, scarred, @te..| 28.00] 2,072.00 

mediums, 2 small . 151 57 | I1I—43 wigs, 14 ex- 
mé€diums........ 49.00 | 3,185.00 traextralarge...| 39.00 | 2,223.00 

101 Pie |g Ce ae 79.00 | 3,555.00 || 152 48 | Ill extralarge..... 40.00 | 1,920.00 
102 $51 i222 °: ft eae 77.00 | 3,465.00 || 153 (OR fay 6 30.00 | 2,370.00 
103 tn ae ieee ASP 78.00 | 3,510.00 || 154 87 | III mediums....... 27.50} 2,392. 50 
104 eee “Si pte ng ae 77.00| 3,465.00 |) 155 i eee Fg RN 27.50 | 2,337. 50 
105 45 | Wigs; cut, scarred, 156 71 | I11 small mediums.} 23.00] 1,633.00 

Tf ie I 57.00 | 2,565.00 || 157 26 | IV—6 wigs, 2extra 
106 Po aes gece tees 2.00 | 2,666.00 extra large, 3 ex- 
107 55 | Extra extralarge..| 70.00} 3,850.00 tra large, l5large.| 18.00 468. 00 
108 ee ri 1 pare A fay oe ft 9.00 |) 3,795.00 || 158 57 | [V—24 mediums,33 
109 3 bese GOL et ne meme 68.00 | 3,740.00 small mediums. .| 10.00 570. 00 
110 Ty ea G08 ees. 69.00 | 3,795.00 eee = 
lll oS pepe do: & cies au<-o| 70.50] 3,877.50 10; 102) lowers eet e Weiss Al iain acts 4 674,491. 00 

SALE OF 9,055 SKINS, ST. LOUIS, SEPT. 10, 1919. 

1 so | Eee: $97.00 | $4,850.00 || 15| 60] Extra extra targe..|$105. 00 $6, 300. 00 
2 | Ser Sa | 101.00 | 5,050.00 | 16] 60|..... Atego 104.00 | 6, 240.00 
eT ietie...2 ee | 100.00 | 5,000.00 || 17] 60|..... ACES aE 105.00 | 6,300.00 
rq aay) eee oe OM eS aaa 101.00 | 5,050.00 || 18| 60]... (eee eae W7.50| 6,450.00 
MOND.) a ha Sh oar 103.00} 5,150.00 || 19| 60]..... Aesaivai cece: 104.00 | 6,240.00 
4 ert et eg 105.00 | 5,250.00 || 20| 60]..... ie ae 110.00 | 6,600.00 
Aa} ie th OS 102.00 | 5,100.00 || 21 60 Io... Md aes 109.00 | 6,540.00 
ae ee iP Sale a 104.00 | 5,200.00 || 92] 60 [2222 Sl, Scag 107.00 | 6,420.00 
aie L.... Ce eS. 106.00 | 5,300.00 |} 23] 60 |..... Re Ss 3. 107.00 | 6,420.00 

10) M's: RE 105.00 | 5,250.00 |} 24| 60]... i a 106.00 | 6,360.00 
1 50 |..... OE Ta 115.00 | 5,750.00 |] 25] 60]... aay 109.00 | 6,540. 00 
13| SB sees oe 107.50 | 3,762.50 || 26] 60!..... 2 alle as 106.00 | 6,360. 00 
13 5) | Wigs; cut, scarred, 27 al Fae “Se a 110.00 | 6,600.00 

cpa 74.00 | 3,700.00 |} 28] 60|..... * ..| 108.00 | 6,480.00 
tal DOL ne do.....c.0s002s| 77.00] 3,850.00 || 29} 60/]..... do...-..s-s-..-| 111.00 | 6,660.00 
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SaLe oF DRESSED, DYED, AND MacuiInepD Pripitor Fur-Seat Skins at St. Lovrs, 
1919—Continued. 

SALE OF 9,055 SKINS, ST. LOUIS, SEPT. 10, 1919—Continued. 

Num- Price Num- Price 
Lot Trade Total Lot Trade Total 
To!| bay, classification. skin. | forlot. || No. panics classification. chin, | forlot. 

30 60 | Extra extra large. .|/$111.00 | $6,660.00 |} 84 80 | Large; cut, scarred, 
31 d 112.00 | 6,720.00 tc. bose sehtraas $80.00 | $6, 400. 00 
32 111.00 | 6,660.00 85 Ol eee COLE Uae 78.00 | 6,240.00 
33 110.00 | 6,600.00 |} 86 iil aac QO ao 80.00 } 6,400.00 
34 112.00 | 6,720.00 || 87 cli SSCS She Rann ans 82.00 | 6,560.00 
35 115.00 | 6,900.00 || 88 OO Men amseee eee e 90.00 | 8, 100.00 
36 60 | Extra extra large; 89 7, 650. 00 

cut, scarred, ete.| 97.00] 5,820.00 90 7, 650. 00 
37 lon eee 95.00 | 5,700.00 |} 91 7, 880. 00 
BR « GD) Sessa seek oe 95.00 | 5,700.00 |} 92 7, 425. 00 
39| 70| Extra large....-... 100.00 | 7,000.00 || 93 7, 380. 00 
40 IOS seo eee 99.00 | 6,930.00 94 7,380.00 
415|" 70: (eee done ekeee eee 98.00 | 6,860.00 || 95 7, 470.00 
42 AOD Eee eee 101.00 | 7,070.00 |} 96 7, 470. 00 
B31 * 770i eS doe cee tee 102.00 | 7,140.00 |} 97 7,470.00 
IN Aly (Yo La eat 6 ka J ee Se AS 99. 6, 930. 00 98 7,515.00 
5 070 | aoe Ow ate eee 96. 6,720.00 |} 99 7,470. 00 
AG) Oise dose eeeee eee i 7, 280.00 || 100 7, 830. 00 
47 Goen.ete ee 99. 6,930.00 || 101 7, 650. 00 
AS) Vee Se doLenReep eee 99. 6, 930. 00 || 102 7,470. 00 
49 Oe ae : 7,070.00 || 103 7,470.00 
F710 obey (1 eet (eae aE 2 7, 280.00 || 104 7, 740. 09 
BL 70) eck OSes ene ee 01. 7,070.00 || 105 7, 560.00 
BDF Pag Redo: ese 9. 7, 630.00 |) 106 7, 380. 00 
53s 10 o270|-sosadoue oon eee Bf 7,315.00 || 107 7, 650. 00 
DA re 0 eee Osta cre eee 95. , 300. 00 || 108 6, 640. 00 
[i550 hay | eeesaes Oe ase oe : 7,490.00 || 109 : 6, 880. 00 
56 110 90 | Mediums; cut, 

see 95. 6, 650. 00 scarred, ete....-.} 62.00 | 5,580.00 
57 6,090.00 || 111 90 |----- Goss eaeseeeeeee 65.00 | 5, 850.00 
58 4,750.00 |} 112 2 SE Clb asisomGsinise 67.00 | 6,030.00 
59 8,080.00 || 113 90 acaen Gosssssezeehece 66.00 | 5,940.00 
60 8,000.00 |) 114 SOW eR eeee loses mean aenee 66.00 | 5,940.00 
61 8,080.00 |) 115 (PO ise Gost asseshaeee 65.00 | 3,900.00 
62 8,000.00 || 116 90 | Small mediums....| 66.00 | 5,940.00 
63 8,000. 00 || 117 Cesc COS tse seeeeee 68.00 | 6,120.00 
64 8, 240.00 || 118 SO eee Che toee outs 69.00 | 6,210.00 
65 8,000.00 |] 119 HD |sasee (0 (ee Sreee yee 66.50 | 5,320.00 
66 8,000.00 || 120 70 | Small mediums; 
67 7, 920. 00 cut, scarred, ete.} 50.00 | 3,500.00 
68 8,400.00 || 121 60ulneee= dOee scare 50.00 | 3, 250.00 
69 8,320.00 |) 122 BO)| MUL wa tenancies 57.00 | 2,850.00 
70 8, 160. 00 || 123 65 | I1I—40 extra extra 
71 8, 089. 00 : large, 25 extra 
72 8, 080. 00 FAN POL css seco en 61.00 | 3,965.00 
73 8,000.00 |} 124 BD: |p Wel lenges see cetccns 52.00 | 2,860.00 
74 8,000.00 || 125 75 | I1l—39 mediums, 
75 8, 080. 00 36smallmediums} 42.00] 3,150.00 
76 8, 240.00 |; 126 30 | IV—S8 wigs, 3 extra 
77 8, 000. 00 extra large, 4 ex- 
78 8, 200. 00 tra large, 10 
79 8, 080. 00 large, 4 medi- 
80 : -8, 160. 00 ums. 1 small me- 
81 il (oss S28 Cages at gad 2.00 | 8, 160.00 UUM sae cceee ss 22.00 660. 00 
82 urred, ee 

Dele ine opiate xinials 79.00 | 6,320.00 9 (055 |<. \stewees ce esecceesain| apa ames 827, 112. 50 
eg eh Rs ee 81.00 | 6,480.00 

Summary oF TRADE CLASSIFICATIONS, OF PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL IN EAcH Crass, 
AND oF Amounts Receivep at SALES or Fur-Seau Sxrins, St. Lours, 1919. 

Trade classification. Sale, Apr. 28, 1919. Sale, Sept. 10, 1919. Total. 

Num- Per Num- er Num- 
ber. cent. Amount. ber. cent. Amount. ber. Amoun'. 

ONES: oS 5 ck cae eamenenens 1, 067 10.56 | $78,211.00 743 8.21 | $71,288.50 | 1,810] $149, 499.50 
Extra extra large.....-... 2,339 23.16 | 168,911.00 1,483 16.38 | 156,496.00 | 3,822 325, 407. 00 
Txctra large. sos. seeseen 2,067 | 20.46 | 145,320.00 | 1,409] 15.56 | 140,098.00} 3,476] 285,418.00 
Taree oA aut ss seeaeanl 2/446 | 24.21 | 166,473.00 | 2,385 | 26.34 | 227,760.00] 4,831] 394,233.00 
Mediums...........---..| 1,859 | 18.40 | 103,743.00 | 2,513 | 27.75 | 199,596.00} 4,372] 303,339.00 
Small mediums.......-. | 324 3.21} 11,833.00 522 5.76 | 31,874.00 846 43, 707. 00 

Total........-.----| 10,102 | 100.40 | 674,491. 00 | 9,055 | 100.00 | $27,112.50 | 19,157 | 1,501,603. 50 
Cee eee Ee ee eee 

a 
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GRADES AND COMPARATIVE VALUES OF SEALSKINS. 

As was done in the 1918 Alaska report in respect to the sealskins 
sold in 1918, record is made of the comparative trade classifications 
and prices obtained for the various sizes of sealskins sold in 1919. 
The following table gives the number and grade of skins of each 
category and the high, low, and average prices received: 

CoMPARATIVE VALUES BY GRADES AND S1zES oF SEALSKINS Sonp IN 1919. 

Classes and sales. | Grade. |YYr"| High. | Low. | Aver | Total. |amocer| arc’ |  rotal 

hg and IT. 730 | $85.00 | $77.00 | $81.57 | $59, 545.00 

soe once) BER) ER) BE HBER | soc] eso] san. 
Land ii} sae | 1i00 | oc00 | 10898 | 60,715.90 

Seite] BEB) EB) a] FENG ve | soos] nan 
peeks aicien lerpee 2h rae 8 22.00 | 22.00} 22.00 176. 00 

[and IT.| 1,875 80. 00 68. 00 75.40 | 141,367.50 

por nee] | BY S| S| AGES | 0 | mam] sox 
Tad I 1,280 11500 104. 00 108.5 138,770. 00 

Sept Ween Li |B) ae) So HH | s/o. | on 
1 pee a 3 22.00 | 22.00] 22.00 66. 00 

a ahaa and IT 1,597 79.00 66. 50 74.25 | 118, 574.00 

ton a He HE) |B) BS) ES | or] m0] saan 
Tand I. 1,199 109.00 96. 00 101.68 120,998. 00 | 

genera hie 5] Bio] shan | si. nae 1,400 | 90.48 | 140,096.00 
a 4 22. 00 00 2 38. 

Bg 3 T and II.| 1,825 83.00 | 59.50 | 73.41 | 133,970.00 

tor elt) S| BB] BB] He] eae 20 | co] a, 
WF ie aya | i822] HO | HEM | ang BO 

coe mn tae) ES] BB) BEERS | 20/0] ammo 
“a EVES sees 10 22.00 22.00 22.00 a 00 | 

and IT.) 1,131 | 75.00] 58.50] 66.00] 74,649.00 

soe Bocce Me) “HY | S| BE BAR | 0 | sat | sora. 
and it:| 1,960 | 90.00 | szeo| aecoo | 164,080.06 

Sept. 10........ fie i 42.00 42.09 ae “a | 2,513 | 79.43 | 199,596.00 
Witenae 4 5 22.00 4 

aA 1 and IT. 144 60.00 50.00 53. 47 f 700. 00 

soe Bonne) Bl BM) BS] BS) GG | wx] me) s00 
Landit| 360| 00.00| oho | rao | 23,000.00 

ooh 0 Ha | | BB BS VE | 2] om] aso 
IW S350 1 22. 00 22.00 22. 00 | 22.00 

5 ae ape saute? ed SODA "| "9058 | 91.34] 9977112, 50 ep 26) ; , 
Both oct Ce SEs BS its. dfess-s-.c). 22 ..ge)) eel 19, 187-| 78.88 |1,501,603..60 

SUMMARY OF FUR-SEAL SKINS SHIPPED TO FUNSTEN BROS. & CO. 

Beginning with the year 1913 all merchantable fur-seal skins 
shipped from the Pribilof Islands have been forwarded to Funsten 
Bros. & Co., St. Louis, Mo., forsale. The first sale, held in December, 
1913, consisted of 1,896 salted skins. All subsequent sales have been 
of dressed, dyed, and machined skins. The table following records 
all shipments made to the firm in the years 1913 to 1919, inclusive, 
sales of skins, and balances remaining in the custody of the firm. 
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FUR-SEAL SKINS ON HAND DECEMBER 31, 1919. 

In order to have available in concise form figures in regard to 
the number of fur-seal skins handled during the year and the number 
on hand both at the Pribilof Islands and at St. Louis at the end of 
the calendar year 1919, the following tabulations have been prepared: 

St. Louis Recorp or SEALSKINS.a 

ee PE ad» EEN Oe Oe rr 29, 080 
Shipments received in 1919: 

UVTORITINT 2 = Le oo LE eee en LN ore neem ge ee aay 7,482 
Ep ie SA eS tee Oe an eee 4,013 
Sery eteee Washinaton). ised Pred Se 8 eg Sse 12 
WEG MEHICES Nehes Soe aerate eseree eel 2 iy ia ty SS ed ee rie 26, 185 

37, 692 

a ee are ek RR ree te ea ees Sere ete 66, 772 
Sales during 1919: 

SIE URES OS Eat At) Se 10, 102 
CO Sg Se Se alates pial Gs Saha ee 9, 055 

19, 157 

gl ne BL CALE J Re SE EES ead kane as a ees 47, 615 

Prrpiror Recorp OF SEALSKINS.a 

On hand Jan. 1, 1919: 
OE gO ie a ae ne ee 3, 796 
GN he en ona AUN Byes du uli np carne dun ewecen 389 
mnt rowew (On Poard Hoosetelt).... . Fe. LL sl. ck cee ce wcae 7, 482 

11, 667 
Skins taken in 1919: 

VARS SR at ee ee oe 24, 053 
UE NIUE as ee ee bn vine dulce ee sedact nee 3, 768 

27, 821 

cy eal, SESS gm SEE ten PGES San api Ds fn eee it Suababe fad Ae aan baa 39, 488 
Shipments during 1919: 

Baty CLL PRE TICL 7's kyr'c ive FOP OUR POLES ISL oo cle eekeecet eS 29, 352 
en OO EE EP ee on SPA ieh ae Pe na 8, 328 

37, 680 

Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1919 (St. Paul, 1,405; St. George, 412).... 61,817 

Geman total on hand. Dac. $1, 1910... 5... a ceece cds ccevdecdeedecs 49, 432 

SALE OF FOX SKINS. 

The fox skins taken on the Pribilof Islands in the season of 1918-19 
numbered 667 blue pelts and 30 white pelts, which, with the excep- 
tion of 2 blue pelts withheld for exhibition purposes at Washington, 
were sold at public auction at St. Louis on September 10, 1919. The 
665 blues brought $130,274.50, an average of $195.90 each, and the 
30 white skins $1,660, an average of $55.33 each. The following 
table shows details in regard to the sale: 

aWhen the shipment en route from the islands at the end of1918 was checked out at St. Louis the number 
of skins was found to be 7,482 instead of 7,483, as stated on p. 114 of the corresponding report for 1918. It 
was also found when skins were packed on St. George Island in 1919 that 389 skins remained from the 1918 
take, instead of 387, as stated on p. 109 of the printed report for 1918. 
oA report from the agent and caretaker on St. Paul Island, dated Dec. 8, 1919, stated that counts of 

the skins on hand showed an excess of 9 over the number supposed to remain after all shipments. The 
shipment which reached the dressing and dyeing plant in November, 1919, had not been unpacked and 
checked at the end of the year, and part or allof this excess may be accounted for when final report is 
made on that shipment. In handling the large number of skins taken during the season, it seems prac- 

« tically impossible to avoid the occurrence of slight discrepancies in the counts. 
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Derams or SALE oF 665 BiuE Fox Sxins anp 30 Waite Fox Skins From 
PrIBILOF IsLANDS AT Sr. Lours, Sepr. 10, 1919. 

ri Number - . Price Total for 
Lot No. ofskins. Trade classification. per skin. 16 

Blue fox skins: 
BOD. 2c ekccidecccccctcssceeno==) | | Extra extraiines:. 2... ooo wae $350. 00 $1, 400. 00 

Bees Edo sco saben = nSssoecenc: 310. 00 1, 240. 00 
Fe Aap asodeer Soca se 315. 00 1, 260. 00 

BESS occ conn osorencceeaeess 320. 00 1, 280. 00 
eeos COS nse et Joatonn be eee seh enlent 275. 00 1, 100. 00 

See Goeencodceans 2 Actign cos: 370. 00 2, 220. 00 
SERA (Stee Se te Sa godeseren aac 325. 00 1, 950. 00 
itxtra: large fine! 2 * ta 7-5 2 ce -<= 335. 00 1, 675. 00 
IL extra large dark.......---------- 220. 00 2, 200. 00 
T extra large dark....-........-.--- 300. 00 1,800. 00 

RO eennBddotocsupaseoacoser 265. 00 2, 120.00 
Sante ee aAchcboosaontncssost sass 265. 00 2, 120. 00 

ASO neon OboERsocerSScrem soc: 295. 00 2, 950. 00 
Su 0: bos ces Seema 260. 00 2, 600. 00 

225. 00 2, 250. 00 
210. 00 2, 100. 00 
190. 00 2, 280. 00 
190. 00 2, 280. 00 
145. 00 1, 450. 00 
125. 00 1,000. 00 
100. 00 1, 600. 00 
190. 00 1,710.00 
205. 00 2,050. 00 
215.00 2, 150. 00 
195. 00 1, 950. 00 
190. 00 1, 900. 00 
135. 00 1, 350. 00 
110. 00 1, 100. 00 
110. 00 1, 100.00 
85. 00 850. 00 

395. 00 3, 160. 00 
47.00 705. 00 

Extra large fine dark.........------| 380.00 2, 280. 00 
extra fine darkessseeeeeeesas seas 325. 00 1, 300. 00 

WE (Ne PL esp donaenatoncrcosce =: 320. 00 1, 280.00 
II extra large fine dark........-.---| 275.00 2, 200. 00 
DN Jarce tine dark-o. eee sccsbacer 215. 00 860. 00 
T extra large fine dark.............- 275.00 1, 650. 00 
Dini G aks secse iste cee see ear 285. 00 2, 280. 00 
sae 280. 00 2, 240. 00 

WE Abccoccserc Doct nopoadcicee 250. 00 2, 000. 00 
BEsen 0 CO ReAn Ss sereoossonabasaciasotec 240. 00 1, 440. 00 
II fiae Garke tesco. cee e =o daa 205. 00 2, 050. 00 
Textra teres. dark.. sessee=eqepenscit= 220. 00 1,320.00 
ee do. ocencemeeel!s 1215.00 1,075.00 

180. 00 1, 440.00 
SS 170. 00 1, 360. 00 

SREP ROCOGE A RCUC 230. 00 2, 300. 00 
wht AOiwackinedes dus oscad 4 210. 00 2, 520. 00 

Fie claeinnalelnenle'n'eelnlvinle <te'ninialna 190. 00 2, 280. 00 
BM Cesk eel taee ae es woettee lee ania = 185. 00 2, 220. 00 
paneeQOLbebs oben camettebenata-able-ck 205. 00 2, 460. 00 

SE and ecccocLososmonorccmer 175. 00 2, 275. 00 
ea Boose sosacassess Soc 210. 00 2, 520. 00 

Tl extra large blue -<. .--.--..5---.\ 160. 00 2, 240. 00 
IT blue... nn ences = eee nee ne =e 160. 00 1, 600. 00 
Bee sO wees eine ae reales seat 155.00 1, 550. 00 
pe, Las (Pe SA SR SEAR SS $5550 SER ES Ua 130. 00 910. 00 

Se enone ee sane acai: 115. 00 1, 380. 00 
2 (eA eB socecSpopacdacmidecene 105.00 1, 050. 00 
Textra large Silvery........-.....--| 270.00 2, 160. 00 
TSU ON Ys ~ aoe aa ocinem oe ene 205. 00 1, 435. 00 
Tund Llpale2s: fe. 2 eo sche 175. 00 1, 925. 00 
1 0) 0) VCS As Sacha ye oaboee eee 60.00 1,020. 00 

28. 00 588. 00 
5. 50 71. 50 

400. 00 1, 600. 00 
260. 00 2, 080. 00 
280. 00 1, 680. 00 
200. 00 1, 600. 00 
205. 00 2, 460. 00 

{I blue low.. 160.00 1, 280. 00 
I and II dark silvery..........-.-.-| | 335.00 3, 685. 00 
DSUVGEYs 2 Beak wetness ate oo nla niet 230. 00 1, 150. 00 
Il extra large ‘fine dark............ 280. 00 560. 00 

_ LES Se Oe cee es eae 67.00 1,072.00 
ti PtMOw At Jo. chaos ante toa en 42.00 588. 00 

Vebede daa Sate earee cece reese tee: mone 131, 934.50 © 

=e 
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JAPANESE SEALSKINS DELIVERED TO UNITED STATES. 

The North Pacific Sealing Convention of July 7, 1911, provides 
that in respect to fur-seal skins taken annually upon Robben Island, 
or any other islands or shores of the waters covered by the conven- 
tion subject to the jurisdiction of Japan, 10 per cent in number and 
value shall be delivered to the United States. In 1918 the Japanese 
take consisted of 555 skins. The same number were taken in 1919. 
The share of the United States for the two years was, accordingly, 
111 skins. These skins were forwarded to the Bureau’s agents, 
Funsten Bros. & Co., St. Louis, for sale. They arrived at St. Louis, 
March 15, 1920. Examination of the skins showed that they had 
been very carefully taken and cured. It is understood that the 
take of Japanese skins in 1918 and 1919 all came from Robben Island. 

Information received informally from Mr. K. Ishino, of the Impe- 
rial Bureau of Fisheries of Japan, indicates that there were on Robben 
Island in 1919, between 11,000 and 12,000 seals, and that the 
seals on the Kuril Islands have gradually decreased in the past four 
or five years and have now almost disappeared. Mr. Ishino also 
stated that when at the Commander Islands in 1916 he determined 
that the Russian herd numbered about 50,000 animals. The Rus- 
sian Government’s report, however, claims only 30,000. In 1917 
there were 800 seals killed on Copper Island, one of the Commander 
group. Mr. Ishino stated that sea otters are increasing among the 
Kuril Islands and that in 1919 he saw 300 and has reason to believe 
that there are at least 500 there. He advised also that sea otters are 
increasing about the Russian islands. 



FUR-SEAL CENSUS, PRIBILOF ISLANDS, 1919. 

By G. Datitas Hanna. 

A census of the Alaska fur-seal herd was taken during the summer 
of 1919 by employing the methods which have been in practice for 
several previous years. These, together with the habits of the ani- 
mals and the history of the herd have been fully described in the 
annual reports from 1914 to 1918, so that in order to avoid needless 
repetition these subjects will not be treated herein, except in so far 
@s seems necessary to properly present the new data. Some new 
facts in regard to the natural history of the animals, learned in 1919, 
will be mentioned, however, in order to keep this phase of the subject 
up to date. 

A complete count of bulls was made at the height of the breeding 
season. To facilitate the count, driftwood and paint markers were 
laced on some of the rookeries which are more difficult to count. 
hile these were very helpful they only emphasized the need of 

permanent work of this character carried on with the erection of 
overhead observation positions. 

After the breaking up of the harems, pups were counted on as many 
rookeries as possible in order to determine the average harem. 

Preliminary harem counts (not tabulated herein) were made on St. 
George Island by C. E. Crompton and on St. Paul by the author. 
These proved helpful in the final counts and afforded a fair check on 
the work. 

In the harem counts, H. D. Aller assisted on St. Paul and C. E. 
Crompton on St. George. The same men assisted in the pup counts 
on the same islands. Besides this Mr. Crompton made the pup count 
of Staraya Artil Rookery on St. George and Mr. Aller counted 
Polovina Cliffs Rookery on St. Paul. 

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED. 

As the seal herd grows a census taken by present means becomes 
less and less accurate. This is necessarily the case because of the 
large masses of animals dealt with, and unless an elaborate system of 
markers and elevated viewpoints be established it will not be many 
years until the count of harems will give no more accurate an enumera- 
tion than an estimation by the area method. The construction of 
the necessary apparatus, however, is believed to be feasible, and in 
view of the accurate knowledge which can be gained in regard to the 
state of the herd it would seem to be very profitable. Under present 
methods of calculation the harem count is fundamental. If it be far 
wrong the entire census becomes an estimate with figures which look 
mathematically exact. When the herd was small the harems could 
be counted exactly, but this is not true to-day. Therefore the readers 
of this report should bear in mind that although figures for the different 
classes are given exactly, only round numbers are intended. A com- 
plete census is an absolute impossibility. A close approximation to 
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“the truth is all that can beexpected. The best census is a very careful 
estimate made by utilizing as many of the known factors in the 
biology of the species as possible. 

The great difficulty in counting bulls is to find a point back of the 
large rookeries from which all the animals can be seen. In order to 
overcome the trouble we climb a high ladder which can be moved 
from place to place, and whenever the weather and sea will permit 
boats are utilized, because of the better view thus usually secured. 
But both of these methods are unsatisfactory and certain construction 
work has been outlined elsewhere. Possibly the work could be done 
with absolute accuracy from an airplane with the aid of photography, 
a means first suggested, it is thought, by Dr. Paul Bartsch, of the 
United States National Museum. 

With the decrease in the number of bulls and the increase in the 
average harem in 1919 less difficulty was experienced in countin 
pups than in 1917 and 1918. The rookeries are so large on St. Pau 
now, however, that a complete pup count could hardly be attempted 
without a considerable force of men. And even then it is believed 
the loss which the herd would suffer from the count would not be 
warranted. If the persons intrusted with the census work can give 
the subject their undivided attention during the season the count of 
pups on a few of the smaller rookeries should suffice to establish the 
average harem, provided, of course, that the harem count be accurate. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE CENSUSES. 

In connection with work on the fur-seal rookeries it is impossible 
to forecast even one year in advance the new problems which may 
be forthcoming and the difficulties which may arise to interfere with 
a satisfactory taking of the census. However, several years’ ex- 
erience have led to certain conclusions which may be worth recording 
or such use as future workers may care to make of them. 
It is anticipated that the bull counts on St. George Island can be 

made with comparative ease at the height of the breeding season; no 
material increase in the idle and harem bull classes is expected for at 
least two or three years. Staraya Artil and North Rookeries are 
much more satisfactorily counted from a boat than from the land side 
if the weather is suitable for one to get out on the sea. Should it be 
necessary to count from the land however, the use of a long ladder is 
recommended in order to permit observation of the entire areas of 
the breeding masses. East Reef and East Cliffs Rookeries can be 
seen better from the water, but satisfactory counts can be obtained 
from the land. A considerable risk is run in the case of the latter 
rookery on account of the dense vegetation growing on a ragged 
slope. Should one slip here he would fall among the bulls and be in 
imminent danger of losing his life. However, should timidity be felt 
regarding the cliff, it seems entirely feasible for the person doing the 
counting to be supported from above with a rope. Zapadni Rookery 
can be counted by exercising the ordinary care one acquires in creeping 
a the breeding rookeries; and the same is true in the case of 
South. 

The much larger areas on St. Paul Island, however, can not be 
disposed of so easily. There is not likely to be any material diminu- 
tion in the numbers of bulls, which are a constant menace to observers 
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during the height of the season counts. While this is the most im- 
portant of all census work it is becoming less and less satisfactory 
because of extraordinary difficulties encountered. The larger rook- 
eries can not be seen from a point on the land side. Heretofore the 
precarious utilization of a long ladder supported by guys has been 
resorted to. These guys must be held by men and if a bull should 
charge one of these men a most uncomfortable fall to the rocks below 
would result. 

Temporary marks of driftwood and paint have been placed on the 
difficult rookeries the past few years. Time and labor, however, have 
not permitted this to be done in any but a cursory fashion. 
A large amount of work needs to be done in order to make the bull 

counts of the future satisfactory. Concrete markers should be placed 
at regular intervals of at least 100 feet (better every 50 feet) on the 
following rookeries: Gorbatch, Reef, Kitovi, Lukanin, Polovina, 
Morjovi, Vostochni, Zapadni, Little Zapadni, and Tolstoi. A marker 
3 feet long, 1 foot square at the base, and 6 inches square at the top is 
suggested. It could be buried a foot in most places. It would be 
very desirable also to have a piece of 1-inch galvanized pipe 6 feet 
long set into each to facilitate handling the block and to make it 
much easier to see at the long distance from which counts must ordi- 
narily be made. 

Overhead runways for the observer to walk out to the crest of the 
beach line should be provided on most of the rookeries mentioned 
above. They need not be elaborate. Ali that is needed is a trestle- 
work 6 feet high and a walkway 1 or 2 feet wide. No hesitation need 
be felt because of the effect these structures would have on the seals. 
In 1919 two boats remained on Reef Rookery throughout the season 
and the seals paid not the slightest attention to them. 

This construction work which has been recommended must be done 
at the earliest possible moment if satisfactory census figures are 
desired. It can not be done now, however, in time for use in 1920. 
The bulls arrive in May, which is earlier than men can ordinarily get 
to the islands. Snow then usually covers the ground and would 
prevent work of the character outlined. Such work, which would 
involve a considerable amount of labor, must be done after August 
10 if it is to be done at all, during the season when the island force 
would be busy at other work. It is recommended, therefore, that 
at least five assistants be supplied the man who directs this work. 
One of these should be a good carpenter who could act as foreman, 
and the others should be laborers. All should be taken from the 
States. During the sealing season there is an abundance of work 
elsewhere on St. Paul for them to do. As stated, they would not be 
needed on the rookeries until after August 10. 

Too strong emphasis can not be placed on the need of the work 
outlined above and on the absolute necessity of its being provided for 
wholly by outside labor. 

It may be asked, why the large St. Paul rookeries can not be counted 
from a boat. It is not always possible to get out on the water for this 
urpose, but when it is I have chosen the means in preference to the 
adder for Zapadni, Little Zapadni and Tolstoi. However, these 
rookeries are becoming so deep that it is practically impossible to 
get an accurate count of bulls from a boat. The areas are too broad 
and the seals are too campact therein. 

e 

j 
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As the number of bulls is reduced in the herd the counting of pups 
will become easier and the work can be undertaken somewhat earlier. 
If the force of men recommended is supplied in 1920 doubtless some 
of the larger rookeries can be counted again. But unless a thoroughly 
accurate and satisfactory count of harems can be made on a rookery 
the count of pups is not so valuable as it otherwise would be. 

PUPS. 

DIsTRIBUTION OF Pups IN 1919. 

Date of | Living Dead Total | Per cent 
Rookery. counts. pups. pups. pups. dead. 

ST. PAUL ISLAND. 

eNO FOW DO 

ona 

PRP ow ~N Nh wth Eo Nr > 10000 toe I> a &S BE 2Esa 
—EE SS EEE —E—E EE — LSS 

a Based on estimated average harem. 

The number of dead pups was ascertained on each rookery counted 
at the time the count was made. On those rookeries on which the 
cows and pups were estimated the number of dead was computed 
from the percentage of dead used in the 1918 report. The small 
increase in the average harem, especially on St. George, should have 
reduced the percentage of dead pups to aslight extent. On St. Paul, 
conditions were so little changed in this respect, however, that the 
difference would not overbalance variations due to the laws of 
chance. Therefore until average harems become as large as the 
have been in some former year (as 1916 for instance) when the death 
rate was determined for all of the rookeries it seems best to make no 
change in the percentages. The rookeries which were counted in 
1919 gave no data upon which to base a reduction. In fact there 
was in some cases evidence of a slight increase in the number of dead 
pups. 
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INCREASE OR DECREASE IN NUMBER OF Pups IN 1919 From 1918. 

n Total Total | Numer rege 
ookery. pups pups ical 

1918. | 1919. | increase. | Teerease 

ST. PAUL ISLAND. Pescrns: 

BRILO VE Sse se we ro is ae Seciee ee iocae eee lame me meee See amie ele 2,540 3, 565 1,025 +40. 35 
akan in < ocowce mo oe cee ae ae eet eae ate eee castle sceermen 2, 235 2, 788 553 +24. 74 
Gorbatch = ..22 5500602 ccc ncce ceeds bbb ce be che ee decease ce acme 9, 486 12, 308 2, 822 +29. 74 
ATCIPUON «20-5 se SR eS Saree ee sai le Se GE icin Se arene 792 1, 150 358 +45. 29 
ROCL ooo aos aejaiswi pane sncccaseenemane seeuieet acisus ce aa cee erase ne 19, 398 22, 457 3, 059 +15. 76 
Sivtitel( ccche cece tac cen cae Laem le aes SEN a een 6,325} 7,015 690}  +10.90 
TAGOONE |b. Samet ow cicin baceeoek = eaten oe deme mivieeh cactaesemnnae 512 445 — 67 —13. 08 
WOIStO): Joe cae cree ooo ieee ns cebicga sete ae cmeeree os secre 16,725 16, 027 —698 — 4.17 
Vapadaits oo seesee ‘| 11,460] 14,300 2,840| 424.78 
Little Zapadni cael a -| 9,089] 10,145} 1,056| 411.61 
Zapadni Reef. .-... Z 536 604 68 +12. 68 
Polovina.......... 5,343 5, 794 451| + 8.44 
Polovina Cliffs. ... 1, 882 2, 209 327 +17. 37 
Little Polovina.. . ‘| 13491 1, 203 —288| —19.31 
Marlovi. -eaest3.601. i ee ey a ATE —294/ — 881 
Mostochines.? 4. kes 28 Deepa Rte ste Peet 31,468 | 30, 863 —605| — 1.92 

Poked so gue eh RES eee aT SES AAR Bete | 122,617/ 133,914] 11,297| + 9.21 

ST. GEORGE ISLAND. 

North... e002 ee. ERE Ore Savane eee a 7,011 8, 802 1,791 | +25. 54 
tarayarATily Ws cde snoncc nace Some asco ee ose eee meee 5,440 5, 746 306 + 5.62 
“yh eee amaeree Sane Se aSo sob amos pear boscodconednsseccuedacd 806 857 51 + 6.32 
South ee 61 68 7 +11. 47 
East Reef Ne A BPED0 2, 367 247| = +11.65 
Bast: Chris; 2 5oc coc fants ac ca cebeaslen semanis sce ace cee eer ae cea 4, 860 5, 418 558 +11. 48 

Dotaieese © oer el ot Ue fat Sok, aeene tte Pere aE 20,298 | 23,258]  2,960| +14. 58 

Total! both islands! .i. PEs. we Sateen ten 142, 915 | 157, 172 14, 257 +9.97 

A casual inspection of the foregoing table discloses a great varia- 
tion in the growth of the various rookeries. It ranges from a loss of 
19.31 per cent in one case to a gain of 45.20 per cent in another. 
Some of this variation might be attributed to the defects in the 
method of arriving at the number of pups on rookeries not actually 
counted, but it can not explain it all. A constant rate of increase 
simply is not a phase of rookery development, and this is the greatest 
objection to the use of a single breeding area as a type in census cal- 
culations. 

COWS. 

NUMBER. 

The number of breeding cows is by inference the same as the num- 
ber of pups, since but a single young is born annually. Although a 
birth of twins is unknown in thespecies, it is not believed to be entirely 
impossible from an anatomical standpoint and may on very rare 
occasions occur. 

The figures for the pups show that there has been an increase of 
cows of 9.97 per cent from 1918. This figure is to be compared with 
11.63 per cent for 1918. 
The figures show that the average annual increase is between 9 

and 10 per cent under present conditions. This is an exceedingly 
slow rate of growth for animals which live as long and breed as often 
as fur seals. It emphasizes the enormous loss the species suffers 
annually from some enemy of which we know practically nothing. 
It now seems certain that 50 per cent of all animals born are lost 
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before they attain the third year. Since an exceedingly small pro- 
portion is weak physically, it seems evident that the great loss is due 
to a predatory animal. 

LOSS. 

The loss of cows on the islands due to rookery conditions continues 
to be large, but a decrease from 1918 is noted. This result would 
naturally be expected from the increase in the average harem, 
although small, and the consequent less crowded condition. The 
dead cows found on five St. Paul rookeries numbered 15. The total 
alive on the same areas was 12,093. This proportion (0.001240) 
applied to the entire herd indicates a total loss of 195 cows. This 
number is to be compared with 213 for 1918, 129 for 1917, and 39 for 
1916. With an increase in the average harem to about 40 there 
should be a material reduction in this loss. 

The practice of killing seals up to August 10 grew up when the herd 
was smaller and much time could be taken in the segregation of the 
animals. The natives were thus provided with fresh food 10 days 
longer. At the present time the practice can hardly be excused on 
these grounds. The males which would ordinarily be taken in this 
period can be secured before, at least in large part, by a slight speeding 
up of the work. 

AGES. 

The maximum age of cows is yet unknown. Animals of the 1902 
series (branded 1896 to 1902 aahies) were observed in 1919 to the 
number of nine. This is a larger number than has been previously 
recorded for several years. Close watch was kept for them. This is 
considered a large number in view of the fact that the youngest are 
at least 17 years old and have passed through at least 10 years of 
pelagic sealing. The number branded of which records are available 
was 19,587. St. George brandings from 1898 to 1902, inclusive, are 
not available. 

C. E. Crompton reported seeing a cow on Staraya Artil Rookery 
August 2, 1919, with the one bar across the back characteristic of the 
1902 series and, in addition, a longitudinal bar on the left side. No 
record of such a brand was made on St. Paul Island, so it is probably 
a St. George seal. 

Cows of the 1912 series were especially in evidence, possibly 
because branded animals were being searched for. Four were seen in 
one day on St. George. They have been seen on rookeries occasionally 
where it is known they were not born. This lends weight to the 
theory that the cows wander considerably from place to place, whereas 
it is known that adult males do not do so to nearly the extent that was 
formerly supposed. In less than half a dozen cases have males of 
this series been seen away from parent rookeries since they became 6 
years old. 

BULLS. 

HAREM AND IDLE BULLS. 

_ The count of bulls, harem and idle, made at the height of the breed- 
2 furnishes the most reliable data obtainable at present upon 
which to base the census. From this the average harem can be 

35286°—21——31 
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computed on the several rookeries with a reasonable degree of 
accuracy, providing the number of cows is ascertained for some of 
them; and it is possible to determine fairly well about what the 
average harem will be from the proportion of idle bulls found at the 
height of the season. 

The enumeration of the bulls is conducted with increased difficulty 
each year. It seems likely that unless some means are devised 
whereby the animals on the large rookeries can be brought within 
view the work must be given up ina few years, except on the smaller 
areas and sections. If the plans which are under consideration, 
however, are carried out it is believed that in a few years it will be 
ossible to make this count accurately regardless of the growth of the 
erd. In no other way is it believed possible to keep a sufficiently 

accurate check on the herd to determine quotas for killing in advance 
with the provision of just enough reserve for breeding purposes. 

Owing to adverse weather conditions it was not possible to make 
a count of bulls on Sea Lion Rock (Sivutch Rookery). The number 
was taken as the same as found in 1918 since this area being circum- 
scribed by natural limits forbids any great amount of annual change. 

The following table shows the results of the count: 

HAREM AND IpLE Butts AND PERCENTAGE oF IpLE Butis To HArem Butts 
CoMPARED TO AVERAGE Harem, 1919. 

= 

Idle bulls Harem Idle Average 
Rookery. Date. bulls. bulls Total. ters hineon 

Sto PAUU ISL END: Per cent. | Per cent. 
KAGCOVES. so Joscinen oh sons gata crescendo ad July 16 155 75 230 48. 38 23. 00 
Lukanin. yf Vaya ss 2 110 80 190 72.72 25.34 
Gorbatch. ere Cael 362 95 457 26. 24 34.00 
Ardiguen. . Reece Hiked 46 18 64 39.13 25.00 
Fibots oie wae Hits As eye 0 he SS oh dotl-as 720 162 882 22.50 31.10 
SIVULCH A Wes coccenrcee as nee at tees ade ee aaee (a) 230 90 320 39. 13 30. 50 
UGC ry pe ase ee eS eee eae July 17 17 6 23 35. 29 26. 18 
Molson fee eee bee eons step we seca aehe aSidoe-= 538 154 692 28. 62 29. 79 
Jao OV ase) Se Ee he ae eee p00. - 546 246 792 45. 05 26.19 
TNigIS Bapaaiie 75252 i sik ates Jocent ees Ete. sles 344 145 489 42.15 29. 49 
PAPSGUI Beals, sg. ae aieen hate wnaloaten'= £2 (ys See 28 6 34 21. 42 21,57 
OIG Vina Nae Suc cs oc eee cece chee aeawe July 15 192 102 294 §3. 12 30.18 
Polovinia Clitisrc: 5k. ope eee es Eardley =e 96 48 144 50. 00 23. O1 
PAGHIOUE DIOVININ s = cnecae eee eee ss o. seees i edowece 38 23 61 60. 52 31. 66 
MONON ce scte ee cee se -eee een ches occeeas July 14 147 87 234 59.18 20. 69 
WOSTOCHTL: Saket cooker eee tebe sal ceete -do 1,004 821 1, 825 81.77 30. 74 

Totals cowiae conte en cep a keeieeee asc oees 4,573 2,158 6,731 47.19 29. 28 

ST. GEORGE ISLAND. 

INGODGH 3525 bk asine nip etre old ew ee eee July 21 225 21 246 9. 33 39. 12 
StartvavArtil: 22. cteckoncc se sstewsoeceane eedor es 124 14 138 11. 29 46, 34 
Fone? So. se ues Sanne ullsecepeb eee do 27 6 33 22. 22 31. 74 
SN nerees Fee cco ses ueee cob ceaccee non tons Eel Onis 5 3 8 60. 00 13. 60 
OMS OBE Leen cat acee seb pee cctdcneeeeee July 19 75 23 98 30. 66 31. 56 
BU RCT CHG (SPS ay Soe aes pee een eas 2! ane AO ote 129 14 143 10. 85 42.00 

AQUI Eos. s cu dad Senco eda cceen| Tae eeere 585 81 666 13. 84 39. 76 

Total, otwisiands)u.- 2-602 aS wee 5, 158 2, 239 7,397 | 43, 40 30. 47 

a Count of 1918. 

The most significant fact to be noted in the foregoing table is the 
falling off of the number of bulls. This was greatly desired by all who 
had the welfare of the herd in mind. Later counts showed that it was 
accompanied with an increase in the size of the harem, not a great deal 

| 
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to be sure, but more than had been expected. It was not thought that 
the enormous excess of males which had been in reserve owing to the 
closed season of 1912-1917 could be noticeably reduced in a single 
season of commercial work; yet it was done and speaks well for the 
conduct of the business by the island authorities. It should be noted 
that not only the total number of bulls was slightly reduced but that 
the percentage of idle bulls to harem bulls grew less. This is the 
best evidence that the reasoning was sound which led to the con- 
clusion in former years that a proportion of one idle bull to two 
harem bulls produced the minimum average harem; and that this 
latter is very close to 26, regardless of amount of male life, is a fore- 
gone conclusion. 

AVERAGE HAREM. 

The counting of pups on certain of the rookeries enabled the 
determination of the average harem on the rookeries counted. The 
information derived therefrom, coupled with observation on the 
ground, led to the results given in the table below. For purposes 
of comparison the average harems in 1918 are given, showing graph- 
ically the increase in size of harems. 

AVERAGE HAREM IN 1919 For ALL ROOKERIES. 

| 
Breeding) Harem 

ulls 

Average | Average 

Rookery. cows. harem, | harem, 
1919. 1918. 

ST. PAUL ISLAND. 

155 | 423.00] @20.00 
110| 025.34] 022.35 
362 | @34.00] @31.00 
46 | @25.00] «22.00 

720| @31.19} 098.19 
230 | «30.50! @27.50 
17| 626.18] 620,48 

538 | @29.79| 426.76 
546| 426.19] 493.19 

: 344| @29.49| «26.49 
P22 SE ae Renee S LTE TREN Teh 604 28| 0621.57| 019.85 
EN Ree ha as 1,8. utes cntuodce cde, .: 5, 794 192 | 030.18| 028.88 
NS oo LE Sav eauite carton aceeesendis web 2) 200 96 | 623.01} «20.23 
DSR Oe UH tetra Sdeeed oiab ob daca awetndncs dnaweea ce talus Owes 1, 203 38 | 431.66 @ 28. 67 
DI a Bln G tage hss wow aw canon nannsmauwsewssasadpndedasseescsc } 3,041 147 6 20. 69 @ 23.00 
We Ee eee alec cicl ou Zeca cobeaacadiiscda: 30, 863 1,004} @30.74| 27.74 

pc UE yay SER Ce Spe Coe ee Oe 133,914 4,573 | 29.28 26. 59 

Total for rookeries counted.............c-c.sececcecececececceee 12,093 480 | 25.19 27.88 

ST. GEORGE ISLAND 

NR fn ssf See is PE olin nn taadensnecansoescs 8, 802 225| @39.12| «26.75 
Sthrned ATs ecrem UML auskasslebeGescesbkschessbiucce.. 5, 746 124| 046.34] «34.00 

Oi sik i sD anc uh ament 857 27| »31.74| 018.74 
MM A Es SE Se 5 a 68 5 | 013.60 b 7.62 
BERL ss 5 5 5ite sh AR FS tas wala ds ota wn washia ade 2,367 75| 631.56] 21.41 
SA NOTE ou 4 fina gles NE Et ice Mapas co aan sleg soc na'a 5, 418 129} @42.00| «30.00 

EES On EE LP LS OCR ee 23, 258 585 | 39.76 27. 65 

Total for rookeries counted.............s-e-scscececeeececeeeeee 9, 038 231| 39.42 19.91 

Tol, both Wanda, Lee aes lai sk dk eke | 157,172| 5,158|  30.47| 26.74 

« Estimate. + Pups counted. 

The most significant information bearing upon the average harem 
is furnished by Polovina Rookery. In 1918 it had 185 harems and 
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5,343 cows, an average of 28.88. The number of harems on the 

entire island of St. Paul was less in 1919 than in 1918, but Polovina 

increased by 7. This, together with field observations, indicates 
that there was an excessive influx of bulls on this rookery, which 

operated to prevent the average harem in 1919 becoming as much 
larger than the general average as it otherwise would. In the light 

of the knowledge acquired on the migration of adult seals in 1919 

it seems very plausible that the limited driving and killing from this 
place would tend to preserve here a larger excess than on rookeries 
where commercial operations are more extensive. In other words, 
the absence of driving and killing of males on a rookery hauling 

ground seems in general to tend to preserve a surplus which in later 
years floods the rookery. The same factor would be in operation at 

ortheast Point, which was not driven during the closed season and 
not fully driven in 1918. 

SIZES OF BULLS. 

The actual size of some adult bulls which appear in the early drives 
of the season has been variously estimated. There is great variation 
in animals full grown both in weight and length. The heaviest bull 
weighed 604 pounds after being bled; many of them exceed 550. One 
animal measured 87 inches from the tip of the nose to the base of the 
tail, and practically all that approached maturity exceeded 72 inches. 
These results lead to the conclusion that the maximum size of early- 
arrived full-grown rookery bulls is about 7} feet in length and 700 
pounds in weight. The average is about 6} feet in length and 550 
pounds in weight. It therefore seems clear that the 7-year-old ani- 
mals of the 1912 branded series were not in 1919 nearly grown. It 
now seems to be true that an animal able to hold a harem on a 
crowded rookery must be at least 10 years old. No 7-year-old was 
noted in 1919 which would even come into the category of idle bulls. 

SURPLUS BULLS. 

The surplus-bull class is fast disappearing, and 1919 is probably the 
last year it will be of sufficient importance to be considered. In addi- 
tion to the old-age loss of 20 per cent which has been allowed, it seems 
altogether probable that 50 per cent has been lost through natural 
causes. of course this has not all taken place in the one year, but is 
the cumulative loss, of an individual age class, for instance, from the 
fourth to the seventh year. Heretofore there has been absolutely no 
basis for the computation of such a loss; it was considered to be small 
and did not enter into the computations. After 1920 it is believed 
information will be available which will enable the loss to be stated 
fairly accurately for the third to the fourth years and less so subse- 
quently; possibly it will necessitate a revision of the losses arbitrarily 
adopted below the third year. It will probably not materially change 
the loss of 50 per cent the first three years, however, as each year’s 
work seems to indicate that this is very close to the actual condition. 

The assumption of five breeding years for the males does not seem 
as yet to need revision. Certainly when bulls are abundant and there 
is great strife on the breeding grounds an animal must be well devel- 
oped and at least 8 to 10 years of age before he can hold a position, 
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and five years of fighting will probably wear him out. When the 
are less numerous and there is but little fighting to be done the breed- 
ing period is certainly much longer. A 7-year-old bull is sufficiently 
developed sexually to have a harem, and it is not doubted they will 
do so when the average harem shall have increased to about 40. 
When this occurs it will necessitate the assumption of less than 20 
per cent annual old-age loss of bulls. 

ENEMIES. 

The only enemy of which we can be sure is the killer whale. The 
voracious attacks of this animal on the fur-seal pups have been too 
well described to need repeating here, but they would not have to 
continue long to account for the entire loss. 

The urgent need of combating this animal is easily seen. Out of 
150,000 animals born in 1919, 75,000 are sure to perish before they 
are of any value to the herd or to man. At the present value of furs 
these would be worth over $5,000,000. Of course all of the enemies 
could not be eliminated in any one year, but it is quite evident that 
it would be financially profitable to make a determined start. 

It also is desirable in this connection to point to the paucity of 
information about the fur seals at sea. The animal is so exceedingly 
valuable that it is very desirable to have its habits and habitats 
thoroughly investigated. There may be other enemies just as bad as 
the killer, but any such conjecture emphasizes our ignorance. 

INTERISLAND MIGRATION OF MALES. 

In 1914 and 1915 it was determined beyond question or doubt that 
2 and 3 year old males haul out indiscriminately on any hauling 
ound on either island. This was learned by clipping the hair from 

the heads of branded seals. On St. Paul the aay! side was clipped 
and on St. George the left; this made it possible at a later date to 
identify the animals which had been handled. The same thing had 
been determined, perhaps less satisfactorily, a great many years before 
by clipping the ears of pups. 

It was supposed from this that there was indiscriminate mixing 
among the older classes, and little attention was given the subject 
until 1919. 

In the commercial operations of 1918-19 it has been noted that only 
in two or three instances have branded males of the 1912 series been 
seen on rookeries other than those upon which they were marked in 
1912; but they have appeared in respectable numbers on those. 
The absence of large males on the St. George hauling grounds in 

1919 in the numbers which were expected led to a close inquiry into 
the subject. Constant effort was made to secure a quota which had 
been tentatively set, but the 6-year-olds and over were not available. 
Upon my arrival from St. Paul in census study this was particularly 
noticeable and was borne out in the bull counts and average-harem 
computations, 
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COMPLETE CENSUS OF FUR SEALS AS OF AUGUST 10, 1919, 

Pups, counted. and estimated). A. =. 22.520) (Mis el dee eee demos 157, 172 
Breeding cows, 3 years old and over, by inference. ...-...-..-----........-- 157, 172 
Harem bulls, counted oc nots - ees oe = cee eee ee ee ae 5, 158 
Tdle*bulls;’ counted seo ANE oe Be 5 Se eee 2, 239 
Yearlings, male and female, estimated: 

Pups bora in 1918.3 g.00-% Jace cies ind Spee bee aeiaedeh sabes 142, 915 
35 per cent deducted for natural mortality............--..-.... 50, 020 

Yearlings, both sexes, beginning 1919. ..........-......-- 92, 895 
Yearling females, 50 per cent, Aug. 10, 1919. ................. 46,447 46, 447 

Yearling males, beginning. of 1919. J ..cc) 22. sis cial. dae sed cine 46, 448 
Yearling’ males killed i 1919 oso ee ee ee ee ae 4 

Yearling males, Aug. 10/1919. 55 Se oTave SE eee 46, 444 
2-year-olds, male and female, estimated: 

Yearling females, Aug. 10,1918. sows ie tO eee peed. Ste 41, 608 
20 per cent deducted for natural mortality................-. 8,321 

2-year-old ‘females! ‘Aup.10, 1919. he tO A ee 33, 287 
Yearling: males; August Lora 91s ines eine SUL A Ss pee 41, 595 
Yearling males dalled, fall of MOIR soe@idtechites: steeds? 2 

eatling males, Gnd OF AOlG? eae ne ope cect aries ete 41, 593 
20 per cent deducted for natural mortality.........-........-. 8, 318 

2-year-old males, beginning of 1919..........5....+.-.++-- 33, 275 
2-year-old males killed imclO1Os oie eae Bee ae ee 194 

2-year-old ‘males, Aue. 10, 1919. *). owes oe seis ce mts alee ce oe ieee 33, 081 
3-year-old males, estimated: 

2-year-old males, Avge 10; VOUS sc. esecieeeies Cee eee Mepwion eects 30, 159 
2-year-old, males:killed fall. of 1918 0:4 jn)o:<ejclaiel-cgcise pa cebtice Se 14 

2-year-old males) end of 1918-5 22 Soe ee cee ee eas a ees 
5 per cent deducted for natural mortality....................- 1, 507 

3-year-old males, beginning of 1919...........-.--.---00-- 28, 638 
3-vear-old males kalled in, 1916). 3. oo oie wie St a8 ee te 15, 042 

3-year-old ‘males; Aug: 10; 19192 0 2 eS Pe aes sl ae 13, 596 
4-year-old males, estimated: 

3-year-old males.cAnie- 10) L918 24) 6: 4 aco lots cia? Gnta rates the mraye'niar 9,117 
3-year-old males killed fall of 1918.........-.------.------0. 552 

S<year-old:males, ‘end oFISISS. 2c. eee 2s Pe 8, 565 
5 per cent deducted for natural mortality............-.-..-... 428 

4-year-old males, beginning of 1919.....-.-....... esis etereee 8, 137 
‘year-old males killed im 1919.2... occ s vans es cee cen oe vee 2, 390 

4:year-old males; Aug. 10, 1919) ). 605 Jc)2eit). UCaw. ich Jose 5, 747 
5-year-old males, estimated: 

A-Vear-oig, males, Aug, 10, 1018 7. oe oe net ele a as os oes 7, 114 
*-year-old males killed fall of THIB UT. oe tors sce epee ce nee 229 

A-year-old males, end of 1918.2.)5.)22\(205. bo pee bh. bjs 6, 885 
5 per cent deducted for natural mortality............-.-...-.- 344 

5-year-old males, beginning of 1919....... Pee Aen shee 6, 541 
56-year-old anales killed in 19192... o:/c22). 2c ance eh beeen 1, 259 

§-year-old males; Aug: 10, 1919: «. aieicies ee «mice m dine ona able alee ave’: ya tp art 
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6-year-old males, estimated: 
Swen malewnagey WO 1918 "oes. feos tc c.f ae eee 11, 941 
Sweater maleniwiued. Tall of 19182 co. ese eek. oe 148 

S-year-oldtummienrond of 1918 Way ooo. hte. cee. ce 11, 793 
5 per cent deducted for natural mortality........-............ 589 

6-year-old males, beginning of 1919......................- 11, 204 
G-year-old mialet kalled im 1919): e255. 2225.22 oct le. cens pth bs 

year seas: Aur. 10) TOtamee os ee ol aa ee 8, 991 
Surplus bulls, counted and estimated: 

Eeecare bra) None.) 92.) eae eae anos ite oe ee 7, 788 
20 per cent deducted for old-age loss.................-.-....-- 1, 557 

ite paler remaining in MAU Oe toy ee cette Bele ae 6, 231 

Pecaene puts Wi Wlas eS eee leo sete ote cena ede © 7,307 
i018 bulls renaming, deducted . 252% ).2'2 2.05. cbc. sbbssled.. 6, 231 

incramint af new polisim 1919)! 22s. ea cece cc eweca ns 1, 166 

egerr diel wile LOTR oi ica se oe 6 sie ccd heen enn wee oe 13, 755 
2 eg SAC SG ee ees es Are ee ea 17, 110 

oral eurplos bull atock for 19192. 2.2). 2 Ss. ed ee ee 30, 865 
Hednct number killed, fall of 1918... 5202220025052 eel seis 64 

emus (I AE GUO OF PG1G. 4 oni on ht a amitw Ges bln as awiels 30, 801 
20 per cent deducted for old-age loss..............-..-+.+..---- 6, 160 

Remaining Aas ia RE ec SL sare ha pei wit hs ag els 24, 641 
7-year-olds and over killed in 1919..........-...-.--.......- 4, 238 

EVigtir RUNDE SE PUES os 92 Selo tna dence asia s hes oe bus eas 20, 403 
Increment of new breeding bulls in 1919 deducted............. 1, 166 

SIRE: Wiel SA ODED 8 oi og ated eine aa hong wk dy Sip h'o wes 19, 237 
Estimated 50 per cent loss due to fighting and natural causes .. 9, 618 

pornuys bulls; Aug. 10, WO. S55 2's <5 De usest dav ye tuba 2 aida dels 9, 619 

RECA PITULATION, 
PONIES d Ain e's Ans mam a nVnin snvien nd nable bine grey mead edn - oq bedi sis § o's a 157, 172 
BS en I ae eg ene hd ge NT 157, 172 
REELS poi ni on wk ee die ow hb ae aps pean ae he as one a een oe ae 5, 158 
Dre Ca jit gE te ee oe Do ee an te 2) 239 
a RIMES ANE ia! ao Se hod bVicins Saw kb Finland ies DAN dese (igen Rbite aed 46, 447 
PA MIRR SW WAR oat Sars 1 aT che ciple wid wewewes s Milena acicak west 46, 444. 
2-year-old females.............4 2A RE NM nd (RTS Aa WIS it (ehh QE A 33, 287 
IG: INE Sah eh eee oe aaa 2 ems a an Te abapee vide awake one 33, O81 
er Oh WARNS eae ag as ies cd oc en's’ ov ae ce we Ce wae eee 8 13, 596 
eMOOASLA TRRIGE Tahki aig 48s Dyck ean = to babs cdale SHEERS aioe dels bia Bietae ah: 5, 747 
PUMMEAOLG! THIRIOR. te, 5 ens Pa bei ciate ok bls nimipin mh Sih ion Sly A tthing Fina ow ain vad oh 5, 282 
OE TOROS 6 oo ap «atin eee aid bas on + Shae eR eed wee Lee 8, 991 
RE oo oa on a ain't nie ev ae gh Aah peas oe Da eRe Med teak Solas 9, 619 

OURS L's in ass « ad SoA id gk BR bea eG agra lation xe 524, 235 
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SPECIAL INVESTIGATION OF COPPER RIVER SALMON FISHERY. 

By Henry B. Warp. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF REGION. 

The Copper River, which empties into the Gulf of Alaska at ap- 
proximately the highest point of the crescent of shore that forms the 
northern boundary of the gulf, has long been known as one of the 
important salmon streams of Alaska. The records of its yield are 
found in the publications and other documents of the Bureau of 
Fisheries and need not be recounted here. The value of the fisheries 
on the flats at its mouth and in its course has led to active compe- 
tition for the fishing rights of the district and to the multiplication 
of canneries, as well as boats and gear engaged in catching the salmon 
that visit it annually. 

The effect of the steady and increasing draft upon its fish supply 
resulted in protests that culminated in hearings held by the Bureau 
of Fisheries in 1917 and in 1918 with a view to determining the ne- 
cessity of limiting or prohibiting commercial fishing for salmon in 
the river itself, with its tributary streams, and in its delta waters. 

The evidence presented at these hearings was in part contradictory 
and indicated an unfortunate lack of precise knowledge with reference 
to the conditions that prevailed. There was especial lack of infor- 
mation with reference to the location and extent of the spawning 
grounds to which the salmon resorted on their ascent of the river, 
and it was decided to extend the knowledge of the situation by 
making a study of the stream and its main tributaries, with a view 
to determining precisely where the fish went and what conditions 
they found for spawning. It was with this purpose in view that the 
party spent six weeks in the Copper River Valley and its vicinity, 
gathering information by inquiry from those well acquainted with 
the region, but especially by a study at first hand of the river and its 
tributaries, so far as the time sufficed for this purpose. A _ brief 
statement regarding the territory itself will serve to give proper 
orientation for the account of the work which follows. 

The Copper River has its source in a large glacier on the northern 
slope of Mount Wrangell, and after flowing a short distance northward 
through a narrow valley comes out into the broad gravel-floored area 
known as the Copper River Basin, which stretches from the northern 
slope of the Chugach Mountains to the foothills of the Alaska Range. 
In this plain the river turns gradually in a huge circle around Mount 
Wrangell as a center, and about 50 miles from it, until it reaches a 
see: almost directly south of the mountain and 40 miles from it. 

ere it is met by the Chitina River, flowing in from the eastward. In 
the course of its circle around Mount Wrangell the Copper River re- 
ceives a number of important tributaries—the Chistochina, the Ga- 
kona, and the Gulkana Rivers from the north, and the Tonsina, 
Tazlina, and Klutina Rivers from the west. 

From the point of its union with the Chitina, the Copper River 
flows almost directly south through a narrow valley, at one point 
constricted into a real box canyon, but nowhere possessed of a wide 
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basin, and confined so closely by the Chugach Mountains that the 
streams tributary to it are short and turbulent, often blocked by 
impassable falls within a short distance of the point where they join 
the main river. Furthermore, in the 70-mile stretch from the mouth 
of the Chitina to the delta, the Tickel and the Tasnuna from the west 
and the Bremner from the east are the only streams of any particular 
size. These factors have an important bearing upon the question of 
the spawning places of the salmon. 

Tatlina 

SF COpPES toglt 

StknneLake 

Copper River Valley. 

The Copper River itself is heavily silt laden, and its waters nowhere 
and at no time during the period of migration are clear enough to 
afford a view of the fish, except where the salmon break the surface 
in their movements. During its course through the plateau it 1s more 
or less spread out in numerous channels intercepted by sand bars 
and islands, and even through the mountains the same characteris- 
tics manifest themselves wherever the steep, rocky slopes on the east 
and west are sufficiently separated from each other to afford any 
opportunity for the deposit of a sand-and-silt plain. While short 
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stretches are apparently quiet, the stream even here runs with con- 
siderable swiftness, and for the major part of its course is so rapid 
as to be cutting and shifting its channel constantly, while at a few 
points its turbulent waters dash over the rocks in its bed with such 
violence that the current offers a most formidable obstacle even to 
the progress of powerful fish like the salmon. 

Just above the delta, about 30 miles distant from the flats, the 
stream makes an abrupt angle to the west and again to the south in 
passing the Childs and Miles Glaciers, which approach it directly from 
the east and west, and which seem to have formerly confined it very 
narrowly, since they were separated by only a mile at the narrowest 
oint. At present an enlargement of the stream, known as Miles 
ake, intervenes between the two glaciers. It is 4 miles long, and 

more than half that wide. Below it the river traverses a broader 
plain, within which its channels are constantly shifting, and expands 
into a network that stretches into the delta, involving an area of 
flats and sloughs that in the extreme is not less than 12 or 15 miles 

. wide. These channels communicate directly with those of the Martin 
River, a smaller glacial stream to the eastward, and less intimately 
on the other side with streams from the Sherman Glacier, although 
farther westward various channels interlace over a common mud 
plain until they connect, in fact, with the channel of the Eyak River 
at the extreme west of this flat low-lying shore of mud and sand. 

Supt. J. R. Russell, of Birdsview, Wash., was detailed to assist in 
this work. Prof. W. A. Oldfather, of the University of Illinois, went 
along as assistant. The party was augmented at Copper Center by 
the addition of Frank H. Carroll, who had been secured as guide and 
packer for the part of the work covering the trip through the wilder- 
ness. 
A collapsible boat was taken for use on the lakes. It proved ex- 

ceedingly difficult to transport, and yet without it it would have been 
impossible to secure the essential information on the lakes and at 
the spawning grounds. 

CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE OF TRIP. 

The party reached Cordova the morning of July 17, 1919, on which 
date the author had an extended conference with E. M. Ball, from 
whom he learned at first hand important facts concerning the gen- 
eral situation. The following day was devoted to an inspection of 
Eyak Lake in which some red salmon were spawning at that time. 
On July 19 a visit was paid to Eyak cannery on the flats near the 
mouth of the river and the fish taken by their fishermen were care- 
fully studied. On July 20 the writer met Arthur H. Miller, who is 
in charge of the work of the Bureau of Education among certain 
natives of Alaska, and discussed with him the evidence concernin 
the run of red salmon on the Copper River in so far as it was facta 
by the experiences of the native fishermen. During that and pre- 
vious days incidental visits were made to the plants.of the salmon- 
packing companies located at and near Cordova. Thereby oppor- 
tunity was offered to inspect fish coming from the flats of the Copper 
River and to compare them with fish brought in from other localities 
in the district. 
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Since the railroad schedule of two trains per week was entirely | 
inadequate for any work on the upper river, arrangements were made 
for a speeder to carry the party over the road as desired. The first 
trip was made on July 21, to the head of the Abercrombie Rapids, 
many stops being made to take views of the stream and to study the 
currents and probable course of the fish in ascending the river. 
Especial attention was paid to the Abercrombie Rapids themselves, 
and both banks of the stream were examined carefully. Along the 
railroad track were various dipping stations at the margin of the 
water where men were at work; these places were inspected closely 
and studied from various aspects of the problem. The other side, 
formerly fished by the Carlisle Packing Co., but now closed territory, 
was not visited, as it could be reasonably well studied from the top 
of the west bank. The problem of fishing in these rapids is dis- 
cussed at another point. 

On July 22 a visit was made to Clear Creek, a trikutary on the east 
side of the Copper River, where the railroad crossed it at Mile 43. 
Redfish were spawning there, and a careful study of this stream was 
made, the peculiar conditions of which are discussed in another 
section of this report. 

July 23 was spent at the plant of the Abercrombie Packing Co. in 
an examination of the fish and a comparison of them with the mate- 
rial studied at an earlier date as noted above. On the following 
days this comparative study was carried further by the examination 
of new material in the canning plants at Cordova. At the same time 
equipment and apparatus were Paep eae for the trail and packed. 

The party left Cordova for the trip to the interior early on the 
morning of July 26. On the way north stops were made to investi- 
gate small streams emptying into the Copper River from the west, 
also certain small lakes that lie between the Tasnuna River and the 
north wall of its valley. They are located in the alluvial plain near 
the junction of the river with the Copper, and despite reports show 
no evidence of being waters in which the salmon were about to 
spawn or of having served such a purpose previously. The small 
tributaries on the west which were said to carry salmon showed no 
trace of fish at that time and no evidence of spawning during that 
season. It seems probable that they are not used by the red salmon, 
though some are not unlikely to furnish spawning places for the silver 
salmon which run up later. 

An entire day was devoted to the study of Long Lake which has 
been reported as an important spawning ground for salmon. The 
results of the investigation are discussed in a separate section of this 
report. 
On July 29 the party left the railroad at Chitina and investigated 

the lakes there Bnd the small stream that joins them with the Copper, 
which are certainly good spawning grounds for the red salmon as 
shown by the record of observations, given later in this report. The 
party left that day for Copper Center, reaching the road house at 
the latter point late in the evening. The following day was devoted 
to an investigation of adjacent portions of the Copper River and of 
the Klutina, which joins it at Copper Center. An Wi Mapa" was 
given to observe the methods of fishing practiced by the natives 
there and to confirm by general testimony the statements concern- 

en 
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ing catches of salmon made this year and last year as had been 
reported previously. The salmon wheels used by the natives are 
crude contrivances but are well located and undoubtedly give reliable 
evidence concerning the movements of the salmon and the number 
of fish which go upstream. They are kept under continuous ob- 
servation and are visited fairly regularly by the women, so that even 
if the men are away on hunting trips or working on the road, the 
records of the wheel represent its continuous service. There can be 
little doubt that in 1918 the run of salmon was so small as to furnish 
only very scanty supplies of fish to the natives, even though the 
number of wheels at work was several times greater than before. 
During the season of the investigation the run had been much larger 
and some families had already caught and dried an adequate supply 
of fish to carry them over the winter. Some wheels continued to 
work even until the party returned to this point in September, and 
furnished a regular supply of food for the natives. All persons 
interviewed agreed that the run of fish had been good and that it 
was very much larger than the year before. By cable message re- 
ceived that evening, Mr. Russell was called back to Cordova for con- 
ference with Field Assistant O’Malley and did not participate in the 
later work of the party until August 11. 

On July 31 the pack train was loaded and the party started on the 
trail up the north bank of the Klutina. Because of an accident that 
threatened to be serious, it was necessary to send the guide back to 
Copper Center on the following day, and the party did not reach the 
cna at the foot of Lake Klutina until late in the afternoon of August 
5. The camp was located on the river half a mile below the outlet 
of the lake and directly across the stream from ‘a large eddy in which 
salmon were seen jumping and above which an old camp and drying 
rack gave evidence of previous salmon-catching operations by both 
natives and white men. The following day was devoted to a study 
of the southeast shore of the lake and the tributaries emptying into 
it and to fishing in the eddy opposite camp. On August 7 the red 
salmon caught in the eddy were studied and further examination 
was made of the tributary streams near the outlet of the lake. The 
largest stream, known as Salmon Creek, which is the only one of any 
considerable size, evidently constitutes an important spawning 
ground for red salmon and is discussed in detail later. 

The northeast shore of the lake was carefully studied on August 9 
when camp was moved to a point near the mouth of St. Anne Creek. 
The streams which empty into the lake along that stretch are very 

small. At that season the outlets were choked with logs and débris. 
The amount of water flowing from them was limited, and the area 
available for spawning purposes under any circumstances must be 
insignificant. No traces were found in the lake or in the streams 
mentioned near the lake of present or previous spawning activities 
on the part of red salmon. August 10 was devoted to a study of the 
lower section of St. Anne Creek, where red salmon both spawning and 
spawned out were numerous. One king salmon was also seen float- 
ing downstream. The details of that examination are given at an- 
other point. On August 11 camp was moved to the head of the lake 
and the west shore studied carefully en route. No evidence of the 
presence of salmon or of spawning activities was seen until the party, 
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augmented by the return of Mr. Russell, reached the extreme south- 
west angle of the lake. There the salmon were jumping in numbers 
in water near the shore where camp was located. 

The extreme tip of the lake is handle truncated and receives the 
waters of both the Hallet River and the upper Klutina. The latter 
empties into it through numerous channels and the former by a 
single stream, which, though it originates to the westward and trav- 
erses a valley separated from the Klutina by a considerable mass of 
mountains, enters close to the west channel of the Klutina and 
parallels it for a stretch such that it seems to be at first sight a part 
of the Klutina complex. ‘The valley of the upper Klutina is broad 
and flat and traversed by a series of connecting channels; it is 
occupied also by a considerable number of small Tokes Both the 
sloughs on the flat and the channels are significant factors in the 
eee of the red salmon. ‘The conditions are discussed in the 
section devoted to the upper Klutina. 

The party spent nearly a week in the investigation of that region 
and left on August 19, stopping at the old camp on the lake shore 
near the mouth of St. Anne Creek. Opportunity was then given to 
examine that stream for the second time and to note the contrast 
with conditions observed a week earlier. On August 20 camp was 
moved again and the party proceeded to St. Anne Lake, where a 
two-day stop was made. That lake is evidently very important for 
the fishery problems of that region and is described in detail in another 
section. It took two days to cross from St. Anne Lake to Lake 
Tazlina, where the party camped near the outlet late in the afternoon 
of August 23. 
A study of the southeast shore of the lake showed only scanty 

evidence of the presence of red salmon. Near the place where the 
shore turns sharply toward the south is a fair-sized creek, but neither 
this nor the larger stream which was nearer camp yielded any evi- 
dence of the visitation of red salmon during that season. Only a 
single dead redfish was seen floating in the lake in the trip of 10 miles 
from camp to the angle, and only two were found lying on the beach in 
the same distance. Although the guide stated that two Norwegians, 
who camped near the angle of the lake some years ago, caught plenty 
of redfish in a net set in an eddy near their camp, there was no evi- 
dence of the presence of any number of fish at the time of the visit. 
It would have been worth while to stop at that point to test the con- 
dition of the waters in which they had fished at an earlier date, but 
circumstances prevented. A few more fish were encountered along 
the beach near the south end of the lake, but none were seen living 
or floating in that section, and the few small streams which empty 
into the lake along that shore yielded absolutely no evidence of present 
or past spawning activity of the red salmon. During the period of 
the visit to the head of the lake the shore was pounded by a surf such 
as to indicate its unfitness for salmon spawning. If by chance any 
fish had reached that region and spawned, their activities were mis- 
directed, for the eggs would have had no chance to develop. However, 
there is no reason to suppose that they ever attempt to spawn 
along that section of the ae and, in fact, all of the fish that were 
seen along the entire southeasterly shore of the lake might easily 
have been dead fish floating at the surface, carried into that territory 
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by storms and winds, even though the shore is 5 miles distant from 
the opposite shore where later salmon were found in certain streams. 

At the head of the lake the foot of the glacier is separated from the 
lake water by a strip of sand and gravel practically entirely without 
vegetation and at most not 2 miles wide. The channels that carried 
the glacial water to the lake are evidently shifting and unstable and 
hence entirely unfitted for the spawning of the salmon. Conditions 
in such respect were sharply contrasted with those found at the head 
of Lake Klutina. While each of the channels was studied camp was 
located on the west side of the lake at a point similar to that utilized 
for a camp at the head of Lake Klutina. Although the net was put 
out at that point and maintained at several near-by positions ee 
the entire stay, not a single fish of any kind was caught nor a dea 
salmon found on the shore anywhere. 

On August 26 camp was moved to a point near the mouth of the 
Nelchina River, and the shore intervening between the two places 
was studied. No evidence of any kind was obtained to indicate the 
present or previous presence of salmon at any point along the strip 
from the head of the lake to the mouth of the Nelchina River. The 
Nelchina is split up into a considerable number of channels, and it 
would have required more time than was available to have made a 
careful study of them. It is reported that red salmon ascend that 
river for spawning, but there was no evidence of their presence in the 
stream in the very brief observation made in passing. 

On August 29 the lower Mendeltna River was explored, and living 
red salmon not yet spawned out were found. The number was not 
large, and there were no dead fish on the shore in the lower regions of 
the stream nor any fish skeletons or bear trails along the shore to 
indicate that fish had been more abundant there earlier in the year. 
It is said that the red salmon ascend to lakes some 12 to 15 miles 
upstream in which they spawn. In the absence of trails it would 
have been impossible to make the trip upstream without a larger 
expenditure of time than was available, so that the questions of the 
number of fish which utilized the stream for spawning purposes, the 
suitability of the river for such a use, and the numbers actually pres- 
ent all had to be left for future determination. That night camp was 
located close to the outlet of Lake Tazlina at a cabin known as the 
home of a former prominent Copper River Indian called 'Tazlina 
Johnny. The place was not bahithived) because of his death last 
winter. It was evident that regular and successful fishing operations 
had been carried out at that point in previous times. A net was set 
from stakes which had been located evidently for salmon fishing in 
a very small indentation of the shore near ths cabin, and within a 
short time a considerable number of fish were secured. ‘The largest 
male was not fully ripe, and all of the fish were in good condition, 
though not so large and well nourished on the average as those caught 
in Lake Klutina. They were carefully examined and data recorded 
for comparing them with the fish obtained at other localities. It is 
worthy of special notice that fish were still running upstream there 
and were not yet fully ripe, although it was the end of August. 

On August 31 the return trip was begun down the valley of the 
Tazlina River. Inasmuch as the trail for the greater part of the way 
was some distance from the river, there was no opportunity to study 
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the stream or to get evidence concerning the possible presence of 
salmon in it at that time. The country was too difficult and the time 
too short to justify any attempt to follow the stream or to work in it 
between the lake and its junction with the Copper. When Copper 
Center was reached on September 4 the natives were still catching 
some red salmon in the Copper above the mouth of the Klutina, but 
according to their views the run had practically ceased. Only one 
salmon wheel was seen still fishing in the stream. 

The return trip was made without further attempt to study the 
salmon problem in the field, but in crossing Clear Creek (Sept. 6) 
salmon were seen still spawning in the waters near the bridge where 
they had been studied nearly seven weeks earlier. However, the 
records of the fishermen and statements of the inspectors located at 
Abercrombie Rapids indicated clearly that in the main stream the 
run of red salmon had ceased and practically only silver salmon were 
being caught. 

Along the south shore of Eyak Lake near Cordova, a large school 
of red salmon was seen on the spawning beds in one of the shallow 
bays. There was no opportunity to examine into their condition, 
but it did not look as if all were spent fish. 

CLEAR CREEK. 

Clear Creek is a small tributary which, coming from the northeast, 
flows into the Copper River near its mouth. It rises in the mountains 
lying immediately east of the river, and its headwaters seem to be 
in Goat Mountain. Where the railroad crosses the stream at Mile 43 
the channel is about 100 feet wide and 1 to 3 feet deep. It preserves 
this character from that point to its junction with the Copper River, 
which is distant 14 miles by stream, but consderably less in a direct 
line from the railroad bridge. The creek has a moderate flow of 
water which, at the time of our visit, was absolutely clear and free 
from any traces of glacial material. The bottom consists of gravel, 
with occasional small patches of mud, but no rock bottom was found. 
The current is moderate and fairly constant, being everywhere suffi- 
ciently noticeable to preclude the possibility of construing it as 
equivalent to a lake and yet at no point violent. The party walked 
down the stream to its junction with the Copper River. A few 
salmon were playing around near the railroad bridge and had evidently 
been at work sweeping out nests and preparing the ground for spawn- 
ing. The fish were not fully ripe, wih h some males had begun 
to assume a bright coloring. A few red salmon were seen at various 
other points in the creek, but no large number in any one group until a 
point was reached three-fourths of a mile from the bridge and below 
a stretch of ripples in the stream where two or three ee agere- 
gating at least 200 fish were found. They showed little fungus and 
only very occasional evidence of physical injury. All were in good 
condition, and a few of them were taking on the brilliant red of the 
mature male. Numerous bear tracks were seen along the shore, and 
trails led down through the grass and alder thickets to points where 
these animals had evidently been watching for fish. No evidence 
was obtained that the bears had been successful in their efforts to 
catch the salmon, and the banks were entirely free from half-eaten 
fish and skeletons such as were seen in other places later, 
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After returning to the railroad bridge a trip was made upstream far 
enough to reach the point at which it emerged from the narrow 
valley in the mountains where it originated. The stream was 
admirably adapted to be the spawning ground for the salmon, and 
its waters were already well occupied by fish approaching maturity. 
Two hundred yards above the bridge was a group of about 100 fish 
of all colors, a majority of which were well marked with red. Every 
few yards farther another school was brought to light, varying in 
size in a manner apparently well related to the area available in 
that particular pool or curve of the stream. About a mile or less 
above the bridge the stream flowed through a low flat area where its 
gentle current suggested lake conditions. It was slow and quict as 
well as warmer than the water in the stream below. This stretch 
was shallow and bordered by rushes end sedges, and near it were 
some little sloughs communicating with the main creek where there 
was an abundance of green alge and some clumps of water grasses. 
In these places large numbers of salmon fry were found. They were 
chiefly sockeyes, though some young silver salmon were captured 
also. Near the mouth of the canyon the valley was about one-half 
mile wide, the stream winding with a more rapid flow as it descended 
from the mountains. The topography of the country clearly showed 
that there was no lake on the stream above that point, end there 
the creek showed no evidence of the presence of salmon. Jn fact, 
none were seen above the slow quiet stretch passing through the 
boggy area. The temperature in the quiet stretch was from 1° to 2° 
higher than in the water below, and the reason was soon found in 
the presence of seepage areas and springs in the bottom of the stream 
where water entered in sufficient quantities to make the volume of 
flow near the railroad bridge two or three times that which was 
present at the place where the stream passed through the swamp. 
Clear Creek was visited again on September 6 when on the way back 
to Cordova. Spawning salmon were still present in the water near 
the railroad bridge. There was no opportunity at that time to 
investigate them or the stream further. 

ABERCROMBIE CANYON AND RAPIDS, 

In view of the conflicting statements concerning the actions of the 
salmon ascending this part of the stream, the author devoted especial 
attention to the conditions found there. At the time of the first 
visit on July 21 the stream was high and, though it did not present 
absolute maximum conditions, it gave a clear general idea of the 
difficulties which the salmon have to meet during the periods of high 
water. Upon returning in September the water had subsided very 
distinctly and it was easy to compare the conditions then existing 
with those seen on the former visit. Furthermore, visits were made 
to the canyon on several occasions during the first week of study of 
the Copper River. In that time the varying weather conditions 
affected noticeably the height of the water. ‘l'aking all things into 
account it seems certain that the conditions were not greatly modified 
by changes in water level and that the salmon that ascend the stream 
are subject to similar if not identical difficulties whetber they go up 
at high water or low. 

35286°—21——32 
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It is true that the shifting of the level makes it possible to fish 
from certain platforms at one stage of the water and necessitates 
moving them as the water level varies. It is also stated by the fisher- 
men that some places which are good fishing stations at one water 
level do not yield any considerable number of salmon when the water 
level has changed. But such statements as these deal with details 
of the situation and not with the real problem. The drop in the 
canyon is considerable. Within a distance of 14 miles the water 
descends approximately 50 feet. The west bank of the river is very 
steep and made up almost exclusively of large broken rock fragments. 
As these lie they build scallops in the bank that are of varying size. 
Walking along the rocks near the water’s edge one can see very dis- 
tinctly that the current of the river is checked very radically near 
the shore and at some points actually takes the reverse direction 
from that in midstream. All sorts of minor variations are seen when 
one takes into account the changes near the bank in their relation 
to the general stream flow. 

On the opposite side, which was not visited, conditions are more 
radical, because the bank slopes on the average more gently and 
ridges of loosely pe rock extend out into the stream for little dis- 
tances. Especially prominent were two basins that opened into the 
stream at several points and are known as the Big Bear Hole and 
the Little Bear Hole. They show, even from a distance, quiet water 
circling round and round. In the center of the stream the current 
is much broken by what are evidently huge rocks in the bed of the 
river. 

After having watched the course of the current carefully and having 
measured as nearly as possible the velocity in midstream, the author 
felt that no salmon could successfully surmount the rapids there for 
any considerable distance. The water is so murky with sediment 
that one can not see the body of the fish even when the back fin 
breaks the surface, and one is forced to draw conclusions concerning 
the behavior of the salmon from that which has been observed on 
clear streams where the actions of the fish could be definitely followed 
by the eye. It seems altogether likely that salmon endeavoring to 
pass the rapids will dart from point to point, forcing their way through 
the brief spaces where they are compelled to subject themselves to 
the full current, and resting behind a rock or in an eddy, or at least 
seeking a place close to the bank where the current is retarded con- 
siderably. There is little doubt that in such places fish will hang 
until, summoning their energies for a new dash, they make the next 
point of rest, and will repeat the process until they have reached the 
top of the rapids. Since it is not possible to see the fish even through 
a relatively thin volume of water, it seems altogether likely that the 
are oblivious to the movements of the dip net as it sweeps throug 
one of these resting places and scoops out a part of the group wait- 
ing there. While it is true that the most effective net fisherman 
has his net in the water only a fraction of the time, it seems probable 
that he secures a much larger percentage of the fish than has been 
estimated by various observers previously. Inasmuch as the fisher- 
men are distributed fairly numerously along the west bank of the 
rapids, and inasmuch as the fish will necessarily take a considerable 
time to surmount the rapids even under the best of conditions, it 
seems likely that during the time in which dipping is being carried on 
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FIG. 1—SALMON DIP-NETTING STATIONS, ABERCROMBIE 

CANYON, COPPER RIVER. 

FIG, 2.—DIP-NETTING SALMON, ABERCROMBIE CANYON, COPPER RIVER. 
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the dip netters will get nearly all of the fish that are passing upstream 
on that side. 

Some persons interviewed thought that many fish went upstream 
through the center. As an evidence of this they asserted positively 
that they had seen the back fins of the salmon breaking the surface 
far out and even at the center of the current. There is no reason to 
doubt this statement in so far as it rests upon an observation made, 
for the observers were careful and conscientious men, and in numerous 
instances, no doubt, they had seen the back fins of the salmon appear 
above the surface and disappear below it at considerable distances 
from the bank. On the other hand the inference drawn seems open 
to grave doubt. Let it be remembered that no one can follow the 
course of the fish even for a short distance after the fin has once 
passed below the surface of the water. Furthermore, in such cases 
the fin is in sight for a moment only, appearing and disappearing 
almost instantaneously. The author has often seen similar appear- 
ances in other places and has found them connected with conditions 
entirely different from those that were inferred in this case. 

Salmon attempting to ascend an extended rapids against a power- 
ful current make a dash through a stretch where they feel the full 
force of the stream, and if they are diverted from their path by some 
swerving of the current, or if they fail to select precisely the pay 
direction to bring them under shelter before the energy of their dash has 
subsided, they are caught by the full force of the stream and carried 
downward. It is easy to interpret such conditions when one can 
follow the fish in water that is more or less transparent. Under the 
circumstances here it is evident that the direction of the fish can not 
be followed unless the fin is visible and the brief period in which it 
can be seen is no index whatever of the general movement of the fish. 
Under the conditions as they exist at present there is no doubt that 
a considerable number of fish ascend the stream along the east bank, 
resting in the large eddies referred to previously. Even if fishing on 
the west bank eliminates a considerable percentage of the run, the 
protection offered by the east bank wil probably allow a goodly 
number of fish to make their way upstream unhindered, a h 
there is no evidence at hand to indicate whether the majority of the 
fish choose the one bank or the other. It is not impossible that con- 
ditions at the base of the rapids tend to divert the major portion of 
the run to one bank rather than to the other. In such a case the 
results of leaving one bank unfished where the other is fished assidu- 
ously will vary from those stated under the assumption that the run 
is more or less equally divided between the two shores of the stream. 

Of course, it is possible that the bed of the stream, by virtue of the 
large rocks in it, may have a more or less protected channel for the 
perree of the fish. But even in this case, the current will necessarily 
e more powerful along the bottom than it is at the sides near the 

surface, and there seems to be no reason to think that in this particular 
lace conditions in the bed of the stream are exceptionally favorable 
or the ascent of the salmon; and unless they are more favorable 
than surface conditions would lead one to expect, salmon will hardly 
be able to use that path. So far as could be ascertained, conditions 
at the center, either in the surface or bottom waters, will be much the 
same at all stages of the stream. On the other hand, shore condi- 
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tions will vary much with the stage of water, and it may well be that 
one bank will be more advantageous for the fish at one level and the 
opposite shore at another water level. The situation deserves further 
study. 

Unquestionably that stretch of water affords a most serious obsta- 
cle, and, indeed, the only serious obstacle which is found to the 
ascent of salmon in the Copper River. It doubtless delays them con- 
siderably, and repeated efforts may be required to carry the fish 
through the entire course of the rapids. Such a condition would 
exercise a significant influence on the success of the dip netting car- 
ried out there. 

LONG LAKE. 

This body of water, which lies close to the railroad and parallel 
with it, has been frequently mentioned as an important spawning 
ground for the salmon of the Copper River. Starting in on the out- 
let creek a mile or two below the lake, the party walked upstream in 
the water nearly as far as the lake itself. At that time (July 22) 
the stream was so small that it is doubtful if any red salmon could 
ascend it. The bottom was rocky in places and the passageway 
badly choked by logs and brush. The stream bed had an average 
width of possibly 6 or 7 feet, and the water averaged about 6 inches 
in depth. An abundance of fish food was noted, caddis-fly larve 
being common. Several small fish were stirred up that measured 
robably 4 or 5 inches in length and one Dolly Varden trout 8 inches 
ong was seen distinctly. A single group of a few timid fish fry 
apparently working downstream seemed to be young silver salmon, 
but none of these could be captured. A deep, well-worn bear path 
at one point indicated that some animal was looking for the arrival 
of food fish. 

At the lake a settler reported that the earliest run of salmon re- 
corded previously was on July 28 some six or seven years ago. ‘About 
a million salmon,’ according to his estimate, used to enter the lake, 
but since the cannery had been established at the canyon hardly 
any fish had come up. The normal run here used to be between 
August 1 and early October. At one time in October he counted 
over a hundred salmon entering the lake within 10 minutes. In 
1917 the first fish arrived on August 16. In that group, which played 
near the railroad trestle before passing out into the middle of the 
lake, there were 17 salmon according to actual count. 

A motor boat in which to make a survey of the entire lake was 
secured from the settler. The water seems to be fairly deep every- 
where, the shores going off steeply and having only insignificant 
stretches of gravel bottom in shallow water where spawning would 
be possible. The depth of the lake taken by line is said to vary 
from 60 to 100 feet. It is apparently fed by springs, and there are 
no permanent streams to carry silt into it. At the head of the lake 
was a small shallow area in which grayling were found building nests 
and apparently getting ready to spawn. At two other points there 
were gravel beds of insignificant size on which spawning would be 
possible. Certain places showed good evidence that salmon had 
spawned on this gravel in previous years. A few young salmon 
fry were seen. Most of these were silvers and a very few were red 
salmon 
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It is difficult to accept seriously any statement that the lake was 
visited under the best of conditions by a million fish. The total 
available spawning area for all kinds of salmon would not accommo- 
date 2,500 fish, and unless the habits of this particular run are dif- 
ferent from those recorded for salmon elsewhere, there are no other 
arts of the lake in which spawning could be carried out effectively. 
t is, of course, possible that some fish (not red salmon) may drop 

back into the outlet creek and spawn there, but the area available 
for this purpose is also relatively insignificant. All in all it was 
clear that Long Lake should not be considered as a significant spawn- 
ing ground for salmon, and it seemed likely from the conditions indi- 
cated that the fish which spawned there were silver salmon rather 
than sockeyes. : 

For a small number of fish the lake would be a good spawning 
ground. It has a drainage basin of limited extent. There is no 
stream of any sort flowing into it, and at most the few rivulets that 
come from melting snow banks would be the only sources by which 
silt and débris could be introduced. Under these conditions the 
water is clear and the level of the lake is undoubtedly very stable, 
so that those eggs which are deposited have a good chance to develop 
properly. On the other hand enemies are common, as the lake is 
reported to be the best fishing ground for grayling that can be found 
in the entire region. As there are no considerable shallow areas and 
no plant growths to afford protection, all young fish must be readily 
subject to capture by the grayling, especially since the waters are 
so clear. This condition probably obtains throughout the entire 
open season, 

CHITINA CREEK. 

‘The creek which empties into the Copper River just below Chitina 
passes under the railroad track a few steps beyond the passenger 
station at that town and just short of the roundhouse. It flows 
down through the town of Chitina from two lakes in the valley a 
short distance above the town. As the railroad approaches the 
station it skirts a small lake into which the creek empties and from 
which a continuation of the stream connects it with the Copper 
River a couple of miles south. At that time (July 29) fish were 
jumping actively in the lake south of the track, where probably 300 
to 500 fish were schooled. According to the statements of the 
railroad employees the salmon had been coming up for some time. 
The creek is very small, being only from 4 to 8 feet wide with an aver- 
age depth of 6 to 10 inches, The stream passes through the town 
and is nearly blocked at several points. Above it the bed was full 
of drift and bowlders and the average drop in the stream, which was 
about 1 foot in 10, made it evidently difficult for the fish to work 
their way up. Some fish were scen in almost every pool along the 
course of the creek and they were working hard to get upstream 
despite the obstacles which the conditions presented. They were 
on the whole well colored and would have been ready to spawn in 
two weeks. Previous to this date there had been an abundant run 
of fish, for 200 were counted drying on racks at one point on the bank 
and other empty racks bore evidence of having been recently filled 
with fish that had been removed. Residents reported a good catch. 
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It is a quarter of a mile in a straight line and several times as far 
by the windings of the creek from the lake near the railroad station 
to the first lake in the valley above the town. This lake is about a 
quarter of a mile long and shallow. No salmon were seen and no 
evidences of their presence at any time were discovered. Salmon 
were traced up the creek something like one-half or two-thirds of 
the way to this lake. Some were found spawning at a point where a 
large cold spring emptied into the creck. In passing through a 
tract which has been cleared for farming purposes and which lies 
somewhat more than halfway from the town to the first lake, the bed 
of the creek is very badly filled up with débris and brush. It has 
been used as a dumping ground and a mass of brush and cuttings 
taken from the cleared land has been thrown into the creek, consti- 
tuting an effectual barrier to the passage of the fish. It is evident 
that it would be impossible at the present time for salmon to ascend 
beyond this point. It was stated that previously they used to go 
up to the lake itself. Several schools of young salmon were seen in 
the creek, but in all no large number of them was found. A resident 
on one piece of land through which the creek passes stated positively 
that there were very many more fish there this year than last year 
and that everybody had enough fish for their purposes. 

It is evident that unless some attention is paid to this stream by 
local authorities it will soon cease to be of any significance what- 
ever as a resort for spawning fish. The clearing of the land and the 
filling of the channel, which is a convenient receptacle for any 
material to be disposed of, have limited the fish to a fraction of the 
territory which they probably utilized previously. Furthermore, on 
the bank of the lake which lies near the railroad track just below the 
town is a large oil tank from which, according to apparently reli- 
able reports, drip and waste spread at times over large parts of the 
water surface. Evidence was readily found showing damage done 
to the life of the lake by this means. It is clear that while this 
might not interfere very much with the spawning of the salmon, 
especially when the water level was high enough to permit the 
spawning fish to pass promptly through the lake and up into the 
creek beyond the town, yet it would be a very serious condition 
for the young fish when they drop out of the creek soon after they 
emerge from the gravel in the spring and seek to find in the lake 
means of livelihood during the considerable period of growth before 
they turn downstream into the river on their ae to the sea. All 
in all this region, which serves at present as a good spawning ground 
for 1,000 to 2,000 fish and picts yields probably a catch several 
times as large to natives and citizens for various purposes, is likely 
to be seriously depleted within a short time if indeed the run of 
salmon in it is not entirely destroyed. 

LOWER KLUTINA RIVER. 

The Klutina River is an exceedingly rapid stream for some dis- 
tance above its junction with the Copper Der at Copper Center. 
It shows almost a constant succession of rapids, and the bed con- 
tains many large rocks, so that it would be difficult to make any 
detailed study of the stream, but this is not important because its 
character evidently precludes the possibility of its being utilized as 
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a spawning place or even as a resting place for the salmon during 
migration. They can find opportunity to rest for a brief time be- 
hind rocks or in the small pools that recur practically everywhere 
in the course of the river, but once having entered the ascent of the 
stream they will not find it practicable to delay long or in consider- 
able numbers until they reach what is known as the big eddy, which 
is an expansion of the river with a number of islands and several 
channels. It is located several miles from the outlet of the lake; 
between it and the lake the stream flows more gently and with 
unbroken water of considerable depth. There are also several 
eddies formed by expansions of the stream or by stretches of water 
lying behind projecting tongues of the bank. One of the most 
favorable is opposite the camp and about one-half mile below the 
actual entrance into the lake itself. 

On the projecting shore, upstream from this eddy, is a large 
clearing with the remains of cabins, occupied by prospectors and 
miners originally, but since then utilized for various purposes. 
Salmon-drying racks and net racks as well as fish platforms and net 
stakes in the eddy indicate that this point has often been visited 
previously for the taking of salmon and their preparation. The 
activities in this line are said to have been carried out by Indians 
in part but most extensively by an outfit that fed dog trains here 
com at that time attempted to bar the river by stretching across it 
a fence of wire netting. The strength of the current and the amount 
of driftwood coming down promptly carried out the netting, but the 
efforts to take fish by nets set in the eddy are said to have been 
very successful. 

During the time spent at that camp, fish were constantly jumping 
in the eddy on the opposite shore and occasionally in the water 
near the shore above and below the eddy. It seemed as though the 
red salmon gathered there to rest in their migration; they certainly 
were abundant, for on one occasion, in setting out a net only 50 feet 
long, two salmon were entangled in it before the entire net had left 
the boat. At another time one dozen fish were caught in an hour. 
They were all well-colored, fine, large fish and were measured 
carefully, examined, and utilized to obtain scales for future study. 

The fish were jumping in this region, not only during the day but 
also during the night and to some extent along both shores of the 
river, so that migration was active at the period of the visit to this 
point. 

SALMON CREEK ON LAKE KLUTINA. 

About 14 mies from the outlet of Lake Klutina on the southeast 
shore the stream known as Salmon Creek enters the lake. Its 
water is visible some little distance away from its mouth, which is 
partly hidden in low, boggy, and spruce-covered shores. The 
stream itself is clear and entirely free from glacial waters so that 
where it flows into the lake a transparent streak can be followed 
for some little distance before it mixes thoroughly with the milky- 
white waters of the lake itself. 

From a distance of at least one-quarter mile, on approachi 
the inlet, a large brown bear was seen feeding on the shore. Alarme 
by the approach of the party he scurried off into the forest, but a 
half-eaten salmon was found at the water’s edge where he was first 
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seen. Bear trails led through the swamp in various. directions, 
coming out to the shore in many places; in fact almost every little 
point or solid tuft of ground at the edge of the water had been 
utilized by bears as a feeding place. The tracks were visible in 
the mud, and the skeletons or parts of dead fish lay in abundance 
in the trail near the water’s edge. While this was the only bear 
actually seen feeding on the creek, evidence seemed to indicate 
that a considerable number of these animals were in the habit of 
visiting the stream and feeding on the salmon. 

Because of the statements made by residents, and especially by 
connery men n Cordova, that the brown bear was the greatest 
enemy of the salmon and contributed ‘‘much more than the can- 
neries’’ to the destruction of the fish, particular attention was paid 
to the problem here and at other points visited. It is certainly 
true that on visitmg such a stream and looking over the banks one 
gets the impression that the bear has exacted a heavy toll from 
the spawning salmon. 
On the other hand, when an actual count was made of the fish, 

it appeared that even considering each of the uncertain fragments as 
representing an entire fish that had been eaten, the total consump- 
tion was not very large in comparison with the number in the stream. 
Of even greater importance is the fact that practically all the fish 
seen on the shore were such as had been almost, if not entirely, 
spawned out and seemed to represent the half-dead fish which after 
spawning had floated up from the nests in the deeper pools and had 
been carried by the current near the shore where the bears could 
reach them. This statement should naturally not be interpreted 
as indicating that the bears never catch fish before spawning or 
during the period when they are only partly spawned out. What 
happens earlier in the season could not be definitely told by condi- 
tions at the time of the investigation, when the stream contained fish 
not yet ripe as well as those partly spawned out and many that were 
completely exhausted and were merely floating near the surface, 
making only an occasional movement and incapacitated to escape, 
but at that period the fish caught by the bears were almost exclu- 
sively spawned out. Furthermore, among the carcasses that could 
be identified, the majority of the fish on which the bears had fed 
were males. Indeed, many spent fish were picked up from the 
water without the least difficulty. They were the only ones that at 
that time came near the surface or banks of the stream, whereas the 
spawning fish stayed down on the nests in deeper water and were 
both shy and quick to evade any attempt at approach. 

A large number of dead salmon were also seen fungused and 
marooned on the bottom in the broader lakelike portions of the out- 
let. Live salmon were found nest building and spawning at almost 
every suitable point in the course of the stream. The party walked 
up along the bank and through the bed of the creek for something 
over a mile. The stream flows over a bottom composed of coarse 
gravel and water-worn stones in an endless series of short meanders 
separated by little ripples that left a deeper pool about every 10 
yards. In each of these pools from 20 to 30 red salmon were grouped 
together. The fish showed various stages of maturity from such as 
were hardly colored at all to those that were already half sent. 
Including those scattered along the shore there were more dead than 
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live fish and the dead fish were in every stage of disintegration. 
A conservative estimate of the fish seen in the course of the distance 
traversed would put the number of live fish at 3,500 and of dead 
fish at 5,000. 

From the contour of the surrounding country it was evident that 
the creek extended for a long distance without any material change 
in character. The fish were as abundant at the end of the walk 
upstream as they were at the start, and it seems probable that the 
entire stream for several miles at least was equally favorable for 
spawning and equally well populated by the fish. All in all, the creek 
deserves its name and reputation as a fine spawning ground for red 
salmon. In the course of the trip one moderate sized grayling and 
one very young fish (kind undetermined) were seen. There were no 
schools of fry or fingerlings representing last year’s spawning and 
no numbers of other fish that would be unfavorable to the develop- 
ment of the young salmon. 

This shore of the main lake was followed as far as the center of the 
crescent. There was no other stream that possessed any beach 
outlet with enough water to float a salmon, a there were only two 
or three points where even a minimum inflow of water at this time of 
the year was detected. Evidently all fish that came to this section 
of the lake must spawn in this one creek. On the way to and from 
the creek mouth salmon were observed jumping in the open lake 
water. They were always relatively near the shore and were appar- 
ently following up the lake to the mouth of Salmon Creek. Jumping 
salmon were not observed at any point along the shore beyond the 
mouth of the creek, so far as the shore of the lake on that side was 
traversed, nor in the open lake away from the shore. 

The configuration of the country was such that having studied the 
shore halfway along the southeast side, it was unnecessary to con- 
tinue on that side up to the head of the lake. Beyond Salmon Creek 
there is evidently no other stream on the southeast shore which is 
large enough to be of significance in the problem being studied. 

HEAD OF LAKE KLUTINA AND UPPER KLUTINA RIVER. 

From camp, which was only half a mile along the shore from the 
mouth of Hallet River, numerous trips were made through the 
channels and sloughs at the head of the lake and up the Upper Klu- 
tina River itself. That the spawning grounds of the salmon were in 
proximity was evidenced by the number of dead salmon on the 
shore. A hundred such fish were counted within 200 yards. Many 
of the bodies had been partially eaten by bears, and bear tracks were 
abundant in the vicinity. Both at evening and during the first night 
salmon were seen and heard jumping near the camp, and a trip in the 
boat alongshore disclosed a small clearwater irilet with numerous 
living fish playing around, a few dead and spawned out floating on 
the water, and some nests, although not much of the available space 
had yet been occupied. A very small rivulet ran into this inlet, and 
the water was perfectly clear, being thus in sharp contrast with the 
milky water of the lake in general. The clear water ran out into the 
lake underneath the milky water, thus betraying its markedly lower 
temperature. 
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The guide reported that on August 19, 1917, when this region was 
examined previously, the lower part of the inlet, which at the time 
visited contained mixed water or at least milky water on the surface, 
was then entirely filled up by clear water, and salmon were seen 
spawning on the bottom. In paddling about in this region at one 
time, through an eddy of clear water stirred up by the oars, a single 
nest was seen on the bottom with ripe fish playing around it. 

A trip up the Hallet River along the bank for a considerable 
distance showed that the water was very shallow and the channel 
subject evidently to frequent shifting; little or no evidence of fish 
was found. If thesalmon ascend this stream, they must go for some 
distance, since conditions are entirely unfavorable for spawning in 
the region traversed, and also for a considerable distance farther— 
in fact, as far as the stream could be followed with the binoculars 
from the vantage point of a mountainside overhanging the valley. 

On August 14 the gill net was put out in the bay between camp 
and the inlet just described. In an hour’s fishing 24 female and 39 
male red salmon were taken. The net was nate about 200 to 300 
feet from theshore. The fish were mostly ripe, large, well nourished, 
and free from mutilation. These fish were examined, as was also a 
series picked up on the shore that represented salmon nearly or 
entirely spawned out. Although dead, they were reasonably fresh 
and in good condition. It is noteworthy that some of the dead 
females were not spawned out, as they still contained from 50 to 200 
eggs. 
eh bluntly rounded southern end of Lake Klutina is indented 
by a considerable number of inlets or sloughs,some of which represent 
river outlets and others of which are blind indentations in the broad 
delta formed by the material brought down from the glaciers, in part 
by the Hallet, but much more largely by the Upper Klutina. One of 
these, lying farthest to the west and just at the point where the shore 
turns sharply toward the north, has already been described. The 
indentations were carefully examined, since they constitute most 
important spawning grounds for the salmon that visit this part of the 
lake. Their significance will be apparent from a brief statement of 
the conditions as found. The most westerly has already been 
described. Next to this, and about 250 yards farther on, is a clear- 
water inlet without visible inflow but apparently supplied by seepage 
water from the sides or bottom. It is approximately 5 feet deep near 
the mouth where it joins the lake. genes numbers of living and 
dead salmon were seen in the inlet or lying on the bottom. 

This was, in fact, a most ideal spawning place, with good bottom, 
well protected by heavy timber on all sides. The irregular wedge- 
shaped area, gradually contracting as it penetrated into the forest, 
seemed to be not only thoroughly protected against storms but for 
some reason free from the floating timber that, driven on shore, 
formed a tangle just above the present lake level along most of its 
shore line. The majority of the living fish seen here were ripe, and 
fully as many lay around that were dead and spawned out as were 
living in the water. This inlet was about 50 feet wide at the mouth 
and preserved a depth of 3 to 5 feet almost to its head. Possibly it 
is an old river channel, but if so it has grown up so perfectly that no 
indication of its connection with present channels of the river could 
be detected. 
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About 200 yards farther west was a similar inlet, smaller in size, 
being only 15 feet in width and 2 to 3 feet in depth. The water 
became clear about 50 yards from the outlet. In this inlet, which is 
a small affair with a good gravel bottom and no visible inflow, lying 
just outside the mouth of the west branch of the Upper Klutina, 
several nests were observed, 25 or more dead fish lay around, and 
about half as many living fish were playing in the water. . 
A striking contrast with these conditions was afforded by a big 

slough with several long arms which was situated 100 yards farther on. 
It had a good gravel bottom, well cleaned off, with a width of about 
75 feet, and the water was 3 to 5 feet deep. There was a very scanty 
inflow over a small beaver dam near the head. Much more plant 
growth was present than in the other inlets previously visited. 
Several ducks were seen feeding in the waters, and a couple of little 
fish darted away in front of the canoe. This slough was really a 
lateral pocket from the westernmost branch of the Upper Klutina 
River, which, in fact, empties into the lake jointly with it. This 
branch of the river was explored at a later date, and the account 
may be left here in order to continue a description of the series of 
inlets. 

Turning again eastward along the rounded southern end of the 
lake, the next inlet proved to be another arm of the Klutina. In 
paddling up this arm for a considerable distance, some shallow lateral 
pockets were explored all of which proved to be filled with milky 
water and contained frequent patches of grass and brush. In these 
were seen no signs of salmon nor, indeed, of any other fish. This 
branch of the Klutina soon became very narrow, with brush projecting 
clear across the channel of the shallow stream, which increased in 
swiftness until further progress became impracticable. 

Some 200 yards farther on another small arm of the KJutina, 
called the Third Channel, was encountered. After working up a few 
hundred yards without seeing any signs of fish whatever, the party 
was compelled to turn back because of obstructions. This is clearly 
an old and well-established channel of the river. 

Nearly half a mile farther along the fourth channel was entered. 
It was broken up into numerous smaller winding channels, which 
were swift and shallow and which joined and separated at brief 
intervals. The variation in depth and the swiftness of the current 
made navigation exceedingly difficult. Small overflow ponds lay 
here and there on the flats, some still connected with the stream, 
others evidently filled at a higher stage and now separated from the 
channel by sand bars. A couple of small rocky islands separated 
this group of channels from the main stream of the Upper Klutina 
River, which lies almost against the mountain on the east side of the 
valley. This main river is broken into fragments by bars, some 
easily seen, and others lying just below the surface, not visible in 
the muddy water. This channel carried more water than all of 
those seen previously. In it the current was powerful, but relatively 
smooth. is branch of the river was followed up for a couple of 
miles without showing any evidence of the presence or movement of 
salmon. Nostreams emptying into it were found, and the bays and 
backwaters were all of them devoid of traces of salmon, either present 
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or in the past. No evidence whatever could be procured that the fish 
frequent this channel or use it as a means of ascent to small lakes 
connecting with this branch higher up near the glacier from which 
this stream originates. 

At a later date a trip was made up the west branch of the Klutina. 
The banks of this branch were well marked and firm. They are lined 
by spruces, which for a considerable distance are large and thickly 
set. The water in the channel is relatively deep, and all features 
combine to show that it is an old channel which probably at some 
recent time carried much more of the flow of the stream than at 
present. The channel is tortuous, but follows in general the base of 
the mountains on the west side of the Upper Klutina valley. From 
this to the present main channel of the river, which lies on the east 
side of the valley, the ground is nearly flat, composed of glacial silt, 
and intersected by occasional cross-channels. Small lakes, commu- 
nicating with one branch or the other, lie on this flat, and are sur- 
rounded in places by alder thickets that at that time were not entirely 
out of water. Along the west side trees are more numerous and 
larger and the land has evidently attained more stable conditions 
than exist on the main channel on the east side of the valley. 

The old west channel is frequently barred by beaver dams, which 
in some places are so numerous as to have formed a labyrinth of 
channels in which it is difficult to find one’s way. In places succes- 
sive dams were not more than 10 or 12 feet apart, and while some of 
them were only a foot in height, one was found which represented a 
vertical height of between 4 and 5 feet. Various ponds or small lakes 
that lay on the right or left of this channel were examined, but no 
traces of spawning fish or of past spawning activities were found. 
Most of these ponds owed their origin evidently to beaver dams, and 
in some cases their maintenance was very clearly due to such obstruc- 
tions. They were adequately supplied with vegetation, but were evi- 
dently not frequented by many fish. Field notes indicate that one 
grayling about 10 inches long was observed, but no other fish of any 
size or kind was seen, until on the return trip, as the boat was lifted 
over one beaver dam, a female red salmon was seen wriggling up the 
face of the dam. There was not opportunity to investigate all of the 
lakes in this upper valley or to follow all of the small branches that 
led off from the river, but the stream was evidently not used at this 
time by any conspicuous body of fish, or something of them should 
surely have been seen. Furthermore, no evidence was found of the 
previous activity of salmon in this region, whereas in other places 
such evidence was present even at times when the fish themselves 
could not be found. The conclusion was reached, accordingly, that 
this region was not one in which much spawning took place. At the 
time of the trip the water was slightly milky. The guide reported 
that in 1917 this branch carried only clear water. The point was 
found at which the water was contaminated by a small quantity 
flowing in from the opposite side of the plain, and above the point 
where this material was received the stream was perfectly clear. It 
would seem that this branch of the Klutina, with its lakes and gravel 
bed, might afford good spawning places for considerable numbers of 
fish. 
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ST. ANNE LAKE. 

St. Anne Lake, which lies at the head of the stream bearing the 
same name, is surrounded by low banks, and at the lower end espe- 
cially is bordered by swampy and boggy shores. It has the form of 
a long oval, being 5 or 6 miles in maximum length and a mile or a 
little more in width. 

The lake is very shallow at the lower end, being nowhere more 
than 4 or 5 feet in depth and having for the most part a depth of 
less than 3 feet. The bottom is richly overgrown with water plants, 
among which the Charas are conspicuous. At various points growths 
of different types reach to the surface, making veritable reefs of vege- 
tation that are favorite feeding grounds for myriads of waterfowl. 
In the shallow portion of the fluke fish are very abundant. Large 
ling cod lay on the bottom within easy reach and could be gaffed 
without difficulty. Moderate-sized whitefish played about in the 
open water at middle depth and schools of small fish, probably white- 
fish, darted away rapidly as the canoe approached the point where 
they were resting. 

The water swarmed with various aquatic organisms. Plankton 
animals and plants were so abundant as to be conspicuous to the 
naked eye and on one of the days (Aug. 21) the lake was covered 
with a delicate water bloom produced by a minute unicellular alga 
(desmid). By reason of the aquatic life characterized above, this 
lake is by all odds the most suitable place seen on the trip for the 
development of young fish. 

A single dead king salmon was found floating in the lower section 
of the lake in front of the knoll on which the camp was located. Sevy- 
eral red salmon, nearly ripe, were seen in the outlet creek only a few 
yards below the lake, but otherwise no trace was found of any kind of 
salmon in all the stay on the lake. The party rowed along the west 
shore as far as the head of the lake. The net was put out in deep 
water at two points in the north half of the lake and caught only a 
number of large suckers which were about ready to spawn. The 
east shore seems to be largely, if not exclusively, formed by banks 
of glacial clay without rocks or stones. The west bank is stony, 
being made up of angular fragments and not composed of rounded 
or water-worn gravels. Along the stony west shore search was made 
for evidence of salmon nests, either new or old, and for salmon fry 
as well as for spawned-out fish. 

It is perhaps not strange that young salmon were not found, 
because at this period it is likely that any which might have been 
present earlier in the year would already have started on their migra- 
tion downstream to salt water. But despite the fact that fish nearly 
ready to spawn were seen so near the lake in the outlet stream there 
was no trace of the fish themselves in the lake and no evidence of 
their having utilized the territory for spawning purposes previously. 

The water of the lake must produce immensely large quantities of 
young organisms which serve for food of the salmon fry. Undoubt- 
edly these are carried down the outlet stream in considerable num- 
bers and serve in that way to maintain the fry that are hatched in 
St. Anne Creek. 

This lake is deserving of further study, and in case it is proposed 
to set aside any reservations in that section of Alaska, St. Anne Lake 
should certainly be included because of its remarkable fitness for 
supporting fish life. 
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SUMMARY. 

aah Hie River and its tributaries may readily be subdivided into 
a small number of regions which differ distinctly in character and 
probable relation to the spawning of the salmon that visit the region. 

1. A group of small tributaries flowing into the river on the west 
side between the mouth and the town of Chitina.—These streams are 
all very short, rather turbulent, and not supplied with lakes to which 
salmon can ascend for spawning. While lower reaches of these 
streams may be utilized by silvers that come late, there is good reason 
to think that they play no part in‘the red salmon production of the 
river. 

2. Chitina Creek, with its small lakes.—This creek belongs in a 
sense to the series of short streams entering the lower river from the 
west, but it differs from all the rest in having attached to it a series 
of permanent lakes that are accessible. 

3. A series of three tributaries of some size which enter from the 
west, and which possess conspicuous lakes.—These are the Tonsina, 
the Klutina, and the Tazlina Rivers. Tonsina Lake was not visited, 
but Klutina and Tazlina Lakes and Rivers, with their tributaries were 
studied in detail. They constitute undoubtedly the most important 
spawning grounds visited, and perhaps the most important con- 
nected with the Copper River system. 

4. The upper Copper River, with its tributaries, the Gulkana, the 
Gakona, the Mentasta, and others, which lie north of Copper Center.— 
There are many lakes on these tributaries, and it is itkely that in 
normal seasons salmon are abundant in this region. This territory 
was not visited. 

5. The Chitina River, with its tributaries.—In this region only 
Long Lake was visited, and it does not seem to deserve the merit as a 
spawning place for salmon that has been attributed to it. Many 
reports were heard of salmon being abundant in various subordinate 
streams and lakes connected with the Chitina. Some of these reports 
were very definite. One of them, which was current later than the 
visit to that region, was investigated by J. E. Most, superintendent 
of the cannery at Abercrombie. The account concerned lakes on 
clear streams that run into the Neena and ultimately into the Nizina. 
According to Mr. Most’s statements, the lakes are small and are fed 
by numerous clear streams, all of which contain some salmon. His 
observations led him to think that there were some 3,000 fish in this 
vicinity at the time of his visit, about the middle of August. 

6. The tributaries of Copper River on the east between its mouth 
and Chitina.—Clear Creek has already been discussed. It is a small 
stream, but the only one in that stretch which was reported to be 
significant as a spawning ground for salmon. The Bremner, which 
is the largest stream on the east side of the river in this stretch, is 
said to carry a good many salmon, but opportunity was not given to 
visit it nor any of the other streams in that vicinity. 

7. Lake Klutina.—This is a most important spawning ground for 
the red salmon. Salmon Creek, on the southeast shore, several inlets 
at the head of the lake, and St. Anne Creek, at the northwest angle, 
form the actual spawning territory. The red salmon were well ad- 
vanced in spawning on Salmon Creek August 6, on St. Anne Creek 
August 10, and at the head of the lake a week later. Spawning had 
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practically ceased in St. Anne Creek on August 19. This indicates 
that the Lake Klutina salmon probably come from the early run in 
the Copper River. 

8. Lake Tazlina.—This lake affords no opportunities for red salmon 
to spawn apart from the Nelchina and Mendeltna Rivers, which are 
said to carry salmon lakes on their courses some distance beyond 
Lake Tazlina. Red salmon not yet entirely ripe were entering Lake 
Tazlina and ascending the Mendeltna River on August 29, indicating 
that this region is supplied by the late run in Copper River. 

9. Red salmon reach both Lake Klutina and Lake Tazlina in 
splendid condition. Most of them are not mutilated at all, and even 
the few that show injuries are only slightly affected. 
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SPECIAL INVESTIGATION OF SALMON FISHERY IN CENTRAL AND 
WESTERN ALASKA. 

By C. H. Girpert and Henry O’MALLey. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

SEPTEMBER 20, 1919. 
The CoMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES, ; 

Washington, D. C. 

We inclose herewith a report on the salmon fisheries of central and western Alaska, 
based on our observations in the field during the past summer, taken in connection 
with the history of the district in former years. 
We have stated at length our conviction that the industry has now reached a critical 

period, in which the salmon supply of Alaska is threatened with virtual extinction, 
unless a radically new administrative policy be substituted for the one now in force. 
The crisis is made more acute by the exhaustion of the salmon fisheries in Puget 

Sound, due to prolonged overfishing in the face of persistent warnings like the one 
we here present concerning Alaska. The numerous well-equipped canneries of this 
southern district are confronted by the necessity of suspending operations in the near 
future. Their supplies and machinery will become available for the Alaska field, 
which they will certainly invade wherever promising sites can be obtained. Unless 
effective governmental control can be secured to prevent further invasion of a district 
which already suffers the evil results of unrestricted competition, certain disaster 
will befall the salmon fisheries of Alaska. 

Respectiully submitted. 
C. H. Gumpert, Special Assistant. 
Henry O’Matey, Field Assistant. 

GENERAL SITUATION AND SUGGESTED REMEDIES. 

During the season of 1919, the writers visited the Copper River, 
Cook Inlet, Bristol Bay, Ikatan and King Cove, the Karluk River, 
and Kodiak. With the exception of Chignik, which was not visited, 
these localities comprise all the most important fishing districts in 
central and western Alaska. They form the home par excellence 
of the most important species of Alaska salmon, the sockeye or red 
salmon; and they produce some 90 per cent of the entire Alaska 
sockeye pack. Also, they are wholly dependent on this species. 
In central Alaska, it is true, not unimportant packs of pinks and 
chums are now put up, but it remains true of central Alaska, as it 
does to an even greater extent of western Alaska, that the continued 
existence of the salmon industry is dependent on the preservation 
and maintenance of the red-salmon runs. 

These have been drawn on heavily since the earliest days of the 
salmon industry in Alaska. The red salmon alone was then sought 
as the only species having any considerable commercial value. 
Other species were taken incidentally or to fill out the pack where 
red salmon in a given year were not to be obtained in adequate 
numbers. A market for chums and pinks was developed progres- 
sively but slowly with later years. Not until 1911 did the combined 
eg of all the other species slightly exceed that of the red salmon 
alone. 
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With this species at first the only salmon in demand, it is natural 
that the streams of central and western Alaska were among the 
earliest exploited. Canneries entered the field in 1882, when one 
was constructed on the Kussilof River in Cook Inlet and another on 
the Karluk River, Kodiak Island. Others followed in rapid suc- 
cession. In 1899, 25 canneries were operated in central and western 
Alaska: The Copper River supported 4; Cook Inlet, 2; the Karluk 
River, 6; Alitak, 2; Afognak 1s and, 2; Chignik, 3; Orzenoi, 1; Thin 
Point, 1; and Nushagak, 4. In many of these localities, salteries 
had been in operation for a number of years before the canneries 
were built. Thus the principal red-salmon districts of central and 
western Alaska were acon occupied at that date and have been 
assiduously fished for 30 years or more. The question of how well 
the sockeye eolonies have sustained the exactions of the commercial 
fisheries during this long term of years is pertinent. 

The subject is complicated and difficult to handle. Each stream 
in this vast area has its own wholly independent run of fish and has 
had its individual history. One stream may have been overfished 
to the point of exhaustion, while others in the same district may 
have maintained their runs unimpaired. So long as undeveloped 
territory remains and may be gradually drawn on, the total or mass 
statistics from a given district give no answer to the question of de- 
pletion. Nothing short of individual stream statistics are adequate, 
and even these must extend over a term of years, during which the 
manner of fishing and the amount of fishing gear employed each 
year are accurately given. Unfortunately, no such statistics are 
published and available, yet they would form the essential founda- 
tion for any well-considered scheme of conservation. Without such 
a body of statistics, legislation to protect and maintain the fisheries 
must be a groping in the dark. The Bureau of Fisheries should at 
once proceed to gather annually, under a skilled statistician, a well- 
lanned body of data, referring where possible to individual streams. 

IMhese should be collated in tabular form, digested, and published. 
The preservation of the salmon supply to the rivers of Alaska 

concerns most vitally the body of consumers which constitute the 
general public. It is contrary to their interests that the fisheries be 
ruthlessly exploited and an important source of highly valuable food 
be placed in jeopardy, greatly diminished, and in time totally de- 
stroyed. The importance of sea foods will increase with the years, 
as grazing lands grow more and more restricted and flocks and herds 
continue to diminish. Yet now, in a period of comparative abun- 
dance, through sheer heedlessness and childish improvidence, this 
country is in danger of permitting the virtual destruction of the most 
important sea food it posesses—one which the ocean provides with- 
out cost and brings to its very doors. 

The trend of events, at least, should be ascertained and an op- 
portunity given wisely to safeguard paramount interests before ir- 
retrievable harm has been done. To this end it is essential that 
wherever possible stream statistics be prepared and that they be 
made Uthtte year by year. It will then be possible to learn how 
well the public trust is being administered. Should such statistics 
prove a progressive depletion of the salmon supply in any or in all 
districts, it is to be hoped public sentiment will be aroused and 
would find expression, Watisedinls adequate protective legislation. 
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There has been no time in the history of the industry when pre- 
cautionary measures have been so imperatively demanded as at the 
present. Development in the early days was often delayed and 
checked by the low price of the canned product and the ease with 
which the market could be overstocked. But during the later years, 
and especially since the beginning of the Great War, with unlimited 
demand for canned salmon and unheard-of prices prevailing for all 
the grades, there has been an unexampled expansion of the business. 
Whereas, in 1914 there were 82 canneries operating throughout 
Alaska, in 1918 the number had increased to 135. Everywhere, 
capital was seeking new cannery sites. Competition for the exist- 
ing supplies of salmon was greater than ever before. New fields 
were entered where such me) be found. But for the most part, 
the old fields were further invaded, although they were already 
fully occupied and carried no reserve supplies that could safely be 
spared. ith the price of raw fish greatly advanced, the fishermen 
became more eager. They could afford to carry on their operations 
later in the season when the run was at the ebb, and constantly they 
gleaned more closely. No one can doubt that larger proportions of 
the spawning runs during this period have been captured for com- 
mercial uses, while smaller and smaller contingents have been able 
to win their way to the spawning grounds, there to make necessary 
provision for all future runs. It has been and still is a situation full 
of danger. 

Even before the recent startling expansion of the industry, all dis- 
interested observers held that in central and western Alaska a safe 
level of production had been reached, if indeed in many localities it 
had not already been passed. 

Does anyone doubt that the wonderful Karluk River has suffered 
impoverishment since the days when it was easily able to produce 
year after year without interruption packs of 150,000 to 200,000 
cases of red salmon? A comparison of the early days with the aver- 

e Lape of the last years is convincing that, whether or not on the 
arluk bad is now giving place to worse, the river is consistently on 

a lower level of production than formerly. It is as though a wheat 
field should be held down to half its normal yield because the seed 
was begrudged. 

Is the vd Po River run not rightly considered in a precarious 
condition with adequate remedial measures not yet in sight? And 
are there not poor prospects ahead, now that fierce competition re- 
cently has been permitted for the small but highly productive red- 
salmon streams in Olga Bay? The Chignik has also been a wonder- 
ful stream and is still a valuable property despite the abuses to 
which it has been long subject. But does anyone believe it could 
stand the further drain of sharp rivalry which may at any time ac- 
company the advent of an additional cannery ? 

Have not Ikatan and Morzhovoi Bay already suffered with six 
canneries contending with purse seines and traps for their not un-— 
limited supply ? 

Mention need only be made of the formerly productive stream that 
enters Nelson Lagoon; and of the Bear River and Sandy River, which 
formed the main dependence of the canneries at Port Moller and in 

‘Herendeen Bay. Everyone knows they are far along the road 
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toward depletion, even though they may exhibit an occasional flare- 
up into a season of greater activity. 

These are all clear-cut cases of overfishing with the resultant par- 
tial destruction of the runs of fish. And the end is not yet. So long 
as the high price of canned salmon continues, be assured that ageres- 
sive capital will seek an opening. Wherever arun of any size remains 
and may be further exploited, or wherever apparently an opportunity 
presents itself to force with profit an entrance into a field already 
overdeveloped, this will be done, and invariably the result will be a 
sharper rivalry for fish and a further decline in the run. 

It is customary in these discussions to lay the responsibility for 
depletion at the doors of the canners, and to criticize them sharply 
for their rapacity. Something can be urged, doubtless, for this 
point of view; especially in the earlier days was this true when com- 
petition was in its infancy and fish were to be had for the taking, yet 
nevertheless streams were barricaded to prevent the ascent of the 
salmon, and other practices were indulged which constituted a cut- 
throat policy, foolishly and needlessly adopted. 

But despite all this, the responsibility has rested from the begin- 
ning and now rests fairly and squarely on the shoulders of the Con- 
gress and the general public. The present administration of the 
fisheries appears based on the expectation that men will hold back 
their hands where a further profit can be made. It is witless to 
expect them to do so. The administration of public affairs can not 
be made to depend for success on men’s voluntarily foregoing a profit. 
There are those, doubtless, who would relinquish private gain in the 
public interest, but it need not be contended that they are in the 
majority. And whereas it might appear that in the salmon business 
private interests would counsel moderation in the hope of securing 
the perpetuation and the permanency of the industry, such in fact is 
not the case. It would boot them nothing to permit most liberal 
numbers of salmon to escape their nets. So long as the public throws 
this field open to unrestricted competition, and so long as there re- 
sults keen rivalry for every fish that swims, no individual canner can 
accomplish anything toward the protection of thestreams. Whatever 
he spares for spawning purposes, his competitors will thankfully 
accept and place in cans. He is powerless to conserve either the 
public interest, or even—should he be sufficiently enlightened to see 
it—his own private interests, by listening to any counsels of modera- 
tion. If fishing grounds or fishing rights could be leased or assigned, 
and property rights acquired which would become valueless should 
the fishing greatly decline, cooperation with the authorities to pre- 
serve the fisheries could confidently be counted on. But so long as 
the present policy is maintained, and the canners have only what 
they can seize and can hold with every man’s hand against them, 
there can be but one final outcome. Total exhaustion of the fisheries 
will occur; if not to-morrow, then the day after. 

It can not be too often nor too strenuously insisted on that the 
dangers which confront the Alaska salmon industry are inherent in 
the very plan-which the Congress has adopted for its administration. 
The only effective remedy lies in altering the groundwork of this 
plan, in treating the fishery resources in practice as well as in theory 
as the property of the public, and in administering them in the inter- 
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ests of the public rather than apparently in the interests of those 
who seek to exploit them. 

They could be so handled as to insure their permanency and yet 
leave their operation in private hands. ‘Treat the canneries as exer- 
cising quasipublic functions. License them to operate within re- 
stricted limits and on a specified scale, neither of these to be modified 
without direct authorization. Let no more operate within a given 
field than can do so while still maintaining the run at its maximum of 
production. Produce readjustments as these are shown necessary. 
Permit further expansion wherever evidence shows that this can 
safely be done. Restrict the output further wherever the danger 
point is approached. Permit all the salmon to be taken for commer- 
cial purposes that can with certainty be spared, but maintain a con- 
stant safety factor in favor of the spawning beds. Maintain the runs 
at their maximum of production. The salmon that could safely be 
spared from such runs would be vastly more than the utmost glean- 
ings when depletion has occurred. Whenever restriction of the out- 
put becomes necessary, recognize the equity of the operators in that 
region as soon as the policy adopted shall again permit a degree of 
expansion. In this manner, the packers would cooperate with the 
Government under such conditions that it would be to their interests, 
equally with those of the public, to conserve the runs of salmon. 

It may be urged that however meritorious such a plan might 
appear if the industry were in its infancy, it would be wholly imprac- 
ticable to apply it under conditions as they now exist. But if the 
principle be once accepted, work can gradually be directed in the 
desired direction with immediate benefit to the situation. The 
present laws can be modified so as to diminish predatory competition. 
It can be required that existing canneries shall secure a license to 
operate in specified territory with a given amount and kind of gear. 
It should be discretionary with the Secretary of Commerce to license 
or refuse to license new canneries, or to permit or refuse to permit 
further expansion on the part of those already operating. And if on 
full investigation it should appear that any region is being dangerously 
drawn on, the Secretary should have authority to curtail production 
to any necessary extent. At present his jurisdiction covers only the 
streams themselves and a narrowly limited area about their mouths. 
But in many districts the harm is caused by excessive fishing in salt- 
water channels and in other restricted bodies of water which form 
the approaches to the streams. 

Provision should be made in the laws that fishery sites can be 
licensed under suitable conditions, and that property rights vest in 
such sites under prescribed regulations. The nature and the amount 
of gear that may be operated on such site should be specified in the 
license. They should include trap locations, set-net and stake-net 
locations, fish-wheel locations, and seining beaches. Unless certain 
conditions were met these locations should revert to the public; 
otherwise they should be the property of the licensees so long as they 
could be operated without detriment to the salmon supply. But it 
should be within the discretion of the Secretary to limit or entirely 
to suspend the use of any location when such course should appear 
necessary. 

Some of these provisions are already in force in the States of Ore- 
gon and Washington, where the discretionary power lodged in the 
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Commissioner of Fisheries exceeds that conferred on the Secretary 
of Commerce. 

Further improvements can be made in the Alaskan field by mak- 
ing more adequate provision for the enforcement of the laws. Not 
only are our fishery statutes now pitifully inadequate, but they are 
unusually and unnecessarily made difficult of enforcement. The 
Commissioner of the State of Washington and those authorized by 
him exercise the power to arrest violators of the fishing ordinances, 
and they can seize any fishing appliance, including boats, traps, nets, 
and fish wheels, used in violation of the provisions of the act. But 
the agents of the Bureau, intrusted with the enforcement of the 
Alaska laws, have neither power to arrest nor authority to seize 
illegal gear. If it had been deliberately planned to hamper them in 
the interests of violators of the laws, it could not have been done 
more effectually. 

BRISTOL BAY AND RED-SALMON RUN OF 1919. 

The season of 1919 has ADEOY oe the most complete failure in the 
history of Bristol Bay. Not only was the run smaller than ever 
before chronicled, but it was almost equally deficient in all the 
streams of the district. This has usually not been the case hereto- 
fore. The poor Nushagak run of 1907 was accompanied by fully 
average set on the Kvichak and the other streams of the east side 
of the bay. In 1911 there was a poor Nushagak run and also a rather 
poor pack on the Naknek-Kvichak, but the Ugaguk had the largest 
pack ever made to that date. The Nushagak was far below average 
in 1912 and the other rivers all well ahead of all previous records. 
Only the Kvichak was deficient in 1915 and only the Nushagak in 
1916. 
From this it appears that the runs have varied independently of 

one another, thus favoring the assumption that in each instance the 
cause of failure was local in its nature, and not general. But in 
1919 the situation seems different. The decrease in numbers of 
red salmon was marked, almost without exception, throughout 
central and western AlJaska. Throughout the red-salmon district 
a marked deficiency was shown, which culminated in Bristol Bay. 
To account for this, it seems necessary to assume some widely dis- 
tributed agency, which probably gpenated throughout these districts 
during the life of the salmon in the sea. It appears impossible to 
conceive that there should have been such a wide coincidence in un- 
favorable local conditions as would be required to explain the 
occurrence. 

The run of 1919, in all the affected areas, was derived in part from 
the brood of 1915, but more largely from the brood of 1914. So far 
as is indicated by the pack of 1914, no cause can be assigned for the 
1919 shortage. The pack was near its maximum in every Bristol 
Bay river except the Ugashik. If the four-year period and the 
season of 1915 be considered, a better case can be made out; for the 
Kvichak-Naknek pack of 1915 was reduced nearly to half that for the 
preceding three years; and although the Nushagak yield of 1915 was 
above the average, the escape to the spawning grounds, tallied at the 
Wood River weir, was the smallest ever reported. However, in 
1915, both the Ugaguk and the Ugashik made favorable records, and 
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when it is considered that throughout this district the red salmon 
mainly mature at 5 rather than at 4 years of age, the improbability 
is manifest of explaining the shortage of 1919 by anything which oc- 
curred in 1915. The question whether in general the Bristol Bay 
streams give evidence of overfishing must now be considered. 

HAS THE KVICHAK-NAKNEK DISTRICT BEEN OVERFISHED? 

There is an unbroken series of pack statistics for the Nushagak 
River, reaching back to 1893, and for each of the other rivers of 
Bristol Bay since 1904. Some allowance must be made for a certain 
degree of inaccuracy, because fish were in some measure reported in 
favor of the district in which they were packed, regardless of where 
they were captured. No attempt 1s made to disentangle the Kvichak- 
Naknek complex, for the fishery is conducted to a large extent in 
the open off the mouth of the Naknek River and farther to the south, 
and contains Naknek and Kvichak fish in unknown proportions. This 
is equally true at both the Ugaguk and the Ugashik Rivers, for the 
great Kvichak migration sweeps past the mouths of these rivers, 
and fishing in these cases also is partly done in the open. It can not 
be said then that stream statistics for the eastern shore of Bristol 
Bay are wholly reliable, the element of doubt increasing as the mouth 
of the Kvichak is approached. The three rivers are very similar in 
their lower courses, with wide stream beds at high tide, choked with 
sediment; and at low water having extensively exposed sand and 
mud flats with greatly restricted channels. Fishing has always been 
freely ated practically without restriction, in all these streams, 
and while the statistics do not of themselves give reliable data, there 
are probably few who will assert, and fewer yet who believe, that these 
rivers now carry the body of salmon they formerly produced. 

But in spite of inaccuracies, which detract from their value as 
stream statistics, they constitute a highly valuable record. Extend- 
ing as they do over a period of 15 years, during all of which intensive 
fishing has been in progress, it would seem they should furnish un- 
equivocal evidence of general serious depletion, if such had occurred. 

ad the manner of fishing and the amount of fishing gear employed 
remained relatively constant during this period, most valuable de- 
ductions could have been drawn. But the amount of gear em- 
ployed has more than doubled and the fishing grounds have been 
pushed farther and farther into the open bay. at the effect of 
these changes has been must remain in some degree a matter of spec- 
ulation. The Ugaguk responded to the more intensive fishing in 
1911 and the Kvichak-Naknek in 1912, with greatly increased out- 
puts; and these were maintained at the higher level for seven suc- 
cessive years, with the single exception of 1915, which was a partial 
failure on the Kvichak. The Kvichak-Naknek produced in 1912 
nearly 14,000,000 red salmon, whereas 9,500,000 had been the 
largest number previously obtained during any year. Approxi- 
mately the same number were captured the following year in 1913. 
From the eggs that were furnished in these two years of increased 
pack there resulted the run of 1917, when the Kvichak-Naknek 
yielded over 15,500,000 red salmon. The fact that a largely in- 
creased pack was thus possible, and that it could be maintained 
without serious interruption into the second cycle, when the effects 
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of the increased pack should become apparent, indicates that these 
rivers had uot been fished to their full capacity prior to 1911 and 1912. 
It seems clear that more than 9,500,000 fish could be spared from the 
spawning beds without imperiling the run. But it does not indicate 
that the new level of production is a safe one, and can be maintained 
indefinitely. What could be safely spared in excess of 9,500,000 fish 
may have been taken, and a considerable number in addition. The 
new level has not been arrived at through any reasonable process. 
There was no knowledge of the situation which warranted such in- 
crease with any assurance it would not be fatal to the future runs. 
No precautions whatever were taken in the matter. Everything 
was haphazard, in accordance with the Sevier 8 policy. All the 
fish which could be caught were taken without any heed to the future. 
It was known that it was impossible to catch them all, and it was 
vaguely hoped—if the matter was given thought at all—that, what- 
ever be done, enough would escape to keep the run going. Fishin 
was conducted without limitations of any kind. The amount o 
gear was limited only by what could be profitably employed. Fish- 
ing was permitted in all the rivers as well as in the open bay. There 
was no close season to afford needed protection. Such has been and 
still is the policy. If a new method of fishing could now be applied 
which would make it possible to capture 20,000,000 fish from the 
Kvichak, the 20,000,000 fish would be cheerfully captured annually 
for five years until returns would be had in the next cycle of years, 
and then the damage would be appraised. 

Fear that the danger point may have been reached on the Kvichak- 
Naknek is based on the fact that all efforts that have been made to 
increase the yield during the last seven years have been without 
result. Fully one-third more gear has been used in subsequent years 
than was used in 1912, and the only result has been to divide the 
fish more finely among a larger number of fishermen. Each net aver- 
ages for the season a smaller number of fish, and the grand total is 
not increased. Such a result always indicates dangerous ground. 
It usually means that the use of increased quantities of gear is neces- 
sary in order to maintain the pack at the high level which it has once 
reached. In most cases a reduction to the earlier number of gill nets 
would entail a marked decline in the pack, showing that the total 
run of fish has suffered a reduction. Do the packers in the Kvichak- 
Naknek district believe that they could reduce their boats and nets 
to the numbers employed in 1912 and still continue to catch 14,000,- 
000 or 15,000,000 red salmoninaseason? If they maintain that they 
could do so, it seems strange indeed that they continue to incur this 
enormous additional expense each year in the certainty that it brings 
no returns. If the present number of nets is, on the contrary, essen- 
tial, it means that each year there is a closer and closer gleaning from 
the spawning run in order to maintain the pack, and it means, further- 
more, that the spawning run is already so greatly reduced that with the 
utmost efforts no considerable contribution can be secured from it. 

This must be considered a dangerous situation, which can not 
continue without finally producing a greatly diminished run of fish 
to these rivers. It is not known what is the least number of spawn- 
ing fish which will keep up a run to full size in any district, but such 
a minimum would vary widely in different years. Some seasons are 
far less favorable than others, both on the spawning beds in the lakes, 
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where the fingerlings live for one or two or three years, and in the 
sea. The number of spawning fish which would be adequate in fav- 
orable years, it must be recognized, would fail utterly to produce a 
run when the eggs, the fingerlings, and the growing fish in the sea 
had been exposed to unusually severe conditions and to more formi- 
dable attacks from their innumerable enemies. This is not unsup- 
ported theory. It is a necessary deduction from all the observations 
and all the experiences of those who have studied the sequence of 
the seasons in the fisheries. 
A safety factor on the spawning beds is for this reason essential. 

Unfavorable seasons come without warning. They may be scattered, 
with wide intervals between, or two or more May come in quick suc- 
cession. Unless there is spared each year for spawning purposes a 
number materially greater than are ordinarily sufficient, unfavorable 
seasons will declare themselves as failures which otherwise would 
have been saved by what in ordinary seasons constitutes an excess 
roduction of young. Such excess production must be maintained 

in order to be safe. 
When increase of gear fails to produce material increase of pack 

there is danger that the safety factor has been abolished, if indeed 
no worse has been done. On the Kvichak-Naknek the 1917 yield 
of nearly 16,000,000 fish does not demonstrate that 15,000,000 could 
safely be taken in 1912. Other river basins have been watched dur- 
ing the progress of depletion. The sequence of events is always the 
same. Decreased production is accomplished by increase of gear. 
Fluctuations in the seasons become more pronounced. Good sea- 
sons still appear in which nearly maximum packs are made. But 
the poor seasons become more numerous When ROOF seasons ap- 
pear no attempt is made to compensate by fishing less closely. On 
the contrary, efforts are redoubled to put up the full pack. The poorer 
years strike constantly lower levels, until it is apparent to all that 
serious depletion has occurred. 

It can not be affirmed with certainty that the extremely poor 
season of 1919 has been due to a combination of overclose gleaning 
and of unfavorable general conditions, but it is believed that suc 
has been the case. The year in any event might have been one of 
less than average yield, but the extent of the disaster would have 
been mitigated if a generous safety factor had been hitherto pro- 
vided. The result of the year can not be foretold. The escape to 
the spawning beds must have been far below the average of recent 
years. It may have fallen below the minimum which is necessary 
to keep up the run even in favorable years. If so, the results will 
be serious in 1923 and 1924—bad even if the general conditions mean- 
while prove propitious, far worse should they again prove unfavor- 
able. Bad years more certainly reproduce themselves when spawning 
has been dangerously reduced. 

The dangers of the situation with the present scale of operations 
continued have been pointed out, but on the Kvichak-Naknek there 
is danger of further increase. The region is recognized as the last 
great stronghold of the red salmon, the greatest producer in the 
world. Other canneries continue to appear; all are likely to increase 
their scale of operations; more gill nets will constantly be employed 
The prospects are unfavorable unless restrictions are Gnpeaee while 
yet there is time, 
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NUSHAGAK RIVER AND WOOD RIVER CENSUS.¢ 

The Nushagak River has had a different history from that of the 
Kvichak and the smaller rivers which enter along the eastern shore 
of Bristol Bay. It was the first to be exploited and very early 
reached its maximum of production. The five years from 1900 to 
1904 produced a slightly greater yield than the succeeding five, from 
1905 to 1909. From 1910-1914 there was a material reduction of 
about 3,000,000 fish below the preceding period, and the five-year 
period which came to a close with 1919 shows approximately the 
same reduction. Yet during these periods there has been great in- 
crease in gear and a complete shifting of the fishing grounds to the 
channels outside Ekuk. Not only has increased fishing produced no 
increased returns, it has been accompanied by a small but unmistak- 
able falling off in the pack. To this extent the situation on the 
Nushagak is more disquieting than on the Kvichak. 

The decreased packs on the Nushagak, as seen in five-year periods, 
are due to the more frequent appearance of poor years. From 1900 
to 1904 the poorest yield of any year was 4,125,000, which was not 
far below the average of the last two periods. From 1905 to 1909 the 
poorest yield during one year was 2,500,000. From 1910 to 1914 there 
was one year with less than 4,000,000 and one with less than 3,000,000; 
while in 1915 to 1919 there is one year with less than 4,000,000 and 
another probably with not to exceed 2,000,000—the latter certainly 
the smallest vield in 20 years, despite the enormously increased gear. 

No one can doubt that there is fiers evidence of close gleaning from 
an early period, with the percentage of escape reduced to smaller 
dimensions and with little provision made for any safety factor. 
When in any stream the crests of the pack grow lower and the troughs 
deeper, retrenchment is called for. It is our belief that this condition 
is now declaring itself on the Nushagak. 

The Wood River census of salmon which have escaped the commer- 
cial fisheries and are about to enter the spawning area of the river 
has been taken annually since 1908, with the exception of 1914. 
The actual number of fish escaping and the proportion these bear to 
the total run have varied widely during these years. Omitting from 
consideration the year 1908 and making allowance for an escape, of 
which there is no record in the Nushagak, the Igushik, and the Snake, 
tlre percentages of escape may vary approximately from 7 to 25, with 
an average perhaps in the neighborhood of 15 per cent. It is this 15 
er cent only which would be subject to further inroads resulting 
rom increase in amount of fishing gear. As the spawning reserve 
zrows less and less, the capture of any considerable part of it becomes 
more and more difficult by open fishing of the kind employed at 
Nushagak. Some amount of escape is nearly always provided by 
adverse weather conditions, which usually slow up fishing at some 
time during the season and may even cause its virtual ge ese for 
a short period. In addition a few fish pass around and through the 
forest of, nets, impossible as that may appear, and some pass through 
the nets themselves. Many show net marks, indicating the manner 
of their escape, and many others must pass through the meshes un- 
scored; for the average size of the fish captured in the upper bay, or 
reaching the weir at the foot of Lake Aleknagik, is much below the 

« Upon recommendation of Dr. C. H. Gilbert, it has been decided to discontinue the Wood River census 
ee p. 33. 
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average for the fish captured in the outer bay. Where thus selected 
for their small size there will be more four than five year fish and more 
femalesthan males. The latter may present an added source of danger, 
for if in the escape females largely predominate they may be unable to 
find males with which to pair, and their eggs may remain sterile. 
There are no observations on the spawning grounds which cover this 
point. It is possible that the male remains active for a longer period 
and will mate repeatedly, but it is not known that such is the case. 

The escape through nets must present a fairly constant factor, but 
the amount of escape attendant on unfavorable fishing weather varies 
widely with the season. Some years are much more conducive to 
close gleaning than others. In 1915 the commercial capture was 
above the average, amounting to more than 5,500,000 fish; but the 
escape of less than 260,000 fish was the smallest then reported. The 
cannery pack of 1917 was practically the same as in 1915, but the 
escapement in 1917 was four times as great; in 1916 the escapement 
was nearly twice as great, although the commercial yield in 1916 was 
only about three-fifths that of 1915. 

ne reason is here apparent why such indifferent success is met 
with in predicting future runs on the basis of commercial packs of 
salmon. It is the number that escape to the spawning beds that 
have their influence on a subsequent generation, not the number 
sealed in cans, and the latter would often give a very erroneous basis 
for estimating the former. 

It would seem, however, that where the escapement itself has been re- 
liably ascertained for a number of years, a basis should be at hand for 
successful prophecy, with a fair degree of accuracy. The belief is gen- 
erally held that increase in number of spawning fish up to the full capac- 
ity of the spawning beds will result in anincreased run. The spawning 
beds of the Wood River chain of lakes to which there must have resort- 
ed in the old days 5,000,000 fish or more, can not be held fully populated 
by any number that have escaped the nets during recent years. 
million fish at least should certainly find room to spawn in this great 
watershed without serious interference with one another’s nests. 

If they can do so, then the larger the number that spawn within 
these limits, or any more extensive areas of profitable spawning, the 
greater should be the resulting schools of fingerlings that pass out to 
sea in the spring and summer and the larger the returns in adult 
salmon when these come back to spawn. 

If it should be assumed, however, that only half a million or a quarter 
of a million could profitably spawn, and that any larger number merely 
increased the wastage on the spawning beds and contributed nothing 
to the crop of fingerlings, on this basis and this basis only could a 
complete falar to establish a relation between increased spawnin 
escapements and the larger size of the resujting runs be understood. 

The Wood River experiment was inaugurated for the purpose of 
throwing light on this and on other problems, among them some of 
the most important that confront the commercial fisheries and fish 
propagation. If the experiment could establish the percentage of 
returns which could be expected under natural propagation from a 
given number of spawning fish; or, stated differently, the lowest 
percentage of escape that could be relied on to maintain the run 
intact, a sound basis would be laid for scientific handling of the 
fisheries. The results, both scientific and practical, would be far- 
reaching, and the conduct of the experiment all the more should be 
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above question. It was most unfortunate, for this reason, that 
Wood River was selected for the purpose. Its disadvantages were 
clearly seen and were discussed by Marsh and Cobb, in their report of 
the operations during 1908. The Wood River is not the only red- 
salmon stream tributary to Nushagak Bay. The main Nushagak, 
the [gushik, and the Snake also contribute their quota to the schools 
of fingerlings passing seaward through Nushagak Bay, and each of 
them receives its percentage of the escapement from the fisheries 
conducted in the open bay. It is not known what their respective 
percentages amount to. The streams have never been racked and 
the escapement tallied. It is currently believed that their runs, 
individually or even combined, are less important than the Wood 
River run, but the approximate number that must be added to the 
Wood River talty to produce the annual escapement from the entire 
fishing district is ahcilis a matter of conjecture. The salmon bound 
for these four streams enter Nushagak Bay together and are indis- 
tinguishable. Those captured by the commercial fisheries include 
members of all four colonies commingled, in their due proportions. 
What these proportions are no one knows. The chronicled escape- 
ment is for Wood River alone. It is evident that the total es- 
capement from the commercial fishery and the proportion which this 
escape bears to the total run can only be obtained by assuming 
certain values for three unknown streams. Marsh and Cobb have 
done the best that can be done with a bad situation by assuming 
what they consider maximum and minimum values for the escape- 
ments to the unknown rivers. Interesting results are obtained in a 
field in which previously there has been no information, but the 
elements of uncertainty which reside in all conclusions based on the 
incomplete data of this experiment unfit them for either practical or 
strictly scientific purposes. Had it been practicable to rack each of 
the rivers and to obtain a census of the escapement into each, there 
would now be something certain on which to build. But the enter- 
prise would be unnecessarily arduous. The desired results could be 
more easily achieved by abandoning the Wood River experiment 
and choosing for the purpose some river like the Chignik or the 
Karluk, where all the spawning fish of a given fishing district enter a 
lake or lakes through a single channel. But the Wood River census 
has not given us with any certainty the number of spawning fish 
which are necessary to maintain the Nushagak run, nor is the number 
known even approximately. 

Marsh and Cobb have stated that although the census figures may 
not have absolute value, they can safely be used for purposes of 
comparison between one year and another. If this were true, we 
could still use them for purposes of prediction, as discussed in a 
preceding paragraph. If the total escapement from the Nushagak 
fishing grounds was always, year after year, the Wood River escape 
multiplied by a constant factor, the Wood River figures would be 
just as valuable for purposes of prediction as though we knew what 
the factor in question was. If the Wood River escape in a given 
year were half that of the previous year, we could then be assured 
that the entire escape for the district was half that of the previous 
year. But unfortunately, even for this purpose, the figures are 
unreliable. No constant factor can be assumed. Such assumption 
would register betief that the runs to the four rivers would in different 
years always vary in the same direction and to the same amount. 
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The mere statement of the case disproves it. Even the tributaries 
of one river vary widely year by year in the proportion of the total 
run which enters each of them. If this be true of the tributaries of a 
single river, how much more probable of four separate rivers, which 
join only at their mouths. It is certain that they would vary inde- 
Ansar and that the oscillation might be of large dimensions. 

ue to manner of fishing, one of these rivers might experience a 
rogressive reduction of its run that was not felt by the others. 
rior to 1908, the Wood River fish ran the same gantlet in the outer 

bay as did those bound for the other rivers, and in addition were 
subjected to further reduction by traps and gill nets operating the 
entire length of Wood River. The main Nushagak and the Snake 
Rivers, at least, were wholly free from tnis further drain; tneir propor- 
tion of escape was demonstrably higher, and their runs shoukd have 
fared better. In this complicated case, then, not only the natural 
oscillations in the runs to the different rivers, which might be at any 
given time in opposite directions, but also the possibility of pro- 
gressive changes in the run of any of them, due toits different history 
must be contended with. If the Wood River run should for a term 
of years diminish relatively tc the others, its escapement would 
diminish relatively to the escapement to the other three streams. 

For these reasons, there has not been an attempt to establish a 
relation between the size of the Wood River escapements and the 
size of the resulting runs of salmon to the Nushagak with any high 
degree of expectation. There are too many unknown factors entering 
into the equation. Only on the assumption that the Wood River 
run so far overshadows the sum of all the others that the latter may 
be considered negligible, is the expectation warranted that close posi- 
tive results can be achieved. 

It is noted at the outset that the recorded escapement from 1908 
to 1912 showed an alarming progressive decrease both in actual 
numbers of fish and in percentage of escape, but the five-year period 
that follows gives scant evidence of correspondingly decreased runs. 
It is also noted that the largest escapement by far—that of 1908— 
was responsible for the four-year fish of 1912, and the latter was one 
of the very poorest runs within the 10-year period under investiga- 
tion. The 1908 spawning escape was recorded as 1,600,000 fish. 
The year 1912 had the very low record of 325,000 to reach the spawn- 
ing beds, yet it produced the five-year contingent of the run of 1917, 
which furnished the largest run of any year since 1908. These are 
glaring failures, and indicate clearly enough that no such close 
relation exists between spawning escape on Wood River and the 
Nushagak run as will warrant predictions regarding the latter. 

But if search is made for correspondences, which alte a high degree 
of probability in their favor, such can be found. The years 1911 and 
1912 were jointly responsible for 1916, when the total recorded run 
was the next to the smallest during the period of 10 years. The 
escapes both in 1911 and in 1912 were far below the average; in fact, 
with one exception they were the two poorest recorded escapes in the 
10-year period. Whatever may be thought of the higher escapes, it 
looks as though the 325,000 of 1912 and the 354,000 of 1911 were 
sufficiently below an acceptable minimum to make a decided impres- 
sion on the total run to Nushagak Bay. The possibility of a chance 
coincidence can not be eliminated here, and there is no similar case 
with which to check up. No other instance is recorded in the series 
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in which two exceptionally undersized escapements were in sequence, 
so that one would produce the four-year fish and the other the five- 
year fish of a later run. 

The smallest escapement of the series was in 1915, when only 
259,000 fish passed the Wood River weir. These furnished the four-year 
fish for 1919, the worst of all years on the Nushagak. Unfortunately, 
there is no record of 1914, the source of the five-year fish for 1919, so it 
can not be told whether two very small escapements again cooperated. 

One other instance is worthy of attention. There is no record 
of the escapement in 1907, which was the year before the series began, 
but as the commercial returns of that year were the smallest from 
1900, when fishing began on a large scale, to 1919, it is fair to assume 
that the escape in that year was very small. But 1907 produced the 
four-year fish for 1911, which was the next smallest year on record, 
and the five-year fish for 1912, which was the third smallest year. 
In this connection, the year 1920 on the Nushagak will possess 
unusual interest as showing how many five-year fish will have been 
produced by the smallest escapement of the series, that of 1915. 

While admitting the possibility in all these cases of the chance 
association of numbers and giving due weight to that possibility the 
entire series is impressive as indicating on the whole a causal connec- 
tion between size of spawning escape and size of resulting run; but the 
relation seems sometimes modified and sometimes effectually masked 
by the intervention of the other factors discussed on previous pages. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BRISTOL BAY. 

Reasons have been assigned for the belief that the red-salmon 
ack in Bristol Bay has reached, where it has not passed, its maximum. 
t is believed that it is in danger of decline with the present scale of 

operations continued unchanged, and it seems probable that the 
present scale will be augmented. It is contended that some of the 
usual precautions should be taken to provide a larger spawning escape 
in this district. In no other salmon fisheries, except in certain por- 
tions of Alaska, are all effective restrictions removed, and unlimited 
fishing permitted, without seasonal or weekly close seasons, or pro- 
tected areas. It is recommended: 

1. That the Bureau of Fisheries seek to have the present law 
amended in such way that no Alaska districts will be raieaae from 
the requirement of a weekly close season of 36 hours, during which 
no fishing is permitted. Bristol Bay is now one of several specifically 
exempted regions. No valid reason aside from the desires of the 
salmon packers can be assigned in any of these cases. All are in 
need of the protection that would be afforded by this regulation. 

2. That all the Bristol Bay rivers be closed to commercial fishing 
at all points above their mouths, and that the mouths of these streams 
be determined by the Secretary of Commerce in his discretion, and 
that suitable marks be erected. 

3. That a further attempt be made to enforce the provision that 
fish should be canned or otherwise preserved within 48 hours after 
their capture. One of the worst and most wasteful features of the 
Bristol Bay fisheries is the custom, during heavy runs, of permitting 
the daily capture of fish far in excess of the capacity of the cannery, 
with resulting daily accumulation of stale fish. This is done in antici- 
pation of a slackening of the run, which will permit the cannery to 
catch up with its hoard of fish. But the run sometimes continues 
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for an unexpected period, and the weather may turn exceptionally 
warm. ‘Then the stalest fish of the accumulated lot must be canned 
each day, or one or more days’ catch must be thrown away. The 
regulation should be so enforced that not more than one day’s surplus 
shall be on hand at any time. This would remove al dangers from 
the Bristol Bay pack and would at the same time be a powerful aid 
to conservation of the fisheries. 

PORT MOLLER AND HERENDEEN BAY. 

These localities could not be visited during the past summer, but 
one of the authors investigated the source of the runs of red salmon 
to this region in 1918, and found that contrary to the opinions of 
some packers the Bear River and the Sandy River produced, during 
that year at least, all the red salmon there captured. The Bristol 
Bay run in 1918 was very large, but no part of it skirted close in shore 
as far to the southward as Port Moller. Whether it ever has done so 
must now be judged by indirect evidence. For three years in succes- 
sion, including 1919, yields of red salmon from this district have 
been very poor. Still, the amount of the decline is not as great as 
ae paate Hein the pack report of the only company which has oper- 
ated for a term of years in the Bear River region. The Pacific Ameri- 
can Fisheries captured about 1,125,000 red salmon off Port Moller 
in each of the years 1915 and 1916. In 1917 their capture was 
reduced to about a quarter of a million, and in 1918 it had recovered 
to half a million. But 1917 is the year in which the three canneries 
of Herendeen Bay began to compete for the Bear River and Sandy 
River salmon, which prior to that date had been solely at the disposal 
of the Pacific American Fisheries. If prior to 1917 the latter com- 
pany were in fact, as seems probable, capturing a very large per- 
centage of the available fish and if the total escape were very small 
the advent of the new companies could do little more than subdivide 
the year’s product among the four participants. Making comparison 
on this basis, it is seen that whereas the catch in 1915 and 1916, by 
the Pacific American Fisheries was about 1,125,000 fish, in 1917 the 
combined captures of the four canneries were nearly 800,000 red 
salmon and in 1918 over 950,000 red salmon. 

While the reduction in these years is notable and, in connection 
with the reduced pack which has followed in 1919, gives ground for 
rave apprehensions concerning the future yields of Bear and Sandy 

Rivers, it was not unexampled. Fully as great has been the falling 
off in many other overfished rivers. From this point of view, there 
is no necessity for assuming in explanation of the occurrences the 
former participation of any portion of the Bristol Bay run. 

From another point of view, such participation becomes improbable. 
It is alleged to have occurred in 1915 and 1916, two years in succes- 
sion, and then in subsequent years to have failed to make itself felt at 
the mouths of these rivers. According to this theory, the stream of 
Bristol Bay fish moved farther from shore and became inaccessible to 
this part of the coast on the very year in which new canneries began 
operations there, and this diversion of the run has continued each 
year since that time, irrespective of the size of the Bristol Bay run, 
which was larger in 1917 and in 1918 than in the two preceding years, 

Taking all the known facts into consideration, it is believed that 
the red-salmon captures in the Bear River region have been local 
fish bound for Bear and for Sandy Rivers and that the reductions 
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which have undoubtedly occurred in these runs have been the result 
of previous overfishing. 
A partial suspension of the fishing operations in this region is 

recommended to permit a recovery of the run, but there seems to be 
no way of enforcing more stringent restrictions under the present 
law. No fishing is conducted in Bear or in Sandy Rivers, nor within 
the prescribed distance outside the mouths of these streams. But 
owing to the favorable configuration of the beaches and offshore 
slopes, and the considerable stretches of coast off which these fish 
school up before entering fresh water, the purse seines are very 
effective. These, with the two traps located at the legal distance 
either side of the mouth of Bear River, come perilously near effec- 
tually blocking the passageway to the river. 

This is another instance of the hopeless insufficiency of the present 
law, which places beyond the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Com- 
merce the salt-water approaches to the mouths of the rivers, however 
seriously the form of fishing there may menace the salmon supply. 

IKATAN AND MORZHOVOI BAYS. 

A brief visit to this district produced certain observatious in con- 
tinuation of those made by one of the authors the preceding season. 

No red-salmon stream exists in Ikatan Bay, or in the immediate 
vicinity, toward which the red salmon captured in that region are 
headed. The heavy schools which pass near the Ikatan beaches are 
bound elsewhere and dip into the bay for unknown reasons. Similar 
movements of migrating salmon are known elsewhere, as for example, 
considerable numbers of Karluk fish which school off the southern 
shore of Uyak Bay. At Ikatan their movements may conceivably 
have some relation to the opening of False Pass into the upper end 
of Ikatan Bay. False Pass is the only channel east of Unimak Pass, 
which connects the Pacific with Bering Sea. Tidal currents rush 
through this pass with great velocity, and a certain admixture of the 
waters of the two seas undoubtedly occurs. Whether any physical 
feature is here presented which forms a passing attraction to the 
migrating fish, can not be stated. 

Although the Ikatan fish are bound elsewhere, they are not bound 
for Bristol Bay, nor is it believed they traverse False Pass in any 
numbers. They belong to the southern side of the peninsula and 
find their spawning grounds principally in Morzhovoi Bay and at 
Thin Point. So, although not spawning in Ikatan waters, they are 
local communities of fish destined for small streams which are at no 
great distance. In all cases of this kind, care must be exercised not 
to overfish the district and exhaust the runs. The danger of doin 
this is always magnified when local conditions render the schools o 
salmon particularly susceptible to attack. In many districts, the 
spawning runs first become evident when they school immediately 
off the mouth of the river. If fishing conditions are there unfavorable 
the percentage of escape will probably be large. But the Morzhovoi 
and Thin Point fish, which school up off Ikatan, pass before long 
beaches in which traps can be driven, and in waters where the purse 
seines are effective. They sustain a double attack, either of which 
is of great magnitude. Here again, it seems impossible adequately 
to protect an important school of fish, because no authority to 
restrict fishing along the salt-water channels has been conferred on 
the Secretary of Commerce. Yet it is believed possible wholly to 
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destroy this run for commercial uses by continuing the policy of un- 
restricted competition which now exists. A third cannery has re- 
cently been constructed to draw on this run and is planning an 
increase in its operations. And three other canneries, situated unfor- 
tunately where adequate supplies were locally not available, have 
sent fleets of purse-seine boats to Ikatan. It 1s believed the district 
can not sustain fishing on such a scale, but it is not possible, under the 
existing law, to devise a remedy. 

KARLUK RIVER AND LAKE. 

An examination of Karluk Lake and River was made July 25 and 
26, the observers walking across the trail from the head of Larsen 
Bay to a point on the Karluk River, proceeding thence by boat and 
on foot to the lake. After inspection of all the spawning beds along 
the lower half of the main lake, the river was descended to its mouth, by 
boat. It was regretted that time did not permit an examination of the 
upper half of the main lake and of the smaller lake and its tributaries. 
On the way up river from the portage to the lake but few 

salmon were seen, but at the ni lower end of the lake, imme- 
diately above the outlet, a large school of salmon was found, con- 
sisting of fish that were not yet completely ripe and ready for spawning. 
‘hese fish were lying relatively still, unless disturbed, when they would 
rush off in a body, with a great roar of breaking water. It was 
estimated that there were between 2,000 and 3,000 fish in this school. 

Passing along the western shore of the lake, scattered salmon were 
found, and schools of no great size were about the mouths of all the 
small creeks that dash down the abrupt slopes on that side of the 
lake. Salmon were trying to ascend ia foer small streams, making 
frantic efforts to pass up through the broken water which forms a 
series of waterfalls and rapids among great rocks and coarse bowlders. 
These streams seemed wholly unfitted for spawning. They were 
short, violently rapid wherever seen, and appeared to be without 
quiet earey reaches where spawning could be successfully accom- 
plished. The shallower portions of the lake, in depths where fish 
frequently spawn, were on the west side also for the most pari 
totally unsuited for spawning. The bottom was thickly covered with 
coarse cobblestones and bowlders, without finer materials in which 
nests could be excavated. Here and there were gravelly or sandy 
beaches of small extent, but none of those on the west side of the lake 
gave evidence of being extensively used by the salmon. 

Crossing to the eastern shore, there were found larger and longer 
streams, rapid brawling creeks, with coarse bowldery beds, but far 
more practicable than the creeks of the west side. As the mouths 
of the streams were approached, dead salmon that had drifted out 
after spawning lay thick on the bottom of the lake, and upon wading 
up the rough beds of the creeks, dead salmon were found lying 
everywhere, lodged among the bowlders or stranded on the shallows. 
Spawning, however, was vigorously in progress. ‘The creeks were 
fairly beset with living fish seeking to spawn among their dead com- 
rades, while off the mouths were small schools, from which a constant 
series of recruits passed up the rocky incline to take the place of those 
exhausted and dying. No gravel bars or quiet reaches were seen, 
and while these streams were the least unfavorable of those observed 
entering the lower half of the lake, it seemed incredible that any large 

35286°—21——34 
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number of salmon could successfully conceal their eggs in the narrow 
sand intervals between the rocks. As a matter of fact, loose eggs 
were seen passing down the current to the lake. 

The eastern shore of the lake in its lower portion has long stretches 
of sandy and gravelly beaches, which seem well suited to serve as 
spawning beds, so far as the nature of the sediment was concerned. 
ut the salmon did not congregate along this shore except at the 

entrance of larger or smaller creeks, and there was no evidence that 
these beach gravels were availed of to any considerable extent. 

One of the lowest streams to enter on the eastern or right shore of 
the lake had a very different character from the others. It was a 
short stream, apparently not more than a mile in total length, and 
was spring-fed. Near the upper end it expanded to cover a basin 
which contained several acres, and’at that time was 2 or 3 feet deep. 
Below this so-called lake, the channel was gently inclined, with a 
series of pools connected by gently-flowing stretches. Near the 
mouth the slope became steeper, but the stream was never turbulent. 

This creek has certain characteristics that on cursory examination 
seem to fit it for hatchery purposes. Natives affirmed that it does 
not freeze in winter, being unlike all the other creeks in this respect. 
It contained but few spawning salmon, however, fewer than any 
other stream examined, a circumstance that can not be accounted 
for, unless possibly the temperature of the spring-fed stream was lower 
than is found in the other tributaries of the lake. 

The salmon seen near the outlet of the lake, those around the 
shores, and those living, dead, and dying in and about the streams, 
are estimated at 5,000 or 6,000. Itisimpossible to give any opinion as 
to the adequacy of the escape to the lake during the present season. 

On the way down the river, especially in the very rapid portion 
below the point where the trail makes off to Larsen Bay, many fresh- 
run red salmon were seen working their way up against the current, 
or resting under the lee of the coarse bowlders, which almost every- 
where form the bottom of this portion of the river. There were no 
eddies of consequence along the banks, and the salmon were distrib- 
uted throughout the width of the river. It was impossible to form 
any estimate of the numbers present, but there must have been many 
hundreds of them in the river. 

The writers were impressed with the unfavorable nature of the 
grounds examined, by their small extent, and by the unbroken suc- 
cession. of spawning fish which continue to occupy these small creeks 
during the dosnt season. [normous waste of eggs must accompany 
this condition, and as the test of the efficiency of any hatchery lies in 
its advantage over natural propagation, under the local conditions in 
which it operates, it is believed that a red-salmon hatchery on Karluk 
Lake would operate to the very material advantage of the salmon run. 

It is recommended that a thorough survey be made of the lake and 
river during the fishing season of 1920 by a party of two, one member 
being a practical hatchery man and the other a scientist. A survey 
should be made of a transportation route from Larsen Bay to the 
lake, a hatchery site dhoulil be selected with full knowledge of the 
conditions throughout the year, and the distribution of the salmon 
should be pre : throughout the lake spawning beds. As accurate 
a census as possible should be made of the spawning fish. 
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FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 
REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF STATISTICS AND METHODS OF 

THE FISHERIES FOR 1919. 

By Lewis Rapcuirre, Assistant in Charge. 

INTRODUCTION. 

On the basis of canvasses of the fisheries made in the last decade, 
the present annual production of fishery products in the United States, 
including Alaska, is estimated to be about two and one-half billion 
pounds, valued at approximately 80 million dollars to the fishermen,’ 
an industry employing more than 200,000 persons. For the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 1918, the value of the imports of fishery products 
was $26,268,014 and of exports, $57,017,427. 
Among the important functions of the Division of Statistics and 

Methods of the Fisheries of the Bureau of Fisheries in its relations 
with the commercial fisheries are the following: (1) Studies of the 
methods of conducting fishing operations for the purpose of effecting 
improvements and revealing the use of unnecessarily destructive or 
unprofitable methods; (2) the development of improvements in the 
methods of handling, distribution, and marketing of fishery products; 
(3) technological investigations of the underlying scientific principles 

. governing the preservation of fishery products in order to standardize 
methods and effect improvements and economy of operation, to 
determine feasibility of preserving fishery products by untried 
methods, and to discourage the use of unsatisfactory, wasteful, or 
uneconomical practices; (4) to introduce useful foreign methods or 
processes of capture, preservation, and utilization of fishery products; 
(5) to develop the use of the by-products of the fisheries and the 
unutilized products of the sea to the greatest economic advantage; 
(6) to increase the demand for the little used or neglected fishes and 
fishery products for food; (7) to collect the statistics of the fisheries 
and fishery industries; (8) to study the vessels and boats employed, 
for the purpose of effecting improvements; (9) to study and develop 
fishing grounds and fisheries for hitherto unutilized fishes; and (10) 
to disseminate information bearing on the commercial fisheries. For 
the conduct of its work in these fields during the fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1919, Congress appropriated $15,000. 

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS. 

During the year the Bureau has aided in the development of 
fisheries for black drum, sharks, and porpoises and in increasing the 

! The value of Alaska’s fishery products in 1918 as prepared for market was $59,154,859, but the estimated 
value of the fish to the fishermen was only about $11,000,000, which is the amount included in the 
estimate given above. 
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use of black drum, grouper, mussels, red drum, whale meat, and 
other neglected fishery products for food. By means of practical 
demonstrations and lectures, many persons have been more fully 
acquainted with the dietetic qualities of fish, have been encouraged 
to use this wholesome food in larger quantities, and have been shown 
that certain of their prejudices against its use were without founda- 
tion. 

Efforts to increase the use of the by-products of the fisheries to 
the most economical advantage have been continued. The more 
extended use of fish and shrimp waste, its manufacture into fish 
meal as an animal feed, the use of the hides of sharks, porpoises, 
and other unutilized aquatic animals for leather, the drying of shark 
fins for the oriental trade, and the like have been encouraged. 
Analyses have been made of the liver oils of several species of 
sharks, of tuna oil, etc., to determine more definitely their individual 
properties and the uses to which they appear best suited. 

The construction of the Fishery Products Laboratory in Washing- 
ton, begun in December, 1918, was completed the followmg June, 
and the equipment of it is practically complete. Various important 
investigations have been inaugurated, such as a technological study of 
the methods of salting fish, experiments in the recovery of old salt 
and brine for reuse, a preliminary examination of some of the features 
of foreign methods of freezing fish in brine, development of possible 
methods for the production of essence d’Orient from the scales of 
native fishes, and some preliminary tests of the practicability of 
putting noncommercial sponges to commercial uses. At its experi- 
mental laboratory at San Pedro, Calif., methods of canning the 
Pacific coast mackerel have been developed, considerable attention 
has been given to canning other local fish, such as barracuda, bonito, 
and rockfishes, and the fishing industry of that coast has been given 
all possible assistance. 

Detailed statistics of the vessel fisheries centering at Boston and 
Gloucester, Mass., Portland, Me., and Seattle, Wash., have been 
collected and the results published in the form of monthly and annual 
bulletins for trade use. <A statistical canvass of the coastal fisheries 
of the South Atlantic and Gulf States for the calendar year 1918 
was begun early in 1919 and nearly completed by the end of the year. 
In addition, canvasses of the shad fishery of the Hudson River for 
1919 and of the shad and river herring fishery of the Potomac River, 
also for 1919, have been made. With the exception of the coastal 
fisheries of the South Atlantic States, the present report contains 
the results of these canvasses, together with the detailed tables of 
the canvass of the fisheries of the Great Lakes for the calendar year 
1917 and the fishery products received at the Municipal Fish Wharf 
and Market, Washington, D. C., for 1919. Statistics of Alaska 
fisheries are collected annually and published in the Bureau’s annual 
report on Alaska Fisheries and Fur Industries. 

The inadequacy of the present personnel for this division’s part of 
the Bureau’s work has called for the maximum of service from its 
members to complete the program outlined above. This has been 
given loyally at a time when higher compensation and much more 
adequate returns for their labor could have been obtained elsewhere. 
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AID IN DEVELOPMENT OF FISHERY FOR BLACK DRUM. 

The black drum (Pogonias cromis) is a predacious fish, very 
destructive of oysters, particularly on cultivated beds, where the 
oysters occur singly and may the more readily be seized and crushed. 

is species is quite common on the South Atlantic and Gulf coasts, 
migrating northward along the coasts of the Middle Atlantic States 
in summer. It not uncommonly reaches a weight of 60 pounds or 
more. Complete data as to the movements of the fish and the 
possibility of establishing a regular fishery have been lacking, and 
the demand for the fresh fish has been insufficient to care for the 
catch. In fact, the fishermen frequently avoid taking it in their nets. 
An examination of samples of canned black drum indicates that it is 
excellent for this purpose, resembling the meat of poultry. 

Wishing to provide persons interested in the development of the 
fishery with more detailed information as to localities in which the 
fish might be taken in commercial quantities and as to seasons of 
abundance, an assistant was detailed to visit the principal fishing 
centers on the Gulf coast. On the Florida coast south of Tampa 
the black drum is reported to be plentiful for about four months of 
the year, beginning with April, and at Cedar Keys, throughout the 
year, being taken principally in Withlacoochee Bay, on Port English, 
and Waccassassee and Suwanee Bars. Cedar Keys would, therefore, 
3 oa to be the most promising point on the Florida coast for a 
fishery. To the westward conditions are less favorable, the fish 
being very scarce at Pensacola. At Mobile, Ala., the fish is said 
to be plentiful throughout the year, but up to the present season 
there had been no demand for it. At Biloxi and Gulfport, Miss., 
it is scarce; in Louisiana waters some are taken throughout the year, 
but no large schools are observed. At Galveston, Tex., a few are 
taken in all months. Corpus Christi supports a fishery, but the 
demand has lately fallen off as a result of publicity wrongly intimating 
that the fish were unfit for food. At Point Isabel about 70 per cent 
of all fish taken are reported to be drum. These are taken throughout 
the year with pocket nets; that is, drag seines provided with pockets. 
The seines are 300 to 500 feet long of No. 24 cotton twine, 1}#-inch 
barmesh. Point Isabel appears, therefore, to be the most promising 
place on the Gulf fora fishery. Fish from this point and from Mexico 
are re-iced and shipped to market from Brownsville, Tex., the fisher- 
men receiving about 2 cents per pound for the catch. 

INCREASING THE USE OF FISH AS FOOD. 

DEMONSTRATIONS IN FISH COOKERY. 

In previous reports attention has been called to the practical 
demonstrations and lectures in fish cookery initiated by the Bureau 
in May, 1918. These were intended to extend the use of cheaper, 
more abundant species in each locality, to introduce appetizing, 
inexpensive methods of cooking fish while conserving labor and elimi- 
nating the use of expensive cooking fats and oils, and to encourage 
the use for food of parts of the fish usually discarded. At the begin- 
ning of 1919, the holdings of fish in the cold storages of the country 
were about double normal, with the result of imminent danger that 
large quantities of these fish saved during the war period would have 
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to be destroyed for lack of markets. On this account demonstrations 
on the west coast were brought to a close in January, 1919, and the 
demonstrators detailed to the middle west, giving a series of demon- 
strations in St. Louis, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Cincinnati, 
and Cleveland. At these meetings special attention was directed to 
the value of frozen fish for food, particularly to the little-known 
varieties with whose merits the average housewife was unacquainted. 
A successful series of demonstrations was later given in Boston and 

Cambridge, Mass. To enable local agents of the States Relations 
Service of the Department of Agriculture to profit from training in 
this field and extend its benefits to their respective communities, 
one of the Bureau’s assistants gave demonstrations in Key West, 
Miami, West Palm Beach, Titusville, and St. Augustine, Fla.; in 
Savannah, and Valdosta, Ga.; at the Agricultural and Mechanical 
College of Mississippi; and before a gathering of State agents in 
Washington, D. C. 

It is the consensus of opinion, as attested to verbally and by letter 
by those attending the demonstrations, that the housewives are very 
grateful to their Government for its interest in their problems of pro- 
viding wholesome protein food at low cost. The value to the trade, as 
evidenced by reports of increased demand for fish in places in which 
demonstrations have been given, is well vouched for. During the 
year in which this work was conducted more than 125 demonstra- 
tions were held, by means of which approximately 15,000 persons 
were reached directly and many more indirectly. 

In reviewing the work, consideration should be given to the fact 
that protein is the high-priced element of food; that fish compares 
favorably in protein content and digestibility with meats; that our 
estimated annual per capita consumption of meat is more than 160 
ounds, while that of fish is only about 18 pounds; and that our 
heries annually yield millions of pounds of food fishes which are 

not so marketed, due in large part to lack of demand by the consum- 
ing public. Although the value of these demonstrations has been 
attested by the consumers, home demonstration agents, the trade, 
and others, and although the Bureau has been urgently requested 
to continue this work, it was compelled to abandon it in June for 
lack of funds. 

In addition to the practical demonstrations in the field, experi- 
ments have been made to determine the best methods of preparing 
various fishery products for the table. This has been confined pis 
to products with which the housewife was little acquainted. Suc 
information has been supplied directly to the trade or used in the prep- 
aration of economic circulars. A cookbook on fishery products has 
been prepared, but will be broadened in scope before it is published, 

GROUPERS. 

The groupers occur in abundance on the east coast of Florida and 
on the snapper banks in the Gulf of Mexico, where they outnumber 
the more highly prized red snappers. Until quite recently the snap- 
per fishermen were required to limit their catch of ero to from 10 
to 25 per cent of the fare because of lack of demand. Gradually this 
serie ta was increased until during the war period, when the num- 
er of vessels operating and men engaged were considerably reduced, 
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the demand equaled or exceeded the catch. With the return of men 
and vessels to the fishery, production again exceeded demand. | 

With the object of preventing needless waste of these fish and in- 
creasing efficiency of operations with reduction in cost of product to 
the consumer, the Bureau undertook to develop larger markets which 
would absorb the entire catch. For this purpose it issued an illus- 
trated placard recommending these firm, white-meated fish and an 
economic circular containing recipes for preparing them for the table, 
and detailed an assistant to aid in encouraging the use of these fish 
in cities in the South. In this campaign particular attention was 
given to encouraging dealers to handle the groupers, to instructing 
them in the best methods of preparing the fish for sale, and to increas- 
ing their use by restaurants and cafés. Groupers are usually shipped 
headed and gutted. For sale to the consumer it appears desirable to 
skin the fish and remove the fins. They are then suitable for filleting. 
These operations, as described in Economic Circular No. 44, follow: 
Lay the fish on its side, with the head end pointing toward you and the back toward 

the knife hand (the hand with which the operator uses the knife). Insert the knife 
to a depth of 1 to 1} inches behind the end of the back fin and draw the length of the 
fish, cutting close to the fin, thus severing the skin and the flesh from tail to head. 

Turn the fish end for end, laying it on its other side, and repeat as above, drawing 
the knife along the length of the fin from the head to the tail. Using a piece of burlap 
to ere the hand slipping, or a pair of pliers, catch the back fin at the front end 
and pull it out. 

Turn the fish, tail pointing from you and the belly toward the knife hand. Grasp 
the pectoral fin, the fin just back of the gills, in the free hand and thrust the knife 
into the fish just back of itand cut both ways. The collar bone, which is thus cut loose, 
is removed by pulling on the fin. The small, thin bone remainiug, which connects 
the hide and meat, is removed with a stroke of the knife. Repeat the operation on 
the other side. 
Turn the fish, tail pointing toward you and the belly toward the knife hand. Com- 

pire the splitting of the fish, and remove the belly fins. With pliers or a piece of 
urlap catch the corner of the hide at the head end nearest the back and strip off by 

pulling toward the tail. Repeat the process for the other side and complete the re- 
. moval of the skin and tail by a stroke of the cleaver at the base of the tail fin. 

It appears that the results which the Bureau expected to accom- 
lish have in a measure been negatived by other factors, such as labor 
ifficulties. 

INCREASING THE USE OF BY-PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES. 

The development of uses for the by-products of the fisheries and 
the unutilized products of the sea to the greatest economic advantage 
represents one of the most promising fields for research and for in- 
creasing the Nation’s resources open to the Bureau. Although handi- 
capped through lack of provision for the permanent employment of 
an adequately trained technologist and for funds, it has continued its 
efforts in this field in so far as its limited facilities will permit and has 
achieved results cited in the following pages which indicate the im- 
portance of the work and the omibnitne of saving fishery products 
possessing a value many times the cost of the service. Among its 
activities mention should be made of the results of its efforts to in- 
crease the use of fish waste and waste fish for conversion into oil and 
map for fertilizer, to encourage the production of fish and shrim 
meal as an animal feed, the use of the hides of fishes and other unutil- 
ized aquatic animals for leather, the development of a fishery for 
sharks, and the reestablishment of fisheries for porpoises, sea lions, 
hair seals, and other unutilized aquatic animals. 
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FISH OILS. 

The demands and uses for fish oils are increasing and the prices are 
unusually high. Among the various uses are the following: Drying 
oil in paints and varnishes, stuffing grease for leather, in soap-making, 
lubricating compounds, tempering steel, screw-cutting, and cordage 
manufacture, for medicinal and illuminating purposes, in the manu- 
facture of rubber substitutes, top dressings for automobile tops, awn- 
ings, tents, and the like, in lard substitutes, etc., after hydrogenation. 

n recent years the annual production of fish oils has ranged from 
about 5 to 6 million gallons. Of this, more than half is menhaden oil, 
whale, sperm, and herring oil being produced in appreciable quanti- 
ties with smaller amounts of other oils, such as cod liver, shark liver 
(including dogfish), salmon, tuna, sardine, porpoise blubber and jaw 
oils, seal, and walrus. Imports entered for consumption for the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 1918, amounted to 4,881,982 gallons, valued at 
ofiatett and exports in that year were 455,629 gallons, valued at 

46,589. 
Realizing the importance of determining more definitely the special 

properties of those oils for which such information was lacking, to 
indicate the uses to which they are best suited, the Bureau has made 
analyses of the body and liver oils of species of sharks, of skate-liver 
oil, tuna and yellowtail oil, and has furnished the educational bureau 
of the Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the United States various 
samples of fish oils for analysis and trial as to suitability for use in 
the manufacture of paints and varnishes. 

Albacore or tuna (Germo alalunga) oil is particularly interesting 
because of its excellent drying qualities. tt ossesses very little 
unsaponifiable matter and little odor and is ae in color. Drying 
tests made by the director of the educational bureau of the Pamt 
Manufacturers’ Association of the United States showed that it dries 
even more rapidly than linseed oil. The 1919 production of albacore 
(Germo alalunga), yellowfin tuna (G. macropterus), and bluefin tuna 
(Thunnus thynnus) oil in southern California is estimated to exceed 
100,000 gallons. An analysis of the albacore oil gave the following 
results: Specific gravity at 15.5° C., 0.9298; acid value, 0.24; saponi- 
fication value, 195.9; iodine value (Hanus), 184; refractive index 
(40° C.), 1.4755; titer test of fatty acids in degrees centigrade, 20.8°; 
neutralization value of fatty acids, 182.5; mean molecular weight of 
fatty acids, 307; total unsaponifiable matter 0.80 per cent. ‘Tests 
with the oil of the vallowtsil (Seriola dorsalis) indicated that it was 
fully as satisfactory for the manufacture of paints as menhaden oil, 
but not as good as the albacore oil. Its color was light and its odor 
not strong. 

There is need for more exhaustive investigations of fish oils, for 
determining definitely the qualities of the oils of various species of 
sharks, skates, and other fishes serving as sources of supply of fish 
oils; for determining more definitely the possibilities of A yareead 
ating fish oils for use for edible purposes, their nutritive values based 
on investigations by experts in vitamines, etc. On the subject of 
hydrogenation, Bulletin No. 769 of the United States Department 
of Agriculture, February 10, 1919, page 39, states: 
Recently a refining process in which hydrogen instead of steam is used to blow the 

oil has been developed. It appears that it is now possible to remove the disagreeable 
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odor and flavor from some kinds of fish oils and render them suitable for food. For 
several years whale and possibly some fish oils have been hardened by hydrogenation 
in Norway and Germany, and within the last six months a lard substitute made in 
this way from Pacific coast herring has appeared on the American market. 

Before the war whale oil was being hydrogenated in Norway, the 
Netherlands, and Germany, and a plant is now in operation in 
England capable of caring for all whale oil likely to arrive. The 
hardened fat is white, odorless, and tasteless. It is used as a sub- 
stitute for tallow and the best quality for margarine. 

FISH SCRAP. 

The annual production of scrap for fertilizer will approximate 
60,000 tons. In 1918, on the basis of available data, the production 
of menhaden scrap amounted to nearly 50,000 tons, that of sardine, 
salmon, tuna, etc., on the west coast, including Alaska, to more than 
2,300 tons (exclusive of fish meal), and that of the Alaska whale 
fishery to 850 tons. Additional material is produced in New England, 
especially in connection with the fishery for sardines and herring; 
in the States bordering on the Gulf of Mexico, principally from 
shrimp waste; on the Great Lakes, etc. The use of sardines for 
conversion into oil and scrap or meal on the coast of southern Cali- 
fornia appears to be on the increase, over 33 million pounds having 
been reported so used in 1919. It is reported that a ton of sardines 
will yield up to 25 gallons of oil and 500 pounds of meal or scrap. 

Persons in the fisheries have been encouraged to save their fish 
waste and have been furnished information regarding methods 
and machinery. To care for the comparatively small quantities 
of waste, there appears to be need for an efficient and inexpensive 
plant—one that is capable of reducing the oil content of the scrap 
to a low percentage. 

FISH MEAL. 

To meet the increasing demand for protein feeds for hogs, cattle, 
and poultry, the Bureau has continued to urge upon the manufac- 
turers employing fish waste the importance of using such of their 
products as are suitable for manufacture into fish meal. As the 
menhaden industry affords the greatest prospective source of supply, 
particular attention has been given to this field. The shrimp fishery 
of the south Atlantic and Gulf States is another promising field, in 
which until recently not more than 50 per cent of the waste has been 
used. One of the Bureau’s assistants who visited this field during 
the year estimates that this industry is capable of yielding from 7,500 
to 10,000 tons of raw waste, equivalent to from 1,500 to 2,000 tons 
of scrap or meal per annum. At the time of his visit, this waste was 
not being utilized in the Apalachicola and Fernandina (Fla.) districts, 
nor in the-St. Marys and Brunswick (Ga.) section, districts which 
should supply about three-eighths of available material. The bulk 
of that now saved is in the Barataria Bay district, the center of the 
shrimp-drying industry, in which the shrimp are sun-dried on large 
wooden platforms. ‘The heads and shells are a by-product. It is 
believed that the successful solution of the problem will require the 
use of rotary driers, and at least three companies made provision 
during the year for the saving of this material. 
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Samples of shrimp meal analyzed contain from 43 to 56 per cent 
protein. Following is an analysis of one sample: 

Per cent. 

Moisture. 2.522282 40 se re ee 2 og ee Se ee 5.03 
Ash 5.0. oo ae ee OSES i te Rt Nl 29.89 
Fat:(ether extract)- > ccscieree.<~.tee S05 oe este iape Sel eee ee ale 3. 62 
Proteing Hee ees ee Been ot ks he PE ER A Se 47.44 

Undetermmed:ts. 0. aarp ele ee 2S Se S50 RR. Ee ee 15. 02 

The Bureau of Animal Industry of the United States Department 
of Agriculture has cooperated very effectively with the Bureau in 
this field in the conduct of feeding experiments with fish and shrimp 
meals to hogs and in directing the attention of hog growers to the 
value of these products as feeds, thus rendering material aid in 
assuring those in the fisheries of a market for their product. In an 
experiment of the Bureau of Animal Industry, conducted at the 
Government Experiment Station, Beltsville, Md., in which two lots 
of 15 pigs were fed fish meal and shrimp meal for a period of 91 days, 
the results indicated that shrimp meal was fully the equal of fish 
meal. It is believed that elements other than the proteins, such as 
the mineral elements, vitamines, etc., tend to enhance the value of 
this material. 

Grayfish meal has been furnished the Bureau of Animal Industry 
for a feeding test, the results of which were comparable to those 
obtained by feeding with menhaden meal. Although the grayfish 
meal contained a high percentage of oil, no flavor of fish could be 
detected in the flesh of the hogs killed at the end of the feeding 
experiment. Arrangements are being made for additional feeding 
tests to ascertain more definitely the safety with which meals con- 
Spine a high oil content or made from decomposed materials may 
e used. 
The American consul at Odense reports that in Denmark a shell- 

fish meal made from the blue mussels which are found in large num- 
bers ae the Danish coast is now on the market in that country 
as a poultry feed and has proved very satisfactory for imcreasing 
egg production. An analysis of the dried meal made at an agri- 
cultural experiment station quoted from Commerce Report No. 32, 
February 7, 1919, follows: 
Lime (in the form of ashes), 71.41 per cent; sugar, starch, and other organic matter, 

13,21 per cent; nitrogenous matter, 11.64 per cent; fats, 1.68 per cent; and water, 
2.06 per cent. 

Comparatively little fish meal was produced in this country prior 
to 1914. Beginning with that year the production on the west coast 
has steadily increased, the 1918 production of the coastal States and 
Alaska being about 8,684 tons. An assistant who visited the prin- 
cipal centers of production in southern California during the year 
reports no differences in character of material or process of manu- 
facture of meal or scrap except in a few instances in which the ground 
scrap is called meal. Until more detailed information is available 
regarding the results of feeding fish meal it is believed that only fresh 
waste should be used in its manufacture and badly decomposed waste 
made into scrap for fertilizer. Some kinds of meal do not require 
grinding. This is stated to be the case for meal made from sardineg 
in which the steam, or so-called batch, drier is used. If a hot-air 
drier is employed, grinding may be necessary to reduce the material 
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to the proper degree of fineness and to break up any small, sharp- 
ponte bones or spines. This was found necessary for menhaden 
meal. The most practical type of grinder for breaking up such bones 
appears to be the swing-hammer type, in which swinging hammers 
revolving at about from 2,500 to 3,000 revolutions per minute knock 
the material against a screen. 

As evidence of the results of the Bureau’s efforts, it may be added 
that in the menhaden and shrimp industries about 2,500 tons of 
meal were produced in 1919 and no difficulties in marketing it at 
reasonable prices reported. It is believed that the present annual 
production of meal from fishery products approximating 10,000 tons 
may be doubled without difficulty and with improvements which 
will keep menhaden fresh until they reach the factory at least 
trebled. It may be noted that a classification for fish meal is in 
effect in the three classification territories of the railway companies, 
and class rates on this commodity between given points are obtainable 
by application to the proper railroad officials. 

FISH LEATHER. 

The work of the Bureau in encouraging the development of a fish- 
leather industry has resulted in important progress in this field. The 
tanning of ae ides of sharks and rays into leather which is soft and 
liable and of ample strength for many uses is now an established 
act, and keen interest is being’shown in the development of fisheries 

for these forms to make available regular supplies of basic materials 
in quantity production. The use of the hides of porpoises, whales, 
sea lions, and other unutilized aquatic animals is also increasing. 
One tannery is now devoted to the production of fish leather, a 
second is in course of construction, and others are preparing to engage 
in the industry. 

SHARK FINS. 

The Bureau has been instrumental in the saving and drying of 
shark fins, which are a delicacy highly prized by orientals. In one 
city in this country the demand now exceeds the supply, the best 
grades commanding from 65 to 75 cents per pound. 

The trade is furnished with descriptive matter for the preparation 
of the various by-products, oils, scrap, meal, hides for the tanner, 
and fins, and with information as to where the various commodities 
may be marketed. 

TECHNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS. 

In the 1918 report attention was called to the construction and 
equipment of a Fishery Products Laboratory in Washington for the 
conduct of technological investigations in the fisheries. Although 
its activities have been greatly restricted by the limited personnel 
and provision for the work, the results achieved in the investigations 
regarding the salting of fish, the studies of fish oils, recovery of used 
brine and salt, preliminary studies of the production of essence 
d’Orient from fish scales, and the different methods of refrigeration, 
the direction of the investigations in the canning of fish in southern 
California, and provision for the proper handling of minor problems, 
have emphasized the need for the conduct of such work on a larger 
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scale. The sundry civil appropriation act of July 19, 1919, contains 
provision for an additional assistant for the Fishery Products Labo- 
ratory, but in the examination held before the end of the calendar 
year no applicant qualified. 

DETERMINATION OF PRINCIPLES OF PRESERVATION OF FISH WITH SALT. 

Recent reports have contained reference to the technological inves- 
tigations on the preservation of fish with salt, initiated for the 
purpose of determining the basic principles governing this method of 
preservation, to effect improvements in present practices, and to 
develop satisfactory methods of salting fish at higher temperatures 
and therefore in warm climates. The preliminary investigation has 
been completed and the results published in Bureau of Fisheries 
Document No. 884, ‘‘Some Considerations Concerning the Salting of 
Ue by D. K. Tressler. A brief summary of some of the results 
ollows: 
On the assumption that the more rapidly salt penetrates the flesh of fish the sooner 

will decomposition be stopped, the first work aimed to determine the rate of penetra- 
tion of salts of different qualities into the flesh, the squeteague being used. Small 
amounts of calcium chloride or magnesium chloride retarded the rate of penetration 
of pure salt (sodium chloride), but produced a firmer, whiter fish than the pure sodium 
chloride. Other impurities, such as the sulphates, had a similar though less notice- 
able effect. In this connection it may be of interest to note that analyses of com- 
mercial salts reveal the fact that they vary greatly in purity. Solar salts are of 
lesser purity than salts prepared by evaporation in open or vacuum pans, and most 
domestic salts are of greater purity than foreign salts available in large quantities. 
The purest brands obtainable at reasonable cost contain between 99.5 and 99.75 per 
cent of sodium chloride. 

As the rate of penetration in itself was an insufficient index of the keeping qualities, 
it was considered essential to provide some means of measuring the amount and rate 
of decomposition of protein in order to determine the amount of decomposition taking 
place in the course of salting any lot of fish, and thus test the value of the various 
methods. Having salted fish with prepared salts containing different amounts of 
the common impurities (calcium, magnesium, and sulphates), the rate of protein 
decomposition was estimated by determining the amounts of amino-acid nitrogen 
formed. In this manner the preservative action of the various salts on the protein of 
the fish was estimated. Calcium and magnesium salts and sulphates cause an increase 
in decomposition and therefore produce a less perfect preservation of the fish during 
salting. ‘This reveals the importance of selecting brands of salt low in these impuri- 
ties for salting fish in warm climiaten. For salting at temperatures below 50° F. it is 
possible to exercise a measure of control in producing fish of the desired quality by 
the use of salts having a high percentage of calcium and magnesium if a hard, white 
fish is desired and pure salts if a soft, pliable fish is wanted. The degree of fineness of 
the salt is considered of little importance save in a physical way. 
A comparison was made as to the relative efficiency of the two general methods of 

salting fish, viz, by the use of dry salt or brine and salt, by determining the rate of 
yom Aaloe of salt into the flesh of fish salted by each method and the rate of protein 
ecomposition. These experiments showed that the salt penetrates more Pay. in 

the dry-salted fish than in the fish in pickle and that more amino acid was forme bs 
the brine method. The dry-salt method is apparently the more economical of bot 
salt and labor. 

In addition, experiments were made to determine the effects of a more thorough 
cleaning of the fish before salting, the rate of formation of amino-acid nitrogen being 
used to indicate the rate of protein decomposition. River herring cleaned by various 
methods were salted at high temperatures. All except those from which all roe or 
milt and blood had been removed spoiled, the flidratislly? cleaned fish being success- 
fully salted at 88° F. From these experiments it was concluded that the chief cause 
ot speaese during salting is due to the decomposition of the blood remaining in the 
esn. 

The rate of penetration of salt into skinned fish was found to be about double that 
in the unskinned fish, thus revealing the importance of splitting fish before salting. 
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Experiments made in salting fish of various degrees of staleness showed that the 
length of time a fish may be kept before salting depends upon the temperature to 
which,the fish are subjected before and during the salting period, and that at some 
temperature between 50 and 60° F., or higher, fish spoil very quickly. 

The following are important considerations in the salting of fish in warm climates: 
All viscera and blood should be removed in cleaning, large fish should be split, the 
fish salted should be in a fresh condition, no brine should be added, and salts low in 
calcium should be selected. 

At the close of the year plans were being perfected for the practical 
application on a somewhat larger scale of the results obtained in 
fwd small-scale laboratory experiments to determine more definitely 
the manner in which these results may be applied with profit to the 
industry. These plans include the saltiae of river herring at points 
in Florida where usual practices have previously proved afailure. In 
addition to the work outlined above, some attention has been given 
to the chemical changes in the fat content of fish. 

FREEZING FISH IN BRINE. 

Refrigeration as a means of preserving fish promises to play an 
increasingly more important réle in the fishing industry. In this 
connection there exists a feeling that more of our energies hitherto 
expended in perfecting refrigeration machinery and methods should 
be applied to effecting improvements in the quality of the product, 
and in educating the consumer to its merits, its care, and preparation. 
In Europe the process of freezing fish in brine has of late been re- 
ceiving considerable attention, and the use of the method is increas- 
ing. Brief mention of the subject may therefore be of interest to 
those engaged in the industry in this country. 

Fundamentally the process consists of immersing the article to be 
frozen in a strong brine which has previously been cooled to, or nearly 
to, the point where mush ice begins to form in the solution. That the 
freezing temperature of brine is lower than that of water and that 
the freezing temperature of the brine is lowered as its saturation 
point is approached is well known. At present there are at least two 
processes employing the brine method, one known as the Dahl 
method, originated = Nekolai Dahl at Trondhjem, Norway, and the 
other the Ottesen method, by A. Ottesen, Thisted, Denmark. 
By the Dahl process, the fresh fish are packed in the shipping 

boxes before being frozen. Cold brine, which has had its tempera- 
ture lowered, by contact with crushed ice, to a point approachin 
its er. point is pumped through the boxes of fish, flowing bale 
through the ice for recooling. By this means the fish are frozen 
guzel M and the boxes may a headed and put in transit at once. 
he plant consists of (1) a chamber for cracked ice, with compart- 

ments so arranged that the brine passes through ice always in a 
downward direction into a brine compartment; (2) a centrifugal 
pomp which receives the cold brine ape discharges it through a de: 
ivery hose into the boxes of fish; (3) a freezing platform on which 
the boxes rest, provided with troughs for conducting the brine back 
to the ice ohawiieae for recooling. 

In the Ottesen plant the fish are placed in perforated, galvanized- 
iron baskets, which are submerged in the brine, or, if the fish are of 
large size, they may be suspended in the brine chamber until frozen. 
In its simplest form the equipment consists of an insulated iron 

35286°—21——-35 
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freezing tank holding the brine and provided with a propeller (or 
agitator) and guide plates with sluices for circulating the brine, 
also a carbon-dioxide refrigerating unit; metal baskets for holding 
the fish in the brine and galvanized-iron ice cans and wash tank 
complete the equipment. 
Among the advantages claimed for the brine-freezing method, 

mention may be made of the following: (1) Fish can be frozen 
much more quickly—in one-tenth of the time or less—than in air 
freezing; (2) brine-frozen fish retain the flavor, appearance, and 
other qualities of fresh fish; (3) in slow air freezing the tissues are 
partially broken down through the formation of large ice crystals, 
while in rapid freezing the ice crystals formed are so small as not to 
disrupt the muscle fibers; (4) there is no loss of weight in freezing 
through evaporation; (5) the equipment takes up little space, with- 
out the necessity for a special freezing room, and is adaptable for 
use on fishing vessels; and (6) there is no tendency for the brine to 
penetrate the fish or for its juices to enter and weaken the brine. 

As the Bureau has not conducted exhaustive experiments in the 
brine freezing of fish it is not prepared to express an opinion with 
regard to the value of the method or as to its probable place in the 
industry. The Bureau’s Fishery Products Laboratory in Washington 
is equipped for conducting proper investigations in air and brine 
freezing to determine the relative merits and defects of the two 
methods. It is desirous of doing this investigative work as soon 
as adequate provision can be made therefor. 

INVESTIGATIONS IN CANNING FISHERY PRODUCTS IN SOUTHERN 

CALIFORNIA. 

For years the Bureau has been impressed with the need for render- 
ing those engaged in the preservation of fish by canning a larger 
measure of service, work which promised to make larger supplies of 
wholesome protein food available to the consumer and to reduce 
the cost of that which was being produced. In the summer of 
1918 it concluded to initiate such investigations on the coast of 
southern California and to equip a small plant for the purpose. 
The immediate object of the a was to develop suitable methods 
for canning some of the neglected or little-used fishes occurring in 
abundance in that region and to aid the packers in solving their 
problems and difficulties. After a study of the principal fishing 
centers it was decided to start the work at San Pedro, where suit- 
able quarters for housing the equipment were obtained, the necessary 
equipment provided, and the work begun about May 1, 1919. 
A study of canning methods in commercial practice revealed 

wide differences in the processes used. For example, it was found 
that the time period and temperature of retorting varied in the 
different plants. Some used compressed air in the retort when 
cooling; others did not. Some cnigloved superheated steam exhaust 
boxes; others no exhaust at all. In some instances large driers of 
considerable length, equipped with traveling chain-belt conveyors, 
high-power fans, and an elaborate air-distribution system, were in 
operation; in others short driers, making use of high temperatures, 
were employed. One canner holds his pack for a period for ageing; 
another ships the goods as soon as they are put up. The practices 
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have been developed in many cases at heavy cost without a defi- 
nite understanding of the underlying principles and adequate 
control of the results. These factors do not make for uniformity 
of pack and have added materially to the cost of production and 
therefore to the price of the product to the ultimate consumer. 
In addition, some species of fishes which were abundant were not 
being canned for the lack of development of suitable methods. 
The two major functions of the work were, therefore, to develop 
new methods and to establish standard methods which will yield 
standard products. 

The Pacific coast mackerel (Scomber japonicus) is present in large 
numbers on the southern California coast, being particularly abundant 
from June to December, inclusive. The principal fishing centers are 
Monterey, San Pedro, and San Diego. Because of the lack of de- 
mand, little attention has been given to the development of the 
fishery, considerable quantities of that brought in going to the 
reduction works. In 1918 the Bureau conducted experiments in 
salting this fish, which indicated that in color and flavor it was 
hardly the equal of the usual run of salt mackerel on the market. 
Because of its abundance, favorable food qualities, and lack of 
demand for it for food purposes, the laboratory has given more 
attention to perfecting methods of canning this fish than to any 
other. More than 80 different packs have been put up for examina- 
tion and several methods of promise developed. The packers have 
been interested in the results achieved to such an extent as to urge 
the release of the better methods. This has been granted with the 
understanding that final tests have not been completed. The 
California pack of mackerel in 1919 exceeded 9,000 cases, and the 
increasing interest and tendency of the packers to handle this fish 
indicate a much larger pack in the future. 

In addition to the experiments with mackerel, bonito, barracuda, 
pilchard, sea bass, smelt, the tunas, and yellowtail have received 
attention, and several hundred packs of the various species are being 
held in storage for examination at fixed intervals. Among the 
problems needing solution are the development of means for over- 
coming the unpleasant odor and taste encountered in packs of 
bonito and the detinning of the cans in packs of such fishes as the 
barracuda. The work done and the interest shown by the trade 
seem but to accentuate the need for a continuation of investigations 
in this field. 

NEW ENGLAND VESSEL FISHERIES. 

The vessel fisheries centering at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and 
Portland, Me., were in a prosperous condition during the past year, 
although the total number of trips and the catch were not so large 
as in the previous year. The decrease in the number of trips was 
largest at Gloucester. The products landed at Boston fell off 5.55 
per cent in quantity and 28.45 per cent in value, at Gloucester 3.78 
per cent in quantity and 29.94 per cent in value, and at Portland less 
than 1 per cent in quantity and 21.76 per cent in value. The fisheries 
were affected to some extent, no doubt, by the economic changes 
following the war period and also by unsettled labor conditions. A 
strike of the fishermen in July and August resulted in a large falling 
off in the catch landed by the fishing fleet in those months as com- 
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pared with that usually landed at that time of year. Statistics of 
these fisheries have been collected by the local agents and published 
in monthly bulletins, showing, by species and fishing grounds, the 
uantities and values of fishery products landed by American and 
anadian fishing vessels during the year at these ports.. Two annual 

bulletins have been issued, one showing the catch by months and the 
other by fishing grounds. 

The fishing fleet which landed fish at these ports during the cal- 
endar year 1919 numbered 523 sail, steam, and gasoline screw vessels, 
including 25 American and 2 Canadian steam trawlers. These vessels 
landed at Boston 2,754 trips, aggregating 103,391,370 pounds of 
fish, valued at $4,713,350; at Gloucester, 2,965 trips, aggregating 
71,370,957 pounds, valued at $2,145,592; and at Portland, 2,550 
trips, aggregating 21,718,943 pounds, valued at $689,441. The total 
for the three ports amounted to 8,269 trips, aggregating 196,481,270 
pounds of fresh and salted fish, having a value to the fishermen of 
$7,548,383. This total includes 39 trips, 26 at Boston and 13 at 
Portland, landed by 9 Canadian fishing vessels, amounting to 
3,296,147 pounds of fresh fish, valued at $106,261. Of this quantity 
1,191,845 pounds, valued at $53,653, were landed at Boston, and 
2,104,302 pounds, valued at $52,608, at Portland. There was a 
decrease of 12 vessels, 21 trips, and 2,306,602 pounds in the quantity 
and $112,364 in the value of the products as compared with the pre- 
vious year. These fish were landed in accordance with an arrange- 
ment with the Canadian Government as an emergency war measure 
granting reciprocal privileges to fishing vessels, by which Canadian 
fishing vessels were permitted to land their fares at American ports 
direct from the fishing grounds. Canadian fishing vessels began to 
utilize this privilege in April, 1918, and the arrangement is still in 
operation. 

During the year 1919, 24 American fishing vessels landed 29 trips, 
amounting to 434,486 pounds of fish, at Canadian ports on the Atlantic 
coast, of which 8 trips by 8 vessels, amounting to 312,036 pounds, were 
landed at Halifax, Nova Scotia; and 173 American fishing vessels 
landed 915 trips, amounting to 12,258,522 pounds at Canadian ports 
on the Pacific coast, of which 889 trips by 154 vessels, amounting to 
10,804,522 pounds, were landed at Prince Rupert, British Columbia. 
Compared with the previous year, there was a decrease of 481 

trips, or 5.49 per cent, in the total number landed by the fishing fleet 
at Boston, Gloucester, and Portland, and of 9,019,883 pounds, or 
4.38 per cent, in the quantity, and $2,983,165, or 28.32 per cent, in 
the value of the fish landed. The only important species showing an 
increase in catch over that of the previous year were haddock and 
halibut. The catch of haddock increased 16,044,644 pounds, or 24.06 
per cent, in quantity, but decreased $405,338, or 12.66 per cent, in 
value, while the catch of halibut increased 333,657 pounds, or 18.73 
per cent, in quantity and $84,911, or 28.09 per cent, in value. The 
cod catch decreased 6,450,007 pounds, or 8.98 per cent, in quantity 
and $1,034,024, or 28.58 per cent, in value; hake, 941,353 pounds, or 
17.82 per cent, in quantity and $92,032, or 33.70 per cent, in value; 
pollock, 7,808,653 pounds, or 29.39 per cent, in quantity and $581,570, 
or 60.44 per cent, in value; cusk, 595,062 pounds, or 22.38 per cent, 
in quantity and $40,862, or 39.65 per cent, in value; mackerel, 
4,445,271 pounds, or 43.75 per cent, in quantity and $641,682, or 
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53.97 per cent, in value; herring, 4,637,077 pounds, or 30.92 per cent, 
in quantity and $220,894, or 47.94 per cent, in value; swordfish, 
151,664 pounds, or 14.66 per cent, in quantity and $10,890, or 4.87 
per cent, in value; tilefish, 265,910 pounds, or 88.80 per cent, in 
quantity and $18,772, or 92.71 per cent, in value; and the various 
other species combined, 103,187 pounds, or 2.43 per cent, in quantity 
and $22,012, or 12.12 per cent, in value. The catch of Newfound- 
land herring decreased 2,885,047 pounds, or 45.17 per cent, in 
quantity and $142,090, or 42.81 per cent, in value. The quantity of 

‘ tilefish landed at Boston was very small, amounting to only 33,510 
pounds, valued at $1,474, as compared with 299,420 pounds, valued 
at $20,246, the previous year. 

The following graphs present the quantities and values and average 
price per pound of fishery products landed at Boston and Gloucester, 
Mass., and Portland, Me., by fishing vessels, and also the number of 
trips and the average quantity and value of fishery products per 
trip for the years 1916 to 1919, inclusive. 

he following tables present in detail, by fishing grounds and by 
months, the products landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and 
Portland, Me., by American and Canadian fishing vessels, for the 
calendar year 1919. The weights of fresh and salted fish given in 
these statistics represent the fish as landed from the vessels, and the 
values are those received by the fishermen. The grades, or sizes, 
given for certain species are those recognized in the trade. 
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The fishery products landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and 
Portland, Me., by fishing vessels each year are taken principally from 
fishing grounds lying off the coast of the United States. In the 
calendar year 1919, 71.72 per cent of the quantity and 70.64 per cent 
of the value of the catch landed at these ports by American and 
Canadian fishing vessels were taken from these grounds; 2.93 per 
cent of the quantity and 4.61 per cent of the value, consisting largely 
of herring, from fishing banks off the coast of Newfoundland, and 
25.33 per cent of the quantity and 24.74 per cent of the value from 
fishing grounds off the Canadian Provinces. Newfoundland herring 
constituted 1.78 per cent of the quantity and 2.51 per cent of the 
value of the fishery products landed at these ports during the year. 
The herring were tale on the treaty coast of Newfoundland, and 
the cod, haddock, hake, halibut, and other species from that region 
were obtained from fishing banks on the high seas. All fish caught 
by American fishing vessels off the coast of the Canadian Provinces 
were from offshore fishing grounds. The catch from each of these 
regions is given in detail in the following table: 

QuANTITY AND VALUE or FisH LANDED By AMERICAN AND CANADIAN FISHING 
VESSELS AT Boston AND GLOUCESTER, MAss., AND PorTLAND, MeE., In 1919, 
FROM FisHIna GRoUNDS Orr THE Coast OF THE UNITED States, NEWFOUND- 
LAND, AND CANADIAN PROVINCES. 

Species. United States. | Newfoundland, | ©2adian Proy- Total. 

Cod: Pounds. Value. Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. Value. 
Wreshiz out secece 34,117,400 |$1,466,155 | 775,275 |$26,634 |25, 758,486 |$839,625 | 60,651,161 |$2,332,414 
spe ee eee 22,433 1,252 | 864,291 | 50,839 | 3,836,535 | 198,676 | 4,723,259 250, 767 

addock: 
IRTOSH ioe se oe =e Se 69,210,257 | 2,430,043 | 144,725 | 2,442 |13, 206,041 | 355,213 | 82,561,023 | 2,787,698 
See Dene aemnees 450 16 5, 764 209 148, 948 6,015 155, 162 6, 240 

ake: 
Mreshe.. cascs se 3,639,362 159, 146 50,245 | 1,110 610,349 | 19,513 | 4,299,956 179, 769 
Salted...----.=-- 1,150 47 8,000 261 30,370 976 39, 520 1,284 

357, 956 3,124 59 | 1,005,968 | 21,085 | 18,696,351 379,100 
15 2,669 98 52,432 1,302 55,616 1,415 

42,502 10, 952 251 726,965 | 17,758 | 2,025,236 60, 511 
Dood ove o's aloe sous cncwae pee eeere eee 4,707 177 33,255 1,481 37, 962 1,658 

169,430 | 400,488 | 76,206 790,007 | 189,465 | 2,100,061 385, 101 
320 2,453 392 10, 147 1,378 14,600 2,090 

Mreshie. cose =e 2,237,342 OB DIG i ees sedoslaeee nace 2,077,428 | 128,588 | 4,314,770 427,104 
Salted........... 100, 663 1b U0 Ji ee eee | ee 1,297,763 | 109,826 | 1,398,426 120, 188 

Herring 
MYreshi...cjas-eeeets 6, 858, 108 BOSO00T sesh. cer SIS Relea Sagem en | Eee 6, 858, 108 
os See Bee eee es enin at: Bs DONS ie CLS Out Co! lls 2 eclc ore eee |e ening ae 3,501,777 189, 783 

Swordfish: Fresh. 777,320 188, 716 31E 10 105,092 | 23,542 WEA 212,368 
Tilefish: Fresh.... 33,510 DATA Reece ous SU te ete |o oA Bn ay te oe 33,510 ‘ 
Miscellaneous: 
Mreshiocs Se s0c<4 4,038,276 156; 2046). eeeene elecae eee 82,369 3,075 | 4,120,645 159,179 
Balted:s.c250..< 11,400 OSB ok el) SE Eee ee ae 11,400 285 

Uc) Koel 140, 934,330 | 5,332,294 |5, 774,785 |348,571 |49, 772,155 |1,867,518 |196, 481,270 | 7,548,383 

Cop.—In 1919 the fishing fleet landing fish at Boston, Gloucester, 
and Portland was about the same size as in the previous year. There 
were 9 vessels in the salt-bank fishery and 111 in the market fishery 
landing their fares of cod and other ground fish at these ports during 
the year, while large quantities of cod were also inated by vessels 
fishing on the shore grounds. The total catch of cod landed at these 
ports during the year amounted to 65,374,420 pounds, valued at 
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$2,583,181, of which 4,723,259 pounds, valued at $250,767, were 
cee Cod ranked second in importance among the various species 
landed. 

Happockx.—The catch of haddock for the year ranked first in both 
quantity and value, being considerably larger than that of cod. The 
uantity of haddock landed at these ports by fishing vessels durin 

the year amounted to 82,716,185 pounds, valued at $2,793,938, all o 
which was landed fresh except 155,162 pounds, valued at $6,240. 
The greater part of the catch was taken on Georges Bank and in 
South Channel. 
Haxe.—The catch of hake amounted to 4,339,476 pounds, valued 

at $181,053, all landed fresh except 39,520 pounds salted, valued at 
$1,284. There was a decline of 941,353 pounds, or 17.82 per cent, 
in the quantity and $92,032, or 33.70 per cent, in the value as com- 
pared with the previous year. The yield of this species has fallen 
off very much in the past few years. In 1916 over 13,000,000 pounds 
of hake were landed at these ports, and in 1910 the receipts at Boston 
and Gloucester were nearly 20,000,000 pounds. 

Potitock.—The catch of pollock amounted to 18,751,967 pounds, 
valued at $380,515, all landed fresh except 55,616 pounds salted, 
valuéd at $1,415. There was a falling off in the catch of this species 
of 7,808,653 pounds in quantity and $581,570 in value as compared 
with the previous year. 
Cusk.—The quantity of cusk landed was only 2,063,198 pounds, 

valued at $62,169, of which 37,962 pounds, valued at $1,658, were 
salted. The yield of this species was 595,062 pounds less in quantity 
and $40,862 less in value than in the previous year. 
Harisut.—The catch of halibut amounted to 2,114,661 pounds, 

valued at $387,191, all landed fresh except 14,600 pounds salted, 
valued at $2,090. There was an increase in the catch of halibut of 
333,657 pounds in quantity and $84,911 in value as compared with 
the previous year. 

CKEREL.—The total catch of fresh mackerel taken by the 
American, fishing fleet in 1919 was 53,992 barrels, compared with 
69,314 barrels in 1918, a decrease of 15,322 barrels. The total catch 
of salted mackerel was 7,007 barrels, compared with 13,030 barrels 
the previous year, a decrease of 6,023 barrels. The quantity of 
mackerel landed at Boston, Gloucester, and Portland by the fishi 
fleet during the year was 5,713,196 pounds, valued at $547,242, o 
which 4,314,770 pounds, valued at $427,104, were fresh and 1,398,426 
pounds, valued at $120,138, were salted. These were all landed by 
American fishing vessels. 

Mackerel were reported schooling in southern waters the latter 
pe of April, and prospects for mackerel fishing appeared to be good; 
ut the mackerel seiners were delayed in, sailing by a strike of the 

crews with regard to the pay of engineers. The first seiners arrived 
at New York with fares of mackerel April 25, one vessel landi 
32,000 pounds and another 18,000 pounds. These fish weighe 
from 14 to 3 pounds, although most of them did not exceed 2 pounds, 
and sold for 25 cents per pound. The southern mackerel fleet 
numbered 30 sail of seiners and 150 sail of netters. Both the seiners 
and the netters had a comparatively good season. The best stock 
made by a seiner was $13,232, the crew sharing $330 each. The 
mackerel landed by the southern, fleet were mostly large and medium 
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fish, and sold from 8 to 18 cents per pound, according to market 
conditions. 

The first fare of mackerel from the Cape Shore was landed on June 6, 
and amounted to 50,000 pounds of large and medium fish, which sold 
for 6.35 cents per pound. All of the Cape Shore fleet landed good 
trips of mackerel and stocked from $4,000 to $10,000 each. The fleet 
numbered 32 vessels compared with 38 the previous year. The total 
catch of mackerel from the Cape Shore was 2,119,000 pounds fresh, 
and 6,275 barrels salted, compared with 1,689,000 pounds fresh, 
and 7,558 barrels salted in 1918. The fresh mackerel sold from 5} 
to 7 cents per pound, the salted from $16 to $18.50 per barrel. 

Tinker mackerel were present in small schools along the shore from 
Cape Ann to Chatham during the latter part of June. 

The total catch of mackerel up to July 1 was 38,787 barrels fresh, 
and 6,452 barrels salted, compared with 29,259 barrels fresh and 
8,079 barrels salted the previous year. 
SworprisH.—The quantity of swordfish landed during the year 

was 882,447 pounds, valued at $212,302. The number of vessels 
engaged in this fishery was 56, or 19 more than in the previous year, 
but there was a considerable falling off in the catch. 
FLounvErs.—The catch of flounders in the vessel fisheries amounted 

to 2,451,856 pounds, valued at $103,050, an increase of 182,049 
pounds in quantity and $9,250 in value over the previous year. 
The catch taken by boats under 5 tons net tonnage is not included 
in these statistics. 
Herrine.—The catch of herring amounted to 10,359,885 pounds, 

valued at $239,788. Of this quantity, 6,858,108 pounds, valued at 
$50,005, were taken off the coast of the United States and landed 
fresh, and 3,501,777 pounds, valued at $189,783, were salted New- 
foundland herring. 

VESSEL FISHERIES AT SEATTLE, WASH. 

In the vessel fisheries at Seattle, Wash., there has been considerable 
decrease in both the quantity and value of products landed by the 
fishing fleet, but an increase in the products landed by collecting 
vessels as compared with the previous year. Statistics of the vessel 
fisheries at Seattle have been collected by the local agent and pub- 
lished as monthly and annual statistical bulletins, giving the quantity 
and value of fishery products landed by American fishing and collect- 
ing vessels at that port. 

In 1919 the fishing fleet at Seattle landed 670 trips, aggregating 
13,651,020 pounds of fish, having a value to the fishermen of $1,530,284. 
This catch was taken from the fishing ete along the coast from 
Oregon to Albatross Bank, Alaska. The fishing areas from which 
the greater part of the products was obtained were Grays Harbor 
Grounds, Flattery Banks, West Coast of Vancouver Island, Hecate 
Strait, and Yakutat Grounds. The products included halibut, 
11,110,720 pounds, valued at $1,422,519; sablefish, 1,553,600 pounds, 
valued at $74,290; “‘lingcod,” 723,000 pounds, valued at $24,433; 
and rockfishes, 263,700 pounds, valued at $9,042. Compared with 
the previous year, there was a decrease of 164 trips by fishing vessels, 
and of 3,440,675 pounds, or 20.13 per cent, in quantity, and $357,369, 
or 18.93 per cent, in the value of the products landed. The catch of 
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halibut increased 866,520 pounds, or 8.46 per cent, in quantity, but 
decreased $106,327, or 6.95 per cent, in value. Sablefish decreased 
2,801,350 pounds, or 64.32 per cent, in quantity, and $196,877, or 
72.60 per cent, in value; ‘“lingcod,” 1,061,600 pounds, or 59.48 per 
cent, in quantity, and $37,859, or 60.77 per cent, in value; and rock- 
fishes, 357,070 pounds, or 57.52 per cent, in quantity, and $13,857, or 
60.51 per cent, in value. The falling off in the catch of these species 
may be attributed largely to a smaller demand than in the previous 
ear. 

. The fishery products taken in Puget Sound and landed at Seattle 
by collecting vessels during the year amounted to 11,809,450 pounds, 
valued at $983,819. These products included salmon, 10,387,703 
pounds, valued at $902,717; pilchard, 150,000 pounds, valued at 
$2,250; steelhead trout, 173,630 pounds, valued at $21,034; smelt, 
296,041 pounds, valued at $14,723; rockfishes, 120,490 pounds, 
valued at $7,632; cod, 104,500 pounds, valued at $2,305; flounders, 
99,940 pounds, valued at $2,613; sole, 104,200 pounds, valued at 
$3,972; crabs, 239,758 pounds, valued at $21,866; and other species 
amounting to 133,188 pounds, valued at $4,707. There was an 
increase in the products landed by collecting vessels over the previous 
year of 1,204,127 pounds, or 11.35 per cent, in quantity, and $71,221, 
or 7.80 per cent, in value. The quantity and value of fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Seattle by fishing and collecting vessels in 1919 are 
given in detail in the following table: 

QUANTITIES AND VALUES or CERTAIN FisHERY PRopucts (FREesH) LANDED AT 
SEATTLE, WASH., BY AMERICAN FISHING VESSELS, CALENDAR YEAR 1919. 

Number 
of trips. Halibut. Sablefish. 

BY FISHING GROUNDS. 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

po A) ae ot ee ee 21 852, 000 $93, 446 41,000 $1, 890 
Columbia River grounds.............-...-- 6 275,000 $1,408 (5: 3 2csdassl wre VE. 
Grays Harbor grounds ..................-. 48 813, 300 110, 444 337,000 16, 255 
CN LO Ta ee ee pee ee 292 1,951, 700 268, 624 482, 200 21, 829 
West coast, Vancouver Island..........-... 108 1,075, 200 152, 679 200, 900 9, 537 
Queen Charlotte Islands grounds. .......-- 55, 000 D, O80 ls 4 odes eves wee dee tee woe 
ii ee eee errr 157 4,040, 500 514,116 391, 800 19, 547 
UU Go A a es or 39, 000 5, BOG ts<t scant Sealtcaneceeceue 
boy a a i a ae ee eee | 1 65, 000 §, 04615 i deceesds dive aden 
Pe RAC RUINS be on sao sees ones sta 28 1,622, 300 195, 799 81, 200 4,310 
POPUIOGN: SMM S s Laene desk. eck ts cake eel 3 224, 120 21, 100 3,! 10 
IDRCONS DANMS s) oooh soeek acces ose 1 97, 600 12, 430 16, 000 815 

"TOGA A: Soacbes once at sce / 670 11,110,720 | 1,422,519 | 1,553,600 74,290 
_—————————— ———————  ————— ee 

BY MONTHS. 

MILs. os ass a suc rode aced caer eaednateded 7 124,900 22,000 31, 500 2,450 
MMUIDKY «oo os oe tenes eee ae ee 14 97, 800 16, 532 7,000 350 
_ See AAS oR LIE IER Eh Sed 41 360, 300 51,995 51,000 2,631 
«| OE SRS iets i eB Te oe! Wh EE 70 871,000 112,300 14,000 745 
ES ORIG OTe AE 102 977, 200 113, 648 42, 000 1, 530 

0, eT Eph. 0-8 ea Si 120 2, 186, 200 257, 938 16, 000 640 
ION aici ono o aivae ah aces shw meni ete cairns 2,033, 220 219, 707 64, 000 3,117 
Se Ae: Fae oe to 72 1,511, 800 187, 900 385, 500 19, 475 
EM es. «2 0 ba vin ea de ell a pe 860, 400 126, 994 633, 000 30, 185 

SD PPP PPE CER rite: Per en a eee 54 647, 400 125, 216 220, 400 8, 957 
ree re et ea 14 283, 000 49,959 46, 700 2, 280 
Re tr rer ey ee } 26 1, 157, 500 138, 330 42, 500 1,930 

EET: oe ee | 670 | 11,110,720 | 1,422,519 | 1,553,600 74,290 
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QUANTITIES AND VALUES OF CERTAIN FiIsHERY Propucts (FRESH) LANDED AT 
SEATTLE, WASH., BY AMERICAN FISHING VESSELS, CALENDAR YEAR 1919—Contd. 

““Lingeod.”’ Rockfishes. Total. 

BY FISHING GROUNDS. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. Value. 

Orazon cosst.< 2-8 fede eee eee ee 14, 000 $105 8,000 $205 915, 000 $95, 646 
Columbia: River grounds 22. seeet soo. 2 | as eee ie| nee cere | seat aecee le aeons 275, 000 31, 493 
Grays Harbor grounds...................-- 61, 000 1,750 21,000 1, 232, 300 129, 049 
Mlattery ‘Banks. -:ctaiee see nce cee eens 344,200! 10,673 83, 500 2,702 | 2,861, 600 303, 828 
West coast, Vancouver Island............- 211, 000 8, 620 84, 700 3,300 | 1,571, 800 174, 136 
Queen Charlotte Islands grounds..........} 15,000} 900 }..........]......... 70, 9,940 
Hecate Strait. ap: s2tac owes non: fe oe 68, 000 2,165 64, 500 2,155 | 4,564, 800 537, 983 
Gororsfroniisiand= so Sesae eet tea eee Dt Uh ia a ee RN Bas 8 oS 40, 500 5, 365 
Cape Ommaney: « 2 = 2incecishesa ss bse ddoalss| so. ss5 be eats ae 2,000 80 67, 000 8, 123 
Wakuiawyerounds _ tee. looce cee bee oe ee 7,000 MODY. onc eel asesetions 1,710, 500 200, 214 
Portlock Banke Ser yeh SIRES Oe SESE eee woe Soe ea eee See 227, 620 21, 207 
Alpatross Banlioas. 362s. easton neh eee 1,300 OO] 252 goaatinn (Moedasmes 114, 900 13, 300 

RGGI CONSE S Es (AF Oleh he Bie, 723,000 | 24,433 | 263,700] 9,042 | 13,651,020 | 1,530, 284 

BY MONTHS. 

January 2s see. tte aot eens See ae ees 15, 500 1, 225 9, 000 810 180, 900 26, 485 
Rebruarys)6- cot pons Gast peeaes, ene: 97,000} 5,155! 22,200] 1,250 224, 000 23, 287 
March Erte 22S Sg cas oe necro ee eae 76, 000 2,355 36, 000 1, 180 523, 300 58, 161 
Aji: ose ah DARE! Agee CO a 146,700 | 3,934] 86,000] 2,332] 1,117,700] 119,311 
Eh Le) WAR EAR ANE SOI SANE Ut 155,500} 2,619] 39,500 680 | 1,214,200] 118, 477 
Janets eee Ss Ae es , 000 2,060 9, 000 360 | 2,261, 200 260, 998 
Toys ee BL SR Re ee 21, 000 875 1, 000 40} 2,119,220] 293,739 
ATIBOSUs ioe age te ees Stee mee area 42,000 1,550 29, 000 1,080 | 1,968, 300 210, 005 
September! pee bo se 8 ae ee 46, 1,875} 14,000 560 | 1,554,200 | 159,614 
OChODEr? sears cee Pee eae eel 22, 000 980 | 10,000 430 899, 800 | 135,583 
iINovember sit: 282 see See? FBT SS 10, 000 A005}t Bese Seno] aeoceeee 339, 700 52, 639 
Wetemibersze). 2524 ako ae ee ee ee eee eee 40, 500 1,405 8, 000 320 | 1,248, 500 141, 985 

Motel’ SAS. ete tee ay ac eee eee 723,000 | 24,433 | 263,700 9,042 | 13,651,020 | 1,530, 284 

FisHERY Propucts TAKEN IN PuGEetT SounD AND LANDED AT SEATTLE, WASH., BY 
CoLLEcTING VESSELS DurinG 1919, By Montus. 

Species. January. February. March. April. 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
erritip= 32.22 ee eee 12, 000 S260 Hes. es -eleeesseces 34, 000 $340.,| oho sleeeese 5 
Pilehard’)s 2 Joga seeoe cee 150, 000 2,250 |o 0s bow ce sl asiee ace celoees cccee| canna ye See eee Eee es 
Salmon: 

Chum oriketa=-2..-.% 402+ ~ 140; 000))) 1S, 800) |o.c) 6 <5 .-.-!| =i occ nna rc ene es lone 5 otciatetel| Se eet =o |e ee 
Kang Or sprine-. 2.5 aes 8, 000 D200 Nite oho ecco toons bic | ease emete| Re alters 31,500 | $3,150 
Miscellaneous. .......-..-- 8, 000 1, 200i) Maa Fan. 2 | te cect poor eeceliclsaceeter 62, 000 7,220 

Trout: Steelhead.............. 60, 000 9, 000 8,500!) SL 27b loos tenes |Uneaenes 6, 200 620 
Smelt <3. signee ee 18; 400s), l', 200) to 2.2 2 scled-dcsakele eetsc sce eeecn oe See ee ee 
Rocktishes. 3.0 $35.0. baecee 12,000 720 8, 000 320 8, 500 595 3, 000 210 
SLANE COG? 5 3. as ociea a a wo SSRN Eee Seen bene ee to | aw ero aa llaatee aatcrets 22,000 | 1,320] 16,000 800 
Od. 5 =e bape ase. 2. See a oe eee eee | eee 86, 000 1,720} 18,500 685 .| ova ct belo eemees 
MIGUINAOUS so 28 ce eee eee eee 6, 000 120 | 14,200 426 | 11,000 280 7,000 175 
BOlO. Cac cses 625. s5e3 se aseee 14, 600 468 | 12,500 500 | 18, 600 744 8, 600 344 
(C51 1. Se rece De) Ce baiie 30, 800 2,100 | 24,000 1-680 festa eee cs eeacenee 39,710 | 2,918 

PD ODA s Soe ctce ce. dotene 459,800 | 32,318 | 153, 200 5,921 | 112,600] 3,864 | 174,010 | 15,437 
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FisHery Propucts TAKEN IN PuGcet SouND AND LANDED AT SEATTLE, WASH., BY 
CoLLEcTING VESSELS Durine 1919, By MonrHs—Continued. 

Species. May. June. July. 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 
BLT ee es Dee ee ee 1, 480 $84 1, 588 $75 
Salmon: 

Kany or spring... :-...... 1, 412, 100 155, 331 889, 000 92, 600 
Bignell Crathviere ces. eet aac. Se ose 83, 910 8,390 21, 480 2,960 
Sockeye or red. . 42,780 4,705 5, 500 
ETS RMIATICRIEI Se se ee ee Ob G00) |< a (GO, COU ans. Seattle oe aca Ula | ems ohn] acc ceca 

2,800 34, 260 3,426 12, 300 1,476 
560 4, 250 136 7, 600 53 

peeee Lee ak 4,600 G2) ls geet eet al cits oadescee 
176 12, 420 248 4, 520 90 
1 Ja (ee ae ee eae URE a le 1, 500 60 

as ee Pearl sigs Hee. Care 10, 210 102 
928 | 10, 340 66721) Ree a |e es Gg 

| 42,198 1, 606, 140 173, 652 953, 698 98, 480 
| 

Species August. September. October. 
| 

| Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 
TT) To tea stl ie ee ne 2, 850 $256 3, 600 $216 3, 600 
Salmon: / 

Humpback or pink........ 592, 400 35, 544 516, 800 Bl O08) Potosi (ke een 
Chumor keta=-_ = -2. 2... 2. 485, 948 24, 297 457, 040 27, 420 662, 389 33,119 
King orspring............ 406, 312 40, 631 608, 000 60, 800 90, 470 9, 047 
Coho orsilver............. 163, 880 9,932 | 1, 233, 600 123, 360 244,424 24, 424 
Sockeye orred..-.-........ 34, 930 3, 493 6, 300 GB i ad 2206 =. eet eee oe 

Trout: Steelhead.............. 3,510 pe ee aes ee ere ae 8,690 869 
ASTON a a ee 116, 461 5,823 135, 080 654004]! 3 secede o|(ooeeece ee 
LTT SS ke BE ee ees es ee ee Ee A Te See, ae ee 8, 000 480 
Do lo a ie be 6, 000 20 14, 300 1, 001 12,840 898 
PPO on oa os oda sacle bast 2,130 42 7, 000 PL Ho oe ct ceed dlct'wscdxegeie 
Me Gta toss 3 S4e es o5ut f 9, 530 BORD (Son fc. dads te dle wn obew es 4, 000 80 
LES Gane Seen ees 11, 600 464 4, 000 160 12,000 480 
CE) Tn Ba adh So SS ee (me ne (ce ee Pee > eee Sie | en 21, 020 1, 060 

Mitel eee cee 1, 835, 551 | 121,589 | 2,985,720 250,638 | 1, 067, 433 70, 745 

Species. } November. December. Total. 
| 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 
hate he tg ely RE S| IESE Se BT «Coke oy - een ee 13, 118 $919 
Ee, Seep Si ao Ee) PE ee Heh to see Milas sncsandecletaGunenctes 46, 000 600 
JC CSS: Ae ae See Sie ae Pa coten bat gee | |e OR tae Lat ee or 150, 000 2,250 
Salmon: | 

Humpback or pink........ de pee PER F RU ee Ss eee ae 1, 109, 200 66, 552 
Chum OS eee : 957, 750 $47, 887 | 709, 000 $88,625 | 3,412,127 235, 148 
King orspring............ | 23, 100 2,310 20,770 2,590 | 3, 802, 052 398, 939 
Coho orsilver....-........ | 93, 860 OLGM ois cash hee lsteticcs sacked 1, 841, 154 178, 446 
DUBS el Se eee Deen lela o ad akvcnley -acacekaal 89, 510 8, 846 

LL ee ee ee I se le of | “Sap SR Sry SS Pa 28 CS) be pe 8 133, 660 14, 786 
‘Trout: Staomend. f200). 2. 3k / 12,170 DeaLh bowscervateentasTeeetc ated 173, 630 21, 034 
Giridit=. ett tess 26, 100 TE BOO fess $5.22 locas eee 296, 041 14, 723 
EUROS 5 Bie Tea se ee dace ar awel audi de okksapocachowbecctbessceaaaeted » 000 480 
Rockfishes Eb abs ss Some hee antl? 20, 000 1,400 16, 000 840 120, 490 7, 632 
PT ADRCO 2: a th ushacdes eons ane occ ee uses tea. / 4, 130 142 55, 860 2, 606 
EM hoes hn da dud Peete tae on feeb Sabheh elas op auerkeadilcs. cane stcccnbeseereeoseee 104, 500 2,305 
I Ch en eee oe | 9, 800 246 | 12, 600 436 99, 940 2,613 

hes mnie (aww nos as cee so ce SE bre Red oda oo0 Lo 8 18, 600 664 104, 200 3, 972 
eeIOr ON. 3 350 Ie cde 28? aR * als BPP | ae ey 10, 210 102 
RS eS Rea ei 74, 976 10, 215 | 25, 300 1,725 | 1239, 758 21, 866 

OMe ses ox'c.ccxete ts cen 1, 217, 756 | 73, 955 806, 400 95, 022 | 11, 809, 450 983, 819 
| | 

111,005 dozen. 

FISHERY PRODUCTS RECEIVED AT MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF AND 
MARKET, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Through the courtesy of the health department of the District of 
Columbia the Bureau has continued to receive daily reports of the 
quantity of fishery products received at the Municipal Fish Wharf 
and Market,Washington, D.C. These products, which are sold to the 

35286°—21——-37 
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retail markets of the city and also tosome extent atretail at this market, 
it is estimated, represent about 60 per cent of the receipts for the city 
of Washington. In the following table, in which the statistics are 
given by months, it will be noted that the five most important prod- 
ucts in terms of quantity are: Oysters, 2,146,107 pounds; sque- 
teagues or “‘sea trout,’ 2,097,569 pounds; shad, 1,227,459 pounds; 
river herring, fresh and salted, 1,163,847 pounds; and croaker, 
824,047 pounds; a total of 7,459,029 pounds, or 69.49 per cent of the 
entire receipts for the year, which amounted to 10,733,086 pounds. 
Such well-known forms as butterfish, carp, catfish, cod, croaker, 
eels, flounders, haddock, halibut, mullet, perch, pollock, squeteagues 
or ‘‘sea trout,’’ striped bass, clams, oysters, and crabs, including crab 
meat, were received during each of the 12 months. March, April, 
and May were the months of the largest receipts; July and August, 
of the smallest. 

Fishery Propucts Recervep AT MunrcrpaAL Fish WHARF AND MARKET, WASHING 
Ton, D. C., mv 1919. 

. Feb- 
Species. January. ruary. March. 

Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds, 
Bass, black'andisese.2 222 ee. eee ose 24,677 11, 403 8,331 
O54 {b (2011 igh ae Ee ee 8 TD idl ix heen Ges secon te oer 
BOW. PS. eee a ye suee S 100 
IBitlerfishe --)- 622 so-ce se aseeeanince 16,912 3,375 8, 990 
Cargo. t Sere Se Re oe 8, 986 6, 743 8, 984 
Catfish =. cee mce ce ateeiee ecinse 8, 547 10,619 42,166 
Ciscoe see eee Se Si EX 500s Pea EO SeGS 5o tees 
Godt ae nes seer etass ceseeeceaceens 8, 950 14, 200 11, 800 
Crappie...2:iste ee eee 5, 007 800)|- =e 
Grevalless sem tet Bs ee aes 200) |Ssam aces a | enc see 
Croakers sien: kee oe eee 21,547 15, 740 19, 708 
MOUNT LOO oh c Secs tee eee eee ee all er rare ore RO eee 
GIS SS eee 2. cate ee ee tas Ac 83 553 3,355 
WIOHHOGES soos 5 oa sio oe et eae 21, 965 9,670 10,777 
Gizzardishadh a esis Pe aes 10, 291 ZEUS a|Unace aeaee 
TRO COCKE state cache eae ae 19,700 24, 275 23, 150 
IBGE. ote ee eS on | Sees cele cam Sateen eee sists 
Halibut: ocean ee eee 2,168 10, 857 3, 850 
Herring: 

River, frashee- te 2. 4c ae eee 31, 133 79,278 | 281,011 
iver: Salted oe tee sc see cece ace algcene na: oe | pageseeaeeleeecasmaes 

Hickory shad or “‘jacks”........--- 2,335 5, 487 4,076 
Isvipfigh® = Pp Webeee en) Ses ee NAN Ae ome st ane moni |p opaeater a aie 
Mackerel. 2 busier @ > Jae Soon. 88, 000 48, 100 5, 800 
Mullet: so Ae 5 3 3 1, 874 5, 369 366 
Rerch’ ss tees vee eek, ee AA ety ee 20,542 29, 558 62,500 
ote Ce ER Po aia ence ee eee axl Smads aneelecome mae 
Pike or pickerel.........-...-.---.-< 3,003 3, 409 1,643 
Wollogk=-- cite so eae eee 10,725 BPA 350 
BALMOT dus See Pee ees eee ABO Pasaehetes | Sacese tebe 
CUD OF DOVE Yeas oe oot ce soe ee oe eee eens eee acetals cb amagee 
jc Lel Ye LIES See Ue Sts pee cae ee E 14, 509 38,422 | 254,349 
Supenshean seis i. . 52 oo Oe es 600 860 200 
TOT See eS OT RS Pee es oe 3,175 875 125 
SHGDDEIS. Ses cees coe oa Leet ee hr se eee le ber ees 
2 a0) ee See eee ee Le 2, 400 2004 evenness 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’.......-- 108,346 | 38,064 |} 23,547 
BUIDed PASS ese cree oe Se 2,692 5,275 65, 638 
SLUT ROM sence Seeman iw ON 66; Pee sae 50 
duit Ee ee ee ee 2,275 1,500 2,550 
iMate ays eo ee a eS 200 lessened | Seeoee eine 
PWiliting sapere tre 8. 8 Gre 43,093 | 66,389 | 30,569 
Clamis (hard seep eae cta se. ee cee 5, 664 5,376 7,360 
Oysters: 

In the'sholie spss ase... = 193,907 | 130,319 | 143,297 
OPenOt eo ee seeeee near cee ee. = 133, 403 84, 909 81, 584 

Sot sons co lat Foe eee ow sno 2 | ROR Fee ere eee eae cee cee 
CYOADSis ooo vc nce ee Ree Eee bowen cn |owanebeete 75 180 
Crab meat .s4-..2e eevee -'=< o>). 3,925 4,205 6,175 
TUODSEBE. 5 odo wte cos eee See an 3 aa a one ote Sulbee pe eae ID pen Aeon orete 
Shrimp i752 5 Sse see =e 1,690 1,650 650 
WErrapiMes: 2.5 39-0 sea eee see DAD eee toe sell sites eee 
Turtles... 2:22.26. Seseeeeee ee 560) | -22s2: Sot: |aeemeeeee 

otal ies: eee See eee 824,515 

April. May. June. | July 

Pounds. | Pounds. |Pounds.|Pounds, 
400 | 15,544 | 11,402 | 4,995 
500| 3,714] 23360] 1,685 

4,775 | 39,750 | 49, 860 | 73,395 
19, 354 21,903 | 6,645 4,464 
31,551 | 15,369! 14/412 | 9; 248 

"""5;600 | 4,351 | 6,300 | 4,835 

“361,785 | 144,147 | 48,973 | 89,730 

Wee cl ae 1,878, «noes 446 
18,786 | 18,028 | 10,372] 6,369 

350 50 30 395 
11,950 | 10,350 | 9,400 | 8,585 

““""4;800 | 3,625 | 3,125 | 5,775 

491,501 | 116,389] 285 |........ 
6, 750 98, 750 | 28,750 |. -.252.. 
2,184 169) oo 2 2a eee 
1, 860 200 | facies s/c 
7,000 14,846 | 57,160 7,116 

200 110 55 128 
35,073 | 12,518 | 5,327| 4,775 

Ree” SS 4X 30015220 Soe eee 
BULL ogee cen win meine area Or 

4,550 | 3,150 | 4,050 | 4,885 
Seat cotx bee here 187 150 
Re ee 225 500 600 

751, 846 149,423 | 6,232 |......2. 
200 | - ¢ -15= S22 .0|| <i lente aa = RETR 

Reena Pema 22° 228s sae. 
2,200 | 4,980'| 1,926 |" “93; 543 

81,749 | 569,236 |353,521 | 91,650 
37,479 | 8,078 | 17,542 | 14,470 

400 307 162i eeeesee 
3,925| 1,975| 450 |........ 

ARS HR 600 | 4,200 | 16,000 
11, 552 17,792 | 13,184 14, 816 

51,086 | 8,239 | 1,722 420 
43,246 | 4,288 |....sc2: {ee cee 

De eed b tine 100 || =<2.220., 2] heseeeee 
6,015 | 21,450 | 48,935 | 94,500 
9,400 | 16,545 | 20,555 | 15,820 

Bare Ree osooor 50 75 
450 1,550 Ly 2d st Posc c= 

EE ta Sd 4,361} 786] 150 

730,504 | 499,020 
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FisHERY Propucts ReceEIvep at Municrpat Fish WHARF AND MARKET, WASHING- 
Ton, D. C., rw 1919—Continued. 

Species August oS October. tae har Total 

Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds, 
Bass, black and sea. ....-..--------- 356 914 10, 905 14, 355 27,328 130, 610 
tag es eee ore perenne ee 8, 634 8,310 12,350 3,500 2,600 43, a 

ATE aS a ee eR Bae ed Fs al eae | ects a eae | Se ee 
Bagbortish- .. i352 ess seen 50, 525 31, 664 23, 000 6, 900 350 309, 496 
Lp ae eS SE een ess = 4,814 8, 497 11, 496 9,073 5, 974 116, 933 
2 A) es ees ee ae 880 18, 654 35, 930 21,277 10, 687 226,340 
“Sy oi i) SS OETA ATE BURY | eee (a Se OR oe eRe ee eee 

J EEE eee on Lees eee 1,000 3,025 8,400 10, 400 10, 220 89,081 
ee BE ae oe eee eee a ie tA comedy ESE TS 0 Re) cA a ee eee ee eee: 5, ad 
LIE Saas ah a SR ee a eh ee al We las) Liss ad el re OF ME ae ee ee 

UL ict gs EYE eee ba? ab ael ee Se & 40,157 13, 700 42,700 24,510 1,350 824, 047 
Drum, red W200 oo oae5se 300 1, 980 
Hels? 25.3 3,029 1,629 556 15, 611 
Flounders.. .. 9, 147 16,015 11,172 144, 927 
Gizzard shad. 5,972 10, 334 13, 156 49, 640 
Haddock... 12,350 11, 800 13, 600 166, 910 
Hake..... 1,600 36, 400 14,300 52, 400 
Let 171 pe Rg OR 8 aa 1,200 4,320 4,775 50, 423 
Herring: 
RE MUIMNENIE Se Cs oe ants ae Sone ba cain lamar ebhwats Meeacesackfim nee onneels adunn 6-eeiee 999, 597 
road Ul SCE RSRS SR ee eae) aa eran beers sg uees 30, yr Se SS Ee 42,400. on ae 

Hick p Shad oF “jacks oon eee ee see eens eeeceeraa aie te ai, 14, 251 
i ile ge Se Bee ee a eS Oe ee ee rt ee ae ee A Se ee ee 
ote Sneha me 6, 935 7,415 9, 800 | 20, 100 |'"""37, 113] 308, 885 

Ce aS AE ES ee €i54 REE 287 233 4,76 
Perch. SAAS: BEE PaaS 4,512 3, 184 7,714 16, 451 12, 560 214, 714 

eS es eee Se eee rate eto | Uasseen Sales saeeen seul @ EG0U | asncnase ce 
oe Gr PICKBIOL. -. 65-022 -5bctep oe 15 357 5, 969 2,348 3,810 21, 065 

FA ee ot eee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee ui 2,800 Pane 2 oa 18, 000 i re4 
MEMEO PReeALS ee Sesbcl fest ibe MIRO, oS scec2s. 
SEO See eS eee ee, 195 rh he as Zicdtoncl Caddat 1,920 
ss 3 ie Faye Giihetas cere ae 1,094 3,440 4,120 3,774 250 | 1,227,459 

“ues BSS: Pe aes Py Perr es eee) te mee eee heal ea ee (nce |S AP, awa. CPt See gee 
Smelt o-oeoeeeeeeeee ccc ce cele se ieecececs Seaccecices | cececeeeee ceteneees 641 4, 816 
IBD DOIS- sons ccanmencnss dodccdoseced|secetesscne [nwo nd vewen[oscleccncess lids aware Gb Sleaus tam vous 
RS Ee a eae 5,392 | 28,377 37,300 6, 200 600 113, 118 

Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’......... 195,446 | 243,108 239, 287 104, 700 48,915 | 2,097,569 
Sirians cece sccee set ee © 7,984 | 25, 833 37,788 28, 676 12, 056 263,511 
CORDES) pL ASE See ae, Ree PIS concen tee lastasttesAi an aE ae a ae ee 1,097 
LT lh SSS a SS Cones RSS| eae eee ee lap. ate awesha 725 700 275 14,375 
co Leta &) Ree ee ee i ae Cel ee PaaS SGU wnwowbecteslsdadecutere 
i Ne ER ee ee ed A EEE) eae See 400 200 800 
Mniteige 28.8. 25. c sola: aS 1, 000 | 2, 800 100 49, 000 51, 147 264, 898 
pwned 1 DRE SR ee eee 7,328 9, 888 6, 656 6, 496 118, 016 

sters: 
oo ee 700 34,203 | 168,945 | 280,518] 170,772 |2 1,184,218 

es 8 | 34; 220,196 | #961) 889 
160 1,048 

RSC AP rd rey Pee 100 
ra uae eie sta 244,025 

4,555 109, 660 
900 1, 225 
200 11, 614 

Seaver swede nus ssa 240 
820 8, 849 

Votaloe ist nda te 426,283 | 537,511 | 879,482 | 963,158 | 750, 187 | 10,733,086 

1Smoked. 
2 169,174 bushels. The oysters have been reduced to pounds on the basis of 7 pounds of meat to a bushel, 

and 8} pounds to a gallon. 
4 116,592 gallons. 

SHAD FISHERY OF THE HUDSON RIVER. 

The Bureau has collected the statistics of the shad fishery of the 
Hudson River without interruption for the five-year period 1915 to 
1919, inclusive. In 1919 there were 299 men engaged in this fishery, 
using 158 boats valued at $6,700, 373 gill nets valued at $15,269, 
12 seines valued at $1,700, and shore and accessory property valued 
at $7,920, a total investment of $31,589. The catch numbered 
90,301 fish, or 374,974 pounds, valued at $83,724. Of this quantity 
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76,501 shad, or 301,306 pounds, valued at $60,690, were taken on 
the New York side of the river and 13,800 fish, or 73,668 pounds, 
valued at $23,034, on the New Jersey side. 

From the table of comparative statistics it will be noted that 
this fishery reached its lowest level in 1916, not only in the size and 
value of the catch but in number of men engaged and boats and 
gear used. Compared with 1916 there was an increase in 1919 of 
180 fishermen, or 151.26 per cent; of 88 boats, or 125.71 per cent; 
of 294 gill nets, or 372.15 per cent; of 9 haul seines, or 300 per cent; 
of 81,014 shad, or 872.33 per cent; and of $78,259 in the value of 
the product, or 1,432 per cent. 
The principal apparatus of capture is the gill net. Of the total 

number of fish taken in 1915, 98 per cent were caught with gill nets; 
in 1916, 97 per cent; in 1917, 91 per cent; in 1918, 97 per cent; and 
in 1919, 98 per cent. The average number of fish taken per gill net 
for the various years follows: In 1915, 181; in 1916, 114; in 1917, 
56; in 1918, 247; and 1919, 242. The value of the factor—that is, 
the average catch per gill net—as an index to the relative size of the 
runs of shad \in the river is difficult to estimate. If this may be 
considered a reliable index, then the number of fish entering the 
river in 1917 was smaller than in 1916 and the runs for 1918 and 
1919 were markedly larger than for the other years. 

The results of the yearly canvasses are of considerable interest to 
those interested in the reestablishment of an extensive shad fishery 
in the Hudson River and in other rivers in which the supply has 
been seriously depleted as a source of possible light on the effects of 
protective measures which have been promulgated to afford better 
protection and to allow more fish to reach the spawning grounds. 

SHap Fishery or THE Hupson River, 1919. 

Items. New York. New Jersey. Total. 

Number.| Pounds.| Value. | Number.|Pounds.| Value. | Number.| Pounds.| Value. 
MishermenJ:. -\...-sb.<s-, DOO GS eed cee one One sep oleae se 299 | secu sa iseee ees 
ROW DOAESS - 2) oo see eee 154 | SPS se $6, 205 Bileceteee 3 $375 LO Tal Lieve oases $6, 580 
Gasoline. 2.3232. eee a2 LY See ee 120 eet cee opel ee sec oeelteeemere De aesese 120 
Galiinets: 225 thee. seceeeer i Poe eee 13, 469 1 ae eae 1,800 O13 s|<seeeeed 15, 269 
Bemesy ieee es 1D ANB meee 453 TAY ANAS Ie ede a ah Sell te es 1 ph a eS 1,700 
Shore and _ accessory 
PIODELL Ys Se ecw sek |te se cclsn ol eee co yh 20 [Poa Se a ae = See 4,000) utes aclecceneee 7,920 

J ets Ue pee | ee Pek boy Oeil osc sarc arefeoins Se Ge 7bi.bscccce aetna 31, 589 

Shad eaught: 
With gill nets........ | 75,060 | 296,259 | 59,544 13,800 | 73,668 | 23,034 88,860 | 369,927 | 82,578 
With seines.:::.....2 |} 1,441 5,047 TTS Ue ty cree connec selmostea mes 1,441 5,047 1,146 

Motaletye oso. 76,501 | 301,306 | 60,690 | 13,800 | 73,668 | 23,034 | 90,301 | 374,974 | 83,724 

CoMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF SHAD FISHERY OF THE Hupson River, 1915 to 1919. 

Personnel and investment. Catch. 

apa Fish R | : | Gin | Haut | ‘Invest isher- ow- ras i au nvest- 
men. | boats. | boats. | nets. |seines.| ment, |Number.| Pounds.) Value. 

ISU Bs ch oo Sec case 160 88 4 86 2 $11,197 15,855 68, 668 $8, 643 
NOB Soa cco, ee ee 119 67 3 79 3 7, 845 9,287 | 40,173 5, 465 
SOMA TS CL ECE EE. WER 149 74 2 215 13 14, 595 12,015 43, 384 6, 540 
IDIS 2s wes wpe cu oe 227 123 2 273 15 20,107 67,403 | 234,602 48, 184 
IDID I ASSES ceeeen 299 157 1 373 12 31, 589 90,301 | 374,974 83, 724 

ae eee ttttEt UIE EEEnE EINER SESE! 
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SHAD AND ALEWIFE FISHERY OF THE POTOMAC RIVER. 

The results of a yearly canvass of the shad fishery of the Hudson 
River where no shad-cultural operations are being practiced is given 
above. Believing that data of value might result from annual can- 
vasses for a river on which extensive shad-cultural operations are 
being conducted, a canvass of the shad and alewife fisheries of the 
Potomac River for 1919 has been made, and it is planned to continue 
this canvass. 

In 1919 there were 789 persons engaged in this fishery, using 514 
boats valued at $80,685; 306 pound nets valued at $159,810; 267 
gill nets and one haul seine, the latter being operated in Maryland, 
valued at $26,761; and shore and accessory property valued at $610; 
a total investment of $267,866. The catch of shad numbered 544,469, 
or 2,040,473 pounds, valued at $332,397. Of this quantity 94,512 
shad, or 342,988 pounds, valued at $56,833, were taken by Maryland 
fishermen, and 449,957 shad, or 1,697,485 pounds, valued at $275,564, 
by Virginia fishermen. The catch of alewives numbered 8,867,902, 
or 3,676,921 pounds, valued at $61,016. Of this quantity, 1,488,583 
alewives, or 772,867 pounds, valued at $15,508, were taken by Mary- 
land fishermen and 7,379,319 alewives, or 2,904,054 pounds, valued 
at $45,508, by Virginia fishermen. 

As shown by the table of comparative statistics, the catch of shad 
in 1919 was much larger than in any of the years since 1901 for which 
statistical canvasses have been made. Compared with 1915, there 
was an increase of 198.5 per cent in the number of fish taken and 
360.8 per cent in value. Whereas some years ago the river channel 
was in places practically closed by pound nets and the continued 
existence of a commercial fishery threatened through the inability of 
sufficient fish to reach the spawning ground, at present such nets 
may be set out from shore at a distance not greater than one-third 
the width of the river. 

SHap AND ALEWIFE FISHERY OF THE Potomac River, 1919. 

| 

Items. Maryland. Virginia. 

OO AE OL OR BEN 050 tee Pel 6 he Sar 

Shad caught: 
With pound nets. -.... 
With gill nets and 

PION. Wiad > canes 

Alewives caught: 
With pound nets. ..... 
With gill nets and 
ee 

1 Includes one haul seine, with the catch, operated in Maryland. 
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CoMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF PrRopucts oF SHAD AND ALEWIFE FISHERY OF THE 
Poromac RIVER FOR VARIOUS YEARS FROM 1896 To 1919. 

Year. Maryland. Virginia. Total. 

Shad: Number. Value. Number. Value. Number. Value. 
1SOB So REL tae ee 233,238 | $20,524 450,825 | $43, 084 684, 063 $63, 608 
iL eee ae nee eee 146, 000 14, 800 648, 4€2 | 104, 566 794, 462 119, 366 
GOAT iis Oe eA Cees 83,147] 16,343 289,500} 51, 709 372, 647 68, 052 
1900 eel es Ae EES 31, 158 9,232} + 172,813| 44,500 203, 971 53,732 
IQI5 SSR ao RIE en Brena 17,196 6, 827 165,206 | 65, 300 182, 402 72,127 
19TO Sebo Soe VEL Oe i eeros 94,512 56, 833 449,957 | 275, 564 544, 469 332, 397 

Alewives: 
1900) seo re Be ca Ca ZS EG 4,883,000] 10,369 | 24,601,040 | 42,854 | 29, 484, 040 53, 223 
TDI sh Oe oe Se ee oe 335, 000 1,420 | 7,276,428 30, 741 7,611, 428 32, 161 
TU Th Dae headin ged Sele eu. ee gee 1,488,583} 15,508] 7,379,319] 45,508] 8, 867,902 61, 016 

FISHERIES OF THE GREAT LAKES, LAKE OF THE WOODS, AND RAINY 
LAKE IN 1917. 

The statistics of the fisheries of the Great Lakes, and Lake 
of the Woods, Rainy Lake, and Lakes Kabetogama and La 
Croix, Minn., presented in this report are for the calendar year 
1917. The canvass of these fisheries was made by Winthrop A. 
Roberts and Rob Leon Greer, agents of this Bureau, and the sta- 
tistics obtained have already been published in condensed form in 
Statistical Bulletin No. 436, and in ‘‘ Fishery Industries of the United 
States. Report of the Division of Statistics and Methods of the 
Fisheries for 1918,’’ Appendix X, Report, U. S. Commissioner of 
Fisheries, 1918, pages 42 to 47. The detailed statistics are pub- 
lished for the first time in the present report. 

EARLIER PUBLICATIONS. 

Earlier publications relating to the fisheries of the Great Lakes 
and published in Washington, D. C., are the following: 
The Fisheries of the Great Lakes. Elaborated from notes gathered by Mr. Ludwig 

Kamlien, by Frederick W. True. The Fishery Industries of the United States, 
1887, Section II, A Geographical Review of the Fisheries Industries and Fish- 
ing Communities for the year 1880, pp. 631-673. 

The Fisheries of the Great Lakes, by Ludwig Kumlien. The Fishery Industries of 
the United States, 1887, Section V, vol. 1, pp. 755-769. 

Report on an Investigation of the Fisheries of Lake Ontario, by Hugh M. Smith. 
Bulletin, U. S. Fish Commission, Vol. X, 1890, pp.-177-215. 

Review of the Fisheries of the Great Lakes in 1885, compiled by Hugh M. Smith 
and Merwin-Marie Snell, with Introduction and Description of Fishing Vessels 
by J. W. Collins. Appendix, Report of Commissioner, U. 8. Commission of 
Fish and Fisheries, 1887, pp. 1-333. 

Report on the Fisheries of the Great Lakes, by Hugh M. Smith. Appendix, Report 
of Commissioner, U. 8. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, 1892, pp. 361-462. 

Report of the Division of Statistics and Methods of the Fisheries, by Hugh M. Smith. 
Report of Commissioner, U. 8. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, 1895, pp. 93- 
103. 

Report of the Joint Commission relative to the Preservation of the Fisheries in 
Waters Contiguous to Canada and the United States, by Richard Rathbun and 
William Wakeham. House Executive Document No. 315, Fifty-fourth Congress, 
second session, 1897, pp. 1-178. 

Fisheries of Lake Ontario. Report of Commissioner, U. S. Commission of Fish and 
Fisheries, 1898, pp. CLII-cLvVI. 

Statistics of Certain Fisheries of the New England and Middle Atlantic States and 
the Great Lakes. Report, U. S. Fish Commission, 1898, pp. cuxvi-cLxxv. (In 
this report the figures presented relate to the fiscal year 1897.) 
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Statistics of the Fisheries of the Great Lakes. Appendix, Report of Commissioner, 
U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, 1901, pp. 575-657. 

Statistics of the Fisheries of the Great Lakes in 1903. Appendix, Report, U. 8. 
Bureau of Fisheries, 1904, pp. 643-731. 

Fisheries of the United States, 1908. Special Report, Bureau of the Census, 1911. 

COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF FISHES OF THE GREAT LAKES. 

For the sake of clarity as to the species referred to in the tables 
and discussions of the fisheries of the Great Lakes, the following list 
of common and scientific names of fishes is appended, the common 
name being the first given in every instance. 

emrenn 022 5 Sees See es ee ee ee lank alates Jena aS elneets be Amiatus calvus. 
ee Pe Se TP See ree ave Shee ne me A APICES ee ry Ser Lota maculosa. 
(OE ET eae SE eee ee aa ee SO ene eee ees eee eee Cyprinus carpio. 
Catfish Arena (species). 

EMS - on a 2 ew ne ve een a nen ene e eens ce ness enstece Ictalurus punctatus. 
erect SE ng ee i eg ote once esakoden Leucichthys (species).! 
RRM ria erika: jie ttt. fa eid awe gc amu Sela tate dees Sin'wmies Anguilla chrysypa. 
yy aE Pee meer Pe, Amphiodon alosoides. 
PISO ee A Se ee a deg 6 te Sci psx wan en we a aks Esox masquinongy. 
Pik (Fron lucwus. 

Oe age aaa ie od an) Cae eee i aaa daa ae Esoz vermaculatus. 
Pao Perel blue pike): 3). 2-2: 22.2252. 25 9.c.10s8 Wisueh dares Stizostedion vitreum. 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or yellow pike)....................---.--- Stizostedion vitreum. 
SRE re ratte ee te tk Se Pt ke eine aed way ee Ambloplites rupestris. 
oS aie RS Ee SR ean 2 Re ee Stizostedion canadense griseum. 
Semeur GUE REA WPYAI 8 oo Ss ike ede tat awrtsas Sade sib Geus » Aplodinotus grunniens. 
SIN Pe acl Sie Site Eee a ap Se aw aaah xe Sana Acipenser rubicundus. 
A oa ceed ede daniel Boe in og. o'Sin.g > oe a, 0 ha gents bide dis oa Catostomidse (species). 
SAU Ee oa mss te oo videos enon 55d pause tes 48 Centrarchidee (species). 
Ue 2 a 2 Be Se a ee ee Ber eer Cristivomer namaycush. 
GRMMPMEL  OS a LUE OL oil estilo sft hoes Te ok bap Salmo gairdneri. 
ea ahs ak Ste ad un folk 3 bs devs 4 Pt Adie ne Seg ge =e okt ab R sat chrysops. 

; ‘oregonus clupeiformis. 
Whitefish, [sow ay Sedan dah dada a aba ie >i allel hin arta { Coregonus one 
SEMA MODIOHMHOO, 2. 065... sess dave oda elee ee sas Coregonus quadrilateralis. 
pert nCIin gies oe Oe id. s Seesaw etal, ft OPUo eG ewe Perca flavescens. 

GENERAL STATISTICS. 

In presenting the detailed statistics of the fisheries of the Great 
Lakes it has been necessary to make some revisions of the preliminary 
statistics previously published, and the statistics of the fisheries of 
Lake of the Woods, Rainy Lake, and Lakes Kabetogama and La 
Croix are shown in separate tables. 

The number of persons engaged in the fisheries of this entire region 
in 1917 was 9,416; the investment was $10,732,879; and the products 
amounted to 106,436,392 pounds, valued at $6,413,527. 

In the fisheries of the Great Lakes in 1917 the number of persons 
engaged was 9,221, of whom 2,141 were on vessels fishing and trans- 
porting fishery products, 5,076 in the shore or boat fisheries, and 2,004 
employed as shoresmen in the fisheries and wholesale fishery trade. 
In the fisheries of the various lakes the number of persons engaged 
was as follows: yi emg 1,348; Michigan, 3,313; Huron, 1,348; St. 
Clair and the St. Clair River, 64; Erie, 2,770; and Ontario, including 
the St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers, 378. Compared with the returns 
for 1903, the year for which the last previous canvass was made by 

1 Includes lake herring, chub, longjaw, bluefin or blackfin, and tullibee. 
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the Bureau, there was an increase of 430 persons in Lake Superior, 
72 in Lake Michigan, and 43 in Lake Erie, but a decrease of 356 in 
Lake Huron, 291 in Lake St. Clair and St. Clair River, and 10 in Lake 
Ontario, a total decrease of 112. 

The investment in the fisheries and related industries amounted 
to $10,555,669, apportioned among the lakes as follows: Superior, 
$841,006; Michigan, $4,038,927; Huron, $1,188,705; St. Clair and 
St. Clair River, $15,955; Erie, $4,332,767; and Ontario, $138,309. 

The investment included 585 steam and gasoline vessels engaged 
in fishing and transporting fishery products, of 7,844 net tons, valued 
at $1,512,983, with outfits valued at $372,106; 3,354 sail, row, and 
power boats valued at $536,763; fishing apparatus used on vessels 
and boats to the value of $2,630,388; shore and accessory property 
valued at $4,478,148; and cash capital amounting to $1,025,286. 
The apparatus of capture consisted principally of 8,333 pound nets 
and trap nets valued at $1,179,256 and 153,277 gill nets valued at 
$1,237,702. The investment, as compared with the returns for 1903, 
has increased in all the lakes except Lake St. Clair, the total increase 
being $3,081,247. 

The products of the fisheries amounted to 104,269,223 pounds, 
having a value to the fishermen of $6,695,019. The yield of the var- 
ious lakes was as follows: Superior, 15,547,432 pounds, valued at 
$726,674; Michigan, 35,460,628 pounds, valued at $2,270,859; 
Huron, 13,363,207 pounds, valued at $857,478; St. Clair and the St. 
Clair River, 133,330 pounds, valued at $11,852; Erie, 38,710,238 
pounds, valued at $2,327,299; and Ontario and the St. Lawrence 
and Niagara Rivers, 1,054,388 pounds, valued at $100,857. 

The principal species taken, including fresh, salted, and smoked 
fish, were carp, 7,563,347 pounds, valued at $331,938; ciscoes, which 
include lake herring, chub, longjaw, bluefin or blackfin, and tullibee, 
53,529,325 pounds, valued at $2,609,917; pike perch, which include 
blue pike and wall-eyed or yellow pike, 4,599,524 pounds, valued at 
$438,299; sauger, 3,929,172 pounds, valued at $240,035; sheepshead 
or drum, 2,901,994 pounds, valued at $70,936; suckers, 5,362,428 
pounds, valued at $204,881; lake trout, 13,344,139 pounds, valued at 
$1,286,704; whitefish, common, including caviar, 6,192,123 pounds, 
valued at $723,424; and yellow perch, 4,206,011 pounds, valued at 
$245,223. Various other species were also taken in considerable 
quantities. Compared with the returns for 1903, there has been an 
increase in the products of the fisheries of the Great Lakes of 18,074,- 
406 pounds in quantity and of $3,549,518 in value. There has been 
considerable increase in both the quantity and value of the products 
in Lake Superior, Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, and Lake Erie, but a 
decrease in both quantity and value in Lake St. Clair, and a decrease 
in quantity with a large increase in value in Lake Ontario. 

Compared with the returns for 1908, published by the Bureau of 
the Census, there was an increase of 8.06 per cent in the number of 
persons engaged, and of 119.27 per cent in the amount of capital 
invested, but'there was a decrease of 2.21 per cent in the quantity, 
with an increase of 67.10 per cent in the value of the products. There 
was a large increase in the catch of burbot, cisco or lake herring, 
sheepshead or drum, and lake trout, but a decrease in carp, Bice! pike 
perch, whitefish, and a number of other species. Compared with the 
statistics for 1903, published by the Bureau, there was a decrease of 
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1.20 per cent in the number of persons engaged, but an increase of 
41.22 per cent in the amount of capital invested, and of 20.96 per 
cent in the quantity, and 129.28 per cent in the value of the products. 
There was considerable increase in nearly all of the more important 
species except pike perch, lake trout, and yellow perch. The increase 
mn burbot, and possibly some of the other species, is, no doubt, due to 
the work of the Bureau in encouraging the more extensive use as food 
of species heretofore little used for that purpose. 

The following tables present by lakes the number of persons engaged, 
the amount of capital invested, and the quantity and value of the 
products of the fisheries of the Great Lakes in 1917, and also com- 
arative statistics of the extent of these fisheries in various years 
om, 1880 to 1917: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PropucTs OF THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT 
LaKEs IN 1917. 

Lake Superior. | Items. Lake Michigan. Lake Huron. Lake St. Clair.1 

| 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number. | Value.; Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. |Number| Value. 

On vessels fishing.............- 1 Roe ee $5000). 464 25-~ 140), -2gck co: oe eee |e Sos. 
On vessels transporting....---- ae eee 81)..-...--- 29) wag a= <n eee RAR 2 
Inshore fisheries.............--- 854). ...-.. | ee 11) | eee te (2 ae 
CIT) at 1 ae See ae Pty | Ree oe SOR ase eee oes 1 | Pea Pr SNS Siege 

7S ai pede EY: aaa 3, 313) re Mee Pad y OY (1 a Ne 7 aia 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing, steam......-.-. $397, 650 TS) $57,500) oe. cole ook 
Ppp eee arte o.. 2: See fa, 5c ST eOleee ere.) AORBI Se oo ole 

SiO it ee ee ae nara be Re AEN [eed bn ae “ed 
Vessels, fishing, gasoline... ..-- 234, 310 131° 305000) 8-2) ee 

DEUHMO Mattoo. od. ate. | <dOMbee. « o3) api 2 TID. on. 4% LIGIS SSet oe a 28s. 8] bo See. 
DTS Saas Pie mental DR hehe Bir GBU| satin. one BaD eis ocala: ver. 

Vessels,transporting,steam....| | 4 56, 000)..........|......-.- 2 Cg 006 seasloen a 4 
ROU Sdn ace cact bk ROMS. <ohos cl Sah tee ai elke wens - > Yap See EB eR ln aS 
OME. s. 25 33 << ie arse os arn awd de no's LL ERAN we ORM RAMEMIDS Cowes t- [hos acas ahs OS 5 ores eee 

Vessels, transporting, gasoline. . 38, 225 D2 G0, OU ties ad) duces 
PAHEON MSs co dete cad of if (OBcateacch ABB bea dush-< cS ee Oe (aie ey) een ere 
RE aii BBR sas ew atigeheucweonmee WT) eee eee BETO Bis 0 0% 2 laces che ole 

Sail and row boats...........-. 9, 943 310} 8,020) 60} $1,640 
ROWMEDURINS Scie. 52d o Uo. 91, 595 260) 103, 960 4 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

ill IGM 5's Sila series Es sé 535, 616 6, G18) —.60,b7bi-s Securit... 
isa See a eee eee eee 2D, 150) 90m ooo FORA aweks| eon eecs 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound nets and trap nets. . 242,570 1,731 
SPE TISR i) os Soe ons. 109, 458 3, 997 
Leh CL: | ee eae 39, 795 460 
ee en ea a 18, 120 77 
LAMB pact? is. dese ks ye t's ee 
Crawfish pots.........-..-- 1 QU Soca baetee ten wees | SOLOS aibee eek . 
Other apparaaeiss 7 Mee S825) oe tas 2 es slats Se 2h ow doe ent as opel aeeedae 

Shore and accessory property... he! ee 
San Capital’. 2. 8.0255 sense. 349, 800).........- 

OPA co sss nes aa tans ad ented dos anv HGR O00 > «ds ..-5 a. fag ies ORLIR eed Fe 

Bowfin.. 
Burbot.... 
Carp, Asiat: 
Catfish and 
Ciseoes: 

MOAI 5 RS auc sete Ua pee 5, 692, 498) 169, 048/15, 341,588) 706, 638 
ROMS. 2. 555 sasneneares 8, 302, 357/150, 810|.....-..--|......--- 
NO aa 6 4 345 Sdn 3, 258, 227/139, 959) 2,917,766) 139,344 
eS oe , 400, 7 ye ie Seed) | eee 

EARN GD oo oa os cen din Sle GA tele s desl ca cael Sethrcs eae oe ee 
PEON tino seatuebe tiwavanee 5, 700 555 40, 597 3, 375 

1 Includes St. Clair River. 

2,174 
1, 145, 250 

33, 329 

3, 277, 573 

"2,100, 792) 94, 957 
000 ’ 

145 
12, 354 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT 
LAKEs IN 1917—Continued. 

Items. Lake Superior. | Lake Michigan. Lake Huron. Lake St. Clair. 

PRODUCTS—continued. 

Pike perch: 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike, | Pounds. | Value.| Pownds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. |Pounds| Value. 

TrOShe es eee cae oee ceo 27, 979|=$3,774| 132,024) $18,445) 994, 642| $119,231) 48,000} $7, 200 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike, 

Salted ce: sce se cee neces eh een peeies Se epee Slemene eee 30 BE hg Sen | NG 63 
Rack bassS-4.342 42> 72 aaa es eee ees eek aioe 1,714 137 4, 283 208)'J-/s=< eer |e 
Sheepshead Or drt. .<0- 2-55 =5|---5-= see] «coe 28, 412 796 17,731 615 | See eeaaleee ee 
Sturgeon iif sisi ew SESS ee alkene 10, 805 2,517 4, 886 Tf, O63) ce erene| estes 
Sharpen Cu vial... se se~ senate |onae ae ee 346) 904 227 ys ee [ee 
Suckers: 

RTOS seers cee saee wee ees 326, 203} 13,184] 2,104,453) 74,859] 1,775,767; 72, 883).-.-.---|.-.---- 
BALOG ose tote ee eee eaten em 15, 850 560) 14,110 625 1, 000) 50)). Ss 2-5 el seas 

SUE RU BS aes See odo Gned SAE Scobie jocenane (oo S bade o-| fspamesge se 1, 650 68) Soe eee a eee 
Trout, lake 

OSD tess ce-Stcecne = eemee 2, 537, 081/209, 597} 8, 647,895) 852,879) 2,070,797] 213, 790).-..-.-.].-.---- 
PiTOZONe >. sa seaeeceosen ae 44, TR eee eS 5a84 on amas |Sodosocesy 4545-52 SAl[SSes ote dar sac 
Salted. (Scr aise eee 7, 272) 576 2, 820) 259) 8, 658) CBS OsA Sacco 

Trout sleelhead= =. 25. soe cece eee esecelenae Ee 21, 950 BAC) Essoropsee Beis oad | ariscacslacesacs 
WV Nite tines 1: 9% eon es TI ees sae ta 1, 275 UU Setieserese Sasso seed |Sssc8sc-ifosoccas 
Whitefish: 

Common, fresh...-..-.---.- 302, 210) 30,943) 3,045,448) 323,162) 993,501) 124,050)........)....... 
Wommoan, salted. -car scene seeeee eee eee 1, 945 201 3, 350 GeO amar | (seme aete 
Commonvenviar-22s ens --e | -n os eens eee en eee eee eae 1,375 PAY ihe bec oerl ace ae 
Menominee, fresh.....----- 12, 080 682} 100, 332 4, 829) 46, 457 VPS NR ES Sh Ge- Ses 
Menominee, salted eeeeense 2, 900 228 26, 103 1,973 20,017 1,200) 2-0 cere omens 

Yellow perch: 
Tee S855 sesso | 5, 000 356} 2, aod 071 

iit 

daekias oa aia ae Number. | Value. Number. Value. 
On ‘vessels fishing... .-- 2.22.2... Dee ulewe cect 1, 930 | 22 ee ee 
On vessels transporting.....----- Dh cars auras PAG pees a 
Inshore fisheries....-...----.----- Bossa ee seca 5) O76 eases seer 
Nhoresmén. 2200 mer nee ee eae Ne eereices 2: O04 Reten ees eae 

10 Gs 5 ese dodonanseccse BiSies eee E74 | esis Re at 

INVESTMENT 

Vessels, fishing, steam...2---c-c2cl4 | 9.) alk, (S469) S08) 5.2) eal eae ce mise 190 $977, 348 
ALO cine nee Soe saree cel 6 oa | eee VOU | potest |e ofelatetstet ae |= afele mace AS OG |eecie miners 

O11) n tl ee Stee See ie ae etm tac hemo scilel © SESE) Sore ale Saba cr saio Jel [soar oasace se 249, 494 
Vessels, fishing, gasoline... = 1 $1, 200 278) 314,010 

PROUDALO seca eee re eee aise CREE Ee 2 D2 | eco ciaeeeeas 
Outi. -2o86 = Fo. io Pane et [eee eee he ee Nd, PRG cee dee mare 1) aa Rea ee 76, 332 

Vessels, transporting,steam...---| = 5|  24,500)..........-|.-.--.-..- 1l 87,500 
“yp cl ane ee eee eee ply Mg TiN Se ee oe Rat Osea pee lanoc asap B20) ci Se ole ne 
CO] 1} Re See Py Mes bec eae ene eae sie. US Sameer Sasol eae somes oe neck ioaee = 3 23, 580 

Vessels, transporting, eeeaer ae 1 1, 300 106 134, 125 
PNMMAGD oa seal danas <ocurnerns “ a0 eed ee ae ae 985) << cwichhacgeste 
Othe seat heats eo = > el perenne eee Pee net) 00) veins 65) a) ia- ace ince 22, 700 

Sail and row boats =t 189 4, 765 2, 006 61, 958 
(IROWGERDOAB ncintas pascccesmowc veo 79 17, 130 1, 348) 474, 805 
et vessel fisheries: 

GUNTICTS Fare tee oe eens ewan 3 40 103, 882 909, 803 
UE a Agee co cen aS Teen pgseeacciae el Ree Read ae bacoaoed ae ecatsdd lo saabe once stc 30, 537 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound nets and trap nets...-. 353, 21, 460 8,433} 1,179, 256 
Gilinetsseens- see seem 162 15, 135 49, 395 327,899 
WYEO3ICIS. oo core seer. - 334 4,374 4, 938: 100, 707 
Senos s..ceeteee secrete =~ 12 610 446) 67, 247 
TANGG. op oon eater ee ele = noo ain eel leg A NO Cele MGC eemeeiaaon sore 11, 008 
Crawiish potas er epee aes -|- <= ae com ae a Cumseeca ee s| Mamet aaiaed lebih sada 6, 400 iF 
ishing machinery sressee. ~~ -|H- ons so eanl eos eee pee 7 795 7 795 
Other apparatus: .o tees se <b e|e~ en eee ell Ae dO ls elena tees G Sierarevotmrafosermtots 1,536 

Shore and accessory property.....|--.---------| 1,884, 165)........--- BO; 28D | |store stoteeteene 4, 478, 143 
Cash'capitalo.3:22 3s eee at on. oo 0 05's ona fe ADOT B BUH eletuiote= site 20000) acne stance 1,025, 286 

MORN sok Be nee mae a Sen's 55 ADO ORL e ate eee ere 138; 800)|.-ce cose nis 6 10, 555, 669 

1 Includes men and investment in the wholesale fish trade of Detroit. 
2 Includes St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers. 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT 
Lakes In 1917—Continued. 

Ttems. Lake Erie. Lake Ontario. Total. 

FRODUCTS. Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. Value 
Boyalie. 2c. 2 5-5 ences 25- 7, 046 15, 086 $593 
T2100 RE ee a oe ee eee 61, 760) 2, 388) 883, 589 11, 902 
cern eesintic..< 940-2 ote. 41, 472 2,173] 7,563, 347 331, 938 
Catfish and bullheads.......-.--- 47, 934) 5, 874, 261 55, 089 

Ter g fia! SARs epee ie a eee 460,363} 39,991) 41,932,874| 2,083, 244 
ODED ee ee eel Ree cel (See a Re Ne A ee , 802, 357 150,810 
‘22 Deeg a eS See Ieee See | a eee ee 8, 909 1,051 8, 285, 694 375, 311 
IOUT gk Sa ee Pe bee ene eed pee aad Cee ee SeeEe Ocarina se 8, 400 552 

LL he ee a ee eee Been “oho aa 43, 007 3, 402 43, 007 ©, 402 
Gold-nye se. 5. 28s 2252s. oes fh | JOSSBB a og 20K oe <5. 2/282 <2 10, 335 104 
POPISETMITINIDR. conc eos hs cae ge sop ee cal ale siw Geng aie allem dw demise 2a] dan eiamens 145 15 

iets S00 AS. Ssctstsb. det 16,191 2,149 80, 508 7,804 
Pike perch: 

IBWIGPIEO. 5-20 <- o5 o- Sone 45,730 4,7. 2, 102, 803 140,025 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike, 

Preciigg. ws-< spot ue eae oe 2,590) 2, 496, 691 298, 271 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike, 

Risth Ree eased te Se a eee elena a en wo edepcun aus e ees 30 3 
ae — ee eas ee nae. 100 5 7,525) 13, 622 813 

Oe Oe ee ee 3, 929, 172 DAD OBB). 29 -2ies es on eee 3, 929, 172) 240,035 
pierertced Cyd tt aa ee 2, 855, 551 69, 502 300 2,901, 994 70,93 

Roda te Mey oe hE I 28, 384 6, 064 51,141} 12,057 95, 216 21,701 
Sturgeon, caviar......--.-------- 1,018 2,045 544 2,135 4, 676 
Suckers: | 
ee ee Cee ae ees 1,035, 934 36, 403 89,111 6,317 5, 331, 468 203, 646 
EE Oe hom rere creas rr een er Pepene rene memery ae | eee 30, 1, 235 

OU EE RO aie ee ire eee So br oe 23, 885 1,327 25, 535 1,395 
Trout, lake: 

“OS EER See Gee 1,922 201 23, 694 2,818] 13,281,389] 1, 279, 285 
0) ee See enenn inn neni ins linn nent nn lnnenn ners 44, 000 5, 800 
RR es i ee Sa age ae a ain gale wee Be he ie hall nate nl Bb al ors weet ee 18, 750 1,619 

Trout, steelhead .....--------0---|- eee neon nfo n een ne ee alee eee ee eee] eens e ees 21, 950 3,349 
(PPD NESS 8s So 55.5 2 stats =a 286, 112 7, > 1" eminem © 5: 287, 387 17, 289 
Whitefish: 

Common, fresh............--. 1, 755, 947 232, 761 88, 347 11,720 6, 185, 453) 722, 636 
eS ee a SERS a ee Ee oan ee eae | Cee ee 5, 295 531 
COMING: OBVIEE 6656.0 5 ose bos nc) ccades ae daccfanenecet sis -| wclccee astsfoacuss es 1,375 257 
I ERTIODMTPMEN DY, ood PEG, Io. 5 oo clol os teat lupweahe snared Soeeeran ses 158, 869 7,702 
Menominee, BRIGOE 55.0 + = fees a mle nn nes ass can fends ans ace] wameseninve-|ecenensees 49,020 3,401 

Yellow perch: 
Cathe les ot ehn aw audvosed 959, 357 69, 684 34, 839 2, 219 4, 204, 286 245, 142 
TD BG Se RE a eee ep) ae es 5 ee ee le ee i ae 1,725 81 

oy 3 Eat ee ee ee ereerreen frie Pet SP ee eee! Proce Ree cea 80, 495 4,427 

MOUs fae. 3b in 2 o's das 38,710, 238] 2,327,299) 1,054,388) 100,857| 104,269,223) 6,295,019 

COMPARATIVE SraTIstics OF THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT LAKES FOR VARIOUS 
YEARS FROM 1880 To 1917. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

1890 1893 1899 1903 1908 1917 

653 918 792 1,348 
2,877 3,241] 2,706 3,313 

726 1,704| 1,382 1,348 
611 355 221 64 

4, 482 2,727| 3,142 2,770 
389 3 6 378 

9, 738 9,333} 8,539 9, 221 

1 Includes St. Clair and Detroit Rivers. There was no fishing in Detroit River in 1917. 
2 Includes persons in wholesale trade of Detroit, Mich. 
* Includes St. Lawrence and Nia gara Rivers. 
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CoMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT LAKES FOR VARIOUS 

YEARS FROM 1880 ro 1917—Continued. 

APPARATUS AND CAPITAL EMPLOYED. 

E rahe Bi Se Veue of| Shore 
Lake and Vessels an ound nets ; . other |property 

year. boats.1 and trap nets. Gill nets. Seines. appa- jandecash| Total. 
ratus.2 | capital 

Num- Num- Num- Num- 
Superior: ber. | Value. | ber. | Value. | ber. | Value. | ber. | Value.) Value. | Value. | Value. 

1880.....| 161) $26,240) 43) $14,950) 4,630) $25,280} 32} $2, 010 $200] $12,700) $81, 380 
100,735} 230) 67,520) 7,557} 78,082 43| 2,920 1,155) 177,521) 427,933 
85,275} 140) 34,435] 5,974] 63,476 19 955 2,763) 179,778] 366,682 

139,035) 276] 63,415} 8,899} 87, 680 14 500 1,565} 209,512} 529,024 
69,045} 162} 25,820) 7,229) 99, 283 1 50 1,058] 167,023 372, 083 
141,109} 218) 27,793] 10,169} 127, 2388 8 335 815} 299, 032 596, 322 
1405 000|E zoe. late cts cle eeee. nsnenemenl eee eas aden ais 159,000} 83,000] 391; 000 
241,425} 204) 26,262) 11,117 144, 986 5 325 5,773} 383, 810 802) 581 

133,375) 476] 185,425) 24,599 124,740 19} 2,040 1,455} 104,100) 551, 135 
368, 326] 715] 253,840) 58,516) 326,902 87} 6,950] 13,457) 788,356) 1,757, 831 
266, 331] 844] 244 880) 40,896) 215,914 30} 3,480 13,460] 693, 159] 1,437,224 
357, 987| 785] 181,385] 54,232) 352,084 28} 2,520 277 863]1, 092, 219] 2,063, 497 
281/968| 805] 186,349] 49,857| 288,395] 11; 510 297 285|2 087) 820] 2,915, 241 
386,396] 980] 198,960| 48,645] 269,754] 44) 2,384] _37, 74312, 593, 950| 3, 489, 187 
692,000 eo b opal eenicicinaeia le mee mesic ane cinlsmaia| Sea ce [een = 753,000} 519,000) 1,964,000 
771, 723] 1,134) 242,570) 83,807] 645,074 61} 18,120] 69, 263)2, 108) 141 a 854) 891 

20,905} 189} 49,425) 3,360) 20,609 28] 5,600 3, 500) 3,709} 103,730 
72,946) 586) 113,350) 3,444) 35, 333)......].-.---- 23,100) 140,620 385, 349 
36,898] 551) 88,515) 2,206) 21,665 6 600 7,155} 254,025} 408, 858 
87,645] 731] 108,508) 4,923) 53 071 1 75) 3,807] 236,285) 503,700 
87,585] 996] 111,839} 5,676) 54,384 9 673 8,188] 203,989) 474,953 

126, 418] 1,685 176, 495| 6,129) 51,526 18 608} 18,977] 482,615} 851,639 
185; 000|2eo-2| secs eeeee| eneee eel ascese===|aeceac| = Since 281,000} 267,000) 733,000 

1917..... 617| 228,980] 1,731) 207,904) 10,610) 102,835 77| 7,960} 19,594) 588,192) 1, 155, 465 

8000 |Scesealearewens= 180 1,080 42| 6,000 1,500} 24,000 40,580 
7,457 57| 12,550 23) 160 34| 8, 825 3,819] 218,270) 251,081 

28,775} 34} 9,450] 814| 9,418] 8] 6,240] 5, 589) 150,682 210, 145 
13,728} 911 7,400] 380) 4,260) 20] 3,025! 2,346] 206,672) 240,076 
3,770 5} 1, 050 60 13} 1,255 915] 46,945] 54,535 
Be 50 csseee | Careesees| ate stee aneecates 6| «8 961| 234,884) 239, 885 

MOSO0O | cee lace eee Sena Pee atsan bees ie eee 8,000} 28,000} 46,000 
PDAD senese| nee eceee| =< Saisie |pisceoe=is 6| 1,365 12,000 15,955 

83,880} 758] 233,600] 5,775) 22,500 18} 2,800 8,645] 163,675} 515,100 
298, 757| 1,028| 259,785] 22,644) 75, 507 71) 8,320) 72,205) 847, 564) 1,562, 138 
520, 033| 1,893] 548,100] 49,320} 169,513} 44] 5,305) 70,601 1, 502, 750| 2) 816, 302 
424) 227| 1,783| 439,060] 35,369] 164,683] 47} 4,440] 23, 339]1, 423, 017 2) 506, 842 
435, 566] 1,724] 329,500) 41,678 2297 182} 104! 8,390} 19,362!1,614,677| 2,720,554 
490, 236] 1,469] 172, 805| 35,150| 180,581} 110] 8,040] 18,3501, 326, 385] 2, 196,397 
603, 000|......|- REE PeaBS a PSe na E pee hacen paseo 615,009} 426/000] 1, 644,000 

6 een Seal kelod 780, 683| 5,011) 681,060) 47,578) 329,632) 285) 38, 867 45, 154/2, 341, 051) 4, 216, 447 
ntario: 

1880. .... 167; 18,100 34) 14,000) 6,000) 20,000 C1 aU eA sdags 5,000 54,050 
1985522. 467| 2074481 350| 19,445] 4,722! 23,952) 69] 3,177| 12,627} 56, 100| 135, 749 
1890. .... 376| 31,162} 288| 24,577| 2,345] 18,110/ 27} 656] 10,361) 38,667| 123,533 
1803 <a. o3 177| 9,619} 77; 2,310} 1,185) —_ 8,794 7| 175] 2,240] 32,250] 56,131 
1S) ze 239| 9,482] 1451  5,850| 1,187] 18,674] 241 420] 7,194} 38,640} 80,350 
1003 = = 5 234) 15,457) 176 9,945] 1,796) 13,862 8 205 9,303] 52,220) 100,992 
HODES cewale saan INP ey Ape oodece Goscoed |e Bae treba aeAscjbiSsescc 16, 000 ue 34, 900 
LOU eee 270 _%, 395 353] 21, 460 165} 15,175) 12 610 6,349} 70,235) 138,224 

All lakes: 
TRSO. cau 1,929} 285,500] 1,500} 497,400] 44,544) 214,200} 148] 20,400) 15,300) 313,175) 1,345,975 
1885. .... 4, 700 868, 669 2; 966 726, 490} 96,906) 539,936) 304) 30, 192 126, 363)2, 228, 431 4 520, 081 
1890. .... 3, 838 968, 474 3, 750 949, 957 101, 555) 498,096} 154} 17, 236 109, 920 2; 819, 061) 5,362, 774 
1893. .... 4,050/1, 032) 241 3, 743 802) 078) 1047 988] 670,572) 117) 10,735 61, 160/3) 199} 955} 5, 899, 270 
1809s occ 3, 489 887, 416 3, 837 660, 408) 105,687 690,518) 162} 11, 298 66, 002/47 159, 103} 6,617,716 
190826 53 3,376 1, 162,766] 4,528| 585,998|101, 889] 642;961] 194] 12'462| 81, 149|4 989, 086) 7, 474, 422 
19085 Soclieesce IT BHESOOO 1-20 0| oes tuesleaassedleseeuaces mpeg 3 Ge Sa) 1,831; 000|1) 332; 000| 4, 814,000 
UA) Wy Ce ee 3,989 2, 049} 746} 8, 433)1, 179, 256)153, 277|1, 237,702} 446) 67, 247 115, 586|5, 503, 429/10, 183, 563 

1TIn 1908 the outfit of the vessels is included in the value. 
2 Includes all forms of apparatus in 1908, 
®Includes St. Clair and Detroit Rivers. There was no fishing in Detroit River in 1917. 
éInclues St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers. 
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COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT LAKES FoR VARIOUS 
Years FROM 1880 To 1917—Continued. 

PRODUCTS.1 

Lake and year. | Whitefish.| Trout. Ciscoes. | Sturgeon. | All other. Total. 

34, 
2 

2 

i 096. 
Me CC 693,191 | 3,118,169] 1,125, 478 4,415 488,401 | 5,429,654 | 150, 862 
a eee 794, 022 4, 742, 805 13,137 | 2,700,219} 13,205,013 | 343, 671 
| PaaS 910,100 | 2,752,200} 5,587,600 67, 600 ; 10, 195, 500 A 

ig Bs Ete AeA 302,210 | 2,588,353 | 12,258, 482 |........... 398,387 | 15,547, 432 726, 674 
chigan 

Meibes oF £31 12,030,400 | 2,659,450 | 3,050,400 | 3,839,600 | 1,562,025 | 23,141,875 | 668, 400 
Tl i 2: 8, 682,986 | 6,431,298 | 3,312,493 | 1,406,678 | 3,684,693 | 23,518,148 | 878,788 
Aan Si 5, 455,079 | 8,364,167 | 6,082,082 | °946,897 | 5,586,041] 26,434,266] 830, 465 
eptrrte (21 ie 2, 330, 8, 216, 920 | 11,580,895 | 311,780 | 8,308,100| 30,747,755 | 828,611 
jt 5 a ola ea 1,510,364 | 5,488,947 | 21,573,716 | 108,279 | 5,818,690 | 34,499,996 | 876, 743 
TOG iS 5 =. 1,972,594 | 9,049, 299 | 13, 863, 617 56, 420 | 8,687,568 | 33,579, 498 | 1,090, 
Ne eto oct, «5 2,490,900 | 7,892,000 | 21,842,000 70,500 | 7,521,900 | 39,817,300 | 1,554, 000 

+ Ly fgets BE 3,047,393 | 8,650,715 | 18, 259, 354 10,805 | 5,492,361 | 35, 460,628 | 2, 270, 859 
uron: 
tic Ss 2,700,778 | 2,084,500 246, 800 204,000 | 1,969,195 7, 205, 273 195, 277 
ie ens Oe 1, 425,380 | 2,539,780 | 1,265,650} 215,500 | 6,010,860) 11,457,170| 276,397 
miss s 4... 1,004,094} 1,505,619 | 2,514,551| 365,718) 4,666,399 10,056,381 | 221,067 
Tonite es F | 1,178,271 | 3,439,575 | 2,758, 628 79,553 | 4,608,311 | 12,064,338 | 306,381 
bn OS ee ee 592,308 | 1,887,101 | 3,699, 807 30,497 | 6,208,614 | 12,418, 327 308, 078 
Ss 692, 863 | 2) 108,632 | 4,640, 967 34,343 | 6,978,404 14,455,209| 450,318 
UL ee 719,000 | 1,358,800} 4,791,000 9,900 | 6,053,300 | 12,932,000 486, 000 

8 cae i. eae 996,851} 2,079,455 | 5,381,365 4,886 | 4,900,650 | 13,363, 207 857, 478 
t. Clair 

998,500} 523,805} 1,850,927 36, 273 
227,780 708,740 | 2,185,795 40, 193 
309,003 | 1,711,623| 2,994,571 73, 577 
54,106 | 1,497,143 | 1,814,311 46, 030 
7, 600 431, 650 579, 067 23, 864 
8, 800 487, 550 521, 941 21, 594 

13, 000 724, 700 737, 700 32, 000 
2A RECA S Soc null A | 133, 330 133, 330 11, 852 

970,000 | 11,982,900 | 29,087,300} 474,880 
727,950 | 23,734,912 | 51,456,517 | 1, 109,096 
078, 907 | 21,440,812 | 64,850, 873 | 1,000, 905 
793, 800 | 19,747,907 | 42,968,325 | ” 805,979 
789, 402 | 22,078,327 | 58,393, 864 | 1, 150, 895 
300, 103 | 13,781,896 | 23,188,556 | 780,015 
63,900 | 29,733,600 | 41,906,500 | 1,280, 000 
28) 384 | 19,763,133 | 38,710,238 | 2)327) 299 

545, 283 849, 800 3, 640, 000 159, 700 
386,974 | 1,496,686 | 2)398,466] 95, 
541,752 | 2,115, 937 3, 446, 448 124, 786 
125, 293 586, 140 928, 015 31,510 
189,155 | 1,953,032 | 2, 406, 332 997 
226, 095 867, 756 1, 244, 600 59, 353 
37, 000 679, 800 821, 800 74, 000 
51,141 421,934 | 1,054,388 | 100,857 

To a ts 21, 463,900 | 6,804,600 | 15,967,517 | 7,557,383 | 16,948,600 | 68,742,000 | 1,652, 900 
rT palagaiy Be 18, 344, 004 | 12,586,665 | 25,869,458 | 7, 147,642 | 35, 894, 99, 842,076 | 2, 691, 866 
Oo” ee EL. 12, 401, 335 | 12,890, 441 | 48, 753,349 | 4, 289,759 | 35,563,647 | 113,898,531 | 2, 471,768 
rr RIE Re, | 7, 629, 341 | 16, 279,953 | 36,235,981 | 1,426,584 | 35,047,812 | 96,619,671 | 2,270,618 
LO eee ay 5, 094, 014 | 10,611,588 | 59,913,576 | 1,129,348 | 36,978,714 | 113,727, 240 | 2,611, 439 
RESET: 3, 813, 259 | 16, 131,938 | 32,157,319 | 638,898 | 33,453,393 | 86,194,817 | 2,745,501 
RIS aie 5, 679, 000 | 12,023,900 | 42,854,700 | 261,900 | 45,591,300 | 106,410, 800 | 3,768, 000 
RR Ae 6, 190,748 | 13,344,139 | 53, 529, 325 95,216 | 31,109,795 | 104, 269, 223 | 6,295,019 

1 In this tablé caviar and other secondary products are omitted except in 1893, 1899, and 1903. In 1880, 
1885, and 1890 bluefin, longjaw, and menominee in Lake Michigan and menominee in Lake Huron are 
included with whitefish. In 1893 and 1899 bluefin in Lake Superior, bluefin and menominee in Lake 
Michigan, and menominee in Lake Huron are included with ‘all other,” and longjaw in Lake Michigan 

. In 1903, bluefin, menominee, longjaw, and steelhead trout are included with ‘‘all other.” 
In 1908 and 1917 ciscoes (herring) include longjaw, bluefin or blackfin, and tullibee. 
The statistics for 1908 in these tables are from data published by the Bureau of the Census. 
2Includes St. Clair and Detroit Rivers. There was no fishing in Detroit River in 1917. 
*Includes St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers. 
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FISHERIES OF LAKE SUPERIOR. 

The number of persons engaged in the fisheries of Lake Superior in 
1917 was 1,348, of whom 166 were on fishing vessels, 51 on vessels 
transporting fishery products, 854 in the shore or boat fisheries, and 
277 in the wholesale fishery trade and other occupations on shore 
connected with the fishery industries. 

The investment amounted to $841,006. This included 16 steam 
and gasoline fishing vessels, valued at $73,300, with a net tonnage of 
406 tons and outfits valued at $16,630; 11 steam and gasoline trans- 
porting vessels, valued at $75,500, with a net tonnage of 262 tons and 
outfits valued at $21,795; 697 power, sail, and row boats, valued at 
$92,625; fishing apparatus employed on vessels to a value of $32,955; 
fishing apparatus employed on boats to a value of $144,391; shore 
and accessory property valued at $341,310 and cash capital amount- 
ing to $42,500. 

he principal forms of fishing apparatus were gill nets, pound nets, 
and trap nets. The number of gill nets used on vessels was 1,806, 
valued at $31,995; and on boats 9,311, valued at $112,991; a total 
in both fisheries of 11,117 nets, representing a value of $144,986. 
The number of pound nets and trap nets in operation was 204, 
valued at $26,262, 

The products of the fisheries of Lake Superior amounted to 15,547,- 
432 pounds ,valued at $726,674. Among the species of special im- 
portance were the following: Ciscoes, 12,258,482 pounds, valued at 
$460,249, representing 78.85 per cent of total quantity of fish and 
63.34 per cent of total value of fish taken in the lake; lake trout, 
2,588,353 pounds, valued at $215,973; suckers, 342,053 pounds, val- 
ued at $13,744; and common whitefish, 302,210 pounds, valued at 
$30,943. 
Compared with the other lakes, Lake Superior ranked third in 

quantity of yrocaele and fourth in value of products, number of per- 
sons engaged, and amount of invested capital. Compared with 1903 
there was an increase of 430, or 46.84 per cent, in the number of per- 
sons employed; $244,684, or 41.03 per cent, in the amount of capital 
invested; and 2,342,419 pounds, or 17.74 pa cent, in quantity, and 
$383,003 or 111.44 per cent, in the value of the products. 

FISHERIES, BY STATES AND COUNTIES. 

The following tables show by States and counties the number of 
persons employed, investment, and quantity and value of the products 
of the fisheries in 1917: 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE SUPERIOR IN 1917, BY STATES AND COUNTIES. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On 
vessels | In shore 
trans- | fisheries. 

porting. 

State and county. 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels, fishing. Vessels, transporting. 

Steam. Gasoline. Steam. 

State and county. ees) 1b ES 

Value Value Value 
gal Ton-|Value.| of gy Ton-| Value! of |Num- bets Value.| of 

: . outfit. . eee outfit.) P&T | 286! outfit 

eag, = 
ppewa...... 1 $5,000 |$2, 600 i 1 68 ep, 000 tes, 000 {i 7- Seon or ik 

Marquette...... 2 p00 GAN? I veketicinas css | was cuealockdb awl exes nl is ane kl aoe jaee aioe te 

a ee 11,500 | 7,800 1) 66 | 5,000) dan Le fe ea 

Wisconsin: Oy Ss or 5 OE Ea a Th ATF ee” oo 
Bayfield . ae 29,800 | 1,520 Z|). 12 | F008" peste telat les. Sa. 1 sen eed St oe 
esota: 

St. Louis....... 5 11, 500 | 1,760 2| 26 | 8,500 | 2,725 194 |$56, 000 |$17, 880 

Grand total..| 12 | 302 | 52,800 |11,080 4| 104 |20,500 | 5,550 194 | 56,000 | 17,880 
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SraTIsTIcs OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE SUPERIOR IN 1917, By StarEs AND Coun- 
Tres—Continued. 

INVESTMEN T—Continued. 

a ETE EE ES 

Vessels transporting—Contd. 
| Sail and row Power Apparatus of capture, 

boats. boats. vessel fisheries. 
Gasoline. 

State and county. 

Gill nets. 
i A Value Value 

om aaa Value. of yank, Value fam Value of 
outfit Se ers lines. 

Michigan: 
9 $190 18 

17 290 8 
16 220 13 
2 45 4 

15 185 33 
$2, 000 12 265 20 

Marquoties=<-palneec-s|s2s0e= ee So ee ae 1 15 8 
Ontongron® 5. |:f2e 22 152-5-6 Bes sce ce Gas 2 2 | 20 5 | 

Morales) yeas 1 10 | 2,000 500 74 1,230 | 109 

Wisconsin: im 
Mahlanid 25 See ie See ee a eee 2 35 3 B75. | one onl ce eee See 
Baytlelds 2 Vso 2ah sa) 0e: alle ee eee ce 66 | 1,110| 45 | 21,075 450 | 7,550 400 
Douglas # - 9  aeses |e oe cee cee a sal aeeeeaee 5 75 2 800 ib ..ticeel|e saree | eee eee 
ETO oo ete cote ee eto | batetee | orseecciad ewe kee eee Selle aoe 2 600 |<... ces SoSeee eee ee 

Tofal:soceut a laces scene | cece eae Omens 73 | 1,220| 52 | 23,150 450 | 7,550 400 

Minnesota: | 
COOK Stara etree | teccclece meee |tmeeee ee 142 | 4,250 57) 5, 7600 Po cee cl aol eee eee 
Wake Aots.t att 1 8| 4,000 500! |! agSy | 2527001) ©3216; O75) eee me cel he eee | ee en 
St. Louis.....-- 5| 50] 13,500] 2,915} 47] 1,250] 30] 5,725 992/85 i7ail eee eeee 

Morales toes 6| 58] 17,500| 3,415 | 270] 7,770 | 119 | 18,460 292) 5, Wino) | eee 

Grand total... a 68 | 19,500 | 3,915] 417 | 10,220 | 280 | 82,405] 1,806 | 31,995 960 

Apparatus of capture, shore fisheries. 

P d Ser Cash Total 
ound nets P . and ac- : State and county. and trap nets. Gill nets. Seines. Value. | cessory | capital. pL 

SS eee oe property. 5 

plea Value ane Value peg Value. | lines. 

Michigan 
Niger... 34 | $4,912 446 | $4,205 Bil S240 10 vSGeSu le S10) 120] eee $29, 520 
Baraat’. 55252 22] 2,010 124 £0 "| Ree tae Re hea a 10L0)|(seeeeoene 6, 035 
Chippewa...... 80 | 7,490 ABCD; OtON eee. cteenee 325 45,425 $5, 000 92, 765 
Gogebices: © 2-4) .35 2 leases 83 Ouse es aleseeserelatenct cs 1, 185 eases oesers 2, 969 
Houghton.....- 2 325 | 1,000] 6,639 2 85 560 | 20,780 |....------ 39, 974 
Keweenaw 8| 1,825 S40 Si6sb4h se Cea oslo. 30 18°525))|..s.oeeeen 37, 780 
Marquette 1 300 PKA eh ee Pal Ol 125 200) ee eae ees 42,241 
Ontonagon..... 4 450 175 | 1,650 |......|..-.---- ‘575 3 200 [cree aaa 7,095 

Totals. pee 151 | 17,312 | 3,430 | 30,318| 5 325 | 2,119 | 112,050 5,000 | 258,379 

Wisconsin: ret [ 
Ashland........ 4 450 65 W002 nce |e sees 140 7,375 5, 000 14, 425 
Bayfield......-.. 44} 8,000 CVI bg o3s1eh| Perel ge eco eee 1,229 | 38,275 9,000 | 136,469 
DWONBAS So ees sonal een ws 2 44 650i sce nk eeeeesseleeete aes 390 500 2,415 
Irons ce eee ee Ss oS 12 175) eo cecele eco ecelee ames LOO! }s0 oak 875 

Potala... 48 | 8,450 966] 12) 860/00 e.| sete 1,369 | 46,140 | 14,500 | 154, 184 

Minnesota: 
COOK. 5. sense Sobeee eae santo DRE To Ape ahpslSi| Baal Bessrtisee LOO; | gle s870 eee eee 63, 483 
LQk6. 3 «223 see eee | Gees os oe 1, 586.| SE S6bslesasccleceesiene 125 11,'900' |. -- ce coee 47, 635 
St. Lonis-c.22- 5 500 992) 12,445 Usecarc|iceceten 1,100 | 153,350 23,000 | 317,325 

Dotalces. ease 5 500 | 4,015 | 69) 818i )s. 2-2). 2--2ar. 1,325 | 183,120 | 23,000 | 428,443 

Grand total..| 204 | 26,262 | 9,311 |112, 991 5 325 | 4,813 | 341,310| 42,500| 841,006 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE SUPERIOR IN 1917, By STATES AND COUN- 
TIES—Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES. 

Ciscoes 

State and county. Bowfin. 

. Fresh, Frozen. Salted. Smoked 

Michigan: Pounds.\ Value.| Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. Land Pounds.| Value. 
PGi recaee Sb. <2 -522\se-25<- 4,100) $195)......... a 500) = $23)...-...-.- eS. Lcee 
LOR ee as poe 95, E130) ee SSE 8 SPS oe ce eel nS sh Raa aaa 
Ghipnews-:s-.2|-----2.2-|s-c--5- 185500210 S025) aon ote toe cee | pete seen nee eena|potoeean oi05— 555 
(PE) SE Se Seren 17 0G0|s. W680) - = coe ate Jae eee See CS Ee ae eee 
oil el ae i Le BG) iy | ee OS SR | ice Peal aes 
Keweenaw....- $170] 73,825) 3,484|...-....- ore eee | ee eal eae. | meeemee lene. = 
Marquaite.- ...|--.-.-.--|2<.<25- 325,109] 12,835|.-----... (he coéelec Re 2g) 55-385] boa S| Re 
ritonsrons. =. 20.2 tifa eee 5090) De0G|=. ~--=s- ae PASS Se ao BR as ae el ee 

Total... =... 170| 923,986] 39,171|-.....--- beens Os 28) a eellee 

Wisconsin roqcical Vina aa aad jane Bal ore eae | hewn ¥i 
ee aed ees Re pa) CA | ee aan Pe ee Seem en res Hey iis 
TET LG Berg (ete gee sl Paap 1, 645; S05). 30,528)... tlt ose - 2 685000) :2) B40)... ceeelees bee. 
Co | i BER Beanies Ge 0 i, Cale aad COG Te Cee Seal ‘SRR OS ica 
(iets Beg lalee a | Rear a 8, 000 200) Ba a EA es ad [ates os jee pagan Le ane 

dase TES Tae 1, 734, 408| .33,488|........|-....2- CE aa eee 

Minnesota: 
Oo as Se ah RE |B ge, [ee ae 1,375,239) 43,658)1, 651, 178)$75, 405)1, 593, 925) 67, 948)........-|.....-- 
10) Se Peres Pee 559, 465) 19, 208)1; 100, 786) 50, 270 * 995, 302 0 oe cv eee ae n= Gee 
BEPC ice ee elen eos re nalemae non 1, 099, 403 33, 523 "550, 393) 25, 135 600; 500 26, 406 5,400) $432 

tiie eka reee| Sees i fle eS 3,034, 107, 96, 389|3, 302, 357/150, 810)3, 189, 727/137, 596 5, 400 432 

Grand total. . 2,675 170)5, 692, 498 169, 048/3 , 302, 357/150, 810|3, 258, 227/139, 959 5, 400) 432 

Suckers. Veyed or (wall- 
State and county. Pike. or yellow 

pik 2). Salted. 

Mich 3 Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. Pounds. | Value 
CPOE Mies at, wing ents fs PE gered hao ie al eat wl 243 SA is a AGO olny f UN x sane = 8 ae oo 
ASAEEy sd awas > =ladeWdae =. eleaaakedwes 60 ay 1, ea |: | RS ee 
Chippewa...... 800 $80 3,470 525 ROG i dena’ | PRS S Sta w 
RON awn Salt son yas on cloencnss aos Oe) OL tue EOD PBDI wo eet eo 
enn s + scbsa 25... -< Bes eee 500 ((:, Snes ee | pee eee 
Keweenaw.....|.........-. So Berate eae 231 SIGN cnc Aap RISE «ano 
Margugtiesscis)232.... pee SEE LEASE 325 i eS ha | hp ee 
So ee eS BARE RES ES ORR ER ein are i Se) ea See : 

Ree = 80| 4,879 681 aT i Feaeenst it. 

Wisconsin: 
Ashland... .....| 3,300 355 3, 300 460)". *, 10,000 W S00)... ...caselistech~ ces 
Bayfield. ...... 1, 600 120} 19, 800 2,624 15, 850 $560 

ee ee 

Total........| 4,900 475| 23,100 3,093 15, 850 560 

Minnesota | a 
WOR pte nmonaalcah = udevel sehen te doaweeaat ewe ince cca ys ROR SR ROOM TOS «CON babs one ac alate ate 
OT a en ae eee bi, Sieascclaemie ees ca|caetheccac)) Me sk CUCMEM. " OOlin.asaas 2 Geer <cwe 
A ERS BP SEER 8 Rie 8) pap Se ERE eo) Sl); MSR Pe ee eae 

Total... ..... pe aS. PRR [DAES Sele (oo 2 Et: Se ee 

Grand total | g 700 555| 27,979 3,774 15, 850 560 

35286°—21—38 
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Sratistics OF THE FisHERIES OF LAKE SuPERiIOR IN 1917, By StaTES AND CoUN- 
Tres—Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES—Continued. 

Lake trout. : 

State and county. neta 

Fresh. Frozen. Salted. e 

Michigan Pounds. Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.}| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Alvercccicasssee YESSY) EGS 564 boeecosincs besa Soeeds boeoneanss 30, 846 $3, 280 
Baraga...------ 10, 500 UE ao sce scly Hesse sdos i656 s85654|Sq5ocbo hac 2, 525) 223 
Chippewa.....- 422,188 CEU) Se ee comeclasereecie tjocedaeaoeg leartonecec 142, 044 14, 074 
Gogebic..-....- 21, 750 UBS) esac Sec) emacs sasas) ose ssebe Sessoms 56 12, 000 ile 
Houghton...-.. 170, 325 165.206 be seeeeeee emcee see eeseeeae | -eeeeeenee 19, 080 1,711 
Keweenaw....-. 232, 850 PAIS Soa soocs paacosces acess ndoue yeosSohssc¢ 8, 933) 979 
Marquette -. -.-. 395, 499 SU Roa oc BoasobbAd og S555 -|ho sub soGoc 11, 635 1,455 
Ontonagon. ..... 109, 182 SUTRA ee ean SS RT Se eae 15, 199 1, 639 

Total... .06ec|"- 18686, Bll |< 12 7sB7alic cen cahtN AE... EOE. SL a ae 242,262} 24, 361 

Wisconsin: | 
Ashland... ..... 8, 875 (1) SoS soous-| Geese secs HS65s6a556|bsecsccees 1, 200 112 
Bayfield. ...... SICA? LIGNE OU enema MESS 4 ley | RABE SES KARTE OS 41, 295 4,145 
TTOReoenloces === 12, 500 LE es Sooo saeesso6 s\n Some] |= oes s5 505 3 40 

Total pers Ra ors eae’ eV Rete Ona (lee seme Bea ae py 42, 855 4,297 

Minnesota 
(Or eae eee 88, 642 Par A] I | rs 3,700 $268 1, 047 147 
WAKO S. socnicisters 110, 646 O° 00012 eres gee leo esse 1,372 92 3, 400 350 
St. Louis. ...... 210, 847 15, 460 44,000 $5, 800 2, 200 216) 12, 646 1,788 

Motalisc os2- 405,135}  34,079| 44,090 5, 800 7,272 576} 17, 093 2,285 

Grand total..| 2,537,081} 209, 597 44,000 5, 800 7,272 576| 302,210 30, 943 

Whitefish, menominee. 

State and county. | — Yellow perch. Total. 

Fresh. Salted. 

Michigan: Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. Pounds. Value. 
Miger: Seven RL Saal IS ek 233, 411| $18, 917 
IDSTAPE soca meeclues eee aps oaecren ss 111, 485) 5,451 
Chippe Wasson. |Pesann-ces| ees ene == 857, 277 57,719 
Gogebic:-..--.-| Ses. 51, 800 3,260 
Houghton 371, 605 26,019 
Keweenaw 324, 408) 25, 969 
Marquette. -.. 754, 139 49,373 
Ontonagon 187, 306 12,613 

otal s-e2 << 1, 230 11 | Seeeereneres | teaake a 3, 000 235, 2,891,431| 199,321 

Wisconsin 
Ashignid 22/022 s| 620202 52 o-|eoe aa cee | See eam eee| a= tees) snanioe <nee | ae aes 47,275 3, 206 
Bayfield. ...... 4, 050 117 8| © CaM Be. SEA a 2,000 121] 2,477,020) 91,175 
MOUPIESH. Jee os 2| Such ws a (Ee oe omen on Set ac sek ees | et eee ence |e oeemiaeaen 69, 000: 065 
TOWN ne tecss os o|- vaste eed ee ace cee pe ceeereeiser [eos see ence thei. aes ete mates 20, 860 1, 240 

Totaleesseese 4,050 178) erp tess) Stor es 2,000 121| 2,614,155] 97,686 

Minnesota: 
Cookisesswes sees 200 20 100 BA) sesh | tee oo eee 4,709,131) 196,162 
LakGiecccu ee = 2,200 L74| sot eeeb on osshcet eel tare ect |Seeebee eee 2,774,171] 123,300: 
St Gouis2!22.- 4, 400 200 2, 800 204 | SC een were et 2,558,544) 110, 205 

Totalseceses: 6, 800 394 2,900 Ug tte aay ee cee 10,041,846] 429, 667 

Grand total..| 12,080 682 2,900 228 5,000 356] 15,547,432| 726,674 
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FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS. 

The catch of the vessel fisheries amounted to 3,259,811 pounds, 
valued at $123,169, and of the shore or boat fisheries to 12,287,621 
pounds, valued at $603,505. In the vessel fisheries the catch of 
ciscoes, suckers, lake trout, and whitefish with gill nets amounted 
to 3,164,811 pounds, valued at $116,369, the balance of the catch 
consisting of lake trout taken with set lines. In the shore fisheries 
11,095,696 pounds consisting of bowfin, ciscoes, pike, pike perch, suck- 
ers, lake trout, and whitefish, valued at $523,260, were taken with gill 
nets; 901,873 pounds, including ciscoes, pike, pike perch, suckers, lake 
trout, whitefish, and yellow perch, valued at $63,610, with pound 
nets and trap nets; 177,300 pounds of lake trout, valued at $15,708, 
with lines; and 12,752 pounds of ciscoes, suckers, lake trout, and 
whitefish, valued at $927, with seines. 

The following tables give the products of the vessel and shore 
fisheries, by States and counties, in 1917: 

YreELD oF VESSEL FISHERIES OF LAKE SUPERIOR IN 1917, BY STATES, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SPECIES. 

Michigan. 

Apparatus and species. 

Chippewa. Marquette. Total. 

Gill nets: Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 
MIMMIES ere se oe 33, 995 $1, 698 292, 609 $11, 444 326, 604 $13, 142 
PRICE Gs -ascasechetacdeanlosanacwensoslesacnape cass 8,471 255 8,471 255 
Protec (ake: siscssscsvaw wen 266, 625 18, 960 318, 499 27,006 585, 124 45,966 
Whitefish— 
eR at ne ee eee, | Ie teed nl Ea 8 ge 9, 487 1,187 9, 487 1,187 
MEETS ne we eal ead ae leew eres 300 22 300 22 

Potalss4 4555). ° ..--| 300,620 20, 658 629, 366 39,914 929, 986 60,572 
Set lines: Trout, lake.......... 75, 000 ct 1) ee eee ET Eee ee 75, 000 4,800 

Grand total......... 375, 620 25, 458 629, 366 39,914 | 1,004,986 65,372 

Wisconsin. Minnesota. 

Apparatus and species. SSS Grand total. 

Bayfield. St. Louis. 

Gill nets: Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 
CO aE Re a ae ee 1,273, 105 $21, 246 800, 000 $23,712 | 2,399, 709 $58, 100 
SN lens an ae oe a dined 45 ded da I abe sa swodk aac > |consqceces <elaety aetenond 8,471 255 
PONE MEA st ae 13, 595 1,359 148, 125 9, 480 746, 844 56, 805 
Whitefish— 

RAMONE. oe aati seed acddtedaauelb waeee at dnd4|-cswsnand dos }heememeres 9, 487 1,187 
Menominee......... oy BA Soe icRA a | CR 1d Sas BE i RE Poe 8 ay BER” ye 300 

Total .33.345~ Aboeee 1, 286, 700 22, 605 948, 125 33,192 | 3,164,811 116, 369 
Set lines: Trout, lake.......... 20, 000 2,000) [vo encode [as sawess +a * 95, i 

Grand total......... 1, 306, 700 24, 605 948, 125 33,192 | 3,259, 811 123, 169 
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YIELD oF SHoRE FisHEeRIES or LAKE SupPERIOR IN 1917, By States, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SpEcres—Continued. 

Michigan. 
Apparatus and 

species. 
Alger. Baraga. Chippewa. Gogebic. Houghton. 

Pound nets and 
trap nets: 

Ciscoes— Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. |Pounds,.| Value. 
Rreshi<e: so: 312 Js Sante | es 82,800) $3,410) 5,000 $200|. 22 RIES Bere 1,000 $36 
Salted.... 500 $23). 2 ea c0 ae ces sos |s an -matelle doa ooac|escecasnlsos cea pees! eee 

| og <P oad Bee ee 4 pee eR ee YE eae 800 BO) Se cect ioe coe tell me ete ae ees 
Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow 
ike) fe ee eh 243 AQ fate 22.8 call ee Bae 3,470 BQG|E «SS RGIS ae ee | 

Suckers, fresh. -- - 4,805 188 2,300 105) 90,713) 35805) 2-22 50-1) oc 5-20 eee eel aeeeeene 
Trout, lake.......| 24,102} 1,971 5,625 565} 13,063 1D secigees) bane Ske 3, 750 560 
Whitefish, com- 
MOM lace ee a 25,752| 2,727 2,255 198) 135,444) 13°45). 8 lc a ool ae eee 

Yellow perch: {theo 22.. shee ose eee eee 3, 000 QB SIL Keppicelee ele sma [ate setaiatate | eereeete 

Total.........| 55,402) 4,949) 92,980) 4,278) 251,490) 19,150)......-.|-.....-- 4,750 596 

Gill nets: 
Ciscoes, fresh. .... 3, 600 170) 12, 400: 620) 146,067} 6,527} 17,000 $680) 174,800) 7,770 
Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow 
DIKG) oo 4 ceo ee eel ecee ese se See ee 60 Glee eres Nader 50 5 500 20 

Suckers, fresh. --- 16,360 692 900 28) 10,000 500} 1,000 25 600 26 
ates 116,012) 9,653 4,875 494] 35,625] 2,875) 21,750) 1,550) 147,825} 13,821 
/hitefish— 
Common......- 810 71 270 25; 6,600 659) 12,000) 1,000) 18,480) 1,646 
Menominee, 

fresh 2 oe eis ectae cle cee |e oeed oar (Gomme linea eatoee | OAetatne Eee eee ee eee 500 40 

Total 136,782) 10,586 18,505 1,173) 198,292} 10,561} 51,800} 3,260) 342,705) 23,323 

Seines: : 
@iscoes. =. 5.245 <<. 500 75 MRO RR Re oe el Rae ces 4495 See Kodsoce Seisemon: 3, 800 160 
Suekers; 2.82) 225 2,000 10 ReeBeereal Pp cerinaloornore Hepa asaalise ap cocelaerscs c= 1,000 50 
ELTOUU oon pete oe 568 ADI oS Ste siocllaate o's odailocle eects cn | keene ocnll| tee Gene cio eee eee 2 rs 
Whitefish........ 4, 284 roy | Bee Sr ES eet ee Oi terse oe ema esa) mrs SEE Sy 600 65 

Tobaleas soe" 7, 352 G52 eee Ore eee ese eee oa| Meee | eee 5, 400 275 

Lines: Trout, lake) 33,875) 2,730)......-..|..-..--- S15S75\) “2¥550| Seer eelaome aot 18,750} 1,825 

Grand total..| 233,411) 18,917) 111,485) 5,451) 481,657) 32,261) 51,800) 3,260) 371,605] 26,019 

: Michigan—Continued. 

Apparatus and 
species. 

Keweenaw. Marquette. Ontonagon. Total. 

Pound nets and 
trap nets: 

Ciscoes— Value Value. 
resho- 1.222353 $3,917 
Salted 23 

Pike: 32024 Soe Mol ee es d5 80 
Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow 
pike)... 4. 222-%- 166 ST le ete ieaia 2h Grete bee coisa pmieletminne: (sate ese eee 3,879 602 

Suckers, fresh. ..- 3,302 132 1,500 Abr ete teen seem e mee ae 102, 620 4,275 
Trout, lake.....-.. 65, 725 7,811 3,125 310 7,500 $600 122, 890 12,707 
Whitefish— 
Common....... 2,933 394 600 75 3, 600 420 170,584 17,229 
Menominee..... 359 88) Seas meee so oe eee ieee eee oie eared Meee ete 355 38 

Wellow perch cere eee esc nn - owed sacra cose seo eteceer Sem ae eae eeeeeen ae 3, 000 235 

Totaler oa. tae 77,481 8, 662 5, 725 451 11, 100 1,020 498, 928 39, 106 
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YreLp or SHore FIsHERIES OF LAKE SUPERIOR IN 1917, BY SraTEs, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SpEcIES—Continued. 

J 

Michigan—Continued. 
Apparatus and 

species. 
Keweenaw. Marquette. Ontonagon. Total. 

Gill nets: Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. Pounds. Value. 
IBOWAT: .W. 05-000; 2,675 5 iy 8) Pe ee | eee | ee ee age eee ee 2,675 $170 

i , fresh....- 825 3,234| 32,000} $1,370) 44,090] $1,556 498,782) 21,927 
Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow 
pike 65 22 325 Gi] eee Sed Fe eee 1,000 7 

Suckers, fresh... 2,162 86-11, 300 395] 18, 835 684 61, 157 2, 436 
a fresh.| 164,625} 12,970| 72,125 6,860} 91, 682 7,33 654,519} 55,557 

Common....... 6,000 585 1,548 193} 11,599 1,219 57, 307 5,398 
Menominee, 

freply. st. .- 75 Lees 3 Oe |e lepedecoce Rat cenciick 575 50 

Total..... 244,427) 17,077] 117,298 8,844! 166,206] 10,793} 1,276,015} 85,617 

Seines 
eae late gece ee Ie tf aoe ares |e (ee Cae 4,300 185 
Ce OSS ee EE Se eee) ek eel ee ee eee ee Eee ee De eee 3, 000 150 

Stee ei a ie 5 eee IG. 6 eee eR oep dae leew a enns olanqcan cocslocacecn ses | 45 

ROMA eee | So eee meee ott tise om Sotite ans fe cuwrdeondenlocuokee ass 4, 884 547 

ges AL le Sn tatied, RII SD) Pea iis [Sir en see 12, 752 927 

Lines: Trout, lake. 2,500 230) 1, 750 5 10,000 800) 98, 750 8,299 

Grand total..| 324,408) 25, 969 124,773 9,459] 187,306] 12,613! 1,886,445] 133,949 

Wisconsin. 
Apparatus and 

species. 
Ashland. Bayfield. Douglas. Tron. Total. 

Pound nets and | / 
trap nets: 

Ciscoes— Pounds, Value.| Pownds.| Value.\Pounds,, Value.|Pounds, Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
Fresh...... 600 a Ey a Pe a ERE tre sereee 0 63,100) $1,677 

CT Sa eee aaa Fe RGA ohhh olin 23, 000 690 
i 1, 600 (C1 TO eee) Reed Ol es ARE CS | eee 2, 400 175 

Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow | 
Dikeyiss... sik 2, 800 00, 16;800) 2149)... to Beeoeee eto 3 19,100, 2,541 

Suckers— 
i er 12, 000 11 TP Sy I | PR ome: 107,500) 4,250 
Salted.......... eel eae ars 15000)": 625) 2.55 od ahes. ohion eee Eee 15, 000 525 

Trout, ae 750, GDh ld, 76s, By ORR gion es] onc cvs) cd danetcneses . 121,500, 9,755 
Whitefish— | 

put 2254 600, BOY 26:80 2) 745) ook peat hes | eee 2 27,495) 2,801 
Menominee.....|........|.--.-+-- | 150) Wascdectel|asauest tae fxn as 150 

Yellow perch.....|........ i ih 188 Mae | iach ii ag hes So Seapets 1,700} 103 
es eee 17,550) 1,105) 363,395, 21,419]........]...._.. | MeO de ape 380,945} 22, 524 

Gill nets: ee 

Fresh..... --.--| 11,000 675, 310,200, 7,625 69,000) $2,065| 8,000, $200} 398,200/ 10, 565 
Se Oe ars) Peer | S000 «2, G50) 2 52:55%8 boa duluale sabes eee oo. 45,000) 1, 650 
3 ES RISE TS 2, 500, EU ait $b 5 wes Degen ie Bi Fe a | |> Bin 2 Sod Dae a 2, 500 300 
Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow 
ike) 4, 000 552 

16, 400 740 
850) 35 

381,250} 29, 345 

15,360; 1,496 
Menominee, é ; 

og PET bsnsh >| cden'aee ree: 3, 900 171 
Yellow perch.....|..... Paci onetcees rol) IGRI Vane oe) ill (Seemaiees I ieee at 300 18 

La ee 27,850) 1,951 1,240] 867,760) 44,872 

Lines: Trout, lake. tea 150 or 58,750| 5, 685 
aaa SS SS ee eS eee 

Grand total..| 47,275, 3, 206| 1,170, 320) 66,570) 69,000} 2,065) 20,860| 1, 240| 1,307,455| 73,081 
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Apparatus and 
species. 

Pound nets and 

Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow 

pea 
Menominee 

Yellow perch... .. 

Total 

Gill nets: 

Pike perch (wall- 
eyed or yellow 
pike) 

Suckers— 
Fresh 

Fresh 

et am 
Menominee, 

fresh 
Menominee, 

salted 

FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

YreLtp or SHORE FisHerRies oF LAKE SupPeRioR In 1917, By Sraris, CouNTIEs, 
APPARATUS, AND Srecres—Continued. 

Minnesota. 

Grand total. 

Cook. Lake. St. Louis. Total. 

Pounds.| Value.| Pounds.| Value.| Pownds.| Value.| Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
: : Josbse 157,400) $5, 594 

23,500] 713 
Be er socenee 3, 200 255 

Pe sab cen[Mecciwe loss choou|aeeaee 22,979} 3,143 

12,000] $480) 12,000) $480} 222,120] 9,005 
Miecnaers CoS Rae bape ae (eG | 15,000] 525 
BEE sceeeer Suscceun keiaacse 2447 390| 22, 462 

208,079} 21, 530 
505 45 

4,700} 338 

901, 873] 63, 610 

Se sie sew | ee eietataie) aouicleicisinal| cteloietel Meee aie aie hee elena] (sie ome ciel steer 2,675 170 

1, 375, 239 $43,658, 559, 465/$19, 208] 299,403) 9, 811|2, 234, 107) 72, 677| 3, 131, 089|105, 169 
1,651, 178, 75, 405|1, 100, 786| 50, 270| 550,393, 25, 135/3, 302, 357|150, 810) 3,302, 357|150, 810 
1, 593,925) 67,948) 995, 302| 43,242) 600, 500, 26, 406|3, 189, 727|137, 596| 3, 134, 727 139, 246 
Sia SEP MY | EE | Us a 5,400, 432} 5,400} 432 5,400, 432 
Sarees ramet (Sesap mare eieeece eurcatt | imino 5 oan pac lactones 2;500| 300 

wotesdslOxvele rh licen de ah eae ieee 5,000; 631 

100 2) 1,000 55] 18,955) 541] 15,055} 598) 92,612] 3,774 
svn sbAlh coskecen onc ee Golbee aS ase lnc papel ae cecal een 850 35 

82,842) 8,646 106,646) 9,549! 47,722} 4,680! 237,210] 22,875) 1,272, 979/107, 777 
Le a | Mars pe OP SEE) 447000} 5,800/ 447000! 5,800; ° 44;000| 5,800 

3,700} 268 1,372 92 2)200/ 216] + 7,272| "576 7,272| 576 

1,047} 147] 3,400] 350 2,646 288 7,093} 785 79, 760| 7,679 

200 20} 2,200) 174 4,400/ 200 6,800) 394, 11,275) 615 

100 Bl city tcenleeenose 2,800} 224, 2,900] 228 2,900} 228 
Stace |wossccees ene erbelpomecbes dlcmte shoal <paeh ees] oe ee mele teres eae eee 300 18 

4, 708, 331196, 098)2, 770, 171/122, 940 1, 573, 419) 73, 733]9, 051, 921/392, 771|11, 095, 696|523, 260 

Trout 

‘Potale-.25 

Lines: Trout, lake - 

Grand total. 

800 

-|t 709, 131 

64} 4,000 

196, 162|2, 774, 171, 

360) 15, 000 

123, 300 1, 610, 419 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

ees eee ees ie 

teense 

77, 013|9, 093, 721/396, 475|12, 287, 621/603, 505 

The wholesale fishery trade of Lake Superior in 1917 was con- 
ducted by 15 establishments, of which 8 were at Duluth, 2 at Bayfield, 
and 1 at each of the following places: Ashland, Bark Point, Port 
Wing, Superior, and Sault Ste. Marie. The total number of persons 
employed in these establishments was 249, to whom $65,353 were 
paid in wages during the year; the investment in shore and accessory 
property amounted to $210, 400 and the cash capital utilized was 
$42,500. Compared with 1903, there was a decrease of 1 in the num- 
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ber of establishments and of $100,200 in cash capital, and an increase 
of 150 employees, of $6,773 in the amount of wages paid, and of 
$103,986 in the value of the property. 

The following table shows by localities the extent of the wholesale 
fishery trade of Lake Superior in 1917: 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE OF LAKE SUPERIOR IN 1917. 

Shore 
Number | Persons | Wages j and ac- Cash 

Cities and towns. State. of firms. | engaged.| paid. | cessory | capital. 
property. 

Meta 4. 41,.). ocak ides risk Minnesota... .. 8 77 | $35,742 | $146,350 | $23,000 
Ashland, Bayfield,and Bark Point.| Wisconsin...... 4 140 19,125 21,325 12,500 
Port Wing, Superior, and Sault Ste. |, Wisconsin and 3 32 10, 486 42,725 7, 000 
Marie. Michigan. 

ial Sk Ae ATO 2 A” 5. See 15 249] 65,353 | 210,400 42, 500 

FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN. 

In 1917 Lake Michigan ranked first among the Great Lakes in the 
number of persons employed in the fisheries and second in the amount 
of invested capital and the quantity and value of the products. 
The total number of persons employed in the fisheries of Lake 
Michigan was 3,313, of whom 1,096 were on fishing vessels, 81 on 
vessels transporting fishery products, 1,285 in the shore fisheries, and 
851 shoresmen in the wholesale fishery trade, etc. Of the total num- 
ber of persons engaged 1,537 were credited to Wisconsin, 1,145 to 
Michigan, 564 to Tiknois, and 67 to Indiana. 

The total investment in the fisheries of the lake amounted to 
$4,038,927. The number of vessels fishing was 332, with a net 
tonnage of 3,913 tons, valued at $631,960, and having outfits to the 
value of $179,521; and of transporting vessels, 60 with net tonnage of 
495 tons, valued at $38,225, with outfits valued at $4,515. The 
number of boats was 739, worth $101,538. The fishing apparatus 
used on vessels was valued at $561,349, and on boats at $413,678. 
Shore and accessory property amounted to $1,758,341 and cash 
capital to $349,800. The investment was divided among the different 
States as follows: Wisconsin, $1,514,295, or 37.49 per cent; Illinois, 
$1,265,664, or 31.34 per cent; Michigan, $1,179,143, or 29.19 per 
cent; and Indiana, $79,825, or 1.98 per cent. 

Gill nets were the most important apparatus of capture, 57,453, 
representing a value of $535,616, being employed in the vessel 
fisheries, and 26,354, valued at $109,458, in the boat fisheries, a total 
in both fisheries of 83,807, amounting in value to $645,074. Lines 
valued at $27,868 were employed in both the vessel and shore fisheries. 
Other apparatus used in the shore fisheries included 1,134 pound nets 
and trap nets, valued at $242,570; 3,343 fyke nets, valued at $39,795; 
61 seines, valued at $18,120; and 6,400 crawfish pots, valued at $1,600. 

The fishery products of Lake Michigan amounted to 35,460,628 
pounds, valued at $2,270,859. This total was divided among the 
different States as follows: Wisconsin, 21,453,679 pounds, valued at 
$1,225,084; Michigan, 11,634,480 pounds, valued at $883,301; 
Illinois, 1,356,294 pounds, valued at $87,375; and Indiana, 1,016,175 
pounds, valued at $75,099. The more important species taken in 
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this lake were ciscoes, 18,259,354 pounds, valued at $845,982; lake 
trout, 8,650,715 pounds, valued at $853,138; common whitefish, 
3,047,393 pounds, valued at $323,363; yellow perch, 2,362,796 
pounds, valued at $116,500; and suckers, 2,118,563 pounds, valued at 
$75,484. 

As compared with 1903 there was an increase of 72, or 2.22 per cent, 
in the number of persons employed; $549,740, or 15.76 per cent, in 
the investment in the fisheries; and 1,881,130 pounds, or 5.60 per 
cent, in quantity; and $1,180,309, or 108.23 per cent, in the value of 
the products. 

FISHERIES, BY STATES AND COUNTIES. 

The following tables show by States and counties the extent of 
the fisheries of Lake Michigan in 1917: 

STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, BY STATES AND COUNTIES. 

PERSONS EMPLOYED. 

On 
On : In shore 

State and county. vessels ey or boat Suen SS |) Latal: 
fishing. porting. fisheries. : 

| 

Michigan: 
Allegan, Sena eek osc ae a eee oe ce Sen Stee eee Deemer ee Oss. a aoe 9 
Antrim 10 
Benzie 76 
Berrien 73 
Charlevoix 149 
Ea aee oat ce) RSs OS 2 Nate ae ASO Bik VSR 174 

Emmet 28 
Grand Traverse 35 
Leelanau 91 
Mackinac, 93 
Manistee... 29 
Mason 
Menominee 119 
Muskegon 39 
Oceana 6 
Ottawa 79 
Schoolcraft 71 
Van Buren 21 

Total 1,145 

Indiana: 
TAK Gc 5 tise ae ce tea a aaa e see EERE ee de eee | Seer eee LON cena 10 
Baportes sf Ecos TE ee FE ee ery PA ees ee ta lg 21 3 45 
POFter so 528 es geek A ee apes ONES ee ee oe an 2 ede se ae 12 

OPAL aes 2s 2225 Oe Pee ES Ree Ae ae OS) ae ee ae 43 3 67 

Illinois: 
(OF Se net Se Aa. REO YE Ae eee ae Tg ae oa 15 482 528 
MIGKO Sh Foe Seer cee ee ee fe oe Uae ae eee PY NR Bea SS ee LQ te 2 Soeeeee 36 

iN EN ee ee i ite nah 5 NEFA oe ancl Dll Doe eee cena ae 27 482 564 

Wisconsin: 
BTOWD: sos cce eee Sot e one es oe see ee eee 53 22 200 107 382 
Dporeh pe aa ses Pe os a ee ea 143 5 174 10 332 
WXGUOSDE Se occa a chee snc ce eae tee te pe en Tl eee i! 4 14 
KS wenees. Gas SL eee sean Fae Sorel se Gi aeis Peeks & 39 
MANILOW OCS ti csm Mees Jon ao Se Re CV eee 22 20 
Marivieive yc. see see. cc oes ih Se eee: 75 10 81 32 198 
Milwaukee. eet ees se a2 ocarsezoree Sueee. Wa (ga Bae 24 26 127 
OCONLO hae ca eee ten can oe ca csr ee 52 9 OD) ceeeseone 156 
Ozatikee: 232 Jf Tyas ari lees: eye 26 2 11 18 57 
BOCING a ohn eee Beene ae cas nent ssn cee eee BW Oe seer 2 10 35 
Sheéboy gars: iste lates sess ek ooeeteeeeeee 55 lal eee eee 31 31 113 

Ota cea. ct eee 584 48 647 258 1, 537 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES or LAKE Micuican IN 1917, By StaTES AND Coun- 
TIES—Continued. 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels, fishing. Vessels transporting. 

State and county. Gasoline. Gasoline. 

Ton-| ,- Out- Ton- |, Out- No. nage. Value. fit, |No- nage. Value. fit. 

Michigan 
Benzie..... aoeecaoceccs 5 46) $4,200) $2,715) 1 6} $450 $50 
Berrien. ....... beeseosd 2 15} 1,500 17) al | SCs eee 
oe Scmabaccanss 9,210) 18; 141) 16,000] 6,650) 1 vi 300, 225 
2 See es, meer. (eee PS ECC es 1 ee Ra a SE Pee ee eee eae prea ie 

Grand Traverse.......-. 4 43) 3,800} 1,200) 1 9} 1,000 20 
TEE a re 96H) 115250) 8; 950|- 2-2/5 .c~-2|_wasce- ae 
MRIMHD Ss). 525 co) oo cae a a= pale oe ee lo deo ns 7 43) 3,350 2 16 900 240 
Manistee..... > 7 49) 09000) (BF 435) oo) ooo he sole 
BESAOAN I 3. 88 sac wwe 2 4,000 9} 79) 6,550) 2,115, 2| 16| 850, 95 
TS Sia Sa Rama A baa) 7-9 UE a (ee eae eee SAGh ae 9 124) 10,700 1,285 
Cit er ee a = Oe ee ier ee eee 4 27; 4,500; 800) 1 8 600 50 
or ae Sas aes eee Sa Oe ee rea Pai) SOD at O00 ex eee ce | ease eee 
BE SS ee ee ee CS ers 0 ee dy ee a ee SS) Pea Bs See eee | eee ae 
Schooleraft............. BBE -Syab0) Ss 675). 6 [oo . 555 [re ceeclsenee a 
Marl Baren.. io cces....- 6 600 cE Ry eee Mais men SE eos 

Ta eet 43| 758] 134,450] 52,040] 78 616| 65,950) 24,205) 17| 186] 14,800 1,965 

Indiana: Laporte. ....... hal 8 1, 200) BAO aacwas eee axes 

Tlinois | fe 
Diels Sodio camels veeicasdraws's nds ladweinicou 8) 7B) withdg 200) 14, OGL. <x clebaawc|omecess leeeea 
_/) ASE EL aS A ORE RIG Se Re BG) 18,800) {3,100}... fin ncea|iunaass bested 

SSL Ee ae RS eT re 13| 128) 30,700| 7,195]....|......|....... nae 
Wisconsin at rare 
Brown...... Soa omer ae 23) 192) 14,800) 1,300, 22; 140) 10,350) 875 
ee NS TTD 8 47, 423) 43,650) 3,881; 4] 34] 2,500; 130 
RPIOBNG - 5 56 ao dsaens 1 14} 1,400) SOOKE lean aeelsaetos eee 
JEGWANGCC.......555c002- 19); TI) TOAD0) 0880)! 2 ales. 1D. eos ONT eR 
Manitowoc. . 224: 4.220 a S48). 107000) 16. GRO). ..2lwenwcleseonxelams.ass 
Marinette... ccscence« 22} 173) 21,700) 3,500) 7 74} 4,900 950 
Milwaukee............. 4 ee ee eee Ce ee | eee 
Ot Ee EES EE |e S| (Sea VERE 26; 201; 15,810) 1,325) 9 51] 5,375, 395 
OTT EE SOS 2 1} 15) 2,000} 200; +1) 10) 300 200 
Gta daha Pues ee Es Ce oe en cee ot eal Dee [eee ae Fe hae 

Sheboygan............. A) SS 'ZD00) 4S B00l- Sere |e ees 

SPUAL. ~ atts ose sd 1,361) 136,460) 24,386) 43) 309) 23,425 2,550 

Grand total........) 92 1,795, 397, 650 122, 885, 240 2,118) 234,310) 56,636| 60 495) 88,225, 4,515 
| / 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, BY StaTES AND Coun- 
TIES—Continued. 

INVESTMENT—Continued. 

State and county. 

Van Buren 

Brown 

RACING. joce. ccneoeen ms 

Sailand Power Apparatus of capture, | Apparatus of capture, shore 
row boats. boats. vessel fisheries. fisheries. 

3 Pound nets ‘ 
Gill nets. Value | and trap nets. Gill nets. 

No.|Value} No.| Value. of 
lines 

No. | Value No. | Value. | No. | Value. 

4 $750) 5 cee ee OMe 7} = $1,475 146) $1,447 
3 pod) EER Pg te oe 6 725 48 370 
3 700} 1,875} $29,074!....... 6 460 55 545 
9} 4,000] 3,757] 35,552)....... 11] 3,550] ~—« 671-6, 640 

18] 6,625] 6,702} 61,048] $1,500) 31] 6,005] 633) 6,309 
35| 10,115 880] 5, 300)....... 136] 16,090} 2,938) 19, 810 

Bre 625] aketemen tote ceee | Seen 12} 5,100] 237] 2,445 
8} 2,150 199] pate Sa| Panes 106] 7,995} 139] 1,450 
9} 1,825) 2,588} 20,290)....... 48 5, 865 174) 1,070 

27| 6,580 242] 1,786 4) 152} 20,725} 375] 3,320 
5 550 890] 8,600] 1,535) 13] 1,180/ 156) 766 

13 lain S4|su-t eeece 1,317) 14,496] 700} 79] 6,400 14] 150 
10° S320)" 261— 7,850): S| Lee Ok) RR 80| 24,675] 161) 954 
24, 519) 2 750 269} 2,748 600, 39 5, 800 133} 1,156 

eae beer ee Sree] Seen dese 350} 3,500 (50). ee ck ce eae |e eeeeee | eee 
16] 361} 3 900] 7,275) 54,200] 1,650) 19] 2,425} 112) 1,120 
5] 115] 8! 2,975] 1,677] 15,045]....... 42) 5,950/ 253] 2,105 
4) - 90] 3 S50||O MT ST2) 4s 4 Sate 20h: We ae ae 171) 1,710 

241) 4,828) 168) 48,295) 29,833) 267,728} 6,739] 787} 114,420) 6,416) 51,367 

| DG Pees 200 |e eee see erereer | wearers re 5 1,100 210} 4,460 
10} 255) 6} 1,400) 1,695) 35,940 200 7 3, 800 102} 1,530 
Oo] a0 2 450) Se 22 52 Sseees seit asses 6 2, 700) 57} 1,140 

23} 610] 14} 3,050] 1,695) 35,940] 200} += 18] += 7,600] ~—- 369}: 7,130 

7| 125] 1) 1,500 205) AAT 25|2 shee seen | eee 80] 845 
2] Sezolh se 13001 Ma G50) 1s e100| see 8} 3,000} 110) 800 

9} 195} 4/ 2,800) 2,355] 20,225)....... 8} 3,000) 190] 1,645 

62] 1,810} 23) 6,500] 1,506] _7,686)....... 24| 3,600] 1,785) 8,925 
14 545] 43) 11,750) 8,730) 76,330) 7,324 97; 23,450} 14,315) 21,065 
1 20] et |e ee 597) | "4. 600] ee eel eee eae 4 35 
|| Segoe 3 700/ 1,080} 9,530) 6,650 3 900/52. 220 cee 
6| 120) 8] 2,875] 1,507| 16,248]....... 29} 25, 500 31) 165 
9} 250! 13/ 3,900) 5,365] 46,675|....... 43| 15,800} 2,070) 8, 560 

13] 230) 5) 2,650) 1,868) 23,060)....... 2 400 165| 1,470 
34| 995) 18} 5,400) 1,373) 9,529)......- 93) 17,900 954} 8, 586 

lak ewe 3| 1,375] 1,051] 8,600] 425 6| 5,000 10 85 
1 200 150 58 S65) 00000) (sce cata ceeretere 20 250 

14 290; 8] 2,150 435| 8,700) 3,395 24 25, 000 25) 175 

155] 4,310} 125) 37,450) 23,570) 211,723] 18,794) 321} 117,550) 19,379} 49,316 

428] 9,943] 311) 91,595} 57,453) 535,616] 25,733) 1,134) 242,570] 26, 354)109, 458 
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FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. "s 

SraTIsTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By STATES AND Coun- 
TIES—Continued. 

INVESTMENT—Continued. 

Apparatus of capture, shore fisheries—Continued. 

Crawfish Sture Gach Total 
: Ta and ac- as * "5 

State and county. Fyke nets. Seines. Value pots. cessory | capital. penis: 

of property. ‘ 
lines. 

No. | Value. | No.| Value. No. | Value. 

“eS tARs bes Sane BREE Ana BRE Bees Band aeee rer) Seaasen Pema.) Soe eeee $1, 275}........| $5,062 
=k ee Ee PRE eee) nee eee ce] Dee] (ae SR S7Oi. =. Oe] 2. ok Sil) SARs 1,925 
yA 0 Te SR 1 Pana (SEY (ane) | 7 Trager (eae al igerenyins (eae 15,145|........| 85,039 
Pee ee en ee See Be 1 $150 7) | pee 8,705} $2,000) 100,172 

Spi ccsoree Geel ET rao (eee eames 6 i] (Re eal Se Se Pee 34,540] 7,000] 174,197 
PTE 7 Ai | a a al Sa ea aR a 14,040] 2,500] 78,903 

3a AE oS ea i eR) APES F beet ace BOO) cekccls ences 7 11,395 
GTHIRESETAVONSD<. 3255 fot) olan ceecalL etapa eine [> in 2a La yt) ES 24,591 

RPE he Ser Sete 8 Pe? Beer] prune) Bea een LL ee aes 21, 835)........] 81,440 
wee Rae a Re EE ee OE Ee eee] Se eee oe, Seer epee rao aa te) 
Sp Fee Sa hae en Ee (Ey eee aie eee See eee 4,600)........| 27,831 

TESTES To oe Se ay NRRL 2 975|........}) @d.001 
HOOD slicks: ely ek Sule ewcliweehe 97,961] 80,000 745 

Sead St eee See BORE (ene, (See) Peale or] om Segene! bereminera SABO Ets ea 

REL) PORES CCE Se SRE RT aR 5 RPS SE A 34, 865] 32,000] 168) 496 
yf Meo l TA BERD ited PS SRR PS SS, Gl <a ~ 7,000] 3,500 59,615 
Ea RE as ei 2 eae FR PA CER 800)... 2a) eR OFS 

6,395) 1 150 

LO TSAR PRN hele tk ENE EC AE 1,250]........| 8,195 
oheGee epee Eaeee, Meat Pe (EON MRT Sh eee 5,075, 1,000} 65, 860 

“Re ABE aerial RPP aaiat SUD are 1! RI WN PK Rea IE 1, BO lcecnace} hg a20 

SER Pe ae SN EA ECS DS NESS 7,575| 1,000} 79,825 

Pe seh 1, Cee ee et Pe el sett he 1,085,769] 112, 500|1, 229, 194 
a or las a dsc aetaheh can eae Sore A Re erp | a 36,470 

Se pa Cal MORN FEY RPTAPa Ey 1,087,369} 112, 500\1, 265, 664 

27,710} 48) 15,500 160,169] 79,500) 341,525 
PERE 5 UE OE oe Bae 1, 250 ,385| 6,500] 239,010 

ORES OS FS AN Bee Pan Tne 7000)....2...| 19,405 
ees FoR CA BI PE ae 650|........| 36,370 
>) | Ae Le Oe Re 2) 200 27,385| 1,800] 105,028 

7 eS rr oe 29,097) 9000] 157,642 
See Se Gael Coat ell adpaxtaloagahiawars ts 87)500| 10,000] 234; 580 

4, 880} 3) "900 iA 78, 220 
eRe ee Mane Rs SE 23)500| 1,000} 83, 185 

ore EPEC PP aPE EL AED EE mA FS ox ipa 7,400|....-...| _ 47,950 
fs SRE eI EE 2 120 35,950] 1,500} 171/380 

3,286] 33,400| 60) 17,970 405, 161| 109, 300|1, 514, 295 
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SrariIsTicSs OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, BY STATES AND Coun- 
TIES—Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES. 

Ciscoes. 
z Carp, Catfish and State and county. Burbot. Neti an 4 bullheads. 

Fresh. Salted. 

Michigan: Pounds.| Value.|Pounds.| Value.|Pouwnds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pownds. | Value. 
Allegan. 4 5 oie os vee ete 300 $12 hee ee ale. eee 7, 633 $466 2,437) $142 
Antrim 
Benvzie.......+.5- 
Berrien 
Charlevoix 
Wealtat J. cos -.ek 
Emmet 
Grand Traverse 
Leelanau 
Mackinac 
Manistee 
Mason 4-975 sae 
Menominee 
Muskegon 
Oceana 
Ottawa 
Schoolcraft 
Van Buren 

Total 

Indiana 
10: eee » H 5 
Laporte.........- 2,164 107 650 26 120 $17 641,730) 43,303)... 225/522 See 
Portert<sce425-22 350 10 100 Ala. Sheed eteceen 85,600), 45.275) 2 eemenel oeeeere 

Total is-nene 3,139 130} 1,150 46 120 17 813,830). 52) (13 |e ne mncieinl ciemeee 

Illinois 
Cookbescccusesack 58 1 Pee bs PE a AS Se 580,098) (31,825). cecn sec | mete 
Wake. ge 5 8 Bees he? sas ce aul ese PA Sa eon sees seal eoeeeee 435,720) 22, (315| aeeeeeeee Beeeeee 

Totalacs- oe 58 Also Se Sale | ead a ceed 1, 015,818) 54, 140|ac os sees seeeeee 

Wisconsin: 
BIOWBaecssseccn 86, 886 435| 213,453} 6,404) 148,577) 5,979} 1,078,433) 35,049 58,360} 2,762 
oor [Asse eee as UTE | ie) PRE | eT SG me Lares 3! 1,595,733) 51,861] 1,788, 550] 86,388 
Kienoshsiye. 22-422 |sseeeca hes eed oS acetal Sateen semmecee eens 292, 874 
Roewaunes:— - = hac. asst lve oes Jno ean wee osceaaalspeme see pace aes 423,016 
Manitowoc 2,760 T4d |e Ae Stet Laer 755, 762} 
Marinette DN sO | Le eae ek rs ee 3,969] 159] 2,396, 248) 
Milwaukee 200 1b Pee eee paeenee 1, 069, 310) 
conto 1, 445, 931 

Ozaukee 342, 140) 
Racine 20, 400 
Sheboygan 932, 958) 

Totaby. 2 2.23 136, 522 683) 243,513) 7,382] 164,346] 6,610) 10,352, 805) 425,975] 2,398, 040|115, 770 

Grand total. .| 166,785) 1,436) 246,503] 7,500] 164, 466 6, 627/ 15,341, 588) 706, 638) 2,917, 766/139, 344 

——IIIIIIIyICIUIUuL_ |= —__——] _— _———ELL_QL\_ 5  SSS_—S_—___—_—_—_LLLL___===_===_—aSqqqqaqqa—_ 

Pike perch 
State and county. Pike. (wall-eyed or Rock bass. ee patiead Sturgeon. 

yellow pike). 3 

Michigan: Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. |Pounds,| Value. 
SP eee amemar elton ce s|ncncceee 4,758 fa ease Peeesaae 1, 600 $64 895 $205 
Uo yale oe Beas Baer 1, 100 126 |eeeeciesa|seeemone 300 12} 3,520 943 
Charlevoix. - 22. -|:22ecee-|sc2cccs sls coawscneltecce nen | seem ewcelaoccesee eam eeeen | seater 40 5 
Delia. seh eee 6, 230|'  ($623|° 956; 234i 6p 40bls emeaee bcs eee ee | meme | eae 763 94 
PmMmMeys-. .. aetes late ceca beeen 75 Qh a cccdvec|eucciseitellec'ec cee -s'| s ctahepeteleell aaleialaetete Poteenaaete 
Grand Traverse cence noel. ocx cee -|b woe osullees ccmes lscoucmice ben cemee eaeeene laase eats 35 3 
Mackinac. 2 oe eee ea occc scaled sek ane |soeeeeee pene e call ce oe emma a eee cee ire 890 124 
Manistee......... 519 27 5, 585 BLS cite ec seme eel letewietanialleistersteterse 943 144 
Mason 33: >. shee 900 OO] WS 2505S) secre | Cae eiee 200, 8 68 16 
Menominee... ..- 71 6} 1,065 198]. tose al Seameeta| 5 op 'eetnal coer 361 72 
Muskegon.......- 300 30 5,378 804 oe ae ie 280 434 104 
Ottawa. aed |te semen se 2,523 Fc ee a pee eee 1,315 48 360 108 
Schooloratt. = 2522 i los ssesewleoss csc 523 LOA ce cce sls oebaee aaa ceeba emeeers 50 6 
Van Boren. 2 555: see esreelbcs ccc calen cee. s cel eeae eee coma | Semenaite Scatter aeeeereers 50 13 

Notalses ese 8, 020 776\0 89) 016|elinos7| eee | aeons 10, 415 412] 8,409] 1,837 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By SrarEs AND Coun- 
TIEs—Continued. 

| YIELD, BY SPECIES—Continued. 

Pike perch “ Sheepshead 
State and county. Pike. (wall-eyed or Rock bass. Sturgeon. yellow pike). or drum. 

Indiana: Pounds.) Value. | Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. 
2. S83 ees cece SSeS bce Gee) BeRep oes Kecade + =) ce SoS sesccocd Eeeseecs| Badass $406 

$26). 1,400]. \ S240[eas S|. esse. 750 $30 
Boece aac os ee oe aabeomantae nl te dee aloeeea ode aacedecc 

11) me Re: 4) mR | pl Sok SY Rae Se 750 30 

OS ey 1ScaRo tee os 74s pees = een <2 16, 929 338 
717 1,714 $137 318 16 
A RRR ae enc tone linn weenlaccs san clocuanecaltheraudulencesnes 

Tie (ith PRT Seif a Br Gt Pe a ER SS RS RR ESS 1 ae el [ei 

1,714 137| 17,247 354 

18,445] 1,714 137| 28, 412 796} 10, 805 

Suckers. Trout, lake. 

eoocecoeee(| A906 OS, DOS) BAB .- cee eenleeeeeee| 8 8=800L,UL0) Old)... lene ene 

Pee rcecenelecesceceiecceees| Dy ADU BUD -ccccccclecceees|  @ 990) 44/0/... 2... clenweenes 

woccceeese, 290i DIV = LU, BRS) Eade ewww ewe ewe ee) = <4, ISU] 20, 005)... .. 2. lee ee ewe 

wee were ccceslecccceceiewsnese| OI, ADT) LE, 0S! pce eee eneleeeeeee| 195,008) Ll, 009). ......2 [ee ee eee 

fewer ececlececcccelewweses| Dy WU) LRU pce wwwenleeeeees| VYO,OIS) ¢,300)........).-----6 

wm ececewlecee wee) BWR, ODI) 02,210). cee ee ee len ee eee 

Seo gg es 0 ee 0) ee 2) | ee 

wocVccsccesesns 29 83S 8 OU4Zi = VUbjeccccces|esceces| 29,100] 20, B81). -cccccalcccecce 

19,100] 2,350|........ | ela es 
WOU WN, 740i na oe close ae 

1, 300 SY DS aE 

OG | a a 

515 | en Re 
105,195) 18,075|,.-.....|....... 

ia, 640) 38, 1191... aie]... << 
FF ——————— | ______} 

~" "802, 519| 81,736] 1,830) 186 

Pe vrGESh, 33 17 

ae eS 18 

531| 4,841, 587| 523, 105 221 

| 625 8,647, 895| 852,879] 2,820) 259 
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SraTIsTIcs OF THE FISHERIES oF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By SrarEs aND Coun- 
TIES—Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES—Continued. 

4 Whitefish 
soter ee Whitefish, common. snienominbst 

State and county. “ hee - | White bass. 

Fresh. Salted. Fresh. 

Michigan Pounds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. |Pownds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. 

TMlinois; Wake se ss) ee eee eee see ene pee aee 33; 600)). \ 4; 750|0 2. 22 Oes | i oe | ee eee 

Wisconsin: 
TOWecseee tenets ee selene 675 27 600 Gy Reeeerias Bcoebners| Sistas os sccscc 

Door 225. ece sls - stone alae sos bae sae eneee | sseen 48,002)" 4, 950-2522 -2s| soccer 23, 145 926 
NCOWAUINEO sade ool cm oe ce [Se emeon eee eee 1, 000 112) 5502] Soe SRE | As eee 
MANILGWOC soca Scere ee teen yee ee |p acer 42, 582) 4, 451 oS bi 8 | oe soe eal eee | eee 
Marinette (ono 2 | 625 tema tetnnteh | acceemee| telnceme 26; 672) ° 2, 805) 222.0282 8/528 .s0ee|eeeeeee eee 
MINWAUKGS seeareelh = seers emer. |pe nate | ae eae 4, 680 yb URE AA Boome saci olhicciatass 
OCONLOZ so sole ancl seems seen rst |aeemceen|sssenet 14,344)" 1).607)0. 522 |. Sees | Seen eee 
Ovankees. oie ee ale ees el iete soiete | Sete emeh |. cea 5, 040 545) 52 505l22| essen eee eee 
Sheboygan. 2.5.2 oiF Pet eile eles ceeee ao eoee 24; 910), 3,988) sac2tccre| see meee 500) 27 

Totals esas ax eel eee ene 675 27\\, £167,880). 19; O96 |e tas ee| ee 23, 645 953 

Grand total..| 21,950} 3,349) 1,275 77| 3, 045, 448) 323,162} 1,945 201) 100,332) 4,829 
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Sratistics or THE FisHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, BY STATES AND Coun- 
TIEs—Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES—Continued. 

a eee Yellow perch. 

Bints and county. {| = u j Crawfish. Total. 

Fresh Salted 

Michigan Lbs. Value. | Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. Lbs. Value. 
RT SS eae. 2) ose a= 2 =| 5 Sct et va $91 3% 
vost ty ee ee | Ee ee Se er ee cer « Saree be eres Perce Gert 
1G» Sa eee Sees 1,300 112) 
errianeys 32... 4)258. 2551-228 11,964) 1,340 
Charlevoix ..-..-. 52,088} 3,170 
Balto ett soz. ates 176, 204] 12,035 
emis e as. . .. 2] 52h. 4. - | eeh224 5, 800 460 
Grand Traverse 4, 157 362 
Leelanau........- 3,391 287 
Mackinac......-. 380 
OC eS | eee eee 9,815 
Mismon 3 s520.26. 1.3) S52229.1-55-% 22 5,013 511 
Monamirice.<o<t)-225_ .-.---2- 4,561 180 
Muskegon......-.. 8, 137 654 
UL ISP a CRN DES i ad | es See BE Ena 
Ottawa .......... 21,818) 1,703 
ETS Se PR Be 11 (SY ee De ee eee 
Van Buren....... 3, 823 

otal 22+. 6 309, 599 

Indiana: { 
1 eee 18, 300 2 Oe ee Ee oe Sen eee 146,734] 12,707 
Laporte.......... 18, 600 Bi Se Sa ee Bal FE ea Wee” Re 775,541) 57, 260 
BOL terete. 5 TD eG 1 ae ce SR EEE as ee ees 93,900} 5, 132 

Total: .....-- POT Me bes rs oR eee eee Fen al Pere 1,016,175] 75,099 

Tilinois: 
a a ee! bo dey 2 1502. BE DS G1Sh siz; This) eoer S81 Jee eee io 661,284 39,020 
LS See read (Fae ie Fed HOO} a OU 0 apes ade fae Los ee 695,010} 48,355 

otal, .... elses 2 59, O19f 10 179i s2 geese esas [Se eee eee 1,356,294) 87,375 

Wisconsin 
EOWA 320 <53'505 58 , 368, 888} 116,085 
at a 4,526,471) 235,391 

Kenosha......... , 580} 36, 174 
Kewaunee.....-.. 907,738} 62, 635 
Manitowoc....... , 288,055] 91,172 
Marinette........ 3,212,056) 123, 412 
Milwaukee .....-.. 2, 269,486) 181,742 
OUMILO! foxes 2s oo , 333, 133) 85,456 
Ozaukee , 608) 53,3 
NING si wires is = 553,475) 74,395 
Sheboygan....... 1, 860, 189} 165, 258 

TOpAl se 2 se 21, 453, 679]1, 225, 084 

Grand total. + 35, 460, 628]2, 270, 859 

FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS. 

Of the total product, 20,786,387 pounds, valued at $1,493,914, was 
credited to the vessel fisheries, and 14,674,241 pounds, valued at 
$776,945, to the shore or boat fisheries. In the vessel fisheries, gill 
nets and lines were employed and in the shore fisheries pound nets 
and trap nets, gill nets, fyke nets, seines, lines, and crawfish pots. 
The catch with these forms of apparatus was as follows: Gill nets, 
22,346,654 pounds, valued at $1,458,809; pound nets and trap nets, 
8,735,445 pounds, valued at $491,647; lines, 2,007,204 pounds, 
valued at $231,563; fyke nets, 1,906,613 pounds, valued at $72,875; 
seines, 384,217 pounds, valued at $11,538; crawfish pots, 80,495 
pounds, valued at $4,427. 
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The products of the vessel and shore fisheries by States, counties, 
apparatus, and species in 1917 are shown in the following tables: 

YIELD OF VESSEL FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By STATES, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SPECIES. 

Indiana. Illinois. 

Apparatus and species. 

Laporte. Cook. Lake. Total. 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
Gill nets: 

Hurhatisisee lo}. isests: 1,764 $75 58 Ty Seas SSeS 58 $1 
iscoes) fresh... -<.-<..05<= 573,330 | 39,973 | 525,258 | 28, 835 | 309,000 |$15, 935 834,258 | 44,770 
Prout AKO. -)-.2.5<5-ets- 95,310 9,951 515 37 | 151,875 | 16,325 152,390 | 16,362 
Whitefish,common, fresh. 100 ME Becca Scene Sacer eet eee ee ete 
Mellowiperdh..22. 2... 57-bit ce. eed oe et sac 44,613 | 3,807 | 34,200] 1,875 78, 813 5, 682 

Motals 242.2 eck Sse. 670,504 | 50,014 | 570,444 | 32,680 | 495,075 | 34,135 | 1,065,519 | 66,815 
eLines: Trout, lake, fresh... . 7,000 700 OR. ke eee PR oat aoe ooo st he eee 

Grand total. ......- 677,504 | 50,714 | 570,444 | 32,680 | 495,075 | 34,135 | 1,065,519 | 66,815 

Michigan. 

Apparatus and species. 

Benzie. Berrien. Charlevoix. Delta. 

Gill nets: Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value.| Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.) Value. 
Br Dott ote cette ctetee 4, 870 $89 2,770 $63 7, 742 $172: || s-as-cees | eEeeeeee 
Ciscoes— 

WROSHW «35s face ose cee 176,545 | 10,253 | 389,976 |.25,326 | 241,184 | 12,153 3, 552 $125 
Saltedssae 292 oe -5 Sos |secsee oe oe sees ae ae ae Semel eemiee nell eenieey aerate Mane etn 34, 840 1,398 

Suckers A403. - 32sec eS 11,011 412 1,125 90 7, 896 244 2,097 79 
Troutilake:esi scsi =22 295,695 | 26,896 | 233,164 | 24,163 | 876,740 | 54,663 | 96,499 7,720 
Whitefish— 

Common, fresh....... 678,988 | 72,668 | 10,068} 1,437 | 409,354 | 40,908 | 26,063 3,193 
Gormimion salted: 2. oot. 5.<-atend| eer ond| te ee ee noe eee eee 1, 200 96) |Ssanecods| Uemeeries 
Menominee, fresh. ... 30 Te BASsoeeae| Mcorcmrse 6, 305 381) | <5. Set cele neeeeee 
Menomines, Salted <7 3) 2... <'-ctaria Sc iiewetrd] oproacereaa lee. 100 Ve eet oe s-\seacdact 

Vellow-perchs222 es eee eat eee sae 1,725 202 14, 908 Pl BEBO Nabe bok anocc 

Totals. 2262 apes 1,167,139 | 110,319 | 638, 828 | 51,281 |1,565,429 | 109,516 | 163,051 | 12,515 
Lines: Trout, Jake, fresh....].....-..-- Jececceree[ocecereeefeseseres 80, 581 6; 347. |ccemaseas| eeeee 

—$ SS — —— —— | | | 

638,828 | 51,281 |1,646,010 | 115,863 | 163,051 | 12,515 Grand total........ 1,167, 139 | 110,319 

Michigan—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Grand Traverse. Leelanau. Mackinac. Manistee. 

Gill nets: Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Valuc.| Pounds. | Value. | Pownds. | Value. 
IS} 1 810) Ae os See ee ae 1,100 S200 5 oe eel SSO Rae ok Rae sar sl ee cette | ete ee 
Ciscoes, fresh............. 7,320 354" 2805659) |ISUL ORD) |G ee celeensene 75,405 | $3, 889 
MICEOIS 2 5 ese: chs bis ccc les sccmmeme | aac ene 250 10 13, 309 $767 11, 606 410 
POUL, WHKO2 255 4 oo oc ona 12,000 884 | 378,500 32,969 | 3,044 | 139,542] 14,051 
Whitefish— 

Common, fresh. ...... 1,560 241 | 320,625 69,048 | 8, 203 18,142 2,266 
Common salted5.26 5 |2224 5. SUS eee. eee See noe 155 22 gclithyeaep || tae a cele 
Menominee: fresh. 2 -|5-1- 45 <i ciaa|e apres ale e!lectscw'eie' mc ander 11,918 BBD |iceesce cc apseeeeees 
Menominee, Salted...|..........|-.-....- 698 6, 900 0 Bere i ecisec 

Yellow pereh:. ..4..-<.=- 987 86 BG als met By leiwrataoumeprralc creat asio|cate sae aa | ae 

133,299 | 13,013 | 244,695 | 20,616 
iE RE SE bo Ties pet (ok 87 0 1,025 82| 25/875 | 2,580 

|) | | | | | 

Grand total........ 22,967 | 1,585 | 930,768 134,324 | 13,095 | 270,570 | 23,196 

Motales: wseys ite. 22,967 | 1,585 | 930,768 
Lines: Trout, lake, fresh 
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YreLp oF Vesset FisHERIES or LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By SrarEes, CoUNTIEs, 
APPARATUS, AND Specres—Continued. 

Michigan—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Mason. Muskegon. Oceana. Ottawa. 

Gill nets: Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
12571 49,2) Spe See ae ae eae 5, 850 S169! |- 22 2s8sonl soe ese Ss sa occas ce 1,522 $31 
Ciscoes, fresh ........-.-- 167,110 | 11,363 | 20,555 | $1,234 | 24,000 | $1,440 863,050 | 48,878 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
CELL SOT LLL ) (ak eS SE Bid RRR SRI aie eed poser eg gd js een Sei (A eee eee AN | pee a 40 6 

SLTTE TT as ig ee en ee 700 36 357 PAW Se Segre: cl besa! at lara ae aed eee Rea 
Wrote ake oo 22355. 121,401 | 12,998 2,408 273 9,875 | 1,337 198,491 | 24,047 
Whitefish ,common, fresh. 3, 205 406 2,101 309 1,518 258 bP 360 
ogo: Sea Bahia eee 4,942 So i pe aes pe el 1,000 70 

LV) 7 ls tage ER 298,266 | 24,972] 30,363 | 2,233 | 35,393 | 3,035 | 1,067,103 | 73,392 
Lines: Trout, lake, fresh -. 27, 465 3,530 | 13,466 | 1,526 | 36,575 | 5,676 38, 981 5,021 

Grand total.......- 325,731 | 28,502 | 43,829] 3,759 | 71,968 | 8,711 | 1,106,084 | 78,413 

Michigan—Continued. Wisconsin. 

Apparatus and species. 

Schoolcraft. Van Buren. Total. Brown. 

Gill nets: Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pownds.| Value. 
TI A i Nad nas Safe meh Hs macs AN oan age Sta smai res 23,854 $544 | 32,230 $161 
Ciscoes— 

(ye ie Bee ea 13,891 $557 | 80,016 | $5,303 | 2,293,263 | 132,860 | 573,702 | 18,645 
UE) lee Bagge ae eR REE) Dice eigaea (Bp ac Renta! i fase 34,840 1,398 | 43,1388 2,027 

Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellcw pike)............ 114 7) SAD Apa A FS a Baas 154 7 hy (ES el PR PO 
CG: Oe Bae 5,747 287 542 52 54,640 | 2,408] 1,624 49 
Dl RA ee es 347,412 | 28,328 | 60,871 | 7,197 | 2,805,567 | 233,333 |.......-.].....-.. 
Whitefish— 

Common, fresh....... 203,575 | 28,635 | 14,360 2,101 | 1,761,607 | 189,733 |.........].......- 
SE 7 Ry ee ee aed eater aye enee goon |” LIB Te scm apleaeta cw 
Menominee, fresh iio ft |. GD boscessslccecn ees 21, 128 PC 7 de eee op PS | al ae 
7 Be Pe oe Cael Maienpaann Pe eis 6,008 Th ADR eee eens 

Li = 27 ae a aR TaD 623 62 24,221! 1,711] 70,144] 2,806 

ey) ae 156,412 | 14,715 | 7,027,327 | 563,662 | 720,838 | 23,688 
Lines: Trout inks, MRM pT eed has bow nen caele dared ccaldden woe = Bed, CON | May (OM ence on ale. cS 

Grand total....... 57,945 | 156,412 | 14,715 | 7,251,295 | 588,424 | 720,838 | 23, 688 

Wisconsin—Continued. 

Apparatus and species 

Door. Kenosha. Kewaunee. Manitowoc. 

Gill nets Pounds. | Value Value. | Pounds.| Valuc. | Pownds.| Value. 
Lipids 3, Dee se See ae baeies | 43, 664 SS [ios cccdublnes o-cbalonsckeee oslo sede cele seed] tase kt 
OND RAGS: oa o5)7> bia Sos eS Wats ba wn oe Sh aby os eupdow sae pie eed eaweeo bau petep aaa 1,300 $68 

ONS so ics Poutones ees 852,098 | 27,693 | 292,874 |$16,084 | 265,573 | $8,631 | 752,522 | 42,693 
2 eee EA 58,918 BL) SES NS oe ot PR COREE | ee 

MEMORIES 0 sie wevacdave ress 3, 642 1 Ee Te eee 750 18 5, 213 259 
eat WEB. 5.2 20-2525-5 285,784 | 29,722 19,616 | 41,723] 4,339 | 152,772 | 13,800 
Whitefish— 

Common, fresh....... 21,388 PPS UT) ly PRUE ESE Se foie ep | (SDR aes 108 19 
Menominee, fresh. ... 23,145 Reta Pe ewes led ena cal Gea tase w eins qaelews.cke sed 

Yellow perch............. 38, 851 ES a edchons valine ti odes 15,312 612 | 10,928 951 

Lo ee 1,327,440 | 65,434 323,358 | 13,600 | 922,843 | 57,790 

Lines: 
RMBs bén satan due daa <9 ove 5, 756 Ae weet lat sou cdu ees daseoa|’ cones dfineeeeady eens 
Trout, lake— 

13. LY Reeth» See 800, SBS | SEZs caddoncleccadace ALU. B25, | 42005 bedecwacdclasacca es 
eT BR AT Eat erence fees °° Ae] (aa a 215 17. bodvcdSeculeeedeas 

Eden w dow kGew'e's 806, 684, |: Site eeces s< bs adcade~ 410,740 | 42/7718) (235 cod alee cee 

Grand total........ 1,634,084 | 97,186 | 473, i 734,098 | 56,312 | 922,843 | 57,790 
EE eS eee ere) a ee |S eee ee Rr Seed) 

35286°-—21——39 
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YIELD OF VESSEL FISHERIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, BY STaTEs, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SPECIES—Continued. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Marinette. Milwaukee. Oconto. Ozaukee. 

Gill nets: Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.) Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Burbotbee ee ee ee 1,842 $9 cates Sooc] see de Sc clte oe hos la] Re ee | 
Ciscoes, fresh.........---- 1,868,107 | 65,372 | 965,870 | $56,461 | 675,458 |$21,952 | 309, 680 |$20, 488 
Pikees is se eee a 2,000 140 fee ee se ee eee go cesa] OOS ee ee ee ee ee 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 

yellow pike).........-.- 700 84 [enn ee gea] ck lan ns s| ow cinerea] Cee Conte || See eee eee at 
Brckersepcees. oe ete zh ae? Wr ic Os ee SE bec eee 6, 089 142932) SOU eee 
Trout AKOS: is one.<-o: 99,528 | 8,808 | 1,029,581 | 105,051 |....-.-..].-----.- 177,128 | 18,600 
Whitefish, common, fresh. 239056 | 2,064: oa oo ce] semcceeeelecsscemac sees 2c coe eeee | oan 
Yollow perch--. isc2 42... 68,114 | 2,725 71,360 iy). al ee! (es ee Ee ae 

Total stot. 2,227,565 | 87,163 | 2,066,811 | 166,736 | 681,547 | 22,094 | 486,808 | 39, 088 
Lanes: Cros, lake, Meshes so? = 2 | cose a2 all errata sal cries eae | See ee tel eee cyl Oi fe age 55,000 | 6,000 

qrand total........| 2,227,565 | 87,163 | 2,066,811 | 166,736 | 681,547 | 22,094 | 541,808 | 45,088 

Wisconsin—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. a Se Grand total. 

Racine. Sheboygan. Total. 

Gill nets: Pounds.| Value.| Pouwnds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
Lyle sa agsesacsee sood oo donee lsecasec! pSaeccncos|ses055ec 77, 736 $388 103, 412 $1, 008 
Ory Os CUT ATS Se bee Shes eo ebnnod Haseseq poor ns sSeq|sSSaer56 1,300 68 1,300 
Ciscoes— 
Rrouheeck ss boe eee 17,400 |$1,000 | 600,430 |$44,474 | 7,173,714 |323, 493 |10,874,565 | 541,096 
Balipdcet eee ese teal sean ale tees | ei eee eens 102,056 | 4,873 136, 896 6,271 

Pike yo Pe. bese scccscleacecree|acosnss|oc=seree-0|e-pEeoes 2,000 140 2,000 140 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
VEHOW.DIKC)| cs oe ese Sec nce. col sacar eae | eee ee 700 84 854 113 

BUCKEIS Sees a seeeeeee cor lek woe cee lee tena minencn eel premeraemne 183,536 | 8,402 238,176 10,810 
Mroutslakess Vea o. ous 64,375 | 8,500 | 238,000 | 29,500 | 2,269, 237 |237,936 | 5,322,504 | 497,582 
Whitefish— 

Common respec. cece. ese ee [eae ae ee teamteas alee eee 42,502 | 4,585 | 1,804,209 | 194,333 
Conimion; salted). 2 22 (240 s,<|Uaeoe celles oe Snel Gace lee cece | mae mete 1,355 118 
Manomines iresh: $2. \se eer. ce [bs cern. |iacsee eee |seene ce 93,145 926 44,273 1,958 
Menominee salen 2.0 | Poe aslo ate a] eee = tee oa ae ce etl eetnstetates eiete tat eee 6, 698 496 

Rao afd Ch Sore canoe ids| bounded abhose| PoBacdesealaooeno- 274,709 | 13,872 377,743 21,265 

Motaless. Sees ee 81,775 | 9,500 | 838,430 | 73,974 |10, 150,635 {594,767 |18, 913,985 |1, 275, 258 

Lines: 
| 2g 1 er Pe, | rd ol fae ene tS ae apr 5, 756 460 5, 756 460 
Trout, lake— 

Brest: oe: ete 462,750 |64,300 | 406,300 | 48,430 | 1,635,463 |192,717 | 1,866,431 | 218,179 
Salted: = 24 eso o coe ee eee el ee eae L | erator 215 17 215 17 

Total ese) beet 35 462,750 |64,300 | 406,300 | 48,430 | 1,641,434 |193, 194 | 1,872,402 | 218, 656 

Grand total........ 544,525 |73, 800 |1, 244,730 |122, 404 |11, 792, 069 |787,961 |20, 786,387 |1, 493, 914 
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Yretp oF SHORE FisHEeRIEs oF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By SravTEs, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SPECIES. 

Michigan. 

Apparatus and species. 

Berrien. 

Pound nets and trap nets: 
Burbot. 

Charlevoix. 

ett: RNS RTE Ss ae RP gs 11 9 fe] Re eee oer ere eee me 
Ciscogs, fresh: .-...---.<-- 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
wor Tag tls?) Gases uae Sly (RE | as As He ee ee med — Ae 

Sheepshead re (aE aet es OS Segal EAE | i ne | ee ae ee ae al ee eee 
MpUrppon sss eons tee| FOR LTS}. 
PEPRRCHINGD eee sl AG) | PB) Ss soos sl eokew~-| eee 2 
Shekers fresh -.. -27 2... 
MIGuwake, esis sces lr *soll © 46). "62a, PTOI ee So ee 31, 835] 2,291 
eee tL et en A eee ee Poe fests ee ie ea 
Whitefish— 
Common, fresh. .....-..- 9,775] 1,289} 62,332) 6,543 
MEMHRHNERYOSIL . ss -1-. 356 oa) eases) eet ace yee aibus ee 2 Jon wees|h cescecc cmos: 865 49 

Yellow perch, fresh... -.. 3, 500 335) 32,627) 1,944 

LIT = ge a pee 736, 83,486) 6,625) 128,022) 10,840 

Gill nets 
674 15 

igi. UO ee ee cee 15} 21,211] 1,442) 3,292 159 
UN, ee 

Pike ac (wall-eyed or 
SHON PEEP essence cceeP hg OO ot WAT wade oe. con fe cea e ccc}abcc ce aonb obs cICeRetenrine serseelG aR so, 

ees Mtl ae 1! nia) Benes Bar eeare pied eBid eet sh Bs Sears Bee aly OE ee eee 
Suckers— 
LST TUT Sa Raa a ae ppae 40 
SESE een ee ep op milan See awe el. «tance le. meeeeh ls cose]. awa niall se mance 4 

Trout, ne, ji. | aes 2,500} 16,158) 2,391] 74,542) 5,492 

7,793) 1,055} 20,866) 2,164 
biel (AE eames (aera Dre “FET 12,398} 760 

=| eee Cees PEE mee aepienae baie’ 5 SSeS) ES aa ee eee erent 7, 300 546 
6,439} 779] 4,553) 334 

59,298) 6,173 

70 4 
300} 24 

370 28 

1,800} 500 

1,800} 500 

252, 814) 20,354 
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YreLp or SHORE FisHeRIeES OF LAKE MicHIGAN IN 1917, By Stares, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND Sprcres—Continued. 

Michigan—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Delta. Emmet. ee Leelanau. Mackinac. 

Pound nets and trap nets: | Pownds.| Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. | Value. |Pownds.| Value. 
BurpOte<c-65.00los ee 565 D| wo cteios alacace sc |e cctabelotoee Ot la cee cle scleee | eee eee eee 
Ciscoes— 
reeks! Pee se 161,888) 445). eel seeker 14,220} $965] 27, 038) $1,303} 10,575] $370 
Salted esc. ee: 2. ee 465,340) (M5(6|Ssaeee soe cenes|=2ecses foe seee [pe ceieee| <2 ckeee eee ee See 

Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike)........... 10,039) 1,297 75 SO) caer plc 5s ese toe a cllome onic | ee eee 

Sturgeon s+. fee... Sek. 763 94s Stel se ckece 35 6) Os coms aeesee. 890 124 
Suckers, fresh............ 297, 084) 12,027) 3,600 149)187,351| 6,496) 47,389) 1,911) 9,575 409 
Nella aa Ss aeceen 16, 985) 1,557| 11, 225 985| 7, 174 594] 35, 845] 2,743) 36,448) 2,780 

itefish— 
Common, fresh......... 40,688] 3,327) 20,400) 2,510) 37,588] 5,335) 97,041) 7,973) 428, 103] 41, 548 
Comsmion salted. 2052.1). Soe see. ae. SaaS aS stelle gees JS al ee ees 531 75 
Menominee, fresh. ..... 823 114 9} 7, 589 478 
Menominee, Salted feo] 0: = soso] sce ee seesicais | sc ccms| se cdign ale coe ae se eal aneteee 1, 600 115 

Yellow perch, fresh. ....- 49, 520 16) 2,489 214|- Seen eee 

Potalecvwslssceeteos 624, 696| 28, 677) 38,300} 3, 863/246, 568) 13, 409 209,916, 14, 153| 495, 311| 45, 899 

Gill nets: 
Ciscoes— 
OSHS ts seek dt eee 68, 538) 2,875) 3,168 170| 10, 220 615) 4,920 244) oo Soe cel anemia 
Saltedisi. btn soses cee 33; 148}) 5) 086) 252 oe | seine = lone - se Bena [seas cles eie=icte = eee ete |e 

Bikes ee es Pe ahs 1, 230 LIBhe odes ccleedcnec|sacawweleeodocclecccee theca! aaa aee ae 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 

yellow pike)..-......... 17,027) (25008). 28 1.32} cane es s'|a0 pees sda sadesets wets ec ae ee 
Suckers, fresh............ 2215 :061|'7 (95 8138/5. 3. He clasaviowe |acteces|seaenes lebectee eeeeeee 11; 042 521 
Trout, lake— 
1s G1 Lees Sees SES 25,180); 2,262} 80,173] 6,051) 8,500 785| 15,867) 1,348) 15,005) 1,355 
Salvod. Ab. sisSssre SCS. Nass 2 eee IES ee oes AO Be nee eee ol eee see emer 4 4 200 22 

Whitefish— 
Common, fresh. ......-. 85, 677| 8,046] 22,187] 2,276] 2,120 236] 6,211 624] 32,359) 3,725 
Common} salted. . 5 fi... |s.secmeceoseenes| aateere |= pete | cece ey aes al siete = aoe 59 8 
Menominee, fresh. ..... 949 08| ste dec [saseemaliaeinesleisseccs 1, 308 82] 3, 726 252 

Yellow perch... ......... 106, 883) 7,148! 5,800) 460! 2,970 260 866 70 380 19 

Totalecet tos Awd 559, 693) 33, 949]111, 328} 8,957] 23,810} 1,896) 29,172) 2,368] 62,771) 5,902 

2,120 BAL Saedic| ease cme sodienine lon@epiee (nciteepel lccee eee Seeee eee ae 
5, 000 500) 2 20 soc] 2 ceeec| seen sec aceeeeelcn secs cleecens eeeeee ee 

Pike ‘perch Ha: all-eyed or . 
yellow pike)........---- PAS Karas CorL 313] Boece poadase penesse Soesees 

Suckers; iresh.<.< 2.20228 57,092} 2,678).. See ie 
Wellowsperch?. 2. e252" TEES DN) UGC BAe eae boneingaloepneed|seqeene 

tyr: ace Re Os ED 113-181] Gh7- S7 Oley (oe ee hen el Somer ae 

Lines: ‘Trout; lake’... 222. .|.<.beetenlereseoe 5, 000) 420] 6,375 604) 4,375 400) 2) sega eee 

Grand total........-- 1, 297, 570 70, 505/154, 628) 13, 240276, 753) 15, 909]243, 463] 16,921] 558, 082| 51, 801 
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YieLp or SHore FisHerres or LAKE MIcHIGAN IN 1917, BY States, CouNTIEs, 
APPARATUS, AND SpEcrEs—Continued. 

. 

Michigan—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Manistee. Mason. Menominee. Muskegon. Ottawa. 

Pound nets and trap nets: Value.| Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. | Value. Value. 
Gree = ees ee LEE |S 1, 000 $35 100 $1 200 $6 $1 
Canppasiaiices..2.c0cc~ > 2| osc... |seesnk 130; 7 ee on ane 410 16 23 
Ciscoes— 
TT Bee ee 7,688} $402) 19,121) 811] 120,406] 4,575) 109,977) 7,172] 58,419] 3,565 aii Ee aN We ree ie a ene OP Cea See AD2- O60) HISs023) 08235 Gee meee 

et) 9 ne 1 900; D0) se cowck| saeco) ie OOD ae SOO Seesee tee 
Pik rch (wall-eyed or 

yellow pike)........... 748) 11,475) 2,508 359 Sheepshead or drum. ....|.......]......- 100 4 48 
S1tity 2,” 1 ee ae 35 48 10 108 
Rinesrgrenath cowartes. Sete [rae a (eae ie A eg do oc } 62 Suckers, fresh...........- 178| 60,432] 3,445 51 
Trout, lake— 
ren. = 0. - 2... EE 208 597 77 326 
Ta ES EE Ba TEE Lae be Se a (ei a 97) a | eine (aaa RG Cet |" Raa NOR g NCU MED teeta 2a RE esc caiduccesiedeasacclicc-zct + SOO SAA apes 
SO eee De Ee Bee ey eee a Sewklssnaenecigccocet| ee 7GOO|: « GOisascPe alee: coe 

Common, fresh......... 10,519) 1,212) 12,612) 1,670 467 IGMAINIGO IPOS 1-22 5 PB. | PAS 2. bcc cc enulosan Pou oC Panes Beier he eae 
Yellow perch— 

Bred. 2. et 5... 2... 191} 3,513 391 210 PER pristine o sno] wis vans iyatWiws| ade ancelovskos aly lg SOL, (Bloc -acsa]-Aeeertaeceeuele! 

Le eS Gee 2,975) 109,928) 9,046 10, 149) 75,271) 5,220 

Gill nets: 
ERE ah ni ciiiaieerixa, SaaS e Laeeatabe eee alos ke p | ey ees 5 ta eee Ciscoes, fresh... =-:<<.<: 83/ 1,300 65 873 aay ee TTS ie ST Ram ea Mc NAC a me Meee (ee (7 nae Pike perch (wall-eyed or 

VL a 1) cr 70 300 Ma cibecas(tacse ct | (Sb0|") I27|\Scccameeeenee Sheepshead or drum.....|.......]....... 100 PS a Cy es Ih eae ed eet Pee sy la Tae SHAIIROOUL: San oon acwne aes 109 20 RE ae [ie ce piacere iS (MS Se Suckers— 
a a eee 590) 1, 000 50). By 254), -~ ESD. BZ 640)» 801). 2 Roles. 

Trout, lake, fresh........| 657] 64, i00| 12} 2,690} 242) 800) 98) aie) 53 Trout, steelhead See mase edad wints lenunslessadecifewdactdlautnsswa|<adecwct |) 200K ey SOa I Whitefish, common, fresh . 80 500 Dlixttesensltivsass 5 Yellow perch............ 104 800 1 | EES pakae W  Sae 1, 423 
1) ee a 1,126} 4,120) 321) 104, 502] 4,115) 20,225] 1,497] 31,276) 2,354 

Fyke nets: 
Besse aRaanehcaaanasasa|ouseneel.Sesarrfscdecuslensse~o] 1) MUL OS sce lec neces [gage Pike pee (wall-eyed or 

yellow pike)... Secewelesseccelecsencclscencccclecceres| S14) = BB)... ccccfecccccclaccececlececece PR dnd thh wes) Ss cenenfoi«dana|n<cheeea[ecknn-a], 11,100) |.) Adlic coaccl..cc.2 [cuentas Le, 

oe age a ee eee eee Te ee Rn re ee ey RT BOTT ee 

Lanes: Yellow perl... 5<0c\e9et <1 eck 700 BOs so vetllecodssalseeandw ayes ee) 

Grand total. ......... 58,290] 4,101) 114,748) 9, 423) 648, 462) 29, 294) 160, 763| 11, 646/106, 547| 7,574 



84 FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Yretp or SHorE Fisnertes or LAKE Micnican IN 1917, By Srates, COUNTIES, 

APPARATUS, AND Sprcies—Continued. 

————— ees ie
 

Apparatus and species. 

Michigan—Continued. 

Total. 

Indiana. 

Laporte. 

Pound nets and trap nets: 
BUPBOL. 52-288 cc eee 
con ASINUIG!© 00 eee no 
Catfish and bullheads. - 

Pike erch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike)...--..-.-- 

Sheepshead or drum. .... 
Ups eee oe Bees =) ee 
Sturgeon caviar. .....-.-.- 
Suckers— 

Whitefish— 
Common, fresh......-- 
Common, salted........ 
Menominee, treshie=..=- 
Menominee, salted .. --. 

Yellow perch — 
TES ce cane <b clients: 

Whitefish— 
Common, fresh. .....--- 
Common, Salted veces. 
Menominee, fresh 
Menominee, salted ..... 

WAUOW,ADELCH. a..0Kns = cscs’ 

Giscoes.. hag. Pye ee SS | 

Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
sallow? ike) 

Suckers, fresh 
Yellow perch............- 

15,600} 1,031 
74 

Lbs. | Value. 
2,338} $61 

605, 049| 28,930 
449,301) 20, 498 

1,225] 121 

40,617} 6,538 
10,315, 408 
5,604| 1,177 

281| 789 

653, 137| 27,046 
2) 100 74 

175, 365| 14, 284 
345 16 
500 81 
600] 50 

855,679] 85,692 
531 75 

-27,690| 1,402 
11,300} 891 

106,419] 6,918 
1725 Ba 

2,951, 961195, 204 

874 17 

258, 703] 11,936 
35,585; 1,678 
1,724] 149 

18,763] 2, 347 
100 4 

1,005] 160 

271, 863) 12,309 
445 20 

200 33 

222, 582| 23, 169 
59 8 

157, 058} 11, 222 

1, 909]1, 296, 688} 89, 568 

2 120| 84 

175} 26 

1,400] 240 
750| 30 

ee ea 



Pound nets and trap nets: i” Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. 50 ; 
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Yie~tp or SHorE FisHERTES oF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By SratTEs, CoUNTIEs, 
APPARATUS, AND SPEcIES—Continued. 

Michigan—Continued. Indiana. 

Mpa SG SPOS a ae L| L 

Schoolcraft. | Van Buren. Total. Lake. Laporte. 

Seines: Lbs. | Value.) Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
CLs TRS EEN 2 Se BE a eee oe ee ee ty eee || Se eel 70 coed ea age eee fe s0 5 
YEN pe tie ties ok Sd eS Ee ee 8 ee 300 2 Se eae Ben eel Pee he 

WM on edi i ee Oe en eee | oct FP 370 PA ees) Re eel dee | pat Meee 

Lines ie: ls Sah: le RY ee eee, ae 
Uterine Ae Ag ed 2 eee (ee Se eed eee 1, 800 500 GOO S150) - cho.) e855 
Ruerrernisiutar Ge Sore a onde sete onl <2 as aslee tm scacefemesnns 15 bi) ed bees 
PITERI UC Oo Oa ss oa) se. oe baw on fecauect lee tt. 2 17,000), Wendie. 3. |e sa ae seelbetee «2 
SELLS a] Se ne Fg ol (eS = SEEN | Se (ee 700 56/325 = «dpe Be [aetna eeesen = - 

OS See 4 oe 8 A Sey Ee 19,500| 2,110] 615] __180|.......|....... 

Grand total.......... 219, 048; $18, ion 17, 750| $1, 9094, 383, 185/294, T7186, 734| 12,707| 98,037) $6,546 

Indiana—Continued. Tilinois. 

Apparatus and species. 

Porter. Total. Cook. Lake. Total. 

|S _S_—— S$ $$ | — | 

PUT Osetete ec Sb SII 2 $6 675 De er breed Serer ad Meshes a) Boma son tion See 
mamtaeerce. fois AO0 0, 48) PRL TRON (4605 ees yee cg <clop penne | eee e ee eee ee 

Co icin Gf EG | | eS een". (ieee 0d cae) Eerie cme ened peers aed ESE Or) | OST ee 
Ciscoes, fresh. ............| 80,000} 4,000} 204,000) 10,640).......|-...... 9,600] $555) 9, $555 
Lait Saas Se a) ee ra) Bere aee) ee eee) Seine lee el meray by Se tL a 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 

Uc hiy” nt 2) 2 ee eae see eine ae 1, 400 Pl Bee aa Pee Pan ed Pe meee || Be ee ee 
OBOE CASEIN 35-2.) Spade ancwa|) wb o,OOP IM © OO aecdan~[pcenes aie octesen cl scett sale aaa been cs 
ee oop AED Sean + eee" eS OR ber SSR an lambert! Cyn es co Soe 
Ct eae ES, =. e ae s PESe en ae eel Beene ene) meme es meee ie ae 

Suckers, fresh.......... wa) PAD Pe DO! Beka ew PO sss cao ek 5, 265 200) +5, 200 
Trout, lake, fresh........ | POON ay te ete cael oe vote 16,250} 1,750) 16, 1,750 
Trout, steelhead... -._-: el i OR ee eer) Perey oi Peer rel Mere | Leet 
Whitefish, common, fresh - 5 BOO AT so s5% sl pwenic as 33,600) 4,750) 33,6 4,750 
Yellow perch, fresh... ... i) 15) 16/300), A aa0 25. . bce 2, 100 125} 2,100 125 

Moga. ees.) 85,225], 4628) 234.931) Tae Rab) ie 2) ae 66,815] 7,380) 66,815} 7,380 

Gill nets: 
Pena eee sadly | A MOD)... Al cs. .| wes cs|>. cote e]weenteenlebabopes Gul 45 
Ciscoes, fresh... 5.2... ... 54, 840) $2,990) 117,120) 5,825) 171,960) 8,815 
Suckers, fresh............ 50 GO); Ste é | dont atl Aes eas ie seen 
REO ee, sn ac lin ceed, LOpAOO) Bp BOlL. cou...) och alee cueeaalesseens| gece etonl Meets i 

Trout, steelhead... ._._.. UL] . cay tl spall Save Ss Pe eons sees oe 
tefish, common, fresh . 50. 7 200 We dole ola eh eee [homens ase 21 Sac ae eee 

Yellow perch............. 1,350] 16,000} 1,015] 36,000] 2,365 

Lh 1 ie a a 4,340| 133,120} 6,840} 207,960] 11,180 

Lines: 
city 1 RE Se a Seine ae aegis (eeeeraae | |) ome | A ey ee Se ee Gee eo 
atibaett! CB VIGF «0.545655 3 das dae-lencncs-[, .) P20|*, * OO -neceek eeeleee ee 10he otal eha fa dee, 
PeOUOWOLOM .2 2. >.< af cuesses MMMM sete sole aces 6 16,000} 2,000 

REMPAA Rd Bets Sha 1 4h all mo 5 Va 3 IAM LS exe losis aaa 16,000} 2,000 

Grand total.......... 93,900) 5, 132) 338, 671) 24,385) 90,840) 6,340) 199,935) 14, 220) 290,775) 20, 560 
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Yre_p or SHORE FisHEeRIES OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By SratTes, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SPEctEs—Continued. 

Wisconsin. 

Apparatus and species. 

Brown. Door. Kenosha. Kewaunee. | Manitowoc. 

Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. Pound nets and trap nets: Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
Biurbotse2cces e374 54~644 8,500 343 2,530) $13) 22 220.) 255. .| S225 5cl ieee ea |e eee eee 
Catfish and bullheads.. - - 600 FA) nw ance oe] > ses cce|e cine sis|scee des] cce= woe aeminmmte atest 
Ciscoes— 

Wresh =) 0 tse cos chases 123,930} 4,028} 543,111] 17,651]......|......- 157,443) $5, 107) 2. eee eee 
Saltedieeesessad = een dal saeeceee | Cemeaee 1, 717,403) S2VO51| Hees | shee | these] eee es eee eee eee 

Pikes pees Se eee 600 48 3,216 Qc eeclcdes cael teeee ee aeeceaa Geena | Seen 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 

yellow pike).....-....- 300 45) fos<vat2 | encuwes|acwenc| sede Cod temeads| Soe eee | setean ee eran 

ROGKADASS a: ceca e eee | een cae aes e 1,714 137 | econ close ek celemage Ve | Sam ee eee ees 
Sheepshead or drum. - -.. 1,920 BY.) Bee BESS ESS AScree Meeeaee Sacemce pacsce s)he o op 3!) on 
Suckers— 

rohit o. Meet cee 538 13) 548.4076) O0 930) se cecataceece= 3,112 75). psoe\ see oe 

Salted eke ees ein he sa eee ae S160) BM os cal sods cca) e.s sacle cca see | aoe 
Trout, lake— 
Linc ee ee jemted baecoecou pocedoe TP 283 I fab etd ase) ee 1,238) 119]298, 198!$27, 611 

Galted 85 Real aa Fa ae 1,830]. 186|.coseclecsc cel Se cece e Seen ee Eee eee 
Whitefish— ; 
Common, fresh......--- 600 G7). 26,004] 2,000 |Secmas|saacnes 1,000 112) 41,274] 4,302 
Menominee, salted. .-..|--..-----|------- 805 rt) eee Benes Saeed Bocctycotacca. slocacse 

Yellow perch, fresh... -.. 11,223 AAG! SEs 72), lS AOlP aetna nein 2 2,520 101 69 

Motalee ese 148,211) 4, 755/2, 511, 892/119, 233]......|..-.... 165,313] 5, 524/340, 212) 31, 982 

Gill nets: 
BirhObsest seen. sce ee eon 28, 237 12) ee | bee eee |= Ae Pa ee) Meee eel mish sccm 

Carp; Asiatic: ...i22.2222-|2<---<c5-|omanena|-sse-----|so mite nn|s~-=nlel>nmee a0] alee we ea|miniomienie 500 23 

Ciscoes— 
Rrosht 2. 7a Ne.~ eee 380, 801] 12,376] 200,524) 6,517)......]....-2.|.--c0--|------- 
Salted aca sce. cece eee 15,222 735| 12,229 Eo Rane eae DAM ae A eas Sacocee||-oo55- 

Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike)......---.- 1,914 287 662 ee Pee We Ae rte merhl oS ceo ec 

Sheepshead or drum..-..|-.-.-----|------- 318 16| oie iar] caress cress win oreo cl Rte nara) cette rata ase erate 

Suckers, fresh.......----- 2,142 50| 12,817 308] pres 2 | REM: eens eee 
Trait, dake tresh so oe ca) ois phate! samtetet 70: 196) .6; 739) 7 | cin an eee er etal ele 
Yellow perch...........- 210,432| 8,417| 50,214) 2,009} 6,360) $474).......|.--...- 

Notalis Mineo. Me 638, 748] 22,006] 346,960] 16,279] 6,360] 474).......]-----.- 

Fyke nets 
WOtass=. fect eee 17,919 Ot A Baer Beri Pesan lsaciad paceccy pachomclaanscée 

Carp; Asiatic.-.::... .| 27,464 721 Lean He eal 0 rae eS Ss Sram si ineh [oases 

Catfish and bullheads....| 147,977] 5,955|.........]-...---]------|-------|----0--|--e202-]--- 2-2 -]--- 2-22 

PIKOs! soe eet Races 2,918 D2] | eae | tei |e EA ease) espcigoa occicicc)|scoocccj|>ccs 2 ot 

Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike)-........-.- 16,075) 2,411]....... 22). - 2222 [eee] eee eee] ee ee e|e eee en e|- ene eee |e ones 

Sheepshead or drum..-...| 15,009 BOO eee aS oe ee oa ae. 2 | hetero stelle em | teeta eee 

Suckers— 
Wrechiv. eon ack esi .8-- 483,993] 11,298]....-.-.-|-------]------[-n eee -|-- eee feee ene n|- neon neon seen 

Baltedey- a2 2232532225 2,600: (D2) Re 2 |b SARS EAE See Sy Hee (Sees 

Whiteibassss FFs. Pe 675 Pe ge ge ol ee eS Bec 55 

Yellow perch...........-- SOANON4 S25 006| Bema eee oem meee sem A (peel i Smee ee Ee st 

MotaL es. ees ou iis 1/53,'584)' 84,2512. boos ).|scn gee o Sell eee oc|abesene|onaaheel ee ee ee 

Seines: 
Carp, Asiatic. 3325.2-./ 1A (4) ( Bee eee Peeseenel ascend eemeed) eacoeec acct 

BUCKEIS: 26 Jos 535551255. 49,473] 1,154|....-...-|-.-.---|------|-------|-----+-|------- 

TOV ELISE eee ce ee ee a Sa createl icrer es eter eee tac mee | mate min x retell eee 

Wellow perchssssss 2 oh oe 5,600 SOAN Wines i PD ET a SR ye i Praha ener a le ete ee 

Hotaless eee. ont 243/082] (6/958). 022.4 fe. S|) EE else ameiee 

Lines: 
TR inp Ee) aeoe ee aaapeel EOaaneeee Bereaae PAS I20) 2, 016le nace e|eereee 8,320) 798) saeco 

Mellow Perche seee eee. | cles saee| “eee 9,415 B77 i cccck doce ocleaeaee Cle ms close |aaeee | eee 

eth) 71 Pe ee A BeSonic 33,000} 2,693). 2.22). 0- 2. = 8,327) 700). 2520. eee 

Crawfish pots: Crawfish.....| 80,495] 4,427)...------|-------|--+---[-------[--02oce[eso ee [eres 

@rand total... -2-.--5 2,648, 050| 92,3972, 892, 387/138, 205] 6, 360 474,173,640] 6,323)/365,212| 33,382 
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Yrevp oF SHore Fisweries or Lake Micuican rn 1917, spy States, Counrtigs, 
APPARATUS, AND Specres—Continued. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Marinette Milwaukee Oconto. Ozaukee. Racine. 

a ye and trap nets: | Lbs. | Value grt eet ae aie Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
PASIAUM eee sess on .---|acacey | 2O0I* S82 es LOD) SBP essen tee ss eee 

oe and bullheads...-] 3,969) $159)..-....)..-.... 1,800 1?) BREEN ee cere Sac sean he eS 
oes— 

Wresitsstssoes ces 52 305,732] 7,643) 4,800 235] 428,342) 13,921) 30, 000) $1,200)......./..2.... 
ote ge PR wise eee 317, 135) 15; 318}25 =... -|5--s2= ete ae SOe Roe occdas Kore tery Heaaeee 

festodd ood B SS SESS eae Bee Ree 6 ed Meer ecb! | eee y. Seer eee Shs eee Doan 
Pike nae (wall-eyed or ; 

yellow pike)-..........- 276 EAN Saas oases 4,441 666 
Suckers— 
shen Bet) 388 Seer 18,320 42 900 45) 32, bee 
SL ee Se, eee Ps A ee | ee 8 

Trout, lake— 
Tes ee oo 2s 25. S48 25,461) 2,648 625 76 a a 
SURG be ae CE Ree Ol ee ee Noe Seer eees | ene 18 

Whitefish,common,fresh-| 3, 778] 423 4,680 571} 14,344) 1,607 
Yellow perch, fresh... ... 24° 510 980} 8, 000 650} 201,680) 8,067 

Wotal 22: tee ==... 2-2 699,181) 27,639} 19,205, 1,589) 937,825) 38,358 

Gill nets 
SURO 26 te as vee a etc do ewewclassccdsfesathss 1,600 8 
Ciscoes, fresh............. 222,409] 5,560) 98,640) 4,724) 342,131) 11,119 
Suckers, pt: | es ES ee 19, 716 460} 1,205 43 4,992 116 
Trout, lake, fresh. - 9,701} 1, = 41 250 LLL aod Peep gee me fh te 5. REL ee 
Whitefish, common, fresh - bBo + + MOO eackarslerkss steueer ssa seater iap acs | eee eee ee mr 
Yellow perch We cdec~ kaa 9,896 398 38,000) 3,100 2, 600) 104 

otal ers et. ses 7, 631/179, 095} 12,867) 351,323} 11,347 

Fyke nets: 
Dare, AsioMer ss 15.0500: ss. Jap eeRBle a wees 400 12 
a and bullheads....}........].... Bed Sec 10, 000 400 

Rete te lnbneceenanh | MpOU |) | GOD daces 9,100 728 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or : 

yellow pike)........... | AE 10,823} 1,623 
Suckers, fresh............ 202}....0006 65,887] 1,537 

low perch............. Ft ae 134,453] 5,378 

Wotal i5 hh. 20-0220 979|....00 |.....--] 230,663] 9,678 
Seines: 
Ld PRIARIOS . oka a «9: == Modastes eile sdaveule acceusiadtcas<y * 26,000 780) 
sig os (wall-eyed or 
be Log |) ON ED SEES ae Be a ae eb ROR 5,575 866 
eS SO | 2 Oe RS Sa ee fi in ae 100,000) 2,333 

LUT) ise See RES 8 BRR ee Bee (eee | See 131,775} 3,979 

Lines: 
Prout, WaKO:=325, 225.2226 4,375 ail Ppa ae see (s ------| 50,000} 4,400 
BL SS TES Epa. peel A ERE ee PR CRs Be Sai renee a5 alucnseselabsanss|besanan 

bE See Pees s 4,375 i or ee spies 50,000} 4,400) 2, 45 

Grand total. ......... 984, 491) 36, 249)202,675| 15, 006)1, 651,586] 63,362/112,800} 8,276] 8,95 
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Yretp or SuHoreE FisHerres oF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By States, CounTIEs, 
APPARATUS, AND SpEciES—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Pound nets and trap nets: 
Burbot 

Asiatic 
Catheh and bullheads. . 

Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike) 

Rock bassiesee-c--ceeeene 
Sheepshead or drum. .... 

Wisconsin—Continued. 

Sheboygan. 

eee ee 

wt ete ewe wl meee eeene 

eee 

Total. 

StUPZOON . owe no lo nn ene cnn |me ccc ewesces|oseccecenenncfecnsmecscan= 
Sturgeon Caviat:2.-s2e~.c|-- ser seo sens |sem camden ss|snawe cen dens-|=eceeennnsin 
Suckers— 

Nresli= =. ceetaecsceeee ee 
Salted! c2s52.34 eee ds 

Wrésh 232 255008-- 28s = 
Salted. 322 3 seen eeee 

Trout, steelhead. ..-.-----|-.----------|-o- cece nen enloncmnecennnee|soncenccs=-- 
White basse 2h hare es SF aaa Ge oo tes ee BS ORES eae 
Whitefish— 
Common, fresh.......-- 
Common, salted... 

24, 910 3, 988 

Menominee, eth ed eae Ns otek Pfs bie Sold SRG Rah gee | 
Menominee, salted....-. 

Yellow perch— 
WYOSH oa) eosee bis Rafa at 
Salted. 

Ciscoes— 

Pike erch pgalbeyed or 
ow pike) 

Biabeiend or drum..... 
Sturpeditecesss.-s--s-6--2 
Suckers— 

rentiet so. -- cone eee 

100 

603, 159 42,079 

805 

286, 325 

5, 481, 738 

29, 837 
500 

1, 253, 205) 
27, 451 

wee www wee 

2, 576 
318 

54, 772 
Salted. ..... 20-22. n nen fe none enn n lene n nee ene n[ece ce cemccccn|scccencccces 

Whitefish— 
Common, fresh.......-. 
Common, SAILOG. «500:-% 
Menominee, fresh = cies 
Menominee, salted... - - 

Weilow porchi..- .--2... 2% 

Fyke nets: 
Leg) 2] Se ee oe eo eae 
a IARIATICJeo cece ce ees 
Catiish and bullheads. . -. 

Pike perch thea te or 
yellow pike)........... 

Sheepshead or drum. .... 
Suckers— 

ee eee) Cee) 

122,397 

we we ee eseee 

1, 838 

331, 502 

500 27 

Shiga 4,500| ~~ 425) ~=~S=«331, 602 

9, 700 627 1, 824, 896 

157, 977 

16, 580 

27, 540 
15, 009 

558, 525) 

wee wee e wenn 

em | | | | 

Grand total. 

Lbs. Value. 
14, 043 $158 
3, 290 133 
6, 489 272 

2, 744, 535 101, 894 
2,717, 834 130, 069 

9, 266 "776 

47, 034 7, 530 
1,714 137 

12, 985 476 
7, 400 1, 707 

331 874 

765, 882 30, 653 
11, 065 483 

921, 283 87, 762 
2,405 220 
2,675 452 

600 50 

1, 015, 419 105, 290 
531 75 

27, 690 1, 402 
12, 105 931 

409, 144 20, 222 
1, 725 81 

8, 735, 445 491, 647 

31, 411 180 
500: 23 

1, 720, 368 63, 564 
63,036} , 3,004 
1, 724 149 

21, 339) 2,733 
418 20 

1, 005 160 

327, 385 13, 875 
20 

433, 855 39, 737 
200 22 

19, 275 2,897 

224, 620 23, 409 
5 8 

28, 369 1, 469 
7,3 546 

551, 360 SIA7B5 

3, 432, 669 183, 551 

17, 919 90 
27, 864 836 

157, 977 6, 355 
2,120 84 

21, 651 1, 832 

57, 022 7, 203 
15, 009 300 

615, 617 15, 710 
2; 600 122 
675 27 

988, 159 40,316 

1, 906, 613 72, 875 
feat etcir| Poe att Mt RMU ME tnt cir [FOB Sot AA tesa [fh —————S OOOO SS Ql ee 
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Yretp or SHorE FisHertes or LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917, By StraTEs, COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND Spectes—Continued. 

Wisconsin—Continued. 

Ayparatus and species:| t.ho T Grand total. 

Sheboygan. Total. 

Seines: Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 
arn PASINIC. cane cceen <5 600 $30 213, 549 $6, 
i Lr eee ee eee 200 18 200 18 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
YOUN IPIRON Rb ite Nn cone se tess law cdedeh wens 5, 775 866 

Snekorae io df 1, 600 75 157, 323 3,811 
LE TET pela elie el RE oe a8 = 1, 200 130 
Yellow perch. ...........-. 200 25 5, 800 273 

Motaa Lee 2}. 2, 600 148 383, 847 11, 588 

Lines: 
DET SRE eee Se ee eae ee eee oe eee age Le ae eee 650 
SST Sie a ee ee eee 6. eee eee SPREE 30 
enncaiikpee 25.82. 1 RE VET Faody ; 86, 822 9, 619 
RTT TAS ee ad (SEE eer t |. 2 See t= . 11, 865) 2,608 

Papen te lee DIOS al! bait 98, 687 12, 907 

Crawiishpots: Crawiish. :-). 1222.52.22 ic... sodden 80, 495 4,427 

Grand total.......... 42,854| 9,661,340 437,123, 14, 674, 24 776, 945 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

The wholesale fishery trade of Lake Michigan in 1917 was carried 
on by 75 establishments, of which 38 were in Chicses 7 inGreen Bay, 
and the same number in Milwaukee, the principal centers of the 
wholesale trade, and the remaining 22 distributed in Michigan and 
Wisconsin towns. The number of persons employed was 752, to 
whom $792,927 were pete in wages; the value of the shore and 
accessory property utilized was $1,444,826; and the cash capital 
amounted to $349,800. 

The following table shows the extent of the wholesale fishery trade 
of Lake Michigan in 1917: 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE OF LAKE MICHIGAN IN 1917. 

Number | Persons | Wages |Shoreand! Gash 
Cities and towns. State. of firms. | engaged. paid. raat: capital. 

Mitlodingss. tees see Go. 4 Tilinois.......... 39 485 | $624,821 $1,082,919} $113,500 
oo oo a Charlevoix, and | Michigan........ 5 24 27,178 | 40,105 41,000 

. Joseph. 
Escanaba, Fairport, Manistique, |-..... GUetcs sk 4 10 3,460 7,300 6, 000 
and Naubinway. 
MSN 6 o's4'sephraaad Caeeleee.s Fit eee ee 3 36 | 18,100 65, 961 80, 000 
PORE GV s obi tides doer ems wk ewaws Wisconsin....... % 107 82, 504 153, 694 79,500 
Sturgeon Bay, Detroit Harbor, |..... eo aos 4 18 6,564 15,710 300 
and Two Rivers. 

Marinette. iad : Advice cateee 3 32] 14,700 16, 687 9, 000 
Lo Eee eee do. vi 26 10,900 58, 000 10, 000 
Port Washington and Sheboygan.|..... Oi arvns stn ses 3 14 4,700 4,450 2,500 

MC aU an a ok5s dads slvstaunedae soaee eel 75 752 | 792,927 | 1,444,826 349, 800 

1 Includes one firm at Michigan City, Ind. 

FISHERIES OF LAKE HURON. 

The total number of persons employed in the fisheries of Lake 
Huron in 1917 was 1,348. Of this number, 149 were on fishing 
vessels, 29 on transporting vessels, 1,023 in the shore or boat fish- 
eries, and 147 shoresmen in the wholesale establishments and other 
shore activities. 
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The total investment in the fisheries amounted to $1,188,705, 
which included 26 steam and gasoline fishing vessels of 379 net tons, 
valued at $76,500, and their outfits valued at $27,990; 21 trans- 
porting vessels of 193 net tons, valued at $40,500, and outfits valued 
at $5,250; 570 boats valued at $111,980; fishing apparatus used in 
the vessel fisheries to the value of $73,419 and in the shore or boat 
fisheries to the value of $264,874; shore and accessory property with 
a value of $432,092; and cash capital amounting to $156,100. Gill 
nets and lines were employed in both vessel and shore fisheries. The 
number of gill nets used in the vessel fisheries was 6,613, representing 
a value of $69,575, and in the boat fisheries 3,997, valued at $33,260, 
a total of 10,610 nets with a value of $102,835. The use of pound 
nets, trap nets, fyke nets, seines, and spears was confined to the 
shore fisheries. The number of pound nets and trap nets operated 
was 1,731, valued at $207,904. 

The products of the fisheries of Lake Huron in 1917 aggregated 
13,363,207 pounds, valued at $857,478. The more important species 
were ciscoes, 5,381,365 pounds, valued at $215,782; lake trout, 
2,079,455 pounds, valued at $214,574; suckers, 1,776,767 pounds, 
valued at $72,933; carp, 1,145,250 pounds, valued at $43,474; com- 
mon whitefish, 998,226 pounds, valued at $124,637; pike perch, 
994,672 pounds, valued at $119,234; and yellow perch, 844,019 
pounds, valued at $56,464. 

In comparison with the other lakes in 1917 Lake Huron ranked 
third in the number of persons engaged, investment, and value of 
the products and fourth in the quantity of products taken. Com- 
pared with 1903 there has been a decrease of 356, or 20.89 per cent, 
in the number of persons engaged; an incease of $337,066, or 39.57 
per cent, in the investment and $407,160, or 90.42 per cent, in the 
value of the products; and a decrease of 1,092,002 pounds, or 7.55 
per cent, in the quantity of the products. 

FISHERIES, BY COUNTIES. 

The number of persons engaged, investment, and quantity and 
value of the products of the fisheries in 1917, by counties, are shown 
in the following tables: 

Sratistics OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE Huron In 1917, BY COUNTIES. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On 
On In shore 

County. vessels peseels or boat Phores, Total 
fishing. porting. fisheries. 

RIP OGG) Scan cette s bebe tit Set een daaemaeneecion a suena eel Okeoerenta ees 20) asa-serete 20 
BU DONISS as as Saat Die ee aa Ro aala = p dees oe wetta es mae 54 1 66 14 135 
NT BTIAG Sob oes Span ata inte om sis oa 5 cete eter stall ai aterm teal at saa Teton ereet timate OL re eececes 91 

SEE Be ee ioe a OS ee: mcr COGr bce aan non 2 220 46 268 
Ghoboy Pans [ast e ete e ee ase naises patie Sees pees 19 12 73 8 112 
CHIPDCW aes esac seen tomar ol oren emer etaen 5 6 49 4 64 

CLOT oe ee) eae Nase ee a lala as oc aie ada Sa aeons 38 2 246 52 8 
fos a es ee ge a ae eS, Sao Se i Te ee eae 67 11 87 
MACKITISG > Peso oe sree oe ot ow cia atlanta sm a eee 5 89 4 98 
PreBaTIO IS 2 2 2 s.astad eee see des ww oot pagent ere 7) a ee 20 ) 49 
SI C1 Re ate is oe FA salt, Og SE RS eel fate ey 1 18 3 22 
Sarllac ee. FSs ys Cee eee ess peek i psa eet csc eop ees | ewe caee tl ASL ee ee 
TISCOls 3/8 aac te eee = 2p yan Cee | ele cote eiaiee fee eee PP Ad BES ee 22 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE Huron IN 1917, By CountTiEs—Continued. 

INVESTMENT. 

Alcona | Alpena Arenac. Bay. Cheboygan. 

Num- Num- Num- Num- 
: Value.| ber. | Value.| ber. | Value.| ber. | Value. ber. | Value. 

Se ae cate adenees Sa epems|Satnaoe id eS Se a ER | ee eee 2 1 | $2,500 
oe AES fee ee eae Pee ee eee coos le eticeclacase ychoeseateme eee 

ETC aa | a SR (a ea ee le SB AC Ey | ae VES ae (eee ieee sy Pete) 
Th si apo de ee | es 1 ANd eee Sse eee Rees 4] 5,500 
PE esas a anit ee aotalsesecen|. ~ ee teen 5h aon e=s Sok eewic oe clemccetcleanessec S5) | secccee 

SHG = 085 eedocieele coaeae| soe aces Seeeee ZOD! esse af soce ct eeseeus| esectetepaececks 1,530 

24 Se AEE CA) er | Sen yt 2 ieee Sl a ee ere ee ee 1} 5,500 
US Loe Ee ae es ees eee Re Ee ae) ee eee (eRe ane 7) ] See 

Get 3 ROAR SEIT AE le 5 rg aris 1k Cai aa 1 | $2,800] ~~ 9 | 15,700 
SE Fae | Ee. | ee i ae aes 2 ees Paes py Ree Sn ri] Boa 

Outset: cs 8t2 cst. BS ICS wae ag TS Ra [ie ae ri} aaa 2,010 

ss ed es es ee ee 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound nets and trap nets 39 | 2,750 108 | 8,385 81 |19, 856 240 | 33,330 276 | 12,825 

70 600 1,54 60 A eilinotaes. -.<.) eh... 223 | 1,542 6 9 700} 455] 4,490 
(ioe Lh. ean Bo ee 0 SR S| eae Pee ar 10) ) 400!) loo oie oR Ne. 2 S.1ert 2 
7 NAPES TES eee LS ee | eee Oe 11 | 1,470 red a Eee Se 
Sanes: | 2645..-.. op eee See = Bee ee Rae eo eee) eee bs eel eee pee | eee 
TODS es oe ee | eed See) 4 ee Pere 25} 200 90 ve eee ae eweoe 

Shore and accessory property] ...-.... A000) |. = 322 .. 37,825 Woenb =e Uy pee a | 115,672 focuses 16, 125 
Cnnicapltalsidicepesidecasze| $225 ralecescrfoss4%s BZ; DOOM ER arate led tebe osc FTE Ty Pee 20, 000 

ig a ee eee Sigip [is2- 2 167; 067,12. 2222 43° 080) oss l oct Oot (12) Seer. 2 103, 610 

Items. Chippewa. Huron. Tosco. Mackinac, Presque Isle. 

Num- Num- Num- Num- Num- 
Vessels, fishing ber. | Value.) ber. | Value ber ber. | Value.) ber. | Value. 

cn a ep ee 1 |$2,000 4 |$22, 500 To SI OODK aes e| 859 xi | eno couluecem 
RMT eae Sacer eE) MO Voce cere SU Fis 2 SE loss te Heape cesepelraccwsel fee shoul eee aoe 
bite re 2253 et, 400'}..52553 a eee: Be TS TN EES EES ST PRES a et 
1 AAS et SRS) oS 2| 3,600 BR? OO rosea s[epades 5 | $6, 200 

2 ELC bal ae =i all (RE epg FE ate Sa |ncuepnes BN ec ceee Ss debe sled et ul aeeeees 
or Re ae La ead Pee ah Ae MOD xe cawtelowetsctalecdscenivonesns[e@eusee 3, 060 

Vessels transporting: 
SEN nd nett en walt « te tanto de Loe pak pteede tole odre Leen dened SR O00 oman ee nla eet 

PREMADE PE in Meade ete c Seuss ckue aa caman Naontel ce eraclawsdateal! LM fovee ss dludabeenlecemnns 
aU SE ee Aad BOD) Ea SOR) Beli sl RR veleca hy RRS DE Ee a re EE A UG bb cate | a 

Oo as ieee. 3 | 6,700 cA ge (Shh Oe A pte et Bf 8,000 | ssa senclecan aon 
a eS Se te a ec dcoee Dilation catlassders)-csdeers fl SESS SE) Se eee 

(RE a ae eee AD bas deans BOO hs ois Sua 3's walt Istana an TEM a cem seal avicec.o 
Sailand rowhoats........... 20 415 74 | 2,000 15 38 855 13 300 
WOE DEAE. «ke peas d hepee +o 16 | 7,700 68 | 31,625 23 28 |11,925 4 900 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

OO Ee ke 100 | 1,000 | 1,330] 12,200! 300] 2,600].......]....... 995 | 11,500 
OE pe ie GRRE | Se ee D2 NP ed TT | Se Ce RE | ee A 400 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound netsandtrapnets} 184 | 9,150 397 | 65,383 75 
Gill nets..........-...-.-| 743 | 5,522 588 | 4,384 819 
WYER TOML bss ouccncactashe + tages tro do ccn 309 | 6,830 OO) Geese oo cee oe leGat oe beeecte'a 
LETT Thee RRs wats CREEP BS Sy? Cecil net bb oe 30 | 2,915 Pl Dill oe. Oe Bee Beer er) aie 
Lv ES ees eee [ate Mae) ye eed a: Pe pe eee es a, 0) ae ee SO) hi sacar 100 
Li i ae el BBE be lbp eee 75 Moc taal soa teaelaees ts afeadecenl<tenmaclaecr >. 

Shore and accessory property]....... M0, 750 vee coe 1AG, 392 |< os dean] SOyODO Tsest sc OOGOU is ane 10, 150 
OEY aaa es APE er 2,000) |S ae2) ZO, COD For iees| LO;0D0 Tee a2 25 2 10,000 |..-..-. 5, 000 

ds phd tae widens os.a)b = «5.50. BD B72 Wea sae 338, 248 |.......| 85,336 |......- Ue Cb Mets 39, 792 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE Huron IN 1917, By CountreEs—Continued. 

INV ESTMEN T—Continued. 

Items. St. Clair. Sanilac. Tuscola. Total. 

Vessels fishing: Number.| Value. |Number.| Value. |Number.| Value. |Number | Value. 
Steam e.t set bet sae 13 $57, 500 

Tonnage - : eas 266 i tceses oe = 
(0017 1 Se See Ben eee cl Poa eeeee Bron eees. Lee rmeee Pea seed Rosse SCa sce coc. 22, 450 

Gasoline..... 13 19,000 
Tonnage WSs |P ieee: 
Ontht tng eas tale toons so see cw ol Soom eel eeiinee Dae elect ocala Se | eee 5, 540 

Vessels transporting 
RET BBB Coane aa BIocs 56 -Secood ES SCOLSbH lssanootisH PecacacrellsGecromiasit saadanse 2 7,000 

PRON A LG 5 aie sic ciao a| nae ces | She ceead eleoaseepes least sete aasee Rees eee meee 24 heaters 
Oinitht Soci s ojctenine.a| 22s cclos ail lsotemtewsel sceeuise 4] iininsiec es | crite ee o | rerenere ene Paes 

Gasoline..... TL deb OO0N ee se oe a yee one cee a= en een cere 19 33, 500 
Tonnages<.---\.4..- 1 s|cctmmemac lee tits =o Ol esis cee welleemeeeeme [gece ce Sem LOOW El eeere. 
Orta: See Seas 510 OW See oa Reet sac) Be oeeeree Ee qose tice [erctycn rc 4,750 

Sailand rowboats.....--...- 3 95 9 $220 5 $165 310 8,020 
Power boats-2-1-55).5 5-6 n= 6 1, 200 15 6, 900 6 1,950 260 103, 960 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

(OM Gt Shas socio Saeed lse se 365-4 |sehocsace| baaceocien| boronic bochonsad|ts-s2c742 6,613 69, 575 
US hee AL Saeed oes Medeor Oe soc heenng adau 2 Ace eeorse| 2 seodanse eemass | S.oac55< 3,844 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound netsand Gene nets 13 2,300 42 | 14,400 31 3, 800 1,731 207, 904 
Gill nets... te dae 90 265 281 2,975 5.5.85. «| sone ssee 3,997 33, 260 
Fyke Wists etic Pee eee le sec, TA eo isis 2 San 10 130 460 12,135 
Seilnes. 2.2. sts eee peel -b eeee sledeoe sae cciddemestdl messes s 5 270 77 7, 960 
TsiNGS 552 2a ies here> see LOO cc eisceeee 1 Eh ese 80) jacsesree 2,095 
BPORTS soba tee se scieste eels Orecies ase ie aces Hee eeaene jose eee ete en see tenet 190 1,520 

Shore and accessory property|. --2---.- UD IGS ee ee TST OODN eee soe 0; O00 S| aisles 432, 092 
@ash'ca pital Wes a- pe sep eec ea -| so seen 5) 000 (Ese Soe col ct ae ees | eine > wn. | serene iS oe eee 156, 100 

Total: .ssose<ese sAsce se)eules == 52 22,913 |msceeetes 43, 185 andcncee's VL S4Bbulleeseeeee 1,188, 705 

YIELD, BY SPECIES 

Species. Alcona, Alpena Arenac Bay. Cheboygan. 

Lbs. | Value.| Lbs Valuc.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
BOWS. S2s0 8-5 sce o es ene) see na) ome css lee comesa| nie tneee 200 te Se eee meee sy oee Gene = 
1S 51g 0) SRE a eeee asad eBCee eo Scenes) Betis Conca see so alnad GRerallare sacs 200 $4 350 7 
Warp SASIAIOS. 0e noe ae case tatare | sic atatae lone teetee lomcermete 15,008 636} 219,105] 8,297 850 34 
Catfish and bullheads.....|..-..--|-.-.-.- 21 $1 850 62} 13,538} 1,245 450 22 

395,366) 27, 297/168, 594) 4,695) 345,762) 5,919] 44,499 
2,480 105 174, 855 207, 585) 9, B41 cc wee'es eemineeen 
3,000 

45 
510) 

Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike), fresh. ..... 7,100 855} 12,622 

FROCK DSSS oc wibacene so Oe pan] a8 sires poe Secta||os sete ete 
Sheepshead Or Grim oi. |i eae es] ececheclovcssecs.c 
SHUNSCON so 5-. ohana ens 193 25 665 
SLUTCCOM CAVISL. 5-5. cece clocteasa| ses eee 23 
Suckers, Messi ecosaeeee 37,825] 1,497) 118,458 
RATIO cco ois eee Pel sic cote sie pee: cte aia] ones ete Stare 
Trout, lake 

ISRCRM Se ceteccc eaten 16,850) 1,737) 509,995 
BAIOU Ds atte 5 vere awal oo ctmadlisee char 4,475 

Whitefish: 
Common, fresh........ 2,600 349} 188,512 
Comnion salted. eo -| 5 ccd eee oe 
Common, CAMIBN cts - | -'-m one] Wapiete cellew eles sisiac|lereelsio cs |= eee ool ceetmieta 
Menominee, fresniie s. 11, 200 279| 15,691 
Menominee, salted... .|..--...|..----- ule 

Wellow perches... aes. 2,000 150} 10,312 

Wotalvtics cssteseeeee 260,118) 10,314/1, 264, 825/125, 588/552, 344| 28, 190|1, 979, 486 ae ae ane 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE HuRON IN 1917, By Countres—Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES—Continued. 

Species. Chippewa. Huron. Tosco. Mackinac. | Presque Isle. 

Ing TDD ae Pee cage as: = 5c 2! ess el eee eee ee eA a Be ee Beco ae Ieee cbse a oein 
aiid a eS BBS EES ATS Cee a eer eee aan eens ee 824 $24 $16)...~ code 
ep AASINICs. 622) SN S22 |. cee 861 » 976 $32, 574 200 (BESSA RSE A Re eae S 
eae and bullheads-.... 1,077; $178 14; 493; 1,505 300 8) DERRY [Sa See Recs) |b be 

isecoes: 
[DD by de bee ee dele 101,300} 5,065] 747,798) 26,180] 492,389] 12,857) 10, 414/275, 481|$15, 173 
SOU ESS 2 en ae ees Beemer 1, 243,019) 53,355) 125,700 7, 542 61, OOOs 23495)2.5-..:|sc8-ses 
ae Pee aie aa 100) 1 LY | eer EB a ee Uae eo ekSad <4 ee S585 CaaS Po 
ig 157) 5 ho Se ee 6,000 600 2,419 241 200 16 77) Es eee ee eee 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike): 

Penna s 2250" $2 523 29,998} 4,280] 374,691] 51,908} 117,816] 11,424) 3,092} 339) 1,050) 13 
SOT TEAR CS SSS ee (RE 82 2 ee See | eens (Ee | a pe eee ee ee 30 3 

AD og a 2,000 Lot NS Sy aed Up eee ek ES oS Oe eee ee ee ae? eee Te eee 
Sheepshead or drum. .....]..-....]..-...- 5,850 ie {i} ee ee | WE I RR eS Seal ene Sel eee 
RILULPOOI ne ee cess alas onwel aecaens 930 187 650 160 240 AGLPARPAS [Lo 2d 
Pisrpomenvions £2. 3227 2k 98 Sc os aassc. 20) 40 20 2 ee ey aon 
Suckers: 

eee eae diataes tose s 241,712) 13,609] 130,096) 3,953) 46,322) 1 ola ear ros 13, = 28,777} 1,161 
TLE ae aes ot SO ap) | |= ee | peers oe) eee tee ee | been ee oe OC 1 ae || OE Cee 

ECL Be gee SRN ale ge 200 1 L,I dl Ub eR ae eae | rai eee) PA a, || | J 
Trout, lake 

i iy. 2 | ee Ses See 146, 667) 12,348) 582,708) 61,891) 433,000) 38,424) 87,933) 9,341) 97,977) 9,831 
1 EE ee 900 90 2, 235 OO. 5554 hls). 1)000 150 48 6 

Whitefish: 
Common, fresh........ 17,113} 1,883] 184,784) 21,624) 159,011] 17,558)141,371| 19,030] 30,922] 3,816 
Common) ols Meee Se 8 Ee 58 | ee Fe OP SY pee eg a (es ae ee 2 500 200). 335 dus |emenioes 
Common, caviar......|.......|..---.- 1,075 LEY Pew Se Cee 8 bee peel Pe ser ea eae 
Menominee, fresh. .... 650 Gai Ade alsacsese 136 6| 9, pi 513} 3,700 275 
ECRIOTITENIDEY OAILENL 5 yl ocee fs a asas aban ak Std abde lds ~apBocblopt-caan 3,800 5 | an eal Mee ae 

Mellow Pare = >< -  cccccs 24,371) 2,225) 178,184) 13,226 8, 695 617 55, 183) 4,348 200 19 

0 ES ae 572,088, 40, 450/4, 330, 258, 267, 107|1, 385, 263 90, 576 670, 260 51, 156/438, 185) 30,397 

Species. St. Clair. Sanilac. Tuscola. Total. 

Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pownds. Value. 
PES Reh wh dint ci held cleoe ins aleeeeCus ~2}toswewassfacsekseea|skeaaotss 200 $4 
ae A a Se eee eee ee 8 be oe) ee een ee ee er Eee re 2,174 51 
Carp, 1s a SO HE CE RE PETS Ce de 1, 800 $72) 46,311] $1,853] 1,145,250| 43, 474 
= Meerigs, WN. , cacao dncleanew anne 200 16 2,400 236 33,329 3, 295 

scoes: 
roms: toe. 45,914) $1,289] 443,257] 13,298] 24,963 795| 3,277,573) 120,705 
CE a EE ES | saat a 286,053) 12,873 100 4) 2,100,792 94,957 
OE OM RN ae Gl TES SS ESS el ees Be Fee eee | BE a Be FP AE 3,000 120 
oe SU Fae, Le PAI ata BOE ok cece fk Ma winte Dal Relies <abals pee ecaufose<debes 145 15 

(us SESE aes Dae ES SR ES BN ae oe a OS eS |e Eee Ae” bectectaes 12,354 1,175 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 

yellow pike): 
Oi i 26,320]  3,980| 19,010} 2,504) 43,828) 3,763] 994,642) 119, 231 
LAGS 8) Bg ts SRS Fae ose eee A ae ee ee ee ee ae |S ee 30 

Lo ne eee 8 ae ee Se eee 50 2 300 12 4,283 208 
Sheepshead or drum. 10,181 382 200 6 600 21 17,731 615 
CLL 1 1 i ee 1, 218) 287 460 GO Ke Seantivwe nos ane 4, 836) 1,063 
Sturgeon caviar........... 122 268 30 [| BGESE ERS PEC or 227 495 
Suckers: 

Ct] Breet Sees) oe ee 6,481 426 4,404 168} 19,467 502) 1 i 767 72,883 
Raliedssivscets. 3 eames Sepes aeeiaey omen reel |: SEES ISTE FORREST | Sa, San ae 1,000 50 

MINNIS iia cis sd apie wduleawnes. dial asda ere 50 2 300) 12 L 650, 68 
Trout, lake: 

MOMIOS US onic 0 304 Ae ADO? ANGIBI 2c. cc| dens nda 2,070,797, 213,790 
ln 28h een mete Lac ieoinds alnkalgnt nie Meee Paani AS oc ag te Sal Sewanee , 658 784 

Whi h: 
Common, fresh........ 37,014 5, 556 273 38 993,501) 124,050 
OSES ee eee (eee Po | a ee bal En ee ee eer 3,350 0 
Common, caviar......|........-]-.. whe hate A SA eNih a BOM 4¥4>.2s dal soe'or cose 1,375 257 
ERMC AE NIL ood ole cuvevdaclaxausteealeeaneeadslewastoctelb neue dunaluachecase 46, 457 2,191 
Menominee, MC no aol ence once «| ccadediealeeeeeb ant eebenuccult weveneuelocss sass 20,017 1, 200 

AGDOW PELC. . oc cncsccnae 6,958 972) 31,836 2,311 844, 019 56, 464 

RON s drabeconcewns 841,915) 40,233) 170,378 9,547| 13,363,207, 857,478 
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FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS. 

The vessel fisheries of Lake Huron in 1917 were credited with 
2,675,783 pounds, valued at $258,297, and the shore or boat fisheries 
with 10,687,424 pounds, valued at $599,181. In the vessel fisheries, 
the principal form of apparatus was the gill net, the catch of all species 
amounting to 2,350,721 pounds, with a value of $224,787. The princi- 
pal species were lake trout, 1,094,301 pounds, valued at $116,925; 
ciscoes, 826,537 pounds, valued at $53,125; and common whitefish, 
410,475 pounds, valued at $53,716. The catch with lines, consisting 
of lake trout, was 325,062 pounds, valued at $33,510. 

The principal apparatus of capture used in the shore or boat 
fisheries was pound nets and trap nets, the catch amounting to 7,936,- 
249 pounds, consisting principally of ciscoes, pike perch, suckers, 
common whitefish, and yellow perch, valued at $420,409. The catch 
with other forms of apparatus in the shore fisheries was as follows: 
Gill nets, 994,759 pounds, principally ciscoes, lake trout, and common 
whitefish, valued at $88,257; seines, 1,306,502 pounds, principally 
carp, valued at $56,474; fyke nets, 263,999 pounds, principally 
ellow perch, suckers, carp, and pike perch, valued at $14,108; 
ines, 106,655 pounds, consisting of catfish, lake trout, common white- 
fish, and yellow perch, valued at $10,644; and spears, 79,260 pounds, 
consisting of carp, pike, pike perch, lake trout, and yellow perch, 
valued at $9,289. The total catch with gill nets in both vessels and 
shore fisheries amounted to 3,345,480 pounds, valued at $313,044, 
and with lines, 431,717 pounds, valued at $44,154. 

The following tables give the products of the vessel and shore 
fisheries of Lake Huron in 1917: 

YIELD or VESSEL FIsHERIES OF LAKE HuRON IN 1917, By COUNTIES AND APPARATUS. 

Apparatus and species. Alpena. Cheboygan. Chippewa. ‘Huron. 

Gill nets: Pounds.| Value. |Pouwnds.| Value.|Pounds,| Value. | Pownds.| Value. 
BSUEDObec eesti ee ae are ate anaes rela ae cme ee 300 $6. |e c02 Ene c eee s leanne seen eee eee 
Carp wASiatien is 222s Vee pele ewe ciate elo minis eintetea yale are enecnell terete ye ere otareoy sata ate 5 
Ciscoes ee a2 Cea Ey 314, 232 | $24,074 | 29,704 | 1,492 | 54,000 | $2,700 | 162,420] 9,978 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or yel- 
LC otk :<:) ie Shes Ste le 1,000 91 155 De ee lotacicsce 206 36 

ny Cn Be ae ie maerets 26) bse ees sco paccdoaa¢ 60 tS Perea eecreerd boc Pi- Alon i= ee 
Site a2 Ret AS ee Bose np as Hoc doescd beosescitc Bocaeeac pcosadvs Lb.dsqoc|Bods4555 100 
Trout sks.) .cseees2eee+ oes 489,041} 58,220| 72,187 | 7,192] 15,000 | 1,500 } 192,354] 21,983 
Whitefish— 

Common: .£225-32-2--eee 165,463 | 23,762') 89,3451) 11,027 )}:.--...-|-....-3- 82,755 | 10,536 
Menominee.......-....-.- 8, 460 338 750 B1)) ess peared) eeeerccer||--e-ngcn 

Wellow perch:. <: Piscteiece oslo ete maelses eee 221 Dilan] Rises eta |e cereal 1,571 188 

MOTHS. Se cce cece seee 978,196 | 106,485 | 192,722 | 19,813 | 69,000 | 4,200 | 439,481 | 42,726 

Lines: 
Trout, lake— 

1: tn ee 4,500 BOON ee. oda) eno wemrefaa oes ce |eeeren eis 292,193 | 30,518 
Saltede.. < sec set cick 5.|- se eteee| poem ceeie| seers dtm eben. teem cermeRee 2, 235 

AW sje: | ey ae et ee ae 4, 500 CTS BS See | Ror a | be ese ein oo ty 294,428 | 30,608 

Grand total: --.:....-.. 982,696 | 106,935 | 192,722 | 19,813 | 69,000 | 4,200 | 733,909 | 73,334 
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Yrevp oF Vesset FisHEerres or LAKE Huron IN 1917, By Counties AND Appa- 
RATUS—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Tosco. Presque Isle. Total. 

Gill nets: Lbs. Value. Lbs. Value. Lbs. Value. 
STR eee Sent 28 eee (See CE Rs ERS eee Rene eee ee Seen eee 300 $6 
ep TASTES TRS ee — = cea me ES SS I ee eee ees Deen 75 3 

en cen ee a2, a See ae Ea ee) [keener 266,181] $14,881 826, 537 53, 125 
Pike pt perch (wall-eyed or yel- 
low pike)! 3.5..2626.-5--55- 2,160 LIS) 22 = .2- 5 sco ls- saeeae= 3,521 319 

Rees SSE. Se ee ee 2 ee Mer eenee re ame ee ore 0 15 
Srekersce seq s.--ss 22 3. 3, 250 ES Ae eee) eee sae 3,350 35 
Deatiuiakcos.s5) 384: ..=. 2: 236, 450 18,916 76, 328 7,820 | 1,094;301 116, 925 
Whitefish— 
i ae re 45, 650 5,021 27, 262 3,370 410, 475 53, 716 
LUE eee eee ee. | ae 1,100 55 10,310 428 

VEL dee Ee Se Ba ee. ee em | ee ee ae , 1,792 215 

12 epee gee ae aE. 287, 510 24,143 | _ 370,871 26,126 | 2,350,721 | 224, 787 
Lines: Pie yl sl aviceehic. ota tania ols 

Trout, lake— 
Wreshiees --- 2ee. ose 10, 000 1,000 16, 134 1, 452 322, 827 33, 420 
ab cctc cee sce acs tcl acemeoae eerste sete cathtal-suanecatnsloccen seems 2, 235 90 

dist) ler Ree hth aL Pee ha 10, 000 1,000 16, 134 1, 452 325, 062 | 33, 510 
Grand total. ..........- 297, 510 25,143 | 387,005 27,578 | 2, 675, 783 | 258, 297 

YIELD or THE SHORE FisHertes oF LAKE Huron In 1917, BY CouUNTIES AND 
APPARATUS. 

Apparatus and species. Alcona. Alpena. Arenac. Bay. 

Pound nets and trap nets: | Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value.) Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. 
egg ft eee tee te thor dare wee fa vard waa] weir w eel wepctdoreinnn| a eens 200 
US ap in UE ae Ee et se) es ee 2,927) $138) 19,871 
Cat: Pon ay ‘buliheads Beets aisle auiwen's 21 + iN eR gles al I cp ee 6, 300 
Ciscoes— 
Ce eee eee 181,550} $5,360) 69,934) 2,715) 168,594) 4,695) 339,262) 5,644 
SRNR er yee he ete alles occs 12 174) 855 9,242} 207,585) 9,341 
a Ac lp ee Bae eee 45 1 SEE Sel SORES) | 5 Sere (OE (SORES eae 

sao ue oy pel Se Se 300 32) 510 Ml ae. Se 450 
Bike ch (wall-eyed or 
Ro ow w pike) ad = | 7,100} 855] 11,510} 2,136] 19,444) 2,036] 172,850) 17,699 

ee ey EP) Pees EPR ioe Bees eee 300. 12 200 8 
lea ee OL GEM Re scal tat ood ales boc el okecaved)cbewene 300 12 600 
RUUEROONS sc 35254 eds 193 25 665 133 70 21 200 
Lpiet: ike: y | a a 1 ie 23) i) eee, 32 Ge See ap 12 
Suckers, fresn............ 37,825) 1,497/115,558) 6,115) 15, ie 469] 292,716 
hun ise a Pee) Wee Se ree ed Beye ee 12 400 
‘DPOUG, IOKO- Jor. 20 Sole. 1, 300 170) 8,369 938 40 14 2,400 
Whitefish— 

Cmmnmninns. 25. eas s. 1, 200 169} 23,049) 2,858) 21,255) 2,691) 45,165 
CEE OS ES | ea | (aS OG) (SRE [2 eae (eee 8 aoe 300 
Menominee............ 11, 100 cst att wb du lod lt nai ccad| eel pilin dances 

Yellow perch............ 2,000} 150] 8,812) 910) 48,989] 2,980) 360,432 

Total. ...............|242, 568) - 8,527|238, 796| 15, 916| 452, 304| 22, 322/1, 448, 943] 69, 069/456,540| 23, 832 

Gill nets: 
FOV S 1 MeN Sie seca sin cdl souls cps siee. =| eee a dle eeote We i ecxl paces Pel eee ee eee 
ME PAGAN 255 Sota 6) 55254251950 x354|< eons baleen «caches 16 DROUIN) «10 leila < ol anccestls-chastlos eras 
Catfish and HEMAGGS 2s s5ldscare lise seu ewlotes > salad wade Ol Bras = er ey Re oe oe 9 

Fresh. Pees eddons cess, OOO on LL, 200. “tieie ods eseniale cost nb ae nil sea on'e 7,500 481 
Ie ee es Se oe Pe RS ee ee Be eyelaucone sl meateal calewaenwe 
— Pectai sh spasasletesssslaisdcesh.| SyQO0) SAMO oud tecacelasscccan+|eseesss| oun ema 

Pike perch te ge or 
PP Wr Pike) MeN. =. 2. Poel ees |e. 5e MN ed xéncons| descecolenemanelawe soda 

eet GASP A oe EER Ree 20 40) 8,163 369 
roners lake— 
(ene Pe a a a eo 62,728) 6,264 
MAINE EIN ped fav ceed galecexl acleeankee Seelactsssslonan égeaale vaddudlhowsaee iatesee 

Whitefish— 
MAIR sch es azal LsAOO PCa Is ous ou clatak st oueel snc auclees'cocabalacwuces 36,772) 4,546 
SRMIINY OGLCRtews sao alenodesa|szkseesl aE EO. LD0lsus eee lis css. loecceaccaleccectalekoeemlneeban. 
Menominee, FPR dad a BOONE a eee ants 3c whl Su censens|Cameeen 4, 326 312 
Menominee, salted.....}.......]..... . 800 90 Wsneenstaadweasy| Seneee 14 417 787 

PERO DOLGIh s 250 600s ccRil odes calgadaaed 550 7, 562 531 

BOER 202 secnccccscas! 11,200 590)141, 568] 13, 300 

35286 °—21——40 
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YIELD OF THE SHORE FISHERIES OF LAKE HuRON IN 1917, BY CoUNTIES AND 
AppARATUS—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Alcona. Alpena. Arenac. Bay. Cheboygan. 

Fyke nets: | Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
Carp; ASiatio?s 2.202. cbc ]ece cme net 202 2) ce col eae bemetemiaal Gasck 8,925), $353) 2 2oee zee ee 
Catfish and bullheads - £2.]2 22 282/325... - -|- 0 fcke ia begaedl ose w cee 1,800 148 see el Bees 
Ciscoes, fresh. 32° 025-56 [olse5 seca) ee Boe fel oe oc Soc | berets | cecteeetlice cc cee 6,500 275]. . eee ee 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
Yollow pike) \..3 <2 See sete a] st 5 bso] Gao | Senos eee peme] oe ee ee 12,572) od, 431) 8 ceeee |eeaeees 

Rock basso. .- Gs. own eee scan et ect eee teees sl occa cas eee meee 400| -. ..'32]" Sasa 
Suckers $5. eis ea eas tee eee eee ee ae 423 $13} 54,544) 1,514).......)....... 
Sonfish: 2.2.20. fe eae oe eee cate eater ee | aemete eee te 200)... )_ SICREE Jaa eae 
Whitefish; common! | Sore se leh ees eee RSS | ee ee eel ees 500 80/ Seton eS 
Wellowmperch! (52 = sacceh tees | Pe uals we eee 4,800 240}. D9N5 711 33606) Seeaenee 2 ee eee 

Minka Pee secre pike ol ba oie oe | Seemed ee 5,293). 253)" 145, 019) 7; AaB ides ad eee 

Seines: a ri 
Warp, ASIBUICs= ee set ed sec ee |S. et eee eee | eee oe 11,681 482), 190,309) 7, 224120 - 222) Seaeeeee 
Catch and! pillbeads each eee stones noe eee ce 700 56 5,438 033 |/eg-eeaeeees 
RTGS Fi AEE ORE 3 ie Satie 008 | arate se A 100 10 700 60) oor pees 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
VOUOW PIO) sees be eat ee ENP eee a eeeewleceecee Die 215) “201 Wiad) © 20 Vol eeeee eel eee 

Rock Passes z- sos. ose eae eee 200! = 2582 eaee| Saeeee 
PUOKETH d seew Perce one en eee eee 645,187) Llyo02| Seeeee| seeeeee 
DUNS Se ses cee ee poe ee 200 | Pe a oe 
Whitefish, common......|......- 212 28) oa ane be| See emer 
Yellow perch? 220 ae es 16,508). 1 095) 20 Seeee|eameeee 

Totals: vee ce tee ye ee eee = 355/531) 18, 431 eases eens 

Lines: Trout, lake.-.-..-..- 

Spears: 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
Vellowipike) fee een su donl cae s wel Me eee teeesee |peeeeee 20,000) 2, 800) 2. ci wel seceeme 

Yollow perce.) 225 ee eS Se eee ee 500 2,000 200| -): Sez | heeeeee 

Totalor soca ces das he leeaees |seaeoce leases as |slsclenne 22,000). 3;000/S2u2-- aleenceee 

Grand total.......... 1, 979, 486] 98, 536/598, 108|$37, 132 

Apparatus and species. 

Pound nets and trap nets: 

Chippewa. Huron. Tosco. Mackinac. | Presque Isle. 

Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
BED Otros ks rs ee cal an tere le cteters lacie Psrslovsull lewia areisse 824 $24)... cclioseeeneleesee eee 
Carp ASIAtiCn!: jocht can -| eee ele eee ese 20,700} $828 200) Bh ce oacws|acemeeeleenersel eee 
Catfish and bullheads.-...| 1,077} $178 4,473 437 300 BU eee eecse eee l gnc tec 
Ciscoes— 

Mnesh «isto icc ins Boece acl cae eael eee ene 557,028) 14,866) 488,389) 12,777; 9,500) $380)......]....... 
Salted: {S252 coe Bee. eats 1, 243, 019} 53,355) 125,700) 7,542) 61,000) 2,495)......)....... 

Muskellunge.........-.-- 100 LO) ck ooec nls be ccee| obo ceceed|oceccwal sbimece| ecm ssc Meee eee 
Pikes teva see ssh Lee 6, 000 600 284 28 200) 16 750 5G | aia opreasl ere 2 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike)..---...... 19,072] 2,779, 337,833] 46,932| 112,242] 10,848) 2,896] 299] 500] $50 

Rock Passe seers. ese ee 2, 000) LOOIS. 2552] ek Ae sn eee er et ee - 
Sheepshead) or drium~= 2. |) ee aes seee ee 5, 300 159) oS coe bac|eseieson| ccieasins oecbene eee Gee 4 
StUEOONe ee se reo c enc |obawstn| acces 930) 187 650 160 240 49)\ 2 oe onliceme 
Sturecon caviar sor sos SSeS ee sabe et eek |eeeeees 20 40 20) = BO |osteen| cena. 
Suckers— oe 

Mreslt $92 i22 <2 tac Se ee 3 228,412) 13,170) 60,411) 1,560} 39,117] 1, 695/280, 396 
Balted tet 's: 22223 sec5.c2|. eee eee | beeper |> Se eciae Sa eicet ene amemetees 1, 000 

Srnfish=).ce-+ +. sss se 200 RO) oe uc Smicl is ware cinla| owicimatmseiein| comercial einie ee eee 
(rontilakescces: J---5-.- 9,187 919 9,465 701; 12,829) 1,190) 23,929 
Whitefish— 
COMMON 265. -62cd5525<< 1,923 261| 94,731] 10,184) 42,379) 4,375] 99,942 
Common Caviar soos < s\ecss «| yensaes 1,075 197 | feemeaeets Sewiaen(s| wasicea| Sacteetrs | eee 
Moenominedss2tn2ss2seclecesoscla bdeces Swalesemac| shee mnts 136 1) REE ee sear Saemon( | oo oek 

Yellow perch............ 9,371 945] 97,354] 6,273 5,795 367| 49,199] 3,869) 150 

POG). Jcdscsteeran 277, 342) 18, 972|2, 432, 603/135, 707| 828, 781] 39, 078)528, 872) 37,659)26,527| 1,126 
a | | | | |] | | | | —— aS ee | eS | 
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YIELD OF THE SHORE FISHERIES OF LAKE HvuRoN IN 1917, BY COUNTIES AND 
ApparRATus—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Chippewa. Huron. Tosco. Mackinac. | Presque Isle. 

Gill nets: Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. | Value.} Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
"EEO AE So EL 2 hl a ee Fe Be am Perea! (eee a Pee 800 $16| 25252. |Gees 
Ciscoes, fresh... ......--- 47, 300} $2,365] 27,850) $1,311] 4,000) 380) 700 34] 9,300] $292 
Pike perch Cal ene or 

yellow pike)— 
Lye ee a 10,926] 1,501] 13,508} 1,394) 1,789] 216] 196 40| 550 63 
SEU BTA 2o 1h Soe gee i BAe Ss ee ee ed Bee Pod Lee Hoe 30 3 

DUCKS. J. 52225 occete 24, 900 545) 2,900 100 
Trout, lake— . 
Wo gh aw = 33,790) 3,379 6, 219} 3, 850 393 

SUT a i ees BOl le Soee Wace Xe waleewawsnan ee dees 1,000 150 48 6 
Whitefish— 
Common, fresh......... 7, 298 4,557) 3,660 446 
Common, SHEE Sera Pec tee ee eee ae ene tant eenecee a clemes- ss CexO0Uly 6200S. a.c2 ie sece. 5 
Menominee, APES ascot eg) COU ie Dal sconce awe-| a aceuelotee 513! 2, 600 220 
(EGTA TRC o re 6 Meee a a ee | eee eee ee x 5s ee eee 

Mellow perch -)--.<.2:..2 22,082) 1,750 479 50 4 

0/7) <7 | | ieee ls Fees 129, 428| 9,671) 233,497) 23, 927/137, 912) 13, 076 22, 988) 1,527 

Fyke nets: 
oly PSS ote ono eee ac oee SOO Loe ns zo dann pou taesas epoca. |acames peecuas = 
Catfish and bullheads. ...}.......|......- | Wah 1) as 1 a Oi ie LPS eee Hk a Sed Pa «BO fal gS) Poe Se 
a LT BS SES 8 Oe ee ESS eS te BE oe) aes Ae ses ears er sian be See 

ES eo Re Co Ce ee ee 1 a ec) ero PAP ores ueerinme! Cc aa Pes ee 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
Welw: Prko)ss =) deo sfceolt,Ts4. 22. pS OM ys | Ree Lee 2a eed jee cece ene | (ee 

Sheepshead or drum.....}.......]....... 50 Pee Cpr MSE [eee cl [Seen (Aan ae Mek SAP aps 
SU SLE Raa te ee el ease) ae ge ae 43 685|' 1,408) S00 a sseceeleo 2 2s Be Pa ees aes 
PEL OW PORN a a oo ahs open saa] Unt neon 44 , 052) 3, GSGIr 4 2000s S160 eee eee eae een 

TS Bey abies Oh Sam PER 05; 728), <b; 5521). 9) S00) > | 167h ss feels ee eee | oreeee 

Seines: : a - 
i ls a a! ar B17 708) a0, GOs 2 seas ales tence awewewal eee eee + 
Catfish and bullheads....|.......|....... SOON ie BO ce Alike ccacleweduculaweaces|aeeeeieees 2 
Pike Boch (wall-eyed or 
eR ech nal ee eee al wa cn woalccrocen| | al Geol .¥ oc 1Stlacswcecl se ¢ccen|seceen \Jeew des 

Sheepshead or drum.....|.......|....... BOO WD soca eG aS. PS re So rae | soemeu ceeers = 
SEE Wen 5 To Se ee ee) ene reer ee Pere ee Me) yee 2 aes eee eat eee - 
ete Eater eI ete car wee) GLO |. ALBIS tu curl sornesalaccestletece cs 
Wellaw paren .202.5655.-|62.262 |e 2, 500 900 1 re (ye eee ON ae 

DOL ASP Boe 2s Ee eR Pe S21, 001) 30,0401" “Si67or SUNS eon whoa ee ee es 

Lines: 
Ot REE Eee © oe) Se eee 8,000 SO cso Soha s cwacie leaks Seedle Sele eaeae mate 4, 
PROMGE ARB A Ss = clesiae ba Pane ood ofan foe 53,656) 5,110 : 416) 1,665 166 
Whitefish, Cth MESS es pai eas Si) (hs Sate ol (Be ae oe | Pe ae (ee Dien Ab Nsedeess 
Yellow perch fA) eel a Rren ee oe OTD 1 FDU asec ws pwemale nen es aly eee Mapes |nwe-eee 

LS Teo ener en Rees Ne 64, 331 421| 1,665) 166 
Spears rei iy Taare i. 
arp, yO red fr al EP esa eee FO 000| >: O00l. St ese ee eos ea oc|' heaved | sive celeneaes 

bt Re ee ne a ee 2 piseaedes edacks sapcuvellcduarsaltentacleuwenes 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or ‘ 
ity us) 5 ene ee pate 2A 4 1 A Ae 73] [ene (ERE BPR od |S COE ENS Oo) LA 

Lis Ti Ag eS a eae |i (aie aes 1, 250 PA ge ES ee | a Ba AES | ae 
Yellow pero ee Reh aepr! Ree see Ap OU ech Sal SSL | BauLMawa| bot daweldctiait ee ac ae 

NESS D8 rain clan i a0slcuooastacekls a 52, 760) ee et Dl Lk Laws. 

Grand total. ........ 503,088, 36, 250|3, 596, 349/193, 773|1, 087, 753| 65, 433/670, 260 51, 156/51, 180| 2,819 
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YIELD OF THE SHORE FISHERIES OF LAKE Huron IN 1917, BY COUNTIES AND 
Apparatus—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. St. Clair. Sanilac. Tuscola. Total. 

Pound nets and trap nets: | Pounds.| Valuc. | Pownds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pownds. | Value. 
Burbot. 22552 cee | ea es ee er c| See hee | raat mere eee 1,074 $29 
Garp; ‘Asiatio:22. 2421) eee raleg > O20) 1,800 $72 6, 383 $255) 52, 731 2,055 
Cathshiand bullheads ==: | "eb -eeesee| eee 200 16 400 13, 221 1, 284 
Ciscoes— . 

Wrestiee. 2380-2 eee 45,914] $1,289| 443,257] 13,298] 24,963 2,335,686] 62,179 
DBLCAE ate na eee ae ae eee | caer 286,053) I2°873|-.. ce. ce|eceeceeee 2) 098; oe 94, 860 

Muskellunve ssa. ON ees Ree. esi ay Se Sl Re omen aes | 15 
1 EST) 5 Ree SNS SSRN Ika Ati e tesa Bese Prorat ee cesectabe pectinc see 9, 319 882 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
yellow pike)....-.....- 26,320] 3,980} 19,010" 2,594] 43,278} 3,708] 796,757, 96, 394 

RockIpassat fs osaec keno os loan eee eeemeenee BON oe FD lee eine |e eee 7383) 156 
Sheepshead or drum. .-.- -- 16, 881 589 
Sturgeon. . {cs .-sseeek ee 4, 826 1, 048 
Sturgeon caviar....-..-- 227 495 
Suckers— 

Wrestins 2 ee 1,491,144) 64, 297 
Salted. ese ce 1,000 50 

Sunfish sess ses ee Se 950 40 
ANCL AIES CWE ahha Sanne 72,422} 7,385 
Whitefish— 
Commons eo. pe- 2-5 393,938) 47,724 
Common caviar 1; 375 257 
Menominee. -- - -- ile 765 300 

Yellow perch. ~-<.---.-.- 630, 893} 40,370 

Ota os os sec aienss 93, 266 7,025] 789,945} 33,876] 119, 762 7, 300|7, 936, 249 420, 409 

Gill nets: 
BOW ssc - pene dee cees| Sasa conan Sa 2 | te a ee ee en 200 4 
BUrbObins tide csctaweretsinwa| a spemeoce kot aoareca lem cctea tate | eee oaks | See eee | ee 800 16 
Carp WASsiatic. 4. oa 5 -| Seekonk te ee oe Ae SE ee a ee 400 16 
Cattish and bullheads 2/3) 5 cecceme| Sse occ eee pose eae ae ee ee oe | een eee 150 6 
Ciscoes— 

Wresp cc oe. ee ee ee Se es | 108, 350) 5, 101 

Salted =e cinmsmpteyn soll tate Sie cts Ella orgies Alege atc ake a es eee ea | A 2,180 93 
SMMOK OG oe soe Fae oes eine eos cteiee re | eee ree ewe | cn eee ae 3, 000 120 

PUK io Ss kb wie os mets wear [ges eras 0 ft ere ety er ec Rr |e | a 100 10 
Pike ne ewahceyed or 

yellow pike)— 
OSH fi. peeepee sede 27,481 3, 265 
Paltedic- 2°. eeu 30 3 

BUGKEIS ees. occas ee reeset 67,363] 2,547 
Trout, lake— 

Myeshizic cease seater 486,093] 46,501 
Balto: tote ct 6, 423 694 

Whitefish— 
Common, fresh.......-- 185,105) 22 084 
Common, salted........ a 350 330 
Menominee, fresh. -. .-. "“, 382 1, 463 
Menominee, salted 20, 017 1, 200 

Yellow perch....-....--- 59, 335 4, 804 

Total sscecossaeeeecel|,  ¢ S2pUlN) Pea Ol S2437 ea 48 Delis oe on | ae ere 994,759} 88, 257 

Fyke nets: 
WALD: AASISEIC> co, craen = os 54 |'Sse ote eh bese eee tees al eee 7,050 241 19, 475 733 
Catish'and bullheads .-..) i250) Cees So eee er ee oe ee 3, 020 256 
Ciscoes— 

INPOSU $3 vain s'a canals ve op 52] cee een bl oe te cnc ad | Re ELS ee ee nes | ee eg | ce 7,000 300 
BHItedent> tot oew ce one 23 | epee Se hale ets eae al neeeeras 100 ft 100 4 

12110? Oe eS Sane me PER a Ie | oc nob oaeelte Pees Sel shee ce noe emetoe |see emma 135 13 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
TOMO Ws PKS) = ober tod <28 seb S te gosto Se eee Se eae ee oe 550 55 14, 706 1,657 

IROCEIDASS ease hd ot cc) oso e eee Se 3] Cee Be | a a ee 300 12 700 44 
Plipepshoum or dria. = 2. slo e- Setces| eens eel ete ae ren eer eeree 300 9 350 11 
Suckers sasopae ee ce ose 8 | saute ece eee | Cees eaten | Mase oeeen 4, 238 85 104,190} 3,077 
BenrG Sh ora e eee aces mace aie | eae een lee eee eece ne 300 12 500 20 
Whitefish, commons: ¢.-|... #01222) Seno eese nena eaeene aes See eee Stes toee 500 80 
Wellow perch tose~ oe asea| <2 252.25. | Sateen looses cons See 2,900 272 113, 323 7,913 

otal saosin ls occ Beets eee ae ee | ee 15,738 690} 263,999} 14, 108 
| | 

—— 
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YIELD OF THE SHORE FisHERIES OF LAKE Huron In 1917, BY COUNTIES AND 
AppaRATUS—Continued.. 

St. Clair. Sanilac. Apparatus and species. Tuscola. Total. 

Seines: Pounds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
BrASinhit=d = ey eee | fens | a2 SE. < [ee eee 5 $1,357] 1,052,695] $39, 667 

SOMES ST Tra ME TTL TTE Ta [Se peg | a ha | (a 2 8 | Psat A Cee 6, 938 669 
LEDS Se SET ek Oe | ee ee ey a ep ad ee ee ees oe 800 70 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or 
GLE els) | Sead ty S29 Ea a |e es Oe | ee ee 106,617} 10,861 

ene ks paste eas eee ee So lowes 200 8 
Sheepshead or drum.....}... A i 500 15 
Ririicessies sen tert sae ee coed semece so ctee tees. Rl ecaddest tec... 109, 720 2, 927 
SDTTAUD 0 Soe Re | PRES SRS el ES pea ea (eee i Se ie ae ee atl 200 8 
Vhs Pislt |e Tirati fel 2k an gs Re SS Se a) es See Sa Oe Sa rela oe ry eae 3,407 441 
WSGLD DET P EWE co: Ge SAG PRES | DES ee Es (Ce Oe 8 ee ee ee 25,551 1,808 

Li AL See eee. | ee el | spas MRE Ere Sead 2 1,357| 1,306,502) 56,474 

Lines 
s 10,000} 1,080 

TrOtelakD ss 2 WS 2 325 i 9,550), | $2, 09015 <2. 2 se foce sewer 93, 904 9, 359 
VW EERE SIDE Corr 5s a1 a a ee 6 SA ae a PS Ee (ee ee! (ee EE 76 5 
LOGUE Sate 70 1 pie Sas ie (oe ATE [iin ae | (OS OMEN (Oh SOYA PRN aia (eee 8 2,675 200 

10, 644 

ee ce Pee Se nn I IRS ee eee [era ease] COU Oe) mere 1,000 
Stiegh eds SBES HES IY ARSE: Se eee Bee ee ea pene SO) Ramee ee 200 

pith tart [Assets Mitare a ane Na Oil Dae 2 (aman eee 6,735 
ae Dae ds del hae-o onc aaa metal domudamel sedan gated vac ashe'stadl ecw cewes ou 200 

“tegen oe 58 (ide ORS a SEE PREP fea gk aE [SENT Rall ae ar Fh Cr eee 1, 154 

se, POR alae EO Sg) OE ae, en (aoe el ee ee! eee eee Mee 9, 289 

9,547| 10,687,424 599, 181 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

In 1917 there were 23 establishments engaged in the wholesale 
fishery trade of Lake Huron, employing 147 persons, to whom 
$95,648 were paid in wages. The value of these establishments with 
their equipment, etc., was $262,507; and the cash capital utilized 
amounted to $156,100. Compared with 1903 there was an increase 
of 7 in the number of establishments, 13 in the number of persons 
engaged, $57,228 in wages paid, $166,007 in the value of the estab- 
lishments and their equipment, and $60,600 in cash capital. 

The following table shows the extent of the wholesale fishery trade 
of Lake Huron in 1917: 

WHOLESALE Fisnery TRADE or LAKE Huron In 1917. 

Number | Persons Cities and towns. State. | of firms. | engaged. 
Cash 

; capital. 

Bay City and Fast Tawas......... Michigan........ 6 57 | $44,450] $78,197 
UT eae aaae hee EEL 4 14 7,300 | 34,300 
Cheboygan and Rogers............|..... G0 .2e dina 3 13 11, 280 19, 100 
St. Ignace and Detour.......--..--|----- dO..0-6-<20- g 8 3 yk 
Sebewaing, Bayport, Harbor 

Beach, and Port Huron.........|....- 0; - + es aan 7 55 28,518 | 122,110 

ERNE Be Crd a pods aw eeale «Sos dove deda zee 23 147 95,648 | 262,507 
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FISHERIES OF LAKE ST. CLAIR AND ST. CLAIR RIVER. 

The fisheries of Lake St. Clair and St. Clair River in 1917 gave 
employment to 64 men. The number of boats in use was 64, valued 
at $2,540. The apparatus of capture included 6 seines, valued at 
$1,365, and hand lines to the value of $50; and the shore and acces- 
sory property was valued at $12,000. The products of the fisheries 
amounted to 133,330 pounds, valued at $11,852, of which 85,330 
pounds, valued at $4,652, were carp taken with seines and 48,000 
pounds, valued at $7,200, pike perch caught with hand lines. Be- 
cause of legal restrictions, the fisheries of the connecting waters 
between Lakes Erie and Huron are of much less importance than 
formerly. 

FISHERIES, BY COUNTIES. 

The following table shows, by counties, the number of persons 
employed, investment, and quantity and value of the products of the 
fisheries in 1917: 

PERSONS ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts By APPARATUS IN THE FISHERIES 
or LAKE St. CLarr AND St. Ciarr River in 1917, By CouNTIEs. 

Items. Macomb. St. Clair. Total. 

EHS NS aN rs Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. 
10 54 64 Mishermenes. <2 2 <2 5etc cc cant cece ee l-twel Sy) LO sere SO e040 ee ee ace | er 

INVESTMENT. 
ROW POSS 2-56 5 ood ase oc e cee de eee 3 $215 57 $1, 425 60 $1, 640 
Power boatseu scents oer Sets Pees etes eee 1 3 00 4 

INOS Sse See nasa ose weceak eae 1 500 5 865 6 1,365 
Hand lines 2.2 oo si Js oa 535% sis Sock te spe Jel bane mes |e oe aaa Ba eetemreee 50i)| .- cee 50 
Shore and accessory property ...---------.|.-------.- 2,000) | eciee oe 10),000)|22sneseaee 12,000 

Motall lee =n 3! 2. oe. 2 ees ee 5 2,815 65 | 13,140 70 15, 955 

FRODUCTS FEY -AEEARA TUS, Pounds. Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Sethes: Carp cis siaste alae = tae eee 50, 757 2, 436 34, 573 2, 216 85, 330 4,652 
Hand lines: Pike perch (wall-eyed or yel- 

low pike) apse et  Afare ek CEE ARs. Ae eee eee eee 48, 000 7, 200 48, 000 7, 200 
el 

othe) 15) Pages A St Oe Se -| 50, 757 2, 436 82,573 | ° 9,416] 133,330 11, 852 

FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE. 

In 1917 Lake Erie ranked first among the Great Lakes in the 
amount of capital invested and quantity and value of the products 
and second in the number of persons engaged. The fisheries gave 
employment to 2,770 persons, of which number 1,761 are credited 
to Ohio, 446 to Pennsylvania, 305 to New York, and 258 to Michigan. 
Of the total, 565 men were on fishing and transporting vessels, 1,487 
in the shore or boat fisheries, and 718 shoresmen in wholesale estab- 
lishments and other fishery industries on shore. 

The amount of capital invested was $4,332,767, which includes 93 
fishing vessels of 1,883 net tons, valued at $508,398, with outfits 
valued at $101,665; 24 transporting vessels, of 304 net tons, valued 
at $66,100, with outfits valued at $14,655; 1,016 boats, valued at 
$206,185; fishing apparatus used on vessels and boats to the value 
of $1,094,713; shore and accessory property valued at $1,884,165; 
and cash capital utilized in the fishery industries amounting to 
$456,886. The investment in New York was $655,062; in Pennsyl- 
vania, $919,919; in Ohio, $2,462,822; and in Michigan, $294,964. 
The apparatus used in the fisheries of Lake Erie included 47,578 gill 
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nets, valued at $329,632; 5,011 pound nets and trap nets, valued at 
$681,060; 801 fyke nets, vals at $44,403; 285 seines valued at 
$38,867; and lines to the value of $751. 

The products aggregated 38,710,238 pounds, for which the fisher- 
men received $2,327,299. Of this quantity, New York is credited 
with 2,426,848 pounds, valued at $167,358; Pennsylvania, with 
8,151,241 pounds, valued at $508,382; Ohio, with 26,442,993 pounds, 
valued at $1,570,230; and Michigan, with 1,689,156 pounds, valued 
at $81,329. Ciscoes are the principal species represented in the fish- 
eries of Lake Erie in both quantity and value, the catch being 
17,160,852 pounds, or 44.33 per cent of the total quantity, valued at 
$1,046,862, or 44.98 per cent of the total value of all products. The 
pike perch, including sauger, ranked second, the yield being 7,277,701 
pounds, valued at $524,439; and carp, third, with a yield of 6,044,792 
pounds, valued at $274,139. Other important species include the 
common whitefish, 1,755,947 pounds, valued at $232,761; sheepshead, 
2,855,551 pounds, valued at $69,502; suckers, 1,035,934 Laer ey val- 
ued at $36,403; and yellow perch, 959,357 pounds, valued at $69,864. 
The catch of burbot, the use of which for food the Bureau has been 
encouraging, amounted to 652,870 pounds, valued at $8,027. 

In comparison with 1903 there was an increase of 43, or 1.58 per 
cent, in the number of persons employed; $2,136,370, or 97.27 per 
cent, in the capital invested in the fisheries; 15,521,682 pounds, or 
66.93 per cent, in the quantity, and $1,547,284, or 198.36 per cent, 
in the value of the products. 

FISHERIES, BY STATES AND COUNTIES. 

The following tables show, by States and counties, the extent of 
the fisheries of Lake Erie in 19i7: . 

STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, BY STATES AND COUNTIES. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On ves- | On ves- | In shore 
State and county. sels sels trans-| or boat saree Total. 

fishing. | porting. | fisheries. en: 

New York: 
RSTICTISATIOUG AE Ni ste fon weak dwn deecestn ans s G5: |e deh kas 61 18 144 
ENG es, © Bas ton was sn dncatlecace ddan duaiecass 1B || des carees 37 109 161 

Ne tds ate a tete casa en estes ono deh OG | gb danke 98 127 305 

marmavimavita: , Yonio v.04 <n-+..d35ce0-22 324. ~'5. 0 247 | 7 47 145 446 

Ohio: ov 
SURMISE iia acca stud and wanpescdiawa take acct cal-~ 6 ay ee eee ae 75 30 127 
papehoss sade ada te chit = 32s SOUR RR seek ew scccets Oil: Mes... 63 80 206 
Uh SG Se Se Se ee ee 77 14 308 133 532 
LOCA PER RE Ear sre re Seton Mays By 2 3 103 33 139 
PI nk SU Bau ably se daw atedaada cobnascncces PAS hoa. Se pas 30 4 55 
RRR Win STORE ten Sp dula Past Ate, te aa cl Ses dends 5 13 232 39 289 
BIR Adak debs wememnteanchenreulncudnanserncdesls's tas ears 11 348 42 401 
EE SA - EE Ts A ears Sayin a eam Pen iy > PCL, ee 1 Tae 12 

PRAVOMNSe Ck WES UA otha f> a cathdse des a 188 41 1,171 361 1,761 

Mic D 
Ae SET os Ue ited ihn ade wo Ceeiuetl Pane ss eadleddnchedsclawcsncs coe 112 10 122 

MEST Ay aah rabde aciuwatecds nc tdweadtirae es oa as Wilesratatcss 59 75 1136 

he A as a J | 5) Ee Aiea REST eS 171 85 258 

| 1,487 718 2,770 RENAME LOD No xfael oid ais, 245 dnc ae hoe ‘SRY 517 48 

! Includes persons engaged in the wholesale fish trade of Detroit. 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, BY STATES AND COUNTIES— 
Continued. 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing. Vessels transporting. 

State and county. Steam. Gasoline. Steam. 

Value Value Value Num-} Ton- Num-| Ton- Num-} Ton- Value. Value.| of Value.| of ber. | nage. outfit. | bet | Dae outfit.| Pet: | Rage. outhit. 

New York: 
Chautauqua .-....... 9|  208/$64, 000; $9,680 3 21l'$5; 300)" | $900)F le 22. S eka al meee 
10) ge ee ee ee 2 28] 15,000 550 1 9 2, 200| 260).).-3 dtg- gases 2 eee 

Métal st. 20s 11| 236) 79,000) 10, 230 49? 80K) 75500| 5,260] 52 LSS eee ae 

Pennsylvania: Erie...| 36 812/238, 440] 43,684} 9| 93) 18,200} 3,276] 1/23) $3,000 $250 

Ohio: oF oo! 
Ashtabula.........-- 3} 65] 16,800} 3,100 1 Si, 100)) 350) 2b icc La OE eee eee 
Cuyahoga. - LPL) fy Ala iy | RE Bene soon omen! sort sjosoc ec] soc = 
Erie... .. 10} 250} 44,983) 11,715 3 31| 8,000) 1,750 1 43) 10,000) 3,500 
Lorain. . 3] —74| 19,000] 3,050 1 6| 1,000] 350 1} 17} 3,500) 150 
Le ea ose SA sei Saco) bSao se leeoraceensesse 1 1O}” 1,500), 1,090); 222) 2 cee eee eee 
CO Et WSO Ser Bend beard pssce Hesteeeee loo Sac lo aec oer sete Aa ses ee ec oe 2 28| 8,000} 1,300 

Total... <2 =.ce- 26| 652/151, 958) 39,765 6 55] 12,000) 3,540) 4 88] 21,500] 4,950 

Michigan: Wayne..... ae S54 eas Sed Seo SER I See ee 1 5] 1,360 HO) 2 «= .1-1]'ess leave | ererate tale eer 

Grand total. .... 73| 1, 700/469,398| 93,679| 20} 183) 39,000| 7,986}  5| 111| 24,500] 5, 

Vessels transporting—Contd. Vessel fisheries. 

Beg bets Power boats. 
Gasoline. Gill nets. 

State and county. 

Value 
Num-| Ton Num- Num- Num- ber. | nage Value of Heri Value. | “yor Value. | “por. Value. 

outfit 

New York: 
Chantaugnaes ee peocsee pace eee seer ese| eosereee 3 $75 22} $16,100) 6,286) $45,137 
Tha (pees cred [OC rae a A co pea eames 10 285 9| 2,575} 1,184) 8,640 

Total. ccancnw chet Bie tee eee tea eee ce ee dea 13 360 31} 18,675} 7,470) 53,777 

Pennsylvania: Eriess:|_..-2ccl.. cso lubes | eee, a eee 14] 7,200) 20,154] 141,273 

Ohio: Ne ie 
Ashitabulas: 202.02 Mae ¢ S28 ese alee Ree | aber 29) 2,300 23| 13,850! 2,192] 15,320 
Soyahoras .5 Pee eee cee lpeteeeen|peaciasee 13 210 24| 14,300 , OF 18,312 
Thy (Ee op = eae CeO OS 4 39| $11,500] $2,750 53| 1,040 117} 42,465| 3,974] 34,016 
Dake. Sies5. 2s 1 31 . 00 39] 1,250 37) 22, 950| 2. ss | eee 
1) yb eae ee ee 1 ee een ce ncand serene 7 805 4) 5,275) 766} 6,928 
tacas S4g4ae 2 te 8 58] 15,100) 3,880) 111] 5,890 47| 16,025 395| 2,900 
Ottawa. 56-54. 5.=5 6 65] 10,500) 2,525 258) 13,225 89 Rist) BAe Sel ae ass 
ANGUS so. pcan eel se sone neem eteee leek tis: [peeeie ae 6 |) ee se Sees cst None 

Votalaee oe be 19 193! 41,600] 9,455) 516) 24,810 341| 145,500] 10,379) 77,476 

Michigan: ie ii 
MONSOOl. hates ene he sjon2s| 2a deaees |e ee deed hcmeete male 45) 1,120 21]. «:5;090| cc ctee sel eoeenieee 
WWAYNOS. gescepece pee esas as boo penel sap aeeee| oem wesy 11 315 7| 2,350 4 51 

DOUAL -2- a ee ee eee = sa oe ou lcaeeiecaleeet eee 56] 1,435 28! 7,440 4 51 

Grand total..... 19 193] 41,600| 9,455} 602 27,370| 414| 178,815| 38,007] 272,577 
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SraTistics OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By STaTES AND COUNTIES— 
Continued. 

INVESTMENT—Continued.. 

Apparatus of capture, shore fisheries. 

Shore 
Pound nets and ac- | Cash | Total State and Gill nets. and trap Fyke nets. eakcor a lee 

y | capi- | invest- 
county nets. prop- tal. ment. 

= === SSS erty. 

Num- Num- Value. hark Value. her. Value. 

New York: 
Charmauqua;: | 2; 919822. 376): .s-w:|i). seu] -te i. e528... $27, 691/$23, 000) $215, 197 
MOTI a gamers a 403) 4,075 BOL $2 SOS solo eass lee case oe an 309, 574) 93,886) 439,865 

337, 265/116, 886] 655,062 
Bove eas hee Le Mares Us eine Wes Beas Soe es es ais ot 

Pennsylvania 
righ. -4- 43 362] 2,214| 69) 16,930|......|....... a & ae 366,679] 78,000} 919,919 

Ohio: 
Ashtabula....| 420} 3,172| 457| 72,945|......|....... 103, 022| 30,000] 262, 424 
Cuyahoga... 27000] 256] 32,625|......|....... 171,935] 227 500] 355,017 
rete... 1,962] 10; 696] 1, 557/207, 980 97| $3,070 286,895] 41/000} 728/365 
Vakey.-2,--03 180| ’641| 86,200]......|....... 73,419] 25,000} 214/089 
Lorain. ...... as Te a [a 60,010] 27000} 1147333 
oS Saas 9 anemia 863/127; 685| 234) 20, 000 155,780} 22; 000| 375,397 
Ottawa...... 2,932] 11,902) 1,002/1137800| 192) 47090 136,910] 52,500] 406; 497 
SOT Cla ae NP a) cee La Se ee ee Lye 1s) eee 6,700 

Total.....| 5,881| 28,325| 4,$26]653,135| 523] 27,160 993, 506/195, 000|2, 462, 822 

Michigan mt 
Monroe....... 25] 86] 8,175] 222) 16,718 23,740} 5,000 63, 443 
ae Se Oe | Seer” a Sen 56 162) 975} 62) 000|a 2317521 

Total .... 65] 86} 8,175] 278) 17,243 186,715] 67,000] 294, 964 

Grand total] 9,571| 57,055| 5,011/681,060, 801| 44,403, 285 38, 867) 7511, 884, 105/456, 880 4, 332, 767 

YIELD, BY SPECIES. 

Catfish and State and county. balitieads. Ciscoes. 

Value. Lbs. Value. 
5] $81) 1,744,054) $115, 563 

athe icy ate 999/306] 17,522 

81] 2,043,360] 133,085 

18 61] 7,381,256] 447, 744 

241} 630,234] 40,406 
287| 3,536,647| 209,030 

43, 821/278, 109] 14,410] 2,806,913} 169,092 
637] '62,193| 4,048 
61] 677,616} 41,936 

571 
900 

————|§ —$—————— |] | — | Ss | SS 

| | | |] 

4Includes investment in the wholesale fish trade of Detroit. 
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SraTIsTICcSs OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By STaTES AND CoUNTIES— 
Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES—Continued. 

Pike perch. 

State andcounty. | old-eye or Pike. Rock bass. 
moon-eye. Blue pike wooed or 

yellow pike. 

New York: Lbs. |Value.| Lbs. Value.| Lbs. Value.| Lbs. | Value. 
Chantangqua 52252.) a2e-ecc|peteeealeteeen ae omnes 12,489] $1,053 119) $13). 2 canton 
fy yt: ee Sani Peeve ery (Ree aye ey be ee OO HOE et) ee 7,155) 616 5,679) 706) 100 $5 

Ht Wy’e |: 8 eS a a S| oars el (= See A) [0 See el 19,644] 1,669 5, 798 719 100 5 

Pennsylvania: Erie 162,878} 13,049 3,214 419) 227 ae 

Ohio: 
AShtabnla 22 2S sf ait. eee. |Saen es lece sete ec cee 391,146] 31,291} 12,987) 1,298].......]..... as 
CHEN 6 sos nd ee oms od be ceces| peossccs| besos SID 164) 14 IIB ole cred loeee eee | aerate : 
Tie 2 588,177| 30,123] 325,037| 39,428].......}...... z 
dN Cs | ee De | | Be Pea oe 187,138] 14,915) (17,932), 970)... 2. ce/eee 
Dig Oh eee meee Rena Seisc Foc agecc SSoSmnar bererec 8 2;382|~ 14°.072)" a5 407|22e eae ees 
Dacas2 5 3 S255 S: S23) OF S35] S104) aS aR Anode Sen eee 370,843| 48,274), 52 -Eujcoweeee 
Ofte wale cise ar Rey aE ea | i ee | Bee 341,027] 27,086] 458,880] 46,108].......|......- 
Sandusky: 3) 222) 25h. seta Reeee | ee eee Oe ose Re EO) Pe, SG] Ee eee | errr 

Potaliy. 20) Se 402}1, 874,551] 120, 523)1, 211,574) 139,877).......]....... 

Michigan ee Me ie ors (a a Mateo fo.) 
IMONTOOEKS oe ce esse basco cle ete atl bc cdce nc [ete eats c| nih ated artes 66,870) 7, 255f222.5- 20] eee. 
WWE AO RAR eRe eh ad dened Secs lA Bec accod (saaeced lth seasrs | leSee nw ot 4,000 AO SE eect see 

Totals. 28: 22%. We. oes le SSeS OE A | ee = ee ee 70, 870) ,'°8, 155) s.< Sahoo see 

Grand total.....| 550/2, 057,073) 135, 241|1, 291, 456] 149, 163 100 5 

Sheepshead or Sturgeon State and county. Sauger. a Sturgeon. pee is Suckers. 

New York: Pounds.| Value. ot Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
Chautauqua.......- 77,598] $3, 879 $3] 7,563] $1,720 18 $45) 28,604) $1, 867 
HIS 2 65 oo see pacaee ence eel ee case | eee eee aetna 14 576} 3,427] 1,000} 2,000) 18,384 721 

Totalt es oss ae 77,598] 3,879 55 3] 22,139) 5,147] 1,018} 2,045} 46,988) 2,588 

Pennsylvania: Erie...} 33,993) 2,245} 10,863 309] 2,730 28, 626 824 

Ohio: 
Ashtabula.......... 41,656] 2,406 an 795 826 34 23 , 991 724 
i ba Be Aerie 102,410} 4,162 84) 954 1,720 128 32,092} 1,247 

SE eee saan ene 2,344, 241 154; 930)1, 520, 818} 40,544) 1,623 376, 827| 12,697 
a Se ee 116,415 7, 431; 68,851] 1,799 33 32,538] 1,038 
oraur ses 2s re 20,362 ip , 368 33, 383 674 500 5, 865) 120 
Wcas ese seek 198, 450 11) 937 309° 716} 6,193 330 166,403} 4,992 
Ottiwal seb. 994, 047 51, 677 804° 116] 17,314 427 219, 602 8, 510 
Raniduskeye: esse A 4000 120). Pee Ae Tes oo as eee ae 

TOA Sn. onal 3,817,581] 233, 911/2, 844,633} 69,190} 3,075 857,318] 29,328 

Michigan: 
MM OnTOR Sse eee. seals col eel ee beso Sspepes tal ba ceeeee 440 87,502} 3,298 
WOVTOY Se eo nse elven [eee os ee eee ee eee] omens sereeee nae nee sleaeeeme 15, 500| 365 

yh A FL Ph es a yi (ma Ube aie ba A Oe a ee OD 440 103,002) 3,663 
SSS —=—>BU=_[_E—— p= ——_—_—S ————S=_ — 

Grand total... -- 3, 3, 929, 172 240, "240, 0385/2, 855, 551 551] 69,502) 28,384) 6,064] 1,018) 2,045/1,035, 934) 36, 403 
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STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By STATES AND CoUNTIES— 
Continued. 

YIELD, BY SPECIES—Continued. 

State and county. | Trout,lake. | White bass. | Whitefish, eee Total. 

New York: . : .| Value.| Pounds.| Value.| Lbs. | Value. Pounds. Value. 
Chautauqua. .-..---- 734 $91 30 $2] 139, 225)$13, 964] 13,486} $1,108) 2,067,828] $141, 124 
Trion S223 =. ase (5) ee oe ee 3,843 546] 6,555 546] 359,020} 26,234 

Motel: 5. S-2<222 14,510} 20,041} 1,654] 2,426,848} 167,358 

Pennsylvania: Erie... 37,015] 52,571] 3,837] 8,151,241] 508,382 

Ohio: 
JST t TUE age eae 2S Ne ae (Rae 14,128} 46,903] 3,610) 1,348,455 , 554 
Cuyahoga ae 2 ee a een dines sete S 13,655} 33,701] 2,072) 4,421,962} 251,057 
Mea eee nk Sas 30, 876/349, 911} 23,002/10,019,010| 566, 867 
Ly TUTE ey ene ee ae | Pe ae (ee 9,257) 27,981} 2,238 ,590| 47,438 
UAE pe ee eee Ge SPR ie 4,311] 20,840} 1,315} 892,387 5, 060 
GN nO nt aoc dos ee 7| 44, 262/141, 950} 11,375! 2,593,948) 173,750 
COLL see oo 3 St Sle se. 34 509} 61, 046/182, 729] 12,639) 6,368,136} 376, 647 
RSIS CINE near eed 2 ee 8 ee AOD hee © he tates ex cl eek = oa) o8 co. 3s |e oooh 64, 505 2,857 

Zi |k:| CS es 17, 092|1, 285, 311/177, 535)804, 015} 56, 251/26, 442, 993)1, 570, 230 

Michigan: 
Lee ee ee ae! ee ee BoP e et eel eparses 3,701) 79,363} 7,680) 1,077,216} 51,116 
eR ee os ene ee es Sot re CALS. tas | tea eacedeceeas 3,367 262} 611,940) 30,213 

LL CTE FSP) PSE] (CRT Dy a (eee 27,275] 3,701| 82,730} 7,942) 1,689,156] 81,329 

Grand total..... | 1,922) 20 286, 112) 17, 212|1, 755, 947/232, 761 oso, 257 69, 684/38, 710, 238|2, 327, 299 

FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS, 

The catch of the vessel fisheries amounted to 17,151,247 pounds, 
valued at $1,057,079, and.of the shore or boat fisheries to 21,558,991 
pounds, valued at $1,270,220. The catch of the vessel fisheries was 
all taken with gill nets, the principal species being ciscoes to the 
amount of 15,497,879 pounds, valued at $949,894; pike perch and 
sauger, 710,951 pounds, valued at $43,508; common whitefish, 
388,614 pounds, valued at $45,914; burbot, 288,142 pounds, valued 
at $2,881; and yellow perch, 174,837 pounds, valued at $11,883. 

The catch with the principal forms of apparatus used in the shore 
or boat fisheries was as follows: Pound nets and trap nets, 13,319,548 
- nag consisting principally of sauger, pike perch, sheepshead or 
rum, whitefish, ciscoes, and yellow perch, valued at $840,640; 

seines, 5,505,997 pounds, mainly carp, valued at $251,409; gill nets, 
1,853,294 pounds, mainly ciscoes, valued at $123,293; fyke nets, 
857,176 pounds, consisting principally of carp, pike perch, sheepshead, 
suckers, sauger, and yellow atele valued at $51,971; and set lines, 
20,976 pounds, consisting principally of catfish, bullheads, and 
sturgeon, valued at $2,807. 
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The following tables give the products of the vessel and shore 
fisheries of Lake Erie, by States and counties, in 1917: 

YIELD OF GrmLI-NET VESSEL FIsHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By STATES, COUNTIES, 
AND SPECIES. 

New York. Pennsylvania. 

Species. ; 

Chautauqua. Erie. Total. Erie. 

Pounds. | Value. |Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
1S G00) Be ee aise amemaser ats. ee $126 75 $2 12,617 $128 | 136,162] $1,384 
CarpeaASinnicn see eoe econ. "348 14 20, 127 611 
Ciscies ee Jt ae Aer ee 82,476 | li, 1, 524, 132 |101, 686 |6, 965, 349 | 425, 556 
UR Gore oe ee an ote etc seal on aaea mee | we eae | ema ates art Rt ie Ara Rg | eT 60 7 
Pike perch: 

Blue pike 6,097 494 | 134,776 | 10,777 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike. .- 119 13 38 4 

NSUPEL IS sone tec aspen eas O98 é -| 77,598 | 3,879 27,993 1,945 
Sheepshead or drum 5 3 55 3 88 2 
BUCKEIS: 32 --s202s 2. scce ne seeks 3,351 143 7,041 127 
Trout: lakes esate eee aes 1, 258 103 102 il 
Witte bases. sp eh ene 30 2 30 Dilla citattc- nage dl eee cores 
Whitefish, common : : 5 105,911 | 10,511 | 217,046 | 25,978 
Wellow perch=-2 9 so eeeeee ee 7,881 618 35, 502 2,488 

Motel eb ss) ee ees 1,547,771 |105, 600 |191,526 | 11,994 |1, 739,397 |117, 594 |7, 544,627 | 468, 931 
t 

Ohio. 

Species. 

Ashtabula. Cuyahoga. Erie. Lorain. 

Pounds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.. nase f Value. 
BU Dolla coecenee Jo sada eeecee 266 $5 94,129 $940 44, 868 $423 $1 
Carp) Asiatic.3 Jocn. tees tsk 45 74 | ea es AO AAA tc 27 1 600 24 
@atfishjand bullheads. 352.06 80.|2.3-.-023|Sesesece arena sconce lose eceber 23 SF Wie eee el pees 
Wiscoas =) isis nese eee eee 518,419 | 34,358 |3, 449, 050 144, 528 |639,363 | 39,675 
a erch: 

NO MIKO.< - 5.2.4 sceeictee oe 19,444 | 1,556) 239,671 1,765 | 12,981 1,034 
Walloyed or yellow pike. .. 50 Bil ee aac bee | ceeeee eee 134 4 

Sapper eA set eee -| 8,383 PIER qoeasaac| |daaoteoe- 9,987 | 16,030 1,088 
Sheepshead or drum... 4 770 OO eoes sake ee eee 62 100 
Suckerss27ssee~ = 433s ses ee ot eel Sor 43 23, 864 710 500 8 
Drouts lake. cokes: aos aces e a2 dace sone ee | tec fe |leek = paeeec|peeemosre 32 |\0<ccneeslaoeeenaets 
Wilke Babs ish lS Bi ae eer oe iy PON Chae ee 1 100 5 
Whitefish, common...-......... 50,712 | 7,607 13, 451 1,614 225 26 65 8 
Yellow perch a ee een 5,875 443 14,000 840 72,558 | 4,682 | 16,575 997 

pense MES ee aeons ote eis 
oh Me | peta A a EA 605,385 | 44,508 |3, 834,165 | 217,945 |2, 702,910 |162,354 |686,454 | 42; 848 

Ohio—Continued, Michigan. 

Species. — SSS ESS eS Grand total. 

Lucas. Total. Wayne. 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. |Pounds.| Value.) Pounds. Value. 
BYE DObes too cee hate cat kee Meese | Eee eee 139,363 | $1,369 $2, 881 
Campy Asiathicn = s6 64s ns. 2d ad daece oodles esas 672 27 652 
Catfish and bullheads.......... 252 $21 275 24 24 
Ciscoest eos Sacee tee cae wan 8, 522 515 |7,008,398 |422, 652 949, 894 
PEG 25 co ot Cee ee 376 38 376 38 
Pike perch: 

Dine PKG 202° cee acer ase = 6 | Saw dvee emer es 293,730 | 14,381 25, 652 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike 296 

SSULETS joc ore == eee eee 17, 560 
Sheepshead or drum : 141 
Suckers 1, 983 
Trout, lake 146 
White bass 8 
Whitefish, common 45,914 
Yellow perch 11, 883 

Total i : , 866, ; 1,000| 90 |17,151,247 | 1,057,079 
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YIELD OF SHORE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By States, Counties, Appa- 
RATUS, AND SPECIES. 

‘ New York. Pennsylvania. 

Apparatus and species. 

Chatauqua. Erie. Total. Erie. 

ff 

Pound nets and trap nets: Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
(3 (rng 09) te Re a |S ee ey Peecesect bopine asa prance) Saseco ese 7,496 $106 
SA ye a Se kee oll ee a Ped 1,140) $58 1,140 $58 2,300) 107 
Catfish and bullheads- -.-.|........--]...... na Face e sek] Aan SRS Hoo bod edoos cae 990 61 
EET Soe ge SLE SEEN | CR DE Poe 50 3| 301,874) 15,722 
es alee = Rarer senose 6 a re Bae Sselecccerewelcocen=anolenete ess] ck acs bere 1,178) 141 

e perch— 
Blue pike..... 2, 060 173} 23, 594 1, 886 

el a bgt or yellow 1 ::) Rey ee eocece 5, a F 2, 833 367 
GALS] e TS Te ee EAR SE Ne) ee al SET PEE eeanette AAU baa b DIE) ge te lUMy een) = GN as Skee =o MOS 

Svipers 208 cha castcdoanboateees bemlacecenaea|cnsusaes=|pcnunccsq[nn~ceceas|ssseccns = 6, 000) 300 
Fi eg or drum......}..... ed be hed ee Coe ooo i 7 settee 5i3 10, Kr aul 
(Geter oe Re ee Ree ee > é b 8 

Beaker Ey SOAP ES haa ae: Ber 1a 13, 784 502} 21,385 695 
ape Se ed ae eae bee ae Bie mee 34 a SSS HE aA |e Re Sd 18 2 
VE k hee sd PI ae PEL yaa de OS aah Be he Re a ee ee ee 1,323 118 
LAS et DRS Bee Se ears Pecan Pre ey eee 79,350} 10,396 
Yellow perch eS nel Ee eee) one Pees | 1, 865 147; 16,799 1,327 

trees 5b 4> ons el VEY ON OTE ind 2,107} 26,554] 2,107] 478,090] 31,833 

Gill nets: 
ake ware seep eect Perera Wiha i: OMI 1 cj Pane seal Eee ee 2, 648 117 5, 061 51 

[OEE SURES el he A Od ee AND P= ar) 20) = Saas PE 
ae eee 6,476] 519,178) 31,396) 114,033) 6, 466 
Pike perch—Blue pike.... ll, 1, 002) 4, 508 386 
DLS SUT od Se eR EL [hat eee Ppa eae oe 2,914) 12,700 oe Res A Peceneeee 
ET ee Re fe eae iho Aa Se 2,000 1,000 SEOOD See Neen areata 
DBUMERN eon aacacaastedess 8, 453 200 2 
USER REE erate tice seh ie SOOP dl scdeuceos| se enwacts AS AS ee Pee 

tefish, common....... 22! 37,157 3, 999 3, 897 641 
Yellow pereh:..-.2........ 200; 10, 295 889 0) 22 

(oi: SEAR EE ee 12,133) 603,601) 42,817} 127,969 7, 568 

Seines: ‘x 
MEM Cer ccd ssunste, St,OANl, Let costello at ec ca 27, 620) D470) 5 2st ORL cae cc 

Catheh and bullheads..---| = 606)” SMe cesc2c. "CROs Og OS ere ee 
SO Lee Se ER) opis et, ghee AL. Pegs See ae Aes 21, 400 BOL) Sen awe caleeee anes 

Ji) oe See Cgeeegcal bay rg | CAE 81 ("ee rr 49,715 AL BERET IEA (ee ae aes 

Set lines: 
Cy Se EE ee Sy Al OR By 1 PS ee 7, 563 1,720 555 50 
PirreosniCnwiars,.260.0..1¢ (sR ho CAG Sbect ab avees,. 18 AG. iene told Se ones de 

Lae tees Lee Oe RE co 7 ee a Vi 7,581} 1,765 555 50 

a ee 14, 240| 687,451| 49,764) 606,614, 39,451 
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YIELD OF SHORE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By STATEs, Beanies; APPA- 
RATUS, AND Sprcres—Continued. 

; Ohio. 

Apparatus and species. 

Ashtabula. Cuyahoga Erie Lake Lorain 

Pound nets and trap nets: Lbs. | Vatue.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs Value.| Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. | Value 
BOWOU Eee. so. dcsicnitees places ect sects cee |acoeces|seereee 3,3 ti) PR tne Make lh toe yo 5 
Burbolis-ce se 22; Mseew cee 68,777; $702) 77,800) $780} 83,564] 1, 225] 99, 832) $1,993] 8, 535 $86 
Carp, Asiatic-o.g5.ccc.eeee 2,329) 94] 16, 841 811} 143,971] 6,315) 7, 863 315) 8,092 325 
Cat sh and bullheads. . 1,377 129) 5,370 287| 175,744) 9,252) 11, 637 609 $25 49 
Seat Sh SRS Eee f 91,130) 4,705} 47,397] 3,042 105, 786; 6,187} 62,193) 4,048) 37,600} 2,211 

<@ perch— 
Bluewpikes<.+ 42342... 2-5 371,002} 29,679] 71,128) 4,090} 564,723) 28, 256/186, 705; 14,880) 41,818} 1,840 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike 12) 868 L 287| 11,773} 1,387) 310,654] 37, 820] 17,932} 1,970) 14,032} 1,402 

DAUPORE® sors awe occ Le 33, 133 L 947 102, 410} 4, 162/2, 017, 175]132, 465/116, 415) 7,431).......]....... 
Sheepshead or drum... ... 17,315] 751| 84,954] 1, 720|1,313,371| 35, 443| 65,851/ 1;734/32,901| 662 
PUITE BUN seats oe ccc cece 34 6 128 13 1, 623 196 33 8 500 85 
BUCK orate aces sent te 22, 190 666] 7,928 289} 313,521] 10, 808} 30, 110 962] 5,215 107 
White bassouco2 bene 55 ae 7, 204 574| 13,307 577| 81,739) 5,438) 1,857 129) 5,425 325 
Whitefish, common. ...... 36, 243] 5,270 84) 420} 12,016) 223,470) 28, 785] 60,195) 9,017) 38,211] 4,303 
Yellow perch...........-.. 40,978] 3,163] 19,651] 1,229] 236,980] 15,660] 27,981| 2,238] 3,587| 266 

Totale.07.. fed eeceee 704, 580) 48, 973/543, 107} 30, 403|5, 575, 696|317, 900/688, 604| 45, 334/196, 741) 11, 661 

Fyke nets: ma RT 
Carp, Asiatic.; . sscsca.cculieccecs|tte ete sce seeedlaneces © 855955] “6 OL). oof les oe | Sees ees 
Cattishiand buliheads=. soe ce o| sen soce | tenon lee 345387) 51 5851025 Sle eee ee ee 
Pike perch—Wall-eyed 

or yellow pike te: cc. lee ee ows |E new coslaressc=|ecnenee 95368); 15 O70|b .- 3.2] se ockial ese el See 
AUPE. once ee eee twee ol What coe ecgen elutes see 68, 772 id's (| PMI Peeled a) a |o 
Sheepshead’ or drum ss. 25 kes | Seem aceloosseenlazs oto AQ OIA) 1 085)o. 2552 [see ake lecemeee eoaeeee 
SUCKErS s52 se cs ga bec cdalsee eae s| sae oen laccteoee ee eee 22,435 695) osc 5| eee |e eee | See 
White bassini oe feet co celta eee al Some ces| sees acerca 5, 958 468), 3022) Secs adloe eee eee 
Vellow perch - skis sees apecen owe |Mteese cleo eager lees 4,000)" °* 260) 2.2. |) cc eenldes sae 

Totals. = .t Re oe. st co ccs ee coee 273, 879} 25, 510)... |e ecole eneee eeenee 

Gillnets: ieee ae nad “Wl Sela atoltal Lees 
Burboless so sceveee eee 580 LO}: eer S| os eee 105 Bec. Saba See wee eee | seen 
Care, Asiptiozsc 2: 5523204 855 DA reat erases 255, 863) 10, 885}-. 2... |. -c ee 97 5 
Catfish and bullheads. .... 1,025 102) es | See see 3,375 i) ee Ieee fs er 
Ciscoes. Ble nr ae > 20,510) 1,333) 40,200] 2,412 308, TSS a iileesencn|-ceeeer 653 50 
Pike perch— 
Blue pike. 2. tes bee ee 600 48] 1,365 110 1, 563 85 200 LG) Sealine sees 
‘Wall-eyed or yellow pike|.......|..-....|.-.----]..----- 2;400|" 287 |. 2. nl aw ee ba | denen lee e eee 

Sager ee tee ee 115 ({ Sees Baers MIG, 223|) (8, 020 Soeee cs | ae eras 4,182 268 
Sheepshead OLarum= =e 360 1S Seeneen sae AGS 248|" Uy 040 eee cia seamen 232 5 
Suckers. e222 as eee oss 8 300 9} 14,973 473) ic. 2.2255 -<0| caneaealeereeme 
WHILTOIDASS# 3.5 Secon sands Newent Blames scim aie win seos| bate ete 45 B)eccs sac] maee ce al sieeeeee | See mere 
Whitefish, common 999 175 25| 16,558] 2,065) 1,600 240). eee eee 
Yellow perch nsegeoeseescee 4 50 Bl) 35,548) 2,347 |e eee 653 50 

OLB cce epee cee we 31,030} 2,563) 42,090} 2,559) 801,073] 43,753) 1,800 256] 5,817 378 

Seines: aan ae a, 
Carp; Asiatic: 5.*=---sse--< 4,710 185| 2,600 150} 479, 240) 20, 598} 37,988] 1,645 500 20 
Catfish and bullheads. .... 96 10). tees hoe tae 55,055} 2, 640 354 2B le deme ieee 
CISCORS. 3. Asse) ese ce cis ce 145 NU) BS 5584 Bess 6s Aaecesonal soSheva bedeed:|lsebbrcdl esc sll... 2: 
Pike perch— 
Ble pies. >< se2 cee econ 100 Slosceceelapoacee 157 9 233 10) so tenw el eee 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike 69 (eemococ| bosacar 312 87 |seeeoee |eeeesss|acescc||s-tonc 

PATICOr. ae soos teehee ee 25 ree ee Bees 1,375 86) 2 <2) ssicie enol eee eee 
Sheepshead or drum...... 350 DS Reeeese | Seteee 115, 429} 2,932) 3,000 ii) eereese| bie le 
Bnckerssé—o.42 5 se 135 Q\eocctscellaesmone 344 11] 2,428 760).22 cee | tee 
Whitebasss - ee 150 nD Bes | Pe ie 1, 440 95 183 15) 232 eee 
White fish, common... 1, 680 PY eS) eae ere es Sees Bers ae) Bemerao Sais ic| mo cccrc 
Yellow perch NCEE RHEE Becca) sdiacian el praca. poeaned 135 Be seno Peesocr) porscer||sc-cco: 

Totaleseeeeee tao 7,460} 510} 2,600}  150| 653,487] 26,411) 44,186] 1,848) 500 20 

Set lines: 
Lejihd t)t) ee ae Oc aaa Bese SSceSed Ise oceonl Manone 
CARD vac carne teeeo ee es aces balOseasee| tame nee bemcants 
Cathsh'and'bullhsads= f.2)-2. 3. scl bweenes| cesses |censters 
Pike perch— 
Blue pikey. fac fee eee ete ss ee eck cdamactatss | asics stl acetate 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike|.......}.......|.....--|------- 

Sanger sth. tare ee el. we cscc| seach 
Sheepshead or drum......|.....-.|.------ > 
Stickers). 2522558 2 boo leerat cal oceaseelapoeene| sn 2 
Wiite bass 25 eos. Peer ee ek |b Secee lees ane pees 
Wollow pares 2 eee eaee leo eos cle ses eesleocasoeloasnmee 

TOES ono st otewse see relatos eles coc tel eet ee arene 

Minor apparatus: Carp, Asi-|— =| 
rn [ Rae ee ea oe re Ate see) bese Baosona bee Bors 

Grand total. ........- (43,070 52, 046/587, 797| 33, 112 7,316, 7,316, 100,404, 513/734, 590} 47, 438/205, 933) 12, 212 
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YrELD oF SHORE FisHertes oF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By Srares, Counties, AppPa- 
RATUS, AND SpEcIES—Continued. 

Ohio—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Lucas. Ottawa. Sandusky. Total. 

Pound nets and trap nets: | Dees Value. | Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
Bow!in-=-5-!- ==. 410 $5 3,785 $55 
BULbOb=s5555202 o52-'- = 348, 153 4, 850 
Carp, Asiatic 436, 645 18,945 
Ca sh and bullheads 359, 332 21,930 
inches esse c= ss 355,215] 21, 031 
aoe or moon-eye 875 9 

2 eee 4,052 364 
Pike perch— 
UE Ee eel ein Seas meee 1,571,065} 105,372 
Walleyed or yellow pike| 311,345] 40,538 ml, O68] eee eee ee 1,117,161] 128, 472 

Banger sees... 225th. 191,111] 11; 466 gel gh aS 2 FE SRS 3,384,563) 205,185 
Sheepshead or drum...... 280, 196 5, 603 bh] RSS Bae 2, 484, 089 60,912 
BRTPOON -32- o 52-0 taena4 == 330 69 1 RRS Raaeeerss 3,075 482 
Brinkeres: fen cos | 146,631} 4, 400 fl eae SESE 732,400} 25,248 
White bass.............--- 63,935] 3,836 7 i Fee El 220,124] 13,271 
Whitefish, common. ...... 314,921} 44,088 Pe | Sone Bae eee 1,069,428} 147,675 
Yellow perch ep a VRE 118) 493 9,479 ADIT 1] RE OEE [eee = 3 621, 446 é 

Uifaa as ade ae lat 1,616,801] 127, 895|3, 385,879] 215, 700]........|...-.-.- 12,711,408] 797, 866 

Fyke nets: 
LL RIES Se eR eee oe) Bee (ee eens Ue eos) poe 1,380 14 
ee 06S Oe | Cee) Gene ec 1 BS ets 2 Sees 40 1 
0 Oe Say 35,245] 1, 409 pa | pean |b, SRBC 185,798} 10,009 

tfish and bullheads. .... 11,983 670 | ie ee Sa 60, 494 3,307 
Guidere or moon-eye...... 9, 460 DE noc ow Slee ob Gown bee aetna oe lore 9, 460 95 
Pike perch— 
IE PEE a etde ah cin tele siden edie canned yi] Bee | Mae 3, 693 295 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike} 59,085 7,681 LO oso leeebe ce 69, 547 8, 861 

RBUPOT. soso assess sctio. ~~ ss 4,316 258 : ko] ee oe 76, 723 4,790 
Gioepaiond or drum...... 24,175 483 O46) 5 ge see serene 99,394 2,194 
BUORDES pp pos onc nacnne a 10, 405 312 1) Pee Se eee 37,595 1,197 
Vu A ee 37,500 2,250 (ee se so) aes 58, 443 3,468 
Whitefish, common....... 12 2 Sn RE rer Poa 12 4 
Yellow perch “es Saree 1, 459 117 ED nastcccc|pescueus 6, 269 432 

CO. Sere os ae 193,640] 13,279 7, See TRS | 608,848] 34, 667 

Gill nets | 
RIN baa tos ME SEs ao wow slot cnwncce|on ences wu Lpatnausalveuo kha 710 13 
RR AMOR hs Sede dncclopoewennalenceencus 910) 4,600 $200 279, 820 12,034 
Catfish and bullheads.....|.........|........- G4 aidsewe lak aes ne 4, 800 298 
RRS ere cures eaarans| cds ch s.|unscacasa jb) ae oe eee 371, 378 22,290 
Pike perch— 
DR $B coh oSawn alone n2ncalens urine LGA ccocsca|suanases 5,373 423 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike].........|........-. 5.) Be a 15, 430 1, 592 
ah ee ae eae eee iy (1: Pes Ree 185, 763 12,040 
REMEDRROAG OF GLU 60: a5 al pace anahlececan <2 7 RS PEE RE ee 49, 285 1,125 
CO eee ee Eee ieee 118) este fae [sue ween 18, 829 603 

SA SOLON 2 aS ee eee Lf] Rey Beer 289 16 
Saewece suiudaWe slams dabac's UC ah Be | oe 143, 645 19, 446 

‘Viet eee GUO Ft er BRAN Ss8s 8 Sacer 42, 259 2,787 

Dwaerde oa. sede We ol. eae sh bees tts 22,958] 4,600 200} 1,117,581| 72, 667 

Ev nctia awe ab aden dain vsnnchalepan tes au ee etsusslnavoe ou 120 2 
729,537| 29, 221.2,374,078] 118,681] 55,430| 2,500! 3,684,083} 173,000 

46 Ss 3, 435 9, 873 325 25 192, 221 12,751 
PERMR ME on ou tesa aens lon oon incline sess tae|VsccneeoulLeeendaealetdenties| tin dan ec 145 10 

Pike perch— 
SIMI IMSS dw es poticn vo lenhie one oolah dc seuselcmaneuaa|ihweast «|e unneliwaennes 490 36 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike 75 10 625 50 5 6, 764 679 
ES ee 47 | Et] | ie gS] | SES bs RE 2,297 133 
Bheepehioad ordrum...... 3,770 75 1,607; 4,000 120 206, 414 4,817 
PRICES Sono. Wo aw otis deo 9,247 277 yf) I ee Soe es 16, 915 562 
RG DOM estan donne 35 2 185 100 7 5, 613 316 
White fish, gooanmion bady tae | dees asds| owe de ass FOO lit si was) |= ><a awe 6, 569 985 
Yellow perch et NES WER Sele 52 4 Riese sana bes «ss sp 3 2, 462 183 

DOaades sdewine waned 746,198) 29, 767|2,609,757| 132,111) 59,905) 2,657) 4,124,093) 193,474 
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Yre_p oF SHORE FISHERIES OF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By Srates, Countries, APPA- 
RATUS, AND SpEcrES—Continued. 

Ohio—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. 

Lucas. Ottawa. Sandusky. Total. 

Set lines: Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
(eT On tee tee -oconed Eee add Goesoseod Hachosqua|haco- 33+ Ae otSson bsasasce . 500 $6 

Dt Se 5 acces beoeernoccnd Bosnasped bS6nos5s¢| Heese s6| Ps esoe ons HS te tees bseossse 100 5 
Catfish and polineads* icc |seceees cl sk eee heen enemeee Sere. | Seema 9, 725 780 
Pike perch— 

(ete Me See ea oan] Memoseera besceso so) bbesuecas| bSoctioeuellsoeccta|bsdcosds 200 16 
Wall-evyed ior yellowspike|*2-h2sers|. sence ence ete eee eee nce el heren a Cee 800 85 

BGS GaSe aOR eee Eeasee Ghee Hereeadaadl tc sano basso s4a| basdsesalssaooecer: 350 27 
shit syeGleles Haye hgbhne eRe a pee elec eel ssc oboe bose soSsolbioc sedee bscsssae 210 6 
Sh ep GAAS RS dl he Sl ae in 8) Sane bacon seal lsc dsssabicccisc 150 5 
AEN 720) 6 CORA eS Ee ecccguel GAB ra Sso Restooudd bop stagadsl G34 -aalbbasode 34 180 15 
Malay arin Glan ee eee ead Hess ass seasodeiad Bos spodabl oases] hsdscase 625 47 

i We) oo eae eae 2 DOP nd el beh PS A Oe Ue GD a (esas 12, 840 992 

Minor apparatus: 
Carp, Asiatic. -....--------) Be see eis don dan Men sHaatal Hae osase Pees e S| bp ccoge 2,000 100 

Grand total. .----..-.- 2, 556, 639) $170, 941/6, 358, 136] $376, 647| 64,505) $2,857) 18,576,770) 1,099, 766 
| 

Michigan. 

Apparatus and species. Grand total. 
Monroe. Wayne. Total. 

Pound nets and trap nets: | Pownds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. Fonnee: Value 
ge aa ees Seiad Soca oA osc || ese Sac eo asco esconsc||ssacm5 se 3,7 
Le {1d 8h Ree MERE SE = SOE bo aan mcer al AHS 4eenen aocssosae|arecmaod oss desecletasodas 355, 649 4, 956 
Carp, Asinmc@=s.s- peee 10, 000 $300) Lee Bass cere 10, 000 $300 450, 085) 19, 410 
Cattish'and bullheadse test | er eee | cee cece be eae | ees ees | eee tra | eerie 360, 322 21, 991 
Giscoes nee. ee 1,100 HY imate bod ecdaaos 1,100 50 658, 239 36, 806 
(EMG Cine c Toe ley aan be eee acd |Ssercnaad |icsmaqccd | scascod leecomasc classe sas 875 9 
PIG Sees eet tee ce eet | Se oem eee | ee tees | Mee tao ines | enetecese ate l e eeeee eeel ote | eine tetetete 5, 230 505 
Pike perch— 
Ble PiKOs eee a oe eae es |e eee [he eae beak cece [batnomctate |e remtcsee | apeeters 1,596,719} 107, 431 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike} 27, 432 Os 226] Meee serene eer 27,432) 3,226} 1,158,105) 132,771 

12rd fe ee ie oe Ae cele esa sp So ccd pease coce|aconcdlbdgaustod|ssaos sce 100 
BA POne ses eae se eee | Pee ee on Riamratts ane | Pets 0 sini ielal| prelate Mie | Remora ate etter 3,390, 563) 205, 485 
elie ecliGoal GG hii on woe ee 5554 cbee |S Semerse 4 |\oasast so||sooagasd|boassras yessentec 2,494, 864 61, 219 
Meureeone se =. <2. eel 400 seen gagoce|Saeoccae 400 80 7, 526 1,373 
Buckers2..2si80. 22.2 25, 143 SAD ES ce 25, 143 545 792,712 , 99 
WING PR CUCM tee eee al le Socio dace saoad yoaseosa Saecarmac a sactincna odcarcs 18) 
VEO ot: Cpe ees OS RRP Cee Sa eel occa oe Menaoocea lorcdaces Sascbcaad aan soec 221, 447 13, 389 
Whitefish, common. .....- PE OTA a 37 01 Pees alee ae 27,275 3,701) 1,176,053] 161,772 
Y Gllow PORCH sce c2 oe a. 12, 146 O32 |Reesadee ro |p ace 12, 146 932 652, 256 46, 471 

Totalees:2i6.- 2272486 13,319, 548] 840,640 

Fyke nets: 
SOW INE semace se oee rere ore le 1,380 14 
BOUL Olssecene- ce eee a 40 1 
Carp, Asiatic 272,113] $13,363 
CR UHISI ATIC DULNOAUS oie 3 (> cee ee| pence ne itee eter ater a etece| ee eteterelet | mieten 60, 494 3, 307 
Gold-6yeormMmoon-Syes~- 4-|- 6 eee cae | eee ees | teen eae | Peneanele ae ae ceee| Seen 9, 460) 95 
Pike perch— 
LUT OLE eA eee gee IAPR cece pSeaceaaa Scomerors am saee cra oeende aaonciscc 3, 693 295 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike| 36, 558 4, 241 2, 800 280} 39,358) 4,521 108, 905 13,382 

SIT) ie Si eS Ree PO Se Bol SoS eo cned ue Sc sar bse scaane teccacs aa faosdcas< 76, 723 , 790 
Sheepshead oriadrom.. . = 2 |e. Seba mreia| eiaeseretcteiete | eretete eimiete | eee = iets | =e eee 99, 394 2,194 
BCHTEOOR Yea aes eee els at OTs meta ae aneaeed (saonoroe 15 2 15 2 
Brickerssts eee ees. 45, 569 2,434) 10,000 245) 55,569) 2,679 93, 164 3, 876 
White basse rere ee ed ee Al ee ee ee Nal. Mees eee es See eee 58, 443 3, 468 
Wiiteben: Commoner oo | el. EER SE er ere oteteena:= here | teeters erie ete rete te 12 4 
Yellow perch..........---- 65,147} 6,602} 1,924 146| 67,071] 6,748 73, 340 7,180 

Totale oes: scree eee 194,104} 15,100) 54,224) 2,204] 248,328} 17,304 857,176 51,971 
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Yrevp or SHoRE FisHERtIEeS oF LAKE ERIE IN 1917, By Srares, COUNTIES, APPA- 
RATUS, AND SpPEcIES—Continued. 

Michigan. 

PERDACHLES 80 SDOCICS: Oe ee Grand total. 

Monroe. Wayne. Total. 

Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pounds. Value. 
OE a RR 2-8 6 | ee eee 8, 419 $181 

$38} . 281,070} 12, 092 
537 hake eer eee ee 4, 800 298 

72 RS 7 as ae Pe 1,004,589] 60,152 

Lee OS SE RE ere Pee ee |ppa Peea eeg 21, 368 1,811 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike 5 

CPST -n 5 phew cee eH Mi RR ERS e) Fe eae Beret oc, as 
Sheepshead or drum. ee 2 Son ae c 
Sturgeon... ..-. 

Dp 
z parcree or yellow pike 

White fish, Comimion:-......|.........)0....-24- 
Yellow perch...........-.- 1, 870) 130 

Totel........ Petite coh: 777,616, 27,097| 554,573 27, 763|1, 332, 1s 

Pike perch— 
Co ale = os Bes Beer Meee beeer eee (eee eee Cee eee 
Wall-eyed foo AN ees Bee RR eae cece eran emerel Papin, i 
Se ESSE PAP Rea ere beers Preparer pre enoon riper 
BCenAneAL OF CTOs. 6.2). -<. ssese|- cs cnwslowencree ERR preteens) (pst ane 
Cet ly Sim ee 2 Ge Ei Tl | Se 5a (E38 Sates) (SOS Se S| Oe SA Ore eee pene ert 
Sy Oe oe Ee Aenea heen ee Aen BEeneren Peter ere 
Suckers. ...-..------------]---------[---eeeeee[oee cece cele ee eeseeleceeeseee|eceeeeee 

Minor apparatus: | 
OR EE ee ee een eae 

Grand total..........- 1,077, 7216) 51, 116 610, 940) 30, 13, , 688, ue 83, 129 21, 558, oot] 1, 270, 220 

35286°—21——41 
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WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

There were 70 establishments engaged in the wholesale fishery 
trade of Lake Erie in 1917, employing 728 persons, to whom $565,053 
were paid in wages, representing a total investment of $1,559,788 and 
utilizing cash capital to the amount of $456,886. Compared with 
1903, there was an increase of 38 in the number of establishments, 
230 in the number of persons employed, $296,515 in wages paid, and 
$746,804 in the investment, including cash or working capital. 

The following table shows the extent of the wholesale fishery trade 
of Lake Erie in 1917: 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE OF LAKE ERIg IN 1917. 

> Shore and 
Jey Number | Persons | Wages Cash Cities. State. é 5 F accessory p 

offirms. |engaged.| paid. property. capital. 

Butelosa st coscs <bean coe eee New York.....- 9 109 | $78,913 $308, 724 $93, 886 
Dunkirk and Westfield..........)....- Ges Seca: 3 28 16, 472 24, 641 23, 000 
ONO ca adointicen eae pete nee Pennsylvania. . . 7 145 90, 0 324, 529 78, 000 
Cleveland soot sesh sese nee Ohne sassse 7 80 69, 839 151, 610 22, 500 
“LACT 121 FoR r= OME ene reenter i arm, SA dons aoe 4 39 31, 842 126, 970 22, 
Port Clinton). so. 2. .s5ae2 ee ee alee GOs ss2= eee 5 42 29,719 84,138 52, 500 
Sanduskyieee see 3c Ae cece ccal seine ce (ate 5 82 | 104,151 156, 500 23, 000 
Grand Riven: 22.22.9222 s-ease es lessee GO zaccce eee 4 33 19, 251 12,019 25, 000 
Huron, Vermilion, and Lorain...|....-. disse 22--- 7 55 82,360 108, 200 20, 000 
AShtapulayssces. os ese eee eae GOs an sae 3 30 35, 798 94,357 30, 000 
Detroit and Monroe....-- 5 Besec Michigan........ 16 85 56, 622 168,100 67,000 

"Totallse fem << 332 oe ese ane ee eee eee 70 728 | 565,053 | 1,559,788 456, 886 

FISHERIES OF LAKE ONTARIO AND CERTAIN TRIBUTARIES. 

FISHERIES OF LAKE ONTARIO. 

In 1917 the fishing industry of Lake Ontario gave employment to 
289 persons, 4 of whom were on fishing and transporting vessels, 274 
in the shore or boat fisheries, and the remainder employed as 
shoresmen. 

The investment amounted to $132,653, which included 2 vessels of 
18 net tons, valued at $2,585, including outfits; 196 boats, valued at 
$18,900; fishery apparatus used on vessels and boats, valued at 
$41,243; shore and accessory property to the value of $49,925; and 
cash capital amounting to $20,000. The apparatus included 165 gill 
nets, valued at $15,175; 353 trap nets, said at $21,460; 334 fyke 
pete, valued at $4,374; and seines, set lines, etc., to the value 
of $234. 

The products of the fisheries amounted to 915,616 pounds, valued 
at $84,113. The catch of the more important species was made up 
of 424,744 pounds of ciscoes, value $38,115; common whitefish, 
88,347 pounds, value $11,720; suckers, 71,826 pounds, value $5,350; 
burbot, 61,760 pounds, value $2,388; catfish and bullheads, 45,124 
pounds, value $5,719; eels, 41,424 pounds, value $3,249; and pike 
perch, 35,688 pounds, value $4,083. 
Compared with 1903 there was a decrease of 16, or 5.25 per cent, 

in the number of persons employed and of 159,832 pounds, or 14.86 
per cent, in the quantity of the products, and an increase of $36,374, 
or 76.19 per cent, in the value of the products and of $38,274, or 
40.55 per cent, in the investment. 
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FisHERIES, BY Countres.—The following table shows, by counties, 
the extent of the fisheries of Lake Ontario in 1917: 

PERSONS ENGAGED, a, AND Propucts, BY SPECIES, IN THE FISHERIES 
or LAKE ONTARIO IN 1917, BY COUNTIES. 

Items. Cayuga. Jefferson. Monroe. Niagara. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
hone Value. eee Value. ae Value. ay Value. 

2 Sar airMeL LIS HOMIOS se 55 ge 55-1) OR ede SRO ance es shh) Le leensoeaciga|e) yee Petoccatar 
Sings STG ee en eee eee see ers eee DE eee 2 Safle ence ee oselacice sees ene cere 

(Ci ae Te ee 29) he Us 100;'2=.- =.= PSI scare Se esesee a 

INVESTMENT 

TOW NIAIE oon oon oes ae es ee ee 24 $480 30 $660 t $195 7 $170 
WEL OMe Oi 8 oe nininiawe nse 1} 1,500 27 | 5,890 5 625 13 2,175 
Apparatus, shore fisheries: 

Wreameus. ots: S-- 2-5 +. «a8 46 | 3,800 OE ie iN Fa epee (eye oui ater |S A ee MS RR oe 
CETL T oi es 05 Reel ae ee ene 4 270 40} 5,645 16 915 30 1,680 
Dong tt cae Se ee ee Bae nord ear eee EN i eS i eee (ee Re eyes | Lae ae 
TALS T = Se oy ee ope arene) Cae Seem ESAT ae Fe SE re es eer Peer 1 50 
Buea NS ot Ae esas date a Res | wo dee fos cbewe | =< 3s - iby [eaeaen ae = oy LS Sees 44 
RISES 2 Oi eo oe | ee ones 2 dl EEO ere (ener Se [ae ets ae 

Shore a accessory property........|........ ie eee ie a Rd ry ipa ed 2,000 
COTS 717 | eS ee ee eee eas Beane Beane Zvi (1 1) [Re Bok Bal te eae! (ee 

LT oe so ae ee | ee G, TOO cae 02; 983) tooo: DF AO ee ceed 6,119 

PRODUCTS 
Pownds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. |Pounds,| Value. |Pownds,| Value 

ON eee abe ee Spee ee ee 2,163 44] 6,185 MOE Sete alse cesses 
er) A a a ie ee tia 244 19} 9,043 raw aa | te eae 6,120 325 
Cat tr and buliheads ee | eae” 1,300 224 | 32,514 | 4,135 377 34 153 19 
‘iscoes: 

YOGI: SE 2, xan gene dap one aoe~ 96,680 | 7,321 | 59,271 | 4,066 | 5,622 477 | 30,222 1,755 
Ee a os Sa ae eee 6, 909 SOL re er een ores 

CA Se ee eee ee oe 134 By pe ss Bl ike ie ssl Le aad ee al ed hee 
che Ae Se Rey: Sites Se Rea Bel Me eee 15,330 | 2,029| 93 12 20 3 
Pike perch: 

jn Ne Sa ad cli ee ee mee, Unis 12,798 | 1,650| 2,254 207 | 14,177] 1,293 
Wall-eyed or yellow perch. ......|......-.].......- 1,674 322 546 66 60 12 

Tat a Ty ae Se ee ees ee eee ee See 7,291 443 162 a) asic] eee ee 
PICO DRISON OMEN, (cio ante agen Shade ne als a ae a 300 RES) og AA ES OS (es 
PUREED edo eee ces == 5 peaks oes yee eee see ee 59, 261 4,516 | 2,985 161 381 11 
(lini | 0) oS es ae See See ere 2,701 123 | 12,972 YGF Se I, | | RTS Seyeace: el bo eee 
ety Pt SSS De ee eee ne Pe |e ies 3,872 888 370 60 | 2,906 669 
Oe ES OS le ET aed (55. gira en) aie meal (reas a eS eee bee ee eee eee 6 18 
BE NGM or tahin gs =< t- <ae nce areas -|- 5 .tbaslenssass- 10,600 | 1,287 366 65 222 34 
Whitefish, CPR oil dink is SB ab sl odin lee a«s's«s WIT | + 2;011 7,522 1,082 | 31, 733 3,771 
Yellow perch Bg Sy ake fe Sogo aOR 500 50 | 27,037 1,434 615 68 160 14 

GOSS ie eee eee eee eee 101,559 | 7,746 318, 545 27, 998 | | 27, 097 | 2,666 | 86, 160° 7,924 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVeEstTMENT, AND PrRopUCTS, BY SPECIES, IN THE FISHERIES 
or LAKE ONTARIO 1n 1917, By CounTIES—Continued. 

Items. Orleans. Oswego. Wayne. Total. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vasselS\ fishing oo hese cao sae penises aa one eee Eee eee eee 
On vessels, transporting...........-.-].---.---]---- 
Inshore or boat fisheries wre bepchins 
ShoresmiOn © 55. SSS eee ale wi oe aca et cal seve et eee eee ey 

Total 2c too. ssc e tee eee 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessles fishing, gasoline. 2-2. 2--<f -:2-}2se:--~-|-8- =| see ee] eee 1 | $1,200 1] $1,200 
(eye: C0; aaa See ere Seis) (EEN een! Sass al We Le eel SES tesa [Pecc cs bh) ee Se 

O11 iE eS SG ee ees Seer AeA ee oS se seule eel | eae 20h See ose 20 
Vessels transporting, gasoline. ...-..-|...-.--.]...-----|------ sales seers 1} 1,300 1 1,300 

ADGTINAPO sok cee om ae woe epee | se eee eb geen Coen | soaeeee LOM 3 a5e 19) Skee See 
Outi ee ee aes Sane bene Preteen: | ceo oo ee eeetece | Ce eee aren ere 6D: }otaeeeee 65 

Row boats: (ete. eso se eee 3 $150 24 $900 30 465 125 3,020 
IPOwer Doaltse 2s Se a 1 300 13 | 2,390 11 | 3,000 71} 15,880 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: Gill nets .|........}...-...-|--.-.---].------- 3 40 3 40 
Apparatus, shore fisheries: 

Trap Nets. 2552-2 Fe so iat eee eee fens bee =| ae opeeice | aeeece | aeeeeeee 63 | 2,270 353 | 21,460 
Gilknotso.4 a ee eee 7 450 37 | 3,045 28 | 3,130 162 {| 15,135 
VEO Mots! to ee ee eee |e pera Sar 70 675 24 240 334 4,374 
SLL ee Sn? So see erin is Seal eect oem sem erclo= Sihe a 2 65 3 115 
Setilines! s! ess Ao tee ee | eee AD Ale Ane oes 1O%/ seh seee2 10)|:2 ees 113 
SEAD NOS hase sess aein = oe cee ene ene sae aaa oa eae br ee pera eee 2 6 

Shore and accessory property.....---..|-------- Shi ill eeees er = Sy630/|Res-neme b, 700} 222 scene 49,925 
Cash capitate cc ccm ae cae neces oases eeithore [ae oe ee fine eee | (here econ ee eee eee | 20,000 

NOUR ey Paacicie ca ees ows cae errs We 222 eee TONG05i|22- Se aee 135505) Saco eeee 132, 653 

PRODUCTS. 
Pounds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. 

BOWEN: cocci sear ee oon Seekeeeee seer (beer see leeer soe 2,341 $105 | 4,705 $245 | 7,046 $350 
Borbote 2. ttese ean sseer eno pcan cece ane oeeoeee 4,247 297 | 49,165 | 1,626 | 61,760 2,388 
Carp, ASIStiC epost tee eee bese cb tee ee eleme 87 5 | 10,088 519 | 25, 582 1,351 
Cathshand pullheads ses 2 hese eeeeeelee eee 2,131 320 | 8,649 987 | 45,124 5,719 
Ciscoes: 

BYOSBs co 2b6 ot sissies beams sevsicteincters 151,421 | 12,686 |415,835 | 37,064 
Saltedic =. eer eee Uo eeseeverc hs terete --| 8,909 1,051 

MISS as sec Agora onoeh ese oplcmae 143 15 | 41,424 3, 249 
Pike eRe ee sare renicmee : 71 1 | 15,821 2,093 
Pike perch: 

Be pikebasasn> seas tees f 1,933 202 | 33,138 3, 633 
Wall-eyed or yellow perch 70 14] 2,550 450 

SOCK; DASS Stes a toe cle eS ears sae tare eres lore ake ota eens Pe | ate eee eee 22 2] 7,475 458 
Sheepshead or drum: 3. oss oa- cece |e aaa |ee cas sce |- Saene el momen See ee aaa aaa 300 23 
SHCKOIS Soar set aoa Si aaemae eee 1,350 150 | 5,921 367 | 1,928 145 | 71,826 5,350 
SaMGSH «2.4 os. so ae ouies os toise bon eae |e cia tenet | ease 2,690 181 | 5,522 310 | 23,885 1,327 
Storpdon. ss see pole ae eee 140 43 | 2,540 670 | 1,020 375 | 10,848 2,705 
SSUIPP OOM CA VAAL one aise nae de ae <del | ena 125 BQO") ons heats |e eee 131 418 
Prout WAKE. © acme Cen cane See ee eee 300 42 | 12,146} 1,388 60 2 | 23,694 2,818 
Whitefish, common......-...-------- 3,500 700 | 20,154 | 2,885] 8,321} 1,271 | 88,347| 11,720 
Wellow perches ccc scns sie sonics cnene 48 8 246 36 | 3,315 336 | 31,921 1,946 

Ota eeetie < daeeiaio todo cises ieee 8,530 | 1,564 |127,292 | 17,479 |246,433 | 18,736 (915,616 | 84,113 

FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS.—The catch of the vessel fisheries 
amounted to 4,930 pounds, valued at $413, consisting of 4,500 pounds 
of ciscoes, value $360; 200 pounds of whitefish, value $30; and 230 
pounds of yellow perch, value $23, all of which was taken with gill 
nets by a vessel in Wayne County. 

The catch taken by boats amounted to 910,686 pounds, valued at 
$83,700, of which mtlnake took 402,170 pounds, value $43,112; trap 
nets, 359,298 pounds, value $28,826; fyke nets, 89,312 pounds, value 
$8,823; seines, 54,386 pounds, value $1,704; lines, 4,688 pounds, value 
$1,159; and scap or dip nets, 832 pounds, value $76. ‘The principal 
species taken with trap nets were catfish and bullheads, ciscoes, eels, 
suckers, sunfish, and yellow perch; with gill nets, burbot, ciscoes, pike 
erch, suckers, lake trout, and whitefish; with os nets, catfish and 

ballad. eels, pike, suckers, sunfish, and yellow perch; and with 
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lines, sturgeon and eels. 
carp, catfish, and bullheads; and of scap or dip nets, suckers. 
The following table gives the products of the shore fisheries, by 

counties, in 1917: 

115 

The catch of the seines consisted of burbot 

Yretp oF SHORE FIsHERIES OF LAKE ONTARIO IN 1917, By CoUNTIES, APPARATUS, 
AND SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. Cayuga Monroe. Niagara. 

Trap nets: Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. |\Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value. 
ide, (2) 2S ee eee See eee eee b SEO aE SE ERY Sete lee iam spieseneged [ce 
SU Day. ETT ORE ae ae pe eae eenay: be 244 > TAU FR: Ly ll (Bes 25 5) ee Een Pre eeeien (ee 
Catfish and bullheads..............-- 1,300 EAN EIR EY ee TE (SS SRY (Ea ee eaeaaeee a |e eee 
Ciscoes— 

Dor Tet. epee fT” Re ipa FES OOO eg ABO | At, Ode ey eke | Se ee on | ne x sc kl Korea Stee oe 
CT Ee SE: Bane 2 ee ee Be heen ee ee 1 tg SY Be Sg er ee ea 

eit eet) oe BAe 134 el ee SE pe Aa Ci i) | eee att | (ine A a peas 
as eye 35 Re ee eee SERRE lean OE tl MB GD a eae Le ell ee Pd (Oa ae 
ike perch— 
ISR Se ES ore ee en en Pee cace LU, OGD. [PAs SOG nea ce eels we soe | Soho el etie S ok 
ae eyeiice veri pike. ne 82 (en 2) ot GEE | BU eee ee ee oe et a 

CELESTE SPT pee ea a ge alates Tal Wiper bey (5: 5 il Uiaeetrs |<” 9) a a akan Chaat) (SO 
Seneca eR NRN ARTE eh I oe ee ee MOO || or [Oa accmcn|ncce ce clocsc ce loccekee 
eS ES ES eS Ret a Oe ee <8 yy a ed ee eee oes 
ES eS BIS Ae eee al fae. 1 Tes Pe 78 ee cy a Van Vibe ACR 
RSE ee Sl a ES eS all fet oe ol heme ie yc 2) ae) i eerie) eeaeegieeed (Se peneee| ba muenees 
CRE Senne 5... aoe ate 4 et 8 O06 | | 120.8 cco eee 

LL) TON Ee aie Bie ae ae SARE (Ee bes Sid saraelae ey fe 7: 4 Mi: eae | ag pela Se (ia 

MR eee OO os 22s. os ae 5 OG, POR mEe, DOAMIOL, 449 113; 103]... 2.5 | on do spterecth laces co 

Gill nets: 
Burbot Seah een alee ® 
eNO IEG Ae Do eee meee ies De ccc tda loads tan|esccccu-[-+ncccs]sqnacnculocuccas 100 $8 
Siaisinin ane, Wrnlentire so. see. tthe see ede cco eck ll. 377 tA I ees) Dee 
Ciscoes— 

tee Beary: ox Se eee 2,320 132 | 43, 413 5, 622 477 | 30,217 | 1,754 
LOU RE ry ae Pe aes (2: dy NLS SERIO opel 8 rhe. teow Md SS 

go jen 2S eee ae Pie eee 93 12 20 3 
Pike perch— 

OES aS appl Spree es PE es Sa Q 2,254] 207] 14,177] 1,293 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike.........|-.......|.....-. 546 66 12 

Cid SAPP Scr a Shs See Pe 4 CEE ie SS ae ees 162 1: (Pee Seiad Ee 
Line SO NSE aS ag Sees enim FS iad dirt flies 145 20 315 60 
Ly Sisto pos Seba aeled erie 0g) eA ee Fete Be 2,985 161 381 ll 
Co eS ee ear eres a 366 65 222 34 

ART 8 2 ii a ST FS a Sa BS Ne 7,522 | 1,082 | 31,733] 3,771 
ELL ST a Sa ee ar a 500 50 é 61 68 160 14 

i. 7S Be Oat Si ee Ae 2,820! 182 | 82,171 26,872 | 2,626 | 77,385 | 6,960 

Fyke nets 
Os OR Ee ee ae ae el ee oe A eed 876 OD lees tease tree. lees Soa c ine soo ss 

Ca “2 ile ae ile SR ial i RS toll Palit BIB 119g 262 |) MGROL We tamend tlle s cannPecocs  clbeewS ou 
Cea a3. . ester oto Soe ee Le 10,337 EE 5 | pee Se rena ee MRIS Lines 
Ps EN OF Sat CS ade ra Pee cna (ia ae SeBoeler WSS pee ee: ESR I bale. hs. « SRS 
1 2 CSE RE Be? ES ak oO Se eet ie 260 1 ae lee Ee] (es lf SO 
ASE) Dee Pp oi ek a he gee Bears re he 4G Oe Seen a eo) Rp nee a (9 Ra 

EE PTE RRS iia noe REE Prey as , 231 "OY ae ASS eed gi ipa) pipe PR oo eR 
GUO PETC ios. Fars ok cpg acest delereese acts ocele: 8, 801 MED eit SO adals Oe tei oa beh ences 

iit 1 Se OR Aas aR Bek Raa Sp Whe bay soe) Ae ae oe fC 8e EIN RELL Um i elles TARE Pipa Re 8) eae 

Seines: 
sh EES ee Beer ee ne hots. bo eto ta ele pe See | ae, Ca 6, 020 317 
Cat. OLS US Fa tcl ip) Let. Seek TA ga | LS 9 CR eee J---2-e- 130 16 

CE bee 7 0S ee Seay eeeene me keer (28) oS 1k Oa (ED eee eee 6, 150 333 

Lines: 
CUNT 1 Riegel Baseeeg ey bi 5 pen Sol eae Ce A 23 3 

1 

101, 559 | 7,746 |318, 545 |27, 998 | 27,097 | 2, 666 | 86, 160 
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= ; 

YIELD oF SHORE FISHERIES OF LAKE ONTARIO IN 1917, BY COUNTIES, APPARATUS, | 
AND Specres—Continued. . 

| 

Apparatus and species. Orleans. Oswego. Wayne. Total. 

nets: Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. |Pounds.| Value.|Pownds.| Value. 
OWA Sec cone cena soe ee See tee Se eee oes ener 3,705 | $197 | 3,705 $197 

Burton sae eee ae ee ee 4 
roca ASIAUC Asa os eee eS 
Catfish and bullheads..............-- 
Ciscoes— 

Mreshie sso bo osteasageee eee Ss 
Balled s ocn ates cee eee 

Melshee S20 si hare Speen Sat ee ee 
(Pike 3352552 yee ose 
Pike perch— 

Blue PIKG= 2s sce eat ee 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike.. 

FROCK HASSE ee ce aca tae oe 
Sheepshead or drum...............-. 
DUCKSIS ss as) ears Pane ee ee 
Buntish 2s sh: Sess Ch eee 
DLTINE EON o> Mas. a see ee. ee ee 
Trout; lake eshte. sence Lee 
Whitefish, common...............--- 
Yollowsperchs2.< 572s 57 apse ee 

Motalis soos sea <2 s 58 Foe eee 

Gil] nets: 
Bar DOb ees bats ae ae ee Oe ees leeee 4,247 | $297| 9,165 626 | 20,097} 1,354 
Carp; ASistios 2-3 ssnScss 0 ee oS Beas 5 eee ole ay ee ol eee |e 100 8 
Catfish and bullheads...............- DONS Sa nce a Emre all Gee ae ae ales lege ee 377 34 
Ciscoes— 

resis 80h seedy sre ee 2,390 | $490 | 65,796 | 9,486 | 71,977 | 6,468 |221, 735 | 21, 740 
LSI (2G [phe wate a eel ah ell eararea ees LEI ce SE elf eee 8 2,000 250) Stee aeelecanee 8,759 | 1,033 

(21 |: EE SAAR MORE Ea Ae Dare S| [eee kt a es 137 1 Gal eee 8 ee, 137 15 
Pike=42525'F Sar eg Se ee Eee 50 8 257 40 71 1 528 71 
Pike perch— 

Bine pike; -at2 hes ee 425 78 | 1,551 203 | 1,933 202 | 22,553 | 2,170 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike... 100 20 100 16 70 14 939 137 

Rock basss:2a- et eee 13 
Starved eer coe es eee ee 1, 458 
Sturgeon caviar 400 
Snickers 22% 5 ae nde ee 802 
Sunfish 6.23 eae. Fess 19 
PTOUG AKO oe se ee eee ee eae 2, 687 
Whitefish, common 2... 45.22 3, 500 700 | 20, 154 | 2,285 | 4,195 652 81, 464 | 10,814 
Wiellowsperchiee sh ss Senos) a ee tae e 48 8 246 36] 1,010} 107 4 055 357 

MOEA. ose eas ee ee 8,163 | 1, 496 |114,980 [16,011 | 89,779 | 8,172 |402, 170 | 43, 112 

Fyke nets: 
Rigen. ct oo ee ee ee ee Ire 2,341} 105 | 1,000 48 | 3,341 153 
fan AGRIC ESE eo ees re Ee | ee ae eet ae 87 5 363 33 | 1,326 98 
Cattishiand bullhieads von. o. soe (ween eee cece 2,131 320 | 1,586 236 | 16,979 | 2,417 
CISCOES a 3 So ois Soo acs ee Lee eee 4, 433 188) ||= s< cece ae apiece 4, 433 783 { 
Welsass 22 Sap nna hte ee ee a de Seed 390 82 |, ees | eee 10,727 | 1,004 
De ee a ga el Wh | Uo | PR 2 a Ret ee eee eel be Ser mein oiceioor 5, 364 733 
Rock bass: pecs ee ae ee | eee ee el ee 2 59 
Suckers <seet S072 05 ak eh Se da es te ea 200 11 30 4 | 31,647 | 2, 676 
PUTS eee cr ee eee see ACS oa 9 da] Seeger 2, 430 162 773 45 | 6,434 453 
Vellow perch es ee Saeed ire ees | ee ee 8,801 447 

otal sels oe sow OE, ee A ee Peele eaten 12,012 | 1,418 | 3,752] 366 | 89,312 | 8,823 

Seines: 
15) Bg 0) ney egy | Rian Re ei mee phil Na iia ihe eet oe | ore ee 40,000 | 1,000 | 40,000 | 1,000 
CSV) croton CRE ee i RRS 3 elie || os hE Sed hs ace 7 686 | °327 13, 706 644 
Caifishiand ipuitheadss!” sis.c52o0 7 Sc ee aera Re ies ete anes 550 44 680 60 

OLAS acts Se nes 3 oo 50k Be So Seal eee aa Ee ad elle ee ceaae|Uaacoen 48,236 | 1,371 | 54,386 | 1,704 

Lines: 
Catfish and ibuilheads -753 0 4. cea i eee eA cl eee eee ee ee eee eee 23 3 
CISCOBS . Oe ee Serat eee he 2 os dc sane SA ee ce eee ees eee ee Aah | 5 1 
Biels - 222th ere enc ole ctes 227 B52 oS lee eee | ore eee eeeeeae 460 41 
Btrreeon 5 55 tees ers et 140 43 300 50 620 255 | 4,194 | 1,096 
SHITZOOM CAVIAN dee nao en ae- sacle stece en | saat cee lot ree oleae eet | Soe aoe 18 

fT’ LR Seen 2 es See 367 68 300 50 620 255 | 4,688] 1,159 

Scap wets: SUCKeisl so coc Haven oe vaeloae ce gos|ee oe euraleaee ated le aneaea | eee eee 832 76 

Qrandtomle shore eee eee 8, 530 | 1, 564 {127,292 |17, 479 |241, 503 |18, 323 |910, 686 | 83, 700 
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FISHERIES OF ST. LAWRENCE RIVER. 

The fisheries of the St. Lawrence River gave employment to 29 
ersons. The number of power and rowboats used was 26, valued 

at $1,180; the apparatus of capture used was set lines, valued at 
$620; and the investment amounted to $1,810. The products of the 
fisheries amounted to 22,169 pounds, valued at $5,324, of which 
21,959 pounds were sturgeon, valued at $5,091, and 78 pounds stur- 
geon caviar, valued at $214. 

FISHERIES, BY Countres.—The following table shows, by counties, 
the persons, investment, and quantity aaa value of the products of 
the fisheries of the St. Lawrence in 1917: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propwucts, By SET LINES, IN THE FISHERIES 
OF THE St. LAWRENCE RIVER IN 1917, BY COUNTIES. 

| 
Items. Jefferson. St. Lawrence. | Total. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number. Value. | Number.| Value. | Number. Value. 

mS ‘ LG eLiT TT este Ae ae See ee tl Se On neeeee es AG a aans sata 

INVESTMENT aa 

La Sse * a Rs Se eee acl Pee | Beery rr 20 | $480 20 $480 
ye go ee eS a 6 FLD) SES aie Ie eS = a 6 700 
Lai: ae ee > eee) See ee 0 ee ae 70s |e BESS 620 
Shore and accessory property..............|.....----- (Ul IRS ae ears Baers Sohal ae ee 10 

RORA eG oe hia se dees 0a 43a Se aie oh 6 | 760 20 1,050 | 26 1, 810 

ERSE UVES) BX SET LINES. Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
i MRE Bars eter sao aaoce sass danainan een stele; acces eye 12 | $3 12 $3 
SEN es 2 ES ae ere eet Te 30 5 | 30 5 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or yellow pike)....|..........|........-- 40 | 8 40 8 
CYTES 0 ocel SRR p | 3,867 $888 | 18,092 4,203 | 21,959 5,091 
UTE EE (al a 40 100 38 114 | 78 214 
MLC rie ie in nes ann apmcaciat<nenntn [ea sakgaa=s|ue-eweoe- 50 3 50 3 

1 he | 3, 907 988 | 18, 262 4,336 | 22,169 5, 324 

FISHERIES OF NIAGARA RIVER. 

The fisheries of Niagara River are conducted in Erie and Niagara 
Counties, N. Y., and in 1917 gave employment to 60 persons. ‘The 
number of power and rowboats used was 46, valued at $1,815; the 
apparatus of capture included 9 seines, valued at $495; 7 fishing 
machines, valued at $795; and set lines to the value of $441; and the 
value of the shore and accessory property was $300. The total in- 
vestment amounted to $3,846. The yield of the fisheries of Niagara 
River was 116,603 pounds, valued at $11,420, of which 81,819 pounds, 
valued at $7,559, were taken with seines; 29,982 pounds, valued at 
$2,806, with fishing machines; and 4,802 pounds, valued at $1,055, 
with set lines. The principal species taken were: Ciscoes, 44,528 
pounds, valued at $2,927; sturgeon, including caviar, 18,669 pounds, 
valued at $4,861; suckers, 17,285 pounds, valued at $967; carp, 
15,890 pounds, valued at $822; and pike perch, 12,592 pounds, valued 
at $1,151. 

Fisnerres, By Countres.—The table following shows, by counties, 
the number of persons employed, investment, and quantity and value 
of the products of the fisheries of the Niagara River in 1917. 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS, BY APPARATUS, IN THE FISHERIES 
OF THE NIAGARA RIVER IN 1917, BY COUNTIES. 

Items. Erie. Niagara. Total. 

ee Pte Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. 
WISHGrMen Ss -5 +42 seen anaes eae tT bate Ses, ear A Sc 60" hos eee 

INVESTMENT. 
Rowboats-2.s.:.22:.¢ 33 $735 44 $1, 265 
Power boats. ....-. 2 550 2 550 
SeineS- 5. .o2< 252 55% 9 495 9 495 
Fishing machines nf 2 7 795 7 795 
Setlings. 5.2 52 2 s222 2222 BS ree anol me eee oy ele Soee e PLY Ail oS See 441 
Shore ‘andaccessory. property >. -<-scge- =| S20 22 5— ee |eeee eee eee enone STO) I Sr se Se 300 

yi ea tied Sees Re SENET ul 764 51| 3,082 62| 3,846 

PRODUCTS, BY APPARATUS. 
Seines: Pounds. Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

Warp, vASIAtiC. 2-22-22. 245 aaa seat lee deu a el ime ent 14, 521 $744 | 14,521 $744 
Catishiand pultheads =. -2-cscssacne=| sere accents |e saeeeeee 2,139 164 2,139 164 
CISGDESHe oe on sete aaneaseemacea see ae) Sone somo eee 32, 860 2,059 32, 860 2,059 
MOIS: S20 oo Sad wndinwasun stecace ede e seus sbeamenees]| seneemeees 436 64 436 64 
Pike' perch! (blue pike)! S22 esseese coe eee eee as ese neeetue 7,980 742 7,980 742 
Sturgeon. tes2 sins scecassees cee esoee 11,092 LRT bes eal as Seve a 11,092 2,755 
Sturgeon caviar’. 5. .3-25- b eee eee 160 5 Vi) eee anal BSSea ao ar 160 320 
Suckers... 2.0: BORO ener tee aor Ptssoue sd Saeedtccus 12,631 veel 12,631 711 

Total< Sacee sare asieboaceeaceeneens 11, 252 3,075 70,567 4,484 81,819 7,559 

Fishing machines: 
co JAS Hn feo eco ge See coe pe He tN oat Se sgacslscng-anacc 1,369 78 1,369 78 
Gathshand bullhesds. 252 secs. .socencs|Mescee es See 655 51 655 51 
CISCOES as cde ches cssenccee wwe mane sce el seceen cok sen eeeeeee 11, 668 868 11, 668 868 
Welsiites Cassecd veces seeescanccsxsowered|eeeee See a See 1, 109 83 1, 109 83 
| Fade eg Sena oe 2, ee ae rr wes Ese tate een eres 340 51 340 51 
Pike perch (blue puke) 255 ce see ee eee eel ee eee 4,603 408 4, 603 408 
FROG DaSS 52a Soe ecco Aone oreeeian a seseten ose lores Saat 50 5 50 5 
SUULPEON 3. <n =< ake ncaa ccfcae Ge ssmces|sanee se ees) naam noose | 2,585 461 2,585 461 
Sturgeon Cavia4ns: eos Vceackc os ctee = [soe eeeenes leoeeoeeeee 175 280 175 280 
SUCKEISS = fo cone essence tea seeceeseseke| see aeeces Eameeeeee 4,560 251 4,560 251 
wellow perch. -422.5 60025 - ast ages nn) aetaee eer aan eee 2, 868 270 2, 868 270 

Motalins 7 so 5 3)cee caus Seen eee ce eee ee ae 29, 982 2,806 | 29, 982 2, 806 

Set lines: 
Caffish:and: bullheads..(s.4. conc. -cces| sere eu sake bet ecneees 16 1 16 1 
Eel 26 3 26 3 

9 1 9 1 
4, 657 1,045 4, 657 1,045 

94 5 94 5 

4, 802 1,055 4, 802 1, 055 

105,351 8,345 | 116,603 11, 420 

FISHERIES CONSIDERED BY STATES. 

The States bordering on the Great Lakes and interested in the 
fisheries are: Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York. Of these, Michigan borders on 
Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, St. Clair, and Erie; Wisconsin, on 
Lakes Superior and Michigan; and New York on Lakes Erie and 
Ontario. It is therefore of importance to consider these statistics by 
States, as well as by lakes. 

In 1917 there were 9,221 persons engaged in the fisheries of the 
Great Lakes, of whom 3,183 are credited to Michigan, 1,909 to Wis- 
consin, 1,761 to Ohio, 683 to New York, 608 to Minnesota, 564 to 
Tlinois, 446 to Pennsylvania, and 67 to Indiana. In Michigan the 
investment amounted to $2,937,086; Ohio, $2,462,832; Wisconsin, 
$1,668,529; Illinois, $1,265,664; Pennsylvania, $919,919; New York, 
$793,371; Minnesota, $428,443; and Indiana, $79,825. On the basis 
of the value of the products the States ranked as follows: Michigan, 
29,737,355 pounds, valued at $2,035,889; Ohio, 26,442,993 pounds, 
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valued at $1,570,230; Wisconsin, 24,042,103 pounds, valued at 
$1,320,162; Pennsylvania, 8,151,241 pounds, valued at $508,382; 
Minnesota, 10,041,846 pounds, valued at $429,667; New York, 
3,481,236 pounds, valued at $268,215; Illinois, 1,356,294 pounds, 
valued at $87,375; and Indiana, 1,016,155 pounds, valued at $75,099. 

Separate statistics, by lakes, are given for States whose fisheries 
are conducted in more than one lake. 

The following table shows, by States, the number of persons 
engaged, apparatus and capital employed, and products of the 
fisheries of the Great Lakes in 1917: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS IN THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT 
LAKES IN 1917, BY STATES. 

Items. | New York. Pennsylvania. Ohio. 

ae aces: Number. Value. | Number. Value. | Number. Value. 
Spree mahine weceeis |. 2 £25305 2s aoe pv Pe Ee ae 2 PAT | Sh Seee 188 sees 
On vessels transporting......--------- 71) ey Se eee ( § Eee eee. AL. oss. 
MSI GTIMPIEACIOS 9a 6 S55 os oe ole oo v3 Gh (Cen et eee hh ea oe nA ed ie Set 
Picenbencts 2.5.0.5 4X3: Jel 3 Fe 1) ee ee 1 Et eS a SHis |e tees sh cs 

TT ida iy 2 ee ee ns igri 9] glee See CeO G pee seee ae Tic | 
INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
SS i eS Se eee 11 79,000 36 | $238, 440 26 $151, 958 

PRRATEHESS  ooa/2 to 506 v's nae ooo os ES on Be. 3 ee aa (sey «yl | eee ES 
ENE noosa anc on = cw cnm ee 22 o|nnennn---os M200 aeeee ne mo's BS | ap rae 39, 765 

Cot ae a ee eee 5 8, 700 9 18, 200 6 12,000 
ROD ono dart kan ees aay SxS him Seb wuss oD) nies iret SO 50 ae ee 
Sorin Es ee ee remere ror an Bec. sere UU Ree pee (tt aka ae Bh 3,540 

Vessels transporting: 
2. 5 SE SS Be bey a3) Sg ae Se 1 3,000 4 21, 500 

MEN eos tthe i on caw cw dul ae ee Oh a wae oe ee = Yara, UN eats ot SIE 
RES ole) oS Re Peer: 12D bakin 4,950 

EO ere 1 “HU A “rapier at 19 41, 600 
i ae ie ee 1) te a ek: bien Beers, Bie Soe eae $00 oe ee oe 
OI Se ee aE) (apes 4 eee" SS aa a Se UR Se ee a ee 9, 455 

ell Aid TOW DOATN. 26. ...-.-....-----. 202 , 125 17 765 516 24,810 
Un eae os ee 110 , 805 14 7, 200 341 145, 500 

817 20,154 | 141,273 10,379 77,476 
Apparatus, shore fisheries: 

Pound nets and trap nets.......-.- 

5 
35 

Apparatus, vessel fisheries: Gill nets. . . 7,473 53 

24 
CO aes ee see eee 41 

4 BROMO SMOG 5 5a ove AY oak 0's amb Vows 
LT es ere eee 
MMUIES: teloy cd dodes ves sree sip dasee nd 
Fishing machines........-....---- 
Other apparatus................... 

Shore and accessory property.........- 
Ve 1 ae OF Sk Si eae ee 

A oe RES Sa eS ee ee ee ee 

PRODUCTS, 
Cy LL ee, a ee oe eee 
a Ae a Se an oe 
Sy RDNO ss oaks ses pooh oe er aes 
Catfish and bullheads..............-.- 
Ciscoes: 
| eee 2 ee ae ee 
DO ee Reo 

Ba US ee 
Gold-eye, or moon-eye..............--.]..-......-- 
Oe er errr Cor 
Pike perch 

co ee Pere ee 65, 374 6, 453 162, 878 13,049 | 1,874, 551 120, 523 
Wall-yed or yellow pike, fresh... 8, 388 1,177 3,214 412 | 1,211,574 139, 877 

ROO DORE. Site Hiss = sees xe pao wd f 7,625 OE EMRE Cel esos s.> o| >>. dap aalnee marae oe 
(TOR EB pa Rae fx * Lee ep 77, 598 3,879 33, 993 2,245 | 3,817,581 233, 911 
Sheepshead or drum.....-..-.-.- 355 26 10, 863 309 | 2, 633 69, 190 
a ee ee ae 73,280 | 17,210 2,730 348 3,075 482 
Sturgeon caviar. 1, 562 RS nee Ek A aan Sel lnpeiepe gamete | hares = a) 
Suckers, fresh. .. 136,099 8, 905 28, 626 824 857, 318 29,328 
PiniGish.. J 646- 24 23, 885 de EERE. o's obey aleesce. Jo's a] Spgamer acne 
Trout, lake, fresh... 25, 235 2,974 120 13 261 32 
ee ees eee 30 2 1,323 118 284,759 17,092 
Whitefish, common, fresh 231,415 | 26,230] 300,203] 37,015 | 1,285,311 177, 535 
Yellow perch, fresh.............+.-.-:- 54, 3, 873 52,571 3, 837 804,015 56, 251 

Li eh ey Laren 3,481, 236 | 268,215 | 8,151,241 | 508,382 |26, 442,993 | 1,570, 230 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS IN THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT 
LAKES IN 1917, By Strares—Continued. 

‘ 

Items. Indiana. Michigan. Illinois. 
| 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
} Number. | Value. | Number. | Value. | Number. | Value. 

On'vessels fishing.) 22.2 ssa PAG Rasa Soe (| eons 2 See Opa oe se sees | 
On vessels transporting: 2. 2! 22ee en 3252 ee | eee 69 [2222 Jas. EL eee | 
Inshore fisheries 2 32...2 45h he- sehen CE Becerra OY Ol eee Di eS 
SOLES ee ns oe ear see ee eee Bid Ge ee Sp | Peepers 489 os ance | 

: 

: 
: 

Sail and rowboats .. : 
iPower Dostsiee 2.2 esa oee cen eae neee 56 
Apparatus vessel fisheries: 

Gillmetsen. ac2cs28-ncessees eet ch i : 
BSE heh eager cs beg re 200 111434) 0. ee | eee 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound nets and trap nets. ........ 18 7,600 2,755 347,811 8 3,000 
Gillnia hss ore Bean st eenen' Sens 369 7,130 13,849} 115,010 190 1, 645 
HY Ke MEbSn A Seccts- ce kee eee | Oe en oes 795 35,778. | eee eee 
Vata sc Wee eee ae BG tere ote Re ES psec 147 15,330 || SoUe een eee 

1 Dy Wel fae Ge ee ete tee Se eel De or dane CONES eee 4: 820N Sa eee 35 
Other apparatiis:=*.2 28 Sethe s soc | eee tee eee ere | ae eee 1920). Seen eee ; 

Shore and accessory property..........|......----- Ue bs)y ets esio aioe 10010034) 2S eee 1,087,369 , 
Casttcapitaliep os cece atc oeees shee eae eee IAC Us ieee see Seahorse 309; :L00"| 32a een 112, 500 : 

Potalers 0 ek eRe es eel ee oe De 79 (Sip | nae eee 2; 937-086:|0-. see 1, 265, 664 : 

PEP UMCTE: Pounds Value.| Pounds Value Pounds Value ; 
IBOWAT See at Aen Oa aces Sakata] ae Le eee et ee teae 2,875 $174.0 22.0. cog Sedliee eee 
Benbote.-- <a see sad Oe 0-2-5, Benak 3,139 $130 29, 240 673 58 $1 
Garp wAsinticss 2. 2 -cttit-. 3.2 See 1,150 46 | 2,636,159 105,929 ||... .<,. Seen ee 
Catfish and bullheads............-..-- 120 17 33,329 3,295: | ....:... 23a eee 
Ciscoes: 

RES Re nck ene eee ne ea ieee 813, 830 52,713 | 7,361,794 333, 736 | 1,015,818 
Balted bach ncn ceccembee none peepee | sees tebe s poste ieee 2,621,018 118, 594. \|s2 se feecine 
Smoked ssa2eee onsdo. ces nce eee cel emcee e one eee nace 3,000 120 | ces Shoes 

MMuskellunge: .. 2)... <2 Sees oases ee ree aoe tse 145 DD | gece ee ee 
PIKE? <n stiscaen nen SA eee coe eee 225 30 21,174 25.031) |2ao ae 
Pike perch: 

alle-yed or yellow pike, fresh... . 1,400 240 | 1,207,407 14°73, 2547| ae See 
Walle-yed or yellow pike, salted...]...........].......... 30 3) eames 

ROCK DASS Seen eee a pe eee a acter [Emotes Sea Re ee 4,283 208 een eeeaae 
Sheepshead or drum.................. 750 30 28, 146 190270) See 
SUT POON ete oe ass 5 heer see 2,396 680 13, 735 2: 08%" |e ee 
Sturgeon caviar 6 508 1284" || o> s sy haan 
Suckres: 

Mresh Meee eee ot ttt 3,049,569} 123,107 5, 265 
ELUTE Sane 5 =k oe a Ban i Sc bl Pact le riety eR 3,815 4dn | 8 eee 

Suirfishi Aes ere re ees oso. a sn] ace oe Sen 1,650 68" |. eeassaee 
Trout, lake: 

Eres 32. 7,188,617 647, 208 168, 640 
Salted.:> = <2... 9, 203 822" ase reer 

Trout, steolhead 700 VL73| eee eee 
Witte passe esc ee seas tt oes os ee ae ea 600 50) |e joc eee eee 
Whitefish: 

Common tresiresee eso) soe l so. 4,130 722 | 4,102, 926 450, 706 33, 600 
Common, saliedsee 2s s2-- <1 25 .| ochre i Pees pete 5,295 He 1 RR eis ese: 
COMIMION  CAyint eee oe obese el). a eee eee eee 1,375 PU lS eect ct 
Menominee firesh=eecte tel tes 5 oe ee ee eee 124,374 6) LU Se eee 
Menominee; saltedensee cos es]. ok Be ee 45,315 BPE eee es 

Yellow perch: 
Brosh ie oos35 5 een be ee en oss 41,100 3,786 | 1,239,348 86,198 132, 913 
Salied. 2 ere fee eens cua —| tc. . a aeen a e ee 1,725 BL -llne see 

"Total oon soe oe aoa os eae 1,016,155 75,099 |29, 737,355 | 2,035,889 | 1,356,294 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS IN THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT 
LAKEs IN 1917, By States—Continued. 

Items. Wisconsin. Minnesota. Total. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vessels fishing..........-----------| 658 |.--.------{ 90] .--...---. 1930) | Soceeceet 
On vessels transporting.........------ Loh) memes teens Gs | osgoscrase yb Reape se 
feisiore fisheries: -2.t2"2..-.--3.52.2 gist) Se ae Bek eh BPO a eematee a= 5,066:|22 ee 
"STS? Beam ee ts SRE Eee les a Spe 4 3 ll RES eCe ene 2014" Eee 

3S ee Pee ee 474° 805 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

Gill Jose OMe hoe eee ane eee 222 5,175 103, 882 909, 803 
Trees pena nES NA A I ERED, SRA IO OMY Sos SES. 8 fe Rk. 30, 537 

+ Bion shore fisheries: 
Pound nets and trap nets. -......-. 5 500 8,433 | 1,179, 256 
COUN ES Eee SS ee eee 4,915] 69,813 49,395 | 327,899 
ESE TL a | ea ees een 4,938 | 100,707 
oS ES ERR eb ie gO | iV as a a aaa 446 67, 247 

ee SS ee eo. wallace gem eee ayOON Locwed ceases LS Bop ose oxen ae ans 11,008 
eae PI tee a cafe ete A LI hy OU oa ans wna meer sn 6, 400 1, 600 
Walp aU ae 2 ee a a) PR. ee ane Bee eee i 795 
OEE ef ee Sine eae | eR eens ee eer Caer a 1, 536 

Shore and accessory property..........|......-..--| 451,301 |........... 183; 120) eco setae 4,478, 143 
PN pee ee as one ls aescceeeallt BeayOUD |. dsoss-<-- AU Jl uk apes ate 1,025, 286 

oem 10, 555, 669 

d cy Pounds. Value. 
Bowfin 15, 086 $593 
Burbot =i : : $683 883, 589 11, 902 
Carp, i 7,563,347 | 331,938 
Cat 874, 261 55, 089 

Fresh 1 EE Sen aeeed 505 3,034,107 | $96,389 | 41,932,874 | 2,083, 244 
Ge ioe sto eG we san aseka a eee caine coe Se ae 3,302,357 | 150,810 | 3,302,357 150,810 
ae Serer es P 3,189,727 | 137,596 | 8,285,694 375,311 
itis: 5 A RBSRS Details cee) eae jaiae Sh Repeal (Pe ree 5,400 432 8, 400 552 

UStL 20 tal) ieee Soe ueg une Repeated lipo bear gna ge Gieest al ER ae bars Ue 692 43, 007 3, 402 
Pra IN ME OCG a) cetaceans | oe ees wanncaliec des akee dl ie dk ons cm sleae eso 10,335 104 
MIR cag td ia dee aos oe rel becca as sled ae ones [ncde rs tenalccas annem saline nas ass 145 15 
IMRRE RDAs fad oS ocla cava sbetcpeaes| DCAD (OyORS \eoekescecudleneswees on 80, 508 7,804 
Pike perch 
(Ns ie ae Replay spaiiee (ae Aa iesperieail Ue nes ba Bp seres Peer 2, 102, 803 140, 025 
Walleyed or yellow pike, fresh....} 64,708} 9,311 |...........].......... 2,496, 691 298, 271 
ae gii or yellow pike, Tg eat ca RR STEERER. Sate aie 30 3 

Rae Dele ree a cr iaeee te eI. IB) |o2-tcweearclecencecse. 13, 622 813 
oe ING Genet I a Ee peel al SR oe a eee ST eos eee 3,929,172 | 240,035 
Beeepeliced SGU ae ace ce ese he daesdl MMe g eee BL | + DON wa cysss te adl pacman sappin 2,901,994 70, 936 
SEER, Te EP OREN ds Cope SE SOR ha, Sse Ss ee Sen A ee 95, 216 21,707 
OS ASS BRE og Selene al eli sete) (Ey PRR [OS See | ae eee 2,135 4,670 
Suckers: 

SS so at OO ey oe re 27,055 1,078 | 5,331,468 | 203,646 
Lee ieee papers ois Soe RUORetutes ta dsl aes warn as 30, 960 1, 235 

oe i eee aes ee apy eee Pa Bese Pepa 2 (88 See eee 25, 535 1,395 
Trout, lake 

nas cous cand hdr eeehan ts oss f i 405, 135 34,079 | 13,281,389 | 1,279, 285 
ERR ye oe nee ot cho. | oa seas auvalte Sena eaee 44,000 5,800 44, 000 5, 800 

I ASR re ree BF oe pe aie 18,750 1,619 
21, 950 3,349 
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PERSONS ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS IN THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT 
LAKES IN 1917, By StaTes—Continued. 

Items. Wisconsin. Minnesota. Total. 

PRODUCTS—continued. 

Whitefish: Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. 
Common, fresh .<- 022.52... - ese 210,685 | $23,393 17, 093 $2,285 | 6,185,453 | $722, 636 
Cominons salted 2 oe. . 22 n = eee an clots sae eee ae ee ee etioiee ceinecte aes 5, 295 531 
Common: caviar oer oe ee gl rae a cfepoaiet sl easletsisaseioial eeaemeietel= tere eiaicieteeteiate 1,375 257 
Menominee, fresh...........--.---- 27, 695 1,131 6, 800 394 158, 869 7,702 
Menominee, salted --.-.....-...-.-- 805 40 2,900 228 49,020 3,401 

Yellow perch: . 
PASH Ey 22 atches ceepo eee a ease 1,879, 459 BI, 025 fas ccsceemen| ceases 4, 204, 286 245, 142 
UE ee et ae era? Seeise Speer Sect see ee ner-\(Secsoaace 1,725 81 

Crawfish = 2dr. 2s. 2S eee eee se oS 80, 495 B ADT Woe asec teee| tieterwautce 80, 495 4,427 

IPObal sees ce oc BE eee ene 24,042, 103 |1,320, 162 |10,041,846 | 429, 667 |104, 269, 223 | 6, 295,019 

FISHERIES OF MICHIGAN. 

The fisheries of Michigan which were prosecuted in Lakes Erie, 
St. Clair and tributaries, Huron, Michigan, and Superior, but which 
were most extensive in Lake Huron and Lake Michigan, are shown 
in detail in the following table: 

PERSONS ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PrRopuUCcTS OF THE FISHERIES OF MICHIGAN IN 
1917, By LAKES. 

Items. Lake Erie. Lake St, Clair.} Lake Huron. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number.| Value. | Number. | Value. | Number. | Value. 

On vessels fishing ~<-5to cee aon oe aeeeee = FN Ese ooeee! Beececescre sone apace LE) beeches 
Onivessels transporting ss. eee = sas ee oe - | oe rare ara am ete tela feet tara eter atte Pat beets Sey Sh 
Anishore Sisheries 2-2 a oe enn doses a= Wie leesesncmee (4 besaashaoe T0283 | eeneae ae 
SHOTS Mena. = een ses a ee nee ee HOY eens oclsitic (OW pebsen shoe 47 eee as eer 

Dotan nat see ean ance sae USS ye ABE sGSci0 BET Geo kee cerns 1348S ose 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
Steam oa, cane ree ea oe See ee nee lp arid aber alan smenar loin aples lace == |steinialalaninele 13 $57, 500 

A Mors vet: er: eee | eee ts FEES ode ab bert Syeee| KS cocintoaso soce nm oct 266i o> nae 
Outfit. ee Se a Ps Ne 2 eek [crea ee a ee 20, 850 

Gasolinee = se .02-. cee ee eee 1 BUN lees se nema esaeeeerts 13 19, 000 
WOMB PCs. -3- <b a-- =~ 6s assmosee HM Boor saeco sececoreacs pmomesnene gH eee = 
OU ee re te oe wen alee TO BEAR eseidece| pmaoue I aca|aacsrisccccc 6, 140 

Vessels transporting: 
Steam .......-.-. 2-2-2 eee eee ene le eee ee ene eee eee elec eee e eee nlac een eneee 2 7,000 

Sprit, oe Sy eee ee eae ol mn art eet cin.-- sey) ees sco acne soocoS DAN so toes 
OUTS eo nick oon oo a came cece he ea etalerece | e/a siaiaberete fe) setae tate tot| iat tete(atetast eee 500 

ALAC ETT: Cpe ae Seay fe a eRe RO Ee ec Gao Rogge can a| tance cur 19 33, 500 
TTWOMDBOG.. Soo cbse ol taoas case e [alten aaa | aero eratele ar] stele See ere ener fete L69 Wee a 
Opitte: 2. --- Plas ss cae ht et] Se eee oe) ectinalectemectats el] sae sae a a ee ee 4,750 

Satland roywbustss 2-- -o6-----assocees 56 1,435 60 $1, 640 310 8,020 
PiwerDOdts ene eb = es tesseensne 28 7,440 4 900 260 | 103,960 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

JB TT te 2 ene eee 4 CO ee sind Bec coctcce 6,613 69, 575 
TANOH Ae ool emerc ection -e0c co csecnsee[accastapes| Sse ceeeea=| ae leew savas ce! lnnteie sts nie eer 3, 844 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound nets and trap nets.......---- 86 os VOIR R Sete seed} Sonssec he 1,731 207, 904 
Gillnsitent eames css. 3- <n cee 6 (iD)y| Boaeeincaa- | Eston acace 3,997 33, 260 
MVKOHODR-seesc sree css secs sssees 278 Vig 2407 |Poeaeeeisss-| aaaee ema 460 12,135 
Memes a swcate ee bar a oases 58 5,530 6 1,365 77 7 
Lanes. Soot e ener e bg a ain deja ca se of occ toate ae |seisiawoe oe aetecinee ear | Wen leet eee 2,145 
Other apparatus: fites- - -~ -5 2- 2-25 - | - do amen loon sean] icone ee ra ante ae rel eer 1,520 

Shore and accessory property.....--.--.|---------- Wig OO0T || nse ale MOE TMs ee ctee crsicic ¢ 432, 092 
Cash capltnl 592 oecpeeretaeeccecn- aaa cre ee ere eT a oee creer eo 620001]: 22a 156, 100 

Motels ..o bce ease eee ees nc = | nis epee Wa;014 a nceree ses 237,305 |...--- :.---] 1,188,705 

1 Includes St. Clair River and wholesale trade of Detroit. 

| 
| 

| 

| 
| 

co —— 

a 



FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. LoS 

PEeRsons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRopUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF MICHIGAN 
IN 1917, By Lakes—Continued. 

Items. Lake Erie. Lake St. Clair. Lake Huron. 

A nine ie es Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. Pounds. Value. 
OWHITIS: 5 Soseee en. 4- a see- nee eae Pet wet fase eae [oces os -osc[acmosesces 

PED Lig eee ise sat ee RENE ig Sass Seer Seon oos foe ondsa-22-|ss<eeeteee 2,174 51 
rat gy OA SISO. coe 5 Sore nbs cs se cose cece 1,403,739 | $57,731 85,330 $4,652 | 1,145,250 43,474 
Cat SS ee op was SEE Eee Beene 33, 329 3, 295 

coes: 
RreinTt eee eet te NN EY 1, 100 | fags SERS me mepaeeee 3,277,573 | 120,705 

ee 2 [eas eee ae eee meso | TES IRL ic SGA aE Se ee ae eS Se a Ses ed eeeoeeecee x 
ial et eine eee ae oe ee en | eee so |e ee am a ose cis ack elanwabes coc 145 15 
os _ | et ede aaa rea Gea (id Caan cma 12,354 1,175 

4 or yellow pike— 
ane pe ee ee eS Pee 70, 870 8,155 48,000 7, 200 994, 642 119, 231 

(OUT LL Sig 2 eI beer | Saleen Hikegs oe SMe Seaman WAM} 208 
USESPUPTIG TT SE To it. Ris Bade See ESS be eee EAS Pea seneeeen Soe emcee 17,731 615 
PasIEpOOI. sc. 55. bos task co -- = cba 2 440 yi Go Bee peaeie | eae ee 4, 886 1,063 
ODES TE SU ae 3 Pas: Aaa: BE ee S| | aR ee BRS a 227 495 
Suckers: ‘ | 

ere bth oR Saas alk cw ance ave deo 103, 002 3, 663 |.-...-.-.--]-.-------- re uh 767 72,875 
Saal er ae ee 8 en Ne ms adel eas's dae Halen sonnsecloneesdoses 

CUED Biles 22 Se SE ee ee Rael are eae Pie e Sees See eee bee ae re , 650 68 
Trout, lake: 

Fresh. wo ee eee eee ee ee eee eee eee eee Tp :aeal Fh ao RMN TEe eae Gaia 2, nh as 213,790 
ce SoS ESE Aa ay Sieae El EP Ge Bie RN (AE earn |i , 784 

Whitefish: 
Romaons frogh. < -<-} -- -- - 53a 324- 27,275 NRE = teteea ania oalvc wars wena 993, 501 124, 050 
Lao To es See EAPC RARER BRS OS Be ee eee 3,350 
Comimanseayisr.. 25... op 2-4242- Fe ee Sete tcccebe lec ata 1,375 257 
Monominee, fresh. ... .....<.-s--.--6 Le wamekern| aa wenemenn| once aes sslonsa= one's 46,457 2,191 
TIRE RGR oe S9SE coud Pees ee eteneh ee inn keke ein ewes nage ue alas onan aece 20,017 1, 200 

PPANOW DGPGH IOS). <n o- o-onnn-eneses-- 82,730 oy 1 Pe Bele epekee! eee aa 844,019 56, 464 

Lis NS (eS RSS aes 1, 689, 156 81,329 | 133, 330 11, 852 |13, 363, 207 857,470 

Items. Lake Michigan. Lake Superior. Total. 

Value. | Number.| Value. | Number. Value. 
PERSONS ENGAGED. 

SE WPANGIN INI os Sacedvoss cacccuss in Pe eee ABN sasatass heres 
On vessels transporting et iaidtandenianallian o hiteilenstsens ss Bi [sec canomts GD! Exe era cons 
By SORE TISNOTIONS 5 = ac nacmeseavecs ans [l. = 9 RE Ine ob <niean<% p21 I bos p re acd va IL i | See eeseees 
PUMUREE RR basset Ci ccceGicecvecscli- |W |Seartocuas Osilvesedaccus Star lsstads asks 

RESON Sie idea suuswpenneauade petty TAD fa <wacen ens SN Pe Sn eee 8, IRB: |. 5 2eessee 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
ES Se a ee $134, 450 3 | $11,500 59 | $203,450 
Co Ee El ee me oe My ft Perens, Dee MDG \esce.m ee 3150) | ctaneseee 
IEA lin etn ao enghn nannnleSabepee eae 52,040 |. -ccosccee Sp MRe | Sa cudce tine 80, 690 

ot pe ne ER ea ee See 65, 950 1 5,000 93 91, 250 
ERD oo fanaa ensununedndoen eb GEO ewan oo CGiisssntsesea|  —SO0' sc. .50ce 
SNE Beek sao w a oveubeeee anes ewani aegis 26/155: |ss=ctnaves 7B ee ee 33,905 

Vessels transporting 
Sa eens | eee ta See ee See F, ana pee 2 7,000 
ON oc snetccniiadnspeaask eaeeeNen deep reeaipenieaieweekalalioeaius| 0 JOM lodentve wee 
| SSS Sine epee ape aad "See ye BE) ee “Obie Se ee eee nea ner 500 

RD oo ra ans pee se 14, 800 1 2,000 37 50, 300 
STR en a dadetocal ty RI | a oeeeees |) eS $661. .o.32eeee 
“1 TL Rp ee RRR par 2 Sos ed Pe | eee coe 7,215 

a a 241 4, 828 74 1, 230 741 17, 153 
oe Seer 168 48, 295 109 40,795 569 201, 390 
ii 7 es vessel fisheries: 

1 ES ES Se a 29,833 | 267,728 1,134 | 19,270 37,584 | 356,624 
FAT ET ee IN Me ee Gi780 leccaweces < HO }| v2, steeosee 11,143 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Pound nets and trap nets....-..---- 787 | 114,420 151| 17,312 2,755 | 347,811 
SURO Bsc eno wscalsoten Bi niintad 6,416 | 51,367 3,430 | 30,318 13,349 | 115,010 
SC DE EE 57 TC ti ee eee 795 35,773 
DOMES SMES dutacdstrs duaiensacces 1 150 5 325 147 15, 330 
ee 2 SA I RE eae BU steaicel 2,119 |racconcdans 4, 829 



124 FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

PERSONS ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF MICHIGAN IN 
1917, By Lakes—Continued. 

Items. Lake Michigan. Lake Superior. Total. 

INVESTMENT—Continued. 
Number. Value. | Number.| Value. | Number. Value. 

Shore and accessory property .....-.----|.-.-------- $258, 236 |.---..-.-- $1125050 ease neee $1, 001, 098 
Cashcapital:<: 354. 323 o> 2bo~ <8 eet cso dee 1375.00) ot. saeka ns 5:000 |. . <2 -eeee 355, 100 

Total... eisec osewas ena seeeseces |socslsameeiee TOL 7 8; Oto) | ae mee eee 258, 019))| sae neeeeae 2, 937, 086 

FaPRuCTsS Pounds. Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. Value. 
Bowfins! 52s 2hii se os3tsysises eee tes ee ee 2,675 $170 2,875 $174 
Batbotsc ib toscn0 seen eee 27, 066 $622) <tc eee 29, 240 673. 
Carp: Asiatichas... di-225 se 1,840 2) |e centered lease sete 2,636,159 | 105,920 . 
Catfish‘and'bullheads: 32.225. bo scoga5-|-ab oot eee tone tieia | pee teen aeleaee eae 33, 329 3, 295 
Ciscoes: ; 

resht st) tee... Bet ho ee ee 3,159,135 | 173,810 | 923,986 | 39,171 | 7,361,794 | 333,736 
Halted Oe ooo. asec eee eee eee eet 519, 726 23, 574 500 23 | 2,621,018 118, 554 | 
SMOKES. cus oan ss eee ae 2 be teicteleaoe bse teleteebc ee sistete ell eeteioisiteeielall uss eames 3,000 120 

sae SR Beer oat eed a seme renr Mae amen Pemmoee sar Seo sages) pesodacen: 145 15 
Gy: Sear Oe fer Ah 8, 020 776 800 80 21,174 2,031 

Pike erch: 
Walleyed or yellow pike— 

Tech). £0 kee eset a Le 89,016 | 11,987 4,879 681 | 1,207,407 | 147,254 
Bat .  Seeke degen tA gine Cite lh hanced ste ey cl a eR ee eee 30 

1 OS Om aso Span enaa Hees Ss sear Pasheocan| bosmaosoos| hosae Joacs 4, 283 208 ; 
Sheepshead oridrumesec.. cess: epee enee 10, 415 240) | peseessecd) beecesseis: 28, 146 1,027 . 
ShURg6On.. eee sree seer e eee 8, 409 1 837| He cossos|-aeeeckeee 13,735 2, 987 
DlUrgeOn\CAVIAN..cccsnee ees eete eee et 281 Ue Beason pan) poccorcioae 508 1, 284 
Suckers: 

Mresht {ee te ke katate 995,552 | 39,453 | 175,248 7,116 | 3,049,569 | 123,107 
Salted: sese. = tee fe Sas ee al 2,815 ee SEES Sac boro s ccc 3,815 144 

punfish< 1) Osis. Ss sskce ess oe settee see aes | seers pas ceaencs|Rosassooae 1,650 68 
Trout, lake q 

WTOSH. 2 2 sgm ee swt eee eens ss Sse , 980, 969 647, 208 : 
palted-2223227- 545 9) 203 822 E 

Trout, steelhead. . 700 117 
White bass:/5.260 86 atk. Oee aes 600 50 ; 
Whitefish: 

Common, fresh...........- Soanre toes 2,839,868 | 298,594 | 242,262 24,361 | 4,102, 906 450, 706 7 
Common, Salted es ic Beas iota oa 1, 945 PAU | be sccsose) Hasbseese = 5, 295 531 é 
Common, CAVIAL 3. oe cics lenses esin aldose stare ct las Seem | secicetacteeal eerie see 1,375 257 
Menominee, LI TERS Se omc iocringpcios 76, 687 3, 876 1, 230 110 124,374 6,177 ' 
Menominee, salted so vosceaee eee. 25, 298 UGEBS beecsceabalbeasscce rc 45,315 3, 133 

Yellow perch: 
rashes. cee ee eae |. ake 309,599 | 21,557 3,000 235 | 1,239,348 86, 198 
Halted ees. .<ch Tetras Cee ee ae 1,725 RL laccesemaes peedencare 1,725 81 

Tota es see ee ne Meee 11, 660,211 | 885,917 |2,891,431 | 199,321 |29,737,335 | 2,035, 889 

—e 
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FISHERIES OF WISCONSIN. 

The fisheries of Wisconsin which were prosecuted in Lakes Mich- 
igan and Superior are given in detail in the following table: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF WISCONSIN 
In 1917, By LAKEs. 

Items. Lake Michigan. Lake Superior. Total. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

Orcvessels SHIM? 2% oo5 sone cecneesee 
On vessels transporting ze 
asvore psheries..2.55.....5.---s-.3- 
SUAS ee es a ee 

L111 |S ae ee ee ee 

INVESTMENT 

Vessels fishing 

RS ee eee eee UO Nawdeeaecoesl 6 | OO: laceseentae 
cio ai 1 Ee RAR SEE oe. ee (a eee ory eae ee 

ae RES Sees See 
Ee a Se eS ee ee.) Pee ee lee >. Pees 
WTR oe eo ae Saeki wenl jin ep 200) loamet banca 

Vessels transporting 
CLT s Sage ee ee eee ee ees Ce Re OW) ee oe Ree be 

JO SRS RE Seas ee | ct eee Se sel ee eee 
LLL ee ee ee Saas P| ee eee 

Sailand row boats.-................. 
RE DOES 6 co Sncsnscnandss0cca~ aa 
Apparatus: 

Vessel fisneries— 
RENE MIDE 5S oc oe Cpe b wuce's RS a 
RRS So Seem Se ESI wsieus| | Sy COE Ness Mesemealiniy) MOI iud ace ane ) 

Shore fisheries— 
Pound nets and trap nets. . 117,550 369 126, 000 
A st bt ad an oS 49, 316 20, 62,176 
Do et ae ae PeaUO cc caeens] womee ca dee 3, 286 33, 100 

its bees 8 So EAT ee ee Me RN 60 17,970 
(Cit, ee Oe ie aaa TEAGE [Seer 24 TORO) |e een nae aa 2,834 
i 1 SLD me Ae er Re, iy 3 6, 400 1,600 

Snore and memory property........ RY Ii ibaeee Saige asl Teh Fa ee ‘451, 301 
Cash capital]............. i ae 100; 300: |Eeore 2) TA BOD eect chee 123, 800 

OL ad © Ie ple ji Vp 2 PS SE i Wa 2° e/a eae 1, 668, 529 

PRODUCTS Value. i $i Pounds. Value. 
jay Lek, PO Sas oo eee A as SSE | REE 136, 522 $683 
SeeeD AAMISURIS S's. .55 5050-05256 -4 (2 (RT DER lea He ee 243,513 7, 382 
Cat he at Sultheads Se eee ea eT Ll Beets Raper) ie see = 164, 346 6,610 
iscoes: 

DORN igen gis scapes casn~ ets eeee 425,975 12, 087, 210 459, 463 
SUIT RRs ee SL i ea al 115,770 2) 466,040 | 118) 110 

Vt ee ee ee eee ee ey eee 2,569 37, 252 3, 044 
oes La (wall-eyed or yellow pike) 6, 218 d 64; 708 9,311 

WORDS Sei onnnnacccadee es PSidlsessese soul wawsencou i 714 137 
Sheeuhead Grariuis o.ds25 sues PO tn. cate e eae bas. 17, 247 354 
Suckers: 

ye ee. ae Soe 35, 082 1, 224, 346 40, 072 
Be ere a 531 27,145 1,091 

Trout, lake: 
ye LE ie ee 515, 497 5,369,971 | 563,641 
UES Gr eee eee a ee 71) il baie SR Ee Ree , 275 221 

ne Seer area rs 27 5 es eee) eee ae 675 27 
White fish: 

COMMON, SOA... aus daw onc cea 19,096 210, 685 23, 393 
Menominee, Le ee ee 953 4,050 27,695 1,131 
pena ES Se ae Pew Ci opts, Bates, Al |e 2 aeeegD 805 40 

Yellow 8, 904 2,000 1, 879, 459 9,025 
Crawfis TO. es Bile Sie (Aen aaa 80, 495 4, 427 

‘0? Pk EE Sa 1,150,476 | 2,614, 155 24,042,103 | 1, 248, 162 
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FISHERIES OF NEW YORE. 

The fisheries of New York in the Great Lakes are conducted in 
Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers, and also in 
two counties, Erie and Chautauqua, on Lake Erie. The number of 
persons engaged, investment, and products of these fisheries are given 
in detail in the following table: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRropucts OF THE FISHERIES OF NEW YORK 
IN 1917, By LAkEs. 

Items. Lake Ontario.! Lake Erie. Total. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number. Value. | Number. Value. | Number. Value. 

On vessels fishing. ....-- ees I Fel ees ae ees SOURS arene B21. Jie 
On vesselstransporting -.----.--------- PSS ewer) Rona meroneo) tame seatast ee aeeeeees 
inshore tsbeneS---6--e ee. - = 3 eee DUS |caseeeeee BS isso ccec cas 451 |e a en 
GHiOresInGH es ssee roe eae ee oan eee UM Rees 35 Sime i137 i leersers Be kee [ee 

ait; 2 dai A = See od enti Syed IE aE ce eae BOS: tS oeieaes 68S) ieee 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
Spear seb 22 ea sb RLS, = eee oe eee 11 | $79,000 11 | $79,000 

TTONNA RO teehee aes are = hte | Seen aes eee ote 2365 esas 230022. seeeeee 
TL 1) ee il BOP aN es APR Bntemh Beige de SRLS) Oa Bor oooh 10, 230 [2:02 2 soeee 10, 230 

Gasoline so----. 422s ee ete et 1 $1, 200 4 7,500 5 8, 700 
Geet ye eee Be eo ae (S| pepe Sect = 31) Poocdoss SOr tA cea 
Outiiies ssa Eipriceac os0n9| pacts sae ee QO Seewancitaate 12160! ocessee 1,180 

Vessels transporting, gasoline. ....-..-- 1 1 B00} |52: 32 -ponseleeceee eens 1 1,300 
PDONMAPO ee). o-oo NU BSnestauss\esaeeo se eea| Ser sccc sce JOE =? een 
(Os) nit ae eee Me erin ea QanoSS) (Saat saceers (Hii Saoekresd med Sosssoseeclscossece s+. 65 

Sailand row. boats - .-2--.-------5--=--.- 189 4,765 13 360 202 Dra 
Power D0ats ee see a ene on oer cee 79 17,130 31 18, 675 110 35, 805 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: Gillnets. - 3 40 7,470 53,777 7,473 53, 817 
Apparatus, shore fisheries: 

Pound nets,and trap nets .---...-..- 353 21, 460 30 2, 820 383 24, 280 
Gitta gece ae. oI AE ck ERE oe 162| 15,135 3,322 | 26,451 3,484 41, 586 
Bykemnets: -*:--.. 22222=2-2----12--= 334 A STA oc aa awateee lee eeeseeee 334 4,374 
Sainesses: «oe ceeeisaae anne e ere 12 610 8 240 20 850 
Aris ge ee ee st so eee Seo 1,194 |-2:22: reer 608) } 0-2 ee 1,872 
Fishing machines ...-...-.-.------- 7 (O50) oe- oeetee ae ee esas 7 795 
Other/apparatus-<- <=. 222. ee | sec eent Giils=ea8 Boao secre coe ee eer eens 6 

Shore and accessory property --------.-.|----------- 505-2357): 2222 senor B35 200" 11 387, 500 
Cash’ capital. ---ocac c= orate mee ai | ae Anta 205000 3 Po= ani SRS ih tcl Bins se. 5 136, 886 

DAR Me Ee at a hegre 138;9009|2 5 2e:- cee arGbbsUG2i | saeee -2ses|| 798,30 

POULT: Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. 
Bowlin. 0S oc ceee tesa seen 7,046 $850 4S. ioe <25|iacakse ens 7,046 $3 
Brrbot...kt eos. = tebe eseehosome 61, 760 2,388 15, 265 $245 77, 025 2, 633 
tet VACHE nthe Jaen Stary gue woeeeee cecosse 41,472 2,173 29, 508 1,570 70, 980 3,743 
ae sh and bullheads...............-.- 47, 934 5, 935 695 81 48, 629 6,016 
iscoes: 

Fresh 460,363 | 39,991 | 2,043,360 | 133,085 | 2,503,723 | 173,076 
Salted 8, 909 ROBT: IOs |. Se RO 1,051 

BOIS 2. eee Se ae Seecset saps 43, 007 BAO N - - 5 o \saSnaleenn cewek 43,007 3, 402 
ei ae BL oes Pea ee eae Pree 16,191 OPaR | os dosdestuentwets 16,191 2,149 
Pike perch: 

UT a Ue es oe eB ooseenattoses 45, 730 4,784 19, 644 1, 669 65, 374 6, 453 
Wall-eyed or yellow pike -...-.....- 2,590 458 5, 798 719 8, 388 1,177 

Rock basse ee, ee Bs 7, 525 463 100 5 7, 625 468 
Saupe... oe eee EE SN lhe ee 77, 598 3, 879 77, 598 3, 879 
Sheepshead or drum. 300 23 55 3 355 26 
Sturgeon.......-- 51,141 | 12,063 22,139 5,147 73, 280 17, 210 
Sturgeon caviar. . 544 1, 232 1,018 2,045 1, 562 3,277 
BUCKETS Jp epee ee 89,111 6,317 46, 988 2,588 136, 099 8, 905 
Srinifish temas 23, 885 TE 7 /l eeee Sera macemaca sr 23, 885 1,327 
Trout. ..beue eee 23, 694 2,818 1,541 156 25, 235 2,974 
WWiL0 DASE =. a ee ee ee eel ic oie aero ee | eee een 30 2 30 2 
Whitefish) *. 0) 22 5aee ..| 88,347] 11,120] 143,068] 14,510] 231,415 25, 630 
WelloW DetCM=: oa-5--- ae eee nen 34, 839 2, 819 20,041 1,654 54, 880 4,473 

Motals cos ee ee si 1,054,388 | 100,863 | 2,426,848 | 167,358 | 3,481,236 | 268, 221 

Includes St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers. 
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FISHERIES OF LAKE OF THE WOODS, RAINY LAKE, AND LAKES KABE- 

TOGAMA AND LA CROIX. 

The number of persons engaged in the fisheries of Lake of the 
Woods, Rainy Lake, and Lakes Kabetogama and La Croix, Minn., 
in 1917 was 195, of whom 9 were on transporting vessels, 165 in the 
shore or boat fisheries, and 21 shoresmen. 

The investment amounted to $177,210, which included 2 transport- 
ing vessels with their outfits, valued at $15,960, 82 sail and power 
boats, valued at $28,100; fishing apparatus to the value of $44,800; 
shore and accessory property, valued at $81,850; and cash capital 
utilized to the amount of $6,500. The fishing apparatus included 
185 pound nets, valued at $36,250; 220 gill nets, valued at $8,150; 
and 30 fyke nets, valued at $400. 

The products of the fisheries amounted to 2,167,169 pounds, valued 
at $118,508, which was divided among the different forms of appara- 
tus as follows: Pound nets, 1,576,829 pounds, value $85,432; gill 
nets, 575,390 pounds, value $32,366; and fyke nets, 14,950 pounds, 
value $710. ong the principal species were pike perch, 706,279 
pounds, valued at $67,615; pike, 553,037 pounds, valued at $22,109; 
ciscoes, 392,548 pounds, valued at $12,770; suckers, 268,980 pounds, 
valued at $3,584; whitefish, 96,185 pounds, valued at $8,095; and 
sturgeon, 13,820 pounds, valued at $1,659. 

Following are given some comparative figures for Lake of the 
Woods for 1903 based on unpublished data and for 1917. In 1917 
there were 100 men employed in the fisheries of this lake, an increase 
of 46 as compared with 1903. In 1903, the fishing apparatus con- 
sisted of 57 pound nets, valued at $17,100, as compared with 100 
pound nets, valued at $15,000; 45 gill nets, valued at $1,500; and 
30 fyke nets, valued at $400 in 1917. The products of the fisheries 
in 1903 amounted to 430,209 pounds, valued at $17,954, and in 1917 
to 1,098,744 pounds, valued at $59,748, an increase of 668,535 pounds 
in ae and of $41,794 in value. 

he table following shows the extent of the fisheries of Lake of the 
Woods, Rainy Lake, and Lakes Kabetogama and La Croix, Minn., 
in 1917. 

35286°—21——42 
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FIsHERIES OF LAKE OF THE Woops, Ratny LAKE, AND LAKES KABETOGAMA AND 
La Crorx, Mrnn., 1917. 

Rainy Lake and 

Items. Lake of the Woods. as Re es Total. 

Troix. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. | 
Number. Value. | Number. Value. | Number. Value. 

On vessels transporting. ...........-..- (Gece oe see 2reerees = 28 Olea eae 
In shore or boat fisheries. ..........-.-- ty Beata ae 0 ee See MOS |i ace 
Shoresmen's:;..4%% 222 3sh 52h e | TS iLeectAe Syl sane a 217) eR 

btat. | AD AEEhs CSN UDG abG YAS of be | gcc 195:[. 7 ee 

INVESTMENT. | 

Transporting vessels (steamers). -...-..-- | 1 $8, 300 1 $1, 500 2 $9, 800 
MoOnNsrore y= oe 265 5 Seo eae ee 20) Eo eSeence O) [easier s 29), (Soe eee 
Malue of outfits 2-ee 2523.5 2s WeS- Saeees es? 5) GO| S2hs F3 set 2 400A/¢ sei 3sce 6, 160 

Nall POStss = ase. = ae a ee is BDO} | erste so Selec eee oe 3 800 
Powerboats: .() cit Pere eee area 13, 300 40 14, 000 79 27, 300 
Pound netss Sees. os he Se ee 15, 000 85 21, 250 185 36, 250 
GTIIMOER ee enter eee eee 1, 500 175 6, 650 220 8, 150 
BRykenetss§ Aish. & +. RIS Bee 400!) <324 She Caters Fae 30 400 
Shore and accessory property bd 635600) | 2- = =e 1852002 < ontoee oes 81, 850 
Cash-capital. o 2) 7-22 b coset th Bee: 3, DOOR ae ee eee C50, 0.0)8 ARS Se eae + 6, 500 

MO Poet eee on a eee ae | See Ae ee TTA GO| Ree cae tae G5; 0500 Re cose nee 177, 210 

PRODUCTS BY APPARATUS. 

Pound nets: | Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. 
Buliheads.< saess ee ee e eee 5, 400 $295) Bo ate econ lesen oem 5, 400 $295 
Burbot.e5 2 fe ss es ee 50, 500 303 16, 600 $250 67, 100 553 
Ciscoes (“Tullibee’’).........------ 22, 048 440 | 262, 500 9,100 | 284, 548 9, 540 
Gold-eye << 2 222:2 Ae 38, 865 ELEY Ss meg Se gee ey” 0 ae 38, 865 583 
IPIKO san taec sees oe te oe ae ee 191, 537 6, 989 188, 600 7,500 380, 137 14, 489 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or yellow 

Dike) SA are See e ee ee et 335, 279 30,475 200, 000 20, 000 535, 279 50, 475 
SeUTPCON Spa eet en a ee oe 10, 495 1,259 3,325 400 13, 820 1, 659 
Suckers#i:.-s5..e de BM 160, 180 2,119 30, 000 375 190, 180 2,494 
[PTOUL AES Soe kn EP ey eee 1OUP ts OE Sea a 130 9 
Wihtttetish) see ent eee 45, 135 3,985 15, 000 1,200 60, 135 5, 185 
Wellow: perch=< . 3:5. 2e3:12. seein s 1, 235 AGO) | 96 24 8 eps ee 1, 235 150 

Dosh SALeee eee 3 2s. eee EM 860, 804 46, 607 716, 025 38, 825 | 1,576,829 85, 432 

11 
3, 230 

230 
7, 500 

17, 050 
1,025 

200 
2,910 

210 

32, 366 

Fyke nets: 
IBUeAds seen ee sec cman +o ene ose 4, 250 P46] PEE Ione Sees SSO: 4, 250 275 
CYADDIO® esas see see ola cneneee 100 Vn Eatemeees| Seoasoaee- 100 10 
KG Sane eee noe, 22 Ss meee 3, 000 120 occas coeenloenue meine 3, 000 120 
Pike perch (wall-eyed or yellow 

DIKE) oes ecte eres es sens eee 1, 000 US Baca e ea meinere rss 1, 000 90 
BUCKErS oan nes mete oo secon 5, 000 ODN pees ceconmelcosnaceeee 5, 000 65 
Wellow perch cet - se ss2s22.-2502-58 1, 600 1601) he casera | ae we antes 1, 600 150 

Potales cece seeceee eee cc cee waned 14, 950 LOE | eccrctater earns [sr reer 14, 950 710 

Grand total’ s-seaeeee aes sec ecc 1, 098, 744 59, 748 | 1, 068, 425 58, 760 | 2, 167, 169 118, 508 
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FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES IN 1918. 

The information contained in this report applies to the commercial 
coast fisheries of the western coast of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and Texas, and is for the year 1918. The data were col- 
lected in 1919 by Winthrop A. Roberts and Rob Leon Greer, agents 
of this Bureau. 

EARLIER PUBLICATIONS. 

Some of the earlier publications relating to the fisheries of the 
Gulf States and published in Washington, D. C., follow: 
Fisheries of the Gulf of Mexico, by Silas Stearns. The Fisheries and Fishery Indus- 

tries of the United States, 1887, Section II, a Geographical Review of the Fish- 
eries Industries and Fishing Communities for the Year 1880, pp. 533-587. 

A Statistical Report on the Fisheries of the Gulf States, by J. W. Collins and H. M. 
Smith. Bulletin, U. 8. Fish Commission, 1891, pp. 91-184. 

Report on the Coast Fisheries of Texas, by Charles H. Stevenson. Appendix, Report 
of Commissioner, U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, 1889-1891, pp. 373- 
420, pls. 13-27. 

The Fish and Fisheries of the Coastal Waters of Florida. Transmitted to the United 
States Senate by the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, January 28, 1897. 
Senate Document 100, Fifty-fourth Congress, second session. See also pages 
263-342, Appencix, Report of Commissioner, U. 8. Commission of Fish and 
Fisheries, 1896. 

Statistics of the Fisheries of the Gulf States, by C. H. Townsend. Report of Com- 
missioner, U. 8. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, 1899, pp. 105-169. 

Statistics of the Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1902. Appendix, Report of Commis- 
sioner, U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, 1903, pp. 411-481. 

Fisheries of the United States, 1908. Special Reports, Bureau of the Census, 1911. 

COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF FISHES OF GULF STATES. 

To prevent misunderstanding from the use of the common names 
employed in the tables and discussions, the following list of common 
and scientific names of fishes is appended, the common name being 
the first given in every case. As the same common name is some- 
times applied to more than one species of the same genus or species 
belonging to different genera, in such cases only the generic or family 
names are given, it being impossible to ascertain definitely the names 
of all the species represented in the catch. The names kingfish, 
whiting, sea mullet, sea mink, Virginia mullet, Carolina whiting, 
roundhead, hake, tom-cod, black mullet, etc., are applied to species 
of Menticirrhus. Most of these are used to designate other unrelated 
species, such as kingfish (Scomberomorus regatis) and whiting (Merluc- 
cius bilinearis), with resultant confusion. To avoid this confusion 
the Bureau has adopted the name king whiting for species of Menti- 
cirrhus in its reports, and suggests that the trade follow this practice 
in establishing a distinctive name for these important food fishes. 
Ee ha A RI SS eS Se ao a eR ee Seriola (species). 
Ss. . ACU bak Sak ask a 23 os Ske. case eweL Chetodipterus faber. 
a Reale oe ay ay 0 any a pe OO te ae ee Ce trae Sphyreena (species). 
VL Sap RS yal Se PRS ni See ae eae eee Seg Pogonias cromis. 
nT ee ROR Se ON ot tim ahi ce ois ataetts wpe ine e atas Hae Pomatomus saltatriz. 
eR TEE OF CE Mle te tee one eae See mee eee ee te Caran« crysos. 
Ont 32... PIs t OU IIE bad SF AD eae s Aken UI at oh pen Hi oh 

elichthys marinus. 
op gy (OAR RA etn ee al a a eect eh { Galeichthys felis. 

Scomberomorus cavalla. 
Dero -mnd Kang sabi)... 25-4 4444 «1b dns sesie belies innit sed { Sobehar nibs regalis. 
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Cowfish and “shellfish” :..2<-# eee 2. ee Ostraciidee (species). 
Grevallé...... 522543: 45. hehe ees 6) eee Caranx (species). 
Croaker:<. a5 Se sec eee oo eee ee io 2 ee Micropogon undulatus. 
Elops or tén-pounder!<: A. SVEN = oO. Wt! Aces ae Elops saurus. 
Floundersy..cfacix asf}: ee Ses eee tera Pleuronectide (species). 

Epinephelus (species). 
GroupeTs < 2522-032 Se eee = = eee ee eee Mycteroperca (species). 

Garrupa nigrita. 
GruntesutsS. 25 SS Page tt OR eee Heemulidee (species). 
PLOGRAB Sooo Se ae) SRR ei oo Ee aoe gee Lachnolaimus maximus. 
Sewhish.:. 62 Ue. 2.0) desl os ae Foeteh sd eh ieee Promicrops guttatus. 
Kine whiting: .22.)5 44... 12 OP: = de Peep Soe eee Menticirrhus (species). 
Teather jacket or “turbot .2-s.2.... 7 apeek oon eee Balistes carolinensis. 
Menhadeniisv: 2L2S Sl Yee EL Eee Bee eet Brevoortia tyrannus. 
Moonfish: 26 8208.23. SU eee ee Op ee ee Bae! mia = 

ugil cephalus. 
Mullet. soe 8S ds ab rcs fobs ee ceria { Mugil pa eset 
Permit: 2255 ¢ 205 20 tte cGy Re A he Trachinotus goodei. 
Pighsh: 2442225 2= 2 PS ee ee ee rere Orthopristis chrysopterus. 

Trachinotus carolinus. 
POM PANO. 2 5. oes ewe ee ae ae ee eee ee Trachinotus (other species). 

{ oe ana ee 
. alamus (species). 

ORLA 2) ete =~ sai segeini “Tr ecco vicky ace? “pester {Page (species). 
Porkfish 3.) Sea: Ss ee Anisotremus virginicus. 
Redfish or red drum.......-. cates ou SP ean eee oe Sciaenops ocellatus. 
Sailors ‘choiees. . 209 EL ees teh ee i cede Applied indiscriminately to 

several species. 
Seamip':: J2. cv see 2 oO eo he ere Mycteroperca phenax. 
Sea bass. os. 222e 512. 0G de ee COO BE Se Centropristes striatus. 
Seal par! if ule} ubk D2 Seed a ee ee Tylosurus (species). 
Sergeantfish orsnook 2.22.52 225 Joes ces cases cee ce eer Centropomus undecimalis. 
Sharks: o: jose were oe sy snaiy ween Seep eet eee All Selachet except Batoidei. 
Sheepaiiead wes sete a eee ee eee eee Archosargus probatocephalus. 
Snapper, mansrove >. 7.002 3520 pee eee ae Lutianus griseus. 
SHAN Per, MUON sa. oye ete he ate See oe Lutianus analis. 
Snapper, ret. 525 cil. St 2 sehen seem ae cae aa tee Lutianus blackfordi. 
Spanish mackerel. ose. 265... CBee epee eee Scomberomorus maculatus. 
Spb oo: Soe cwceiey ceaeets tors ne aee se ep ae ee See Leiostomus xanthurus. 

Cynoscion regalis. 
Saneveseues or “ses trout”... 2.2... st ecto e caer Cynoscion nothus. 

Cynoscion nebulosus. 
Sturpedn 5. Tosi st ae) See eoah abs Zeid S eee Lec ek oe Acipenser sturio. 
DAM aoa oie an jate ea sims = SHE 3 oe cera penile a ees _.. Teuthidide (species). 
fh er er ee, nee mh eR re Tarpon atlanticus. 
Wellowisil.2- 5320s. iss ese here nee ee anes Ocyurus chrysurus. 

GENERAL STATISTICS. 

The fisheries of the Gulf States in 1918 gave employment to 14,888 
persons, of whom 1,731 were on vessels fishing, 297 on vessels trans- 
porting fishery products, 7,801 in shore fisheries, and 5,059 shores- 
men in wholesale fish establishments, shrimp and oyster canneries, 
and other branches of the fishery industries. The west coast of 
Florida had 5,161 persons employed in its fisheries; Alabama, 783; 
Mississippi, 2,867; Louisiana, 4,191; and Texas, 1,886. Compared 
with the returns for 1902, the year for which the last canvass was 
made by the Bureau, there has been a decrease in the number of 
persons employed in all of the States except Texas, the total decrease 
being 3,141, or 17.42 per cent. The largest decrease was 1,477, or 
34 per cent, in Mississippi. The increase in Texas was 742 persons, 
or 64.86 per cent. In this connection it will be recalled that during 
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the year 1918 large numbers of persons entered the military branches 
of the Government or engaged in other war activities, such as ship 
building. 

The total amount of capital invested in the fisheries of these States 
in 1918 was $6,537,859. In Florida the investment was $2,404,245; 
in Alabama, $334,741; in Mississippi, $1,433,585; in Louisiana, 
$1,475,188; and in Texas, $890,100. There has been an increase of 
$1,830,399, or 38.88 per cent, in money invested in the fisheries of 
this region since 1902. The investment included 533 fishing and 
transporting vessels, valued at $1,259,840, and having a net tonnage 
of 8,655 net tons and outfits valued at $273,682; 6,642 boats, valued 
at $1,175,017; fishing apparatus used by vessels and boats, valued at 
$503,985; shore and accessory property to the value of $2,669,135; 
and cash capital to the amount of $656,200. The forms of fishing 
apparatus, arranged in order of value, are: Seines, 825, valued at 
$201,390; gill nets, 2,092, valued at $114,055; sponge apparatus to 
the value of $71,145; trammel nets, 516, valued at $44,910; tongs, 
2,377, valued at $15,506;,otter trawls, 422, valued at $13,755; lines 
to the value of $13,534; stop nets, 136, valued at $6,810; dredges, 
198, valued at $5,950; and other apparatus to the value of $16,930. 
The use of the otter trawl, introduced in the shrimp fishery at Fer- 
nandina, Fla., about 1915, which is spreading rapidly along the Gulf 
coast, probably represents the most important change in apparatus 
since 1902. 

The products of the fisheries in 1918 aggregated 130,923,583 
ounds, valued at $6,510,310. Of this quantity, the west coast of 
lorida produced 54,753,639 pounds, valued at $3,420,363; Alabama, 

5,609,219 pounds, valued at $230,567; Mississippi, 20,592,089 pounds, 
valued at $762,770; Louisiana, 24,953,876 pounds, valued at $1,419,367; 
and Texas, 25,014,760 pounds, valued at $677,243. The more im- 
portant species taken in these States were black drum, 2,011,288 
pounds, valued at $49,140; catfish, 851,265 pounds, valued at $40,072; 
croaker, 714,692 pounds, valued at $43,446; groupers, 5,935,825 
pounds, valued at $235,406; menhaden, taken mostly in Texas, 
14,392,920 pounds, valued at $109,939; mullet, including roe, 
28,641,364 pounds, valued at $1,318,379; redfish, or red drum, 
2,986,180 pounds, valued at $175,109; red snapper, 9,429,802 pounds, 
valued at $609,312; Spanish mackerel, 3,494,845 pounds, valued at 
$251,197; squeteagues, or ‘‘sea trout,’’ 4,960,738 pounds, valued at 
$414,593; shrimp, green and dried, 27,142,999 pounds, valued at 
$1,098,427; crabs, 821,244 pounds, valued at $34,529; and oysters, 
23,754,465 pounds, or 3,393,495 bushels, valued at $1,106,725. 

Compared with the Bureau’s returns for 1902, there has been an 
increase in the products of the fisheries of 17,226,613 pounds, or 15.15 
per cent, in the quantity and of $3,016,114, or 86.31 per cent, in the 
value. Compared with the census returns for 1908, the increase 
amounts to 12,649,583 pounds, or 10.69 per cent, in quantity, and 
$1,650,310, or 33.95 per cent, in value. 

Following are comparative figures of some of the more important 
species taken in the fisheries of the Gulf States in 1902 and 1918 for 
which there have been long-established fisheries: Catch of mullet, in 
1902, 27,233,322 pounds, in 1918, 28,641,364 pounds; pompano, in- 
cluding permit, in 1902, 548,344 pounds, in 1918, 271,555 pounds; 
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redfish, or red drum, in 1902, 2,607,881 pounds, in 1918, 2,986,280 
pounds; salt-water sheepshead, in 1902, 1,974,815 pounds, in 1918, 
1,558,514 pounds; snappers, in 1902, 13,995,660 pounds, in 1918, 
9,547,901 pounds; squeteagues, or “‘sea trout,” in 1902, 4,789,047 
pounds, in 1918, 4,960,738 pounds; and oysters, in 1902, 34,115,935 
pounds, in 1918, 23,754,465 pounds. The total for these species for 
1902 was 85,265,004 pounds, and for 1918, 71,720,817 pounds, a de- 
crease of 13,544,187 pounds. It will be noted that the falling off is 
confined largely to the oyster industry, the catch of other products 
changing but little. The falling off in the oyster catch was probably 
due chiefly to loss of men to war activities and to transportation 
difficulties. 

In connection with the above comparisons and with the efforts of 
the Bureau and other agencies to increase the use of fishery products, 
particularly the neglected forms, the following comparative figures 
for these years are of interest: Catch of black drum, in 1902, 418,875 
ounds, in 1918, 2,011,288 pounds; crevalles, including blue runner, 

in 1902, 100,105 pounds, in 1918, 507,005 pounds; cero and kingfish, 
in 1902, 152,700 pounds, in 1918, 465,860 pounds; groupers, in 1902, 
1,112,258 pounds, in 1918, 5,935,825 pounds; menhaden, in 1902, 
12,500 pounds, in 1918, 14,413,942 pounds; Spanish mackerel, in 1902, 
1,583,891 pounds, in 1918, 3,494,845 pounds; and shrimp, in 1902, 
12,366,915 pounds, in 1918, 27,142,999 pounds. The total for these 
species for 1902 was 15,747,244 pounds, and for 1918, 53,971,757 
pounds, an increase of 38,224,513 pounds. 

The following tables give the comparative statistics for various 
years from 1890 to 1918 for (1) five important fisheries which have 
been long established, and (2) five fisheries of less importance, show- 
ing their development and increase in recent years. 

CoMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF PRODUCTS OF CERTAIN FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES, 
Various YEARS, 1890 To 1918. 

Year. Mullet. Redfish. Snappers. |Squeteagues.| Oysters. 

Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. 
PROGE MAILS Loh ta skeet eee eee 15,185,117 2,160, 767 4,527,920 2,959, 433 20, 587, 098 
yy ee | 7 a RRO WE, Se, 2 15,351,886 | 2,257,914 | 6,224,909 | 3,094,103 | 16,657, 138 
1902 a SOE EASINESS Se Boe | 27,233,322 | 2,607,881 | 13,995,660 | 4,789,047] 34,115,985 
LOOK cee ete Sse REL Pe | 18,853,000 | 13,028,000 | 12,819,000} 4,090,000 | 44,403,000 
LOLS tse ake Peer er is we. eee 28,641,364 | 2,986,280 | 9,547,901 | 4,960,738 | 28,754, 465 

Year. dn | Crevallés? | Croupers. | ,nPnist | Shrimp, 
Pownds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. 

LSO0: Jk See eee RA SS Ate 136, 053 430, 499 427,781 700, 459 7, 451, 350 
TSO 7s Sees Bake EE AE 117, 825 93, 640 853, 618 726, 676 6,791, 025 
CT Pe ees AA le Fy, See te Gis a ee 418, 875 100,105 | 1,112,258] 1,588,891 12, 366, 910 
POOR Ss kes Pema oe 2d. . 5 cid sleet ee aN ap 276,000 | 1,625,000 | 1,486,000} 12,561,001 
AQLS. 1.4 VESTER SEE ced LEH. | 2,011, 288 507,005 | 5,935,825 | 3,494,845 | 27,142,999 

1 Probably includes some black drum, for which no separate figures are given. 
2 Includes blue runner. 

The following tables contain statistics of the number of persons 
employed, the amount of capital invested, the quantity and value of 
the products of the fisheries of the Gulf States in 1918, and com- 
parative statistics of the products of the fisheries for various years; 
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also a comparison of the extent of the fisheries in 1902 and 1918 and 
comparative statistics 
1880 to 1918: 

of the oyster industry for various years from 

FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES, 1918. 

Items. 
Florida (west coast only). Alabama. Mississippi. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vessels fishing 
On vessels transporting 
In shore fisheries 
Shoresmen 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
Gasoline 

Boats, sail, row, etc 
Boats, power 
a cate vessel fisheries: 

Trammelnets.............---- 
a nets 

Sponge apparatus 
Other Kt oma BS Ld ee 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
RMR T OP e Se OTE es ss ead oe 
‘Tramme!l nets 
Gill nets 

Sponge apparatus............. 
a pet SRDGLGGUS. 1 sacs cesses 

ore and accessory propert 
Cash capital dt seeiod 

ee ee eee 

Oe eR rrreeP ee 

Cero and kingfish................. 
Cowfish and “shellfish” 

Semen 9022 ot On ot ok ae oe se 

Value. Number. 

coeecccooses| j= @ jesceccesesesiaccccncccclccccccesecsesiecccecsces 
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FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES, 1918—Continued. 

Items. 

PRODUCcTS—continued. 

King w hiting. gic ee eee : eee 
Leatherjacket Or “turbot? --<- = 
Menhaden: 

MTreSh 67.22 ons oe ba eo eee 

ee SANRIO yp erg Nl 
Pompano: 

Lag ya De ens EA IC 
POTENSN reas cso. pee eee 

Hreshe 425.62. cu ebaeas eee ees 

DCAM) +. cscacécurcccobsber ctacisces 

Shama’. eer tee eee ae 

Suapperl te a th oases de | 
angrove 

Mutton: - (i: sesh cetees atone 
REG see sen eee a meena ices 

Spanish mackerel: 
Fresh 

WreShos ssc ene. aoc eee eee eee 

Sturecon ios). 2.2550-6 eee ac. os. 
Sturgeon caviar and roe 
fooe 

BEDONS teereden se ouctes cuiceteskes 
ellow tail a. -0 00 ce eo tecne toe 
Shrimp: Green 
Sea crawfish, 
Crabs: 

Terrapin 
Turtles Sx 2c oses 

Oyste rs: 
Market, public........:....... 
Market, DUVBEOSE i conae ae exe 
Seed, public ere ee 

Conch 
Sponges: 

Glove 
Grass 
Sheepswool 
Wire 

Florida (west coast 
only). 

Pounds. Value. 
7,344 $336 

69, 844 2,704 
35, 188 2,126 
7,756 357 

263, 530 6,779 
21, 022 669 

650 23 

22, 569, 736 973, 129 
2, 453, 930 177, 974 

bag 3 86,285 | 17,593. 
7, 865 294 
6, 596 250 

235, 992 27, 262 
3,075 520 

56, 742 2,442 
2, 400 144 

937, 490 38, 068 
7,321 366 

21, 132 809 
300 10 

31, 644 2,180 
73,745 2,568 

"988,662 | 32, 627 

103, 999 4,359 
14, 100 564 

is 230, 168 455, 640 

3,408, 701 244, 026 
27, 200 1,505 
37,977 1,519 

1, 630, 686 145, 534 
31, 625 3,772 
4,915 620 

12 12 
600 30 

1, 800 180 
31, 735 1,537 

3, 250, 468 81, 408 
322,015 16, 064 

Alabama. Mississippi. 

Pounds Value Pounds Value. 

awe y 2,000| $75] 8,800 | $288 
9, 600 312 18,517 966 

hk pie Rica | BIR a 11, 050 80 

1, 693, 520 67,540 | 1,229,948 46, 801 
6, 275 209, 498 15, 632 

10 3 || aac nes odettcce te eee eee 
Fe eae eee Saeee 13, 985 1,829 

4, 966 799 4, 289 688 

AW ES! a RI So 1,400, 41 49 

23, 250 1,127 115, 685 8, 135 

Am ea: 600; 30! ~+~4,380~*| ~~ 360 

eek eat See 17 |" sc, ot Ale peel 
28, 050 1,465 67,612 4, 482 

"798,400 | 49,075 | 98,232 | 6,877 

4, 284 277 11,531 966 

ek 41,700 | 1,423 |" 19,090 | 774 

138, 630 6,611 356, 070 28, 874 

Peer WC nig ea nape es oi 
60 45 |e. cccnadnweaeleeeeeaes 

"1265; 612 |" "38, 828° "9, 147, 445" |319, 595 

2, 602, 446 121,049} 651,126 | 22,690 | 7,503,209 | 259,414 
13, 496 771 190,575 | 15,485] 1,403,514 | 47,912 

Pap ena ts ETHIE Hs 190, 190 1,495 |cccclscsehos eee 
2, 000 100s).n' joaenavdcc|-scnocewed| veces teeta ceeel ean ‘ 

2,022 GAB |ocinc on -sndcahimougesec: eae 
73, 033 19,195, ben sataee du clones auaue?| / sacs ae aeagee 

276, 168-|,-" 675, 78lo|=caqe se ond sc | such sne deel sees eed eee eee 
9, 324 BUT \one- cacnkdcclocus.cescr ls aaceeeeee ee 

91, 641 84 187> wa atact Rawtaclundetneact [eee eaten aga 

54,753,639 | 3,420,363 | 5,609,219 | 230,567 | 20,592,089 | 762,770 
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FIsHERIES OF THE GULF STATEs, 1918—Continued. 

Items. Louisiana. Texas. Total. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
x R Value. Number. Value. 

~~ peeels Sehine Oe Es NR to Gea oary ok eet areal 1, ti ee - SS eeee 
m vessels transporting..-.----.--) © 128 |..-..------{..---. 2. feeee--eeee| 297 |= 2 

In shore fisheries ...........-.----- i eeaaaeng 7; 8002 ss ase 

Boats, sail raw ete... 622. -.. AeA : 5s 264° 810 
Boats, power SAE ese F 51, 300 2,104 910, 207 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

ngs 
Oe Ee Se Sa aioe 4 Eee A Seamer | Ber ere MaEmar, seem a 70, 935 
PEDOP SO DARALUS. his ans oo aie afaik owe tends = “ oe ae ee ae 16, 927 

Value. Pounds. Value. 

A RS ee 383,035 | 28, 862 197, 557 9,415 714, 692 43) 446 
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FISHERIES OF THE Gur Strats, 1918—Continued. 

Items. Louisiana. | Texas. Total. 

PRODUCTS—continued. 
Pounds Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

Hogfish’ .6 S02. os oaeadn 22 5c Soe eee Peres cs cise Kae eee ee eee ts eee ene 7, 344 $3: 
JOWASE OE Meee es casa geese ee eee eeee eens ste eee eee eee 39, 965 $2, 514 120, 609 5,581 
King whiting =) .-< io). s2ti2cceee Meek oo kilcecn ieee 35, 974 3,328 99, 279 6, 732 
Leatherjacket or “turbot?% 523222 c ite sacs one |=aoeee cee cele oe eee eee ok ex eeeeenee 7, 756 357 
Menhaden: 

Wresh) cof. 2.0 nt fas ene ee areca ses Baeee eeke te 14,118,340 | 103,080 | 14,392,920 109, 939 
Salted ere. Seas Sere eR Saree | me ek 2 oe 21, 022 669 

Moonfish 27.90 52252 25 Paso he See ee eee | Sesice eae Re | eee em 650 23 
Mullet: : 

Breshee. cj. ..teeciec Seana. seece 325, 177 $15, 794 53, 275 1,809 | 25,871,656 | 1,105,073 
Dalted. & oe os ak ee te =| Seeet Ee Rect See C eee en coer ree 2,669, 428 193, 881 

Mullet roe: 
F 10 3 

100, 270 19, 422 
7, 865 294 
6, 596 250 

260, 615 30, 940 
3,075 520 

58, 142 2,491 
2,400 144 

MOS toe 5 2235 sac dceeswcen teen 565, 899 46,945 | 1,336,535 80, 468 2,978, 859 174, 743 
Sal ed rr. 2 Ss SRR eee thge| cee eect: eeecece me tala. ose oe | See Re ere 7,321 366 

Satlors Choleea A <2 <2. Pecc ae isl oc ieee ee oe eee ee Se eee eee ee meee 21,132 809 
DCAMID << tJ sa sss sae Soke Lee Cents Gee an erie [Otte cael | Leee ee eeee |e Reee eee ess 300 10 
Oa PASS. -- See nas ee es cee este 15, 100 1, 216 6,625 350 58, 349 4,136 
Sea gar: 

Tesi) pe Se cee eee re eae ee Ee [oer ee ae ln 80, 887 4,697 80, 887 4,697 
Driggs tek ocak eee tee 6, 500 Cal Sen teen Al ties 6, 455 

Sergeantfishior snook Ji sees - Se Foo oy ee rere Cee eee eee eee 73, 745 2,568 
Sharks. 364-c5--5-- te ce coat 2,000 (if) Peeeoeree te Fee eere § 2 3,000 89 
Bheepshead per pet bh A kak ae 276, 528 22, 044 197,662 | 12,642] 1,558,514 73, 260 
napper: 

SUSTOVG in soe os = Sate ere wate tae ce en ctct |e nee Ee Tae eneTStS cece: | pan aa 103, 999 4,359 
Muttoness. o2o-< 2 0S. See ee ee ie Bee Pe Eee 14,100 564 
Red Sisasesscea ses cohen eee 60, 000 4,000 | 1,243, 002 93, 720 9, 429, 802 609, 312 

Spanish mackerel: 
Tesh eee eee 1,775 226 41, 354 4,197 3, 467, 645 249, 692 
Si Abies [a eee einen Se) S eee See A Saree |e eS deeceee al} | ees ege (Event f) 27, 200 1,505 

SBOUE sd eee eee ee cee ee 66, 625 Bs Al |e Ma De Laisa eta ee Se 165, 392 7,046 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’: 

410, 821 
3,772 

SUUITCCOU Sete te oe etre 745 
Sturgeon caviar and roe........-.-.. 57 
MGs 0 Sas Sree See ee Roe 600 30 
PANPOM =. saa Le nebo ee eee 1, 800 180 
Vellowtails.:: 2.5.22. eR Re. 33, 935 1,647 
Shrimp: 

Greeny 5 es eee eee 12, 571, 861 442, 480 164, 067 8,791 | 26,399, 453 891, 102 
IDriddit vi 27-402 2) eee 743, 546 ZOE S25» | tris nead - ttatasa a 743, 546 207,325 

Sea crawiishosicces tees tee Seren ee cee Bee | Cee aches peeeoreeet: |S 322, 015 16, 
SUI ee ee ein bee oe tee 560 2508] Eames Se. aecim ces 560 
Crabs: 

1S 0 b pee PRR Cyt er es en ete 281, 925 9,908 193, 244 10,672 1 787, 044 29,479 
[he SEO One, | aie Ml bate soe Mi |peceier oy I. 700 175 29,700 2,450 
SLOG Woes og eee SS et os AD age ee Oi sol) ee at 91 ere ee 6 ed 24, 500 2,600 

Terrspiniee ese eee ees eon ees 23, 406 7,578 2, 850 990 37, 269 13,778 
TRITDIGS: 32 et pee. =. ooo ae tae ae 4,360 218 6, 671 447 76, 738 5,114 
ISIS A MANO te cce ass ste coco os Ade| ccc Tae eee | eee ee ae late ae ee oe 3 160, 872 14,336 
Oysters: 

Market, piplie=..! -.. 2.25.35 919, 254 33,903 | 3,292,457 | 140,046 | 414, 968, 492 577, 102 
Market, private... 0... S022. 22 6, 936, 167 460, 396 52,031 3,564 | 58,595, 783 528, 128 
Beed, mHYHG- 0.00.02 sf oc erat Lathes ee Se lass anode essen 8 190, 190 1,495 

WONCH. scans cume oso sacl epee Se Lo Slee aa: [ins ee ene Stipe > as ree 9 tent oe paermeree 2,000 100 
Sponges: 

Glovezteser eee er Se 2,022 245, 
GYASSE oo ee ee ee 73, 033 12, 12, 
Sheepswool. . . 276, 168 675,78 
Wires.) 2. 9, 324 2,811 
OLOW oc cwaee ee eeeeee aces 91, 641 34, 187 

Totalencage- ssa eens 24,953, 876 | 1,419,367 | 25,014,760 | 677,243 | 130, 928, 583 | 6,510,310 

1 2,361,132 in number. 3 20,109 bushels. 5 1,227,969 bushels. 
229,100 in number. 42,138,356 bushels. 6 27,170 bushels, : 
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CoMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF PRODUCTS OF FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES, VARIOUS 
Years, 1880 Tro 1918.! 

Florida (west coast 
Years. only). Alabama. Mississippi. 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. | P ounds. Value. 
Pete ek canteen. bans oe lo 8,376,335 | $564,819 | 3,541,500 | $119,275 788,500 | $22,540 
Lili t Se 2 eee ee aa ae reese he ee eee ey eee 6, 548, 175 189, 716 
en os Bee aes Freee 19, 597, 084 802,282 | 1,633,589] 75,560] 7,883,010] 231,712 
jr Pe eon Steere eer ne 23, 597, 240 948,845 | 4,560,269 | 146,841] 8,933,339 250, 
TY Sa? SONG ee ene Yaa 27,418,562 | 1,064,139] 4,776,968] 154,871] 8,131,401 | 245,699 
Ly be Geta Lt Se ae ee 28, 255, 219 ,793 | 4,699,381} 134,438 | 7,829, 685 192, 298 
| ee Re oan a Te 48,120,019 | 1,462,166 | 9,351,447 | 266, 682 | 23,426,965 | 553, 220 
Meee tees tte lose) be eS 37,566,000 | 2,120,000 | 10,665,000 | 387,000 | 17,302, 000 459, 000 
PBN ae 52 Se a ee | 54,753,639 | 3,420,363 | 5,609,219 | 230,567 | 20,592,089 | 762,770 

Years. Louisiana. Texas. Total. 

nds Value. Pounds. Value. 
, 875 | $128,300 | 23, 561, 210 $1, 227, 544 
ABD [250 3200 Wate 6 21a <= ea allow settee 
161 | 271,257] 54,843,900 | 1, 993, 631 
,800 | 297,258 | 65,395, 887 | 2, 264, 876 
,400 | 313,832] 69,075, 534 | 2, 438,675 

(174,550 } 286,610} 65,360,623 | 2, 271,726 
044,404 | 353, 814 | 113,696,970 | 3, 494, 196 

, 302, : + 439,000 | 446,000 | 118, 274,000 | 4, 860, 000 
Stree Vie ere seg aes _.| 24,953, 876 | 1,419,367 | 25,014,760 | 677,243 | 130, 923, 583 | 6,510,310 

1 The statistics for 1908 in this table are from data published by the Bureau of the Census. 

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF EXTENT OF FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES IN 1902 

AND 1918. 

| eae eS i; 
Persons engaged. Capital invested. 

States, —— = 
1902 1918 _| Increase or decrease. 1902 | 1918 Increase. 

| 

Number. | Number. | Number. | Per cent. Per cent. 
Florida........ 6,416| 5,161 | —1,255| —19.56 | $1,945,320 | $2,404,245 | $458,925 23. 59 
Alabama... .... 1, 098 ag | = 815 | 98. 68 328, 285 334, 741 6, 456 1.96 
Mississippi. -... 4,344 2,867 | —1,477| —34.00] 1,270,408 | 1,433, 585 163, 177 12. 84 
Louisiana... 5,027 4,191] — 836] —16.63 789,723 | 1,475, 188 685, 86.79 
FREE cv ag A = 3 1,144 1,886} + 742 +64. 86 373, 724 890, 100 516, 376 138. 17 

Total....| 18,029] 14,888 | —3,141]| —17.42| 4,707,460] 6,537,859 | 1,830,399 38. 88 

Products. 

States. 7 nF =; WS See 

Pounds. Value, 

1902 1918 Increase or decrease. 1902 1918 Increase or decrease. 

Percent. | Percent, 
Florida..... 48,120,019 | 54,753, 639 |+ 6, 633,620 |+ 13.78 |$1, 462, 166 |$3, 420,363 |+$1, 958, 197 | +133. 92 
Alabama....| 9,351,447 | 5,609,219 |— 3,742,228 |— 40.01 | 266,682 | 230,567] — 36,115 |— 13.54 
Mississippi. .| 23, 426,965 | 20,592,089 |— 2,834,876 |— 12.10 | 553,220} 762,770 | + 209,550 |4 37. 87 
Louisiana...| 24,754, 135 | 24,953,876 |+ (199,741 |+ .80| 858,314 | 1,419,367 | + 561,053 |+ 65.36 
Texas...... 8, 044, 404 | 25,014, 760 |+16, 970,356 |+210.95 | 353,814| 677,243 | + 323,429 |+ 91.41 

Total .|113, 696, 970 |130, 923, 583 |+-17, 226,613 |-+ 15.15 | 3,494,196 | 6,510,310 | +3, 016, 114 |+ 86.31 
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CoMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF THE OysSTER INDUSTRY OF THE GULF STATES, VARIOUS 
YEARS, 1880 To 1918.! 

Years. Florida. Alabama. Mississippi. 

Bushels. Value. Bushels. Value. Bushels. Value. 
1880 eee ee eon eseee wade 58, 600 $10, 950 104, 500 $44, 950 25, 000 $10, 000 
188732 5... Se 2 2 (2) 2 581, 100 118, 974 
IGSSro8 2 ror eR 181, 445 44,448 76, 125 32,174 767, 205 157, 463 
1 U kee ie hay ees 294, 871 75, 189 438, 425 96, 758 84a, 503 167, 713 
FR ae Se ee SS ee 371, 081 93, 692 481,070 107, 812 806, 478 166, 672 
TROD Se oft ee. 1 ek Bed 170, 518 46, 308 2 2 2 2 
Oe pe Ee ne eee ee Ao 179, 715 50, 258 255, 053 60, 207 629, 713 110, 964 
rE A ae a ee I 579, 587 124, 108 347, 460 119,773 | 2,405, 132 426, 222 
TOE st be 1 Oak Se eR 5 187, 000 590, 400 172,940 | 1,067, 600 295, 340 
19104 ee PN hs ee 187, 462 109, 472 441,917 72, 742 657, 670 140, 420 
LOLS eS eS. 373, 706 121, 820 147, 413 39, 670 | 3 1, 272, 389 307, 326 

Years. Louisiana. Texas. Total. 

Bushels. Value. Bushels. Value. Bushels, Value. 
TREO ete ae Be ee eee 295, 000 $200, 000 67, 054 $47, 300 550, 154 $313, 200 
ARTs owonss is ees hee cee hee ee | 678, 227 215, 163 256, 199 88, 275 
i OR By es hee ae 719, 992 230, 820 341, 275 109, 633 | 2,086,042 574, 538 
1Rs0Ne = bee ee ee ok eee 835, 520 269, 057 360, 600 111,400 | 2,774,919 720, 117 
SOG Se ON 841, 585 299, 896 440, 800 127,990 | 2,941,014 796, 062 
TROG Se Ee ee en ee se nes 2 
TBOT ender ee eee ce see One 959, 190 432, 668 355, 910 94,663 | 2,379, 581 748, 760 
TONNES. TARA Die fk: 2 OS 1,198, 413 493, 227 343, 113 100,359 | 4,873,705] 1, 263, 689 
iA Pages SSA pertinent mape Pata tet Spas Sp , 623, 800 762, 800 497, 200 167,880 | 6,317,000 1, 585, 960 
IDLE ek She ae ere Rae! 4,504,402 | 1,022, 723 434, 690 131,609 | 6,226,141] 1,476,966 
LOLS So pet ate ne ee oy cre eekr ene 1, 122, 203 \ 494, 299 1477, 784 143,610 | 3,398,495 1, 106, 725 

1 The statistics for 1908 are from data published by the Bureau of the Census. 
2 Statistics not available. 
3 Includes 506,639 bushels, valued at $118,328, from private beds in Louisiana and 188,514 bushels, valued 

at $44,166, from public beds in Louisiana, all taken by Mississippi men. 
4 Includes 11,250 bushels, valued at $3,000, taken from Louisiana public beds by Texas men. 

FISHERIES OF FLORIDA. 

The statistics of the fisheries of Florida here presented are for the 
west or Gulf coast only. The fisheries of this part of Florida were 
more extensive than those of Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana 
combined. The number of persons employed was 5,161, of whom 
623 were on vessels fishing, 70 on vessels transporting fishery products, 
3,600 in the shore or boat fisheries, and 868 on shore in the wholesale 
fish establishments, in canneries, and other fishery industries. 

The investment amounted to $2,404,245, which includes 95 fishing 
vessels, valued at $402,430, with a net tonnage of 2,429 tons, and out- 
fits valued at $98,563; 84 transporting vessels, valued at $186,450, 
with a net tonnage of 1,480 tons, and outfits valued at $22,444; 
1,018 power boats, valued at $438,962; 2,019 sail and other boats, 
valued at $128,900; fishing apparatus employed on vessels to the 
value of $8,151; fishing apparatus employed on boats to the value of 
$279,008; shore and accessory property valued at $619,987; and cash 
capital amounting to $219,350. 

he products amounted to 54,753,639 pounds, valued at $3,420,363. 
This represents 41.82 per cent of the total quantity and 52.53 per 
cent of the total value of the products of the fisheries of the Gulf 
Coast States in 1918. Compared with 1902, there was an increase of 
13.78 per cent in quantity and 133.92 per cent in value to the fisher- 
men for the west coast of Florida. ane the products of special 
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importance were the following: Cero and kingfish, 465,860 pounds, 
valued at $31,903; groupers, 5,626,329 pounds, valued at $222,215; 
mullet, 25,109,951 pounds, valued at $1,168,696; redfish or red drum, 
937,490 pounds, valued at $38,068; sheepshead, 988,662 pounds, 
valued at $32,627; red snapper, 7,230,168 pounds, valued at $455,640; 
Spanish mackerel, 3,435,901 pounds, valued at $245,531; sque- 
teagues or “sea trout,’ 1,662,311 pounds, valued at $149,306; 
shrimp, 3,250,468 pounds, valued at $81,408; sea crawfish, 322,015 
oe s, valued at $16,064; oysters, 2,615,942 pounds, or 373,706 
ushels, valued at $121,820; and sponges, 452,188 pounds, valued at 

$725,155. 
FISHERIES, BY COUNTIES. 

The statistics as to the number of persons employed, investment, 
and products of the fisheries, by counties, of the west coast of Florida 
in 1918 are given in the following table: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF FISHERIES OF WEST COAST 
or FiLorimpa IN 1918, By CouNTIEs. 

Calhoun 
County. Citrus County. | De Soto County. Items. Bay County. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vessels fishing. ............. 
On vessels transporting. - 
In shore fisheries......... Ptiogs 
UE ey a ee 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
CEOS, soos docu dee -7 eel? ie aac ga Aeiaed Seeeserae Kee 

Vessels transporting: 
ERE SB hone dere ol eee ae ans | ee aol Pee andl Sep abe bale andaSaTéallesen's we 

Boats, sail, row, etc............ 
CO a 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

Oe ee Se Ges eee ae | ee So a |) ee Se eee ce ee ae el eee Meee) 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Bo eS eee 

SERIE. > Sach ooo ohn 2010 | | TO icSWiew ded] oan idl bl ace ceclbaeovsvulansndscsbelithosess 
Shore and accessory property...'..........] 17,817 |........| 3,613 |.......... LOS BUD lt caine 27, 907 
MMEGADNGL..,00.--<--2.---0<- G50"). -..... S000 bite ee 137200) | eee: 27, 000 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts or FISHERIES oF West CoAstT 
or FLiorma In 1918, By Countres—Continued. 

Items. Bay County. eon Citrus County. | De Soto County. 

BRO U LS: Pounds. | Value. |Pounds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
Anigolfish >3° 545:.2.0-< AUS sao) ote eee ol eee ateceeee 310 $14 5, 256 $186 

275 he Oe ae eos. 7,350 262 17, 800 534 

72, 243 ae 23,468 | $1,367 490 40 37, 908 3,411 
12,240") OLS |S cam dec] cescce os cesccose| acne on) eee ses eee Ea 

Rresh 24 So oe ane 165,315))|\ 2) 4820 |e cecinctorcllcistcnie sista so eacicte steel atomic 600 24 
Salted ic-c-- ss poe eseoens 65,430 || 2, 734, | occ cece [occes occlscuecccnte| eccecocalscssnecehas cee 

IRONILG foe ne en cae eee 295 COE PE OSGI Gaia o cete tok Setaoe [Ue ore wie eieiasall Maro arcs are'|'= release 
Catfish. ooo .o corns cee ct ent oas tants lowente met [seis somleral seroeteesia ls eeeicieeretee | tee meteors 22, 000 990 
Ceroandikinegfishiox < cicscsscees) ease soem | sce ene al see maleetdl ceceeicers [soeisein steal) eaaeoene 3, O11 240 
Crevalleft ice Tee bho 2 ESLER SS. BEB ion t Ss. ce Oss eee 590 25 41, 287 1,391 
Elops or hae -pounder: 

1 a ale le ahs 10,975 QD acc stiswicl cece acdl once eceasal teaasses 4, 280 134 
Nalted osc casccsescsue cess 3,810 U6 Re smescelacce shod booscasabclog se REAA porte coerce Gc accc 

HIOUNGSrS: = sarc. eee ene 2, 504 126} 1,150 56 200 8 3, 112 95 
peupes Ae eee aoa nee ce eee SZULOON WS; GOON |Noclemicisist sieleinate eta etates aietecnlensewsis 20, 992 712 
Grunts: Ps -cassuhl ccc meseacee eee 870 Bhiy| Maeonee BoSeeerg Semetesncc| Mecroere 2,373 84 
OPRAH 7 Moo cece con cee aoe cn kee alee = asiocel ceprenteselacwieeie cs] sicmima cite. | eee cies 2, 286 84 
JOWASH cc oe cece Same es 10, 100 DOAN Ai dace oc oetodl esac soasselesncscee 5, 332 160 
FONE WHINE =e a oo cis cen cre eeeiec| sero e eipeintel | dine oiapn wall etamfovein wiel| ainate aim aitllerminleo = ctatetell ere ete rietars 2,481 215 
Leather jacket or “‘turbot’’..... 3, 206 160 | eceistien'|seecsenclaceceeses elsevcewes wcaveeease|saeueeee 
Menhaden: 

Osh. 62 eect) cs eee ae 13, 325 299 = 2 acsievic| seteeee Sel adew os ecie heel corel ae waiséhsau|deceeber 
Salted 5 -scckeer eco aeeree 4,360 1g Rees Bech ceoa bepoceatsce Cocrrineg Caauricestsclsccanccn 

Moontish o.oo Ao aaa secnoeemniok 350 Me ppoapeed Soccrood pemacecnce| ssoncgnaclocdecceeaollecc sone = 
Mullet: 

OSH eee ose aos ee 302,999 | 13, 627 |133,575 | 5,281 |1, 120,219 | 50,372 |5, 629, 366 | 231, 136 
896; 6263)|\68, 213) ):4i7;'840"4, 800) |osctccess|-sencen|cconaeoeselaeeeeee 
28,207 | 5,125] 3,500 6207] diwassewelledecenes we Seacee st | ees 

bsancepemelsseseeen|lsoetice| ses scene] oe cesesces | saaeeeae 3, 773 135 
650 26 100 AN = We anos sisie| estate nocd , 000 

10,678 | 1,654} 3,030 456 250 50} 121,893 
3, 075 5208 |: cactewel secntistes| case ca sone caseence lice 5 

33; 957+} 358i tsoose cs |aeees woe seenwceae|cospncec secmetecne | Sees 

1 ee Se cee 8, 109 329 | 1,747 65 41,091 ) 1,940] 243, 533 
Salted. 2372-enees 2 eee 7, 3021 366) | oo cbcec|ecocbicclesdescspna|sesisseeh seen ees eee 

Sailors choice foo2 5 one ce ec cel aa eet Sal ee cesiaee sine see eee ee 300 12 yi 831 
Scamp a2 seece <n weaeewonlccceee 300 10 eee Beene PamP eee soa Seororba sono. fen -||Seaacac = 
Serreanthsh orisnook. 22 soseeen les ccs see as- cetsic| daeioa cee laee abe Sal doeeee sae [orate maior 7, 840 
Serge ee eee ee 7, 856 317 | 2,800 iil 37,940 | 1,777 300° 142 
napper: 

SNETOVO ci oe ee ceva sceee 970 S8iuls Kcetcma|seseeees 7, 930 317 34, 249 1, 268 
74 Wiper pene apa — ont aga 6645139)|\.38;,225 a cc ccasic| oes secs Ae enaiesimtel ee cicceets 12, 000 840 

age mackerel: 
Gs See eee 483, 734 | 38,366 | 19,994 | 1,201 |..........]-.-.-.-- 278,355 | 19, 664 

Salted Se made don tooe sates 255050!) 1 Boo | ecise ncilocwcacas|scescseess|seesoeeele Pe hea eosin 
Spats. -hcccebetecthen-caci eae 1,570 63 550 NT es Sachor|lsapocenc 6, 420 210 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’: 

Brosh cis se 2 110, 157 | 11,103 | 19,287 | 1,493 | 101,083 | 9,216 | 483,167 | 43,574 
Salted se ors cs taste aces n 1,125 1h A RB sdees be sede coeroessed|cadeesanienccteccco: s-ccte 

Vellowtailise.3;..22.0e2-2- at Poe oak PRA oon Bae ee aes eee aee 1, 500 60 1, 527 49 
SD pn eS oS he San sa ee eee 15, 741 B54, | a one oaacintiae vd nee eo sine ed | ee 
Oysters, market, public...--.. 11, 760 6500) 2.scesee| esse eree 35,000 | 2,000 7, 560 450 

POL sect iackss des'ou cs se 3, 216, 919 |207, 939 |302, 732 | 15, 874 |1, 354, 253 | 66,093 |7, 330,374 | 337, 741 

—_— ee 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts or FISHERIES OF WeEsT Coast 
or Fioripa In 1918, By CountrEs—Continued. 

It Escambia Franklin Hernando Hillsborough 
oe County. County. County. County. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. |Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. 
On vessels fishing ...........--- = 31 se Wok haw See eee ee) Pan Se yal PSS ee 
On vessels transporting ----....|.------.--]--------]----------|--------|]-.------]--.-.--- il ea 
THA SHOTe LISNEIES 8... as-cast |S |= 7A NE een i Goose 63 cee 
SUTSTTG _e e e  e t  ee = S31) Wee Se ee eel IS aeares WON Scere 

1st | ee so ee Y(')) Ceeeeee i) ee Sales ee 13k) |e 

INVESTMENT. 7, || 3h Ea aeee | 

Vessels fishing: 
Gast eee > a $11, 000 * LS) eee ER RO 1] $1,500 

To ee ee $8 id ee be tel) 1) eG Meas Oe oo Sa Ee ee Hg Eee ae 
(Cunt > 5 ee Oe Perea Be! Rene ees of 2351 a eee ey See ee, oe Ke 440 
2a EE ae Ce 35 |263, 800 Be ASS HOD ences elec eok 9} 21,000 
Wonwnpors i=... 4-1... £2 1,667 4)..=-- 55 SON Ee reeas tess oak 2) co ee 1] Saas 
Ti SE eee ae ee el ere 62,800). 222 LS 7 1 ees eee eee a (ee aes Oe 3,540 

Vessels transporting: 
CUT bi a a eS 2 | A omen ck nee aee Pane Re) Is eee 1 500 
Onn a Se al ee es ae a oe ee eee 2) ee es (i 6 se ead 
CEL at py fie See ER Re A Gea e ees Pome meee) Moet aed Gee eae Reeeeee mrs 45 

Boats, sail, row,etc............ 25 645 63 | 2,585 4 $100 44 1,360 
Boats, 00g Te ae ae ae ee 55 | 31,200 109 | 697687 2 500 23 6,600 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

Gtter trawls. 

Tae oe Eee 
Cravetieratin. 221852 -b lee... 2st h nae 1 eee (BO Ce Pee eal Cee 

Shore and accessory property...|--..------ é (219, 740 |........ sl 1 fl Meee LE 12, 
Cash capital sere 7, 

~ FRODUCTS.- ; f Value. | Poubpaie Value. 

Elops or ten pounder, fresh - - -. 
MOMENTS 258552 Fk. = 5 sone 

Ln os a ee 
Leather jacket or ‘‘turbot’’..... A] gg eae RRS) CUES) SASS RRS EE RI ly 
oa” RRO Cs pire md Pooh 

Pigfis 
POMDANO TOM. =. io. . .nc = sees 
Porgles PSS isi gos sce os caucae 

or red drum, fresh..... 

ee eR MIORG oes. 76 SUES Gs bowel les) ud ods Sel kmaeaaates| ss owe socio bee sonfucsscne’ 7,700 352 
IDO ae a 
Sna $ 

Lil ici he pee ya eee Se ats Soo oe ae eee 11,810 544 
pen Sess argh ovdvnwas 4,661, 984 

Spanish ‘mackerel, 1. i 124) 076 
8s 7,500 

Pin eon... a 2,250 
Yellow tail oo a eee BIE ae 8, 000 
eg 28, 526 

Total... CP. ey. Roan 9,224,211 |481,853 |7, 953,983 |314,837 |210,138 | & 1,474,427 | 70,804 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRropUCTS OF FISHERIES OF WEST COAST 
or Fioripa In 1918, spy CountrEs—Continued. 

Items. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

Jefferson 
County. 

Lafayette 
County. 

Lee County. Levy County. 

Number| Value. |Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. | Number. | Value. 
On: vessels transportings =- ae. |eaee =| ese see) pce eee eee 1 Seco onascogcod|Ieccrcr: 
In shore fisheries.....---------- UDG easosees= 26)|/Eun cscs Poe eS So ase atta boarsmeetess 
Shoresmen.........-.----------|----5-- ed Ce Cocoon BS. |seemcicmce L5rjaiseeeme 

Potala: soe ceases LOR Soccer 2B eek Ree 3) Besoeeooe US eecioe 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels transporting: 
(EROTIC ise seep Sep as sessed eseese 4 /Eso6SasdPenossssslae-os5s¢ 9 | $37,000 | ---2-- cas |otemeeee 

A ih) ae eee oes orcacrs Seon 50-4 Spndess see tecee: c biel Bee soeoed ccc occa sosencce 
(Orin i Besse eee sp Asse Has65-54] 6 e8s8ss osobads+s)s64-65 4 bsscsaes35 2,974. |... scence ol sme 

Boats, sail, row, etc. ....---.--- 10 $200 26 $545 240 7,520 109 | $3,060 
(BOATS DO WEls == eee ceca ees 5 500 1 900 114} 18,850 43 | 19,350 
Apparatus, shore fisheries: 

IS CT CESS Bar saseasose nod lac cadeed Sono tsod Bacokotsd LeGkeaod 14 5; 600) |cc se ccutstacl eminence 
Gill nets. .....- 10 400 26 | 1,040 304 | 15,800 101 3, 815 
dite weber) bel: CPEs poeec ced eee cee 4 Se occes 2) Seeeseq.4 erie so4 peeecas 09 scsecn sa 45 | 2,450 
Lis ee RRA EB mncecdoed [558s 64 SSS S84 BaGcse acd es agacad besenco s28 DF e aS Se 200 
ANT SER Se oA 55 Sood baaSst oases scseSescadso = |Soi5é5c6 3 12 10 70 
Other apparatus. — -- o-oo) c cette owwcs ents | owe opine =| alo ale niinin| =e =lviele elmiclo| = ain se -=| «se eee 12,000 

Shore and accessory property. -]..---.-- QO aces ce ee DE VW ae coosss 1085502") seme. eeieme 17, 267 
(ash Capital: -c. 2. ace -2-E ae SBcsods|oncsaGSd|ssseesasclsopsosdincsassseg¢ 12,000) | -......-<-- a= 6,000 

TOES. = ae seidemee esesie| ose ece S00) meee ce ss 2 iBoll ce ceseees 208-3001 Saeccmenete 64, 212 

PRODUCTS. 
Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value 

Angelfish. <2... 6-0 0.-cere=----=- Seesans-|leceoocee|Soecce-sd\eocsso> 5,909 $202 1, 800 $90 
Black Grits. ae seone sets omer [SSSR aS oS Pace sb04 eSaanr soc sane oe2 5,675 135 5, 500 225 
Bluefish, fresh. eben. me ean (Beas =- 24 bescocad tosecused|sacas sae 16,765 1,508 6, 200 496 
Bluerunner or hardtail; fresh. |: <<< esa) aevssn-| oe enonn salenae eee 300 12} 57,530| 1,726 
(OSU RI NE SSeS oe Sasa dsrode: sa55 [Sa6osc50 Bees ched honor hace aaccrade 1,000 a GSR eee en poo oce 
Crevalle. ........2eeceeee------ | eererelaje are | olu'ajsiere =m 'wtwierareleferare| etal atatetaters 27,849 906 3, 200 160 
Elops or ten. pounder fresh 2—.32|2- 2.2 See | enteteeia«| come een at eeelseiets 1,000 30! | sims som ete eters 
WIGUHAErS* Sees e a2 oe oe eee see («Shc suG|e0 Woe cas aoe es eeen eeoeeeee 1, 258 39 2, 150 172 
Grompers:<cnasaseee ss aseeeee ee eae 3,571 117} 231,930} 8,277 
(Christi hee ys Ree roc cetoos oboe seas sce 4 BReeS5e 
12 ayaa SARE SA ee Sse eke sl Maes See 
Jewfish. . .. 
Wane wiles: te 
Menhaden, fresh 
Mullet: 

EOS oad face on ce teeta 
bits bie ARG ea dass Se + 

Mullet roe, salted 
POLMit. .\. scceccn ccs acies cncna= =m 
Pigfish. ....<-ccccecsseseee----- 1 
POMPANO; LCS | =. does vole oclac = =| nin stepalata| oes eins apse aiee's!| (eo welaalaie.a 32,557 3, 689 2, 365 356 
Redfish or red drum, fresh... .- 850 42 4,150 208 | 156,759 5,115 | 173,855 8,693 
Sarlorsicholce 2 -o- esa = <6 c-s nfo wine oa | nee eet | selemsieeetn| omeieere 2, 273 73 500 25 
Pier) 6&1 ee eee) PISA GSE ABSA Betoncnel Bsc s 5554 ebeS5 | Moses sed ssce sc leesosd 45 29,924 2,092 
Serceantfish Gri Snook... <2. 2) = ameeestoceniccee| ope secie lene ets 14, 292 428 "| oa -viesoteiosleieaienele 
So ereem H See Spe ae ae 230 11 2,000 100 | 304,068 9,880 | 142,539 2, 128 
napper: 

en PTOV Ea nie tees - se ceicie a bese ates] settee 900 45 7,879 258 1,600 80 
7 a | a a on ee Cee eaatnonbe leioccocc 3,000 240 

Spanish mackerel, fresh 5° 62552) 5 2 oso c| oa citmeata| emie winlnloet=| =a wilt aie 57,971 4,056 23, 950 1,919 
6 Se ELL Sosn Cp RoEEneaser osnerckc hoon scecltecaccccr| load 51: 7,667 250 5,000 250 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout,’ fresh} 1, 200 96 8,900 640 | 255,255 | 21,192 56, 967 4,557 
Pn Bee “Se pea erp Ered babe fete fone sere|Seeccaed |Ssocese'lsy sopdo acid ogonktemnc 1, 450 290 
Sturpeon CAvinv se one recnac <n. - |) closes eee eto merel eee oeterel el eae eet |= etait ale | ce miele 12 12 
Bix ges Be Re es Ae ie Soe ent SEE encore cist acta cote 658 Pol) er ectan cic} Ree 
fy) ee Nee ees eOn Sn cnon Beaaneees btm erm Ilmcnrece ns Meer a 7| moc hooacd| Pcocosanet 2,475 206 
Trtles: J. Sc cwocn pueaee aces oc | >= aetna. sow to eeta| Rew aictatet | olala mm pelats | leet ietelolerat oem eee 8, 500 620 
Glams, ards. faccce geen ae ssal -~\<iale <ivel|= me to eats | alanine etme | alee ete aie 159, 272)|) 13,936) |e oes steers Brin Sande 
Oysters, market: 

UDG. . once be seneeecices| <= a= pal he ateteteral tere aie oleteelNaeree tee 10, 500 600 35, 840 2,048 
Igy | ee ee Or ee oF r] BAP Ce re) eno encr Papeonded Sateen Sctcabe Son ls assoc 13, 496 771 

Total... ss. -0+ seen ass eeae 107,010 | 6,184 | 243,265 | 14,044 |5,019, 903 | 219, 238 |2,050,687 | 97, 55¢ 

eee 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts or FIsHERIES OF WEST Coast 
OF "FLORIDA IN 1918, By CounTIEsS—Continued. 

Monroe 
Items. County. County. County. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number.| Value.| Number.| Value.| Number.| Value. |Number| Value. 

On vessels fishing -........--.-- WEE eo S20 a) BRS E RRS 8 Ree ond Soecseas bar s2oc 
SS) i 2) i i) ee . is Ons bn es bers Pes Pera rs 

tecwccccceccees| MOE [ence eee) 8 8—«- K ww eee eee) = AU Joe eee eee] 2 00 OU we ee ee 

Boats, pow 234% Ae ee 
A Pparatus, pee fisheries: 

Seines 

paratus.. 
Apparatus, mses fisheries: 

Stop nets. .-... 
Vines. wt 

tne apparatus. .......... 3 
Shore and accessory nace 4 Mi ecuadeasch.” COU ences se 
“i ess eee 15,500 14,000 

Value.| Pounds| Value. 

Bluefish, fresh...........--.-..| 10,184| 951] 16,614| 1,540| 12,958] 778|  550| $44 

weet wwe www wens 

Ceroand kingfish. ............. 42,367 | 2,542 
UU EET RE) 1" es in Pee 

weet e wwe ww eweee 

es ees Sees Oe 

ee es es ee 

es ee ee 

King whiting. ..............-.- OS Re 7S Ea aa 
Leather jacket Abe yh Ged Be A Se Se) eee 

ate lew www ene 

CPA SAe RAS PAETR TOPOS Se Keceeeseciedsaneaey CUE DU inbensucsevclacvccevalvaee name lad walwmaa 

112,313 | 4,531 | 201,688 | 12,101 
ee ee 

35286°—21——_43 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PropucTs or FISHERIES OF WEST COAST 
or Fioripa In 1918, py Countres—Continued. 

Ttems Manatee Monroe Okaloosa Pasco 
ae County. County. County. County. 

PRODUCTsS~— continued. . 
Pounds. | Value.| Pownds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. |Pounds.| Value. 

Permih sale sees <2 oe seeks 600 $24 1, 400 $640 |'/2o2. 2225 | oases ee ee eee 
Bigtishss 25 ieee: teeter esee tie 1,400 BO |: -SSckaees See cle. 0 oe ee ee 
Pompano, fresh. -......2:2-2:2: 28,343 | 3,665 545 101 8,909 | $1,386 \|t 22. eee- ences 
Bag eae A eee otal poroc sons pp besians 9, 700 O82) eon beh c eh |Soens fas] eee e ae 
PURER see eee ee oe eee eee 2,400 VAAN SPEER oss Oe eel ce eee eee 
Redfish or red drum, fresh. ...- 191,020 | 7,840 100 3 2, 893 116} 2,925 $128 
Sailore choices.--2-2---.-s---4- 1,028 41 2, 200 1 ll ee aes ae ees ss Re Select 
Sergeantfish or snook. -. --..---- 15, 913 Ly fill Reem ake Saneenns Sec toeeds) Beco so ei borten|lysc soe 
Sheepshead =. 2 be. ess Seo 133,850 | 5,566 300 12 3, 701 148 875 35 
Snapper: 

739 9, 500 5O0'|saerictsec| Sees ee 980 39 
14, 100 B64.) ssocle este | Yaccess| een eee 
9,000 680: }ess5h 5222 |Secces sa eee 

2,065, 276 |144,610 | 145,147] 9,436 |........]......-- 
Sighs aeolian ten ea 2,150 172 |e A Aba hee 
BAB Sen essere 450 22) \\ JOO be Bs Ie eee 

1, 800 
12, 500 

322,015 
Crabs, stone. <<. -sro ssc tee cee 2,000 100) |. -=--s2eee 
Turtles oie so.t acer oot ec ce eel Skea ee | sae enoe 49, 250 
Clams! bard. e. 2. lasonces ots ets 1,600 AQO. || sa Seer 
Oysters, market, public......-. 875 (On| saaaeheeen 
Gonchia 42 2 Bean cso tee |emeinee eee eee amet 2,000 
Sponges: 

GIOVE 3252228 ete esc cete o2alae asco en nacnkteace 2,022 
GTOSS ore cee ee eee ote ee tees | anaes ce me| erect 28, 963 
Sheepswool: =f. sssoses sok sonsceeee| teeeee «| 55,281 
VOLO Wine otis siocreceneamtecn| nose ema S| came 21, 477 

Totaliee coc cseaoe eect 4,100,724 |199,°66 |3,752,355 |290,170 |1,092,514 | 73,840 | 877,240} 37,602 
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Persons EncaGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts or Fisnertms or West Coast 
or Fiorina IN 1918, By CountTiEs—Continued. 

Items. Pinellas County. 

PERSONS ENGAGED, 

Santa Rosa County. Taylor County. 

On vessels fishing - .....-.------ 
On vessels transporting. - .----- 
Tn shore fisheries..........-.---- 

TLS eeprom see A ee 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
SIUM oc osscasenrp >= 
UST ae Sees 
Ga Sa es Rae e- 

Sail. 2: ss scccsssasseece~ 
nn eae See 
ON Th, 2) Ss es eons ee eee 

Vessels transporting: 
cg S Satta seas ses ae 

Tit ae Ses 
OMVIPOS = ce catered Wawstcuws aed 

Oa. aa ae ae 
Boats, sail, row, etc............ 
IME? oS wna vnen Sods 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries, 

TO: ee ae aid EE eee ee 
Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Sees Ee 

SeMURICER 9 ere cole bes an 
Tramme!l nets. ........-..-- 
UE eae Seat 
TAG so 5 abe obsdeameebteas sew me ed oda a 

Wonpas sc. vee sea. eee d 
Sponge apparatus........-.|----------0e-- 

= — oT nee ALi es eee 
ore and accessory pro —* 

Cash capital...... Si ks te Bike heme tard ws 

LOE ES, ee Ree ese Pee MANNY ois conden 4.380 |2-c2 ocd ekt 5, 550 

PRODUCTS. Pounds. Value. Pounds, Value Pounds Value 
1 ag he eS a 2, 365 5 aE aR | SARC) [eee Py ee Ml lnc 
Bluefish, fresh. ...............- 2, 507 2102 Ue eres er | Ainos niapetinn| snot es] saitunidtw = o's 
Cero and kingfish...-..2.22222. 25, 537 MO I: hs gana cl: dan geseniasill tae Aheiendl Fackdb ote 
INS es so Sonn d peas a 4,020 (i) (Ee ae ere PS Rae eee 
Elops or ten-pounder, fresh. . -. 208 Bl Giscossicee ocan ated ot | ake tameaag t/a eee aes 
OT TT ee Er ES 3,535 158 300 BRO he S. caas duces eee eae 
CL a eae 908, 179 Gat lice ieee aaa kas] - saeeee ane ol eBicne awe 
Ve op Aa OSS Se Bap 25, 121 oy iG i ae ae lhe. Dane eaas esse eS) Be eee 
Lif RGSS 1,000 40 200 LONE coeecte eel kee 
ou eee ae 282 Gi foreccctecdltaeeaesess.|e i. same eee el ce netees 
eer jacket or “turbot”’. . .. 450 18 [oss Wideuacnn[e tose eedes | st hate al pees sees 

Jo 8 ore 2, 598, 083 103, 546 120, 000 6, 000 285, 850 $13, 227 
RES Ol PARE SiS aE eRe ig <0 9, 000 720 133, 120 9,317 

(Boy oa De ae Pr ere aie ey eee [Be a ee oe 5, 97 925 
PE toc resccscuwnsisce BOOS: 04 aoe Case Ste Pe ie oe Oe ses to ts eel 
Pompano, fresh. ..............- 14,772 PONG | thon ca> tad d| oases eon me tee eee clea te 
Redfish or red drum, fresh..... 27, 959 1, 293 1,000 50 8, 150 410 
POE CUOUG oa ec csc aces 4, 600 BLT bs Wa tes ese elas 
LO et, Se ee 1,000 ADK is de sake sae en ees betene . alk a Sen eee 
Sergeantfish or snook.......... 8, 000 G10! |e ec sess llcslehe ces send let nv eeeceaelnnewsas oom 
at = a 18, 456 860 1, 800 90 1, 955 98 
a: 

BMGMIUG ..cu.cns saccaveasss 8,470 AB dvawckduses|suterssecesteduaunnace apliesatcaeae 
TEES SES Ane ee rae 971, 082 G7, 004: | 35) oy cd led <2 55 | See a ae ae ee 

Spanish mackerel, fresh. ....... 8,176 DOS ease asess caltses teste siete eo cdda sie eretee nas 
Lb Ce SE Ses 1, 580 69 1, 500 75 350 17 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout,”’ fresh 144, 323 12, 108 25, 000 2, 500 10, 220 818 
Res BLOM: cos cnas tues. cette s: 22, 500 De REP ees Ee eee ed bec ere Cae ree 
Oysters, market, public........ 4, 354 310 56, 000 A:Q00I IC. aeeepa slcotaanan ts 
Sponges: 

G PS + a ee 44,070 SISA arate acataltes SEs Fes j1| enn hee Canis eee 
a) 0) re 220, 887 C1 ag f | |e Ee Ported A Rpts Sel op mnie ould TN A 
i a ee CS 9, 324 DOT lors sseeerre Sh cate EM OME oe cet y lates ous 
ANON ex alti dp Ratkcms’n > Sacas 70, 164 2 Ee | Cite Cherise eerie) Cae an PeeDs 

OPAL os cahs siccan ts ixe> | 5, 151, 504 865, 317 214, 800 13,475 445, 620 24, 812 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts or FISHERIES OF WEsT COAST 
or FLoriIpA IN 1918, By CountTIEs—Continued. 

Items. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vessels fishing 
On vessels transporting. ....... 
In shore fisheries-.............. 
Shoresmenie.2 8 s-sscsscceccees 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
Gasoline. <3 ooe ase steerce 

Boats, sail, row, etc.......... es 
HOAUS: DO Wels. c- sete nsec nee 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

SL OUES = 5 eos sett aeons 
Sponge apparatus.......... 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
SOINESS Soe 4 cece eaeeete es 
GniliGis== aces ee eee aan 
Trammell Nets... ccscsecce ae 
Stop nets. Gee aeeneeee cane 

Tongs, .28 2: 
Sponge apparatus 
Other apparatus. .......... 

Shore and accessory property. - 
Cash capital. 2:25 <2 icsece wees 

Total. 

PRODUCTS. 

Cattgh Se ecete ss ede soccs es 
Cero and kingfish.............. 
Cowfish and “‘shellfish’’........ 

Mlounders! 225 a5 sh.ceepe-s-.'- 
GTOUPers. 5. csesceas ene ena 
Grunts. icccccesseve se eee a 

King whiting 
Leather jacket or “turbot”’..... 

96 $1, 980 
20 6, 500 

6 1, 200 
92 3, 650 
22 1,540 

a era 4,175 
starches 2,500 

Ve Se Tes 21,545 

Pounds. Value. 

150 $7 

’ tae 1,500) 60 

350 32 

600 27 

Mi oy 1,060 | # gai. 482 

ar 3,600| 324 

Pounds. 
ATHDOriShl. (225.222 cco ta nos ace | son ee ee oo Mee eee! 
Angelfish: oo.b csceecprecec ces 
BSITaCuGhe <1 cone aacesececees 

Wakulla County. Walton County. Total. 

Number. Value. Number. Value. ; tila Value. 

Py eRe UE <A NEE ET Fee ok PSS ee | Sn oe 3 70 jie cae oe 
169) |): Sener hl (meee Bes ai 3, 600,.| ace ce tees 

Sore ease Ses [aed Soe Bcierel See erecta] cease 868: |. ..caeseasen 

169.0}. <oScetes& rt Pe cow ate 5,161 |Seceeeceens 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts oF FISHERIES OF WesT Coast 
or Fiori, IN 1918, By Countres—Continued. 

Items. Wakulla County. Walton County. Total. 

PRODUCTS—continued. 
| 

Menhaden: Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. 
PROBES AT oa tree ae oe. stag tee renee Sete lee thes s22 [2k IL s 263, 530 
STEER ee ee. ee a) (ee eae ie ae name ee a eee 21, 022 

2 appa An Seth SE es PER Sat Tb. Led Re ee Ce Se 650 
Mullet 

oT aia ate ae 321,598 | $15,597 9, 000 $540 | 22, 569, 736 
altadtee! 2% tsieil if 658, 750 ATES 19) | MOUSE CE eA cet eee Ss 2, 453, 930 

Mullet roe, salted............-. 39, 398 910) | Soe. no bee ery oe 86, 285 
12207 UE: hed ee Be eee pe i FO al A ae 7,865 
ies it. SEL E Eee ee ree ee ee ee | oe eer eee eel een ee ee 6,596 
Pompano: 

Tose ES ey Re 2 ee oe eS ae a ee oy en 235, 992 
Can. Sa a, ene 2 See Se Seat) Cee eee 3,075 

Ey Vpn rch =~. oie, RR BB ey Sol BO 8 AE be Ce ee 56, 742 
erptightes. £3206 2833s. on S524) 3 795. 333 Sah. SG ast oe Lies Becta 2, 
Redfish or red drum 

oat < SAA Fa os 11, 230 HOS NS BA. OB. : of 937, 490 
APS s SEES | OE ea eet Pt ee ee ee) eee oe ee 7,321 

Sailors choice..................- 400 (dy eae Kepsg ie SOY 21, 132 
LEST Reis eee ee ee Mr oe aes 2 feel bee eee On| Semen ee 2. gabe Fas2e 300 
1 PST SS Sree eee bes Sila a Eee Ei es eae ie eee (Sire bike a 31, 644 
IL ni Eee abe Sd SB os OSS aie 8 od 4 RRS ee eee a 73,745 
Sheepshead SER IE a te ee 988, 662 

“ay SIPTOWVO 5359258 -. dgae552\ 103, 999 
Mutton.... Z 14, 100 
(22.3 Ree ge a 7 230, 168 

Spanish mackerel 
EL Regey Be Ss ng ee 3,408, 701 
Mantods «524% Seccl. US bbs shield £2.43 9-te EEE oes 5 27, 200 

LL pa es > Sa Ee Seton Se 37,977 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’: 

[oS aR tae eee SOC ae ee 1, 630, 686 
ie sah Se ES MRE <4! od | HO arate ld (ei 31,625 

Sirrrpeonns fre beret trey. eth ees oe eagea sty 4,915 
Sturgeon caviar 12 
yo i) Ae Pale Be i oe 7s eR ee ee 600 
ee EE See eee eee 1,800 
or AS Bee IE Sat ad ee ee 31,735 

OSS pe ee a OP ee a ere ee ee 3, 250, 468 
SRE aos a wid cape 6 WaT aul ong canadien 322,015 
ot RO A Be ie i Se) eee eee id eRe RE PEE eee ow ele Se rae See 1 24,500 
REE: Sascha, See Ue te. ant ldwee eh man ~<|cabe pepe enn Liebe w ated 2,475 
ae Bale Sel EE RES ae 600 60 100 5 65,370 
PEPE Ses PT ee "eee ese oe a eee es Pe er eel DP nerry ae 2 160, 872 
Oysters, market: 
it A ae SRE LE) > | | Ped 2 oe ee Oe | eee PR be ee Oe 3 2, 602, 446 
Co he ae eo. SS ee ee ERR BEESS) Ce RPS % 413, 496 
SL GREAT Lee ERA Ee ee A Ea Bie cas i 

8 “ 
ASS Ce iets et eee 2,022 

Grasso Auearyomets Tested Wor | 333088 
os RR] 5 Sa ee yl 

Weameeececae fh US WES AP es Eh fzé 9, 324 
ae eee ee Fe sezekeseed fae 91,641 

| ORE es ee , 118, 880 | 54, 753, 639 

1 Represents 18,375 in number. 
2 Represents 20,109 bushels. 

8 Represents 371,778 bushels, 
4 Represents 1,928 bushels. 

3,772 

3, 420, 363 
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FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS. 

In the vessel fisheries of western Florida, in which seven counties 
are represented, the forms of apparatus in use included haul seines, 
gill nets, otter trawls, lines, dip nets, sponge apparatus, and oyster 
tongs. The total yield from all forms of apparatus used on vessels 
was 10,941,646 pounds, valued at $605,899. The catch with lines 
was 10,276,677 pounds, valued at $546,040, of which 6,011,297 pounds, 
valued at $373,124, were red snapper, and 4,162,160 pounds, valued 
at $167,977, were groupers. The catch of shrimp with otter trawls, 
which are rapidly supplanting haul seines in this fishery, amounted 
to 343,219 pounds, with a value of $8,701. Bluefish, mullet, pom- 
pano, and Spanish mackerel were taken with sees to the amount 
of 133,848 pounds, valued at $9,374; oysters with tongs, 76,461 
pounds, valued at $4,822; sponges with sponge apparatus, 43,191 
pounds, valued at $32,952; turtles with gill nets, 40,250 pounds, 
valued at $2,610, and sea crawfish with dip nets, 28,000 pounds, 
valued at $1,400. Vessel operations with seines, gill nets, dip nets, 
and sponge apparatus were confined to Monroe County. 

In the shore or boat fisheries, gill nets were the most productive 
form of apparatus, the catch amounting to 20,068,013 pounds, 
valued at $1,009,315. Mullet was the principal species taken, 
amounting to 15,340,486 pounds, valued at $674,949. The catch 
with seines was 8,535,648 pounds, valued at $440,971. The mullet 
is again the principal species, other ee eae species being Spanish 
mackerel, squeteagues, and sheepshead. 

As in 1902, the stop-net fisheries ranked third in quails of 
products, the catch amounting to 3,632,397 nae valued at 
$151,077. The principal species taken in this fishery were mullet, 
redfish, and sheepshead. the catch with lines was 3,582,153 pounds, 
valued at $195,560, the principal species taken by this apparatus being 
red snapper and groupers. ‘The catch with otter trawls, confined to 
shrimp, was 2,907,249 pounds; valued at $72,707; of oysters with 
tongs, 2,539,481 pounds, valued at $116,998; with trammel nets 
made up of miscellaneous species, 1,499,550 pounds, valued at 
$95,334; of sponges with sponge apparatus, 408,997 pounds, valued 
at $692,203; of sea crawfish with dip nets, 283,915 pounds, valued 
at $14,164; and with other minor apparatus, 354,590 pounds, valued 
at $26,135. The total yield from ait forms of apparatus used in the 
shore or boat fisheries was 43,811,993 pounds, valued at $2,814,464. 

The products of the vessel and shore or boat fisheries are shown 
separately by counties in the following tables: 

el 
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YrewD or VisseL FisHERIES OF West Coast or Fioripa In 1918, By COUNTIES, 
APPARATUS, AND SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species Escambia Franklin 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. 
RacOD ERO WIS SNIEtHTID o5 ooo = ILS koe | eee ell elo, PAM Se @OO4 |. ne. Pe 327,478 

Lines 
9,000 $328 100 

35 081, 257 |122,070 ee 

ce 32,000 | 1,189} 1,000 
Ss SAN eo a SG eee 300 

2,000 $0) oe sc eso ae ee 
9,200 340 2,650 

G2 Fak (ae iki w eabiaaes| bana 450| 29 
216,461 

417,872 

4,580,077 [281,732 | 563,326 

7,713, 534 [405,739 1,192, 251 

RnTigs Gy Sters, TMIEeh PMOL |. 23-2 -.|--- Se A ~ 34- 5-|--- 2S. | 3232 fo oo - 76,461 

Grand total.......... 417,872 | 23,6 5, 354 |7, 713,534 405, 739 |1, 596, 190 

Apparatus and species. Pinellas. Total. 

.| Value .| Pounds.| Velue.| Pounds. | Value 
TUS ee ee Set ee AA eae Seek Pepe HOl4oh, | Saale oso cecele ene 4,014 $280 
Pus oe. eee opm atenl omacge de clade cages 7,313 1 AT | ee BF ah ted REE 7,313 511 
Pompano... ....-...--+<--<-|-------.-|-------- 35 iy Pe ee eee 35 7 
Spanish mackerel -:.. 555. 4.]-.. 22.024). 2. 5.2. DO AY cy) Pea en| bee ae 2 122,486 8,576 

Motel) 84d ds pas nkel owes 2eee|s semen s a= Dp Adtnk. = 242 5c sclenceoees 133, 848 9,374 

ORL a ae ie Ey eee eee 40,250 | 2,610 
CU eg Wash or ge Be es S| POs ee Pres | Peete ee eee cr eae Pees peas 343,219 | 8,701 

Lines: Ras 
IGRI Sh etter crud ne nile xaeces =|> so a Ieee heal EES Sats fs) Peers ae.) RA EELS 9,100 333 
Oo hc en ee ie ae eet gs (ET eR RSP ae ae 28,750 | * 1,976 
ist: a ee 4,000 240 82,945) $2,903 | 4, 162, 160 | 167,977 
RRR ee a wees eke cud ebl ee wens dletiew ce acle Gnas al sinw's c cucallaees urs 4, 179 
oy a Sees Cees ee eres eee ee eee Lene ne ee eae eee 43,100 1,738 
LE pa SD" haem (epee Fein eae Be A S ape ie = 1 pal ae 300 12 
Teather|acket or “turbot REE Gy RORRS Fe Ber yl (Pare Sey eas Eee 2,000 80 

eS Ree ee a ee Ore eee, eee Pee nee meee ene me 12,900 498 
el a abide tec RR eet causa beaten Ac daccttels germs alkoag cons dlewedencs 300 10 
RR PIL de rachis nu Sina ees ubnsiee duacw leks =~ ob cite de ssceote dep accstltes cocas 450 29 
Snapper— 

1 ee See eres ree! 1] 2 rien SO) | RR, © , 100 84 
MOONEE seers dowwae Boeke tee tad aed Waa. cotalese esate 306, 636 | 16, 523 | 6, ol, 297 | 373,124 

2 50 | 2.300 | 389,581 | 19,426 10,276,677 | 546,040 

Dip nets: Sea crawfish......... Jue Bees Meee er ~ 28,000 | 1,400 |........- x Rares, 28,000 A 400 

Sponge apparatus: waar we Va, pers Renee OeeteT Crr oe: 
Sponge— 
WE oa Waawidadecdodttaman es spoctmans 2 801 oY Perea Bl ee eye 801 98 
DS Bt is ep dowcdadadlsschalewelice 2awss po ae Js) rial Meee 11,585 1,325 
Ll ae See Peer 22 213) | 285 20B pike 222 s|ouees sus 22,213 | 29,205 
CRON Fide d Pree cctasrspvae waste] teawad ss Re oo) ee ie 8,592 2,324 

Ly kee SE See ee Pm yes BU A | S| Se 43,191 | 32,952 

ees OPH, MINTEGE DUDUON. 25 5 cn 2006 Sst pasces A= cisadbarp -vewesles-Sene 76,461. 4,822 

Grand total. ......... 280,139 | 48,636 | 389,581 | 19,426 |10, 941,646 | 605, 899 
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YreLp or SHore FisHertes oF West Coast oF FLoripa In 1918, By APPARATUS, 
COUNTIES, AND SPECIES. 

BY SEINES. 

Species. Bay. Calhoun. De Soto. Escambia. 

275 3 5,200 | $156 ‘ 

65, 426 
12,240 

150, 703 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. Powe. bias 

259, 960 
815, 820 
25, 468 

650 

SermeantHsn-(Or SHOOK 2.2 a) ees lose see oeealoae eee joes SLEFS Cee oes 
Sheepshead o5..25. 5 2. .ie feaa32 6, 757 
Snapper, Mangrove. ..........- 430 
jagatee mackerel: 

Spot bees ee ee eet Se 1,570 
Squeteagues, or ‘‘sea trout’’....| 72,846 ( 
AE (oC 1 aM i, Cg ie fo ek S deal (ied Scie ll A ee a 

Total ts. -2:- 3 S.3$ee5scae 1,966, 432 |132,036 | 184,341 | 10,131 |1,140,478 | 50,433 | 684,060 | 27,872 
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YIELD oF SHORE FISHERIES OF WEST C 

151 5 

oaAsTt OF FLoripa IN 1918, By APPARATUS, 
CouNTIES, AND SpeciEsS—Continued. 

BY SEINES—Continued. 

Species Franklin. Hillsborough. Lee. Manatee. 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
_ TRUER 2. bees | ae at See | SS Be ES |e eee ee eee 4,003 $139 850 $34 
Black drum. . SI eee eee we 4,625 115 | 13,890 312 
Bluefish, fresh.. a 14 070 2S A el ie aa 7,602 684) i253 nes ieess cee 
Blue runner, or hardtail, fresh... 7,500 200 )| Sess | cee 300 12 [2 oe cee 
DIUETD. 11. 2.55 ss 2S te Se ec Be: ae aie os! |S ape A eee 1,000 45 lone -dnacs let sees 
“Teel Faas al eeeaas ae] Pee ee 200 $10 | 17,972 584} 1,932 77 
Elops, or ten-pounder, fresh 37,000 OO yes he etn ae 500 15 1,800 48 
LATE pS 2 ee ee Bene eee 250 13 1, 258 39 2, 930 118 
UP EITri:s AL. a= Se a ee (ieee eee me) reer 3,571 1b ly (al ee [2 Ses ee 
UST Sug sy So 2 a ee | eee Boe 8 hae 798 27 2,500 75 
POT PTT nent So: Be Re Ba) (RS i [aes Fee neers (ie Mee 833 27 325 13 
Kin; iti 2,100 iA PRESSE) oe ee 818 72 1,370 80 
Menhad 5,000 CTY a Lge POR | IR | 0 aa ere | caplet he a 
Mullet: 

55,469 | 15,996 | 85,350 | 4,289 |1,423,513 | 56,945 | 524,648 | 23,182 
2 OOO ot) eee ce Ble Sek PAR oe sc sess [eos ete aoe te slate 

Mullet roe, salted. 2,500 EY Te Hk Bae) (SS ace Bae see ae eee STS oe 
BoE CRA Pot ae ae 1, 402 45 360 14 

i So ee ee Se eee Be ee ee | ee 311 10 900 39 
Pompano, fresh. 760 | oe ne 11,657 | 1,317] 1,800 270 
ae or red drum, fresh 12,414 558 600 28} 120,267] 3,909] 33,245] 1,409 
Mie Geet ape | Ee ee) MRS 2,273 73 778 31 
PERPREMLHAD. OF GNOOKss 2... <conclsse~ dace} o-<o-2-s 3,150 172 14, 292 428 | 15,913 578 
Sheepshead .......... 1, 200 54 100 | 7| 146,606| 4,764] 45,985 | 1,941 
Snapper, SE ee ee ie A Se 50 2 5, 525 181} 10,836 433 
Spanish mackerel, fresh - rae el aie Sp 0 Be oy sere 8, 753 (2) BE Ey Peas 2 a 
ue eS ee eee 1, 250 29 425 21 5,470 177 1, 642 71 
2 pre or “‘sea trout”’ 27,603 | 2,208 300 24 44,012} 2,713] 24,590 2, 254 
OD ES LE Se ae ee coe Sed (eee ee (eee 2, 200 112 565 17 5,350 226 

Mine oa ea ae 541,376 | 26,740 | 92,625 | 4,678 pe, a 74,067 | 691,644 | 31,205 

| 

Species | Okaloosa. Pinellas. Wakulla 

Pounds.| Value. | Pouwnds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value 
NEES ech, a eS an ean melee ea ance) sacwas nis 400 3 Wy beareinie Bal 5 
CU Oi ae ae a ee eee 280 BLT lo .~e osete anew cee lavse area eaeesoc 
MUM MPEIIMIM, Sefer on ss oS eee cw deunon<c 12, 858 3) (RSI | ees eb) [aR SEES sn or 
Blue runner, or hardtail, fresh.................-.--- 29, 673 Ta ere a pore lcons anes anne sare 
REIS Tie rs LL due, 5. a a Albee ho ankhon rose ou 2,708 BES |S oats | ate ee oil cepa | eerste 
Loli ey Sac RS © apa Se eee tea 1,271 Lo) Pe: Bl | aes ar Mp te a al fay he 
eaale, So Maes 0 7S. nace caper 478 19 400 1h i ech atone al hh vine SS 

ops, or ten- er 
Bee isi De aon wh Ie COS ao a rrr 72,752 | 1,455 208 BN ie sin SA Sa in oes 

LO See 6,073 182 |) o wise se efesteue ulevew cwesliven amis 
ES coe dora See oe mdete atten 30 2, 500 BUGS Ke nanaee lace naeee 

See tds caviteedasttwasubsasasninlsecss oun alan panne 500 yA He Cee ee ee 
RRR IRI AS ER tae ae 3,215 188;|-.soemces|Scscsatalerseseescliecseens 

1 alee sek ee PaaS BAe ARS ae ee UN OS ee ee ry a eee manares © 
US SS: PITRE EES ee ts ne 16, Ober | 9 Mb etses ech to. Soe soos, 3 ke 

Mullet: 
precept $20 ot es. to hateeaxseet A. sdeene 145,438 | 8,726 | 365,329 | 15,439 | 75,000 | $4,500 

7.5 POS BES Bee ee ae Sts eS eee OD, O59 Rev, S00 1s 5 cs<c sce 2 295,000 | 20,650 
MA LOR RAMAN ef aw at Dowssos ce its aot MT es = k- -ceeu Ney losin cs nob Ceeaee a 33,300 | 7,500 
LJ ne. See. Sas ee ee eee nem ee a See 250 10) line. 32 SR. 
Li SS Sa RR ee BELA Se Reet 8,909 0 686. | os... es keel. re eases ae. | 

oe fo oben. freee . . 2.85... Seach se 893 36 2,413 bY Sl See Fels ae 
Sailors choice CSL EE AE ee © ee by ES Dt he 3,300 159:)). 52, ee 
SIOMNRIEARY 0 STRODE ts nd do ros be vie ds oe wd eae Ree eso , 000 810, |S -aeesitel. aoe. 
So Oe RENEE aS ae eee in Seep aee 1,901 76 1, 556 ee 22S) | ie 
Sen SGN PRO VE 5-2 2 OSU Set a «5.000 2a pe ow emer md|Semsstae cof au aaee 4 500 a ee eer a 
Spanish mackerel, fresh. ....2. 2.2... ....--2cce0---e 5 (ir BN: ©) Dem oe US 8" SR 

ape teagues, or ORNS | A EER I ATES 1 420 163 eT 1 108 meee 1 pee SIOLOnGUeS, OF °Se6 TOE oo... once cacmnserene-= , P|: i eae | Ps Be 
_ Ea aaa Spee ss Saat ss Bae 920 90) or aint oo hcacs eee 

Rte this we twits 2 ain Aid Ls Se oe SON ow ls 591,414 | 32,846 | 399,952 | 17,468 | 403,300 | 32,650 
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YreLp or SHoreE FisHertEes OF West Coast or Fioripa IN 1918 By APPARATUS, 
CouNTIES, AND Srecitrs—Continued. 

BY SEIN ES—Continued. 

Species. Walton. Total. . 

Pounds. | Value. | Pownds.| Value. 
Angelfish eo REE I os | 6, 103 $222 
Black dram. os. [002.50 BAUS ar Fe ol cre cre A ens EEE Gane eet arene eee 25, 870 664 

: ; 
150, 285 9, 187 
12,240 915 

238, 306 4, 467 
52,810} 2,010 | 
48, 605 1,944 
19, 871 888 
47, 607 1,706 ’ 

261, 485 5, 219 
9, 883 334 

1 SOTO, 6 (Ca a EAR Bt CREE) SE ys es a 2 Ae lt ee 16, 329 696 
SGROUDOCS Sa rat FS PF SS aR 2 SE a 1 Ae Sere Ts ee en 3, 571 Sehb/ 
(ci SRL Sepp ae ai aie ah ol PRR DGS iaet S46 "C/G Se ea BARE 4, 087 128 . 
POgiSh Sor oS: cet be sh ycapawioees Los ee a ey saree IO CEE ean ees oa | eee 2, 908 100 
ATT aa, 21101 ae Toe gL SE REN a Nin ee a 2 Os ere tls 2 ee To 20,115 1,145 
M en: 

reg dt: . 3A A282 Mee UAW ole eee Th ee oie Gere 70 oe RI 204, 204 5, 045 
Saltedass. 2} SM oe 5 MR Ae oF Eee ose Soe Se BIC ek | oe ee 21,022 669 

Moon finHe so 8 Be 2. Pe Reh ohn a CER eR he wn NLC R ES EN Lae ee eye CLP eee EA eae eee 350 14 
Mullet 

rashes 222° t 208% 2) OO ee ankle ot Wale A ae es 9, 000 $540 |4, 365, 582 189, 485 
Salted’s 20. Set. none Fenian Soe chats ia Oe Cc ep et COME eerae | Gane eee 1,308, 619 97, 550 

Mullet roe, saltedeie 2.20 Peet. Pec. we et cnceee hoe eee neat. | eee cena Ce ene 64, 768 13, 437 
Permit. sees. oF ee ee Se Sua cache GS oo Sok Oe ee ae neces Sa Caer y 115 
Pipiish: ees SS. fet eee 2 SE Si hes et oe UTES Oe eae ee a ae cote ll ee 155 
Pompano 

(ol ee eos soe Rce CeIn ta a Gee Gna ScepMbro: Aree 7, 982 
Salted? Pee S007 Be OR ee St Ae 2 Sa as: eee 520 

Redfish, or red drum: 
i oc ean area MRP mee etree 2 Ack he eer 7,440 { 
BALES HS : koko S re ute a ne. eats ae ea APR ae tk Ee 366 

PSKOrG CHOLEG 2 <8 once are carn sete eee Oreo ee ee eee 443 
Sergeantfish, or snook | 2,322 
Blieepshend 213-5 = sec g on eden ecass 9, 204 
Snappel, MANLOVE... f2 220 accel sae eqeaen ne ee rene erinae wie 925 
Spanish mackerel: 

12 el Nee Ree ne a eee Se eee te ee a Se OTS TS oe 47,213 
rated Eva's Lede CO RSL eee RUE I Ge) See Re ca) aa alae OTs ‘ 1, 263 

Dy Ate eS at per ip bel a ee eae pune, Seah eke RC Sas tae Oe a 4 pote 715 
Heneleseties; or seatroule’l: o350) Petes tone. fee is de eee eS 3, 000 300 | 282, 528 25,357 
SY GLI Wb ee eee te ee a Ronda x SERRE eee EAA ne een eee 17, 240 708 
EETIE PIGS s = Sos oa bee tac ete oe eee Me ae ees See Se ee 100 5 7,020 351 

Total 2.) 2 2. Ree ope a eae, am bee ey aie 12, 100 845 |8,535,648 | 440,971 

BY TRAMMEL NETS. 

wae Escambia ies Okaloosa Pinellas 
ppecies. County. Lees County. County. 

Pounds. | Value. |Pounds. | Value. |Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
PA TIPOLNSHE ie ceccccce coc ssaweses 850 $37 200 $10 | nn ncas||.ses- 500] -5 ec cee eee ee j 
Black Grumee-c once. 525 ce cee i eel; 000 40 5,500 226 | oe avec nna) o- scents tl gae cee eee 
Bitisfis hee cee 2 2s bets. cal a meee eee 300 24 100 $6 |. 60 anno. 4| Eee 
Blue runner or hardtail.......... 2,000 BO Wee ace lowe) oc awcnealeoan curac| <a 553s Dee eee eee 
Crovalla.ossecece Seteccc 5 LES. ee ee 1,050 52 400 163) 6: 73-24 eee 
FIOUNGOIS oo ~ ss beto. 2- 2 SE, eee 3,300 165 825 66 |eesic neice] ee ome x=| a eee eee 
Kino whiting. jos 5.2 5 02h.4.. - 2,000 01h Sn en nn MeeenenE Mee Te ee 
Mullet: 

Les Meas Shona | 430)'635)|.20, So8i|pcecelsae saceeces 56,250 |. 3,375)| zens: 56] eee 
Salted we enc ec ets abe cen eal Rtas. ee eel ae esses | oeestctns 318;000: |:25;440 jicoluinss shies oe 

Permits cc. sss Boo ook SBS 6. | Se ot PRR aie eee eae eee al eee 250 $10 
Pighsh. ..< 315580 StS IL. 1, 000 40 copecee lsu ctaclaceeat hee ee aes thus. sacecal deena 
POUIPANO. Sa. sae eee een 3,703 555 1,950 2987 [hu eel cers 8, 794 1,319 
Redfish orred drum............. 8,000 320 | 121,916 | 6,095 | 2,000 80 | 1,555 70 
Sallors choice: .). 295-2525 Ser es PE Le 300 DB aioe ni dcore calle Saporetere 6 omar ene | eee 
Shoapshetid +4... cues seseesee 8,000 320 | 126,274 | 1,314] 1,800 72| 4,115 205 
Snapper, Wanerove. so. sec at a ee. oe | eee 1,400 7 i (eno! Prema Weimer err. 
Spanish mackerel................ 1,650 1 (i) fal eee soties, 500 1 (Ee 
Spots. sce eee 6, 000 PAO Vi cave ive a|ocsaccelinctean eel cae meme Caeeacene | see z 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’: 

YOR. scctovtseccenssceeseere 18 642):)\ "2 SOO Weis cence sl eeretesers 50,000 | 5,000 | 18,437 1,561 
Salted. oisose ssc cles Fac ease toca os.ce| un eee cole Meat eee alae eee 30,000 | 3,600 |... 202 .-]ce nue 

GAS. 2 oct as es 481, 780 | 29,332 | 259,715 | 8,164 | 459,050 | 37,624 | 33,151] 3,165 
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YreLtp oF SHORE FISHERIES OF WEsT COAST OF FLorIDA IN 1918, By APPARATUS, 
CounTIES, AND SPEcIES—Continued. 

BY TRAMMEL NETS—Continued. 

Species. Santa Rosa County.| Wakulla County. Total. 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. aa Veins, : 
eT ES Se A See Pi ie RT Fo eae die | | So etal? [ae ie ret ky hk Raine oes Se fp eee a , 050 
LE GUE eT Tp ia ep Nn ete ORE ail (I. oF i 4 |e ae Bek 1,100 $44 7,600 309 
LE SLT TSU. 2 ee eS as oe etal 7 eee Peek S86 | letendes yiell Aaa o>) (beeen jas 400 30 
uarmearr Orlardtall. 02-2 5.6220--3.peg ace fects aces [occe ose esoecsteenes 2,000 50 
LETTE Li Se eee nee er Sa ed eee 250 12 1, 700 80 
DoE LT ea ee eee a ene 300 $30 2,700 243 7,125 504 
H ilo ML AAEe Recs e Seer: eee 200 bY (se cae atl Pat pera, pee 200 10 
ee 2 POT See cone Bee ee ae a ed ee eee (ip een ae gene 2,000 120 

UTE DPR eee ae eee 120, 000 6,000 33, 800 1,521 | 640,685 36, 734 
SO Re Ae ee eee eee 9,000 (7.4) esta ar | Spee 327,000 26,160 

ELE Se ee ee ees Be ees ane bi |i a ee Seat se 250 10 
aie eae es Cee Bit ae hie So Pot aes Non = Coeds |na os oneaa|ccnce ccs ce 1,000 40 
RMSE etd ene ak ett «anes oS Sa oth co adaw sane |e ose sonenf-ceeees sas [ecececnses 14, 447 2,167 
spose OF Ted Grom: --2- 5. 2-<-5-2--.-2- 1,000 50 7,120 320 | 141,591 6,935 
“LECLOT TV rT RR et 9 ae ik saps el (tere ate | (ORE eae oye 200 9 0 24 
PESTS Ces Oe ee oe ng ee 1,800 90 2,725 123 | 144,714 2,124 
SUA 2500 = eee eee A ane eee 500 23 1,900 93 
RRIRIR THAD DDAR on Seo, os a eee oves| sna tr ewe ds leeewe ee Se 150 14 2,300 156 
LTT ee ee a ee ee 1,500 ty eee el epee oe 7,500 315 
Sque ies or “‘sea trout’’: 

LO a ee eee ae eee 25, 000 2,500 58, 509 5,265 | 165,588 15, 826 
CD LSS ace BS GPa ea Pre See 2 ell) Sek ices [ieee eee (eae 30, 000 : 

LACT teoipallt BE Ee th pl RR. dnb de Raye 158,800 9,475 | 107,054 7,574 |1,499, 550 95,334 

BY GILL NETS. 

Species. Bay. Calhoun. | Citrus. De Soto. 

Pounds.| Value.| Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
3 

Salted........ 
Mullet roe, salted . 
iy. 7a 
Pigfi 
Pompano............. é 50 : 101, 221 j 
R or red drum. - See 81,161 3,187 
Baflctsotioias 343255 .. .s¥ene2}% eer ed ere ee eee 

Nae Set Raa 21,510 | 102,650 | 5,389 |1,307, 760 | 63, 185 |4, 084, 630 | 199, 725 

€., 



154 FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Yretp or SHorRE Fisheries oF West Coast or Fiorina rn 1918, py APPARATUS, 
CountTIESs, AND Specres—Continued. 

BY GILL NETS— ontinued. 

Species. Escambia. Franklin. Hernando. Hillsborough. 

Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
AN POA Se ee act triane 2 ae Scere areata eco ce eae | tee ee see Reeeeee 50 $2 250 $10 
Blwelish) nnn be ko) iors St OE PEASE Sl eee Bl ea se acere ne | ec eee | 50 4 
REIS SP cree te dete? ee Rem eeetoe || so eee 2, 850 $112")... ech ee eee 
Crovalle:} ceo s cites esol bece tere ce os lace gene e| Sean aaa eee se 290 12 300 15 
IOUIGBTS oe nee ae eee ene te | Se eee 4,142 BET Se | oe ee eee 
Rane white ss 232.6 aes hee ee eer ee ene aes CE eect [Sei oe 300 18 
Mennadense nts oe eee: ee tee 48,568 | $1,214 758 20°|- sant. ..| orace sed] ees eee 
Mullet: 

1 C1 rte eens e SEA HR REE ESE IE OCA tel Berm ereee: 265, 244 | 13,582 | 198,000 | 7,920 | 592,493 | 24,276 
RIL OOS acne fee a. 7h meee nena tmee oe oe 93) 020: } 73260 |. Sao oc Se d]c See: Soleoeses | Cee 

Mullet roe, salted. APRS Sa area 27 AAS ate 2,525 509 || pce a cic sic Sige cece eee 
POAT ee sme hr Sees ey 1, 000 150 117 1s eee eee eee 2,070 306 
RegtshiOr FOG Ort. saat en no a See | ee 635 26 4,570 182; 12,900 537 
vol ec) a es lpr a AR a ieee ied pa ee ta RE a 50 2 1,950 78 2,250 92 
Snapper, manprove-~ 22. 222-22 i os22- ee © S RADE ENE ESS Cee Aes 298 12 7, 560 345 
Spanish mackerel, fresh.......... 85,628 1° 5, 5661 EO soe. oe cae JIS ee ere] & ceri eee eee eet eee 
[302 eage eae leet Se Oe Peete ese! Same te eee eee leer meee asaded okedascc 875 43 
Squeteagues or ‘‘seatrout,’’fresh.| 2, 250 247 | 13,115 944 4,980 398 | 35,000 2,400 
SUUNPOON ste e ee nae ke 2, 250 270 1,215 60! |e] 2 es SS ee 

Totales . tacate 2% pee ewes 139,696 | 7,447 | 383,671 | 22,738 | 210,138 | 8,604 | 654,048 | 28, 046 

Species. | Jefferson. Lafayette. Lee. Levy. 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
DNTP) Lit pea are be pie 5c fl (A | Rs SE Ee ae) Je 1, 906 $63:|'.5 So 3-25 |-Seeeaee 
Black Grim: 3220725. ss seen eeee de eee hee ltek cers 1,050 20 bo 2262 Cae 
ROAR eer ees eo cas ere ees eee eae yee |S ee | Renee tee ee 9, 163 824 400 $32 
AST OV AUS oe ac se ae S| oe re | oe | enrol ee eect 9, 877 322) ||. 2 seca sele ol selene eee 
Miops.ontenspounder ===. esses esas ee rene | eee eee eee 500 1 ee fsc|ssaeeeen 
loud ers 24. oie os She eee ed cre te a ea | ge Ee | 1,325 106 
Kingiwhitineg:: .. 2. .< 5. SES ae he a ee ee Pe 1,229 LOSutiatedins ac |e eee 

Mreshes, oe dace ona cere 72,000 | $3,600 | 154,350 | $7,718 |2, 507,051 | 99,281 |1,200,154 | 60,008 
Paltedsescsc J Aap eh 31,500 | 2,205 72; 615 5 OSSe lah toc oe eeews 5, 000 350 

Mullet roe, salted..........-.--. 1, 230 230 ii 250 250 |: cee te Sacer 1, 700 340 
Permit ses. cosa eece bee Ne ate can secs eee at ascot cea Cseeeeee 190 6 |. 2.udteeedlp eee 
ROnspanp is? foes 2a besa oo aes | oe st CRE oe | baste oe eee 20,900 | 2,372)).2.. -0-= el eeeeeeene 
Redfish or red drum........... 850 42 4,150 208 36,492 | 1,206 42, a 2,120 
BALOIS CORIO st 2s 8 ea ene ce] sees cll =e eee SPE 54 | Peep aeer sel amen ee 200 10 
MHCESDCAG = a. - 1 oe 230 11 2, 000 100 | 157,462 | 5,116 14, 265 714 
Snapper, Mangrove..........-..|.- eee 2,354 ris 200 10 
Spanish mackerel, fresh ae 3 49,218 | 3, 444 335 30 
Ut Re SBS oe aE er, SS a ee ee 2,197 13 | sai dcices 3 dae : 
Squeteagues or “sea trout, 7 

SPOSD FS ie poco nace eee 1, 200 96 8, 000 640 | 183,518 | 15,262 37, 569 3, 005 
TUT EOOMI AL 4 occ dog reba ard tb mcqemial ome eteeioial acct bio oroinl Sm sass eiece | aig’ meets ooa | area | eee 1, 450 290 
Sturgeon; caviar. k.5. 2 15st hse eee een lsmaboeec | Gameeawts Gabe anos eee one Ome 12 12 
Wellowtalls i+ sy .258.G4. ae Heese paeigc. Stee lame! eee ee 93 3: lca See eee eee 
Purtles scene tcc es sn | oe ee | eee ee Ee Ie oreo coe | eeeeese 8, 500 620 

Totals: tsi ae sens ree. oa" 107,010 | 6,184 | 243, 265 | 14, 044 /2, 983, 200 |128, 192 ‘1,318, 499 67, 647 

Species. Manatee. Monroe. Okaloosa. Pasco, 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.| Pounds, | Value. \Pounds.| Value. 
mAmpelfishue ie... bis). Sg 425 SUT hes eon |S sea kl. ecm ios | ere ss 2s | Cen er 
Black Grdmst . 2215.20.65 Neo. . cceeen|seseccer|! @=)--'500. |. SL0ii|in tence] due oee eee ees ee 
ES UICC eee ike se Eee 10, 184 951 
Blue runner or hardtail, fresh..|..........]...-...- GOW eb acrciclcerl|isiv-ae's 52,4 feat omen eee 
Crewallerse rte oe os cherie 
#lops or'ten-pounder... « .-<.--<.)- <1, 825) |. AOS 5 | secre bere eres | obec e aoe operetta | ee een 
Kin Beg? wee|sceeacse 
Mu 

Fresh 36, 655 
Salted $3,080 | ie ceies| seeder 

Pompano 26,393 | 3,375 90 9) | DANN. oor ere lecssckns | eeeremee ooesee 
Redfish or red drum........... 38,409 | 1,617 100 ol RA SARA Pe ark 2,925 128 
Sheepahead'<- tat eee) es 28,813 | 1,252 300 gE eae S/S are 875 35 
Snapper, mangrove............ 6, 147 245 1,000 BO | Siac ers seers |e cee iets 980 39 
Spanish mackerel: 

Mresh: 3: = 32 ssa eee rans 147, 463 | 12,884 |1, 938, 890 |135,722 900 68 |i. 26a eee 
Balted 27 cscs sn eee once kes cas laos cee Meee eee es Seen 2,150 172"| soe... aloe 

Squeteagues or “‘sea trout”’ 
Rregiti)< ° 22 Se ene 135, 068° | 13,970 22 sce seta ean nena ere oe Renee | See ene 8, 635 691 
Balen eee ease cee cee ee ese eis oa sc feomeel ree eee eee 500 60) | aime 005 all ee 

TUrtles 4052 os6 carsales cc clae nome 9;000' | 7885-20. a J lies eee ele ee 

Total: <v-o dase coe eee 2, 206,345 |113,537 |2,068, 950 |141, 879 42,050 | 3,370 |877,240 | 37,602 
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Yrevp or SHore Fisneries or West Coast or Fioripa In 1918, By APPARATUS, 
CouUNTIES, AND SpeciEs—Continued. 

BY GILL NETS—Continued. 

Species. Pinellas. Taylor. Wakulla. Total. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
Angelfish. - 22052573 288 365 Sileop| tear eee! 150 $7 3, 456 $128 
EG TT ae Se el Fao 5 EO Rene eee Seer aeee 400 16 9, 300 308 
POETS 2200 20 28k Se 507 2 ages GER ence 350 32 83, 369 7, 294 

600 27 17,812 332 
Sees 9123620 724 

2,000 80 
7, 250 310 

27,073 923 
Elops or ten-pounder 5,855 171 
LEW LEDS 4 Re 2 ileal gael a MS 7, 252 441 
LER EAT a PTA ae eepte Sakae o Stns. 3) oe Ee eee (ane aed One 3, 256 264 
Me (er eee Re Ry a DEE |e he |S en) meena eee ied eee ae 49, 326 1, 234 
Mullet: 

LUD 2 Rl er 1,863,935 | 71,511 | 285,850 |$13,227 | 212,798 | 9,576 |14,500,658 | 616,529 
TEPCEN Dies oe Bes ee St 8 oie cee 133,120 | 9,317 | 363,750 | 20,869 | 818,311] 54, 264 

mmliet roe! Salted s> =. see eee ee Ie oe 5,975 925 6,098 | 1,419 21,517 4,156 
Joo TL pete sarge eo Se RR a a Sl Be Ae Se cl bs eee | eae reese eee e 1, 492 55 
oe Se ken ie fe Repeat el BRS Reo RE, OE ee eee mie | Set ee or eel on eeem 100 4 
Pom "als 2 Sts Se 5,978 TG SSA ed) (ER Ee al eee ae ee 159, O89 16, 926 
R or red drum......- 13,000 614 8, 150 410 4,110 185 | 291,602] 12,433 
CUMIN NS eee he ale act male <i o atfoanin op cbmc osssess 200 9 700 31 
Sheepshead...........-.-.- 3,447 160 1,955 98 2,925 132} 339,418 | 12,613 
Snapper, mangrove........ 5, 400 v7 | aa ee a! aero 400 18 47,702 1, 964 
Spanish mackerel: 

nd: Op ere 8 B88 [oe AS ae i ee 600 54 | 2,612,081 | 185,880 
Pe xe erns ens h ina voree ea pac tates [occ ce ccc a) sesame a|ooeapewarelavnosc sn 3, 242 

Lit 2 ie See 10 350 17 500 23 5, 406 209 
Sque 

eos See oe sea Si 1,201 | 1,012, 891 
Salted... 1,625 

die Rishi 445,620 | 24,812 

BY STOP NETS. 

Species. De Soto. Hillsborough. 

Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. 
PO a soso n'a 5, 256 $186 235 725 $29 
Black drum. . 12, 600 378 1,050 1,000 45 
Crevalle 22,341 763 1, 956 2,600 104 
SE RCRINEI LEI Eg cu Meneses Ce eels, cP sauce eGuiccd laa aceseteleeesnebone 600 12 
itt. Seats See Pana eae S Se Te ae | Sone es OU Rs ath octets ota aad wei ee erates 
PIRES? 188 oe ase HN ele Ds. asses ~~ om 8, 992 UMAL Ce Sate A oh nek oxen ate ee ako al tewence tus 
i ee See ey ere 789 ih PRESS. Fl Be ee 2,500 75 

iota sexi sc2¥ see ssess epee 1,036 CTT eed (ans ees eae a eae | ees 
CT te a er a ser: Chil a 517 Sees A ae 2, 200 132 
(iil. Ea ie oR, AR. Seen os 1,618,424 | 66,271 | 152,400 915, 855 40, 807 
TATE ee eae eee Eades SS APT ee) COAG locas tact .teesr eked 120 
Ci 1a Bie a REE FE ek foe btn red ep tree ae 750 25 135 500 20 
itr) pas} ple Of Beets ok pee eRe 206 CLA RRP oes rl eee ee 150 20 
ROCCAIEEL PE LEKE QUUUE fn ode sock en reccsd ies 119, 701 4,029 15, 000 119, 366 4,814 
DINU OUINOG Soo te Ao so 55¢ SiN i255 2. usc 3, 83] i Ol pet ee A ee 250 10 
RRR GN SUDO M essa it tesa) «Soa wa cal wien sae se Aeneee vce ee DOU! | 14) SEBO ox oo -c och |e eee 
Ca ae ee ae a ee ae 150, 151 5, 004 1, 950 59, 052 2,373 
PAM  TNARITOCG Fis o sks cece ececece 1,618 55 4, 200 1,530 1 

REM RE oa ss > oe ecunsnaccpuaare lt apos ca sibedscensss 500 198 8 
ci EPS iil BE te SEE 220 hae te rE Demmi | of 2 Ret ee 

DOWNS gis See as ce ceo ashes «<a 1,947,607 | 77,332 | 182,326 7,429 |1, 106, 646 48, 515 
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YreLp oF SHoreE FisHertres OF West Coast or Fiorina in 1918, By APPARATUS, 
COUNTIES, AND SpEciteEsS—Continued. 

BY STOP NETS—Continued. 

Species. Pinellas. Total. 

Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Vilue. 
Anvelfish seme oios <2 ath ana: eae R a tie racine sentra serene 1, 600 $48 7,816 $273 
Black Gruss. se. 52 zien 22s ge aap es eee oo en aie sees eo ses tebe | sae aces | samme 14, 650 454 
Crovalle: 3: 2225 ooo kesacee soe cent e eee ote cee eee eee 200 8 27,097 968 
Hlonps or ten-pounderess=s «20-3. hence ra hes oa ee aoe one oe eel se eee eee | oe eens 600 12 
Mound ors 22- ee tsas wo sccece soko iae talons o pantosetneeeeeesicee 500 18 850 36 
GROUPES 2. eon aha t aie tncceae Some a eke sate see teas ee ral ee rece riatoea |e ere aera 8,992 292 
Ep gh 11 1S Bee at ena gO Se be HE Pie IE nes ene Se See All Sau co ceQe aE ho Manee 3, 289 101 
HOptinh: 2 o2se- et cook hse cine ieten soe encase sae. ee eer eee ; 64 
King whiting 177 
WITH Gia = 2 ees Seo ese 129, 870 
Berni OF 9s - Fan oh eh son ne 50 
PaPtishee eee cree nceearce 51 
Pompano 47 
Redfish or red drum 9, 938 
Sailors choice 201 
Serreantfish ior Snooks 22 = nce asa. as - dp eons | tua ae Sas ome welll Seale eens austere 4, 550 180 
SHOGDSHEA Cea. facie ccc see eee ee meee ran tae toeerae eee 9,338 420 | 220,491 7,873 
APPEL, MBM ETOVE cc oie elom aa ela eee eee eee 2,570 138 9,918 451 

TE Sat Soe ainin <miala aiaminfalaintois clainlareteoiey Sie areal = afatetere ate leeiatetate futeteta [fm tela belt tatel fol atatn a ale etal 698 30 
Mellow tail sai2 seer cc saepic cers Hale mmaicine elaine tema ata cdo a ete beeyctate | eral easter es eet repre 220 9 

Motaligar wees = cb diet om mite Seaie re ots (emma see ate tee ai eter 395, 818 17, 801 |3, 632, 397 151,077 

BY LINES. 

ae oases Escambia Species. Bay County. Citrus County. | De Soto County. County. 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value 
Gero andikmensh <<. ofttrofacione||vismte'eleie | atatcicesisial[w'e = sfotelnes|wistetate see emosOLL $240 | <2: <3. 328 |o0Eee 
Gmouperss2 os seee nee cere can s-ces 138, 645 | $5,892 |.-.-.-.-.|.-.----- 12,000 420 | 39,037 | $1,144 
(Chin SaaS SeRsneesos cdsEocdenSEoylce BUDS CEI leodoc acd sa 00cced lsnoaccac 795 32))|'s. cesses tee owas 
JOWHSH:... 2-22 c cece sccm ec cneccleoncesecelewccecee|ocn score s|soeceene 5, 332 160 850 34 
Leather jacket or ‘‘turbot”’...... 3,206 160 i!|\ cists fos] cee ce ees | near een | aanaeeee 600 24 
ROBY ae lorie civ wks sccm nase es OA LON ererstelalalctelel|=iaraate stata | Seeeaera etter 685 24 
Redhsh orved Crum. -. < iccnsccic| enn nncen| aetewane |e wietetae mine ire wiclelsiere 21, 120 844). oS ceelee emcees 
Sergeantfish or snooK..........-.--|-0-------[-- 2 eee efeee ence ee[eee een 2,190 66' |. 22 eee] eeeeaee 
Sheepshead sae seca rete ore cio aicie amoral swe wlelww ws] ieisivie'e nie 1,350 $53 | 16,500 G60), |\«-><:e/emratre | Seieteeteene 
Snapper: 

GNETOVC= 2... so ac-seeee cess 540 PAL ese Bore loseGcnac 9, 890 3954)... <6 ccs eee 
Gh eae OSs aoe aos aae OAT 5618 || 22,000 oceeeseralse assent 12,000 840 | 81,907 4,702 

Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’......]----.----|-------- 8, 643 795 | 67,, 261)" (6; 144) Coo ees eee 
Wellowtaillsetess 5-26 se ce sod ete sniee| labia 1, 500 (AO Seeeaeed eecrcod [socteraoad iscmccs5+ 

Dota he.4 20. F Se acaseca 522,976 | 29,988 | 11,493 908 | 150,099 | 9,801 | 123,079 5, 928 

Species. Coney: Bare a Lee County. | Levy County 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value.| Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value 
Unt eye ae eee 24,306 || $1, 928 esr. cocc| teckel seecre cee ccwsceee | neeeee ae aaeeeea 
POU Det Ss eee ta secede wasn ee 121,947 | 5,004 0; 069! |) | (e000 | neaceleneel eee cme 231,930 | $8,277 
(Chit: ae eS Ae ee ees: hel BBE S S84] ae acai 7 cuced pcnoccca| cn sacc64 aacassist 17, 250 517 
A RU lies 32 5 Er | sss eee Sea oc04 lito sacce 4 |ostabecd $226) 5o- domtersel aeeeeenes 
POLLY ao one sensn = are pesiccvicnce cies 550 77 BPE Ser bd aeeronod Pabieeonad po seeses Soseesecc|Posse co. 
SG PASS ee eee ee sn cs 6 5.15.10 270 198 eerie | ae acer eee ctcee ts | meee 29, 824 2,087 
Srapper, Tedia-asse--e4-~-------14 92,390 | 6,443 BeADOUI) POOL oem atlases eteteie rete 3, 000 240 
Squeteaguesion “sea trout”. . <5 )s- foot econ so e'a|e ete inw al \elare mie nie PEAY Al ise eels a8 5 

13,416 | 16,839 39,005 | 2,443 | 282,004) 11,121 
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Yre_p or SHore FisHertes or West Coast or FLoripa IN 1918, By APPARATUS, 
CouNTIES, AND Specres—Continued. 

BY LINES—Continued. 

42,367 $2, 
See Cestslk cejtsce 12 
Be ee Boe 15 
825, 234 | 29, 146 |1, 451,606 | 53,829 
25, 121 894] 75,753] 3,200 

Be ae ee ee eat beat A eRe = Sl bean (1 Mala Cl Fee 2, 700 162 
282 6| 26,744 966 

EER SR) Nace. 450 18 5,756 277 
A EE oe oe ere pac (imme aes, 1 Uy (Ia (eee eee ed [Oe ee 300 9 

2 ER Se» USES S VEE Tale RI Bk SEP ag Dy ae | fe See (aca a 1, 400 64 
me et eet Sod eee eo ih Nl bela (el end See eee 350 70 

ee EE EY Pe Oe Peers i 7 ee Pee ee Pee .| 48,842] 1,944 
io. een ees (RS Seen Jobe Eie|Secaecscle ie 400 144 

SEC TORE OTT ts 250. tos ar oc Seals sceets| acon eeeeo| sense ~e[occewcecsa|Seuarees 21,120 844 
LT ee CS eee eae ee cee aed tere | Va Ra 0 ee = EASA ae 2, 200 110 
STI PTS LG ee a Pl tek | cc ene 1,000 40 | 31,094] 2,146 
eee eee REREe ee RTIDO Ree einer aback oS bul oc oon neel a nemo es feen essa o| acceneepealabes cs os 2,190 66 
CTS a RS EP ee ean Ee aes ene oe ene 54 Br once a nse eee 17, 850 713 
Snapper: 

EA ee epee Bid 5 Sa Ee ne ee | 8,500 O10) |= Sonu es| one oes 18, 930 926 
TEDORTS 0/32 So8 ae et 235. coat) occu -= |) 1%, 000 ARO kts coe ese 3 12, 000 480 
ay ES OS Oa SS Pacers 9,000 630 | 664,446 | 46,471 |1, 218,871 | 82,516 

5 A CUUIET 0) 2) oe ee 8 es eee ee 3, 900 51a Begs emo [SY Saye 3, 900 312 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout’ BA ORG] 2,068 2 ss osc eles w cece 23,972 | 1,963 | 150,281 | 13,281 
PUTS peace Be eee oe Bees ee svaeane| 600 BO Emcee eee ee Ba 600 30 
OIE | Ee oe ee eee ae eee 12, 500 ct ero Selegenwene | 14,000 810 

Lipiiny haga Net. aie Seta | 91,614 | 5,734 | 537,539 | 35,084 |1, 568,042 | 80, 210 |3, 582, 153 195, 560 

BY OTTER TRAWLS AND DIP NETS. 

Apparatus and species. Escambia. Franklin. Monroe. | Total. 
| 

| ohne: Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value, | Pounds. | Value. 
Otter trawls: Shrimp.......... 28, 526 | $1, 711 |2,878, 723 |$70, 996 |.........].......- 2,907,249 | 72,707 
Dip nets: ek ewe fk See ae) ee ee ees a ee eee 283,915 |$14, 164 i 283; 915 14, 164 

Lo) i a ~ 28, 526 mE Ty 71 fe 2, 878, 723 70, 996 “283, 915° 14, 164 > 191,164 | 86,871 

BY TONGS. 

Species. Bay. Citrus. De Soto. Escambia. 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.) Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Oysters, market, public... .. penne |) peg vOO $630 | 35,000 | $2,000 7, 560 $450 | 53,536 | $3,824 

Species. Franklin. Lee. / Levy. Manatce. 

Oysters, market: Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.) Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Publi 2,310, 560 |$102,290| 10,500} $600 | 35,840 | $2,048 875 $75 

meres ee ree Nats, ee Me TI oe ne 
2,310, 560 |102,290 | 10, 500 600 | 49,336 | 2,819 875 75 

Pinellas. Santa Rosa. Total. 

Pounds Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
ditties a ded> pe euswnetet cy mots ot 4,354 $310 56, 000 $4, 000 ae $116, ay 

SNe oe SUE ee GT 4,354 | 310 | 56,000 | 4,000 |2, 539,481 | 116,998 
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YreLp or SHorE FisHertes or West Coast oF Fiori, IN 1918, By APPARATUS, 
CounTIES, AND Spectes—Continued. 

BY SPONGE APPARATUS. 

Species. Monroe County. Pinellas County. Total. 

Sponges: Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Glove te: ce jscses ne 1, 221 S147 ease hits nae awk , 221 $147 
Grass io cuehtae eee 17,378 1,986] 44,070] $8,814] 61,448 10, 800 
Shedpswool..<22c2- 3.58220 eee 33,068} 43,807] 220,887] 602,769| 253,955| 646,576 
Wires * 222s oc tes core seco eee,s| > ieee eee ees 9,324 2,817 9,324 2,817 
Y allwWaten) chi tc de aites ee ee 12, 885 3,485] 70,164] 28,378] 83,049 31, 863 

Yb) <1 Nt CRE RRA, ORAL SIE EE 64,552 | 49,425 | 344,445 | 642,778 | 408,997| 692, 203 

BY OTHER APPARATUS. 

Franklin 
County. Lee County. Levy County. Species. Bay County. 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Ang elfishics: 21 caideewee== 55 Sais Sein awe eee oll lSe SAE ANS cae oe | Sac eae | Meta eee 1,600 $80 
Blaefish) 2s os oo. 2s eo perc el not eee es eee res wt aie we sl] aeite Oc Mee sete ol ueeaeterd 5, 500 440 
Blue runner onhardtail.2-- 2° 3.3.35) 2-2 scen | et cence acc eceeen eee ps5 [pone se =e aoe 57, 5380 1, 726 
Grovalllet spe. 5 53 2 enc sows see eae ee ein! roe deen ieee BEE) Pence) en en Ben ere 2,150 108 
Mlounders.-< -c2-- 5-45. sae Saenees 1,825 $92 4,000 $320) |. so secon ce See ee ars ee 
Mane whiting. . cod emcc ce oe woes - Se ccc loo towel so ode See cities meee nee ge cea one eae 6, 800 408 
Menhad sis eee oe ey eee ac ase eee | aaa e el ear Des’ aiil| Soc cep aol acca eee eee aes 10, 000 500 
POMIPANO =. ~ onc oe wiciqcieise soe se rinemalfoee ae ole 8 fowls alee |= sens sees | erpactaeetal | sete ete eee 415 63 
Redfish orned Gram. 22222 05.2 ssc. |e = cigsbe = |= 2 abate seme «cis [ealsioc cee | Seeeiam eles [civee eres 9,550 478 
Sea DASS: sae ce ~ ses ess ncccinc =< |aconaseh Bee c coe P Reesoes SSreseea Bennmrccal mace cea 100 5 
slater) oS] 0 Yes ts Cee ee i bee es sR Soe ne oe a ee eae. eee seel ee eaalistee sc 2,000 100 
Spanish mackerel: =. -.....5--5-0-|22-eseben|-- ease eee Sass al semit el  eee ees aac 23,615 1, 889 
Spot-c.. tise dose ob c Aaa ooze sees TE]. s deice «es (Sa see sea ole Soar aIED come aie Se ene ae 5, 000 250 
Squetearuesor ‘sea trout?45 2 -354)5-2- ae ae ecen | eee eee Paci SPA Perera 19,398 1,552 
MOLTapiNoan: $-foa oes s ee ehee eee a Coe Pee See eos Pe Decrees peesenater 2,475 2 
Clams, hafd.: <s<s<.-025.2005 9eerss Pees = Hees ae pel eee tae A ed ee 159,272 |$13, 936 |-......--|..----= 

| eet et eee! '— —--~ —-! Pa”, 

Té6ial S463. he de 1, 825 92| 4,000 320 | 159,272 | 13,936 | 146,133 | 7,805 
| 

‘ Manatee Monroe Pinellas 
Species County. County. County. Total. 

Pounds.| Value. |Pownds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Ampalfishiyr <2 oh. bic sb ccaces ina loonie Sala ieeisrs eae | as one aia Seaee ee al nee ee eee 1,600 $80 
LSP (1b ee el el iirc Byrn ccee eSomno= 3, 360 S202 ee. 8s dacs as ee 3, 360 202 
Binetishe 2. v3s 22g seth poe sales see et a] So ce ke 2 |Soeee . = bd Sees eae oe eee alee eee 5, 500 440 
Blnerunner or hardtail:<* 8: sessed Biases | ose coe s | woes 6 see eo eee aaee See alec ees 57, 530 1,726 
Grevalle: ., citk e235. Se tS Se ee eb see el tet te le 2 Bee eee ee ees 2,150 108 
MIOUNG ORS: «52 Sane wisn -nisco sn ea eee eee a eects aera | aye ae SO | a See cl Crete are ie | reer 5, 825 412 
Mange whitingssso 2252. tence | SACRO LE FEO Eoe| BOORC CE In) PORE Io Boge eaoe S| coerce 6, 800 408 
Moenhadonticso sc. aoe ee wa cia] eae eee] oe ceca | ach oh ee [nin Oe | ore eee ale eens 10, 000 500 
iPompanos.) 343. co eect eee Ree cme eee | ial eye | ee eee Sees sale ceemee 415 63 
Redfish:or red! drum: 255 225.505 5 5. 5 ee Ea Al sea Sean [Boers | DE tes es eemme 9,550 478 
Sea Dass.2 fee eee Be ee ae oe eae |. Seti ele oa = oe eee lees eee 100 5 
Sheepshead tree. eee 2s |orso Stes ase eee cen cll orge a dernier eels cinta. tee eae 2,000 100 
Spanish mackerel......-....---.-.|-- eis See Beer eral iar Se BE eel oe a 23,615 1, 889 
SDOEsn5 2c cceee een ccwsls «a eeerens |octamacios| He wine sore do cuetell Seether c| ol naes | seeeetee 5, 000 250 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’. .....|.. SSPE SORT RE Ca oe eae ol See a iare 19, 398 1,552 
Waren? INP 657. Uh. ieee closes Brig Pasriee 1, 800 IH ae Sa eae | 1,800 180 
Grabdvetonee ss bu.-.-5t.ce eee 2/000; 9*$100 il detec see] eases 22,500 | $2,500 | 24,500] 2,600 
Beatrawhsil-as-2-c6e5ecn cnc BRA) rior cs) a det che 10, 100 3 Ub caer cls 10, 100 500 
Js 9:50) ee es Peer ys Pars trict aman Roeser laces sal Scmocc i - 2,475 
(lamis Nard ees eee asst lees: ese 1,600 ADD! | sec cte ell Ue cea eee eee 160,872 | 14,336 
Conch... ceteris es eres | cwrnaersoa lode stees 2, 000 100... 5-s745.0| stecteat 2,000 

Totaleer seers: ear 3,600 500 | 17,260 982 | 22,500 | 2,500 | 354,590 | 26,135 

NOTES ON CERTAIN FISHERIES. 

Tue Mutrer Fisnery.—In 1918 the catch of mullet constituted 
45.85 per cent of the total quantity and 34.16 per cent of the total 
value of the fishery products of the west coast of Florida. Although 
the most important fishery of the Gulf States, its prosecution is 
confined largely to the west coast of Florida, 25,109,951 pounds, or 
87.67 per cent of the total quantity, valued at $1,168,696, or 88.64 

——— a a 

— 
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per cent of the total value, being accredited to this State. Of the 
total catch on the west coast of Florida, 22,569,736 pounds, valued 
at $973,129, was marketed fresh; 2,453,930 pounds, valued at 
$177,974, salted; and 86,285 pounds, valued at $17,593, represented 
salted roe. The apparatus of capture, arranged in the order of im- 
portance, as indicated by the catch taken, was as follows: Gill nets, 
15,340,486 came seines, 5,746,282 pounds; stop nets, 3,055,498 
pounds; and trammel nets, 967,685 pounds. 

The following table gives the yield of the mullet fishery of the 
west coast of Florida in various years from 1879 to 1918: 

E 
Items. 1879 1880 1889 1890 1895 

Mullet: Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. 
2 ee RS ee Si het fe 1558 1, 058, 083}........-.--| 8,794,586] 10,650,959} 12, 310, 953 

Salted......... {GPR day AT D504; 429) 52). phe ti: 2,728,785] 2,968,254] 5,714,134 
Cg 2 NS SO Bee RAs BR Pare A 4, 500 | RES 

Mullet roe: 
MIU ok ct ashe . Dera Se. et |J----2eec-00- [eieweamenaninge a <cwnptas aici Ee pcpin<ce 2,150 
1 TG aA "3 > Sapp eines fae BS G, idl bees on 244, 080 298, 549 299, 061 

Se St se SS Se —— = 

otak ee Be eee | 3,569,167, 2,028,250] 11,771,951) 13,920,962} 18,326, 298 

Items. 1897 1902 a 1908 1918 

Mullet: Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. | Pounds. 
OSL Sapte SR TT army a cl ie SS ed | 11,639,615] 22, 223, 685.> 16,008, 000| 22, 569, 736 
DAL EOS Per ee ee a ee ee eee | 2,503,703] 2,589,190]............ 2, 453, 930 
RI te edn aes oS, BE seed fy eee = | eae pail eee SG 

Mullet roe: 
Sob + SR RS fea Sania Se Se Sneaee Mees, 22) | oe ee TRG) Eee eS 
Co ds ee ae ae eee 143, 999 ES ee eee 86, 285 

TS See ie | 14, 287,317| 24,947,762} 16,143,000] 25, 109, 951 
| | 

a From data published by the Bureau of the Census. » Includes fresh and salted. 

Tue Oyster Fisnery.—The catch of oysters in 1918 on public 
grounds was 2,602,446 pounds, or 371,778 bushels, valued at $121,049, 
and on private beds, 13,496 pounds, or 1,928 bushels, valued at $771. 
The greater part of the catch, or 341,003 bushels, is credited to Frank- 
lin County. Compared with 1911, there has been an increase in the 
catch of 186,244 bushels, and in the value of $12,348. 
A summary of the catch of oysters on the west coast of Florida for 

various years from 1880 to 1918 is given in the table of comparative 
statistics of the oyster industry of the Gulf States on page 138. 

Tue Rep Snapper Fisnery.—This fishery centers largely at 
Pensacola, the catch credited to Escambia County being 4,661,984 
pounds, or 64.49 per cent of the catch of the west coast of Florida 
and 49.43 per cent of the catch of the entire Gulf coast. Of the other 
counties in which this fishery is of importance, Franklin is credited 
with 655,716 pounds, Bay with 564,139 pounds, and Hillsborough with 
353,247 pounds. Compared with 1908, there has been a decrease in 
the abel of 428,832 pounds and an increase in the value of $23,640. 
Those engaged in the industry experience considerable difficulty in 
supplying the demand for this highly prized fish, while the catch of 

oupers taken with the red snapper exceeds the demand. Reference 
fins een made elsewhere in this report to the Bureau’s efforts to 
increase the demand for groupers to supply markets for all that may 
be caught, as the future of the red-snapper fishery is, in a measure, 
dependent upon the accomplishment of this end. 

35286°—21——44 
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The following summary shows the quantity and value of red snapper 
caught on the west coast of Florida in certain years: 

Year. Pounds. Value. Year. Pounds. Value. 

1889.32 acc e eeeese eae 3, 469, 370 $105, S570) 02 ee aoe see ee 8, 074, 066 $237, 428 
ISO ana stib he. SBI hes! 4,172, 942 123, :7908N) 1008 1: 20). eae ise, | Beles 7, 659, 000 432, 000 
IROS SSS ecco e ee cancmaes 4, 886, 396 gee: Bs Te | [Se eee 7, 230, 168 455, 640 
LEO een oe ee 5, 314, 487 171, 234 

1 From data published by the Bureau of the Census. 

Tue Sponce Fisuery.—The sponge fishery appears to be in a 
state of equilibrium between the natural supply and the catch, and 
if it can be so maintained no concern head be felt for the future. 
There is a superabundance of small sponges, attributed to the gradu- 
ally returning productiveness of the beds in comparatively shallow 
water which was depleted by the spongers a number of years ago. 
If these small sponges were permitted an additional year’s growth 
these formerly exhausted beds would yield a larger quantity, and, 
owing to the higher value of the larger sizes, a much greater financial 
return to the spongers. 

As landed, sponges are strung on wire or twine in bunches, 48 feet 
in length and of an average weight of 6 pounds to the bunch. The 
weights used in the statistical tables are those taken after the sponges 
have been beaten and dried before they are baled for shipment. For 
the different grades these are as follows: Glove, wire, and yellow, 
each 14 pounds per bunch; grass and large wool, 24 pounds per 
bunch; and small wool, 1 pound per bunch. 

The following tables show the extent of the sponge fishery on the 
Gulf coast of Florida for certain years from 1880 to 1918, and the 
price per pound for certain years from 1895 to 1918: 

Kinds. 1880 1889 1890 1895 

Pounds. Value. | Pownds. Value. | Pounds. Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
SHESPSWOOl ins. ces5aal soca ae cues sere eee sacra S oe | -Pdope soa oeaee< Sao eee 231,272 | $363, 107 
Venows ccc cececesccle cee teen aes aeeeee eee ee [SBeorsee emda lace aces cel aacmeen see 29, 509 11,798 
Grassi 252 Sesese se). wee eaws| eee eee een eee re ReSeeeecee) Reeneenerd er eee 21, 387 5, 464 
Other 225s... $292 Fras eine <ce 5] owes ee geinee sos | Naleeeiatge | Seton peraias | otal erences 23, 952 6, 502 

Motalss2es+.23 207,000 | $200,750 | 316,559 | $381,087 | 366,772 | $438,682 | 306,120 386, 871 

Kinds. 1896 1897 1899 1900 

Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
Sheepswool.......... 149, 724 | $248,196 | 157,476 | $240,599 | 153,700 | $332,390 | 181,311 | $483, 263 
Weliow:2. 9332-336 & 23, 655 9,318 32, 362 13, 082 55, 800 16, 205 74, 466 44,045 
Crana Fane ee 44,617 11,508 | 128,622 29,188 76, 900 14,319 | 143,112 33, 263 
GOthertt 22 Fee 18,315 3,990 | 13, 086 3,171 18, 000 5, 000 19, 236 7,114 

Total--+2? 422-2 236,311 | 273,012 | 331,546 | 286,040 | 304,400 | 367,914 | 418,125 567, 685 

Kinds. 1901 1902 1908 1 1918 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pownds.| Value. 
Sheepswool.........- 202;,673,| $422, 561 | 133,518 |. $207,727 Nb wos ond lewd teen ne 276,168 | $675, 781 
WOMOW se. dass 5 eee 62, 512 39, 290 56, 787 + ap Be ba RI fos 3 Di a 91,641 34,187 
Grasses suet 85 us | 108,748 | 24,210) 140,682] 29,765 |........-.|--------++ 73, 033 12,125 
Ofhereiy se | 21,627 6,679 | 15,902 AF Yh esata ol Fagen a 3 11,346 3, 062 

Lis) 1 Se eR: | 395,500 | 492,740 | 346,889 | 364,422 | 622,000 | $545,000 | 452,188 | 725,155 

1 From data published by the Bureau of Census. 
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Average price per pound. 

Kinds. ] 

1895 1896 1897 | 1899 1900 1901 | 1902 1908 1 1918 

HnePRSWOOk..2..-.2-.1t. 22%. $1.57 | $1.66 $1.53 $2.16 | $2.67 $2.08 | LV ipl | Rete $2.44 
TL a ee ee .39 -40 -40 -29 .59 -63 | ofa ba ee 330 
Siguiente te ke baler sb bree - 26 . 26 25 -19 -23 =22 JOE te eos 8 -16 
JS 1G Se ee Sy 7 ay? 4 24 | . 28 AEN .31 og 7 | Seat =20 

AVEFAGO 2c 25-225 i - 1.26 | 1.16 - 86 | 1.21 1.36 1.25 1.05 | $0.87 1.60 

1 From data published by the Bureau of the Census. 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE AND CANNING INDUSTRY. 

In 1918 there were.77 wholesale fishery establishments on the 
west coast of Florida handling fresh and salt fish and oysters, valued 
at $250,877, with a cash capital amounting to $157,650, in which 
455 persons were engaged and $240,030 paid in wages. There were 
in addition 7 establishments, valued at $300,510, engaged in canning 
shrimp, oysters, etc., and the preparation of by-products. The num- 
ber of persons employed in these establishments was 451, and the 
wages paid amounted to $123,803. 

e following table shows the extent of the canning industry, 
including by-products, on the west coast of Florida in 1918: 

SHRIMP AND OysTER CANNING INDUusTRY, INCLUDING By-PRopUCcTS, ON THE WEST 
Coast OF FLORIDA IN 1918. 

Items. Number.| Value. Items. Number.} Value. 

Establishments...............-- 7 |$300,510 pRODUCTs—continued. 
OS Ea eae (eee Ope 61,700 
Persons engaged................ 1 Oysters, canned: 
6 Res Oe Bee ae ey Be 123, 803 No. 1—5 ounces.......cans..| 391,056 | $40,972 

=————— — Clams, fish, and __ turtles, 
MOUSE s © Ld wb athe 1 @ Y CIDR Sete saa wae na a cans and bottles. .| 795,600 | 100,986 

By-products........... pounds..| 446,746 | 15,611 
Shrimp, canned: 

No. 1—4} ounces...... cans. .|/1, 922,912 | 208, 423 
No. 1—5 ounces. - .... do....| 973,008 | 101,355 
No. 14—8} ounces....do....| 83,280] 15,420 

DAME iE boda dos oue dae ‘oi os | 325, 198 

FISHERIES OF ALABAMA. 

The coastal fisheries of Alabama are less extensive than those of 
the other Gulf States. In 1918 the number of persons employed in 
the fisheries of this State was 783, of whom 85 were on fishing vessels, 
33 on vessels transporting fishery products, 365 in the shore and boat 
fisheries, and 300 shoresmen in the wholesale fish establishments and 
other fishery industries. Compared with 1902, there was a decrease 
of 315 men, or 28.68 per cent. 

The total investment in the fisheries of the State amounted to 
$334,741, as compared with $328,285 in 1902, representing an increase 
of 1.96 per cent. The items making up this total included 15 fishing 
vessels, valued with their outfit at $57,590; 16 transporting vessels, 
with a value, including outfit, of $21,625; 290 power, sail, and row- 
boats, valued at $38,190; fishing apparatus in the vessel and shore 
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fisheries valued at $15,266; shore and accessory property with a value 
of $178,170; and working cash capital amounting to $23,900. 

The products in 1918 amounted to 5,609,219 pounds, with a value 
of $230,567. Compared with 1902 there was a decrease of 40.01 per 
cent in the quantity and 13.54 per cent in the value of the products. 
The species of chief importance were as follows: Mullet, 1,699,530 
pounds, valued at $67,818; shrimp, 1,265,612 pounds, valued at 
$38,828; oysters, 1,031,891 pounds, or 147,413 bushels, valued at 
$39,670; and red snapper, 798,400 pounds, valued at $49,075. 

FISHERIES, BY COUNTIES. 

The followimg table gives, by counties, the number of persons em- 
ployed, investment, and products. of the fisheries of Alabama in 1918: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRopUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF ALABAMA 
IN 1918, By COUNTIES. 

Items. Baldwin. Mobile. Total. 

gab SEAS SOL AeN 2 Number. | Value. | Number.| Value. | Number. 
On vessels fishing: «oS aaa ees valeur =e 85 |}. 85 
ON vessels transporting sues see sae eae 18 33 
Tn ‘shore fisheries. wrasse Se ee ree 248 |. 365 |. 
Shoresmen: 2: ./4e03 22252 ao ee ee ae ae 288 300 

Total os oases dee ea ene eee eee ee 639 783 

INVESTMENT. 
Vessels fishing: 

FASOHNO <\.- Sa.2 coe sdhctaew eres tee ea Se Poe ae eee RA eae ee 11 |$31,600 ant 
POTINAEE =e nk Sat oss e san wo ac eee eee Cae tees a ee eee LOS | 2 0:6,s5 =e 198 
Outfits: 22 cece ee NE See 9-A001 eee 

Baill Sob te wha ayes S giaees & 8 ie rig eek FON eG 4 | 15,000 4 
Tontinges fe ois c< soa 3c, Nae a oe dc: boat eee Sete 210 3\ee. cere 210 
Onidit.. 22.525 5. de see oa caesar oa one oe Sen ene | eee 1 S00 Pee cea et 

Vessels transporting: 
Gasoline: ..2.2 222... 2 Yee ee ee 6 |$10,800 5 | 4,400 11 

Ronviage:\ sess Ce Se eee ee 603) Sater ATi | rote omiciore 107 
Onuitet: =. bs MiSs S ees 2 ee oe L OTOM wreisn =o see 75 al me cheers 

Saile 2.380. £98552. 20025 Sa SEE AS 1] 1,000 4{ 1,900 5 
TONNAGE 2 Sse oe eee ose eee LOu saoesss Bile |e eaeoee 41 
COUPER AES. << eee Tee ey cs cose Eee oa Q25 A Ss asceeen= 750. Sogse eee 

Sasland row Daas: Soshet eee cask a wet eee 90 | 2,060 118 | 4,805 208 
iP OWOT DUAUS a. oom eee ee nis eee cere Sem otis 8 | 2,475 74 | 28,850 82 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

ETAMME! NOLS. HSsso ecco se senses eeetees Selsoae See peo 8 600 8 
Dib st ee en ne pee rate ise ee mmr tas eel (emer ath ASE cll aries oe SQ0ULSR es 
Otter trawls.csnt As. ctemsncnee seo ae eee | oe ee eee Peeeeeee 3 120 3 
TROUPES 3 sito te ee ae ee Oe eee pee occ ke See Gee. SERS 3 22 3 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
SGUNGS ES cco ne ee meee a ee comes eee | 1 500 2 100 3 
TFAmMMEUNGLS nse se otal we Sete oe ree eee eee 91 | 6,700 47 | 3,010 138 
GillnetsSs ss Bae ee ei ERIE S| 6 OA) Bee seers PES seer 6 
GARG ULy NL pect tes Rep SI a SP Se Sa lo wictagineleieels eee aaa 43 | 1,720 43 
Panag sete Sue aoe 2k See ee 2 ie ee SLU Pees pare 40) seers 
Tongs.) = fase 23 as Oar J Sabet sg see th 8 24 180 200 | 1,500 224 
MIZIOL ADPAlAlUS. << 1... a8. seen ae ee oe LAPIS dest bat OW ol. ata! teres 

Shore and accessory property........-.-.-------- Waa oo 8 BBO A Pose eee 1777285522 see 
CASI CAPITALS ce oe Foo Sk cee ew cee ee aes ae ee een ee 800)|S esse 235000) |e oe cee 

AUPE ee So ee ee eet Ae Ly Dede oe) Te Ree a DIMAT A aoe 30715045 | same 5 eae 

igs Nhe Pounds. | Value. | Pownds. | Valuc.| Pounds. 
ADDON RM Barone cotta aja nme ob ac = Sig ee ee oe 3,450 $103 3,450 $175 6, 900 
Blick Grimiss223 sees esas. =. os ~~ Son ceee eee 8,775 417 3, 425 176 12,200 
DB ipebidhi tn ena he os os ee ee 5, 000 155 3,750 120 8, 750 
Bloerunneriov hardtans..-—5-2.20 2 ,ce ees aeee 1,000 30 10, 000 300 11, 000 
Catislt 3222 532502 CF Eae ea os thls. SEES Re 25, 760 573 14,903 329 40, 663 
TTT LS ea a a _....| 55,800 | 2,036 | 37,700] 1,216] 93,500 
Mionnderss.: = setae HiT eo ES 14,357 | 1,146| 24,250] 1,154| 38,607 
Groupersas. cp). s3cp eee sa tde os soe oie see eR eee amet 244,000 | 10,485 | 244,000 
APT i os win era cer oo ete aa iwleiwisip We wha eae 600 ff 2,100 42 2,700 
Jowfishisc-t ¥. S245 2 JGR. fick ons oe pa ee eioes ee eee 2,000 75 2,000 
King WHIEINE >. - 25-5 ate eee res Soe ta 5, 000 144 4,600 168 9,600 
Mullet: 

Presh: §: 2: ss. sroaseee oem: Po p= Sab asco e 859,500 | 33,390 | 834,020 | 34,150 |1,693, 520 
Belted ce c4-2 5 35 he ee came wre aan ees 5, 000 225 1, 000 50 , 000 
1 Ree ee nee = oe Re eee arta mello WN 2 10 3 10 

POUIPANO. «32652 ee ee 1,341 184 3, 625 615 4,966 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts. oF THE FISHERIES OF ALABAMA 
In 1918, By CountTieEs—Continued. 

Ttems. Baldwin. Mobile. Total. 

; H 

proDucTs—continued. Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pownds. | Value. 
Pedhsh onred dram 228...52> Se... <5 16,650 $755 6,600 $372 23,250 | $1,127 
“S PPg TC CSE etal St Pen eae os eer - > eee lp S ee 600 | 30 600 30 
BRRERSEC Way ces thee 2 os ee ee ee ee 400 12 200 5 600 17 
Rmeepsheadee at. 22 es 5° oe Fe 15,400 725 12,650 740 28,050 1,465 
SUE CG ges oy Or Ce ee aks ee ee 798,400 | 49,075 | 798,400] 49,075 
Bparash mackerel. 2 i 2... eee eee 1,934 112 2,350 165 4,284 277 
CH ie Be See RES eS ee eee wo Se 21,300 822 20, 400 601 41,700 1, 423 
PEPE ee 822 ee Oe eee 2,988 LV) See eee 2,938 125 
Bien tage 4 ee A Pe 60 On eee [CL eeaeee 60 45 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout””...........---------- 36,875 | 1,746 | 101,755 | 4,865] 138,630| 6,611 
Shrimp 6 38,828 

3,292 
1, 104 

775 | 635,376 | 21,915 |2651,126 | 22,690 
1,900} 163,275 | 13,585 |$190,575 | 15,485 
1,290 9,590 205 |4190,190| 1,495 

/1,331,353 | 47,916 |4,277,866 182,651 |5,609, 219 | 230, 567 

1 Represents 287,550 in number. 3 Represents 27,225 bushels. 
2 Represents 93,018 bushels. 4 Represents 27,170 bushels. 

FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS. 

The total yield of all forms of apparatus employed in the vessel 
fisheries, which included lines, trammel nets, otter trawls, and tongs, 
amounted to 1,335,173 pounds, valued at $75,963. The greater part 
of this total consisted of red snapper and groupers taken with lines. 

In the shore or boat fisheries the asthe amounted to 4,204,596 
pounds, valued at $152,300. The most productive form of appa- 
ratus was the trammel net, the catch consisting of various species, 
chiefly mullet, amounting to 1,704,540 pounds, valued at $63,815. 
Otter trawls used in the capture of shrimp ranked second, with a 
catch of 1,224,574 pounds, valued at $37,616, and tongs used for 
taking oysters third, with a catch of 1,000,391 pounds, or 142,913 
bushels, valued at $38,695. 

The following tables give the products of the vessel and shore fish- 
eries, by counties, in 1918: 

Yretp or Vesset FISHERIES OF ALABAMA IN 1918, BY APPARATUS AND SPECtIEs.! 

Species. Lines. Trammel nets. | Other trawls. Tongs. Total. 

Lbs. | Value. on eo Lbs. | Value.| Lbs. \Value.| Lbs. Value. 

oe 
panish mackerel......|.......... 
REE We stu 155 dees 2 
w= es or “sea 

ES See eee Br ee 
Co teh a are 3 
Oysters, market, public. 31,500 | $975 | 31,500 975 

fo 1, 044, 400 | 59,635 |218, 235 |14, 141 |41, 038 1, 212 (31, 500 975 |1,335,173 | 75,963 

1 Vessel fisheries were conducted only in Mobile County in 1918, 
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YreLtp oF SHORE FISHERIES OF ALABAMA IN 1918, By CouNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. Baldwin. Mobile. Total. 

Seines: Pounds. | Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
WAvipelfish= | hee: 8 Vi Sear re 1,000 $30 900 $18 i $48 
Blacwdrnim:. Se sa eee ee pe stReee:'s 5, 000 225 375 20 5,375 245 
‘BlWeHSh - <a S  ene 5, 000 155 3,750 120 8, 750 275 
Blue runner or hardtail............... 1,000 30 10, 000 300 11, 000 330 
Catfish: 28 [RUE NE fi OOt Per To. 3, 330 60 2,000 28 5, 330 
Croakens....; 2201 20. ai eee 10, 000 350 600 12 10, 600 362 
Plounders.<21 44). £ ere eee 750 35 625 32 1,375 67 
Gruniss3. 22024 coset ase ae 100 3 100 2 200 5 
Kane whiting =i cee. - aco andeee 1, 000 28) RE eee |e eRe 1, 000 28 
Mullet sooo. ee en & Et Se ee A. Ae heen Bree 12, 000 360 12,000 360 
Pompanoe: $030 tld eee wae 1,000 145 1, 125 90 2,125 235 
Redfishor red dmim: Stee. 28 eee 3, 750 170 3, 750 210 7,500 380 
SHAPES 25.3) Sees Seed St See ok ele aan 200 5 200 5 
DHECPSDEAG cena ke ARs ee as 2,500 115 625 35 3, 125 150 
Spanish mackerel. o. 95" 29. Vase! 1, 250 70 1,500 84 2,750 154 
Spot... 5: Sb ES Sse ss ee 2, 500 95 300 6 2, 800 101 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’.--........ 6, 900 225 6, 250 350 13, 150 575 

Oba Dee eee te ac as ee | 45,080 1,736 | 44,100 1,672 | 89,180 3, 408 

Trammel nets: 
Angelfish: = es Sites eee sees 2, 450 73 1,350 37 3, 800 110 
BlnckGram es sons see ees nee 3,775 192 2,750 141 6, 525 333 
Gaifshh pee kee yee eee 21,930 504] 12,503 287 | 34, 438 791 
Croaker See 2052 kee ss comes 45, 800 1, 686 28, 000 780 73, 800 2, 466 
Flounders 1, 807 91 2,125 97 3, 932 188 
Grianissss seo 500 14 2,000 40 2,500 54 
King whiting 2,000 56 600 18 2,600 74 
Mullet— 

WLESh teen ere Oe re De Leas 858,000} 32,940 | 617,000] 22, 190 |1, 475, 000 55, 130 
Salted: Hache &.yaeereeronewnn Baal 000 bli. Be. Suen ase Reese , 000 225 

IROMPANG ees ca Pee ne ee 341 39 700 75 1, 041 114 
Redfish or'red drum .'- 522252) ALS: 5, 400 245 2, 250 102 7,650 347 
Sharks Sy 5. oo Bet eee er 400 LDH eerie tar RON. SERS 400 12 
Sheepshead. ee ee | 12,900 610 | 10, 625 571 | 23,525 1,181 
Spanish mackerel..............-.----: 684 AQ 250 16 934 58 
Spdt Soe ae tsa hah eo) Sse ete ae 18, 800 727 18, 000 490 36,800]. 1,217 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’...-....._. 155725 1,021 10, 875 494 | » 26,600 1,515 

Tota ee et eae ee 

SPUTRCON hse st A oe ccs tere eee 

Lines: 
Catfish = 2+ 2h se eee ee 
King wWhitittp =e s43 22-8 “eee See 
Redtish or. red dram. 2.2.2. eee eee 
Sen Vass os es eee ees 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’........... 
Orbs, Nard 5 0 oe cte es nie wt asin 

Otter trawis: Shrimp 2... 252522). ea 

Tongs: 

CYOARGIas Freee tee eben 

Mallet: Siete coepeaceu oo. tt tt 
Sheepshead. 2. Ss ee cso saves 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’”’........... 
Merrapin ;. foo. 2 he eee eeeaew els cece 

995, 512 | 38,477 | 709, 028 

2, 327 

37, 616 

20, 940 
13, 585 

205 

34, 730 

25,338 |1, 704, 540 63, 815 

2,938 125 
60 45 

2,998 170 

900 23 
4,500 135 
7,500 340 
600 30 

80, 500 2,700 

1,224,574 | 37,616 

619,626 | 21,715 
190,575 15, 485 
190, 190 1) 495 

1, 000, 391 38, 695 

2,938 ig paw ae 
60 rie pa mees 

2, 998 | 70d eee: 

500 9 400 
2, 000 60| 2,500 
7,500 BA coe ener 

sete Teepe Great cae 600 
14, 250 500 | 66, 250 
25, 800 965 3 

50,050|  1,874| 70,050 

i ow | ........|1, 224, 574 

15, 750 775 | 603, 876 
27,300 | 1,900} 163,275 

180,600} 1,290] 93590 

223,650| 3,965 | 776,741 

Epa oes CUD Cpe 100 
11,800} "1020'| 21, 250 
1,500 25,000 

ye eee 100 
FB MOK ih ek 125 

763 934 | 2,175 

14,063 | 1,694 48,750 

1, 331, 353 
| 

\ 

47, 916 2, 873, 243 

100 4 
33, 050 2, 025 
26, 500 1) 250 

100 6 
125 6 

2, 938 1, 104 

62, 813 4,395 

104, 384 |4,204,596 | 152, 300 
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WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

In 1918 there were 16 wholesale fish establishments, including 2 
engaged in the canning of shrimp and oysters and 1 in crushing 
oyster shells, valued at $175,850, with a cash or working capital of 
$23,900, employing 296 persons, to whom wages were paid amounting 
to $69,676. The output of canned shrimp and oysters and crushed 
oyster shells is included in the wholesale table for Mississippi. 

FISHERIES OF MISSISSIPPI. 

In 1918 Mississippi ranked fourth in quantity of fishery products 
taken and third in the value of the products. The number of persons 
engaged on fishing and transporting vessels was 667; in the shore 
fisheries, 673; and in the wholesale establishments, canneries, and 
other industries, 1,527, representing a total of 2,867. 

The investment amounted to $1,433,585, which includes 160 
fishing and transporting vessels, valued at $255,875, with a net 
tonnage of 2,090 tons and outfits valued at $41,065; 603 power and 
other boats, valued at $99,505; fishing apparatus employed on 
vessels to the value of $25,598; fishing apparatus employed on boats 
to the value of $19,383; shore and accessory property valued at 
$786,109; and cash capital amounting to $206,050. 

The products amounted to 20,592,089 pounds, valued at $762,770, 
a decrease of 2,834,876 pounds, or 12.10 per cent, in quantity and 
an increase of 209,550, or 37.87 per cent, in value as compared 
with 1902. The catch of shrimp was 9,147,445 pounds, with a value 
of $319,595; oysters, 8,906,723 pounds, or 1,272,389 bushels, valued 
at $307,326; mullet, 1,453,431 pounds, valued at $64,262; sque- 
teagues or ‘‘sea trout,” 356,070 pounds, valued at $28,874; crabs, 
225,025 pounds, valued at $7,882; and redfish, 115,685 pounds, 
valued at $8,135. 

FISHERIES, BY COUNTIES. 

The following table shows, by counties, the number of persons 
employed, the number and value of vessels, boats, and apparatus 
used, the amount of capital invested, and the quantity and value 
of the products of the fisheries in 1918: 

PeRSONS ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF MISSISSIPPI 
IN 1918, BY COUNTIES. 

} 

Items. | Hancock County. | Harrison County. | Jackson County. Total. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. j 
Number.| Value.| Number. Value. | Number.| Value. | Number, | Value. 

On vessels fishing........ | See ee ee ae hy Pare aes GOL aus Bais 
On vessels transporting. -.'..........|........ i RR eS sea Aes Ste Se oe 66s, ieoeue 
In shore fisheries......... SE 6 eae 166 |-2.582 (AD he Ses 
uu Se iD ie a ie eee 1 Got essen ass Le SS Ly Bese les scene 

OCR win See cae 2 21 eee 77 SE em 2.9 ee IA ZOOL ile wae ace 

INVESTMENT. ran 

Vessels fishing: | 
SIMO LID an 0 aha netelp® a ein om eer Fe 6 $9, 300 4 | $7,600 10 | $16, 900 

DORE as akes tie AO hiss Ax aie ces) 2 ip “OSilataeaeese, | ey @ B42 es BGteasncees 
Wire to tek seed tnd: So 9355 eaters acetone el" Chae OUD nies tie ate Bas Ry OsD i lecu kee ces'« 

| Serre Tey 7 $11,400 LOB |) 4075; B00) eee ei value owes 115 | 184, 850 
Tonnage......... MAG Nod rein ss O00: |e aenatews debeabecsa| seneuede 1 80D) li ct ennae 
ONG edinierdcads tietagis=s 2 eee GU; TAO goueWke nk |aowawweeltabdaeceses 33,175 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF MISSISSIPPI 

FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES, 

IN 1918, By CountTres—Continued. 

Items. 

INVESTMENT—Continued. 

Vessels transporting: Number. 
Gasoline st a. ses. cecal oe eee were 5 

Apparatus, vessel fisher- 
ies: 

Apparatus, shore fisher- 
ies: 
Trammel nets. ....... 
Semmesi: css t es eae 

Other apparatus. -... 
Shore and _ accessory 
PLOPET GY 28 2 a2 acces 

Cash capital: 22222-2222 

PRODUCTS. 

Angelfish 23-1 so eked 545 
Ta EYE 2G bq b in pega ae aN 

Pounds. 

Baltgds.(-. Sceesete ces ee 
Mullet‘roe, salted: ..2....32|2- 5 
ROMPANO |. sock cemswaliee seeeeae 
WOlrelOSas cat mascamer ose ne |e aes 
Redfish or red drum. .... 12, 000 
S@a/DS88.. 6 -sanece rues see 250 
Sharka > 22s -<ceeeenee|- we ayes 
Sheepshead ......-....-.. 7, 250 
SNAPPCL;LOd sc issccc eee cae e eanc es 
Spanish mackerel. ....... 1, 250 
DO eves estan cane csinnroae 4, 000 
Squeteagues or ‘sea 
OMG cio ne dio etiag aan en 132, 000 
I ee eee eee eine an 644, 800 
Crabs: 

gs yt bey es See 25, 000 
Ae nd a ae 

Terrapin: -oos-u. tees 2. 600 
Purtles .Verener ssa a7 d| <3 Peewee nn 
Oysters, market: 

Public, from Missis- 
sippi beds....-..... 751, 653 

Public, from Louisi- 
Q0G DES So. pee eed oc aet~c--- 

Private, from Missis- 
sippi beds ee See! | | 

Private, from Louisi- 
G08 DOGS S.- weee nes 311, 682 

Total... cccecepnee 2,042,975 

1 Represents 648,075 in number. 
2 Represents 27,000 in number. 
2 Represents 565,248 bushels. 

4 Represents 506,639 bushels. 
5 Represents 11,988 bushels. 
6 Represents 188,514 bushels. 

Hancock County.} Harrison County. | Jackson County. Total. q 

Value. | Number. Value. | Number. | Value. | Number. | Value. 
Sethe ae LOM SPScO0OI Ene noe ce ale cee 10 | $18, 500 
15 ae 12435 PER Seal Semcetos s|aeeece a 124) || 27 eee 
Be So ods so eee 2 LOB eee cc] aoe &| ne cee eee eo 
LP ie eee 25 SUAGZON Oe one oc) sccames 35, 625 
wowee ees ATO). Se ee ee | he sick ae 
Baer «cll esrb eps 3),060 | once es cet lan Senne le eminem ce oen 
$2, 580 264 15, 365 110 | $4, 040 21, 985 
sedoawat 115 58, 870 39 | 18, 650 77, 520 

800 
19, 560 

50 
40 

5,100 
48 

1, 200 43 4,300 34 | 3,400 8, 900 
5 SA 15 3, 560 4] 1,150 4,710 
Piece 95 2,375 6 150 2,525 

80! |/Ss52es ces. Sayer ageless 148 363 
225, 231 1,155 89 445 1, 825 

tha ape beatae fo 2 ea Se ae 60 1, 060 

118168; ||2eeeetes see GO Be eee 25, 030 786, 109 
2351002 ose aie 1G6 "1505 Ae a , 800 206, 050 

161 440 eee G2) ORS | Sao emea 79, 188 1,433,585 

Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. Value. 
is oe AB 600 $30 300 $15 $45 

$20 8, 760 263 4,517 224 507 
2, 066 150 190 
6, 888 345 682 

12, 400 470 1, 917 
15,295 | 1,170 3, 030 
24, 656 863 863 
8, 800 288 288 
5,417 271 966 

hyde eal ses Sere 80 

890,113 | 31,805 46, 801 
aes 112, 649 7,885 | 96,849 | 7,747 15, 632 
Suara 9, 430 964 4, 555 865 1, 829 
k AEE 480 79 3, 809 609 688 
Nae le Waban oceal acumen ane 1,400 49 49 

960 37, 636 2,676 66,049 | 4,499 8, 135 
30 2, 560 209 1, 570 121 360 

ata teed 400 Merc comahemtee late cemiee 12 
725 9, 668 705 50,694 | 3,052 4, 482 

a8, eR ee re ae 98,232 | 6,877 6, 877 
125 9, 037 741 1, 244 100 966 
200 11, 945 431 3,145 143 774 

13, 240 104, 748 7,405 | 119,322] 8,229 356,070 | 28, 874 
22,568 | 8,404,000 | 293, 295 98,645 | 3,732 | 9, 147, 445 | 319, 595 

1, 500 151, 025 3,307 40, 000 800 | 1216, 025 5, 607 
idgins, BO 9, 000 2 O75 liicamecncc|-ceeseee |e) Mas OUOn | emmeeonos 

450 3, 000 1, 950 2,000} 1,500 5, 600 7 
Sarees 337 20.2 aes x. 2a oe 337 20 

26,168 | 3,116,379 | 110,959 88,704 | 3,959 |83, 956, 736 | 141, 086 

| oe 8,546,473 | 118,328 |..........|..-.-.--|43, 546, 473 | 118, 328 

RE Sari 63, 532 2, 836 20, 384 910 5 83, 916 3, 746 

10,389 | 1, 007, 916 Boj 000. |weeaaean | tnakomets 61,319,598 | 44, 166 

85, 606 |16, 882,060 | 598,371 |1, 667,054 | 78,793 |20, 592,089 | 762,770 
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FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS, 

The catch of all forms of apparatus employed in the vessel fisheries 
in 1918 amounted to 13,613,605 pounds, valued at $464,404. The 
catch of oysters with dredges and tongs amounted to 7,633,983 
pounds, or 1,090,569 be valued at $251,011; shrimp, with 
seines and otter trawls, 5,677,200 pounds, valued at $198,402; 
various species with trammel nets, 184,407 pounds, with a value of 
$7,879; and red snapper, groupers, jewfish, and porgies, with lines, 
118,015 pounds, valued at $7,112. 
The products of the shore or boat fisheries amounted to 6,978,484 

pounds, valued at $298,366. The largest quantity was taken with 
otter trawls, recently introduced im the fishery for shrimp, amount- 
ing to 3,248,070 pounds, valued at $113,309. The catch of oysters 
with tongs, which ranked second, was 1,272,740 pounds, or 181,820 
bushels, valued at $56,315. Various species were taken with tram- 
mel nets, amounting to 1,108,094 pounds, valued at $60,876; with 
seines, amounting to 921,199 pounds, valued at $44,000; with lines, 
345,943 pounds, valued at $15,353; and with minor appliances, 
amounting to 82,438 pounds, valued at $8,513. 

The following tables give the products of the vessel and shore 
fisheries in 1918, by counties, apparatus, and species: 

YreLp or VESSEL FISHERIES oF MississtPrt IN 1918, By CouNTrEs, APPARATUS, AND 
SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. ; Total. 

Tramme!l nets Pounds. | Value. 
Angel PE coos Ma Fumede an 100 $5 
C1 SGT eee ee oe ae j 7 57 1,131 44 
RNs an8 cetae cop coms ok < 0'5~20 200 14 
OO ae SES Are ore 25 95 2,450 92 
Flounders..... en _ 7. 2,650 187 
ane whiting. ‘ 76 g 976 49 
NM od cca os dra 4 vit pay 2g 140, 052 4,744 
Redfish or red drum. é P i 56 31k ; 16,318 1,142 
2 PS a eee pee 5 owe 200 16 
BEIBOORNORAN. $25 «iw awe cclantnende ss 5,277 370 
Pee er =) Sa 1,000 36 
Squeteagues or “sea 

| iy SR SS Be | Josette: 3, 500 350 | 10,553 830 14, 053 1,180 

ie ss a Peeeeeeee eR 27,210 | 1,414 | 157,197 6,465 184, 407 7,879 

Seines: Shrimp............. 644, 800 |$22, 568 | 4,982,400 (174,084 |.........|-.....-. 5, 627,200 | 196, 652 

os Ae ore, ee OPE) (etme eeecheney| Ota yt 23, 063 807 23, 063 807 
15 eS Se | are oi 1 x SNS co Sp esbeca ee 8,000 260 8, 000 260 
RE Re: | RR Re | | SR oh al 1,200 42 1, 200 42 
ee 2 Me | ea re |--e---2e]------qee-0|---5--63 85,752 | 6,003 85, 752 6,003 

i Oe Ae aan a Ae Sa e y (incomes 118,015 | 7,112] 118,015] 7,112 

Otter trawls: Shrimp.......|.......... fase 2h 50,000 | 1,750 |.........|-.------ 50,000 | 1,750 

Oysters, market— 
Public, from Missis- 

sipp’ UR s np tae's 653,121 | 21,770 |. 2,330,841 | 76,744 |e. ilos ween 2,992,962 | 98,514 
Public, from Louisi- 
ana beds Me ASB ieee, SS tel | ld; 2blgb sd. 1LUD eal eces 2254) codaa eos 3,261,573 | 105,891 

Private, from Louis- | 
jana beds......... 311,682 | 10,389 | 1,001,616 1,313,298 | 43,791 

1 ree | 964,803 | 32,159 6, 603,030 7, 567,833 | 248, 196 

qn market— ate le Pic: ATED 
Public, from Missis- 

ol tater fo. Sl aS 2 3, 150 LONE ITE at =e 3, 150 190 
Public, from Louis- 
A Oey el Spee er Pees DOF ie pe | Suraadns ac lanian na 56, 700 2,250 

Private, from Louis- : 
EG . a ipae eee Faia beet — 82 6,300 LN EAS a Bete 6, 300 375 

TOAD sescae sss Pee] 66,150 | _ 2,815 |..... EYE! PEE 66,150 | 2,815 

Grand total ..... 1, 609, 003 \54,727 |11,728,790 |396, 100 | 275,212 | 13,577 |13, 613,605 | 464, 404 
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YreELpD OF SHORE FISHERIES OF Mississippi IN 1918, By CouNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. Hancock County.} Harrison County. | Jackson County. Total. 

Trammel nets: Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pownds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
‘Anpelfish. 220.2 sctekie-2|-- teamed s ook =e $15 100 $5 4 $20 
lack GUO eae nae eae 500 $20 8,000 240 2,798 140 11, 298 409 
Dinesh Soe ns oe ea oe re es ecko ne ae 500 40 300 24 800 64 
@atfishtwan. : Adee hye Bao cee eee 5, 220 182 200 10 5, 420 192 
Crodkersc ss tee: .-| 4,000 240 5,700 285 8,350 298 | 18,050 823 
Plopniders- = os 25525252 22ece 540 54 1,700 136 1,795 131 4,035 321 
King pyniting see S905 0 Ane Be eememne (eee cue 3,300 165 2,815 142 6,115 307 
h et— 

Brecht.) eae 140,000 | 8,400 | 125,060 | 4,007 | 411,674 | 15,135 | 676,734 | 27,542 
Salted -< 22 csc cc we san | oecmer en |ae sees 10,000 AU SR As taal eae 10, 000 700 

Romipano 22 fete sso 5n ee ss-| oe sees ele eee 350 58 90 14 440 72 
Redfish or red drum. ..-.. 12,000 960 24,350 | 1,704 45,182 | 3,156 81, 532 5, 820 
Sea basst2 2 seis SRE Eo ee ee 1,010 75 380 26 1,390 101 
Sheepshead ...........---- 6,000 600 6,300 441} 41,790] 2,459] 54,090] 3,500 
Spanishtniackerel: 22-2220) snot ce recone 2,990 299 100 8 3,090 307 
SPO se sso s eRe cee 4,000 200 5, 700 203 2,145 107 11,845 510 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’| 88,000 | 8,800 59,616 | 4,328 72,639 | 5,119 | 220,255 | 18,247 
Merrapine. oe, se SE 600 ASO Us ee eA se 2,000 | 1,500 2,600 | 1,950 

Wotalie colo cc eee 255,640 | 19,724 | 260,096 12,878 | 592,358 | 28,274 |1, 108,094 | 60,876 

Seines: 
Anpeltishvscs. = sane e == a5-| ee eee ee eee 2 200 10 100 5 300 15 
Blacindram es sss / core ee ee ee 100 3 1,148 57 1,248 60 
Ten stee fee arsao tee |) Pete inn EOP ete Petes |e ee 1, 566 112 1,566 112 
Catfish=? 25-2222 oases pane ne ote | ote ee 3,000 105 810 41 3,810 146 
CroakGnes ton sence n= ae eee nee ote 8,500 425 300 15 8, 800 440 
DGC GH ets Sea nee sooscae secede s|eGescce 1,350 108 1, 400 102 2, 750 210 
King whiting cee eee erate Be 1,400 70 1, 626 80 3,026 150 
Menlndentesascses se scases | eae aaa Se nee 10,000 60" eres act elWoseesec 10,000 60 
Mullet— 

Rregh oes cercsuce| s-eeea be [See 42,275 | 1,419 | 348,887 | 12,216] 391,162] 13,635 
Saltede chet e aso ee ge enen eens 102,649 | 7,185 | 96,849 | 7,747] 199,498 | 14,932 

Mulletirod *salted--c-- <5. 5)|ccn pede eee 9, 430 964 4, 555 865] 13,985] 1,829 
Porigano= nba. eee eae een eae 50 8 3, 669 587 3,719 595 
Redfish or red drum......|.........|.---..- 2, 486 188 | 11,749 713 | 14,235 901 
Sea Pass ss2-0 2 eos eo eee Alone eee 150 10 90 7 240 17 
Sheepshead ents 1b kas SAAN er Net asin 1, 568 120 3,427 207 4,995 327 
Spanish mackerels .2. jv 2k ies esl eaae 5, 430 395 1,044 84 6,474 479 
Et ee ee ee aa AS ae Ae Ne a 5, 145 17342 eee ee 5,145 173 
Squeteagues or “sea trout”’|.........|.......- 11;043 765 | 19,203 | 1,379] 30,246] 2,144 
SHI D sos ona eee oe ee Leas 220 “000s "ied | Ree emrenne ce eerres 220, 000 7,715 

POD teeters nea re eet ee te eae 424,776 | 19,783 | 496,423 | 24,217 | 921,199 | 44,000 

Lines 
Cattishie <tee bose ee ee pene eres 800 40 5,878 294 6,678 324 
Croaker Jo. 220s <.ce eee eae 1, 200 72 6, 800 335 1,800 90 9, 800 497 
TG yriel Ch Pee ion roca sacececon| cacnbone 1, 260 116 600 42 1,860 158 
Groupersse. ot Lees - SASS | Eee ae et od oa |= wen too 1,593 56 1,593 56 
OWhshee osc hee c a] sete Se ee ore ee eee | re 800 28 800 28 
King whiting. .-....--:..- 4,000 240 3,800 ICD Soasesbsas| Sedooe ae 7,800 430 
POMpanGt ses. cose seca. = ete ceeecl ae ccteen seamen ce laeneeinee 50 8 50 8 
1) 1S SSO ate aoe cota ore || OED Ae Gocane cl Dosenas ABA oecanes 200 7 200 7 
Redtish or red) drum -<.. Bee <2 bons | evieeeee 300 24 800 48 1,100 72 
Sea bassls- = ote =. scinees 250 30 900 84 900 72 2,050 186 
Sheepshead ..........-...- 1, 250 125 850 68 2 16 2,300 209 
SOF) EA) Tee enoqas anor aan sea5|mosengee| pong-osn cj bosacnae 12, 480 874 12, 480 874 
Spanish mackerel......... 1, 250 125 130 13 00 8 1, 480 146 
S) Gh] aan em al oem TSE I a 600 BO lee ceceeee |). Maakees 600 30 
Squeteagues or ‘‘seatrout”’| 44,000 | 4,440 | 20,200 | 1,370] 16,927 901 | 81,127] 6,711 
Craps vhardhes... 5.6 eee: 25,000 | 1,500] 151,025 | 3,307] 40,000 800 | 216,025 | 5,607 

J) oe es 76,950 | 6,532 | 186,665 | 5,577| 82,328 | 3,244 | 345,943 | 15,353 

Otter trawls: Shrimp........- (ie. - gb eae 3,151,600 109,686 | 96,470 | 3,623 |3,248,070 | 113,309 

Other apparatus: | 
“Anpeltighys 2522 -c esses! et Ae ie) (cies tere 100 ts ORO ROO EE ccc crc 100 5 
Blaekidrim s+ tee cess 23 PARR eer Sect 5. 100 P| ee EE ee snne 100 3 
Cattieh (Ae ee [RRO ES Ee 755. 200 MO crectsey eee | sc sees 200 10 
Croakens)2s25¢.5oseeeaeese BE eee ne is 1, 500 lilt ASRS at OP Fconcess 1,500 65 
Mlounderas:2b226c. w-oo8 | 2,250 225 15,320 | 1,209 9,000 720 26,570 2, 154 
Kine whiting 2. ..222.2..5. SPE nA tere ea 600) BO nie nscale a 600 30 
Menhaden: 22 inn ceweeis dee |Vaniee ess eee 1,050 2D) Sarit oe atenin tee 1,050 20 
Mullet 2. 20 20 ee [sega 18,000 | 720 4,000 160 | 22,000 880 
Pompano... sisson eee oe elo a eee 19" see wes sos atreemee 80 13 
Redfish or red drum: 32). 30. | 2250 s ee 2, 500 200 13 taecee | Dae 2,500 200 
Oa DAES s 2. = borer end ones | aes 500 AO rscioutaioe sialisidacmie tes 500 40 
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YIELD OF SHORE FISHERIES OF Mississippi In 1918, By CouNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
Sprecres—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Hancock County.) Harrison County.) Jackson County. Total. 

Other apparatus — Continued. Pianta Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. 
Sheepshead -.-.....------- 950 $76 

Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
9 

Spanish mackerel. ..-...-- 487 
BID! Sot pede case ba os 500 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’ 10,389 
TTS eee eee Or aed aed Se eee Pe koe |, er 
Crabs, soft - 9, 000 
Terrapin 3,000 
Turtles 337 

$225| 65,013 | 7,209| 15,175| 989| 82,438| 8,513 

is 98,532 | 4,398 | 773,388 3,959 | 960,624 | 42,382 

See ple POPES GN ERLE Ea daa tas 228,200 | 10,187 |.......... ae: 228,200 | 10, 187 
Private, from Missis- 

910} 83,916| 3,746 BIGDL DOUR os ccte aca laces sce else seen 63, 532 

4,869 |1,272,740 | 56,315 ea 98,532 | 4,398 |1,065, 120 

Grand total....... 433,372 | 30,879 |5, 153,270 |202, 271 eae 65, 216 te, | 298, 366 

47,048 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

There were 29 wholesale fresh-fish establishments in the State in 
1918, valued at $59,065, with a cash capital amounting to $31,250, 
in which 455 persons were engaged and $47,290 paid in wages. In 
addition to these, there were 21 establishments engaged in canning 
shrimp and oysters, valued at $723,094, with a cash capital amounting 
to $174,800. The number of persons engaged in the canning industry 
was 1,382 and the wages paid amounted to $307,560. 

To avoid the disclosure of individual enterprise, the output of 
canned shrimp and oysters and crushed oyster shells in Alabama 
has been included in the following table, containing statistics of the 
canning industry and preparation of by-products for Mississippi: 

Oyster AND SHriup CANNING INDUSTRY, INCLUDING By-Propucts, IN MISSISSIPPI 
IN 1918. 

Items. Number. | Value. | Items. Number. | Value. 
es ee eee | a 

} 
Establishments............... 21 ($723,094 || Shrimp canned: 
OL ee BS Ae eee OP ee 174, 800 IN One aeajendaues cans.. ? 6,550,344 |$521, 484 
Persons engaged A eee as BC? tea sp be ee See do....| %449,568 | 99,872 
ON ER Seen (OF meet ae 307, 560 | ——_—— 

Total: .sies.c-<seeee | 6,999, 912 | 621,356 
PRODUCTS. ——— 

|| Miscellaneous products-cans. .| 40,800 | 14,800 
Oysters canned: || Crushed oyster shells (poultry | 
LL eee cans B4j,062) |" (3; 207.1] = food) ~ ose. ae 5 pounds... 35,320,000 | 22,080 
4ounces............d0....| 946,896 | 95,678 || Other products......... Cs (eerie 311, 000 8, 580 
a eee do....|1 4,004, 664 | 437, 628 
ee | ae 29, 880 4, 188 
PN O re ws essde ss do... 1917, 448 | 174,391 
10 ounces....... -do... 401,472 | 84,379 
1ounces........... do... 3, 840 960 

1 a a | 6,338,832 | 800, 431 

1 Includes pack of one firm in Alabama. *Includes output of one firm in Alabama. 
2 Includes pack of two firms in Alabama. 
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FISHERIES OF LOUISIANA. 

Louisiana ranked second among the Gulf States in 1918 in the 
number of persons engaged, in the nvestment, and in the value of its 
fishery products. There were 65 persons employed on fishing vessels, 
128 on vessels transporting fishery products, 2,093 in the shore or 
boat fisheries, and 1,905 on shore in fresh-fish establishments, can- 
neries, etc., totaling 4,191 persons engaged in the fisheries, compared 
with 5,027 persons in 1902. The decrease was largely in the shore 
fisheries. 

There were 88 fishing and transporting vessels, representing a net. 
tonnage of 765 tons, with a value, including their outfit, of $187,610, 
and 1,762 power, sail, and row boats, valued at $350,140. The value 
of the fishing apparatus used in the vessel and shore fisheries amounted 
to $95,317; the value of the shore and accessory property to $671,621, 
and the cash capital to $170,500, representing a total investment in 
the fisheries of the State of $1,475,188, an increase of $685,465, or 
86.79 per cent, as compared with 1902. 

The products of the fisheries in 1918 aggregated 24,953,876 pounds, 
valued at $1,419,367. Compared with 1902, there was an increase 
in the quantity of 199,741 pounds, or 0.80 per cent, and $561,053, or 
65.36 per cent, in the value of the products. Among the species of 
importance mention may be made of the following: Shrimp, 13,315,- 
407 pounds, valued at $649,805; oysters, 7,855,421 pounds, or 
1,122,203 bushels, valued at $494,299; squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout,” 
1,190,357 pounds, valued at $110,474; aati or red drum, 565,899 
pounds, valued at $46,945; catfish, 480,420 pounds, valued at 
$18,955; and croaker, 383,035 pounds, valued at $28,862. 

FISHERIES, BY PARISHES OR COUNTIES. 

The number of persons employed, the number and value of 
vessels, boats, and fishing apparatus used, the amount of capital 
invested, and the quantit saat alie of the products of the fisheries 
of Louisiana in 1918 are shown, by counties, in the following table: 
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PerRsONS ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRopUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF LOUISIANA 

Items. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vessels transporting 
In shore fisheries 
Shoresmen..-..... 

INVESTMENT. 

Gasoline 

onnage 
Orin) Reo en 

Sail and row boats 
Power boa 

Pompano 
Red 
Ce rere 

ee ee ee 

ih or red drum............ 
bass 

In 1918, By CoUNTIEs. 

Calcasieu. Cameron. 

Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. 
2 2 

SRSA FC 9 Bie Resa) Mee 

hx css i} $500; =1| $600 
Ol fecsmsies Bilesd raat 

Doers | ere 
i 30 9| 250 

500 

200 

3, 200 156| 4,400| 352 

8,600" | B08 "2,600 | 208° 

"4,600 |" 460 |°"5, 600 |" "560" 

ae: . es 05,406 | 7,029 

2,700 939 | 18,406 | 9, 268 

Jefferson. Jefferson Davis. 

Number.| Value. | Number.) Value. 
4 

488 |. 
318 

2b $55000'|... Sores saneees 
Te cc « o0c| seoe SORE e 

SPSS: 500. | pe. ca oh 

Baas 97| 2,68] 1] $30 
500 

500 

54,778 | 4,382] 3,200 256 
6,600 fh Bese Sout 
2,000 Cy RNR) (Se 

20,443 | 1,685; 2,200 176 
860 rtd Seaeae oT aa 
A a 7) eae ane 

198,529 | 17,152| 4,100 410 
2) 000 oy eee a Se 

6, 724, 614 |236, 881 |.........|.. Rowe 
560 7 eT ERIN: 

|. BSHO BERT |decraz Sa heres 
[. SBpOOB LOO: nova doa eeeaits 

4,900 1) 218 | ecaeoscitevertee 

677, 124 | 40,305 |...22....|.000000 ; 

7, 968, 882 |320,983 | 11, 100 922 
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Persons EnGAcep, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF LOUISIANA 
IN 1918, By CounTIES—Continued. 

Items. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vessels fishing 
On vessels transporting 
In shore fisheries 
Shoresmen 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
Gasoline 

IROWelDOALS 25 Geer ee Sea see eee Ls 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

Seines 

LANES 9. coon in oe See ene eae 

Moonen 6. - aceeet oe eee eee cote as 
Minor apparatus 

Shore and accessory property 
Cash capital 

WAS dcnE Oo oh ae nels taaed aac ee 

Sheepshead 
PAP DCl OU cose men nae ee ae eee eee 
Spanish mackere] 
Spot 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout”’......-..-..-.. 
Yellowtail 

+ 

Crabs, hard 

Public 

Lafourche. Orleans. Plaquemines. 

Number Value. eubes Value. 
24. 2 5c ciniencta|) bY LO aie ee 
Boileatoeseeee 4 sire Saeeee 
UGfaleceecmece 296: | .sccceeeee 
Gy?) eee 194:\|'ssSeseee 

MiCOd| Seces smeee 497) Se Sacer 

5 | $10,300 1 $4, 000 

98 27, 400 38 13, 850 124 57, 700 

eS a Tee 12 3, 860°| . 43.2) 2d.0 eee ae 
1 25. |lamaasasecisllame nese ciel\onlb esi niswis| ee eee 

Sake etcerc ne seensekes 15 450) oo = ate <| Sameera 
5 35 19 148 3 24 

33 9, 740 30 3, 100 16 5, 200 
cae. $81 C aeAL oe. | Aeon. B55 | ea sean 16 1,475 
Be Sas eaten 115 1,150.|..2-chae-(-9 ee 
Se ent ese ene) Sash ects AQO) eas = -ineeiee 180 

48 AESO0: Meese olny ee eee 12 300 
150 150 Usha at sais || aceeseee 230 1,323 

Jace asalaide Beastie aes cae 425 | Jeltetlecloes| See eens 
athe tea 2 27,507 |ncccaesce| 220,970i|a0ze nce). MORRO 
ae ae ers S$; BOOU. ss senice | Sass <n lane ee a 

HS. Seine 935,887 j\\scseniace sel), p40S; 10S lame eee 179, 765 

| 
Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds Value 

pa ye Reel es aoe ee a 360 $18. |= 2:-,-cilecics| San See 
5, 300 $159 2,800 83 4,600 $138 

39, 243 1,177 9, 200 370 | 20,050 796 
71, 085 4,975 | 147,700 | 11,536] 42,850 2,774 
1, 200 a 2, 500 245 1, 250 115 

Sok Seen) Rese oa 20, 000 1,000 |.<.<% 2sn8e | ose 
70, 716 3,535 | 39,600 1,,880))|-..0-2-008| Seo 
74, 066 5,925 | 50,750 4,052} 74,270 5, 935 
8, 100 648 400 40 | sczeeecee| ER 

36, 868 2,947 | 34, 260 2,663 | 44,540 3, 463 
Bi de ce oleae Seed 60, 000 4,,000)i| «cic c2ecses| beeen eee 
Spices Bao omcee | caveat acene| teeters 625 62 

26, 985 1,349 2,750 187 sc s240d0e 4] eee 
100, 443 8,038 | 188,970] 18,258 | 162,450 13, 189 

200 LO) sees Stewie wisi|lc ae s msteia's lll wate tom avoreratal| rete . 

2,526,907 | 82,057 | 947,340 | 36, 282 |1, 301, 000 45, 326 
Fob ie tu aUe Raber e eae eeE foal. eee 18, 375 5, 145 
Ras Tae |e oucemgen alae S7p 3,256 | 56, 000 1, 400 

a ap ee es lees 88, 200 3,930 | 42,000 2, 500 
998,340 | 59,425 577,500) 20,900 |2,819,852| 166, 151 

3,959,453 | 170,353 |2, 284,205] 108,650 [4,587,862 | 246,994 
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° 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PropuctTs OF THE FISHERIES OF LOUISIANA 
In 1918, By CountTrEs—Continued. 

Items. St. Bernard. St. Mary. St. Tammany. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. 

SE VESSOIS SISHING 29> conse Be se eae tance cl ate oon -[Seeee ee a= Benes bese remiss) Bcaesoce as 
ee vyessels transporting 22522 22 | Se soe Sc sana ss 283) 54:2 3h joes eee teen one eee 
WEIMELe TISHOTICS: oc c= so ete een eee cece 1 (fal (ae ea 1G |see 2 Seek ee all Be a 
PUGIROGENIOTE! = ae tt ges 8S oe PS re ee ee alesse ncee A220) oct Sek ee oc | ees] eee 

1 RE Tig ea ee on iY 1 Se BAA We tie sae ok Le A Pars 

INVESTMENT 

Vessels fishing 
Gasoline 

Vessels transporting: 
Gasoline 

Power boats 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries 

ines 
oe. 
Dr 

Apparat, shore fisheries: 

Tamel nets 
Lines 
Otter trawls 
Tongs | | 1, 200 

Shore and accessory property.............. Lee: Ua OO) eas eo DL IOL EM eiascocmen| aaierost2 crore 
RUNES CERIN Ma TS Mie oh ere oc Soca eon | tenia a steed ol mem oalaniee © fae ean eee 8000 a6 22s ast. |icreteraresetare a 

Tu] 7” ee Riera eee Sees We. 908 (ios ..5552 Hage eS eae a 730 

Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. | Pounds. Value. 
$3 

ysters, market: 
DCTETE Giant oa See ee O00; 4S |, Sih aae Ns. Se calle ee ll: ake d| oer 
Ly SCALE Ga RS © 5 RI 249, 879 1, 481)|, :B07;B46' || 7 988. | ees see See es 

pd a Se eee ee oe 1,997,993 | 90,002} 605,013 | 41,839] 37,500 2,964 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRopUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF LOUISIANA 
IN 1918, 

Items. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 

On vessels fishing 2.25.52... Saas 
On vessels transporting -.-.-...........- 
Inshore fisheries... 30. 2 0 ot eee 
Shoresmen® 22280 ssa2 oe ee eee 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
GasOluIB: fe ceo goacces eneeemsseeoes 

Vessels transporting: 
Gasohnoet -t oes es sea Ss ee es 

IPOWOEE/DOAES et a- see ee Se ee cee 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

CINES.oS J 25 Saws seeestesecosecewe 
WINGS 52 sea eee eee 

Trammelinets sori /2tt< st ha basasccee 
Castmopsicee seen ere cn ne eee eee 
RATIOS 035 eS a ee eee pen ee 
LO, rj) gi A hyd [ee ee cba Be 
Dongs sist ASS A oe 
Minorapparatus.. = tite clocecenes 

Shore and accessory property..........-- 
Uash capital: <s2scsssus cts eeetiongacsase 

PANTS GC) fish soon ase eee sweeten Sate ee 
153 Vel ojo bb es Eien ee ey we eas Rey RD 
Caius... 5. eR oe. ook eck oo ee ee 

Wonders #: 4). Go cso toe as acote eee 
Garfish: dried... 25.) 4st 2b 2. eee 
AGTOUPEIS: oo os anon Sa en eee 
MUSE = Socb asec cee pee ace vee ttterem eee 

Sea bass... . 
Sharks......- 
Sheepshead 
SUAD VOL: Dotan samencre cere st seems 
Spanish WACKerel Fs <2252-sseecscwescs 

Oysters, market: 
PODLG He pasa cena ea oa Cope eae 

BY CountTrEsS—Continued. 

Terrebonne. Vermilion.! Total. 

seme Value. | Number.| Value. Number. Value. 
Be eames S| A = pall S 6b see 

i UH Sapo ran ee | 6 12872250. cee 
396 aeeeene ee 21003; |Saeee ee 
325 al ly senlediea seo | Pe beet 1,908 | os2-s eee 

999) | 2 eee oo e LS ee Seas 4,191") eee 

1 $5,000 | Seviccaccc|otarwectiee 16 $36, 700 

1,200 

8 14,000 3 | $3,500 52 98, 440 
1) Tl ee a oe Se! 26st ecaes ee 3814 45 ee 

at Lee i Bil Pee cress 425 || ss meneeeneees 13, 605 
SPaseeeesaleeectenobalkemasc cece lececoe ee 6 13, 400 
2 Bes tarcnr ard a eotaneraehe| Goioceclctere heeioa skeet 93:1! Seen 
Unsqadan| ueweswoewd] -be sata hibteasiee cee [epee ee eeeee 820 

225 6, 750 24 650 1,072 39, 040 
142 | 67,500 27 5,700 690 | 311, 100 

2s RR oc SP actca| Coton conte |secaeecese 14 3,920 
nie Evie we cera] stare arayeinveraral] « ntelarstersinretell meiarete mt eiarall ere miata erate 20 
2h PRS oo oH sbaceees eal ek eeeceem ee ae aera 1 ey 

2 60 Nsesosweadaletis omen nee 25 750 
ces Senet on Mey sad odie tite tioc cla ecm eee 27 207 

151 | 28,050 15 1,800 316 71,955 
14 W050. |e tcurdonetal se eeet cme 62 5,475 

sebS.2 sbadlee cess st Oe ee ae 115 1,150 
ee eer 50. [Legos sen clee stone Nee eee 1, 102 

8 7.11 | 6 Rae eae eu ee erie C | 149 3,825 
355 2,485 39 196 1,031 6,459 

ofa Fea cte nce pwn eeorete atone | laterateendgere a] ci cree aera eterereete erate 429 
ORs: Ty eee B00, [nce sc acac ely sOMgeat 
Sac aaeem 375500) | oe nie 2 cima) ee em wee ws | [ein erat | 

BASS SEaae- 808,277 |. ccescee-| Le; 7 Ese 22 2s ena eAoees 
———- _ 

Pounds Value. | Pounds. | Value es ae 

Ti B05 | ase $475 | 2,000. 54, 455 1,911 
110, 786 4,431 480, 420 18,955 
16,370 1,309 383,035 28, 862 
3,950 395 21,546 1,919 
6,500 155 6, 500 455 

Stall AeA eke kr Nees 20, 000 1,000 
36,925 1,477 325,177 15, 794 

110 17 820 184 
175,315 | 15,778 565, 899 46,945 

Pea ah MR aed 1p peta s 15, 100 1,216 
ies Batis Neen |e Basen” eset |e ce ees es 2,000 60 

$0,157 7,212 276, 528 22,044 
oe SBamcs pense oie oe Sere sdwdsuded 60, 000 4,000 
SHE ae el hE pl (BR Eg We, 3 1,775 226 
Jeon cesneslae cease eae esemnictemel gaemet eee 66, 625 3,330 
285,515 | 27,768 | 37,250 3,455 | 1,190,357] 110,474 

RES A DERE SR oe le eee Ey > 2,2 110 

566, 000 PAA 72: i | apt Cl EE i 12,571, 861 442,480 
665,171 | 312,180 | 10,000 3,500 743,546 | 207,325 

Sho Wie we 10 0 er wa lS etaw ete ia | er Peer er tel | tate tm eee 560 56 
aa bGmcosal ace caren Seen | aos Se a 2 281, 925 9,908 

5, 406 1678) | se eee | aan es ee 23, 406 7,578 
Jun Satteiatete | Sas Somat | See oneal ee ener 4,360 218 

coated ead | scat keanodloneae cane [Bee eee 3 919, 254 33, 903 
1,207,122 | 141,203 | 98, 805 6,993 | 46,936,167] 460,396 
3,178,832 | 410,302 | 176,930 | 16,151 | 24,953,876 | 1,419,367 

1 Includes Tberia Parish. 
2 93,975 in number. 
3 131,322 bushels, 
4990,881 bushels. In addition to the oysters shown above, 695,153 bushels, valued at $162,494, were 

taken by Mississippi men from Louisiana beds, and 11,250 bushels, valued at $3,000, were taken by Texas 
men from Louisiana beds. 

| 
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FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS. 

The different forms of apparatus used in the vessel fisheries of 
Louisiana, in the order of their importance, based on the value of the 
catch, were: Seines, with 783,740 pounds of shrimp, valued at $39,702; 
dredges, with 888,594 pounds of oysters, valued at $35,605; tongs, 
with 372,750 pounds of oysters, valued at $19,712; lines, with 42,000 
pounds of catfish, valued at $1,680; and otter trawls, with 18,500 
ounds of shrimp, valued at $740. The total catch of the vessel 
heries amounted to 2,105,584 pounds, valued at $97,439. 
The total yield of the shore or boat fisheries amounted to 22,848,292 

pounds, valued at $1,321,928. Seines were the most productive form 
of apparatus used, the catch amounting to 9,600,274 pounds, valued 
at $601,843. The catch with tongs amounted to 6,594,077 pounds, 
valued at $438,982; with otter trawls, 5,381,428 pounds, valued at 
$198,653; with lines, 699,128 pounds, valued at $43,140; with tram- 
mel nets, 293,050 pounds, valued at $23,473; with cast nets, 125,500 
pounds, valued at $5,075; and with minor apparatus, 154,835 pounds, 
valued at $10,762. 

The products of the vessel and shore fisheries of Louisiana in 1918 
are shown in the following tables, by counties, apparatus, and species: 

Yretp oF Vesset FisHertes or LOUISIANA IN 1918, By CountTIEs, APPARATUS, AND 
SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. | Lafourche. Orleans, Plaquemines, 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. Value. | Pounds. | Value. Seines: Shag | ig ye Cee eee F< Berey eS - See ee |e ee 783,740 |, $27,202)... «eSB: Otter trawls: Shrimp, green............... 18, 500 | PED) bs seca fewecannntcfave routes teed, 54. 
Dredges: 

Oysters, market— | 
Che Beles Se “ae Be © ce ee | ee 46, 200 1, 43Oni0. Ors eet Leg PS SPs Sear Bae eee | eee A205 000 |. + 14, 000i SEE es = 

+ RES OR ea © ae (ae 466,200 |. 15,430 |... rnd... 
eg 

ao ysters, market— 
LLL ae PRS SG REI SA * ERD ance! | Saget ui 42,000 2,500 | 42,000 $2, 500 a a Ee OT eee eee 4,062 | 157,500 6, 900 000 3, 750 

i TUR SS Be Cae 2 ees Bee 4,062} 199, 500 9,400 |} 105,000 6, 250 

SrRilt Fotel.d.<) es 22... 4, 802 |1,399, 440 | 52,032] 105,000} 6, 250 

Apparatus and species. St. Mary. Total 
a 2. ee 

8 yines: 
Shrimp— Value. | Pounds. Pounds. | Value. ad Bat EELS COOLPULT EEE REYESS Cory AE COPEL) OPP RIE 733, 740 $27, 202 DPI 325 sabe soeatt et 1.85935 WIAA ee tooo cols cece selec 50, 000 12, 500 

MOM score scecteeoe wesetEret UCL peepee (Saale ae 783, 740 39, 702 
Otter trawls: Shrimp, green...............|..........]........ i <a ents oe Pern at 18, 500° 740 ERIN 2055, nsncn csc isuteceeee "|| ) Saat ieee 42) 000 1, 680 

Oysters, market— 
eerie yd eae eo 8 7S i 46, 200 1, 430 icy ee os 17,988 | _ 114,849 842,394 | 34,175 
D5) ee. pel 17,988 | 114,849 888, 59 35, 605 

Sorters, market— 
Ee Deere eed a Ca) ne 84, 000 5, 000 NN eh phd ta ond neue wk suede | sebsceseas|euseuescs|sn-2+-0+0|--.-2-----| 2 288,750 | ___14, 712 Naa ss 653 <aosnnyncvi Co. > | a ea 372, 750 | 19,712 
MMI os savy asoe0es ons 32, 168 | 114, 849 | 2,187 |2, 105, 584 | 97, 439 
a 

35286°—21——45 
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Yrevtp or SHORE FISHERIES OF LOUISIANA IN 1918, By CouNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. Caleasieu. Cameron. Jefferson. Jefferson Davis. 

Seines: Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pownds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Disck Gram. 02.266 scene sa 500 $25 750 $37 14,300 $429 400 $20 
Catfish ees ...ces Fes Re SS 1,800 90 1,400 70 40; 763 1,308 1,200 60 
Orr ee ee er ee 5889 Paooeee| Pooniasape le jocs =o 39,490.) 8,024 |. 0... o nfs scence 
19 GT Gee ones ceneeseer bench s6¢4 soa sano becdosdoc} ean osticc 1,100 Schil cOnerig||ooce S2- - 
Mallet 2. peo 25. psec nk seed ate oe dee sees lesebe nenelinn ceemee 70; 311+), "35 520)) fee S22 Perse 
POMPANO 0 sie Sag cccsac scl ewptee tins aweateee ne ace ate enone VST. |e ana celeseeeen 
Redfish orred drum. ......- 3, 200 156 3,400 272 48,778 | 3,902] 3,200 256 
Sea basso 6 ods coc os Seno eee | oe eect Soo aa tee Seen Boe 6, 5285||-crs =< sce aes Cee 
DHAPES FS occe cote ce cee ce| Ceoeeecen|toesse cel ce emecemale oe carte es 60' | co an Ses oleeereeeeae 
Sheepshedd.gc2e8. 325.25 2,600 208 2,100 168 18,643 | 1,541 2, 200 176 
Spemtsh MACKEIel ooh 2-22 tein| ne sce ce a) ten aee a] aecesmee|pmsaccets 800 120) |orats cp: acta lees 
Spot... pede ete I eae Clee aot oe. 18,390 O19 VS Ries ero 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’.| 4,600 460 4, 100 410 | 177,529 | 15,052 4,100 410 
Fetal Bile aoc er erase ne a lsece tee ce ilaceeaeen| seeameeeeaenorcee 5 oe rat awe a6 wale! 905 =epeee 

IED J PLOOIY Sosa cle wim wl cleo yn| See Sahin all Ole eo nied ele sefwinialat=| eon aan ,928,4 GON S «snc steretal ia etree 
BGT << oe ee eden oo eg | nc een ee ee ee 560. | \'56 hace ete eae 

Ht): ee ee a 12, 700 939 | 11,750 957 | 3,370,276 |133,953 | 11,100 922 

Trammel nets: 
Cattishe ss, 3 sche. eee ae eee ee em ogee el ae ee 1,500 60,16. ccecocel emer z 
CLORIKGD Shore welecte aces. Faso aloes seer e te slate a sl bate sta taterel| reactors 5,000 BOOM|22 eb wes ole wearer 
Mul Gt. sha cease cmaaaemon siaarste| oe oarerarct aaa ome cibebisodeenlaese~ mse 4,100 DOS; | elses seine teres meate 
Hedfish or red Grunts a co Ne Soe e ee een cel ae sete me lane see 4,500 SOO) [estos ets ora | eee 
SHEEPSHOAC.. oo coe eee sooe|nsc ones cdl ete ones s|Seceeb eal aeiceeees 900 12 ae Saleiare calc aerate 
ppamiale mackerel 5.3 /9-f225| 45 4-4 525. Ae Reese lees eee 60 OMe aad. seek | dates 

a aeate sac uaieem Oue ae set eect e | Pera easel eae ern | cies 200 LO} cael come 
Banceenes or “sea trout?’ |. 22200. coc ese ce ce) 125000") 1200) cee eee 

Total -(. cit oucose. <.caplac cece ce ceacse| sont euncc|aneetece|) 2862001) oe, OOO ae cena ee 

Otter trawls: Shrimp, green. -...).2 05.2 oe lals cs euec|ennncceeeletas--=5|(0)290,LO2.| Lod, 022.) emer setae | eee 

Lines 
Black Grams. eas to 8s 08S fe eee kl ce Scel) 3 OBO QF aces ewe sical res ee 
Cathsh cc cacectestsnee aocneloteen eon 
GIOBRDPSS cco sb sat Sooe ce eae 
Mlonriderss cctaseseneececloe BE Ae 
POMP 220 se fboos ccaieoe veel oe 
Redfish or red drum........ 
Sheepshead................. 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’. 
Crabs; hard: 2 2é2026..28-: «ins 

4 S e = E 
a | | ce 

Minor apparatus: 
HIOUNGEDS. 225 «<tedeeeteovebale 8, 600 
Marthe inc ev cowrsdueeerrcodes 4,360 
Perrapinivs Ieve< decors vocses ale 18, 000 

Ciba t et! . i ; 9, 268 | 7,968,882 |320,983 | 11,100 
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Yreip oF SHorE FisHEeries oF LovrsiANa IN 1918, By Counties, APPARATUS, AND 
Specres—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Lafourche. Orleans. Plaquemines 

Seines: Pounds. | Value. | Pounds Value Pounds.| Value 
CEG eto ts Sake eee a Be ee a ee ee 860: . -$18)|..2.. 2 ea 
TEVA rac eet gs Re a nae 4, 500 $135 
aifinh ore) oe Wee ae od 13, 500 540 
en ERY ESAS Eee ee econ S 34, 820 2, 248 
1 CTT Te 7 SIS Be ene aia pe & 1; 115 
reser an ee eee tee OS IG | | ia; dao] + «39, 600:)... 1, 880 te.52. See 
Redfish or red drum. ..............--- 65, 525 5, 236 
SEP LSS. ROS Bog 8 SOR Bea ABS 5 a eae ee Pa 8 ped ee 
SUPE RIG TIE 2 22 Roose eee 39, 520 3,062 
er ag Ts PE Oba ey | OSes | See | Ree aan en ee 350 35 
Ne neat ee apr Oee [| aed ty! 27501! TBF. eee. tse. 2 

Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’........-..- 121,350 10, 645 
GMP L GUUS eee SeRe eae ee er Sy.) ee | | a ee ce Gines Heme are 
Shrimp— 

NRBCOIE ca ene ween Sokee es wae ea ae 1,437,391 1,274,750 44, 278 
JOU mee do aa Pe | eae |) Eee | ae See 18, 375 5, 145 

Matal: =). 2 2 ai eee 1,871,597 1,573,940 71, 439 

Trammel nets: 
CDT TiC a a ere | oy eee ee ey ee es ee 3 
op DAS eg eee (le eee 8 (Nee) Pee ees ores 256 
(ULE as EEF | oe anf eee ee ee eee oe 526 
LL DLT Tg co WD eS IS Be Seed ee eee, peeeeernes 699 
Sh ET NT i eae ome 28 (PA 9 0) (Sy Ee SS © Cee oe ae Cee mr 401 
iS) CT Re Re Aa ees ol ee OS 8 rae ta Sees 2 oe eeres eterna el 27 
SEMEPERTICNS UE SON CIENT Gd a ge CoE lac oc an et benccen cece | <aen cow osu|ec tecoeeek 2, 544 

LE Le SER Seok ey MN rts 4 (Eee eS beac |) Ree ea 4, 456 

Otter trawls: Shrimp, green ..............| 1,071,016 | 34,053 |..........].......... 1,048 
NONI RR EIEN Es eons 5 Baad ae Af ate dees ou |- ono cacece| , 125,500). Bb, O75)|. See Bit 

Lines 
SUMMER 1nd Aetna deceased laeenscebas|eacsvasccc| ~~~ GOD | -- SRS'/h ses eeek ie Dork 38 
SERRE Sd Ahaes Sec Ses cast ha ood esmen ech [epeenecadal! =AydOO] +. . 45/202. gee 
PeeNRRR Mans aso rset RE cae diuna-|cacagesc ae} “SROOOK|, 7088] ea eeere 3 
LLL EE Sa? EE Sg 8 ee | Dc Se) (eee sy ee ee ee ee ee 
eB ES Bb aes 8 See ee et eee et Peed |e ee 
Pe had tk 1 U Bre gi eRe co 8 OP Bae poy ey iaelbeatenmeel A aie | AT 0 i Get: a ee ae ae 

Snapper, red. oof OE ier ene Saga sable st eases 

Crabs, ee oe teeth i... ot eS 1, 400 

LTE EES Ep epee eee ae on Pee wea ae 1,400 

Minor apparatus: 
Cs iL et arpa thlaen are ee ZORRO A Me 7 Se aH Cee ee 111, $75:). 8-256) .se easel ates acces 
cL a ea Ae ee nS Fe Re Ee Sar en f* SBpOOD + =) GORH 22a SS teaMe Ss -.cacane 

0 7" Epes Sah ee, See eee | Se ES mee re 123,878"), 9,856. |. 22 .2sceelScne sob oee 

Tongs: Oysters, market, private.......... | 930, 090 Co sd a need | 2,756,852 162,401 

EE iets aia ae | 3,872,703 | 165, 551 | 884,765 | 56,618 | 4,482,862 | 240, 744 
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YIELD oF SHORE FISHERIES OF LOUISIANA IN 1918, By CouNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
Specres—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. St. Bernard. St. Mary. St. Tammany. 

Seines: Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
Black drm... ost. =~ 2 a eesaaseee 13, 152 $394 600 $30"|2... 5... asec meee 
Cathish see: 6.55 fae co. 5 eee ee 21, 960 1, 008 2, 400 120) oo oat Peer 
Croakersts (2 6c203 S58 secon | A eee 33, 845 2, 707 2, 400 216 9, 000 $720 
MIOUNGeESE os2-. A. soso 2 <2 See , 09 LOTT coe ction SS aoaiecioes lose es eee |e 
Moualloty 2020 Foc 225 Ais oo sos sete a 74, 700 3, 735 1, 500 75 3, 200 160 
Pompano... =...5. 268 2 Ree 100 QO oes seen |e acne eceen|Weeee tees Eee 
Red fish or red drum..........-...--.. 74, 743 5,979 3, 600 324 3, 800 304 
Sheepshead. ..22. § ge he a pee eee 26, 600 2, 128 3, 000 270 3, 500 280 
Spanish mackerel .. 2-4: ...~.s.G.20-<5¢ 150 18) | oo ees sisal So apmeciscs| ae cles Seal See eee 
ST ot] Peete ee en ae UAE d 16, 300 S15) | oss ae nis | Senin eis oir were el ean ee 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout”’.........-- 110, 400 11, 665 17,900 1,973 12, 000 1, 200 
Shrimp, green....-.... sheeeBe sates! 122, 000 GAMO) co ce -caleeeemenese 6, 000 300 

Total se mat eee ean eee eee 496, 046 34, 776 31, 400 3,008 37, 500 2,964 

Trammel nets: 
IRIRGG GI aa ree tee oc eo ers eee OEE 298 Qi oe cesteseeale ccs ane ac|t cecaeseee | ee 
Catfishietecess 4.5 42e8 Ss 55 a eee 2, 000 BO} | cnn: saosin llaainacle sex «loc eo aeernet eee ene 
GROAK GR ec ceacte ears means Sato aoe 6, 095 2 RS Se ae letsecie A BP eee OG Se ceer ccc. 
BIOUNGEISS. s:)\ct cat eee note seenectse 500 BS) | a iso awe) wie meteiaiccte 6] ance eae eee 
Mrnligtaa ssc. 5 bere See ee eee ky Oe 23, 100 1 ise Meee eeeemmcne Mesaee ter ilo. 2S 2-23 
Red. fishor red drum: .-cc-s-ce-c00-e 33, 877 2) (LON een clo cools cencee stale Aesaabone! |ecis Er dees 
Sheapsheads.=. bs ee cceen 2,110) |\ - VAN es Soins) sees ray Sia Ode =e el ee 
Spanish- mackerel. .........-2..----.s-< 90 TO} ee os 2d 2a See ae ame ene ere ae ee 
SEO ee BLS es Gee ee ee ees) 2,000 LOO eee ocean omen = el neo eee ar 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’.......-.-- 57, 000 5, (80) on os en) ae cess aed cee ee 

TOL ect pee eee 127,070 TOs BOS |. oo. esc 5) aoe tan ol ete ee eee | Ree 

Otter trawls: Shrimp, green............--- 378, 000 13,500) ||. 222352 cme semen cate a Geos cele et Oe eee 

Lines 
07:1 Tot «ea enn BN ee nse NS | ane e nes 1 Sie 5 159, 068 6,363" |V22 25. oc) See 
GroakGD s aise. 202 thi does cust aes aeaeeeee 2, 500 ZOU) |e nrcis see = a|nisceicecie sel eee te ieee eee ea 
Red fish or red drum..............-.-- 6 AB) | raja miso ninl| ateiare a n/sie ofa] Sea eae see ee 
Sheepshead. °.. 2s. ..55 sess esas 900 90 | intense sce ccc. ane st llac Sa seen a eee 
Spanish mackerel 52. 5-2-2 seh eee 50 Won oenc esos] ese ec se seen eeneeee 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’”’..........- 5, 600 Gln eee eee wowseessss|ice ete qee See 
Crabs,ihard 2. oy eo. se eee cee 46, 700 2,335 15, 000 300" 5 2 So eee 

‘DOtal: .S ce sets anncee ae Bes ae 56, 350 3,346 | 174,068 65.663) |, : 2c een 

Tongs: 
ysters, market— 

BUDUCE cc, cies ts te saomana ae 690, 648 20, 444 | asesccene| cece onsie| sce tb est etl CReee eee 
Privates... sea. et See 249, 879 7, 431 |. 022 ciass- close aecect |e ceceeeee | See eeeaee 

Motels. s4oco cs ome hate aiatauioes ae 940, 527 27,870. |. sade ose 52| Sscc ees ys aoe eee Jevveteeeee 

Grand total 2.3. ....... 27S 1,997,993 90,002 | 205, 468 9,671 37, 500 2,964 
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Yre.p or SHore FisHerres oF LovursiANna IN 1918, By COUNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
Sprecres—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. | Terrebonne. Vermilion. Total. 

Seines: | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. Pounds. Value. 
PTPEGI ERTL a 28 Se SS SE ea) See PRBS aeeee Bocenepene 360 $18 
Wincke dramy-e et) Sot sii Lt beet 3 it! 7, 385 $369 2, 000 $100 51, 087 1, 763 
@aifish: Si...) Un dco eee ee Ets 110, 786 4, 431 6, 050 302 247, 202 9, 431 
SAT Oe a eel — sep er ay  ae 14, 770 1,181 5, 500 440 269, 010 19, 959 
Mlounders \.-2628sroty re Td. } 50 250 25 7,346 678 
Ganighs Griedocs..- 2 o< 7a seee a= oor | 5,300 SV CN) EMS Bo osoe| |S Be oseS2 5, 300 371 
Winitois! 5 oe et rhe e382 36, 925 1,477 1,025 52 297,977 14, 434 
Bom 29 2 5952 2 fh Soto ent - - 110 LY @) Pees. Pel aaa 770 174 
east OL red Ori... - +.) 2-26- 147,715 13, 294 9,300 744 470, 627 39, 056 
Sonics rr re le ean terrrmerey ss _ ees: liber Se albge cu eet 15, 100 1,216 
“pvr ne Sl Reed Pde acne: 2: (Ee RSENS peimaeas Se lee ie 2,000 
Blipapalipadicnes. 2 ae eee wae 73, 857 5, 908 6, 750 540 243, 708 19, 463 
SAMs WACK ETON a ae oan es cree eae ea Sa wa 5 oe 2 ofa aie ctees| He See a= 5 1,300 173 
STA So US sR RS (ae ae ie Sa ie] eee eared (lene a a 64, 425 3, 220 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout’”’.......-- 239, 815 23, 258 37, 250 3, 455 921, 657 85, 048 
Reich Lal eee: eR a eS ea es Se Rock (ope cet de | oct we on 2, 200 110 
Shrimp— 

CURE ao ae itl an glee Miata Ss 506, 000 Le ol eee Ga iia 6, 350, 693 224, 210 
LD UT fe eee 5 Se ae eee 615, 171 | 172,180 10, 000 3,500 643, 546 180, 825 

LU it + O82 Si eae SS ee Pe Cee eke ea Peano 560 56 
EMP aca ott a oann ua once aces ace 5, 406 bY TV 2 (2 eee ap ee = ea ae | 5, 406 1, 578 

LOCH Se ee eee ert 1,763,740 | 243,798 | #8, 125 | 9,158 | 9,600,274] 601,843 

Trammel nets 
PUMBORMRTIIID: 52855 Sao eee ncaa e/s~ | oat we ww he cote eral ow ae ons | sate enc ce 398 12 
TE eae er cee (ena irae | irae ts [a i eee tr pi 10, 050 396 
Bremicereo ys sco os8 ft 1, 600 rhe eS a rets a 20, 725 1, 493 
NPPMAMEUS lee Io) oo Seon Acne cnn cal eeragtce > slr Same enews sees 500 48 
COREL ei a A 5 Sl as neh a nea I OR tae i EE ie 27, 200 1,360 
Red fish or red drum................ 21, 000 1, BOO: fess race bet raiaeeean 68, 122 5, 659 
ee ee 12, 100 OOS Ppa soc | coed 20, 130 1,615 
Bape rine eek eta SY | en ais bE ae Nee eae Re eee 425 46 
SOS A aa tei I She Wael Debate ERC REE eS & 2, 200 110 
aie or ‘‘sea trout’’......... 33, 200 85280 Nees see oes Peeters 143, 300 12, 734 

1) tee pap Sa tale oat RS 67,900 Co) be eee 293, 050 23, 473 

Otter trawls: 
Shrimp— | 

AIOONS avis Caen wes oVouwesswess se 60, 000 eg ee eee 5,331,428 | 184,653 
ried 2.50 meee a ys 1 10! 50,000 | 14,000 |.........- firs atc otdral 50, 000 14,000 

RN hes 110,000 | . 16,340 ].......... li Seah 5,381,428 | 198, 653 

IMRT FOTIE TINGS 3 ook. CoN. ook Toe R eee oceans commen REA ato od 125, 500 5,075 

Lines 
MER ON TIT cs cs atnin yds Ue oma dott 2,120 i Dy 2 | ee eee 2,970 136 
1 Le ee pps ge I AEE faba + Seared Biss Menges ny |i 181, 168 7, 448 
a BLE RE as GE Bee toe oo | Ree a ELE Op ae Os ee ee ee 93, 300 7, 410 
Wo See ere ee 3, 450 PE SS ae 5, 100 505 
Gramm Cited 5s SL). cde iat 1, 200 Ba WORE FI Sat 1, 200 84 
ee. See SAA, Ree Nn bhatt Lo Saw testa lb oaks dupe cate ome = 20, 000 1, 000 
tua Sit oe Ee BB pe 88 eli hdl ee clear | bale rk dae| | See ee oe aera 50 10 
Red fish or red drum........ peda. 23 6, 600 COM EPO ELECNS b 505.2 ncln 27, 150 2, 230 
A cop ete 4, 200 Ll EL Ae BES ee 12, 690 966 
CES AE eI eT ewes OE) oe Be 8 6d a LEST Of Oe cee ee eee , 000 4, 000 
Ss LTTE 5S (Spl aes Tk RES SO (Re Sree (| eee ec oreeer s 50 7 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’......... 12, 500 FeO ioe eee cas] eee ooo 125, 400 12, 692 
EMI, Perso 249 SLL Sea PIERS So ag larde= toddee| te dee dics [bub ces. 170, 050 6, 652 

BOGAN SS ities schinn Antnrce 0 30, 070 2716 |5,5. 5. ic dralncwaed ee 699, 128 43, 140 

Minor apparatus: 
a re ar a ea eee cope ree 2) rere aan , 600 688 
Rete nae 8S. eee SS Soest Je let steaces [ee ctis, Joa ge 111,875 3, 256 
Re fa erage ouch As Peas cles Lgg> 6 las ob 220-8 /5 25 5 ek oe ae ob 12, 000 600 
NE sore eed cat SSNS 6 a eee colores vier danlonosecepe ook cence 4,360 218 
ie Wa OS SME aes BEESON] [ipeat Fe Or Pree EVa@ TEs CRSA ED By S Weme le 18, 000 6, 000 

LAN Bent bowed d eens Seu RLL Shalt eee Sule a acct ty cee Oe o> 154, 835 10, 762 

Tongs: 
Sritees, market— 
TE A hen Peete on) SPORE eer] COPE oP OP care ered byte ae 789, 054 27, 473 
RING othe ap cred 32 Zo nn ae oig/nle 1,092,273 | 139,016 98, 805 6,993 | 5, 805, 023 411,50 

SL a a EE as er 1,092,273 | 139,016 98, 805 6,993 | 6,594,077 438, 98 

CPIOING LOC as davee + ate tates 3,063,983 | 408,115 |} 176,930 16,151 | 22,848, 292 | 1,321,928 

‘Includes the catch of several men living in Iberia County. 
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WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

There were 35 wholesale establishments in the State of Louisiana 
in 1918 engaged in handling fresh fish or oysters. The total number 
of persons employed in these establishments was 622; the amount of 
wages paid during the year was $224,552; the investment, $168,183; 
and the cash capital utilized $52,500. Besides these, there were 23: 
establishments engaged in the canning of shrimp and oysters and in 
the preparation of by-products, valued at $486,838, using cash capital 
amounting to $118,000; and employing 1,193 persons, to whom 
$145,687 were paid in wages during the year. These establishments 
were distributed as follows: In Jefferson Parish, 9; in Lafourche. 
Parish, 3; in Orleans Parish, 4; in Plaquemines Parish, 3; and in 
Terrebonne Parish, 4. 

The following table contains the statistics of the canning industry 
and preparation of by-products for Louisiana in 1918: 

OYSTER AND SHRiImpP CANNING INDuUstRY, INcLUDING By-Propucts, IN LOUISIANA 
In 1918 

Items. Number. | Value. Items. Number. | Value. 

Establishments. ....-....-.-- 23 |$486, 838 PRODUCTS—continned. 
Gash Capitaine... cope eae lee eee eee 118, 000 
Persons engaged.......-..---- Eee Laat im ee Shrimp, canned: 
Ws Ges DAL eee ee ene peo] See oeeraes 145, 687 INOw Leena te cans..} 4,686,000 |$504, 043 

PRODUCTS. | a Oe hip tee eer geaso sae dove: 399,744 | 86,912 

Oysters, canned: Total.....-.--+-+-++---+ _5, 085, 744 |_590, 955 
SiouUnCeS:-.5- 2 =-2-=5 cans... 24,048 2,505 || Shrimp: 
AOUNCES..--5----5-4 dos2>: 157,152 | 16,719 Dried ee 2455255 pounds. . 603, 259 | 194,388 
PROUNCES co esceeee do....| 1754,408 | 81,936 Breiner em canes Ooen: 460,000 | 10,145 
@Ournces==-2 +. one i Base 172,704 | 24,705 || Crushed oyster shells (poultry 
SiGUNCES. op a,scne' doses 33, 336 7,081 TOOC) scep ees cee pounds. .| 26,908,000 | 39,097 
1W'ouNCES” 5 s--e dos. 51,696 | 11,615 
AD OUNCES=— 22. n ae G0scce 33, 168 9,360 

NG tal tS = 223 5c ee cee | 1,226,512 | 153, 921 

1 Includes a small quantity of 54-ounce cans put up by a Texas firm. 
2 Includes output of two firms in Texas. 

FISHERIES OF TEXAS. 

In 1918 Texas ranked second among the Gulf States in the quantity 
of fishery products and fourth in the number of persons engaged, 
investment, and value of the products. Compared with 1902, there 
has been an increase’ in the number of persons engaged of 742, or 
64.86 per cent; in the investment an increase of $516,376, or 138.17 
per cent; in the quantity of products an increase of 16,970,356 
pounds, or 210.95 per cent; and in their value an increase of $323,429, 
or 91.41 percent. The number of persons employed in 1918 on fishing 
vessels was 357, in the shore and boat fisheries 1,070, and on shore in 
wholesale establishments 459, totaling 1,886. 

The number of fishing vessels was 75, with a total net tonnage of 
1,335 tons, valued, with their outfit, at $259,870; the number of boats 
was 950, valued at $119,320. The value of the fishing apparatus 
used in the vessel and shore fisheries amounted to $61,262, the value 
of the shore and accessory property amounted to $413,248, and the 
working cash capital to $36,400, representing a total investment of 
$890,100. 

The total yield of the fisheries of Texas was 25,014,760 pounds, — 
valued at $677,243. The quantities and values of the principal 
species were: Black drum, 1,873,436 pounds, valued at $44,394; — 
menhaden, 14,118,340 pounds, valued at $103,080; redfish or re 
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drum, 1,336,535 pounds, valued at $80,468; red snapper, 1,243,002 
pounds, valued at $93,720; squeteagues or “sea trout,” 1,613,370 
pounds, valued at $119,328; and oysters, 3,344,488 pounds, or 
477,784 bushels, valued at $143,610. 

FISHERIES, BY COUNTIES. 

The following table gives, by counties, the number of persons 
engaged, the investment, and the products of the fisheries of Texas 
in 1918: 

Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF TEXASIN 1918, 
BY COUNTIES. 

Ite: Aransas Brazoria Calhoun Cameron 
Eike County. County. County. County. 

PERSONS ENGAGED, 

On vessels fishing. - 
In shore fisheries. - . 

eee wee wee eee 

Number.| Value. 

§ 
__ oes | ote Leas 
Minor apparatus. ......... DO Tote sat Oeel oes ow subrodydeeulasaneses teetee | locate, 

Shore and accessory property... ........-- , Mp) ae a 1. 293 IDO chee Teg POCO C COCO 14, 450 
ee ie oe aes eee ae 37200 | .2-2.2bee eee ee ByOOO Teeeue ens on 3, 100 

Fs 3 ee (OS; 238 | 255 -2,--08|) 91,802 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 
60, 589 | $2,915 |1,083, 486 | $10, 835 

538 on ERE Pee BR ae hee 
58,766 | 3,397 10,000 300 
15,818 734 15, 000 525 
6,873 609 4,500 180 

eeeee 3,000 120 
3,496 Gor s+ 2¢26 aaah eee 
9,000 418 | 10,000 100 
3,46 443 300 18 

150,959 | 13,207 | 722,324] 28,892 

i matWiasr el owirecc ses ss sleetavatalvrrceascaldcdc dee dls vcbeccesel con cacse 5,000 200 
4, 124 402 | 40,000] 1,600 

20,938 | 1,718 | 20,000 800 

3, 500 200 1,500 

1,207,612 | 50,860 105 27 
10, 500.1 B85. [os .suawe ee ane 

af | a | i | ge 

US 1,031,942 | 67,099 | 25,625 | 2,050 |1, 743,556 | 95,098 |2, 637,539 | 72,539 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND Propucts OF THE FISHERIES OF TEXAS IN 
1918, By CouNTIEs—Continued. 

—————————————————————LECC§L€L"—aEEoEC~CoyEyE>EyEyEy>>>SSSESESESESESESSSSSSSSSSESSSESESESESESESE>E>E>E>EyE>yES>Ee>E——S——SSES>E>>SSSSSS=S= 

Chambers Galveston 
Items. County. County. Harris County. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. 

Ontvessels fishing: <5 22255: ti Sacc tee e= cl] oo ne o- ele enccesees UL eS Besee 52 4 JS seeeee 
Tn Shore fisheries =. «< 22 - sasce sa see ee as CE Ba sdacces QO Renesas 100), |O-2235. 2 
ShoresmMent secs 5 sse eee eee Ay |\Qeeeans ee 60 |tenlten3 15" | 33e—eeeee 

WOLQe Aus. 2. Coa Sa tee eas dees EM om ooanqecers BOON Cee eens it 2 i ae a ese = 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels, fishing: 
Gacaline = 0/0 3°, Jos SPREE fee eee pene ae 9} $32,050 2 $1, 000 

PONTALE See aces cases cose nee a |seeeee bBalSBecdcoase 188" | Sess eee 13) |5 5323 
Oubhi6s oon on. scene tee aseeccseed | eaeteaee: | Seana caeen lSeerets Sescclli. or ESN) BeaaGassac 450 

Ball nites secs med setonee cain ceoee tee Se] Se reela cae | meutteteene 11 61,600e) 5 «sso cel beeceeeene 
TONNALC a7 oie snicetcie c= ewe bee oe Sele ome «= steele stemineieteistale BY ll So ospeaee) Soeeaabosc|oshenca: 
Outht ss. a2 ceoeacs one ose se an faeces ieee ete Anoons s 32,225 vci.s soto cap mecennceete 

BORIS) Sal TOW, CUC= nes ssee sce bese ae een 30 $450 91 1,670 91 2,035 
Boats, po HE caste kee Gale eae 15 3,000 66 20, 100 17 5,100 
Aunaeeie vessel fisheries: 

DOMCS vos... n= bce tele see sacl © eecisiee wel la alainlwcinisin 5 2,300 1 75 
LANDS. a oeaisao coe wn certs baa s ee eae =e abe secs e ce wees cece rial selec stetents 940) 25. ce wees Sante sceeete 
fT ee a ees SoS AneApae Bbc oog2baned oc seRacns 8 52 | cS eee eos aie 
Minor apparatus - -.---.------ 2.0. <000-|eeceneene-|encccccccs|e asooneeoe i Beeeeerernc tease 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 3 
INCE cette ooo een doamasccecrens 9 900 8 1,835 15 1,800 

TTAMIMG | NOtSsccaeaaeee oe ree <Het eee oelo peers eis | elateiattereie= il 1,350 |... 3... -ceeleeeee oes 
Cast nets-csscsc acento hance eset een laeasneocer| ese mena 10 BD |... -cececea]cmebeneene 

INOS sws asa ss eee ee ee ace cee el ceca eee S00) | aaaieelateleete BOD) | <ces soso 519 
Spears ses sec cce cen sees eee coe ae ae eee | Meise Melalare lee simterarelat 25 20 scence eboleseeeeeeee 
7 1 Behe SEB re Bp ben es nee baeponeecnd oopnve sec Peciocas 965 70 455 12 78 
Minorapparatus~s22ceeceess-c---acsalaesieaencrs GVA0) spoceecene CM apOesaae. concse- 05 

Shore and accessory property --.-.---------|---------- U0} eereteser ert 1485904) seca aeeele 8, 525 
Cash capital. < ooo ice eens nce enee|=nsnse---- OY) |oteocecoe EOC Baseso-co- 1, 400 

MPObAN tosa.d2scscee te asics sas cass ce eenelones gemere Pe anassesobe 3225090, ||. = 2. 20, 982 

se od Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
SAN POlishhs <tc coo Mira = be oe ee eee aan SE Bho ceeeoGoEced a cecuntic ic corpses 124 
BigckOrea: ooo sc cdeccsce eater om oes =e 400 $20 7,750 $507 8,875 1,251 
Caphish: 2.5 ax. cece. c- aa eee eee ewainoaess 68, 100 5,448 16, 080 1,011 25, 370 1,365 
CROABED- cb poses. ataa-pacheceeaeemansec ane 300 18 18, 750 1, 203 5, 837 464 
Liy)te ret Ye [ys See er oe ie 2 aa Sa 500 43 7,425 990 1,535 178 
GLOUPEIS |. 252 5 soe <ooeisee = wig be cloe earee- |aneenceenaleceenese-e 20, 840 eR Beesaoonad sono Toi 
POU. oo an ook ne oo eeic sane te ne Dee eee eel tie e haticlal oe state anaes 1,000 100 22 .2)tee eee Sonate 

Jewish 220.0320 Smee ee ote ee BE 25 A A deen pose sce 27,340 1,534 -[b<ca-22eue eee 
Mane wwhilting Ss. <- oes sere as eee ne tae atta ares teinetciel mina eineintaee 21, 000 2,138 2, 950 391 
IMGnHSGen. = scale. aeeoenn —- Seee iceetaneinae prepa saat as sets 4,574, 340 RS Oe oa scr foasanc ena 
MNS es oon Se sek an cas nets 600 12 2, 500 92 11,300 _ 429 
POMIDSHO fo Sone oie gees pe Hee bie ee be Fete tone = atateteral foinlejetmibtare mi 1,780 398 364 63 
IRedushonred Grim. tye ce ese es ose -- 1,000 60 26, 625 3, 265 28, 725 3, 791 
Sheepshead = 322. aceenseseeeeemretscste tan 200 14 12, 625 1, 273 11, 850 1,000 
Snapper, red ....--..----eee-ecnn--oe nen --[oeeceecees[aeeesecces 1, 146, 002 8357 20M oicieto alterna claret 
Spanish smackeral eee teen eae ee lace nt eee pe cae 3,750 710 244 37 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout” ....-..---.---- 1, 500 125 32,125 4,245 41,175 6,170 
Shiri De dccae owtwc ee osep sees -cie ee biel eos oeeccealarc cr Wate 9,000 719 2,000 175 
Crabs 

BLO se capes tas «6 Soe de aoe eee abc | senso epiew Cl mclelaeenternic 35, 000 2,650 | 157,500 8,000 
Blt. ea sasee cscs £ AoE eee ses aque aeea | tease Se sieys | actos oidteroeln| ~'ekseeteke Malas stele cisiate 175 

ERTADIN J occsccecc os cate secenecatens csc) cata rerer|aee sp seeee| sae bhm|s oslvnctebtte 1,350 546 
Oysters, market: 

Pa blk sa sce~s 3 eee so ate tee se delta beer alaetemeee te 454, 230 18,520; 118,811 5, 657 
PTV ath cae otas oe ieee a8 eSaea te - -ap| donne en era) ate an eee es 26, 250 2,350) |e aici oS 224i eee eee : 

Motaleas sete set ee oS ee 72, 600 5, 740 |6, 444,412 | 157,049 | 418,710 29, 698 
a 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF TEXAS IN 
1918, sy Countrzs—Continued. 

SS 

Items. Jefferson County. | Matagorda County.| Nueces County. 

PERSONS ENGAGED. 
: Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. | Number. 

Gn vessels fishing) 252-3. -Sas2-e2 =. 205.2 - Se eae seca BL aaceseeeee 22 
CETTLD TRS gS Se Se Oe | Le i D7 fel (Poe Seay 167 
SLATE III Oe EE OnE: GORE RECESS | MmminMic 2] PCE ioe eaes mM 04.35 Deemed 

mnag 
eg tly 

Boats, power 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

Minor apparatus......... 
Shore and accessory property 
ME OLAL Tso x vade seb tetswesews ss dices 

LS eee ee eee 

sistas Pounds. | Value. | Pownds.| Value. | Pounds. 
UL SG ea ee ee es 2, 200 $193 | 68,614] $3,230 | 514,972 
PER ven Wiktanp dds ~i<aaeteps us SvdsewAln >< shchees| os exe owas's | 500 OD \oeeaee ceases cede 
eo awa dab ip cacanin cea acncn ca | 9,470 682 | 35,001 2, 556 3,760 

pots FOS ae ees I, nBplab 290 81,052 3,7 25, 000 
MEI SHS dea's cscs 04s oda a das WE a 1,102 136 27, 251 2, 266 81, 000 
deta Fe eee en Perr eh eee ing 4 5 ar pe ei 

PERMA fda oo do a wc ans sere “ A 
Menhaden OES OLE CPE REET beet oe 9, 544,000 My OSD | oweisod cect eee waniaw oul oie e | DEERE 
Col Soap ee Sa a aa eens Capek eae 1; 60 4,375 135 1,875 
eo Se ae eae nee eer aes (fee 812 100 3, 250 

REE PMORESETY od oa nas v0 ses ads= das 11, 800 1,590 71, 500 5,990 | 170,477 

LCs Se Sareea s Sebapenaceess s Le eee 1,625 REMY I eraceas nanllew e's yet oss lawertaecces| SEaeCEeoe 
ES Se ak ei a aa RRA [at REE eee 4, 063 327 | 19,500 

ONO oh 25 apts 5 sis open - 2-2-0 exeeeee 7,375 749 | 24,124 1,975 | 70,500 
BUBUMER TOO dn. Sadie sesniajeseon uate its 12,000 MG DOU one k ane en ailswewele de nn|emtuges 220] way Seabees 
PIMPIN STIECREN ON a ps sats wk seh do'ee e'us| pads knbacalaeueleonss 1, 250 150 25,360 
ceeeesne OURO MOMS o« csess coset han 8, 250 1,150} 101,461 10,895 | 235,650 
Ti Se ae) OE eens waisted 2,500 265 567 72| 145,000 
RRMRCMIII 5 ore Wirt Sani mo oa oma eo wc sae 2 1,000 350 500 100 | sons sano] aesee aree et 
ID a> ck tates fats eta s dahas% sah ce eos ooo 2,000 120 240 14 4,000 
Oysters, market: 
| ERD Be ON 39, 375 1,500 |1,058,120| 44,383 40, 586 
Ld Ee SRE Pe SET etiiee pF ooh el 3 Decree Pee P'S TT ee) ee MS Se 

OGilicmis attends ce viv oak Wsicze sp 9,651,422 | 80,735 |1,490,649 | 76,578 |1, 346, 930 
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Persons ENGAGED, INVESTMENT, AND PropDUCTS OF THE FISHERIES OF TEXAS IN 
1918, By CountreEs—Continued. 

—oCIIaaaeaeaeaEeEeyeEeEeyeEeEeEeEeEeEeEe—eESSeeeeeeeeeeEeEeEeESEEEEEESEEEeEEeESESESESESESESESESESESESESESSESE_™__—_—_—__S_______==—_—_—ssa—— 

San Patricio Total 
Items. : Orange County. County 

PERSONS ENGAGED, 
Number.| Value. | Number.| Value. Number. Value. 

On vessels fishing 
Inshore fisheries -=- .-- 5.2. -<\-eeae see 
SHOreSMen. ons sesh oon cee aoe eel ae nee <er eral eee 

Totalvaccossesseecsoeaeetes. eee 

INVESTMENT. 

Vessels fishing: 
LOANS oS ce cca gcse onesie du om tence |Sooceet eee oe eee ee Re eee een ace ee eee 2 $50, 000 

TONTIRGO 5 aca hai osm ems Spee See eae Sheet mci eit | eae eee seca 217) | ona see 
OTEEG sas ee ra areas | OE ee CRN | RR ge ne | ee 14, 800 

Gasolina sees eee ae eae ete ene || erence eee | ee ce 30 50,085 
TROMNGLO O35 5 Seed Seats tees oa ee Ree me el cb et eel be rcs ees | eee S50, nicer cee 
Ont S ro asec Soe stone cileon | esc eee ae ete en | See ere ete Mes | ores eee 17,050 

(1 Ls SESS SSE Ae a5 SRS SOREEE| IAs: “SR SeaIE SSE eee al [pCa cenc| Gee Oi ae 43 85, 190 
TRORDALC Soe Socictca nmol sitar taco ters at en el eee eee ee eee ae eee cs OW BE Soe 
OUEHE Sse se Boon eo seats see eel hae rere ects] Oe crestor a ee et ner ee ee 42,745 

Boats; sail} row, @tc. 225-6... c2----- = 9 $690 21 $210 790 68, 
Bats, DOWGL: p= nna -pinn oe ooo ee 5 1,250 8 1,050 160 51,300 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

iTS See ancet SaBeMebdns Suae sce 6 G8 S-ose bh sees csce ti sacaasdlsesnaa o% 33 9,745 
‘Trams! Nets. .< - $-heeape- ob cece 220 soe laeee cc cw ec meget orem sleemoenceen 3 260 
Gill Metso s = So eae ac oceans were reid Cee Sree rere | Ree em I ere enc em ae 6 90 
LWT Se PD Rees Ser rae [eG pra) eae ial es ah Ga aly we A ed a Sseiscececen 1,075 
Dred pes sols aise sapreerc snes stage e = oaie| cere eee eee a rae Ree eee ae ey 2 100: 
TONES £7 « svope ce o tote ewido eee a tia caine eine c nue creel acre cote ee [eee ae ae ee nee 93 476. 
Minor'apparatus 3: c.sce: - 2b gat. So ele ee ae eR ae ee eee eae nee ere eee 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Seittas fe ee a ce ose caer ee eee 4 500 3 300 197 28, 125 
TAMMELNOLGs sad osce cs cone tewe ee soe 1 1 55a pa eae A er i 62 7,175 
Gillie ps emcscas sacn mene coon tes oe aaee | Saree eee | seen 6 600 279 7, 725. 
OSSETIBIE Sos nce sonic seat Ate es] oe nen come nlTe ee mee 10 35 138 434 
HYKG Tots oc os cece apie te sok gare eae le cieee rede eae recone | scene Soe 4 300 
NOS cane? ASEAN 5555 Sessa ctisoacec 1 (0 ested 30) |= serene 2,889 
SMPALSs essen sapee mee ss bass shes) sp amee aie a ecemeee 14 10 136 104 
ONES Sas. cpa lecoabeoecee ae 4 Dy enn ee ne sae ee 330 2,053. 

Minorapparats {<< == o=coss macs ses |aecinagnconlepccsaealoeener cen lee ce case eee eae 710 
Shore and accessory property ...--.-----]....-.--.- TOO LE eee Tht503| 5 eee 413, 248 
CRSTR CAD as ee tee oN a cee ea a acre Se eo | er 900) \|2= ssackeeoe 36, 400 

AMSG eee Bpecrds She ae eres -| Mean ue = 7h ee 42858 Eee eet 890, 100 

ro Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. Pounds. Value. 
Avigelfish:. ; eos Baw HI Se SE | EE | ee eee eee 124 $7 
lack drumiee. 255 .. 5-852 Ae enc pens 1, 250 $110 6, 300 $252 | 1,873,436 44,394 
Mlgefish .. 2595) Ve. EOS Ane tI eee eth ah w 1, 200 150 3, 238 418 
Catfish: aka tbe a a 2, 800 305 1,500 75 262, 647 16, 407 
Groagkers....- Ste oR SIE. aot FRR 2,300 930 | ieee eee ase Soneese 197, 557 9,415 
Lil rons fei gh eee re ee Cen aac oo 400 47 13, 000 1,085 162, 361 12, 834 
GROUPCTS 6... 6 oS oe we She a PR acer ee ca cea Rae eetcc| bette ReelE aa ceeames 20, 840 843 
Garrmts 22 = 5 Pest ise jee 3 2 FRE | Un ee ea ee eee | a tet ees 1,000 100 
Jemtish se: <5 S.A es a ee Fo eee in shacateee 39, 965 2,514. 
Ring whiting jn ioc See sece od tee eee oe 550 5Di4). ce eeaee ene cemeced 35, 974 3,328 
Menhaden s 22 2t. ccc sass ce rere teeunn ese] sscesicce vol beeen ee ae|s accu Ren eee e se eeee 14, 118, 340 103, 080 
Medi at o: 2 See Re ae 1,000 TOulas eee teeles se coda ae 53, 275 1,809. 
PBMIBANO - 5 SNS es. Soa eeis we ceehe ice |s Re ch, Lee ee 200 25 14, 548 2, 007° 
Bod hor. ted dri < ces 5-2 dateeeee ees 3, 800 560 18, 200 1,638 | 1,336, 535 80, 468 

ASS «.t crab sce. 3 ES. 2 ER) SL Eee Pec], sea eee ee eee 6, 625 350 
BE oe ASAE GES. op foams ocasd eee eecele taeem ee oles oee ae 700 63 80, 887 4, 697 

Bhanudtaadt oso- 5c OOF. 5. 1 OS 4, 500 450 6, 800 340 197, 662 12, 642 
Snspner, rade... 85... 3 pl; SA as Se a dee lS aasce eee 1, 243, 002 93, 720: 
Sparishwmeekergl c.f 3... ssc $n. oe |e tees cee el eee eee 5, 100 255 41,354 4,197 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’”’..........-.. 3,400 500 39, 000 4,275 | 1,613,370 119, 328. 
Shrimp. =. decnckakece= SUS. 2. Sieh. cece k comel ein se Seee eee Dee Dee leo aes 164, 067 8, 791 
Crabs 

RAT 5 CG RE SoS SESS SON SE | cae eee cee eee eianaceeaene 1193, 244 10,672 
SOlt eo be ee eee te ocelot toes cere obo oc een ae a a ee 2 700 17. 

WHITH Dill sso ces eee sb eae cere waoe du cn asse| edewice acne |e eeanneess baaeeneres | eoeeaeeeee 2,850 990 
Wartles ...'..<,= sce cee eee om oaicin oiawn's oa] Seis ee eee | eee ee | ces ae | eee 6,671 447 
Oysters, market: : 

Pablig 225 cepa eee os eee 39,375 1S BOO Is Wess Sate Poeeee te 3 3, 292, 457 140, 046 
Private wooo 25 haces Soe a ee Sina S| ire Seem ee eee RE Cee el eee 452,031 3, 564 

Wotdl. = 225 eee eee ees is 59, 375 3,827 | 92, 000 8,158 | 25,014,760 | 677, 243 

1 Represents 579,732 in number. 
2 Represents 2,100 in number. i? 
8 Represents 470,351 bushels and includes 11,250 bushels, valued at $3,000, taken from Louisiana beds. 
4 Represents 7,433 bushels, 
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FISHERIES, BY APPARATUS. 

The catch of all forms of apparatus used in the vessel fisheries 
amounted to 17,084,241 pounds, with a value of $278,409; in the 
shore or boat fisheries it amounted to 7,930,519 pounds, valued at 
$398,834. The catch in the vessel and shore fisheries with seines 
was 18,930,250 pounds, valued at $325,732; with trammel nets, 
424,920 pounds, with a value of $34,773; with gill nets, 165,830 
pounds, valued at $14,570; with lines, 1,869,716 pounds, valued at 
$140,260; and with tongs, 2,980,922 pounds valued at $128,214. 
Various other forms of apparatus, such as dredges, cast nets, fyke 
nets, spears, etc., were employed, but the catch was relatively 
unimportant. 

The products of the vessel and shore fisheries of Texas, by coun- 
ties, in 1918 are shown in the following tables: 

YreLtp or VESSEL FisHERIES oF TEXAS IN 1918, BY CoUNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. Aransas. Calhoun. Galveston. | Harris. 

Seines: | Pounds.| Valuc.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pownds.| Value. 
Bluefish 63 Cp RE ed a ee ee) oe eee 

k 1,750 SLUE |. taaasaeelest 5 ae 
35 $20 

2,125 130 42 
125 15 100 ll 

1, 500 138 200 34 
4,574,340 | 31,500 |........2)c0..... 

Ee OCR oee eel Seat 800 28 
280 41 25 

3,375 380 | 1,700 221 
8 plete SR ae ital co eendiaanee: Dhar Sista imma YA" el Raia 1 1 a eee eerie EPR a ‘ea creed 

NTA? ee Par aes ee 2, 600 183 600 35 
RDESIAIL TOSCK GEOL. 6 ane cnes|aneoa=an-|asen>s2s 500 | 65 500 72 20 3 
Squeteaguesor “seatrout”’.|.........|......-- 22,225 | 2,280 3, 625 425} 1,800 270 
Ns RR ae Baa TY RSE? “aR ee aR 1,000 10:1 9; aciteleael «232 

Mullet ca 
Redfish or ei Ciatiid -. sscgul 83 ~ - bap tepid 2,706 | «| 280 eee bis tanta er. sass 

Squeteagues or “‘sea trout’’.|.....---- iS sae 5, 295 

Dredges: Oysters, market, pub- 
Se lehiel | eee | 315, 000 De OR coh uiesies Pleo anrasta de. .5te 

Tongs: Oysters, market, public.|.......-.|....---- 654, 031 | 27,835 | 73,500 | 8,220 |.........)0222222. 
Par Gpparatus: Wlounders:..|..25:....|. 2.222 c)ocesecsacclocesces- 800 jt? nl | eet Sued BE area 

| 85, 00 | 8,500 1,065,176 | 47, 787 5, 853, 847 p21, 88 6, 045 668 
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YIELD or VESSEL FISHERIES OF TEXAS IN 1918, By CouNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
Specres—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Jefferson. Matagorda. Nueces. Total. 

Seines: -| Value. | Pownds.| Value.| Pounds. | Value 

Sheepshead.......... 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”? Ss 

Gill nets: 
iad ital <i ber ha Beer er eeasree cae coe nodc Baaoea. 
Redfish or red Gram. 2.8 os as 0s es | = ae eee 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout”’ : 

JOWHSH sees ew euroseeceees 

1,860| 1,670 

i Oysters, market, 

Tongs: Oysters, market, public}.......-..|-..-..-- 302, 869 | 12,700 | 10,500 
Minor apparatus: Ploundersss|ssssscaee-|-2ceceae| sosaceeee| seee seer | enn erea|oeena 

Grand total............../9,560, 000 | 73,440 | 418,296 | 21,449} 95,878] 4,728 |17,084, 241 | 278, 409 
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YreL_p or SHORE FISHERIES OF TEXAS IN 1918, By CoUNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
SPECIES. 

Apparatus and species. Aransas, Brazoria. Calhoun. Cameron 

Seines: Pounds. | Value. .| Value. |Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. 
bao) a on pee Dd Sa St TE sess 2 | Se $972 |1, 083,486 | $10, 835 
Dijivciic : Wee Eee eae 1, 000 THO es ee eC sbesesp ee 12D |) eblales 2 ee se 
nih ee a ae 2 ee ae 19,300 QU Pes = se stese fc ec3 10,000 300 
@roaker?----: -- 452... 25. -2 PA ALIv 5 I bede IEC STU = eee (Sa eae 15, 000 525 
IIGHTIEOES- —- 0 ae se acn<<sm- >= 4 5, 650 cil) |e Baie eS eee 4,500 180 
TS ST TAL ME ES (RE | eS Fei Re aR es eee Berra 3, 000 120 
Ranpywhiting. 3... ...s.-+. 565 BEPecasiacess|sestc ccf D156 |) - $e 9G.) See eee oe 

2s Se eee 8, 750 CAE el Sie 10, 000 100 
VATS le Be: See OO: Sey oa es ee 300 18 
ee prod deri. o. foc) st 86,250) |. 65100.) 5 no io.) oS a8 722,324 | 28, 892 
a— 

EST oe 2 Bee he SE | | |e Sel (ee ae ee ee ae Pee 5, 000 200 
Gn ae hee eee eal fea 0 haa 2 eo 5 40,000 | 1,600 

STS ETS va mall a i Cyd (aay yi ee Dee 20, 000 800 
Spanish mackerel..........- 2 10 ieee ag Se RE ao ey Uy) ee eon oes 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”. +11) |: eae ape (eee 722,324 | 28, 892 

EGLO aeee cea ce uP abe DU OO, BOS Pro. 2 sa cpeces enon 11, 524 |2,635,934 | 72,462 

Trammel nets 
TESTA See Selle: Ee a ee i eee) esos 0) eR dd Re ct eee 
SIRENS 3 an. oe ee ee | ed Oe fece cee ee elacce sons Say OlO | Sp ato oa nA cenbeeetewn ce 
RIDE te Ss weechstercckaie DOO P| 2b (ooo s65steieect. lol 8,000) |) 9102). 5 eee 
MEER. ocean ie Seo) LUG focccunacafsceennes| pare | (MOG ibe: Soest ee 
ODT pi Sea ree en RN | eR [Pease el Te pen ee ee eee ag! 0 eG) ee oe 

2 VE SD cei 8S SEES Bi! ba REE Pao) CE eed A (he Oi oy dy ee eer ee or 
MR sa. soeabeae ne eae aor || SAS [eee eweeeliecssaculh Oy poe |)’ eerie o. ee ee eso. 
CON a eee) ire ee Se! ol Se eS |e eee! Pee a ne meee 88 Ce oan Oo eee 
Redfish orred drum........| 20,000] 1,400] 10,000] $800] 66,818 | 5,978 |..........|...-.... 
SE ee eee ee (meee! Vinee WO) Reem eeee Beret Repscboss os ese 
BRBCRNRORO-— ote th ccc nash Oylee | ~ DEB eresc wenlooenccns 7, 213 iY. 5] Baten os tel |S eee 
CUPL LETIE CG 1 AiR SS Nall Aa! tc, By CATS [RS Rng eo [ot melee 31 DD EA ee econ 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”. 900%], 81,515 1 Operate. cee fon sea 5.3 

SRN: eaten toc. 21,250 | 1,700 | 209, 460 ay eee B fee 

Gill nets: | 
SCMEES Sichuan eecale, plas) | Ba WWenscbeaahpih< Venliaee te a0|venetesiecceststeereeen ccc 
Ne ec ecendenln “e000, « 268 es sell 1,085 | Goer ey eee 
Co ee SS ee SR BP pe PPP Mer ernn eseeroee 1,190 eal Berens bares 
Coe aT Ae ES SC el ee ee 2 eee ee eee 278 O7 |nsecdseeee WORE oo4 
a 2" ikea eR BN st Sea Fs a eee Pree eye 279 B4-|i- ca eaees ad ee 
Redfish or red drum. ....... 5, 250 40 |) ee af acets occ 
Squeteagues or ‘‘seatrout’”’.| 33,750 | 2,900 |.........|.......- 8,7. 855 |nrsee! Hae 

Total...............-.| 53,875 | 3,996 |......... ne 16, 889)» 4,848 fetes... 

Gaabuete: Shrimp ....-.....---.|os-«-.0.|.2...20[--2--0--- PSccrscz 3,500| 260] 1,500 50 
Fyke nets: 

SEL OY FOG CTI S 6 nacinalocnandudalecccemes PU eats aN Re ee es | ee 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”. 2, 500 v1 (eee RS a] Re ee ts tenes 

POUR E e Ee ated cedevewcccécladncae ot | eR ta LR eS el 
SESSPRES (CPSs Pers eee ——- 

POM ORO lnin Sueno ren| at ates SA AA Se) Bom 90h ea RS Sot 5 ieee el ee Wiican e's 
LUNE RRR Stelter ine. | rect GA: Sy ii Reel eae S| RE 3 A25530' | MOG | ses oe cs 
Redfish orred drum........| 2,500] 170'|.........].......- 4,750 Oe Ses eee 
Sete TAC OE Sek... lab paler DIE lod Su ncn abe dewey we|oeot de cas|iawae ee alaunrgnecee|2 beac = st 
Squeteagues or “seatrout’’.| 10,875} 945 |........./....-... 1OY 250) DOB | See seers 
OTODe NATO... panoass see ee id eid WG Ca Sear faeee rant 360 1 4 | Re aGeccr 2 Ret eeeee 

eae te Bieri! (Enteral Wiad) re EA ar eel Cee 

2,050 | 678,381 | 47,361 |2, 637,539 | 72, 539 
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Yretp or SHorE FIsHERIES OF TEXAS IN 1918, By CoUNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
Sprecres—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Chambers. Galveston, Harris. 

Seines: Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. 
124 

Uroskéne tei2i 2 see See 300 

Mullaties rca 5-2 Stes <5 eae seen 600 
Lettie 0.) 100 eee ee Se Son RS eR ae acon Se qnpeERmar| hot. “oder é 

DHOGNSNEACS = cies ewenenaseNiocsee ea tae 
S PawiShTACKGrel Sa = cee eo ose ee as | eee snl ieee sss 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”........-.- 1,500 
DHL see soca see oes c cece cae cece see loom eens 

Raine Whee: = aa se2 2 pases decid geiocin sapesetiaes seal deatee ence 
iat 2) eee Ge Saoscas Ske sont Sogetcl he saeee Seal tnosc corse 

GGHSH OF OUCH: = sacs oes seine en | Sees sin ceee| see eee 
Shespsheads 25225002 e ace soc ess tse Siceceeeon aaateiecce 
Spanish mackerelis: =< © so 5 aa Feta! | Sececes eee saaeee eee 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”. .........-|..-....... 

PON PANOS 2.8 stents 3 Soe tape namacne a| omnes 
R WOLYeM GMM: Jetset see oe cee eee ee 
Sheepshead... ogc: <p < dames sscee nme s-l|snecewee sc 
SPAMISMIMAGKETOLS sos es saae et ae hac emeats 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”...........|.......... 
CBS 7: o's Bal 8 Re nn SS RS a ea bs SC 

Spears: 

Minor apparatus: 
ie 

La) Seer ne CUR RODE OSE aoe CACrSOcund | - feed oebe 380, 730 15, so 118, 811 5,657 

Grand toral= 5. casenaea de seeses 72, 600 5,740 | 590, 565 35,881 | 412,665 29,030 
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Yretp or SHore FIsHERIES oF TEXAS IN 1918, By CouNnTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
Sprcres—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Matagorda Nueces. 

Seines Value. | Pownds.| Value. 
UCC SG (71 Se eae ee, Ca $2,200] 461,972 $18, 478 
LEUT BILL - 3 Gee Be a a Set SS) eee ere Sees 28. |. 5225 - EIS ee 
DE ee 895 3,085 125 
Jane ists) eee eee 2,843 22,250 890 
Lu Gre is ee a eee 352 27,636 1,785 
St ee eo eee 160 1,000 40 
|TV ee Ses ee ee 27 1,505 35 
LAGIEST Vag: U2 ste ae eS Se ele So eS Aaa eee 50 3,136 417 
R CTT es a 8 3,083 146, 710 10,330 
Sea— 

DEES ace 1- See coe te 1 lel iy GR 15" Tl ey CS a en eee vee eae 
ETRY 12 BEE ee es 2 ees eee 172 18, 065 1,340 

piieepslignties 2) 2 Sees ss: aaaene. ase 1,303 | 22,750 1,070 
Spaiiniissnekoroly. <.* a2. soon ~~h lgaoc sack 75 272 35 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout”’..........- 6,383 | 172,985 14,061 
MEPL orn tose ots: Je = oad once oct ot 36 5,000 250 
hyn eae Sane eee eee «* LN) SSS aS See 
ti ee ees eee pa 7 1,000 150 

Lin: 2 a Saale le Mea a 17,664 | 887,366 49, 006 

‘Trammel nets 
J TLR LOTITO si oes. SS eee | ae Saree | 190 i= cxehelevetects 
(EDI ERS Se ee ee | erence | eee | 20! |ecanen~ see ieeueesac ce 
Lk RS aie re Re 4 | en | aa ae | MD | oa cweis xan oubaeeeen 
earap es 2 EY See Soe eee ses | (Lae eee | e pavlstcese|eebels. 

ENE eet cna eee tn wa SORE eee eel AERO) AG) acete cen ttetcck sce 
ullet. eS SE er ee ees | ees | 3 ee Rees epee 

Redfish AeeNEl CIBER css tacos nc Sane tie ew nauk he Be me ces es 9 ee 
DTD. AR eee ee ee | See +1 il ae ol (i ee 

cae eon BEB COU vn 322s s |e oe a tg Bree | See re See 

in 7p ee? pea NRE Rpeieceee seater eS ESTUU | Sus Gs cate RON ws 

Gill nets 
RNIN DS 28 5 3 acon ins cho cin sce biecawe nd hombres .t|acascees 5 leceenws oon 3,000 120 
a nat lacnaeandallaarenatonss y 5 Hl a | [ee 
See Oe oko (6) Uy Sai ee Peers | eee - caeeive combiSedueseca 
CE ee angel one ORL Boas cccoheeees cue 
Redfish pL Ey sae Ses | ae ee 86 9, 600 780 
Squeteagues or “sea trout”...........|....-.---. 150| 43,000 4, 250 

I Rane SRS Lainey | fae Sea 283 55, 600 5, 150 

LL TARE pie iat ad eae Sie | Daas ok: i] pe med - | ane aparece 140,000 7,000 

Lines 
aS St Ge aa Ud eee ee See 
Le ees Serie Co ee ae be 
EAT Bye B gies 5 Sadeghi fae Lin 7-. 1) Mei eli 11 DRE > S| Pana Ps Nanri aS 
a SNES SSPE RES Sorat ORES | Coagmig /."77) (Gib eater. | a Si ea (Ee a Ree Pre” aeeeees 
sey eal CUO a ae aR | apie Rese 50 5,000 450 
Redfish or red drum. .............-.-- 611 5,000 450 
El Se, Bean ae ae | ee | 7 ee 45, 000 2, 250 
Spanish mackerel................----- HerecPes |e eee Mee See eae 25,000 2,500 
Squeteagues or ‘“‘sea trout’”’........... 280 5, 000 550 

LCi =) het oe ates A ie Sap ee 1,826 | 85,000 6, 200 

ORNs WIGS: J agiiaieiis sveacbaiavecssssd|sentes<.es 1,755 | 50,000 4,000 

Minor ratus: 
Turtles OIE byes (Pe RSE RAE 7 eS Re) Rees Oe 3,000 150 
Oysters, market, eg NS oe ee ne vecnloccacacece 30, 086 1,719 

i eEMLA de aes asus tee oaw se cee dyes dsussup|s0aceeccnn 33,086 1,869 

= raters ket— y , Mar 
MESS udovh oo ravurt is cacess+s 81,683"-|. 00-24 <n eLabees ooe 
Pri REMU Snes atevaabiduvaessselvecccare ce 209 ||. sas arava eeemal sy 

Lo) Gekswaawnws 760,032 315892'|.....svueaemenetes ss 

Grand total 7,295 |1,072,353 | 55, 129 |1, 251,052 73, 225 
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YreLtD or SHORE FISHERIES OF TEXAS IN 1918 By CoUNTIES, APPARATUS, AND 
SprctrEs—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. Orange. San Patricio. Total. 

Seines: tase Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. pio Value. 
DN US Re ey fee See B| mean me S| Kodetbeioe olberos 55s) pedasbashe 
Black-drumt =. 005.37.. (ee ae y 1,000 $88 | 5,300 $212 |1,720,649 | 37,792 
BIOGAS So ois 5 ee cae ce ren ae 200 30 1,575 222 
Catishes ee eee 1,000 110 500 25 61, 855 3,026 
Croakerss eee eee Saab ee eee eee 1,500 150M = 2 seer ad| a. cedeene 149, 008 6,910 
rca Res Se ea ee 250 30 1,000 85 « aan 3; ui 
BWUSHE een on at ceca niqtacece mee cesbet lecias te He eles cine sine) cement eee nerits 12 
King whiting... 0. .2-0 chee 400 40d cok eel os 15, 871 1,291 
Ma CCURe es 18: ee eee eee 1,000 (400 Becca -<-llenmoopecsce 37,564 1,207 
POMPAHO:= 204 525 PEG cw cscs testes alee eee oscar 200 25} 10,481 1,327 
ete Wsh OF Ted GVuM. <5 sececace secon 2,400 350 7,200 648 |1, 082,398 57, 786 
ea— 
oY ae a Ee 65ers) BRR) Fees tsi oeint el mecocera ce 6, 625 350 
Gare eee ecko stan 0 ltmrins cae del ose ameaaees 700 63 73, 493 4,182 

Sheepshead. « «== -.-.ssseseeeseseesees 3,000 300 800 40 | 102,791 6, 72 
SPAINISHMNACK OLE] ser tes cco Sone ate cae ee eae laameiee toes ° 
Squeteagues or ‘“‘sea trout’’.......--.- 2, 400 350 4,000 440 |1, 184, 698 75, 506 
SHEN Ps ances cee eee oes eee Soca ots [eee eee eee P Ree el Rae ete 8,78 646 
SMa] 0) bs pee SE SE eT Fee peal eeeeenone) Kebckenes.|bbocubpetes|padeasader 2,600 940 
hy ES emai ae RENEE aa EEA Pama ear: | RS aeeBiial hocubaccic | supacdene.c 3,120 277 

Po tal nee 20 ESE POR? 12,950 1, 488 20,000 1,573 |4, 516,041 201, 666 

Trammel nets: 
DRT il eee a Se ee Oe EEE Appa] bation. cued popceonncd Bacaacons} 350 42 
Blgek drums sss. So. Siscavdecsecee se 250 PP) Smee geescyn SQOROD DOC 61,369 2, 682 
CAthishieens asset oh ee ed 300 30) essegcaede|see Sees 9, 360 433 
Croakers 28s so5e Oa A oe 800 SN kasesores| Bonccoenc 17, 234 980 
loundoers: 3222-2) $6) ese 150 UP, \ Seecerheeos| Sarcdoonsc 1,710 157 
King whiting sist scee oo dae eee ene 150 Ty) Beepesenod Caccseoct 7, 962 748 
sects i EE RE | pee LS ee | Ee eee SeGor asso hoe me ooLeG racecar 12, ae ae 

Pia tk ea C Oe eee, eee a Lie a | PE Ge nH Sma coatoen| eeeoooeaod| Seenostccc 
cae Shforred drm eee eee cee 800 IRAN Ese aocood4|pseceacocs ae 9, br 

ET: \ See ee LL Ane De ee AF See | PP cobain lbdeaemcnsa Moraccticca| Hepoaoadc 2,562 
oe — er Or 1,500 10) essacamne a baccnqecas 15, ne itp a 
panish:mackerel.. 2.5 eo ec cence eae ee ee eee | nee mines meats raleteieteteya| mearatelarereteatate 

Squeteagues or ‘“‘sea trout”.......-.-- 1,000 TE aes senro| bassacsoe. 165, 894 16,320 

Potala ee ee eee cene 4,950 LAE ee ee | Aoccocmc ci 408, 690 33, 407 

Gill nets 
Black dreams. eens oc chat ake ee cad sae eesefaseaisee sta 1,000 40 6, 125 243 
TB (BEEN | # rcp es ce ap a eye ie | Ha REO | ie 1,000 120 1,000 120 
CCR Ree ae 2 OE 3 ee Bee Seen | ee eee] bance ate Macocoracca| Mee cines sec, 8,920 354 
CECA are ree eke et ee al vanern ca oalaeamene hea see e aie 1,690 78 
= DAE (no) pee sor eens Sa ees ae anine | bane emne | Pie AAR i | PAO aesrdtic.s) Mebeisiist = oA a 
CE 52110 pe agh eenc anealct epe ag cs Gee | ais eae Pi piate eae | Neer pened Res 5S 
a8 wid at (fyb: eee eee PER See See Beem ecer ne 4g es se ata 2, 7 

COPSUGAG eer 5 en et eee See eA mees, Oso homeo 
Squctengred or “sadircak): Maiaee eee 2 a 19,000] 2,075] 105,875 | 10,230 

otal 24 03522 5 Se Ree Sh Sch cee creed sens wierd ee meirant 30, 000 3,005 | 159,580 13, 980 

eon h ‘kerel 5,000 250 5,000 250 ANIM MACKETOL neaes 2 hese uelee eee soen eo a-cca|aeneb omic 
ij ate RRR OOS Gis SEC Pes eas FIT 154, 000 8,030 

UTS cee paper leap atta at, a Re IR | ae I ge | re Si 5, 000 250} 159,000 8, 280 

Fyke nets: 
Rediish orred Grants 22.2.1 Se eee eee os elites coe etal eee ee tint | <iee eis ates 1,875 150 
Squateacties or “sea trout? soos. sescclasececcese|seresees-c[ensaeweers|a-en acm 2,500 200 

Total 350 

Lines 
Black drum 222 
Cattich mmnamer nene ees 2 ree 11,380 
Croaker 67 
Flounders 223 
Ginter ce eee 100 
Jewfish 1,160 

We WHE ee ce cae sean case ol aeme~ eroes lnixmes amie pace tetem tis | ane teenie 7, 250 875 

Pompano: os NS Se See ce teen te ae a ee eee | ei boereate 1, 200 300 

Radish or red ane. oo ecssee s<-e 600 90 8,000 270 40, 525 4,415 

Pita icp ae Suita > aba (panna SEIS 5, 000 250 ee a 2, on 
anis Tia Se) nN ame | CS Pea eh se ee ees ’ - 

Siaetonenes ee eign tea | 16,000 | 1,760 | 73,750 8,940 
Crabs, hard... 22 ..cece-- We okee ako. |). - ana) pale ee eee 190, 244 10, 422 

Potel seo a eed eee 2, 100 255 | 25,000 2,330 | 578, 864 44,353 
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Yretp or SHore FisHEeRies or TEXAS IN 1918, By CouNnTIEs, APPARATUS, AND 
Srecies—Continued. 

Apparatus and species. San Patricio. Total. 

Is: Value. | Pownds.| Value. Binder Ete mwacee sacle ess om nes $1,000 | 104, 500 $8, 580 sligyesioenal ooo aes Gen eee Bee Bo eee Pe 3, 750 375 

SLA Pee a a Sa ae ieee eee eee! (eee oe eee 1,000 | 108, 250 8, 955 

Minor apparatus: 
Crabs— 

Lee Re erect eet ents a4 || aoe 22 Mel ge | ee ee 3, 000 
1 I SS 8p 5 59152 9 5 Sad ES ST ee a | | ae (a 700 175 LES ee RRR NO SS oT La antl (ea eee a be mi 3,431 163 Oysters, ket— 

3 Pathe Ae Ran laa steep aebae ean treat Pmaiactan ae (eines ate Peer cers |e oy, 30,191 1,746 ELVA EOn' Sac aac sos een, Menem eer rim nL Wy cies |Uyei nes |i 0 st 18, 375 3 MA 

Ae) C2 AE Aenea SP ao eee |e See ae a ee | [eee Oe 55, 697 3, 984 

Bs 
sters, market— 

s Lejpl TCE ee Se ee ce Zoe. Sl GOO 2 see |e ees 1, 906, 366 81,945 LESAN en Bie Seinen aL ah Gem [ea ea eene| (lr RSCG) (LY See D BeoS 33, 656 1,914 

PECL eisai Se seo, eo. AO. S7h| (ed BOO) | ke, Le ee oe eae 1, 940, 022 83, 859 

Grarid totale =: 508-5). 2 ck 8,158 |7,930,519 | 398, 834 

WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE. 

The wholesale trade in fishery products in Texas in 1918 was 
conducted by 35 establishments, one of which canned a small quantity of oysters in addition to handling fresh fish and raw oysters; two produced crushed oyster shells, lime, and dust; and two were engaged in the manufacture of dried scrap and oil from menhaden, the remainder dealing principally in fresh fish ‘and oysters. The wholesale establishments were valued at $396,288, used cash capital to the amount of $36,400, and employed 450 ersons, to whom $150,330 were paid in wages during the year. n addition to the pack of oysters and the crushing of oyster shells for poultry food, which are included under Louisiana, other products having a value of $215,169 were prepared. 
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